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KEY TO CONTSMJTORS

All contributions to the first edition have been carefully

scrutinized, but the revisers’ initials have been substituted

for the original contributors’ only where such articles or

their bibliographies have been substantially amended or

completely recast. Where minor corrections have been made
or new material added to articles or bibliographies the

reviser’s initials follow, within brackets, those of the original

contributor, e.g. E.M.W. (A.D.D.).
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A.N.J. Jeffares, A. N, D.E. Englander, D.
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A.R. Ravenscroft, A. D.E Mo. Monk, D. E.
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* bom

(in Chinese entries) place where the family register is kept

/w baptized

00 married

o/o divorced

t died

Q buried

Titles of books are printed in italics; titles of capitals, e.g. arte mayor : references to biographies

journals and periodicals are printed in roman in Volume II and III by the use of a five-pointed

type; titles of articles are printed in roman type, star, e.g. Diego de San* Pedro, the star being

set within quotation marks. References to articles inserted immediately after the name under which

in Volume I are indicated by the use of small the biography is alphabetized.



[1] LA BRUYERE

LaaIe,PEDER (c. 1350),Danish collector ofproverbs.

Nothing is Imown about him, except the title

legista given to him in the early editions of his

proverbs. He collected more than 1,000 Danish

proverbs, accompanied by a Latin translation. His

collection was meant as a schoolbook for students

of Latin. It is the oldest Scandinavian collection of

living proverbs.

Peder Laales danske Ordsprog (ed. C. Behrend

and A. Hansen, 1929). E.B.

Labs, Loxjise (*Lyons c. 1524 ;
ooc. 1540 Ennemond

Perrin; ^ibid, 1565 or 1566), French poet of the

Lyons group (Maurice Sceve*; Pemette du*
Guillet). She published a single volume containing

a prose ‘Debate between Madness and Love*,

three elegies and 24 sonnets. Powerfully influenced

by Petrarch*, she introduced an ardent and seem-

ingly personal note into these frustrated love-

poems, which O. de Magny* may have inspired.

The daughter of a rich cordier, she married another

rope-maker: hence her nickname of la belle

cordiire. Her life and presumed character have

been the subject of unverifiable legends. As
‘Capitaine Loys’ she rode her horse, not to war,

but in a tournament and pageant held at Lyons in

1542.

Euvres (1555; ed. C. Boy, 1875).—Love Sonnets

(with tr. F. Prokosch, New York, 1947).

A. Cartier, ‘Les poSmes de L. L.’ in Rev. d’Hist.

Litt. (1894); D. O’Connor, L. L. (1926); F.

Zamaron, L,L.,,,sa vie, son oeuvre (with text of

poems; 1968). G.B.

La Bellaudibre, Louis Bellaud de: see Provencal
LITERATURE, text and biblio.

Laberge, Albert (Beauharnois, Quebec 1871;

00 1910; tl960), Canadian story writer and novelist

who was sports writer and art critic for the

Montreal daily La Presse. Upon retirement from
journalism (1932) he devoted himself to writing

naturalistic tales which presented life in rural

Quebec as crude, dehumanizing and often de-

praved. La Scouine (pub. 1918) is the first natural-

istic Canadian novel. Because he was an atheist and

believed in the certainty of clerical disapproval,

Laberge published his works privately in small

editions, and general recognition of his talent has

come late.

stories: Visages de la vie et de la mort (1936);

La fin du voyage (1942); Seines de chaque jour

(1942); Le dernier souper (1953).—sketches and
criticism: Quand chantait la cigede (1936);

Joumalistes, icrivatns et artistes (1945); Propossur

nos icrivains (1954).

—

Anthologie d^A, L. (ed. G.

Bessette, 1963).

J. Brunet, ‘La Scouine d’A. L.’ in Archives des

Lettres canadiennes, 11 (1963). R.Su.

Laberius, Decimus (*c. 106; t43 B.c.), a Roman
knight who wrote verse scripts for mime actors.

Fragments of 43 of these scripts survive. His

political witticisms earned him the enmity of Julius

Caesar*, who compelled him to perform on the

stage himself in competition with the professional

Publilius* Syrus. His somewhat peculiar Latin

interested 2nd-centuiy a.d. grammarians.

O. Ribbeck, Comicorum Romanorum fragmenta

(3rd ed. 1898); M. Bonaria, Romani mimi (1965).

H. Reich, Der Mimus, I (1903); M. Bieber,

History of the Greek and Roman Theater (2nd ed.

1961). H.D.J.

Labiche, Eugene Marin (*Paris 6 V 1815; ^ibid,

23 1 1888), French dramatist. The author of about

a hundred plays in collaboration, Labiche was
elected to the French Academy in 1880. Thou^
his plays occasionally point a moral {Le voyage de

M. Perrichon, 1860; La poudre aux yeux, 1861),

they are mostly hilarious farces of bourgeois life

depending for their effect more on situation than

character, and often bordering on slapstick {Un
chapeau de paille d^Italic, 1851, prod. London,

1952, as An Italian Straw Hat\ La cagnotte, 1860).

Edgar et sa bonne (1852); Vaffaire de la rue

Lourcine (1857); Un pied dans le crime (1860); Les

vivacites du Capitaine Tic (1861); Les trente

millions de Gladiator (1875).

—

Thedtre complet

(with pref. E. Augier, 10 vols, 1875-79); Thedtre

(5 vols, 1949-50).

P. Soupault, E, L., sa vie et son oeuvre (1945; rev.

ed. 1955). T.W. (M.G.)

Labid, 6th-7th century pre-Islamic Arabic poet.

He counts among the major poets of early .^bic
literature. S.M.S.

A. J. Arberry, The Seven Odes (1957). R.O.

La Bo6tie, Etienne db C'Sarlat 1 XI 1530;

tGermignan VIII 1563), French writer and
Hellenist. A judge at Bordeaux and a close friend

of Montaigne*, he helped to form the latter’s taste

for speculative writing by his treatises on politics

and religion, as Le Discours de la servitude volonr

taire (ed. M. Rat, 1963). His Petrarchan sonnets

were first published by Montaigne in the Essais

(1580).

(Euvres (ed. with intro. P. Bonnefon, 1892);

Memoire sur Vedit de Janvier 1562 (ed. idem

in Rev. d’Hist. Litt., 1917); poetic works in

Poites du XVle siicle (ed. A. M. Schmidt, 1953).

G.B.

La Bruy^, Jean de (*Paris 16 Vm 1645;

tVersailles 11 V 1696), French moralist. Ofmiddle-
class birth, La Bruy^re read for the Bar but never
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practised. He purchased (1673) the post offinancial

treasurer at Caen, a sinecure which provided him

with a modest income. In 1684 he was attached, on

Bossuet’s* recommendation, to the household of

the near-royal Conde family, first as assistant tutor

to the young Duke Louis III de Bourbon-Conde,

then for the rest of his life as a minor retainer. His

position brought him humiliations, but served him

as an excellent social observatory.

His great work began modestly as a 200-page

addition to his free and inaccurate translation of

Theophrastus*, the whole entitled Les Caractires

de Thiophraste traduits dugrec, avec les Caractires

ou les Mosurs de ce slide (1688). In seven subse-

quent editions (the last in 1694), La Bruyere

gradually increased his own contribution until

finally it was tripled. La Bruy^re’s satire centres

upon his caricatures of contemporary types (many

ofthem based on living originals), a development of

the mid-17th-century vogue of the ‘portrait’

(Segrais*). He interspersed them with maxims and
short essays and gave his book a planned appear-

ance by dividing it into chapters with generic titles.

But the moralist has no consistent philosophy. His

voice is that of the intelligent bourgeoisie, grown
more bitter since Moli6re’s* time and foreshadow-

ing spasmodically the reasoned liberalism of the

18th century. La Bruyere is among the greatest

French prose-writers; his style is rapid, condensed

and picturesque.

CEuvres complites (ed, G. Servois, 6 vols and 1

album, 1865-68; ed, J. Brenda, 1957); Les
Caractires (ed. G. Servois and A. R6belliau, 1 voL,

n.d.; ed. R. Garapon, 1962).

M. Lange, La B. critique des conditions et des

institutions sociales (1909); E. Gosse, Three French

Moralists (1918); G. Michaut, La B, et Thiophraste

(1936); R, Jasinski, ‘Influences sur La B.’ in Rev,

d’Hist. de la Philos. (1942); P, Richard, La B, et ses

'Caractires' (rev. ed. 1966). G.B.

La Calpren^e, Gautier de Costes, Sieur de
(Chateau de Toulgou, Dordogne c. 1610; ool646

Madeleine de Lyee; fLe Grand-Andely ?15 X
1663), French novelist and dramatist. A successful

writer of pseudo-historical novels whose characters

of heroic mould and long dissertations on love and
politics appealed particularly to the generation of

the Fronde. His tragedy Essex (1638), on Eliza-

beth* and Essex, is historically interesting.

Cassandre (10 vols, 1642-45); Cliopdtre (12 vols,

1647-57); Faramond ou VHistoire de France (12

vols, 1661-70; completed by P. d’O. de
Vaumoriere).

E. Seilliere, Le romancier du Grand Conde^ La C.

(1921). G.B.

La CeppMe, Jean de (Marseilles c, 1550;

tAvignon 1622), French religious poet. A magis-

trate related to St Teresa* of Avila, he expressed

his religious lyricism in the 500 sonnets of his

Theorimes spirituels (1613-21). His work was
forgotten for over three centuries.

F. Ruchon, Essai sur la vie et Vceuvre de J, de La
C. (with sel. poems; 1953) and Les Theorimes . .

.

(1966); L. K. Donaldson-Evans, Poesie et medita-
tion chez J. de La C. (1969). G.B.

La Chaussee, Pierre Claude Nivelle de (*Paris

1692; ^ibid. 14 III 1754), French dramatist. He is

the creator of the comedie larmoyante (the ‘tearful*

or pathetic comedy), in which some story of
modern domestic life is presented with moraliza-
tion and exaggerated sentimentality. His plays,

though irrevocably dated, preceded the drame
bourgeois as conceived by Diderot* and pointed
distantly to the pathetic prose dramas of the 19th
century. He began writing for the theatre at the age
of 41 in the midst of a dissipated social life.

La Fausse antipathic (1733); Le Prejuge d la

mode (1735); Melanide (1741); Pamela (1743);
UEcole des meres (1744); La Goiivernante (1747);

VHomme de fortune (1751).

—

CEuvres (5 vols,

1761-62).

G. Lanson, N, de La C. et la comedie larmoyante

(2nd ed. 1903). G.B.

Lachmann, Karl (Brunswick 4 III 1793; fBerlin

13 III 1851), German philologist. Trained in

classical philology, he applied (whilst Professor in

Berlin) ‘objective’ methods of textual criticism to

his editions of, inter alia, all the medieval German
classics; in revisions they are still used.

Briefwechsel der Bruder . , , Grimm mit K, L,

(ed. A. Leitzmann, 1927); H, Spamaay, K, L. als

Germanist (1948); P. F. Ganz, ‘L. as an editor . .

.’

in P. F. Ganz and W. Schroder, Probleme mittel-

alterlicher Vberlieferung (1968). F.P.P.

Lachover, Yerocham Fishel (*Khurz’l, Poland

18 XI 1883 ; tTel Aviv 25 II 1947), Hebrew literary

critic and the first modem historian of Hebrew
literature.

Toledot Ha-sifrut Ha-ivrit Ha-chadashah (‘His-

tory of Modem Hebrew Literature’; 4 vols, 1928-

32; new ed., 4 vols, Tel Aviv, 195\).—Mehkarim
ve-Nisyonoth (1925); Ch, N. Bialik (monograph;
3 vols, Tel Aviv, 1933-47); Rishonim ve-Aharonim

(1935); Al Gevul Hayasham Vehechadash (1951);

Shira Umachshavah (1953). S.A. (M.Ge. ; Y.F.)

Lads, Vnjs (*Rinuzi 12 V 1904; tRiga 6 1 1966),

Latvian novelist and playwright. He worked on
fishing boats as a small boy. Evacuated with his

family to the Altai region, he went to teachers’

training college in Barnaul, working at the same
time as messenger for the local newspaper. He
returned to Latvia in 1921 and worked as fisher-

man, docker and stoker. This last gave him the

background for his hovel Putni bez sparniem

(‘Birds Without Wings’; 1931-32). An active trade
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unionist from 1927, Lads held high political

offices under the Soviet regime and was twice

awarded the Soviet State prize for literature (1949

and 1952).

novels: Atbrlvotais zvers (1930); Zvemieka dels

(1933-34; The Fisherman's Son, tr. I, and T.

Litvinov, Moscow, 1965); Veca jurnieku ligzda

(1935-37); Cetri braucieni (1937); Akme^inais
cels (X937-3S); Vetra (1946-49); Uz jauno krastu

(1951; Towards New Shores, Moscow, 1959); Pec
negaisa (1962).—plays: Bdka uz solas (1937);

Vedekla (1943); Uzvara (1945).—collected

works: Raksti (10 vols, 1959-62); Sobramye
sochineniya (Russ, tr.; 10 vols, 1959-60).

J. Sudrabkalns, V, L, dailrade (1953); V.

Kraulips, V. L. dailrade (1954); K. Egle, ‘Tautas

rakstnieka V. L. darbi’ in ZA Vestis, V (1954).

H.Le.

Laclos, Choderlos de: see Choderlos de Lados,

Pierre Ambroise Franqois.

Lacretelle, Jacques de (*Cormatin 14 VII 1888),

French writer. Lacretelle spent much of his youth
in travelling, studied at Cambridge, and later

became the friend of Riviere* and Gide*. His taste

for psychological introspection and his moral
pessimism have produced several fine novels. The
most outstanding are Silberman (1922) and the four

volumes grouped as Les Hants Fonts (1932-35).

La vie inquidte de Jean Hermelin (1920); La
Bonifas (1925); Le retour de Silberman (1930); Le
demi dieu, ou le voyage en Grice (1944); Im vie

privee de Racine (1949); Deux cceurs simples (1953);

Le tiroir secret (1958).

D. Alden, /. de L,: An Intellectual Itinerary

(1958). M.G.; J.P.R.

Lactantius, Caecujus Firmianus (*c. 250; fc. 317),

Christian writer of polemical works against the

pagan philosophers, the most important being

entitled Divinae institutiones. The clarity and grace

of his style are justly celebrated, but his grasp of

philosophy and theology is exceedingly imperfect.

J.A.W.

Eds: Migne, Patrologia Latina, VI-VII (1844);

S. Brandt and G. von Laubmann in Corpus

scriptorum ecclesiastic. Latin., XIX and XXVn
{[B90-95).-—Epitome of the Divine Institutes (tr.

E. H. Blakeney, 1950); The Divine Institutes (tr.

M. F. McDonald, 19^); Minor Works (tr. idem,

1965).

R. Pichon, Lactance (1901). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Ladier, Shne’ur Zalman: see Shne’nr Zalman of

Ladi.

Laet, Jan Jacob de (*Antwerp 13 Xn 1815; ^ibid.

22 IV 1891), Flemish author; Flemish representa-

tive of ‘Wdtschmerz’. He wrote one of the first

LA FONTAINE

Flemish country stories, Het lot (1846; Ger. tr.,

Ein Spieler, 1845).

Gedichten (1848).—Het huis van Wesenbeke
(historical novel; 1842).—De vloek (short story;

1841). R.F.L.

Lafayette, Marie Madeleine, n6e Pioche de la
Vergne, Comtesse de (*Paris 1634; ool655

Francois, Comte de La Fayette; ^ibid. 25 V 1693),

French novelist. After the birth oftwo children she
left her husband, a landowner in Auvergne, and
returned to Paris, where she became a prominent
member of society. In 1665 La* Rochefoucauld
had separated from his wife and he shared a house
with Mme de Lafayette until his death in 1680.

The extent of their literary collaboration is difficult

to determine, but it was certainly close and his

influence is apparent in the final chapters of La
Princesse de Clives (1678; The Princess of Cleves,

tr. N. Mitford, 1950). The theme of all her fiction

is sexual frustration and is probably a reflection of

her personal experience. The Princesse de Clives

is a study of the unyielding heroine, but though it

appears on the surface to describe a Cornelian

situation, the outcome is very different. The
princess emerges from the conflict a broken woman
who retires to a convent. The book with its insight

into the finer shades of feeling and its subtle

appreciation of motive is a landmark in the history

of the French novel and the beginning of a tradition

which runs through Choderlos* de Laclos, Con-
stant* and Stendhal* to Proust*.

novels: La Princesse de Montpensier (1662);

Zatde (1670); La Comtesse de Tende (1724).

—

miscellaneous: Histoire de Mme Henriette

d'Angleterre (1720); Memoires de la cour de
France (1731).—OSuvres (ed. R. Lejeune, 1928);

Correspondance (2 vols, 1942).

H. Ashton, Madame de La F., sa vie et ses

(Cambridge, 1922; standard life); E. Magne,
Madame de L. en minage (1920 and Le cmr et

Vesprit de Madame de L. (1927); M. Tumell, The
Novel in France (1950); C. D6d6yan, Madame de L.

(1950; B. Pingaud, Madame de L. par elle-meme

(1959); M. J. Durry, Madame de L. (1962); P. H.
Nurse, Classical Voices (1971). M.T.

La Fontaine, Jean de (Ghfiteau-Thierry ?8 Vn
1621; 001647 Marie H6ricart [o/ol658]; tParis 13

IV 1695), French writer. The son of a provincial

official, La Fontaine inherited but eventually sold

his fafiier’s post of maitre des eaux et forits,

married and neglected a young wife of local stock

distantly related to Radne* and became increas-

ingly absorbed into Parisian circles. He was main-

tained by a series of patrons, including the chan-

cellor Fouquet, to whom he remained loyal after

his fall in 1661, the Duke of Bouillon and the

cultured and brilliant Mme de La Sabli^re. He
owed his personal popularity to his wit, his charm.
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his facile morals and his legendary absent-

mindedness, which he no doubt cultivated as an

aid to independence. To Louis XIV alone he was

persona non grata.

His fame rests on his Fables, for which he drew

on the great Aesopian treasury which had been

constantly exploited by French writers since the

early Middle Ages and on the Indian fables of

BiDPAi (Fr. tr. 1644). His originality was to revive

the fable in verse, little practised since the 16th

century, and to endow it with a classical simplicity

and economy and at the same time with a realism

based on close observation of beasts and men. He
was a born story-teller and, in his elegantly

naturalistic idiom, one of the few great poets of his

age.

His other main work is his verse Contes whose

licentious themes are often borrowed from

Boccaccio* and his 16th-century French imitators,

or from Ariosto* or Rabelais*. He wrote other

miscellaneous poems and re-told in prose the

classical myth of Psyche. For the theatre he wrote

the libretti of three operas, of which only Astree

(1691) reached production. With Champmesle, the

husband of the Racinian actress, he signed several

comedies, but the extent of his collaboration has

not been determined.

verse: main ed. of Fables, Bks I-VI (1668), VII-

XI (1678-79), XII (1692-94; crit. ed. F. Gohin, 2

vols, 1926); main ed. of Contes et nouvelles en vers,

Pts I and II (1665-69), III (1671), IV (1674; crit. ed.

G. Couton, 1961); Le Songe de Vaux (1665, 1671,

1729; ed. E. Titcomb, Geneva, 1967); EMgie (awe

nymphes de Vaux) (1661); Adonis (1669); La
Captivite de Saint Male (Christian epic; 1673); Le
Quinquina (didactic poem; 1682).—prose: Les
Amours de Psyche et de Cupidon (2 vols, 1669).

—

CEuvres completes (ed. H. R6gnier and P. Mesnard,
11 vols and 1 album, 1883-93); Fables, Contes et

Nouvelles (ed, R. Groos, 1933); CEuvres diverses

(ed. P. Clarac, 1942).—La f:s Fables (tr. Sir E.

Marsh, 1952).

L. Roche, La vie de J. de la F. (1913); G,
Michaut, La F. (1915); R. Bray, Lesfables de La F.

(1934); F. Gohin, Les comidies attribuees d La F,

(1934); J. Giraudoux, Les cinq tentations de La F.

(1938); V. Lugli, Ilprodigio diLaF. (Milan, 1939);

P. Clarac, La F., Vhomme et Vosuvre (1947); P. A.
Wadsworth, Young La F, (Illinois, 1952); G.
Couton, La poitique de La F. (1957) and La
politique de La F. (1959). G.B.

Laforet, Carmen (*Barcelona 1921), Spanish

novelist. She was educated in the Canary Islands

and at Barcelona University. Her first novel (Nada,

1945) scored a startling success in and outside

Spain. Crude modem realism is here coupled with

a fine sensitivity free of sentimentaUty. The
characters are dramatically portrayed through
dialogue and action, and the atmosphere of
Barcelona is superbly drawn in an immature but

powerful style. Her subsequent novels fall short of

this high mark.

La islaylos demonios (1952); La llamada (1954);

La mujer nueva (1956).

E. de Nora, La novela espahola contempordnea

(1958-62). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Laforgue, Jules (^Montevideo 16 VIII 1860;

001887 Leah Lee; fParis 20 VIII 1887), French
poet and penetrating critic. Although his poetry is

marked by steady development from the early

imitations of Baudelaire* in Le sanglot de la terre

(pub. postil. 1903), he died before reaching com-
plete maturity and there is a certain gap between
the content of his work and the virtuosity with

which it is presented. The free verse of the Derniers

vers was a technical innovation of the first import-

ance which had a decisive influence on T. S. Eliot*.

Like Corbiere*, Laforgue has been unduly neg-

lected in France. Among his prose writings Les
moralites legendaires (1887) have had too much
attention and his criticism too little. The brilliant

essay on Impressionism not only illuminates the

painters, but is an essential document for a full

appreciation of Laforgue’s poetry.

verse: Les complaintes (1885); Vimitation de

Notre-Dame de Lune (1886); Le concile feerique

(1886); Les derniers vers de J. L. (1890; crit. ed.

M. Collie and J. M. L’Heureux, 1965).

—

prose:

Melanges posthumes (1903); Berlin la cour et la

ville (1922); Lettres a un ami, 1880-1886 (1941);

Stephane Vassiliew (1946).

—

CEuvres completes (3

vols, 1902^3 ; ed. G. Jean-Aubry, 6 vols, 1922-30).

F. Ruchon, /. L., sa vie, son ceuvre (1924); L.

Guichard, J. L. et ses poisies (1950); M. J. Durry,

J. L. (1952); W. Ramsey, /. L. and the Ironic

Inheritance (1953); P. Reboul, L. (1960); M.
Collie, L, (1963); A. Seljuta Ctecin, El montevideano

J. £., su vida y su obra (1964); J. L. Essays on a
FoeFs Life and Work (ed, W. Ramsey, 1969).

M.T.

La Fosse, Antoine d’Aubigny de (*Paris c. 1653;

^ibid. 2 XI 1708), French dramatist. His plays

belong to the decadence of French classical

tragedy after Racine*. The best-known, Manlius
Capitolinas (1698), was derived from Otway’s*
Venice Preserved (1682). He translated Anacreon*
(1704).

Polixine (1696); Thisee (1700); Coresus et

Callirhoe (1703).-^avrej dramatiques (1706 etc.).

A, Johnson, La F., Otway, Saint-Real (Paris,

1901). G.B.

L^erkvist, PXr (*Vaxj6 23 V 1891), Swedish poet,

playwright and novelist, awarded the Nobel prize

for literature (1951). Lagerkvist calls himself ‘a

believer without faith—a religious atheist’ and his

attitude to humanity is unique in that it champions
humane and ideal traditions without calling in
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devotional or philosophic systems. The germ of

this creed is shown in his partly autobiographical

Gdst has verkligheten (1925; Guest of Reality, tr.

E. Mesterton and D. W. Harding, 1936). Much of

Lagerkvist’s early work consisted of Expressionist

experiments, but he came to terms with himselfand
his art in the poems Hjdrtats sdnger (1926) and the

short stories Kdmpande ande (1930). During the

1930s the gathering Nazi menace urged him to take

up the cudgels for tranquil unworldly values and to

decry violence, which his subsequently dramatized

tale Bodeln (1933 ; The Hangman, in op. cit.) brands

as a diabolical principle. This issue recurs, not least

in the symbolical Renaissance novel Dvdrgen

(1944; The Dwarf, tr. A. Dick, 1945). His Barabbas

(1950; Eng. tr. A. Blair, 1952) is a moving, consum-
mately unstressed study of the loveless man,
groping for the intangible. Lagerkvist’s later novels

are symbolic, carefully constructed studies of

man’s quest for a faith. C.H.K. (I.S.)

PROSE AND plays: Prosu (5 vols, 1949); Dramatik

(3 vols, 1956); Sibyllan (1956; The Sibyl, tr. N.
Walford, 1958); Ahasverus ddd(1960; The Death of
Ahasuerus, tr. idem, 1962); Pilgrim pd havet (1962;

Pilgrim at Sea, tr. idem, 1964); Det heliga landet

(1964; The Holy Land, tr. idem, 1966); Mariamne
(1967; Eng. tr. idem, 1968).“VERse: Dikter (1950);

Aftonlandil953;).

E. Homstrom, P. L. (1947); S. Linn6r, *P. L:s

baradomsmiljo’ in Samlaren (1947); G. Fred6n,

P. X. (1952); O. Oberholzer, P. L.: Studien zu

seiner Prosa undseinen Dramen (1958); X. (supp. of

Scandinavica, 1971). l.S.

LagerlSf, Petrus (*801010 4 XI 1648; fStockholm

7 1 1699), Swedish historiographer and poet, and
one of the best Latin speakers and versifiers of his

time. As Professor of poetry in Uppsala he much
influenced the laws of metre and scansion in

Swedish poetry. His own lyrical Sdng till Elisandra

was very popular; his other Swedish output was
confined to slight occasional verse.

Samlade vitterhetsarbeten, IV (ed. P. Hanselli,

1859).

O. Sylwan, Den svenska versen, I (1925).

C.H.K.

Lagerlfif, Selma Ottilia Lovisa (*0 . Amtervik

20 XI 1858; ’\ibid. 16 III 1940), Swedish author,

Nobel prizewinner 1909. Lagerlof grew up on her

father’s manor, M&rbacka, and the old-time

traditions and atmosphere imbibed there underlie

and colour her work. She did not feel at home with

the realism of the 1880s, and her first book,

Gdsta Berlings saga (1891; Eng. tr. L. Tudeer,

1898), reverted to the past for inspiration and plot.

In all essentials, this book embodied her entire lit-

erary programme, the other main issues of which

were reconciliation and atonement, and the prob-

lem ofcombining happiness with goodness. Winter-

ing 1899-1900 in Egypt and Palestine, Lagerlofmet

a colony ofDalecarlian peasantswho had emigrated
to Jerusalem in 1896 to live as the first Christians

did. On her return, she visited their connections in

the home parish, and subsequently wrote her epic

two-part novel Jerusalem (1901-02; Eng. tr. V. S.

Howard, 1915) which brought her world fame.

Her other best-known work outside Sweden is 'Nils

Holgerssons underbara resa genom Sverige (1906-

07; The Wonderful Adventures of Nils, 1907,

Further Adventures of Nils, 1911, both tr. V. S.

Howard), a commissioned school reader describing

the magic flight of a small boy throughout Sweden.

Many ofher tales have artlessly convincing Biblical

or mythical subjects, though Lagerlof herself could

never quite accept the marvels and mysteries she

recounted; she has aptly been defined as the great

seeker who never achieved and never claimed to

have achieved certainty.

novels and tales: Osynliga Idnkar (1894;

Invisible Links, tr. P. B. Flach, 1899); Antikrists

mirakler {\%91 \ The Miracles ofAntichrist, tv. idem,

1899); Drottningar i Kungahdlla (1899; The Queens

ofKungahdlla, tr. C. Field, 1917); Legender (1899);

Berdttelser (1899); En herrgdr^sdgen (1899; The

Tale of a Manor, tr. idem, 1922); Herr Arnes

penningar (1904; Herr Arne^s Hoard, tr. A. G.

Chater, 1923); Kristuslegender (1904; Christ

Legends, tr. V. S. Howard, 1908); En saga om
en saga (1908; incl. Tosen frdn Stormyrtorpet,

The Girl From the Marsh Croft, tr. idem, 1910);

Liljecronas hem (1911; Liliecrona's Home, tr. A.

Barwell, 1913); Korkarlen (1912; Thy Soul Shall

Bear Witnessl, tr. W. F. Harvey, 1921); Kejsaren av

Portugallien (1914; The Emperor ofPortugallia, tr.

V. S. Howard, 1916); Troll och mdnniskor (2 vols,

1915, 1921); Bannlyst (1918; The Outcast, tr. W.
Worster, 1920); Lowenskoldska ringen (1925),

Charlotte Lowenskold (1925) and Anna Svdrd

(1928; trilogy tr. F. Martin and V. S. Howard,
The Ring of the Ldwenskdlds, 1931); Host (1933;

Harvest, tr. N. and F. Hedin, 1935).— Coll. ed.

(12 vols, 1933).

—

^memoirs: Mdrbacka (1922;

Eng. tr. V. S. Howard, 1924); Ett barns memoarer

(1930; Memories ofMy Childhood, tr. idem, 1934);

Dagbok for S. O. X. X. (1932; The Diary of S. X.,

tr. idem, 193Q.

W. A. Berendsohn, S. X. (Ger. 1927 ; Eng. ed.

1968); G. Ahlstrom, Den underbara resan (1942;

newed 1958) and Kring Gdsta Berlings saga (1959)

;

E. Wagner, S. X. (2 vols, 1942-43); A. Gustafson,

Six Scandinavian Novelists (1940; new ed. 1966);

F. S. de Vrieze, Fact and Fiction in the Autobio--

graphical Works ofS. X. (1958); N. Afzelius, S. X.

den fdrargelsevdckande (1970). C.H.K. (I.S.)

La Grange-Chancel, Joseph (*Ch^teau d’Antoniat,

nr P6rigueux 1 1 1677; ^ibid. ?29 XII 1758), French

dramatist. He claimed, with probably slight justi-

fication, to be a pupil of Racine'^, and produced

some ten tragedies which belong to the decadence

of the French classical drama. He also wrote opera
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libretti and a series of pamphlets in verse against

the regent Philip of Orleans (Fhilippiques, 1720;

ed. M. de Lescure, 1858).

Jugurtha or Adherbal (1694); Oreste et Pylade

(1697); Athenafs (1699); Meleagre (1799); Amasis

(1701); Alceste (1703); Ino et Melicerte (1713).—

(Euvres (5 vols, 1758).

O. Nietzelt, La G.-C, als Tragiker (Leipzig,

1908); H. C. Lancaster, History ofFrench Dramatic

Literature in the 17th Century^ IV (1940). G.B.

La Guma, Alex (*Cape Town 20 II 1925), South

African novelist and short-story writer. His work

was banned and he was placed under house arrest

for his political activities. A black author, he left

South Africa in 1966. His stories evoke movingly

the slum life of his childhood.

novels: a Walk in the Night (1962); And A
Threefold Cord (1965); The Stone Country (1967).

U.La.

Laguna, Andres (^Segovia 1499; 1560),

Spanish medical writer and satirist. He studied in

Salamanca and Paris and became physician to

Charles V and Julius 11. He translated and com-
mented Dioscorides*. He wrote the Viaje de

TurquiOf previously attributed to Villal6n*; it

abounds in Erasmian anti-clerical satire and

remained unpublished until the 20th century.

E.M.W.

Pedazio Dioscorides Anazarbeo (Antwerp, 1555);

Autobiografiasy memorias (ed. M. Serrano y Sanz,

Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., II); C. de Villaldn,

Viaje de Turquia ffiuenos Aires, 1942).

M. Bataillon, Erasme et VEspagne (Paris, 1937;

Span, tr., Mexico, 1950) and Le docteur L., auteur

du ‘ Voyage en Turquie^ (1958). E,M.W. (J.E.V.)

La Harpe, Jean-Francois de (*Paris 20 XI 1739;

hibid, 11 n 1803), French dramatist and critic.

Several of his somewhat mechanical dramas and
tragedies had modem historical subjects and on
that score reflected contemporary taste. As a critic

be composed a Correspondance litt6raire for the

Grand Duke Paul of Russia (1774-91) (see F. M.
Grimm*). His public lectures on French literature,

collected as Lycde ou Cours de litterature (1799),

established h^ for many years as a criticd

authority.

Le Comte de Warwick (1763); Les Barmecides

(1778); Jeanne de Naples (1781); Coriolan (1784).

C. A. Sainte-Beuve, Causeries du Lundi, V
(1850-69). G.B.

Lai Ded (fl, 14th century), Kashmiri poetess and
Shaivite devotee, who recorded the teachings of
her sect in short poems iyakli), many ofwhich have
become proverbial in the language, thanks to their

pithy quality and skilful use of imagery drawn from
everyday life.

R. C Temple, The Word ofLalld the Prophetess

(1924). C.S.

Laleau, Leon: see Haitian literature.

Lalic, Ivan V. (*Belgrade 8 VI 1931), Serbian poet

and critic; a graduate of Zagreb, where he worked
for some time for radio before moving back to

Belgrade. He is a former Secretary-General of the

Yugoslav Writers Union. He is an editor of

Knjizeynost, a prominent and creative critic and

an excellent translator of poetry from French,

German and English. As a poet he has been

influenced by both national and European literary

trends. His verse has close afiinities with Pavlovic*

and Popa* in its efforts to interpret and leam from

the lessons of history, and with Mihalic* and
Slamnig* in its inventiveness and poetic insight

into ordinary situations. He is an exceptionally

fluent writer and is equally at home in the confines

of classical form or free verse. Also worthy of

mention is his very fine Anthology of Modern
American Poetry (1970) in Serbo-Croatian transla-

tion.

poems: Bivsi decak (1955); Vetrovito prolece

(1956); Velika vrata mora (1958); Melisa (1959);

Argonauti i druge pesme (1961); Vreme, vatre,

vrtovi (1961); din (1963); Krug (1968); Izbrane i

nove pesme (1969).

—

Fire Gardens (sel. tr. C. Simid

and C. W. Truesdale, New York, 1970). B.J.

Lalic, Mihajlo (*Trep£a nr Andrijevica 7 X 1914),

Serbian novelist and short-story writer. After

school in his native Montenegro, Lalid went to

Belgrade to the law faculty in 1933. He began

publishing in left-wing journals and was several

times arrested between 1933 and 1940. From the

beginning of the war he was back in Montenegro
where he took part in the uprising, was imprisoned

by the Chetniks and deported to Greece but

escaped and joined the Resistance movement. He
returned to Montenegro in 1944 and after the end
of the war worked for some time as a newspaper
correspondent there, going back to Belgrade in

1946 as a reporter for Borba. From 1955 he has

been a professional writer. His many books deal

almost exclusively with the war in his native

Montenegro, and as well as good realist narrative,

Lalid is capable of fine psychological portrayal of

characters and of their reaction to hardship,

hunger, defeat and privation. He is a committed
writer and a recurring figure in his prose is the

superman Partisan hero, but Lalid’s material is too
authentic, his characters too finely drawn in depth
and the background of his native Montenegro too
cruelly exotic for him ever to sink to the wooden-
ness of Socialist Realism on the Soviet pattern.

novels: Svadba (1950); Zlo prolede (1953);
Raskid (1955; enlarged and repub. 1970); Lelejska
gora (1957; enlarged and repub. 1962); Hajka
(1960).

—

stories: Izvidnica (1948); Izabrane pripo^



vijetke (1950); Tri dam (1950); Prvi snijeg (1951);
Osveta rmrtoloza (1951); Na Tari (1952); Tajne
bistrih voda (1955); Na mjesedini (1956); Poslednje
brdo (1967). B.J.

Lam, Jan (Stanislaw6w 16 I 1838; tLw6w 3
VIII 1886), Polish novelist. Having t^en part in
the insurrection of 1863, he was imprisoned and
worked after his release as a journalist in Lw6w.
His novels are marred by didacticism and bad plots

but contain powerful satirical elements which have
strongly influenced subsequent Polish writers of
satire.

novels: Pan komisarz wojenny (pub. 1880);
Koroniarz w Galicji (1870); Glowy do pozloty

(1873); Idealiici (1876).

—

Dziela literackie (4 vols,

1956-57). P.H.

La Marche, Olivier de (*c. 1426; fBrussels 1 n
1502), Burgundian chronicler and allegorical poet.

Beginning as a page to Philip the Good in 1439, he
served three successive Dukes of Burgundy as

soldier, secretary, diplomat and organizer of
tournaments and feasts. His Memoires (1434-88)
record his own experience; but he is too much
concerned with externals, especially the ceremonial
of battles and tournaments of which he also writes

in Le Livre de VAdvis de Gaige de Bataille, to be
a serious historian. While admiring his masters, he
recognized their faults; Le Chevalier Delibiri, an
allegory of the struggle between life and death,

shows Philip the Good overcome by weakness and
Charles the Bold by arrogance. He was also

unconventional enou^ to champion women in Le
Triumphe des Dames, an allegorical poem inter-

spersed with prose exampla,

Mimoires (ed. J. A. C. Buchon in Choix de
Chroniques et Memoires sur VHistoire de France,

1886); Le Livre de VAdvis de Gaige de Bataille (ed.

B. I^ost in Traites du Duel Judiciaire, 1872); Le
Triumphe des Dames (1492; ed. J. Kalbfleisch,

1901); Le Chevalier Deliberi (facs. of V6rard ed. of

1488; 194Q.
H. Stein, ttude biographique, litteraire et

bibliographique sur O. de la M, (1888). J.M.L.

Lamartine, Alphonse-Marie-Louis Prat de
(*Macon 21 X 1790; ool820 Maria Ann Eliza

Birch; fParis 28 II 1869), French poet. The son ofa
Burgundian landowner, Lamartine was educated

at the Jesuit college at Belley. After travelling in

Switzerland and Italy (1811), he met at Aix-les-

Bains in 1816 Mme Julie Charles, the invalid wife

of a physicist, who died of tuberculosis in the

following year. His feeling for her was a main
inspiration of Les Miditations (1820), a book of

lyric poems which marked the true beginning of

Romantic poetry in France. Lamartine’s happy
marriage to an English girl was followed by diplo-

matic appointments (Naples 1820-21, Florence

1825-28), long visits to the family estates of Milly

LAMB
and Saint-Point, and a tour of the Near East
(1830). During this period Lamartine experimented
with philosophic poetry and prepared his second
great lyric collection, Les Harmonies poitiques et

religieuses (1830). The keynote of this is a confident,

sentimental and sometimes pantheistic Christian
feeling reminiscent of Chateaubriand*. Lamartine
went on to attempt a great Christian epic, to be
entitled Les Visions, of which Jocelyn (183® and
La Chute d*un ange (1838) are completed parts.

His last lyric book, Les Recueillements poitiques

(1839), virtually ends his poetic production.

Meanwhile, he had turned to politics after the

revolution of 1830 and advocated an idealistic

Christian liberalism, gradually tending to socialism,

which won him great popular support. In 1848 he
became a member of the provisional government
and then a candidate for the presidency of the

Republic. No practical politician, he was over-

whelmed by Louis Napoleon and retired to live

privately and work ojff the immense debts he had
accumulated. Most of his prose, autobiographical

or didactic, was the forced product of his last years

of poverty.

His greatness as a poet lies in his evocation of
personal moods against the well-loved scenery of
Savoy, Burgundy or Italy; in his sincere and tender

religious vision; and in his expression of both in

harmonious and simple verse.

verse: Saulipd. J. des Cognets, 1918; tragedy);

Meditations poitiques (crit. ed. G. Lanson, 2 vols,

1915); La mart de Socrate (1823); Nouvelles

miditations poitiques (1823); Dernier chant du
pilerinage d*Harold (1S25); Les visions (crit. ed, H.
Guillemin, 193®; Le disert (1856); La vigne et la

maison (1 857) ; Poisies inidites (1873).

—

^historical

AND POurncAL: Histoire des Girondins (1847);

Histoire de la Revolution de 1848 (1849); Histoire

de la Restauration (1851-53); Histoire des Constitu-

ants (1854); Mimoirespolitiques (1863); La France

parlementaire, (Euvres oratoires et icrits politiques

(1864-65),

—

stories: Rqphail (1849); Graziella

(1851); Geneviive (1851); Le tailleur de pierres de

Saint-Point (1851).

—

various: Souvenirs , . . ri’wi

voyage en orient (183®; Confidences (1849);

Nouvelles Confidences (1851); Vie des grands

hommes (in review Le Civilisateur; 1851-55); Cours

familier de littirature (28 vols, 1856-69; sel. pub. as

Souvenirs et portraits, 3 vols, 1872).

—

(Euvres com-

pletes (22 vols, 19(XW7); (Euvres poitiques com-
pletes (ed. M.-F. Guyard, 1963).

P, Hazard, L. (1925); H. Guillemin, L., Vhomme
et Vosuvre (1940); M.-F. Guyard, A, de L, (195®,

G.B.

Lamb, Lady Caroline, n6e Ponsonby (•Roe-

hampton 13 XI 1785; ool805 Hon. William Lamb,
later Lord Melbourne; fLondon 26 I 1828),

English novelist, notorious for her liaison with

Byron* whose portrait appears in Glemrvon (3

vols, 181®.
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Graham Hamilton (2 vols, 1822); Ada Reis (3

vols, 1823).

Elizabeth Jenkins, Lady C. L, (1932); Lord

David Cecil, The Young Melbourne (1939). R.F.

Lamb, Charles (*Inner Temple, London 10 II

1775; fEdmonton, ibid, 27 >QI 1834), English

essayist, critic and poet. Lamb was educated at

Chiist’s Hospital, and then, in his own words, was

a clerk in the Accountants’ Hospital and the East

India House, and was pensioned oif from that

service in 1825 after 33 years’ service. Lamb
devoted much time and care to his sister Mary, who
killed their mother in one of the fits of insanity

which never ceased to attack her. But although he

sometimes yearned after a married domesticity.

Lamb was no self-made martyr and found great

pleasure in his many friendships (with Coleridge*,

the Wordsworths*, Hazlitt*, Barton*, Dyer) and

in his essays and dramatic criticism. His arch,

archaic and rambling style is a good fit for his

personality but is bad for imitators. His matter

includes the domestic and the critical, his manner

the sentimental and the satiric. B.H.

essays: Essays of Elia (1823; ed. M. Elwin,

1952); The Best ofL. (ed. E. V. Lucas, 1914); L.'s

Criticism, A Selection (ed. E. M. W. Tillyard,

1923).— Works ofC, L. (ed. E. V. Lucas, 7 vols,

1903-05).—miscellaneous: Tales from Shakes-

pear (2 vols, 1807; with Mary L., whose name did

not appear for the first 6 eds); Letters ofC, L, (ed.

E. V. Lucas, 3 vols, 1935).

B. W, Proctor, Memoir ofL, (1866); F. Masson,

C. L, (1913); E. V. Lucas, The Life ofL, (rev.

1921). B.H. (K.W.)

Lambarde, William (^London 18 X 1536; ooll

IX 1570 Jane Multon, C3028 X 1583 Sylvestra

Dallison, oo 13 IV 1592 Margaret Reeder; tWest-

combe 19 VIII 1601), English historian and scholar

of Anglo-Saxon, a pupil of Laurence Nowell. A
Justice of the Peace for Kent (1579), his Eirenarcha

(1581) was long a standard work on this office. He
was keeper of the records at the Rolls Chapel

(1597) and the Tower (1600-01).

A Perambulation ofKent (1576; 1596, ed. 1826);

The duties ofconstables (1583); Archion (1635).

W. Dunkel, W, L., Elizabethan Jurist (1965).

B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Lambert le Tort (Jl, c, 1175), French poet, author

of the third branch of the Roman d'Alexandre

(ALEXANDER THE GREAT). Lambert’s starting point

was a decasyllabic romance by a Poitevin poet,

which in its turn was a revision and expansion of

the poem of Alberic*. Lambert continued this

poem in a dodecasyllabic metre (known since the

15th century as the alexandrin) which was also used

by Alexandre* de Bemai in his final revision.

Lambert’s work is devoted almost entirely to

Alexander’s adventures in India and is full of

marvellous episodes which deeply influenced the
imagination of the medieval centuries. The primary
source of the Roman d'Alexandre as a whole is a
romantic biography written in Alexandria (the

‘pseudo-Callisthenes’) and known to the Middle
Ages through the Latin adaptations of Julius

Valerius and Leo (Historia de proeliis, 9th century)

and the Epitome of the former. In addition, Lam-
bert made use of a 4th-century document {Alexan-

dri magni iter ad Paradisum) and an apocryphal
letter of Alexander to Aristotle*, which is the
source of many of the wonders in the poem.

F.W.

Lambrecht, Jan (*Bruges 1 IV 1626; 11690),
Flemish poet, attorney at Bruges, prince of the
Chamber of Rhetoric, wrote a Biblical pastoral

(Rachel, 1659) in which the influence of Cats* is

apparent. His Vlaemsche Vrede-Vreught (1659)
includes an allegorical peace play, Vlaemsche
Maecht, A.M.B.W.

Onstervelicke Lof van de Rederijksche Dicht-

Conste (1661); Bethlehem (1685).

N. G. van Kampen, Geschiedenis der Letterkunde

en Wetenschappen, I (1821); P. Blommaert in

Belgisch Museum, II (1838).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Lamdan, Yitzchak (*Mlinov, Ukraine 7 XI 1899;

fTel Aviv 16 XI 1954), Hebrew poet; from 1932

editor of the periodical Gilyonoth. He experienced

the horrors of war as a schoolboy of 15. His family

were lost and his brother murdered before his

eyes. After the Revolution he volunteered for the

Red Army; but finally, in 1920, he reached

Palestine. His first poem was published in 1918 in

Hashiloach, His best-known work is the dramatic

poem Massada (1927).

Beritma Ha-Meshuleshet (1938); Sefer Hayamim
(1941); Be-Maale Akrabim (1944).

L. I. Yudkin, Isaac L, (1971).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Lamennais, Hugues Feucit6 Robert de (*Saint-

Malo 19 VI 1782; fParis 27 II 1854), French
writer. Lamennais was one of the fathers of

Christian Socialism. A Breton with a strong

mystical outlook, he was ordained priest at the age
of 34. In 1830 he founded a periodical, L’Avenir,

which had an inflammatory influence on the men
and women of his generation. In 1832 he was
condemned for his ardent democratic ideas by the

Papal encyclical Mirari Vos, and finally left the

Roman Church. He became a republican, was
imprisoned and in 1848 elected a deputy. His ideal

of primitive Christianity was expressed in a lyrical

prose style freely inspired by the Bible.

Essai sur Vindiffirence en matiire de religion

(1817); Paroles d^un croyant (1834); Le livre du
peuple (1837); Esquisse d*une philosophie (1841-
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46).

—

(Euvres completes (10 vols, 1844); CEuvres

posthumcs (1866).

C. Marechal, La famille and La jeunesse de

L. (1913); P. Vulliand, Les paroles d'un croyant

(1928); C. Carcopino, Les doctrines sociales de L,

(1942); Y. Le Hir, L. ecrivain (1949); Europe,

special no. (1954); M. Mourre, L. ou Vheresie des

temps modernes (1955); J. Roussel, L. (Brussels,

1957). M.G.; J.P.R.

Lamm, Martin (*Stockholm 22 VI 1880; ^ibid, 5

V 1950), Swedish scholar. A pupil of Schuck*;

lecturer in Ht^-'rature at Uppsala in 1908, and
Professor at Stockholm Hogskola 1919-47. Much
of his best work was done on the 18th century and
on Strindberg*.

Olof Dalin (1908); ‘Lidnerstudier’ in Samlaren

(1909); /. G, Oxenstierna (1911); Swedenborg

(1915); Upplysningstidens romantik (2 vols, 1918-

20); Strindbergs dramer (2 vols, 1924-26); August

Blanche som Stockholmsskildrare (1931); August

Strindberg (2 vols, 1940-42); Det moderna dramat

(1948; Eng. tr. 1952).

I. Andersson, M. L, (1950).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K.

Lamming, George (*Barbados 1927; ooNina

Ghent), West Indian poet and novelist. His first

novel, In the Castle ofMy Skin (1953), is a lyrical

compassionate rendering of a Barbadian child-

hood. The first two novels explore the West Indian

world view as it was moulded by colonial institu-

tions in a setting that was at the same time warm
and protective, alienating and destructive, and then

test that view by placing his characters outside

their native setting. The next two novels attempt to

point the way towards a condition of wholeness as

a prerequisite to personal and national fulfilment.

His work constitutes a critique of West Indian

society, focusing on the cleavage between peasantry

and middle class and the consequent conflicting

cultural heritage, a framework which allows him to

set his political theme in realistic, meaningful

perspective. His essays. Pleasures of Exile (1960),

are necessary complementary reading.

The Emigrants (1954); Of Age and Innocence

(1958); Season of Adventure (1960); Water With

Berries (1972); Natives ofMy Person (1972).

Wilfred Cartey, ‘L. and the search for freedom’

in New World, III.1-2 (1966-67); Mervyn Morris,

‘The poet as novelist’ in The Islands In-Between

(ed. Louis James, 1968); Gerald Moore, The Chosen

Tongue (1969) ;
Gloria Yarde, ‘ G. L, : the historical

imagination’ in The Lit. Half-Yearly, XI.2 (July

1970); Keimeth Ramchand, The West Indian Novel

and Its Background (1970). A.D.Dr.

La Mothe Le Vayer, Francois de (*Paris 1588;

^ibid, 1672), French scholar and historian. One of

the chief sceptics (libertins) of the time in his

Dialogues (1630-31), he grew cautious and became

the tutor (1652-57) of Louis XIV, for whose
instruction he composed a number of pedagogic

works. He controverted the linguistic theories of

Vaugelas*.

Considerations sur Viloquence frangaise (1638);

De la vertu des patens (1642); Lettres touchant les

nouvelles 'Remarques sur la langue frangaise' [of

Vaugelas] (1647); Dupeu de certitude qu'ily a dans

rhistoire (1668).

R. Pintard, Le libertinage erudit (2 vols, 1943).

G.B.

Lamotte-Houdar(t), Antoine: see Houdar de La
Motte, Antoine.

Lampedusa, Giuseppe Tomasi di: see Tomasi di

Lampedusa, Giuseppe.

Lampman, Archibald (*Morpeth, Ontario 17 XI
1861 ;

001887 Emma Maud Playter; fOttawa 10 II

1899), Canadian poet and civil servant in Ottawa
from 1883 until his death. Hypersensitive, repelled

by urban life and materialism, he often sought

escape in nature; his work is now noted for ability

to create moods and capture subtle landscape

effects.

Among the Millet (1888); Poems (1900); At the

Long Sault (1943).

N. G. Guthrie, The Poetry of A. L, (1927);

L. Dudek, ‘Significance of L.’ in Culture, XVni
(1957). R.Su.

Lampo, Hubert (*Antwerp 1 IX 1920), Flemish

novelist, the author of romanesque and magical

yet realistic novels and stories, and an elegant

stylist. His stories exist in a hinterland between the

natural and preternatural realms, often with arche-

typal protagonists such as the redeemer, anima and
Atlantis.

novels and short stories; Hdline Deftaye

(1944); Tryptiek van de onvervulde liefde (1947);

De belofte aan Rachel (1952); Terugkeer naar

Atlantis (1953); De duivel en de maagd (1955); De
komst van Joachim Stiller (1960); Hermione betrapt

(1962); De heks en de archeoloog (1967).—essays:

De roman van een roman (1951); De ring van

Mdbius (1967).—De draad van Ariadne (autobiog.;

1967).

P. Hardy, H, L. (1966). R.F.L. (tr. P.K.)

Lamprecht, ‘Pfaffe L.’ (fl, c, 1120-30), author of
the first German lay of ale?cander. An original

version (Vorau MS, mid-Franconian rhymes) is a
translation with only incidental modifications of

Alberic’s* romance, in the style of the popular

epic. An anonymous redaction (which is also a
continuation incorporating the Iter ad paradisimd
of c. 1160 is pre-courtly in rhymes and style. Both
are anterior to the Rolandslied of Pfaife Konrad*.
He also wrote a free verse adaptation of the Book
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of Tobit. (See Rudolf* von Ems; Johannes

HartHeb*)

L.S AlexanderUed (ed. K. Kinzel, 1884; ed. F.

Maurer, 1940; modernized R. E. Ottmann, n.d.);

Tobias (ed. H. Degering in Paul und Braunes

Beitrage, XLI, 1916).

G. Cary, The Medieval Alexander (1956);

M. O’C. Walshe, Medieval German Literature

(1962), F.P.P.

Landau, M. A.: see AldanoT, Mark Alexan-
drovich.

Landino, Cristoforo (*Florence 1424; ^ibid.

1492), Italian humanist, author of Neo-Platonic

dialogues. He is remembered also for his commen-
tary on Dante’s* Commedia and for his edition of

the text with illustrations by Botticelli (1481).

De nobiliiate animae (1472; crit. ed. A. Paoli and
G. Gentile, 1915-17); Disputationes camaldulenses

(71480); Interpretationes in P. Virgilium (1487);
Comedia diDante Alighieri con Vesposizione di C. I».

(1529); Carmina omnia (crit. ed. A. Perosa, 1939).

M. Barbi, Della fortuna di Dante nel sec, Xll
(1890). B.R.

Landfivar, Rafael (*Guatemala 29 X 1731;

tBologna 27 IX 1793), Jesuit and author of a Latin

poem, Rusticatio Mexicana (1782), written in Italy,

where Landivar lived after the expulsion of the

Jesuits from the domains of the Spanish Crown.
It celebrated the natural beauties of Central

America and described rural life in the manner of

the Georgies, It anticipated the Romantic taste for

local colour and exercised considerable influence.

E.Sa, (J.F.)

Rusticatio Mexicana (ed. 1. Loureda, 1924; text

and Span. tr.). E.Sa.

Lando, Ortensio (?Milan 1512; t7Venice 1553),

Italian humanist, translator of More’s* Utopia and
author ofnovelle and ofextravagant satirical works
of which Paradossi (Lyons, 1543) and their accom-
panying Confutazione (1543) are the most charac-

teristic.

Cicero relegatus^ Cicero revocatus (Lyons, 1534);

Forcianae quaestiones (1536); Sermoni funebri

(1549); Commentario delle pid notabili e mostruose

cose d*Italia e d'altri luoghi (1550); Sferza di M,
Anonimo di Utopia (1550); Sette libri de cathaloghi

a varie cose appartenenti (1552).

I. Sanesi, II Cinquecentista 0, L. (1893); P. la

Cuta, O, L. e Napoli nella prima metd del 500

(1925); W. LI. Bullock, ‘The lost Miscellaneae

quaestiones of O. L.’ in Ital. Stud., V (1938; with

biblio.). B.R.

Laudois, Hermann (Munster 19 IV 1835; i[ibid.

29 I 1905), Low German writer. Professor of
zoology at MiSnster University. A notorious and

well-beloved eccentric, he continued the cycle of
stories begun by Franz Giese.

Franz Essink, sien Lidwen un Driewen as aolt

Mdnstersk Kind (5 vols, 1881-1900); Krissbetten

un Kassbetten (1885).

H. Lons, ‘Miinsters volkstiimlichster Mann’ in

Niedersachsen, IV (1899); E. Marcus, K. Prumer
and E. Rade, Professor L, Lebensbild eines

westfdlischen Gelehrten-Originals (1907). G.C.

Landon, Lettiia Elizabeth Maclean, pseud.

L. E. L. (London 14 VIII 1802; ool838 George
Maclean; fCape Coast Castle, South Africa 15 X
1838), En^sh writer of novels and verse whose
vast gushing output won her wide ephemered
popularity. R.M.H.

The Improvisatrice (1824); Romance and Reality

(1831); Ethel Churchill (1837).—Xz/a and Literary

Remains ofL, E, L, (ed. S. L. Blanchard, 2 vols,

1841).

D. E. Enfield, L, E. X., A Mystery ofthe Thirties

(1928); H. Ashton, Letty X. (1951).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Landor, Walter Savage (Warwick 30 I 1775;

001811 Julia ThuilHer; fFlorence 17 IX 1864),

English poet and prose-writer whose work bears no
reflection of his turbulent relations with his fellow

men. After quarrels with neighbours and tenantry

at Llantony Abbey, whither he early retired to

devote himself to writing, he repaired to Italy. His
earliest poem, Gebir (1798), won him the lifelong

friendship of Southey* but little recognition.

Throu^out his life he wrote poetry, from fragile

Hellenic lyrics to full-length historical plays not

intended for the stage. While his lyrics showed
simplicity of language and form, on the prose of

Imaginary Conversations (1824-29) he lavished

every poetic device, short ofa metrical scheme, that

could make it rich, flexible and colourful. Though
his works were enthusiastically praised by Words-
worth* and other contemporaries, there are critics

who escape their magic, finding them unreal and
shallow.

Count Julian: a tragedy (1812); Complete Works
(ed. T. E. Welby and S. Wheeler. 1927-36).

J. Forster, X.; A Biography (1869); S. Colvin, X.

(1881); M. Elwin, S, X. (1941; rev. as X.; A
Replevin, 1958); R. H. Super, W, S, X. (1954).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Landry, CHARLES-FRANgois (Lausanne 19 HI
1909), Swiss novelist. A journalist of extensive and
vari^ output, Landry is first and foremost a story-

teller who delicts in the romantic. Consciously

autobiographic, he treats love not as a subject for

psychoanalysis but as an endless, and often fruit-

less, quest. He also draws a moral from his own
stories or from history.

NOVEL3; Didgo (1938); Garcia (1947); Lesgrelots
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de la mule (1948); Domitienne (1949) ; La Devinaize
(1950).—biographies: J.-D.-A, Davel, le patriate
sans patrie (1940); Saint Augustin, proie de Dieu
(1943); Charles, dernier due de Bourgogne (1960).

G.G.

Landsbergis, Algirdas: see Lithuanian litera-
ture, text and biblio.

Landulfus Sagax: see Eutropius.

Lanfranc Cigala (c. 1235-70), Provengal trouba-
dour; Genoese lawyer and judge, the best Proven-

troubadour in Italy. The style of his sirventes is

forceful and down-to-earth. He participated in the
composition of a dozen tensons. But it is in his

eight cansos d'amor that he is outstanding; the
lucidity of his diction, the charm with which he
sings of the smile of his revered lady and his

idealized conception of love, all show affinity with
the poets of the dolce stil nuovo,

G. Bertoni, I trovatori d^Italia (1915); V. De
Bartholomaeis, Poesie provenzali storiche relative

alVItalia (1931); E. D. Healy, ‘L. C., poet of the
“dolce stil nuovo” in Provencal* in Stud, in

Philol., XLV (1948); F. Branciforti, II Canzoniere
di £. C. (1954). R.R.B. (K.R.)

Lang, Andrew (Selkirk 31 III 1844; ool875

Leonora Blanche Alleyne; tBanchory, Aberdeen
21 Vn 1912), Scottish man of letters. Educated at

St Andrews and Oxford; Fellow of Merton
College, Oxford, 1868, LL.D. St Andrews, 1885.
Lang early proved himself one of the most versatile

journalists of his day and made important contri-

butions to many departments of scholarship. He
was an exquisite minor poet, a fine classical scholar
and translator, a thorough and always literary

historian, and a learned and speculative anti-

q^uarian and folk-lorist. He carried his learning

lightly, and perfected a vigorous, urbane, sensitive

prose style.

Tr., Homer, Odyssey (with S. H. Butcher; 1879)
and Iliad (with W. Leaf and E. Myers; 1883).—
The Gold ofFairnilee (1888); The Blue Fairy Book
(1889) and many others; Life and Letters of John
Gibson Lockhart (1896); Prince Charles Edward
(1900); A History of Scotland (4 vols, 1900-07);
The World of Homer (1910).—Collected Poems
(1923).

R. L. Green, A, L,: A Critical Biography (1946;
with full biblio.) and A. L, (1962); J. R. R.
Tolkien, ‘On fairy stories’ in Essays Presented to

Charles Williams (1947), J.K.

Langbaine, Gerard, the Younger (*Oxford 15 VI
1656; ^ibid, 23 VI 1692), English writer. Originally

apprenticed to Simmons, a London bookseller,

lingbaine, after marrying early, became a hack
writer, collecting a valuable library of pre-

Restoration drama. His Exact Catalogue ofall the

Comedies (1680) was followed by Momus Trium-
phans; or theplagiarisms ofthe English stage (1687)
which attacked Dryden* as a plagiarist but also,

like his Account of the English Dramatic Poets

(1691; expanded by Charles Gildon* 1698) pro-
vided useful source and biographical materials for

later critics.

His father Gerard Langbaine the Elder
(Barton, Westmorland 1609; ooElizabeth Sunny-
bank; fOxford 10 IL 1657/58), Fellow (1633) and
Provost (1646) of Queen’s College, Oxford and
Keeper ofthe Archives (1644), left a great collection

of antiquarian and other MSS and edited Longi-
nus* (1636). B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Lange, Antoni, pseud. Napierski (Warsaw 1861

;

Vbid, 17 III 1929), Polish poet and novelist. An
accomplished linguist, in his own highly polished

poetry he is philosophic and sometimes pessimistic.

He was strongly influenced by the French Sym-
bolists.

verse: Pogrzeb Shelleya (1890); Poerde (2 series,

1895-98); Gdziekolwiekjestei ... (2 vols, 1931).

—

plays: Wenedzi (1909); Atylla (1910).—transla-
tions: Przeklady z poetdw obcych (2 vols, 1899);

Nal i Damajanti (1905); Poeci hiszpahscy (191®.—^various: Pochodnie w mroku (1927).—Dziela (8

vols, 1895).

2. D^bicki, ‘A. L.’ in Portrety, I (1927); W.
Borowy, ‘A. L. jako poeta’ in Dzis i wezoraj

(1934). S.S. (P.H.)

Lange, Per (H0rsholm 30 VIII 1901; ool931

Rigmor Minna Suenson, ool942 Hanne Thiele),

Danish poet and essayist. A fastidious and
aristocratic writer, whose motifs are often classical

and whose views may at times recall Nietzsche*.

verse: Kaos og Stjemen (192®; Forvandlinger

(1929); Orfeus (1932); Relieffer {mZ),—Udvalgte
Digte (1953).—essays: Spejlinger (1953); Ved
Musikkens Tcerskel (1957); Samtale med et ASsel

(1961); Om Krig og Krigsrruend (196®; Dyrenes

Maskerade (1969).—Samlede Essays (1964).

E.B.

Lange, Samuel Gotthold (Halle 22 III 1711;

tLaublingen 25 VI 1781), German poet. With his

student friend Pyra*, Lange, later a Protestant

pastor, imitated Anacreon* in German. As a
translator of Horace* he was fiercely attacked by
Lessing* in the Vademecum.

Freundschaftliche Lieder (with Pyra; 174®;
Horazische Oden (1747); Poetische Betrachtungen

fiber die sieben Worte des sterbenden Erlosers

(1757).

H. Geppert, 5. G. L., der Grander der ersten

Halleschen Dichterschule (diss. Heidelberg, 1923).

H.B.G.

Langendijk, Pieter (*Haarlem 25 VII 1683 ;
ool727

Joanetta M. Senepart; 1[ibid» 18 VH 175®, Dutch
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playwright and poet, draughtsman and painter.

Strongly influenced by French examples, he wrote

good comedies in smooth alexandrines, with clever

plots and without psychological problems.

comedies: Don Quichote op de bruiloft van

Kamacho (1699); De Zwetser (1712); Het weder^

zijdsch huwelijksbedrog (1712); Krelis Louwen

(1715; Alexandre le Grande tr. H. J. Roullaud,

1751); De wiskunstenaars (1715; ed. G. W.
Wolthuis, 1938; Les mathdmaticiens ou la Jeune

fille en fuite, tr. in Chefs d'ceuvre des thddtres

Strangers^ Brussels, 1824); Arlequyn actionist

(1720); Xantippe (1756); De spiegel der vader-^

landsche kooplieden (1760).

—

Gedichten (4 vols,

1721-60).

C H. Ph. Meyer, F. L. (1891); F. Z. Mehler,

P. X. (1892). J.W.W.

Langendonck, Prosper van (*Brussels 15 III 1862;

^ibid, 7 XI 1920), Flemish poet; co-founder of the

review. Van Nu en Straks. He died a victim of

hereditary insanity. There is a striking honesty and

dignity in the hypochondriac, contemplative poetry

of this poite maudit struggling with an absolute

ideal. He wrote critical essays as well as one

collection of poems, Verzen (1900).

Het werk van P. van X. (1926).

L. Sourie, P. van X. (2nd ed. 1962); A. Wester-

linck, P. van X. (1946); G. Schmook, P. van X.

(1968). R.F.L.(tr.P.K.)

Langenhoven, Cornelis Jacob (*Ladismith, Cape
Colony 12 VIII 1878; ool897 Maria Magdalena
Hugo; tOudtshoom 15 VII 1932), Afrikaans

prose writer, poet, dramatist and politician. Once
converted to the cause of Afrikaans as a cultural

medium, he felt it his vocation to provide his

people with reading-matter in their own language,

a task for which his wit, his brilliant style and his

humorous insight into human nature admirably

equipped him. His work shows affinity with that of

the Dutch Romantic Multatuli*, whom he
admired. In his natural, unconventional style and
language he amuses, teaches, interests and moves
^children from 8 to 88’. He is the author of the

Afrikaans national anthem, ‘Die Stem van Suid-

Afrika’.

Versamelde Werke (16 vols, 1933-58).—verse
AND prose: 0ns Weg dear die Wireld (1914); Aan
Stdle Waters (2 vols, 1930-41).—verse: Die Pad
van Suid^Afrika (1921); Gesange in Afrikaans

(1922).—prose: Sonde met die Bure (1921); Geeste

op Aarde (1924); Brolloks en Bittergal (1925);

Mof en sy Mense (1926); U DienswUlige Dienaar

(1932); Die Mantel van Elia (1933).—drama: Die
Hoop van Suid-Afrika (1913); Die Vrou van Suidr

Afiika (1918).

M. P. O. Burg^, Die Mens X. (1939); P. J.

Nienaber, Perspektiefen Profiel (1951).

G.D. (N.D.C.)

Langer, FrantiSek (*Prague 3 III 1888; fibid, 2

VIII 1965), Czech dramatist and novelist. One of

the most distinguished modern Czech dramatists,

Langer has shown considerable versatility in his

plays, which range from the light-hearted portrayal

of the lower reaches of Prague society (Velbloud

uchem Jehly, 1923) by way of the psychological

drama Periferie (1925) with its echoes of

Dostoyevsky’*^ to the moving evocation of the

Odyssey of the Czech legionaries in Siberia in the

First World War (Jizdni hlidka, 1935).

Byli a bylo (memoirs; 1963).—E. Konrdd, P. X.

(1949). R.A.

Langevin, Andr£ ('^‘Montreal 1927), Canadian
novelist, dramatist and producer for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation. Characterized by des-

criptive realism and atmosphere, his work probes

the lives of masochistic characters.

Evade de la nuit (1951); Poussiire sur la ville

(1953; Dust Over the City, tr. J. Latrebe and R.

Gottlieb, 1955); Le temps des honmes (1956).

—

Vceil du peuple (drama; 1958).

G. Marcotte, ‘L’muvre romanesque d’A. L.’ in

Une litterature qui se fait (1962); J. L. Major,

‘A. L.’ in Archives des Lettres canadiennes. III

(1964). R.Su.

Langg^sser, Elisabeth, pseud, of E. L. Hoffmann
(*Alzey 23 II 1899; tRbeinzabem 25 VII 1950).

German novelist and poet. Her chief concerns are

the form of the Christian novel and the conflict

between good and evil, particularly in the novel

Das unausWschliche Siegel (1946), Ethically the

powers of good may predominate; aesthetically

the powers of evil win. R.W.L.

NOVELS : Triptychon des Teufels (1932) ; Der Gang
durch das Ried (1936); MUrkische Argonautenfahrt

(1950; tr. The Quest, 1953).—Prfe/e 1926-50

(1954); Gesammelte Werke (5 vols, 1959-64).

W. Hoffmann-LanggSsser, Lob der Schopfung

(1959); L. Rinser, Magische Argonautenfahrt,

Einfuhrung in die gesammelten Werke von E. X.

(1959); E. Augsberger, E, X, Leitmotive und
Symbol in ihren Prosawerken (1962); A. Fremantle,

‘E. L.’ in Greyfriar, IX (1966); W. Grenzmann,
Dichtung und Glaube (6th ed. 1967).—^A. W. Riley

in Literaturwissenschaftliches Jahrb., VIII (biblio.;

1967). K.P.

Langhome, John (•Winton IK 1735; coll61 Ann
Cracroft, ool772 Miss Thompson; tBlagdon 1 IV
1779), English writer of pretty verse, defender of
Scots against Churchill’s* satire, and, with his

brother William (*1721; tl7 11 1772), translator

of PlutarcKs Lives (6 vols, 1770).

Poetical Works (2 vols, 1766; with memoir,
1804); Genius and Valour: a Scotchpastoral (1764).

R.M.H.
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Langland, Wiluam (*c. 1332; fc. 1400), English
poet. His life is obscure: he was probably bom in

the West Midlands, took minor Orders, married
and lived in London. His Vision ofPiers Plowman,
a long allegorical and satirical poem in alliterative

verse, survives in many MSS; these represent three

separate versions (called the A-, B- and C-texts)

which are dated on scanty internal evidence c. 1370,
1377-79 and 1393-98. Theories of multiple author-
ship, once popular, are now discarded, except as

regards C-text. The poem consists of two parts : the

Kw/o—primarily an examination of the right use
ofthe world’s goods in man’s search for truth, with
Piers and his helpers representing Christian

society; and the K/ra—the search for Dowel,
Dobet and Dobest (the good, better and best ways
of life)—an allegorical handling of the problems of
the individual in his search for self-knowledge and
perfection. The poem contains vivid pictures of
contemporary life, but the most powerful passages

concern the recurring themes of Caritas and the

Incarnation. R.W.B.

Piers the Plowman (3 parallel texts; ed. W. W.
Skeat, 2 vols, 1886); A-Version (ed. T. A. Knott
and D. C. Fowler, 1952; ed. G. Kane, 1960).

The Piers Plowman Controversy (arts by various

critics; 1910); R. W. Chambers, ‘Rers Plowman:
a comparative study’ in Man^s Unconquerable

Mind (1939); E. T. Donaldson, Piers Plowman:
The C-Text and Its Poet (1949); D. W. Robertson
and B. F. Hupp6, Piers Plowman and Scriptural

Tradition (1951) ; D. C. Fowler, Piers the Plowman:
Literary Relations of the A and B Texts (1961);

M. W, Bloomfield, Piers Plowman as a 14th^

Century Apocalypse (1962); J. Lawlor, Piers Plow^

man: An Essay in Criticism (1962); E. Salter, Piers

Plowman, An Introduction (1962); G. Kane,
Piers Plowman: The Evidence for Authorship

(1965); Piers Plowman: Critical Approaches (ed.

S. S. Hussey, 1969). R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Lanier, Sidney (Macon, Ga. 3 n 1842; col867

Mary Day; tLynn, N.C. 7 IX 1881), American
poet, musician and critic. He spent four years in

the Confederate Army and contracted tuberculosis

which caused his premature death. He tried teach-

ing and law; became a flautist; wrote a chivalric

war novel. Tiger Lilies (1867). After publishing

Poems (1877) he was appointed lecturer at Johns

Hopkins University (1879) and wrote The Science

of English Verse (1880), relating poetry to music.^ poems show intense feeling and delicate per-

ception. H.L.C.

Florida: Its Scenery, Climate, andHistory (1875);
Music and Poetry (ed. H. W. Lanier, 1898).

—

The

Centennial Edition of S. L. (ed. C. R. Anderson,

10 vols, 1945).

E. Mims, S. L, (1905); A. H. Starke, S. L,: A
Biographical and Critical Study (1933); J. B.

Hubbell, The South in American Literature (1954).

H.L.C. a.w.)

Lankov, Nikola (*GoIyamo Dryanovo 14 III

1902; tSofia 27 V 1965), Bulgarian poet. A writer

of the proletarian ‘Old Guard’ (RLF) and editor of
Dumping, a humorous journal, he was interned in

1941 and again in the 1950s, this time ‘by his own*
[comrades], as he relates in ‘The Memory’
{Spomenut, 1963), a curiously revealing poem-cycle
dedicated to the Eighth Bulgarian Communist

Party Congress.

Podem (1932); Pod leda (1938); Borha ipobeda
(1952); Pri blizki hora (travelogue; 1956); Vyatur
ot yug (1958).

K. Genov, N, L. (1962) V.P.

Lannoy, Baroness Johanna Cornelia de (Breda
1738; tGeertruidenberg 18 11 1782), Dutch poet,

self-taught in literary matters, wrote charming
original verse: ‘Aan mijn geest’ and ‘Het
Gastmaal’ (in Dichtkundige werken, 1780); also

prize-poems: De waare vereischten in eenen dichter

(1774).

Nagelatene dichtwerken (ed. Bilderdijk, 1783).

—

plays: Leo de Groote (1767); Het beleg van
Haarlem (1770); Cleopatra, koningin van SyrH
(1776).

H. H. Knippenberg in Tijdschr. v. Taal- en
Lett., XX (1901); A. Hallema in De Nieuwe Gids,

LI (1936). J.J.W. (J.Sm.)

Lansdowne, Lord: see Granville, George.

Lansel, Peider, pseud. P. I. Derin (Pisa 15 Vm
1863 ; tGeneva 9 XII 1943), Raeto-Romansch poet

and writer. Bom in Italy of an emigr6 family and
educated in Switzerland, he retired from his father’s

business in Tuscany in 1906 and settled in Geneva.
With the exception of the period 1926-34 when he
was again engaged in commerce and was Swiss

consul in Leghorn, he devoted himself entirely to

poetiy and to the collection, preservation and
evaluation of the heritage of the Rseto-Romansch
past: linguistic, literary and cultural. Lansel may
justly be considered the most important modem
lyric poet in Romansch. His wide culture and
experience, his great artistic sensitivity and
detached and thoughtful cast of mind find expres-

sion in poetry of meticulous workmanship, in

which the whole external world mirrors his soul.

Lansel has set an example—and sacrificed his

personal fortune—in his work to preserve the

monuments of Raeto-Romansch dvifization and
remind his fellow countrymen of its value.

verse: Primulas (1892, 1907); La cullam
d'ambras (1912); II vegl chalamir (1929); La
funtana chi staina (1936); Fanzognas (1939);

Versions veglias e nouvas (1940); Ouvras, I (with

intro, and notes A. Peer; 196Q.—short
stories: Gruisaidas albas id oters requints (1931).

—

anthologies: La Musa Ladina (1910, 1918);

Linguach da la mamma ilia poesia rumantscka
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(1938) ; Puschelet our da VJert retorumanisch (1939);

Musa rimantscha (1950).—vak[OUs:

(1935; tr. into Romansch, Ger., Fr., Eng. and
Esperanto).

R. R. Bezzola, ‘Lirica ladina modema’ in 10

Arts Uniun Rumantsch Turitg (1930); J. Luzzi,

‘P. L.’ in Annalas da la Soc. Retorum., XLVIII
(1934) and ‘L’ouvra e la personality da P. L.*,

ibid., LVm (1944); M. E. Maxfield, Studies in

Modern Romansch Poetry in the Engadine (thesis,

Radcliffe College and Harvard Univ., 1938); A.
Peer, ‘P. L.’ in Bedeutende Bundner (1970).

R.R.B.

Lanson, Gustave (*Orleans 5 VIII 1857; t^aiis 15

Xn 1934), French critic. While winning much
distinction as a teacher (Professor at the Sorbonne
and director of the ficole Normale) Lanson came
to be recognized as the master of French academic
criticism. His own solid output of writing was
informed by a natural taste for ideas, a rather

dogmatic philosophic outlook, and a highly

disciplined historical method, based upon the use

of biographical material and thorough research

into literary sources. His most important work

—

Histoire de la litterature frangaise (1894)—^had a
profound influence on French secondary education

for at least 50 years.

Nivelle de La Chaussie et la comedie larmoyante

(1888); Bossuet (1890); Boileau (1892); Hommes et

livres, Corneille (1898); Manuel bibliographique

(1909 and 1912); Esquisse d'une histoire de la

tragidie frangaise. Mithodes de Vhistoire littiraire

(1925); V&ole Normale Supirieure (1926); Videal

Jrangais dans la littirature de la Renaissance d la

Revolution (1928).

Melanges offerts d G. L. (1922); J. Pommier and
P. Qarac, Discours prononces d la Sorbonne le 24
mai 1958 (1958). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Lanza, Silverio: see Amords, Juan Bautista.

Laoniciis Chalcocondyles (*Athens c. 1432;

t?1490), Greek historian, brought up in the court

of the Palaeologi at Mistra and educated by
George* Gemistus Plethon. His history covers the

years 1298 to 1463, and was written after this as

events between 1484 and 1487 are mentioned. It is

introduced by a masterly survey of the Greeks in

world history, followed by discussion of the

relations of Greeks and Romans and finally

analyses the reasons for the Ottoman victories, the

enemy occupying a central place (reminiscent of

the Persians in Herodotus*, whom Chalcocondyles

appears to take as a model, though attempting to

write in the style and language of Thupydides*).

Historiarum demonstrationes: crit. ed. E. Dark6
(2 vols, 1922-27); ed; I. Bekker (1843; with Lat.

tr.); Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CLIX (1866; with
Lat. tr.).—Partial Ger. tr. F. Grabler (1954).

W. Miller, ‘The last Athenian historian’ in Jour.

Hellenic Stud., XLII (1922); G. Moravcsik,
Byzantinoturcica (2nd ed. 1958). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Lao Shd, pseud, of Shu Ch'ing-ch'un (^Peking 3
II 1899; tX 1966), Chinese author, established,

between 1926 and 1937, a reputation for satirical

fiction and was especially admired for his skilful

use of Peking dialect. His first novels were written
in London, where he taught (1924-29). During the
war with Japan he was President of the Writers
League, and wrote patriotic plays. After the war
he spent three years in the U.S.A, and wrote there
his last novel, of which a translation {The Drum
Singers, tr. H. Kuo, 1952) has appeared, but not
the original. Back in Peking, he returned to writing
plays during the 1950s.

novels; Lao Chang ti chi-hsueh (1926); Chao
Tza-yueh (1927); M Ma (1929); Hsiao Ro ti

sheng-jih (1931); Mao-cEing chi (1933; City of
Cats, tr. J. E. Dew, 1964); (1933; The Quest
for Love ofLao Lee, tr. H. Kuo, 1948); Niu Tien-
tzu chuan (1935); Lo-t*o Hsiang-tzu (1937; Rick-
shaw Boy, tr. E. King, 1945); Ssie-shih t"ung-t‘ang

(3 parts, 1946-50; The Yellow Storm, tr. 1. Pruitt,

1951).—SHORT stories: Kan chi (1934); Ying-hai
chi (1935); Ko-tsao chi (1936); above three repr. as
Wei-shin chi and Yueh-ya chi (1947); Tung-hai
Pa-shan chi (1946); sel. trs in: C. C. Wang,
Contemporary Chinese Stories (1944) and Stories

of China at War (1947); Yuan Chia-hua and R.
Payne, Contemporary Chinese Short Stories (1946);
G. Kao, Chinese Wit and Humour (1946); Chinese
Lit. (1957), No. 4 and (1962), No. 6.

—

splays:

Kuo-chia chih-shang (with Sung Chih-ti; 1940);
Kuei-cKu-lai hsi (1943); Tao-li cKun-feng (with
Chao Ch*ing-ko; ‘Fruits in the Spring’, tr. G. Kao
in China Mag., XVII, 1947); Lung-hsu kou (1951;
Dragon Beard Ditch, tr. Liao Hung-ying, Peking.
1956).

C. Birch, ‘Lao She: the humorist in his

humour’ in China Quart., VIII (1961); Z. Slupski,
‘The work of Lao She during the first phase of his

career (1924-1932)’ in Studien zur modernen
chinesischen Literatur (ed. J. PrfiSek, Berlin, 1964).

A.R.D.

Lao-tzfi, ‘Master Lao*, supposed author of the
Chinese book Tao-te ching. Lao-tzu is traditionally

believed to have been a slightly older contemporary
of Confucius* (6th century b.c.). His biography by
Ssu-ma* ChTen is however a juxtaposition of
legendary and factual items relating to three
different persons with little attempt at harmoniza-
tion. The recognition of this together with internal
evidence has led to the placing of the Tao-te ching
in the 3rd century b.c. The poetic quality and
paradoxical form of this Taoist treatise have
provoked innumerable direct and indirect transla-
tions into Western languages, yet it is not fully
intelligible except against the thought background
of its time, for it makes a most skilful play with all
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manner of contemporary maxims. The author was
not offering a personal mysticism but political

advice. In the later Taoist church the work became
a most important scripture.

Trs: A. Waley, The Way and Its Power (1934);

J. J. L. Duyvendak, Tao Te Ching (1954); D. C.

Lau, Tao Te Ching (1963).—^Further biblio. in

W.-T. Chan, An Outline and an Annotated Biblio-

graphy ofChinese Philosophy (1969). A.R.D.

La P6nise, Jean Basher de (*La P6ruse, Charente

1529; ^ibid. 1554), French poet. Closely linked

with Ronsard*, he wrote, shortly after Jodelle’s*

Cleopdtre^ one of the first French tragedies, Medee
(1553 or 1554), ofSenecan inspiration. The promise

of his lyric poems was cut short by his early death.

CEuvres (ed. E. G, des Seguins, 1866).

N. Banachevitch, J.-B, de la P. (1923). G.B.

A Lapide, Johannes: see Johannes a Lapide.

Larbaud, Valery (*Vichy 29 VIII 1881 ; Vbid. 2 II

1957), French writer. Larbaud inherited consider-

able wealth and was thereby enabled to spend his

youth in a pleasantly nomadic fashion. He
possessed a fine literary taste and a wide knowledge
of foreign literatures, which enabled him to make
better known in France Samuel Butler*, Cole-

ridge* and, in particular, James Joyce*, whose
Ulysses he translated. He is the author of modern-
ist poems and of several cosmopolitan novels. The
best of these, Barnabooth, tells the story of a
millionaire who tries—^in vain—to free himself

from his wealth so that he may play his part in the

rich variety of human experience.

Poemes par im riche amateur (1908); Fermina
Marquez (1911); A. O, Barnabooth, ses csuvres

completes (1913); Enfantines (1918); Amants,

heureux amants (1923); Ce vice impuni, la lecture,

domaine anglais (1925); Ce vice impuni, la lecture,

domaine frangais (1941); Le vaisseau de Thisee

(1946); Lettres d Andre Gide (1948); Correspon-

dance avec L, P. Fargue (1971).

—

OEuvres com-
pletes (10 vols, 1950-55).

G. Jean Aubry, V, L. Sa vie, son oeuvre, I: La
jeimesse (1949); B. Delvaille, K. L. (1963); F,

Weissman, Uexotisme de V. L, (1971).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Lardner, Ring [properly Ringgold Wilmer]
(*Niles, Mich. 6 III 1885; ool911 ElHss Abbott;

tEast Hampton, N.Y. 25 IX 1933), American
short-story writer and journalist. Through his

sports fiction he became one of the most lauded

literary folk heroes since Mark* Twain. His style

in his early stories is direct, racy, vernacular and
his dialogue constantly uses images of sport, but

beneath the order and grace of sporting myths,

Lardner diagnosed a sickness and corruption

which could only be faced by manic laughter. Later

he moved on to satirize a higher level of society

revealing a desperation beneath its affectation and
gaiety. His hi^ comedy and underlying sense of

nothingness can be seen in his absurd plays,

/. Gaspiri (1924) and Dinner Bridge (1927).

You Know Me Al (1916); Gullible's Travels

(1917); Treat 'Em Rough (1918); The Young

Immigrants (1920); The Big Town (1921); How to

Write Short Stories (1924); The Love Nest and
Other Stories (1926); The Story ofa Wonder Man
(1927); Lose With a Smile (1933).— F. L.

Reader (ed. M. Geismar, 1963).

F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Crack-Up (1945); D.

Elder, F. L. (1956); N. Yates, The American

Humorist: Conscience of the Twentieth Century

(1964); O. Friedrich, F. L. (1965). G.A.K.

Larivey, Pierre (*m Champagne c. 1540; tTroyes

12 II 1619), French playwright of Italian origin.

His distinction is to have introduced the Italian

Renaissance comedy into French by his nine

adaptations (which are little more than lively

translations) of various Italian dramatists who
were themselves adapting Plautus* and Terence*.

His plays may have been performed by travelling

companies. Moli^re* borrowed from Larivey’s Les
Esprits for the scenes of the stolen cash-box in

VAvare.

Le Laquais, La Veuve, Les Esprits, Le Morfondu,

Les Jaloux, Les Ecoliers (1579); Constance, Le
Fidele, Les Trompeurs (1611); repr. in Ancien

Thedtre Frangais, V-VII (1855).

M. Amato, La comedie italienne dans le thedtre

de L. (1909); L. Morin, Les trois P. de L, (1937);

B. Jeffery, French Renaissance Comedy (1969).

G.B.

Larkin, Philip (Covent^ 9 VIII 1922), English

poet and novelist, librarian of the University of

Hull since 1955, and jazz correspondent of the

Daily Telegraph. He was awarded the Queen’s

Gold Medal for Poetry in 1965,

poetry: The North Ship (1945); The Less

Deceived {\955)\ The Whitsun Weddings {19^),

—

novels: Jill (1946); A Girl in Winter (1957).

—

All What Jazz: A Record Diary 1961-68 (1970).

W.R.A.

Larminie, Wiluam (*Castlebar, Co. Mayo 1849;

tBray, Co. Wicklow 1900), Irish poet. His

narrative poetry was influenced by Celtic legends.

A careful student of Irish metrics, he used an
assonantal verse-system. Among those he has

influenced are W. B. Yeats* and Austin Clarke*.

verse; Glanlua (1889); Fand and Moytura
(1892).

—

West Irish Folk Tales and Romances
(1893). E.T.W.

La Roche, Sophie von, n6e Gutermann (*Kauf-

beuren 6 XH 1730; tOffenbach 18 II 1807),
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German novelist. Loved in her youth by C. M.
Wieland*, she married Georg von La Roche, an

official of the Elector of Trier, in 1754 and lived at

Ehrenbreitstein. Her sentimental novel in letters,

Fraulein von Sternheim> enjoyed great success. She

was grandmother of Clemens and Bettina Bren-

tano*.

Geschichte des Frdideins von Sternheim (1771);

Rosaliens Briefs (1780-81); Briefs an Lina (1785-

97); Geschichte von Miss Lony (1789); Famy und

Julia (1802).

L. Assing, 5. von La R. (1859) ; C. Touaillon, Der
deutsche Frauenroman des 18, Jh, (1919); W.
Milch, S, La R, (1935). H.B.G.

La Rochefoucauld, Francois VI, Due de (*Paris

15 IX 1613; 001628 Andr6e de Vivonne; fiW.
17 III 1680), French moralist. The heir of one of

the greatest families in France and one of the

boldest and most adventurous spirits of his time,

La Rochefoucauld’s early years were divided

between the army and the court. In 1648 he became
deeply involved in the Fronde and though he
benefited from the general amnesty of 1652, he was
in partial disgrace for another seven years. He had
been wounded in the fighting and his health was
shattered. The year following the publication of

the Maximes he went to live at the house of Mme
de Lafayette* where he spent the remaining 15

years of his life, polishing and revising his work
and preparing fresh editions of it

La Rochefoucauld was not a systematic thinker.

The Maximes reflect the disillusionment which

followed the end of the heroic age. The best of

them possess the insight, wit and elegance which
belong to a great tradition, but the view of human
nature which emerges is necessarily partial and
incomplete.

Memoires (1662); Sentences et maximes de

morale (The Hague, 1664); Reflexions ou Sentences

et maximes morales (1665, 1666, 1671, 1672, 1678);

Nouvelles reflexions . . . (1678; The Maxims of , .

.

La Rochefoucauld, tr. F. G. Stevens, 1939).

—

CEuvres completes (ed. L. Martin-Chauffier, 1935).

C. A. Sainte-Beuve, Nouveaux lundis (1863);

J. Bourdeau, La R, (1895); G. Lanson, Uart de la

prose (1908); E. Magne, Le vrai visage de La R,

(1924); P. B6nichou, Morales du grand sUcle

0948); M. Bishop, Life and Adventures ofLa R.

(1951); A. Fabre-Luce and C. Dulong, Un amour

dichiffrS: La R, et Mme de Lafayette (1951); E.

Mora, La R, (1965); W. G. Moore, La R. (1969).

M.T.

Larra, Luis Mariano de (^Madrid 1830; ^ibid,

1901), Spanish playwright, son of the famous
l^rra*. Though he wrote some good comedies of

manners (Los lazos de lafamilia, Flor del voile etc.),

he is mainly remembered for his contribution to

the ZARZUELA for which he wrote such excellent

libretti as El barberillo de Lavapies (with music by
Barbieri*; 1874). R.M.N.

Larra y S^chez de Castro, Mariano Jos6 de
(Madrid 24 III 1809; oojosefa Anacleta Wetoret;

}ibid, 13 II 1837), Spanish writer. He was educated

in France where his family lived in exile following

the Napoleonic war, and later in Spain. He studied

law and finally took up journalism so successfully

that he became one of the best-paid journalists of

his time. His early marriage was a failure. His
pessimism, aggravated by the abrupt end of a love

affair with a married woman, led to suicide. He
left a good drama in verse, Macias (1834), based
on a famous medieval love story, and a novel on
the same theme. Interesting as the former is,

especially as an example of early Spanish Roman-
tic drama, it met with little success. However,
Larra’s Romanticism is at its best in his superb
newspaper articles, written on the spur of the

moment. They deal with literary and dramatic

subjects, with politics and above all with contem-
porary manners. The clash between his ideals and
reality does not produce lachrymosity or senti-

mentality. Witty, ironic, sarcastic at times, in a

forceful, graphic style, Larra puts Spanish society

and manners to ridicule. He is not only the best

Spanish journalist of the 19th century but one of

the best prose writers of the period. His outlook is

nearer to ours than that of any other Spanish

Romantic. He popularized the pseudonym of

Figaro.

Obras completas (1886); in Biblioteca de

Aut, Esp. (ed. C. Seco Serrano, 4 vols, 1960);

Articulos completos (ed. Almagro San Martin,

1944).

Arorin, Rivas y L,, razdn social del romanticismo

(1916); M. Chaves, Don M, J, de L,, su tiempo, su

vida, sus obras (1898); Carmen de Burgos, Figaro

(1919); E, MacGuire, A Study of the Writings of
Don M, J, de L, (Berkeley, 1919); I. Sdnehez

Estevan, M, J, de L, (1935); J. R. Lomba y
Pedraja, M, J, de L, Cuatro estudios (1936); R. B.

Moreno, L, (1951); G. Bellini, La critica del

costume negli articoli di L, (Milan, 1957).

R.M,N. (J.E.V.)

Larrea, Juan (Bilbao 1895), Spanish poet and
writer. As co-founder and propagator of creacio-

nismo, and as an early Surrealist, he exercised

considerable influence on the poetry of the 1920s.

In Mexico, where he went after the fall of the

Spanish Republic, he founded the important

review Cuadernos Americanos. His interesting

interpretation of Picasso’s ‘Guernica’ was pub-

lished in English as The Vision of Guernica (1947).

P. Hie, The Surrealist Mode in Spanish Literature

(1968). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Larreta, Enrique RoDRtouEZ (*4 III 1875; tl961),

Argentinian novelist who united great imaginative
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power with a remarkablecommand oflanguage. La
gloria de don Ramiro (Madrid, 1908; The Glory of
Don Ramiroy tr. L. B. Walton, 1924) is considered

by some to be the greatest novel of its period in

Spanish; it abounds in vivid descriptive passages,

a variety of stylistic resources and great historical

learning. Larreta also dealt with the modern
gaucho and other aspects of Argentinian life.

^ZogoibV (1926).

—

splays: La lucie'rnago; Santa

Marla del Buen Aire (1935); El linyera and Pasion

de Roma (1944).

—

Tiempos iluminados (auto-

biog.; 1939).

Amado Alonso, El modernismo en La gloria de

Don Ramiro (Buenos Aires, 1942). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Larsen, Thoger (*T0rring, nr Lemvig 5 IV 1875;

001904 Thyra Bolette Emilie Christine Kipnasse
Paludan; tLemvig 29 V 1928), Danish poet. He
spent most of his life in his native north-western

Jutland, becoming the editor of a provincial paper.

All his poetry is based on personal experience, and
in his best poetry, e.g. the long poem ‘Jens Hojby’,

the lyric and the epic elements have been fused

with great artistic skill. He is also remembered for

his excellent translations of Omar* Khayyam and
of Eddie poetry.

verse: Jord (1904); Dagene (1905); Det Fjerne

(1906); Bakker og Bolger (1912); Slcegternes Tree

(1914); I Danmarks Navn (1920); Blishonsene

(1921); Vejr og Vinger (1923); Lirnffords-Sange

(1923); Sondengalm (192Q; Trtekfuglevej (1927);

Udvalgte Digte (1938).

—

^novel: Frejas Rok (1928).

—SHORT stories: Fjordbredden (1913); Kveernen

(1915).

—

^essays: Stjerner og Tid (1916); Virke-

ligheden. Artikler og Foredrag (1966).

—

Udvalgte

Veerker (5 vols, 1946-53),

E. Komerup, Th, L, og Breve fra ham (1928);

A. F. Schmidt, Th, L. (1939); C. F. Brodersen,

Th. L. (2 vols, 1942); J. Doctor, Th, L,'s Lyrik

(1956). E.B.

Larsson, Hans (*0. Klagstorp 16 II 1862; fLund
16 II 1944), Swedish philosopher and author.

Many of Larsson’s essays expound his thesis that

art and science can be linked by the interplay of

logic and intuition. His poems, Pd vandring (1909),

and his subsequent three novels show his great

affinity with his native province of Scania and its

inhabitants.

Intuition, Ndgra ord om diktning och vetenskqp

(1892); Studier och meditationer (1899); Littera”

turintryck (1926); Hemmabyarna (1916); Ideerna i

Stabberup (1918); Per Stdstdrdng och de andra

(1924).

O. Rabenius, H, L, (1944); A. Nyman, H, L.,

en svensk tdnkareprofil (1945); O. Olsson, H, X..,

den politiske tdnkaren (1951). C.H.K.

La Sale, Antoine de (*1385/86; t?1460), French

writer. The illegitimate son ofa famous condottiere,

he served the house of Anjou as a page from the

age of 14 and then as soldier, diplomat, heraldic

expert, governor of Arles (1429) and finally (1435)

as tutor to the Duke of Calabria, son of Rene of

Anjou. He travelled extensively in Italy, Burgundy
and France. In 1448 he reluctantly left Rene’s

household and served as tutor to the Count of

Luxemburg’s sons; in this uncongenial northern

retirement most of his writing was done. A noted

organizer of tournaments and an unrepentant

reactionary, he clung in a changing society to the

dying traditions of chivalry.

La Sale’s earlier works. La Salade (which in-

cludes Le Paradis de la Reine Sibylle) and La Sale,

are educational treatises for his pupils, dealing

with history, geography, genealogy, heraldry and

good maimers. His masterpiece is Le Petit Jehan

de Saintre, a full-length work of fiction, the first of

its kind, telling of a yoimg man’s relations with the

experienced woman who was his patron. His

narrative powers are again displayed in Du
Reconfort de Madame du Fresne, written to console

a lady on the death of her son.

La Salade (1442; ed. F. Desonay, 1935); La Sale

(1451 ; ed. idem^ 1941); Jehan de Saintrd (1456; ed.

J. Misrahi and C. A. Knudson, 1967) ; Du Reconfort

de Madame du Fresne (1458; ed. J. Nfeve, A, de la

S., sa vie et ses ouvrages, 1903); Traicte des anciens

tournois et faietz d^armes (1459; ed. B. Frost in

Traitds du dueljudiciaire^ 1872).

—

Jehan de SaintrJ,

suivi de VAdicion extraicte des Croniques de

Fhndres (ed. Y. Otaka, 1967).

W. Soderhjelm, ‘Notes sur A. de la S. et ses

oeuvres’ in Acta Soc. Scient. Fennicae, XXXIII
(1904) and La nouvelle frangaise au XVe sUcle

(1910); G. Doutrepont, La littirature frangaise d

la cour des dues de Bourgogne (1909) ;
A. Bronarski,

Le Petit Jehan de Saintre^ une enigme litteraire

(1922); F, Desonay, ‘Le Petit Jehan de Saintre,

etude litteraire’ in Rev. du XVIe siecle, XIV
(1927) and A, de la S., aventureux et pedagogue

(1940); A. Coville, Le Petit Jehan de Saintre:

recherches complementaires (1937); Jens Ras-

mussen, La prose narrative frangaise du XVe siecle

(1958). J.M.L.

Lasca, II: see Grazzini, Anton Francesco.

Las Casas, Fray BARTOLOMfi de, Bishop of

Chiapa (*Seville tl474; fMadrid 1566), Spanish

missionary who in 1502 went to Hispaniola and

became a priest. In 1515 he returned to Spain to

lay before the King the most famous protest ever

made against the cruelty of his own countr5nnen

to the American Indians. His works were widely

read abroad and used as anti-Spanish propaganda

by the enemies of Spain. The details were som^
times inaccurate or exaggerated, but his humani-

tarian attitude remains singularly impressive. In

1520 he founded a colony in Venezuela but this was
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destroyed by Indians and he entered the Dominican

Order in Hispaniola. From 1539 to 1544 he was

adviser to the Council of the Indies (in Spain) and

he obtained from Charles V decrees forbidding

Indian slavery. Bishop of Chiapa (Mexico) in

1544, in 1547 he returned to Spain. His most

famous works are his controversy with Sepulveda*,

the general history of the Indies and the short

relation of the destruction of the Indies.

E.M.W.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XIII, LXV; Obras

escogidas (ed. J. P6rez Tuleda and E. L6pez Oto,

ibid., XCV, XCVI, CV, CVI, CX, 1957-58).—

Brevisima relacidn de la destrycion de las Indias

(1552; Paris, n.d.); Colleccidn de las obras (ibid,,

1822); Coleccidn de tratados, 1552-53 (Buenos

Akes, 1924).

—

Coleccidn de documentos ineditos

para la historia de Espana, LXII-LXVI (1875-76).

—Historia de las Indias (ed. G. de Reparaz, 3 vols,

1927).—^Trs: The Spanish Colonie or briefe

chronicle of the act and gestes of the Spaniardes

(1583); A briefe narration of the Destruction of the

Indies by the Spaniards in Purchas His Pilgrims,

pt 4 (1625).

A. Helps, The Life of Las C. (1868); F. A.

Macnutt, Bartholomew de las C. (19()9); L. Hanke,

B. de Las C., Historian. An Essay in Spanish

Historiography (1952); R. Menendez Pidal, El

padre Las C. Su doble personalidad (1963).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Lasker-Schiiler, Else (*Wuppertal-Elberfeid 11 II

1869; ooDr. med. Lasker, ooHerwarth Walden,

editor of Sturm; fJerusalem 22 I 1945), German
poet and dramatist. In her early ecstatic verse and

the *urban ballad* drama Der Wupper (1908) a

forerunner of expressionism; close friend of its

leading writers and painters and the sole woman of

note among its ranks. Her works from Hebrdische

Balladen (1913), which she considered her most

important work, are a strange blend of deep Jewish

religiosity and Oriental fantasy.

verse: Gesammelte Gedichte (1917); Konzert

(1932); Mein blaues Klavier (1943).—Gesammelte

Werke (3 vols, 1959-61); Verse und Prosa aus dem
Nachlass (1961).

—

Briefe an Karl Kraus (1959);

Briefe (\969- ).

G. Guder, E. L.-S.: Deutung ihrer Lyrik (1966);

W. Hegglin, E. L.-S. und ihr Judentum (1966).

K.P.

Lasnier, Rina (*Saint-Gr6goire, Quebec 16 VIII

1915), Canadian poet and dramatist. Her work is

mainly inspired by religious history and feeling.

Images etproses (1941); Escales (1950); Memoire
sans Jours (1960); Miroirs: proses (1960); Les
gisants (1963); Uarbre blanc (1966).

—

^drama: Les
fiangailles d^Arme de None (1943); Notre-Dame du
pain (1947).

E. Kushner, R. L. (1964). R.Su.

Last, Jef [Josephus Carel Franciscus] (The
Hague 2 V 1898), Dutch novelist and poet. As a

socialist, he has worked in all kinds of trades and
professions, which provided material for his many
novels, as did his experiences as an officer in the

Spanish Civil War. In later years his socialism

became more religiously based, partly influenced

by Chinese philosophy.

verse: Bakboordlichten (1927); Bevrijde Eros

(1936).—prose: Marianne (1930); Liefde in de

portieken (1932); Partij remise (1933); Zuiderzee

(1934; Fr. tr. Eckmann, 1938); Een huis zander

vensters (1936); Spaanse tragedie (1937; Eng. tr.

David Hallett, 1939); Het eerste schip op de Newa
(1946; Eng. tr. F. G. Renier and Anne Cliff,

1949). J.J.O.

Lasus OF Hermione, Greek lyric poet (6th century

B.C.); said to have vwritten hymns, dithyrambs,

riddles, and a treatise on music. Only three lines of

a hymn to Demeter survive.

J. M. Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, II (1924; with tr.

and testimonia). J.T.H.

La Taille, Jacques de (*Bondaroy 1542; tParis

1562), French dramatist and poet, younger brother

of Jean, who published (1572-73) his tragedies

Daire (1560) and Alexandre (1561) and some of his

miscellaneous verse. These tragedies, survivors of

six which he wrote for college performance, were

essentially student productions, though notable

considering their early date. He died of the plague.

G.B.

La Taille, Jean de (*Bondaroy c. 1535; fafter

1607), French dramatist and poet, elder brother of

Jacques. His Saul and La Famine, two of the best

early religious tragedies in French, are both drawn
from the Bible, but Senecan in style. Of his two
comedies, Les Corrivaux and Le Negromant, the

second is translated from Ariosto*. His treatise,

De Part de la tragedie, a landmark in the evolution

of French dramatic theory, puts forward the

Aristotelian conception of tragedy and prescribes

the unities of time and place (J. C. Scaliger*). He
fought and was wounded (1570) in the wars of

religion, but little is known of his later life.

Saul le furieux (wr. 1562; pub. 1572; ed. A.
Werner, Leipzig, 1908; crit. ed. E. Forsyth, 1968);

La Famine, ou les Gabeonites (1573; crit, ed idem,

1968); De Part de la tragidie (1572; ed. F. West,
1939).

—

CEuvres (ed. R. de Maulde, 4 vols, 1878-

82; incomplete, but incl. the comedies).

R. Leb^gue, La tragidie religieuse en France

(1929); T. A. Daley, J. de la T. (1934). G.B.

Latini, Brunetto (*Florence 1220/30; ^ibid.

1294), Italian encyclopaedist and didactic writer,

immortalized by Dante* in Inf, 15. A notary by
profession and a Guelf, Latini took an active part
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in the public life of Florence, representing it in

1260 at the court of Alfonso* X of Castile. The
Guelf defeat at Montaperti kept him abroad in

France until the downfall of the Ghibellines at

Benevento (1266), when he returned to Florence

and held various important posts. Besides trans-

lating Cicero’s* De Inventione and perhaps three

orations, he wrote an encyclopaedia in French, the

Tresor, and two didactic poems in Italian: the

Tesoretto (allegorical, unfinished) and the Favolello,

both in couplets of seven-syllable lines. Dante’s

poor opinion of these poems is implicit in De vulg,

eloq., I, xiii, 1.

Latini is historically important as a notable

representative of the new lay and bourgeois

culture of the Italian communes of the later 13th

century. His wide and stimulating influence on the

young Florentines of Dante’s generation is attested

implicitly by Dante and very explicitly by the

chronicler G. Villani* (Cronica, VIII, 10).

Li Livres dou Tresor (exit. ed. F. J. Carmody,
1948).

—

La rettorica italiana di B. L. (L.’s tr. and

comm, on De Inventione^ crit. ed. F. Maggini,

1912); Volgarizzamenti del Due e Trecento (ed. C.

Segre, 1953); La prosa del Duecento (ed. C. Segre

and M. Marti, 1960).

—

Tesoretto and Favolello:

Poemetti allegorico-didattici del secolo XIII (ed.

L. Di Benedetto, 1941); Poeti del Duecento^ II (ed.

G. Contini, 1961).

T. Sundby, Della vita e delle opere di B.L* (1884);

A, Pe2ard, Dante sous la pluie de feu (1950); H.
Wieruszowski, B, L, als Lehrer Dantes wtd der

Florentiner (repr. from Archivio ital. per la storia

della piet^, II, 1957). K.F.

Latomus, Bartholomeus (Arlon c. 1485; fCob-
lenz 3 I 1570), son of a stonemason, a Roman
Catholic humanist, a good Latinist and student of

Cicero*. In 1534 he held the Latin Chair at Francis

I’s new CoUdge Royal. ‘Latomus: Revue d’etudes

latines’ (Brussels, 1937 ff.) and ‘Collection Lato-

mus’ (ibid,, 1939 ff.) are named after him.

F.J.E,R.

L.: deux discours inauguraux (ed. and tr. L.

Bakelants, 1951).—Biblio. in L. Roersch, ‘Bar-

thelemy L.’ in Bull, de I’Acad. Roy. de Belgique,

3rd ser., XTV (1887) and G. Kawerau, ‘L.,

Bartholomeus’ in Realencyclopddie fur protes-

tantische Theologie und Kirche^ XI (ed. A. Hauck,
1902). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Latorre, Mariano (*1886; tl955), Chilean novelist

who specialized in the rural life of his country and
was a ‘regionalist’. Many of his stories concern

fishermen and mountain-dwellers.

Cuentos del Maule (1912); Cuna de edndores

(1918); Zurzulita (1920); Ulli (1923); Sus mejores

cuentos (anthoL; 1925); Chilenos del mar (1929);

Hombres y zorros (1937); Mapu (1942); Autobio-

grafia de una vocacion (195Q. E.Sa. (J.F.)

La Tour Du Pin, Patrice de (*Paris 16 III 1911),

French poet. La Tour du Pin, after an aristocratic

and Christian upbringing, achieved fame early

with his Quite dejoie (1933), which was sponsored

by Supervielle*. Though he has had his full share

of the cruel experiences of his generation (he was
wounded and taken prisoner in 1940), he has lived

what he himself calls ‘the dedicated life in poetry*.

His art is classic in form, though free of all stiffness.

His Une somme de poesie (1946- ), an immensely
long poem, filled with myths, many of them
obscure, contains the whole sum of his emotional

and spiritual experience.

Le Lucernaire (1936); Le don de la passion

(1937); Psaumes (1938); La vie recluse en poesie

(1938; The Dedicated Life in Poetry^ tr. G. S.

Fraser, with intro. S. Spender, 1948); Les anges

(1939); Les contes de soi (1946); La contemplation

errante (1948); Le secondjeu (1959); Petit thidtre

cripusculaire (1963).

Bieville-Noyant, P. de La T. du P, (1948);

E. Kushner, P. de la T. du P. (1961).

M.G.; J.P.R.

La Tour Landry, Geoffroi de, 14th-century

French knight who wrote courtly lyrics which have
not survived and a treatise for the education of his

daughters (?1371). It is full of the author’s personal

reminiscences, expresses the ideas of the provincial

nobility and gives an excellent picture of the social

conditions of women in the 14th century.

Le Livre du chevalier de la Tour Landry pour
Venseignement de sesfilles (ed. A. de Montai^on,
1854; Eng. tr. F. J. Fumivall, 1906).

P. Stolingwa, Zum Livre . . . Die Kultur-

historische Bedeutung des Werkes und seine

Quellen [1911). A.H.D.

Lau, Fritz (*M61tenort nr Kiel 10 VIH 1872;

tGluckstadt 7 Vn 196Q, Low German short-story

writer. In a simple and direct style, and with a
delicate sense of humour, he describes the homely
and peaceful world of the labourers, fishermen and
poor-house inmates of the lower Elbe region.

Katenlud (1909); Ebb un Plot, Gluck un Not
(1911); Brandung (1914); Elsbe (1918); Drees
Dreesen (1923); Kinnerland (1927); Lack mit

(1927); Von em un ehr (1932); Wi mdt dar henlank

(1934).

H. Bdttcher, ‘F. L.’ in Mitteilungen Quickbom,
XVI (1922). G.C.

Laube, Heinrich (Sprottau, Silesia 8 IX 1806;

tVienna 1 VIII 1884), German writer and theatrical

producer, who edited the Zeitung fur die elegante

Welt in Leipzig 1833-34 and 1843-44, making it

for a time a mouthpiece for Young Germany.
After arrest in 1833 his writing became less

political. His novels, Novellen and plays were all

alike manifestations of coarse but vigorous creative
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power; of his plays Die Karlsschukr (1848), on
Schiller’s* boyhood, and GrafEssex (1856) are the

best. As director of the Vienna Burgtheater

(1849-67) he made theatrical history.

Gesammelte Werke (ed. H. H. Houben, 50 vols,

1908-09); Kritiken 1829-35 (ed. S. D. Stirk,

1934).

—

Theaterkritiken und dramafurgische

Aufsdtze (ed. A. von Weilen, 2 vols, 1906-07);

Briefwechsel mit Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer (ed. idem^

1917).

W. Lange, H. L,s Aufstieg (1923); E. Ziemann,

H, L. als Theaterkritiker (1934); M. DUrst, H, L,

(1951). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Lauder, William: see forgeries, literary.

Lauremberg, Johann (*Rostock 26 II 1590; tSoro,

Sjaelland 28 II 1658), German poet and playwright.

Professor of mathematics in Rostock. Whereas his

Latin poems and Latin and High German pageants

are forgotten, his Low German poetry, above all

Veer Schertz-Gedichte (1652), have deservedly

survived. Originally using free verse, later alexan-

drines, Lauremberg attacked, with sovereign irony,

the foibles offashion and the affectation of foreign,

especially (following Moscherosch*) French, ways

of life, which he contrasts with the good old

customs including the Low German language.

Pompejus Magnus (1610); Satyra (1630);

Triumphus NuptUdis Danicus (1635); Die Ge-

schichte Arions (1655).

—

Scherzgedichte von /. L,

(ed. J. M. Lappenberg, 1861); Niederdeutsche

Scherzgedichte von /, L. (ed. W, Braune, 1879);

Zwei plattdeutsche Possen von J, L. (ed. H.
Jellinghaus in Niederdt, Jahrb., Ill, 1877); Eine

dritte plattdeutsche Posse von J, L. (ed. C. A.

Nissen, ibid,^ XI, 1886); Es handschriftlicher

Nachlass (ed. J. Bolte, ibid,, Xlll, 1888); L,s

Scherzgedichte in handschriftlicher Fassung (ed.

E. Schroder, 1909).

H, Weimer, ‘L.s Scherzgedichte, die Art und
Zeit ihrer Entstehung’ in Niederdt. Jahrb,, XXV
(1899); C. F. Bayeischraidt, ‘The Low Ger-

man of L.’s Scherzgedichte’ in Germanic Rev.,

XXI (1946); H. Wichert-Fife. ‘J. L., son of the

folk’, ibid., XXX (1955); K. Peter, Der Humor
in den niederdeutschen Dichtungen J, L.s (1967).

G.C.

Laurence, Jean Margaret, n6eWemys (*Neepawa,

Manitoba 18 Vin 1926; ool947 John F. Laurence),

Canadian novelist and story writer who spent

several years in Africa, where her first three books
are set; subsequently shehas explored psychological

and social problems of characters in Canadian
prairie settings.

This Side Jordan (1960); Stone Angel (1964);

A Jest of God (1966); Fire^Dwellers (1969).

C, Thomas, M. L. (1969). R.Su.

Laurence of Durham (*Waltham after 1100;

tll54), became Prior of Durham in 1149 and died

while accompanying Bishop Hugh de Puiset to

Rome. He wrote much Latin verse, notably a long

poem, Hypognosticon, some poetical dialogues,

and a Consolatio de morte amici in prose and verse.

Dialogi (ed. J. Raine, 1880); Hypognosticon
(extracts ed. idem, ibid., and T. Wright in Biographia

Britannica Literaria, II, 1846); Vita sanctae

Brigidae in Acta Sanctorum, 1 Feb, F,J.E.R.

Laurent d’Orleans (i‘?1300), French writer.

Dominican confessor to Philip III, he wrote the

Somme le Rot, or Livre des Vices et Vertus (1279),

a moral treatise for laymen, compiled from the

well-known Miroir du Monde and other sources.

After becoming Inquisitor at Tours, he died in

Paris at the convent of St Jacques, where he had
been Prior.

E. Brayer in Romania, LXXIX (1958).

M.F.L.

Laurentius Andreae (*?Vastmanland c. 1470;

tStrdngnds 14 IV 1552), Swedish Reformer.

Besides his pioneer work in Church and State he

did much to purify the Swedish language. His most

important contribution was the supervision of the

translation of the New Testament in 1526.

N. Lindqvist, Studier dver reformationstidens

bibelsvenska (1918) and ‘Oversattaren av Nya
Testamentet 1526’ in Arkiv for nordisk filologi

(1929-30). C.H.K.

Laurentius Petri (Orebro 1499; fUppsala 27 X
1573), first Lutheran Archbishop of Sweden;

younger brother of Olaus Petri*. He had a large

part in the translation of the Bible appearing in

1541, which had a tremendous influence not onlyon
religious life but on the Swedish language as a

whole. C.H.K.

LauriUard, Eliza (*Rotterdam 26 III 1830; ool863

Anna Roos; tSantpoort 10 VII 1908), Dutch
parson-poet and writer of essays, rhymer of half-

witty, hatf-serious wisdom.

verse: Primulae veris (1853); Ernstig en los

(1874); Koren en klaproozen (19()0),

P. H. Ritter in Levensber. Maatschappij Nederl.

Letterk. (1909). J.W.W,

Lautrdamont, Le Comte de, pseud, of Isidore-

Lucien Ducasse (*Montevideo IV 1847; tParis

23 XI 1870), French writer. Little is known of his

life. His parents were French and he came with

them to France in 1860. His pseudon3mi was
suggested by Eugene Sue’s* novel Latreaumont

(1828). The first canto of his prose epic, Les Chants
de Maldoror, was published in 1868. The publisher

then, fearing prosecution, did not release the

remaining printed cantos until 1874, four years
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after Lautr^amont’s death. A definitive edition of

the whole work appeared in 1890. Les Chants de

Maldoror, which the author described as ‘a work
after the manner of but more terrible than Byron’s

Manfred and Mickiewicz’s Conrad^ is a precursor

of Surrealism, which explains why its full impact on
French literature was delayed until 1920. Lautr6a-

mont’s influence has even extended to the Spanish

poet Vicente Aleixandre*.

CEuvres computes (ed. E. Jaloux, 1938; ed. R.

Caillois, 1946; intro, various writers, 1953).

L.-P. Quint, L. etDieu (1930, 1967); P. Soupault,

L. (194Q; M. Blanchot, L, et Sade (1949, 1963);

M. Pleynet, L, par luv-mime (1967).

T.W. (M.T.)

Lavater, Johann Kaspar (*Ztirich 15 XI 1741;

^ihid. 2 I 1801), Swiss physiognomist and poet.

A Protestant pastor, Lavater became famous for

his political independence and physiognomical

writings. Long friendly with Goethe'*', he died of

wounds received as a stretcher-bearer in the Battle

of Zurich (26 XI 1800). Lavater’s intellectual

powers lagged behind his well-meaning, uncritical

enthusiasm, and his voluminous writings are now
only of historical value.

verse: Sckweizerlieder (1767); Christliche Lieder

(1771); Poesien (1781); Jesus Messias (1783-86);

Das menschliche Herz (1780).

—

Abraham undIsa^
(drama; 1776).—various: Lavater von der Physio-

gnomik (1772); Physiognomische Fragments (1775-

78).

—

Ausgewdhlte Schriften (8 vols, 1841-44).

F. W. Bodemann, JL, nach seinem Leben^ Lehren

und Wirken (1856); F. Muncker, /. X. L, (1883);

O. Guinandeau, Etudes sur J, K, L, et sa pensie

jusqu'en 1786 (1924); A. Vomel, L.s Leben (1927);

O. Famer, L. (1938); T. Hasler, X. (1942).

H.B,G.

La Vigne, Andr6 de (La RocheUe 71457; t?1515),
French dramatist and poet; secretaxy to Queen
Anne, wife of Charles VUI of France. Author of a
Mystire du glorieux saint Martin (1496), a Moraliti

de VAveugle et du Boiteux and a Farce du Meunier,

His lyric poetry is in the rhetorical style of the end
of the 15th century.

E. L. de Kerdaniel, Un rhetoriqueur, A, de la V,

(1919) and Un auteur dramatique du XVe siicle, A.

de la V. (1923). A.H.D.

Lavin, Mary (Massachusetts 1912), Irish novelist

and short-story writer. Her work concentrates on
the importance of ordinary events in the lives of

ordinary people. Its strength derives not from
narrative power but from her delicate restraint and
her clear-sighted understanding of character.

novels: The House in Clewe Street (1945); The

Becker Wives (1940.—stories: Tales From Bective

Bridge (1943); The Long Ago (1944); A Single Lady

(1951); The Patriot Son (1950; A Likely Story

(1957); The Great Wave (1961); Stories (1964);

In the Middle of the Fields (1967); Happiness

(1969). E.T.W.

Lavrenev, Boris Andreyevich (*Kherson 14 VII

1894; tl 1959), Soviet author. His best early stories

appeared in his humorous collection, Shalye

povesti (1920. Lavrenev is basicallyaRomanticwith

a preference for unusual plots toldwith a somewhat
jerky verve and vitality. His narratives are well con-

structed. His best-known plays,Dym (‘ Smoke’) and
Pazlom (‘The D6bacle’), dealing with the Civil

War, show his skill in tackling dramatic themes.

Krushenie respubliki (1926); Sobranie sochineniy

(6 vols, 1963-65); Pyesy (195G),—Stout Heart and
Other Stories (tr. D. L. Fromberg, 1943); The

Forty First (tr. M. Wettlin and N. Jochel, 1961).

O. Poimanova, ‘O Borise Lavreneve* in Pechat’

i revolyutsiya, VIII (1927); G. Gorbachev,

Sovremennaya russkaya literatura (3rd ed. 1931);

I. L. Vishnevskaya, B. L. (1962). J.L.

Lavrin, Janko (Krupa, Slovenia 10 11 1887;

cx>1928 Nora Fry), literary historian and essayist.

After matriculation at Su^ near Rijeka (1907) he
studied literature in Moscow, Oslo and Paris.

During the First World War he was a Russian

correspondent on the Balkan front, and from 1917

wrote also for the English press. From 1918 Reader,

from 1921 to 1953 Professor of modem Russian

literature at the University of Nottingham, and
since 1957 a corresponding member of the Slovene

Academy of Science and Art, he spends autumn
and winter in England, spring and summer in

Yugoslavia. Using a ‘psycho-critical* method
which takes into account &e artist’s personality,

the period of origin and the aesthetic value of a

work of art, he has portrayed in English the

leading Russian novelists and poets and the

literary movements of the 19th and 20th centuries;

he has also published books about Tolstoy*' and
Dostoyevsky* in German. Many of his works are

translated into Slovene and some have appeared

even in Japanese. After the war he organized

the translation into English of Slovene, Serbian and
Croat poetiy. Apart from his great literary sdiolar-

ship he is remarkable for his aesthetic taste, rich

experience of life and unflagging dedication.

Ibsen (1921); Nietzsche and Modem Conscious-

ness (1922); Tolstoy (1924); Gogol (1926); Studies

in European Literature (1929); Aspects ofModern-
ism (1935); An Introduction to the Russian Novel

(1942); Dostoevsky (1943); Pushkin and Russian

Literature (1947); From Pushkin to Mayakovsky

(1948); Goncharov (1954).

Letopis Slovenske akademije znanosti in umetnosH

(1958). A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Lavrov, Peter Lavrovich (1823 ; tl900), Russian

philosopher and sociologist who from 1868 on,

when he escaped to Paris, became leader of the
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Russian revolutionary press abroad. A ‘populist’

in his sympathies, he evolved—partly under the

influence of Comte* and Feuerbach—^his own
‘anthropological’ approach to history and evolu-

tion. His numerous writings ranged from the

exposition of Hegel’s* philosophy and a history of

modern thought to his interesting Istoricheskie

pis^ma (‘Historical Letters’; 1879), in which he

stressed the role of the individual in history.

Sobranie sochineniy (7 vols, 1919-20); Izbramye

sochineniya (4 vols, 1934-38).

—

Lettres historiques

(tr. M. Goldsmith, 1903); Historical Letters (tr.

J. P. Scanlan, 1967).

T. G. Masaryk, The Spirit of Russia (1919);

P. L, L., StatyU vospominaniya^ materialy (various

authors; 1922); I. S. Knizlmik-Vetrov, P. L, L.

(1930). J.L.

Law, WiLLUM (*Kings Cliffe, nr Stamford 1686;

fibid. 9 IV 1761), English divine and prose-writer.

Law’s early works, able, lucid and sometimes

caustic contributions to the controversies of the

age, were followed by two works of practical ethics,

the second of which, A Serious Call to Devout and
Holy Life (1728), had profound influence on such

widely diverse characters as Johnson* and
Wesley*, who placed it second only to the Bible in

spreading evangelicism, its manifest sincerity,

persuasive power and insight setting hearts aflame.

His later works show him as a mystic deeply

impressed by B6hme*.

Three Letters to Bishop of Bangor (1717-19);

Practical Treatise upon Christian Perfection (1726);

The Case of Reason (1731); An Appeal to all that

Doubt (17^); The Way to Divine Knowledge

(1752).

C. Walton, Notes and Materialsfor an adequate

Biography of L. (1854); J. H. Overton, W. L.

Nonjuror and Mystic (1881); S. Hobhouse, W. L,

and 18th Century Quakerism (1927); G. Talon,

W, L.: A Study in Literary Craftsmanship (1949).

—

See also biblio. to Bernard de Mandeville*.

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Lawet, Robert (fBruges before 1596), Dutch poet

in the rederuker tradition. For some time he lived

at Roeselare, where he was a member of the

Chamber of Rhetoric St Barbara; he fled to Bruges
(c. 1579). He wrote a number of devotional

allegories, those of the Bruges period being openly

Calvinistic. J.J.M.

tReyneMaecxseleicd, L. Scharp6, 1906); Vanden
verlooren Zoom (ed. E. G. A. Galama, 1941);

Jhesus ten twaelfjaren oudt (ed. idem in Leuvensche
Bijdr., XL, 1950).

A. van Elslander and L. de Scheerder in Album-
Baur^ I (1948); J. J. Mak in Uyt lonsten Versaemt

(1957). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Lawler, Raymond Evenor (*Melboume 1922),

Australian playwright. His principal work. The

Summer of the Seventeenth Doll (1957), is one of

the few Australian plays to have gained an inter-

national reputation.

The Piccadilly Bushman (1961). A.M.G.

Lawless, Hon. Emily (*Co. Kildare 17 VI 1845;

tSurrey 19 X 1913), Irish poet and novelist,

daughter of 3rd Baron Cloncurry; led a secluded

life on her ancestral estate; wrote serious studies

of the Irish peasantry and some good lyrics.

R.McH.

verse: With the Wild Geese (1902); Poems (ed.

P. Fallon, 1965).—novels: Hurrish(l%^€)\ Grania

(1892). E.T.W.

Lawrence, David Herbert (*Eastwood, Notts

11 IX 1885; 001914 Frieda von Richthofen;

tVence 2 III 1930), English novelist, poet and
essayist. The son of a coalminer, too delicate to

follow his father’s vocation, profoundly influenced

by his intelligent mother, he became an elementary

school-teacher, had stories published by F. M.
Ford* in The English Review, and was stimulated

by Edward Garnett* to write about the passionate

life that he knew or felt with fearless candour.

Impetuous, sensitive, emotional, a rebel against

the conditions imposed by industrialism, ‘respect-

ability’ and cant, he was moved by his sense of a

mission to describe eloquently and with passionate

vehemence what he saw in modern civilization and
especially in the relations between the sexes.

Tortured by the sense of conflict between body and

spirit, he denounced the starving of healthy bodily

instincts. Having been justly acclaimed for his

novel Sons andLovers (1913), he was embittered by

his ejection from Cornwall during the war and the

banning of two of his books for ‘indecency’, and

spent most of his life after 1919 in Italy or New
Mexico. But he never lost confidence in his

‘demon’ and pursued his creative work with gusto

and even enjoyment to the end.

novels: The White Peacock (1911); The Rainbow

(1915); Women in Love (1920); Kangaroo (1923);

The Plumed Serpent (1926); Lady Chatterle/s

Lover (1928).—verse: Love Poems and Others

(1913); Amores (1916); LooK We Have Come
Through (1917) ; Pansies (1929) ;

LastPoems (1932).

—Complete Poems (ed. V. de S. Pinto and W.
Roberts, 2 vols, 1964).—travel: Twilight in Italy

(1916); Sea and Sardinia (1921).

—

Letters (ed. A.

Huxley, 1932; ed. H. T. Moore, 2 vols, 1962);

Phoenix: Posthumous Papers (td, E. D. McDonald,
1936); Complete Plays (1965).

J. M. Murry, Son of Woman (1931; 1954); C.

Carswell, The Savage Pilgrimage (1932); F.

Lawrence, ^Not I but the Wind* (1934); H. T.

Moore, The Life and Works ofD, H. L. (1951) and
The Intelligent Heart (1955);¥. R. Leavis, D.H L.:

Novelist (1955); G. Hough, The Dark Sun (1956);
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E. Nehls, 2). H, a Composite Biography (3 vols,

1957-59); J. Moynahan, The Deed ofLife (1963);

C. C. Clarke, River ofDissolution (1969).—Biblio.

by F. W. Roberts (1963). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Lawrence, George Alered (*Braxted 25 III 1827;

tEdinburgh 23 IX 1876), English novelist who in

Guy Livingstone (1857) and numerous other novels

contributed to Victorian fiction the blackguard-

hero.

Sword and Gown (1859); Border and Bastile

(1863); Breaking a Butterfly: Blanche Ellerslie's

Ending (1869). R.M.H.

Lawrence, Thomas Edward (Tremadoc, Wales

15 Vin 1888; fBovington Camp Hospital 19 V
1935), English writer and soldier. He organized the

Arab tribesmen and enabled them to play a

decisive part in the victory of the First World War.
Profoundly influenced by Bounty* in both style

and ideals, he wrote a book about the desert revolt,

splendid in narrative, description and portraiture,

which has grown in estimation as a masterpiece of

travel literature.

Seven Pillars of Wisdom (1926; 1935; abr. as

Revolt in the Desert^ 1927); Crusader Castles

(1936); The Mint (1936; 1955).

—

The Odyssey of
Homer (prose tr.; 1932).

—

The Letters of T E. L,

(ed. D. Garnett, 1938),

T E, L., By His Friends (ed. A. W. Lawrence,

1937); R. Aldington, L, of Arabia (1955); S.

Mousa, T E, L,: An Arab View (1966).

R,A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Lawson, Henry (*nr Grenfell, New South Wales

17 VI 1867; tSydney 2 IX 1922), Australian short-

story writer and poet. His unhappy boyhood on an

impoverished farm and subsequent hardships led

him to emphasize the harsher aspects of Australian

country life. His verse, noteworthy among the

popular balladry of the 1890s, has his special note

of proletarian protest. The participating everyday

realism, touched with sardonic humour, of his

stories is his main achievement, though their

spontaneity diminished as he grew older and drank

excessively. F.T.M.

The Stories ofH. L. (ed. C. Mann, 3 vols, 1964);

Poetical Works (ed. C. Roderick, 2 vols, 1967).

C. Mackaness, Annotated Bibliography ofH, L,

(1951) ; S. Murray-Smith, H, L, (1962). A.M.G.

Laxness, Halld6r (Gudj6nsson) Kiuan (Rey-

kjavik 23 IV 1902; ool930 Ingibjorg Einarsddttir),

Icelandic novelist, poet and playwright. Of pros-

perous family, La:mess was educated in Reykjavik.

Then, having written his first book. Barn nduHrun-

nar (‘Child of Nature’), at the age of 17, he sailed

for Copenhagen and visited, among other places,

Germany, the U.S.A. and England. In Luxem-

bourg he was converted to Roman Catholicism and

later, after a meeting with Upton Sinclair*, he

turned Communist. The novels Vndir Helgahmik

(‘At the Holy Mountain’; 1924) and Vefarinn mikli

frd Kasmir (‘The Great Weaver from Kashmir’;

1927) depict his spiritual growth and the via

dolorosa which led him to the Roman Catholic

Church, while his book of essays, AlpfdMkin
(‘The Book of the People’; 1929), gives utterance

to his new Communist beliefs. In 1930, having

married and settled down in Iceland, Laxness

inaugurated a new, mature period in his writing

with the novels set in an Icelandic fishing village:

Pd vinvidur hreini (1931) and Fuglinn i fjdrunni

(1932)—^the two books together are called ‘Salka-

Valka’ after the chiefcharacter. They were followed
by Sjdlfsteett fdlk (2 vols, 1934-35), dealing in

broad satirical fashion with the small Icelandic

farmer, and the four volumes of Ljds heimsins

(1937-40), also in part a social satire, with the

‘poet of the people’, 6lafur Lj6svikingur, as hero.

He has written a historical trilogy set in the period

round 1700 (Jslandsklukkan, 1943-46); and another

historical novel, Gerpla (1952), with a theme from

the Saga Age, largely a parody of the ‘heroic’ but

containing much description of genuine poetic

power. Other books since then have included

satirical exposures of contemporary themes (e.g.

American influence in Iceland in Atdmstodin,

1948, Mormonism in Paradisarheimt, 1960).

Laxness is a brilliant essayist and witty contro-

versialist and an effective but not entirely success-

ful dramatist. His novels are his outstanding

achievement. They are conceived on a monumental

scale and written in varied and fascinating styles;

they reveal a powerful and complex mind. Fierce

social criticism is usually apparent, but there are

also humour, sometimes harsh, sometimes playful,

rich fantasy, bewitching lyricism and profound

symbolism. Laxness is the most outstanding and

most influential Icelandic literary figure ofmodem
times. He was awarded the Nobel prize for litera-

ture in 1955.

verse: Kvaedakver (1930).—plays: Straumrof

(1934); Snafridur Islandssdl (1950); Silfurtunglid

(1954).—NOVELS and various: Nokkrar sdgur

(1923); Pd vinvidur hreini (1931) and Fuglinn i

fjdrunni (1932; Salka Valka, tr. F. H. Lyon, 1936);

} austurvegi (1933); Fdtatak manna (1933);

Sjdlfsteettfdlk (2 vols, 1934-35 ;
Independent People^

tr. J, A. Thompson, 1945); Dagleid d fjdllum

(1937); Ljds heimsins (1937), Hdll sumarlandsins

(1938), Hds skdldsins (1939) and Fegurd himinsins

(1940); Gerska cefintfrid (1938); Islandsklukkan

(1943), Hid ijdsa man (1944) and Eldur i Kaupinhafh

(1946); Atdmstddin (1948; The Atom Station, tr.

M. Magnusson, 1961); Gerpla (1952; Happy
Warriors, tr. K. John, 1958); Brekkukotsanndll

(1957); Paradisarheimt (1960; Paradise Reclaimed,

tr, M. Magnusson, 1962); Kristnihald undir Jdkli

(1968).

S. Einarsson, ‘A contemporary Icelandic author*

C EW L—III—
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in Life and Letters Today, XIV (1936); S. Nordal,

‘Tvaer miklar skdldsogur’ in Lesbdk Morgun-
bladsins (1940); P. Hallberg, Den store vavaren

(1954) and Skaldens hus (1956). R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Lasamon or Laweman (fl. 1200), English poet,

priest of Arley Regis, Worcs, author of the Brut^

a long alliterative poem on the legendary and
actual history of England from Brutus to Cadwal-
lader (including Arthur, Lear, Cymbeline etc.); an
Anglicized expansion of Wace’s’^ Roman de Brut,

L*s Brut (ed. F. Madden, 3 vols, 1847; ed.

G. L. Brook and R. F. Leslie, vol. 1, 1961).

J. S. P. Tatlock, The Legendary History of
Britain (1950); D. Everett, Essays on Middle
English Literature (1955); Arthurian Literature in

the Middle Ages (ed. R. S. Loomis, 1959).

R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Laye: see Camara Lays.

Layton, Irving (*Rumania 12 III 1912; ool946
Betty Sutherland, ool961 Aviva Cantor), Canadian
poet and story writer who came to Montreal as an
infant and worked as English teacher, lecturer and
University poet-in-residence in Montreal and
Toronto. His prolific output, ranging widely in

form and subject-matter from eroticism to bitter

invective, mainly concerns the dichotomy between
man as destroyer and man in tune with nature and
human nature.

Here and Now (1945); Cold Green Element
(1955); Improved Binoculars (1956); Balls for a
One-ArmedJuggler (1963) ; CollectedPoems (1965)

;

Shattered Plinth

G. Woodcock, *A grab at Proteus’ in Canad.
Lit., XXVIII (1966), R.Su.

Laz^, Gheorghe (*Avrig 1779; ^ibid, 1823),
Rumanian teacher and, like Asachi*, a founder of
education in Rumanian. He studied at Sibiu and
Vienna, where he read theology, and returned to
Transylvania with the intention of becoming a
priest. However, as a champion of the rights of
Rumanians in Transylvania he was frowned upon
by the authorities and in 1816 left for Wallachia
where he propagated the ideas of the Transyl-
vanian school. In 1818 he founded the Saint Sava
School in Bucharest and taught in Rumanian. He
compiled a number of textbooks, but the school
was closed during the rising of 1821, being regarded
as a hotbed of nationalism. His attempts to reopen
it failed and in 1823 he retired to his birthplace.

G, Bogdan-Duica, G, L, (1924); G. Macovescu,
G, L., 1779-1823 (1954). D.J.D.

Lazarevic, Laza (Sabac 1 V 1851; fBelgrade
28 XII 1890), Serbian short-story writer, who
rendered valuable services to his country in the
fidd of medicine as well as of literature. He wrote

little, but his narrative is polished and dramatic,

revealing gifts of observation of realistic detail and
subtle psychological insight. The background of

his stories is predominantly the patriarchal family,

in which the mother appears as a symbol of quiet

strength.

Sest pripovedaka (1886); Pripovetke (1898 and
1899).

—

Celokupna dela (complete works; 1912,

1932); Izabrana dela (sel. works; 1962).

E. D. Goy, ‘L. K. L. a study in theme and
background’ in Slavon. and E. Eur. Rev., XXXV
(1956). V.J.

Lazarillo de Tormes (La vida de L, de T, y de sus

fortunas y adversidades), Spanish picaresque novel

(pub. Burgos, 1554). This famous and amusing
book is the fiirst picaresque novel, antedating the

others by half a century. A poor boy recounts his

adventures with various masters: blind beggar,

priest, gentleman, until he becomes town-crier of

Toledo. The satire is directed against avarice and
hypocrisy; its anti-clericalism seems medieval

rather than Erasmian. Several of the incidents are

derived from literary sources, others resemble

folk-tales, and the hero’s name is that of a tradi-

tional fool. Its realism is therefore doubtful. The
style is vigorous and pungent. It has been attributed

to Diego Hurtado* de Mendoza and to several

other writers. An uninteresting sequel was pub-
lished in 1555, a better one in Paris, 1620.

E.M.W.

Eds: R. O. Jones (Manchester, 1963); J. Caso
Gonzdlez (1967); F. Rico, La novela picaresca

espanola, I (1967).

—

The Plesaint historic of
Lazarillo de Tormes (tr. D. Rouland, 1586; repuk
1924).

M. Bataillon, El sentido del L, de T, (Paris,

1954) and Novedad y fecundidad del L, de T,

(1968); R. Alter, The Rogue*s Progress: Studies in

the Picaresque Novel (Cambridge, Mass., 1964);

J. L. Laurenti, ‘Ensayo de una bibliografia . .

.’

in Annali dell’Istituto Univ. Orientale di Napoli,

Vin (1966); S. Miller, The Picaresque Novel
(Cleveland, 1967); C. A. Jones, ‘L. de T: survival

or precursor?’ in Litterae Hispanae . .
.

(ed. H.
Flasche, Munich, 1968); F. Ldzaro Caireter,

‘Construccidn y sentido del L, de T,* in Abaco, I

(1969); R. W. Truman, ‘L. de T, and the Homo
novwj tradition* in Mod. Lang. Rev., LXIV (1969);
F. Rico, La novela picaresca y el punto de vista

(1970). A.D.D.

Lazarovd, KatarIna (V:^6apy-Opatovce 13 II

1914), Slovak novelist. Osie hniezdo (1953) is one
of the more successful evocations of the impact of
Socialism on the Slovak countryside. Her later

work has been of a somewhat journalistic charac-
ter, including successful detective novels (KAaind z
Lemtirie, 1965; Interview s labut*ami, 1966).

R.A.
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Lazhechnikoy, Ivan Ivanovich (*Kolomna 14 IX
1792; tMoscow 26 VI 1869), Russian historical
novelist. He wrote several plays, short stories and
sketches. His knowledge of the past was consider-
able, and so was his gift of portraiture; but he often
indulged in rhetoric and in sentimental patriotism.

Posledniy Novik (1831-33); Ledyanoy dom
(1835 ; 1958 ; Fr. adapt., A. Dumaspdre. La Maison
de Glace \ The Palace of Ice^ tr. H. L. Williams,
1860-61); Basurman (1838); The Heretic (tr. T. B.
Shaw, 3 vols, 1844); Polnoye sobranie sochineniy
(12 vols, 1899-1900); Sochineniya (2 vols, 1963).
A. Skabichevsky, Nash istoricheskiy roman

(1903); I. V, Vladislavlev, Russkie pisateli (1924).

J.L.

Leacock, Stephen Butler (*Swanmore, Hants
30 XII 1869; fToronto 28 III 1944), Canadian
writer, who wrote serious works on politics, though
he became widely known as a humorist, his

Sunshine Sketches ofa Little Town (1912) becom-
ing especially popular. It is now regarded as a
Canadian classic. There is no propaganda in

Leacock’s humorous writing, no savagery in his

wit. He does not caricature individuals but seizes

on the inconsistencies and hypocrisies of ordinary
situations and shows up the comic elements in

them.

POLmcAL: Elements ofPolitical Science (1906);
The Unsolved Riddle of Social Justice (1920);
Canada (1941).—humour: Literary Lapses (1910);
Nonsense Novels (1911); Arcadian Adventures

(1914) ; MoonbeamsFrom the LargerLunacy (1915);
Frenzied Fiction (1918); My Discovery ofEngland
(1922); Laugh With L, (1930); Humour^ Its Theory
and Technique (1935); Humour and Humanity
(1937); Too Much College (1939).

P. McArthur, S, L, (1923); R. L. Curry, S. L,:

Humorist and Humanist (1959).

M.H.M,M. (R.Su.)

Lear, Edward (*Holloway, London 12 V 1812;

tSan Remo, Italy 29 I 1888), English painter and
nonsense writer. Lear was of Danish descent and
lived mainly abroad. He travelled and painted in

Europe, Asia and Africa, producing zoological

illustrations, landscapes, water-colours and travel-

books. Many of his nonsense poems are emotional

fantasies, some with a hardly definable sadness

—

‘The Dong with the Luminous Nose’, for instance.

The freedom and wildness of his humour may have
had some connection with his ill-health and
melancholy.

Journal of a Landscape Painter in Southern

Calabria (1852); A Book of Nonsense (1846);

Nonsense Songs, Stories, Botany and Alphabets

(1871); More Nonsense (1872).

—

The Complete

Nonsense ofE. L, (ed. Holbrook Jackson, 1947).

—

Letters (1907) andLater Letters ofE, X. (191 1 ; both

ed. Lady Strachey).

W. B. O. Field, E. X. on My Shelves (1933);
A. Davidson, E, L., Landscape Painter and Non-
sense Poet (1938); V. Noakes, E. X. (1968).

B.H. (M.A.)

liautaud, Paul (Paris 18 I 1872; tRobinson 22
II 1956), French essayist and novelist. Leautaud’s
name is generally linked with the Mercure de
France, the famous literary review of which he was
secretary (1908-41). His dramatic criticisms {Le
thedtre de Maurice Boissard, 1926 and 1943) are
documents of the highest order, and even more so
his Journal litteraire (19 vols, 1954 ff.; abr. Eng. tr.

G. Sainsbury, 1960). His was a highly original
character, caustic and satirical, whose rabid ego-
centricity limited the range of his intellectual

tastes but gave him a power which impressed all

his contemporaries.

Lepetit ami (1903 ; tr. H. Hare with In Memoriam
and Amours as The Child of Montmartre, 1959);
Madame Cantili (1925); Entretiens avec Robert
Mallet (1951).

Special no. of Mercure de France (May 1957);
M. Dormoy, X. (1958); Visages de X. (1969); La
vie secrite de P, X. (1972). M.G.

Leavis, Frank Raymond (*Cambridge 14 Vn
1895; 001929 Queenie Dorothy Roth), English
critic. As a don (University Lecturer and Reader
in English at Cambridge 1936-62), he has had
considerable influence among students and others

by reason of his unconventional, combative, but
rather chilling critical views. He edited the

quarterly review Scrutiny from 1932 to 1953, and
in 1962 joined issue with C. P. Snow* in the ‘Two
Cultures’ controversy.

Mass Civilisation and Minority Culture (1930);

New Bearings in English Poetry (1932); Revalu-

ations: Tradition and Development in English Poetry

(1936); The Great Tradition: George Eliot, James
and Conrad (1948); The Common Pursuit (1952);

D. H Lawrence: Novelist (1955); Anna Karenina,

and Other Essays (1967); Lectures in America

(1969); English Literature in Our Time and the

University (1969); Dickens the Novelist (with Q. D.
L.; 1970).

V. Buckley, Poetry and Morality (1959).

—

Biblio. by D. F. McKenzie and M. P. Allum
(1966). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Le Bel, Jean (*Liege ?1290; Wd. 15 II 1370),

French chronicler, canon of Li6ge. Author of an
outstanding prose Chronique (1352-61), which
Froissart* took as a starting-point for his own
work.

Ed. J. Viard and E. Ddprez (2 vols, 1904-05).

A. Coville, ‘J. le B., chroniqueur’ in Histoire

litteraire de France, XXXVIII (1941). A.H.D.

Lebenson, Abelvham Dov, pseud. Adam (*Vilna
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?1789 or 1794; Wd. 19 XI 1878), Hebrew poet,

scholar and leader of the Haskalah (‘enlighten-

ment’) movement in Lithuania. The editor of a

scholarly commentary on Jeremiah and Ezekiel

and of the Hebrew grammar of Ben Zeeb, he was
considered the best Hebrew scholar of his day.

His fame rests on his poetry (he was rightly called

the father of modern Hebrew poetry): Shirei Sfath

Kodesh (3 vols, 1842-70); Michal Dema (1856). He
also wrote imitative dramas, e.g. Chochma and
Emet ve-Emunah (Vilna, 1867).

Kol Shirei Adam u-Michal (6 vols, Vilna, 1895).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Lebenson, Micha Joseph, pseud. Michal (*Vilna

22 II 1828; Vbid. 17 II 1852), Hebrew poet; son of

Abraham Dov Lebenson*. From his early child-

hood Michal was trained not only in Hebrew
studies but also in European languages. Aged 13

he started to translate the great German poets into

Hebrew. HaHsot Troya (1849), from Virgil’s*

Aeneid after Schiller*, was warmly praised. When
he went to Berlin (1849), he immediately found
friends and admirers, including Shneor Zachs and
Yomtov Lipman Zunz. They advised him to turn

from the glorification of the ‘strange gods’ to

themes of Jewish national character, and there

followed his historical poems on Hebrew topics.

Shirei Bat Zion (Berlin, 1851) contains six drama-
tic poems.

Kinnor Bat Zion (ed. A. Lebenson, 1870; new ed.

J. Fichman, Berlin, 1925); Kol Shirei Adam «-

Michal (6 vols, Vilna. 1895). S.A.

Leblanc, Maurice Marie ^mile (*Rouen 2 XII
1864; tPerpignan 6 XI 1941), French novelist,

who followed Gaboriau* as one of the originators

of the detective story. A rival of Conan Doyle*, he
built all his work around one typically French
character, Arsdne Lupin, the gentleman-thief who
became the elegant, generous and seductive outlaw

of French legend. Leblanc, with his bold imagina-

tion, his genius for dramatic effect and his econo-

mical and sensitive style, is one of the great

thriller-writers.

Arsine Lupin^ gentleman-cambrioleur (1907; The
Exploits of A, X., tr. A. T. de Mattos, 1908, repr.

1960); A, L, contre Herlock Sholmes (1909); A. L.

Versus Holmlock Shears, tr. idem, 1909); Vaiguille

creuse (1909; Eng. tr. idem, 1911, repr. 1960); Le
bouchon de cristal (1912; Eng. tr. idem, 1913); Les
confidences de A, L. (1914; Eng. tr. 1915; new
tr. J. NeugrSschel, 1969); Les huit coups de

Vhorloge (1923; Eng. tr. A. T. de Mattos, 1922);

La demoiselle aux yeux verts (and Eng. tr. 1927);

La femme aux deux sourires (1933; The Double
Smile, 1933).

F. Fosca, Histoire et technique du roman policier

(1937); Th, Narcejac, Esthdtique du roman policier

(1947). M.a

Le Bouvier, Gilles, known as Le H^raut Berry
(*?1386; t?1455), French chronicler and moralist;

herald to the Dauphin (later Charles VII). His

most important work, La Chronique du roi Charles

VII, covers the King’s life from 1403 to 1455. He
also wrote a short life of Richard II of England

(1440) as well as the Recouvrement de Normandie

and an interesting account of his travels in Europe

and the East entitled Livre de la Description des

pays (ed. E. T. Hamy, 1908).

J. Stevenson, Narratives of the Expulsion of the

English from Normandy (1863). A.H.D.

Lebrija, Elio Antonio de: see Nebrija, Elio

Antonio de.

Lebrun, Ponce-Denis Scouchard (*Paris 11 VIII

1729; ^ibid, 2 IX 1807), French poet, the author of

Elegies, Epitres and of amusing epigrams pub-

lished separately throughout his career. His

pompous and abstract Odes, derived from Pindar*

through Boileau* earned him from contemporary

admirers the name of Lebrun-Pindare. His Ode an

vaisseau Le Vengeur, describing the heroic end of a

French warship outnumbered by English ships in

the battle of 1 1794, offers a curious coincidental

parallel to the English Ballad of the Revenge.

CEuvres (4 vols, 1811); Retits poites frangais, II

(ed. P. Poitevin, 1864).

C. A. Sainte-Beuve, Causeries du Lundi, II

(1850-69). G.B.

Lee, Stanislaw Jerzy (*Lw6w 6 III 1909;

tWarsaw 7 V 1966), Polish poet and prose writer.

He led an eventful life and combined in his concise

intellectual poetry moral scepticism and direct

biting satire. The epigrammatic qualities of his

poetic work naturally led him to write aphorisms

for which he has become internationally known.

poetry: Barwy (1933); Zoo (1935); Spacer

cynika (1946); iycie jest fraszkq (1948); Do Abla i

Kaina (1961); Poema gotowe do skoku (1964);

Fraszkobranie (1966).—aphorisms: Mysli nieueze^

sane (1957); My/li nieuezesane nowe (1964;

Unkempt Thoughts, tr. J. Galazka, New York,

1962).

—

Wybdr wierszy (1968); Myili nieuezesane

(1968).

—

Vber Brucken schreitend (tr. H. Zahr,

Vienna, 1950). P.H.

Lechon, Jan, pseud, of Leszek Serahnowicz
(Warsaw 13 VI 1899; fNew York 8 VI 1956),

Polish poet. One of the ‘Skamander’ group, after

the Second World War he settled in the U.S.A.

From satire he turned to philosophic resignation.

His poetry is emotional and dramatic.

verse: Karmazynowy poemat (1920); Srebme i

czame (1924); Lutnia po Bekwarku (1942); Aria z

kurantem (1945).

—

^various: Rzeczpospolita BabiAr

ska (1921); O Literature polskiej (1942).
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A. von Guttry, ‘J. L.’ in Unbekannte Literatur

(1931). S.S. (P.H.)

Lecky, William Edward Hartpole (*Newtown
Park, Co. Dublin 26 III 1838; ool871 Elizabeth

van Dedem; fLondon 1903), Irish historian;

educated Cheltenham and Trinity College, Dublin;

O.M. 1902. Lecky’s main achievements were two;

his History of Rationalism in Europe (1865), and
his History of England in the Eighteenth Century

(8 vols, 1878-90), which still remains unsuperseded.

Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland (1861);

History of European Morals (2 vols, 1869);

Democracy and Liberty (2 vols, 1896); Historical

and Political Essays (1908).

J. J. Auchmuty, L. (1945); H. Montgomery
Hyde, A Victorian Historian (1947). E.T.W.

Leclerc, F^ldc (*La Tuque, Quebec 2 VIII 1914;

001942 Andr6e Viens), Canadian poet, song- and
story-writer. He has been a radio script-writer, an
actor and a modem troubadour singing and
reciting his own compositions.

Pieds nus dans Vaube (1947); Les chansons de

F, L. (1950); Moi, mes souliers (1955); Le fou de

Vile (1967); Chansons pour les yeux (1968).

J.-C. Le Pennec, Vunivers poetique de F, L,

(1967). R.Su.

Le Clezio, Jean Marie (Gustave): see nouveau
ROMAN.

Leconte de Lisle, Charles-Marie-Ren6 (*Saint

Paul, Reunion Is. 22 X 1818; tLouveciennes 18

VII 1894), French poet. The son of a Breton sugar-

planter, he spent much of his youth in Reunion,

with lengthy visits to France in 1821-28 and in

1837-43, when he studied law at Rennes. In 1845

he settled finally in Paris and adopted the utopian

socialism of Fourier* but abandoned politics ^ter
Louis Napoleon’s coup d^itat (1851) and lived by
occasional journalism, teaching and translations

of Greek poetry. His own poems were at first

unrecognized, but the Poimes barbares (1862)

stamped him as an opponent of Romantic sub-

jectivity and, with his contributions to Le Parnasse

Contemporain (1866-76), made him the leader of

the PARNASSIANS. He was appointed Senate

librarian in 1872, elected to V. Hugo’s* Chair in the

French Academy (1886) and died honoured as a
‘prince of poets’.

His powerful verse, descriptive and philosophic,

is coloured by nostalgia for his native island, by
his profound study of Greek religion—^to which he
was guided by his friend Louis M6nard*—and of

the Indian sacred books. Darwinism also influenced

him. His pessimistic distaste for the modem world
derived in part from his political disillusionment.

verse: Premierespoesies et lettres intimes (ed. B.

Guinaudeau, 1902); Poimes antiques (1852, 1872);

Poimes et poesies (1855, 1857); Poimes barbares

(1862, 1874, 1878); Poimes tragiques (1884);

Berniers poimes (1895); Poesies computes (4 vols,

Lemerre, 1927-28).

—

uprose: Contes en prose et

impressions de jeunesse (1911); Histoire popuUdre

du Christianisme (1871); Histoire populaire de la

Revolution frangaise (1871); Catechisme populaire

ripublicain (1872).

C. Baudelaire, ‘Notice sur L. de L.’ in E. Crepet,

Recueil des poites frangais, IV (1865); J. Vianey,

Les sources de L. de L. (1907); E. Est^ve, L, de L,

(1923) ; P. Flottes, L. de L. (1954). G.B.

Ledeganck, Karel Lodewijk (*Eeklo 9 XI 1805;

tGhent 19 III 1847), Flemish poet, worked in a
weaving mill, studied law and became a judge and
inspector of education. He developed from a

rederuker to the first Romantic poet in Flanders.

His gloomy tales in verse are unp^atable now, but

his contemplative poetry is still impressive, and his

trilogy on Ghent, Bmges and Antwerp, De drie

zustersteden (1846; Les trois sosurs flamandes, tr.

A. J. G. Louwage, 1864), is striking with its forceful

rhythm and monumentality.

Bloemen mijner lente (1839); Het burgslot van

Zomergem (1840); De zinnelooze (1842).

—

Ver-

spreide en nagelaten gedichten (ed. J. F. J. Here-

mans, 1852); Volledige dichtwerken (1886).

M. Rooses, ‘L.’ in Schetsenboek (1877); J. A.

Torfs, X.’j trilogie der Drie Zustersteden (1884);

J, Crick, X. L. L, (1944). R.F.L.

Ledesma Buitrago, Alonso de (*Segovia 1552;

'\ibid, 1632), Spanish religious poet. Some think

to Conceptos espirituales originated the style called

conceptismo. His poems usually consist of

religious allegories founded on a continued meta-

phor or pun. He also took nursery-rhymes and
game-jinxes and adapted or parodied them a lo

divino. His poems are curious rather than profound.

E.M.W.

Conceptos espirituales sen, 1600, 1606, 1612);

Juegos de Noche Buena (1611); Biblioteca de Aut.

Esp., XXXV; Conceptos espirituales y morales (ed.

E. Julid Martinez, 3 vols, 1969).

A. Coster, ‘Baltasar Gracidn, 1601-58’ in Rev.

Hispanique, XXIX (1913); M. Quintilla, ‘A. de L.

Datos biograficos’ in Estudios segovianos, I

(1949); F. Smieja, ‘A. de L. y la Segunda parte del

Romancero general de 1605’ in Hispandfila, no. 10

(1960). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Ledwidge, Francis (*Slane, Co. Meath 19 VI 1 891

;

tBelgium 31 VII 1917), Irish poet ; offarming stock,

he was ‘discovered’ by Lord Dunsany*, who
helped him to publish his verse. His poems are

delicate and musical, showing great feeling for

nature and a rapidly developing technical skill.

R.McH.

Songs of the Fields (1915); Songs of Peace
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(1916); Last Songs (1917).

—

Complete Poems

(1919; 3rd ed. 1955). E.T.W.

Lee, Laurie (*Stroud, Glos 26 VI 1914; ool950

Catherine Francesca Polge), English poet, who
writes simply and innocently of nature and country

life. Cider With Rosie (1959) and As I Walked Out
One Midsummer Morning (1969) are charming

books of autobiographical reminiscence.

The Sun My Monument (1944); The Bloom of
Candles (1947); A Rose for Winter (1955); My
Many-Coated Man (1955). W.R.A.

Lee, Nathaniel (*?c. 1648; fLondon V 1692),

En^sh dramatist, who went from Charterhouse to

Trinity College, Cambridge (1665), where he

contributed an English ode to Threnodia lamenting

the death of Monck. At first an actor of mean
quality, though excellent at recitation, Lee took to

writing heroic plays on classical subjects, at first in

couplets, later, notably The Rival Queens (1677), in

blank verse. Mad from 1684 to 1688, he received a

pension from the Theatre Royal on recovery. His

plays were considered good theatre for 150 years,

though his extravagant blank verse was deplored.

He collaborated with Dryden* in a version of

Oedipus (1679). B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Nero (1674; ed. R. Horstmaim, 1914); Sopho-

nisba (1675; ed. F. Holthausen, 1913); The Rival

Queens (1677; ed. P. F. Vernon, 1970); Lucius

Junius Brutus (1680; ed. J. Loftis, 1967); Theodisius

(1680; ed. F. Resa, \mi--Works (1694);

Dramatick works (3 vols, 1736); Works (ed. T. B.

Stroup and A. L. Cooke, 2 vols, 1954-55).

R. G. Ham, Otway ondL, (1931); A. L. McLeod,
*A. N. L. biblio., 1670-1960* in Seventeenth and
Eighteenth-Century Theatre Res., I (1961); R.
Birley, Sunk Without Trace (1962; Clark Lecture

on The Rival Queens)\ E. Rothstein, Restoration

Tragedy (1967). J.R.B. (H.N.D.)

Lee, (Nelle) Harper (*MonroevilIe, Ala. 28 IV
1926), American woman novelist of the genteel

rather than the savage Southern school. Her To
Kill a Mockingbird (1960), a Pulitzer Prize novel,

shows the racial suspicion and hostility at work in

the trial of a Southern Negro for rape.

D.E.MO.

Lee, Sophia (London 1750; fClifton 13 HI 1824)

and Harriet (London 1757; fClifton 1 VIII

1851), sisters, En^sh writers of successful plays

and novels, including The Canterbury Tales (5 vols,

1797-1805), to which both contributed.

The Chapter ofAccidents (play; 1780); The Life

ofa Lover (novel; 6 vols, 1804).—Erwrj of Inno~
cence (5 vols, 1786); The Three Strangers (play;

1825).

SOPHIA: J, Boaden, Memoirs ofMrs Siddons (2
vols, 1827).—HARRIET: Bristol Jour. (9 Aug.

1851); A Sherbo, English Sentimental Drama
(1957). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Leeuw, Aart van der (*Delft 23 VI 1876; ool904
Antonia Johanna Kip; fVoorburg 17 IV 1932),

Dutch poet and prose writer; wrote in a poetic
style on romantic subjects.

prose: Kinderland (1914); SinUVeit (1919); De
mythe van eenjeugd (1921); De gezegenden (1923);
Vluchtige begroetingen (1925); Ik en mijn speelman
(1927 ;

Flucht vor der Ehe, tr. A. Gerdeck-De Waal,
1949); De kleine Rudolf Ger. tr. H. H. von
Bohl, 1930).

—

Liederen en balladen (verse; 1911);
Verzamelde gedichten (coll, verse; 1950).

W. J. Kramer, ‘Levensbericht van A. van der
L.’ in Handelingen Maatschappij Nederl. Lett.

(1932-33); J. Hulsker, A, van der L, (1946); F. W.
van Heerikhuizen, De strijd van A, van der L,

(1951); S. P. Uri, Vlucht der verbeelding (1955);

P. N. van Eyck, Verzameld werk, V (1962).

J.J.O.

Leeuwen, Jan van (fGroenendaal nr Brussels

1377), Dutch mystic. He was a lay brother in the

monastery of Groenendaal in Ruusbroec’s* time;

his nickname was ‘the good cook*. He wrote a
great number of mystical tracts (influenced by
Hadewijch* and Ruusbroec) in a popular, not very

accomplished style but fascinating because of their

spontaneity. His fame spread abroad: in the 15th

century five of his smaller works were translated

into German and he was read until well into the

17th century. J.J,M.

St. Axters, J, van L. (with anthol. ; 1943), in 0ns
Geestelijk Erf, XXXII (1958) and in Versl. en

Med. Koninkl. Vlaamse Acad. (1958); J. W. N.
Delteyk, /. van L. en zijn tractaat van vijfmanieren

broederliker minnen (2 vols, 1947); F. Hermans,

‘Un convers cuisinier, disciple de Ruysbroec* in

Vie Spirituelle, XCI (1958); A. Ampe in 0ns
GeesteUjk Erf, XXXHI (1959). A.v.E.

Le Fanu, Joseph Sheridan (*Dublin 28 VIII 1814;

l^ibid, 1 II 1873), Irish novelist, chiefly remembered
for his tales of the supernatural. His stories have

much skill in plot and his method of deliberate

narration helps their suspense; they are somewhat
weakened by prolixity but remain among the

classics of tMs genre. R.McH.

The House by the Churchyard (1863); Uncle Silas

(1864); In a Glass Darkly (1872).

Nelson Brown, S. Le F. (1951).

R.McH. (E.T.W.)

Lefevre, Jean (*Ressons-sur-le-Matz c. 1327),

Frendi author and translator, best known for his

version in French verse of the Lamentations of

Matheolus*, and for the Livre de Leesce which he

composed as a refutation.

translations: Lamentations (1371-72; ed.
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A. G. Van Hamel, 1892); La Vieille (tr. of Vetula

by Richard de Foumival; ed. H. Cocheris, 1861);

Disticha Catonis (ed. J, Ulrich in Romanische
Forschungen, XV, 1903); Theodolet (tr. of Theoduli

Eclogd).—^WORKS: Le Livre de Leesce (after 1373;

ed. A. G. Van Hamel, 1905); Respit de la Mart
(after 1376); Epistre sur les miseres de la vie.

F.W.

Lef^Tre, Jean (*Paris 1335; tAvignon 11 I 1390),

French diarist; a Benedictine who became Bishop

of Chartres (1380) and chancellor to Louis I, Duke
of Anjou and King of Sicily (1381). He wrote an

interesting Journal (1381-88) in French, with a

number of passages in Latin.

Ed. H. Moranvill6 (1888).—A. Coville. Vie

intellectuelle dans les domaines d*Anjou-Provence de

1380 d 1435 (1941). A.H.D.

Lef^vre, Jean, Lord of Saint R£my (*Abbeville

71395 ; tBruges 16 VI 1468), French chronicler and

poet, and a high official at the court of the Dukes
of Burgundy. In addition to a verse epistle, he

wrote an important, but biased Chronique in prose

which covered the period 1408-36.

Ed. F. Morand (2 vols, 1876-81). A.H.D.

Lefevre d’£taples (Faber Stapulensis), Jacques

(*c. 1450; tN6rac III 1536), French hum^st,
Hellenist and religious reformer. A pupil of

George Hermonymus, he became acquainted with

Florentine Neo-Platonism during a sojourn in

Italy (1492), was later associated with Bud6* and

taught Greek in Paris (c. 1505). His commentaries

on the Psalms (1507) and the Pauline Epistles

(1512) were along humanistic-philological lines and

based directly on the text. His translation of the

New Testament (1523) was followed by that of the

whole Bible (1530). A translator of Nicholas of

Cusa, he worked with Brigonnet and his circle,

sharing their aspirations for a Church purged of

medieval abuses and inspired by a devotional

spirit based on the Gospels. The scholastic reaction

of 1523 led to his flight to Strasbourg (1525), and

his later years (1530-36) were spent at N6rac under

the patronage of Marguerite* of Navarre.

J. Bamaud, L. d*E. (1936); A. Renaudet in

Dictionmire des lettresfranfaises, I (1951). F.W.

Leffler, Anne Charlotte (Stockholm 1 X 1849;

001872 Gustaf Edgren [o/ol889]; fNaples 21 X
1892), Swedish author. Her first work was a series

of problem plays, but their lack of success turned

her to writing stories of what she herself termed

‘sober realism*. They dealt largely with cultivated,

conventional middle-class society; a favourite

grievance was the double moral code existing

between the sexes. After her second marriage in

1890 with a Neapolitan Duke, her writing took on

a wanner and more emotional tone.

plays: Skddespelarskan(lS73); Pastorsadjunkten

(1876); Eljvan (1880); Sarma kvirmor (1883; True

Women, tr. H. L. Braekstad, 1885); Hur man gor

godt (1885); Familjelycka (1892).

—

fiction: Ur

lifvet (3 vols, 1882-83, 1889); En sommarsaga

(1886); Kvirmlighet och erotik (1890).

E. Key, A. C. X. (1893); J. Gemandt-Claine and
I. Ess6n, A. C. L. (autobiog. based on letters and
diaries; 1922). C.H.K.

Le Fort, Gertrud von (*Minden 11 X 1876;

tOberstdorf XI 1971), German poet and novelist;

became an ardent convert to Roman Catholicism

in 1926. The Christian Church (i), the German
Empire (ii) and the three forms of womanhood as

virgin, bride and mother (iii) are her great subjects

(marked i-iii in bibliography).

(i)Hymnen an die Kirche (1928) ; Das Schweisstuch

der Veronika (2 vols, 1927-46; The Veilof Veronica,

tr. C. M. R. Bonacina, 1932); Der Papst aus dem
Ghetto (1929; The Pope From the Ghetto, tr. idem,

1934).—<ii) Hymnen an Deutschland (1932); Das
Reich des Kindes (1933); Die Magdeburgische

Hochzeit (1938).—(iii) Die Letzte am Schaffott

(1931 ; The Song at the Scaffold, tr. O. Marx, 1933)

;

Die Opferflamme (1938); Das Gericht des Meeres

(1944; The Judgement of the Sea, tr. I. and F.

McHugh, 1962); Die Frau des Pilatus (1955; The

Wife of Pilate, tr. M. C. Buehrle, 1957); Das
Schweigen (1967).

M. Eschbach, Die Bedeutung G. von Le F.s in

unserer Zeit (with biblio.; 1948); H. Jappe, G. von

Le F. Das erzdhlende (1950); N. Heinen, G. von Le

F.: Fine Einfuhrung mit Bibliographic (1954); I.

Hilton, ‘G. von Le F.’ in German Men ofLetters,

II (ed. A. Natan, 1963); I. O’Boyle, G. von Le F.:

An Introduction to the Prose Work (1964).

R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Lefranc, Jean-Jacques, Marquis de Pompignan
(Montauban 10 VIII 1709; tPompignan 4 XI

1784), French poet. One of the best religious poets

of his age, he gave a translation of the Psalms

(1751) and the Odes chritiennes et philosophiques

(1771). His hostility to rationalism provoked

Voltaire’s* unjust comment on his Po^mes sacris

(1 755) :
‘ Sacred they are,forno one will touch them’

(in Le Pauvre Diable). He also wrote tragedies

{Didon, 1734) and an Ode (1742) on the death of

J. B. Rousseau*, whose work he much admired.

(Euvres (4 vols, 1784). G.B.

Le Franc, Martin (71410; t?1461), French poet.

A Norman who became secretary to Amadeus
VIII of Savoy (elected Pope Felix V, 1439), and

who entered, on his master’s death in 1451, the

service of Louis I of Savoy. His verse, allegorical

and moralizing, is interesting only because of the

ideas expressed. In his principal work, Le Champion

des Dames (1442), he refutes the attacks on women
popular since Jean* de Meung.
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G. Paris, *Un potoe inddit de M. Le F.’ in

Romania, XVI (1887); A. Piaget, M. Le R,priv6t

de Lausame (1888); A. Bayot, VEstrifde Fortune

et de Vertu (1928). A.H.D.

Legenda Aurea (Golden Legend): see Jacobus de

Voragine.

L6ger, Alexis: see Saint-John Perse.

Legge, Thomas (*Norwich 1535; fCambridge 12

VII 1607), English writer of Latin plays and

Master of Cains College, Cambridge. His tragedy

Bicardus Tertius, performed at St John’s College,

Cambridge (1579), achieved contemporary fame.

B.L.J.

Ricardus Tertius (MS play; pr. Shakespeare Soc.,

1844; in J. P. Collier, Shakespeare*s Library, rev.

W. HazHtt, V, 1875).

G. C. Moore Smith, ‘Notes on some English

University plays’ in Mod. Lang. Rev.,m (1908);

G. B. Churchill and W. Keller in Shakespeare

Jahrbuch, XXXIV (1898). B.LJ. (T.P.M.)

Leguizamdn, Martiniano (*1858; tl935), Argen-

tinian writer who dealt with the theme ofihtgaucho

in short stories and in the play Calandria (1896).

As a literary historian he specialized in the gaucho

period.

Recuerdos de la tierra (1896); Alma nativa

(X90€)‘, De cepa criolla {190%), E.Sa.

Lehmann, John (*Boume End, Bucks 2 VI 1907),

English poet and publisher, editor ofthe periodicals

New Writing and Penguin New Writing, in which

many promising young writers first appeared in

print.

New Writing in Europe (1940); Ancestors and
Friends (1962); A Nest of Tigers: Edith, Osbert and
Sacheverell Sitwell in Their Times (1968).

—

Collected Poems (1963).--AUTOBiOGRAPHy: The
Whispering Gallery (1955); / Am My Brother

(1960); The Ample Proposition (1966); abr, in 1 vol.

as In My Own Time (1969), W.R.A.

Lehmann, Rosamond Nina (Bourne End 1903;
001928 Hon. Wogan Philipps), English novelist,

sister of John Lehmann*, ^ly influenced by Vir-

ginia Woolf* and later by Henry James*, she has a
subtle gift of giving sigcdficance to a situation by
tracing its effects through the thoughts of persons
or by implication through their words. She is

peculiarly skilled in suggesting the spirit and
sensibility of children and young girls.

novels: Dusty Answer (1927); A Note in Music
(1930); Invitation to the Waltz {1917)', The Weather
in the Streets (1936); The Ballad and the Source

(1944); The Echoing Grove (1953).—iVi> More
Music (play; 1939).—The Gypsy*s Baby (stories;

1946).— Swan in the Evening (autobiog. ; 1967).

R. A. Scott-James, Fifty Years ofEnglish Litera-

ture {1900-1950) (1951). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Lehmann, Wilhelm (*Puerto Cabello, Venezuela

4 V 1882; fEckernforde 17 XI 1968), German poet,

novelist, essayist. An important influence on post-

war poets, his lyrics are romantic, pantheistic and

modem, attempting to replace reason with per-

ception. His poetry developed from Expressionist

beginnings to a Goethean sense of kinship between

all natural things, and finally to empiricism.

verse: Der grime Gott (1942); Entzdekter Staub

(1946); Abschiedslust (poems, 1957-61; 1962);

Sichtbare Zeit (1967).—novels and short

stories: Der Bildersturmer (novel; 1917); Weingott

(novel; 1921); Verfuhrerin, Trdsterin (1947); Ruhm
des Daseins (novel; 1953).—essays and critical

writing: Bewegliche Ordnung (1947); Muhe des

Anfangs (1952); Dichtung als Dasein (1956); Kunst

des Gedichts (1961).

—

collected works: Sdmt-

liche Werke (3 vols, 1962).

O. Loerke, ‘W. L.’ in Gedichte und Prosa, II

(1958); D. A. Scrase, ‘W. L.’ in Essays on Contem-

porary German Literature (ed. B. Keith-Smith,

1966). F.M.K.

Lehtonen, Joel (Saaminki 27 XI 1881; ool920

Lydia Thomasson; tHelsinki 20 XI 1934), Finnish

poet, novelist and translator. His early works were

typical of the Finnish national-Romantic move-
ment. The general strike of 1905, travel in Southern

Europe and, later, the Finnish civil war, however,

affected him profoundly and his major work,

Putkinotko (2 vols, 1919-20; La combe aux

mauvaises herbes, tr. J. Ahokas, 1962), reveals a

naturalistic realism reminiscent of Zola*. As an
opponent of the nascent chauvinism of the 1920s

Lehtonen’s writing became increasingly embittered

and his last work Henkien taistelu (‘The Battle of

the Spirits’; 1933) is a monumental indictment of

public and private hypocrisy. Lehtonen’s intense,

versatile and colouiM language and the skilful

construction of his books make him an outstand-

ing novelist of his generation. His work also

provides a valuable source for the cultural and
social history of the 1920s.

verse: Perm (1904); Rakkaita muistoja (1911);

Markkinoilta (1912); Hyvdstijdtto Lintukodolle

(1934).—novels and stories: Paholaisen viulu

(1904); Mataleena (1905); Kerran kesdlld (1917);

Kuolleet omenapuut (1918); Rakastunut rampa
(1922); Sorron lapset (1923); Punainen mies (1925).

—Kootut teokset (coll, works; 8 vols, 1931-35).

E. Palola, J. L, (1927); A. Nurminen, ‘J. L:sen
kirjallinen tuotanto’ in Bibliophilos (1953);

U. Kupiainen, /. L. runoilijana (1956); L. Viljanen,

‘J. L:sen hyvastijatto* in Lyyrillinen mind (1959).

M.A.B.

Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm von (*Leip2ig 1646;
tHanover 171Q, German philosopher, mathe-
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matician and diplomat, a ‘universal man’ of the

Renaissance type. His philosophy ofpre-established

harmony of hierarchically ordered monads
reflected the theoretical organization of the abso-

lutist state of the baroque, but his optimism looked
forward to the enlightenment; Voltaire* ridiculed

it in Candida, Most of his scientific work was in

Latin or French {Thiodicie, 1710), but his

Unvorgreiffliche Gedancken betreffend die Ausubung
und Verbesserung der deutschen Sprache (1717),

urged the increased use and historical study of

German. Leibniz was active with plans for the

union of the Protestant Churches.

Opera omnia (6 vols, 1768); Deutsche Schriften

(ed. G. E. Guliauer, 2 vols, 1838, repr. 1967);

(Euvres (ed. A. Foucher de Careil, 7 vols, 1859-75);

sel. works ed. H. Schmalenbach (2 vols, 1914-15);

Sdmtliche Schriften und Briefe (ed. Prussian Acad.,

1923 ff.); Philosophical Papers and Letters (sel., ed.

and tr. Leroy E. Loemker, 1956); Correspondence

Between L. and Clarke (ed. H. G. Alexander, 1956)

;

Studienausgabe (ed. H. H. Holz, 1959- );

Confessio Philosophi (crit. ed. O. Saane, 1967).

G. E. Guhrauer, G, W, von L, (standard biog.;

1846; repr. with new app. and index, 1967); A.
Schmarsow, Z. und Schottelius (with text of

Unvorgreiffliche Gedancken^ 1877); B. Russell,

Critical Exposition of the Philosophy of L, (1900,

1937); D. Mahnke, Z. und Goethe (1924); P.

Hankamer, Die Sprache^ ihr Begriff und ihre

Deutung im 16. und 17. Jh. (1927); E. Ravier,

Bibliographie des oeuvres de L. (193']^; R. Kliban-
sky, L7s Unknown Correspondence With English

Scholars and Men (1941); R. W. Meyer, Z. und
die europUische Ordnungskrise (1948; Eng. tr,

1951). L.W.F,

Leigh, Richard (*?1650; tWolverhampton 1728),

English poet, pamphleteer and physician, educated
Queen’s College, Oxford (B.A. 1669), Besides a
volume of delicate lyrics and occasional verse.

Poems Upon Several Occasions (1675; ed. H.
Macdonald, 1947), he wrote two prose pamphlets.

The Transproser Rehearsed (1673) attacking Mar-
vell*, and The Censure ofthe Rota on Mr. Dryden's
Conquest of Granada (1673). R.M.W.

Leikin, Nikolay Alexandrovich: see Leykin,

Nikolay Alexandrovich.

Leino, Eino, pseud, of Armas Eino Leopold
L5NNBOHM (Paltamo 6 VI 1878; ool905 T, F. F.

Schoultz, cx)1913 A. 1. Kajanus, ool921 H.
Laitinen; fTuusula 10 1 1926), Finnish poet, play-

wright and novelist. After entering Helsinki

University he became, through his brother Kasimir,
persona grata in the Young Finland circle. He did

not complete his studies and turned to journalism,

to which he devoted much time and energy. His
earliest verse was written under the influence of

Heine* and Runeberg* in the 1890s. By the

beginning of the 20th century he had become the

leading Finnish poet and verse-translator. His very

subjective verse summarizes his emotional history

and shows development from national-Romanti-

cism to a European (Nietzschean) level of feeling.

He is equally good as lyrist and narrative poet.

A psychological break became noticeable in his

work about 1908, and the second half of his short

life was marred by bohemian debauchery.

verse: Maaliskuun lauluja (1896); Yokehrddjd

(1897); Sataja yksi laulua (1898); Ajan aalloilta

(1899); Hiihtdjdn virsia (1900); Pyhd kevdt (1901);

Kangastuksia (1902); Helkavirsid (2 vols, 1903-16);

Simo Hurtta (2 vols, 1904-19); Talvi-yd (1905);

Halla (1908); Tdhtitarha (1912); EldrrUin koreus

(1915); Juhana herttuanja Catharina Jagellonican

lauluja (1919); Pdivdn kehrU (1953); Runot (3 vols,

1961-64).—plays: Tuonelan joutsen (1898); Johan
Wilhelm (1900); Sota valosta (1900); Naamioita

(6 vols, 1905-11); Karjalan kuningas (1917).

—

novels: Tuomas Vitikka (1906); Jaana Ronty

(1907); Olli Suurpdd (1908); Musti (1916).—
miscellaneous: Suomalaisia kirjailijoita (1909);

Eldmdni kuvakirja (1925); E. L:npakinoita (2 vols,

1960).

—

Kootut teokset (coll, works; 16 vols,

1926-30).

J. Siljo, E. Z. lyyrikkona (1912); L. Onerva,

E. L. (2 vols, 1932); O. Nuorto, E. Z. (1938); E. J.

EUfla, E. L:n kirjalliset julkaisut (1946); H. M.
Wuolijoki, Kummituksia ja kajavia (1947); V.
Tarkiainen, E. L:n runoudesta (1954) ; S. Vapaasalo,

Studier in E. L:s Kalevalaromantik (1961).

W.K,M. (M.A.B.)

Leip, Hans (*Hamburg 22 DC 1893), German
novelist and poet. The author ofthe internationally

popular song of the Second World War, Lili

Marian, which shows his grasp of significant

situations and strong sentimental appeal.

novels: Godekes Knecht (1925); Jan Himp und
die kleine Brise (1933); Drackenkalb singe (1949);

Der grosse Fluss im Meer (1954; The River in the

Sea, tr. H. A. Piehler and K. IGrkness, 1958).

—

verse: Die Ndchtezettel der Sinsebal (1927); Die

kleine Hafenorgel (1937); Heimkunft (1947).

H. Z., Leben und Werk (ed. R. Italiaander, with

biblio., 1958). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Leipoldt, Christiaan Frederk Louis (*Worcester,

Cape Colony 28 XH 1880; t ibid. 12 IV 194*^,

Afrikaans poet, dramatist and prose-writer; in

turn politician, journalist and doctor, the youngest

of the ‘triumvirate’ with whom Afrikaans poetry

began. Leipoldt’s lyrical poetry is both cosmo-
politan and highly individual. His first volume was
inspired by the horror of the injustice of war and
the suffering caused by it, especially to children.

Its spontaneity, passionate feeling, grim humour
and freedom from convention came as a revelation

to his people and to overseas critics. His individual-

ism grew into a feeling of bitter loneliness from
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which he sought temporary escape in the sensuous

enjoyment of nature, in wMch he found a strongly

exotic flavour. In his dramatic monologues and
some of his plays he shows dramatic power, and
he is also a good story-teller and causeur,

verse: Oom Gert vertelen ander Gedigte (1911);

Dingaansdag (1920); Uitgesoekte Gedigte vir Jong

Suid’Afrika (1925); Die Bergtragedie (1932);

Slampamperliedjies (1936); Geseende Skaduwees

(1949).— Gedigte (anthology; 1946).

—

prose: JVaar Spoke Speel (1927); Wat agter IS en

ander Verhale (1930); Die Rooi Rotte en ander

Verhale (1930); Uit my Oosterse Dagboek (1932).

P. J. Nienaber, L, Eensame Veelsydige (1948)

and Perspektief en Profiel (1951); J. Kronihout,

L. as Digter (1954); M. P. O. Burgers, C £. L.

(1960), G.D. (N.D.C.)

Leiris, Michel (*Paris 20 IV 1901), French poet

and essayist. Since 1924 member of the Surr^st
group (surrealism). Besides his work as an
ethnologist, specializing in African art, he has

created poetry which is fiery, original and sincere.

A long autobiography, La rSgle du jeu (1948 fF.)

sums up his experiences both as a man and as an
intellectual, in prose comparable with that of

Marcel Proust*.

poems: Le point cardinal (1927); Tauromachie

(1937); Haut-mal (1943); Aurora (novel; 1946);

Bagatelles vegStales (1956); Vivantes cendres

innommies (1961).—autobiography: Vdge
d'homme preceded by La littirature considerie

comme une tauromachie (1946; Manhood, tr. R.

Howard, 1968); La rSgle du jeu, I: Biffures

(1948), II: Fourbis (1955), lU: Fibrilles (1966);

Nuits sans nuit (1961); Brisees (crit. essays; 195©.
M. Blanchot, La part dufeu (1940); M. Nadeau,

M, £, ou la quadrature du cercle (1963). M.G.

Leisewitz, Johann Anton (*Hanover 9 V 1752;

tBrunswick 10 IX 1806), German dramatist.

While studying at Gottingen Leisewitz met Holty*
and Boie* and joined the hainbund. He practised

as a lawyer in Brunswick, where he became a
friend of Lessing*. His tragedy Julius von Parent

was second to Klinger’s* Zwillinge in the Hamburg
competition (177©. From 1778 he was in the

service of the Duke of Brunswick. Incurably

diffident, Leisewitz published little and ordered the

destruction of his manuscripts. Julius von Parent,

well constructed and powerfully felt, is among the

best works of sturm und drang.

Julius von Parent (1776; with fragments ed.

R. M. Werner, m9).-^Schriften (181©; sel. ed.

K. Freye, Sturm und Drang {\9l\\-—BrieJwechsel

mitderBraut(ed. H. Mack, 190©; Pagebucher (ed.

H. Mack and J. Lochner, 2 vols, 1916-20).

G. Kutschera von Aichbergen, /. A. L. (187©;
W. Kublhom, L.s 'Julius von Parent (1912).

H.B.G.

Leiva Ramirez, Francisco de (*Mdlaga 1630;

"^ibid. 1676), Spanish minor dramatist in the Cal-

deronian school. His most famous play is Cuando
no se aguarda y principe tonto.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XLVII.
N. Diaz de Escobar, F. de L. (1899); J. Mathias,

Un dramaturgo del siglo XVII: F. de L. (1970).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Leiwick, Halper (*Minsk district 1888; fNew
York 1962), Yiddish poet and playwright. He
participated in revolutionary activities in Tsarist

Russia, in 1906 spent four years in a Moscow
prison; in 1912 he was exiled to Siberia, escaped,

and settled in New York (1913). For many years he
worked as an interior decorator, at the same time
publishing his poetry, until in the 1930s he became
generally recognized as the leading contemporary
Yiddish poet. His poetry reflects his prison experi-

ences and blends universalism with national

awareness. His successful mystical play Phe Golem
was set to music as an opera, and performed in

Italian in Milan. For the last four years of his life he
was paralysed. Only a few of his poems and plays

are available in translations (Hebrew, Polish,

English) and included in various anthologies. Most
of his numerous plays appeared in literary

periodicals.

Geklibene verk (5 vols, Vilna, 1925-28); Digeule
komedye (1934); Abelard un Heloise (1936); Lieder

fun gan-eyden (1937); Ale verk (2 vols, 1940); In

Preblinka bin ikh nit geven (1945) ; Di Khassenefun
Fernwald (1949); A blat oifan eppel-boim (Buenos
Aires, 1955). J.S.

L. E. L.: see Landon, Lettixa Elizabeth Maclean.

Leland, Charles Godfrey (Philadelphia 15 VIll

1824; 00 17 I 1856 Eliza Bdla Fisher; tFlorence,

Italy 20 III 1903), American poet. Of his more than
50 books only Hans BreitmanrCs Ballads, which
satirizes German-American pseudo-idealism, is

still read.

Meister KarVs Sketch-Book (1855); Phe Breit-

mann Ballads (1871); Phe Gypsies (1882); Memoirs
(1893).

G, H. Genzmer in Dictionary of American
Biography, XI (1933); M. Thalmann, ‘Hans
Breitmann’ in Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc. Amer.,
LIV (1939). E.R.

Leland, John (*71506; tl552), English antiquary.
Educated at St Pauls, Cambridge and Oxford,
Leland was appointed ‘King’s antiquary’ (1533)
and compiled a detailed topographical and Euiti-

quarian record after touring England for six years.

Phe Laboryouse journey and Serche of Johan
Leylande (1549; repr. T. Heame in Itinerary, I,

1710); Phe Itinerary of John Leland the Antiquary
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(ed. T. Heame, 9 vols, 1710-12; ed. L. T. Smith,

5 vols, 1906-10).

E. Burton, Life ofL, (1896); H. B. Walters, The

English Antiquaries of the 16th, I7th and I8th

Centuries (1934); T. D. Kendrick, British Antiquity

(1950). W.A.A.

Lemaire, Jean, de Belges (*Bavai, Hainaut 1473;

t?1524), French writer. Historiographer to

Margaret of Austria and later to Louis XII, whose
Gallican policy he defended, he illustrates by his

varied interests and appreciation of all the arts the

early Renaissance movement in France. His poetry

shows the excessively rich rhyme and alliteration of

the rhetoriqueurs but marks a great advance in

harmony and picturesqueness. He introduced the

terza rima into France and practised with success

the alexandrine. His vocabulary is rich in technical

terms, neologisms, and descriptions of colour

and hght. The Spitres de VAmant Vert (1511)

reveal his mastery in a semi-humorous, semi-

pathetic style. He advocates a close cultural union

between France and Florence in the Concorde des

deux langages (1511) and the description there of

the Temple of Venus reveals his pagan philosophy.

His largest prose work, the Illustrations de Gaule

et Singularitds de Troie (1511-13), reproduces the

legend of the Trojan origin of the Franks, used

later by Ronsard^ in the Franciade, Lemaire points

forward to the Pleiade but merits a high place in

his own right as an artist sensitive to beauty in all

its forms.

CEuvres (ed. J. Stecher, 4 vols, 1882-91; repr.

1969); La Plainte du Disiri (1503; ed. D. Yabsley,

1932); La Concorde fks deux langages (ed. J.

Frappier, 1947); Les £pitres de VAmant Vert (ed.

idem, 1948); Le temple d^hormeur et de vertus (ed.

H. Homik, 1957).

P. Spaak, J, L, de Beiges, sa vie, son csuvre et ses

meilleures pages (1926); G. Doutrepont, /. L, de

Beiges et la Renaissance (1934); K. Munn, A
Contribution to the Study of J, L, de Beiges (1930.

M.Y.

Lembcke, Christian Ludvig Edvard (Copen-
hagen 15 VI 1815; 001841 Laurence Charlotte

Jorgensen; fFrederiksberg 21 III 1897), Danish

poet. His family was of German origin, and the

majority of his poems which have survived are

inspired by an anti-German Danish patriotism.

Best known is his poem Vort Modersmaal (*Our

Mother Tongue’). He translated Shakespeare’s*

works (1861-73), and also made some translations

from Byron*, Thomas Moore* and Swinburne*.

Digte (1870); Udvalgte Digte (ed. V. Andersen,

1901). E.B.

Lemche, Ellen Gyruhe (Copenhagen 17 IV

1866; 001893 Johan Henrich Lemche; tLyngby

3 II 1945), Danish novelist. She was one of the

leaders in the movement for the emancipation of

women in Denmark. Most famous among her

books are the novel Edwardsgave (5 vols, 1900-12)

and the trilogy Tempeltjenere (‘Guardians of the

Temple’; 1926-28), the former the story of a

family, the latter being concerned with the

emancipation of women.

Soedtmanns Jomfruer (1898); Folkets Synder

(1899); Lotte van Joost (1924); Strommen (4 vols,

1930-32); Defagre Riger (1945). E.B.

Lemelin, Roger (Quebec 7 IV 1919; ool945

Val6da Lavigueur), Canadian novelist. After

earning his living since the age of 14 in Quebec’s

Lower Town and lumber camps, he began to write

about life in working-class districts of French

Canada. Noted for its insight and realism, his first

book, Au pied de la pente douce (1944; The Town
Below, tr. S. Putnam, 1948), was awarded the Prix

David and the Grand Prix de I’Academie frangaise,

but it was also criticized for lack of religious

respect. He continued to write in a cynical and
sardonic vein, providing material for radio series.

Les Flouffe (1948; The Plouffe Family, tr. M.
Finch, 1950) ; Pierre le magnifique (1954; In Questof
Splendour, tr. H. L. Binsse, 1955).

—

Fantasies sur

les peches capitaux (fables; 1948).

G. Trottier, ‘R. L., romancier et conteur’ in

Rev. Dominicaine, LII (1950); W. E. Collin,

‘R. L.’ in Queen’s Quart., XLI (1954). R.Su.

Lemene, Francesco, Conte de (Lodi 1634;

tMilan 24 Vn 1704), Italian lyric, pastoral and
religious poet. A follower of Marino*, he sought

to please and astonish his listeners with unexpected

metaphors, strange contrasts and figures of speech.

His languid and affected style anticipated the ways
of the next generation.

Poesie diverse (1699; 1726).

C. Vignati, ‘F. de L. e il suo epistolario inedito’

in Archivio storico lombardo, XIX (1892); A.
Franzoni, F. de L. (1904); V. Saulino, F. de L, nella

vita e nelle opere (1921) ; A. Oliva, F. de L, nella

letteratura del suo secolo (1929); W. Binni,

‘Prearcadia settentrionale’ in UArcadia e il

Metastasio (1963). U.L.

Lemierre, Antoine Marin (Paris 12 I 1723;

tSaint-Germain-en-Laye 4 VH 1793), French
dramatist and poet. His tragedies enjoyed limited

success in spite of his experiments with horror,

spectacle, and subjects drawn from modem
Ifistory. He wrote two long didactic-descriptive

poems: La Peinture (1769) and Les Pastes (1779).

Hypermnestre (1758); Ter6e (1761); Idomenee

(1763); Artaxerce (176Q; Guillaume Tell (1766);

La Veuve du Malabar (1770).

—

CEuvres (1810).

H. C. Lancaster, French Tragedy in the Time of
Louis XV,U {1950), G.B.

Lenmius Margadant, Simon (Guat, Val MUstair
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1511 ; tChur 1550), Raeto-Romansch humanist and

poet. Luther*, annoyed by his Latin epigrams, had

him expelled from Wittenberg. His bucolic Amores

scandalized the Orisons Reformers. Returning a

poet laureate from Bologna, he taught Ladn in

Chur, where he died of the plague. He composed

the first translation of the Odyssey and of the

Batrachomyomachia into Latin hexameters;^ not-

ably however an important national epic in

Latin, the Raeteis, describing the w^ for the

independence of the Orisons and the victory over

Austria on the Calven (1499).

Episodia de Joachim Marchioni Brandenhurgensi

et eius conjuge (1532); Epigrammaton Libri Duo

(1538); Liber Tertius (1538); Lutii Pisaei Juvenalis

Monachopronomachia (1539, 1866); Elegia in

commendationem Homeric,

.

(1539); Amorum
Libri Quatuor (1542); Dionysius Lybicus Poeta^ De
Situhabitabilisorbis ,. . nuperlatinusfactusilS¥t)\

Odysseae Homeri Libri XXIII . . . heroico latino

carmine facti . . . accessit et Batrachomyomachia

(1549); Raeteis (1874; Oer. trs 1792-97, 1882; Ital.

tr. 1902).

G. E. Lessing, ‘Rettung des S. L.* in Kritische

Briefe (1753); P. Merker, S, X., ein Humanisten-

leben (1904); J. Michel, ‘Die Quellen zur Raeteis

des S. L.’ in Biindner Monatsblatt (1917) and Vom
Humanismus . . . /« Graubunden (1930); G. Ellin-

ger, ‘S. L. als Lyiiker’ in FestgdbefwrK von Bezold

(1921) and Die neulateinische Literatur in Deutsch-‘

landin derL Hdlfte des 16. Jh. (1929) ; G. Sieveking,

‘Die Beichte des S. L, an Oian Travers: aus den

Gedichten des S. L,* in Raetia, VI (1944) and ‘Die

drei Engadiner Humanisten : Oian T^ravers, Marcus
Tatius und S. L.’ in Bundner Monatsblatt (1946);

P. Wismann, ‘S. L.‘ in Bedeutende Bundner

(1970). R.R.B.

Lemon, Mark (^London 30 XI 1809; ool839

Helen Romer; fCrawley, Sussex 23 V 1870),

English humorist, writer of novels, stories for

children, and some 60 plays: co-founder and co-

editor ofPunch: contributor to Household Words.

FOR children: The Enchanted Doll (1849); A
Christmas Hamper (1860).--novels: Faulkner Lyle

(1866); Golden Fetters (1867),

—

plays: The Chimes
(with G. A. k Beckett; 1844); Hearts Are Trumps

(1849); A Moving Tale (1850).

—

The Jest Book
(1864).

A. A. Adrian, M. L.: First Editor of Punch
(1966). R.M,H. (K.W.)

Lemonnier, Camille (*Ixelles 24 HI 1844; ooMUe
Panneels; tBrussels 13 VI 1913), Belgian novelist

and critic. He abandoned law, then local govern-

ment, for literature. His work, permeated with the

sensuousness and sensuality of the Flemish
painters, prompted theBelgian literary renaissance,

which dates from the Banquet Lemonnier, orga-

nized by the Jeune Belgique writers in 1883. Social

outcasts, injustices and aberrations supplied many

of his themes, and his frank and lyrical naturalism,

inspired by Zola*, involved him in three law-suits.

novels: Sedan (1871); Un mdle (1881); Therise

Monique (1882); Uhysterique (1885); Le possedi

(1890); Vhomme qui tue les femmes (1892);

Vhomme en amour (1897).—short stories: Contes

flamands et wallons (1875); Le Bestiaire (1893).

—

criticism: La Belgique (1888); Constantin Meimier

(1904).

—

Une vie d'ecrivain (autobiog.; 1945).

—

Anthologie (1903).

B. M. Woodbridge, Le roman beige contemporain

(1930). B.M.W.

Le Moyne, Jean (*Montreal 1913), Canadian

essayist. A journalist for the Montreal daily La

Presse before becoming editor-in-chief ofLa Revue
modeme (1953-59), then script-writer for the

National Film Board, he achieved prominence

when essays written over a 25-year period appeared

in the collection Convergences (1961; Eng. tr.

P. Stratford, 1966). R.Su.

Lenartowicz, Aleksander Teofil (*Warsaw 27 II

1822; tFlorence 3 II 1893), Polish poet, largely

self-taught. In 1848 he went into exile and settled

(1860) in Florence where he worked as a sculptor.

His poetry is direct, sincere and melodious; he

makes extensive use of folk-loristic themes.

Lirenka (1855; ‘Die Lierinka’, Ger. tr. A.

Woycke in Proben neuerer polnischer Lyrik, 1861);

Zachwycenie (1855; Die Entzuckung, tr. idem,

1861); Gladiatorowie (Paris, 1857); Bitwa Racla-^

wicka (ibid., 1859); Rytmy narodowe (1881),—

Poesie polacche (Ital. tr. E. Marcucci, 1871).

—

Wybdr poezyj (4 vols, 1876); Poezje (1968).

J. Kasprowicz, Lirnik mazowiecki (1893); H.
Biegeleisen, Lirnik mazowiecki . . . (1913).

S.S. (P.H.)

Lenan, Nikolaus, pseud, of Nikolaus Franz
Niembsch von Strehlenau (Csatad, Hungary
13 VIII 1802; tOberdobling nr Vienna 22 VIII

1850), Austrian poet. The son ofan unstable father,

Lenau was much spoilt by Ms mother and grew up
temperamental and restless. He spent 1821-31 in

inconclusive studies in Pressburg and Vienna.

Visiting Stuttgart in 1831, he was enthusiastically

received by the Swabian poets, who arranged the

publication of his poems (1832). He emigrated to

America in 1832, but soon returned disappointed.

His love-affair with SopMe, the wife of his friend

Max von Ldwenthal, increased Ms melancholy,

and shortly before Ms marriage to Marie Behrends

(1844) he became incurably insane. Lenau was a
poet of despair. His feeling for Nature was deep
but subjective. His loosely constructed narrative

poems are valued mainly for their lyrical passages.

Gesamtausgabe (ed. E. Castle, 6 vols, 1910-23;
ed. W. Dietze, 2 vols, 1970); Sdmtliche Werke.
Briefe (ed, H. Engelhard, 1959); Briefe an Sophie
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Ldwenthal (ed. P. Harding, 1968).-5el. tr. H. D.
Wireman in Gems of German Lyrics (1869).

E. Casde, N, L, (1902) and L, und die Familie

Ldwenthal (2 vols, 190Q; C. von Klenze, The
Treatment of Nature in the Works of L. (1902);

V. Errante, L.: storia di un martire della poesia

(1935; Ger. tr. C. Rau, 1948); J. Turoczi-Trosder,

L. (1955; Ger. tr. B. HeUig, 1961); W. Martens,

Bild und Motiv im Weltschmerz (1957).—^Lenau-

Almanach (1959 ff.). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Len6ru, Marie (Brest 2 VI 1875; fLorient 23 DC
1918), French writer. At 14 she became deaf and
almost blind. Her plays were frank discussions of

contemporary personal problems. She left an
uncompromising Journal and idealized ‘heroic

energy’ in her biography of Saint-Just.

plays: Les affranchis (1910); Le redoutable

(1912); La Paix (1921); Le bonheur des autres

(1925).

—

Journal and Saint-Just (2 vols, 1922).

S. Lavaud, Af. L. (1932). G.B.

Lenin, Vladimir Ilyich, pseud, of V. I. Ulyanov
(Simbirsk [now Ulyanovsk] 22 IV 1870; ool898;

tGorky 21 I 1924), Russian revolutionary and
journalist. He was active as a Marxist revolutionary

first in Kazan and from 1893 in St Petersburg. In

1897 he was exiled to Siberia where he wrote his

Razvitie kapitalizma v Rossii (‘The Development of

Capitalism in Russia’; 1899). On leaving Russia in

1900 he edited for a while the Marxist paper Iskra

and helped to organize the Russian Social-

Democratic party, whidi in 1903 became split into

the Bolsheviks favouring an alliance with the

peasants and the Mensheviks who advocated

collaboration with the liberal bourgeoisie. In 1912

Lenin became the principal contributor (from

abroad) of the paper Pravda. In 1917 he returned

to Russia, organized the October coup d’etat and

became head of the government. Once the civil war

was over in 1921, he inaugurated the New Econo-

mic Policy (nep) and proceeded with the industri-

alization of Russia, but at the same time showed

great concern for cultural matters. It was he who
in 1920 resisted the one-sided attempts of the

PROLETCULT to Create a purely ‘proletarian’ art and

literature. He was genuinely fond of literature and

wrote a number of articles about it, especially

about Tolstoy*.

Several eds of L.’s works ; the latest are : Polnoye

sobranie sochineniy (55 vols, 1958-65); sd.,

Izbrannye proizvedeniya (2 vols, 4th ed. 1943).

—

The Collected Works (tr. D. Kvitko, 13 vols, 1927);

Collected Works (1960- ); The Letters of L. (tr.

E. Hill and D. Mudie, 1957); What Is to Be Done

(tr. S. V. and P. Utechin, 1963).

On L.’s attitude towards art and lit. : S. Girinis,

‘L. ob iskusstve’ in Kultumy Front, IV (1924);

L. o Tolstom (1928) ; B. Volin, L. i literatura (1928)

;

V. Bonch-Bruevich, ‘L. o poezii’ inNaliteratumom

postu, IV (1931); A. Leites, ‘L. kak literator’ in

Literatumaya gazeta, IV (1932); M. Gorky,

V. L L, (3rd ed. 1932); E. Dobin, L, i iskusstvo

(1934); Max Eastman, Artists in Uniform (with

supp.; 1934); B. Meilakh, L, i problemy russkoy

literatury (1947); L. Trotsky, L, (1951); L. o

literature (1957); O literature i iskusstve (1957);

N. K. Krupskaya, Reminiscences of L, (1959);

A. S. Bessmertny, Vechno zhivoy (1960); E. D.
Starova, Takim byl V, L L, (1961); A. Balabanova,

Impressions of L, (1964); M. Gorky, JL. (1967).

J.L.

Lennep, David Jacob van (*Amsterdam 15 VII

1774; 00 1800 Cornelia Chr. van Orsoy, ool819

Anna C. van de Poll; “fibid, 11 II 1853), Dutch
classical poet; in 1799 Professor at Amsterdam,

published, in addition to Latin verse and important

editions and translations, the influential treatise

Over het belangrijke van Hollandsgronden oudheden

voorgevoel en verbeelding (1826 ; incl.
‘HoUandsche

Duinzang*). J.W.W.

Memorabilia illustris Athenaei Amstelodamensis

(1832); Verhandeling en HoUandsche Duinzang (ed.

with intro. Garmt Stuiveling, 1966).

J. van Lennep, Gedichten van Mr C. en Mr D. J,

van L. (1861); G. Stuiveling, *D. J. van L. in

1826-27’ in Nieuwe Taalgids, LVI (1963).

J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Lennep, Jacob van (Amsterdam 24 II 1802;

oojkvr. Henridte S. W. Roell; t25 VII 1868),

Dutch poet, novelist, man of letters and historian,

son of D. J. van Lennep*. In 1829 he became

States Attorney; from 1853 until 1856 he was a

member of the Second Chamber. As a student he

was infiuenced by Bilderdijk*, later he became a

isdple of Scott* in epic and shorter poems:

Jacobaas Weeklacht op het huis te Teylingen (1839;

Jacoba’s Lament at the House ofTeylingen, tr. S. F.

Sanders, n.d.). He also wrote burlesque verse and

commemorative plays but he owed his fame to

chatty historical novels. A great talent for narra-

tive, fascinating plots and his Dutch phlegmatic

temperament make one forget the lack of psycho-

logical depth which, at any rate in his masterpiece,

De lotgevallen van Ferdinand Huyck (2 vols, 1840;

The Count ofTalavera, tr. A. Arnold, 1880), and in

several short stories, was less conspicuous than is

usually presumed. In addition to a weaker modem
novel, Klaasje Zevenster (5 vols, 1865; Aventures

de Nicolette Sept-etoiles, tr. L. Paul Delinotte,

1878), he wrote interesting studies about Vondel*,

whose works he edited excellently in 12 vols

(1855-69).

Depleegzoon (2 vols, 1833; The Adopted Son, tr.

E. W. Hoskin, 1847); De Roos van Dekama (2 vols,

1836; Eng, tr. F. Woodley, 1847); Onze Voorouders

(6 vols, 1838-44); Elisabeth Musch (2 vols, 1850);

Een schaking in de 17de eeuw (1850).

—

verse:

Academische Idyllen (1827); Gedichten (1827);

Nederlandsche legenden (1828—31); Gedichten
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(1851).-—plays: Ifet dorp am de grenzen (1830);

De vrouwe van Waardenburg (1859); Een Amster-

damsche jongen (1859).—Romantische werken (23

vols, 1856-72); Poetische werken (13 vols» 1859-

72).

R. C. Bakhuizen van den Brink, Studien en

Schetsen, III (1876); C. B. Huet in Litterarische

Fantasien en Kritieken, II, XV (1881-88); J. H. van

den Bosch in Noord en Zuid, XII (1889) and in Taal

en Letteren, II (1891); M. F. van Lennep, Het leven

vm Mr /. van L. (2 vols, with bibho., 1909); J.

Koopmans in De Beweging, IX (1913).

J.W.W.

Lennep, Warner William van (*Amsterdam 28

VIII 1833; t3 V 1903), half-brother of Jacob van

Lennep*; translator of Keats’* Hyperion (1879;

ed. with intro. J. Six, 1927). J.Sm.

Lenngren, Anna Maria, n6e Malmstedt (Upp-
sala 18 VI 1754; cx)1780 Carl Fetter Lenngren;

tStockholm 8 III 1817), Swedish poet. She began
publishing satirical verse at the age of 18 and made
her mark with The Conseillen (1777), which poked
fun at female follies and foibles.* She contributed

extensively to Stockholms Posten, of which her

husband was co-editor with Kellgren*, whom she

admired. With her dictum of ‘the palace for the

high and contentment for the low’ she documented
her social sympathies, and she attacked the upper
classes in a number of witty satires, notably

Grejvinnans besdk. Her idylls are among her most
lovable works; though not always free from senti-

mentality and moralizing, they broke entirely away
from the pastoral fashion and were often pointed

with irony and satire. Towards the end of her life

domesticity became her ideal, and the didactic

poem, Ndgra ord till min k. Dotter, i falljag hade
ndgon (1798), exhorts women not to let politics and
learning obscure their true calling of worthy wife

and mother. She was the foremost realist of the

post-Gustavian poets; influenced by Bellman*, but
with a wit, epigrammatic finish and elegance all

her own.

Skaldeforsok (1819); Samlade skrifter (ed. T.
Hjelmqvist and K. Warburg, 1916-26).

K. Warburg, A, M, L, (rev. ed. 1917); A. Blanck,

A. M. X., poet och pennskaft (1922) and A, M, X.

(1948). C.H.K. a.S.)

Lenormand, Henri Ren£ (*Paris 3 V 1882; ^ibid.

16 II 1951), French draniatist. In his studies in

Freudian psychology, most of them played by
Georges and Ludmilla Pitoefif, Lenormand’s
intention was to make man ‘the plaything of the
forces of nature’; to abandon him to the ‘dissolv-

ing powers that emanate from his unconscious
mind’.

Le temps est un songe (1919); Les ratis (1920);
Le Simom (1920); Le mangeur de rives (1922);
Vhorrme et ses fantdmes (1924); Crepuscule du

Thedtre {1934).—Thedtre complet (10 vols, 1921-

42).

—

Les confessions d'un auteur dramatique (3

vols, 1949-52).

R. Brasillach, Animateurs de thedtre (1936); P.

Blanchart, Le thedtre de X. (1947); S. Radine,

Anouilh^ X., Salacrou (1951). T.W.

Lenz, Jacob Michael Reinhold (*Sesswegen,

Livonia 12 1 1751 ; fMoscow 24 V 1792), German
dramatist. Son of a prosperous clergyman, Lenz
broke off theological studies to accompany two
noblemen to Strasbourg in 1771. He met Goethe*

and later courted Friederike Brion. In 1776 he

followed Goethe to Weimar, but had to leave

owing to his eccentric conduct. He became insane

in 1778. After being cared for by Schlosser,

Goethe’s brother-in-law, he was taken home in

1779. He recovered his sanity, but not his talent.

Lenz’s capricious, unreliable nature is reflected

in the restless, spasmodic and egocentric character

of his work. His great gift was for the reproduction

of superficial reality in a cinematic technique of

short scenes. His attempt to fuse comedy and
tragedy was a failure.

Die Landplagen (verse; 1769).

—

splays : Lustspiele

nach dem Plautus (1774); Der Hofmeister (1774);

Der neue Menoza (1774); Die Freunde machen den

Philosophen (1776); Die Soldaten (1776); Der
Englander (1777).

—

^fiction: Zerbin (1776); Der
Landprediger (1777); Der Waldbruder (pub.

Schiller, 1797).

—

Anmerkungen ubers Theater

(criticism; 1774).

—

Gesammelte Schriften (ed. L.

Tieck, 3 vols, 1828); Sdmtliche Werke (ed. F. Bley,

5 vols, 1909-13 ; ed. E. Lewy. 4 vols, 1909-17); sel.

ed. K. Freye, Sturm und Drang (1911).

E. Schmidt, X. und Klinger (1888); M. N.
Rosanov, X. (1909); H. Kindermann, X. md die

deutsche Romantik (1925). H.B.G.

Lenz, Siegfried (*Lyck, East Prussia 17 III 1926),

German novelist, writer of short stories and radio

plays. A committed writer, he frequently incor-

porates his personal experience into his work. He
can look at the past, as in the collection of short

stories So zdrtlich war Suleyken (1955), analytic-

ally, objectively and unsentimentally. An admirer
of Faulkner* Hemingway*, Camus*, and Dosto-
yevsky*, he considers himself a modem realist who
believes that truth is ‘double* and that ‘every story

should have at least two narrators’. Persecution,

guilt and deadly conflict—as in the two novels
Stadtgesprdch (1963) and the best-selling Deutsche
stmde (1968>--are his special themes.

novels: Es waren Habichte in der Luft (1951);
Duell mit dem Schatten (1953); Brot und Spiele

(1954); Der Mann im Strom (1957).

—

short
stories: Das Feuerschiff (1960; The Lightship

^

tr,

M. Bullock, 1964); Der Spielverderber (1965).

—

plays: Zeit der Schuldlosen (1962); Das Gesicht
(comedy; 1964).

H. Lehnert, ‘Die Form des Experiments als
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Gleichnis’ in Frankfurter Hefte, XVIII (1963);

K. G. Just, ‘L. als Erzahler’ in Wirkendes Wort,
XVI (196Q; C. A. Russ, ‘The short stories of
S. L.’ in Ger. Life and Letters, XX (1966).

F.M.K.

Leo, Archpriest: see Alexander the great.

Leo VI, Emperor: see Leo VI the Wise.

Leo Choirosphactes (J?. c. 900), high Byzantine

official who left letters giving important informa-

tion on the reign of Leo* VI, particularly on
relations between Constantinople and Bulgaria.

Correspondance (ed. G. Kolias, Salonica, 1939;

with Fr. tr.). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Leo Grammaticus: see Symeon Magistros, biblio.

Le6n, Luis de (*Belmonte, Cuenca ?1527;

fMadrigal 1591), Spanish poet and religious

writer. He joined the Augustinian Order in 1544,

studied at Salamanca and held several professor-

ships there. His criticisms of the Vulgate, a ver-

nacular translation of the Son of Solomon, sus-

picions of Judaism and the spite of personal

enemies caused his arrest by the Inquisition in

1572; he was released in 1576. He returned to

teach at Salamanca, edited St Teresa’s* works and
died as Provincial of his Order.

His Latin works consist of theological and
Biblical treatises. He also wrote Spanish com-
mentaries on Job and the Song of Solomon which

are in excellent prose. His commentary on
Proverbs, xxxi

—

Laperfecta casada—^is a delightful

treatise on a married woman’s duties. The prose

dialogue on the names of Christ is eloquent and
profound; it contains a fervent apology for

Spanish as a literary language. Ledn’s translations

of Virgil’s* Eclogues and Horace’s* Odes are

sometimes mediocre, though they helped him to

form his technique. His own odes, modelled on
Horace, but expressing a Christian-Platonic

attitude to the difference between earthly life and
spiritual reality, are among the greatest Spanish

poems. One praising the life of retirement and

another about Roderick the Goth are also fine

poems. They were published by Quevedo* in 1631,

having had considerable manuscript diffusion

during his life-time. His poetical translations of

some psalms and of parts of Job are probably the

best examples of Biblical poetry in Spanish.

18th-century poets made Leon one of their own
models; his influence in his own day was relatively

small.

Obras (ed. A. Merino, 6 vols, 1804-16; 1885);

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XKXVI, LIII, LXII; La
perfecta casada (ed. E. Wallace, Chicago, 1903;

ed. A. Bonilla y San Martin, 1917); Exposicidn del

Miserere (facs. of 1632 ed.; New York, 1903); De
los nombres de Cristo (ed. F. de Onis, 3 vols, 1914-

21); Obras poiticas (ed. J. Llobera, 2 vols, 1932-

33); Poesias completas (ed. F. Garcia, 1942);

Cantar de cantares (ed. J. Guill6n, 1936); Poesias

(ed. P. A. C. Vega, 1955); Poesie (ed. with Ital. tr.

O. Macri, 1964).

Coleccidn de documentos ineditospara la historia

de Espana^ X, XI (1847; cont. documents rel. to

Inquisitorial process); J. Fitzmaurice-Kelly, Fray

L. de L. (1921); A. F. G. Bell, Fray L. de L.: A
Study of the Spanish Renaissance (1925); K.
Vossler, L. de L. (Buenos Aires, 1946); D. Alonso,

Poesia espanola (1951); A. Guy, Lapensee de Fray

L. de L, (1943; Span. tr. 1960); R. J. Welsh, Intro-

duction to the Spiritual Doctrine of Fray L. de L.

(1951); M. de la Pinta Llorente, Estudios y
polemica sobre Fray L. de L. (195Q; P. Sainz y
Rodriguez, Introduccidn al estudio de Fray L.

(1960); M. Nerlich, El hombre justo y bueno:

inocencia bei Fray L, de L, (Frankfurt, 1966); O.

Macri, La poesia de L. de L. (1969).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Le6n, Moses de: see Moses de Le6n.

Le6n, Ricardo (*Barcelona 1877; fMadrid 1943),

Spanish novelist, employed in the Bank of Spain.

His novels represent a weak attempt to oppose

Christian and traditional virtues to the naturalism

of the 19th century. His style is pompous, his plots

and characters conventional. Though Casta de

hidalgos (1908 ;
A Son of the Hidalgos, tr. Ca Paez,

1921) and other novels scored a big popular

success, all his work is now dated.

Obras completas (2 vols, 1956).— de las

Zegries (1909); La escuela de los sofistas (1910);

Los centauros (1912) ;
El amor de los amores (1910)

;

Los Caballeros de la cruz (1916).

J. Casares, Criticaprofana (1915); J. M. Gonzd-

lez de la Torre, R. L. o elgenio de la lengua (1939);

E. G. de Nora, La novela espanola contempordnea

(3 vols, 1958-62). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Leonardo da Vinci (*Vinci 15 IV 1452; fClos-

Luc6, Amboise 2 V 1519), Italian artist, musician,

scientist and writer. The illegitimate son of Piero

d’Antonio and a certain Caterina, Leonardo began

his career as an apprentice to Andrea del

Verrocchio. In 1483 he entered the service of

Lodovico il Moro in Milan, where his activities

included hydraulics, mechanics and engineering as

well as painting, sculpture and architecture. His

interest in scientific subjects defiected him from art,

especially in Florence, from 1503 to 1506, when he

devised a scheme for canalizing the river Amo and

invented a flying-machine; and in Rome, in 1515,

when he was at work on a scheme for draining the

Pontine marshes. In 1516 he followed Francis I to

France where he was given a pension and a castle

at Clos-Luc6. Leonardo’s writings, fragmentary

and mainly scientific in character, were not in-

tended for publication. Written in cryptograms or
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from right to left and often illustrated by drawings,

which he found more expressive than words, the

MSS were scattered after his death and have only

partly been recovered. Among the best-known of

his writings are the Trattato della pittura (Paris,

1631) and Trattato del moto e della misura

delVacqm (1828). Devoid of literary pretensions,

Leonardo liked to style himself ‘omo sanza

lettere*; his prose is in fact remarkable for direct-

ness and lack of artificiality.

Prose (ed. L. Negri, 1928); Scritti scelti (ed. A.

Dobelli, 1932); Pagine scelte (ed. A. Pettoello,

1935); Literary Works (Ital. and Eng.; ed. J. P.

Richter, 2nd ed., 2 vols, 1939); X. da K on Painu

ing: A Lost Book (ed. C. Pedretti, foreword by Sir

K. Clark, 1965).

G. Mazzoni, L. da V. scrittore (1919); G.

Fumagalli, X. prosatore (1936) and X. ^Omo sanza

lettere' (2nd ed. 1939); G. Calvi, VUa di X. da V,

(1939); E. M. Almedingen, X. da K, a Portrait

(1969); C. M. Franzero, X. da V. (1969). B.R.

Leonardo de Argensola: see Argensola.

Leone Ebreo: see Abarbanel, Judah.

Le6n-Felipe: see Camino, Le6n-F£lipe.

Leon of Modena: see Modena, Judah Aryeh
P].EONE] Dl.

Leonora Christina, Countess of Slesvig and
Holstein (*Frederiksborg 8 VII 1621; ool636

Count Corfitz Ulfeldt; fMaribo 16 ni 1698),

Danish autobiographer. She was the daughter of

the Danish King Christian IV and Mme Kirstine

Munk. Her husband was accused of treason in

1659 and they were both imprisoned in Bornholm.
On their release they went to the Continent, from
where Leonora Christina went to England, but she

was again arrested and taken back to Copenhagen.
Here she was imprisoned for 22 years (1663-85) in

the Blue Tower of Copenhagen, mainly because of
the hatred which the Queen Dowager felt against

her. She spent her last years in a nunnery at

Maribo.

While in prison she wrote her own story, which
was not discovered until 1869. It ranks as the most
important Danish prose work of the 17th century

—a fascinating human document, brilliantly

written in a vivid style, yet full of genuine pathos.

Jammersminde (ed. S. Birket Smith, 1869;
Memoirs of Leonora Christina, tr. F. E. Bunnett,

1872; facs. ed. 1931); Jammers Minde og andre

selvbiografiske Skildringer (1949).

S. Birket Smith, X. C. paa Maribo Khster (1872)
and X. C. Grevinde Ulfeldts Historic (2 vols, 1879-

81). E.B.

Leonov, Leonid Maximovich (*Polukhino 1899),

Soviet author. He started writing in 1922 as a

member of the serapion brothers. His first

narratives were highly stylized and idiomatic. At
the same time he showed at the outset signs of

Dostoyevsky’s* infiuence, in his Konets melkogo

cheloveka (1924) and especially in his novel Vor,

His novel Barsuki deals with the Civil War, Sot'

and Skutarevsky with the constructive period,

whereas his biggest novel, Russky les, has Hitler’s

invasion for its background. He is one of the best

Soviet novelists with a philosophic bent, and his

disciplined style is a link between Soviet literature

and former Russian realism. He also wrote several

plays.

Barsuki (1925; The Badgers, tr. H. Kazanina,

1947); Vor (1926; The Thief, tr. H. Butler, 1931);

5^>r’(1930; Eng. tr. I. Montague and S. Nolbandov,

1931); Skutarevsky (1932; Eng. tr. A. Brown,

1936); Doroga na okean (1935); V nashi gody

(1949) ; Russky les (1954; The Russian Forest, tr. B.

Isaacs, 1966); Vzyatie Velikoshumska (1968).

—

Sobranie sochineniy (9 vols, 1960-62); Izbrannoye

(1945); Teatr (2 vols, 1960); Literatim i vremya

(196*^.—Invasion (tr. G. Shelley in Four Soviet

War Plays, 1945).

V. Kirpotin, Romany Leonida Leonova (1935);

I. M. Nusinov, X. X. (1935); V. A. Kovalev,

Romany Leonida Leonova (1954); E. J. Simmons,
Russian Fiction and Soviet Ideology (1958); E. B.

Boguslavskaya, X. X. (1960); Helen Muchnik,
From Gorky to Pasternak (1961); L. A. Fink,

Dramaturgiya Leonida Leonova (1962); V. A.

Kovalev, X. X. (1964); Tvorchestvo Leonida

Leonova (1969). J.L.

Leontius, Bishop of Neapolis in Cyprus (fl, first half

7th century), Byzantine hagiographer. His sur-

viving works are the Vita S, loannis Eleemosynarii

and Vita S, Simeonis Sali, containing lively pictures

of contemporary social and ecclesiastical history.

J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, XCIII (with Lat. tr.;

1860); Vita S. loannis Eleemosynarii (ed. H.
Gelzer, 1893; tr. in E. Dawes and N. H. Baynes,

Three Byzantine Saints, 1949); L. Ryden, Das
Leben des heiligen Narren Symeon von Leontios von

N, (Stockholm, 1963). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Leontius Machairas (fl. first half 15th century), a
Greek living in Cyprus imder Latin rule. His

Chronicle in Cypriot dialect deals mainly with the

period 1359-1432, and for the later period is largely

based on its author’s own experiences.

Recital Concerning the Sweet Land of Cyprus
Entitled Chronicle (ed. with Eng. tr. and notes

R. M. Dawkins, 2 vols, 1932). J.M.H.

Leontius of Byzantium (fl. first half 6th century),

Byzantine theologian. Originally a Nestorian, he
was then attracted to the Alexandrian school and
wrote against the Nestorians in his Libri tres
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adversus Nestorianos et Eutychianos. His accepted
contribution to orthodox teaching is found in his

development of the doctrine of the hypostatic

union. The canon of his writings is not yet satis-

factorily established. J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca^ LXXXVI (1860; with
Lat. tr.); B. Altaner, Patrologie (Freiburg, 1960).

S. Rees in Jour. Theol. Stud., XL (1939) and
XLI (1940); B. Altaner, ‘Der griechische Theologe
L.* in Theologische Quartalschrift, CXXVII
(1947); D. B. Evans, L. of B.: An Origenist

Christology (1970). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Leontyev, Konstantin Nikolayevich (*Kaluga
province 1831; tl2 XI 1891), Russian author. He
combined his Byzantine brand of Christianity with
a kind of Nietzschean individualism, aesthetic

amoralism and hatred of everything connected
with egalitarian or liberal-democratic tendencies.

A surgeon by profession, he spent some ten years in

the consular service in Turkey and the Balkans,

then as civil servant in Russia, and the last years in

the Optina monastery where he died a monk.
Towards the end of his life he wrote one of the

most intelligent criticisms of Tolstoy’s* novels.

An intensely unstable, self-contradictory but
original mind, Leontyev shared the Slavophil

faith in the great future of Russia as against the

‘decaying’ West.

Iz zhizni khristyan v Turtsii Vostok,

Bossiyaislavyanstvodlvols, 1885-86); Oromanakh
Tolstogo (1890; 1911, 1965); Sobranie sochineniy

(9 vols, 1912-14); Stranitsy vospominaniy (1922).

Pamyati Leontyeva (1911); T. G. Masaryk, The
Spirit ofRussia (1919); N. Berdyayev, K. £. (1926;

tr. G. Reavey, 1940). J.L.

Leopardi, Giacomo, Count (*Recanati 29 VI
1798; tNaples 14 VI 1837), Italian poet. Leopardi’s

childhood, of importance for the understanding of
his poetry, is said to have been unhappy, though
Leopardi himself considered childhood the only
happy period of life and much of his poetry
expresses his yearning to return to it. His relation-

ship with his mother was unsatisfactory; he
describes her, in his Zibaldone, as severe and
unafifectionate, secretly rejoicing when her children

died. From other sources it is known that Contessa
Adelaide was solicitous for her children’s health

(they were among the first in the Papal States to be
vaccinated against smallpox) and her coldness has
perhapsbeen exaggerated. Count Monaldo directed

his children’s education, arranging public examina-
tions for them once a year, to which the citizens of
Recanati were invited. In emulation of his father,

Giacomo became extremely erudite at an early age.

He soon outstripped his tutors and pursued his

studies alone, teaching himselfGreek and browsing
among his father’s remarkable libr^. Flattered by
his precocity, his parents allowed him to over-work,
with the result that his eyesi^t was injured and he

developed curvature of the spine. In 1819, during

a period of blindness, he awoke to a sense offutility

and experienced for the first time the full strength

of tedium, or, as he called it, ‘noia’, to which he
recurrently succumbed for the rest of his life.

‘Noia’, the most Leopardian feature of the

poet’s pessimism, was therefore no mere intellec-

tual abstraction but an actual experience, depend-

ent to some extent upon his physiological con-

dition.Hefound escape onlythrough sufferingorby
surrendering the reason to illusions prompted by
the heart. Realhappiness,forwhichman craved, did

not exist,andtheincreasing appetiteofmodem man
for exact knowledge destroyed more and more his

capacity to yield to the illusion of happiness. It was
the function of the poet to re-create that capacity.

Leopardi’s association of illusory happiness with

childhood leads him to accept uncritically the

Rousseauesque conviction of the happy savage.

Civilization he identified with contamination; he
shared none of the contemporary optimism con-

cerning economic progress; modem Italy in

particular he saw as decadent, cormpt and
apathetic.

Of Leopardi’s Canti, the most remarkable are

those in which he frees himself from the conven-

tional rhetoric of his day and creates his own
poetic language, as in Vinfinito, La sera del dl di

festa, II sabato del viHaggio, La quiete dopo la

tempesta. La ginestra is an important expression of

his mature philosophy.

verse: Puerili e abozzi vari (ed. A. Donati, 1924);

Canti (ed. I. Sanesi, 1943).

—

The Poems ofL. (orig.

text with verse tr.; ed. G. L. Bickersteth, with

intro., 1923); Translations From L» (R. C. Tre-

velyan, 1941); PoemsFrom L, (tr. J. Heath-Stubbs,

1946).—prose: Operette morali (1827; ed. G.
Gentile, 1940); Essays, Dialogues and Thoughts of
Count G, L, (tr. P. Maxwell, 1905); Zibaldone di

pensieri (ed. F. Flora, 1937-38); Epistolario (ed. F.

Moroncini, 7 vols, 1941).

—

Selected Prose and
Poetry (ed. and tr. I. Origo and J. Heath-Stubbs,

1966); Opere (ed, G. Getto, comm. E. Sanguineti,

4th ed. 1967).

G. Ferretti, Vita di L, (1945); I. Origo, L., a
Study in Solitude (1953); J. H. Whitfield, G. L.

(1954); R. Wis, G. £»., studio biografico (1959).

B.R.

Leopold, Carl Gustaf af (-n^ Stockholm 3 IV
1756; 7ii>id. 9 XI 1829), Swedish writer. He upheld
Augustan nationalism both in theory and practice,

and after Kellgren’s* death was the foremost
authority in the academic camp. He was Gustav*
Ill’s literary adviser after Kellgren, wrote plays

and respectfully flattering ovations but otherwise

confined himself to solemn odes and didactic

poems in the style of Pope* and Voltaire*. After

Gustav Ill’s death, Leopold concentrated on
essays and journalism, somewhat influenced by the
new trends, such as Rousseauism. In the new
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century he became the main target of attacks from

the young Romantics.

Samlade skrifter (6 vols, 1814-16, 1831-33).

O. Holmberg, L, (4 vols, 1953-62).

C.H.K. a s.)

Leopold, Jan Hendrik (*’s Hertogenbosch 11 V
1865; tRotterdam 21 VI 1925), Dutch poet,

contributor to De Nieuwe Gids since 1893, studied

classical literature, Spinoza* and the Stoa. His

spiritual loneliness, accentuated by deafness and

his teaching job, led to a despair which was only

conquered for short periods. The poetry of his

youth, influenced by Goiter* and Verlaine*, had

already attained the perfect diction in which the

discrepancy between poetical intention and final

expression seems to be overcome. In his later

works translations are numerous, but entirely

made into his own. Unfinished posthumous poems

sometimes still show a natural diction which

enhances their tragic strain; many of these and all

his finished writing show a rare perfection in the

command of language. J.W.W.

verse: Verzen (ed. P. C. Boutens, 1912); Verzen

(1913); Oostersch (1924); Verzen (2 vols, 1926).—

Verzamelde verzen (ed. P. N. van Eyck, 1935);

Verzameld werk (ed. P. N. van Eyck and J. B. W.
Polak, 2 vols, 1951).-^Nabetrachtingen van een

concertganger (prose ;
1929).

—

T7ie Flute (tr. H. J. C.

Grierson, 1949); The Valley of Irdin (tr. P. J. de

Kanter, 1957).

A. Verwey, Proza^ IV (1921); A. Roland Holst

in De Gids, LXXXV (1921); P. N. van Eyck, ibid,,

LXXXVin (1924), in Groot Nederland, XXV
(1927) and in Verzameld werk, IV (1961); M.
Nijhoff in De Gids, XCII (1929); H. A. Mulder in

Opwaartsche Wegen, IX (1931); J. Hulsker in

De Gids, XCIX (1935); F. Schmidt Degener in

Phoenix (1942); W. E. G. Louw, Die invloed van

Carter op L, (1942); W. A. P. Smit in De Gids,

ax (1946); J. D. Ph. Warners, Het Nederlandsche

kwatrijn (1947); J, M. Jalink, Bine Studie uber
Leben und Werk des Dichters J, H, L, (1949);
J. B. W. Polak, biblio. in Folium, I (1951); J.

Kamerbeek Jr, ‘Over L.’s E6n druppel wijn’ in De
Nieuwe Taalgids, XLV.3 (1952); W. Gs HeUinga
and H. van der Merwe Scholtz, Kreatiewe analise

van taalgebruik (1955); N. A. Donkersloot, /. H. L,
(1965); M. J. G. de Jong, L,s ^Cheops* (1966);
A. L. Sotemann, ‘L. en Chrysippos’ and ‘L. en
Dionysius van Halicarnassus* in De Nieuwe
Taalgids (1967), no. 3 and (1968), no. 3. J.J.O.

Leo the Deacon {ft, second half 10th century),

Byzantine historian and ecclesiastic. His History
covers the period 959-976, with the later Bulgarian
campaign of Basil II in 986 in which Leo took part.

It was produced about 992 and is probably un-
finished. Leo’s work is marked by great individu-
ality and is a valuable source for the second half
of the 10th century. J.M.H.

Historia (ed. C. B. Hase, 1828; with Lat. tr.);

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXVII (1864; with Lat.

tr.).

G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica (2nd ed. 1958);

N. Panayotakes, Leon ho Diakonos (1965).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Leo VI the Wise, Byzantine Emperor 886-912.

His achievement in the fields of administration and

law is considerable, and in politics his work has

probably been underestimated. His fourth

marriage violated ecclesiastical canons and caused

a rift in the Byzantine Church. Leo was educated

by Photius* and was brought up m the atmosphere

of the Amoiian and Macedonian renaissances. He
wrote sermons, astrological and theological works

aswellassecularand ecclesiastical poetry.Tradition

ascribes to him the Oracula Leonis. He also issued

a number oflaws or novels, and the legal code, the

Basilics, was completed in his reign. The Proble-

mata was a youthful work based on the so-called

pseudo-Maurice*. The Tactica is a military hand-

book drawing largely on earlier writers and again

particularly the pseudo-Maurice. Some of Leo’s

work is still unprinted.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CVII (1863; with

Lat. tr.); Problemata (ed. A. Dain, 1935); Tactica

(ed. R. Vdri, 2 vols, Budapest, 1917-22); Ex-

trait Tactique' (ed. A. Dain, 1942); Naumachica

(ed. idem, 1943); Sylloge tacticorum (ed. idem,

1938); Novels (ed. with Fr. tr. P. Noailles and A.

Dain, 1944).

C. Mango, ‘Die legend of L. the Wise’ in

Zbomik Radova Vizantolo§kog Instituta, VI
(Belgrade, 1960). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Le Pan, Douglas Valentine (Toronto 25 V
1914; 001948 Sarah Katherine Chambers), Cana-
dian poet and novelist who occupied various high

Federal Government posts (1949-59), then became
Professor of English, and from 1964 to 1970

Principal of University College, Toronto.

Wounded Prince and Other Poems (1948); The
Net and the Sword (1953).

—

The Deserter (novel;

1964).

M. Davies, ‘Bird of heavenly airs’ in Canad.
Lit., XV (1963). R.Su.

Lera, Angel MarU de (*Baides, Guadalajara

1912), Spanish novelist whose works show a keen
sense of social concern.

Los clarines del miedo (1958); La boda (1959);
Bochomo (1960); Los olvidados (1960); La trampa
(1962); Hemos perdido el sol (1963); Tierra para
morir (1964); Las ultimas banderas (1967).

J,E.V.

Lermontov, Mikhail Yuryevich (*Moscow 2 X
1814; tPyatigorsk 15 VI 1841), Russian poet, with
distant Scottish ancestors (Leaimonth). His father.
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an army officer and a petty landowner, married the

daughter of the wealthy widow, Arsenyev, who
treated her son-in-law with contempt. At the age

ofthreeLermontov lost hismotherandwas brought
up first in Tarkhany, the estate of his maternal

grandmother, and then in Moscow. In 1830 he

entered Moscow University but two years later left

for St Petersburg where he finished the cadet school

and obtained a commission in a Guard regiment.

In spite of his dissipated life, he always found time

to write poetry. Because of his biting Na smert^

Pushkina (‘On the Death ofPushkin ’
; 1837) he was

sent to a line regiment in the Caucasus which was
tantamount to exile. In less than a year’s time he

was allowed to come back to St Petersburg where

he was now lionized as a new hope of Russian

poetry. In 1840 he had a duel with the son of the

French ambassador and historian, de Barante, and
was again exiled to the Caucasus. While staying, in

the summer of 1841, at the Caucasian spa,

Pyatigorsk, he quarrelled with a certain Major
Martynov. A duel followed in which Lermontov
was l^led.

In spite ofhis early death, Lermontov’s creations

during the last four years of his life were great

enough to entitle him to a place second only to

Pushkin*, from whom he differed however by his

incurably Romantic and gloomy outlook upon the

world. He was the most Byronic of all the Russian

poets. Yet his rancorous Byronism was neither

derivative nor posing—it was an integral part of his

own complicated character, that of a frustrated

idealist who felt a stranger in this world. The
weakest part of his work are his juvenile plays,

reminiscent of both Byron* and Schiller*. His

genius reached its maturity in his later lyrics, in his

two defiant narrative poems Demon and Mtsyri,

and also in his masterpiece in prose Geroy nashego

vremeni (‘A Hero of Our Time’). The principal

character of this novel—a strong but ‘superfluous’

and therefore frustrated enfant du sidcle—As

rendered with the skill of a bom psychologist.

Lermontov’s descriptive power, too, both in verse

and in prose, is matchless, no matter whether he
conjures up the Caucasian scenery, the battle

scenes (as in Valerik) or his impressions of nature.

His lyrical poems are above all personal con-

fessions, but at their best they are on the level of

the hipest poetry of Russian or any other

literature.

Sochineniya (2 vols, 1847; 2nd ed. 1860, 1861);

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (4 vols, 1939, 1947-

48); Sobranie sochineniy (4 vols, 1958-62);

hbramye proizvedeniya (2 vols, 1967).—transla-

tions: The Demon (trs: F. Storr, 1894; E. Richter,

1910; R. Bumess, 1918; G. Shelley, 1930); A Song
About Tsar Ivan Vasilyevich, His Body-Guard and
the Valiant Merchant Kalashnikov (trs: E. L.

Voynich, 1911; J. Cournoss, 1929); A Hero of
Nowadays (tr. S. Phillimore, 1920); A Hero of Our
Time (tr. R. Merton, 1928); A Hero of Our Own

Times (tr. E. and C. Paul, 1940); sel. poems in

C. M. Bowra, A Book of Russian Verse (2 vols,

1943-47); Bela (tr. J. Domb and G. Schoenberg,

1945).

Studs and biogs of L. by: D. S. Merezhkovsky

(1909); N. A. Kotlyarevsky (1912); D. N.

Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky (1914); P. E. Schegolev

(1922); B. Eichenbaum (1924); S. Shuvalov (1927);

S. V. Ivanov (1938); N. L. Brovsky (1945); I.

Andronnikov (1948).—V. A. Manilov, Materialy

dlya biografii Lermontova (1936); L. Y. Ginzburg,

TvorcheskiypuP Lermontova (1940); Literatumoye

nasledstvo ser. (2 vols, 1948); B. Eichenbaum,

Statyi 0 Lermontove (1961); U. R. Fokht,

Tvorchestvo Lermontova (1964); D. E. Maximov,
Poeziya Lermontova (19^); Tvorchestvo M, Yu,

Lermontova (1965); T. Ivanova, Posmertnaya

sud^ba poeta (1967). J.L.

Lerner, Laurence David (*Cape Town 12 Xn
1925; ooNatalie Winch), South African novelist,

poet, short-story writer and critic. He left South

Africa in 1949, and now teaches at the University

of Sussex. An accomplished writer, with a keen eye

for detail, little of his work reflects his South

African background.

verse: Domestic Interior and Other Poems
(1 959) ; Directions ofMemory (1964) ;

Selves (1969).

—novels: The Englishman (1959); A Free Man
(1968).

—

criticism: The Truest Poetry (1960); The

Truthtellers (1967). U.La.

Lemet-Holenia, Alexander (*Vienna 21 X 1897),

Austrian writer of lyric poetry, plays, essays,

stories and novels. An officer in the First World
War, he returned to Austria after a long period in

Soulh America in 1939 to become an officer again.

His lyric poetry was strongly influenced by
Pindar*, Holderlin* and Rilke*, his novels and
comedies mainly deal with Austrian high society.

PLAYS : Demetrius (1926) ; Osterrichische Komodie

(1926); Ollapotrida (1927).

—

^novels: Ljubas Zobel

(1932); Die Standarte (1935); Mars im Widder

(1941); Drei Reiterromane (1963).

J. Schondorff, Osterreiches Theater des XX
Jahrhunderts (1961) ; Festschrift zum 70, Geburtstag

(1967); A. Ayren, ‘A. L.-H. 70 Jahre’ in Neue
deutsche Hefte, XIV.115 (1967). D.E.

Leroox, £tienne, pseud, of Stephanus Petrus
Daniel Le Roux (Oudtshoom, Cape Province 13

VI 1922; 001948 Ren6 de Wet Malherbe [o/o

1969], ooElizabeth Joubert), controversial Afri-

kaans novelist; trained as a lawyer, now a
gentleman-farmer. The leading figure in the

revival of Afrikaans prose during the 1960s, he
uses Jungian concepts and archetypal patterns and
is much given to experiment.

prose: Die Eerste Lewe van Colet (1956);

Hilaria (1957); Die Mugu (1959); Sewe Dae by die
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Silbersteins (1962; Seven Days at the Silbersteins,

tr. Charles Eglington, 1964); Een virAzazel (1964;

One for the Devils tr. idem^ 1969); Die Derde Oog
(1966. The Third Eye, tr. Amy Starke, 1969);

18-44 (1967); Isis Isis (1969).

P. J. Nienaber, Perspektief en Profiel (3rd ed.

1969); J. C. Kannemeyer, Op weg na Welgevonden

(1970). N.D.C.

Leroux, Gaston (*Paris 6 V 1868; fNice 15 IV

1927), French novelist. Following Gaboriau* and

contemporaneously with Leblanc*, one of the

originators of the detective story: he created a

famous amateur detective, Rouletabille, who
triumphed over criminals and professional police-

men alike by the use of pure reason and deduction.

A second series, based on the activities of an ‘old

lag’ Ch6ri-Bibi, descends into facile melodrama.

Many of his books have been translated into

English.

Rouletabille (1907); Le mystire de la chambre

Jaune (1908); Le parfum de la dame en noir (1909);

CherUBibi (19141—Hommage d (7. X. (1954).

Ellery Queen, Queen^s Quorum (1948). M.G.

Le Roy, Gr^goire (*Ghent 7 XI 1862; flxelles

1941), Belgian poet, Jeune Belgique. A gentle

melancholy, transparent symbolism and delicate

lyricism characterize the work of this school-

fellow of Maeterlinck* and devotee of Verhaeren*,

who abandoned law for literature.

Chanson d'un soir (1889); Mon ccsur pleure

d'autrefois (1889); Chanson de pauvre (1907); Le
rouet et la besace (1912); Uombre sur la ville

(1935); La nuit sans itoiles (1940).

V. Mallinson, Modern Belgian Literature I830--

1960 (1966), B.M.W. (LCD.)

Lesage, Alain RENi (Sarzeau, Morbihan 8 V
1668; 00 1694 Marie-ElisabethHuyard; fBoulogne
17 XI 1747), French novelist and dramatist. Of
middle-class stock, Lesage produced his large

literary output while leading an uneventful family

life in Paris. He began with adaptations of Spanish
comedies before writing Turcaret (1709; ed. F,

Guirand, 1938), a bold satire in Moli^re’s* vein on
the shady financier. Refused further productions

by the Com6die Frangaise, he turned to the small

popular theatres of the Paris fairs, for which he
wrote about 100 farces alone or in collaboration.

The basis of his novels is Spanish. His first success,

Le Diable boiteux (1707; ed. R. fitiemble in

Romanciers du XVIIIe si^cle, 1960), was modelled
freely on Luis V61ez* de Guevara’s Eldiablo cojuelo

(1641). All his other novels have Spanish sources

or themes. However, he transforms and transcends

his material. His masterpiece, Gil Bias, though in

appearance a Spanish picaresque novel, can be
attached to no one original, and the manners and
characters of which it is a lively satire are French,
as is the style.

novels: Gil Bias de Santillane, I-II (1715), III

(1724), IV (1735; ed. M. Bardon, 2 vols, 1942);

Guzman d^Alfarache (1732); Les Aventures de M,
Robert Chevalier (1732); Estebanille GonzaUs

(1734); Le Bachelier de Salamanqiie (1736).—

plays: Crispin rival de son maitre (1707); other

plays in Thedtre de la Foire (1721-37); Theatre

(Gamier, 1911).

—

CEuvres completes (12 vols,

1821).

H. Cordier, Essai bibliographique sur les csuvres

de X. (1910); E. Lintilhac, X. (1893); C. Ded6yan,

A.-R. L.: *Gil Bias* (1956); M. Spaziani, II teatro

minore di L. (Rome, 1957). G.B.

Lescailje, Katharina (*Amsterdam 26 IX 1649;

8 VI 1711), Dutch poet, who continued her

father’s bookshop and printing oflSce, wrote and

translated plays and fluid traditional verse.

plays: Kassandra (1684); Ariadne (1693).—

Mengel- en tooneelpoezie (verse; 3 vols, 1731).

Levens van enige voornaame Nederlandsche

mannen en vrouwen, I (1777). J.W.W.

Leshenkov, Sergey Antonovich: see Kiychkov,

Sergey.

Leskov, Nikolay Semenovich (*Gorokhovo 4 II

1831; tSt Petersburg 21 II 1895), Russian author.

The employment he held in his youth made him
travel all over Russia, but in 1861 he settled in St

Petersburg. In his two novels, Nekuda (1864) and
Na nozhakh (1871), he turned against the ultra-

radicals of the 1860s, although Nekuda was a

diagnosis rather than an indictment. Thetwo novels

were denounced as reactionary and their failure

made him shift to the chronicle-type of narrative,

an excellent example of which he gave in

Soboryane (1872). He also turned to several other

genres: documentary anecdotes, impressions,

recollections, legends, and particularly the stylized

picaresque skaz, a story told by a lower middle-

class person with the preservation of his accent and
all the peculiarities of his language. Leskov’s best

example of the skaz-typ^ are: Levsha, Zapechat-

lenny Angel, Ocharovanny strannik and Zayachiy

remiz. His tense, full-blooded narrative, Lady
Macbeth mtsenskogo uyezda (1865), is the basis of

Shostakovich’s opera of the same name (Eng. tit.

Katerina Izmailovd), Leskov introduced into his

works all the social strata of his nation: land-

owners, serfs, peasants, artisans, intellectuals,

merchants, officials and the clergy. In all this he
showed his exceptional feeling for the language, his

healthy optimism, his love of Russia and of the

Russian people. Gorky* once referred to him as

the ‘most truly Russian of all the Russian ^writers’.

Although appreciation of Leskov’s work came
late, he influenced a number of Russian modern-
ists (Remizov*, Zamyatin*, Bely*) and, through
them, several Soviet writers, beginning with
Zoshchenko*.
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Sobranie sochineniy (36 vols, 1902-03); Pis'ma
L S. Leskova (1928); Ocharovamy strannik (1932);
Sobranie sochineniy (11 vols, 1956-58).

—

The Tales

of Leskov (tr. R. Norman, 1944 ff.).—-77ie Cathed-
ral Folk (tr. I. F. Hapgood, 1924); The Enchanted
Pilgrim (tr. D. Magarshack, 1946); The Lady
Macbeth ofthe Mtsensk District (tr. W. Morison in

Representative Russian Stories, 1946); The Amazon
and Other Stories (tr. D. Magarshack, 1949,

1962).

B. M. Drugov, iV. S, L. (1961); M. Goryachkina,
Satira Leskova (1963); N. S. Pleshchunov, Romany
Leskova ^Nekudd i ^Soboryane" (1963). J.L.

LeSmian, Boleslaw, pseud, of B. Lesman (War-
saw 12 1 1879; Vbid. 5 XI 1937), Polish poet and
translator. A lawyer and registrar, he entered the
Polish academy of literature in 1933. In his few
volumes of poetry, there is a mixture of romantic
lyricism, folk-song, philosophy and an unrealistic

imagination. He published several works in

Chimera and had a great influence on some of the
‘Skamander’ group of poets, especially Tuwim*.
He is now considered one of the most original

20th-century poets. His erotic poetry is especially

noteworthy.

verse: Sad rozstajny (1912); Lqka (1920); Napdj
cienisty (1936); Dziejba lesna (1938).—PFyhdr
poezji (1946); Poezje (ed. J. Trznadel, 1965).

O. Forst de Battaglia, ‘B. L.’ in Pologne
Litt6raire, VI (1927); Wiadomo^ci Literackie,

XLVIII (1937; entire issue is devoted to B. L,);

A. Szczerbowski, B, L, (1938); J. Trznadel,
Twdrcsoid L, (1964); Studia o L. (ed. M. GlowMski
and J. SiawMski, 1971). S.S. (P.H.)

Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim (*Kamenz 22 1 1729;
tBrunswick 15 II 1781), German critic and
dramatist. Son of a Protestant pastor, Lessing was
educated at the Fiirstenschule, Meissen, and at

Leipzig University, In 1749 he settled in Berlin as a
journalist. His controversy with S. G, Lange*, cul-

minating in Lessing’s Vademecum, first made him
famous, and Miss Sara Sampson (1755), the first

domestic tragedy (‘burgerliches Trauerspiel’) in

Germany, enjoyed great success in 1755. In 1759
he wrote the brilliant series of critical letters

{Literaturbriefe), of which the 17th, demolishing
Gottsched’s* reputation, is especially famous.
From 1760 to 1765 Lessing was secretary to

General Tauentzien in Breslau, employing his

leisure in classical studies, which led to Laokoon
(1766). In this Lessing attacked Winckelmann’s*
views, tracing the differences between the arts to
the differences in their media. In 1767 Lessing
became house critic to the Hamburg Theatre,

combating in Die Haniburgische Dramaturgie
(1767-68) the French drama and recording his

interpretation of Aristotle’s* Poetics, In 1770 he
became librarian at Wolfenbiittel. In 1776 he
married Eva Konig, who died in childbirth in 1778.

In 1778/79 Lessing attacked the Lutheran belief in

the infallibility of Scripture. Silenced by decree, he
wrote his noble plea for tolerance, Nathan der

Weise (1779).

Lessing, the first figure of European stature in

modem German literature, furthered the German
theatre by theoretical writing and by his plays,

clarified aesthetic thought, and fought tenaciously

for truth, combining penetrating intellect, shrewd

common-sense and an upright character.

tragedies: Philotas (1759); Emilia Galotti

(1772).

—

comedies: Derjunge Gelehrte (1747); Der
Freigeist (1149); Die Juden (1749); Minna von

Bamhelm (1767).

—

critical: Beitrdge zur Historie

undAufhahme des Theaters (1750); Vademecumfur
den Herrn S, G, Lange (1754); Briefe, die neueste

Litteratur betreffend (1759); Abhandlungen uber die

Fabel (1759).—religious : Rettungen (1754) ; Beren-

garius Turonensis (1770); Ein Mehreres aus den

Papieren eines Ungenannten (1777); Vber den

Beweis des Geistes und der Kraft (1777); Eine

Duplik (1778); Eine Parabel (1778); Anti-Goeze

(1778); Die Erziehung des Menschengeschlechts

(1780).

—

^various; Briefe antiquarischen Inhalts

(1768-69); Wie die Alien den Tod gebildet (1769).

--Sdmtliche Werke (30 vols, 1791-94; ed. K.
Lachmann and F. Muncker, 24 vols, 1886-1924;

ed. J. Petersen, 25 vols, 1925); Gesammelte Werke
(ed. P. Rilla, 10 vols, 1954-58).

—

Laocoon, Nathan,

Minna (tr. W. A. Steel, 1930).

K. G. Lessing [his brother], G, E, L.s Leben (3

vols, 1793-95); E. Schmidt, L. (2 vols, 1884-92);

G. Kettner, L,s Dramen (1904); W. Dilthey, ‘L.’

in Das Erlebnis und die Dichtung (1905); R. Petsch,

L,s Faustdichtung (1911); W. Oehlke, Z. und seine

Zeit (2 vols, 1919); C. Schrempf, Z. als Philosoph

(1921); G, Fittbogen, Die Religion L.s (1923); H.
Leisegang, L.s Weltanschauung (1931); A, M.
Wagner, Z. (1931); B. von Wiese, Z. (1931); H. B.

Garland, Z.; The Founder of Modern German
Literature (1937, 1962); O. Mann, Z. (1948) and Z.

(1961); H. Schneider, L.: Zwdlf biograplusche

Studien (1951); P. Rilla, Z. (1960); W. Drews,
Z, (1962). H,B.G.

L’Estrange, Sir Roger (Hunstanton 17 Xn 1616;

tLondon 11 XII 1704), English journalist,

pamphleteer and translator in verse and prose, and
an accomplished musician. A Royalistwho suffered

imprisonment (1644-48) and fled to Holland,

returning in 1651, L’Estrange became ‘surveyor of

the imprimery’ (censor) in 1663, Fleeing to Hol-

land again (1677), he published The Observator

after his return (1681), and became M.P. for

Winchester (III 1684/85). His translations of

Aesop's Fables (2 pts, 1692-99) and The Visions of
Don Francisco de Quevedo (1667; ed. J. M. Cohen,

1963) were popular. A man of swift and fluent

ability, he impressed contemporaries with wit and
competence.

An Account of the Growth of Knavery (1677);
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Five Love Lettersfrom a Nun to a Cavalier (1678)

;

Twenty Select Collogues out ofErasmus Roteroda-

mus (1680; ed. C. Whibley, 1923); Citt and

Bumpkin (2 pts, 1680; I» ed. B. J. Rahn, 1965).

G. Kitchin, Sir R, VE.: a Contribution to the

History of the Press in the 17th Century (1913);

C. Whibley in Literary Studies (1919). R.M.W.

Leti, Gregorio (*Milan 29 V 1630; ool675 Maria

Guerin; tAmsterdam 9 VI 1701), Italian poly-

graph, ‘an adventurer in the realm of literature’.

He wrote scores of political and historical works,

often forging, plagiarizing, lying; more often

displaying his biting wit and power of observation.

DUdoghi Politici (Geneva, 1666); Vitadi Sisto V
(Lausanne, 1669; The life ofPope Sixtus the Fifth,

tr. E. Fameworth, 1754); Teatro Britannico

(Amsterdam, 5 vols, 1684); Amours de Messaline

(Cologne, 1689); VitadiElisabetta, Regina dTnghil-

terra (Amsterdam, 2 vols, 1692); Historia e

memorie recondite sopra la vita di O. Cromvelle

(ibid., 2 vols, 1692).

A. Cameroni, Uno scrittore avventuriero del sec.

XVII, G. L. (1894); L. Fasso, Avventurieri della

perma nel seicento (1923); G. Spini, ‘II viaggio di

G. L.’ in Ricerca dei libertini (1950); V. Gabrieli,

‘G. L.: disawenture di un avventuriero’ in Nuova
Antologia (1953). U.L.

Leto, PoMPONio Giulio (Teggiano nel Cilento

1428; tRome 1497), Italian humanist, founder of
the Accademia Romana (or Pomponiana). A
fanatic of the cult of ancient Rome, Leto spoke
only Latin and worshipped at an altar sacred to

Romulus.

V. Zabughin, G. P. L. (3 vols, 1909-12); R.
Sabbadini in Giomale storico della lett. ital., LX
(1912); C. Dionisotti, ibid., CX (1937); A. Lesen,

‘P. L. sabino’ in Convivium, III (1931). B.R.

Letteris, Meir Halevy or Max (*ZoIkiev, Galicia

30 Vni 71800; tVienna 19 V 1871), Hebrew poet
and translator. Among his many works may be
mentioned Tofes Kinor Ve-Ugav (Vienna, 1860),

Moshe al Har Nebo and Jona Homia (1860). He
translated from the French, German and English.

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Leucippus OF Miletus (5th century b.c.), Greek
philosopher. He was the originator of the atomic
theory which was developed by Democritus*.

D.J.F.

Lever, Charles James (Dublin 31 VHI 1806;
coc, 1833 Kate Baker; fTrieste 1 VI 1872), Irish

novelist. Educated Trinity College, Dublin, and in

Germany; practised medicine in various parts of
Ireland; edited Dublin University Magazine 1842-
1845; held British consular appointments in Spezia
and Trieste. His early novels were slapdash and
rollicking (satirizedbyThackeray* in PhilFogarty)

;

his later show more careful craftsmanship. Uneven

in quality, his work contains many authentic

pictures of post-Napoleonic Ireland and Europe.

Harry Lorrequer (1837); Charles O'Malley

(1840); Jack Hinton (1843); Tom Burke of Ours

(1844); Arthur O'Leary (1844); The Knight of
Gwynne (1847) ; The Martins ofCro* Martin (1850)

;

The Dodd Family Abroad (1853-54); A Day's Ride

(1863).

W. J. Fitzpatrick, Life and Letters ofL. (1879);

L. Stevenson, Doctor Quicksilver (1939).

R.McH.

Le Verrier, Jean: see Boutier, Pierre.

Levertin, Oscar Ivar (*Gryt 17 VII 1862; tStock-

holm 22 IX 1906), Swedish author. Of Jewish

parentage, Levertin became lecturer in literature at

Uppsala in 1889. Threatened with tuberculosis, he

went to Davos shortly afterwards and there

associated with Heidenstam*, with whom he

collaborated in the anti-Naturalist manifesto,

Pepitas Brollop (1890). The loss of his first wife

(1889), together with Heidenstam’s influence, set

free Levertin’s poetic gifts (he had already written

prose works in a Naturalist vein), which tended to

deal, in sombre but beautiful lines, with life’s

transience. His extremely wide culture is reflected

in his prose essays, stories and novels. He became
Professor at Stocldiolms Hogskola in 1899, and

from 1897 he acted as critic to Svenska Dagbladet,

exerting considerable influence on Swedish taste.

stories: Smdmynt (1883); Konflikter (1885);

Rococonoveller (1899); Magistrarna i Osterds

(1900).--verse: Legender och visor (1891); Nya
dikter (1894); Kung Salomo och Morolf (1905).

—

essays: Teater och drama under Gustav III (1889);

Frdn Gustav Ills dagar (1896); Diktare och

drdmmare (1898); Svenska gestalter (1903).

—

Samlade skrifter (ed. A. Lundegard and E.

Levertin, 24 vols, 1907-12).

D. Sprengel, O. L. (1907; rev. ed. 1918); W.
Sdderhjelm, O. L. (2 vols, 1914-17); F. Book,
O. L. (1944); C. Fehrman, Levertins lyrik (1945);

A. Levertin, Den unge L., minnen och brev (1947);

B. Julen, Hjdrtats landsflyckt (1962).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. a.S.)

Levi, Carlo (Turin 29 XI 1902), Italian novelist,

essayist and painter. Levi’s reputation as a writer

rests mainly on his famous Cristo si i fermato a
Eboli (1945 ; Christ Stoppedat Eboli, tr. F. Frenaye,

1948), an autobio^aphical account of life in the

remote and primitive south Italian province of

Lucania, where he was confined for his anti-

Fascism in 1935-36, It is a book of great humanity,
brilliantly written. His other works have been
relatively less successful.

Paura della libertd (wr. 1936; pub. 1947; Of
Fear and Freedom, tr. A. Gourevitch, 1950);
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Uorologio (1950; The Watch, tr. J. Farrar, 1952);

Le parole sono pietre (1955), J.F.C. (B.M.)

Leyi ben Gerson: see Gersonides.

Levin, Judah Leib: see Yehalal.

L4yi-Strauss, Claude (*Brussels 28 XI 1908),

French ethnologist and philosopher; Professor at

the University of Sao Paulo, and since 1959 at the

College de France. L6vi-Strauss has stimulated

contemporary sociological thought with his studies

on social anthropology. Tristes tropiques (1955; A
World on the Wane, tr. J. Russell, 1961), which
goes beyond his own held and emerges as a genuine

philosophy of the evolution of man, earned him
lasting respect in the intellectual world. Influenced

by the linguistic methods used by Ferdinand de
Saussure, Levi-Strauss is one of the principal

exponents of structuralism as applied to the social

sciences.

Les structures elimentaires de la parenti (1940;

Eng. tr. J. H. Bell et ah, 1968); Race et histoire

(1952); Anthropologic structurale (1958; Eng. tr.

C. Jacobson and B. G. Schoepf, 1963); La pensie

sauvage (1962; Eng. tr. 1966); Le totemisme

d'aujourd'hui (1962; Totemism, tr. R. Needham,
1964); Le cru et le cult (1964); Du miel aux cendres

(196Q; Uorigine des manures de table (1968);

Vhomme nu (1971).

G. Charbonnier, Entretiens avec L.-S, (1961;

Eng. tr. J, D. Weightman, 1969); L’Arc, XXVI
(special no. ; 1965); C. Leach, ‘C. L.-S.—^anthropo-

logist and philosopher’ in New Left Rev., XXJOTV
(1965); G. Steiner, ‘A conversation with C. L.-S.’

in Encounter, XXVI.4 (1966); S. Sontag, Against

Interpretation (1967); Y. Simonis, C. ou la

passion de Vinceste (1968). M.G.

Levita: see Bachur, Eluah.

Levitov, Alexander Ivanovich (Tambov pro-

vince 20 VI 1835; fMoscow 4 I 1877), Russian
‘populist* author of humble origin. In his stories

he describes not only abject poverty—especially in

his Stepnye ocherki (1875)—^but also tramps,

pilgrims and homeless wanderers, often in a strong

satirical vein.

Sobranie sochineniy (8 vols, 1911); Izbrannye
sochineniya (2 vols, 1932-33); Sochineniya (1 vol.,

1956).

I. V. Vladislavlev, Russkie pisateli (1924); A.
Ya. Silayev, Liry zvon kandaVny (1963). J.L.

Levsl^, Vasily Alexeyevich (*1746; tl826),
Russian author. He wrote on a great variety of
subjects but became best known by some of his

plays, which appeared in his Trudy (1796).

V. B. Shklovsky, Chulkov i L, (1933). J.L.

Levstik, Fran (*Spodnje Retje, Kranj province

28 IX 1831 ; fLjubljana 16 XI 1887), Slovene poet,

story-writer, critic and theoretician; his treatment

of traditional and domestic themes provides classic

exemplars of realism. In his collection of poems
Pesmi (‘Songs’; 1854), his essay Popotovanje iz

Litije do Ca/efa (‘Journey From L. to C.*; 1858),

his story Martin Krpan (1858), his cycles of love

poems Tonine pesmi (‘Songs for Toni’; 1858) and
Franjine pesmi (‘Songs for Frances’; 1870), his

Otrocje igri v pesencah (‘Children’s Games in

Song’; 1880-86) and his critical and polemical
writings, Levstik conceived works which, while

presenting the peasant’s world or inspired by it,

would also express general human problems in a
synthesis of rationa^tic and classic^ realism.

Zbrano delo (coU. works; 9 vols, incomplete,

1948-61).

A. Slodnjak, ‘F. L. (1831-87), the first represen-

tative of realism in Slovene literature’ in Slavon.

and East Eur. Rev,, XXXV (1956); B. Patemu,
Estetske osnove L.ove literarne kritike (1962),

A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Lewes, George Henry (London 18 IV 1817;
OO1840 Agnes Jervis; ^ibid, 28 XI 1878), English

man of letters. He lived with George Eliot* from
1854 until his death. Brilliantly versatile, a bom
popularizer, Lewes familiarized English readers

with Comte* and Spinoza*, wrote scientific

articles, novels, a standard Life of Goethe (2 vols,

1855) and dramatic criticism that remains of
interest. R.F.

novels: Ranthorpe (1847); Rose, Blanche and
Violet (3 vols, 1848).—dramatic criticism: The
Spanish Drama (1846); On Actors and the Art of
Actir^ (1875); Dramatic Essays reprintedfrom The
Examiner (ed. W. Archer and R. Lowe, 1896).

—

philosophy: Biographical History ofPhilosophy (4

vols, 1845-46); Comte*s Philosophy ofthe Sciences

(1853); Problems of Life and Mind (5 vols, 1874-

79).

A. T. Kitchel, G. L. and George Eliot (1934);

A. R. Kaminsl{y, G. H, L, as Literary Critic

(1968). R.F. (M.A.)

Lewis, Alun (Aberdare, Glam. 1 VH 1915;

001941 Gweno Ellis; fBurma 5 111 1944), Anglo-

Welsh poet and short-story writer. A writer of

promise, whose career was tragically cut short by
the war. An early story, ‘The Wanderers’, shows
imaginative power not afterwards surpassed.

Raiders'* Dawn (1941); The Last Inspection

(1942); Ha! Ha! Among the Trumpets (1945);

Letters From India (1946); In the Green Tree

(1948).—Selected Poetry and Prose (with biog.

intro. Ian Hamilton, 1966).

J. S. Williams, ‘The poetry of A. L.’ and ‘The

short stories of A. L.’ in Anglo-Welsh Rev., XTV
(1964-65) and ‘The poetry of A. L.’ in Poetry
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Wales, II (1966); Brynmor Jones, ‘A. L.’ in

Bibliography ofAnglo- Welsh Literature, III (1968);

B. Chamberlain, A. L. and the Making ofthe Caseg

Broadsheets (1970); J. Davies, ‘The poetry of

darkness: A. L.’s Indian experience’ in Anglo-

Welsh Rev., XIX.43 (1970). C.P. (M.W.T.)

Lewis, Cecil Day (*Ballintogher, Ireland 27 IV
1904 ;

001928 Constance Mary King [o/o 1951],

001951 Jill A. H. Balcon; fHadley Wood, Herts

22 V 1972), English poet and critic. In the 1930s

his name was often associated with Auden* and
Spender* among the innovating ‘modern poets’,

though in essence he was nearer to the traditional

than they. He was appointed poet laureate in 1968.

As Nicholas Blake he wrote detective novels.

CollectedPoems 1929-53 (1954) ; Pegasus (1957)

;

The Gate (1962); The Whispering Roots (1970).

—

VERSE translation: The Georgies of Virgil (1941);

The Aeneid (1952); The Eclogues (1963).—
crthcism: a Hope for Poetry (1934); The Poetic

Image (1947); The Lyric Impulse (1965).

—

^novels:

The Friendly Tree (1936); Child of Misfortune

(1939).

—

The Buried Day (autobiog.; 1960).

Biblio. by G. Handley-Taylor and T. d’A. Smith
(1968). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Lewis, Clive Staples (*Belfast 29 XI 1898; ool956

Mrs Joy Gresham; fOxford 22 XI 1963), English
writer. Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford. His
writings embrace a study of courtly love, essays in

Christian ethics, novels which combine imagina-
tion and fancy, poetry medieval and modem,
fantasies for children and the 16th-century volume
of the Oxford History ofEnglish Literature (1954).
The boundary between his novels and his writings

on ethics is not sharply defined.

The Allegory of Love (1936); Studies in Words
(1960); An j^periment in Criticism (1961); The
Discarded Image (1964); Studies in Medieval and
Renaissance Literature (1966).

—

^novels: The
Pilgrim's Regress (1933); Out of the Silent Planet

(1938); Perelandra (1943; as Voyage to Venus,

1953); That Hideous Strength (1945).

—

^ethics: The
Problem of Pain (1940); The Screwtape Letters

(1942); Miracles (1947); Mere Christianity (1952);
The Four Loves (I960).

—

Surprised by Joy (auto-
biog.

; \955),—Poems (1964) ; Narrative Poems (ed.

W. Hooper, 1969),—Letters (ed. W. H. Lewis,
1966).—children’s books: The Chronicles of
Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
(1950), Prince Caspian (1951), The Voyage of the
Dawn Treader (1952), The Silver Chair (1953). The
Horse and His Boy (1954), The Magician's Nephew
(1955), The Last Battle (1956).

R. L. Green, C. S, L, (1963); Light on C. S, L,
(ed. J. Gibb, 1965). H.An. (W.R.A.)

Lewis, Ethelreda (*EngIand; ooJoseph Lewis;
tPort Alfred, Cape Province 31 VH 1946), South
African novelist Mrs Lewis was the author of

three novels before she won popularity by editing

the reminiscences of A. A. Sjith (‘Trader Horn’)

(1851-1931). To avoid confusion between Smith’s

reminiscences and her own work she adopted the

pseudonym ‘R. Hemekin Baptist’, under which

she wrote four novels on African problems. Wild

Deer (1933) is the most cogent of these.

novels: The Harp (1925); The Flying Emerald

(1925); Mantis (1926); Four Handsome Negresses

(1931); A Cargo of Parrots (1938); Love at the

Mission (1938).

—

The Life and Works of Alfred

Aloysius Horn, an Old Visitor (biog.; 3 vols, 1927-

29). E.R.S.

Lewis, (Harry) Sinclair (*Sauk Center, Minn.
7 II 1885; 001914 Grace Hegger, ool928 Dorothy
Thompson; fRome 10 1 1951), American novelist

After six minor novels he gained wide notice with

Main Street (1920), which depicts the emptiness

and conformity of Mid-Western small-town life.

In his many novels Lewis attacks the middle class

of industrialized America for its herd instincts, its

worship of streamlined conveniences, its shallow

and meaningless idealism. Babbitt (1922) satirizes

the average businessman of a growing city;

Arrowsmith (1925) shows the difficulties of a

scientist in the face of commercial medical inter-

ests; Elmer Gantry (1927), set in Kansas City, is a

savage attack on the hypocrisy of commercially

exploited evangelical religion. Lewis was the first

American to win the Nobel prize for distinction in

world literature (1930).

The Job (1917); Mantrap (1926); The Man Who
Knew Coolidge (1928); Dodsworth (1929); Ann
Vickers (1933) ; Work ofArt (1934) ; Selected Short

Stories (1935); It Can't Happen Here (1935); Bethel

Merriday (1940); Gideon Planish (1943); Cass

Timberlane (1945); Kingsblood Royal (1947).

Mark Schorer, S, L.: An American Life (1961);

S. N. Grebstein, S, L, (1962).

H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Lewis, Matthew Gregory, ‘Monk Lewis’

(*London 9 VII 1775; fat sea 14 V 1818), English

novelist, dramatist and translator. A diplomat who
wrote novels of terror. B.H.

novels: The Monk (3 vols, 1796); Romantic
Tales (4 vols, 1808).—plays: The Castle Spectre

(1798); The East Indian (1800).

—

Journal ofa West
Indian Proprietor (1834).

E. Birkhead, The Tale of Terror (1921); A.
Parreaux, The Publication of The Monk (1960);
L. F. Peck, A Life ofM. G, L. (1961).

B.H. (M.Bu.)

Lewis, Meriwether (*Albermarle Co., Va. 18

VIII 1774; tTennessee 11 X 1809), American
explorer. Ptivate secretary to President Jefferson*,

he led the expedition overland to the Pacific. His
record of misfortunes and final success makes one
of the great travel narratives. H.L.C.
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History ofthe Expedition Under the Commandof
Captains Lewis and Clark to the Sources of the

Missouri . . .
(ed. P. Allen, 1814); Original Journals

of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 1804-1806 . .

.

(ed. R. G. Thwaites, 8 vols, 1904^5).

J. Mirsky, The Westward Crossings: Balboa,

Mackenzie, L. and Clark (1946); R. H. Dillon,

M. L.: A Biography (1965). H.L.C (D.S.R.W.)

Lewis, Saunders (*Wallasey 15 X 1893; ool924

Margaret Gilcriest), Welsh poet, dramatist,

journalist and critic; lecturer in the University

College of Swansea (1923-36) and at Cardiff

(1951-57). His brilliant historical studies reveal a
wide culture and throw much new light upon the

Welsh literary tradition. As president of the Welsh
Nationalist Party during its formative period he
wrote numerous political essays and his later

weekly articles (in the late 1930s and 1940s) were

an outstanding contribution to Welsh journalism.

In 1933 he became a Roman Catholic. His plays

and his two short novels deal imaginatively with

fundamental themes: sacrificial loyalty, and love

and marriage. His poems include biting satires and
poems of praise.

Gwaedyr Uchelwyr (1922); Williams Pantycelyn

(1927); Ceiriog (1929); Monica (1930); leuan Gian

Geirionydd (1931); Braslun o Hanes Llenyddiaeth

Gymraeg, I (1932); Daniel Owen (1936); Buchedd
Garmon (1937); Canlyn Arthur (1938); Amlyn ac

Amig (1940) ;
Byda Betws (1941) ; Straeon Glasynys

(1943) ; Ysgrifau DyddMercher (1945) ; Blodeuwedd

(1948); Dwy Gomedi (1952); Siwan (1955);

^Gymerwch Chi Sigaret? (1956); Brad (1958);

Esther a Serch yw^r Doctor (1960); Merck Gwern
Hywel (1964); Cymru Fydd (1967); Problemau

Frifysgol (1968).

S. L. (ed. P. Davies, 1950); J. Rowlands,
‘Nofelau S. L.’ in Ysgrifau Beirniadol, V (ed.

J. E. C. WilUams, 1970). B.Re.

Lewis, Wyndham (on a ship in the Bay of Fundy
18 XI 1882; col929 Anne Hoskyns; fLondon 7 HI
1957), English author and artist. In 1914 he
challenged the Futurists by starting ‘Vorticism’.

Powerful, original, provocative in writing as in

painting, merciless in criticism of automatism and
sentimentalism, he is highly inventive as a creator,

and intellectual if eccentric in his judgement of

society. His very remarkable style is muscular and
direct.

novels: Tarr (1918); The Childermass (1928;

Pt 1 of The Human Age); The Apes ofGod (1930);

The Revengefor Love (1937); The Human Age, Pts

2 and 3 (Monstre Gai, Malign Fiesta; 1955).

—

Rotting Hill (stories; 1951).

—

One Way Song
(verse; 1933).—various: The Art of Being Ruled

(1926); Time and Western Man (1927); The Lion
and the Fox (1927); Men Without Art (1934); The
Writer and the Absolute (1952).—autobiography:
Blasting and Bombardiering (1937); Rude Assign^

ment (1950).

—

Letters (ed. W. K. Rose, 1963).

—

W. L.: An Anthology of His Prose (ed. E. W. F.

Tomlin, 1969).

H. Kenner, W. L. (1954); G. Wagner, W. L.: A
Portrait of the Artist as the Enemy (1957),

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Leyden, John (*Denholm 8 IX 1775; fBatavia

27 VIII 1811), Scottish poet and Orientalist. A
shepherd’s son, Leyden was educated at Edinburgh

University and licensed to preach in 1798. He
assisted Scott* in collecting materials for the Border

Minstrelsy. He worked as surgeon and naturalist in

India, was Professor at Bengal and ajudge; he died

of fever while acting as interpreter in Java to Lord

Minto. Leyden was a good baUad poet; he knew
more than 30 languages and translated the Gospels

into five. His character and learning are celebrated

in Lockhart’s* Life of Scott.

Discoveries of Europeans in Africa (1799);

contrib. to M. G. Lewis, Tales of Wonder (1801);

Scenes of Infancy (1803); ed., Scottish Descriptive

Poems (1803); Malay Annals (1821); Memoirs of
Baber (1826).—Poetical Works (ed. T. Brown,

1875).

W. Scott in Edinburgh Annual Register (1811);

J. Reith, Life (1923). J.K,

Leyeles, A., pseud, of Aaron Glanz (*Vloclavek

1889; tNew York 1966), Yiddish poet and critic.

He left Poland in 1905, and after three years study-

ing in London settled in New York (1909). He was

co-founder ofthejournal In-zikh, the literaryforum
of the ‘introspective movement’ in Yiddish poetry.

His plays, Shloime Molcho (1926), Osher Lamdan
(1928) and Stalin un Trotsky (1928), form a

Messianic trilogy.

verse: Labyrinth (1918); Yoong harbst (Warsaw,

1922); A Yidoifn Yam (1930); Tsu Dir, Amerike

(1934); Fabius Lind (1937).—Ziger un bazigte

^lay; 1931).

—

Veit un wort (essays; 1958).—Sel.

poems and plays in Heb. tr. (Jerusalem, 1960).

J.S.

Leykin or Leikin, Nikolay Alexandrovich (*St

Petersburg 1841 ; ^ibid. 1906), Russian author of

countless humorous-satirical sketches and narra-

tives, many ofwhich deal with the merchant life in

Moscow. He also wrote several novels. In the

1880s he was editor of Oskolki (‘Fragments’) in

which Anton Chekhov* started his literary career.

L. Myshkovsky, Chekhov i russkie yumoristi--

cheskie zhurnaly SO-kh godov (1926). J.L.

Lezama Lima, Jos^ (*1912), Cuban poet and
novelist who founded a number of literary maga-
zines, notably Oiigenes. His poetry is personal and
hermetic; his masterpiece the novel Paradiso

(1966), written in baroque prose and evoking,

primary through sensations and intellectual
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experiences, the life of Havana from the beginning

of the century to the 1920s.

Dador (I960); La expresidn americana (Madrid,

1969).— de L, L, (ed. Armando Alvarez

Bravo, 1966).

Lherisson, Justin: see Haitian literature.

L’Hennite, Francois [or Tristan]: see Tristan

raermite.

L’Hdpital, Michel de (*1507; tl573), French

statesman, lawyer and author. In 1554 he was

appointed superintendent of finances and in 1560

Chancellor of France, but his efforts to promote a

peaceful solution of religious controversies and to

discourage persecution caused his disgrace (1568).

La Haranguefaictepar Monsieur le chancelier de

France le treziesmejour deJanvier 1560 ; Discours de

lapacification des troubles deVan 1567 \ Epistolarum

seu sermonum lib, VI (1585).—CEuvres complites

(ed. P.-J.-S. Dufey, 5 vols, 1824-26).

E. Dupr6-Lasale, M, de VH avant son ilivation

au poste de chancelier de France (2 vols, 1875-99);

A. Buisson, M, deVH (1950). E.V.

Li Ch*ang-ch*i, courtesy name of Li Ch£n (DLu-

ling 1376; tl452), Chinese short-story writer, had

a fairly successful official career. He took part in

the compilation of the great encyclopaedia Yung-lo

ta-tien (1407) and later became a provincial com-
missioner. Chien~ting yurhua^ modelled on Ch*u*
Yu’s earlier collection, is his best-known surviving

work.

Chienrting yu-hua (1420; 5 stories tr. in W.
Bauer and H. Franke, Die goldene Truhe^ 1959:

The Golden Casket, tr. C. Levenson, 1965).

H. Franke, ‘Zur Novellistik der friihen Ming-
Zeit’ in Zeitschrift der deutschen morgen-
landischen Gesellschaft, CIX (1959). A.R.D.

Li Cheh (*Ch*uan-chou 23 XI 1527; fPeking 6 V
1602), Chinese scholar. His open revolt against

tradition finally cost him his life. He became
attracted by Buddhism and in 1588 went to live in
a Buddhist monastery. In his writings he attacked
orthodox Confucianism (though not Confucius*),
often with great vehemence. Equally unorthodox
was his study of novels (considered vulgar by
Confucians) and drama. He produced important
editions of Shuv-hu chuan and other works.
Although his writings were officially destroyed
after his death, many have survived.

Fen-shu (1590); Ts^ang-shu (1597); Hsu fin-5hu\
Hsu ts'ang-shu.

O. Franke, ‘Li Tschi; Bin Beitrag zur Ges-
chichte der chinesischen Geistesktopfe im 16. Jh.*

in Abhandlungen der Preussischen Akad. der
Wissenschaft (1937) and ‘Li Tschi und Matteo
Ricci’, ibid, (1938); R. G. Irwin, The Evolution ofa

Chinese Novel (1953); W. T. de Baty, ‘Individual-

ism and humanitarianism in late Ming thought’ in

Selfand Society in Ming Thought (1970).

A.R.D.

Li Chih-ch*ang (*1193; tl278), Chinese writer,

became a disciple of Ch'ang-ch'un, the head of the

Taoist Ch'uan-chSn sect, in 1218 and, when his

master was invited by Genghis Khan, accompanied
him on his ‘journey to the West’ (1220-24) which
he recorded. The book is an important source for

Mongol history. He was head of the Ch'uan-chen
sect, 1238-56.

Hsi-yu chi (1228; The Travels of an Alchemist,

tr. A. Waley, 1931). A.R.D.

Li Ch'ing-chao (*Chi-nan 1084; tl 151-56),

Chinese woman writer. The daughter of literary

parents, she shared her husband’s interest in

collecting books, paintings, bronzes and stone

inscriptions of which he made a notable collection

(mostly lost with the fall of North China in 1127).

Two years later her husband died. Only a small

amount of her writings, notably about 50 tz'u-

poems, have survived, but these give her claim to

be China’s greatest woman poet.

Shu-yu tz'd (37 poems tr. in Hu Pin-ching, Li

CKing-chao, 1966). A.R.D.

Li Ho (*791; t817), Chinese poet. Li, who was a

descendant of the T’ang imperial house, is reputed

to have begun writing poetry at the age of six. His

work stands at the beginning of the shift of T’ang

poetry towards the aestheticism which dominated it

in the 9th century. But though critics have rightly

styled him the ‘ghostly genius’ for his strange

themes and imagery, poems of political satire are

also found in his collection.

Li CHang-chi ko shih (coll, poems; The Poems

ofLi Ho, tr. J. Frodsham, 1970).

M. T. South, LiHo (Adelaide, 1967). A.R.D.

Li Hua Chinese essayist. Li was among the

principal forerunners of Han* Yu in the movement
of reaction against the euphuistic prose of the

‘Six Dynasties’ era. He was chiefly remembered
for a single famous piece, Tiao ku-chan-cNang wen

(‘On an Old Battle-Field’, tr. H. A. Giles in Gems

of Chinese Literature, 2nd ed. 1923).

Li Hsia-shu chi (coll, works).—^E. G. Pulley-

blank, ‘Neo-Confucianism and neo-Legalism in

T’ang intellectual life, 755-805’ in The Confucian

Persuasion (ed. A. F. Wright, 1960). A.R.D.

Li Ju-chIn (DTa-hsing c. 1763 ; tc. 1830), Chinese

novelist. Little is known of Li’s career, which
appears to have been undistinguished. However, he
held a radical outlook on women’s position in

contemporary society. In his long novel Ching-hua
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yuan, the work of ten years (1810-20), he obliquely

attacked women’s lack of opportunity for educa-

tion and public service and the institutions of
concubinage and foot-binding. He is also known
for Yin-chien (1810), a work on phonetics, original

in its method.

Ching-hua yuan (Flowers in the Mirror, abr. tr.

Lin Tai-yi, 1965; Chs 96-100 tr. with stud. H. C.
Chang in Allegory and Courtesy in Spenser, 1955).

A.R.D.

Li Kung-tso (DLung-hsi 770; fc. 850), Chinese

short-story writer. Li’s Nan-lco chi (tr. E. D.
Edwards in Chinese Prose Literature, II, 1938) is

among the finest of the T'ang dynasty stories of the
miraculous. It provided the theme for T*ang*
Hsien-tsu’s play of the same name. Three other

stories of his have survived.

Hsieh Hsiao-o chuan (tr. C. C. Wang in TradU
tional Chinese Tales, 1944); Li Tang\ Lu-chiang

Feng Ao. A.R.D.

Li Po (*701; tTang-t'u 762), Chinese poet. Li’s

birth-place is uncertain but he grew up at Ch'ang-

ming, Szechwan. He left home c. 720 and for 20
years followed a largely wandering life, seeking

from time to time to secure official employment on
the recommendation of his poems, although he
never took the state examinations which were the

normal entry into public life. He went to the capital,

Ch*ang-an, in 742 and joined the retinue of court

poets in the Han-lin academy. For two years he
remained, honoured as a poet but without obtain-

ing the political post which he desired. Then,
disappointed and perhaps also because of intrigues

against him, he resumed his wanderings. He was
involved (757) in the abortive revolt of Prince Lin

and banished to Yeh-lang, Yunnan (758) but

pardoned before he arrived there.

Li became China’s most popular poet and the

model par excellence for romantic spontaneous

verse. By the character of his life, his Taoist

leanings and his drunkenness he has attracted

many legends. The freeness of his verse is com-
monly contrasted with the classicism of his great

contemporary Tu* Fu. Yet while it is true that for

many of his poems he employs the ballad and other

earlier freer forms, he shows particular strength

in the strictly formal, epigrammatic, four-line

chueh-chu (‘cut-short poem’). It is natural that Li

should be credited with the introduction of the

short fz’w-poem (set to music) but the attribution is

probably anachronistic.

The Works of Li Po (tr. S. Obata, 1923); ‘Li

T'aipo’s Gedichte’, tr. E. von Zach in Asia Minor,

I (1924; Bks 2, 3), III (1926; Bks 1, 4), IV (1927;

Bks 5-8) and V (1928; Bks 9, 10).

HsU Sung-nien, Li Thai-po, son temps, sa vie et

son osuvre (1935); A. Waley, The Poetry and Career

ofLi Po (1950). A.R.D.

Li Shang-yin (DHo-nei 813; tChSng-chou 858),

Chinese poet. Though Li had a great literary

reputation, his public career was relatively un-

distinguished. His poetry shows formal strictness;

it is model in its parallelism, and its allusions (often

recondite) are skilfully introduced. But his more
immediately personal expression distinguishes him
from his great 8th-century predecessors. He wrote

a number of love-poems (usually headed ‘Without

Title’).

Li Lshan chi (coU. works; 100 poems tr. with

stud. J. J. Y. Liu, The Poetry of Li Shang-yin,

1969). A.R.D.

Li YO (*Nanking 937; fK’ai-fSng 978), Chinese

poet. Li was the sixth son of the second Emperor
of the Southern T'ang dynasty, who was himself a

well-known poet. In 961 he succeeded to what
remained of his father’s territory (the latter had
surrendered his imperial title in 958). He was
deprived of his kingdom by the Sung Emperor,
T*ai-tsu, and taken as a prisoner to K*ai-fSng (975).

His poetic quality is known from 45 surviving

/z‘^-poems. Although he continued to use the

nature and love themes of earlier rz“«-writers, he
frequently employed them symbolically to express

the unhappiness of his life. Thus he gave to the

/z «-form a deeper expressiveness.

Nan-Tang Srh-chu tz‘id (‘Tz’^-Poems of the Two
Rulers of S. Tang’; contains the poems of Li Yu
and his father, Li Ching).

—

Die Lieder des Li Yu
(tr. A. Hoffmann, 1950); Poems of Lee Hou-chu
(tr. Liu Yih-ling and ^ Suhrawardy, Bombay,
1948). A.R.D.

Li Ytl (Ju-kao 1611 ; fHangchow 71680), Chinese

dramatist, poet and essayist. Li was forced through-

out a life often poverty-stricken to support his

many dependants by writing and producing plays.

Besides his own plays he revised PH-p'a chi and
other famous dramas. The subjects of his essays

include dramatic composition, acting, travel and
hygiene. He published two collections of short

stories, and two novels are attributed to him, one,

the erotic Joup^u-t*uan (Jou Pu Tuan [Brit. tit. The

Before Midnight Scholar], tr. R. Martin from Ger.

tr. F. Kuhn, 1963). His work is characterized by
originality and humour, and by simple, vigorous

expression.

plays: Li-wing shih-chung cA’fi.-—verse and
essays: I-chia yen (3 ser.); Hsien-cKing ou-chi (one

essay, ‘On Charm in Women’, tr. Lin Yutang in

China Critic, Xn, 1936; W. Eberhard, ‘Die

voUkommene Frau’ in Ostasiatisdie Zeitschrift,

XV-XVI, 1939-40).—SHORT stories: Wu-sMnghsi
(c. 1655) ; Shih-erh lou (1658 ; Der Turm derfegenden

Wolken, tr. F. Kuhn, 1951). A.R.D.

Liang CHfiN-YO or Liang Po-lunq (DK’un-shan

71508; t?1580), Chinese dramatist, of whose life

little is known. His great success, Huan-sha chi.
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initiated a new dramatic school, the K‘un‘Ch*u,

named after Liang’s native place. The K^un-cKu

was supreme for nearly 300 years. Since the sung

sections were the more important in this ts^pe of

drama, the success ofHuanrsha chiand the develop-

ment of the K"m~cKu owed much to the skill of

Liang’s musical collaborator, Wei Liang-fu.

Tsiang Un-kai, K*ouen KUu, le thedtre chinois

ancien (1932) ; Yao Hsin-nung, ‘The rise and fall of

the K*un Ch*u’ in T‘ien Hsia Monthly, II (1936).

A.R.D.

Liang Ch*i-ch*ao (DHsin-hui 23 11 1873; fPeking

19 1 1929), Chinese publicist and scholar, at jSrst

supported K*ang* Yu-wei. After the ‘Hundred

Days Reform’ (1898) he fled to Japan, where he

published the influential journal Hsin-min ts'ung-

pao (1902-07). After the 1911 revolution he

became a republican and until 1917 was promi-

nently engaged in politics, while continuing to

promote journals and write extensively. He was

one of the foremost intellectual leaders of modem
China.

Yin-ping shih ho-chi (coll, works; 1936).

—

History of Chinese Political Thought During the

Early Tsin Perioditi, L. T. Chen, 1930); Intellectual

Trends in the CKing Period (tr. I. C. Y. Hsu, 1959).

J. R. Levenson, Liang Ch'i-ch‘ao and the Mind
ofModern China (2nd ed. 1959). A.R.D.

Libanius (Antioch 314; \c. 393), Greek rhetori-

cian. Of a wealthy pagan family, he studied at

Athens, taught in Constantinople, Nicomedia and,

from 354, Antioch; imperial secretary under the

Emperor Julian* 362-363. In his later years a
literary figure renowned throughout the Greek-
speaking world, he was in correspondence with

most of its distinguished men. Among his pupils

were John* Chrysostom, Theodore* of Mopsu-
estia, Basil* and Gregory* of Nazianzus. Author
of 64 speeches dealing mainly with public and
municipal affairs, 51 school declamations, 143

model rhetorical exercises iprogymnasmata\ some
1,600 letters, and minor rhetorical works. Petty,

vain, wrapped in literary pretensions and pagan
antiquarianism, Libanius is yet a likeable charac-

ter, always ready to use his eloquence to fight

injustice, and his work is a most valuable source for

the political and cultural history of his time.

Libanii opera (ed. R. FOrster, 12 vols, 1903-23);

L. Harmand, L,; Discours sur lespatronages (1955)

;

A. F. Norman, L.’ Autobiography (1965) and
Select Speeches of L., I (with tr.; 1969).

G. R. Sievers, Das Leben des L, (1868); O.
Seeck, Die Briefe des L, (1906); J. Misson,

Recherches sur le paganisme de L, (1914); L. Hugi,

Der Antiochikos des X. (1919); R. A. Pack,

Studies in L, (1935); G. Misch, History of Auto^

biography in Antiquity, II (1950); P. Petit, X. et la

yie municipale d Antioche au IVe siicle (1955) and

Les itudiants de X. (1956); A. J. Festugiere,

Antioche paienne et chretienne (1959). R.B.

Libedinsky, Yury Nikolayevich (*Urals 1898),

Soviet author. He was a founder of the proletarian

‘October-group’ (Oktyabr’) of authors in 1922. In

the same year he achieved his first success with

Nedelya, a narrative about the victory over the

reactionaries in a Siberian town. Komissary (1925),

dealing with the re-education of a number of

former war heroes for peaceful purposes, has a

considerable documentary value.

Nedelya (1922; A Week, tr. A. Ransome, 1923);

Zavtra (1923); Na povorote (1927); Rozhdenie

geroya (1930); Gory i lyudi (1947); Sovremenniki

(1958); Dela semeynye (1963); Povesti (1967).

X. (1928); I. Vladislavlev, Literatura velikogo

desyatiletiya (1928); D. Mazin, ‘Rozhdenie geroya

i nash metod’ in Za literaturnom postu, XIII-5^
(1930). J.L.

Lichtenberg, Georg Christoph (*Oberramstadt

1 VII 1742; tGottingen 24 II 1799), German
moralist. A notable physicist, he became Professor

at Gottingen (1769), visited England and then

returned to Gottingen, where he remained until his

death. In literature he was an able dilettante, who
wrote trenchant criticisms and shrewd aphorisms.

He opposed sturm und drang and the whole

sentimental movement, especially Lavater*.

Vber Physiognomik wider die Physiognomen

(1773); Fragment von Schwdnzen (1773); Ausfuhr-

liche Erkldrung der Hogarthischen Kupferstiche

(1794-99); Aphorismen (in periodicals; first coll, in

Vermischte Schriften, 9 vols, 1800-05).

—

Gesamr

melte Werke (2 vols, 1949).

R. M. Meyer, Swift und X. (1886); E. Bertram,

G. C. X. (1919); P. Requadt, X. (1948); P. Ripp-

mann, X. (1953); A. Schneider, X. (2 vols, 1953);

C. Brintzer, X. (1956); H. Schoffler, X. (1956).

H.B.G.

Lidin, Vladimir Ghermanovich, pseud, of V.

Gomberg (*Moscow 3 II 1894), Soviet novelist and
short-story writer whose realism developed under

the influence of Chekhov*, Bunin* and, in part,

Dostoyevsky*. His best-known novel Otstupnik

(1928) deals with student life and manners during

the NEP period.

Idut korabli (1926); Otstupnik (1928; The
Apostate, tr. H. Ch. Matheson, 1931); Iskateli

(1929); Velikiy Hi Tikhiy (1932); Mogila neizvest-

nogo soldata (1932).

—

Sobranie sochineniy (6 vols,

1928-30).

V. M. Friche, Zametki o sovremennoy literature

(1928); I. Vladislavlev, Literatura velikogo desya-

tiletiya (1928). J.L.

Lidman, Sara Adela (*Missentrask, Vasterbotten

30 Xn 1923), Swedish novelist and dramatist. In
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her first novels man’s betrayal of his responsibility

to society and the problem of the unloved members
of the community are treated in the microcosm of

isolated settlements in Northern Sweden. She later

condemns racial oppression in Africa and Asia and
criticizes those who betray human responsibility by

remaining neutral.

prose: Tjdrdalen (1953); Hjortronlandet (1955);

Regnspimn (1958; The Rain Bird, tr. E. Harley

Schubert, 1963); Bara Mistel (1960); Jag och min

son (1961); Gruva (1968).—plays: Job Klock-

makares dotter (1954); Aina (1956); Marta, Marta

(1970). I.S.

Lidman, Sven (*Karlskrona 30 VI 1882; fStock-

holm 14 II 1960), Swedish author. Lidman’s first

poems were flamboyantly fin-de-siecle, but his

subsequent family chronicles, notably Huset med
de gamla froknarna (1918), showed considerably

more breadth and maturity. He became a revivalist

preacher in 1921, though even before this he had
experienced and expressed the religious stirrings

which hall-mark his later work.

verse: Pasiphae (1904); Primavera (1905);

Kdllorna (1906); Elden och altaret (1907); Oroligt

var mitt hjdrta (1933).

—

^novels and memoirs:

Stensborg (1910); Thure-Gabriel Silfverstddhl

(1910); Kopmdn och krigare (1911); Carl Silfver-

stddhls upplevelser (1911); Sdsomgenom eld (1920)

;

Mdnniskan och tidsandan (1932); Pd resan genom
livet (1934); Guds eviga nu (193Q; Blodsarv (1937);

Var inte Jorskrdckt (1939); Utvald av Gud (1940);

Gossen i grottan (1952); Ldgan och lindansaren

(1952); Mandoms mdda (1954); Vdllust och

vedergdllning (1957).

F. Book, Resa kring svenska parnassen (1926);

B. Holmquist et al, Boken om S. L. (1952).

C.H.K. (I.S.)

Lidner, Bengt (*G6teborg 16 III 1757; fStock-

holm 4 1 1793), Swedish neo-Romantic poet. As a

youth he won Gustav* Ill’s favour by drafts for

plays and spirited occasional verse, but his play

Eric XIV (pub. 1800) was coldly received and he

fell from grace. It was after this he produced his

best works, the lyrical epics Grejvinnans Spastaras

ddd (1783) and Aret MDCCLXXXIII (1784) and

the opera Medea (1784). All testify to the subjec-

tivity and almost morbid love of horror themes,

making Lidner a typical exponent of 18th-century

Romanticism. Between 1788 and 1790 he wrote a

number of sacred oratorios and patriotic odes,

returning in his last years to religious verse and

ovations.

Samlade skrifter (ed. Sv. Vitterhetssamfundet,

1930 ff.).

K. Warburg, £. (1889); M. Lamm, Upplysnings-

tides romantik (2 vols, 1918-20); L. Josephson,

R X. (1947). C.H.K.

Lie, Jonas LAURn^^^togiiL (*Eiker 6 XI 1833;

00 1860 Thomasine Lie; tFl®skum 5 Vn 1908),

Norwegian novelist, playwright and poet. Lie’s

childhood was spent in Tromso in north Norway,
where the dramatic scenery made a lasting

impression on him. He became a lawyer but

continued to cultivate the literary interests he had
developed as a student. In 1868 he went bankrupt,

and it was then that he decided to resort to the pen
as a means of livelihood. He achieved success with

his first short novel. Den Fremsynte (1870; The

Visionary, tr. J. Muir, 1894), which, with its

Nordland background and remarkable mixture of

fantasy and reality, owes much to childhood

impressions. Subsequently, in a long series of

novels depicting the family life of the Norwegian
middle classes, of which Lodsen og bans Hustru,

Familjen paa Gilje and Kommandorens Dotre are

outstanding. Lie earned the title of hjemmenes

dikter, ‘the writer of the home’. It is as a painter

of milieu that Lie excels; social criticism is often

implicit in what he wrote, but, except in the

naturalistic Livsslaven, it does not obtrude.

In his collections of stories in eventyr style, Trold

(2 vols, 1891-92), he once more gave rein to his

predilection for the fantastic.

verse: Digte (1866-67); Faustina Strozzi (1875);

Digte (1889).—plays: GrabowsKat (1880); Lystige

Koner (1894); Lindelin (1897); Wulffie & Comp,

(1900).—novels and various: Fortcellinger og^

Skildringer fra Norge (1872; incl. ‘Nordfjor^^J

hesten’ : Little Grey, the Pony ofNordJJord, tr. HoiC;
Mrs Arbuthnott, 1873); Tremasteren *Fremti4^^‘

eller Liv Nordpaa (1872; The Barque ^Future^ or

Life in the Far North, tr. Mrs Ole Bull, 181(9); 1

Lodsen og hans Hustru (1874; The Pilot and His[

Wife, tr. G. Tottenham, 1877); Thomas Rossi

(1878) ;
Adam Schrader (1 879) ; Rutland(1880) ; G^ '

Paa (1882); Livsslaven (1833; One ofLifers Slavey

tr. J. Muir, 1895); Familjen paa Gilje (1883;

Family at Gilje, tr. S. E. Eastman, 1920); En MaN
Strom (1884); Otte Fortcsllinger (1885); Konvnand’-

orens Dotre (1886; The Commodore^s Daughters, tr.

H, L. Braekstad and G. Hughes, 1892); Et Samliv

(1887); Maisa Jons (1888); Onde Magter (1890);

(1891-92; Weird Tales From Northern Seas,

sel. tr. R. Nisbet Bain, 1893); Niobe (1893; Eng. tr.

H. L. Braekstad, 189'^; Naar Sol gaar ned (1895);

Dyre Rein (1896); Faste Forland (1899); Naar

Jernteppet falder (1901); Ulfvungerne (1903);

0stenfor Sol, vestenfor Maane og bagom Babylons

Taarn (1905); AEventyr (1909); J, L, og hans

samtidige. Breve i Udvalg (ed. C. Naerup, 1915).

—

Samlede Digterverker (ed. V. Erichsen and P.

Bergh, 10 vols, 1920-21).

E. Lie, J. L, En livsskildring (1933); F. Ingerslev,

J, L, (Copenhagen, 1939); C. 0, Bergstrom, /. L,s

v'dg till Gilje (Orebro, 1949); H. Midb0e, Dikteren

og det primitive (4 vols, 1964-66); A. H. Lervik,

Ideal og virkelighet, Ekteskapet som motiv hos

J, L, (1965); A, Gustafson in Six Scandinavian

Novelists (rev. ed, 1968). R.G.P.
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Liebermajin, Aharon Samuel, pseuds Artur
Freeman, Bar Drora, Daniel Yish Chamudot
(*Luna, Russia 20 V 1845; fSyracuse, N.Y. 18 XI

1880), Hebrew essayist and revolutionary leader.

His novel Hasid Hakol (1875) was published in

Vienna in the Hebrew monthly Hashachar. He
edited Haemeth, the first Socialist monthly paper

in Hebrew. S.A. (M.Ge. ; Y.F.)

Liefde, Jan de (*Amsterdam 25 XII 1814; Ifibid,

6 XII 1869), Dutch Mennonite parson and fairly

good writer, especially of boys’ books. From 1864

to 1868 he lived in London.

Galerij van Bijbelsche vrouwen (1842); De
diligence (1845); Almanak voor hart en huis (1850);

A Dutchman's Difficulties in English (1865); De
blauwe heer (1870). J.W.W.

Lieh-tzii, title of a probably fictitious Chinese

‘ancient worthy’. The book Lieh-tzU shows a close

affinity to Chuang-tzu*; it probably originally

formed part of a corpus of Chuang-tzu texts in the

3rd century b.c. The content and style of the

present book, which has often been considered to

date from the 4th century a.d., are very unequal.

One chapter gives a rather adulterated account

of the teaching of the 4th-century b.c. philosopher

Yang* Chu.

The Book ofLieh Tzu (tr. A. C. Graham, 1960).

A. C. Graham, ‘The date and the composition

of the Liehtzyy’ in Asia Major, new ser., VIII

(1961). A.R.D.

Ligne, Charles-Joseph, Prince de (^Brussels 3 V
1735; 00Marie Frangoise de Lichtenstein; tVienna
13 XII 1814), Belgian soldier, ambassador,

historian, essayist and letter-writer. This elegant

writer, forefather of Belgian letters, is often com-
pared with Saint-Simon*. He has left shrewd and
racy portraits of Louis XVI, Marie-Antoinette,

Rousseau*, Voltaire*, Napoleon and Catherine* II

of Russia.

Lettres d la Marquise de Coigny (1787); Melanges
litteraires, militaires et sentimentaires (1795);

Letters and Memoirs of the Prince de Ligne (tr. L.

Ashton, 1927).

G. Charlier, CEuvres choisies du Prince de L,

(1941). B.M.W.

Liiv, JuHAN (*Alatskivi 30 IV 1864; fKavastu-
Koosa 1 XH 1913), Estonian poet and short-story

writer. His literary beginnings coincide with his

early experiences as a teacher at his author-

brother’s school in Vaike Maarja and his acquain-

tance with Liisa Golding, with whom he was in

animated correspondence for some time. After
several years with various publishing concerns he
fell seriously ill of a mental complaint. From 1894
to his death of consumption nearly 20 years later

Liiv’s life was one of intense suffering.

His writings consist of narrative prose and

lyrical verse. The first belongs to the period before

1894 and shows him as the pioneer of Estonian

realism; the second was composed in lucid inter-

vals and shows him as a Symbolist. Some of his

verse is among the best in the language.

verse: Luuletused (1909).

—

^stories: Kiimme lugu

(1893); Kdkimde kagu (1893); Vari (1894); Noia

tutor (1895); Elu sugavusest (1909).—Kirjatddde

kogu (coll, writings; 1904); Kogutud teosed (coll,

works; 1921-35); Valitud luuletused (sel. poems;

1964).—^Verse tr. in W. K. Matthews, Anthology of

Modern Estonian Poetry (1953).

F. Tuglas, J. L, (1914) and /. L. elu ja looming

(1927); A. Vinkel, /. L. (1964).

W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Lilburne, John (*Sunderland 1615; ooc. 1641

Elizabeth Dewell; fEltham 29 VIH 1657), English

political pamphleteer. The younger son of a

country gentleman, he was apprenticed to a

London draper. Imprisoned (1638-40) for printing

and circulating seditious unlicensed books, he

fought in the Parliamentary army (1642-45) but

refused to subscribe to the Solemn League and

Covenant and surrendered his commission (1645).

Continually imprisoned, he wrote a succession of

pamphlets advocating social and constitutional

reforms and with Walwyn and Overton* was a

leader of the Leveller party. Banished (1652-53),

on his return to England he was gaoled for refusing

to promise compliance to the Government. The

Resurrection of John Lilburne now a Prisoner in

Dover Castle (1656) proclaimed his becoming a

Quaker.

England's Birthright Justified (1645; in Tracts on

Liberty in the Puritan Revolution^ III, ed. W.
Haller, 1934); The Legal Fundamental Liberties of
the People ofEngland (1 649 ; in The Leveller Tracts,

ed. W. Haller and G. Davies, 1944).

T. C. Pease, The Leveller Movement (1916);

D. M. Wolfe, Milton in the Puritan Revolution

(1941) and ed., Leveller Manifestoes of the Puritan

Revolution (1944); M. A. Gibb, /. L. the Leveller

(1947); J. Frank, The Levellers (1955); P. Gregg,

Free-Born John (1961); H. N. Brailsford, The
Levellers and the English Revolution (1961).

R.M.W.

Lilienblum, Moishe Leib (*Kaidany, Lithuania

22 X 1843; tOdessa 12 II 1910), Hebrew poet,

essayist, scholar and communal leader. He was
influenced by the teachings of the Russian revolu-

tionary leaders Chemyshevsky* and Pisarev*. His
positivist-Socialist treatise (1878) adapted
the Russian positivists for the Jewish youth. His
most famous book was Chatot Neurim (1876), an
autobiography.

Kehal Refaim (Odessa, 1870); Derech Teshuba
(Warsaw, 1899); Kol Kitvei M, L. L, (4 vols, 1913).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)
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Liliencron, (Friedrich Adolf Axel) Detlev,

Freiherr von (*Kiel 3 VI 1844; ool878 Helene,

Freiin von Bodenhausen; tAlt-Rahlstedt nr

Hamburg 22 VII 1909), German poet and writer.

His father was a customs oflBcial, his mother the

daughter of an American general. He himself

became an officer but resigned in 1875 because of

his debts. Recognition as a poet and writer came
late in life, but has increased steadily since.

Soldiers’ life and his north German home-country

form the basis of all he wrote. Though not a deep

thinker, he was one of the few writers who saw
both sides of military and human experience: the

dirt and the glory. His style is extremely vivid with

colourful sensual impressions producing an effect

not unlike that of a film. The label of impression-

ism with which the critics sought to categorize him
will no longer serve. Liliencron may be considered

a born, utterly undogmatic Naturalist.

Briefs in neuer Auswahl (letters; ed. H. Spiero,

1927).—^Verse in Eng. tr.: Library of the World's

Best Literature (ed. C. D. Warner, 1896-97).

—

Sdmtliche Werke (15 vols, 1904-08); Auswahl (ed.

R. Dehmel, 8 vols, 1911-13, 1922; ed. H. Stem,

1964).

0. J. Bierbaum, D. von L. (1892, 1910); H.
Benzmann, X. (1904, 1912); D, von L. Erinnerungen

und Urteile (ed. F. Bockel, 1912); H. Spiero, X.

(1913); H. Maync, D. von X. (1920).

R.W.L, (K.W.M.)

Liliev, Nikolay, pseud, of Nikolay Mihaylov
(Stara Zagora 26 V 1885; tSofia 6 X 1960),

Bulgarian poet. Educated in France, he was a
leading Symbolist and wrote verse of fine musical

and evocative quality. His critical studies in

Zlatorog, edited by his friend V. Vassilev*,

influenced many after the First World War. His

later life was devoted to literary translation and
directing the National Theatre, Sofia.

Ptitsi V noshta (1918); Lunni petna (1922);

Stihove (1932).

1. Meshekov, N, X. (1936); G. Konstantinov, N,

X. (1963). V,P.

Lilja, Gertrud (*L&ngasj6 15V 1887; ool938 Axel

Johansson), Swedish writer. Lilja’s novels and
short stories have mainly modern themes. She is

more interested in character than in plot and aims

to defend a sensitive conscience, a sense of justice

and unselfishness.

Den ensamma (1926); Paulina (1927); Mamiskor
(1928); Bergakungen (1930); Karl-Uno och sdngers'-

lean (1932); Stundom en idyll (1934); Broken

Andersson och ungdomen (1935); Kvinnorna i

sldkten (1936); Hok och duva (1942); Det hemldsa

hjdrtat (1946); Ndr sommaren dr forliden (1951);

Den enfaldiga (1953); Men somt foilp& hdlleberget

(1955); Ddttrarna (1964).

R. Oldberg, Ndgra moderna svenska forfattare

(1944). C.H.K. a.S.)

Lillo, Baldomero (*Lota 1867; tl923), Chilean

short-story writer. His early life was spent in a

mining area, and in Santiago, where he lived after

1898, he supported the cause of the urban worker.

His stories are among the first in Chile to reflect the

modem social preoccupation of the Spanish-

American novelist.

Sub terra (1904); Sub sol (1907). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Lillo, George (*London 4 II 1693; t3 IX 1739),

English dramatist. The son of a jeweller, Lillo

wrote ballads, operas and domestic tragedies based

on Elizabethan models. B.H.

The Merchant (1731; renamed The London

Merchant^ or The History of George Barnwell);

Fatal Curiosity (1736; ed. W. H. MacBurney,

1966).

—

The Works ofMr George Lillo; with Some
Account of his Life (ed. Thomas Davies, 1810).

P. von Hofmann-Wellenhof, Shakespeare's

Pericles andL.'s Marina (1885); L. Hoffman, G. X.

(1888) ;
W. H. Hudson, A Quiet Comer in a Library

(1915); A. Sherbo, English Sentimental Drama

(1957); E. Bernbaum, Drama of Sensibility (1958).

B.H. (M.Bu.)

Lima, Jorge de (*Uniao, Alagoas 23 IV 1893;

tRio de Janeiro 15 XI 1953), Brazilian poet,

novelist and artist. From 1925 he became an

adherent of Modemismo, exploiting in his poetry

the folk-lore and negro culture of his native region.

His move to Rio de Janeiro in 1930 and his con-

version to Catholicism in 1935 concluded his

regionalist phase, and his subsequent work, under

the influence of Claudel*, Patrice de La* Tour du
Pin and surrealism, represents varying stages of

synthesis between the major poetic forms, the

surrealistic style and image, and his own unlimited

response to the outer world and the spiritual life,

culminating in the epic Invengdo de Orfeu (1952),

probably the most difficult and certainly the finest

achievement of 20th-century Brazilian poetry.

Exploring the common roots of poetic and
religious experience and their manifestations in the

temporal and spatial universe, rich in irony and
allegory and superb in mastery of the resources of

language, Jorge de Lima represents all that is most

expansive, anti-parochial and vital in the Brazilian

scene. His unjustly neglected novels, ranging from

the autobiographical and the socially committed to

surrealist fantasy, complement his poetry.

poetry: Poemas (1927); Novos poemas (1929);

Poemas escolhidos (1932); Tempo e eternidade

(1935; in collab. with Murilo Mendes); A tdnica

inconstitil (1938); Poemas negros (1947); Livro de

sonetos (1949); Anunciag&o e encontro de Mira-Celi

(in Obra poitica, 1950).

—

novels: O anjo (1934);

Calunga (1935); Guerra dentro do beco (1950).

—

COLLECTED WORKS: Obra completa, I (poetry and
essays; 1958); coU. of the main novels (1959).

Crit. essays repr. in Obra completa (1958);
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poet. His best-known work is the ballet Den Stoora

Genius, performed on Charles XT’s 14th birthday,

1669. He also wrote a great deal of elegant occa-

sional verse, and adaptations oftwo of his religious

poems appear in the 1937 Swedish hynmary.

Samlade vitterhetsarbeten af svenska forfattare

frdn Stjerhhjelm till Dalin (ed. P. Hanselli, 1866).

E. Ingers, E. L. (1908). C.H.K.

Lindstrom, SionoD, pen-name Tristan (*Lidhult

19 IV 1892; fLund 1 V 1950), Swedish writer.

Lindstrom’s favourite genre was the philosophical

tale in prose and verse, which he invested with his

own highly personal touch. His tone was both

playful and bitter, pessimistic but heroic.

Sagorpd vers och prosa (1948).

O. Holmberg, S. L. (1951). C.H.K.

Ling M£ng-ch*u (DWu-ch'dng 1580; tl9 II 1644),

Chinese writer, is chiefly remembered for his

collection of stories, Ch'u-k^o p*o-an ching~chU

(1628) and £rh-k*o p^o-an ching<lii (1632), written

under the influence of Feng* M6ng-lung’s three

collections. Eleven of his stories were included with

the 29 by F6ng in the popular anthology Chin-ku

dCi-kuan,

Sel. tr. in The Courtesan's Jewel Box (tr. H.-Y.

and G. Yang, Peking, 1957). A.R.D.

Ling, Pehr Henrik (*S. Ljunga 15 XI 1776;

tStockholm 3 V 1839), Swedsh poet. The 18th-

century Gothic renaissance in Sweden inspired

him to create a Nordic mythology for educational

and patriotic purposes; but his many historical

plays were unsuccessful and his epics Gylfe (1810)
and Asame (1816-26) did not fare much better.

Samlade arbeten (1859-66).

C. A. Westerblad, L. Tidshistoriska under^

sokningar (4 vols, 1913-46). C.H.K.

Lingard, John (*Winchester 5 II 1771 ; fHomby
17 VII 1851), English Roman Catholic historian

whose lucid, factually accurate History was
avowedly aimed at convincing his countrymen that

they misunderstood his Church.

Antiquities of the Anglo-Saxon Church (2 vols,

1806) ; History ofEnglandfrom First Invasion by the

Romans to the Accession of William and Mary in

1688 (1819-30).

M. Haile and E. Bonney, Life and Letters of
/. L. (1911); J. Fletcher, /. L. (1925).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Linklater, Eric (Robert Russell) (Penarth,
Wales 1899; ool933 Marjorie MacIntyre),

Scottish novelist, dramatistandjournalist, assistant

editor Times of India, Bombay (1925-27), assistant

in English, Aberdeen University (1927-28) and
Rector (1945-48). His travels in America and the

East colour his writings. A brilliant and witty

writer of picaresque novels, plays and dialogues,

he is also a sound biographer and military publi-

cist. He has more recently turned to history.

fiction: Juan in America (1931); Magnus
Merriman (1934); Juan in China (1937); Private

Angelo (1946); Position at Noon (1958).— TTie

Stories ofE, L. (1968).—autobiography: The Man
on My Back (1941); A Year of Space (1953);

Fanfare for a Tin Hat (1970).

—

^various: The

Cornerstones (1941); The Raft and Socrates Asks

Why (1942); The Great Ship and Rabelais Replies

(1944); The Art of Adventure (1947).

—

^biography

AND history: Ben Jonson and King James (1931);

Mary Queen of Scots (1933); Robert the Bruce

(1934); The Campaign in Italy (1951); The Prince

in the Heather (1965); The Survival of Scotland

(1968). G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

Linna, VXin5 (*Urjala 20 XII 1920; ool945

Kerttu Seuri), Finnish novelist. Abandoning the

life of a farm labourer, he worked in a Tampere
factory until enlisted for military service. He saw
action during the Continuation War (1941-44) and
afterwards returned to a factory job until becoming

a full-time writer in 1955. He still lives in Tampere
and his work has been influenced by the working-

class intellectual movement associated with the

Tampere Library. Linna’s major novels examine

the feelings and response of ordinary people to war
(Tuntematon sotilas) and to rapid social change

(Tddlld Pohjantdhden alia). His themes are the

universal problems of man set in a Finnish back-

ground. The characterization of troops and work-

ing people is uncompromisingly realistic and

depends much on Finnish peasant humour and the

subtle nuances of dialect. The combination of the

universal and the vernacular explains Linna’s

popularity both abroad and in Finland, where his

major works are the most widely read of any

Finnish author and have been adapted for stage

and cinema. Most critics regard Linna as the

successor of Sillanpaa* and the oustanding novelist

of his generation.

novels: Pddmddrd (1947); Musta rakkaus

(1948); Tuntematon sotilas (1954; tT. The Unknown
Soldier, 1957); Tddlld Pohjantdhden alia (3 vols,

1959-62; Id, sousVetoile polaire, I and II, tr. J.-J.

Fol, 1962-63).

M. Kurjensaari, ‘V. L. ja “Tuntematon sotilas”’

in Tuntematon sotilas (1956 ed.); M. Kuusi,

‘Kansalliskirjailija’ in Pamasso (1960); E. Hakli,

‘Tuntemattoman sotilaan kflannoksista’ in Biblio-

philos (1961); K. Laitinen, ‘Two aspects of war:
V. L. and Veijo Meri’ in Books Abroad (1962);

N.-B. Storbom, V, L, (1964). M.A,B.

Linnaeus: see Linn6, Carl von.

Linnankoski, Johannes, pseud, of Johan Viktor
Peltonen (*Askola 18 X 1869; ool899 E. J.
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Druger; fHelsinki 10 VIII 1913), Finnish author.

His literary career began in the 1890s, but he
attracted notice only in 1903, when the play

Ikuinen taistelu (‘The Eternal Struggle’) appeared

under his pseudonym. The peak of his reputation

was reached with Laulu tulipumisesta kukasta

(1905; The Song of the Blood-Red Flower^ tr. W.
Worster, 1920). In this and in subsequent novels

criticism has discovered the influence of Selma
Lagerlof"^. His best book is Pakolaiset (1908;

Fugitifs, tr. J.-L. Ferret, 1926). As a writer he is

remarkable for his honesty, romantic idealism and
psychological understanding. Linnankoski was a

practical idealist, much of whose work lay outside

literature.

NOVELS AND STORIES: Taistelu Heikkildn talosta

(1907; La fermUre de Heikkild, tr. J.-L. Ferret,

1942); Sirpaleita (1913); Hilja maitotytto (1920).

—

plays: Kirot (1907); Simson ja Delila (1911);

Jeftan tytdr (1911).

—

Kootut teokset (coll, works;

3 vols, 1908-15).

W. Soderhjelm, /. L. (1918); A. Anttila, V. P,

—

/. L. (2 vols, 1921-2^ and /. L:en ^Ikuinen

taistelu^ (1922); L. Valkama, Tutkimus /. L:en

^Pakolaisten^ tyylistd (1951), W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Liim6 (Linnaeus), Carl von (*Stenbrohult 23 V
1707; tUppsala 10 I 1778), Swedish naturalist.

Though he did not write any strictly literary work,

he was a pioneer of Swedish culture by virtue of

his clear and straightforward style and his almost

idyllic preoccupation with his own country in a

period of political stress and overwhelming

influences from abroad. The personal Nemesis

theory which he worked out later in life is in many
points worthy of Strindberg*. C.H.K.

Skrifter av Carl von Linnd (ed. Vetenskaps-

akademin, 1905-13).—Cat. of the works of L. pub.

in Sandbergs Antikvariatsjorteckning (1957).

T. M. Fries, L. (2 vols, 1903); K. Hagberg, C. L.

(1939; tr. A. Blair, 1952); E. Maknstrom, C. von L.

Geniets kamp for klarhet (1964). C.H.K. (I.S.)

Linschoten, Jan Huyghen van (*Haarlem 1563;

001595 Reynou Meynertsd. Semeynsz.; fEiik-

huizen 8 11 1611), Dutch writer. As clerk to the

Archbishop ofGoa (1583-89) he collected informa-

tion about the coastal regions of the Indian Ocean
and the Facific. From 1589 to 1591 he was Fugger’s

agent in the Azores and made (1594-95) two
unsuccessful journeys with Houtman in search of

the Northern Fassage. J.J.M,

Itinerario, voyage ofte schipvaert naer Oost ofte

Portugaels Indien (ed. L.-Vereeniging, 3 vols, 1910,

1934); Reysgheschrift; Extract ende sommier van

edle renten ,,,des Conincks van Spaengien;

Beschryvinghe van de gantsche Caste van Guinea

(1596); Journalen of his journeys to the North
(1601; ed. L.-Vereeniging, 1914).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Lins do Rggo Cavalcanti, Josi (*Filar, Faraiba 3

VII 1901; tRio de Janeiro 12 IX 1957), Brazilian

novelist. A leading member of the group of writers

concerned with the social and economic problems

ofthe Brazilian North-East, his first series ofnovels

was centred on the symbol of the ‘sugar-cane

cycle’, from germination to grinding in the mill and

thence to the refinery. Abundant and improvisa-

tory, the formal weakness of his fiction is compen-

sated by its humanity and invention.

Menino do engenho (1932); Doidinho (1933);

Bangui (1934); O moleque Ricardo (1935); Usina

(1936); Pureza (1937); Pedra Bonita (1938); Aguor

mSe (1941); Fogo morto (1943); Ewridice (1947);

Os cangaceiros (1953).

H. J. Maxwell, L, do R*s Sociological Novels

(1954); Jos6 Aderaldo CasteUo, J, L, do R,: Moder-

nismo e regionalismo (1961). J.T.B.

Linton, Eliza Lynn (*Keswick 10 II 1822; ool858

William Linton; fLondon 14 VII 1898), English

novelist of large output, successful professional

journalist, severe critic of ‘the modern girl’.

Azeth the Egyptian (1846); Joshua Davidson

(1872); Autobiography of Christopher Kirkland

(1885; largely autobiog., but with sexes changed);

The Girl of the Period^ and other Essays (1883);

My Literary Life (ed. B. Harriden, 1899).

G. S. Layard, E, X. X., Her Life, Letters and

Opinions (1901). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Lippi, Lorenzo, also known under the anagram-

matic pseud, of Ferlone Zipou (*Florence 3 V
1606; 001646 Elisabetta Susini; 15 IV 1664),

Italian poet and painter. Lippi drew the subject for

his burlesque poem II Malmantile Racquistato from

Basile’s* Pentameron, The poem is remarkable for

the lively, though veiled, allusions to Florentine

personalities and scenes; also for its comical and

colloquial style and language.

U Malmantile Racquistato (1676; with comm, by

Fuccio Lamoni [anag. of Faolo Minucci], 1750).

G. Zaccagnini, Velemento satirico nello *Scherno

degli DeV e nel ^MalmantiW (1897); A. Alterocca,

La vita e Topera poetica e pittorica di X. X. (1914);

L. Falumbo, ‘II “Malmantile Racquistato” di

L. L.’ in Gymnasium, XXX (1955). U.L.

Lipsius, Justus (Issche 18 X 1547; fLouvain 23

IV 1606), Dutch classical scholar and philosopher,

Frofessor at Jena, Leiden and Louv^, today noted

mainly for his epoch-making edition of Tacitus*

(1574). In his own time he was widely known for his

works on ancient Stoicism and especially for his

very influential treatise De Constantia (1584), advo-

cating a Christianized Stoicism; it was frequently

translated (Eng. tr. Sir John Stradling, 1594, ed. R.

Kirk and C. M. Hall, 1939; Dutch tr. J. Mouren-

torf, 1584, ed. H. van Crombruggen, 1948; Ger,

tr. A. Viritius, 1599, ed. L. Forster, 1965) and.
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through Du* Vair and P. Charron*, influenced

Corneille*. With M. A. Muret*, Lipsius inaugu-

rated the European vogue of the terse and epi-

grammatic prose style, based on Tacitus and

Seneca*, of which Bacon’s* Essays (1597) is the

best-known English example. Iffis manual of

Politics (1590; Eng. tr. W. Jones, 1594) was

important in its day and involved him in a

controversy with Coomhert*.

Opera omnia (4 vols, 1675).

F. van der Haeghen, Bibliographie Lipsienne

(1880); L. Zanta, La renaissance du stotcisme au

16e siicle (1914); T. van de Bilt, L: De Constantia

en Seneca (1940; G. Williamson, The Senecan

Amble (1950); J. L. Saunders, /. L. the Philosophy

of Renaissance Stoicism (1955); G. Oestreich,

‘J. L. in sua re’ in Festgabe fur Fritz Neubert

(1965); M. Croll, Style, Rhetoric and Rhythm

(1966); A. Gerlo, H. D. L. Vervliet and I. Vertes-

sen. La correspondance de /. L. conservee au Musee
Plantin (1967); A. Gerlo and H. D. L. Vervliet,

Inventaire de la correspondance de J» L. (1968);

G. Giildner, Das Toleranzproblem in den Nieder-

landen im Ausgang des 16. Jahrhunderts (1968);

H. D. L. Vervliet, L'sjeugd (1 969). L.W.F.

Lisan al-Din ibn al-Khaffi (1313; tl374), Arabic

writer. He was a vizier of the Nasrid IGngs of

Granada and ended his life in prison, at the hands
of assassins hired by powerful enemies. He is

known both as a historian and as a poet. S.M.S.

A. R. Nykl, Hispano^Arabic Poetry (1946);

S. M. Stern, Les chansons mozarabes (Palermo,

1953). S.M.S. (R.O.)

Lisitzki, Ephraim (*Minsk 31 I 1885), Hebrew
poet, who emigrated to America before the First

World War. He is the most prolific and versatile

of all American Hebrew poets. His first collection

of lyrics and poems, Shirim, appeared in 1928.

Naftule Elohim (1934); Medorot Doachot (1937);

Be-Oholei Kush (Negro songs; 1953); Anshei

Middot (1958), S,A. (M.Ge. ; Y.F.)

Idsky, I. A., pseud, of Summer Fuchs (*eastern

Galicia 1903), Yiddish novelist.

Productivisatsia (London, 1937); For, du kleiner

kozak {ibid., 1942); Melokho bezoyn {ibid., 1947).

J.S.

L’lsle, or Lisle, William (*Tandridge, Surrey

71569; fWilbraham XI 1637), English verse

translator, best known as a l^e Anglo-Saxon
scholar. From Eton he went to King’s College,

Cambridge (Fellow 1592); later Esquire Extra-

ordinary to James* I. L’Isle’s Old English studies

were primarily to establish the doctrinal position
of the early Church in England.

The Faire AethiopUm (tr. of Heliodorus; 1631;

2nded. 1638); VirgiPs Eclogues (tr.; 1628); Foure

Bookes ofDu Bartas (tr.; 1638).

—

A Saxon Treatise

Concerning The Old and New Testament (1623;

reissued as Divers Ancient Monuments in the Saxon
Tongue, 1638).

E. N. Adams, Old English Scholarship (1917).

B.L.J, (R.M.W.)

Lista y Arag6n, Alberto (*Seville 1775; ^ibid. 5 X
1848), Spanish poet. He took religious Orders and
was Professor of mathematics, history and the

humanities at Seville and at the college of San
Mateo in Madrid. Keeping a perfect equilibrium

between 18th-century neo-classicism and 19th-

century Romanticism, this intelligent, tolerant

priest exercised a deep influence on his disciples

(Espronceda*, Ventura de la Vega*), made an
interesting adaptation of Pope’s* Dunciad, intro-

duced some metric innovations and, faithful to the

models of the old Sevillian school of poetry, wrote

good poems on religious subjects, e.g. his famous
ode A la muerte de Jesus. Although generally less

good on philanthropic subjects, his celebrated

Himno al desgraciado is interesting.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXVII; Ensayos

literarios y criticos (1844); Poesias ineditas (ed.

J. M. de Cossfo, 1927).

J. C. J. Metford, ‘A. L. and the Romantic move-
ment in Spain’ in Liverpool Stud, in Span. Lit., 1

(1940); H. Juretschke, Vida, obra y pensamiento de

A. L. (1951). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Lithgow, William (*Lanark 1582; ^ibid. 71645),

Scottish traveller. His peregrinations ranged from
the Shetlands to Tunis and from Hungary to Spain,

over 19 years. His autobiographical travel-tale is

vivid and fascinating reading.

The Totall Discourse of Rare Adventures and
Painful Peregrinations (1632; repr. 1906); A True

and Experimental Discourse upon the last siege of
Breda (1637); The Siege of Newcastle (1645);

Poems (ed. J. Maidment, 1863).

S. C. Chew in The Crescent and the Rose (1937);

B. Penrose in Urbane Travelers 1591-1635 (1942).

J.K.

Littr6, Eme.e (*Paris 1 II 1801; ffb/d. 2 VI 1881),

French writer. Littr6 was the chief exponent of
materialistic positivism, in a period which pinned
its faith to science. He played a political role in the

Third Republic, becoming a deputd in 1871 and a
Senator in 1875. His learning was deep and varied.

His chief work remains his dictionary, which is a
treasure-house of modem French.

Analyse raisonnie du cours de philosophie positive

(1845); Histoire de la langue frangaise (1862);
Dictionnaire de la langue frangaise (1863-72);
A. Comte et la philosophie positive (1863); La
science au point de vue philosophique (1873).

C. A. Sainte-Beuve, Notice sur L, (1863); M. de
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Fleury, tloge de L. (1920); J. Fileyosant, L, poite

(1933). M.G.; J.P.R.

Litwos: see Sienkiewicz, Henryk.

Liu An (tl22 b.c.), Chinese writer. Liu, grandson

of the first Han Emperor, Kao-tsu, became King
of Huai-nan in 164. He gave his patronage to

poets, writers and Taoist adepts. The book Huai-

nan tzU, ascribed to him, is considered to be the

work both of Liu and of his proteges. This finely

written collection of philosophic essays, though

predominantly Taoist in tone, embraces many
schools of earlier and contemporary thought.

More than half of the book was lost at an early

date. Liu and his court also produced many fu-

poems (126 were collected in the Han imperial

library) and are likely to have been concerned in

the transmission of the anthology CKu-tz^u,

HuaUnan tzu (part, trs: E. Morgan, ‘The
Operations and Manifestations ofTao Exemplified

in History’ in Jour. N. China Branch Roy. Asiat.

Soc., LII, 1922, ‘An Ancient Philosopher’s View
of the Perfect Life’ in Asiat. Rev., XJH, 1925 and
Tao, the Great Luminant, 1933 ; B. E. Wallacker,

The Huai-nan-tzu, Book Eleven, 1962).—^FU-

POEMs: Chao-yin shih (tr. D. Hawkes in Ch*u Tz*u:

The Songs of the South, 1959).

E. Erkes, ‘Das Weltbild des Huai-nan-tze’ in

Ostasiatische Zeitschrift (1917). A.R.D.

Liu Cm (DCh'ing-fien 1 VII 1311; tl6 V 1375),

Chinese poet and scholar. Liu was among the

principal advisers of the first Ming Emperor in his

struggle for the throne and for a time after his

accession (1368). A prolific poet of considerable

merit, he also left a small book of philosophic

dialogues, Yu-li tzU, sceptical in spirit.

Ch*ing-i po chi (coll, works; sel. trs in: H. A.
Giles, Gems of Chinese Literature, 2nd ed. 1923;

G. Margouli^, Anthologie raisonnde de la littera-

ture chinoise, 1948). A.R.D.

Liu Chih-chi (DP'dng-ch'eng 661 ; fAn-chou 721),

Chinese historian. Liu is regarded as the founder

of historical criticism in China with his Shih-t^img

(completed 710). The work is divided into ‘inner’

(discussing historical presentation) and ‘outer’

chapters (containing his criticisms of earlier

histories).

E. G. Pulleyblank, ‘Chinese historical criticism:

Liu Chih-chi and Ssu-ma Kuang’ in Historians of
China and Japan (ed. with W. G. Beasley; 1961).

A.R.D.

Liu Hsiang (DFdng 79; tS B.c.), Chinese scholar.

Liu held office under Emperors Hsuan, Yuan and
Ch‘eng. He took part as a Ku-liang scholar in the

Shih-ch*u discussions on the classics (51), but his

great work, completed by his son Liu* Hsin, was
the collation of the books of the imperial library

(26 onwards). He prepared a description of each

book and these descriptions he later collected

under the title Pieh-lu, thus becoming China’s first

bibliographer. His Shuo-yuan, Hsin-hsu and Lieh-

nil chum {The Position of Women in Early China,

tr. A. R. O’Hara, 1945) are collections of historical

material with a moral intention. He is also said to

have edited the famous anthology CEu-tz% which

contains nine of his own/w-poems {Ch^u Tz‘u: The

Songs of the South, tr. D. Hawkes, 1959).

A.R.D.

Liu Hsieh (DTung-kuan c. 465; fc. 522), Chinese

literary critic. Liu held a court post under Liang

Wu-ti (c. 520) and became intimate with the heir-

apparent Hsiao* T'ung, who greatly admired his

Win-hsin tiao-lung (501-502; The Literary Mind
and the Carving of Dragons, tr. V. Y.-C. Shih,

1959). In this work, Liu treats the origin of literary

forms which he derives in every case from the

Confucian classics, and the psychology and tech-

nique of writing. A.R.D.

Liu Hsin (nFSng c. 46 b.c.; tA.D. 23), Chinese

scholar. Liu, who had assisted his father, Liu*

Hsiang, in his bibliographical labours, succeeded

to his office and completed his work. His ‘Seven

Summaries’ (ChH-lueh), an annotated catalogue of

the imperial collection, was largely incorporated

by Pan* Ku in his Han shu (Ch. 30). He also

obtained official recognition of the ‘old* texts of

the classics. K*ang* Yu-wei wrongly contended

that he forged them, particularly the Tso-chuan

and Chou-li, to support Wang Mang’s usurpation

of the empire.

B, Karlgren, ‘On the nature and history of the

Tso chuan’ in Goteborgs Hdgskolas Arsskrift,

XXXII (1926) and ‘The early history of the Chou
li and Tso chuan texts’ in Bull. Mus. Far Eastern

Antiq., Ill (1931); H. Masp6ro, ‘La composition

et la date du Tso tchuan’ in Melanges chinois et

bouddhiques, I (1932). A.R.D.

Liu O (aTan-t'u 18 X 1857; tHi 23 VIII 1909),

Chinese novelist and scholar, received an uncon-

ventional education through his father’s interest in

Western sciences. Beginning as a doctor, he later

engaged in river conservancy and the promotion of

railways and mines. He was banished to Hi (1908).

His only novel, Lao-ts^an yu-chi (first pub. 1904-

07), which was an attack upon the administrative

system, has been justly acclaimed. Among the first

to realize the significance of the Yin oracle-bones,

he gathered and published reproductions of a large

epigraphic collection.

Lao-ts^an yu-chi (20 chs; The Travels of Lao
Ts'an, tr. H. Shadick, 1952; supp., 6 chs, 1935; tr.

Lin Yutang in Widow, Nun and Courtesan, 1951).

J. Prfigek, ‘Liu O et son roman le Pdlerinage du
Vieux Boiteux’ in Archiv Orientdlni, XV (1946).

A.R.D.
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Liu PAi-Yti (*Pekmg 1915), Chinese short-story

writer and essayist, who published his first collec-

tion (Ts'ao-yiian shang) in 1937, is best known for

his war stories. A writer with considerable descrip-

tive powers, he maintained some individuality

amid the imposed stereotypes of the 1950s and

1960s.

ncnoN: Hm-kuang tsai cKien (1950; Flames

Ahead, Peking, 1954); Ts"ao-cKen Hu tien-chung

(1952; Six AM. and Other Stories, Peking, 1953).

—^essays; Hung ma-nao chi (1962; sel. tr. in

Chinese Lit., 1959, No. 11; 1960, Nos 7 and 11;

1961, Nos 2 and 6; 1963, No. 3). A.R.D.

Liu Shih-p‘ei (Dl-chfing 26 V 1884; fPeking 20 XI
1919), Chinese scholar. Liu, himself the last of a

distinguished scholarly family, was among the last

important scholars in the native tradition. Between

1903 and 1909 he engaged in revolutionary activi-

ties and was interested in socialism and anarchism.

Then he swung to an anti-revolutionary position.

In 1915 he supported the attempt to make Yiian

Shih-k'ai Emperor.

Liu Sh^n-shu hsien-shing Ushu (coll, scholarly

works; 1941).—M. Gaster, Chinese Intellectuals

and the Revolution of1911 (1969). A.R.D.

Liu TsuNG-YilAN (DHo-tung 773; fLiu-chou 819),

Chinese essayist and poet. Liu’s career at the

capital was cut short when he was involved in the

downfall ofWang Shu-w6n, who had held the chief

political power in 805. He was banished to a
provincial post at Yung-chou, Hunan. In 815 the

supporters of Wang Shu-wSn were recalled but
sent once again to the provinces; Liu went to Liu-

chou, Kwangsi.

Although later acclaimed one of the ‘eight

[prose] masters of the Tang and Sung dynasties’

and thus a model for ku-wen (‘old-style’) prose, he
played a less active part in the T’ang ku-win move-
ment than his friend Han^ Yu. He lacked Han’s
self-confidence and did not gather disciples; he
adhered to Buddhism of a contemplative kind in

contrast to the other’s dogmatic Confucianism. His
long stay inYung-chou enabled him to make many
excursions to famous beauty-spots and, in des-

cribing these, he produced a new essay-genre, yu-

chi (‘records of travel’). Revealing a great love of
nature, these essays contain some of China’s finest

descriptive prose. The same excellence in descrip-

tion of nature appears in his poetry. In the field of
scholarship he produced a critical study of the early
historical work, Kuo-yu.

Liu Hchtung chi (coll, works; sel. trs in: H. A.
Giles, Gems of Chinese Literature, II, 2nd ed.

1923; W. Bynner, The Jade Mountain, 1929; S.

Jenyns, Selections From the Three Hundred Poems
of the Tang Dynasty, 1940, and A Further Selec-

tion, 19U).
A. R. Davis, ‘The fortunate banishment—^Liu

Tsung-yiian in Yung-chou’ in Jour. Orient. Soc.

Australia, IV.2 (1966; inch tr, of the ‘Eight

Records of Yung-chou’). A.R.D.

Liu YO-hsi (QLo-yang 772; t842'), Chinese poet.

Liu was, like his friend Liu* Tsung-yuan, involved

in Wang Shu-wen’s downfall (805). He spent 805-

827 in provincial exile, during which he encoun-

tered popular songs for w'hich he wrote words.

Thereby he contributed to the development of the

rz'w-poem. Perhaps under his iniluence, his friend

Po* Chii-i wrote similar song-words.

Liu Pin-k*o wen-chi (coll, works ; sel. trs in: H. A.

Giles, Gems of Chinese Literature, 2nd ed. 1923;

W. Bynner, The Jade Mountain, 1929; G. Margou-

li^s, Anthologie raisonnee de la litterature cliinoise,

1948). A.R.D.

Liu Yung (DCh'ung-an, Fukien first half 11th

century), Chinese poet, passed the metropolitan

examination in 1034, but achieved only minor

provincial posts. He made a great contribution to

the development of the Sung /r'/Myric, turning it

towards an increased colloquial diction and longer

forms with more detailed descriptions.

Yueh-chang chi (coll, /r'w; scl. tr. in Anthologie

de la poesie chinoise classique, ed. P. Demicville,

1962). A.R.D.

Liutprand of Cremona (*?Pavia c. 920; t972), of

Lombard birth, attached himself to the Emperor

Otto I, who made him Bishop of Cremona (961).

His Relatio de legatione Constantinopolitana is a

rhetorical, amusing and pedantic description of his

mission to Byzantium. His Antapodosis (‘Tit-for-

Tat’), an earlier work, in prose and verse, is, in

spite of its diffuse and gossiping character, a

bdstorical work of some value, as is his short Gesta

Ottonis.

Ed. J. Becker (1915).

F. A. Wright, The Works of L. of C. (1930);

M. Lintzel, Studien uber L. von C. (1933).

F.J.E.R.

Livesay, Dorothy (*Winnipeg, Manitoba 12 X
1909 ; 001937 Duncan C. Macnair [tl959]),

Canadian poet who has been welfare worker,

English teacher in Zambia and University writer-

in-residence. Her work is characterized by sim-

plicity and muted rhythm, and much of it is

devoted to direct and indirect social protest.

Green Pitcher (1928); Poems for People (1947);

New Poems (1955); SelectedPoems (1957); Unquiet

Bed (1967); Documentaries (1968).

M. W. Steinberg, ‘D. L., poet of affirmation’ in

Brit. Columbia Libr. Quart., XXIV (1960).

R.Su.

LWiJn, Clas (Skfinninge 12 XI 1781 ; tStockholm
12 X 1844), Swedish neo-Romantic author. His
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Samvetets harpa (1822), modelled on E. T. A.
Hoffmann*, was the first fantastic tale in Swedish
literature. His best book is Spader dame (1824),
whose typically Romantic hero reflects much of
Livijn himself.

Samlade skrifter (ed. A. I. Arwidsson, 2 vols,

1850-52).

J. Mortensen, C. L. (1913). C.H.K.

Livingstone, David (*Blantyre, Lanarkshire 19 III

1813; 001844 Mary Moffatt; fUala 1 V 1873),
Scottish missionary and explorer. Worked in a
cotton-mill from the age of ten; qualified as a
medical missionary and set out for Bechuanaland
in 1840. Discovered the Victoria Falls of the
Zambesi; explored the Zambesi, 1858-63; and in

1866-71 explored the country between Nyasa and
Tanganyika. He opened up all Central Africa to

Christianity; was the means of abolishing the slave

trade; and explored vast tracts of Africa with
heroic courage and scientific thoroughness.

Missionary Travels (1857); The Zambesi and its

Tributaries (1865); Last Journals (1874); The
Zambesi Journal (ed. J. P. R. Wallis, 1956).

W. G. Blaikie, Personal Life of D. L. (1880);
H. Johnston, L. and the Exploration of Central

Africa (1891); H. G. Adams, 2). L. (1922); R.
Coupland, L's Last Journey (1945). J.K.

Livingstone, Douglas (James) (*Kuala Lumpur
5 I 1932), South African poet. After 13 years in

Rhodesia, he now works as a bacteriologist in

Durban.

The Skull in the Mud (1960); Sjambok and Other
Poems From Africa (1964); Eyes Closed Against the

Sun (1970). U.U.

Livius Andronicus, Lucius (second half of 3rd
century b.c.). Greek-born schoolmaster, the first to

translate Greek tragedies and comedies for per-

formance at the Roman festivals. Fragments of
eight tragedies and three comedies survive, as also

of a translation into Saturnian verses of Homer’s*
Odyssey which was still read in Horace’s* boy-
hood. In 207 he composed a choral hymn in honour
of Juno, the style of which struck the historian

Livy* as crude in the extreme.

E. H. Warmington, Remains of Old Latin, II

(with tr.; 1936).

E. Fraenkel, ‘L. A.’ in A. Pauly, G. Wissowa et

ah, ReaUEncyclopddie der classischen Altertums-

wissenschaft, supp. V, 598 ff. (1931); S. Mariotti,

Livio Andronico e la traduzione artistica (Milan,

1952). H.D.J.

Livius de Frulovisiis, Trrus (Ferrara c. 1400),

humanist, Latin playwright and historian. After

teaching as a schoolmaster in Venice, where his

satiric comedies won him hostility, he came to

England and was appointed poet and orator to the

IIVY

Duke of Gloucester. Later, however, he returned
to Italy. He dedicated his Vita Henrici Quinti to

Henry VI. S.J.L.

Vita Henrici fitter/ (ed. T. Hearne, 1716); Opera
inedita (ed. C. W. Previte-Orton, 1932).

R. Weiss, ‘Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, and
T. L. F.’ in Fritz Saxl: Memorial Essays (ed. D. J.

Gordon, 1957). S.J.L. (Tor.)

Livy (Titus Livius) (Padua 59 b.c.
; ^ibid. a.d. 17),

Roman historian. Livy devoted almost all his life

to his ^eat history ofRome in 142 books from the

beginnings to the death of Drusus in 9 b.c. The
work is divided into decads and pentads—1-5 the

legendary period up to the Gallic conquest, 6-15

to the beginning of the Punic Wars, 21-30 the

Second Punic War, 31-45 the Macedonian Wars.
The treatment was annalistic up to Book 109,

where the dvil wars rendered that method unsuit-

able. Of this vast work only 35 books remain (1-10,

21-45). Periochae or summaries of the missing

books (except 136 and 137) are extant, and a very

few fragments of the text itself have been found.

Livy wishes to present a splendid panorama of

Roman greatness rather than to appraise facts and
analyse causes, and accordingly he is frequently

content with a superficial estimation or arbitrary

selection of authorities, while invaluable primary

sources are neglected. For the early period Livy

follows Valerius* Antias and Claudius* Quadri-

garius, to whom Polybius* and Coelius* Antipater

are added from 20 onwards. In literary powers Livy

has had few equals. His style is plain and manly in

narrative, bold and colourful in speeches, and
wonderfully sustained and consistent throughout.

In portrayal of character he is rivalled only by
Tacitus*, whom he perhaps surpasses in the

subtlety of his psychology. In antiquity Livy

enjoyed high esteem but the parent work was
replaced for the general reading public by epi-

tomes. There is no indication of the survival of a

complete Livy after the time of Priscian*.

J.A.W.

Ed. R. S. Conway et al (Bks 1-35; 5 vols,

1914-65); ed. with comm. W. Weissenbom and
H. J. Muller (10 vols, 1880-1924); R. M. Ogilvie,

A Commentary on Z., Books 1-5 (1965).—^Trs:

B. O. Foster et al (14 vols, with gen. index, 1919-

59); A. de Selincourt, L,: The Early History of
Rome (Bks 1-5; 1960) and L.: The War With

Hannibal (Bks 21-30; 1965).

H. Taine, Essai sur Tite-Live (8th ed. 1910); H.
Bomecque, Tite~Live (1933); A. Klotz, Livius und
seine Vorgdnger (1940^1; repr. 1964); M. L. W,
Laistner, The Greater Roman Historians (1947);

A. H, McDonald, ‘The style of L.’ in Jour. Roman
Stud., XLVII (1957); R. Syme, ‘L. and Augustus’

in Harvard Stud, in Class. Philol., LXIV (1959);

P. G, Walsh, L,: His Historical Aims and Methods
(1961); Latin Historians (ed. T. A. Dorey, 196©.

J.D.
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Ljubisa, Stjepan Mitrov (*Budva 28 II 1824;

tVienna 11 XI 1878), Montenegrin writer. Self-

educated, he read widely and entered politics. His

stories of his own region, in its own dialect, have

particular philological and ethnological interest.

Pripovijesti crnogorske i primotske (1875);

Pricanja Vuka Dojcevica (1877); Pripovijesti

(1882); Celokupna dela (2 vols, 1930); Pripovetke

(sel. stories; 1969).

V. Latkovic, 5*. M. L. (1964). V.J.

Llorente, Teodor (*1836; tl^ll), the most promi-

nent of the poets who contributed to reviving

Catalan literature in Valencia. He translated

Goethe’s* Faust and many modern writers into

Spanish. J.M.B. i R. (G.W.R.)

Lloyd, Evan (*Llanycil, Merioneth 15 IV 1734;

^ibid. 26 1 1776), Anglo-Welsh poet, was friendly

with Henry Bilston Legge, John Wilkes* and
David Garrick*. His satirical verse varies from
doggerel to polished couplet, from cool wit to

harsh invective. The Methodist (1766) was declared

to be libellous and Lloyd was imprisoned in the

King’s Bench prison in V 1768. C.P.

The Powers of the Pen (1766; 1768); The Curate

(1766, 1832); Conversation (1767); An Epistle to

David Garrick {lllZ).—Poetical Works (1840).

E. Alfred Jones, ‘Two Welsh correspondents of

John Wilkes’ in Y Cymmrodor, XXIX (1919);

C. Price, ‘David Garrick and E. L.’ in Rev. Eng.
Stud., new ser., II (1952), ‘The unpublished letters

of E. L.’ in Jour. Nat. Libr, Wales, VIII (1953-54)

and A Man of Genius and a Welchman (inaugural

lecture, U. C. Swansea; 1963). C.P. (M.W.T.)

Llull, Ramon (*Palma de Mallorca 1235; t?1315),
Catalan poet, writer and philosopher. In his youth
he married and wrote lyric poetry in the style of
the troubadours, but destroyed his poems and
abandoned his family following a religious crisis.

His main purpose thenceforth became the conver-
sion of the infidels. He urged upon Christian

missionaries a full study and understanding of
Hebrew, Arabic and Oriental languages, religions

and thought, so that they should be fully equipped
to discuss other religions and show the superiority

of Christianity. He himself knew Arabic and wrote
some of his works in that tongue. A man of tireless

energy, he spent over 30 years travelling through
Europe and North Africa preaching, debating and
writing. He urged unwilling Popes and Kings to
summon a Council to convert the infidels and to
unite all the orders of knighthood for a Crusade,

His extant works number 243 and include
several versions, in Latin and Catalan, of his

ambitious and monumental Ars magna, an
abstruse method of thought which set out, with the
aid of diagrams, to provide an answer to all philo-

sophical and theological problems. Other funda-
mental works are the Libre de contemplacio en Deu,

a lengthy encyclopaedia of medieval thought, and

the Libre del gentil e los tres savis, in which a

Gentile presides over a rational and amical dispute

between a Jew, a Muslim and a Christian. He also

wrote an influential treatise on chivalry, the Libre

de rOrde de cavalieria.

Llull is the author of the first novel written in a

Romance language, Blanquerna (c. 1 285), a vivid

and well-constructed utopia in which the five

essential stages of existence, as Llull saw them, are

displayed; after describing the marriage of

Blanquerna’s parents, Llull shows his hero

successively as a monk. Bishop, Pope and hermit.

The novel also contains a masterpiece of mysticism,

the Libre d'Amich e Amat, Felix, or Libre de

meravellas, is a typical medieval dialogue on the

marvels of the physical world; attached to it is the

Libre de las besties, a collection of animal fables of

Oriental origin. Llull also wrote a considerable

amount of poetry, of strictly didactic purpose, in

a Provengalized language; the best-known are the

autobiographic poems Lo desconort and the Cant

de Ramon, Most of the rest of his vast output was

in Latin on philosophical and theological subjects.

His influence in the later Middle Ages and beyond

was profound, and many apocryphal exploits and

works were attributed to him. He was beatified by

the Roman Catholic Church.

Obres essencials (intro. J. Rubio, 2 vols, 1957-

60); Opera Latina (1959- ).—^Trs by E. A. Peers:

Book of the Lover and the Beloved (1923; rev.

1925); Blanquerna (1926); The Tree ofLove (1926);

Book of the Beasts (1927).

E. A. Peers, R. L,, A Biography (1929) and Fool

ofLove (1946); E. W. Platzeck, R, L„ sein Leben,

seine Werke, die Grundlagen seines Denkens (2 vols,

1962); A. Llinares, R, L,, philosophe de Paction

(1963); J. N. Hillgarth, R, L, and Lullism in 14th

Century France (1971). G.W.R.

Llwyd, Morgan (probably in Cynfal, Merioneth

1619; ooc. 1641 ?Ann; t3 VI 1659; DWrexham),

Welsh prose-writer. He early came under the

influence of Walter Cradock, the Puritan leader,

and during the Civil War he was probably a

chaplain with the Parliamentary forces. For a time

he was an itinerant preacher in North Wales; he

also ministered to a church at Wrexham. He
commands a vigorous and supple style and his best

work abounds in poetic imagery and pregnant

aphorisms. His Llyfry Tri Aderyn combines a tract

for the times with a discussion of spiritual rebirth.

He also wrote some poetry.

Llythur ir Cymru Cariadus (71653); Dirgelwch i

rai iw ddeall . ,.sef tri aderyn yn ymddiddan

(71653); Gwaeddynghymru yn wynebpob cydwybod

(71653); Lazarus and his Sisters discoursing of
Paradise . . . (1655); An Honest Discourse between

Three Neighbours . . . (1655); Gair o*r Gair (1656);

Yr Ymroddiad and Y Disgybl ai Athraw o Newydd
(1657 ; both tr. from John Sparrow’s Eng. tr. of the
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works of Jacob Bohme); Cyfarwyddid ir Cymru
(1657); Gwyddor Uchod il651).^Gweithiau M. L.

a. ed. T. E. Ellis, 1899; II, ed. J. H. Davies, 1908).

W. J. Gruffydd, Llenyddiaeth Cymru (1926);

E. L. Evans, M. L. (1930); Hugh Bevan, M. L. y
Lienor (1954); G. F. Nuttall, The Welsh Saints

1640-1660 (1957). B.Re.

Lo Kuan-chung, courtesy name of Lo Pen (*c.

1330; fc. 1400), Chinese novelist. Hardly anything

is known of the life ofLo author oftwo of China’s

most famous novels. The earliest extant print of his

San-kuO’Chih Tung-su yen-i dates from the Chia-

ching period (1522-66); a number of abridged

editions of this appeared in the latter half of the

16th century. However, the most current text is that

extensively revised by Mao Tsung-kang (1644). Lo
himself had almost certainly based his own work
on a professional story-teller’s text. His romance
Shui-hu chuan is equally not originally conceived.

The story, founded on historical events of the early

12th century, was a frequent subject ofYuan drama
and occurs also in Hsuan~ho Ushih, which comes
from the latter part of the 13th century. Again Lo’s

work (oldest surviving edition not older than the

Chia-ching period) has been much extended and
revised (the popular edition was made by Chin
Jen-jui, 1644). Although some ten of his novels

were known during the Ming dynasty, only three

others have survived, although only in altered

versions. He also wrote three plays of which one
has been preserved.

San-Sui p^ing-yao chuan; Sui-Tang chih-chuan;

Ts"an^T*ang Wu-tai-shih yen-i,—San Kuo or

Romance ofthe Three Kingdoms (tr. C. H. Brewitt-

Taylor, 2 vols, 1925); All Men Are Brothers {ShuU
hu chuan; tr. P. S. Buck, 2 vols, 1933).

R. G. Irwin, The Evolution of a Chinese Novel

(1953) and ‘Water Margin revisited’ in Toung
pao, XLVIII.4-5 (1960); C. T. Hsia, The Classic

Chinese Novel (1968), A.R.D.

Lobo, Eugenio Gerardo (*Cuerva, Toledo 24 IX
1679; tBarcelona 1750), Spanish poet. As an army
officer he took part in the War of Succession, in the

reconquest of Oran and in the battles of Italy. He
died general and governor of Barcelona. He is an
interesting poet, tolerable in his epics, good in his

satires and at times excellent in his letrillas, ballads

and decimas,

Poesias (ed. L. A. Cueto in Biblioteca de Aut.
Esp., LXI).

V. Barrantes, ‘Biografia de E. G. L.’ in Sema-
nario Pintoresco Esp., CCLXVI (1850); J. Rubio,
‘Algunas aportaciones a la biografia y obras de
E. G. L.’ in Rev. de Filol. Esp., XXXI (1947).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Lobo, Francisco Rodrigues (*Leiria c, 1580;

tl622), Portuguese poet and novelist. He studied

at Coimbra and later entered the service of the

LOCKE

Duke of Braganza, at a time when Portugal was
under Spanish dominion.

His finest work, Corte na aldeia e noites de

inverno (1619), consists of a series of discussions

between five friends, in the style of Castiglione’s*

Cortegiano, but subtly expressing also the nostalgia

of the Portuguese for their lost independence.

Lobo also left a collection of romances (ballads),

nearly all in Spanish; a book of eclogues, strongly

moralistic in tone; a long epic on the Portuguese

national hero, Nuno Alvares; and a trilogy of

pastoral novels, chiefly notable for the abundance

of excellent lyrics they contain.

Corte na aldeia e noites de inverno (1619; ed. A.

Lopes Vieira, 1945).—novels: A primavera (1601);

O pastor peregrino (1608); O desenganado (1614).

—averse: Primeira e segunda parte dos romances

de . . .(1596);i55^/o^a5'(1605;ed. J.PereiraTavares,

1928); O condestabre de Portugal D. Nuno Alvares

Pereira (1610).

—

Obras politicas e pastoris (4 vols,

lllA),—Poesias (ed. A. Lopes Vieira, 1940).

R. Jorge, F, R. L. (1920); C. A. Ferreira,

‘F. R. L. Fontes in6ditas’ and ‘F. R. L.* in Biblos,

XIX (1943); M. de L. Belchior Pontes, Itinerdrio

poetico de R, L, (1959). T.P.W.

Lobo (y) Lasso de la Vega, Gabriel (*Madrid

1559), Spanish poet and dramatist. He wrote a

numl5er of rather mediocre ballads and two
tragedies, one in defence of dido’s chastity, the

other about the fall of Constantinople. He also

wrote an epic about Herndn Cort6s*.

Primera parte del romancero y tragedias (1587);

Romancer0 general (1600, 1604, 1605; ed. A,
Gonzdlez Palencia, 2 vols, 1947).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Locher, Jakob, called Philomusus (*Ehingen 1471

;

tl528), Swabian humanist. He studied from 1487

under Sebastian Brant^ in Basle; his free transla-

tion of the latter’s Narrenschiff as Stultifera navis

(1497) was better known and more influential than

the original (see Alexander Barclay*). From 1506

he was Professor of poetry at Ingolstadt; he pre-

pared the German editio princeps of Horace*
(1498).

D. O’Connor, ‘Notes on the influence of Brant’s

Narrenschiff outside Germany’ in Mod. Lang.

Rev,, XX (1905); J. Kartner, J, L,s ^S. N: undihr

Verhdltnis zum N-Sch, S.B.s (diss. Frankfurt,

1923). F.P.P.

Locke, David Ross (Vestal, N.Y. 20 IX 1833;

tToledo, Ohio 15 11 1888), American humorist.

He invented the satirical butt, Petroleum V. Nasby,
a corrupt and illiterate preacher. Published during

the Civil War, his humorous papers viciously

attacked slavery and were enjoy^ by Lincoln.

H.L.C.

The Nasby Papers (1864); Divers Opinions of
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Yours Trooly, Petroleum V, Nasby (1865); The
Nasby Letters (1893).

C. Clemens, Petroleum Vesuvius Nasby (1936);

W. Blair, Native American Humor (1937); J. C.

Austin, Petroleum V, Nasby {D, R. L.) (1965).

H.L.C. a.w.)

Locke, John (*Wrington 29 VII 1632; fOates 28 X
1704), English philosopher and social thinker. His
Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690) is

a source of British empiricism; while his Two
Treatises of Government (1690) influenced political

thought on the Continent and in America in a
liberal, constitutionalist direction. His philoso-

phical work contains elements ofmedieval thought,
of British common sense, and responses to the

scientiflc revolution of the 17th century. Locke
lectured at Christ Church, Oxford, was a confidant

and servant of Shaftesbury, promoted school
reforms, and in 1688 became Fellow of the Royal
Society.

Epistola de Tolerantia (1689); Second Letter

Concerning Toleration (1690); Third,.. (1692);
Two Treatises on Government (1690; ed. P. Laslett,

1959); An Essay Concerning Human Understanding

(1690; enlarged 1694, 1700; ed. A. C. Fraser, 2
vols, 1894); Some Thoughts Concerning Education

(1693; enlarged 1699); The Educational Writings of
J. L. (ed. J. W. Adamson, 1922); The Educational
Writings ofJ. L. (ed. J. Axtell, 1969); The Reason-
ableness of Christianity (1695); A Vindication

(1695); A Second Vindication (1697); Posthumous
Works (XJ06)\ Works {3 vols, 1714; 10 vols, 1823);
Zi.’ij Travels of France 1675-79 (ed. J. Lough,
1953); Essays on the Law of Nature (ed. W. van
Leyden, 1954); Two Tracts on Government (ed. P.
Abrams, 1967).

A, C. Fraser, L. (1890); S. Alexander, L. (1908);
J. Gibson, L7s Theory ofKnowledge (1917); H. O.
Christophersen, A Bibliographical Introduction to

the Study ofJ. L. (1930); /. L. (1933); N. K. Smith,
J. L. (1933); B. Willey, The Seventeenth Century
Background (1934); K. MacLean, /. L. and the
English Literature ofthe 18th Century (1936); R. I.

Aaron, J. L. (1937, 1955); H. MacLachlan, The
Religious OpinionsofMilton^ L. andNewton (1941);
J. W. Yolton, J. L. and the Way ofIdeas (1956);
M. Cranston, f. A Biography (1957); P. Long,
A Summary Catalogue ofthe Lovelace Collection of
Papers ofJ. L. in the Bodleian Library (1959); E. L.
Tuveson, The Imagination as a Means of Grace
(1960); C. B. McPherson, The Political Theory of
Possessive Individualism: Hobbes to L. (1962);
J. L. Problems and Perspectives (ed. J. W. Yolton,
1969). G.Mo.

Locker Lampson, Frederick (Greenwich 29 V
1821; GO 1850 Lady Charlotte Bruce, ool874
H^ah Lampson; fRowfant 30 V 1895), English
writer of vers de soctete, showing great neatness
and polished simplicity.

London Lyrics (1857; 1904); Patchwork (1879);
Rowfant Rhymes (1895); My Confidences (1896)!
A. Birrell, An Appendix to the Rowfant Library

(1900). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Lockhart, John Gibson (Wishaw 14 Vn 1794;
C3O1820 Sophia Scott; tAbbotsford 25 XI 1854),
Scottish biographer and novelist. Educated at

Glasgow and B^iol College, Oxford; called to the
Scottish Bar 1816. Important contributor to

Blackwood’s Magazine, and editor of The Quar-
terly Review, 1825-53. Lockhart is a vigorous
critic and, in Petefs Letters^ a clever satirist

; of his

novels, Adam Blair has strength; but his chiefclaim
to fame is his biography of his father-in-law. Sir

Walter Scott*. Second only to Boswell’s* Johnson,

this Life has great qualities: proportion, humour,
sympathy, sound criticism, a sense of drama, and
brilliant, concentrated character-sketches.

PeteFs Letter to his Kinsfolk (1819); Valerius

(1821); Some passages in the Life of Adam Blair

(1822; intro. D. Craig, repr. 1961); Ancient Spanish
Ballads (1823); Reginald Dalton (1823); Matthew
Wald (1824); Life ofRobert Burns (1828); History

ofNapoleon Bonaparte (1829); Memoirs ofthe Life

of Sir Walter Scott, Bart (7 vols, 1837-38).

A. Lang, The Life and Letters ofJ. G. L. (2 vote,

1896); M. Lochhead, /. G. L. (1954). J.K.

Lodeizen, Hans [Johannes] August Frederik
(Naarden 20 VII 1924; tLausanne 26 VH 1950),

Dutch poet, often considered a forerunner of the

EXPERiMENTELEN. He WTOtc poems with new images
and associations, of a surprisingly paradoxical

nature—nostalgic pessimism combined with lust

for life.

Het innerlijk behang (1949); Het innerlijk behang
en andere gedichten (1952),—^Paul Rodenko, Over
H. L. (1954). J.J.O.

Lodensteyn, JoDOcus van (*Delft 6 n 1620;

tUtrecht 6 VIII 1677). Dutch religious poet,

belonged to a mystical pietistic movement, pupil

and friend of Voetius, minister at Sluis and
Utrecht. His poetry, which is sometimes simple and
naive, at other times baroque and passionate,

remained popular for a long time with the Dutch
and German devout mystics. His Uytspanningen

appeared in 1676.

S. Gorter, ‘L.’s Liederen’ in Letterk. StudiSn, I

(1871); P. Proost, J. van L. (1880, 1882; 1st ed.

with, 2nd ed. without, biblio.); D. T. Enklaar,

‘Het voorbeeld van L.’s medicynmeester’ in

Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en Lett., LVI (1937);
M. J. A. de Vrijer, Uren met L. (1944) ; J. C. Trimp,
J. van L. als pietistisch dichter (1952); A. van
Duinkerken, ‘ J. van L.’ in De Gids, CXX (1957).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Lodge, Thomas (*London 1558; ooJane Aldred;
'\ibid. 1625), English lyric poet, pamphleteer.
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dramatist, and writer of verse and prose romance, works are of less value in Hebrew literature than

At Merchant Taylors* (1571), Trinity College,

Oxford (1573), Lincoln’s Inn (1578), he turned

from law to literature, mixing in the circles of

Greene^, Rich*, Daniel*, and Drayton*. After

defending plays against Gosson* (1580), he
attempted to live by writing social criticism

{Alarum against usurers, 1583), narrative poetry

{Scillaes Metamorphosis, 1589), novels {Rosalynde,

1590), plays {The Wounds of Civill War, 1594), and
satire {A Fig for Momus, 1595). Lodge made two
voyages to America (1585-86, 1591-93), became a
Roman Catholic, and abandoned poetry for

medicine, graduating at Avignon (1598), and
practising with distinction, in London and abroad,

for the rest of his life. Rosalynde, most adept of the
imitations ofLyly’s* euphuistic style, went through
nine editions before 1614.

Complete Works (4 vols, Hunterian Club, 1883
and 1963); Rosalynde (ed. G. Bullough in Narrative

and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare, II, 1958);

Scillaes Metamorphosis (ed. E. S. Donno in

Elizabethan Minor Epics, 1963); The Wounds of
Civill War (ed. J. D. Wilson, Malone Soc., 1910).

S. A. Tannenbaum, A Concise Bibliography

(1940); N. B. Paradise, T. L. (1931); C. J. Sisson,

r. L, and Other Elizabethans (1933); A. Walker,
‘Life of T. L.’ in Rev. Eng. Stud., IX (1933), X
(1934); E. A. Tenney, T L. (1935); P. L. Ryan,
T L. (1959); W. D. Rae, T. X. (1967). T.P.M.

Loerke, Oskar (Jungen 13 HI 1884; fBerlin 24 n
1941), German poet. He has been compared with
Rilke* and George*. The lack of obvious brilliance

in form and the esoteric mysticism of his ‘revela-

tion’ have, however, limited his appeal.

verse: Wanderschaft (1911); Atem der Erde
(1930; his best work); Der Silberdistelwald {i9Z^\
Abschiedshand (ed. H, ICasack, 1949).

—

essays:
Zeitgenossen aus vielen Zeiten (1925); Hausfreunde,
CharakterbUder (1939).

—

selected works: LyrU
scher Nachlass (1942); Gedichte (sel. H. Kasack,
1954); Tagebucker 1903--39 (1955); Gedichte und
Prosa (2 vols, 1958); Reisetagebucher (1960); Der
Bucherkarren: Besprechungen im Berliner Bbrsen-
Courier 1920-^28 (ed. H. Kasack and R. Tgahrt,
1965).

H. Kasack, O. Z. (1951); O. X. 1884-1964 (ed.
B. ZeUer. 1964). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Loewisohn, Solomon (*Moor, Hungary 1788;
15 VI 1821), Hebrew poet, scholar, essayist

and historian. As a young man he went to Vienna
and became a proof-reader of Hebrew books. His
first book was philological, Sicha Beolam Hane^
shamot (Prague, 1811). Mechkare Erez (1819; 2nd
ed. entitled Erez Kedumim, Vilna, 1839; Ger. tr.

Biblische Geographic, 1821) was the first Biblical

geo^aphical dictionary. The first and only volume
of his history in German was Vorlesungen uber die
neuere Geschichte der Juden (1820). But these

his Melitzat Yeshurun or Ars Poetica (Vienna,

1816). This, with his Hamelitza Medaberet, a single

poem in blank verse, establishes his fame as a poet.

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Lofraso, Antonio de (*Alghero, Sardinia; fl, late

16th century), Spanish novelist. Little is known of

his life, except that he was a soldier and lived for

some time in poverty in Barcelona about 1572. His

unreadable pastoral novel was praised ironically

by Cervantes* in Don Quixote, I. 6.

Los diez libros de Fortuna de amor (Barcelona,

1573 ; London. 1740). E.M.W.

Logan, John (*Soutra 1748; fLondon 25 XH
1788), Scottish poet.A minister in Leith from 1773,

Logan was forced by intemperance to resign his

charge and took to letters in London. He dabbled

with drama; but his forte is the lyric, of which The
Braes of Yarrow is the most melodious example.

(See also Michael Bruce*.)

Poems (1781); Essays on the Manners and
Governments of Asia (1782); Runnamede (1783);

A View ofAncient History (1788); Sermons (2 vols,

1790).

J. Anderson, Life of /. X. (1795). J.K.

Logan, Friedrich von (*Breslau VI 1604; tLieg-

nitz 25 VII 1655/56), German epigrammatist,

councillor to the Dukes of Brieg. His epigrams

treat most of the principal themes ofthe period and
show a shrewd, honest and Christian person,

whose invaluable comments on 17th-oentury life

were admired by Lessing*.

Erstes Hundert Teutscher Reimenspruche Salo-

mons von Golaw (1638); Salomons von Golaw
Deutscher Sinn-Getichte Drey Tausend (1654; ed,

G. Eitner, 1872; sel. ed. H. Walter, 1956).

P. Hempel, Die Kunst L,s (1917; repr. 1967);

S. H. Moore, ‘A neglected poet: F. von L.’ in Ger.
Life and Letters (1949-50); A. Lindquist, Det tyska

1600-tals epigrammets motiver och tendenser (1949).

L.W.F.

Lohenstein, Daniel Casper, later von (*Nimptsch
1635; tBreslau 1683), German poet, dramatist and
novelist. He early made the acquaintance of
Hofmann* von Hofmannswaldau and his first

^ama, Ibrahim Bassa (1653), was written at school
in Breslau under Gryphius’* influence; his elegy,

Cypresstafel, on the death of his sister, often con-
sidered his best poem, was written when he was a
student. He practised law in Breslau, where he later

attained hi^ administrative office, and accom-
panied embassies to the imperial court. His lyric

poetry shows brilliant formal sense and remarkable
m^tery of the conceit. His dramas show a world
without tr^scendence, dominated by capricious
fate, and his characters are moved by intrigue, self-
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preservation, cruelty and lust; the hero stands for

no ideal, but is a technician in the art of life. His

great unfinished novel, Grossmuthiger Feldhen

Arminius (2 vols, 1689), unexpectedly contains

some sober and dignified prose, though pathos and

artificially intensified emotion predominate. In

1672 he published a translation from Gracian^,

with Marino*, a characteristic author for this often

puzzling, often underestimated writer.

Trauerspiele (dramas; crit. ed. K. G. Just, 3 vols,

1953-57).—lyrics: Many limited eds during his

lifetime; coll, ed., Blwnen (1680); many of his

poems in B. Neukirch, Herrn von Hofmannswaldau

und anderer Deutscher auserlesene und bissher

ungedruckte Gedichte (7 vols, 1695-1727; crit. ed.

A. G. de Capua and E. A. Philippson, 1961- , in

progress).— and sel. poems (ed. F.

Bobertag in J. Kiirschner, Dt, Nat.-Lit., XXXVI,
1882-89).

Biblio. by H. von Muller in Werden md Wirken^

Festgrussfir K. W. Hiersemam (1924); H. Cysarz,

‘L.’ in Schlesische Lebensbilder, III (1928); M.
Wehrli, Das barocke Geschichtsbild in L.s Arminius

(1938); H. Hildebrandt, Die Staatsauffassung der

schlesischen Barockdramatiker (1939); E. Lunding,

Schlesisches Kunstdrama (Copenhagen, 1940;

brilliant); H. Schoffler, Deutscher Osten im
deutschen Geist (1940); L. Brede, ‘Das grosse

Gemut in den Dramen L.s’ in Literaturwissen-

schaftliches Jahrb. der Gorresgesellschaft, VIII

(1933); F. Schaufelberger, Das Tragische in L.s

Trauerspielen (1945); K. G. Just, L.s Trauerspiele

(1961); E. Verhofstadt, D. C. von L. (1964); G.
Gillespie, D, C. von L.s Historical Tragedies (1965)

;

E. M, Szarota, Kimstler, Grubler und Rebellen

(1967) and L.s Arminius (1970); W. Vosskamp,
Zeit- und Geschichtsauffassung bei Gryphius und L.

(1967); Peter Skrine, ‘Blood, bombast and deaf

gods’ in Ger. Life and Letters, XXIV (1970-71).

L.W.F.

Lohmann, Ferdinand H. (*Eckemfdrde 1848;

tnr Borne, Texas 18 VI 1921), Texas-German
poet; teacher in Illinois and Texas.

verse: Texas-Bluten (Utica, 1908); To My
Darling, and Other Poems (1910),

—

various: Die
deutsche Sprache (Chicago, 1904); Comfort, Texas

(1904).

H. H. Fick in Monatshefte f. dt, Sprache (Wise.),

Jahrb. (1921); S. Metzenthin-Raunick, Deutsche

Schriften in Texas, I (1935-36). E.R.

Lo-Johansson, Ivar (*Osmo 23 II 1901), Swedish
writer. Lo-Johansson was himself from the class

of statare (i.e. farm labourers receiving payment in

kind), and his novels are vehement and moving
expositions of their miserable lot. He is considered

one of the leading proletarian writers in Sweden.

Romaner och noveller (14 vols, 1950-51); Analfa-

beten (1951); Stockholmaren (1954); Journalisten

(1956); Fbrfattaren (1957); Socialisten (1958);

Soldaten (1959) ; Froletdrfirfattaren (1960) ; Elektra

(1967); Martyrema (1968); Karridristerna (1969).

R. Oldberg, /. (1957). C.H.K. aS.)

Lokhvitskaya, Myrrha Alexandrovna (*1869;

tl905), Russian poetess. Intensely feminine,

nostalgic and sensuously emotional, her musical

verses had an accent of their own to which she

later added a mystical element.

Stikhotvoreniya (5 vols, 1896-1904; VI, 1908).

N. Poyarkov, Poety nashikh dney (1907). J.L,

Lollio, Alberto (^Florence 71508; fFerrara 1568),

Italian orator and scholar, known also as the

author of a pastoral comedy, Aretusa (1564).

Aretusa (crit. ed. A. F. Pavanello, 1901).—
E. Carrara, Lapoesiapastorale (1904-08). B.R.

Lomonosov, Mikhail Vasilyevich (*Denisovka

1711; tSt Petersburg 4 IV 1765), Russian author

and scientist. Born into a fisherman’s family near

Archangel, he went at the age of 19 to study in

Moscow, suffering great privations. In 1736 he was
at the University of Marburg. Later he was forcibly

enrolled into a Prussian regiment, but in 1741

escaped to Russia where, in 1745, he soon became
Professor of chemistry and a member of the

Academy of Sciences. He was intensely active not

only as a Russian pioneer of modem science but

also as a poet, dramatist, grammarian and refor-

mer of the language. It was he who, in 1757,

systematized the new, i.e. spoken, literary language,

relegating the use of certain Church Slavonic

elements only to the rhetorical ‘grand style’ in

odes and heroic epics, as distinct from the more
colloquial ‘middle’ and ‘low’ styles. As poet he

confined himself mainly to his unfinished heroic

epic Petr Velikiy (‘Peter the Great’), and then to

odes. He wrote 24 of them, with a grand rhetorical

sweep successfully combined with what mi^t be

called scientific imagination. He moreover sanc-

tioned Tredyakovsky’s* reform ofRussian prosody

by definitely substituting for the old syllabic metre

the more suitable tonic iambic metre with regular,

accented feet. By his scientific essays and letters

Lomonosov also made a valuable contribution to

Russian prose, thus justifying Belinsky’s* saying

that ‘our literature begins with Lomonosov; he

was its father and its nurse; he was its Peter the

Great’.

Sochineniya (5 vols, 1891-1902); Russkaya

poeziya (ed. S. A. Vengerov, 1894); Russkaya

proza XVIII veka, I (1950); Polnoye sobranie

sochineniy (10 vols, 1950-59); Stikhotvoreniya

(1954); Sochineniya (1961).

A. Budilovich, L. kak pisateV (1872); V. N.
Menushkin, M. V. L. (1911); P. de Lur-Sduces,L.
le prodigieux moujik (1933); A. Martel, L. et la

longue littiraire russe (1933); B. G. Kuznetsov,
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Tvorcheskiy puV Lomonosova (1956); A. A.

Morozov, M, V. L, (1962); 1. Z. Serman, Poeti-

cheskiy stil Lomonosova (1966). J.L.

London, Jack, properly John Grifftih (*San

Francisco, Calif. 12 I 1876; ool900 Elizabeth

Maddem [o/ol905], ool905 Charmian Kittredge;

tGlen Ellen, Calif. 22 XI 1916), American novelist

and short-story writer. He spent his early days

doing odd jobs and devouring books on adventure

and discovery. After following the gold rush to the

Klondyke unsuccessfully, he wrote The Call of the

Wild and became one of the most popular writers

of his time. He wrote 50 books based on his belief

in Socialism and evolution and reflecting man’s

continuous struggle with the forces around him,

with settings from the wilds ofAlaska to an indust-

rial community during a strike.

The Son of the Wolf Tales of the Far North

(1900); The Call ofthe Wnd(Xm)\ The Sea-Wolf

(1904); White Fang (1906); The Iron Heel (1907);

Martin Eden (1909); John Barleycorn (1913); The
Valley ofthe Moon (1913); The Star Rover (1915).

—Best Short Stories of J. L, (1945); The Bodley

Head /. L. (4 vols, 1963-66); Letters From J, L,

(ed. K. Hendricks and I. Shepard, 1965).

C. London, The Book of /. L. (2 vols, 1921);

I. Stone, Sailor on Horseback: The Biography of
/. L. (1938); P. S. Foner, /. X.; American Rebel

(1947); R. O’Connor, /. X.; A Biography (1964);

F. Walker, J, X, and the Klondike (1966).

H.L.C. a.w.)

London Chronicles, several series of civic annals for

London compiled over a considerable period. The
earliest surviving one, generally ascribed to Arnold
Fitz Thedmar, is the Latin Liber deAntiquis Legibus

(1274) covering the period 1188-1272. There are

others, in Latin (e.g. for 1194-1330) and French
(e.g. for 1259-1344). The earliest surviving English

annals date from the 15th century, many of them
dealing with contemporary events. No doubt many
others have been lost.

A Chronicle of London from 1089 to 1483
Oimited ed. for the Common Council of the City
ofLondon, 1827; apparently ed. N. H. Nicolas and
E. Tyrell); The French Chronicle of London (ed.

G. J. Aungier, 1844); Liber de Antiquis Legibus
(ed. T. Stapleton, 184®; ‘Annales Londonienses,
1194-1330’ (ed. W. Stubbs in Chronicles of the

ReignsofEdwardIandEdward II, 1882); Chronicles

ofLondon (ed. C. L. Kingsford, 1905); The Great
Chronicle ofLondon (ed. A. H. Thomas and I. D.
Thomley, 1938); sel. tr. and further biblio. in

English Historical Documents (general ed. D. C,
Douglas; IV, 1327-1485, ed. A. R. Myers, 1969;
V, 1485-1558, ed. C. H. WilHams, 1967).

C. L. Kingsford, English Historical Literature in

the 15th Century (1913). R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Longepierre, Hilaire Bernard de Requeleyne,

Baron de (*Dijon 18 X 1659; t31 HI 1721),

French dramatist and poet. His undistinguished

tragedies belong to the decline of the genre after

Racine*. His Sisotris (1695; never pub.) seems to

have been the first French tragedy on an Egyptian

subject (Rameses H), apart from the Cleopatra

theme. His other subjects were Greek (Medee,

1694; Electre, 1702). A scholar and critic, he

translated the Greek elegiac poets and imitated

them in French verse {Idylles nouvelles, 1690).

M^d4e (1694; ed. T. Tobari. 1967).

R. Portalis, X. (1905); H. C. Lancaster. History

ofFrench Dramatic Literature in the 17th Century,

IV (1940) and Sunset (1945). G.B.

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth (^Portland, Me.

27 11 1807; ool831 Mary Potter, ool843 Frances

Appleton; tCambridge, Mass. 24 III 1882),

American poet. He spent three years in Europe

learning modern languages, taught and translated

at Bowdoin, then transferred to Harvard as Smith

Professor. His verses combined the romantic, the

sentimental and the moralistic in harmonious lines

which immediately caught public taste. Ballads and

Other Poems (1842) includes such favourites as

‘The Wreck of the Hesperus’ and ‘The Village

Blacksmith’. His versified narratives, Evangeline:

a Tale of Acadie (1847), The Song of Hiawatha

(1855) and The Courtship ofMiles Standish (1858),

give romantic glow to American themes. Long-

fellow’s verse was tremendously popular in Europe

and America during his lifetime.

The Belfry ofBruges (184®; Tales ofa Wayside

Inn (1863); The Divine Comedy ofDante Alighieri

(1865-67).—T/ifi Works ofH W. X. (ed. S. Long-

fellow, 1886-91); H W, X.; Representative Selec-

tions (ed. O. Shepard, 1934); The Letters ofH, W,
X.(1966- ).

S. Longfellow, The Life of H, W. X. (2 vols,

188®; L. R. Thompson, Young L. 1807-43 (1938);

S. Arms, The Fields Were Green (1953); E.

Wagenknecht, X.; A Full-Length Portrait (1955);

N. Arvin, X.: His Life and Work (1962); C. B.

Williams, H W, X. (1964). H.L.C. O-W.)

Longford, Edward Arthur Pakenham, 6th
Earl (*Co. Westmeath 29 XH 1902; ool925

Christine Trew; tl961), Irish dramatist and poet;

director of Longford Productions. Much of his

energy was devoted to running the Gate Theatre,

for which he produced many translations.

Yahoo (play; 1933).

—

Poems From the Irish

(1944). E.T.W.

^Longinus’, author of the Greek treatise On the

Sublime, a work of great influence on European
literary criticism from the time of Boileau* to the

early 19th century; his true name and date are not
known, but internal evidence suggests that he
wrote in the 1st century a.d. Hed^es the sublime
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in literature as ‘supremacy and excellence in

lan^age, which aims at dumbfounding the

audience by deploying all the orator’s power at

once’. He discusses the success of classical Greek
poetry and prose, from Homer* to Demosthenes*,
in attaining the sublime, quoting in addition

Genesis and Cicero*. He concludes by discussing

the relation of literature to society.

Eds: W. Rhys Roberts (1907; with comm, and
tr.); W. Hamilton Fyfe (1927; with tr.); D. A.
Russell (1968; text and comm., 1964; tr., 1965;

also in idem and M. Winterbottom, Ancient

Literary Criticism^ 1972).

T. R. Henn, L. and English Criticism (1934);

M. H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp (1953);

J. Brody, Boileau and L, (1958).

T.B.L.W. (E.W.H.)

Longinus, Johannes: see Dlugosz, Jan.

Longstreet, Augustus Baldwin (*Augusta, Ga.
22 IX 1790; 00 I8 I6 Frances Parke; fOxford,
Miss. 9 VII 1870), American humorist. He was in

turn a lawyer, editor, minister, politician and
college president. His Georgia Scenes^ Characters^

Incidents , .
. (1835), written in the vernacular, give

a realistic and humorous version of frontier life.

J. D. Wade, A. B, L,: A Study of the Develop-

ment of Culture in the South (1924). H.L.C.

Longus, Greek author of a pastoral novel, Daphnis
and Chloe (probably 3rd century a.d.).

Ed. J. M. Edmonds (1916; with tr. G. Thomley,
1657); tr. P, Turner (1956).

B. P. Reardon, Les courants littiraires grecs des
He et Ille siicles apris /.-C. (1971).

T.B.L.W. (E.W.H.)

Longuyon, Jacques de (ft, early 14th centuiy),

French poet, author of Les Vcbux du Paon^ a
continuation of the Roman d"Alexandre (Alexan-
der THE great), written for Thibaut de Bar,
Bishop of Li^ge (1309-12) and in existence in some
form by 1313. A rambling adventure romance, its

great popularity was due to the episode of the

oaths to accomplish chivalric exploits, taken on a
peacock at a banquet. There are continuations by
Jean* Brisebarre and Jean de la Mote and variants

of the oath theme in Les Vceux du Hiron and other
works. The Middle Scots Buik ofAlexander (1438)
combines a translation of this poem with a version
of the Fuerre de Gadres (Eustache*).

The Buik of Alexander (Fr. and Scots texts ed.

R, L. Graeme Ritchie, 1921).—A. Thomas in

Histoire litteraire de la France^ XXXVI (1927).

F.W.

Lens, Hermann (*Kulm 29 VIII 1866; fnr Rheims
26 IX 1914), German poet and story writer. His
literary fame rests on his stories about animal life

and the Luneburg Heath, with their inimitable

descriptions of nature, animals and simple people.
The emphasis he put on national literature, race
and soil made him later an idol of National
Socialism.

Der kleine Rosengarten (verse; 1911; Little

Garden ofRoses, tr. C. F. Rogers, 1929).—novels:
Der Wehrwolf(1910; Harm Wulf, tr. M. Saunders,

1931); Das zweite Gesicht (1911).—stories: Mein
braunes Buch (1906); Mummelmann (1909).—
Sdmtliche Werke (ed. F. Castelle, 8 vols, 1924);
Nachgelassene Werke (ed. W. Deimann, 2 vols,

1928).

L.-Gedehkbuch (ed. F. Castelle, 1926); E. L6ns,H L. (3 vols, 1927-41); A. Potthoflf, L, and das
Volkslied (1928); W. Deimaim, Der KUnstler und
Kdmpfer (incl. letters; 1935); M. Apfelstaedt, "Derm
wir fahren gegen Engelland*—uber die Entstehung

des L^schen Matrosenliedes (1941); A. Kutscher,
Ein L.-Brevier (with biblio.; 1943); H. L. Mit-
teilungen, VI (1964); W. Deimann, Der andere L,

(1965). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Loosjes, Adriaan (*Hoom, Texel 13 V 1761;

001782 Cornelia M. Herdingh; fHaarlem 28 II

1818), Dutch man of letters and bookseller. As a

social worker of much initiative he was ahead of

his time. He wrote patriotic historical novels and
other didactic works which at the time had a

great influence and are still attractive because of

their naivet6 .

verse: M. a, de Ruyter (1784); De Bijbel (1816);

Mengeldichten (2 vols, 1813-15); Nagelaten

gedichten (2 vols, 1819-20).

—

^plays: Capellen tot

den Poll (1785); De Watergeuzen (1790).

—

^novels:

Het leven van Maurits Lynslager (4 vols, 1808);

Het leven van Hillegonda Buisman (4 vols, 1814);

Het leven van Robert Hellemans (4 vols, 1815);

Het leven van Johannes Wouter Blommesteyn (4

vols, 1816).

C. Busken Huet in Litterarische Fantasien en

Kritieken, XXIV (1881-88); J. Koopmans in De
Beweging, I (1905), in De Nieuwe Taalgids, VI

(1911) and in Groot Nederland (1911); M. de

Haan, A, L, (with biblio.; 1934); A. van Duin-

kerken, Het Tweede Plan (1945). J.W.W.

Loots, CoRNEus (*Amsterdam 6 VI 1765; ooEIisa-

beth Helmers; ^ibid. 10 X 1834), Dutch poet and
orator, admirer of Vondel* and Bilderdijk*. An
occasional poet, he wrote good rhetorical verse.

Melpomene (1799); De Algemeene Vrede (1802);

Beschouwing van Amsterdam (1803); De Batavieren

ten tijde van Caesar (1805); Nederlands Verlossing

(1 813) ; De Hollandsche taal (1814) ;
Het eeuwgetijde

der Bears van Amsterdam (1814); De Gedichten (4

vols, 1816-17); De mensch (1819); Nieuwe Gedich-

ten (1821); Nagelaten Gedichten (ed. H. C. Tollens

and M. C. van Hall, 2 vols, 185Q.
E. J. Potgieter, Kritische Studien, I (1875); C.
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Busken Huet, ‘De School van Bellamy’ in

Littemrische Fantasien en Kritieken, XXIV (1881-

88); S. KalfF, ‘C. L.’ in Tijdschr. voor Geschied.,

Land- en Volkenkunde, XXXIX (1924).—‘Lootsi-

ana’ in libr. of the Maatschappij der Nederl.

Letterkunde, Leiden. J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Looy, Jacobus van, pseud. A. Brouwer (*Haar-
lem 12 IX 1855; ool892 Titia van Gelder;

fHaarlem 24 II 1930), Dutch poet and prose

writer. A painter himself, he was, in his graphic

style, typical of Dutch impressionism, his travel

sketches being almost a painter’s diary. His novels

and stories also put much emphasis on external

effects, but are certainly not lacking in psycho-
logical insight.

prose: Proza (1889); Gekken (1892); Feesten

(1903); De wonderlijke avonturen van Zebedeus
(1910; enlarged ed., 3 vols, 1925); Reizen (1913);
Jaapje (1917); Nieuwjaarsdag (1919); Jaap (1923);
Op reis (1929); Nieuw proza (1929); Jacob ^930).
—verse: Ode aan Rembrandt (190Q; De ar (1920^
--Gedichten (coll, verse; 1932).

M. A. Pit, Bibliografie van het werk van /. van L,

(1926); M. J. Brusse, J, van L. over zijn werk (1930);
H. Robbers in Levensberichten Maatschappij
Nederl. Letterkunde (1931); T. van Looy-van
Gelder, Tot het lezen van /. van L. (2 vols, 1937-
38); M. A. Jacobs, /. van L, en zijn literair werk
(with biblio., 1945); L. M. van Dis, /. van L,
(1952). jj,0.

Lope de Vega; see Vega Carpio, Lope F^lix de.

Lopes, FernAo (*c. 1380; fc. 1460), Portuguese
chronicler. Apparently of humble origin, in 1418
he was appointed keeper of the archives by John I
and in 1434 was commissioned to write the history
of the l^gs of Portugal. Three chronicles that can
be ascribed to him with certainty are extant. These
cover the troubled period of social and political

revolution that led to the establishment of the
dynasty of Avis in 1385. It is almost certain that
Lopes wrote other works that were utilized by
later chroniclers such as Rui* de Pina.
Both from the historical and the literary point

of view, Lopes’ work is of outstanding merit. With
a critical approach unusual in a medieval historian
he proclaims his intention of recording the
unadorned truth, carefully sifting the evidence at
his disposal and relying as far as possible on
official documents. He expounds his modern
conception ofhow history should be written in the
prologue to his Chronicle of John I. In this—his
^wt work—^Lopes documents, with extraordinary
insight into the issues involved, what was in effect
me first anti-feudal revolution in modem Europe.
He does not disguise his contempt for the feudal
anstocracy and higher clergy who sided with the
in^^ding Spaniard, nor his sympathy for the plebs
and their leaders of the commercial middle class

who supported the Portuguese pretender, John of

Avis. But his vivid and masterly presentation of the

whole complex panorama of events goes a long

way towards vindicating Southey’s* appraisal of

him as ‘the greatest chronicler of any age or
nation’.

Cronica de Dom Pedro (ed. D. Peres, 1932);

Crdnica de Dom Fernando (ed. idem^ 2 vols, 1933-

35); Crdnica de Dom Jodo I (ed. A. S6rgio, 2 vols,

1946-49; with important stud.).

A. Braamcamp Freire, ‘Introdugfio’ in Primeira
parte da cronica del rei D, Joham^ etc. (1915);

A. F. G. Bell, F, L. (Oxford, 1921); M. Rodrigues
Lapa, ‘F. L. e os cronistas* in Ligdes de literatura

portuguesa^ epoca medieval (3rd ed. 1952); A. J.

Saraiva, ‘F. L.’ in Historia da cultura em Portugal,

I (1950), T.P.W.

L6pez, Luis Carlos (*Cartagena de Indias 1883;

tl950), Colombian lyric poet. Following on
MODERNISM, he WTOte poems and poetical sketches

of provincial life. His poems are simple and
homely. Some see in him a poet of wit and humour
only, but there is in his poems rather the enriched
wisdom of a Gutierrez* Ndjera or a Silva*.

De mi villorio (Madrid, 1908); Posturas dificiles

(1909); Varios a varios (in collab.; 1910); Poesias

(1940). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Lopez Albiiijar, Enrique (*Piura 23 XI 1872;
tl965), Peruvian short-story writer, who culti-

vated the theme of the oppressed Indian in fiction.

Regionalisms are frequent in his style, his method
realist in the extreme and his outlook pessimistic.

Cuentos andinos (1920; new ed. 1924); Nuevos
cuentos andinos (1937),^Matalache (novel; 1925),—i)e mi casona (autobiog. ; 1924). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Ldpez de Ayala, Adelardo (Guadalcanal, Seville
I V 1828; fMadrid 30 XII 1879), Spanish drama-
tist. He studied law at Seville and died Prime
Minister. He is mainly remembered by his alta
comedia (El tantoporciento, 1861; Consuelo, 1878),
psychological portraits of middle- and upper-class
society. The moralizing intention is softened by
subtle satire and mastery of dialogue. Hfis erotic
sonnets are of considerable beauty.

Obras (ed. M. Tamayo, 7 vols, 1881-85).
J. O. Pic6n, Autores dramdticos contempordneos,

II (1882); C. Solsonay Baselga, A. Estudio politico
(1891). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

L6pez de Ayala, Pero (*Vitoria 1332; fCalahorra
1407), Spanish chronicler, poet and translator. He
took a prominent part in the civil war during the
reign of Peter the Cruel, whom he deserted for
Henry IL He also fought against Portugal and was
captured at Aljubarrota (1385). He became
ChanceUor of Castile in 1399. His long and
interesting poetic miscellany, the Rimado de
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palaciOf consists of a realistic satire on conternpo-

rary society, religious lyrics and verse translations

of St Gregory’s* Moralia on the Book of Job. He

also wrote a treatise on falconry and prose transla-

tions of Job, the Moralia, and works by Livy* and

Boccaccio*. His chronicles of Peter, Henry II,

John I and Henry III of Castile, written in mag-

nificent prose, mark an epoch in Spanish historio-

graphy. The dramatic story of Peter’s cruelty,

defeat and death is told with tremendous power,

although some details are fictional: Ayala rewrites

history to justify his defection. The later reigns are

treated more soberly but with greater accuracy and

historical sense. E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Poesias (ed. A. F. Kuersteiner, 2 vols. New
York, 1920; sel. tr. S. G. Morley in Estudios

hispdnicos. Homenaje a Archer M, Huntington,

Wellesley, 1952); Libro de la caza de las aves (ed.

J. Gutierrez de la Vega, 1879); Libro de Job and

Flores de los morales de Job (ed. F. Branciforti,

Messina-Florence, 1962, 1963); chronicles in

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXVT, LXVIII.

F. Meregalli, La vida poUtica del Canciller A,

(Milan, 1955); R. B. Tate, ‘L. de A., humanist

historian?* in Hispanic Rev., XXV (1957); L.

Sudrez Fernandez, El Canciller P. L. de A, y su

tiempo (1962); F. Branciforti, ‘Regesto delle opere

di P. L. de A.* in Saggi e ricerche in memoria di

Ettore li Gotti, I (Palermo, 1962); J. Gimeno
Casalduero, ‘P. L. de A. y el cambio portico de

Castilla a comienzos del siglo XV* in Hispanic

Rev., XXXni (1965); E. B. Strong, ‘The R. de P.:

L. de A.’s rimed confession*, ibid., XXXVII
(1969); R. P. Kinkade, ‘On dating the P. de P.’

in Kentucky Romance Quart., XVIII (1971).

A.D.D.

L6pez de Gdmara, Francisco (*Seville 71510;

"flibid. 71560), Spanish historian. He studied at

AlcalA, became a priest and was in Cortes’* house-

hold. His well-written American histories owed
much to Cortes himself, and his work was attacked

for being too favourable to that leader. Philip n
banned Gdmara’s history in 1553; Diaz* del

Castillo’s Verdadera historia was a reply to it.

Biblioteca de Aut., Esp., XXII; Historia de las

Indias (1552; pt 2 tr. as The pleasant historie ofthe

conquest of the Weast India, T. N[icholas], 1578;

facs. repr. ed. H. J. Priestly, New York, 1940);

Conquista del Nuevo Mundo (1552; Madrid, 1922);

Annals of the Emperor Charles V (Span, text and
Eng. tr. R. B. Merriman, Oxford, 1912); Cortds,

The Life ofthe Conqueror by His Secretary F. L. de

G. (tr. L. B. Simpson, 1964). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Lopez de Mendoza, fShco: see Santillana, ^go
Lopez de Mendoza, Marques de.

L6pez delTbeda, Francisco (?pseudonym), Spanish

novelist. His name appears on the title-page of La
picara Justina (1605), a boring female picaresque

[70]

novel, whose rich vocabulary interests philologists.

His identity is disputed. The novel has been

supposed to date from 1582; more probably it was

composed in imitation of Alemdn’s* Guzman

(1599).

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXX; La picara

Justina (ed. J. Puyol y Alonso, 3 vols, 1912; tr.

Capt. J. Stevens, The Spanish Libertines, 1707).

R. Foulche-Delbosc, ‘L’auteur de la Picara

Justina* in Rev. Hispanique, X (1903); M.

Bataillon, “‘La picaresca”. A propos de La picara

Justina* in Wort imd Text. Festschrift fur Fritz

Schalk (1963); A. A. Parker, Literature and the

Delinquent (1967). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Lopez Maldonado, Gabriel (*Toledo; tafter 1615),

Spanish poet. Little is known of his life except that

he belonged to an academy in Valencia in 1592. He
was a friend of Padilla*, and Cervantes* praised

his poems, which are typical of second-rank 16th-

century poetry.

Cancionero (1586; facs. 1932). E.M.W.

L6pez-Pic6, Josep Maria (*1886; tl959), Catalan

poet, founded in 1915 the literary paper La

Revista, which for 20 years mirrored Catalan

literature and thought, and was a vehicle for the

entry of European thought and letters into Cata-

lonia. His influence on Catalan poetry was

towards ‘cerebralism*.

Obres completes (1948- ).

J.M.B. i R. (G.W.R.)

Ldpez Pindano, Alonso (*Valladolid 1547; fafter

1627), Spanish humanist. He was physician to the

widow of Maximilian 11. His Philosophia antigua

poitica (1596) is an epistolary commentary on

Aristotle’s* Poetics, He advocated classical models

;

this work was used in controversy by Lope de

Vega’s* academic enemies. It is important in the

history of Spanish criticism.

Filosofia antiguapoitica (ed. A. Carballo Picazo,

3 vols, 1963).

M, Men6ndez y Pelayo, Historia de las ideas

estiticas en Espana, 11. E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Ldpez-Portillo y Rojas, Jos6 (*Guadalajara 26 V
1850; tMexico City 22 V 1923), Mexican novelist,

noteworthy as a regionalist and for his representa-

tion of rural life during the period of Porfitio Diaz.

Seis leyendas (1883); Im parcela (1898); Sucesos

y novelas cortas (1900); Los precursores (1909);

Fuertes y debiles (n.d.); Historias, historietas y
cuentecillos (1918).

J. S. Brushwood, Mexico in Its Novel (Univ. of

Texas, 1966). E.Sa. (J.F.)

L6pez Silva, Josfi (*Madrid 1860; tBuenos Aires

1925), Spanish playwright and poet. La musa del
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arroyo (1911) is a good example of his poems about
Madrid, describing popular types and customs.
He is best remembered by his genero chico plays,

in the manner of Ricardo de la Vega*. The most
famous is La Revoltosa (1897), written in collabora-

tion with Fernandez Shaw and with excellent music
by Chapi.

Los barrios bajos (1894); Los Madriles (1896);
Chulaperias (1898); El barquillero (with Jos6
Jacksdn; 1900); El alma del pueblo (1905); La
gente delpueblo (1908).

M. Zurita, Historia del ginero chico (1920);
N. Alonso Cortes, ‘L. S.’ in Rev. de la Biblioteca

del Ayuntamiento de Madrid (1929) and Quevedo
en el Teatro (1930); J. Deleito y Pinuela, Origen

y apogeo del 'genero chico^ (1949).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Lopez Soler, Ram6n (*Barcelona 1806; fMadrid
1836), Spanish novelist. As co-founder and
contributor to the review El Europeo (1823) he
exercised considerable influence in spreading
Romanticism in Spain. In his first historical novel,
Los bandos de Castilla (1830), whose prologue is a
Romantic manifesto, he imitated Sir Walter Scott*;
in La catedral de Sevilla (1834), Victor Hugo*.

Memorias delprincipe de Wolfer (1839).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

L6pez Velarde, Ram6n (*Jerez 1888; tl921),
Mexican poet. He developed the intimate, senti-

mental aspect of MODERNISM. The poems of La
sangre devota (1916) celebrated his ideal love for

Fuensanta but there is also a tormented sensuality.

In Zozobra (1919) he developed an original,

vigorous language which expressed the strong
tensions within him between purity and corrup-
tion, province and metropolis.

El minutero (1924); El son del corazdn (1932).—Poesias completas y El minutero (2nd rev. ed.

1957).

A. W. Phillips, R. L, V,: el poeta y el prosista

(Mexico, 1962). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Lopez y Fuentes, Gregorio (*1897; tl969),
Mexican novelist of the post-Revolutionary
period. La siringa de cristal (1914) was a collection

of poetry, but in 1922 he published his first novel,
El Vagabundo, Drawing on his experiences of
the Revolution, he later published Campamento
(1931). El Indio (1935; They That Reap, tr. A.
Brenner, 1937) is probably his best-known novel;
it deals with rural life and customs in a primitive

Indian village after the Revolution. He also wrote
three political novels. Mi general (1934), Huasteca
(1939) and Acomadicio (1943). In Los peregrinos

inmdviles (1944) he returned to the theme of the

Indian.

J. S. Brushwood, Mexico in Its Novel (Univ. of
Texas, 1966). J.F.

Lorca, Federico GarcIa: see Garcia Lorca,

Federico.

Lorenzini, Carlo: see CoUodi, Carlo.

Lorenzino de’ Medici: see Medici, Lorenzino D£\

Lorenzo de’ Medici: see Medici, Lorenzo.

Lorenzoni, Giovanni (Gradisca dTsonzo 1884;

fCapriva 1950), Friulian philologist and poet

whose verse, although influenced by the Italian

poet Giovanni PascoH*, is of great delicacy.

Versifriulani (Udine, 1926; H, Gorizia, 1948).

—

P. Someda de Marco, ‘II poeta friulano G. L.’ in

Atti dell’Accademia di Udine, XII.6 (1951-54);

arts by C. Ermacora, A. Faleschini and P. S.

Leicht in Sot la nape, HI (1951). L.C.

Lotarey, Igor Vasilyevich: see Severyanin, Igor.

Loti, Pierre, pseud, of Louis Marie Julien Viaud
(Rochefort 14 I 1850; fHendaye 10 VI 1923),

French novelist, who was elected to the French

Academy in 1891. Loti was trained for a naval

career, attained the rank ofcaptain, and was placed

on the retired list in 1910, but returned to the

service during the First World War. Most of the

countries he visited provided the background for a

novel, a romance of native life in which the author,

thinly disguised, often plays a leading part. Loti’s

naturally poetic prose is a perfect vehicle both for

his own subjective Romanticism and for the

touching faith and emotions of his characters,

whether natives of exotic countries—Turkey in

Aziyade (1879) and Les desenchantees (190Q,

Polynesia in Le mariage de Loti (1882), Japan in

Madame Chrysanthime (1887)—or simple Breton

fishermen in Picheur d^Islande (1880 and Mon
fr^re Yves (1883) and Basque peasants in

Ramuntcho (1897). T.W.

Le roman d*un spahi (1881); Le roman d*un

enfant (1890); Fantdme d^Orient (1891); VInde
(sans les Anglais) (1903); Prime jeunesse (1919).

—

Journal intime, 1878-81 (1925).—CEuvres completes

(11 vols, 1893-1911).

N. Serban, P. L., sa vie et son auvre (1924);

R. de Traz, P. L, (1948); P. G. Ekstrom, Evasions

et desesperances de P. L. (1953). T.W. (M.T.)

Lotichius Secundus, Petrus (*Niederzell, nr

Schluchtem 2 XI 1528; fHeidelberg 1 XI 1560),

German neo-Latin poet. Modelling himself on
Ovid* and Virgil* and compared by his contem-
poraries to Tasso*, he wrote Latin elegiac verse of

much beauty, sincerity and formal perfection.

Elegiarwn liber et carminum libellus (1551); coll,

works (eds: J. Hagen, 1586; P. Burmannus Secun-

dus, 1754; C. F. Kretzschmar, 1773); sel, poems
(ed. K. Heiler, 1926).

Biogs by: W. Henkel (1873); A. Ebrard (1884);
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A. Schroter, Beitrage zur Geschichte der neulatein-

ischen Literatur (1909). D.G.D.

Lottmann, Fritz (*Einden 7 X 1880; tOldenburg

2 IX 1918), East Frisian novelist. His power of

characterization is superior to his mastery of

language, which too often borrows from literary

German.

Freyse Staatjes und Lieder eines wandemden

Friesen (under pseud. Fritz Fresenus; 1905); Dat

Has sunner Lucht (1919).

A. Janssen, *F. G. L.’ in Mitteilungen Quick-

born, XTV (1921); G. Cramer, Studien zu L.s

Roman "Dat Hus sunner LuchF (diss. Hamburg,

1938). G.C

Louw, Nicolaas Petrus van Wyk (*Sutherland,

Cape Colony 11 VI 1906; tl8 VI 1970), Afrikaans

poet, dramatist, critic and literary theorist, the

greatest figure in Afrikaans literature. University

lecturer in Cape Town, later Professor in Amster-

dam and Johannesburg, he was the leader of the

revival of Afrikaans poetry during the 1930s.

His poetry is usually seen as a development

through three phases. The first is a reaction of

scope, initially against a previous generation of

poets and finally challenging the justice of the

human condition. It is dynamic, individualistic

poetry, although romanticism is revealed in the

love poems. From the sometimes involved form of

the tot phase he moved in the second phase to

folk poetry. In his last phase, ‘poetry of the idea*

blooms again, together with some great elegies and
odes. His handling of language and poetic form is

superb throughout.

Essays prove him to be a penetrating thinker

who explains himself in the dialectic tradition.

Those on Afrikaans culture and nationalism have
had a profound effect on South African thought,

and as a literary theorist, he caused Afrikaans

criticism to alter course during the 1950s.

The later part of his career was mainly devoted
to writing plays. Germankus (195Q is considered

his greatest play.

verse: Alleenspraak (1935); Die Halwe Kring

(1937); Die Dieper Reg (1938); Raka (1941; Eng.
tr. Anthony Dows); Gestaltes en Diere (1942);

Nuwe Verse (1954); Tristia (1962).—prose: Lojale

Verset {1939); Berigte te Velde (1939); Maskers van
die Erns (1956); Liberale Naskndisme (1958);

Wireld deur Glas (1958); Swaarte en Ligpunte

(1958); Vemuwing in dieprosa (1961).—plays and
RADIO plays: Dias (1952); Dagboek van Soldaat

(1961); Die Held (1962); Koning Eenoog (1963);
Kruger breek die pad oop (1964).

D. J. Opperman, Digters van dertig (1953); P. J.

Nienaber, Beeld van digter (1966); Smal swaard
en blink (Festschrift; ed. E. van Heerden, 1966).

N.D.C.

Louw, WnjJAM Ewart Gladstone (Sutherland,

Cape Province 31 V 1913; ool944 Rosa Nepgen),

Afrikaans poet, scholar and critic. A sensitive poet

of lyric and descriptive verse, mainly love poetry

and religious poetry, his first book heralded a

renewal of Afrikaans poetry.

verse: Die Ryke Dwaas (1934) ;
Terugtog (1940);

Adam e. a, Gedigte (1944).—studies and criti-

cism: De Nieuwere Afrikaanse Poezie (1939; in

Dutch); Die invloed van Garter op Leopold (1942);

‘Die Afrikaanse Poesie na 1900’ in Kultuurgeskie-

denis van die Afrikaner^ IH (ed. P. de V. Pienaar,

1968). G.D. (N.D.C.)

Lou^s, Pierre, pseud, of Pierre Louis (*Ghent

10 Xn 1870; tParis 4 VI 1925), Pierre Louys was
the friend of Gide* and Valery*, and, in 1891,

founded the magazine La Conque. He led a glitter-

ing existence until, ill and almost blind, he finished

his life in semi-seclusion. He sought in his verse and
in his prose poems to recreate the sensuous atmos-

phere of ancient Greece, with the literature of

which he was thoroughly imbued. He was an
exacting artist, whose novels were often regarded

as challenges to Protestant morality.

Astarte (1891); Les chansons de Bilitis (1894);

Aphrodite (1896); La femme et le pantin (1898);

Les aventures du Roi Pausole (1901); Poitique

(1917); Le crdpuscule des nymphes (1925); Journal

inddit (1926-27) ; Journal intime (1929); Lespodmes
de P. L. (complete ed. A. Michel, 2 vols, 1946).—

Collected Works (ed. M. S. Buck and J. Cleugh,

New York, 1932).

Le tombeau de P. L. (1925); R. Cardinne-Petit,

P. L, (2 vols, 1944-49); C. Farr^re, Mon ami P, L,

(1953). M.G.; J.P.R.

Love, Nicholas {fl, 1400), English author of The
Mirrour of the Blessed Lyf of lesu Christ, a, prose

translation of the Meditationes Vitae Christi, once
attributed to Bonaventura*.

Ed. L. F. Powell (1908). R.W.B.

Loveira, Carlos (El Santo 1882; fLa Habana
1928), Cuban novelist and journalist. He presents

the social life and political turmoil of his country

in a realistic manner. His best-known novel, Juan
Criolh (1927), depicts the underworld and social

corruption of Havana.

Los inmorales (1919); Generales y doctores

(1920; ed. and intro. S. M. Bryant and J. R. Owre,
New York, 1965); Los ciegos (1922).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Lovelace, Richard (*Woolwich, Kent, or in

Holland 1618; tLondon 1657), English Cavalier

lyric poet and courtier, the author of two lost

plays, and the friend of painters, musicians and
poets. Of grave nobility and graceful wit as well as

fanciful conceit, educated at Charterhouse and
Oxford, Lovelace was in the Bishops’ Wars (1639-
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40); imprisoned after presenting the Kentish

petition to the Commons (1642) he went abroad,

to be imprisoned on returning (1648). His last years

were impoverished.

Lucasta (1649); Lucasta, Posthume Poems (ed.

D. P. Lovelace and E. Revett, 1659); Poems (ed.

C. H. Wilkinson, 1930; repr. 1953).

C. H. Hartman, The Cavalier Spirit and Its

Influences in the Life ofR, L. (1925) ; M. Weidhorn,

R. L. (1970), B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Loveling, Rosalie (*Nevele 19 III 1834; ^ibid, 4 V
1875), Flemish poet and short-story writer, fixes

sharply observed moments of everyday country

life in simple genre scenes, which often have an
undercurrent of sadness and disillusionment. She
wrote in collaboration with her sister Virginie.

Gedichten (1870); Novellen (1874); Nieuwe
novellen (1874); Polydoor en Theodoor en andere

novellen (1883).

M. Basse, Het aandeel der vrouw in de Neder-

landsche letterkunde, II (1921); H. Piette, Les sceurs

L. (1942). R.F.L.

Loveling, Virginie (*Nevele 17 V 1836; fGhent
1 XII 1923), Flemish novelist, poet and short-story

writer, with A. Bergmann* the principal exponent

of Flemish realism. She wrote two aggressively

anti-Catholicnovels and a series ofwell-constructed

and acutely observed novels.

In onze Vlaamsche gewesten (1877; under pseud.

W, E. C. Walter); Sophie (2 vols, 1885); Kinder-

verhalen (1883-86); Idonia (1891); Een dure eed

(1892); Mijhheer Connehaye (1895); De twistappel

(1904); Erfelijk belast (190Q; Een revolverschot

(1911).

—

Herinneringen (ed. A. van Elslander,

l96U—Volledige Werken (10 vols, 1933-36).

L. Baekelmans, Vier Vlaamsche prozaschrijvers

(1931); H. Piette, Les sceurs L. (1942). R.F.L.

Lover, Samuel (*Dublm 1797; ool852 Mary
Waudby; tJersey 1868), Irish novelist and song-

writer. ^ter writing for the Dublin magazines, he
settled in London in 1837, where he was successful

as a painter, popular writer and entertainer. Handy
Andy (1842), a farcical Irish novel, is his best-

known work, R.McH.

Legends and Stories of Ireland (1831); Rory
O'More (183Q; Songs and Ballads of Ireland

(1839). E.T.W.

Lovinesco* Euoen (*Falticeni 1881; fBucharest

1943), Rumanian critic. He founded the review

Zbur&torul in 1919 and was the leading spirit in

the associated Modernist movement.

Pa$ipe nisip (1906); Critice (10 vols, 1909-29);

Istoria literaturii romdne contemporane (5 vols,

1926-29); Istoria literaturii romdne contemporane^

2900-1937 (1937); Memorii (4 vols, 1930^1).—

Texte critice (sel.; intro, and ed. I. Negoitescu,

1968); Scrieri (ed. E. Simion, 1969- ).

Ileana Vrancea, E. L., Critic literar (1965) and
E, L., Artistul (1969). F.J.B.

Lowell, Amy (*Brookline, Mass. 9 II 1874; ^ibid,

12 V 1925), American poet. Bom to wealth and
high culture, she had a private education and
travelled widely abroad. In England she met
Pound*, absorbed his theories of imagism and
took over leadership of the movement. Her most
characteristic poems were written in this phase,

rich in perception of external detail—of sight,

sound and movement. Her critical works have won
her acclaim, especially John Keats (1925).

H.L.C.

verse: a Dome ofMany-Coloured Glass (1912);

Sword Blades and Poppy Seed (1914).

—

Selected

Poems ofA, L. (ed. J. L. Lowes, 1928).

—

critical

works: Tendencies in Modern American Poetry

(1917); A Critical Fable (1922).

S. F. Damon, A, L,: A Chronicle, With Extracts

From Her Correspondence (1935); H. Gregory,

A. L.: Portrait of the Poet in Her Time (1958);

F. C. Flint, A, L. (1969). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Lowell, James Russell (*Cambridge, Mass. 22 II

1819; 001844 Maria White, ool857 Frances

Dunlap; ^bid. 12 VIII 1891), American poet,

essayist and diplomat. One of the Cambridge

‘Brahmins’, he was educated in law at Harvard,

but soon turned to a literary career. Two volumes

of poems, A Fablefor Critics (1848), The Vision of

Sir Launfal (1848), and the first series of Biglow

Papers (1848) brought him fame. He became first

editor of the Atlantic Monthly; later served as

minister to Spain and to England. His poems,

numerous articles on political and social questions

and literary essays show his versatility, but suggest

a lack of sustained conviction.

A Year's Life, and Other Poems (1841); Poems:

Second Series (1848); Commemoration Ode (1865);

The Biglow Papers, 2nd ser. (1867); The Cathedral

(1870); Among My Books (1870); My Study

Windows (1871).— Complete Writings of

J, R, L, (ed. C. E. Norton, 16 vols, 1894; incl.

letters).

H. E. Scudder, /. R, L,: A Biography (2 vols,

1901); R. C. Beatty, /. R L, (1942); L. Howard,

A Victorian Knight Errant: A Study of the Early

Career of /. R. JL. (1952); M. Duberman, /. R. L,

(1966); C. McGlimchee, /. R L. (1967).

H.L.C. a.w.)

Lowell, Robert Traill Spence (Boston, Mass.

1 III 1917; oo2 IV 1940 Jean Stafford, oo28 Vn
1949 Elizabeth Hardwick), American poet and

playwright, grandson of the 19th-century poet of

the same name. Educated at Harvard, then at

Kenyon (graduating 1940), he married his first wife

and converted to Catholicism. During the Second
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World War he refused the status of conscientious

objector and wasjailed. Landof Unlikeliness (1944)

in its tortured style and compressed images reflects

the spiritual conflict within the early poetry. Life

Studies (1959) shows an easier manner, although

the poems are still obsessive in their concern with

the poet’s family history, a second marriage and
his own mental stress. Translations of verse and

his series of plays on American themes, The Old

Glory (1965) show the same vivid intensity that has

made iam the most widely praised American poet

since the war.

POEmv: Lord Wear/s Castle (1946); The Mills

of the Kavanaughs (1951); Imitations (1961); For

the Union Dead (1964); Notebooks 1967-S8 (1970).

H. B. Staple, R, L,: The First Twenty Years

(1962); R. J. Fein, R. L. (1970). D.E.Mo.

Lowenhjelm, Harriet (*Halsingborg 18 n 1887;

tSaby 24 V 1918), Swedish lyric poet and artist.

She originally wrote her verses for private enjoy-

ment. Many were purely playful, but others had a
deep thou^ often unplumbed seriousness. They
covered a wide range of subjects, and the illustra-

tions, which she did herself, formed an intrinsic

part. Her work was not published until 1919, and
only achieved real recognition with the second
edition.

Dikter (ed. C. Morner, 1919; 2nd ed. 1927).

O. Holmberg, Madonnan ochjdrnjungfrun (1927);

E. BjSrkman-Goldschmidt, H, X. (1947).

CH.K.

Lowry, Malcolm (*New Brighton, Merseyside 28
Vn 1909; tLondon 1957), English novelist,

attracted critical attention by ^e stylistic brilliance

of his novel about Europeans in Mexico, Under the

Volcano (1947), A collection of short stories. Hear
Us O Lord From Heaven Thy Dwelling Places was
published posthumously in 1961.

Ultramarine (1933; new rev. ed. 1963); Dark as
the Grave Wherein My Friend Is Laid (completed

from L.’s notes by Margerie Lowry and Douglas
Day; 1968).

—

Selected Poems (1962).

—

Selected

Letters (1965). W.R,A.

Lowth, Robert (*Winchester 27 XI 1710; ool752

Mary Jadcson; fLondon 3 XI 1787), English

biographer, grammarian and Hebrew scholar

whose Oxford lectures drew attention to the Bible

as a fund of poetry. He was Bishop of London.
R.M.H.

Life of William of Wykeham (1758); Short
Introduction to English Grammar (1762); Lectures

on Hebrew Poetry (1753; Eng. tr. G. Gregory,
1793).

W. Bent, Memoirs ofLife and Writing ofBishop
L. (1787); R. S. Cripps, ‘Two British interpreters

ofthe Old Testament’ in Bull. John Rylands Libr.,

XXXV (1953); J. H. W. Atkins, English LUerary

Criticism: the 17th and I8th Centuries (1951).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Loyola, Ignatius, St (*Loyola 1491; tRome
1556), Spanish religious author. The life of the

founder of the Jesuit Order belongs to religious

rather than to literary history. His chief work, the

Ejercicios espirituales, has had an enormous

influence on subsequent religious literature. These

spiritual exercises were first written in Spanish at

Manresa in 1522 and were printed in 1548. They

consist of concise notes for the priest who will

expound them, and they cover sin, Christ’s earthly

life, the Passion and his risen life. Their influence

may be traced in many works of devotion and

edification.

Ribadeneyra’s* life of St Ignatius is a landmark

in the history of Spanish biography. He was also

the subject ofmany poems and plays in the Spanish

17th century.

Ejercicios espirituales (facs. ed., Rome, 1908;

Spiritual Exercises^ ed. and tr. J. Rickaby, 1915;

tr. W. H. Longridge, 1919); Monumenta Ignatiana

(15 vols, Madrid, 1903-19); Obras completas (ed.

I. Iparraguirre, 1952).

A. Codina, Origenes de los ejercicios espirituales

(1926). E.M.W.

Lozza, Pater Alexander (*Marmorera 29 VI

1880; tCasti 13 II 1953), Raeto-Romansch poet.

In 1895 heentered a Capuchinmonastery in Genoa

;

later he was cure in Tumegl and Salouf and pub-

lished a number of lively poems and short stories

inspired by nature, the simple rural life and his

love of his homeland.

Ziteil, Flours segls ours da la veia (with Ger. tr.

L. Uflfer ; 1951) ;
Poesias (1954) ; Las novellas (1961).

G. Deplazes, F. A, L,, Prosa e poesia (1953);

G. P. Thony, ‘P. A. L.’ in Annalas de la Soc.

Retorum., LXXVI (1963). R.R.B.

Lu Cm (Wu-chiin 261; t303), Chinese poet and
essayist. After the overthrow (280) of the Wu
kingdom of which his father had been Grand
Marshal, Lu returned home and devoted himself

to study. During this time he wrote an account of

the rise and fall ofWu (Pien-wang to ;
‘Le discours

de la perte du Wou’, tr. E. Gaspardone in Sino-

logica, V, 1958). He re-entered public life (289) and
was executed during the revolts of the early 4th

century. More than 100 ofhis poems have survived.

His most notable work is a poetical essay on ‘the

art of letters’ (Win-fu; tr. S.-H. Chen in Anthology

of Chinese Literature^ ed. C. Birch, 1965).

Lu Shih-hing chi (coll, works; sel. trs in: G.
Margoulids, Anthologie raisonnie de la littirature

chmoise^ 1948; E. von Zach, Die chinesische

Anthologie^ 2 vols, Harvard, 1958).

E. R. Hughes, The Art ofLetters (1952).

A.R.D.
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Lu Chtu-yuan (Chin-ch'i 1139; tChing-m6n 18

1

1193), Chinese philosopher. In 1182 Lu was
appointed to the imperial academy, where he is

said to have propagated Ch'6ng* Hao’s teaching.

In 1190 he was appointed to a local magistracy at

Ching-m6n in which he gained a reputation for

practical moral judgements. He was the principal

philosophical opponent of Chu* Hsi and founder

of the idealist Hsin-hsueh school. Where Chu
stressed study and enquiry, Lu maintained the

importance of observation and intuition, on
account of which he has been thought to have been

influenced by Dhyana Buddhism. His key propo-

sition is: ‘the world is my mind, my mind is the

principle of the world*—^i.e. all things are complete

within the self.

Hsiang-shan cKuanrchi (coll, works).

Siu-chi Huang, Lu Hsiang-shan (1944); further

biblio. in W.-T. Chan, An Outline andan Annotated
Bibliography of Chinese Philosophy (1969).

A.R.D.

Lii Pu-WEi (t235 b,c.), Chinese statesman. Lti

began his career as a merchant and became the

leading statesman (250-237) of the state of Ch'in.

His biography has gained many unsavoury ele-

ments, presumably from the hands of those who
sought to defame the first Emperor of the Ch*in

dynasty (221-210). Lii is alleged to have been the

Emperor’s natural father. The book Lu-shih cKm-
cKiu (?240), to which he gave his name, is an
eclectic compilation of the thought of all contem-

porary schools on many topics, and, as such, is of

great historical importance.

Fruhling und Herbst des Lii Bu We (tr. R,

Wilhelm, 1928).—D. Bodde, Statesman^ Patriot

and General in Ancient China (1940). A.R.D.

Lu Yu (DShan-yin 13 XI 1125; t26 I 1210),

Chinese poet, is said to have been prevented from
passing the metropolitan examination of 1154 by
the jealousy of the chief minister, Ch*in Kuei. He
gained the favour of Emperor Hsiao-tsung (1163-

89), but was soon banished to the provinces. From
1170 until 1178 he was in Szechwan, treading in

the tracks of Tu* Fu, whom he admired and with

whom he is compared. In 1175 he joined the staff

of his fellow-poet Fan* Ch*6ng-ta. He served again

in the capital 1188-89 and 1202-03, but most of

his later life was spent on his farm at Shan-yin.

The most prolific of the major Chinese poets, his

poetry runs the gamut of subjects and emotions,

although a patriotic emphasis is prominent and he

shows an especial fondness for pastoral beauty.

He also left a history of the Southern T'ang

dynasty and many notes and miscellanea.

Chien-nan shih-kao (coll, verse; 1220; sel. trs:

C. M. Candlin, The Rapier ofLu, 1946; H.-Y. and
G. Yang in Chinese Lit., 1963, No. 8 and 1965,

No. 5); WeUnan win-chi (coll, prose; 1210; incL

/2‘5-poems).

K. Yoshikawa, An Introduction to Sung Poetry

(tr. B. Watson, 1967). A.R.D.

Lubicz-Milosz, Oscar Wenceslas de: see Milosz.

Lubis, Mochtar: see Indonesian and malaysian

LITERATURES.

Lubomirski, Stanislaw Herakliusz, Prince

(1642; tUjazddw 17 I 1702), Polish political

writer and poet. Son of a rebel, he held high posts

and was active politically. His prose shows
political wisdom and incurable scepticism. His

works were very popular. He translated and
adapted the fashionable French, Italian and
Spanish dramatic idylls and farces.

TREATISES : Rozmowy Artdksesa iEwandra (1673)

;

Adverbiorum moralium , . . libellus (1688); De
vanitate consiliorum . . . (1699).

—

averse: Tobiasz

wyzwolony . . . (1683).

—

Wiersze zebrane i prze~

drukowane (1782); Wybdr pism (1953).

S. Morawiecki, S. H. L. Kilka kart z lat mlodych

oligarchy, 1661-1667 (1901); W. Szczygidl.

trddla rozmow Artaksesa i Ewandra . . . (1929).

S.S. (P.H.)

Lucan (Marcus Annaeus Lucanus) (*Corduba
3 XI 39; tRome 30 IV 65), Latin poet. The grand-

son of the elder and nephew of the younger

Seneca* Lucan was brought as an infant by his

father, M. Annaeus Mela, to Rome. Educated

there, possibly under the Stoic Comutus, he
showed early brilliance and was recalled from his

further studies at Athens by Nero to membership
of the intimate court circle. Later, however, he
incurred the enmity, possibly rooted in literary

jealousy, of the Emperor and was forbidden, at

least publicly, to exercise his literary talents. This

doubtless induced him to join the conspiracy of

Piso, on the discovery of which he was ordered to

commit suicide.

The theme of his only extant work, the un-

finished Bellum civile (often called the Pharsalia)

in ten books of hexameters, is the war between
Pompey and Caesar*. Lucan avoided fitting

historic^ subject-matter to the traditional epic

machinery and tells his story with few deviations

from historical fact, though with a marked sym-
pathy for the republican cause. His treatment is

strongly rhetorical, but, though occasionally

marred by superfluity of description, indicative of

a genuine poetic power. He is less dependent on
Virgil* than are Valerius* Flaccus, Silius* Italicus

and Statius*, and is therefore the most interesting

of the post-Augustan epic poets.

Ed. A. E. Housman (rev. impr. 1927; repr. 1950);

eds with comm. : C. E. Haskins and W. E. Heitland

(1887); R. J. Getty, Bk I (1940); J. P. Postgate, Bks
VII (rev. O. A. W. Dilke, 1960) and VIH (1917).—
Trs: J. D. Duff (1928); R. Graves (1966).

R. Kchon, Les sources de Lucain (1912); J.
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Aymard, Qmlques sides de comparaisons chez L.

(1951); J. Biisset, Les idees politiques de L. (1964);

M. P. O. Morford, The Poet L. (1967). A.J.D.

Lucas of Tuy, known as El Tudense {fl. early 13th

century), Latin chronicler, a Bishop commissioned

by the wife of Alfonso IX of Le6n to write a
Chronicon mundu It begins as a universal chronicle

and extends to 1236, but the scope is limited to

Le6n and Castile after the Moorish invasion;

Lucas is a strongly patriotic and credulous

historian.

A. Schott, Hispania illustratat IV (1608);

Crdnica de Espahapor Lucas Obispo de Tuy (Span,

tr.; ed. J. Puyol, 1926); P, Hogberg, ‘La chronique

de L. de T.’ in Rev. Hispanique, LXXXI (1933).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Lucebert, pseud, of Lubertys Jacobus Swaans-
WUK (’"Amsterdam 15 IX 1924; cjoA. Koek),
Dutch poet, internationally famous painter (rela-

tions with Cobra group). Dubbed ‘Emperor of the
Fifties’ by his contemporaries, he indeed wrote
poems which are examples of the upheaval in
Dutch poetry around 1950. He rarely uses con-
ventional forms, rhyme or metre, unless as ironic
complicated language games. On the surface a
Lucebert poem appears a torrent of associations

with juxtapositions of images, but careful analysis
of several of his poems proves convincingly that
they form a dense world of their own. (See also
EXPERIMENTELEN.)

Val voor vliegengod (prose and poetry; 1959);
Gedichten 1948-1963 (1965).--Gedichte undZeich-
mngen (tr. Ludwig Kunz, 1962).

Paul Rodenko, Tussen de regels (1956); A.
Morrign, Concurreren met de sterren (1959); C.
Buddingh*, J^nvouds verlichte waters (1960);
H. U. J. d’Oliveira, ‘De limiet van het middenwit’
in Merlyn, 1.2 (1963) and in K. Fens et al,
Literair lustrum (1967); P. Calls, Daling van
temperatuur (1964).--Interview in H. U. J.

d’Oliveira, Scheppen riep hij goat van Au! (1965).

J.J.O,

Lucena, Juan de (’"TToledo ?c. 1430), Spanish
moralist. Probably a converse scholar, diplomat
and printer, who served in Italy and returned there
c. 1481 to escape the Inquisition. His Libro de vita
beata (1463) is an imaginary discussion on happi-
ness between Santillana*, Mena* and Alfonso de
Cartagena* adapted from the Dialogus de
felicitate vitae of Bartolommeo Fazio; its satirical
review of society includes a defence of the
converses. Lucena also wrote an Epistola exhorta^
teriaa las letras some years later. His prose is good.

A. Paz y Melia, Opdsculos literarios de las sighs
XIV a XVI (1892); R. Lapesa, De la edad media a
nuestros dias (1967); A. Alcald, ‘J. de L. y el
pre-erasmismo espafiol’ in Rev. Hispdnica Moder-
na. XXXIV (1968). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Lucian (*c. a.d. 120), Greek essayist from Samo-
sata on the upper Euphrates. After failing as a
sculptor, he became a travelling lecturer and
studied philosophy in Athens; later an administra-

tor in Roman Egypt. His essays (mostly in dialogue
form) show a deep knowledge of classical Greek,
to which he owes his vocabulary and style, and also

an amused and ironic view of contemporary life,

which he pillories cheerfully. He has preserved
much valuable information on ancient art, and
criticizes contemporary literary and oratorical

styles. The True History has an endearing vein of
inspired nonsense.

Eds: C. Jacobitz (1836-41; repr. 1966); A. M.
Harmon et al (1913-67; with tr.).

M. Caster, L. et la pensie religieuse de son temps
(1938) ; J. Bompaire, L, ecrivain (1958) ; J. Schwartz,
Biographie de L. (1965); B. P. Reardon, Les
courants littiraires grecs des He et Ille siicles

apris J.-a (1971). T.B.L.W. (E.W.H.)

Lucic, Hanibal (*Hvar 1485; "tibid. 1553), Dalma-
tian poet, composer of the first original romantic
Croatian drama, Robinja (Venice, 1585). His
classical education and familiarity with the poetry
of the Italian Renaissance are reflected in his

writing; some of his lyric poems are of extreme
beauty and perfection.

Scladanya izvarsnichpisan razlicich (coll, poems;
Venice, 155Q; Pjesme (1874). V.J.

Lucidor: see Johansson, Lars.

Lucilius, Gaius (’"Suessa Aurunca c. 180; fNaples
c. 102 B.C.), Latin satirist. Of a prosperous family
and well-educated, Lucilius came to Rome c. 160.
Among his friends was Scipio Africanus, of whose
literary circle he was a prominent member. His 30
books of misceUaneous poems (Saturae) were
published at intervals from 131. Some 1,300 lines

are now extant,

Ihe Saturae, on which Horace* modelled his

earlier satires, contained reflections on all aspects
of contemporary life. With Lucilius, satire became
a literary genre, and the asperity of his criticism

gave it, for the first time, its modem connotation.

C. Lucili carminum reliquiae (ed. with comm.
F. Marx, 2 vols, 1904-05; repr. 1963; tr. E. H.
Warmingtoii in Remains of Old Latin, III, 1938).

C. Cichorius, Untersuchungen zu L, (1908; repr.

1964); G. C. Fiske, L. and Horace (1920; repr.

1966); J. Wight Duff, Roman Satire (1936); O.
Weinreich, Romische Satiren (1949); M. Puelma
Piwonka, L. und Kallimachos (1949); I. Mariotti,
Studi luciliani (1960). A.J.D.

Lucretius Canis, Trrus (’"c. 100/90; ^c. 55/53
B.c,), Latin philosopher-poet. Probably a Roman
citizen of aristocratic birth, Lucretius dedicated his
unfinished didactic poem, the De rerum natura, in
six books of hexameters, to C. Memmius, whom
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Catullus* accompanied to Bithynia. The state-

ment of St Jerome* that Cicero* revised certain

portions doubtless reflects some intimacy with the

orator and his brother : the statement that the poem
was written in the lucid intervals of a long insanity,

induced by a love-philtre and culminating in

suicide, is hardly credible.

The De rerum natura is a passionate exposition

of the physical system of Epicurus* in which
Lucretius’ main aim was to banish superstitious

belief in the gods and in the terrors of an after-life.

The permanence of matter, as shown by the

atomic theory of Epicurus, is the theme of the first

two books: these are followed by a series of proofs

of the mortality of the soul (3), the nature of

sensation and thought (4), celestial and terrestrial

phenomena (5, 6): one of the most interesting

sections deals with the origin of life and the birth

and growth of civilization (5).

The treatment in verse of such subject-matter

was in itself no small achievement. Lucretius,

deliberately turning to the severe and archaic style

of Ennius*, aimed rather to instruct and convert

as a philosopher than to give pleasure as a poet.

But many passages of striking pathos and beauty
show a poetic ability not less than, though different

from, that of Virgil*.

Eds: C. Lachmann (4th ed. 1871); K. Buchner

(1966); eds with comm, and tr.: H. A. J. Munro
(4th ed,, 3 vols, 1886); C. Bailey (3 vols, 1947).

—

Trs: W. H. D. Rouse (1931); R. E. Latham (1951).

W. Y. Sellar, The Roman Poets of the Republic

(1881); J. Masson, L. Epicurean and Poet (2 vols,

1907-09); E. E. Sikes, L. (1936); C. A. Gordon,
A Bibliography of L, (1962); P. Boyanc6, Lucrice

etVepicurisme (1963); L. (ed. D. R. Dudley, 1965);

D. West, The Imagery and Poetry of L. (1969).

A.J.D.

Ludus Coventriae, an erroneous and misleading

name given to Brit. Mus. MS Cot. Vesp. D. VIII,

a cycle ofCorpus Christ! plays in an East Midlands
dialect, owned by Robert Hegge of Durham until

its purchase by Sir Robert Cotton* (c. 1629). The
MS contains three groups of plays: one relates to

the life of the Virgin and her mother, St Anne, and
the second is a Corpus Christ! cycle with a Passion

play (originally independent) interpolated into it.

None of these plays is connected with the Corpus
Christ! cycle of the Coventry* trade-guilds. No
provenance can be proved; but on grounds of

dialect, the prominence of the St Anne plays and
the loss of the Corpus Christi plays known to have
existed at Lincoln, there is a strong case for

regarding all the plays in Hegge MS to have
belonged originally to Lincoln.

The cycle resembles the Cornish Ordinalia

{Cornish* Mysteries) in being written for per-

formance on a single, fixed stage, but in the form
and content of the text Ludus Coventriae more
nearly resembles the York*, Towneley* and

Chester* Cycles; but unlike them, it was not

apportioned to trade-guilds for performance on
pageant-carts. This again strengthens the case for

Lincoln as the place oforigin, as the topography of

that city would make any attempt at perambula-

tory staging very difficult.

The earliest record of a Corpus Christi play in

Lincoln dates from 1471. Shortly afterwards the

Corpus Christi procession was transferred to St

Anne’s Day (26 VII): responsibility for production

rested with the St Anne Guild. Yet if these facts

strengthen the association of the Hegge Plays with

Lincoln, no convincing reason has yet been sup-

plied to explain why the author ofthe Banns should

state that the plays will be given in ‘N[nomen;
name]-town’. The same applies to The Castle of
Perseverance which is also thought to belong to

Lincoln (morality plays).

Ludus Coventriae^ or the Plaie called Corpus

Christi (ed. K. H. Block, 1922; repr. 1960).

E. L. Swenson, ‘An inquiry into the composition

and structure of L. C.’ in Studies in Language and
Literature, I (Minneapolis, 1914); F. M. Salter,

‘Old Testament plays of L, C.’ in Philol. Quart.,

XII (1933); Hardin Craig, English Religious

Drama (1958). G.W.

Ludwig, Otto (*Eisfeld an der Werra 12 11 1813;

ooEmilie Winkler; fDresden 25 II 1865), German
writer. He studied musical composition under

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy in Leipzig (1839-40), but

began to write during a second Leipzig period

(1842-43). His life was outwardly uneventful, yet

ended as a painful tragedy of literary gifts can-

celled by a hypersensitive critical faculty. Always
delicate, by 1860 he suffered complete nervous

collapse, A pioneer realist—he originated the term

‘poetic realism—he mistakenly battled with

drama, successfully completing Der Erbforster

(1850) and Die Makkabder (1852); Agnes Bernauer

occupied him in various versions all his life. His

pre-occupation with literary theory, and particu-

larly his dissections of Shakespeare*, increasingly

choked his creativepowers ; constantly remodelling,

he left little finished, but his two Novellen,

Zwischen Himmel und Erde and Die Heitherethei,

both careful psychological studies, show the

perfection he was capable of achieving.

Dramatische Werke (2 vols, 1853-54); Zwischen

Himmel und Erde (1856; Eng. tr. B, Q. Morgan,
1928).

—

Shakespeare-Studien (1871; 1971).

—

Sdrnt-

liche Werke (ed. P. Merker, 18 vols, incomplete,

vols I-VI, 1912-22); Werke (ed. W. Leuschner-

Meschke, 1961- ),—Briefe (ed. K. Vogtherr,

1935); Tagebucher (ed. idem, 1936).

A. Stem, O. L, (1891, 1906); M. Lis, Les oeuvres

dramatiques d"0. L, (2 vols, 1922-23); H. Schon-

weg, L,s Kunstschaffen und Kunstdenken (1941);

W. H. McClain, Between Real and Ideal (1963).

—

O. L.-Kalender (after 1938 O.-L. Jahrb.; ed. W.
Greiner, 13 vols, 1929-41). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)
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Ludwigslied, German stanzaic poem in Rhenish

dialect, commemorating the victory of the West

Frankish King Louis III over the Normans at

Saucourt (881); composed before, but recorded (in

a unique MS, Valenciennes) after, Louis’ death in

882. Louis’ career and his battle are reduced to a

stylized sequence in which God tests him in adver-

sity and exacts penance of the sinners amongst the

Franks. Thesame subject appears in the Old French

poem Gormond et Isembart (chansons de geste).

Ed. W. Braune and K, Helm, Ahhochdeutsches

Lesebuch (1962); C. C. Barber, Old High German

Header (1951).

R. Harvey, ‘The provenance . .
.’ in Medium

.®vum, XIV (1945; ?I. wr. in France); W.
Schwarz, ‘The L.’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., XLII

(1947); J. Knight Bostock, Handbook of Old High

German Literature (1955). F.P.P.

Lugones, Leopoldo (*Rio Seco 13 VI 1874;

tBuenos Aires 19 II 1938), Argentinian poet, essay-

ist and critic. Beginning as a modernista inspired by
Dario^ he developed into a nationalist and
popular poet of traditionalist themes and feeling,

though never forsaking scrupulous standards of

diction and form. Objective rather than lyrical,

with a tendency towards the narrative in his later

work, Lugones aimed at elevation of feeling and
the inculcation of noble ideas of nationalism in his

compatriots. £.Sa.

Las montafias del oro (1897); Los crepiisculos del

Jardin (1905); Lunario sentimental (1909; new ed.

1926); Odas seculares (1910; new ed. 1923); El
libro fiel (Paris, 1912); El libro de los paisajes

(1917); Ims horas dorados (1922); Romancero

(1924); Poemas solariegos (1927).— poeticas

completas (Madrid, 1952).

J. L. Borges, L, L. (2nd ed., Buenos Aires,

1965). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Logovskoy, Vladimir Alexandrovich (*1901;

tl957), Soviet poet. Influenced at first by symbol-
ism and Acmeism, he joined the constructivist

group and finally became a member of the rapp.

He wrote poems about the Civil War, as well as

some excellent verses about children. This did not
prevent him, however, from being also a medita-

tive philosophic seeker imbued with optimism.

Lirika (1958); Seredina veka (1958); Solntsevorot

Sinyaya vesna (1961); Stikhotvoreniya i poemy
(1966).

L. I. Levin, V. L. (1963). J.L.

Lugo y Davila, FRANasco de (*Madrid ?159~;

1[libid, after 1659), Spanish novelist. Little is

known of his life except that he spent some years

in Mexico. His mediocre collection of novels was
published in 1622. He also wrote some genealogies.

Teatro popular: novelas (ed. E. Cotarelo, 1906).

E.M.W.

Lu H^, pseud, of Chou Shu-jAn (*Shao-hsing

25 IX 1881 ;
tShanghai 19 X 1936), Chinese short-

story writer and essayist, was sent in 1902 on a

government scholarship to Japan, where he began

a medical course. He did not complete it but turned

to writing. Returning home in 1909, he became a

schoolteacher. From 1912 to 1926 he worked in the

Ministry of Education in Peking and from 1920 he
concurrently lectured at Peking National Univer-

sity and other Universities. He was a leader of the

‘literary revolution’ and published his first short

story, ‘Diary of a Madman*, in 1918. He left

Peking with other radicals in 1926 and finally took

refuge in Shanghai (1927),

While in Japan, he read much European
literature in Japanese translations, and he was the

first to give a truly Chinese expression to Western
social ideals. He is acknowledged as China’s

greatest modern writer, and has been made by the

Chinese Communists into the supreme revolu-

tionary hero. Although his numerous essays had
much immediate influence, the 25 short stories of

his collections Na-han (1923) and P‘ang-lniang

(1926) are likely to prove his most enduring works.

Their style is mordant but not without humour.
(A Q cheng-chuan has been translated into many
languages.) He published many translations, main-

ly retranslated from Japanese, especially of

Russian 19th- and 20th-century authors.

Lu Hsun ch‘uan-chi (complete works; 20 vols,

1938, 2 supp. vols, 1946-52; part, trs: C.-C. Wang,
Ah Q and Others^ 1941; H.-Y. and G. Yang,
Selected Works of Lu Hsun, 4 vols, Peking, 1956-

60).

Huang Sung-k'ang, Lu Hsun andtheNew Culture

MovementofModern China (1957); J. D. Chinnery,

‘The influence of Western literature on Lii Xhn’s
“Diary ofa Madman’’ ’ in Bull. School Orient, and
Afr. Stud., XXIII (1960); B. Krebsovd, ‘Lu Hsiin

and his collection “Old Tales Retold”’ in Archiv
Orientdlni, XXVIH (1960); T.-A. Hsia, The Gate

ofDarkness (1968). A.R.D.

Loiken, Joan, or Jan (*Amsterdam 16 IV 1649;

001672 Maria de Oude; ^bid, 5 IV 1712), Dutch
poet and mystic, originally trained as a painter and
later famous as an etcher-illustrator. He started

with lyrical love and Nature poems {De Duytse
Lier, 1671), unsurpassed in his time, arranged in

careful thematical harmony and with captions

influencedby themysticBShme*. After his religious

conversion numerous collections of mystic-

pantheistic and emblematic verse followed; in

addition to didactic verse he also wrote songs of
intimate religious beauty.

Jezus en de ziel (1678); Voncken der llefde Jesu

(1687); Spiegel van het menselijk bedrijf (1694);
Zedelijke en stichtelijke gezangen (1704); Beschou-^

wing der wereld (1708); De onwaardige wereld

(1710); De byekorf des gemoeds (1711); Het leer--

zoom huisraad (1711); Des menschen begin, midden
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en einde (1712); Geestelijke brieven (1714);

Verzameling van eenige gheestelijke brieven (1741);

Het overvloeijend herte (1767).

P. van Eeghen and J. Ph. van der Kellen, Het
werk van /. en C. L, (1905); C. B. Hylkema in De
Gids, LXVII, LXXII (1904, 1909); J. Koopmans
in De Beweging, I (1905); J. van der Valk in Ons
Tijdschrift, XII (1908); J. P. van Melle, De ^oude^

/. Ii. (1912); J. C. van der Does in Stemmen des

Tijds, XVII, XVni, XX (1928-31); J. Meeuwesse,

/. L. als dichter van de Duytsche tier (1952).

J.W.W.

Luis, Fray: see Le6n, Luis de.

Lukdc, Emil Boleslav (Hodru§ 1 XI 1900),

Slovak poet, and one of the most gifted of those

writing since 1918. Lukdc owes something to Ady*,
Krasko* and the French Symbolists; but his

mature work is highly personal and bears the stamp
of its time.

Spoved' (1922); Duna] a Seina (1925); Moloch
(1938); Bdbel (1944); 6da na poslednu a prvd
(1967).—Hudba domova (sel. with stud. M.
Tomeik, 1965). R.A.

Lukacs, GyOrgy (^Budapest 13 IV 1885; md.
4 VI 1971), Hungarian literary critic and philo-

sopher. One of the leading Marxist exponents

of the century, Lukdcs first became prominent in

1912 when his monograph on modern drama
appeared. His literary studes, mainly on French,

German and Russian subjects, show him to be
strongly influenced by German philosophic^

style.

A modern drdma fejlddesenek tdrtenete (2 vols,

1912); Balzac, Stendhal, Zola (1946; Studies in

European Realism, tr. E. Bone, 1950); Goethe es

kora (1946; Goethe und seine Zeit, 1946); A torte-

nelmi regeny (1947; The Historical Novel, tr. H,
and S. Mitchell, 1962); Der Junge Hegel (1948);

Deutsche Realisten des 19, Jh, (1951); Az esz

trdnfosztdsa (1965); Az esztetikum sajdtossdga (2

vols, 1965).—Werke (Luchterhand, Neuwied,
1962- ).

G. H. R. Parkinson, G, L,, the Man, His Work
and His Ideas (1970). G.F.C.

Lukin, Vladimir Ignatyevich (*1737; tl794),

Russian playwright. His plays, e.g. Mot lyuboviyu

ispravlennoy (1765), formed a transition to the

sentimental middle-class drama. His insistence that

dramatis personae should reflect Russian life and
speech had a good effect on subsequent play-

wrights, including Fonvizin*.

Sochineniya i perevody (2 vols, 1765; 2 vols,

1868). J.L.

Lull, Ram6n: see Llull, Ramon.

Lulofs, Barthold Hendrik (*Zutphen 22 III

1787; tGroningen 20 VI 1849), Dutch poet and
writer of concise prose, from 1815 Professor at

Groningen.

Nederlandsche redekunst (1820); Reistogtje in

1826 (2 vols, 1827-28); /. van den Vondel opgehel-

derd (1833); Gelderlands voortreffelijke dichter Mr
A, C. W. Staring (1843); Handboek van den

vroegsten bloei der NederL letterkunde (1845).

—

Taalkundige werken (ed. A. de Jager, 6 vols,

1875-78).

C. van Herwerden in Levensber. Maatscdiappij

Nederl. Letterk. (1850); W. B. S. Boeles, Gedenk-

boek der hoogeschool te Groningen (1864).

J.W.W.

Luna, Alvaro de (*Caflete ?1390; fValladolid

1453), Spanish prose writer and poet. He was
Constable of Castile, Master of the Order of

Santiago and virtual ruler under John II until his

struggle with the nobles (e.g. Santillana*) caused

his dismissal and execution. He wrote a treatise in

defence of women (1446); his poems are in the

Cancionero de Baena,

Libro de las virtuosos e claras mugeres (ed. M.
Menendez y Pelayo, 1891); see also Baena*.

Crdnica de don A, deL, (ed. J. de Mata Carriazo,

1940).—C. Sili6, Don A, de L, y su tiempo (Buenos

Aires, 1939). A.D.D.

Lunacharsky, Anatoly Vasilyevich (*Poltava

1875; tMoscow 1933), Russian author, a theoreti-

cian of proletarian literature and Soviet commissar
for education. His early book, Religiya i sotsializm

(‘Religion and Socialism’; 1908-11), written under
the impact of Mach and Avenarius, was severely

attacked by Lenin* himself, but later he became an
ideologically ‘reformed character’. He wrote a
great deal about Western and Russian literature,

as well as about the theatre, and several plays with

an ideological or philosophic basis.

O teatre i dramaturgii (2 vols, 1958); Sobranie

sochineniy (7 vols, 1962-67),’—Faust and the City,

Vasilisa the Wise, The Magi (tr. L. A. Magnus,
Three Plays, 1923); On Literature and Art (1965).

A. B. IQidatov, Pamyati Lunacharskogo (1935).

J.L.

LundegSrd, Axel (*Y. Sallerup 17 XH 1861;

tStockholm 20 1930), Swedish writer.

Lundegdrd was an intimate friend of Victoria

Benedictsson* and, after his debut with the

realistic short stories I gryningen (1885), his first

work was done with her or on her drafts. After her

death he incorporated extracts from her papers and
diaries in other works, notably an autobiography

and the novel Elsa Finne (2 vols, 1902). His own
novels began as a revolt from the radicalism of the

1880s; later on he devoted himself with consider-

able success to historical themes.

Skrifter i urval (7 vols, 1932-33).
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S. Linder, ‘A. L.’ in Ibseriy Strindberg och andra

(1936). C.H.K. a.S.)

Lundkvist, Artur (*Oderljimga 3 III 1906; col936

Maria Wine), Swedish poet, essayist and critic.

Lundkvist has been much influenced by Surrealism

and, in his earlier prose, by D. H. Lawrence* and

psychoanalysis. He uses in his work many motifs

from his extensive travels. As a critic, he advocates

poetry as a vital necessity irrespective of politics or

social propaganda.

verse: Gldd (1928); Naket liv (1929); Svart stad

(1930); Vit man (1932); Eldtema (1939); Dikter

mellan djur och Gud (1944); Skinn over sten (1947);

Liv som gras (1954); Ogonblick och vdgor (1962);

Texter i snon (1964); Besvdrjelser till trost (1969).

—NOVELS AND ESSAYS : Atlantvind(1932) ;
Negerkust

(1933); Floderna flyter mot havet (1934); Ikarus'

flykt (1939); Diktare och avslojare i Amerikas

moderna litteratur (1942); Indiabrand (1950); Den
fdrvandlande draken (1955); Vulkanisk Kontinent

(1957); Sjdlvportrdtt av en drommare med dppna

ogon (1966); Brottstdllen (1968).

R. Oldberg, Nutidsforfattare (1949); K. Esp-

mark, Livsdyrkaren A. L, (1964). C.H.K. (I.S.)

Lunts, Lev Natanovich (*St Petersburg 1901;

tHamburg 1924), Soviet playwright, essayist and
theoretician of the serapion brothers’ group.

PLAYS : Vne zakona (1921); Obezyany idut (1921)

;

Bertrand de Born (1922); Gorodpravdy (1924; The

City of Truths tr. J. Silver, 1919).—Na zapad

(essay; 1923).

M. Gorky, ‘Pamyati Luntsa’ in Beseda, V
(1924). J.L.

Luria, Isaac, known as Ha’ari (^Jerusalem 1534;

tSafed 1572), Palestinian Hebrew mystic. Educated

in Cairo, he became accidentally a student of

cabbalah and composed commentaries on some
parts of the Zohar (see Moses* de Leon). In 1569

he came to Safed, then the centre of Cabbalah
studies, and taught a small circle of disciples until

his death in a pestilence. He created an entirely

new system of Cabbalah, which resembles the

ancient Gnosis without there being any literary

connection between the two. Its influence was
lasting, especially in the form in which it was
popularized by the vast ethical and ascetic literature

of the following centuries and by Hasidism (Ba*al*

Shem Tov). Luria’s oral teachings were trans-

mitted through the numerous writings of his chief

disciple Chaim Vital*. Luria composed some
hymns for the Sabbath meal {Zemirot) which are

still in vogue.

*Etz Chayim (Korzec, 1785).

S. Schechter, ‘Safed in the 16th century’ in

Studies in Judaism, II (1908); J. Abelson, Jewish
Mysticism (1913); M. Wiener, Die Lyrik der

Kabbalah (1920); A. E. Waite, The Holy Kabbalah

(1929); G. G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish

Mysticism (2nd ed. 1946); E. Mueller, History of

Jewish Mysticism (1946). C.R.

Luria, Solomon, known as Rashal or Maharshal
(Poland c. 1510; tLublin 7 XI 1573), Polish

Hebrew religious writer and poet, head of the

Lublin Talmudic academy and a leading authority

on Jewish law. He insisted on direct recourse to

the TALMUD and freed its text from many corrup-

tions. He bitterly criticized contemporary social

evils.

LEGAL works: Cfiokmat Shelomoh (Cracow,

1587); Yam shel Shelomoh (Stettin, 1861).—

verse: Seder ha-Zemirot (Lublin, 1596); Divre

Shelomoh (Ostrog, 1794).

M. Balaban, Die Judenstadt von Lublin (1919);

A. Lourie, Die Familie Lourii (1923); S. Hurwitz,

The Responsa of S. L. (1938). C.R.

Lustig, ArnoSt (*Prague 21 XII 1926), Czech

novelist. Lustig spent the years 1942-45 in con-

centration camps, and this experience has deeply

marked his stories and novels.

Noc a naddje (1957); Dimanty nod (1958); Mdj
zndmf Vili Feld (1961). R.A.

Luther, Martin (*Eisleben 10 XI 1483; ool525

Katharina von Bora; ^ibid. 18 II 1546), German
Reformer. Son of a miner, he studied at Erfurt

University 1501, became an Augustinian monk
(1505), taught at Wittenburg University (from

1508), visited Rome (1510-11), became doctor of

theology (1512). He published his 95 theses against

the sale of indulgences in 1517, was excommuni-

cated in 1520 and outlawed by the Diet of Worms
1521. He broke with Erasmus* (1525) and with

Zwingli* (1529). Until his death he worked tire-

lessly for the Church he had created, the doctrine of

which was established by the Augsburg Confession,

1530. In literature he is chiefly remembered for

three great monuments: the German Bible, his

hymns and his polemical prose writings. Luther’s

translations of the Bible (New Testament, 1522;

Old Testament, 1523-34), based on the Greek ver-

sion of Erasmus and the Hebrew of Reuchlin*, is a

work of art. Translating according to sense rather

than literally, following his principles in the Send-

brief vom Dolmetschen (1530), and using a vivid,

homely German salted with popular phrases and
colloquialisms, Luther produced a German Bible

that had by his death, thanks to the great rise of

printing, gone into 377 editions. The hymns
(Geistliche Lieder, 1524 fF.) combine piety with a
truly popular spirit and with their rhythm and
sense of language are at their best works of genius,

the spiritual Volkslieder of his people. In the series

of Reformation tracts, sermons, commentaries and
catechisms, all written in the direct and homely
German which made such a popular appeal and
which establishes him as one of the architects of
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modem German, Luther produced a body of

writings, the best ofwhich (An den christlichen Adel
deutscher Nation, 1520; Von der Freiheit eines

Christenmenschen, 1520; Vorrede zum Romerbrief,

1522) with their rugged force and compelling, if

often loose and unsystematic method of compo-
sition, are typical of their author. Finally, Luther’s

letters and discourseswithfriends 1566)

show him in a more personal, sometimes distress-

ingly frank light. By his encouragement of hymns
and music Luther started the stream of German
church music that leads to Bach. He encouraged

religious drama (Vorreden aufBuck Judith und das

Buck Tobias, 1534) and wrote German versions of

Aesopian fables (1530), anexample others followed.

His rejection of humanism, except where it served

religious ends, obscured the development of

German humanism and turned it into confessional

channels. Finally, in bringing about the Reforma-
tion Luther provided most of German 16th-

century literature with its subject-matter. As a
writer Luther owed much to the work of scholars

and humanists before him. Yet he was a literary

genius whose services to German literature cannot

be overestimated.

Erlanger Ausgabe, Lateinische Schriften (38 vols,

1829-86), Deutsche Schriften (2nd ed., 67 vols,

1862-85); Weimarer Gesamtausgabe, Pt 1 (58 vols,

1883-

1948), Pt 2, Tischreden (1912 ff.), Pt 3,

Deutsche Bibel (1906 ff.), Pt 4, Briefs (11 vols,

1930-47); Fabeln (ed. E. Thiele, 2nd ed. 1911);

Geistliche Lieder (ed. F. Klippgen, 1912; ed. W.
Lucke, 1923; Eng. tr. L. W. Bacon, 1883); smaller

eds of L.’s works: O. Clemen and A. Leitzmann

(8 vols, 1912-33); G. Buchwald (4th ed., 10 vols,

1924); A. E. Berger (3 vols, 1917); sel. polemical

writings (ed. idem in Dt, Lit, in Entw.-Reihen, I,

1930); L.s Werke in Auswahl (ed, O. Clemen, 8

vols, 1950-59).

—

Briefs (ed. L. Enders, 18 vols,

1884-

1914); Tischreden (ed. W. Preger, 1888; ed.

E. Kroker, 1903).—translations: L.’j Primary

Works (ed. D. D. Wace and C. A. Buchheim,

1896); Works (tr. and ed. P. Holmann, 1915 ff.);

Reformation Writings (ed. B. L. Woolf, 1952 ff.);

I/.’j Works (ed. J. Pehkan and H. T. Lehmann,
55 vols, 1955 ff.).— Talk (ed. and tr. W.
Hazlitt, 1848); jL.’j Correspondence (tr. and ed. P.

Smith, 1913); Conversations (sel., tr. and ed. idem

and H. P. Gallinger, 1915).

bibliography: Jahrbuch der L.-Gesellschaft

(1919 ff.); L. (quart.; 1919 ff.); G. Kawerau, L.s

Schriften nach der Reihenfolge ^r Jahre verzeichnet

(2nd ed. O. Clemen, 1929); R. Poser, Synoptisches

Inhaltsverzeichnis der gebrduchlichsten L.-Ausgaben

(1935); J. Benzing, L.~Bibliographie (1966).

biographies: Th. Kolde (2 vols, 1884-93); J.

Kostlin (2nd ed., 2 vols, 1903; Eng. tr. 1883);

Preserved Smith (1911); A. Hausrath (3rd ed., 2
vols, 1914); G. Buchwald (3rd ed. 1917); J. Mac-
kinnon (4 vols, 1925-30).—^Roman Catholic view-

point: H. Denifle (2 vols, 1904-06); H. Grisar (3rd

ed., 3 vols, 1924-25; Eng. tr., 6 vols, 1913-17);

J. Maritain, Three Reformers (1928).

studies: P. Pietsch, L. und die neuhochdeutsche

Sprache (1884); C. Beard, L. and the Reformation

in Germany (1889); E. Wolff, Faust undL. (1912);

P. Benrath, Goethe und L. (1919); E. Konig,

‘Erasmus und L.* in Hist. Jahrb., XLI (1920);

A. Risch, L.s Bibelverdeutschung (1922); H.
Abert, L. und die Musik (1924); H. Bomkamm, L.

und Bohme (1925), Meister Eckhart und L. (1936)

and Zi. im Spiegel der deutsche Geistesgeschichte

(1955); R. H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise of
Capitalism (1926); E. Buonaiuti, Lutero e la

riforma in Germania (1926); R. Pascal, The Social

Basis of the German Reformation (1933); G.
Roethe, L.s Bedeutung f. d. hochdeutsche Literatur

(1933); A. H. Gerberich, L. and the English Bible

(1933); W. G. Moore, ‘The literary quality of L.’s

style’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., XXVIII (1933); H.
Bach, Laut- und Formenlehre der Sprache L.s

(Copenhagen, 1938); G. Hultsch, Nietzsche und L.

(1940); K. Vietor, ‘Lutheranism, Catholicism

and German literature’ in Albert Schweitzer

Jubilee Book (Cambridge, Mass. 1946); W.-E.
Peuckert, Die grosse Wende (1948); R. H. Bainton,

Here 1 Stand (1950); G. Rupp, L.*s Progress to the

Diet of Worms (1951); R. H. Fife, The Revolt of
M. L. (1957); V. H. H. Green, L. and the Reforma-

tion (1964); H. Bluhm, M. L., Creative Translator

(1965); J. Atkinson, M. L. and the Birth of
Protestantism (1968). D.G.D.

Luxorius, the most prolific of three mediocre poets

who lived at Carthage under the Vandal j^ngs
Thrasamund and Hilderic (496-530). He wrote a
Virgilian cento and epigrams in various metres in

imitation of Martial*.

Eds: A. Baehrens, Poetae Latini minores, IV
(1883); F. Buecheler and A. Riese, Anthologia

Latina, I (1894); M. Rosenblum, L, A Latin Poet

Among the Van^ls (with tr.; 1961). A.J.D.

Luzdn Claramunt de Suelyes y Gurrea, Ignacio
(Saragossa 28 III 1702; tMadrid 19 V 1754),

Spanish scholar. As a boy he travelled extensively

through Italy, studied law in the University of

Catania (1727) and lived in Naples till 1733, when
he returned to Spain to hold important posts. He
wrote a Latin compendium of Descartes’* ideas,

translated Milton*, among others, knew Greek
well and was conversant with Italian, French,

English and German literatures. His Poitica (1737),

mainly based on Muratori’s* Della perfetta poesia,

more serene and profound and less rhetorical than

Boileau’s* Art poitique, written in excellent,

precise prose, lays down the neo-classical rules for

literature. Within this framework Luzdn showed
independence of judgement and finesse in his

appreciation of different literary genres and
authors. Though he defended the unities, he
praised Lope de Vega* and Calderdn*. For him
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poetry ‘is the imitation of nature for the use or

enjoyment of men’, but he admits that in the work

of art enjoyment must often have priority over

truth. His ideas started a bitter polemic in the

Spanish theatre which lasted almost the whole

century.

Foitica (1737; 2 vols, Madrid, 1789; ed. L. de

Filippo, 2 vols, 1956); Foes/as in Biblioteca de Aut.

Esp., XXXV, LXL—‘Painting’ and ‘Virtue’ (tr.

in H. W, Longfellow, Foets and Foetry ofEurope^

1845).

J. Cano, La Foetica de X. (Toronto, 1928);

L. A. de Cueto in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXI;
M. Menendez y Pelayo, Historia de las ideas

esteticasj III (1901) ; J. A. Cook, Neo-Classic Drama
in Spain: Theory and Fractice (Dallas, 1959).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Luzi, Mario (^Florence 20 X 1914), Italian poet.

His poetry is often religious in inspiration and has

passed from hermeticism, in the 1940s, to more
accessible themes in the post-war period.

Avvento notturno (1940); Quaderno gotico

(1947); Onore del vero (1957); II giusto della vita

(I960; coll, poems); Nel magma (1963).

G. Zagarrio, X. (1968). B.M.

Luzzatto, Efraim (*San Daniele 1729; fLausanne
1792), Hebrew poet. He practised medicine for

some years in Italy. In 1763 he became physician

at the hospital of the Portuguese Jewish congrega-

tion in London. His poems are notable for their

naturalness and lightness of expression. He was
one of the first to free himself from the influence of

the artificial Arabic prosody, then usual in Hebrew
poetry.

Eile Bnei Haneurim (London, 1768; 2nd ed.

intro. M. Letteris, Vienna, 1839); Kol Shachal
(Smyrna [Berlinl, 1790). S.A.

Luzzatto, Moses Hayyim (*Padua 1707; fAcre
6 V 174Q, Hebrew mystic, poet and scholar. At 16
he wrote his first Biblical drama, Shimshon u-

Felishtim, of which only fragments have been
preserved. This was followed by a study on Hebrew
prosody, Leshon Limudim (1724), a scientific

demonstration of the neo-classical Italian-Hebrew
style in contrast to medieval Hebrew poetry, which
was strongly influenced by Arabic poetry. His
Psalter contains, like the Davidic one, 150 chapters

and is written in imitation of the Biblical style. It

was destroyed, for the orthodox found it sacri-

legious, and only two chapters have been pre-

served. In 1727 he wrote his allegorical drama
Migdal Oz as a wedding gift to the son of his

teacher, Bassan, and a lasting contribution to
modern Hebrew literature. After this first period
came a mystical phase, when he was entirely

captivated by cabbalah which from his early youth
attracted him more than poetry and science. He

later composed many mystical works, including a
Zohar Tinyomu (‘Second Zohar’; MS unpub.;

sel. chs pub. 1889) in Aramaic, All these works
were destroyed in the course of persecutions and
excommunication. Luzzatto left for Amsterdam,
where he wrote Layesharim Tehila (1743) and his

most popular ethical work Mesilat Yesharim

(1740).

Mesilat Yesharim^ the Fath of the Upright (crit.

ed. with tr. M. M. Kaplan, 1936).

A. Kahan, Rabbi H, X. (Warsaw, 1899); I.

Landman, M, X. (New York, 1908); S. Ginzburg,

The Life and Works of M, H. X. (Philadelphia,

1931; with biblio.). S.A.

Luzzatto, Samuel David, known as Shadal
(Trieste 22 VIII 1800; fPadua 30 IX 1865),

Italian and Hebrew writer. Bom of a noble but

poor family, he planned, at the age of 14, his future

scientific work as ‘regenerator of his nation’—and
kept to this plan. In 1829 he became Professor at

the Padua Collegio Rabbinico. The end of his life

was clouded by family misfortunes and political

events which ruined the college. In his numerous
works he expounded an emotional, anti-philo-

sophical, yet scientific attitude to Jewish religion

and history; the same emotion also pervades his

poetry, much of which deals with national themes.

He was a recognized master of Hebrew style. As a
scholar, he is the author of important commen-
taries.

Kinnor NaHm (verse; 2 vols, 1825-79; 2nd ed.

1913).

—

^essays: Frolegomeni ad una grammatica
ragionata della lingua ebraica (1836); Discorsi

morali agli studenti israeliti (1857); Discorsi storico^

religiosi agli studenti israeliti (1870).

—

^letters;

Iggerot Shadal (9 vols, 1882-94); Epistolario

italiano-francese-latino di S. D. X. (1890).

—

Autobiografia di S. D, X. (autobiog.; 1882; Auto^
biographic S. D. L.s, tr. M. Griinwali 1882).

Gedenkbuch zum 100. Geburtstag L.s (ed. S.

Bemfeld, 1900); M. Klotz, S. D. X. als Bibelexeget

(1925); S. Morais, Italian Hebrew Literature

(1926); M. Wiener, Judische Religion im Zeitalter

der Emanzipation (1933); N. H. Rosenbloom, L.^s

Ethico-Fsyckological Interpretation of Judaism
(1965). C.R.

Lyashko, Nikolay, pseud, of Nikolay Nikolaye-
vich Lyashchenko (Lebedyani 1884; tl953),
Soviet novelist and author of short stories with a
sUongly proletarian outlook. A humane revolu-
tionary, he is at his best when describing the
worker’s life from personal experience.

Domennaya pecN (1924); Sobranie sochineniy (6
vols, 1926-27); Sladkaya katorga (1936, 1950).

J.L.

Lybeck, Mkael (*Nykarleby 18 III 1864;
tGrankulla X 1925), Finnish-Swedish poet, play-
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wright and novelist. After travels abroad he pub-

lished his first poems in 1890, his first prose in the

following year; but his first mature prose-work

{Den starkare) did not appear till 1900. In this

Lybeck reveals his sceptical dislike of religious

fanaticism, a dislike which recurs in Hennerson

(1916) and in the play. Den rode Andre (1917). His

most successful work is the novel Breven till Cecilia

(1920), in which his gift of psychological analysis

and his ability to write sober and subtle prose are

displayed at their best. He was much influenced by
Ibsen* and Kielland* B.M.E.M.

verse: Dikter (1890); Dikter 7/(1895); Dddsfdn-

gen (1918).

—

^novels and short stories: Unge
Hemming (1891); Allas vdr Margit (1893); Dagar
och natter (1896); Tomas Indal (1911); Samtal med
Lackau (1925).

—

splays: Odlan (1908); Dynastin

Peterberg (1913); Bror och syster (1915); Schopen-

hauer (1922); Domprosten Bomander (1923).

—

Samlade arbeten (12 vols, 1921-25 ; first 10 rev. and

ed. M. L.).

E. Kihlman, M. L. (1932); S. Bjorck, Lyriska

Idsovningar (1962). B.M.E.M. (I.S.)

Lycophron of Chalcis (first half of 3rd century

B.C.), Greek scholar-poet; worked in the Alexan-

drian library on the collection of comedies, but

was himself a tragedian, one of the seven who
formed the Alexandrian ‘Pleiad’. Of the 20 plays

whose titles have survived, the tragedy Cassandreis

dealt with a theme of near-contemporary history,

and Menedemus was a satyr-play about his teacher,

the philosopher of that name. His only extant work
is Alexandra, a long and extremely obscure

dramatic monologue in which a slave reports to

Priam the prophecies of Cassandra.

Alexandra (ed. with tr. A. W, Mair in Calli-

machus, Aratus, L,, 1921 ; ed, L. Mascialino, 1964).

A.H.G.

Lycurgus (*e. 390; t324 b.c.), Athenian orator

supported Demosthenes* against Macedon. He
managed Athenian finance with renowned probity

(338-324) and acted as unofficial prosecutor of

Athenians of suspect patriotism. In his one surviv-

ing speech he prosecutes one Leocrates for having

deserted his country after Chaeronea; the style

breathes an old-fashioned severity, is somewhat
rigid, long-winded, and lacking in grace, but

employs the Isocratean period more forcefully than

did its inventor.

Ed. F, Durrbach (rev. O. Navarre, 1932; with

Fr. tr.).

J. F, Dobson, The Greek Orators (1919); A. and
M. Croiset, Histoire de la litterature grecque, IV

(1947); G. Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in

Greece (1963). J.H.K. (S.U.)

Lydgate, John (^Lydgate, Suffolk c, 1370; t?Bury

St Edmunds c, 1450), English priest and Chaucerian

poet; a voluminous writer of extraordinary versa-

tility. Like his contemporaries he freely adapted

from other medieval poets (Boccaccio*, Guido delle

Colonne*, etc.), but his reputation, once as great

as Chaucer’s*, has greatly diminished.

The Fall ofPrinces (ed. H. Bergen, 4 pts, 1924-

27); The Life of Our Lady (ed. J. A. Lauritis, R. A.

Klinefelter and V. F. Gallagher, 1961); The

Pilgrimage of the Life of Man (ed. F. J. Furnivall

and K. B. Locock, 3 pts, 1899-1904); Reson and

Sensuallyte (ed. E. Sieper, 2 pts, 1901-03); The

Siege of Thebes (ed. A. Erdmann and E. Ekwall,

2 pts, 1911-30); The Temple of Glas (ed. J.

Schick, 1891); The Troy Book (ed. H. Bergen, 4

pts, 1906-35); Minor Poems (ed. H. N. Mac-

Cracken, 2 pts, 1911-34).

E. P. Hammond, English Verse Between Chaucer

and Surrey (1927); C. S. Lewis, ‘The 15th-century

heroic line’ in Essays and Stud., XXIV (1938);

H. S. Bennett, Chaucer and the 15th Century (1947);

W. F. Schirmer, /. L. (Tubingen, 1952; Eng. tr.

1961); A. Renoir, The Poetry of J. L. (1967).

R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Lydus: see John the Lydian.

Lyell, Sir Charles (*Kinnordy 14 XI 1797 ;
ool832

Mary Horner; fLondon 22 II 1875), Scottish

geologist. Educated at Oxford; secretary of the

Geological Society 1823; F.R.S., 1826; Professor

of geology at King’s College, London, 1831-33;

knighted 1 848 ; created baronet 1864. His Principles,

‘being an attempt to explain the former changes of

the earth’s surface by reference to causes now in

action*, exercised a profound influence on 19th-

century scientific thought.

Principles of Geology (3 vols, 1830-33; 12th ed.

1 875) ;
Elements ofGeology (a supp. ; 1 838) ; Travels

in North America (1845) and A Second Visit (1849);

The Geological Evidences of the Antiquity ofMan
(1863); Life, Letters and Journals (2 vols, 1881).

W. Gibson in Victorian Stud. (1958). J.K.

Lyly, John (*?Kent 1554; tl606), English novelist,

poet and dramatist. Son of a landed gentleman,

Lyly took degrees at Oxford and Cambridge before

embarking on a literary career in London, in which

he was assisted by the patronage of the Earl of

Oxford* and by being appointed (1585) deputy-

master of the choir-boys of St Paul’s, who acted

several of his plays. Disappointed in his hope of

becoming Master of the Revels, Lyly became a

Member of Parliament (1589-1601), and wrote an

anti-Puritan pamphlet in the Marprelate contro-

versy.

The two parts of Euphues constitute the first

English novel of manners, for Lyly makes the

courtships of Euphues and Philautus a critical

study ofcontemporary aristocratic life by means of

witty dialogues and disquisitions on women, love,

friendship and etiquette. His ‘euphuistic* style.
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with its antithetical parallelism of phrases and

clauses, its calculated assonance and transallitera-

tion and its recondite allusions to mythology and

natural history, was highly artificial but imposed

an influential artistic discipline on English prose

(euphxjism).

With the exception of the realistic Mother

Bombie (1594), Lyly’s plays are courtly allegories

based upon classical myths and legends. Their

aristocratic lovers, romantic atmosphere, witty

dialogue, pleasant songs, and humorous sub-plots

anticipate Shakespearean comedy.

prose: Euphues. The Anatomy of Wyt (1578);

Euphues and his England (1580); Pappe with an

Hatchet (1585).—plays: Alexander and Campaspe

(1584); Sapho and Phao (1584); Endimion (1591);

Gallathea (1592); Midas (1592); The Woman in the

Moone (1597); Lovers Metamorphosis (1601).

—

The Complete Works of John Lyly (ed. R. W.
Bond, 3 vols, 1902; repr, 1967).

J. Goodlet, ‘Shakespeare’s debt to J. L.’ in Eng.

Studien, V (1882); C. G. Child, J. L. andEuphuism

(Erlangen, 1894); G. P. Baker, ‘J. L.’ in C. M.
Gayley, Representative English Comedies^ I (1903);

J, D. Wilson. /. L, (1905); P. W. Long, ‘The

purport of L.’s Endymion’ in Pub. Mod. Lang.

Assoc., XXIV (1909) and Mod. Philol., VIII

(1911); A. FeuiUerat, /. L. (1910); M. W. CroU and
H. Clemons, ‘The sources of euphuistic rhetoric’

in Euphues (1916); T. K. Whipple, ‘Isocrates and
euphuism* in Mod. Lang. Rev., XI (1916);

V. M. Jeffery, L, and the Italian Renaissance

(1929); W. Ringler, ‘The immediate source of

euphuism’ in Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc., LIII (1938);

G, Wilson Knight, ‘L.’ in Rev. Eng. Stud, XV
(1939); B. F. Hupp6, ‘Allegory of love in L.’s

court comedies’ in E. L. H., XIV (1947); G. K.
Hunter, /. The Humanist as Courtier (1962);

M. Schlauch, Antecedents of the English Novel,

1400-1600 (1963) ;
J. Powell, ‘ J. L, and the language

of play’ in Elizabethan Theatre (ed. B. Harris and
J. R. Brown, 1966). W.A.A.

Lynch, Bentto (*1885; tl951), Argentinian novel-

ist who wrote mainly on rural themes. He became
known as a novelist in 1916 with Los caranchos de

la Florida. In his major novels, El inglis de los

guesos (1924) and El romance de un gaucho (1933),

urban outsiders act as disturbing influences on the

simple rural people. J.F.

Plata dorada (1909); Raquela (1918); La evasidn

(1922); Las mal calladas (1923); El antojo de la

patrona (1925); De los compos portenos (1931).

E,Sa. (J.F.)

Lyndsay, Sm David, of the Mount (*?Cupar 1490;

001522 Janet Douglas; fEdinburgh c. 1554),

Scottish poet; Lyon King of Arms (1538) and
Scottish ambassador to France and elsewhere.

A verse historian and a pungent satirist and
moralist who took Church and court as his targets,

Lyndsay was a poetical herald of the Scottish

Reformation. He survived as a popular moralist

down to the early 19th century; and his long

morality play. The Thre Estaitis, was brilliantly

revived and displayed as strong, lively and dra-

matic at the Edinburgh Festival in 1948. The
quality of its social and ecclesiastical criticism now
requires reassessment in the light of recent his-

torical study, especially ofthe late medieval Church.

The Historic of Squyer Meldrum is a biographic

romancee, a sophisticated late medieval romance of

love and war.

The Dreme of Schir D. L. (c. 1528; pub. 1558);

The Complaynt of Schir D. L. (1530; pub. 1559);

The Testament . . . ofour Souerane Lordis Papyngo,

King lames the Fyft (1530; pub. 1538); The
Tragedie of the Cardinall [Beaton] (1547); Ane
Satyre of the Thrie Estaits (first perf. 71540; pub.

1602; ed J. Kinsley, 1954); The Historic and
Testament of Squyer Meldrum (pub. 1594; ed. J.

Kinsley, 1959); Ane Dialog betuix Eperience and
ane Courteour (1554).—Works (1568; 6 other

16th-century eds; standard ed. D. Hamer, 4 vols,

1931-36).

W. Murison, Sir D. L. (1938); J. MacQueen in

Stud. in. Scot. Lit., Ill (1966); A. J. Mill, ibid., VI
(1968). J.K.

Lyra, Friedrich Wilhelm (*Achelriede nr

Osnabruck VII 1794; tOsnabruck 16 XI 1848),

writer of Low German short stories and anecdotes,

and folk-lorist.

Plattdeutsche Briefe, Erzdhlungen, Gedichte usw.

mit besonderer Rucksicht auf Sprichwdrter und
eigenthumliche Redensarten des Landvolkes in

Westphalen (1845).—Schnack un Schnurren (ed. G.
Kuhlmann, 1913).

A. Meyer, F. W. L. und seine "Plattdeutschen

Briefe* (diss. Griefswald, 1927). G.C.

Lysias (*c. 459; fc. 380 b.c.), Athenian orator, of a

wealthy Sicilian metic faniily, escaped from the

Thirty Oligarchs (404), returning in 403, when he

prosecuted his brother’s betrayer: his speech

{Against Eratosthenes) narrates the events vividly.

He then made a career of speech-writing for liti-

gants. Of about 200 speeches, some 30 survive,

amusing and characteristic being On the Stump
(defending a man charged with uprooting a sacred

olive) and For the Disabled Man (defending a
claim to a pension). But his qualities of simple

purity, deft character-drawing and concealed art

in portraying the common man with realism are

seen at their best in the speech On the Murder of
Eratosthenes.

Ed. W. R. M. Lamb (with tr., 1930); 16 orations,

ed. E. S. Shuckburgh (rev. ed. 1885).

R. C. Jebb, The Attic Orators (2nd ed. 1893);

E. S. Forster, ‘Guilty or not guilty? Four Athenian
trials’ in Greece and Rome, XII (1943); K. Free-
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man, The Murder of Herodes and Other Trials

(1946; best intro, for English readers); J. J.

Bateman, ‘L. and the law’ in Trans. Amer. Philol.

Assoc., LXXXIX (1958); G. Kennedy, The Art

of Persuasion in Greece (1963); S. Usher, ‘Indivi-

dual characterisation in L.’ in Eranos, LXIII

(1965). J.H.K. (S.U.)

Lysohorsky, 6ndra, pseud, ofErvIn Goj (*Fr^dek

6 VII 1905), Czech Silesian poet. A native of the

Silesian region centred on Ostrava, Lysohorsky

fashioned the Lach dialect of this area, transitional

between Czech and Polish, into a literary medium,
thus taking Silesian regionalism a step further than

Bezruc*, whose influence is strong in the matter

and manner of his poetry. The result is a series of

poems of considerable power and freshness, in

which personal emotions and Socialist beliefs are

expressed against the background of the Silesian

mountains, rivers, mines and factories.

Spiwajuco pia§c (1934); Hlos hrudy (1935); Aj

lasske Hky plynu do mofa (sel. poems; 1958).

—

Jediny pohdr (Czech trs from L. ; 1964); Brdzdou k
vesmiru (Slovak trs; 1960); Selected Poems (tr. E.

Osers et aL, 1972). R.A.

Lyttelton, George, 1st Baron (*Hagley, Worcs
17 I 1709; 001742 Lucy Fortescue, ool749 Eliza-

beth Rich; ifibid. 22 VIII 1773), English poet and
statesman, industrious writer in literary modes of

his day and kindly patron of letters. R.M.H.

Progress of Love (1732); To the Memory of a
Lady: a Monody (1747); Observations on Conver-

sion and Apostleship ofSt Paul (1747); Dialogues of
the Dead (1760) ; Life ofHenry 11 (4 vols, 1767-71)

;

Works (ed. G. E. Aysgough, 1774).

R. Phillimore, Memoirs and Correspondence of
George, Lord L. (1845). R.M.H. (M.Bu).

Lytton, Edward Bulwer, 1st Lord Lytton
(London 25 V 1803; ool827 Rosina Wheeler;

tTorquay 18 1 1873), English novelist, playwright

and statesman, whose precocious talents produced
the poem Ishmael in 1820. Against a background
of political and editorial activities and matri-

monial disaster, he poured forth marketable novels

dealing with crime, historical subjects, folk-lore,

the occult and pseudo-scientific, finally attempting

realism. His skill in construction and choice of

imposing subject won him a reputation hardly

sustained. He also wrote essays, epic and satirical

verse, the stage successes Lady ofLyons (1838) and
Money (1840) and another play, Richelieu (1838).

R.M.H.

Pelham (1828); Eugene Aram (1832); Last Days
of Pompeii (1834); Harold (1848); The Caxtons

(1849); My Novel (1853); The Haunted and the

Haunters (1859).

Life, Letters and Literary Remains (by his son;

2 vols, 1883); V. A. G. R. B. Lytton, B. L. (1948);

K. Hollingsworth, The Newgate Novel (1963).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Lytton, Edward Robert Bulwer, 1st Earl of;

pseud. Owen Meredith (*London 8 XI 1831;

fParis 24 XI 1891), English statesman and poet,

son ofthe above, author ofover-fluent verse novels,
an epic fantasy, and some shorter lyrics.

Lucile (1860); King Poppy (epic fantasy; 1875);

Glenaveril (2 vols, 1885).

—

^lyrics: Wanderer

(1857); Marah (1892); Poems by Owen Meredith

(sel. with pref.; 1890).

A. B. Harlan, O. M. (1946). R.M.H. (M.A.)
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M
Ma Chih-yuan (Ta-tu= Peking), 13th-century

Chinese dramatist. Little is known of the life of

Ma, one of the four great Yiian dramatists, beyond

that he served as an official in Kiangsu and

Chekiang, He wrote 15 tsa-chu plays of which

seven are extant. The most famous is Han-kung

chHu (tr. D. Keene in Anthology of Chinese Litera-

ture, ed. C. Birch, 1965), which treats the traditional

story of the lady Wang Chao-chiin, who was given

by Emperor Yiian (48-33 B.c.) as a wife to the

chief of the Hsiung-nu (Huns) in order to secure

peace. He is also among the most admired writers

ofsan-cKu lyrics (sel. tr. in R. F. S. Yang and C. R.

Metzger, Fifty Songs From the Yuan, 1967).

plays: Huang-liang meng; CKing-shan lei;

Yueh-yang lou; Ch'in Tuan kao-wo; Chien-fu pei;

Jen Fing-tzu, A.R.D.

Mabbe, or Mab, James (*?Surrey 1572; fAbbots-

buiy, Dorset 1642), English scholar who translated

from the Spanish. Matriculating at Magdalen
College, Oxford (9 II 1587/88), he became a Fellow

(1594-1633). Secretary to Sir John Digby in

Madrid (1611-13), Mabbe wrote under the

pseudonym ‘Don Diego Puede-Ser’ (James

May-be). B.L.J.

drama translation: The Spanish Bawd (1631;

ed. H. W. Allen, 1923).—prose translations:

The Rogue (1622; ed. J. M. Fitzmaurice-Kelly,

1924); Cervantes^ Exemplark Novells (1640; ed.

S. W. Orson, 2 vols, 1900).—Sel. in The Spanish

Ladie and Two Other Stories (1928).

B.L.J. (R.M,W.)

Mabillon, Jean (*Saint Pierremont 23 XI 1632;

tParis 27 XII 1707), French scholar and the

greatest member of the Benedictine Congregation

of St Maur. His most influential work has been

his De re diplomatica (2 pts; 1681-1704), which
inaugurated the scientific study of medieval docu-

ments.

Annales Ordinis Sancti Benedicti (6 vols, 1703-

39).

E. de Broglie, M. et la societe de Vabbaye de St

Germain (2 vols, 1888); D. Knowles, Historian and
Character (1963). D.H.

Macarius (Makary), Metropolitan of Moscow
(*1428; tl563), Russian compiler of the Velikie

Chetyi Minei (1552) or the ‘Great Saints’ Calen-

dar’, with the lives of the saints arranged by
months, according to their aimiversaries. He was
connected also with the Stepennaya kniga (1563;

‘Book of the Tsars’ Genealogy’), advocating

Moscow as the ‘third Rome’ and thus justifying

her ascendancy over the other principalities.

Velikie Chetyi Minei (1868-1917). J.L.

Macaulay, Catherine, nee Sawbridge (*Wye 2 IV
1731; 00 1760 George Macaulay, ool778 William

Graham; fBinfield 22 VI 1791), English historian

and miscellaneous writer, famous in her day for

her radical views, for which Johnson’*' teased her.

R.M.H.

History ofEnglandfrom Accession of James I to

Brunswick Line (8 vols, 1763-83) ;
Letters on Educa-

tion (1790); Observations on Burke's Reflections on

the Revolution in France (1790).

L. M. Donelly, ‘The celebrated Mrs M.’ in

William and Mary Quart., VI (1949).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Macaulay, Thomas Babington Macaulay, 1st

Lord (*Rothley Temple, Leics 25 X 1800;

tLondon 28 XII 1859), English historian, essayist,

poet and statesman, who from the Edinburgh

Review’s publication of his essay ‘Milton*

enjoyed a brilliant contemporary reputation. His

contributions to the Review over two decades were

collected as Critical and Historical Essays (1843).

His History ofEngland (5 vols, 1849-61), creation

of a Whig patriot, showed the same mastery of

rhetorical prose and ability to marshal and give

colour to a vast array of material. As poet he

turned to history for his subjects.

Lays of Ancient Rome (1842); Speeches (1854).

—Works (ed. Lady Trevelyan, 8 vols, 1866).

Sir George Trevelyan, Life and Letters of lx>rd

M. (2 vols, 1876); Sir Charles Firth, Commentary

on M:s History (1938). R.M.H.

McAuley, James Phillip (*Sydney 12 X 1917),

Australian poet and critic; school-teacher, lecturer

and since 1961 Professor of English at the Univer-

sity of Tasmania; founder of the quarterly review

Quadrant (1955). A convert to Catholicism (1952),

his critical essays constantly emphasize the

‘architectonic role’ of traditional religious and

metaphysical systems in the unifying and ordering

of human culture, and his poems view creative art

as essential to the quest for rediscovery of man’s

true spiritual self amidst the disintegrating forces

ofmodem civilization. His most ambitious work is

the historical narrative poem. Captain Quiros

(1964), but his powers are best displayed in short,

meditative lyrics, such as ‘Terra Australis’.

verse: Under Aldebaran (1946); A Vision of
Ceremony (1956); Surprises of the Sun (1969).

—

The End ofModernity (criticism; 1959).

V. Buckley, Essays in Poetry, Mainly Australian

(1957); D. Bradley, ‘M. McA.—^the landscape of

the heart’ in The Literature of Australia (ed. G.
Dutton, 1964). A.M.G.

MacCaig, Norman (*Edinburgh 14 XI 1910),

according to Hugh MacDiarmid* ‘the best

Scottish poet writing in English today’, belongs to

Edinburgh, where for many years he has been a
teacher with a real vocation. In his speculative
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verse, mainly on Scottish themes, he rings the

changes with great ingenuity and the most dex-

terous play of words.

Riding Lights (1955); The Sinai Sort (1957); A
Common Grace (I960); A Round of Applause

(1962); Surroundings (1966); Rings on a Tree

(1968); A Man in My Position (1969).

H. MacDiarmid, ‘The poetry of N. MacC’ in

Akros, VII (Mar. 1968). W.R.A.

MacCarthy, Sir Desmond (*1877; ool906 Mary
Warre-Cornish; tCambridge 7 VI 1952), English

literary and dramatic critic. He edited the monthly
Life and Letters and was a regular contributor

first to the New Statesman, later, in weekly
causeries on current literature, to The Sunday
Times. A critic of catholic tastes, he was skilled in

lucid exposition, conservative but generous.

Remnants (1918); Experience (1935); Leslie

Stephen (1937); Drama (1940); Shaw (1951);

Memories (1953); Theatre (1954).

E. M. Forster, D. MacC. (1952).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

McCarthy, Mary (^Seattle 21 VI 1912; ool933

Harold Johnsrud [o/o], ool938 Edmund Wilson^
[o/o], ooBowden Broadwater [o/o], ool961 James
West), American novelist and critic. Vassar-

educated, she wrote for liberal journals such as

Partisan Review, specializing in reviewing plays.

Her sharp wit and keen mind give an edge to her
fiction, which deals incisively with the American
intellectual life of the Eastern seaboard.

The Company She Keeps (1942); The Groves of
Academe (1953); A Charmed Life (1956); Memo-
ries of a Catholic Girlhood (1957); Sights and
Spectacles 1937-1958 (1958); On the Contrary

(1961); The Group (1963); Birds ofAmerica (1971).

D. Grumbach, The Company She Kept: A
Revealing Portrait ofM. McC, (1967). D.S.R.W.

Macchiavelli, Niccol6: see Machiavelli, Niccol6.

McCourt, Edward Alexander (^Ireland 10 X
1907; 001938 Ann Margaret Mackay), Canadian
novelist, critic and Professor of English at the

University ofSaskatchewan since 1944; his subjects

range from Canadian history to academic freedom.

Music at the Close (1947); Walk Through the

Valley (1958); Fasting Friar (1963).

—

criticism:

Canadian West in Fiction (1949).

R. G. Baldwin, ‘Patterns in the novels of E.

McC.’ in Queen’s Quart., LXVIII (1962).

R.Su.

McCrae, Hugh Raymond (*Melboume 1876;
tSydney 1958), Australian writer, brings to life

satyrs and fauns, picaresque types from medieval
tradition, themes of Scottish balladry, and
whimsies of harlequinade. In later poems there is

piquant treatment of everyday life. The verse

throughout is polished yet lithe, intelligently

resourceful yet unconcerned with abstract ormord
ideas or the local scene. F.T.M.

Poems (1939); The Best Poems ofH. McC. (ed.

R. G. Howarth, 1961). A.M.G.

McCrae, John (*Guelph, Ontario 30 XI 1872;

tBoulogne 1918), Canadian poet, remembered
chiefly for one poem, ‘In Flanders Fields’, pub-
lished in Punch, 1915.

In Flanders Fields^ and Other Poems (1919).

M.H.M.M. (R.Su.)

McCidlers, Carson, nee Smith (*Columbus, Ga.
19 II 1917; 001937 Reeves McCullers; t29 IX
1967), American novelist and short-story writer.

She never quite fulfilled the early promise of her

first novel. The Heart is a Lonely Hunter (1940), in

which an intense world of private anguish opposes

the public hysteria of the Depression. The isolation

and pain of her characters’ lives is caught in the

scene of the melancholy Southern town and the

awkwardness of the protagonists. The grotesque

patterns of The Balladofthe Sad Cafe (1951) again

illustrate with stoicism and pity the painful

impossibility of reciprocal love.

novels: Reflections in a Golden Eye (1941); The
Member of the Wedding (1946); Clock Without

Hands (1961).

—

The Square Root of Wonderful

(plays; 1958).

W. V. O’Connor, The Grotesque (1962); C. E.

Eisinger, Fiction of the Forties (1963); Contempo-
rary American Novelists (ed. H. T. Moore, 1964);

O. Evans, The Ballad of C, McC. (1966); L.

Graver, C. McC. (1969). G.A.K.

MacDiarmid, Hugh, pen-name of Christopher
Murray Grieve (*Langholm 11 VIII 1892;

ooMargaret Skinner, C30l932 Valda Trevlyn),

Scottish poet and essayist, a Communist and one
of the founders of the Scottish National Party.

His early poetry raised the Scots dialect from the

trough of banality into which it had sunk. His long

philosophical poem, A Drunk Man Looks at the

Thistle (192Q, ‘breaking’ (according to David
Daiches) ‘on a startled and incredulous Scotland

with all the shock of a childbirth in church’, is

now recognized as a classic. In the 1930s Mac-
Diarmid largely abandoned the Scots he had
revivified to write in a strange and difficult English

full of scientific terminology. The influence of his

vivid and aggressive personality is as yet incalcu-

lable.

poetry: Sangschaw {1925); Penny Wheep (1926);

To Circumjack Cencrastus (1930); First Hymn to

Lenin (1931); Scots Unbound (1932); Stony Limits

(1934) ; SecondHymn toLenin (1935) ; InMemoriam
James Joyce (1955); Collected Poems (1962; rev.

ed. 1967) ; A Lap ofHonour (1967) ; A Clyack Sheaf

C E W L—III—
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(1969); More Collected Poems (1970).—

Golden Treasury of Scottish Poetry (ed.; 1940).

—

Contemporary Scottish Studies (1926); Scottish

Scene (with Lewis Grassic Gibbon; 1934); Scottish

Eccentrics (1936); The Islands of Scotland (1939).

— Uncanny Scot (sel. prose; ed. K. Buthlay,

1968); Selected Essays (ed. D. Glen, 1969).—

autobiography: Lucky Poet (1943); The Company
VveKept (1966).

K. D. Duval and S. G. Smith, H, MacD. (1962);

K. Buthlay,K MacD. (1964); D. Glen, H. MacD.
and the Scottish Renaissance (1964).

G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

MacDonagh, Donagh (*Dublin 1912; tl968),

Irish poet and playwright, son of Thomas Mac-
Donagh (tl916); district justice. Co-editor of The

OxfordBook ofIrish Verse (1958), he is best known
for his verse play Happy as Larry (1946).

verse: Veterans (1941); The Hungry Grass

(1947); A Warning for Conquerors (1968).

—

Step-

in-the-Hollow (play; 1959). E.T.W.

MacDonald, Alexander: see Scottish Gaelic

LITERATURE.

MacDonald, George (*Huntly 10 XII 1824; ool851

Louisa Powell; fAshstead 18 IX 1905), Scottish

novelist and poet. A Congregational minister at

Arundel and Manchester 1850-56, he then settled

in London but spent his later years mainly at

Bordighera, Italy. His works include novels of

Scottish country life, sympathetic, powerful in

characterization, exalting the dignity of country

labour; stories for children, of delicate fancy and
unobtrusive symbolism; poetry, largely in Scots

dialect, marked by sincere religious fervour.

novels: Phantastes (1858); David Elginbrod

(1863); Alec Forbes (1865); Robert Falconer

(1868); Sir Gibbie (1879); Lilith (lS95).-^Phan-

tastes and Lilith (intro. C. S. Lewis, 1962).—^for

children: At the Back of the North Wind (1871);
The Princess and the Goblin (1872); The Princess

and Curdie (1883).—poetic and dramatic: Within
and Without (1855); Poems (1857); The Disciple

(1867); The Diary of an Old Soul (1880).

Greville MacDonald, G. MacD, and His Wife
(1924); R. L. Wolff, The Golden Key: a Study of
the Fiction of G, MacD, (1961).

G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

MacDonogh, Patrick (*1902; tl961), Irish poet;
a lyrical writer whose best work derives from the
rhythms of Gaelic poetry.

One Landscape Still (1958), E.T.W.

McDougall, Colin (*Montreal 13 Vn 1917 ;
oo 1941

Diana Ekers), Canadian writer and registrar at

McGill University. His prize-winning novel
Execution (1958) is a powerful and penetrating

analysis of the effects of war on Canadian soldiers

fighting in Italy during the Second World War.

R. Sutherland, ‘The vital pretense’ in Canad
Lit., XXVII (1966). R.Su.

’

Macedo, Joaquim Manuel de (*Itaborai, Rio de
Janeiro 24 VI 1820; tRio de Janeiro 11 IV 1882),

early Brazilian novelist and dramatist. His large

output had an immense popular success through
his ability to combine the average sentiments and
moral values of the people of Rio de Janeiro with
extravagant adventures and no less extravagant

emotions. Virtue and the family triumph in the

end. The comforting effect is enhanced by his

rambling and colloquial mode of narration. His
novels and plays are invaluable as the expression

of the taste of their period and place of origin, and
they arenot without relevance today. His two books
on people and places in Rio de Janeiro are informa-
tive and entertaining.

novels: A moreninha (1845); O mdgo loiiro

(1845); Rosa (1849); O forasteiro (1855); O culto

do dever (1865); 0 Rio do quarto (1869); Um noivo

e duos noivas (1871); A Baronesa do amor (1879).

—

plays: Teatro de M, (3 vols, 1863; 2nd ed. 1895).—
OTHER works: A nebulosa (poem; 1857); Um
passeio pela cidade do Rio de Janeiro (2 vols, 1862-

63 ; frequently repr.); Memdrias da Rua do Ouvidor

(1878; frequently repr.).

Machado de Assis, ‘O teatro de J. M. M.* in

Semana literdria (1-8 May 1866; repr. in Obra
completa, HI, 1962); Humberto de Campos, ‘As

modas e os modos no romance de M. ’ in Rev.
da Acad. Brasileira de Letras (Oct. 1920); Rachel
de Queiroz, pref. to A moreninha (1945). J.T.B.

Macedo, Jos§ Agostinho de (*Beja 11 IX 1761;

fPedrougos 2 X 1831), Portuguese poet, critic and
pamphleteer. A neo-classic, he sought to widen the

scope of Portuguese poetry by introducing the

themes of science and philosophy, and to improve
on Camoes’* epic in his own O Gama (1811), later

re-written as O Oriente (1814). Devoid of any
poetic talent, Macedo was essentially a pamphlet-
eer of a particularly virulent type. His writings are

indispensable to an understanding of the literary

and political background of his age.

verse: Contemplag&o de natureza (1801);
Newton (1813); A meditaqdo (1813); A lyra

anacreontica (1819); Viagem extdtica ao templo da
sabedoria (1830).—criticism: O motim literdrio

(1811); Censura dosLusiadas (1 820).

—

^periodicals :

A besta esfolhada (1828-31); O desengano (1830-
31).—various: Cartas (1821; 1827); Cartas e
opdsculos (ed. T. Braga, 1900).

C. Olavo, A vida turbulenta do padre J, A, de M,
(1939); Castelo Branco Chaves, ‘J. A. de M.’ in

Estudos criticos (1932). T.P.W.

Macedonski, Alexandru (*Bucharest 1854; '^ibid,

1920), Rumanian poet. Son of an army officer.
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he wrote poems at an early age and at 19 edited the
review Oltul. He was arrested after an editorial

criticizing the government but was shortly re-

leased. In 1880 he founded Literatorul, which
adopted the ideas of Symbolism and played an
important part in propagating them in Rumania.
His first volume of poetry, Poezii, appeared in
1882 and in this and subsequent collections

{Excelsior, 1895; Flori sacre, 1912; Poema
rondelurilor, 1927) the poet appears both as a
Romantic and as a Symbolist. His poems dealing
with the luckless fate of the genius in society have
led to a comparison with Eminescu*, but much of
his work certainly carries the seal of Symbolism
and his own studies of the techniques of the

Symbolists produced some remarkable Rumanian
verse.

Opere (2 vols, 1966).--A. Marino, Viafa liii

A. M, (1966) and Opera lui A. M. (1967); G.
Calinescu, Istoria literaturii romdne, compendiu
(3rd ed. 1968). D.J.D.

Macer, Aemilius (*Verona; tl6 b.c.), Latin
didactic poet and friend of Virgil*. His works,
which included an Ornithogonia and Theriaca in

the style of Nicander*, were highly regarded in

antiquity.

W. Morel, Fragmenta poetarum Latinorum
(1927; repr. 1963). A.J.D.

Macer, Gaius Licinius (*c. 110; t66 b.c.), Roman
historian, wrote a history of Rome from the
earliest times in not less than 16 books. While not
impartial, he cited his authorities and was himself
used as a source by Livy*.

Frags in H. Peter, Historicorum Rormnorum
reliquiae, I (2nd ed. 1914; repr. J. Kroymann and
W. Schaub, 1967, with biblio. from 1900).

J.F.L. (A.J.D.)

Mdcha, Karel Hynek (*Prague 16 XI 1810;
tLitomefice 6 XI 1836), Czech poet. Mdcha,
without doubt the greatest of Czech poets, came
of a poor Prague family and grew up in the still

half-German atmsophere of the Bohemian capital.

In school and at Prague University, where he
studied law, he came under the influence of the
national regeneration movement, notably of
Jungmann*. The study of philosophy and of Polish
and English Romantic literature opened up for him
new worlds of imaginative experience and left their

mark on his literary work. A flamboyant yet
sombre and incalculable figure, he lived an uncon-
ventional life in Prague, interspersed by wander-
ings in Italy (1834) and among the ruined castles

and wild countryside of north Bohemia, until

material circumstances compelled him to take a
post in a lawyer’s office at Litomefice (IX 1836).

His passionate and often unhappy love for a
shallow coquette, Eleonore Schomek (the Lori of

his letters), dominated the latter part of his life. On
1 X she gave birth to a son; Mdcha decided to

marry her and was making preparations for the

wedding when he died, probably of cholera.

His earliest poems were written in German
(Versuche des Ignaz Mdcha, MS of 1829) and show
the influence of Schiller* and German Romanti-
cism. His poetic genius reveals itself in his Czech
works. These fall into three categories: lyrical

poems; prose sketches, stories and fragments; and
the epic-lyric poem Mdj (1836). Several works in

the first two categories deal with Bohemia and its

history. He sees the past glories and present low
estate of his country through romantic eyes, but,

unlike most of his contemporaries, refrains from
envisaging a future revival of Czech greatness. In
other (especially prose) works he meditates on the

purpose of human life, on the relationship of man
to the fascinating but intangible and at times

demonic beauty of nature, and on the consuming,
but inadequate and disillusioning character of
human love.

All these themes except the patriotic are fused in

Mdj, one of the great poems of Slavonic Romanti-
cism. Externally a Byronic robber-romance, it is

an inspired projection of its author’s vision of life,

expressed in language the peculiarly fascinating

melodic quality of which owes little or nothing to

predecessors and contemporaries. The Prague
reviewers, preoccupied with the function of

literature as a weapon in the national struggle,

received the poem coldly. Later generations of

Czech literary critics have made amends for the

short-sightedness of their predecessors.

Dilo Karla Hynka Mdchy (ed. K. Jansky, 3 vols,

1948-50); Spisy K. H. M, (ed. K. Jansky et al, 2
vols, 1959-61).—Trs of Mdj: Eng., H. H.
McGoverne (1949), R. A. Ginsburg (1932); Fr.,

H. Jelinek and G. Pasquier (1936); Ger., E.

Neumann (4th ed. 1937); Ital., E. Lo Gatto (1950).

Various authors. Torso a tajemstvi Mdchova dila

(1936); Vmy M, (1940); J. Mukafovskj^, Mdchov-
ski studie (1948); K. Jansky, K. H, M. iivot

uchvatitele krdsy (1953); H. Granjard, M. et la

renaissance nationale en Bohime (1957). R.A.

Machado, Simao (*Torres Novas c. 1570; fBarce-

lona 29 VI 1634), Portuguese playwright. He spent

the latter part of his life in Barcelona as a Fran-

ciscan Friar. His plays contain some lively comic
scenes and are written, like many of those of Gil

Vicente*, partly in Spanish, partly in Portuguese.

The Comedia do cerco de Dio is interesting for its

presentation of Indian characters.

Comidia do cerco de Dio; Comedia da pastora
Alfea; pub. in Comedias portuguesas (1601; 2nd
ed. 1631).

T. Braga, ‘S. M.’ in Eschola de Gil Vicente

(1898); C. H. Fr^ches, ‘Les “comddias” de
S. M.’ in Bull, d’hist. du theatre portugais, II

(1951). T.P.W.
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Machado de Assis, Joaquim Maria (*Rio de

Janeiro 21 VI 1839; ool869 Carolina Augusta

Xavier de Novais; ^ibid. 29 IX 1908), Braplian

novelist. An epileptic of humble mulatto origin, he

rose from being a printer’s apprentice through

journalism to a high place in the Brazilian civil

service. In 1896 he was co-founder of the Academia

Brasileira de Letras, and was elected its President

for life in the following year. He reached maturity

with his Memoriaspdstumas de Bras Cabas (1881),

Quincas Borba (1891) and Dorn Casmurro (1900),

novels centred on upper-class society in Rio de

Janeiro and characterized by their ironical bitter-

ness of tone and their deliberately discursive and

ambiguous style of narration. Limited in the world

they portray, they reveal an extraordinary depth of

human insight in terms of detached and sardonic

humour and a unique combination of the trivial

and the tragic. He was a master of Brazilian prose

and an influential critic. His short stories rival the

irony and powers of observations of his novels.

Poesias completas (1901).

—

^novels: Ressurreigao

(1872); A mao e a lava (1874); Helena (1876); Yaid

Garcia (1878); Esaii e Jacd (1904); Memorial de

Aires,—^short stories: Contos fluminenses (1870);

Historias da meia-noite (1873); Papeis avulsos

(1882); Historias sem data (1884); Vdrias historias

(189Q; Pdginas recolhidas (1899); Reliquias de casa

velha (1906).

—

Obras completas (incl. crit. studs;

3 vols, 1959); Obras completas (Institute Nacional

do Livro; in prep.).

A. Meyer, M, de A, 1935-1958 (1958); Ldcia
Miguel Pereira, M,de A. Estudio critico e biogrdfico

(3rd ed. 1946); EugSnio Gomes, M. de A, (1958);

H. Caldwell, M. de A, (1970). J.T.B.

Machado y Ruiz, Antonio (*Seville 26 VII 1875;
ooLeonor Izquierdo Cuevas; tCollioure, France
22 II 1939), Spanish poet. He was educated in

Madrid at the Institucidn Libre de Ensefianza, the

ethical and aesthetic influence of whose leaders

(Giner*; Cossio*) over Machado’s poetry was
considerable. He later became Professor of French
at several provincial Institutos, The death of his

young wife accentuated his retiring character.

During the Civil War he threw his prestige on the

Republican side, and in the great exodus of 1938
crossed the French frontier on foot.

With only one volume of collected poems he
occupies a unique position in contemporary
Spanish poetry. His style is terse, almost bare of
metaphors; his rhyme mainly assonant; his sub-
jects, thin^ of everyday life. Yet this apparent
simplicity is full of thought and subtleties which
echo the best popular and culto traditions. After
the early, sober lyricism of Soledades (1903) he
evolved towards a poetry of meditation, in search

ofGod through ‘g^eries of dream*. An unrivalled

painter and interpreter of Castile, the whole range
of his ideas, his serene pessimism, his peculiar gift

of humanizing landscapes and of giving life to

inanimate things, are best seen against the back-

ground of his famous Campos de Castilla (1912).

At the core of all his production lies a pre-

occupation with time, appearing in such recurrent

themes as water and afternoons. His later poems
are short and aphoristic. In collaboration with his

brother Manuel he wrote good poetic drama. His

prose essays on literary subjects are of great

interest. His poetry has been compared to the best

of Yeats*.

Poesias completas (1917; constant repr. Madrid,

Buenos Aires); Obras completas de Manuel y
A. M. (4 vols, 1947).—Several poems tr. in:

Samuel Putnam, The European Caravan (1931);

Translations From Hispanic Poets (1938).

—

Eighty

Poems (tr. W. Barnstone, 1959); Castilian Ilexes

(sel. poems tr. C. Tomlinson and H. Gifford, 1963);

Juan de Mairena (tr. B. Belitt, 1963).

A, M,, Vida y obra, Bibliografia, Antologia. Obra
inedita (Hispanic Inst., New York, 1951); R. de

Zubiria, La poesia de A. M. (1955); S. Serrano

Poncela, A. M. (1954); R. Gullon, Las secretas

galeriasde A. M, (1958) and Una poetica para A, M.
(1970); A. J. McVan, A, M. (with tr. of poems;
New York, 1959); P. de A. Cobos, Humor y
pensamiento de A. M, en la metafisica poetica

(1963); M. Tufi6n de Lara, A, M.,poeta delpueblo

(1967); A. Sdnchez Barbudo, Lospoemas de A, M,
(1967V, M. U. Guerra, El teatro de Manuely A, M,
(1969). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Machado y Ruiz, Manuel (*Seville 29 VIII 1874;

tMadrid 19 1 1947), Spanish poet, son of the foun-

der of the Spanish Folk-Lore Library. He studied

literature at Seville and worked as librarian,

journalist and theatre critic. Like his brother

Antonio, he was elected academician. Less pro-

found than his brother but more sensual and
humorous, he combined the colour and music of

MODERNISM with Andalusian folk-lore. The mixture

of French and Spanish influences, visible in his

treatment of Andalusian life and in the elegant

scepticism of his first books (Alma, 1902; Museo,

1907 ; El malpoema, 1909), shows to best advantage

in erotic themes and in the historical sonnets

inspired by famous paintings. Later he evolved

towards a style which was inspired by the Anda-
lusian copla and produced his best works: Cante

hondo (1912), Sevilla y otros poemas (1919). In

collaboration with his brother he wrote good
poetic drama, the most successful being La Lola se

va a lospuertos (1930) and La duquesa de Benameji

(1932), the latter in prose and verse.

See biblio. to prec, art.

M. P6rez Ferrero, Vida de Antonio M. y M, M,
(1947); G. Brotherston, M. M,, a Revaluation

(1968). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Machairas: see Leontius Machairas.

Machar, Josef Svatopluk (Kolin 29 II 1864;
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tPrague 17 III 1942), Czech poet. After contem-
plating an army career Machar became a bank
official in Vienna, where he lived from 1891 to

1917. From 1894 he was a prominent figure in

Czech literary life, leading the ‘realist’ reaction

against the neo-Romantic poetry of Vrchlick;^*

and Hdlek*. From Vienna he maintained contact

with Czech political circles and his friendship with
T. G. Masaryk* brought him a year’s imprison-

ment in the First World War (1916-17). After the

establishment of the Czechoslovak Republic he
was appointed inspector-general of the army
(1919-24).

After his early subjective lyrics {Confiteor^ 3 vols

;

first pub. 1887-92; def. ed. 1899-1901) Machar
began to produce the realistic, analytical, often

satirical poems that are most characteristic of his

genius. In Tristium Vindobona (1893) he subjects

Czech romantic patriotism to searching criticism.

Social criticism is the keynote ofMagdalena (1894).

His most ambitious work is the verse cycle

Sv^domim vSkH (‘The Conscience of the Ages’)

which vies with Victor Hugo* and Vrchlicky in

portraying the whole of human history in a series

of striking episodes. The work is characterized by
Machar’s admiration for the uninhibited joy and
strength of Greek and Roman civilization and his

Nietzschean hatred of Christianity.

Machar vividly portrayed his wartime experi-

ences in Krimindl (1918; The Jail^ tr. P. Selver,

1921).

Sebrani spisy (coll, works; 52 vols, 1927-40).

V. Martinek, /. S'. M. (with biblio.; 1948).

R.A.

Machaut, Guillaume de (*?1300; tV 1377),

French musician and poet, whose patrons included

the Kings of Bohemia and Navarre and members
of the French royal family. He was appointed

canon of Rheims in 1337. While he is still recog-

nized as a great musician, his verse, which deals

with courtly themes in an allegorical and didactic

style reminiscent ofthe Roman* de la Rose, appeals

little to the modern reader. But he is an important

figure because his innovations in treatment and
technique were adopted by the French poets of the

14th and 15th centuries. They include a more
personal and realistic treatment of courtly themes

and of allegory, the standardization of a lyrico-

narrative form called the dit, and above all of such

forms as the ballade, rondeau, virelay etc. (Mar-

gival*). His most original work is the Livre du

Voir Dit (71364). He also influenced Gower* and

Chaucer*.

Livre du Voir Dit (ed. P. Paris, 1875); Poesies

lyriques (ed. V. Chichmaref, 2 vols, 1909); CEuvres

(ed. E, Hoepffner, 3 vols, 1908-21, unfinished;

with excellent intro.).

A. Thomas, ‘G. de M. et I’Ovide moralise’ in

Romania, XLI (1912); G. L. Kittredge, ‘Chaucer’s

Troilus and G. de M.’ in Mod. Lang. Notes, XXX

(1915); A. Machabey, G, de M., la vie et Vcsuvre

musicale (2 vols, 1955). A.H.D.

Machen, Arthur, pseud, of Arthur Llewellyn
Jones (*Caerleon, Mon. 3 III 1863; ool887 Amelia
Hogg, 00 1903 Dorothie Hudleston; tBeaconsfield

15 XII 1947), Anglo-Welsh translator and short-

story writer. Intended for a medical career, he
drifted into journalism and acting. His story, ‘The
Bowmen’, published in the Evening News (2 IX
1914) gave rise to the story of the Angels of Mons.
Machen was responsible for a notable translation

of the Memoirs of Casanova (12 vols, 1894), for

two delightful volumes of autobiography, and for

some distinctive short stories that capture an
atmosphere of evil and terror.

The Great GodPan (1894); Hieroglyphics: a Note
Upon Ecstasy in Literature (1902); London Adven^^

ture, or, the Art of Wandering (1924); Children of
the Pool and Other Stories (1936).

—

^autobio-

graphies: Far Off Things (1922); Things Near and
Far (1923).

—

Works (Caerleon ed., 9 vols, 1923).

V. Starrett, A. M, (1918); R. E. Roberts. ‘A. M.’
in The Bookman, LXII (1922); H. Danielson,

A. M.: A Bibliography (1923); G. H. Wells, ‘A
Welsh Border writer’ in The Welsh Outlook

(1924); A. M, (ed. Fr. B. Sewell, 1960); A. Rey-
nolds and W. Charlton, A, M.: A Short Account of
His Life and Work (1963); W. D. Sweetser, A, M.
(1964); A. Goldstone and W. Sweester, A Biblio^

graphy ofA, M, (1965). C.P. (M.W.T.)

Machiavelli, Niccx)l6 (Florence 3 V 1459; ^ibid,

22 VI 1527), Italian political theorist and historian.

Little is known of his early life and education. His
political career began in 1498 when he served the

Florentine Republic first as Cancelliere and later as

secretary to the Died de Libert^ e di Pace. From
1499 to 1509 he was sent on important political

missions, including those to Louis XII of France,

Cesare Borgia, Pope Julius II and to Germany and
France.

It was Machiavelli’s conviction that mercenary
armies endangered the security of a state. From
1505 to 1507 he was occupied in attempting to raise

a militia for the defence of Florence. Through his

influence, a committee, the Nove della Milizia

(1506), was set up, with Machiavelli as secretary,

and an army of 5,000 infantry was raised. Despite

these efforts, aimed at maintaining the indepen-

dence of the Florentine Republic, the Medid
returned to power in 1512. Machiavelli was
deposed from office and forbidden to leave

Florentine territory. Implicated in the anti-

Medicean conspiracy of 1513, he was imprisoned

and tortured. Adjudged innocent, he was placed

under house arrest at a villa at San Casciano near

Florence. Here, to employ his enforced leisure, he

wrote his famous work, ll Principe (1513). Allowed
eventually to revisit Florence, he became a member
of the Accademia degU Orti Oricellari, before
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whom he read his Discorsi della prima deca di Tito

Livio (1513-21). Introduced into the Medici circle

in 1519, he was once more entrusted with negotia-

tions and commissioned to write the annals of

Florence, which he completed in 1525 and pre-

sented to Clement VII (Giulio de’ Medici) under

the title of Istorie Florentine, In 1526 he was

nominated Cancelliere of the Cinque Procuratori

delle Mura and worked on a project for fortifying

the city. After the sack of Rome (1527) the Medici

were ag^in expelled and the republic re-established.

Machiavelli hoped to obtain the post of secretary

to the Died della Guerra, but having served the

Medici he was considered suspect. Bitterly dis-

appointed, he fell ill and died in a few days.

II Principe was originally to have been dedicated

to Giuliano de’ Medici but on his death in 1516 the

work was addressed to Lorenzo di Piero de’

Medici, Duke of Urbino, a petty tyrant who
scarcely answered Machiavelli’s purpose. It had

been the intention of Pope Leo X (Giovanni de’

Medici) to form in Emilia a state for Giuliano de’

Medici, his brother, as Alexander VI had attempted
to do for Cesare Borgia in the Romagna. Machia-

velli was impelled by this to instruct Giuliano how
the art of statecraft might enable him to create a
strong state, defended by its own army, free,

independent and secure from usurpation or foreign

domination. The last chapter (XXVI) gives the key
to Machiavelli’s hopes and intentions. II Principcy

though the most famous of Machiavelli’s works, is

less representative of his political views than the

Discorsi In addition, account should also be taken
of the dialogues, DeWarte della guerra (1521). Of
Machiavelli’s literary works, the most important is

his brilliant comedy. La Mandragola (?1513).

Tutte le opere storiche e letterarie di N, M, (ed.

G. Mazzoni and M. Casella, 1929); Opere (ed. E.
Raimondi, 3rd ed. 1967); II Principe (ed. L. Russo,
7th ed. 1940).—The Literary Works ofM, (ed, and
tr. J. R, Hale, 1961); The Prince (Eng. ed. L. A.
Burd, intro. Lord Acton, 1891; tr. G. Bull, 1968);
The Discourses of N, M, (tr. L. J, Walker, with
intro., chronol. tables and notes, 2 vols, 1950).

F. Ercole, La politica di M, (1926); P, ViUari,

The Life and Times of N. M. (tr, Linda Villari,

1929); A. H. Gilbert, M,*s *Prince' and Its Fore^^

runners (Durham, N.C., 1939); J. H. Whitfield, M,
(1947); R. Ridolfi, The Life of K M, (tr. C.
Grayson, 1963). B.R.

Macias (second half 15th century), Galician semi-
legendaiy poet, often celebrated in Spanish and
Portuguese literature as the type of the constant
lover. He is represented as a melancholy character
who persistently pays court to his lady until he is

killed by herjealous husband. The subject is treated
by Lope de Vega* in Porfiar hasta morir (1638).
Some 20 poems are ascribed to Macias, but the
authorship of many of them is doubtful.

H, A, Rennert, MaciaSy o namorado, A Galician

Trobador (Philadelphia, 1900); H. R. Lang, Cfl«-

cioneiro gallego-castelhano (New York, 1902).

T.P.W.

Macias Picavea, Ricardo (*Santona 1847; tValla-

dolid 1899), Spanish writer, Professor of Latin and

history at the Instituto of Valladolid. El problema

nacional (1891) is a thoughtful analysis of Spanish

life and decadence, and an exposition of the

reforms he deemed necessary. His good, sober style

can be seen in Tierra de Campos (2 vols, 1897-98),

a powerful novel of Castilian rural life. His work
on Spanish education (La instruccion publica en

Espana y sus reformas, 1882) is very valuable.

R.M.N.

Maciejowski, Ignacy, pseud. Sewer (^Warsaw 28

VII 1839; tCracow 22 IX 1901), Polish novelist.

After the 1863 rising he spent several years abroad.

Of his typically Positivist novels, at times based on
real events, those on peasant life are the best.

Nafta (3 vols, 1894); Biedronie (1896); Starzy i

mlodzi (1896); Matka (1898); Bajecznie kolorowa

(lS92i)\ Ponad sily (1901).

—

^short stories: iSwiat

ludowy (1889); Nowele (1895).—Szkice z Anglii (3

vols, 1882).

P. Chmielowski, ‘ J. M.’ in Nasipomeiciopisarze

(1895). S.S. (P.H.)

Macinghi Strozzi, Alessandra (^Florence 1407;

cx)Matteo Strozzi; ^ibid, 1471), Italian letter-

writer. Her letters to her sons in exile are an
interesting reflection of Florentine family life.

Lettere di una gentildonna fiorentina del secolo

XV aifigliuoli esuli (ed. C. Guasti, 1877; new ed.

G. Papini, 1914, with biblio., repr. with intro. A.
Doren, Jena, 1927).

Maria D’Ancona, Una gentildonna fiorentina del

1400 (1907). B.R.

Maciulis-MaciuleviSius, Jonas: see Maironis.

McKay, Claude (*Clarendon, Jamaica 15 IX
1890; 0071915; tChicago, 111. 22 V 1948), West
Indian novelist and poet. From mountain peasant

to urban policeman, he published two volumes of
dialect verse which show his disenchantment with
the harsh life of the latter. In 1912 he went to

the U.S.A. to study agriculture, but further dis-

enchantment drove him from the institutions to a
life of odd jobs. His verse, sharpened by his bitter

experience of race prejudice, by his pride of race
and his sense of justice, won him left-wing acclaim
and prominence in the Harlem literary renaissance.
In 1919 he travelled to Britain where he worked
on Sylvia Pankhurst’s Workers’ Dreadnought. In
1921 he became associate editor of The Liberator
in New York and, after a visit to Moscow, for
some ten years afterwards travelled, mainly in
France and Morocco.
His early dialect verse reveals a human pity that
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later saves his angry American protest poems from
the destructive effects of hatred. His experience of

American colour prejudice produced his most
vigorous poems, but his most elegant owe every-

thing to a nostalgia for his native Jamaica, as does

his best novel. His three novels are set respectively

in Harlem, Marseilles and the Jamaica of his

childhood; but it is in the third. Banana Bottom

(1933), that the theme of his quest for true Negro
identity in an alien environment is best fulfilled,

polemicism being subordinated to aesthetic

considerations.

Songs ofJamaica (1912) ; Constab Ballads (1912)

;

Spring in New Hampshire and Other Poems (1920)

;

Harlem Shadows (1922); Home to Harlem (1928);

Banjo (1929); A Long Way From Home (autobiog.

;

1937); Selected Poems (1953).

A. D. Drayton, ‘McK.’s human pity’ in Intro-

duction to African Literature (ed. Ulli Beier, 1967);

Wayne Cooper and R. C. Reinders, ‘A black

Briton comes “home”: C. McK. in England, 1920’

in Race, IX.1 (1967); Kenneth Ramchand, The
West Indian Novel and Its Background (1970).

A.D.Dr.

Mackenzie, Sir Compton (*West Hartlepool 17 I

1883; OO1905 Faith Stone [tl960], ool962 Chris-

tina MacSween [tl963], ool965 Lilian MacSween;

t30 XI 1972), English novelist. He contributed to

the exciting intellectual and emotional atmosphere

preceding the First World War with a vivacious

novel of theatre life (Carnival, 1912) and a search-

ing analysis of adolescence (Sinister Street, 2 vols,

1913-14). After war experience he was prolific in

output, diversified, lively and individual.

novels: The Passionate Elopement (1911); Guy
and Pauline (1915); The Four Winds of Love (6

vols, 1937-45); The Monarch of the Glen (1941);

Whisky Galore (1947).

—

Literature in My Time
(1933).

—

^memoirs: Gallipoli Memories (1929); First

Athenian Memories (1931); Greek Memories (1932;

re-issued 1939); Aegean Memories (1940),

—

My
Life and Times (10 vols, 1963-71),

K, Young, C, M, (1968),

R.A.S.-J. (W.R,A,)

Mackenzie, Sir George (*Dundee 1636; tLondon
8 V 1691), Scottish lawyer, politician and author;

defended Argyll 1661 ; became King’s Advocate in

1677; as criminal prosecutor in the Covenanter

persecutions he was named *Bluidy Mackenzie’,

A versatile writer in a pure English prose; and an

acquaintance of Dryden*, to whom he was ‘that

noble wit of Scotland’, In 1682 he founded the

Advocates’ Library in Edinburgh.

Aretina; or. The Serious Romance (1661);

Religio Stoici (1663); Moral Gallantry (1667);

Discourse on the Laws and Customs ofScotland in

Matters Criminal (1678); Institutions (1684); A
Moral Essay, Preferring Solitude to Publick

Employment (1685).

—

Works (ed. T. Ruddiman, 2

vols, 1716-22).—Biblio. in Trans. Edinburgh

Biblio. Soc. (1936). J.K.

Mackenzie, Henry (*Edinburgh 26 VIII 1745;

001776 Penuel Grant; Wd- 14 I 1831). Scottish

author and lawyer, a leader of Edinburg literary

society. A writer of graceful classical prose with

high moral tone and a sentimental pathos which

appealed to his age; one of the first reviewers of

Bums*; and a keen observer of men and manners.

Mackenzie’s novels were popular and influential.

Scott* called him ‘the historian of feeling’.

The Man ofFeeling (1771 ; ed. B. Vickers, 1967)

;

The Man of the World (1773); Julia de Roubigni

(1777); contrib, to The Mirror (1779-80) and The
Lounger (1785-87); The Life of Dr, Blacklock

(1793).

—

Works (8 vols, 1808); Anecdotes and

Egotisms (1927).

Sir Walter Scott, ‘M.’ (in the Novelists’ Libr.,

10 vols, 1821-24; pub. as Lives of the Novelists,

1906)

; H. W. Thompson, A Scottish Man of
Feeling (1936) ; biblio. ofsentimentalism in Vickers’

ed. of The Man ofFeeling, J.K.

Mackenzie, Seaforth (Kenneth Ivo) (*Perth

1913; tGoulbum 1955), Australian novelist and

poet. His partly autobiographical novel, The Young

Desire It (1937), depicts the schooldays of a sensi-

tive adolescent boy and his growth towards

maturity. Outstanding among the other three

novels is The Refuge (1954). The best ofhis poetical

works are distinguished by a gravely reflective

lyricism and delicate formal control.

Selected Poems (ed. D. Stewart, 1961).—novels:

Chosen People (1938); Dead Men Rising (1951).

E. Jones, K, M, (1969). A.M.G.

Maclaren, Ian, pen-name of John Watson
(*Manningtree, Essex 3 XI 1850; ool878 Jane

Bumie Ferguson; tMount Pleasant, Iowa 6 V

1907)

, Scottish novelist. He was a Free Church

minister at Logiealmond, Perthshire from 1875 to

1877 (the ‘Drumtochty’ of his books), at Glasgow

(1877-80), and at Sefton Park, Liverpool (1880-

1905). A very able preacher, his sketches of

Scottish country life won him enormous popu-

larity but show little instinct for writing and fall

under the general condemnation of the ‘Kailyard

School’.

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush (1894) ;
The Days of

Auld Lang Syne (1895); Kate Carnegie (1896);

Young Barbarians (1901).

W. R. Nicoll, I. M, (1908); G. Blake, Barrie and

the Kailyard School (1951). G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

MacLaverty, Michael (Monaghan 1907), Irish

novelist and short-story writer. A fine novelist of

the Irish scene, MacLaverty is also one of the

leading Irish short-story writers of his time.
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NOVELS AND STORIES: Call My Brother Back
(1929); Lost Fields im2)\ The White Mare (1942);

In JTkis Thy Day (1945); The Three Brothers

(1948); The Game Cock (1949); Truth in the Night

(1952); Schoolfor Hope (1954); The Choice (1958);

Brightening Day (1965). E.T.W.

SoRLEY (*Raasay 1911), a Scottish

Gaelic poet who joins to his command ofthe whole
resources of that language a contemporary sensi-

bility and a deep involvement with the major
issues of our time. His most ambitious work, An
Cuilithionn (The Cuillin)^ portrays the history and
struggles of the Skye crofters against the back-
ground of world history: it has been published as
yet only in parts, some in Four Points ofa Saltire

(1970).

Thirty and Three (1954); Scotchman's Return
(1960); Seven Rivers of Canada (1961).

G. Woodcock, H, MacL, (1969). R.Su.

Macleod, Fiona, pseud, of William Sharp
(Paisley 12 X 1856; ool884 Elizabeth Sharp;
fSicily 14 XII 1905), Scottish man of letters.

Educated in Glasgow, Sharp settled in London in
1879. Under his own name he wrote biographies of
Rossetti* (1882), Shelley* (1887), Heine* (1888),
Browning* (1890), and a few volumes of poems.
In 1894 he began, under the pseud. ‘Fiona
Macleod’, a series of Celtic tales and poems. A
talented prose writer, sensitive and delicate at his

best, although he often falls into mere fine writing,

Sharp played an important part in the Celtic

revival.

Dam do Eimhir (1943 ; tr. I. C. Smith, 1971).

Lines Rev., XXVHI (1969) and XXXIV (1970).

W.R.A.

MacLeish, Archibald (*GIencoe, lU. 7 V 1892;
001916 Ada Hitchcock), American poet. While an
expatriate in France, he wrote poems subjective in
content and showing the influences of Eliot* and
Pound*. His later poems increase in social con-
sciousn^s; his radio plays in verse treat contem-
porary issues with great technical virtuosity; his
wsays reassert the case for democracy and empha-
size the poet’s usefulness in society.

verse: Tower of Ivory (1917); The Happy
Marriage (1924); Streets in the Moon (1926); The
Hamlet of A. MacL. (1928); New Found Land
(1930); Conquistador (1932); Poems, 1924-1933
(1933); Public Speech (1936); Collected Poems
(1954); The Wild Old Wicked Man and Other
Poems (1968).—VERSE plavs: The Fall of the City

®- <1958); Heracles
(1967).—prose: a Time to Speak; The Selected
Prose ofA. MacL. (1941); A Time to Act; Selected
Addresses (1943); The American Story; Ten Broad-
<Mts (1944); Poetry and Experience (1961); A
Continuing Journey (1968).

^ Brenner, Poets of Our Time (1941); S. L.
Falk, A. MacL. (1965). H.L.G (G.AJC:.)

WfadLeonan, Hugh (Glace Bay, Nova Scotia 20
in 1907; 001936 Dorothy Duncan [tl957], ool959
Finances Aline Walker), major Canadian novelist
and ^sayist who completed a doctorate in classics,

Canada College from 1935 to
1945, then became Professor of English at McGill
Univeraty. His works explore the problems of
national identity, effects of tradition, the generation
pp and French-Canadian separatism, and have
been widdy translated.

Barometer Rising (1941); Two Solitudes (194i^ Precipice (1948); Bach Man’s Son (1951
WtocA T^ Ends the Night (1959); Return oft
sphinx (1967).—essaxs: Cross Country (1949

FIONA MACLEOD : Pharais, a Romance (1894) ; The
Mountain-Lovers (1895); The Sin-Eater (1895);
The Washer of the Ford (1896); The Laughter of
Peterkin (1897); The Dominion of Dreams (1899);
The Immortal Hour (1900); Tristram and Iseidt

(1902); The Silence ofAmor (1902); The House of
Usna (1903); Deirdre (1903); Winged Destiny
(1904); Letters (1907).^Collected Works (7 vols,

1910).

WILLIAM sharp: Selected Writings (5 vols, 1912),
W. S., a Memoir by Mrs S. (2 vols, 1912).

J.K.

MacLeod, Mary: see Scottish Gaelic literature.

McLuhan, Herbert Marshall (Edmonton,
Alberta 21 VII 1911; ool939 Corrine Keller
Lewes), Canadian scholar, Professor of English at
the University of Toronto (1946-67L and director
of the Umversity Centre for Culture and Tech-
nology (since 1963). His interpretations of the
significance of the modem mass communications,
including provocative statements on the socio-
psychological aspects of the shift from the printed
page to electronic media and the emergence of a
new ‘tribal village’ mentality encompassing the
globe, have gained him international fame.

The MechanicalBride, Folklore ofIndustrialMan
(1951); Gutenberg Galaxy, Making of Typographi-
cal Man (1962) ; Understanding Media, Extensions
ofMan (1964); with Quentin Fiore, The Medium
Is the Massage (1967).

T, Emery, ‘Revolutions in communication’ in
C^ad. Lit., XIV (1962); D. Duffy, M. McL.

R.Su.

McMahon, Bryan (*Co. Kerry 1909), Irish short-
story writer, noveKst and dramatist. A school-^ written clear and graphic studies of
childhood. His style is simple, poetic and forceful.
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MacNamara, Brinsley: see Weldon, John.

MacNeice, Louis (*Belfast 12 IX 1907; fLondon
1963), Irish poet; educated at Oxford, lectured at

Birmingham, London and Cornell Universities.

For many years a writer and producer for the

B.B.C., he emerged as one of the most creative

explorers of radio in plays like The Dark Tower

(1947). MacNeice was an influential poet in the

1930s and produced one ofthe finest poems of that

period. Autumn Journal (1939), recording the

bewilderment of the classically educated liberal

faced with the chaos of European politics.

Collected Poems (ed. E. R. Dodds, 1967).

—

translations: Agamemnon (1936); Goethe^s Faust

(1951).

—

splays: The Mad Islands (1964); One for

the Grave (1968); Persons From Porlock (1969).

—

criticism: Modern Poetry (1938; 2nd ed. 1969);

The Poetry of W. B. Yeats (1941); Varieties of
Parable (1965).

—

The Strings Are False (autobiog.;

1965).

J. Press, L. MacN. (1965); W. T. McKinnon,
Apollo's Blended Dream (1971). E.T.W.

Mac Orlan, Pierre, pseud, of Pierre Dumarchey
(*P6ronne 26 II 1883; tSaint-Cyr-sur-Morin 27 VI

1970)

, French novelist. Author of the Petit Manuel
du parfait aventurier (1920), he depicted the under-

world and its wzV/ei/JC—ports, the colonies, Mont-
martre etc. His work, which he described as ‘social

chimera’, has inspired many poets and painters,

and to these he dedicated his memoirs {Masques
sur mesure, 1965).

poetry: CEuvres poitiques (1946); Chansonspour
accordion (1953).

—

^novels: Le chant de Tiquipage

(1918); A bord de P^toile matutine (1920; Eng. tr.

M. Cowley, 1924); La cavaliire Elsa (1921);

Marguerite de la nuit (1925); Le quai des brumes

(1927); La tradition de minuit (1930; One Floor Up,

tr. V. Holland, 1932); La Bandera (1931); L'ancre

de la misiricorde (1941); Le bal du Pont du Nord
(1946).

—

CEuvres computes (25 vols, Geneva,

1971)

.

P. Berger, P. Af. G. (1951); A. Bloch, ‘P. M. O.’s

fantastic vision...* in Mod. Lang. Quart.,

XXIV.2 (1963). M,G.

Macpherson, James (*Ruthven, Inverness 27 X
1736; tBelville, Inverness 17 II 179©, Scottish

author. Appointed Surveyor-General of the

Floridas in 1764, and agent to the Nabob of Arcot
in 1779. His Fingal and Temora purported to be
translations of the Gaelic of Ossian but it seems
likely that, while he used Gaelic fragments, they
were largely his own invention. Despite the storm
of controversy which followed their publication

(see especially Boswell’s* Johnsoii), they were
admired by Goethe* and had a marked influence

on the literature of the Romantic period (ossian).

His prose is rhetorical, imaginative, romantic and
tedious.

Fragments of Ancient Poetry collected in the

Highlands of Scotland and translated from the

Gaelic (1760); Fingal; an ancient Epic Poem in six

Books (1762); Temora, an ancient Epic Poem in

eight Books (1763); A History ofGreat Britainfrom
the Restoration (1775).

—

Works (ed. M. Laing, 2

vols, 1805).

T. B. Saunders, /. Af. (1894); J. S. Smart, /. Af.;

an Episode in Literature (1905); D. S. Thomson,
The Gaelic Sources ofM's Ossian (1952) and art.

in Aberdeen Univ. Rev., XL (1963). J.K.

Macrobius, Ambrosius Theodosius {ft, c. 400),

Roman philosopher and grammarian. His Satur^

nalia is a miscellany mainly on antiquarian sub-

jects, with interesting criticism of Virgil*. His

Neo-Platonic commentary on Cicero’s* Somnium
Scipionis was a favourite text in the Middle Ages

and well known to Chaucer*. His style is fluent and

easy but without literary grace.

Eds: F. Eyssenhardt (1868; 2nd ed. 1893); J.

Willis (2 vols, 1963).—Tr. P. V. Davies (with intro,

and notes; 1969).

T. Whittaker,M (1923). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Macropedius, Georgius, or Joris van Langh-
veldt (*Gemert 1485 or 1486; f’s-Hertogenbosch

1558), Dutch educationist and neo-Latin play-

wright, studied at Louvain, became a Hieronymian

and was successively head of the Latin schools at

*s-Hertogenbosch, Li^ge, Utrecht and again

’s-Hertogenbosch. He Imew many languages,

including some Semitic ones, and was a talented

mathematician. For scholastic use he wrote a great

number of manuals, spiritual songs and 12 dramas.

The latter entitle him to a place of honour among
the neo-Latin poets. The subject-matter of five of

these plays is taken from the Bible {Adamus
[dedic. 1551], Josephus [dedic. 1544], Jesus

scholasticus [1556], Asotus, Lazarus [1541]); of the

remaining seven {Rebelles, Aluta, Andrisca [1539],

Bassarus [1540], Hypomene [dedic. 1553], Petriscus

[1536], Hecastus), two treat sacred subjects, the

others are comedies. Hecastus (1539) is an indirect

adaptation of Elckerlijc {Everyman*).

Biblio. by F. Van der Haeghen (n.d.).

—

Asotus

{c. 1507; pub. 1537; ed. D. Jacoby); Rebelles and

Aluta (both 1535; ed. J. Bolte, 1897).

D. Jacoby, ‘G. M.’ in Allgemeine deutsche

Biographie, XK (1884); C. H. Herford, Studies in

the Literary Relations ofEngland and Germany in

the 16th Century (1886); J. Hartelust, De dictione

G. Af. (1902); G. Kuiper, Orbis Artium en Renais-

sance, I (1941); P. van Tieghem, La litterature

latine de la Renaissance (1944); R. C. Engelberts,

G. M.'s Bassarus (1968). J.J.M. (A.v.E.)

Maddch, Imre (*Als6-Sztregova 21 1 1823; ool845

Erzs6bet Frdter; ^ibid. 5 X 1864), Hungarian play-

wright and poet. The tragic aftermath of the 1848-

49 revolution and his own unhappy life explain the
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gloom of Maddch’s works. The greatest philo-

sophical poet of Hungary, he is renowned for his

dramatic poem Az ember iragedidja (1861; The

Tragedy ofMan, tr. C. H. Meltzer and P. Vajda,

1933; tr. J. C. W. Home, 1963), a Faust~Vik& poem
whose lofty thought often surpasses its language.

A civilizdtor (1859); Mdzes (1860).—M. /. osszes

muvei (ed. G. Haldsz, 2 vols, 1942).

G. Voinovich, M. /. es Az Ember Tragididja

(1914); B. Alexander, M. /. (1923); A. Hevesi, ‘M.

and The Tragedy of Man' in Slavon. Rev., DC
(1930/31). G.F.C.

Madariaga, Salvador de (*Corunna 23 VII 1886;

ooConstance Archibald), Spanish trilingual author.

Educated at the French feole Polytechnique, an

engineer by profession, he was successively Oxford

Professor of Spanish literature, ambassador,

director of the Disarmament Section of the League
of Nations, Republican minister and a self-

imposed exile under Franco’s regime. He is the

chief exponent of Spanish culture abroad. Political

and international writings aside, his works number
poems, novels and plays. Yet he is essentially an
essayist who, whether in Spanish, English or

French, shows a clear, elegant style and an acute,

brilliant mind (see Shelley and Calderdn, 1920;

Englishmen, Frenchmen, Spaniards, 1911 \ Don
Quixote, An Introductory Essay, 1935). His later

works include history and biography, with

provocative, well-documented books on Spain

(1942), The Rise and Fall of the Spanish Empire

(1947), Coldn (1940), Herndn Cortes (1942) and
Bolivar {19511

The Genius of Spain (1923); Portrait of Europe

(1952); On Hamlet (1948; with a tr. of Hamlet in

Span, verse; Buenos Aires, 1949).—novels: The
Sacred Giraffe (1925); The Heart ofJade (1944).

—

verse: Romances de ciego (1922); La fuente serena

(1927); Rosa de cieno y ceniza (1942).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Madox, Thomas (*1666; ooCatharine Edwards;
t?Arsley, Beds 13 I 1726/27), English legal

antiquary, a member of the Middle Temple but
never called to the Bar, who specialized in study of

the common law. He left 94 volumes of transcripts.

Formulae Anglicanum ... a Collection ofCharters

(1702) ; The HistoryandAntiquitiesofthe Exchequer
{\lliy,FirmaBurgi {lll€)\Baronia Anglica{lT5€),

D. Douglas, English Scholars (2nd ed. 1951).

B.L.J.

Madrigal, Alfonso de, known as El Tostado
(Madrigal de la Sierra 71400; tl455), Spanish
learned writer. He studied at Salamanca, travelled,

engaged in controversy at Rome and became a
member of John II’s council in Castile and Bishop
of Avila. His name is a synonym of literary

fecundity. He wrote 21 volumes of commentary on
the Bible, many works of theology and general

learning, and an ambiguous treatise on love and
its effects.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXV; Tractado como al

ome es nescesario amar (ed. A. Paz y Melia in

Opdsculos literarios de los siglos XIVa XVI, 1892).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Maehl, Joachim (*Niendorf, Holstein 15 IX 1827;

tKiel 4 VH 1909), Low German short-story writer.

His favourite subject-matter is the conciliation,

through human qualities, of the contrast between
rich and poor, upper and lower classes. His con-

centration on the people, scenery and life of his

native Holstein—in a deliberate opposition to

Fritz Reuter*—enhances the genuineness of his

work.

Stuckschen ut de Mus'kist: Tater-Mariken, ein

Bild aus dem Volksleben (1867); Jean, Lutje

Denkmal, Eine Theodicee in Form eines Cultur- und
Liebeslebens (1868); Famiy oder: Wat sik hebben

schall, dat krigt sik dock (1869); Lutj Anna oder En
Stuckschen von Em un Ehr (1871); Geschichten

frisch ut Leben un deep ut Hart (1896).

I. Spieling, /. M., ein niederdeutscher Erzdhler

(diss. Hamburg, 1930). G.C.

Maerlant, Jacob van (*Vrije van Brugge c. 1225;

tDamme shortly after 1291), Dutch poet of

enormous productivity who had great influence on
the younger generation as founder of the didactic

school. The notion that he stayed in South Holland
was contested by J. Noterdaeme (according to

whom he should have been clerk to the squires of

Roden at Snellegem), but defended by J. van
Mierlo* and H. C. Peeters. First he wrote two
poems, now lost, on the miraculous power of

stones {Lapidarijs) and on dreams (Sompniarijs);

next Alexanders Geesten (after the Alexandreis of

Walter of Ch^tillon*) and a number of romances
of chivalry from the French of Robert* de Borron
and Benoit* de Ste Maure; further several didac-

tic works after (?) Aristotle’s* Secreta secretorum,

Thomas* of Cantimpr6’s De natura rerum, Petrus*

Comestor’s Historia scolastica; and his main work
Spieghel Historiael (after Speculum historiale by
Vincent* of Beauvais), fragmentary at his death

and later continued by Lodewijk van Velthem* and
Philip Utenbroeke; finally a Dutch translation of
Bonaventura’s* life of St Francis* and a number
of strophic poems which bear witness to his being

not only a genuine artist but a man independently

seeking a solution to the serious problems of his

time.

Torec (ed, J. te Winkel, 1875); Merlijn, Historic

van den Grate (ed. J. van Vloten, 1880); Alexanders
Geesten (ed, J. Franck, 1882); Historic van Troyen
(ed. N. de Pauw and E. Gaillard, 1889-92);
Heimelijcheit der Heimelijcheden (ed. A. A.
Verdenius, 1917); Der Naturen Bloeme (ed. J.

Verwys, 1878); Rijmbybel {ed, J. B. David, 1858-
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59); Spieghel Historiael (ed. M. de Vries and E.

Verwijs, 1857-63
; episode of Amys en Amelis^ ed.

J. J. Mak, 1954); St Franciscus^ Leven (ed. P.

Maximilianus, 1954); Strophische Gedichten (ed. J.

Verdam and P. Leendertz Jr., 1918); Van den lande

van Oversee (facs. ed. G. Stuiveling, 1966).

J. te Winkel, M's werken als Spiegel van de 13e

eeuw (1892) ; J. Koopmans, * M.-studien* in Taal en

Letteren, VII-IX (1897-99); A. Arents, L van M.,
Proeve van bihliographie (1943); J. van Mierlo,

van M. (1946); E. H. J. Noterdaeme in Annales

de la Soc. d’fimulation de Bruges, LXXXVIII
(1951) and in Handel, v. d. Zuidnederl. Maatsch.

voor Taal- en Letterk. en Gesch, XV (1961) ; H. C.

Peeters, ‘Nieuwe inzichten in de M. proWema-
tiek’, ibid.^ XVIII (1964); J. Janssens, De Mariale

Persoonlijkheid van /. van M, (1963).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Maeterlinck, Maurice Polydore Marie Bernard
(*Ghent 29 VIII 1862; ool919 Renee Dabon;
tNice 5 V 1949), Belgian poet, Jeune Belgique

writer, dramatist and philosopher. Though called

to the Bar, Maeterlinck practised little. He won an
exaggerated reputation as the ‘Belgian Shake-

speare’ with his delicately Symbolist poems, Serres

chaudes (1889), and his first play, La Princesse

Maleine (1889). Maeterlinck’s originality lies in the

transposition of symbousm to the stage. His plays,

exquisitely constructed, though simplified to the

point of affectation, are obsessed with a sense of

fatality. Debussy set his Pelleas et Milisande

(1892) to music. The inconsequential philosophy

emerging from his natural history studies is now
largely discredited. A Nobel prize-winner in 1911,

he was created Count in 1932. Georgette Leblanc,

the actress for whom he wrote many of his plays,

and whom he repudiated after an association last-

ing 20 years, published the biographical Souvenirs

(1930).

Hot Houses (verse; tr. B. Miall, 1915).

—

plays;

La Princesse Maleine (tr. G. Harry, 1915); Pelleas

et Mdlisande (1892; tr. E. Winslow, 1894); Interieur

(1892; tr. W. Archer, 1898); Monna Vanna (1902;

tr. A. Sutro, 1904); Voiseau bleu (1908; The Blue

Bird, tr. A. Teixeira de Mattos, 1909).

philosophy; Le tresor des humbles (1896; The
Treasure of the Humble, 1897); La vie des abeilles

(1901; The Life of the Bees, 1901); Le temple

enseveli (1901); The Buried Temple, 1902); La vie

des termites (1927; The Life of the White Ant,

1927)—^all tr. A. Sutro.

J. Bithell, Life and Writings of M, M. (1913);

W. D. Halls, M. Af., A Study of His Life and
Thought (1960). B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Maeztu y Whitney, Ramiro de (*Vitoria 4 V 1874;

tMadrid 29 IX 1936), Spanish writer. A leftish

leader of the so-called ’98 generation, he became
champion of orthodox Catholicism and was
murdered during the Spanish Civil War. He was a

complicated personality. His most famous work,

Defensa de la hispanidad (1934), is a passionate

exegesis of Spanish civilization from an exclusively

Catholic point of view. He was also an acute

literary critic.

Hacia otra Espaha (1899); Don Quijote, Don
Juany La Celestina (1926) ; La crisis delhumanismo

(1919); Inglaterra en armas (1916).

V. Marrero, M. (1955); L. Aguirre Prado, R, de

Af. (2nd ed. 1959); G. Femdndez de la Mora,
Af. y la teoria de la Revolucidn (1956).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Maffei, Andrea (*Molina nel Trentino 19 IV
1798; tMilan 27 XI 1885), Italian poet, celebrated

for his translations ofGerman, French and English

masterpieces, which he adapted to contemporary

Italian taste.

Opere edite e inedite (10 vols, 1847-52); Versi

editi ed inediti (2 vols, 1858).

E. Benvenuti, A, Af. poeta originale e traduttore

(1911); see also Giornale storico della lett. ital.,

LXI (1913). B.R.

Maflfei, Francesco Sopione, Marchese (*Verona

1 VI 1675; Vbid, 11 II 1755), Italian scholar and

dramatist. Soldier (1703-04); archaeologist;

palaeographer; a precursor of Alfieri*. Maffei

wrote Verona illustrata (4 vols, 1732)—a history of

the writers and antiquities ofVerona—and Merope

(1713), a tragedy in verse which, though of scant

poetic merit, was the result of a constructive pro-

gramme of dramatic reform based on the fusion of

elements drawn from classical and French drama.

Other works include comedies, operatic libretti,

occasional verse, the Giornale dei letterati (founded

in collab. with Apostolo Zeno*, 1710) and many
scholarly treatises on a wide range of subjects. He
visited England in 1736, where he was presented to

the royal family and met the patrons of the Italian

circle.

Merope (ed. C. Garibotto, 1954); Verona illu-

strata (ed. G. Donadelli, 2 vols, 1825-26); Opere

drammatiche e poesie varie (ed. A. Avena, 1928);

Epistolario (ed. C. Garibotto, 2 vols, 1955).

—

Opere (21 vols, 1790).

G. Silvestri, Un europeo del Settecento, S. M.
(1954).—^T. Copelli, II teatro di S. M. (1907); Studi

maffeiani (various authors; Turin, 1909); G.

Gasperoni, S. Af. e Verona settecentesca (1955).

—

G. E. Dorris, Paolo Rolli and the Italian Circle in

London (1967). M.W.

Magallanes Moure, Manuel (*La Serena 1878;

tl924), Chilean poet of the modernista school

(modernism), using both rhythm and rhyme
effectively in his versification; his subject-matter

is restricted to the simple one of highly idealized

love for women, treated from a variety of aspects;

dramatic, humorous, lyrical.
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Facetas (1902); Matices (1904); La jomada

(1910); La casa junto al mar (1918); Florilegio

(anthol. by the author, with stud. P. Prado; 1921);

Sus mejorespoemas (1 925). E.Sa.

Magalotti, Lorenzo (*Rome 13 XII 1637;

tFlorence 2 III 1712), Italian poet, short-story

writer, philosopher and scientist. Secreta^ of the

Accademia del Cimento; travelled widely in

Europe, including Britain (1667 and 1668-69;

F.R.S.. 1709), He translated Waller’s* Battle ofthe

Bermudas, John Philips’* Splendid Shilling and

Cyder (II Sidro di /. Phillips, 1752), and part of

Milton’s* Paradise Lost, His lively travel books

and his scientific works foreshadow the encyclo-

paedic spirit, and suggest that he was perhaps the

most European of all Italian men of letters of his

time for breadth of intellectual outlook.

Saggi di naturali esperienze (1667; mod. ed. E.

Falqui, 1947); Relazioni di viaggio in Inghilterra,

Francia e Svezia (ed. W. Moretti, 1968); various

important colls of letters (1721, 1761, 1769, 1825).

—Opere (1806).

—

Un principe di Toscana in

Inghilterra e in Irlanda nel 1669 (attrib. to M.; ed.

A. Crino, 1968; tr. The Travels of Cosimo the

Third, 1821).

S. Fermi, L, M, scienzato e letterato (1903) and
Bibliografia magalottiana (1904); R. D. Waller,

‘L. M. in England* in Ital. Stud. (1937); W.
Moretti, ‘L. M. e il suo secolo’ in Atti dell’Accad.

Toscana di Scienze e Lett., La Colombaria, XXI
(1956); G. Giintert, Un poeta scienziato del

Seicento, L. M. (196Q. U.L.

Magarinos Cervantes, Aleja^jdro (*Montevideo
3 X 1825; tl893), Uruguayan writer, known
chiefly as a poet, though he also published or wrote
novels, plays and a wide variety of essays. A fluent

versifier, in his poems (in the style of Zorrilla*) as

in Ins stories he deals with the theme of the native

Indian, in the Romantic idealizing manner.

Caramurd (1848); La estrella del sud (2 vols,

1849); La vida por un capricho (1850); Brisas del

Plata (1864); Album de poesias (1878); Palmas y
ombdes (2 vols, 1884-88). E.Sa.

Maggi, Carlo Maria (*Milan 8 V 1630; ^ibid,

22 IV 1699), Italian poet and playwright. His
poems and comedies in Milanese dalect are full of
verve and imagination; they reject the fashion of
‘marinismo’, and have a satirical and didactic

flavour. He can be considered the father of Milan-
ese poetry.

Opere (5 vols, 1700-01); Commedie e Rime in

lingua milanese (2 vols, 1701; mod. eds: II teatro

milanese, ed. D. Isella, 2 vols, 1964; ‘Le rime
milanesi’, ed. idem in Studi Secenteschi, VI, 1966).

E. De Marchi, C. Af. M. (1885, 1930); L. Medici
and G. A. Maggi, La vita e Vopera di C. M. M.

(1930); W. Bind, ‘La commedia del M.’ in

UArcadia e il Metastasio (1963); M. Capucci,

‘Lettura del M. lirico’ in Studi Secenteschi, IH
(1963). U.L.

Magha (c, a.d, 650), author of the Sanskrit

Sisupdlavadha, the story of the death of Si^upala,

the son of the Chedi king, in a quarrel with

Krishna over the consecration of IGng Yudhi-

§thira. Despite a fondness for verbal tricks in the

latter part of the poem, Magha displays consider-

able imagination and simple strength.

H.G.R. (J.E.B.G.)

Maginn, William (*Cork Vn 1794; fWalton-on-

Thames 21 VIII 1842), Irish journalist. He was the

originator and one of the authors of Nodes
Ambrosianae, a series of dialogues which ran in

Blackwood’s from 1822 to 1835. For Blackwood’s

he also created the character of Ensign O’Doherty

who contributed some humorous but unflattering

reflections on Irish life, and helped to bring the

Irish peasantry into literary fashion. Maginn was

also co-founder and editor of Fraser’s Magazine.

Miscellaneous Writings (5 vols, 1855-57).

E.T.W.

Magloire Saint-Aude, Clement: see Haitian

literature.

Magno, Celio (Venice 1536; ^bid, 1602), Italian

poet. His Rime (1600) include a cantata in celebra-

tion of the victory of Lepanto. He was a member
of the Accademia della Fama, founded by Fedeiigo

Badoer.

G. Zanella, Della vita e degli scritti di C. M,
(1881); A. Pilot, ‘Le canzoni di C. M. in relazione

con la lirica veneta del tempo’ in Archivio veneto

(1909) and ‘Giudizi sul Petrarca del Groto e di

C. M.’ in Miscellanea Crescini (1927). B.R.

Magnusson, Gudmundur: see Trausti, J6n.

Magny, Olivier de (*Cahors c, 1529; tParis 1561),

French poet. He was secretary to the poet H. Salel,

and later to Jean d’Avanson whom he accom-
panied on a diplomatic mission to Rome (1555-

56). Passing through Lyons he probably inspired

the unhappy love-poems ofLouise Lab6*. In Rome
he was a comrade ofDu* Bellay and, in composing
his book of sonnets, Les Soupirs (1557), worked on
the same themes of exile and disillusionment which
run through Du Bellay’s profounder Regrets, De
Magny’s other poems (the majority, sonnets and
odes) are agreeably facile, much influenced by
Ronsard*.

Les Amours (1553); Les Gaietes (1554; ed. A. R.
Mackay, Geneva, 1968); Les Soupirs (1557); Les
Odes (1559),--Po6sies completes (ed. E. Courbet,
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6 vols, 1871-80); Poesies choisies (ed. M. de
Beaurepaire-Froment, 1913).

J. Favre, O. de M. (1885). G.B.

Ma^ifuz, NajIb (Naguib Mahfouz) (*Cairo 1912),

Egypt’s and the Arabs’ leading novelist. A gradu-

ate in philosophy, after an apprenticeship in the

historical novel (Radopis, 1943), he turned to

naturalist realism, in works (Biddya wa nihdya,

1949) dealing with 20th-century Cairo lower

middle-class life, described with masterly know-
ledge and insight. His trilogy, Bain al-Qa^rain,

Qasr al-Shauq, Al-Sukkariyya (1956-57), traces the

story of a family from the First World War to the

end of the Second. In his later phase (AULU$ wal^

Kildb, 1962; Auldd ffaratind, 1962; Al-Shabbddh,

1965) his interests are more subjective; he uses the

interior monologue, sometimes abandoning serial

chronology, employing symbolism and allegory,

preoccupied with the theme of the search for

identity and revealing a quasi-mystical strain.

AUQdhira aUJadida (1945); Khan aUKhalili

(1946); Zuqdq aUMidaq (1949; Midak Lcaie^ tr.

T. Le Gassick, 1968).

J. Jomier, ‘La vie d’une famille au Caire d’apres

trois romans de Naguib Mahfuz’ in Mideo, IV
(1957); T. Le Gassick, ‘A malaise in Cairo’ in

Middle East Jour,, XXI (1967). M.A.M.

Mahipati (*1715; tl790), Marathi poet; wrote the

Bhakta Vijaya (‘Triumph of the Poet Saints’) and
numerous similar works. He was a sedulous

hagiographer lacking in talent.

Bhaktivijaya (tr. Stories of Indian Saints, ed.

J. E. Abbott, N. R. Godbole and J. F. Edwards,

Poona, 1933-34); Bhaktalildmrta (tr. Nectar From
Indian Saints, ed. idem, 1935). H.G.R. (I.R.)

M^hl, Albert (Kiel 5 VI 1893; fHamburg 19 I

1970), Low German poet and playwright, and High
German novelist. His early ballads were followed

by reflective and didactic lyrics, less impressive for

his poetic talents as such than in his powerful

mastery of Low German which he raised anew
from a dialect into a vehicle of genuine, though

sometimes difficult poetry. Less successful as a

playwright, he is remarkable for his theoretical

writings in which he examines the philosophical

and historical interrelation between race, poetry

and language.

verse: HemmingstedU Niederdeutsche Chor~

ballade (X91%y, Utsaat(}.93>l)\ Grappenkram{1935y,

Hart vull Drift (1940); Nordland (1943); Nieder’^

deutsche Gedichte (1948).

—

splays: Wieben Peters

(1941); De Pott is twei (after Kleist’s Der zer-

brochene Krug', 1942); De verloren Sdhn (1950).

—

stories: Dasfeurige Lied (1937); Der Fahnentrdger

(1941).

—

essays: Niederdeutsche Art und Sprache

(1934); Lebensgefuhl und Gestaltung (1943);

Plattdeutsches Dichten (1949).

A. Strempel in Mitteilungen Quickbom, XXVII
(1934). G.C.

Mahony, Francis Sylvester, used pseud. Father
Prout (*Cork 1804; fParis 18 V 186©, Irish

essayist and priest, a figure in Victorian bohemian

circles, whose poetic gift, classical learning and

views on life and letters appear in his contributions

to Fraser’s Magazine as Father Prout.

Reliques ofFather Prout (2 vols, 183©; Facts and
Figures from Italy, by Dom Jeremy Savonarola

(1847); Final Reliques of Father Prout (ed. D.
Jerrold, 187©.

Works (1881; with memoir by C. Kent).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Mailer, Norman (*Long Branch, N.J. 21 1 1923;

001944 Beatrice Silverman [o/o 1952], ool954

Adele Morales [o/o], ooElizabeth Daniel [o/o],

ooBeverley Bentley [o/o]), American novelist.

Mailer came to prominence with The Naked and
the Dead (1948), a novel about the Second World
War influenced in technical organization by the

work of John Dos* Passos, and in characterization

very much a novel of the 1930s. This mixture of

violence and acute observation of social forces

characterizes Mailer’s later fiction, seen at its most
gothic in An American Dream (1965). In his life-

style as well as his fiction he has provided shrewd

and dynamic inteipretations of contemporary

events. He has run for public office and his later

work has concentrated on an incisive style of

political reporting and social criticism.

ncnoN: Barbary Shore (1951); The Deer Park

(1955); Why Are We in Vietnam? (1967).

—

non-
fiction: Advertisements for Myself (1959); The
PresidentialPapers (1963) ; Cannibalsand Christians

(1966); Armies of the Night (1968); Miami and the

Siege of Chicago (1968); A Fire on the Moon
(1970); The Prisoner ofSex QSliy—Deathsfor the

Ladies and Other Disasters (poetry; 1962).

Contemporary American Novelists (ed. H. T.

Moore, 1964); J. W. Aldridge, Time to Murder and
Create (1966); H. M. Harper Jr, Desperate Faith

(1967); R. Foster,N M. (1968); R. Poirier, N M.
(1972). G.A.K.

MaiUart, Jehan, 14th-century French poet. A
lawyer at the royal chancellery, he undertook Le
Roman du Comte d*Anjou (131© for Pierre de
Chambli, counsellor to King Philip IV. The tradi-

tional story of the persecuted wife is given new,

convincing treatment. The plot discards marvel-

lous adventures for incidents of everyday human
life. Psychological interest is afforded by the

example of humble, charitable souls, contrasting

with a few brutal and evil persons. The general

didacticism is enlivened by realistic description, and
the language is sometimes characteristically

Parisian with its light mockery, worthy of Villon*.

Ed. M. Roques (1931). M.F.L.
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Maimonides, Moses, or Moses ben Maimon

(Cordova 30 III 1135; fFostat [Old Cairo] 13 XSl

1204), Spanish Hebrew religious writer and Arabic

philosopher. Because of the Almohade persecution

the family left Spain in 1160 and lived for a while

in Fez, then, after a short stay in Palestine,

Maimonides settled in Egypt, where he

physician to the Sultan, and rabbi. Maimonides is

equally important as a legal writer and as a

philosopher. In the field ofJewish law he composed

a work on the 613 commandments, a commentary

in Arabic on the whole Mishnah (1168) and the

Miskneh Torah or Yad ffazaqah, the greatest of all

medieval expositions of Jewish law (1180). In

philosophy, besides smaller works on logic etc.,

Maimonides wrote above all the Guide of the

Perplexed (Dalalat al-‘Ha*irin^ Hebrew Moreh

Nevukhim\ Heb. trs Samuel ben Tibbon and

Judah al-Harizi*), completed in 1190. This is a

complete presentation of Jewish religion with the

methods of Aristotelian philosophy. It had

immeasurable infiuence both upon Jews (including

Spinoza*) and upon Christian philosophers

(through the anonymous Latin translation of the

13th century, and that by J. Buxtorf Jr, 1629) until

as late as John Spencer in the 17th century. The
appearance oftheHebrewtranslationwas the signal
for a bitter fight between partisans and opponents

of philosophy, culminating in a partial ban on the

book, forbiddmg it to all under 25. Much of the

Hebrew literature of the 13th-14th century was for

or against the Guide, Maimonides also wrote letters

on various subjects, responsa (answers to legal

inquiries) and a series of medical works.

613 Commandments (Constantinople, c. 1517 ; The

Book ofDivine Commandments, tr. C. B. Chavel, I,

1940); Shemonah Peraqim (Arabic in Porta Mosis

by E. Pococke, 1654; Heb. tr. Samuel ben Tibbon,

1494; The Eight Chapters, tr. J. I. Goifinkle, 1912);

Code (Italy, c. 1480; The Mishneh Torah, tr. M.
Hyamson, 1, 1937; complete tr. Yale Univ. Press,

15 vols, 1949- ); Sana at al-Mantiq (Heb.

Milloth ha-Higgayon, 1550; Terminologie logique,

tr. M. Ventura, 1935; Maimonides' Treatise on
Logic, tr. I. Efros, 1938); Peraqim ba-Ha?lcdjah

{De Beatitudine, ed. H. S. Davidowitz and D. H.
Baneth, 1939); Guide (Arabic ed. S. Munk, 1856-

66; Heb. tr., best ed. Y. Ibn-Shmu*el, 1945; tr.

al-Harizi, ed. L. Schlossberg, 3 vols, 1851-79; The
Guide of the Perplexed, tr. M. Friedlander, 3 vols,

1881-85; Maimonides: The Guide ofthe Perplexed,
sel. with intro, and comm. J. Guttmann, tr. C.

Rabin, \^57).-^Maiinonidis Epistulae (ed. D. H.
Baneth, I, 194Q; Responsa (ed. Z. Freimann,

1934); M. M's Epistle to Yemen (Arab. orig. and
3 Heb. versions; ed. from MSS with intro, and
notes A, S. HaUdn and tr. B. Cohen, New York,

1952); Vexplication des noms de drogues (ed. M.
Meyerhof, 1940).

A. Heschel, M., eine Biographie (1935); B.

Bokser, The Legacy of M. (1950); H. Serouya,

Maimonide, sa vie, son csuvre (1951).~M M,,
Anglo-Jewish Papers (ed. I. Epstein, 1935); Essays

on M, (ed. S. W. Baron, 1935); H. L. Roth, The
Guide of the Perplexed (1948); J. Sarachek, The
History of the AntUMaimonidean Controversy, I

(1932); S. Zeitlin, M. a Biography (2nd ed. 1955);

D. J. Silver, Maimonidean Criticism and the

Maimonidean Controversy (1965). C.R.

Mainard or Maynard, Francois (*Toulouse 1582;

tSaint-C6r6, Quercy 28 XII 1646), French poet.

Considered the chief disciple of Malherbe*,

Mainard wrote firm and harmonious verse on
amorous and political themes. He excelled in the

ode and the epigram, which last he often cast in the

form of irregular sonnets or of dizains, Garrisson’s

edition (1885) confused him with another poet,

Francois Menard. His authorship of the pastoral

poem Philandre is also contested.

CEuvres (1646; ed. with adds F. Gohin, 1927).

C. Drouhet, Lepoite F, M, (1909); F. Lach^vre,

‘Le probl6me des deux M.’ in Rev. d’Hist. Litt.

(1910). G.B.

Maior, Petru (*Tir^-Mure§ 1760; tl821), Tran-
sylvanian priest, historian and philologist, an
important representative of Scoala ardeleana (the

Transylvanian school). He studied at the Catholic

seminaries in Blaj, Rome and Vienna and returned

to become a priest in the town of Reghin in

Transylvania. He devoted himself in both his

philological and his historical works to proving the

Latin origins of the Rumanians, their continuity in

Dacia, and stressing, indeed overstressing, the

latinity of the Rumanian language.

D. Macrea, ‘P. M.’ in Lingvi^ti sifllologi romdni

(1959); A. Radu, ‘Opera omiletica a lui P. M.* in

Studii teologice, XIX.9-10 (1967); G. Iva§cu,

Istoria literaturii romdne, I (1968). D.J.D.

Maiorescu, Tmj (Craiova 1840; fBucharest

1917), Rumanian critic and politician. Son of a
teacher, he studied at Vienna, Berlin and Paris.

During his years abroad he was profoundly
influenced by Hegel* and Kant*, an influence

reflected in his criticism. He became Professor of
philosophy and logic at Ia§i University and in 1864
called the first meeting of what was to become the

literary society Junimea, which attracted such
figures as Eminescu*, Creanga* and Caragiale*.

Three years later he foimded the review Convorbiri
literare, and this was to print much of his work.
In his study O cercetare criticd asupra poeziei

romdne de la 1867 (1867) he advocated the creation

of a truly national verse based on popular poetry.

A year later he published In contra direcfiei de
astdzi in cultura romdnd in which he denounced
foreign, particularly French, influences in Ruma-
nian culture. His Comediile d-lui Caragiale (1885)
proclaimed his belief in art for art’s sake, and this

led to a series of polemics with Dobrogeanu-
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Gherea*, advocate of the social role of literature.

Maiorescu was among the first to foster literary

criticism in Rumania.

Critice (ed. P. Georgescu, 2 vols, 1967).--T,

Vianu, ‘T. M.’ in Istoria literaturii romdne moderne

(1944); Z. Omea, Junimismul (1966). DJ.D.

Mair, Charles (*Lanark, Upper Canada 21 IX
1838; 00 1868 Elizabeth McKenny; fVictoria,

B.C. 1927), Canadian writer, now known chiefly

for descriptive passages in his work and the poetic

drama Tecumseh (1886).

Dreamlandand Other Poems (1868) ; Through the

MacKenzie Basin (1908); Master Works of
Canadian Authors, XIV (ed. J. W. Garvin, 1926).

N. Shrive, C. M; Literary Nationalist (1965).

M.H.M.M. (R.Su.)

Mairet, Jean (*Besangon 10 V 1604; Wd- 31 I

1686), French dramatist. He advocated the doc-

trine of the unities in the preface (1631) to his

Silvanire, a reworking of a pastoral play by H.
d’Urf6*. His Sophonisbe (1634) was the first

‘regular’ French tragedy, and inaugurated the

genre which came to dominate the French stage.

Soon after, he returned to romantic and sometimes
irregular tragi-comedies.

Chrysiide et Arimand (1625; crit, ed. H. C.

Lancaster, Baltimore, 1925); Sihie (1626; crit. ed.

J. Marsan, 1932); Silvanire (1630; crit. ed. H. Otto,

Bamberg, 1890); Les Galanteries du due d^Ossone

(1632; ed. E. Fournier, Le Thedtrefrangais auXVle
et XVlle siicles, 1871); Virginie (1633); Sophonisbe

(1634; crit. ed. C. Ded6yan, 1969); Marc-Antoine

(1635) ; Solyman (c, 1 637) ; Vlllustre corsaire (1637).

E. Dannheisser, Studien zu J. de M.s Leben und
Wirken (Ludwigshaven, 1888); A. Gast6, La
Querelle du Cid (1899); H, C. Lancaster, A History

ofFrench Dramatic Literature in the 17th Century,

I (1929); G. Brereton, French Tragic Drama in the

XVIth and XVIIth Centuries (1972). G.B.

Maironis, pseud, of Jonas Maciulis-Maciulevi-
6ius (*Pasandravis, Raseiniai district 21 X 1862;

tKaunas 28 VI 1932), Lithuanian poet. He studied

for the priesthood and was Professor of moral
theology successively at the St Petersburg theo-

logical academy and the University of Kaunas. His

earliest verse was in Polish, but by 1888 he had
already written his symbolical poem Lietuva

(‘Lithuania’), which he dedicated to the cause of

the national renaissance. The mainly lyrical verse

he wrote later contains both patriotic and religious

elements, and Raseiniii Magde (‘ Maggie of

Raseiniai’; 1909) is a satire on materialism.

Maironis is perhaps best known for his dramatic

tdlogy—Kgstucio mirtis (‘The Death of Kestutis’),

Vytautas pas kryiiuodius (‘Vytautus With the

Teutonic J^ights’) and Didysis Vytautas-Karalius

(‘King Vytautas the Great; 1922-29)—^which

idealizes feudal monarchy. The language of his

literary works is direct, simple and clear, and his

nationalist and romantic poetry had considerable

influence on later authors.

verse: Pavasario balsai (1895); Jaunoji Lietuva

(1895); Musii vargai (1920).

—

RaStai (works; 5

vols, 1926-30).

J. Tumas, J. Af.-M (1924); J. Butenas, M,
(1958). W.K.M. (H.Le.)

Mais, Roger (*Kingston, Jamaica 11 VIII 1905;

^ibid, 21 VI 1955), West Indian journalist, play-

wright, poet and novelist. After a rural childhood

in the Blue Mountains, he lived in the city as civil

servant, reporter, publisher, planter, photographer

and painter in turn. Involved in the nascent

nationalist movement in Jamaica in the 1940s and

imprisoned in 1944 for his ill-timed but perceptive

attack on colonialism, ‘Now We Know’. His

prison experience contributed to the polemical

element in his first novel. A light-skinned member
of the Jamaican middle class, his humanistic

sympathy for the poor and oppressed shocked his

social peers, but his intense integrity helped to

bring about penal and social reform.

His early literary output included short stories,

plays and poetry. His novels are neither political

nor, strictly speaking, protest, but they have a vital

Jamaican setting. The compassion underlying the

more sociological first novel explodes in the others

into a fine study of human frailty. His plays and

poetry are not of the same high standard.

Face and Other Stories (Jamaica, 1942); The

Hills Were Joyful Together (1953); Brother Man
(1954); Black Lightning (1955),

—

The Three Novels

ofR M. (1966).

‘R. M. supplement’ in Public Opinion (incl.

‘Now We Know’; Jamaica, June 1966); Karina

Williamson, ‘R. M. : West Indian novelist * in Jour.

Commonwealth Lit., n (Dec. 1966); Jean Creary,

‘A prophet armed’ in The Islands In-Between (ed.

Louis James, 1968); Gerald Moore, The Chosen

Tongue (1969); Kenneth Ramchand, The West

Indian Novel and Its Background (1970).

A.D.Dr.

Maistre, Joseph Marie, Comte de (*Chamb6ry

1 IV 1754; tTuiin 26 11 1821), French essayist.

De Maistre was a Savoyard by birth who emigrated

to Lausanne when Savoy was annexed by France.

He was the diplomatic representative of the King
of Sardinia at St Petersburg. He formulated a

violent, esoteric and pessimistic theory on the twin

subjects of ultramontanism and the divine right of

kings. His thought, obsessed by the sense of sin,

and his theory of atonement through suffering (war

as a necessary evil, the social value of capital

punishment), exercised a strong influence on 19th-

century writers, such as Baudelaire*.

Considirations sur la France (1796; crit. ed. R.
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Johannet and F. Vermale, 1935); Dupape (2 vols,

1819; Eng. tr. A. E. McD. Dawson, 1850); Les

soirees de Saint Petersbourg ou entretiens sur le

gouvemement temporel de la Providence (2 vols,

1821),

—

(Euvres complites (14 vols, 1884-87).

—

TJte Works ofJ, de M, (sel. tr. and intro. J. Lively,

1965).

F. Paulhan, /. de M, et sa philosophic (1893);

G. Goyau, Lapensee religieuse de /. de M, (1921);

E. Dennenghen, /. de M. mystique (1923; new ed.

19A6); R, Johannet, /. de M. (1932); F. Bayle, Les

idees politiques de L de M. (1945); J. Laurent,

/. de M. (1951); C. J. Gignoux, J. de M.^prophite

du passij historien de Vavenir (1963); J. S. Mac-
Clelland, The French Fight (From De Maistre to

Maurras) (1970). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Maistre, Xavder, Comte de (*Chamb6ry 8 XI
1762; tSt Petersburg 12 VI 1852), French writer,

younger brother of Joseph de Maistre*, whom he

accompanied to Sardinia and Russia. He fought

with the Russian army in the Caucasus and in

Persia. He wrote a number of sensitive short

stories but is best known for his Voyage autour de

ma chambre (1794), a series ofpersonal meditations

written with humour.

Le lepreux de la cite d'Aoste (181 1) ; Leprisonnier
du Caucase (1815); Lajeune siberienne (1815).

A. Berthier, X de M. (1921); M. de la Fuye,

X de M, gentilhomme europeen (1934).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Maitland, Frederic William (*London 28 V
1850; 001886 Florence Fisher; fLas Palmas 19 XII
1906), English legal historian who edited early

records, founded the Selden Society to encourage

study of the history of English law, and wrote a
number of highly esteemed works.

Bracton^s Note-Book (3 vols, 1887); Doomsday
Book and Beyond (1897); Romm Canon Law in

Church ofEngland (1898); History ofEnglish Law
before pidward I (yfiXh. Sir F, Pollock; 1895); Life

and Letters of Sir Leslie Stephen (1906); Consti-

tutional History of England (ed, H. A. L. Fisher,

1908).

A. L. Smith, F. W, M. (with biblio.; 1908);

H. A. L. Fisher, F. W. M. (1910); H. E. Bell, M.
(1965). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Maitland, Sir Richard, of Lethington (Hadding-
tonshire 1495; OO1530 Mary Cranston; ^ibid. 20
HI 1586), Scottish statesman, historian, collector

of early Scots verse (the Maitland Folio MS was
purchased by Pepys* in 1692 and presented to

Magdalene College, Cambridge) and a verse satirist

of keen observation and melancholy.

Historic and Chronicle of the Hous of Seytoun
(Maitland Club, 1820); The M. Folio Manuscript
(ed. W. A. Craigie, 2 vols, 1919-27). J,K.

Majdak, Zvonimir (*Zrinjska 26 1 1938), Croatian

poet and novelist. A graduate of Zagreb Univer-

sity, Majdak is one of a number of younger
generation writers whose work is concerned with

young people living in a post-war urban setting.

His poetry treats of old themes in modern settings

and is often colloquial in idiom.

novels: Bolest (1964); Mladic (1965).—poems:

Tip na zelenoj livadi (19^); Pesme (1960); Ukleti

motociklista (1963). B.J.

Majerovd, Marie, pseud, of Marie TusarovA,
formerly SxiviNOvA, n6e BartosovA (*tJvaly 1 H
1882; tl967), Czech novelist. Inspired by her

Sod^st and later Communist faith, she portrayed

the life and history of the Czech proletariat in a
few novels and several collections of short stories,

most memorably in Sirena (1935).

Sebrane spisy (1952-61).—Biblio. in H. Win-
klerovd, Ndrodni lunilkyne M, M. (1957). R.A.

Majnun (this nickname means ‘madman’, his

name being Qais), 7th-century Arabic poet. His

unhappy love for Laila, which bereft him of his

reason, is celebrated in countless Persian, Turkish

and other Islamic romances (Fuzuli*). S.M.S.

Major, or Mair, John (*North Berwick c. 1470;

tSt Andrews 1550), Scottish historian. At the

Sorbonne c. 1493-C.1516; Professor at Glasgow c.

1520 (teacher of John Knox*), at St Andrews in

1523 (teacher of Buchanan*); I^ovost of St Salva-

tor’s, StAndrews, 1533-50. Learned, dispassionate,

boldly critical of the Church without a trace of
Protestantism, asserting that ‘historiographi prima
lex est verum scribere’, he is one of the finest

products of the Scottish medieval tradition.

De Historia Gentis Scotorum Libri sex^ seu

Historia Majoris Britanniae ,, ,e veterum moni-

mentis concinnata (1521; tr. A. Constable, 1892).

J.K.

Makal, Mahmut (*Demirci village, nr Nigde in

Central Anatolia 1933), Turkish author of peasant
origin; trained in a Village Institute. His notes and
essays about life in his village, which he began,
at the age of 15, to send to Varlik, the popular
literary review, when re-published in book form
(Bizim kdy^ 1950), made him a celebrity overnight.

It brought home as never before the plight of
villages in Turkey to the Turkish reading public

and was translated into many languages. His later

works continued, less sensationally, to stress the

difficulties of the neglected Anatolian peasantry.

Quite unconsciously he was the initiator of the

participation of Village Institute graduates in

Turkish literary activity.

essays: Bizim kdy (1950; 10th ed. 1970; A
Village in Anatolia^ tr. Sir Wyndam Deeds, 1953);

Koyumden (1952; entitled Haydl ve gergek^

1957); Memleketin sahipleri (1954); 17 nisan
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(1959); Kalktnma masali (1960); Egitimde yolumuz
nereye? (1960); Iplik pazan (1964); Kamgi teslimi

(1965); Yer altinda bir Anadolu (1968).--short
stories: Kuru sevda (1957); Kdye gidenler (1959).

Paul Stirling in intro, to A Village in Anatolia

(1953). F.t.

Makarenko, Anton Semenovich (*1888; tl939),
Soviet educationist and author whose books
Pedagogicheskaya poema (1934; The Road to Life,

tr. S. Gary, 1936; tr. I. and T. Litvinov, 1951),

dealing with juvenile delinquents after the Civil

War, and Kniga dlya roditeley (1938) gave him an
international reputation.

Flagi na bashnyakh (1939); Sochineniya (6 vols,

1950-52).

E. N. Medynsky, A. S. M. (1944); W. L. Good-
man, A. S. M, (in Eng.; 1949).—Other biogs
by: E. Balabanovich (1951); B. Kostelyanets

(1954); Y. Lukin (1954); N. A. Morozova (1957);
M. P. Pavlova (1963). J.L.

Makary, Metropolitan: see Macarius.

Maksimovid, Desanka (*Valjevo 16 V 1898),

Serbian poetess and novelist. Studied in Belgrade
and Paris, and taught in Belgrade. She is best

known for her melodious, rhythmical subjective

lyrics, but has also treated harsher themes from the
war years.

Pesme (1924); Vrt detinjstva (1927); Ludilo srca

(1931); Gozba na livadi (1932); Novepesme (1936);
Pesnik i zavidaj (1946); Otadlbino tu sam (1951);
Otvoren prozor (1954); Zarobljenik snova (1959);
Ne zaboraviti (1969); Izabrane pesme (sel. poems;
1969). V.J.

Malalas: see John Malalas.

Malamud, Bernard (*Brooklyn 26 IV 1914;
001945 Ann de Chiara), American novelist. His
first novel The Natural (1952) is a baseball story

which in its mixture of realism and fantasy illu-

strates his characteristic interweaving of mystery
and misery. The Assistant (1957) merges the myth
of St Francis* with the idea ofJewish endurance to

reveal the tough grace which his characters, who
are ‘schlemiehl’ types, are forced to recognize in

themselves and the world about them. His most
ambitious novel. The Fixer (1967), contains the

most harrowing sense of humiliation and persecu-

tion but the overriding impression is of the capacity

to endure.

NOVELS : A New Life (1961) ; Pictures ofFidelman

(1969); The Tenants (1971).—stories: The Magic
Barrel (1958); Idiots First (1963).

L. Fiedler, The Jew in the American Novel

(1959) and No! in Thunder (1960); I. Hassan,

Radical Innocence (1961); A. Ksizin, Contempo-

raries (1962); M. Klein, After Alienation (1964);

On Contemporary Literature (ed. R. Kostelanetz,

1964); Contemporary American Novelists (ed. H.
T. Moore, 1964); N. Podhoretz, Doings and
Undoings (1964); J, Baumbach, The Landscape of
Nightmare (1965); S. E. Bowman, B. M, (1966);

T. Tanner, City of Words (1971). G.A.K.

Malaparte, Curzio, pseud, of Kurt Erich
SucKERT (*Prato 9 VI 1898; fRome 19 VII 1957),

Italian novelist and essayist. Malaparte wrote two
of the most spectacular post-war Italian books:
Kaputt (1944; tr. C. Foligno, 1948) and Le pelle

(1949; The Skin, tr. D. Moore, 1952). Both are

autobiographical, the first dealing with Mala-
parte’s experiences on the Russian front, the

second with life in Naples immediately after its

liberation. Malaparte always owed much of his

success to his journalistic talent and to his flair for

anticipating changes in literary fashion and in

politics. J.F.C. (B.M.)

fiction: Avventura di un capitano di sventura

(1927); Sodoma e Gomorra (1931); Sangue (1937);

Donna come me (1940).

—

general: La technique du

coup d'etat (Paris, 1931); II sole i deco (1947);

Storia di domani (1949); Maladetti toscani (1956).

G. Martelli, C. M. (1968). B.M.

Malashkin, Sergey Ivanovich (*1888), Soviet

novelist and short-story writer of peasant origin.

Although partly influenced by Tolstoy* and
Dostoevsky*, he was a champion of the prolet-

CULT.

BoVnoy chelovek (1926); Goryacheye dykhanie

(stories; 1931); Devushki (1956); Krylom po zemle

(1963).

S. Rozenblum, S. M. (1962). J.L.

Malczewski, Antoni (*Kniahinin 3 VI 1793;

tWarsaw 2 V 1826), Polish poet. A soldier in the

Napoleonic wars, he later travelled extensively in

Europe. His only work, a short epic poem Maria,

was not acclaimed until well after his death. It is

now considered one ofthe greatest achievements of

Romanticism. Although the hero is Byronic, it is

an original work, which marks the beginning of

the ‘Ukrainian school’ in Polish poetry. P.H.

Maria . . . (1825; Marya, Eng. tr. A. P. Coleman
and M. M. Coleman, 1935; crit. ed. A. Bruckner,

1925).

—

Pisma (2 vols, 1857).

A. Bielowski, A, M, Jego zywot ipisma (1843);

J. Ujejski, A, M., Poeta i poemat (1921); J.

Krzyzanowski, ‘A. M.’ in Polish Romantic
Literature (1930). S.S.

Malebranche, Nicolas {*Paris 6 VIII 1638; ^ibid,

13 X 1715), French philosopher. A priest and
member of the Oratory, Malebranche was the

principal disciple of Descartes*, whose system he
developed in a more fuUy theological direction.

His doctrine of occasionalism subordinated the
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human will at every point to the divine will. His

obsessive search for an ordered universe was

typical of his age.

La Recherche de la verite (1674-75; ed. F.

Bouillier, 1880); Entretiens sur la metaphysique et

la religion (1688; ed. P. Fontana, 1922); Traite de

Vamour de Dieu (1697; ed. D. Roustan, 1923).

—

CEuvres computes (ed. A. Robinet and P. Costabel,

20 vols, 1958-68).

H. Gouhier, La philosophic de M. (1926).

G.B.

Malespini, Celio (*Venice 1531; t?1609), Italian

adventurer and man of letters; translator of

Brunetto Latini’s* Tresor and Antonio Torque-

mada’s* Jardin deftores curiosas. Of his Duecento

novelle (1609) many are imitated from Boccaccio*,

Doni*, Montemayor* and La* Sale.

G. B. Marches!, Per la storia delle novelle

italiane nel secolo XVI (1897); G. Rua, ‘Dal

novelliere di C. M.’ in Archivio per lo studio delle

tradizioni popolari, IX (1890); G. E. Saltini, ‘Di

C. M. ultimo novelliere italiano in prosa del secolo

XVI’ in Atti della Society Colombaria, V (1907);

L. Frati in Giornale storico della lett. ital., LI

(1908); L. Di Francia, Novellistica, 11 (1925).

B.R.

Malgonkar, Manohar (*Karwar, Mysore State

1914), Indian novelist. Educated in Dharwar, he
was for a long time interested in hunting, but has

now settled on his coffee and cardamom estate.

His historical scholarship is reflected in his three

books of history, one of them on the princely

family of Dewas with which he had personal

contact.

DistantDrum (1960) ; Combat ofShadows (1962)

;

The Princes (1963); A Bend in the Ganges (1964).

C.D.N.

Malherbe, Daniel FRANgois (*Daljosafat, Cape
Colony 28 V 1881; cjoMynie Mostert; tBloemfon-

tein 12 IV 1969), Afrikaans poet, novelist and
playwright. He took an active part in the move-
ment for the acknowledgement of Afrikaans and
was the first to be appointed Professor ofAfrikaans

(Bloemfontein, 1918-42). He wrote lyrics, epic

poetry and ballads, dramas and one-act plays. His

novels fall into three groups: those on South
African life. Biblical novels, and historical novels

dealing with the life of early pioneers. National

fervour, the glorification of work as man’s voca-

tion, and a love of nature characterize his writings.

verse: Karroo Blommetjies (1909); Klokgrassies

(1914); Die Timmerman (1921); Die Skaduwee van
’« Vrou (1923); Somerdae (1928); Brood op die Weg
(1939).

—

uprose: Vergeet Nie (1913); Hans-die*

Skipper (1929); Die Hart van Moab (1933); Die

Profeet (1937); Vlam van die Suurveld (1943);

Spore van Vlieland (1948).—drama: Meester

(1927); Amrach die Tollenaar (1935); Die Meul
dreun (1943).

B. Kok et al., D. F, M.: Die Mens en sy Kuns

(1941); F. E. J. Malherbe, Wending en Inkeer

(1948). G.D. (N.D.C.)

Malherbe, Francois de (*Caen 1555; tParis 16 X
1628), French poet. The son of a Protestant lawyer,

Malherbe spent the first 50 years of his life in

search of advancement under powerful patrons. In

1605 he became the ‘ofSciar poet of Henri IV. He
remained poor and fulfilled with some asperity his

hard-won rdle of literary and linguistic arbiter.

His influence, reinforced by Soileau’s* later praise

(in VArt poitique, 1674), has marked him as the

creator of French classical poetry, ‘regular’, digni-

fied and tending to rhetoric and abstraction. In

prosody, he formulated the conditions of the

‘classic’ ALEXANDRINE. He didmuch to discredit the

16th-century poets, as Ronsard*, condemning their

linguistic innovations and all uncouth but pic-

turesque terms. His own verse, composed with

great labour, is stiff but often impressive in its

vigour and sonority. He is at his best in the political

and occasional ode, and in religious poetry, such

as his renderings of certain psalms.

verse: Les Larmes de Saint-Pierre (1587); Ode
au roi Henri le Grand (1600); Ode a Marie de

Medicis (1600); Consolation a Du Perier (71601);

PrUrepour le roi Henri le Grand (1605) ; Ode au roi

Louis XIII allant chdtier les Rochelois (1628).

—

CEuvres poetiques (1630).

—

^literary theory: in

UAcadimie de VArt Poitique (pub. P. de Deimier,

1610); Commentaire sur Desportes (ed. F. Brunot,

1891 ; in H. Racan, Memoires pour la vie de M,
1672).

—

CEuvres complites (ed. L. Lalanne, 5 vols,

1862); Poisies (ed. J. Lavaud, 1936); CEuvres

poetiques (ed. R. Fromilhague and R. Leb^gue,

2 vols, 1968),

F. Brunot, La doctrine de M, (1891 ; repr. 1969);

M. Souriau, La versification de M. (1912); R.

Leb^gue, La poesie frangaise de 1560 a 1630, II

(1951); R. Fromilhague, La vie de M. (1954).

G.B.

Malinovsky, Alexander Alexandrovich: see

Bogdanov, A.

Malkum Khan, MIrzA (*Isfahan 1833; fRome
1908), Persian playwright, essayist and reformer.

Born ofArmenian parents, he studied in Persia and
Europe. Later he entered politics as a modernizing

reformer. He was exiled more than once for

critical views of the Persian government. In

Istanbul, he founded the influential liberal paper
Qanun, and in 1871 he presented to the Shah a
plan for a National Assembly. His writings greatly

influenced Persian intellectuals and the course of

the Persian revolution of 1906.

Se Namayesh-ndma (Berlin, 1921 ; Les comedies
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de Malkom Khan^ tr. A. Bricteux, 1933); Majmui-
yUAthdr (Tehran, 1948).

E. G. Browne, The Press and Poetry of Modern
Persia (1914); H. Kamshad, Modern Persian Prose

Literature (1966). E.Y.

Mai Lara, Juan de (*Seville 1527; ^ibid. 1571),

Spanish humanist. He studied with Hernan
Nunez* at Salamanca and taught in a school of

humanities in Seville. He compiled a very enter-

taining collection of proverbs, apologues and
anecdotes. He also wrote Latin and Spanish poems
and some official accounts of ceremonial events.

His tragedies have not survived.

La philosophia vulgar (1568; ed. A. Vilanova, 4

vols, 1959); Descripcion de la galera real del

serenisimo Sr. D. Juan de Austria (1876); Recebi--

miento que hizo la .. . cuidad de Sevilla a la ..

.

Majestad del Rey D. Philipe (1882); Poesias in

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XLII.

F. Sanchez y Escribano, J. de M. L., su vida y
sits obras (New York, 1941). E.M.W.

Mallarm^, Stephane (*Paris 18 III 1842; ool863

Marie Gerhard; tValvins 9 IX 1898), French poet.

At the age of twenty Mallarme came to England to

improve his English in order to be able to read

Poe* and after spending nine months in London,
worried by his love affairs and soothed by London
fogs, he marriedand took his certificat d"aptitude for

teaching English. This he proceeded to do for most
of his life in various provincial lyc6es, and finally

more happily among his many friends in Paris until

his retirement in 1894. After that he lived for the

most part quietly in his country house near

Fontainebleau. His poetic output was small, but

his influence was and still is very great. In his

famous salon in the Rue de Rome he preached the

importance of the world of ideas and of the

existence of an ideal in order to combat in his own
way the errors of a scientific age. The fact that he
taught English led him to consider the French
language from a new angle. Poetry must not be
fettered by the use of words in their customary
contexts. Every word must be new born for the

purpose of creating the desired idea. An object

must not be named because the name destroys it;

it must be evoked by the corresponding analogy
(see symbolism). In this way Mallarm6 invented his

own vocabulary and was on the way to inventing

his own typography whose cunning spacing and
immense capital letters were expected to produce
the ideal book. His theory of language formed an
integral part of his general theory of poetry. His
writing was designed to transmute everyday

realities into their higher ‘correspondences’ in the

same way as the Philosophers’ Stone was supposed
to turn everything into gold. All his poetry was
intended to form part of the ‘Grand CEuvre’

which was to be his individual contribution to an
ideal book intended as thejoint work of the world’s

poets. Ill health and a premature death prevented

him from realizing his ambition, and as he grew
older his theories made his work increasingly

obscure—^a process best illustrated by Un coup de

d^s jamais n^abolira le hasard (1897).

verse: Poesies (1887); Album de Vers et de

Prose (1887); Pour un tombeau d^Anatole (ed J. P.

Richard, 1 961).

—

^prose : LesDieux Antiques (1880);
Les Poimes d"Edgar Poe (1888); Divagations

(1897); Correspondance (ed. H. Mondor and L. J.

Austin, I-III, 1959-69).~-6Ettvrej completes (ed. H.
Mondor and G. Jean-Aubry, 1945).

A. Thibaudet, La poesie de M. (1926); H.
Mondor, Vie de M. (2 vols, 1941); E. Noulet,

Voeuvre poetique de S. M. (1940); J. Scherer,

Le "Livre^ de M. (1957) ; G. Davies, Les ^Tombeaux'
de M. (1950); J. P. Richard, UUnivers imaginaire

de M. (1961); A. R. Chisholm, M.’j Grand CEuvre

(1962). G.M.T. (M.T.)

Mallea, Eduardo (*^Bahia Blanca 1903), Argen-
tinian novelist and essayist. Son of a doctor, he
studied in Buenos Aires. His first published work
was Cuentos para una inglesa desesperada (1925)
but he was then silent until 1936 when he pub-
lished La Ciudad junto al rio inmdvil, a series of
fictional studies of uprootedness in Buenos Aires.

The quest for his own and Argentina’s identity was
pursued in essays like Conocimiento y expresidn de
la Argentina (1935), Meditacidn en la costa (1937),

El sayal y la piirpura (1935) and Historia de una
pasidn argentina (1935) and in the novels, especially

La bahia del silencio (1940; The Bay of Silence, tr.

E. Grummon, 1944). Mallea excels in the portrayal

of empty and arid characters like the spinster in

Todo verdor perecerd (1941 ; All Green Shall Perish,

tr. J. Hughes, 1967) and the upper-class family of
Las Aguilas (1943).

novels: Fiesta en noviembre (1938); El aleja-

miento (1945); El Retorno (1945); Los enemigos del

alma (1950); Chaves (1953); Simbad {1951)', La
barca de hiel (1967). J.F.

Mallet, originally Malloch, David (*Crieff c. 1705

;

ooc. 1734 ? Susanna, ool742 Lucy Elstob; tLondon
21 IV 1765), Scottish poet; tutor to the family of
Montrose; a friend of James Thomson* and his

imitator in blank verse. Forgotten as a dramatist.

Mallet is best known as the author of the ballad

William and Margaret.

‘William and Margaret’ in Hill’s Plain Dealer,

XXXVI (1724); The Excursion (1728); Eurydice

(1731); Of Verbal Criticism (1733); Miistapha

(1739); Life of Bacon (1740); Alfred, An Opera
(withThomson; 1740); The Hermit, or Amyntor and
Theodora (174*^; ed., Bolingbroke, Works (1754);

Britannia (1755); Elvira (1763); Ballads and Songs
(ed. F. Dinsdale, n51).->-^Works (4 pts, 1743; 3

vols, ‘corrected’, 1759).

S. Johnson, Lives ofthe English Poets (ed. G. B.

Hill, 3 vols, 1905). J.K.
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Malmberg, Bertil (*Hllrnosand 13 VIII 1889;

tLidingo 11 II 1958), Swedish poet. Malmberg’s

best work is marked by disciplined despair and

soul-searching, notably the epic collection Dikter

vidgrdnsen (1935). He has also written the charm-

ing, partly autobiographical child studies Ake och

hans varld (1924; Ake and His Worlds tr. M.

Wenner-Gren, 1940), a novel Fiskebyn (1919), a

collection of fine essays Vdrderingar (1937), and a

political play Excellensen (1943) with a theme from

Nazi Germany.

Brdnder (1908); Uppgdrelse och Idfte (1911);

D&d och drdm (1912); Atlantis (1916); En blodande

jord (1917); Illusionernas trdd (1932); S&t^erna om
samvetet och ddet (1938); Fldjter ur odsligheten

(1941); Men bortom marterpdlarna (1948); Med
cyklopdga (1950); Klaviatur (1955).

A. Ahlberg, B. M, (1939). C.H.K. O-S.)

Malmstrom, Bernhard Elis (*Tysslinge 14 III

1816; tUppsala 21 VI 1865), Swedish poet and

University lecturer in aesthetics. His reputation as

a poet now rests on his romance Hvi suckar det sd

tungt uti skogen? (1839) and the elegy Angelika

(1840). He is notable, however, for his animated

anti-Romantic attitude which had great influence in

the middle of the 19th century.

Dikter (1845; 1847); Samlade skrifter (8 vols,

1866-69).

Bo Bergman, ‘Minne av B. E. M.’ in Svenska

Akad. Handlingar, LI (1940). C.H.K.

Maldn de Chaide, Fray Pedro (*Cascante,

Navarre ?1530; fBarcelona 1589), Spanishreligious

writer. He became an Augustinian in 1567 and
taught at Burgos, Huesca and Saragossa before he
became Prior of a monastery at Barcelona. His
book on St Mary Magdalene is Ciceronian in style

and very readable. His verse translations from the

Bible recall Fray Luis de Ledn’s*.

Libro de la conversidn de la Magdalena (ed. P. F.

Garcia, 3 vols, 1930-47); Apologias de la lengm
castellana (ed. J. F. Pastor, 1931).

P. Rousselot, Les mystiques espagnols (1867);

J. M. San Juan Urmeneta, F^ay P, M. de C. (1957),

E.M.W. (J.E,V.)

Malone, Edmond (^Dublin 4 X 1741; fLondon
25 V 1812), Irish scholar and antiquarian; member
of Samuel Johnson’s* Club. A pioneer of the text

and chronography of Shakespeare*, he also pro-
duced an important essay on the English stage

(1790). His edition of Shakespeare (1790) and the
larger ‘Third Variorum’ (1812) completed by
others after his death created new standards in

Shakespearian scholarship.

Arthur Brown, E. M. and English Scholarship

(1963). E.T.W.

Malory, Sir Thomas (tl471), English author of

eight Arthurian prose romances; uncertainly

identified with a knight of Newbold Revel,

Warwicks, born early in the 15th century, who
spent nearly twenty years of his life in prison. Until

the discovery of a 15th-century MS at Winchester

College in 1934, Caxton’s* version of the romances

(printed 1485; entitled since, from the colophon,

Le Morte Darthur) was the only authority.

Malory’s immediate source is the labyrinthine

matter of the 13th-century French romances, and

many parallels have been demonstrated between

them; but his own contributions are of equal

importance. A difference of tone is achieved by a

subtle addition of proverbs, aphorisms and

humour; and from time to time he introduces

traditional native conceptions of chivalry and

heroic valour. His Works, written in a style which

is usually plain and vigorous but which sometimes

attains nobility, are the most influential expression

of Arthurian material in English. See Arthurian
legend.

Le Morte Darthur (Qd. H. O. Sommer, 1889-91);

The Works of Sir T. M. (cd. E. Vinaver, 3 vols,

2nd ed. 1967; good biblio.).

Essays on M. (ed. J. A. W. Bennett, 1963); M.’j

Originality (ed. R. M. Lumiansky, 1964); The III^

Famed Knight (ed. W. Mathews, 1966).

R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Malraux, Andr6 (*Paris 3 XI 1901), French

novelist and essayist. For Malraux, literature has

always meant the digestion of concrete experience.

After spending some time with an archaeological

expedition in Indo-China, he took part in the

Chinese revolution of 1926, opposed Hitler’s

Germany (Le temps du mepris), then organized the

Spanish Republican air force during the Civil War
{Vespoir), From 1940 to 1944 he was an active

member of the Resistance movement in France.

In 1945 he became Minister of Information, and
later Minister of Culture under General de

Gaulle’s Presidency (1958-69).

His fiction deals with some of the key problems

of our time and moves in a world of apocalyptic

grandeur. Malraux asserts a doctrine of human
liberty against every form of fatalism, sets up
revolutionary and cultural fraternity as an antidote

to the agonies of solitude, and meets the absurd-

ities of life with a form of despairing optimism,

which he calls ‘tragic humanism’. His novels are

vast panoramas showing the figures of men flung

headlong into action (for the most part, revolu-

tionary action) and compelled to take the measure
of their visions. In spite of many shifts in his

political attitude, Malraux has remained funda-
mentally consistent. His Psychologie de Vart (1947)

—one of the finest essays in art criticism of recent

years—reaffirms its author’s determination to

conquer ‘destiny’ and ‘transcend humanity by
purely human means’.

novels: Les conquerants (1928; Eng. tr. W. S.
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Whale, 1929); La voie royale (1930; Eng. tr. S.

Gilbert, 1935); La condition humaine (1933; Storm
Over Shanghai, tr. A. MacDonald, 1934); Le temps
du mepris (1935; Days of Contempt, tr. H. M.
Chevalier, 1936) ; Uespoir (1937 ;

Days ofHope, tr.

S. Gilbert and A. MacDonald, 1938); La lutte avec

range (Lausanne, 1943).

—

(Euvres completes (7

vols, Geneva, 1945).

—

^essays: La tentation de

VOccident (1926); Essais de psychologie de Part:

Le musee imaginaire (1947), La creation artistigue

(1948), La monnaie de Vabsolu (1950; The Psycho-

logy ofArt, tr. S. Gilbert, 3 vols, 1949 If.); Saturne,

essai sur Goya (1950); Les voix du silence (1951);

La metamorphose des dieux (1957); Antimemoires

(1967); Oraisons funebres (1971); Ces chines qu*on

abat (1971).

G. Picon, A. M. (1946); special no. ofEsprit (Oct.

1948); G. Picon, Af. par lui-meme (1953); J.

Delhonune, Temps et destin (1955); C. D. Blend,

A. M., Tragic Humanist (1962); J. Hoifmann,
Vhumanisme de M. (1963); A. Vandegans, La
jeunesse litteraire d'A, M. (1964); A. Goldberger,

Visions ofa New Hero (1965); Clare Malraux, Le
bruit de nospas (3 vols, 1965-69); D. Boak, A. M.
(1968). M.G.; J.P.R,

Malthus, Thomas Robert (*The Rookery, nr

Guildford 17 II 1766; ool804 Harriet Eckersall;

tSt Catherine’s, nr Bath 23 XII 1834), English

clergyman and political economist. Malthus
pointed out the social dangers of uncontrolled

increases of population and this led him into

controversy with Godwin* and other reformers.

An Essay on the Principle of Population (1798);

An Inquiry into the Nature and Progress of Rent

(1815); Principles of Political Economy (with life

by W. Otter; 2nd ed. 1836).

J. Bonar, M, and His Work (1885).

B.H. (K.W.)

Malyshkin, Alexander Georgievich (*1890;

tl938), Soviet author whose first narrative—^about

the Bolshevik victory in the Crimea—
Daira (1924) depicts, with lyrical exuberance, the

elemental nature of the masses. His subsequent
novels, FevraVskiy sneg (1928) and SevastopoV

(1929), are more isciplined. His ambitious Five-

Year-Plan novel, Lyudi iz Zakholustya (1930;

1950), was left unfinished.

Sobranie sochineniy (1947); V. V. Ermilov, O
traditsiyakh Sovyetskoi literatury (1955); G.
Struve, Soviet Literature (1950). J.L.

Mameli, Goffredo (*Genoa 5 IX 1827; fRome
6 VII 1849), Italian poet-patriot, disciple of

Mazzini*. His poem beginning ‘Fratelli d’ltalia,

ritalia s’^ desta’, set to music by Michele Novaro,
became the Italian national anthem. He died

fighting under Garibaldi in defence of the Roman
Republic.

Scritti editi ed inediti di G. M. (ed. A. G. Barrili,

1902); Poesie (crit. ed. F. L. Mannucci, 1927).

L. Collino, II poeta Af. (1927); A. Custodero,

G. M, e il suo ’‘Inno^ (1929); A. Viviani,M (1937);

G. Bottai, Incontri (1938). B.R.

Mamiani, Terenzio della Rovere (*Pesaro 1799;

tRome 1885), Italian patriot and philosopher.

A liberal in politics, he opposed Mazzini’s*

doctrines and eventu2dly identified himself with

the policy of Cavour. As a philosopher he opposed

Rosmini* with whom he entered into controversy.

His Confessioni d^un metafisico (1865) is his most

representative philosophical work. Of his political

writings, D'un nuovo diritto europeo (1859) asserts

the illegality of foreign intervention and the

reciprocal independence of Church and state. He is

the author of a historical novel, II Liuto (1856-57),

on the subject of Guido Cavalcanti* and Monna
Vanna.

Scritti politici (1853); Poesie (1864); Poesie e

prose (sel. G. Mestica, 1886; with biog.).

F. Partini, T M. e i suoi tempi (1911); G.
Gentile, Le origini della filosofia contemporanea in

Italia, I (1917); G. Ruffini, T, M. sulla via delTesilio

(1938; cont. the unpub. Giornale della mia vita,

1829-31). B.R.

Mamin-SIbiryak, Dmitry Narkisovich (*in the

Urals 1852; tSt Petersburg 1912), Russian author

of the Naturalist school, writing mainly about the

exploitation in the mining industries and the corn

trade in the Urals. In such novels as Privalovskie

milliony, Khleb and Zoloto he shows, with much
moral indignation, the ravages of capitalism. His

outlook was that of a ‘populist*.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (12 vols, 1915-17);

Sobranie sochineniy (8 vols, 1954-55).

S. A. Vengerov, Istochniki slovarya russkikh

pisateley, IV OSVf)*, B. D. Udintsev, FoVklor v

zapisnykh knizhkakh Mamina-Sibiryaka (1966).

J.L.

Manasseh ben Israel (*La Rochelle c. 1604;

tMiddelburg 26 XI 165'^, Dutch Jewish religious

writer. Rabbi in Amsterd^ from 1620, he opened
the first Hebrew printing house in Holland. He
wrote in Spanish, Portuguese, and Hebrew and
was in correspondence with many scholars. He
believed the Messiah would come once Jews were
scattered in every country in the world; hence he

tried to obtain their readmission to England and
made a visit to London in 1655. His negotiations

with Cromwell resulted in the resettlement of the

Jews in England in 1656.

El Conciliador (4 vols, 1632-51 ; The Conciliator,

a Reconcilement of the Apparent Contradictions in

Holy Scripture, tr. E. H. Lindo, 2 vols, 1842); De la

Fragilidad Humana (1642); Esperanga de Israel

(1650; Hope ofIsrael, tr. M. Wall, 1650); Nishmat
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Chayim (1651); Humble Addresses to the Lord

Protector (1655; this and other documents in L.

Wolf, M ben Vs Mission to Oliver Cromwell,

1901); Vindiciae Judaeorum (1656).

C. Roth, A Life ofM, ben L (1934). C.R.

Manasses: see Constantine Manasses.

Mande, Hendrik (*Dordrecht c. 1360; fBeverwijk

c. 1431), Dutch mystic. Secretary to the future

Count William VI, he was converted to the

DEVono MODERNA in 1391 or 1393, finding his

spiritual home in the monastery at Windesheim.

He became very famous as an illuminator of

manuscripts, visionary and author of mystical

tracts in the vernacular. He died on a journey to

HoUand.

Anthol. by B. Spaapen (1951).

G. Visser, H. M. (1899; with a number of

tracts) and in Archief voor Nederl. Kerkgesch.,

new ser., I (1902); C. G. N. de Vooys, ibid., I and
II; J. van Mierlo in Dietsche Warande (1909), II;

G. I. Lieftinck in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en

Letterk., LI (1932). J.J.M. (A.v.E.)

Mandel’shtam, Osip Emilyevich (*St Petersburg

1891; tl942), Russian poet. Together with N.
Gumilev* and Anna Akhmatova*, he was one of

the most talented representatives of the ‘Acmeist’

group. Among his terse and disciplined poems
antique motifs are frequent. Althou^ never

prolific, he maintained throughout a high poetic

level, without involving himself in politics.

Kcanen^ (1913); Tristia (1922); Shum vremeni

(1925; re-issued as Egipetskaya marka, 1928);

Stikhotvoreniya (1928); Sobranie sochineniy (2 vols.

New York, 1955; Washington, 1964, 1966).

—

The
Prose of O. M. (tr. C. Brown, 1965, 1967).

I. N. Bushman, Poeticheskoe iskusstvo MandeV-
shtama (1964); E, M. Tager, O MandeVshtame
(1966). JX,

Mander, Carel van (*Meulebeke 1548; fAmster-
dam 2 IX 1606), Dutch painter, poet and writer.

After a journey to Italy (1574-77) he finally settled

in Haarlem where he founded an academy of art.

Himself a second-rate painter, his writings

promoted the Italianate tendency among younger
artists; Het Schilder-Boeck (1604) is the best
known. The religious poems of his De Olijfberg,

Bethlehem (1609) and especially De Gulden Harpe
(1627) show his Baptist pacifism; apart from the
use of the iambic metre they are still in the
rederdker tradition. His translations of Virgil’s*

Bucolics and Georgies, however, are imbued with
the Renaissance spirit. He edited an anthology,
Den Nederduytschen Helicon (1610), which includes
some of his own poems. J.J.M.

H. E. Greve, De bronnen van K. van M. (1903);
R. Jacobsen, C. van M. (1906); R. Haecker, Das
Lehrgedicht von K, van M. (1916); E. Valentiner,

K. van M. als Maler (1930) ; W. A. P. Smit, Dichters

der Reformatie in de 16de eeuw (1939); A. F.

Mirande and G. S. Overdiep, Het Schilder-boek

van C. van M. in hedendaags Nederlands overge-

bracht (4th ed. 1950; Fr. tr. 1884; Ger. tr. 1906);

H. A. Noe, Een Nederl. schilder uit de 16de eeuw

(1953) and C. van M. en Italie (1954).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Mandeville, Bernard de (*Dort, Holland c. 1670;

tLondon 21 1 1733), Dutch physician and author,

resident in London and writing in English: social

philosopher whose 400-line doggerel Grumbling

Hive (1705), republished in 1714 as Fable of the

Bees, or Private Vices Public Benefits, embodied

paradoxical and cynical system of morality,

provoking replies from Law*, Berkeley* and others.

R.M.H.

Origin of Honour, and Usefulness of Christianity

in War (1732); Fable ofBees (ed. F. B. Kaye, with

hist, comm., 2 vols, 1924; ed. P. Harth, 1970).

W. Law, Remarks on a Late Book, Entitulated

The Fable of the Bees (1724); J. M. Robertson,

Pioneer Humanists (1907); F. B. Kaye, ‘The

writings of B. M.’ in Jour. Eng. and Germanic

Philol., XX (1921) and ‘The M. canon: a supple-

ment’ in Notes and Queries (3 May 1924); J. C.

Maxwell, ‘Essays in politics in M.’ in Philosophy,

XXVI (1951). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Mandeville, Jehan de, ‘Sir John Mandeville’,

ostensible author of an influential book of travels

written originally in French (earliest MS 1371).

His nationality English or French) is not known,

and earlier identifications with e.g. Jean de

Bourgogne, a Li^ge physician, remain uncertain.

The account of the ‘travels’ has a number of

sources, notably the French translations by Jean

le Long of various medieval itineraries, and the

works of Vincent* of Beauvais; it is possible that

the writer never travelled at all. There are many
fabulous details of men, monsters and events. The

Travels exist also in 15th-century English versions,

as well as in medieval translations into many other

languages.

Eds of two Eng. versions: M.^s Travels (MS
Cotton Titus C.XVI; ed. P, Hamelius, 2 vols,

1919-23; also ed. M. C. Seymour, 1967); The

Bodley Version ofM*s Travels (Bod. MS E Musaeo
116; ed. M. C. Seymour, 1963).

M. Letts, Sir /. M., The Man and His Book

(1949) ;
J. W. Bennett, The Rediscovery ofSir J. M,

(1954). T.F.H.

Manetho (^. c. 280 b.c.), Egyptian priest. Aiming
to acquaint the new Greek ruling class with

Egyptian traditions, he wrote in Greek a history of

Egypt up to Alexander’s conquest. Later drawn
upon by Christians eager to find confirmation for

Old Testament chronology, the work is founded

upon a genuine native tradition.
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C. Muller, Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum,

II (1878); F. E. Robbins and W. G. Waddell,

Ptolemy*s Tetrabiblos and M. (1940; text and tr.).

T. Nicklin, Studies in Egyptian Chronology

(1928); W. Helek, Untersuchungen zu M, und den

dgyptischen Kdnigslisten (1956). R.B.

Manetti, Antonio (*Florence 1423; ^ibid. 1497),

Italian biographer, author of Vita di Filippo di Ser

Brunellesco, of Uomini singolari in Firenze dal 1400

innanzi, and Notizia di Guido Cavalcanti. A version

ofthe short story, ‘II Grasso Legnaiuolo’, has been
attributed to him.

Operette istoriche edite ed inedite (ed. G.
Milanesi, 1887); for the short story, see M. Barbi

in Studi di filol. ital, I (1927).

A. Pompeati in Rivista d’ltalia (15 Apr. 1927);

L. Di Francia, Novellistica, I (1924). B.R.

Manetti, Giannozzo (*Florence 1396; fNaples

1459), Italian humanist and theologian. His treatise

De dignitate et excellentia hominis (Basle, 1532) is

an important profession of faith in the value of life.

His historical works include Vitae Nicolai V.

pontif. max. libri //and Vitae Dantis, Petrarchae ac

Boccaccii (pub. 1747), these latter being derived

mainly from the biographies by Leonardo Bruni*.

Le vite di Dante, Petrarca e Boccaccio scrittefino

al secolo XVI (ed. A. Solerti, 1904).

F. Pagnotti, ‘La vita di Niccolo V scritta da
G. M.* in Archivio della Societa Romana di storia

patria, XIV (1891; with complete list of M.’s

works); V. Rossi, II Quattrocento (3rd ed. 1933).

B.R.

AL-Manfalu^, Mu§tafa LutfI (*Manfalut 30 XII

1876; fCairo 25 VII 1924), Egyptian Arab essayist

and short-story writer. In his essays he discussed

the social and cultural problems created by the

Westernization of Egypt. He may be said to have

introduced the essay as a literary form into modem
Arabic literature; the influence of his extremely

rich and classicist style has been profound.

COLLECTED ESSAYS: aUNazardt (3 vols, 1902-10);

Mukhtdrdt (1912).

—

Al-abardt (1946).—Sel. trs

N. Barbour in Islamic Culture, VII-X (1933-36).

H. A. R. Gibb. ‘M. and the “New Style”’ in

Bull. School Oriental Stud., V (1929); M. Shalabi,

M. L. M, aUadib al-ishtirdki (n.d.).

C.R. (M.M.B.)

Manfredi, Eustachio (*Bologna 20 IX 1674; ^ibid.

15 II 1739), Italian poet and prose writer. Professor

of mathematics, Bologna (1699); an expert in

hydraulics and a distinguished astronomer; ‘Aci

Delpusiano’ in Arcadia. Manfredi wrote letters,

some 30 scientific works in Italian or Latin

(Ephemerides motuum coelestium, 4 vols, 1715-50)

and many sonnets and canzoni in an academically

Petrarchan style whereby he aspired to refine

Italian verse.

MlNl
Rime scelte diE. M. con alcune sue prose (ed. F.

Foffano, 1888).—X/-r/c/ del Settecento (ed. M.
Fubini and B. Maier, 1959; with biblio.).

D. Provenzal, I riformatori della bella letteratura

italiana{X9Q0y, W. Binni, ‘II petrarchismo arcadico

e la poesia del M.’ in VArcadia e il Metastasio

(1963). M.W.

Mangan, James Clarence (*Dublin 1803; fibid.

20 VI 1849), Irish poet. He was a gifted lyrical poet,

handicapped by a nervous temperament and by

being forced to drudge as a scrivener from an early

age; drink and opium, in which he sought escape,

hastened his death. A fitful genius appears in his

poems, which consist of original poems, versions of

German and Oriental poems and translations and

versions from the Irish. His best work, which

belongs mainly to this last group, is marked by

lyrical intensity and distinctive melody.
R.McH.

verse: German Anthology (2 vols, 1845); Poets

andPoetry ofMunster (1849) ; The Tribes ofIreland

(1852); Poems (1859).—prose: Prose Writings

(ed. D. J. O’Donagiiue, 1904); Autobiography (ed.

J. Kilroy, 1969).

D. J. O’Donaghue, The Life and Writings of

J. C. M. (1897); R. Holzapfel, Bibliography (1969);

W. B. Yeats and Thomas Kinsella, Davis, M.,

Ferguson ? (1970). E.T.W.

Manger, Itzik (*Czernowitz 1901; fTel Aviv

1969), Yiddish poet. Son of a tailor, he grew up in

great poverty. He began his literary career in Ia§i

(Rumania) but moved to Warsaw (1920) where he

remained until the Second World War. Spending

the war years in London, he finally settled in New
York. On his second visit to Israel he fell ill and

eventually died in a Tel Aviv hospital. Manger’s

poetry is unsurpassed in contemporary Yiddish

literature, for its transformation of traditional

images into highly sophisticated modem idioms. A
group of his poems, entitled MangePs Megilla,

was presented as a musical.

Shtem oiPn dakh (Bucharest, 1929); Lamtern in

vint (1933); Khumash-Lieder (1935); Megile-

lieder (1936)', Felker singen (1936); Velvel Zbarsher

shraibt brif(1937); Noente geshtaltn (essays; 1938);

Dos bukhfun ganeden (1939; The Book ofParadise,

tr. Leonard Wolf, New York, 1965); Volkn iber*n

dakh (London, 1942); Hotsmakh Shpil (ibid.,

1947); Der Shnaider-geieln Note Manger singt

(ibid., 1948); Medrash Itzik (Paris, 1951); Lid un

balade (New York, 1952).—Jubilee ed. of works

(Geneva-Paris, 1951). J-S.

Mani (*Babylon 14 IV 216; fGundishapur 26 II

277), Persian prophet and the founder of Mani-

chaeism, was brought up in Babylonia, a cross-

road of various creeds in the 3rd century. For 37

years he preached his dualistic doctrine in the

Sassanian empire and on missionary journeys
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abroad. At length he incurred the wrath of the

Zoroastrian clergy and was put to death under

Bahram I.

Mani aimed at a universal religion. His syncretic

doctrine combines Zoroastrian, Christian, Gnostic

and Buddhist elements. Manichaean cosmogony

and its austere ethics are based on the supposition

oftwo eternal forces : light and darkness (good and

evil). Our world is a ‘mixture’ of the two, brought

about by the initiative of the demons of darkness.

The creation of man is a devil’s device to perpetu-

ate the imprisonment of the spirit in the matter.

Redemption can be achieved by restoration of the

original separation of the two elemental forces and

annihilation of our world. Manichaeism, despite

severe persecutions, spread far and wide between

China and Spain within a short time. In Europe it

severely challenged Christianity in the 4th and 5th

centuries.

Discoveries of writings in Middle Iranian,

Turkish, Chinese and Coptic, including some of

Mani’s own works, have put Manichaean studies

on a new footing. They are in prose and verse and
contain hymns, prayers, homilies, epistles, polemics

and other religious works.

E. Chavannes and P. Pelliot, Un traite manicheen

trouve en Chine (1911); A. von Le Coq, Turkische

Manichaica (3 vols, 1912-22); F. C. Andreas and
W. B. Henning, Mitteliranische Manichaica (3 vols,

1932-33); H. J. Polotsky, Manichdische Homilien

(1934); W. B. Henning, Ein manichdisches Bet- und
Beichtbuch (1937) and ‘Book of the Giants* in

Bull. School Orient, and Afr. Stud., XI (1943);

C, R. C. Allberry, Manichaean Psalm-Book (1938);

C. Schmidt, Kephalaia (1940); Tsui Chi, Mo Ni
Chiao Hsia Pu Tsan (1943); M. Boyce, Manichaean
Hymn Cycles (1954); J. Asmussen, X^dstvdnift

(1965).

F. C. Cumont, Recherches sur le manicheisme (3

vols, 1908-12); P. Alfaric, Les ecritures mani-

cheennes (2 vols, 1918-19); H. Ch. Puech, Le
Manicheisme (1949); G. Widengren, M, and
Manichaeism (1965).—^W. B. Henning, Biblio-

graphy ofImportant Studies on OldIranian Subjects

(Tehran, 1950). E.Y.

Manikkar Vacakar (c. a.d. 800), Tamil Saivite

poet, author of the Tiruvdcakam (‘sacred utter-

ance’).

F. Kingsbury and G. E. Phillips, Hymns of the

Tamil Saivite Saints (1921). H.G.R.

Manilius, Marcus, Ist-century Latin poet of whose
life no details are known. His didactic poem
(possibly unfinished) in hexameters, the Astrono-

mical was written under Augustus and Tiberius.

The first book describes the creation and the

disposition of the stars in the heavens; the other

four books are more concerned with astrology.

Manilius writes with a pleasing enthusiasm, not
altogether devoid of poetic merit. His style varies

from the dull and dry to the over-rhetorical, and he
lacks narrative ability. But many passages show a

vigorous mental force and power of expression.

His versification reveals a competent technical skill

and elegance.

M. Manila Astronomica (ed. J. van Wagenigen,

1915, comm., 1921 ;
ed. A. E. Housman, 5 vols,

1903-30, rev. ed. 1937; Bk 2 ed. with conun. and
tr. H. W. Garrod, 1911).

J. Woltjer, De Manilio poeta (1881); R. Ellis,

Nodes Manilianae (1891); R. B. Steele, ‘The
Astronomica of M.’ in Amer. Jour. PhiloL, LIH
(1932); E. Riess, ‘The influence of astrology on
life and literature at Rome’ in Class. Weekly,

XXVn (1933). A.J.D.

Maning, Frederick Edward (*Dublin 5 VII 1811

;

tLondon 25 VII 1883), New Zealand prose writer.

He migrated to New Zealand in 1833 and took a

Maori wife. He is difficult to categorize as a writer.

His War in the North (1862) and Old New Zealand

(1863; facs. ed. 1970), popular and in constant

demand since they first appeared, commonly con-

sidered lively but unreliable histories, are best

considered works of fiction based upon fact, of a

more shrewd calculated art than was credited.

Hinemoa: A Maori Love Story (1881); Maori
Traditions (1885). K.Sm.

Maniu, Adrian (*Bucharest 1891; tl968), Ruma-
nian author, member of the traditionalist Gindirea

circle. He wrote mystery plays, poems and works
in poetic prose, characterized by a primitivist

technique and a stark use of colour words.

plays: Salomeea (1915); Me$terul (1922).

—

poems: Lingd pdmint (1924); Drum spre stele

(1930); Cintece de dragoste §i moarte (1932);

Cartea fdrii (1934); Versuri (1938),

—

^prose: Figuri

de ceard (1912); Din paharul cu otravd (1919).

—

Scrieri (1968- ). F.J.B.

Manley, Mary De La Rr/ifeRE (*Jersey or at sea

between Jersey and Guernsey 7 IV 1672; coc. 1688

John Manley; tLambeth Hill 11 VII 1724),

English writer and editor of The Examiner. A
literary adventuress who wrote political scandal

disguised as romance.

Letters written by Mrs Manley, To which is added
a Letter from a Supposed Nun in Portugal, to a

Gentleman in France, in Imitation ofthe Nun's Five

Letters in Print. By Colonel Pack (1696); Secret

Memoirs and Manners of Several Persons of
Quality, of both Sexes. From the New Atlantis

(1709); The Adventures ofRivella, or the History of
the author ofthe Atlantis by "Sir Charles Lovemore'

(1714),— (play; 1720; ‘corrected’).

P. B. Anderson, ‘Mistress D. M.’s biography’

in Mod. PhiloL, XXXIII (1936); G. B. Needham,
‘Mrs M.: an 18th century Wife of Bath’ in

Huntington Libr. Quart. (1951). B.H. (M.Bu.)
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Maim, Heinrich (*Lubeck 27 III 1871; fSanta

Monica, Calif. 12 III 1950), German novelist. His

novels have strong ideological and political impli-

cations, and he became the prototype of the

Zivilisationsliterat attacked by his brother Thomas
Mann*. His bitter satire is directed chiefly against

the upper middle-classes of the Wilhelmian empire.

The film version of his novel Professor Unrat (1904;

The Blue Angel, 1932) is perhaps more famous than

the novel itself. His novel Die kleine Stadt (1909;

The Little Town, tr. W. Ray, 1930) shows for once

his brilliant, though hectic prose style unspoilt by

distortions. Der Untertan (1918; The Patrioteer,

tr. E. Boyd, 1921) is despite its limitations an

impressive document of political wrath and human
indignation. In exile Mann continued to be a
prolific writer and a passionate fighter for a new
European humanism.

Im Schlaraffenland (1900; In the Land of
Cockaigne, tr. A. D. B. Clark, \919)\ Mutter Marie

(1927; Mother Mary, tr. W. Chambers, 1928);

Eugenie (1928; Royal Woman, tr. A. J. Ashton,

1930); Ein ernstes Leben (1932; Hill ofLies, tr. E.

and W. Muir, 1934).

—

collected 'works: Gesam-

melte Romane imdNovellen (1916; 2nd ed., 12 vols,

1925); Ausgewdhlte Werke (ed. A. Kantorowicz,

15 vols, 1951 ff.); Gesammelte Werke (1959 ff.).

H. Jhering, HM (1951); U. Weisstein, H M.:
Eine historischkritische Einfuhrung in sein dich-

terisches Werk (1962); L. Winter, H, M, und sein

Publikum (1965); R. N. Linn, H. M. (1967).

R.W.L. (F.M,K.)

Mann, Leonard (*Melboume 1895), Australian

novelist. His first novel. Flesh in Armour (1932),

presents Australian war service abroad. Others are

concerned with the gold-rush, peasant acquisitive-

ness in a local setting, intense psychological crime

study, and city life in depression years. His narra-

tive casualness creates some admirable effects, but

also some indifferent writing.

Human Drift (1935); A Murder in Sydney (1937);

The Go-Getter (1942). F.T.M.

Mann, Mendel (*Piofisk, Poland 1916), Yiddish

novelist. He studied painting in Warsaw before

starting to write in 1938. After the Germans
invaded Poland, he escaped to Russia and fought

in the Red Army in the battles before Moscow and
Berlin. Returning to Poland after the war, he

published his first books ofpoems in L6dz. In 1946

he left Poland, worked for several years in Israel,

and in 1961 settled in Paris as editor of a Yiddish

daily. His war experiences are related in a trilogy

of novels, and several books of short stories deal

with Israeli themes. Most of his works have

Hebrew translations.

Oifgewakhte erd (Tel Aviv, 1953); In afarvoor-

lozten dorf(Buenos Aires, 1954); Bay di toyernfun

Moskve (1956; Las puertas de Moscu, Buenos

Aires, 1958 ; At the Gates ofMoscow, tr. C. Derrick

and I. M. Lask, 1963); Nakht iber Glushina (1957);

Bay der Weissel (1958); Di gass fun bliendike

mandlen (Buenos Aires, 1958); Dosfallnfun Berlin

(3rd novel ofwar trilogy; 1960); Dos hois tsevishen

derner (Tel Aviv, 1960); Der shwartser demb (Paris,

1969). J.S.

Maim, Thomas (*Lubeck 6 VI 1875; oo 1905 KSthe
Pringsheim; tZurich 12 VIII 1955), younger

brother of Heinrich Mann*. After the death of his

father, a Liibeck merchant, the family moved to

Munich. The autobiographical background is

strongly apparent in his first novel, Die Budden-

brooks (1900), which made him a leading German
writer at the age of 25. The great Russian, Scandi-

navian and French novelists of the 19th century,

and, of the German novelists, mainly Theodor

Fontane* all influenced Mann’s first great success.

So did Goethe*, Wagner*, Nietzsche* and Scho-

penhauer*, whom Mann himself repeatedly ack-

nowledged as his masters. But the substance of the

novel is based on his own life and experience, and

expressed in a style which even then was strongly

individual. Qiaracteristically, Die Buddenbrooks,

like many of his later novels, had been planned as

a shorter narrative and assumed its considerable

volume only during composition. The 24 years

which passed before the publication of the next

great novel were filled with little masterpieces

treating separately and more concisely those

motifs which had been suggested in Buddenbrooks

and were to reappear in later novels—^the struggle

between the artist and the ‘normal* citizen in

Tonio Krdger (1903); music as an expression of

irrational and frequently destructive powers in

Tristan (1903); the interdependence of physical and

moral decay and creative genius in Der Tod in

Venedig (1913). Shorter noyt\s-—Kdnigliche Hoheit

(1909), Lotte in Weimar (1939), Der Erwdhlte

(1951)~present the purest expression of Mann’s

style, that peculiar ‘irony towards both sides’

which is always aimed both at the characters and

the narrator himself, and gives relative value to

every statement made. These short novels are of

lighter substance and purer fiction than the long

works of his later years with their richness of

philosophical, social and political problems. Der

Zauberberg (1924) brought him European fame,

culminating in the Nobel prize in 1929. This work

is still in the tradition of the German Bildungs-

roman, but no longer pivots round a central figure;

furthermore, it questions the whole genre of the

novel, whilst re-establishing it by its very existence

—a process which is repeated in the two following

great novels. The tetralogy Joseph und seine

Bruder—Die Geschichten Jaakobs (1933), Der

Junge Joseph (1934), Joseph in Mgypten (1936),

Joseph der Ernahrer (1944)—is, in content and

volume, Mann’s most ambitious work. The novel

becomes a Bible commentary (Genesis, xxxvii-1)

written, however, from the ironical perspective of
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modern liberalism. Mann employs Old Testament

language in the Joseph novels, Goethe’s own words

in Lotte in Weimar, the lan^age of Luther’s* time

and of the old folk-books in Doktor Faustus, and

of medieval Europe in The Holy Sinner—always

ironically expanded, and blended with modern

expressions, more especially Americanisms. Out of

the German catastrophe grew the novel Doktor

Faustus (1949), which uses the old legend, data

from the lives of Nietzsche and Hugo Wolf, an

interpretation of music based on Schopenhauer

and Schonberg, and countless ‘roman k clef’

allusions to contemporary persons and events

—

lunacy and genius symbolizing the fate ofGermany.

With Felix Krull, a work of his younger days taken

up again, the aged writer returns from his excur-

sions into science, philosophy, religion and
politics to the realms of pure literature where his

mastery will remain unchallenged.

translations: H. T. Lowe-Porter, Budden-

brooks (1924), Lotte in Weimar (1940), The Holy
Sinner (1952), The Magic Mountain (1927), Tales of
Jacob (1934), The Young Joseph (1935), Joseph in

(1938), Joseph the Provider (1944), Doctor

Faustus (1950); K. Burke, Tonio Kroger (1925),

Tristan (1925), Death in Venice (1925); A. C.

Curtis, Royal Highness (1916).

SHORT stories: Der kleine Herr Friedemann

(1898); Herr und Hund (1919; Bashan and /, tr. H.
G. Scheifauer, 1923); Unordnung und friihes Leid

(1926; Early Sorrow, tr, idem, 1929); Mario und
der Zauberer (1929; Mario and the Magician, tr.

H. T. Lowe-Porter, 1930); Die vertauschten Kdpfe
(1940).

—

^essays: Friedrich und die grosse Koalition

(1915; Frederick the Great andthe Grand Coalition,

tr. H, T. Lowe-Porter, 1925); Betrachtungen eines

Unpolitischen (1918); Rede und Antwort (1922);

Die Forderung des Tages (1930); Leiden und Grdsse

der Meister (1935); Schopenhauer (1938); Adel des

Geistes (1945); Neue Studien (1948); Altes und
Neues (1953); Wagner und unsere Zeit (ed. Erika
Mann, 1963).

—

^letters: Briefe an Paul Amann
1915-52 (ed. H. Wegener, 1959); Briefe an Ernst

Bertram 1910-55 (ed. I, Jens, 1960); Briefe (3 vols,

ed. Eiika Mann, 1961 ff.); Briefe an R, Faesi (ed.

R. Faesi, 1962); Die grosse Kontroverse: Ein
Briefwechsel um Deutschland (exchange of letters

with W. von Molo; 1963); T. M.-Heinrich Mann:
Briefwechsel 1909-1949 (ed. U. Dietzel, 1965).

—

collected works: Gesantmelte Werke (Stock-

holmer Gesamt-Ausgabe, 1938 ff,); Gesammelte
Werke (12 vols, 1956); Sdmtliche Erzdhlungen

(1958); Gesammelte Werke (12 vols, 1960); T, M.,
Werke (Fischer Taschenbuchausgabe, 1967 ff.).—

selected works in English: The Thomas Mann
Reader (sel., arr. and ed. J. W, Angell, 1950);
Stories of Three Decades (tr. Helen Tracy Lowe-
Porter, 1955); Stories ofa Lifetime. The Collected
Stories (2 vols, 1961).

K. Hamburger, M. und die Romantik (1932);
J. Cleugh, T M. A Study (1933); H. J. Weigand,

T. M"s Novel Der Zaiiberberg (1933); R. Peacock,

Das Leitmotiv bei T. M. (1934); H. Slochower,

A/.’j Joseph Story (1938); J. G. Brennan, T, M's
World (1942); E. Cassirer, ‘M.s Goethebild’ in

Germanic Rev., XX (1945); A. Bauer, M. und die

Krise der burgerlichen Kultur (1946); F. Lion,

T. M, (1946); The Stature of T. M. (ed. Ch. Neider,

contrib. by W. H. Auden, H. T. Lowe-Porter, J. B.

Priestley, S. Zweig, Andre Gide, 1947) ; J. Fouguere,

M. ou la seduction de la mort (1947); H.-E. Holt-

husen. Die Welt ohne Transzendenz, Fine Studie zu

Doktor Faustus (1949); V. Mann, Wir warenfunf.

Bildnis der Familie M. (1949); H. Hatfield, 71 M.
(1951) and 71 M. A Collection of Critical Essays

(1964); K. W. Jones, Fifty Years of T. M. Studies

(biblio.; 1955); B. Allemaim, ‘T. M.’ in Ironie und

Dichtung {1956)', R. H. Thomas, 71 M., The Media--

tion of Art (1956); E. Heller, The Ironic German

(1958); I. Diersen, XJntersuchungen zu 7. M.
(1959); K. Sontheimer, 7. M. und die Deutschen

(1961); H. Koopmann, Die Entwicklung des

intellektuellen Romans bei 7. M. (1962); R.

Baumgart, Das Ironische und die Ironie in den

Werken 7. M.s (1964); Georg Lukacs, Essays on

7. M. (1964); K. Schroter, 7. M. in Selbstzeug-

nissen und Bilddokumenten (1964); H. Biirgin and

H.-O. Mayer, 7. M.: Fine Chronik seines Lebens

(1965); Aus den Familienpapieren der Manns (ed.

U. Dietzel, 1965); K. Hamburger, Der Humor bei

7. M.: Zum Joseph-Roman (1965); H. Lehnert,

7. M.: Fiktion, Mythos, Religion (1965); A. White,

7. M. (1965); R. Gray, ‘T. M.’ in The German
Tradition in Literature (1965); M. Hamburger,
‘Praeceptor Germaniae: T. M.’ in From Prophecy

to Exorcism (1965); J. C. Thirlwall, In Another

Language: A Record of the Thirty-Year Relation-

ship Between 7. M. and His English Translator,

Helen Tracy Lowe-Porter (1966).

R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Manne, Mordecai Zvi (*Radiskovitz, nr Wilna
5 V 1859; ^ibid. 5 X 1886), Hebrew poet and
painter. (His pen-name, ‘Ha-Mezayer’, an
anagram of his first names, means, in Hebrew,
‘the painter’.) Having received the customa^
religious training, he later studied the Talmud in

Minsk and painting at Wilna and St Petersburg.

His poems have genuine feeling and an atmosphere
of despair and sadness. His patriotic songs,

particularly his poem Masat Nafshi (‘My
Longing’), are still sung at Zionist gatherings.

Kol Kitvei (poems; 1st ed., Warsaw, 1897; com-
plete ed., 2 vols, 1946). S.A. (M.Ge. ; Y.F.)

Maoninen, Otto (*Kangasniemi 13 VIII 1872;
C3O1907 Anni Emilia Swan; fHelsinki 6 IV 1950),

Finnish poet, verse-translator and scholar. After

graduating at Helsinki University (1897) he
devoted himself to literature and from 1913
onwards to University teaching. As an original poet
Manninen began late (1905), though he already had
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a high reputation as a translator of Homer*,
Moli^re*, Goethe*, Heine*, Petofi*, Arany*,

Runeberg* and Ibsen*. His own verse is remarkable

for its symbolism, emotional subtlety, ethical

depth and formal perfection. A severe self-

criticism made it a fraction of his total output.

verse: Sdkeita (2 vols, 1905-10); Virrantyven

(1925); Matkamies (1938); Runoja (1950); Muis-

tojen tie (1951); Valikoima runoja (sel. poems;

1958).

V. Tarkiainen, O. M. runoilijana (1933); H.
Fromm, O. Af. Einfirmischer Dichter (1952).

W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Manning, Henry Edward (*Totteridge 15 VII

1808; 001833 Caroline Sargent; tLondon 14 I

1892), joined the Roman Catholic Church 1851,

became Archbishop of Westminster (1865) and
Cardinal (1875); antagonistic to Newman*.

Sermons (4 vols, 1842-50); Eternal Priesthood

(1883); Towards Evening (1889).

E. k Purcell, Life of Cardinal M. (2 vols, 1896).

M.A.

Manno, Giuseppe (*Alghero, Sardinia 1786;

tTurin 1868), Italian historian and philologist,

remembered chiefly for his Della fortuna della

parole (1831), which was followed in 1866 by Della

fortuna delle frasL He is also the author of several

historical works on Sardinia.

Della fortuna della parole (ed. B. Migliorini,

1947; with chronol. table and biblio.). B.R.

Mannyng, Robert, or Robert of Brunne
(Bourne, Lines;/. 1283; 'fc, 1340), English poet;

best known for his Handlyng Synne, a verse trans-

lation of William of Wadin^on’s Manuel des

Pechiez, amplified by interesting comments on
contemporary life.

Handlyng Synne (ed. F. J. Furaivall, 2 pts, 1901-

03) ; The Story ofEngland ofR. M, ofBrunne A,D.

1338 (ed. idem, 2 vols, 1887).

R. Crosby, *R. M. of Brunne: a new biography’

in Proc. Mod. Lang. Assoc., LVII (1942); D. W.
Robertson, ‘The cultural tradition of Handlyng

Synne* in Speculum, XXII (1947).

R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Manoello Giudeo: see Immanuel ben Solomon.

Manrique, G6mez (*Amusco c, 1412; fToledo

1490), Spanish poet and dramatist. He was of

noble family and took an active part in politics;

he helped arrange the marriage of Ferdinand and
Isabella. His didactic poems (he completed

Mena’s* Coplas contra los pecados mortales) are

better than his rather trivial lyrics. He also wrote

dramatic pieces, including a good Nativity play,

which is the earliest surviving Spanish play except

for the Auto* de los Reyes Magos.

Cancionero (ed. A. Paz y Melia, 2 vols, 1885).

—

H. Sieber, ‘Dramatic symmetry in G. M.’s

Representacidn* in Hispanic Rev., XXXIII (1965).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Manrique, Jorge (*?Paredes de la Nava c. 1440;

00 c. 1470 Guiomar de Meneses; fCalatrava 24 IV
1479), Spanish poet. He was Gomez Manrique’s*

nephew; his wife was the great-granddaughter of

L6pez* de Ayala. He took part in the civil wars and
died in battle. His magnificent elegy on his father’s

death, Coplas por la muerte de su padre don

Rodrigo, contrasts the vanity of worldly things

with spiritual life and the immortality of fame. In

it he uses Biblical and patristic images and ideas as

well as those of his own time. The language is

simple, almost colloquial, and his speech-rhythms

never interrupt the flow of his verse. The poem has

been the subject of innumerable commentaries,

glosses and translations. Its reputation has sur-

vived all later changes in poetic taste and it is

perhaps the most famous of all Spanish poems.

His other poems are far below this level, but they

are highly competent, and some have real, though

underestimated, merit.

Cancionero (ed. A. Cortina, 1929; 3rd ed. 1952);

Poesia (ed. J. M. Alda-Tesdn, 1965); Coplas (tr.

H. W. Longfellow, Boston, 1833); Glosas a las

Coplas de /. Af. (ed. A. Perez Gomez, 6 vols,

1961-63).

A. Krause, /. M. and the Cult of Death in the

Cuatrocientos (Berkeley, 1937); P. Salinas, /. M, o

tradicidn y originalidad ®uenos Aires, 1947); P. N.

Dunn, ‘Themes and images in the Coplas of J. M.’

in Medium Aevum, XXXIII (1964); A. Serrano de

Haro, Personalidad y destino de J, M. (1966);

R. P. Kinkade, ‘The historical date of the Coplas

and the death of J. M.’ in Speculum, XLV (1970).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Mansabu, Sayidi Abu Bakari bin Abdu-Rahmani
(*Lamu, Kenya 1829; "fibid, 18 III 1922), Swahili

poet, known as Mansabu, ‘root-stock’, because he

was a descendant of the Prophet Muhammad on

both his mother’s and his father’s side. As he was

resident in Zanzibar for many years, he was one of

the few poets who was appreciated by both the

northern and the southern Swahili. So far as is

known, all his work was religious; best known are

his two versifications of the Maulidi, the recital at

the Prophet Muhammad’s nativity,

J. Knappert, Swahili Islamic Poetry, I-HI

(Leiden, 1970). J.Kn.

Mansel, Henry Longueville (*Cosgrove, North-

ants 6 X 1820; 001855 Charlotte Taylor; ^ibid,

30 VII 1871), English metaphysician who asserted

the relativity of all knowledge and regarded

religion as revelation rather than understanding.

He was Dean of St Paul’s. (See Maurice*.)
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Metaphysics, or the Philosophy of Consciousness

(1860); Philosophy of the Conditioned (1866);

Letters, Lectures and Reviews (1873); Gnostic

Heresies of the First and Second Centuries (with

sketch; 1875). R.M.H.

Mansfield, Katherine, pseud, of Kathleen

Mansfield Beauchamp (*Wellington 14 X 1888;

cjoGeorge Bowden [o/o 1918], col918 John

Middleton Murry’*^; tFoJ^tainebleau 9 I 1923),

short-story writer. Educated first in New Zealand,

she went to London (1903) to study music and

thereafter saw little of her country, yet at the core

of her work is the recollection of her New Zealand

childhood and the child’s point of view intensified

and transformed as her illness worked upon her.

This weighed heavily for over 30 years upon short-

story writing by her compatriots, at once a seminal

and a limiting factor in New Zealand writing. Her
much-admired sensibility has recently been

attacked by Frank O’Connor [Michael O’Dono-
van*] and Brigid Brophy*. Her command of

poignancy for the purposes of her stories and the

superbly controlled prose are less vulnerable

features of her art.

SHORT stories: In a German Pension (1911);

Prelude (1918); Je ne park pas frangais (1919);

Bliss (1920); The Garden Party (1922); The Dove's

Nest (1923; a miscellany, 1934); Something

Childish (1924); The Aloe (1930); Collected Stories

(1945).—Poewj (ed. J. M. Murry, 1923); Maata
(novel; juvenile work).—various: Journal (ed.

J. M. Murry, 1927; definitive ed., 1954); Letters

(1928); The Scrapbook (1946); Letters to John
Middleton Murry 1913-22 (1951).

R. E. Mantz, The Critical Bibliography ofK, M.
(1931); R. E. Mantz and J. M. Murry, Life (1933);

A. Sewell, X. M.; A Critical Study (1952); A.
Alpers, K. M. (1953) and X. M..- A Biography

(1953); I. A. Gordon, K, M, (1954); N. Hormasji,
K, M,: An Appraisal (1967). K.Sm.

Manson, Harley William Daniel (*Tabora,
Tanganyika 1925; tPietermaritzburg 29 V 1969),

South African playwright. His verse dramas deal

with complex moral issues, and do not have
specifically South African themes or settings.

The Festival (1959); Pat Mulholland's Day
(1964); The Green Knight (1969). U.La.

Mfinsson, Fabian (*Hassl6 20 1 1872; fStockholm
4 1 1938), Swedish politician and author. Mansson
was deeply interested in the injustices of class

warfare. This comes out clearly in his various

historical novels which, though often too subjec-

tive, vividly depict country and people. He dso
wrote two histories, Folkvandringarnas historia

(1937) and Vikingatidens historia (1939).

Rdttfdrdiggdrelsen genom iron (1916); Sancte
Eriks gdrd (3 vols, 1922-26); Gustav Vasa och Nils

Dacke (3 vols, 1928-38); Fabian har ordet (sel.

speeches and arts; 1940).

F. Strom, Fabian (1948). C.H.K.

Mantovano, Battista, pseud, of Giovan Battista

Spagnoli (*Mantua 17 IV 1448; tl516), Italian

humanist and poet. General ofthe Carmelite Order

in 1513. He wrote much religious Latin verse, but

is remembered for ten vigorous Virgilian eclogues

(1498) which were imitated in England by
Alexander Barclay* (1514).

Opera (Antwerp, 1576); Eclogues (crit. ed. W. P,

Mustard, 1911).

E. Carrara, La poesia pastorale (1910); E.

Faccioli in Mantova, Le lettere, II (with biblio.;

1958). N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Mantu, Sa’adat Hasan C4912; tl955), Urdu
short-story writer.

Black Milk (tr. Hamid Jalal, [1 955]). R.R.

Mantuan: see Mantovano, Battista.

Manuchihri, Ahmad Abu’l-Najm (fc. 1041),

Persian poet. He took his pen-name Manuchihri

from his first patron, the Ziyarid prince Manuchihr
ibn Qabus (1012-28); later he joined the court of

Ghazna. He is one of the outstanding poets of the

Ghaznavid period. His Divan contains about 3,000

verses, mostly panegyrics. Some of his nature

poems are almost unsurpassed in Persian poetry in

their refreshing enthusiasm, keen observation and

original imagery.

Divdn-i Manuchihri (ed. and Fr. tr. A. de B.

Kazimirsky, 1886),

J, Rypka, History ofIranian Literature (1968).

E.Y.

Manuel, Niklaus, called ‘Deutsch’ (*Berne c.

1484; ^ibid. 20 IV 1530), Swiss dramatist, painter,

poet, soldier, statesman and Reformer. Manuel
wrote satirical dramas and Shrovetide plays in the

tradition of Gengenbach*. In Vom Papst und
seiner Priesterschaft (1522) and Der Ablasskrdmer

(1525) he satirizes Papal pretensions and Catholic

abuses with much wit and force in popular and
often poetic tones; in Barbali (1526) he attacks the

practice of making young girls become nuns. His

Krankheit und Testament der Messe (1528) is one of

the best pro-Luther* satires. As a painter influenced

by Holbein and Durer his best work, of which only

copies now exist, was the famous Totentanz of the

Berne Dominican monastery.

Vom Papst und seiner Priesterschaft (1522; ed.

F. Vetter, 1923; ed. A. E. Berger in Dt. Lit. in

Entw.-Reihen, V, 1935); Vom Papsts und Christi

Gegensatz (1522); Der Ablasskrdmer (1525; ed. P.

Zinsli, 1960).

—

Sdmtliche Werke (ed. J. Baechtold,

2 vols, 1878).

S. Singer, ‘Sprache und Werke des N. M.’ in
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Aufsatze und Vortrdge (1912); L. Stumm, N, M, succeeded his father Aldus in the management of

Deutsch als bildendet Kunstler (1925) ; C. Gruneisen,

N, M. (1937); C. von Mandach and H. Koegler,

N. M. Deutsch (1940); A. Beerli, Le peintre po^te

N. M. et revolution sociale de son temps (1953).

D.G.D.

Manuel Calecas (1*1410), Byzantine scholar and

theologian. He broke with the Greek Church and

finally became a Dominican. He translated Latin

theologians (e.g. Boethius* and Anselm*) into

Greek, and himself wrote theological treatises in

defence of the Latin doctrinal point of view and in

opposition to the Orthodox Hesychasts.

J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CLII (1866; with Lat.

tr.) and CLIV (1866 ;
Deprocessione Spiritus Sancti,

under Demetrius Cydones); Adversus losephum

Bryennium (ed. G. Mercati in Studi e Testi, LVI,

1931); Epistolae (ed. R.-J. Loenertz, ibid,, CLVI,

1950; with biblio. and Fr. summary of the Greek

letters).

G. Mercati, Notizie di Procoro e Demetrio

Cidone, Manuele Caleca e Teodoro Meliteniota ed

altri appunti (1931). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Manuel Moschopulos (Jl. c. 1300), Byzantine

scholar. His writings on grammar and his scholia

on classical authors are important for the range of

learning and the nature of educational methods

under the early Palaeologi.

Erotemata (ed. P. Egenolff, Anonymi gramma-

ticae epitoma, 1877); Sylloge onomatdn Attikdn

(ed. F. Asulan, Venice, 1524). J.M.H.

Manuel H Palaeologus (*1350; 1*1425), Byzantine

Emperor 1391-1425, a gifted man who travelled

widely in Europe, in addition to spending part of

his youth at the Ottoman court. His letters reflect

both the current political difficulties of Byzantium

and their author’s cosmopolitan and cultured

outlook. J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CLVI (with Lat. tr.

;

186Q; Lettres (ed. E. Legrand, 1893); E. Trapp,

M. II Palaiologos: Dialoge mit einem "PerseP

(1966).

J. W. Barker, M. IIP. (1391-1425): A Study in

Late Byzantine Statesmanship (1969).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Manuel Philes (c. 1275-1345), Byzantine scholar

and over-prolific versifier, author of a vast number

of occasional poems written for patrons. His

constant complaints of poverty are in part conven-

tional.

Carmina (ed. E. Miller, 2 vols, 1854); Carmina

inedita (ed. Ae. Martini, 1900). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Manuzio (Manuttus), Paolo (*Venice 12 VI 1512;

tRome 6 IV 1574), Italian humanist and printer,

the Aldine press; famous for his work on Cicero*.

A. A. Renouard, Armales de Vimprimerie des

Aides (3rd ed. 1834; tr. and abr. E. Goldsmid,

1887). D.H.

Manyoshu (‘Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves

[or. Ages]’), Japanese poetical anthology, contain-

ing 4,516 poems in 20 books, by about 450 poets,

collected some years after 759. Its compilation is

sometimes ascribed to Tachibana no Moroe, but

usually to Otomo* no Yakamochi, who certainly

played a large part in arranging the poems;
but the circumstances of the compilation are not

clear, and the order of the poems, although

partly systematical, shows signs of incomplete

editing. There are 262 choka, long poems, and
almost all the remainder are tanka, short poems of

only 31 syllables. Although the long poems appeal

more to Western readers, the tanka developed into

the standard Japanese verse form. Some of the

poems may date as far back as 400, but the

majority belong to the period 650 to 750. Of several

outstanding poets, those traditionally considered

the best are Kaldnomoto* no Hitomaro and

Yamabe*no Akahito; Otomo no Yakamochi was

also excellent. The poems are lively, frank, viva-

cious and spirited: their manner is direct and

simple, sometimes even naive, though their sim-

plicity often conceals ^eat artistry. They may be

considered as belonging to the golden age of

Japanese poetry, whereas the Kokinshu*, the next

anthology, and subsequent anthologies are its

silver age, in which technique superseded emotion

and elegance replaced plain beauty. The themes of

the poems are very varied; this also is in contrast

to later anthologies, in which tradition came to

impose a rigid limitation on what themes could be

used. The position of women in the Manyoshu is

prominent, both as poets and as characters in

poems. The Manyoshu is undoubtedly one of the

finest works in Japanese literature. Apart from its

literary value, it is a mine of information for

Japanese philology, history and mythology.

R. H. Brower and E, R. Miner, Japanese Court

Poetry (1961 ; outstanding crit. assessment, with tr.

and analyses of sel. poems); complete tr. J. L.

Pierson, The ManydsU, I-XX (1929-63; table of

contents, 1964); Nippon Gakujutsu ShinkSkai,

The M., One Thousand Poems (1940; repr, 1965);

sel. poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, Masterpieces of

Japanese Poetry (1936); G. Bownas and A.

Thwaite, Penguin Book of Japanese Verse (1964);

J. L. Pierson, Selection of Japanese Poems Taken

From the Manydsd (1966). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Manzini, Gianna (Pistoia 24 IH 1896), Italian

novelist and short-story writer. The pr^ominant

theme running through Gianna Manzim’s work is

the loneliness of woman. As a result of it her

characters take refuge in a world of dreams and
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memories which she describes in a prose that is

lyrical, imaginative, yet always controlled by her

strong critical sense. She has often been compared

with Virginia Woolfs, by whom she has been

greatly influenced.

Tempo innamorato (1928); Incontro col falco

(1929); Boscovivo (1932); Unfilo di brezza (1936);

Bive remote (1940); Forte come m leone (1947);

La sparviera (1956). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Manzoli, Pier Angelo de la Stellata, now
identified with Paungenio (*La Stellata, Ferrara

71500; t71543), Italian poet and philosopher,

member of the Ferrarese circle of Calvinist ten-

dency which gathered round Ren6e de France. His

Zodiacus vitae (1535-36) was condemned by the

Inquisition.

For the identification of M. with Pal.: G,

Bertoni in Giomale storico della lett. ital., C (1932).

—^F. Flamini, Spigolature d*erudizione e di critica

(1895); G. Toffanin, II Cinquecento (3rd ed. 1929);

B. Croce in La Critica, X)OC (1932); A. Meozzi in

La rinascita (for M.’s influence abroad; 1939).

B.R.

Manzoni, Alessandro (*Milan 7 V 1785; 00 I8O8

Henriette Blondel [tl833], ooTeresa Borri-

Stampa; ^ibid, 22 V 1873), Italian poet and
novelist. His mother, Giulia Beccaria (daughter of

the author of Dei delitti e delle pene\ separated

from her husband, Pietro Manzoni, and Hved in

Paris. In 1805 she was joined there by her son who
through his friendship with Claude Fauriel was
introduced to the new Romantic tendencies of

European literature. In 1810 his wife, the daughter
of a banker of Geneva, abjured the Calvinist

religion. Almost contemporaneously Manzoni
himself underwent a spiritual re-conversion to

Roman Catholicism, from which he had become
estranged. His philosophic conversion from sensist

doctrines to Rosminianism proceeded gradually

over a quarter of a century, and traces of the

development are to be seen in his works.

His historical novel, I Fromessi Sposi (1827), is

held by many to be the greatest Italian literary

work after the Divina Commedia, Similar in some
respects to Scott’s* novels, it is concerned with
deeper issues than is usual in historical romances.
Ostensibly a story of petty tyranny and victimiza-

tion, set in Spanish-dominated Lombardy of the

early 17th century, it involves its humble protago-

nists, Renzo and Lucia, in issues which far tran-

scend their particular vicissitudes; in war, famine,

tumults, plague, and in the profound enigmas of
the conffict between the will ofman and the will of
God, between human concepts of justice and
Providence. Linguistically the work is an important
landmark in the history of Italian prose. Eventu-
ally converted, after 1829, to the view that Floren-

tine should be recognized as the language of Italy,

Manzoni re-wrote his novel to conform with

Florentine usage. The corrected, definitive version

was published in 1840. In relation to Romanticism

the work stands alone. It founded no school and
its imitators overlooked its essential qualities.

Nevertheless Manzoni has been regarded as the

head of the Italian Romantic movement. He was in

reality a modern classicist who absorbed the new
Romantic trends but retained classic serenity,

harmony and control.

His minor works include two verse dramas, II

Conte di Carmagnola (1820) and Adelchi (1822),

the former important in relation to literary history

for its preface and for the violation of the dramatic

unities. Of his poems, the most famous is his ode

on the death of Napoleon, ‘II Cinque Maggio’

(1821). His Inni Sacri (1812-22) are the poetic

expression of his religious faith.

IFromessi Sposi (ed. L. Russo, with crit. comm.,
2nd ed. 1967; The Betrothed, tr. A. Colquhoun,

1951); Foesie (ed. E. Chiorboli, 1948; with intro,

and notes); Le Tragedie, GVInni Sacri, Le Odi (ed.

M. Scherillo, 1922); Liriche e tragedie (ed. M.
Apollonio, 1940); Osservazioni sitlla morale catto-

lica (ed. F. Crispolti, 1906; new crit. ed. M. Barbi

and F. Ghisalberti in Opere Varie, II, 1943,

also cont. the tragedies, the Inni Sacri and the

Odi); for M.’s writings on the Italian language: B.

Reynolds, The Linguistic Writings ofA, M. (1950;

with unpub. material).

—

Tutte le opere (ed. A.

Chiari and F. Ghisalberti, 1954 ff.); Opere (ed. L.

Caretti, 2nd ed. 1964).

L. Tonelli, M. (1928); A. Momigliano, A, M.
(1929); B. Croce, A. M. (1930); G. Vidari, M.
(1935); D. Budini, A, M. (1940); B. J. Wall, A. M,
(1954); A. Colquhoun, M. and His Times: A
Biography (1954).

For particular studs see C. Mazzoni, VOtto*
cento, II (3rd ed. 1934; biblio.); Annali manzoniani

(1939 ff.; Milan, Casa del Manzoni); F. Ghisal-

berti, Critica manzoniana di un decennio (1949).

B.R.

Mao Tun, pseud, of Sh£n Yen-ping (*T*ung-

hsiang, Cheldang 1896), Chinese novelist and short-

story writer. In 1920 Mao Tun with Chou* Tso-jen

and others founded the Literary Association and
became editor of its influential Short-Story

Monthly. After participating in the Northern

Expedition of 1926, he wrote, against the back-

ground of the events of that year, his trilogy Shih,

which established him as China’s leading novelist.

In 1930 he became a founder-member of the

League of Left-Wing Writers. Among his other

novels, Hung (1930) and Tzu-yeh (1933) stand out;

among his short-story volumes, Yeh cKiang-wei

(1929) and CKun ts^an (1933). His creative writing

ended in 1945. He was Minister of Culture in the

People’s Government (1949-64) and always promi-

nent in politico-literary circles.

novels: Huan-mieh (1927); Tung-yao (1928);

Chui-cKiu (1928); above three reissued as Shih
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(1930); San Jen hsing (1931); Lu (1932); Tzu-yeh

(1933; Midnight, tr. Hsu Meng-hsiung, Peking,

1957); Fu-shih (1941); Shuang-yeh hung ssu irh-

yueh hua (1943).—short stories: Mao Tun turn-

pHen hsiaO‘Shiio chi (coll.; 1934); F^ao-mo (1935);

Yen-yun chi (1937); WeUch^u (1945); sel. tr. in

Spring Silkworms and Other Stories (tr. S. Shapiro,

Peking, 1956); biblio. of others in C. T. Hsia, A
History of Modern Chinese Fiction 1917-1957,

(1961).

M. Galik, Mao Tun andModern Chinese Literary

Criticism (Wiesbaden, 1969). A.R.D.

Map, or Mapes, Walter (*c. 1140; fc. 1209),

English ecclesiastic; once credited with much
Arthurian material and many satirical poems, but

only the De nugis curialium, a miscellany of folk-

lore, history etc., is certainly his: it includes the

Epistola Valerii, a famous diatribe against marriage,

used by Chaucer* and others.

De nugis curialium (ed. M. R. James, 1914; tr.

F. Tupper and M. B. Ogle, 1924); Latin Poems
Commonly Attributed to W, M. (ed. T. Wright,

1841).

J. Hinton, ‘W. M.’s De nugis curialium: its plan

and composition’ in Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc.,

XXXli (1917). R.W.B. (Tor.)

Mapius Vegius: see Vegio, Maffeo.

Mapu, Abraham (*Slobodka-Kovna 6 II 1808;

tKonigsberg 9 X 1867), Hebrew novelist. At an

early age he acquired the name of an ‘Illuy’

(‘phenomenon’). Later he took up the study of the

practical cabbalah and learned Latin with the

help of a Roman Catholic priest, who also

encouragedhim to learn other European languages.

His first novel, Ahavat Zion (Vilna, 1853), was a
great literary event in Hebrew modem writing.

A romance of the time of Isaiah, it is influenced by
the French Romanticists. His second great novel

Ashmat Shomron (pub. 1865) had an even more
complex plot. Both these historical novels were
symbolic of the ideas of the Haskalah (‘enlighten-

ment ’) in that they call for the love of life and work
on the land, and were perhaps the first call for

Zionism in fiction. His third novel Ayit Zahvu^a

(1857), with contemporary characters, was of less

merit. He was the first to introduce the novel form
in the Hebrew language.

Ahavat Zion (Amnon, Prince and Peasant, tr. F.

Jaffe, 1887; In the Days of Isaiah, tr. Shapiro,

1902).—Sel. ed. in Hebrew (intro. Y. Fichmann,
1939).

R. Brainin, A, M. (Piotrkov, 1900); S. Sachs,

Le-Toledot M, (Warsaw, 1903); A. Kaplan, Chayei
M. (Vienna, 1887); David Patterson, A. M,
(London, 1964). S.A. (M.Ge.

; Y.F.)

Maragall, Joan (*1860; c3ol891 Clara Noble;

tl911), Catalan poet, without doubt the finest

MARAI

poet writing in Spain at the turn of the century.

Much influenced by the ideological movements of

his time and especially by Nietzsche* his themes

were nevertheless essentially the great Romantic

ones—nature, love, patriotism, religion—^treated in

a refreshingly direct fashion. He had a sensitive

appreciation of nature, though it was that of a city

dweller rather than of a countryman, and he

infused without sentimentality human values into

the mountains, sea and animals of the fields.

Similarly he wrote unaffectedly of love and of his

deep family affection. His love of nature gives rise

to meditation of a religious type, as in his famous

Cant espiritual, where he asks God to let this

world, unsurpassable in his eyes, be his heaven

after death.

Maragall also wrote on Catalan historical

themes. For example, in a series of poems on the

Comte Amau, a figure in Catalan legend akin to

the FLYING DUTCHMAN, he developed, influenced by

Goethe* and Novalis*, a profound view of life as

renunciation which replaced heroic self-assertion.

He conceived poetry as essentially a short

lyrical experience and in his aesthetic theories,

adumbrated in his Elogis, he anticipated ‘pure

poetry’ in his praise of spontaneous expression

Cla paraula viva’) of dance and of music. The
directness, sobriety and concentration of his own
verse is outstanding. He translated widely from

the classics and from the German poets.

For some 20 years Maragall wrote regularly for

the respected newspaper El diario de Barcelona.

His articles, written mostly in Spanish, are signifi-

cant in that they reflect the views of a humane and
enlightened bourgeois in a time of crisis.

Obres completes (25 vols, with intro., 1929-59);

Obres completes (2 vols, 1962).

A. Terry, La poesia de /. M. (1963) and ‘The

Cant espirituaV in Bull. Hispanic Stud., XXXVIII
(1961). G.W.R.

MULrai, SAndor (*Kassa 11 IV 1900), Hungarian
novelist, poet and playwright, A middle-class

background and a strong proclivity for French

literary culture combine to give Mdrai’s works an
elegant smoothness of style. His frequently-

recurring theme is the problem of his own middle

class in the 20th century. His memoir-type novels

represent this style at its best.

novels: a zendulSk (1930; Les revokes, tr. L.

Gara and M. Largeaud, 1931); Csutora (1932;

Achtung, bissiger Hand, n.d.); A feMkenyek (2

vols, 1937; Die Eifersfkhtigen, tr. A. Saternus,

Bern, 1947); Vendegjdtek Bolzandban (1940; Ein

Herr aus Venedig, tr. R. von Stipsicz-Garibaldi and
G. von Kommerstadt, 1943); Das Wunder des San
Gennaro (1957).

—

various: A szegenyek iskoldja

(1939); Napld [‘Diary’], 1943-44 (1945), 1945-57

(1958), 1958-67 (1968).

J. Rem6nyi, ‘S. M.’ in Books Abroad, XXIII
(1949). G.F.C.
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M^ais, EuGfeNE Nielen (*Pretoria 9 I 1871;

001894 Aletta Beyers ;
^ibid. 29 III 1936), Afrikaans

writer and lawyer. In his poetry his inner discord,

his sombre outlook and his broken health are

revealed. Both the emotional quality and the

formal beauty shown in his one volume of poetry

place it among the best yet written in Afrikaans.

He is an interesting story-teller and a fascinating

describer of animal life.

verse: Gedigte (1925); Versamelde Gedigte

(1933).

—

^prose: Natuurkundige en Wetenskaplike

Studies (1928); Die Siel van die Mier (1934; The
Soul of the White Ant, tr. W. de Kok, 1937, repr.

1971); Burgers van die Berge (1938 ; My Friends the

Baboons, tr. idem, 1939).

F. G. M. du Toit, E, N. M.: Sy Bydrae tot die

Afrikaanse Letterkunde (1940); H. van der Merwe
Scholtz, Sistematiese Verslag van Stilistiese

Analise—E, M.: Die Towenares (1950).

G.D. (N.D.C.)

Maran, ReniS (*Fort-de-France 5 XI 1887; tParis
8 V 1960), French novelist, a Negro bom in Mar-
tinique; his highly successful Batouala (1921 ; Eng.
tr. anon., 1922), the first genuine ‘Black novel’,

won the Prix Goncourt. In its preface, Maran for
the first time states the demands of negrttude,
hoping however only for the integration of the
Negro in French society. His other works on Africa
are those of a French patriot: Les pionniers de
Vempire (1943 ff.).

pjouma, chien de brousse (1927); Mbala
Veliphant (1944).—^L. Kesteloot, Anthologie nigro-
afiricaine (1967).

M. Cook, ‘R, M.’ in Fr. Rev., XVII (1944).

M.G.

Marandn, Gregorio (Madrid 1887; xDolores
Moya; ^ibid. 1960), Spanish writer. A practis-
ing doctor, Professor at Madrid University and
member of three Academies, He intervened in
politics, and published a considerable number of
books and essays on various subjects, besides
many articles. His correct, explanatory style is at its

best when treating literary or historical subjects in
an almost clinical manner: Enrique IV de Castilla
(1930), the controversial Don Juan (1940), Amiel
(1922), and his interesting studies of Olivares (193©
and Antonio Perez* (1947). His book on Feijoo* is

a first-rate study of that great essayist.

Obras completas (ed. A. Juderias, 4 vols, 1968-
).—Amor, conveniencia y eugenesia (1929);

Ensayo bioldgico sobre Enrique IV de Castilla y su
tiempo (1930); La evolucidn de la sexualidud y los
estados intersexuales (1930; The Evolution of Sex
and Intermediate Conditions, tr. W. B. Wells
London, 1931, New York, 1933); Raiz y decoro
de Espana (1933); Las ideas bioldgicas del Padre
Feijoo (1934); Tiempo vieJo y tiempo nuevo (1940):
Antonio Pirez (1947; tr. C. D. Ley, 1953); Ehgioy

nostalgia de Toledo (1951); El Greco y Toledo

(1957); Los tres Velez (1960).

F. J. Almodovar and E. Warleta, M. o una vida

fecunda (1952); L. Granjel, G. M, Su vida y su
obra (1960); P. Lain Entralgo, G. M. (1969).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Marbod of Rennes (“^Angers c. 1035; tll23),
French scholar and Latin poet. In 1069 he became
Chancellor and then head of the school at Angers,
and in 1096 Bishop of Rennes. He was a teacher*

interested especially in versification, as his De
ornamentis verborum, a school exercise-book,

shows. His Liber lapidum, on the virtues of precious
stones, is didactic in tone. He wrote poems on the
lives of saints, poetical epistles, epigrams as well as
hymns and other religious pieces in rhythm and
rhyme. Hildebert* styled him ‘the Orpheus of our
age’.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, CLXXI (1854);
Analecta hymnica medii aevi, L (1907); Liber
lapidum (tr. C. W. King in Antique Gems, 1860);
A. Wilmart, ‘Le florilege de Saint-Gatien’ in Rev!
Benedictine (1936); Liber decern capituloruin (ed.

W. Bulst, 1947).

L. Pannier, Les lapidaires francais du moyen age
(1882); P. Studer and J. Evans, Anglo-Norman
Lapidaries (Paris, 1924). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Marcabru (fl, c. 1130-48), Provencal troubadour
from Gascony, of humble birth, perhaps even a
foundling. During the period in which he went
from castle to castle with his teacher Cercamon,
he was known as Panperdut. He himself uses the
name Marcaru(n), son of Lady Bruna. His mor-
dant, satirically realistic sirventes earned him many
enemies, particularly in the courts of south-west
France and Spain. In the end he was killed by the
enraged lords of Guyenne. His 30 moral songs
(often wilfully obscure, but extraordinarily rich in
their imagery) advocate a love which combines
courtly restraint with authentically courtly stan-
dards ofbehaviour

; sensuality masquerading under
courtly forms he attacks (one cannot say that he
rejects it when crude and unadorned). These vers
^e highly original in form and diction. No less

individual are his romances. Crusader songs and a
well-known pastourelle. R.R.B.

Poisies computes (ed. J. M. L. Dejeanne, 1909).
H. Suchier, ‘Der Troubadour M.’ in Jahrb. fUr

romanische u. eng. Lit., XIV (1874); G. Bertoni,
Due note provenzali’ in Studi medievali, new ser..

Ill (1911); K. Vossler, ‘Der Troubadour M. und
die Anfange des gekunstelten Stils’ in Sitzungs-
berichte der bayerischen Akad. der Wissenschaften
(1913); K. Lewrent, ‘Beitrage zum Verstandnis der
Lieder M.s’ in Zeitsclirift fur romanische Philol.,
XXXyil (1913); A. Freinz, Der Troubadour M.
(1914); P. Boissonnade, ‘Les personnages et les

6y6nements de I’histoire d’AUemagne, de France et
d’Espagne dans i’oeuvre de M.’ in Romania,
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XLVIII (1922); C. Appel, ‘Zu M.’ in Zeitschrift

fur romanische PhiloL, XLIII (1923); H. Spanke,

‘M.-Studien’ in Abhandlungen der Gesellschaft

der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, 3rd ser. (1940);

G. Errante, M. e le fonti sacre deWantica lirica

(1948); A. Roncaglia, ‘Marcabruno: “Lo vers

comens quand vei del fau . . in Cultura neola-

tina, IX (1951); E. Kohler, ‘M.s “ L’autrier jost’

una sebissa” und das Problem der Pastourelle’ in

Romanistisches Jahrbuch, V (1952); D. W.
Robertson, ‘Five poems by M.’ in Stud, in PhiloL,

LI (1954); R. Lejeune, ‘Pour le commentaire du
troubadour M.’ in Annales du Midi, LXXVI
(1964); F. Pirot, ‘Ce n’6tait point le troubadour

M.% ibid., LXXVIII (1966); A. G. Hatcher, ‘M.s

“A la fontana del vergier”’ in Mod. Lang. Notes,

LXXIX (1964); ‘Bibliographie commentee du
troubadour M.’ in Le Moyen Age (1967); M.
Picarel, ‘Le ddbut printainier dans les chansons

des troubadours: M. et B. de Ventadorn’ in

Annales de I’lnst. d’etudes occitanes (1970).

R.R.B. (K.R.)

Marcad6, Eustache (*Paris 10 I 1440), French
dramatist. He was the author of the Mystire de la

Vengeance'*^ de Notre Seigneur, a sequel to the

Passion, and the probable author of a Mysore de

la Passion (the Arras^ Passion) which served as a
model to A. Greban*. Though not a great artist,

he was an original writer who gave to the Mystery

the form it was to keep during the 15th century and
in which the Passion is treated as the culminating

incident in the redemption of Man.

Le Mystdre de la Passion (ed. J. M. Richard,

1893).

A. Thomas, ‘Notice biographique sur E. M.’

in Romania, XXXV (1906); E. B. Ham, ‘The basic

manuscript of the M. Vengeance^ in Mod. Lang.

Rev., XXIX (1934); G. Frank, The Medieval

French Drama (1954). A.H.D.

Marcel, Gabriel (*Paris 7 XII 1889), French

philosopher and playwright. Since his conversion,

at 40, to Roman Catholicism, Marcel has become
one of the leading French exponents of Christian

EXiSTENTiAiJSM. He discovered the philosophical

possibilities of the drama through Ibsen* and

Curel*. He also admits the influence of Porto-

Riche* and Schnitzler*. His plays, though they

have reached a wider public through the populari-

zation ofexistentialism, often lack thehuman touch

and remain forcefully expressed intellectual

exercises.

philosophy: Journal metaphysique (1928; Eng.

tr. B. Wall, 1952); £tre et avoir (1935; Eng. tr. K.

Farrer, 1965); Du refits d Vinvocation (1942); Homo
viator (1944).-—plays: Le soleil invisible

Le cmr des autres (1920); Le monde casse (1923);

Vhomme de Dieu (1925); La chapelle ardente

(1925); Le chemin de crite (1936); Le dard (1937);

Le fanal (1938); Thidtre condque (1947); Rome

n'est plus dans Rome (1951).

—

A Man of God,

Ariadne, The FuneralPyre (tr. R. Heywood and M.
Gabain, 1952).

P. Foulqui6, Vexistentialisme (1947); G.

Pillement, Anthologie du thedtre frangais contem-

porain. III (1948); J. Chenu, Le thidtre de G. M.
et sa signification metaphysique (1948); K. T.

Gallagher, The Philosophy of G. M. (1962); J.

Parain-Vial, G. M. (1966); J. B. O’Malley, The

Fellowship ofBeing (1966); S. Keen, G. M. (1966).

T.W. (M.G.)

Marcelin, Frederic: see hattian literature.

Marcelin, Pierre: see Thoby-Marcelin, Phiuppe.

March, Ausias or Ausias (*Gandia, Valencia

71397; 00 1437 Isabel de Martorell, oojoana

Escoma; 'fibid. 3 III 1459), Catalan poet, a mem-
ber of a prosperous literary family. His life was

spent in the King’s service; he was the royal

falconer. His poems mainly concern his love for

various ladies referred to as ‘Plena de seny*,‘Llir

entre cards’ and ‘Mon darrer b6’. The satisfaction

of his lust brmgs him no comfort, for he yearns

also for a spiritual love of which his lovers are

incapable. His love is thus tortured and contra-

dictory. His appetites control his life, break down
his understanding, master his will and drive him to

despair; but he is proud of the intensity of his

passion. He analyses acutely his perpetual inde-

cision and die ease with which he deceives himself.

The tautness of his arguments and originality of

his images sometimes make him dMcult to follow.

He uses Provencal metres and his work derives

much from the trobar clus of Amaut* Daniel but

he brings to the troubadour tradition new concen-

tration and sustained argument which completely

revitalize the static convention of courtly love.

The influence of Dante* and Petrarch* is also

apparent.

Ausias March is perhaps the greatest poet in

Catalan. He had great influence in 16th-century

Spain: Gar(^aso* is indebted to him, and his works

were published in Valladolid (1555) as well as in

Valencia and Barcelona. He was put into Castilian

by Romani (1539) and Montemayor* (1560).

Obres (crit. ed. A. Pag^s, 2 vols, 1912-14);

Poesies (crit. ed. and stud. P. Bohigas, 5 vols,

1952-59).

A. Pag^s, A, M. et ses predicesseurs (1912) and

Commentaire despoesies d'A. M, (1925); J. Fuster,

‘El ben enamorat i el mal enamorat’ in Obres comr

pletes, II (1968). G.W.R.

Marchena Ruiz de Cueto, Josi (*Utrera 1768;

tMadrid 1821), Spanish poet. He took religious

Orders but, imbued with Encyclopaedist ideas,

abandoned his career. He took part in the French

Revolution, was persecuted by Robespierre, but

under Bonaparte became secretary to General
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Moreau and Murat’s prot6g6. He fled to France

with the defeated Napoleonic army but in 1820

returned to Spain, to die a poor and forgotten man.

He was such a good Latinist that his forged

'discovered fragment’ of the Satyricon was taken

for Petronius’* by all German scholars. He did

good translations of Moli^re* and Voltaire*. The
best of his visionary poems is the beautiful Oda a

Cristo crucificado, where the religious theme is

chiefly treated from a human point of view,

Marchena is a good poet, but the ideological and
political tendencies which appear in most of his

work handicap, and at times kill, the poet in him.

Obras (ed. M. Mendndez y Pelayo, with intro.,

2 vols, Seville, 1892-96).

E. Alarcos, 'El Abate M. en Salamanca’ in

Homenaje a M. Pidal, II (1925); R. S. Schevill.

‘El Abate M. and French thought of the 18th

century’ in Rev. Litt. Comparde, XVI (1936).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Marchetti, Giovanni (*Semgallia 26 VIII 1790;

tBologna 2 III 1852), Italian poet. His best-knovra

work is Una notte di Dante (1838), a poem in terza

lima, recounting a meeting between Dante* and
Castruccio Castracane, who converse on the

misfortunes of Italy and the hopes for her libera-

tion. He wrote also a commentary on Dante’s

Inferno and an interpretation of the allegorical

content.

Poesie nuovamente pubblicate di G. M, (ed. R.
Borgognoni, 1878).

L. Grilli, ‘Di G. M. e dell’opera sua* in Nuova
Antologia (1 Dec. 1925 ; with biog.). B.R.

Marchetti, Giuseppe (Gemona 1902; tUdine

1966)

, Friulian philologist and historian. A gifted

writer and profound scholar, his grammatical

work is of prime importance in establishing a
Friulian literary language.

Lineamenti di gramimtica firiulam (Udine, 1952,

1967)

; Risultive (anthology; ibid., 1955); La
scvltura lignea nel Friuli (Mflan, 1956); // Friuli—
uomini e tempi (Udine, 1959); Lis predicjs dal

muini ijbid., 1965, 1966, 1968); Letaris ai furlans

{ibid., 1966),

D. Virgili, ‘Scritti di G, M.’ in Sot la nape, IV
(1966); G. Nicoletti, ‘Commemorazione di G. M.’
in Atti dell’Accad. della Deputazione di Storia

Patria (Udine, 1966); Group ‘Risultive’, ‘G, M.’
in Quaderni di Cultura, IV.8 (1966-67); D.
Virgili, ‘La figura e I’opera di G. M.’ in Atti

dell’Accad. di Scienze, Lettere e Arti di Udine
(1969). L.C.

March!, Emilio de: see De March!, Emuio,

Marchionne di Cofpo di Stefano Buonaiuh
(Florence 1336; Vbid. TVm 1385), Itahan

chronicler; Florentine statesman and diplomat;

Prior (1379). He wrote (1378-85) a Cronaca
fiorentina, a robust chronicle of events from the

Creation until his own day. He retold the history of

Florence, following Villani* up to 1300; the more
valuable part of the work (used by Machiavelli*)

is that which deals with the revolution of the

Czb/wp/ and the turbulent period 1348 to 1385 when
Marchionne draws principally on his own exten-

sive experience of public affairs.

La Cronaca fiorentina (ed. N. Rodolico, 1903);

Cronisti del Trecento (ed. R. Palmarocchi, 1935).

F. Foffani, ‘La cronaca fiorentina di M. di

C. S.’ in Ricerche letterarie (1897); A. Panella, ‘Per

la biografia del cronista M.’ in Archivio storico

ital., LXXXVIII (1930). M.W.

Marcotte, Gilles (*Sherbrooke, Quebec 8 XII

1925), Canadian novelist and critic. He has worked
as literary critic for Montreal’s Le Devoir, tele-

vision producer, researcher for the National Film

Board, literary director of La Presse, and now
combines teaching French at i’Universite de

Montreal with writing and collaborating on
Radio-Canada literary programmes. His work is

noted for its intellectual acumen and perceptive-

ness.

Une litterature qui se fait (1962); Presence de la

critique (1966); Le temps des pontes (1970).

—

NOVELS : Lepoids de Dieu (1962 ;
The Burden of God,

tr. E. Abbott, 1964); Retour a Coolbrook (1965).

A. Th6rio, ‘Presence de la critique de G. M.’ in

Livres et Auteurs canadiens (1966). R.Su.

Marcus Aurelius: see Aurelius, Marcus.

Marcus Diaconus {fl. early 5th century), Greek
hagiographer. Native of Asia Minor, copyist by

profession, close friend and biographer of Por-

phyrins, Bishop of Gaza. This life is a priceless

circumstantial account of the work of the Church
in a pagan city, but has unfortunately been touched
up by a later hand.

H. Gr6goire and M, A. Kugener, Marc le

Diacre: Vie de Porphyre (1930; with Fr. tr.); G. F.

Hill, The Life of Porphyry of Gaza by Mark the

Deacon (1913); P. Peeters, ‘La vie georgienne de

S. Porphyre de Gaza’ in Analecta Bollandiana,

LDC (1941). R.B.

Maredbal, Leopoldo (*1900; tl970); Argentinian

poet and novelist. He was an Ultraist in the 1920s

when he published Dias coma fiechas (1925) and
Odaspara el hombre y la mujer (1929). His second

period began with Laberinto de amor (1935). He is,

however, best known for his novel Addn Buenos-

ayres (1948), in which the story of a man in Buenos
Aires becomes a spiritual search which has

analogies with the Dantean quest. He has since

published many other collections of poetry includ-

ing Heptamerdn (1966) and a novel following the
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pattern of Socratic dialogue, Elbanquete de Severo

Arcangelo (1965). J.R

Marenco, Carlo (*Cassolonoro di Lomellina 1800;

tSavona 1846), Italian tragedian. Medieval Italian

history, especially of the time of Dante*, formed
the subject of many of his dramas, of which the

best known is Pia de* Tolomei (1837). Other

successful plays were Buondelmonte e gli Amidei

(1827), Corso Donati (1830), Ezzelino III (1832)

and Arndldo da Brescia^ whichpreceded Niccolini’s*
drama of the same name.

Tragedie (4 vols, 1837-44),

A. Ponte, Arnaldo da Brescia nelle due tragedie

di G. B, Niccolini e C, M, (1880); E. Orlandi, 11

teatro di C. M, (1900). B.R.

Marenco, Leopoldo (*Ceva 8 XI 1831; fMilan
30 IV 1899), Italian dramatist, son of Carlo
Marenco. His tragedies, excessively sentimental

even by 19th-century Italian standards, were, like

his father’s, based on stories from medieval history

or legend. Of his comedies, II falconiere di Pietra

Ardena (1870) is best known.

C. Levi, 11 Teatro (1919); C. Pellizzi, Le Letters

del nostro secolo (1929). B.R.

Margival, Nicole de (j(7. 1300), French poet,

precursor of Machaut*. His principal work, Le Bit

de la Panthers, is a narrative poem written in the

allegorical and didactic style of the Roman* de la

Rose. It includes examples of the short lyric forms
(ballade, rondeau, virelay etc.).

Le Dit de la Panthire d^Amors (ed. H. Todd,
1883).

E. Hoepffner, ‘Les poesies lyriques de N. de M.*
in Romania, XLVI (1920). A,H.D.

Marguerite d’AngoulSme or de Navarre (also de
Valois), Duchess of Alencon (Angoul6me 11 IV
1492; 00 1509 Charles, Duke of Alen(;on, ool527

Henri d’Albret, King of Navarre; tOdos, nr
Tarbes 21 XII 1549), French writer and patron-

ess of letters. She was the affectionate sister of

Francois I, had strong Reformist leanings and
protected writers and scholars with Protestant

tendencies, as Calvin*, Marot* B. des* P6riers.

Her Heptamdron^ planned in imitation of the

Decameron and unfinished, contains 72 short

stories ostensibly told on seven days by an aristo-

cratic group isolated by floods in an abbey in the

Pyrenees, Many were anecdotes of contemporary
life, interspersed with sentimental and moral dis-

cussions. Her poetry is personal, obscure, some-
times allegorical, often mystic and strongly

imbued with Platonism.

verse: Le Miroir de Vdme pdcheresse (1531; A
Godly Meditation of the Soul, tr. Elizabeth of
England, 1548, repub. 1897); Les Marguerites de la

Marguerite des princesses (1547); Les poesies de
M. de Navarre (ed. F. Frank, 4 vols, 1880); Les
dernidres poesies de M. de Navarre (ed. A. Lefranc,

1895); Poesies inedites (ed. P. Jourda in Rev. du
16e sidcle, 1926-30).—plays: La Nativite (ed. P.

Jourda, 1939); Thedtreprofane {ed.. V. L. Saulnier,

1946).

—

^stories: UHeptameron (1558-59; ed. M.
Francois, 1943; ed. Y. Le Hir, 1967; tr. A.
Machen, 1886; tr. J. S. Chartres, 1894); CEuvres

choisies (2 vols. New York, 1968).

P. Jourda, M. d*A. (1930) and Une princesse de

la Renaissance, M. d*A. (1932); E. V. Telle, M. d*A.

et la Querelle des Femmes (1937); L. Febvre,

Autour de V "Heptameron* (1944). G.B.

Margueritte Brothers: Paul (*Lagh’ouat, Algeria

1 II 1860; tHossegor 30 XII 1918) and Victor

(Blida 1 XII 1866; fMonestier 23 III 1942),

French novelists. They were the sons of a general

who was killed in 1870. Both went into the regular

army, which Paul left in 1881, Victor in 1896. Paul

began independently as a Naturalistic writer, but

from 1896 to 1908 wrote solely in collaboration

with his brother. Their joint output includes a

group of novels on the events in 1870-71 {Une

epoque, 4 vols, 1898-1904), a volume in support of

the feminist movement {Femmes nouvelles, 1899)

and children’s stories {Poum, 1897). After Paul’s

death, Victor wrote two books which provoked

outcries of moral indignation

—

Les coupables

(1922) and La gargonne (1925).

Paul : Jours d*ipreuve (1889) ; Laforce des choses
(1890); Ma grande (1892); La tourmente (1893).

—

Victor: Appelaux consciences (1925).

—

^together:

Les deux vies (1902); Histoire de la guerre de 1870

(1903); Zette (chilien’s book; 1903) Le prisme

(1905).

S. Barreaux, P. et V. M. (1909).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Mariana, Juan de (Talavera de la Reina 71535;

tToledo 1624), Spanish historian and learned

writer. He was the illegitimate son of a cleric. He
entered the Jesuit Order in 1554, was priested in

1561, taught in Rome, Loreto, Sicily and Paris and
lived in Toledo from 1574. He examined and
finally approved Montano’s polyglot Bible. His

Latin treatise on kingship (1599) contained views

on tyrannicide which alarmed European opinion

after the assassination of Henry IV. The Latin

Tractatus VII (1609) contains an attack on the

popular theatre and a work on money which

caused his imprisonment. His masterpiece, a

history of Spain in 30 books, was published in

Latin 1592-1605; his own Spanish translation of

it in 1601. He based his narrative on earlier

chronicles, making some attempt to deny fabulous

elements in them but not investigating special

points. Its chief merit is its magnificent prose,

description, speeches and moral reflections. It

closes with Ferdinand and Isabella.
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LATIN works: Historiae de rebus Hispaniae

(1592-1605); De rege et regis institutione (1599);

Libri de regimine societatis (1635).

—

Scholia in

Vetus et Novum Testamentum (1620).

—

Historia

general de Espana (3 vols, 1780-1804; 9 vols,

Valencia, 1783-96; 20 vols, 1817-22; History of

Spain, tr. Capt. J. Stevens, 1699).—Biblioteca de

Aut.Esp.. XXX, XXXI.
G. Cirot, M. historien (1905); M. Ballesteros

Gaibrois, El P, J. de M. La vida de un sabio (1944).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Marichalar, Antonio, Marques de Montera,

(Logrono 1893), Spanish man of letters. Formed
in the school of Ortega* y Gasset, he has written

good essays on several contemporary figures in

English, French and American literature. He is a

specialist on 16th-century history and autobio-

graphy. His most famous work is an excellent

biography of the Duque de Osuna.

Riesgo y ventura del duque de Osuna (1930; The

Perils and Fortunes ofthe Duke of Osuna, tr. H. de

Onis, Philadelphia, 1932) ;Mentira desnuda (essays

;

1933); El cortesano (1942); Tres figuras del XVI
(1945); Las cadenas del duque de Alba (1947); Un
poeta navarro del XVII (1947); Julian Romero
(1952). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Marie de France, French poet, possibly Mary,
Abbess of Shaftesbury (from 1181 or before to

1216), the natural daughter of Geoffrey IV of

Anjou (tll51). The language of the works suggests

insular or western French origin. Her importance

rests mainly on her Lais (before 1189), short

narrative poems based on folk-lore themes and
contaii^ a strong love interest, often of a pathetic

or tragic kind. Marie herself alleges that some of

her themes had already been treated in ‘Breton

lays’. Foulet and others regard the allusions to the

Bretons as mere artifice and the Celtic connections

as unimportant. For the Middle Ages, however, a
‘Breton lay’ means a short narrative poem akin to

Marie’s Lais in subject, treatment and setting.

Chaucer’s* Frankleyn^s Tale is a fine example.

Lais (eds: K. Wamke, 3rd ed. 1925; A. Ewert,

1944; mod. Fr. adapt. P. Tuffrau, 1925; cont. 12

poems of undoubted authenticity and Guingamor,
which may quite possibly be M.’s); Fables (later

than the Lais; ed. K. Wamke, 1898; sel. ed A.
Ewert and R. C. Johnston, 1944); Espurgatoire

Saint Patrice (after 1189; ed. K. Wamke, 1938).

identification: C. J. Fox in Eng. Efist. Rev.,

XXV (1910; Abbess of Shaftesbury); E. Winkler,

Franzdsische Dichter des Mittelalters, U: M» de F,

(1918; Duchess of Champagne); E. Levi, ‘Studi

sulle opera di Maria di Francia* in Archivum
Romanicum, V (1921; Abbess of Reading); U. T.

Holmes in Stud, in Philol., XXIX (1932; daughter
of Waleran de Meulan).—J, B6dier, ‘Les lais de
M. de F.’ in Rev. des deux mondes (1891); L.
Foulet, ‘M. de F. et les lais bretons’ in 2;eitschrift

fiir romanische Philol., XXIX (1905) ; E. Hoepffner,

Les Lais de M. de F, (1935). F.W.

Marienklage (‘Plaint of the Virgin’), a Middle

High and Low German Miracle play preserved in

three versions. The High German Wolfenbiittel

and Trier MSS, closely related to each other, are

far eclipsed by the one named after the Holstein

monastery of Bordesholm. The Low German
Bordesholm Marienklage is not only the most
substantial version, preserving the lyrical character

of its sources and concentrating on the Holy
Virgin, but is also outstanding for its musical score.

The MS adds interesting details about the staging

and performance.

Sundenfall und [Wolfenbutteler] M. (ed. O.

Schonemann, 1855); G. Kiihl, ‘Die Bordesholmer

M.’ in Niederdt. Jahrb., XXIV (1899). G.C.

Mariken van Nieumeghen, Dutch Miracle play in

which the scenes are linked together by prose texts

that can easily be left out in a performance; trans-

mitted as a chapbook; originated c. 1500. The
heroine is a girl who lives with the Devil for seven

years and is then converted by witnessing a
pageant. When the Devil tries to destroy her she is

miraculously saved by the Virgin. The unknown
author was probably a rhetorician from Antwerp
(and not Anna Bijns* as Van Mierlo* tried to

demonstrate). The play has strong roots in its own
time, the end of the Middle Ages, but also points

to the Renaissance by the concrete and even

realistic action and by the direct and delicate way
of exploring the psychology of the personages.

The play was—perhaps by way ofa complete prose

version—translated into English by Jan van
Doesborch* (Antwerp, 1518 or 1519).

Eds:W.H.Beuken (1931); C. Kruyskamp (1966);

facs. of the ed. of Willem Vorsterman [Antwerp,

1518-19 or 1514-15] (ed. A. L. Verhofstede et aL,

2nd ed., Antwerp, 1951).—^4 Marvelous History of
Mary of Nimmegen (tr. H. M. Ayres with intro.

A. J. Bamouw, The Hague, 1924); facs. ed. H. M.
Ayres and A. J. Barnouw (1932).

Complete biblio. W. van Eeghem in Versl. en

Med. Vlaamse Acad. (1942); L. Roose in Jaarboek

De Fonteine (1950; against attrib. to Anna
Bijns by Van Mierlo); G. W. Wolthuis, Duivels-

kunsten en Sprookjesgestalten (1952); P. Brachin

in fitudes Germaniques, XVII (1962); W. A. F.

Janssen, ‘Studies over M. van N.’ in Leuvense

Bfidragen, LVI (1967).—A. J. Bamouw in Ger-

manic Rev., VI (1931; on the Eng. chapbook).

A.V.E.

Marinetti, Ftopo Tommaso (*Alexandria 22 XH
1876; tBellagio 2 XU 1944), Italian novelist, poet

and playwright. Famous as the founder of

FUTURISM and then as an exponent of ‘Fascist

culture’, Marinetti was more of a literary propa-

gandist than a creative artist. His works have little
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intrinsic merit—but Futurism, by its hostility to

traditional forms and styles and its insistence on
modernity and experimentation, helped to clear

awaymuch rhetoric and restrictive conventionality.

novels: Mafarka ilfuturista (1910); Otto mime
in una bomba (1919).

—

averse: La conquite des

etoiles (Paris, 1902); Destruction {ibid.^ 1904); La
ville chamelle {ibid,, 1908); Canto eroi e macchine

della guerra Mussoliniana (1942).

—

^essays: with

others, Manifesti del futurismo (4 vols, 1919);

Guerra sola igiene delmondo (1 915).—plays : Le roi

Bombance (Paris, 1905); Tambiiro difuoco (1932);

Teatro (3 vols, 1960).

W. Vaccari, Vita e tumulti di F, T, M. (1959);

E. Falqui, Bibliografia e iconografia del futurismo

(1959). B.M.

Marinkovic, Ranko (*Vis 22 II 1913), Croatian

prose writer and critic. After University in Zagreb,

Marinkovic began publishing in Zagreb in 1931 in

the journal Mladost. For long connected with the

Croatian National Theatre, he now lectures in

Dramatic Art at the Academy of Drama. His best

writing centres round the Dalmatian coast and
islands which he knows well and he has an excep-

tional talent for satirical, often ‘black’ humour.
His favourite characters are insignificant people of

traditional background faced with immensely

incongruous situations, but his novel Kiklop (1965)

also treats the theme of the individual caught in

the monstrous toils of a large city and its closed

society, and struggling against the de-humanizing

processes of modern civilization. Marinkovic’s

style of writing is complex, a kind of modern
baroque combining reality and fantasy, author’s

interpolations on the characters and the develop-

ment of the story, dramatic dialogue and tragi-

comic anti-climax, but he finds difliculty in main-

taining sufficient continuity for a full-length novel

and his short stories are his best work.

STORIES : Froze (1948) ; Ni braca, nirodjaci(1949)

;

Oko boSje (1949); Pod balkonima (1953); Ruke
(1953, 1955, 1962, 1964, 1965); Poniienje Sokrata

(1959); Karneval (1964). B.J.

Marino (also Marini), Giovan Battista (*Naples

18 X 1569; Wd, 25 HI 1625), Italian poet. From
1599 Marino was employed in Rome by ecclesi-

astical dignitaries; from 1608 to 1615 he was in

Turin; a quarrel with Gaspare Murtola, the poet,

fought by means of sonnets, pistol shots and
invectives, led to his imprisonment. He then sought

the protection of Maria de’ Medici and Louis

XIII (1615-23). He completed his main work, the

mythological poem Adone, in Paris, and returned

to Italy in 1623, rich and famous.

Adone (20 cantos; 45,000 lines) tells of the love

of Venus and Adonis; the thin plot, interwoven

with numberless digressions, is studded with echoes

from infinite sources, ancient and modem, and
treated with supreme technical skill; the lavish use

of metaphors, hyperboles and verbal virtuosity is a

prominent feature of this poem as well as of his

lyrical poetry. Marino was and is regarded as the

most representative Italian writer of his age and

the poets who followed in his wake came to be

described as ‘Marinisti’. (See baroque.)

VAdone (Paris, 1623; best ed. G. Balsamo-

CriveUi, 1922; sel. tr. G. H. M. Priest, 1967); Le

Rime {1602); La Lira (2 vols, 1608-14); Epitalami

(Paris, 1616); La Murtoleide (Francofort [Italy],

1619); La Sampogna (Paris, 1620); La Galeria

(1620; ed. G. Battelli, 1926); Egloghe Boscherecce

(1620); La Strage degli Innocenti (1632; ed. G.

Pozzi, 1960; The Slaughter of the Innocents by

Herod, tr. R. T., 1675); Epistolario (1628; ed. M.
Guglielminetti, 1966).

—

Poesie varie (ed. B.

Croce, 1913); Opere scelte (ed. G. Getto, 1949);

M, e i Marinisti (ed. G. G. Ferrero, 1954); Opere

(sel. ed. A. Asor-Rosa, 1967).

G. F. Damiani, Sopra la poesia del Cavalier M,
(1899); A. Borzelli, 11 Cavalier G. B, M. (rev. ed.

1927)

; C. Calcaterra, II Parnaso in rivolta (1940);

F. J. Warnke, ‘M. and the English Metaphysicals*

in Stud, in the Renaissance, H (1955); J. V.

Mirollo, The Poet of the Marvelous, G. B. M,
(1963); M. Guglielminetti, Tecnica e invenzione

nelV opera di G. B, M, (1964); E. Taddeo, ‘Genesi,

cronologia e metrica degl’idilli della “Sampogna” *

in Studi Secenteschi, IV (1964); R. Simon, ‘Notes

sur quelques lectures de G. B. M.’, ibid., V (1965);

G. Cerboni Baiardi, ‘Storia e struttura della prima

lirica mariniana’, ibid., VI (1966); W. T. Elwert,

La poesia lirica italiana del Seicento (1967); C.

Colombo, Cultura e tradizione nelV *Adone" di

G. B. M. (1967); S. Warman, ‘The subject-matter

and treatment of M.’s images ’ in Studi Secenteschi,

X (1970). U.L.

Maritain, Jacques (Paris 18 XI 1882; ool904

Raissa Oumansoff), French philosophical writer.

Maritain was bom of Protestant parents, and

became a Roman Catholic in 1906, under the

influence of Bloy*. In a philosophical war against

Bergson* and the scientists, he championed ortho-

dox Thomism, but renewed his interpretation of St

Thomas* in the light of modern thought. His

aesthetic theory owes something to both Valery*

and Cocteau*. Politically he has moved from the

Action Fran^aise to democracy. From 1945 to

1948 he was French ambassador to the Holy See.

La philosophie bergsonienne (1914); JElements de

philosophie (2 vols, 1920-23; An Introduction to

Philosophy, tr. E. I. Watkin, 1930); Art et Scholas-

tique (1920); Trois riformateurs (1925; Eng. tr.

1928)

;
Primautidu spiritual (1927; The Things That

Are Not CcesaPs, tr. J. F. Scanlan, 1930); De la

philosophie chretienne (1933); Science et sagesse

(1935); Frontiires de la poisie (1935); Hummisme
integral (1936; True Hummism, tr. M. R. Adam-
son, 1938); Christianisme et democratie (New
York, 1943; Eng. tr. D. C. Anson, 1945); Principes
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(Tune politique humaniste (New York, 1944); Pour

la justice (1945); Les grandes amities (1947);

Vintuition criatrice dans Part et dans la poesie

(1966).

Raissa Maritain, Lesgrandes amities (New York,

1941); C. A. Focher, The Philosophy of /. M.
(1953); H. Bars, M. en notre temps (1959); M. F.

Daly, Natural Showledge of God in the Philosophy

ofL M. (1966). M.G.; J.P.R.

Marivaux, Pierre Carlet de Chamblain de

(Paris 4 II 1688; Qol717ColombeBallogne; ^bid,

12 II 1763), French playwright and novelist. Hewas
the son of a successful banker and his earliest writ-

ings are little more than the hobby of a young man
of independent means. The turning-point came

with the loss of his fortune in the Law bankruptcy

in 1722 when he was obliged to earn his living. He
turned out a large number of successful comedies

which are still performed, and two impressive but

unfinished novels. He was elected to the French

Academy in 1743. His dramatic work is a reaction

against the ‘reason’ of the 17th-century dramatists

and he explores with remarkable insight the

neglected bypaths of sensibility. Each ofhis plays is

a drama of discovery, a stripping away of the sub-

terfuges and conventions which are collectively

described as amour-propre until the real person is

revealed in spite of himself. The final ^scovery

comes as a sudden illumination as when the heroine

of his finest comedy, Le Jeu deVamour et du hasard,

exclaims: ‘Ah! je vois clair dans mon caur*. The
emotional problems are only solved by the ‘ruses’,

‘stratagems’, ‘inconstancies’, ‘false confidences’,

‘games* and ‘chances’ which give the plays their

titles. In his novels. La Vie de Marianne (1731-41)

and Le Paysan parvenu (1735-36), he gives a racy

picture of French life which though more percep-

tive have certain afiSnities with the contemporary

picaresque novel in England.

plays: Armibal (1720); La Surprise de Vamour
(1722); La Double inconstance (1723); Le Prince

travesti (1724); La Fausse suivante, Le Denouement
imprevu (1724); Ulk des esclaves, UHeritier de

village (1725); La Seconde surprise de Vamour
(1727); Le Jeu de Vamour et du hasard (1730); Le
Triomphe de Vamour (1732); Les Serments Mis-
crets, U6cole des mires (1732); UHeureux strata-

gime (1733) ; LaMeprise (1734) ; LaMere confidente

(1735); Le Legs (1736); Les Fausse confidences

(1737); La Joie imprivue (1738); Les Sincires,

VSpreuve (1739).—various: Le Spectateur fran-

gais (1722r-23); Le Cabinet du phihsophe (1734).

—

Thedtre complet, Romans (ed. M. Arland, 2 vols,

1949).

G. Larroumet, M,, sa vie et ses osuvres (1882);

G. Deschamps, M. (1897); R. K. Jamieson, M,,
A Study in Sensibility (1941); C. Roy, Lire M.
(1947); M. Arland, M, (1950); P. Gazagne, Af.

par iui-mime (1954); F, Deloffre, M. et le marivau-
dage (1955); M. J. Duny, i propos de M, (1960);

J. B. Ratermanis, ttiide sur le comique dans le

thedtre de M. (1961); E. J. H. Greene, M. (1965),

M.T.

Markandaya, Kamala, pseud, of Mrs Kamala
PuRNiYA Taylor (*1924), Indian novelist. Of the

family of Purniya, who was chief minister to the

Prince of Mysore in Tippu Sultan’s time, she is

married to an Englishman and lives in England.

She was educated in Madras and worked on news-

papers. Starting with journalistic facility and
feminine preciosity, she has through the years

become a competent fiction writer: her recent

novels show a conscious attempt to seek deep

levels of response.

Nectar in a Sieve (1954); Some Inner Fury

(1956); A Silence of Desire (1960); Possession

(1963); A Handful ofRice (1966). C.D.N.

Mark (Eugenicus), Bishop of Ephesus (fl, first half

of 15th century), Byzantine theologian. He opposed
the union of the Greek and Latin Churches
negotiated in the Council of Ferrara-Florence.

Some of his work remains unedited.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca^ CLX-CLXI (1866;

with Lat. tr.).—J. Gill, Personalities of the Council

ofFlorence and Other Essays (1964).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Markham, Gervase or Jervis (*?Cottam 71568;

QLondon 3 II 1637), English poet, dramatist,

translator and writer on agricultural topics.

Markham began his career as a soldier, but later

became a prolific writer. He is best known for his

writings on the management of animals, particu-

larly horses.

verse: The most Honourable Tragedy of Sir

Richard Grinvile, Knight (1595 ;ed, E. Arber, 1871).

—OTHER works: A discourse of Horsemanshippe

(1593) ; Cavelarice^ or the English Horseman (1607);

A Way to get Wealth (1631-38); The Faithful

Farrier (1635). J.B.B.

Markish, Peretz (Polonoya 1895 ; tl2 VIII 1952),

Yiddish poet, playwright and novelist. He pub-

lished his first poems in 1917. In 1921 he left the

Soviet Union, and travelled widely, but returned in

1926 to become the centre of controversy because

the individualistic tone of some of his writings was

interpreted as ‘nationalistic’. Nevertheless, his

critics finally recognized him as a foremost post-

revolutionary Soviet Yiddish writer; he was

awarded the Order of Lenin (1939). His prolific

output during the Second World War culminated

in his long poem, Milkhome (2 vols, Moscow,
1948; New York, 1956). During the ‘liquidation’

of all Yiddish cultural institutions, Markish was

arrested (1949) and subsequently executed. Since

his ‘rehabilitation’ some of his earlier works and

his long novel. In Trot fun doires^ have been

re-issued.
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verse: Stam (1920); Fust un pass (1920); Volhin

(1921); Inmitn veg (1922); Di kupe (1922); Far^

klepte Tsiferbleter (1926); Nit gedayget (1931 ; 2nd

ed. 1939); Vokhn-teg (1931); Lieder (1933).—

PROSE : Dor ain Dor ois (1929) ; Ains oifaims (1934)

;

Oifgang oifn Dniepr (1937); Trot fun Doires

(1965).— (coll, plays; 1933), J.S.

Markov, Evgeny L’vovich (*Kiirsk province

1835; tVoronezh 1903), Russian author and

champion of the squire’s ‘rural’ mission against

the baleful influence of the town. His two novels,

Barchuki (1875) and Chernozemnye polya (1878),

show an aggressive class-consciousness. He also

wrote travel sketches about Crimea, Caucasus,

Palestine etc.

V. Litvinov, Biografiya Markova (1904). J.L,

Marko Vovchok: see Vovchok, Marko.

Mark Twain, pseud, of Samuel Langhorne
Clemens (*Florida, Mo. 30 XI 1835; ool870

Olivia Langdon; tRedding, Conn. 21 IV 1910),

American writer of novels, travel sketches and
stories. The adventures of his boyhood in Hanni-

bal, Missouri, on the banks of the Mississippi,

provided the background for his greatest works.

He left school at an early age, became a printer’s

apprentice, a Mississippi steamboat pilot, and later

a frontierjournalist. His humorous sketches gained

him recognition; popularity was assured with The

Innocents Abroad his digressive ‘debunking’

account of a tour to the Mediterranean and Holy
Land. Certain critics claim that his marriage into

puritan, conservative surroundings frustrated his

native genius, while others hold that his writing

develops naturally from the early frontier humour
to the later bitter satire. He attacked the social evils

of Tudor England in The Prince and The Pauper

(1 882) and satirized feudal tyranny in A Connecticut

Yankee in King Arthur's Court (1889). His most
significant works

—

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer

(1876), Life on the Mississippi (1883), The Adven-

tures ofHuckleberry Finn (1885)—relate picaresque

events in an exuberant native idiom, establishinjg

what has come to be called the ‘vernacular tradi-

tion’ in American writing. Sudden bankruptcy

drove him to make a world lecture tour, and with

the loss of his wife and two daughters, his writings

show a deterministic outlook and deep pessimism.

The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras

County and Other Sketches (1867); M. T's

{Burlesque) Autobiography (1871); Roughing It

(1872); The GildedAge (1873 ; with C. D. Warner);

M. T's Sketches: New and Old (1875); A Tramp
Abroad (1880); The American Claimant (1892);

Merry Tales (1892); Tom Sawyer Abroad (1894);

The Tragedy ofPudd'nhead Wilson (1894); Personal

Recollections of Joan of Arc (1896); Following the

Equator (1897); The Man That Corrupted Hadley-^

burg (1900); Christian Science (1907); Is Shake-

speare Dead? (1909); The Mysterious Stranger

(1916); What Is Man? and Other Essays (1917).

—

The Writing of M. T, (ed. A. B. Paine, 37 vols,

1922-25); M. T-Howells Letters: The Correspon-

dence of S, L. C. and William D. Howells, 1869-

1910 (ed. H. N. Smith and W. M. Gibson, 2 vols,

1960); The M. T Papers (1967- ).

A. B. Paine, M. T., A Biography (3 vols, 1912);

B. De Voto, M, T's America (1932) and M. T, at

Work (1942); V. W. Brooks, The Ordeal ofM. T
(1920); W. Blair, M. J. and Huck Firm (1960);

H. N. Smith, M. T.; The Development ofa Writer

(1962); J. M. Cox, M, T: The Fate of Humor
(1966); J. Kaplan. Mr Clemens and Af. T. (1966).

H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Mariinsky, Alexander: see Bestuzhev-Marlinsky,

Alexander Alexandrovich.

Marlitt, Eugenie, pseud, of Eugenie John
(Amstadt 5 XII 1825; '\ibid, 22 VI 1887), German
popular novelist, a singer till deafness cut short her

career. Her skilfully contrived best-sellers, pub-

lished in the Gartenlaube, greatly increased its

circulation and were enjoyed chiefly by women.

Goldelse (1867; Eng. tr. A. L. Wister, 1868);

Das Geheimnis der alten Mamsell (2 vols, 1868;

Eng. tr. idem, 1868); Die Reichsgrqfin Gisela (2

vols, 1870; Eng. tr. idem, 1879); Die zweite Frau

(2 vols, 1874; Eng. tr. idem, 1874).

—

Gesammelte

Romane und Novellen (10 vols, 1888-90).

J. Prolss, Zur Geschichte der Gartenlaiibe (1903).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Marlowe, Christopher (Canterbury II 1564;

tDeptford 30 V 1593), En^ish poet and dramatist,

who went from King’s School, Canterbury, with a

Matthew Parker scholarship to Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge (B.A., 1584; M.A., 1587). In

the years between the two degrees Marlowe was
apparently abroad in government service, as the

Privy Council intervened with the University

defending his absence. From 1586 he lived in

London, writing verse and plays and mixing with

men of letters as one of the ‘University Wits’.

There is evidence to explain his reputation among
contemporaries for atheism; at the time of his

death a warrant had been issued for his arrest.

Nevertheless, the exact circumstances of his life at

the time of the tavern brawl in which he was killed

by Ingram Frizer are elusive, and he may have had
no more than strong anti-Christian and anti-

clerical views. Marlowe’s familiarity with Kyd*,
Heniot, Royden and the circle round Sir Walter

Raleigh* has been interpreted by some as evidence

of the existence of an atheistic ‘school of night’

which has not won general credence. His dramatic

work has overshadowed his genius as a lyrist and
narrative poet. In the lyrics, Marlowe has the

Elizabethan command of rhythms and metre,

while his Hero and Leander (1598) does not sacri-

fice structure and exposition to the demands of
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imagery and skilled figurative pattemings. The

versatility which he shows in his dramatic blank

verse has been for long obscured by ignorance of

Elizabethan methods of recitation on and off the

stage. But it is now becoming clear that as a

dramatist he succeeds in virtue of the flexibility of

his verse, the coherence of his expression, especi-

ally in imagery which communicates a sustained

conception of character and theme.

B.L.J. (r.P.M.)

Tamburlaine the Great (2 pts, 1590; ed. U. M.
Ellis-Fermor, 1930); Edward II (1594; ed. H. B.

Charlton and R. D. Waller, 1933, rev. F. N. Lees,

1955); Dido Queen of Carthage (1594) and TVie

Massacre at Paris (1600; both ed. H. J. Oliver,

1968); Dr Faustus (1604, 1616; ed. J. D. Jump,

1962); The Jew ofMalta (1633; ed. H. S. Bennett,

miy—The Plays of C, M. (ed. R. Gill, 1971).—

The Poems (ed. M. MacLure, 1968),

S. A. Tannenbaum, A Concise Biblio. (1937);

R. C. Johnson, C. M, 1946-1965 (Elizabethan

Biblio. Supps, VI; 1967).—J. L. Hotson, The
Death of C. M, (1925); U. M. EUis-Fermor,

C. M. (1927); F. S. Boas, C. M. (1940); P. H.
Kocher, C. M. (1946); F. P. Wilson, Af. and the

Early Shakespeare (1953); H. Levin, The Over-

reacher (1954); D. Cole, Suffering and Evil in the

Plays of C. M. (1962); E. Waith, The Herculean

Hero (1962); J. B. Steane, Af., A Critical Study

(1964); Twentieth Century Views on M, (ed. C,

Leech, 1964). T.P.M.

Mumion, Shakerley (7Aynho, Northants 1603;

tLondon 1639), English poet and dramatist,

educated at Thame and at Wadham College,

Oxford (1618-25). One of the ‘sons of Ben’
(Jonson*), Marmion served in the Low Countries,

was involved in a stabbing affray, and just before
his death joined Suckling’s* cavalry troop. His
allegory Cupid and Psyche in heroic verse runs on
expansively in a negligent but for the most part
inoffensive manner.

Cupid and Psyche (1637; ed. G. Saintsbury in

Minor Poets of the Caroline Period, 11, 1906; ed.

A. J. Nearing, 1944); The Dramatic Works of
S, Af. (ed. J. Maidment and W. H. Logan, 1875).

A, Hoffman, Das Psyche-MUrchen des Apuleius
in der englischen Literature (1908); G. E. Bentley,

Jacobean and Caroline Stage, IV (1956).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Marmol, Josi (*Buenos Aires 4 Xn 1818 ; tl2 VIII
1871), Argentinian writert As a poet he was a
Romantic, Spanish rather than French in inspira-

tion; in his political poems he indulged a vein of
extreme invective; in his nature poetry he had a
gift for description. El Peregrino is an imitation of
Childe Harold, His novel Amalia (1851), one of the
best-known works of Argentinian literature, is a
most vivid transcript in neo-Romantic terms of the
barbarities of life in Buenos Aires under Rosas.

A Rosas el 25 de Mayo (1843); Cantos del

Peregrino (1846; intro. J. M. Gutierrez, 1917).—

Armonias (1851; intro. C. Muzzio Sdenz Pena,

\911),—Poesias O vols, 1854-55).

—

Obraspoeticas

y dramdticas (Paris, 1875); Obras poeticas (1889);

Poesias escogidas (crit. ed. C. Oyuela, 1922).

M. Sudrez-Murias, La novela romdntica hispano-

americana (New York, 1963). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Marmontel, Jean-Francois (‘*'Bort, Corr^ze 11

VII 1723; tGaillon, Normandy ?31 XII 1799),

French novelist and dramatist. His ‘philosophic*

fiction has dated because of its too openly ex-

pressed concern with contemporary moral and
social questions. He preached virtue in his Contes

Moraux (1761 and 1801), tolerance in his novel

Belisaire (1766) and anti-slavery in Les Incas ou La
Destruction de VEmpire dii Piroii (1777). He edited

the Mercure de France (formerly the Mercure
Galant). Earlier in his career he wrote a number of

tragedies {Denis le tyran, 1748; Cliopdtre, 1750).

(Euvres coinpUtes (19 vols, 1818); Memoires d'un

pire (ed. M, Tourneux, 3 vols, 1891).

S. Lend, Af. (1902). G.B.

DER Marner C/7. 1230-70), Swabian cleric turned

itinerant poet and offering a varied repertoire of

MiNNESANG, didactic and narrative verse. He
accuses his aristocratic rival in the Spruch,

Reinmar* von Zweter, of stealing musical settings:

he surpasses him in formal talent, learning (he

wrote some Latin poems) and rhetorical power,

but not in character. His career was evidently

luckless. Hugo* von Trimberg admired him.

Ed. P. Strauch (1876; rev. H. Brackert, 1965);

Dt. Liederdichter (ed. K. Bartsch and W. Golther,

1928).

W. Meyer, Fragmenta Burana (1901); H. de

Boor, Die dt. Lit, im spdten Mittelalter (1962).

F.P.P.

Marnix van St Aldegonde, Philips van (*Brussels

1540; fLeiden 15 XII 1598), Dutch theologian,

poet and writer. He studied at Louvain, Paris and
Ddle and after his conversion to Calvinism from
1560 to 1561 at Geneva. After serving in several

official capacities he retired to his estate in West
Souburg in 1585 until the States of Holland
commissioned him to translate the Bible. He moved
to Leiden, where he died while engaged in multi-

farious theological and literary work. In addition

to a number of theological (polemic and dogmatic)

works in Latin and French he wrote a famous
satire on the Roman Catholic Church, Biencorfder

H, Roomsche Kercke (1569), drafted in French,

later extended and altered again into Tableau des

diffdrends de la Religion, His excellent translation

of the Psalms (1580; 2nd ed. 1591), however, did

not replace Dathenus’* less satisfactory one in the

popular esteem. Whether Marnix is also the poet

of the Wilhelmus is still uncertain. J.J.M.
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P. Arents in Officieel Gedenkboek (1940) and
‘Bijdrage tot de M.-Bibliographie’ and ‘Het

Boeck der Psalmen Davids’ in Miscellanea J.

Gessler (1948); Biencorf{Q&, A. Willems, 1858; ed.

A. van Toorenenbergen, 1862).

—

(Euvres de P, de

M, (ed. E. Quinet, 3 vols, 1857; cont. by A.

Lacroix, 2 vols, 1859-60); P. van M. van St, A.,

Godsdienstige en kerkelijke geschriften (ed. J. J.

van Toorenenbergen, 3 vols, 1871-78; extended by
Marnixiana Anonyma, 1903).

G. Tjalma, P. van M, (1896); G. Oosterhof, La
vie de M. et son ‘ Tableau^ (1909); A. Elkan, P. van

M, I (1910); A. A. van Schelven, M. van St, A,

(1939); J. W. Tunderman, M, van St, A, en de sub-

jectivistichestromingen in del6e eeuw (?1942) ; W. A.

Nolet, M, als theoloog (1948); W. A. P. Smit,

‘Samenhang tussen de Psalmberijmingen van
Utenhove, Datheen en M.’ in Album Baur^ II

(1948); I. van Kalken and T. Jonckheere, M, van

S, A. (1952); G. J. Sterck, Bronnen en samen-

stelling van M"s P/e«cor/(1952); W, A. Ornee, De
Zin in het Nederl, Proza en de Poezie van P, van M,
(1955) ; A. Gerlo, M, van S, A, (with anthol. ; 1960)

;

S. J. Lenselink in Nieuwe Taalgids, LX (1967).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Marot, Clement (*Cahors ?1496; fTurin ?IX

1544), French poet, son of Jean Marot*. Marot is

an important transitional writer, continuing on the

one hand the late medieval tradition of the French
rhdtoriqueurs and skilfully using such forms as the

ballade^ the rondeau and the chant royal; on the

other hand, though not a profound scholar, he is

attracted by the new humanism, is the first con-

siderable French poet open to Italian influences

and writes the earliest French sonnets. His

influence dominates French poetry from c, 1525

until the advent of the pleiade in c, 1550. His most
interesting work is in his early collected poems,

VAdolescence Clementine (1532-34), in his v;dtty,

often satirical £pigrammes and his occasional

Epitres, his poem UEnfer (1542) inspired by the

rigours of his imprisonment 16 years earlier, his

editions of Le Roman^ de la Rose (1529) and of

Villon* (1532) and his metrical version of the

Psalms (1541-43). Several times suspected of

heresy, in spite of the protection of Marguerite*

d’Angouleme and a period of favour at the court

of Fran9ois I, he finally fled to Geneva in 1542 and

from there moved on to Savoy and Turin.

CEuvres completes (ed. G. Guiffrey, R. Yve-

Plessis and J. Plattard, 5 vols, 1875-1931); Poetic

Works (crit. ed. C. A. Mayer, 5 vols, London,

1958 ff.); Psaumes (crit. ed. S. J. Lenselink, 1969).

P. Villey, M, et Rabelais (1923); P. A. Becker,

C, M. (Munich, 1926) ; J. Vianey, Les Spitres de M,
(1935); J. Plattard, M, (1938); P. Jourda, M,
(X9S1) ; V.-L. Saulnier, Les Regies de C. M, (1968);

C. A. Mayer, C. M. (1969). G.B.

Marot, Jean (*Caen c. 1465; tl526), French poet

MARPICAH
and chronicler. Secretary to Aime of Brittany

(1506), he went to Italy with Louis XII and des-

cribed in uninspired verse the expeditions to Genoa
(1507) and Venice (1509). His son, Clement,

succeeded him as valet extraordinaire to Francois I.

He himself wrote fluently, and occasionally with

humour, in the style and genres ofthe rhetoriqueurs,

CEuvres (ed. A, U. Coustelier, 1723); Un podme
inedit de J, M, (ed. G. Guiffrey, 1860); VEpistre

d'm complaignant Vabusif gouvernement du Pape

(1511; ed. J. Colbert de Beaulieu in Scriptorium,

III, 1949); La vrai disante advocate des dames (ed.

A. de Montaiglon in Receuil de poesies des XVe et

XVIe siicles, X, 1875); short extracts in Fleurs de

Rhetorique (ed. K. Chesney, 1950).

L. Theureau, &ude sur la vie et les oeuvres de J, M,
(1873) ; A. Ehrlich, J, M.s Leben und Werke (1902);

H. Guy, Histoire de la poesie frangaise au 16e

siicle, I (1910); F. Joukovsky-Micha, ‘Clement et

J. M.’ in Bibliothdque d’Humanisme et Renais-

sance, XXIX (1967). M.Y.

Marothy-Solt^ovd, Elena (*Krupina 6 I 1855;

tl939), Slovak novelist of the realist school whose
evocative talent also found successful expression in

her autobiographical writings.

Proti priidu (novel; 1894).—autobiography:
Moje deti (1923-24; Mes enfants du berceau d la

tombe^ XT, J. Cddra, 1928).

J. K. Garaj, E, M, S, (1939). R.A.

Marotta, Giuseppe (*Naples 5 IV 1902; ^ibid. 10 X
1963), Italian short-story writer and journalist.

Marotta’s books on Naples, consisting of stories

and sketches varying in tone from the sentimental

to the satirical, have earned him a reputation as a

leading comic writer in present-day Italy. His

writings are perceptive but fragmentary.

Oro di Napoli (1947; Neapolitan Gold^ tr. F.

Frenaye, 1950); San Gennaro non dice mai no

(1948; Return to Naples, tr, idem, 1951); A Milano

non fa freddo (1949); Pietre e nuvole (1950); Gli

alunni del sole (1952); Coraggio, guardiamo (1953).

J.F.C. (B.M.)

Marpicati, Arturo (Ghedi, Brescia 9 XI 1891;

tRome 1961), Italian novelist, poet and literary

critic. The stimulus to much of Marpicati’s work
comes from his experiences in the First World
War. As a novelist he tends to avoid psychological

analysis and to concentrate on description; his

poems are mostly in free verse. He has also written

books expoimding Fascist doctrine.

Liriche di guerra (verse; 1918).

—

^narratives

La Coda di Minosse (1925); Quando fa sereno

(1937).—criticism: Saggi storico-critici (1921);

Saggi di varia letteratura (1935).

—

general:

Vaccademia d'Italia (1934); II partito fascista

(1935); Uomini e fatti del mio tempo (1942).
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G. Zanachi, A, M., scrittore (1937); O. Ramous,

Saggio su Af. (1939). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Marquand, John Phillips (*Wilinmgton, Del. 10

XI 1893; 001922 Christina Sedgwick [o/ol935],

001937 Adelaide Hooker; fNewbury, Mass. 16 VII

1960), American novelist, writer of short stories

and detective fiction. Throughout his career he

tried to balance the claims of popular and “high-

brow’ fiction, but is too often merely glibly urbane.

His novel of a stuffy Bostonian, TTie Late George

Apley, won the Pulitzer prize in 1937.

The Unspeakable Gentleman (1922); H, M,
Fulham^ Esquire (1941); Last Laugh, Mr Moto

(1942); So Little Time (1943); Repent in Haste

(1945); J?. F:s Daughter (1946); Point ofNo Return

(1949).

P. Hamburger, /. P. M., Esq. (1953); J. J. Gross,

J. P. M. (1963.) H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Marquina, Eduardo (*Barcelona 21 1 1879; fNew
York 21 XI 1946), Spanish poet and dramatist.

Though influenced by Rub6n Dario’s"^ modernism,

his lyrical, Mediterranean pantheism (e.g. VendU

midn, 1909), soon gave way to a poetry of social,

patriotic themes (Canciones del momento, 1916).

His colourful, historical dramas—timid efforts at

renovating the decaying Spanish theatre—scored

great success (e.g. En Flcmdes se ha puesto el sol),

Obras completas (8 vols, 1944).—^‘When the

Roses Bloom Again*, tr. in C. A. Turrell, Contem-

porary Spanish Dramatists (Boston, 1919); ‘The

Little White Goat’, tr. B. G, Proske, and ‘The

Woodcutters’, tr. G. H. Burr, in TranslationsFrom
Hispanic Poets (New York, 1938).

J. M. Alonso, Vida de E. M. (1965).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Marradi, Giovanni (*Leghom 21 DC 1852; ^ibid,

1922), Italian poet. A pupil of Giuseppe Chiarini*,

Marradi came under the influence of Carducci*

whose epic quality he emulated. His recitations of

his own poems, especially of his Rapsodie garibal-

dine (1899), were much esteemed.

Poesie (1923); Prose (ed. G. Biagi, 1923).

F. Palleschi, Varte di G, M. (1922); M. Zimolo,

M, (1923). B.R.

Marryat, Frederick (London 10 VII 1792; ool819

Catherine Shairp; tLangham 9 VIII 1848),

English sailor and novelist. His stories, based on
his able and adventurous service career, show a
gift for circumstantial narrative and a power of
creating characters which make them classics of
their kind.

Peter Simple (1834); Mr Midshipman Easy
(1836); Masterman Ready (1841); Children of the

New Forest (1847); The Naval Officer: or the

Life of Fratik Mildmay (3 vols, 1829; avowedly

autobiographical).— (ed. R. B. Johnson, 24

vols, 1896-98).

Florence Marryat, Life andLetters ofCaptain M.

iXmy, D. Hannay, Life of F. M. (1889); O.

Warner, Captain M. (1953). R.M.H.

Marsden, Samuel (*Farsley 1765; tAustralia 12 V
1838), chaplain in Sydney, explorer and missionary

to New Zedand. Australia and New Zealand view

Marsden markedly differently. He made several

visits to New Zealand, on the first occasion

accompanied by J. L. Nicholas, and travelled

extensively in North Island. His prose is simple

but dignified.

Letters and Journals of S. M. (ed. J. R. Elder,

1932).—J. L. Nicholas, A Narrative (2 vols, 1817).

K.Sm.

Marshak, Samuil Yakovlevich (*1887; tl964),

Soviet poet of verses for children and translator of

Blake*, Bums* Wordsworth*, of Shakespeare’s*

Sonnets, Kipling*, and English nursepr rhymes,

songs and ballads. His collection of satirical poster-

poems, Uroki istorii (1942), won him a Stalin

prize.

hhrannye perevody (1949); Sochineniya (4 vols,

1957-60); i Vospitanie slovom (1964).

—

The Ball

(tr. H. P. T. Marshall, 1943); The Ice-Cream Man,

The Silly Little Mouse, The Circus (tr. Dora

Lawson, 1943, 1945); At Life's Beginning (tr. K.

Hunter-Blair, 1964); Waxie-Daxie (tr. D. Rotten-

berg, 1964); Good Manners, etc. (tr. idem, 1965).

V. Buchstab, ‘Poeziya Marshaka’ in Kniga

detyam (1931); B. E. Galanov, S, Y. M. (1965).

J.L.

Marsman, Hendrik (*Zeist 30 IX 1899; col929

Rina Louisa Barendregt; fat sea 21 VI 1940),

Dutch poet, critic and novelist. His poetry was

important for the generation which began writing

in the early 1920s. He originally had affinities with

German Expressionism, later used more regular

forms but always had the same preoccupation with

the relationship of man to his environment, with

the cosmos, European culture, friendship and love.

His novels are less impressive. His criticism,

however, followed the development of his poetry

from vehement personal manifestos to a more
reflective concern with phenomena outside his own
personality, and deeply influenced his contem-

poraries.

verse: Verzen (1923); Tempel en kruis (1940).

—

essays: De anatomische les (1926); Herman Gorter

(1937); Menno ter Brook (1939).—novels: De dood
van Angile Degroux (1933); Heden ik, morgen gij

(with S. Vestdijk, novel in letters; 1936; ed. with

documents, 1947); Vera (1962; various versions A.
Lehning).

—

Verzameld werk (definitive coll, sorks;

1st ed. 1960); De briefmsseling tussen P. N. van

Eyck en M. Oetters; 1968),
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Groot-Nederland, special no. (1938); In memo-
riam H. M (special no. of Criterium, 1940); S.

Vestdyk, De JPoohche miter (1946); W. L. M. E.

van Leeuwen^ DrU vrienden (1947); Arthur Lehn-

ing, De vriend van mijnjeugd (1954) and M, en het

expressionisme (1959); A. W. P. van der Ree,

Interpretatie van M. (1956); Jacob Smit, De kos-

rmsche zelfvergroting van de dichter bij Bilderdijk^

Perk en M, <1957); Ren6 Verbeeck, De dichter

H. M. (1959) ;
Schrijvers prentenboek, IV (I960);

R. Houwink, Persoonlijke herinneringen am M.
(1961); P. de Wispelaere, H. M. (2nd ed.. 1963);

A. van Duinkcrken, Garter, M., Ter Brook (1967);

J. J. Oversteegen, Vorm of vent (1969). J.J.O.

Marston, John (*?Wardington ?IX-?X 1576;

ooMdiry Wilkes; fLondon 25 VI 1634), English

satirist and dramatist who was ordained in 1609.

From Braseaose College, Oxford (1591-94), he

entered the Middle Temple (1594-1606), becoming
known first for his satire. Although his Scourge of
Villany, containing an attack on Jonson*, was
burned by order of the ecclesiastical authorities

(VI 1599), Marston continued in his vein in

drama, caricaturing Jonson as Brabant Senior in

Jack Drum^s Entertainment (1600); Jonson replied

with Every M~an in His Humour. Fun at the expense

of James* T& creation of knights in Eastward Ho
(1605), a comedy in the style of Jonson with an
intricate plot, brought Marston imprisonment with

Chapman*. The play on which his reputation now
largely rests. The Malcontent (1604), popularized,

in the figure of Mendoza, the Machiavellian

schema on the Jacobean stage; foreshadowing the

tragi-comedy of Beaumont* and Fletcher and
their imitators, it has, though crudely constructed,

a satiric vigour which later plays in the genre lack.

Like Antonio and Mellida (1602) and Antonians

Revenge (1602) it lacks ultimate dramaticcoherence,

but exhibits certain poetic and satiric gifts which
found better expression in his non-dramatic

writings. Despite the fact that Marston was first

performed by children, his tragedies are adult

treatments which call for a representation of

mature passions.

Tragedies and Comedies (1633); The Plays of
/. M, (ed. H. H. Wood. 3 vols, 1934-39), The

Poems of /. ikf. (ed. A. Davenport, 1961).

M. S. Allen, The Satire of J. M. (1920); T. S.

Eliot, Selected Essays (1934); U. M. Ellis-Fermor,

The Jacobean Drama (1936); S. A. Tannenbaum,
J. M,: a Concise Bibliography (1940); F. S. Boas,

Stuart Drama (1946); G. Pellegrini, II Teatro di

J. M. (1952); A. J, Axelrad, Un malcontent

elizabethain, J. M. (1955); J. Peter, Complaint and
Satire (1950; A. F, Caputi, J, M. Satirist (1961);

B. Gibbons, Jacobem City Comedy (1968).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Marston, Pediip Bourke (*London 13 VTH 1850;

tl3 II 1887), English poet, blind and of tragic

MARTENS
personal life, whose verse was admired by, and
tended to echo, Rossetti*.

Song Tide md other Poems (1871); Lyrics and
Sonnets from the Book of Love (ed. L. Chandler
Moulton, 1891 ).—Collected Poems (with biog.

sketch by L. Chandler Moulton; 1891).

C. C. Osborne, P. B. M. (1926).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Marsus, DoMmus (*c. 54; fc. 4 B.c.), Latin poet

whose works included epigrams, an epic poem and

a treatise De Urbanitate. He is acknowledged by
Martial* as one of his predecessors.

W. Morel, Fragmenta poetarum Latinorum

(1927; repr. 1963). A.J.D.

Martelli, Ludovico (^Florence 1503; tl531),

Italian poet. His tragedy Tullia (1533) was imitated

by Guillaume Le Breton. In his controversy with

Trissino* on the questione della lingua he held

Dante’s* De vulgari eloquentia to be apocryphal.

Tullia in Teatro antico italUmo, III (1809).

G. Pellegrini in Archive storico ital., LXXIII
(1915); E. Bertana, La Tragedia (1904-05).

B.R.

Martello (or Martelli), Pier Jacopo (*Bologna 28

IV 1665; ^ibid. 10 V 1727), Italian poet, dramatist

and prose writer; Professor ofeloquence, Bologna;
‘ Mirtilo Dianidio’ in Arcadia; a friend of Gravina*

in Rome (1708-18). In an unsuccessful attempt to

reform the Italian theatre, Martello wrote a series

of tragedies in the French style with elements of

Arcadian gallantry {Ifigenia in Tauris, Sisara,

Perselide) and II Femia sentenziato (1724), a

dramatic satire on Scipione Maffei*. Other works

include epic, satiric and religious verse, the

Canzoniere (1710) and various literary treatises,

notably Del verso tragico (1709) containing an
account of ‘Martellian verse’—the rhyming

couplets of 14 syllables which Martello freely

adopted as an It^an equivalent for the French

alexandrine.

Opere (7 vols, 1723-35).—II Femia sentenziato

(ed. P. Viani, 1869); Scritti critici e satirici (ed.

H. S. Noce, 1963).—Lirici del Settecento (ed. M.
Fubini and B. Maier, 1959).

M. Carmi, P. /. M., studio (1906); B. Croce, ‘Le
prose di P. J. M.’ in Xa letteratura italUma del

Settecento (1949); F. Croce, ‘P. J. M.’ in Rassegna

della lett. ital. (1953); W. Binni, ‘P. J. M. e le sue

commedie “per letterati’” in VArcadia e il

Metastasio (1963). M.W.

Martens, Gaston (*Zulte 24 IV 1883; tDeinze 10

V 1967), Flemish dramatist. His plays, inspired by

village life, blend a colourful re^sm with lyried

moods and elements of caricature and burlesque.

Pans van Hagendonck (1917); De zot (1918);
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Derby (1920); Prochievrijers (1921); De groote

neuzen 0924); Het gouden jubelfeest (1926);

Paradijsvogels (1934; The Hopeful Travellers, tr.

I. Capell, 1953); Het dorp der mirakelen (1947).

R. Roemans, G, M. (1929).

R.F.L. (tr. P.K.)

Jos^ (*La Habana 1853; fBoca de Dos

Rios 1895), Cuban patriot. Son of a Spanish immi-

grant, he was involved in the 1868 conspiracy and

was sent to work in the quarries. When the sen-

tence was commuted to exile, he was able to

continue his studies in Spain. He carried on his

life-long struggle for the independence of Cuba in

articles and political speeches and in various

countries—Mexico, Guatemala, Venezuela and

New York. He was shot on an expedition which

invaded Cuba in 1895, Both as a prose writer and

poet he showed considerable originality. His prose

essays are often vivid pictures of exemplary or

outstanding men—BoKvar*, Whitman’*^, General

Piez. In his lifetime, he published two collections

of poems, Ismaelillo (1882) dedicated to his son

and Versos sencillos (1891). His Versos libres were

published posthumously. Both poetry and prose

employ a vivid, connotative language and a per-

sonalsymbolismand expresshis essentialhumanity.

Obras completas (26 vols, Havana, 1966).

J. Marinello, /. M, escritor americano (1958);

Ivan A. Schulman, Simbolo y color en la obra de

J. M. (Madrid, 1960). J.F.

Martial (Marcus Valerius Marhaus) ("‘Bilbilis,

Spain c. a.d. 40; tc. 104), Latin poet. Martial came
to Rome in 64 where he earned his living by his

poetry. Little is known of his career until 80 when
he commemorated the opening of the Colosseum

by Titus with his Liber spectaculorum of which 33

poems survive. In 84-85 hepublished the Xenia and
Apophoreta, collections of short mottoes for gifts.

Eleven books of epigrams appeared between 86

and 98, when he returned to Spain, where in 102

the last book (12) was published. His death is

lamented by the younger Pliny* in 104.

Martial is most notable for his extreme versa-

tility. Many of the epigrams, which are for the most
part in elegiac couplets modelled on Ovid* and
Catullus* depict, with acute observation though
often with some obscenity, many features of the

life of his day. Unlike his friend Juvenal* Martial

was conscious of no moral zeal. The epigrams

addressed to Domitian are servile in their (unre-

quited) adulation: in great contrast are those

inspir^ by his affection for his friends, and a
number of touching epitaphs and laments.

Eds: C. Giarratano (3rd ed. 1950); W. M.
Lindsay (1903); L. Friediander (with comm.;
1886, repr. 1961); tr. W. C. A. Ker (2 vols, 1919-
20).
G. Boissier, ‘The poet M.’ in Tacitus and Other

Studies (tr. W. G. Hutchison, 1906); P. Nkon,

M, and the Modern Epigram (1927); L. Pepe,

Marziale (1950); A. G. Carrington, Aspects ofM.'s

Epigrams (1960). A.J.D.

Martianus Capella, 5th-century encyclopaedist.

His De nuptiis Mercurii et Philologiae, based on

Varro’s* lost Disciplinae, but using a fantastic

allegorical setting, was the most popular medieval

handbook of the seven liberal arts. The style of the

work is meretricious, and the text corrupt.

J.A.W.

Ed. A. Dick (1925; repr. with adds J. Preaux,

1969).—Comm, by Johannes Scotus (ed. C. E.

Lutz, 1939).

P. Wessner, ‘M. C.’ in A. Pauly, G. Wissowa et

ah, ReaUEncyclopddie der classischen Altertumr

swissenschaft, XIV.2, 2003 ff. (1930; most modern

account). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Martin, Claire, pseud, of Mme Claire Faucher
(Quebec City 18 IV 1914; col 945 Roland

Faucher), Canadian novelist and story writer.

After working as radio announcer in Quebec and

Montreal, she has devoted herself principally to

creative writing. Her work is impressionistic and

often concerned with love relationships.

Doux-amer (1960); Qiiand faural paye ton

visage (1962).—stories and reminiscences: Avec

ou sans atnour (1958); Dans un gant defer, I: La

Joue gauche (1965), II: Lajoue droite (1966; I and

II combined in In an Iron Glove, tr. P. Stratford,

1968).

G. Archambault, ^La joite droite de C. M.’ in

Livres et Auteurs canadiens (1966). R.Su.

Martin, Violet: see Somerville, Edith (Anna)
CEnone.

Martin de la Plaza, Luis (Antequera 1577; Vbid,

1625), Spanish poet. He studied at Osuna and

became a priest. He was one of the poets of

Antequera, whose work parallels Gdngora’s* early

Italianate style. His sonnets and odes are rich in

texture, with all the typical elaborations of Spanish

poetry after Herrera*.

Pedro Espinosa, Flores de poetas ilustres de

Espana (1605; repub., with unpub. 2nd part,

J. Quir6s de los Rios and F. Rodriguez Marin, 2

vols, 1896).

—

Cancionero antequerano (ed. D.
Alonso and R. Ferreres, 1950). E.M.W.

Martin du Card, Roger (*Neuilly 23 III 1881;
OO1906 Helene Foucault; tBellSme 23 VIII 1958).

French novelist, awarded the Nobel prize for

literature in 1937. One of France’s most esteemed
writers, he did not play a very active part in

French literary life. His first two novels, Devenir

(1908) and Jean Barois (1913; tr. S. Gilbert, 1949),

are studies of the intellectual and moral problems
of the pre-1914 generation. His finest work, Les
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Thibault (1922-40; tr. idem, 2 vols, 1937-41), while

dealing with similar themes, is a delicately observed

picture of French family life before and during the

First World War. His appreciation of peasant life

is shown in his two rustic farces, Le Testament du

Pere Leleu (1923) and La Gonfle (1928), as well as

in his Vieille France (1933), a novel with a strong

left-wing bias, written when he was toying with the

idea of joining the Communist party. The play Un
Taciturne (1931) and his novel La Confidence

africaine (1932) are striking studies in morbid
psychology. He was a life-long friend of Andr6
Gide* and published his very frank Notes sur

Andre Gide 1913-51 (1951) in the year of his death.

Les Thibault: Le cahiergris (1922), Lepenitencier
(1922), La belle saison (1923), La consultation

(1928), La Sorellina (1928), La mort du p^re

1929), Ete 1914 (1936), Epilogue Souvenirs

autobiographiques et litteraires (1955); (Euvres

completes (2 vols, 1955).

R. Lalou, R. M. du G. (1937); R. Gibson, R. M.
du G. (1961); D. L. Schalk, M. du G. (1967).

T.W. (M.T.)

Martineau, Harriet (*Norwich 12 VI 1802;

tAmbleside, Westmorland 27 VI 1876), English

writer and reformer. After years of struggle against

poverty and illness her successful literary career

began with the winning of a prize essay on a
Christian subject. She subsequently moved from
Unitarianism to scepticism and translated Comte*.

Among the causes she supported was abolitionism

and she met with some hostility when she went to

America (1834). She described herself as a popu-

larizer, wrote stories illustratiug political economy,

poor-law and taxation, and within her limits was
tireless and honest.

Illustrations of Political Economy (9 vols, 1832-

34); Society in America (3 vols, 1837); Letters on

Mesmerism (1845).

—

^novels: Deerbrook (3 vols,

1839); Feats on the Fiord (1844).

—

The Positive

Philosophy of Auguste Comte (tr.; 2 vols, 1853);

Harriet Martineau^s Autobiography, With MemorU
als by M, C, Chapman (3 vols, 1877).

J. E. H. Courtney, Free Thinkers of the Nine-

teenth Century (1920); T. Bosanquet, H, M, (1927);

N. E. Ruenberg, H, M,: an Example of Victorian

Conflict (1933); V. Wheatley, Life and Work of

H. M, (1957); R. K. Webb, H, M, (1960).

B.H. (M.A.)

Martini, VojtMch (*Brusperk 11 IV 1887;

tOstrava 25 IV 1960), Czech novelist. He is the

author of a number of novels that give a vivid

description of the life of miners and peasants in

Czech Silesia.

Cemd zemS, I: Jdkub Observa, 11: Plameny, HI:

Zemi duni (1926-32).

J. Vondra and J. Podzimek, Bibliografie knizniho

dOa V, M, (1961). R.A.

Martinez de la Rosa, Francisco (*Granada 10 III

1787; tMadrid 7 II 1862), Spanish dramatist, poet

and statesman. At 22 he was Professor of philo-

sophy at Granada University. During the Napole-

onic invasion he came to London to negotiate

British help in the Spanish War of Independence.

A famous orator in the Cortes of Cadiz (1812),

Ferdinand VIPs absolutism sent him into exile

(1823-31). He became Prime Minister in 1834 and

later ambassador, speaker in parliament, and

chairman of the council of state. More eclectic

than liberal, familiar with French and English

thought, he favoured compromise, the happy

mean, in all his activities. Thus his poetry evolves

smoothly from 18th-century neo-classicism (e.g.

El nacimiento de Venus) to typically Romantic

themes and expressions (e.g. La soledad)\ and his

drama from comedies in the Moratin manner (e.g.

La niha en casa y la madre en la mdscara) to his

famous La Conjuracidn de Venecia (1834), the first

successful Spanish Romantic drama. Well con-

structed, it has all the external qualities ofRomm-
ticism without its impassioned spirit. His evolution

towards Romanticism was marked by Aben

Humeya, a historical drama first written in French

(1830). He is also the author of a Poetica in verse,

inspired by Boileau’s*, and of the best classical

tragedy in 19th-century Spain: Edipo, His essays

and prologues are of interest.

Obras completas (5 vols, Paris, 1884-54); Obras

dramdticas (ed. J. Sarrailh, 1933); Obras (ed. C.

Seco Serrano in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., CXLVm-
CLV, 1962).—‘Anacreontic’ (tr. in J. Kennedy,

Modem Poets and Poetry of Spain, 1860); ‘The

Alhambra’ (tr. in Longfellow, Poets and Poetry of

Europe, New York, 1888),

J. Sarrailh, Un homme d'etat espagnol: M, de la

R, (1930); L. de Sosa, Af, de la R,: politico ypoeta

(1930). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Martinez de Toledo, Aleonso (*?Toledo c, 1398;

p,ibid, 1468), Spanish prose writer. He was

prebendary at Toledo, chaplain to John n and

Archpriest of Talavera. He wrote the liv^ of St

Isidore and St Ildefonsus (1444) and a historical

treatise (1443). His Corbacho, or Arcipreste de

Talavera (1438), an attack on worldly love which

draws on Andreas* Capellanus’ De amore, owes

much to the aims and techniques of the popular

sermon, and contains some extremely lively pas-

sages of everyday speech. E,M.W. (A.D.D.)

Argipreste de Talavera (ed, M. Penna, Turin,

1955; ed. J, Gonzdlez Muela and M. Penna, 1970;

tr, L. B. Simpson, Little Sermons on Sin, Berkeley,

1959); Vidas de San Ildefonso y San Isidoro (ed. J.

Madoz, 1952).

M, Pardo, ‘Remarques sur VAtalaya de I’archi-

prStre de T.’ in Romania, LXXXVHI (1967);

C. J. Whitboum, The A, P, de T, and the Literature

ofLove (1970); R. A. del Piero, Dos escritores de

la baja EdadMedia castellana (1970). A.D.D,
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Martinez Ruiz, Jos6 (*Mon6var, Alicante 8 VI

1873; tMadrid 2 III 1967), Spamsh writer, better

known as AzorIn, Educated with the Sculapius,

he studied law at Valencia and Madrid. He was in

politics until 1919 when he turned exclusively to

writing. Though he cultivated many genres—

criticism, articles, novels, plays etc.—he is funda-

mentally an essayist, master of a slow-naoving,

descriptive prose and a great lover of Castile, His

sensitivity—his dominant feature—k especially

suited to evoking the past and describing Castilian

landscape with its old villages and houses, its

people and forgotten objects. With great artistry

he introduces the recurrent theme of time (‘To live

is to see things return’). Amongst his best books

are Antonio Azorin (1903), Las pueblos (1905),

Castilla (1912), El alma castellana (1900), Una hora

de Espana (1924). He is a miniature painter and

his descriptions are an accumulation of small,

independent pictures completed in short sentences.

The over-repetition of this technique is intentional

but cannot always avoid being jerky and at times

sentimental. His influence has been considerable.

Obras selectas (with intro. A. Cruz Rueda,

1943); Obras completas (9 vols, 1947-53).—^Eng.

trs: hon Juan (tr. C. A. Philips, 1923); The Sirens

and Other Stories (tr. W. B. Wells, 1931); An Hour

of Spain, 1560-1590 (tr. A. Raleigh, 1930); ‘The

Reverse of the Tapestry’ (tr. in W. B. Wells, Great

Spanish Short Stories, Boston, 1932).

A. Krause, A., the Little Philosopher (1948;

Span. tr. 195Q; M. C. Rand, Castilla en A. (1956);

L. S. Granjel, Retrato de A, (1958); J. M. Martinez

Cachero, Las novelas de A, (I960); L. A. LaJohn,

A, and the Spanish Stage (1961); E. 1. Fox, A. as a

Literary Critic (1962); R. E. Lott, The Structure

and Style of A,^s *El caballero inactuaV (1963);

J. Garcia Mercadel, A., biografia ilustrada (1967);

A. Sequeros, Espana y A, (1967); L. Livingstone,

Temayforma en las novelas de A, (1970). J.E.V.

Martinez Sierra, Gregorio (*Madrid 6 HI 1881

;

coMaria de la O Lejdrraga; fibid, 1 X 1947),

Spanish playwright, producer, poet, novelist,

translator and publisher. Working in collaboration

with his wife, and following in the steps of Bena-

vente*, Martinez Sierra published poems, short

stories and novels. In 1905 there appeared Teatro

de ensueho, much influenced by Maeterlinck*, and
he later collaborated with Rusinol*. Cancidn de

cuna (1911) was internationally successful, whilst

Don Juan de Espana (1921) was a signiflcant land-

mark in the development of the Spanish theatre.

From 1916-19 he managed the Teatro Eslava,

introducing into Madrid new theatrical techniques,

new authors and a completely new, and modem,
style. His work reflected the influence of contem-

porary trends outside Spain, J.E.V.

Obras completas (32 vols, 1920-33); Obras
(Madrid, 3 vols, 1948).— Maria (tr. E.

Crocker, Boston, 1921); The Two Shepherds {I9l\\

The Kingdom of God (New York, 1929) and Take

Two From One: a Farce in Three Acts (ibid.,

1931; all tr. H. and H. Granville-Barker); The

Plays of G. M. S. (tr. H. and H. Granville-Barker

and J. G. Underhill, 2 vols, 1923).

M. Martinez Sierra, Gregorio y yo (1953); A.

Goldsborough Serrat, Imogen humana y literaria

de G. M. S. (1965). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Martini, Ferdinando (*Florence 1841 ; fMonsum-
mano Valdinievole 1928), Italian dramatist and

journalist. He began his career as a writer of light

comedies, Uiiomo propone e la donna dispone

(1862), Chisa ilgioco non Vinsegni (1871), Ilpeggio

passo i quello delVuscio (1873). As a jomnalist he

wrote under the name of Fantasio. His Confes-

sioni e ricordi (3rd ed. 1922) contain reminiscences

of Giusti*, Guerrazzi*, Brofferio* and other

figures of the Risorgimento.

21 Quarantotto in Toscana (ed. F. M.; new ed.

1948); Diario, 1914-18 (ed. G. De Rosa, 1966).

L. Russo in I narratori (1923); A. Donati,

F. M. (1926) and in Italia che scrive (1928; with

biblio.); P. Pancrazi in Scrittori italiani dal

Carducci al D'Annunzio (1937). B.R.

Martinis, Martinus ex (*Ramosch 1627; ^ibid,

1668) and Joannes ifibid. 1644; fSent after

1702), his son, Raeto-Romansch poets. Both were

clergymen, took an active part in politics and wrote

a series of extraordinary vigorous, particularly

religious poems, unique in the dynamic use of

language and rhythm. Joannes does not hesitate

to introduce drastically realistic details. Particu-

larly impressive, even today, is the song offreedom

composed by Martinus in 1652 after the redemp-

tion of the Lower Engadine from Austria.

La Philomela (1684, 1702, 1751, 1797); Abyss da

VAetemitat (1693). R.R.B.

Martinius, Franciscus (*Kampen 1611; tl653),

Dutch parson and poet, disciple of Huygens* and

admirer of Hooft* who in his turn appreciated

Martinius’ poems.

Dier-al (1631); Camper~Lof (1641); Feestdicht

(at the inauguration of the Academy of Gelder-

land, 1648); Treurdicht tot Verklaringe over het

Lyden en Sterven onzes Heeren J. C. (1649);

Triumphe der Opstanding (1654).

—

K few of his

songs appeared in De Hollandsche Parnas (1660).

Complete ed. of his poems (1729).—^J. C. van

Slee, F. M. (1904). A.M.B.W.

Martins, Joaquim Pedro de Oliveira (*Lisbon 30

IV 1845; 001865 Victoria Mascarenhas Barbosa;
tLisbon 24 VHI 1894), Portuguese historian. An
autodidact, Martins nevertheless became a leading

member of the group of intellectuals and writers

sometimes referred to as the ‘Coimbra generation*

(Antero de Quental*). He wrote a wide range of
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(Buvres de vulgarisation on ethnology, religion,

history, politics, economics, and was one of the

first exponents of socialism in Portugal. With the

gradual deterioration of Portuguese political life

in the latter 19th century, his idealistic rationalism

turned to black despair and deep pessimism

which colours his later historical works. His cult

of myth and irrationalism in this period was
avidly taken up, with nationalistic overtones, by

the next literary generation.

Teoria do socialismo (1872); O helenismo e a

civilisagdo crista (1878); Histdria de Portugal

(1879); Histdria da civilizagao iberica (1879);

Portugal contempordneo (1881); Os filhos de D.

Jodo /(1891); A vida de Nun* Alvares (1893); O
principe perfeito (incomplete; 1896).

F. de Figueiredo, Histdria dum vencido da vida

(1930); A. J. Saraiva, ‘Tres ensaios sobre O. M.’

in Para a histdria da cultura em Portugal^ I (1946).

T.P.W.

Martinson, Harry (*Jamsh6g 6 V 1904; ool929

Moa Martinson*, ool942 Ingrid Lindcrantz),

Swedish author. Martinson’s needy childhood and
a seafaring youth generated the creed of primitiv-

ism and nomadism traceable in most of his books.

His originally immature verse crystallized into

very forceful utterance; and his prose books, often

based on his own life and extensive travels, show a
great love of nature. His youthful optimism has

given way to sadness at the desolation caused by
science and intellect outpacing humanity. In his

space poem Aniara (1956; tr. H. MacDiarmid and
E. Harley Schubert, 1963), depicting the fatal

journey of a space ship off course, he sees resigna-

tion as man’s only hope.

NOVELS AND SKETCHES: Resor utan m&l (1932);

Kap Farvdl (1933 ; Cape Farewell, tr, N. Walford,

1934); Ndsslorna blomma (1935; Flowering Nettle,

tr. idem, 1936); Vdgen ut (1936); Vdgen till

Klockrike (1948; The Road, tr. M. A. Michael,

1955).

—

averse: Spdkskepp (1929); Nomad (1931);

Natur (1934); Passad (1945); Cikada (1953);

Grdsen i Thule (1958).—Sel, tr. in Seven Swedish

Poets (tr. F. Fleischer, 1963).

T. Kristensen, H M. (1941); I. Holm, H M,
Myter, m&lningar och motiv (19^).

C.H.K. a.s.)

Martinson, Helga Maria [Moa], n6e Swartz
(*V^dnas 2 XI 1890; ool910 K. L. Johansson,

001929 Harry Martinson*; tStockholm 5 Vni
1964), Swedish novelist, who contributes a lasting

picture of the statare (poor crofter) and the

working-class woman. Influenced by Zola* and

Gorky* she portrays grinding poverty realistically

and with social indignation. Her humour and zest

for life obviate excessive pessimism.

Mor gifter sig (1936); Vdgen under stjdmorna

(1940); Jag mdter en diktare (1950); Kvinnornapd

Kummelsjd (1955).

MARTYN
A. Runnquist, Arbetarskildare frdn Hedenvind

till Fridell{\95iy I.S.

Martogllo, Nino (*Belpasso, Catania 1870;

tCatania 15 IX 1921), Italian poet and playwright,

founder of a humorous journal, D’Artagnan. His

comedies, in Sicilian dialect, became well known
also on the mainland. His masterpieces are VAria
del Continente (1905) and *9. Giuvarmi Decullatu

(1908), written for the actor Angelo Musco, to

whom the success of his plays was mainly due.

Centona (complete coll, of poems in Sicilian;

1913; 5th ed. 1920); Teatro dialettale (5 vols,

1919-20; complete).

G. Arm6, N. M. (1929); C. Levi, ‘II teatro di

N. M.’ in Marzocco (16 May 1920). B.R.

Martorell, Joanot (*Gandia ?1413; tl468),

Catalan novelist. Member of a renowned family,

he became involved in many disputes. He is known
to have resided for some time in London and

Portugal. He is famous as the author of the

chivalrous novel Tirant lo Blanc, started about

1460 and finished and published by Marti Joan de

Galba in 1490. Tirant’s early adventures take place

in England and are largely based on the romance

Guy of Warwick; then he goes to Greece and his

exploits are inspired by the almogaver expedition

described in Muntaner’s* Crbnica, Many details

about knight-errantry are taken from Lull’s

(Llull*) Orde de cavalleria. The relationship with

contemporary French chivalresque novels, such as

the Chevdier de la* Sale, has recently been estab-

lished.

The novel is very different from the other Cata-

lan romance Curial e Guelfa and the series ofbooks

deriving from amadIs de gaula. Idealism accom-

panies realistic details and characterization:

Tirant is more remarkable for his military skill

than his individual prowess; as Cervantes* noticed

{Don Quixote, I, vi), he and his comrades eat,

sleep and die in their beds; they also make love,

and sexual realism is particularly evident. There is

much psychological insight and effective dramatic

irony. The narrative is sustained and the style

direct and vivid. Tirant lo Blanc was translated into

Spanish (1511), Italian (1514-19) and French (c,

1737).

Ed, A. M. Huntingdon (1904; facs. repr. of 1490

ed.); ed. M. de Riquer (1947; rev. 1969); selec-

tions (Els Nostres Cissies, 5 vols, 1930); Span. tr.

J. F, Vidal Jove (2 vols, 1969).

J. Givanel y Mas, ‘Estudio critico de la novela

caballeresca T. lo B.’ in Archive de investigaciones

histdricas (1911); J. A. Vaeth, ‘T. lo B* a Study

(1918); D. Alonso, *T. lo B.: novela modema* in

Primavera temprana de la literatura europea (1960).

G.W.R.

Martyn, Edward, pseud. Smius (*Tulira, Co.

Galway 1859; ^ibid. 15 XII 1923), Irish dramatist;
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founder in 1899 of the Irish Literary Theatre for

which he wrote plays under the influence of Ibsen*

and helped by George Moore*. R.McH.

Maeve and The Heather Field (1899); The Tale

of a Town and An Enchanted Sea (1902); Grange-

colman (1912); The Dream Physician (1914).

George Moore, Hail and Farewell (1914); U.

Ellis-Fermor, The Irish Dramatic Movement (2nd

ed. 1954); M.-T. Courtney, E. M. and the Irish

Theatre (1956). E.T.W.

Martyr, Peter, ‘Anglerius’; Pietro Marterb

d’Anghiera (Arona 1459; tGranada 152Q,

Italian humanist, resident after 1487 in Spain.

Employed by the Spanish court on an embassy to

Cairo in 1501-02 and from 1510 an official

historian of the Council for the Indies, Martyr was

a lively Latin writer. His two main works are of

considerable originality; the first a history of the

years 1488-1525 in the form of letters (mainly

fictitious) and the second the first valuable histori-

cal account of Spanish America.

Opus Epistolarum (1530); Decades de Orbe Novo
(Seville, 1511; Alcald, 1516; 1st complete ed.

ibid., 1530; Eng. tr. F. A. MacNutt, 2 vols, 1912).

J. Bemays, P. M. A. und sein Opus Epistolarum

(1891); J. B. Thatcher, Christopher Columbus...
With an Essay on P. M. A. (1903). D.H.

Marugg, To* (Silvio Alberto) (Curagao 16 XII

1923), Dutch novelist from the Antilles. His main
character works at an oil refinery and feels the

tension between his social situation and his own
background, between the oil industry and the

original population from which he is only one
generation removed.

Weekend pelgrimage (1957; Eng, tr. Roy
Edwards, 1960); In de straten van Tepalka (1966),

J.J.O.

Marulid, Marko (*Split 18 VEI 1450; Vbid. 5 I

1524), Dalmatian poet and classic^ scholar;

studied in Padua and achieved European celebrity.

In his religious fervour and wide humanism he
mirrors the merging of the medieval and modem
worlds, though he denounced the Renaissance as

injurious to Christian faith. His works in Latin

comprise poetry, translations and moral disserta-

tions. His epic poems in the vernacular are the first

of known authorship in Serbo-Croatian hterature.

They treat Biblical subjects in an elaborate style

though with a sober moralizing purpose in which
patriotism is combined with religious faith.

Istorija svete udovice Judit (Venice, 1521);

Pjesme (1869).—latin works: De institutione

bene vivendi (1506); Quinquagintaparabolae (1510);
De humilitate et gloria Christi (1519); Epistola ad
Adrianum FT (1522); Davidias (1954).

J. Badalid and N. Majnarid, Zbornik u proslavu

petstogodisnjice rodjenja M. Marulida (1950);

M. A. Usmiani, ‘M. M., 1450-1525’ in Harvard

Slavic Stud., Ill (1957); V. Javarek, ‘Three 16th-

century Dalmatian poets’ in Slavon. and E. Eur.

Rev., XLI (1962). V.J.

Manillo, Michele (*Constantinople 1453; csoAles-

sandra Scala, poet; fnver Cecina 1500), Italian

soldier and poet, friend of Sannazaro* and Pon-

tano*. As a mercenary he fought for Caterina

Sforza in the defence of Forli. His distinguished

Latin verses include love poems to Alessandra

Scia (Silvid) and Hyrrmi naturales, derived from

Lucretius*.

B. Croce, M. M. (1937; biog. incl. text, Ital. trs

and biblio.) ; C. Dionisotti in Giomale storico della

lett. ital., CXV (1940). B.R.

Marvell, Andrew (*Winestead-in-Holderness 31

HI 1621; c30?London V 1667 Mary Palmer; Wd*
16 Vin 1678), English poet and politician. Edu-

cated at Hull Grammar School and Trinity College,

Cambridge (B.A. 1639) he travelled (c. 1642-46) in

Holland, France, Italy and Spain and c. 1651-52

was employed by Lord Fairfax as tutor to his

daughter at Nunappleton in Yorkshire. He was

appointed Latin Secretary to the Commonwealth

in 1657 and in 1659 elected M.P. for Hull, a seat

he held till his death; much of his extant correspon-

dence consists of letters from Westminster to the

Hull Corporation. At the Restoration he spoke in

Parliament on behalf of his friend Milton*. To his

contemporaries and through the 18th century he

was known as an incorruptible politician and

champion of liberty. His prose defence of religious

toleration The Rehearsal Transpros'd (1672, 1673)

and his satirical poems on Restoration affairs of

state such as his Last Instructions to a Painter

written in 1667 were widely read. Although not a

prolific poet, Marvell encompasses in his verse, in

both Latin and English, a wide variety of themes.

The 19th century admired the delicacy and

sensitivity of his treatment of the themes of nature,

innocence and retirement, as in ‘The Garden’, and

the 20th century has emphasized his allusiveness,

and his combination of serious intelligence ^d
fine wit, seeing him as one of the last, and major.

Metaphysicals (metaphysical poetry). As well as

the classic invitation to love, ‘To His Coy
Mistress’, his writing encompasses the religious

strand of the Metaphysicals in poems like ‘A

Dialogue Between the Soul and Body’; while his

political poems include both his balancing of the

values of the old order against the new in ‘An

Horatian Ode Upon Cromwell’s Return From
Ireland’, and his eulogistic ‘First Anniversary’

and ‘Elegy’ on Cromwell.

Miscellaneous Poems (1681; ed. H. Macdonald,

1952); Complete Works (ed. A. B. Grosart, 4 vols,

1872-75); Poems and Letters (ed. H. M. Margo-
liouth, 2 vols, 1927; rev. 1972); Latin Poetry (ed.
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W. A. McQueen and K. A. Rockwell, 1964);

Rehearsal Transpros^d (ed. D. I. B. Smith, 1971).

P. Legouis, A, M, po^te, puritain^ patriote

(1928; trans., abr. and rev., 1965); M. C. Brad-
brook and M. G. Lloyd Thomas, A. M. (1940;

rev. 1962); L. W. Hyman, A. M. (1964); H. E.

Toliver, M.’j Ironic Vision (1965); J. B. Leishman,
The Art of M:s Poetry (1966); J. M. WaUace,
Destiny His Choice (1968); M, (ed. M. Wilding,

1969); D. M. Friedman, M*s Pastoral Art (1970);

R. L. Colie, ^My Echoing Song^ (1970).—D. G.
Donovan, A. M. 1927-67 (biblio.; 1969).

R.M.W.

Marx, (HEiNiacH) Karl (Trier 5 V 1818; ool843

Jenny von Westphalen [tl881]; fLondon 14 III

1883), German political philosopher. Expelled

from Prussia in 1843 and again in 1849, he lived in

Paris (1843-45) and Brussels (1845-48) and settled

in London in 1849.

Marx rejected Hegel’s* idealism, but made the

latter’s didectical method the basis of his own
‘historical materialism’. He attacked bourgeois

society and fought for the proletariat in still very

readable political pamphlets (in collaboration with

Friedrich Engels, the extent of whose contribution

can no longer be ascertained): The Communist
Manifesto (1848; ed. H. J. Laski, 1948), The 18th

Brumaire ofLouis Bonaparte (1852; tr. E. and C.
Paul, 1926), The Civil War in France (1871; ed.

R. W. Postgate, 1921). His difficult main work.
Capital (I, 1867; II and III, ed. F. Engels, 1885-

95; tr. D. Torr, 1938), is largely successful in

its analysis of capitalism, but fails when he tries to

visualize a socialist society.

Marx was not concerned with literature, but a

Marxian interpretation of it was introduced by the

Hungarian Gyorgy Lukdcs* and has become an
integral part of Marxism.

Gesamtausgabe (ed. D. Rjazanov, Moscow,
1927 ff.).

M. Beer, Life and Teaching of K, M, (1925);

E. H. Carr, K. M. (1934); 1. Berlin, K, M. (1963);

S. Avineri, The Social and Political Thought of
K. M. (1968). S.H.S. (P.A.R.)

Masamune HakuchO, pseud, ofMasamune Tadao
(Honami, Okayama 3 HI 1879; ool911 Shimizu
Tsimeko; 1f2B X 1962), Japanese short-story

writer, novelist, dramatist and critic. After gradu-

ating at Wase^ University in 1901, he became
dramatic critic for a Tokyo newspaper and in 1904

published his first short story. Novels and short

stories followed in large numbers and in 1910 he
gave up journalism to devote himself entirely to

writing. In 1912-13 he turned to play-writing, and
again in 1924, producing in the next years several

successful plays as well as continuing to write

novels. After 1930, however, he published little.

His whole life, and especially his youth, was dogged
by persistent ill health, which coloured his outlook.

His writings are permeated by an attitude of bleak

despair, loneliness and desolation, often described

as ‘nihilistic’. This attitude, reminiscent of

Chekhov* whom he admired, appealed strongly to

many Japanese, partly as a reflection of the harsh-

ness of their everyday life and partly in reaction

against the usual sentimental and romantic trend

of novels. His writings are clear, concise and
natural, and his style is simple and free from
ornamentation.

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: Sekibaku (1904);

Jin'ai (1907); Izuko e (1908); Biko (1910; sum-
marized tr. of this and prec. two in T. Kunitomo,
Japanese Literature Since 1868, 1938); Doro ningyo

(1911 ; ‘Clay Doll*, tr. G. M. Sinclair and K. Suita

in Tokyo People, Tokyo, 1925); Shisha seisha

(1916; summary in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai,

Introduction to Contemporary Japanese Literature,

1, 1939); Reirui (1921 ; Larmes froides, tr. S. Asada
and C. Jacob, 1930); Sensaisha no kanashimi (‘Sor-

rows ofa War-Victim’; 1946; summary in Kokusai
Bunka Shinkokai, op. ciu, H, 1959).—plays: Jinsei

no kofuku (1924; summary in Kokusai Bunka
Shinkokai, op. cit., 1, 1939); Ichiman'en (1928).—

criticism: Bundan jimbutsu hyoron (1932).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Masaoka Shiki, pseud, of Masaoka Tsunenori
(Matsuyama, Ehime 14 X 1867; fTokyo 19 IX
1902), Japanese author. Withdrawing from Tokyo
Imperial University in 1893 before graduating, he

took up a literary career, as a writer and teacher of

haiku poetry: as a war-correspondent in the Sino-

Japanese War, he was taken ill in 1895 with

tuberculosis and for the rest of his life wrote

profusely while battling against pain and disease.

He was the best haiku poet of modem times.

poems: Baton kuroku (1899; ‘A Verse Record of

My Peonies’, tr. E. R. Miner in Japan Quart.,

Xn.2, 1965, and in Japanese Poetic Diaries, 1969);

Shiki kushu (1909; posthumous ed.); sel. poems tr.

in: A. Miyamori, An Anthology ofHaiku (1932);

H, G. Henderson, The Bamboo Broom (1933); G.
Bonneau, Anthohgie de la poisie japonaise (1935);

R. H, Blyth, A History of Haiku, H (1964).—
Bokuju itteki (essay; 1901).

R. H. Brower, ‘M. S. and tanka reform’ in

Tradition and Modernization in Japanese Culture

(ed. D. H. Shively, 1971). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Masaryk, TomaS Garrigue (*Hodonin 7 III 1850;

tLdny 14 IX 1937), Czech philosopher and states-

man. The son of a coachman and former serf in

eastern Moravia, Masaryk lived to be founder and
fiirst President of the Czechoslovak Republic. His

early schooling was won by sacrifices and good
fortune; after studying philosophy and philology

at Vienna and I^pzig he became Dozent in

philosophy at Vienna (1879) and was appointed

Professor at the newly established Czech Univer-

sity in Prague in 1882. He soon established for
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himself a commanding position in Czech intellec-

tual life; and in the 1890s he entered politics. He
was a deputy in the Reichsrat from 1891 to 1893

and again from 1907. His political activities were

largely concerned with the struggle for tolerance

and freedom of expression and with the defence of

Czech rights in the Habsburg empire. In December

1914 he went abroad to enlist the support of the

Allies for the Czech cause. His endeavours were

crowned with success when the Czechoslovak

Republic was proclaimed and he became its first

President.

Masaryk’s most important writings are perhaps

the series of monographs in which he expounded

his conception of Czech history (e.g. ‘The Czech

Question’, Ceskd otdzka, 1895; Jan Hus, 1896;

Karel HavHSek, 1896). His writings on ethics,

religion and sociology, though not the works of a
systematic philosopher, exercised a profound

Muence and bear the stamp of a noble and
penetrating mind (e.g. ‘The Social Question’,

Otdzka socidlnU 1898; and also in ‘Ideals of

Humanity’ and ‘Modern Man and Religion’). His

masterly analysis of the Russian mind, Russland

und Europa (1913), has perhaps been more widely

read than any of these.

memoirs: Svitovd revoluce (1925; Ger. tr. Die
Weltrevolution, 1925; The Making of a State, abr.

tr. W. Steed, 1927).—various: Moderni Slovek a
ndbo^enstvi (1896-98; in book form 1934; Modern
Man and Religion, tr. A. Bibza and V. Bene§,

1938); Idedly humanitni (1901; The Ideals of
Humanity, tr. W. P. Warren, 1938); The Spirit of
Russia (I and II tr. E. and C. Paul, 1918 ; III ed. G.
Gibian, 1967); M. on Thought and Life (tr, M. and
R. Weatherall, 1938),—cx)llecied works: Spisy

(ed. V. K. gkrach, 1926 ff.; ed. J. Krdl, 1946 ff.;

both unfinished).

P. Selver, M, (1940); Z. Nejedl^, r. G, M, (5

vols, 1930 ff.; uni^shed); J. Herben, T. G. M. (3

vols, 1926-27); K. Capek, Hovory s M.em (1928-

35); R. Wellek, ‘M.’s philosophy’ in Essays in

Czech Literature (1963); M. Machovec, J. G. M.
(1968). R.A,

Mascheroni, Lorenzo (*Castagneta, Bergamo 13

V 1750 ; tParis 14 VII 1800), Italian poet and prose
writer; Professor of algebra and geometry, Pavia

(1786-97). Mascheroni wrote the Invito a Lesbia

Cidonia (1793), a poem of considerable elegance

describing the science departments at Pavia
University and inviting the Countess Paolina

Grismondi to honour them with a visit. Other
works include occasional verse and a number of
celebrated mathematical treatises (Geometria del

compasso, 1797).

Invito a Lesbia Cidonia e altre poesie (ed. G.
Natali, l91%),-^Foesie e prose (crit. ed. C. Caver-
sazzi, 1903).

C. Ugoni, Biografia di L. M, (1873); G. Natali,

‘L. M. poeta della scienza’ in Idee costumi uomini

del Settecento (1926); A. Piromalli, ‘L. M.’ in

Orientamenti culturalL Letteratura italiana: I
Minori, III (1961; incl. biblio. of scientific works).

M.W.

Masdeu, Juan Francisco de (*Palermo 4 X 1744;

tValencia 11 IV 1817), Spanish historian and
critic. Expelled with the Jesuits in 1767, he began

in Italy the publication of his interesting Historia

critica de Espaha y de la cultura espahola (20 vols,

1783-1805). This is an exegesis of Spanish civiliza-

tion abounding with severe and scholarly criticism,

still valuable as a work of reference. In the 20th

volume he only reached the 11th century.

Torres Amat, Memoriaspara ayudar aformar un

diccionario critico de los escritores catalanes (1836);

M. Men6ndez y Pelayo, Historia de los heterodoxes

espaholes (1911), R.M.N.

Masefield, John (*Ledbury, Herefordshire 1 VI

1878; 0O1903 Constance de la Cherois-Crommelin;

fAbingdon, Berks 12 V 1967), English poet,

novelist and playwright; poet laureate from 1930.

He served as a seaman in his teens and worked in

America. His early poems were influenced by

Kipling*, his novels by Conrad* and histories of

the buccaneers. His vigorous early romanticism

was modified by a decision that poetry must touch

the earthly realities of life—hence The Everlasting

Mercy (1911) and other long narrative poems. He
has also written imaginatively for young readers.

verse: Salt Water Ballads (1902); Ballads and

Poems (1910); Dauber (1913); The Daffodil Fields

(1913); Reynard the Fox (1919); Right Royal

(1922); In Glad Thanksgiving (1967).—plays: The

Tragedy ofNan (1909) ; Pompey the Great (1910).

—

ncnoN: Captain Margaret (1908); Lost Endeavour

(1910); Sard Harker (1924); Odtaa (1926); Dead
Ned (1938); Uve and Kicking Ned (1939).—for

YOUNG people: The Midnight Folk (1927); The

Bird of Dawning (1933); The Box of Delights

(1935).—autobiography : So Long to Learn (1952)

;

Grace Before Ploughing (1966).

W. H. Hamilton, /. M. (1922); G. O. Thomas,
/. M, (1932); L. A. G. Strong, J. M (1952); M.
Spark, J, M. (1953); M. Fisher, /. M. (1963).—

Biblio. by G. Handley-Taylor (1960).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Maskoff, J6zef: see Zapolska, Gabriela.

Mason, John (*?Northampton 1645/6; tWater
Stratford V 1694), English ‘enthusiast’ minister

and poet who was at Clare Hall, Cambridge (1661).

Mason was one of the earliest writers of Congre-
gationalist hynms somewhat in the style of Her-
bert*. They were familiar to Pope*, Wesley* and
Watts*. Bis proclamation of Christ’s coming in

1694, attracting about 400 followers, became the

subject of numerous pamphlets.
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Spiritual Songs, or Songs ofPraise (1683); Select

Remains of J, M. (ed. Rev. J. Mason, 1745).

C. Hill, ‘J. M. and the end of the world’ in

Puritanism and Revolution (1958).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Mason, Ronald Alison Kells (Auckland 10 I

1905 ; t6 VII 1971), New Zealand poet. Slow to win

recognition, he was acknowledged in the 1940s the

country’s finest and most individual poet, although

opinion has lately hardened. A lyricist more of

19th- than 20th-century affinities, his work is dark

and severe, and virtually ceased by 1940. His CoU
lected Poems (intro. A. Cumow, 1962) has about

70, principally short, poems.

pamphlets: In the Manner ofMen (1923); The

Beggar (1924); Penny Broadsheet (1925); No New
Thing, Poems 1924-29 (1934); End ofDay (1936);

This Dark Will Lighten, Selected Poems 1923-41

(1941); Recent Poems (with A. Cumow, D. J. M.
Glover and A. R. D. Fairbum; 1941). K.Sm.

Mason, William (*Kingston-upon-Hull 12 II 1724;

001764 Mary Sherman; tAston 7 IV 1797),

English dramatist and writer of undistinguished

verse, friend and literary executor of Gray*, whose
poems and letters he high-handedly edited.

R.M.H.

Musaeus, a Monody on the Death of Mr Pope

(1747); Aelfrida (1752); Caractacus (1759); Poems
(1764); Poems of Mr Gray, with Memoirs of his

Life and Writings by W, M. (4 vols, 1775); Sappho,

a Lyrical Drama (1809); Correspondence of Gray
and M, (ed. J. Mitford, 1853); Correspondence of
Walpole andM, (ed. W. S. Lewis, G. Cronin Jr and
C. H. Bennett, 1955).

G. Colman’s parodies in Odes to Obscurity and
Oblivion (1760); Life of M. in The British Poets,

LXXVII-LXXVIII (1822); J. W. Draper, W, M.
(1924; with biblio.); K. Hopkins, Portraits in

Satire (1958). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Massinger, Phujp (*Salisbury ?XI 1583; fLondon
III 1639/40), English dramatist whose father was a
confidential servant of the Herbert family at

Wilton. Massinger matriculated at St Alban Hall,

Oxford (1602), but left without a degree (1606).

From about 1613 he collaborated, in particular

with John Fletcher for the King’s Men, the

foremost London theatrical company, and with

Dekker* on The Virgin Martyr for the Revels

Company (1622). Massinger wrote two plays for

the Cockpit Company (1623-24); and upon the

death of Fletcher he became the leading dramatist

for the King’s Men. As a dramatist Massinger is

much of his age, writing plays which are always

well-made but comparatively superficial in their

treatment of human nature. His blank verse is

normally lucid and flexible, neither descending to

bathos nor mounting to a false magniloquence.

Only in A New Way to Pay Old Debts (1633; ed.

A. H. Cruickshank, 1926) does he lose his restraint,

creating in Sir Giles Overreach a character whose

frenzy was full-blooded enough to keep the play in

the repertoire until the 19th century when the

acting style became too austere to cope with it.

Massinger could be graceful and witty in comedy.

The Plays (ed. F. Cunningham, 4 vols, 1871);

The Beggars Bush (with John Fletcher; 1622; ed.

J. H. Dorenkamp, 1967); The Duke of Milan

(1623; ed. T. W. Baldwin, 1918); The Bondman

(1623; ed. B. T. Spencer, 1932); The Parliament of

Love (1624; ed. K. M. Lea, 1928); The Roman
Actor (1629; ed. W. L. Sandidge, 1629); The Fatal

Dowry (with Nathan Field; 1632; ed, T. A. Dunn,

1969); The Great Duke ofFlorence (1636; ed. J. M.
Stockholm, 1933); The Unnatural Combat (1639;

ed. R. S. Telfer, 1932); Believe as you List (1653;

ed. C. J. Sisson, 1928); The City Madam (1658; ed.

C. Hoy, 1964).

K. Raebel, M.s Drama ‘ The Maid of Honour'

in seinem Verhdltnis zu Painters ^Palace of

Pleasure' (1901); A. C. Swinburne in Contemr

poraries of Shakespeare (1919); T. S. Eliot in The

Sacred Wood (1920); A. H. Cruickshank, P. M,
(1920); M. Chelii, Le drome deM. (1924) and hude
sur la collaboration de M. avec Fletcher et son

groupe (192Q; K. M. Lynch, The Social Mode of

Restoration Comedy (1926); L. C. Knights, Drama
and Society in the Age of Jonson (1937); R. H.

Ball, The Amazing Career of Sir Giles Overreach

(1939); F. S. Boas, Introduction to Stuart Drama

(1946); T. A. Dunn, P.M The Man and the Play*

wright (1957). B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Masters, Edgar Lee (*Gamett, Kan. 23 Vm
1869; 001898 Helen Jenkins [o/ol923], ool926

Ellen Coyne; fMelrose Park, Pa. 5 III 1950),

American poet. He grew up in the ‘Spoon River

country’ in Illinois and became a successful lawyer

in CMcago. Both fame and attack came with his

Spoon River Anthology (1915), a group of over 200

epitaphs in which the dead of a Middle Western

town supposedly confess the truth about their lives.

His writings include verse, novels, plays, boys’

stories, biographies and an autobiography.

verse; a Book of Verse (1898); Domesday Book

(1920); The New Spoon River (1924); Selected

Poems (1925).—novels: Children of the Market
Place (1922); The Tide of Time (1937).—bio-

graphy: Lincoln, the Man (1931); Vachel Lindsay,

A Poet in America (1935); Whitman (1937); Mark
Twain, A Portrait (1938).

—

Across Spoon River

(autobiog.; 1937),

M. Yutron, America's Literary Revolt (1959).

H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Mastri, Pietro (*Florence 1868; ^ibid. 1932),

Italian poet, one of the founders of the periodicals

Vita Nuova and H Marzocco. He was one of the

few exclusively lyric poets of his period. In his
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feeling for nature and in his descriptions he derived

principally from Pascoli*.

verse: VArcobaleno (1900; new ed. 1921); Lo

specchio e la fake (1907); La meridiana (1920);

La fronda oscillante (1923); La via delle stelle

(1927); Ultimi canti (1933).—prose: Super Verta

(1903); La lingua del pappagallo (1922).

A. Garsia in Italia che scrive (1927 ; with biblio.)

;

P. Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del Novecento (1934).

B.R.

Mastriani, Francesco (*Naples 23 XI 1819; ^ibid.

1 1 1891), Italian novelist. His novels (of which

there are over 100) are mainly social studies of the

Neapolitan lower classes. The best known is La

cieca di Sorrento (1852). Una figlia nervosa (1865)

is an example of his humorous style.

L. Russo, I Narratori (1923); G. Algranati, Un
romanziere popolare a Napoli, F, M, (1914).

B.R.

Masuccio Salernitano, known also as Tommaso
Guardati (*Salemo 71420; t?1480), Italian

prose-writer, author of 11 Novellino (W6), a

collection of 50 short stories. The tale of Mariotto

Miganelli and Giannozza is similar to the story of

Romeo and Juliet.

II Novellino (ed. L. Settembrini, 1874; ed. A.

Sorrentino, 1929; crit. ed. A. Mauro, 1939).

L. Di Francia, Novellistica, I (1924); A. Mauro,
Per la biografia di M, S» (1926). B.R.

Mas'ud, Muhammad (fTehran 15 II 1947), Persian

novelist and journalist. A schoolteacher of humble
origins, he achieved sudden success with his first

novel Tafrfbdtd shdb (imder pseud. Dihati; 1932),

which expressed his deep frustration and despair

and his nihilistic tendencies in a colourful idiom.

His subsequent novels further vented his profound
distrust of human society and unrelenting hatred

of the existing order, without however advocating

any particular creed. In 1941, when the Allied

armies entered Iran, Mas'ud founded Mard-i
Imruz, a clamorous journal whose harsh and
defiant editorials finally led to his assassination.

A prophet of despair and a rebel without a cause,

he developed a mastery of vivid depiction of
characters and situations hardly surpassed in

modem Persian writing.

Ddr Taldsh-iMddsh (1932); Ashraf-i Makhluqat
(1934); GulhaH ki dar Jahannam Miruydd (1942);
BoAdr-r •£7wr (1945).

H. Kamshad, Modem Persian Prose Literature

(1966). E.Y.

AL-Mas*udi, Abu al-Hasan 'Alt ibn al-Husain
IBN 'All (*Baghdad n.d.; tFustat [Old Cairo]

956/957), Arab historian and geographer. Besides

travelling through the Fertile Crescent, Egypt and
Persia, he visited India, Ceylon, the China Sea,

Zanzibar, Oman and the Caspian lands. He
usually accepted the tales of travellers and sailors

regarding the lands he could not visit, or used

inaccurate translations of histories of peoples

whose languages he could not master. His master-

piece, Muruj al-Dhahab wa-Ma"ddin al-Jawhar,

finished in 947, is a rich and accurate source of the

geography, history and sociology of early medieval

Islam; his other indispensable treatise, Kitab aU
Tanbih w-aUIshrdf contains important revisions

and additions to the former.

Muriijal-Dhahab wa Mdddin al-Jawhar (Prairies

d"or, ed. and tr. C. Barbier de Meynard and P. de

Courteille, 9 vols, 1861-77; Meadows of Gold and

Mines of Gems, incomplete tr. A. Sprenger,

1841 ; rev. tr. C. Pellat, in progr., 1, 1962); Kitab al^

Tanbih w-aUIshraf (ed. M. J. de Goeje, 1894;

analysis by S. de Sacy in Notices et extraits des

MSS de la Bib. Nat., VIII, 1810, repr. in Prairies

d’or: le livre de Vavertissement et de la revision, DC,

tr. C. de Vaux, 1896).

G. Sarton, Introduction to the History ofScience,
I (1927); Al-Mas^udi Millenary Commemoration

Volume (ed. S. Maqbul Ahmad and A, Rahman,
1960). G.T.S.

Mas'ud-i Sa'd-i Salman (*Lahore c. 1047; tll21).

Persian poet. He lived at the court of the Ghaz-

navid princes in India, and in early life enjoyed

wealth and a high position; later he was suspected

of conspiracy and twice imprisoned. After 19

years in gaol, he was freed in 1106 and was given

a post at court. He passed the last years of his life

in retirement. Mas'ud is mainly a panegyrist, but

owes his fame chiefly to his moving odes, written

in prison, in which he complains of his misfortune

and pleads his innocence.

Divan (Tehran, 1878; ed. R. Yasami, 1939).^

M. Muhammad Qazvini, Mas‘ud-i Sddd
Salman (tr. E. G. Browne, 1906; repr. from Jour.

Roy. Asiat. Soc.); J. Rypka, History of Iranian

Literature (1968). E.Y.

Matavulj, Smo (•Sibenik 14 IX 1852; fBelgrade

20 II 1908), Serbian novelist. As a schoolmaster in

Dalmatia, Montenegro and Serbia he acquired

familiarity with regional life and character, which

he turned to good account in realistic novels and

short stories. His literary talent in narration and

style, and his objectivity, tolerance and humour
are characteristics of his novel of monastic life

Bakonja fra Brne (1892).

stories: Iz Crne Gore i Primorja (1888); Iz

primorskog iivota (1890); Iz beogradskog Sivota

(1891); Pripovetke (sel.; 1969).

—

Uskok (novel;

1892); Biljeske jednoga pisca (notes; 1939).

—

Sabrana dela (coll, works; 1961).

G. DobraSinovid, B. M. (1962). V.J.

Matheolus, or Matthieu le Bigame (*?Boulogne-
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sur-Mer; 1270-1300; oo‘Petronilla’)» French T.F.Jon&s in Dictionary ofAmerican Biography
Latin poet. A clerk, he was present at the Council

of Lyons in 1274 and sometime thereafter con-

tracted a ‘bigamous’ marriage (i.e. a marriage

with a widow) which seems to have cut short his

career. His Lamentations (c. 1295) form an
encyclopaedia of antifeminism, containing all the

misogynistic themes and arguments accumulated

by a long line of medieval authors and drawing on
a wide variety of sources. The work was translated

into French about 1370 by Jean Lefevre* of

Ressons, who added a sequel of his own, Le Livre

de Leesce^ controverting Matheolus’ arguments.

The Lamentations were well known and influential

in 15th-century France.

Lat. text and Fr. tr., incl. Le Livre de Leesce^ ed.

A. G. Van Hamel (1892-1905). F.W.

Mather, Cotton (*Boston 12 n 1663; 00I686
Abigail Phillips, ex?Elizabeth Hubbard, 00Lydia
George; ^ibid. 13 II 1728), American Puritan

clergyman, scholar and historian. His diary tells of

his severe soul-searching and mystic visions. Son
of Increase, he developed his precocious intellect at

Harvard, and laboured fiercely for the Church;
dabbled in science; took part in the Salem witch-

hunts ; and wrote some 444 separate items ofwhich
the Magnalia^ a monumental piece of historio-

graphy, is the most important.

The Wonders of the Invisible World (1693);

Magnalia Christi Americana; or^ The Ecclesiastical

History of New-England (1702).—Selections From
C, M. (ed. K. B. Murdock, 1926).

B. Wendell, C. M.: The Puritan Priest (1891);

A. P. Marvin, The Life and Times of C, M, (1892);

P. Gay, A Loss of Mastery: Puritan Historians in

Colonial America (1966). H.L.C. (D,S.R.W.)

Mather, Increase (*Boston 21 VI 1639; 00 1662

Maria Cotton; ^ibid, 23 VIII 1723), American
Puritan clergyman; President of Harvard (1685-

1701); after taking part in Salem witchcraft perse-

cutions was forced to resign. He represented the

colony in England, published nearly 150 titles.

An Essay for the Recording of Illustrious Provz-

dences (1684); Cases ofConscience Concerning Evil

Spirits Personating Men (1693).

K. B. Murdock, L M.: The Foremost American

Puritan (1925). H.L.C.

Mathews, Cornelius (*Port Chester, N.Y. 28 X
1817; fNew York 25 III 1889), American journa-

list and playwright. His tragedy. Witchcraft, or the

Martyrs of Salem, was a popular production of

1846 (published 1852). He also compiled volumes
of Indian legends.

A Pen->and-Ink Panorama of New York City

(1853); The Enchanted Moccasins and Other

Legends of the American Indians (1877).—The
Various Writings of C, M. (1843).

(1933). H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Mathias, Thomas James (*?1754; fNaples Vm
1835), English satirical poet and Italian scholar,

translator into Italian of Faerie Queene and other

poems ; editor of Gray*. R.M.H.

Runic Odes imitatedfrom Norse tongue in manner

ofMr Gray (1781); Essay on evidence, external and
internal, relating to poems attributed to T, Rowley

(1783); Pursuits ofLiterature (4 pts, 1794-97).

K. Hopkins, Portraits in Satire (1958).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Mati^ Du§an (*(5uprija 31 VIII 1898), Serbian

novelist, poet and critic. An outstanding literary

figure between the two wars and one of the most
prominent figures in the re-emergence of Serbian

letters in the early 1950s, Matic has been editor of

many literary journals including Knjizevnost. He
began publishing poetry in 1923 and was heavily

influenced by the French Surrealists but soon
developed in the direction of greater lucidity and
sharpness of image. His prose is modernist and
poetic in texture and his critical writing is creative

and discerning, and he remains one of the most
influential literary figures in contemporary Bel-

grade. He has also translated from French, in

particular Zola* and Flaubert*.

poems: Marija Rucara (1935; with A. Vudo);
Bagdala (1954, 1964); Budjenje materije (1959).—
novels; Gluvo doba (1959, 1963; with A. Vudo);
Kockaje bacena (1957).

—

^essays: Pololaj nadrea-

lizma u druStvenom procesu (1932; with O. DaviCo
and D. Kostid); Jedan vid francuske knijSevnosti

(1952); Anina balska haljina (1956); Na tapet dana
{l96\y,Laza iparedaia noci (1962); Proplanak ium
(1969). B.J.

Matkovid, Maruan (*Karlovac 21 IX 1915),

Croatian dramatist. After graduating in law at

Zagreb, Matkovic studied in Vienna and Paris. He
was connected with Zagreb-Film and the Croatian
National Theatre and is the editor of the journal

Forum. He has been writing for and about the

theatre since 1934 and is by far and away the

most prolific and most successful post-war play-

wright in Zagreb. His plays are set mainly in the

middle-class urban society of Zagreb between the

wars and present some of the problems of the

intellectual in a decaying society. He has more
recently used satire and allegory in a classical

Greek setting to convey topied and political

motifs such as the suppression of personal free-

doms and the subordination of individuals to the

State under a totalitarian regime.

plays: SlucaJ maturanta Wagnera (1935);

Prometej (1951); Igra oko smrti (1955); Na kraju

puta (1954); Vasar snova (1958); Hercdclo (1958);

Ahilova baltina (1961) ; Ibogovipate (trilogy ; 1962);

Ranjena ptica (1966). B.J.
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MatoS, Antun Gustav (*Tovamik 13 VI 1873;

tZagreb 17 III 1914), Croatian writer in many
fields. After years of varied activities abroad and
in Belgrade he returned to Zagreb to a bohemian
existence, but as the most cultured Croat of his

time. He was above all a literary critic, an expo-

nent of the principle of art for art’s sake in lively

essays and articles of wide cosmopolitan erudition.

Iverje (1899); Ogledi (1905); Vidici i putovi

(1907); Nasi ljudi i krajevi (1910).—-4. G. M. (coll,

works; 17 vols, 1967); Odabrana dela (sel. works;

1969).

T. Colak, A, G. M. (1962); M. (coU. essays by
various writers; 1965). V.J.

Matos Fragoso, Juan de (Alemtejo, Portugal

71608; t‘Madrid 1689), Spanish dramatist. His
plays were much influenced by Calderdn’s*. He
collaborated with Moreto* and Diamante*.

BMoteca de Aut. Esp., XLVH. E.M.W.

Matos Guerra, Greg6rio de (^Salvador, Bahia
20Xn 1633 ; fRecife, Pernambuco 1696), Brazilian

poet. He qualified as a lav^er in Portugal, and
returned to Brazil in 1679 with a promising career

already endangered by his inflexible honesty and
the satirical verve of his pen. The lay and clerical

leaders of Salvador society could not tolerate this

fearless admirer of Quevedo* and G6ngora*, and
aftw a period of exile in Angola he found it

advisable to settle in Recife. His poetry circulated

exclusively in manuscript, but found warm
admirers where it did not make enemies. His
religious and amatory verses are less original but
by no means lacking in feeling.

Obras (6 vols, 1923-33). No definitive text.

P. Cahnon, A vida espantosa de G, de M. (1933;
vol. VI of the above ed.); Maria del Carmen
Barquim, G. de M, (194©, J.T.B.

Matra, Chrishan (Vidareifli 7 XII 1900; ool929
Marianm Ltithen), Faroese poet. Matras combines
a simplicity of form with great complexity and
depth of thought. Although bis inspiration is

clearly drawn from the Faroes, his themes are
mostly of a universal or personal nature.

verse: Grdtt, kdtt og Mtt (192©; Heimur og
heima (1933); ur leUcum og loyndum (1940).

M.P.B,

Matsunaga Tettoku, pseud, of Matsunaga
Katsuguma (*Kyoto 1571; ^ibid. 3 I 1654),
Japanese poet. Having studied the technique of
haiku poetry from his youth, he revived and
populaxiz^ this genre, which later readied its

climax with BashO*. His poems were however
considered by later critics to be too dependent on
word-play and wit. E.B.C.

SdL poems tr. in A, Miyamori, An Anthology of

Haiku (1932); R. H. Blyth, ‘Teitoku and the
Teimon school’ in A History of Haiku, I (1963);
D. L. Keene, ‘M. T. and the beginning of haikai
poetry’ in Landscapes and Portraits: Appreciations

of Japanese Culture (1971). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Matsuo Basho: see Basho.

Matthaei, Clara, pseud. Gertrud Hoff and
Walter Gray (*nr Bellville, Texas 1884; ool9l3
Asancion Palacios, ool929 Francisco Reyes;
tAguas Calientes, Mexico 2 XI 1934), Texas-
German novelist.

Vineta Lieder (1911); Wer bin ich? (1913);
‘Bucher mit sieben Siegeln’ in Das Wochenblatt
(Texas, 1923); ‘Der Compadre’, ibid, (1924).

S. Metzenthin-Raunick and N. Schulze, ‘The
tragedy of C. M.’ in Southwest Rev., XXI 0935).

E.R.

Matthew of Venddme (*Vend6me; ft, 118©,
French Latin grammarian and poet. He studied at

Tours, probably under Bernard* Silvester, and
taught grammar at Orleans; after a sojourn in

Paris he returned to Tours. He wrote many poems,
among them a Tobias, a handbook on verse-

composition (Ars versificatoria) and a collection of
specimen letters in verse. His Milo is a versified tale

or comoedia.

E. Faral, Les arts poetiques du Xlle et du XHIe
siicle (1924).—W. Wattenbach, ‘Der poetische

Briefsteller des M. von V.’ in Sitzungsberichte der

bayerischen Akad. der Wissenschaften (1872); D.
Kelly, ‘The scope and treatment of composition in

the 12th- and 13th-century Arts of Poetry* in

Speculum, XLI (196©. F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Matthew Paris: see Paris, Matthew.

Matthey, Pderre-Louis (*Aveuex, Vaud 19 VII
1893; tGeneva 1970), Swiss poet, a powerful
lyricist who attains rare technical perfection. His
fot volumes are passionate adolescent poems of
great intensity: Seize d vingt (1914); Semaines de
passion (1919); Mime sang (1920). Later volumes
are more preoccupied with the mystery of death
and with an original verbal expression, revealing a
poet of the school of Mallarm6*: Alcyonie d
PalUne (1941), Aux Jardins du Pire (1949).

Matthey is the translator of several Shakespearian
plays and sonnets, of Keats* (Tendre est la nuiU
1950) and of Blake* {Chants Vinnocence et de
Vexpirience, 1947). J.P.L (G.G.)

Poesies complites Ond. trs; 1968). G.G.

Matthiessen, Frances Otto (Pasadena, Cal. 19 H
1902; fBoston, Mass. 1 IV 1950), American critic.

In his major works he has investigated patterns of
American experience and their relation to literary

achievement.
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Sarah Ome Jewett (1929); Translation: An

Elizabethan Art (1931); The Achievement of T S,

Eliot (1935); American Renaissance: Art and
Expression in the Age of Emerson and Whitman

(1941); Henry James: The Major Phase (1944);

The James Family (1947); Theodore Dreiser (1951);

The Responsibilities of the Critic: Essays and
Reviews (sel. J. Rackliffe, 1952).

H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Matthieu, Pierre (*Pesmes, Franche-Comte 10 XII
1563; tMontauban 12 X 1621), French dramatist,

historian and poet. Much of his work is occasional

or political. His Histoire de France (1605, 1631)

gives a contemporary’s account of the reigns of

Henri IV and Louis XIII. He is known principally

for his five tragedies (three of them Biblical), writ-

ten with moral or polemical intentions for perform-

ance by students.

^uciS': Esther (1585); Ixi Guisiade^ Vasthi, Aman,
Clytemnestre (1589).

—

averse: Tablettes [or Quat'^

rains] de ia vie et la mart (1610; ed. J. Rosny, 1805,

1850). G.B.

Matthieu le Bigame: see Matheolus.

Matthijs, Marcel (*Oedelem 11 1 1899; fBruges

30 Vni 1964), Flemish author. His realistic novels

and short stories are written in a vigorous and
impetuous prose. His characters rebel against a

hostile world or emphasize the absurdity of life,

De ruitentikker (1953; rev. ed. 1960; Der
enttSuschte Sozialist, tr. G. Hermanowski, 1953);

Doppen (1936); Een spook op zolder (1938; rev.

ed. as Filomeentje^ 1960; Moi, Philomine^ Fr. tr.

M. Gevers, 1942); Schaduw over Brugge (1940);

Wie kan dot begrijpen? (1949; Wer kam das

begreifen?, tr. G. Hermanowski, 1949); Hellegat

(1949); Spiegel van leven en dood (1954); De kleine

Pardon (1954).

F. Bonneure, M, M, (1965).

R.F.L. (tr. P.K.)

Matthisson, Friedrich von (*Hohenbodeleben nr

Magdeburg 23 1 1761 ; fWorlitz nr Dessau 12 III

1831), German poet. At first a master at Basedow’s

sdbiool in Dessau, Matthisson travelled for some
years as tutor and companion, then joined the

suite of Princess Louise of Anhalt-Dessau, after-

wards entering the administration first of Baden
(1801) then of Wurttemberg. His deft, sentimental

poems, which Schiller* praised, rev^ a decided

formal talent and a mind without originality or

distinction. He is the poet of Beethoven’s Adelaide,

Lieder (1781); Gedichte iXl%T),’—Erirmerungen

(5 vols, 1810-15); Schriften (8 vols, 1815-29);

Literarischer Nachlass (4 vols, 1832).

H. Doring, M,s Leben (1833); W. Krebs, F. von

M, (1912) ; A. Heers, F. von M. (1913). H.B.G.

Matto de Turner, Clorinda (*Cuzco 1854; tl909),
Peruvian novelist. In her youth she wrote verses

and some stories in the manner of Palma* which
found favour. Her fame spread in the Spanish-

American world with her novel Aves sin nido (1889),

a kind of Uncle Torres Cabin on behalf of the

oppressed Peruvian Indian. This was the first of

the many similar novels that have since appeared
in all countries with an Indian (or Negro) section

of the population.

Tradiciones cuzquenas (2 vols, 1884-86); Indole

(1890); Hirna-^Sumac (1892; play); Herencia (1895).

E.Sa.

Maturin, Charles Robert (*Dublin 1782; ^ibid,

30 X 1824), Irish novelist; Protestant curate of St

Peter’s, Dublin; wrote several novels of consider-

able power. His best work is Melmoth the Wan-
derer (1820), a horror story which combines

Byronic satanism with psychological complexities.

The Fatal Revenge (1807); The Wild Irish Boy
(1808); The Milesian Chief (1812); Woman
(1818).

Niilo Idman, C. R, M, (Helsingfors, 1923); W.
Scholten, C. R, M, The Terror Novelist (Amster-

dam, 1933); F. E. Ratchford and W. H. McCarthy,

Correspondence of Walter Scott and C. R. M,
(1937). E.T.W.

Matute, Ana MarIa (*Barcelona 192®, Spanish

novelist and author ofthe effectively written trilogy

Primera memoria (1960), Los soldados Horan de

noche (1964) and La trampa (1969). J.E.V,

Maugham, William Somerset (*Paris 25 I 1874;

001915 Gwendolen Maude Syrie Wellcome [o/o];

tSaint Jean Cap Ferrat 16 XII 1965), English

novelist, playwright and short-story writer. He was
much influenced by French writers, especially

Maupassant*. His simple, almost colloquid style,

his detachment in letting his story and characters

speak for themselves, his skill in contriving critical

situations, won for many of his novels and short

stories the admiration of critics. In middle life he

turned to the theatre and was successful with

diverting society plays. He travelled much, and his

scenes are laid in many places.

novels: Liza of Lambeth (1897); Of Human
Bondage (1915); The Moon and Sixpence (1919);

Ashenden (1928); Cakes and Ale (1930); The

Razofs Edge (1944).—short stories: Orientations

(1899); The Trembling of a Leaf (1921); The

Casuarina Tree (1926); Cosmopolitans (193®; The

Mixture as Before (1940).—plays: Lady Frederick

(1912); The Circle {X92\)\ Our Betters (1923); The

Constant Wife (1927); The Breadwinner (1930);

Sheppey (1933).

—

^autobiography: The Summing
Up (1938); Strictly Personal (1941).

P. Dottin, W, S, M, et ses romans (1928) and Le
Thedtre de W. S. M, (1937); R. H. Ward, W, S. M,
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(1937); R. Mander and J. Mitchenson, Theatrical

Companion to M. (1955); K. W. Jonas, The World

ofS. M. (1959); R. A. Cordell, S, M.: A Writerfor

All Seasons (1961; 2nd ed. 1969); L. Brander,

S. M.: A Guide (1963); G. Kanin, Remembering

Mr M. (1966); B. Nichols, A Case of Human
Bondage (1966).—^Biblio. by R. T. Stott (1956).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Maulavi, JalAl-al-Din Muhammad, Rumi (*Balkh

30 IX 1207; ool226 Gowhar Khatun; tKonia 17

XII 1273), Persian poet and mystic. At the age of

five he accompanied his father to Asia Minor,

where the latter settled in Konia as a religious

teacher. A few years after his father’s death in 1231

he began to teach in Konia. Shams-i Tabriz!, a
weird and mysterious Sufi, exercised a tremendous

influence on the poet, and later he received inspira-

tion from his two favourite disciples, Salah-al-Din

Zarkub and Husam-al-Din. Maulavi was highly

revered by his contemporaries as a spiritual leader.

He founded the order of the Maulavis (‘Whirling

Dervishes’), among whom music and symbolic

dancing had a prominent place.

Maulavi is the most eminent mystic poet of

Persia, and his Mathnavi, a long poem in six books,

containing fables, anecdotes, precepts and reflec-

tions, all intended to explain the Sufi doctrine, is

regarded as one of the greatest monuments of

mystical thought in the Persian language. His other

main, and perhaps purer, poetical work is DfvdnA
ShamsA Tabriz (the collection of his lyrical odes,

named after his spiritual leader).

His poetry is distinguished by depth of feeling,

richness of thought and imagery, sweeping

enthusiasm and spontaneous diction. In his pre-

occupation with his subject, he often disregards

elegance or formal beauty. The doctrine preached

by Maulavi is a pantheistic mysticism where Neo-
Platonic ideas are combined with Islamic instruc-

tion.

verse: Mathnavhyi Mdnavi (Bulaq, 1835;

Mathnavi of Jaldlu’ddin RumU ed. and tr, with

notes and comm. R. A. Nicholson, 8 vols, 1925

-40; Tales From the MasnavU tr. A. J. Arberry,

1961; More Tales From the MasnavU tr. idem^

1963); Dtvdn4 Shams-i Tabriz (Tabriz, 1865; ed.

B. Furuzanfar, Tehran, 1917/18 ff. ; SelectionsFrom
the Divani Shamsi Tabriz^ ed. and tr. R. A. Nichol-

son, 1898 ;
The Festival ofSpringfrom the Divan of

Jelaleddin, tr. [after Ruckert’s version] W. Hastie,

1903) ; Rubaiyat of Jaldl al-Din Rumi (metrical tr.

A. J. Arberry, 1949); MysticalPoems ofRumi (tr.

1968).—prose: Maktubdt-i Mauldnd Jaldl-al-

Din (Istanbul, 1945); Majdlis-i SaHa-yi Mauldnd
(ibid., 1937).

F. H. Davis, The Persian Mystics: Jalalud-Din

Rumi (1907); C. Huart, Les saints des derviches

tourneurs (2 vols, 1918-22); B. Furuzanfar,

Mauldnd J. al-D. M. (Tehran, 1936); R. A.
Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic (pref. A. J.

Arberry, 1951); Afzal Iqbal, The Life and Thought

ofM. J. Rumi (1955). E.Y.

Maupassant, Henri Renie Albert Guy de (*Tour-
ville-sur-Arques 5 VIII 1850; tParis 6 VII 1893),

French novelist and short-story writer. Maupas-
sant’s parents parted when he was 11 years old

and the break-up of the home left a lasting

impression on the man and his work. His mother
was a sister of Flaubert’s* friend, Alfred Le
Poittevin, and it was to Flaubert that she turned for

advice when her husband left her. From 1872 to

1880 Maupassant worked as a clerk in the civil

service. These were the years of his apprenticeship

as a writer when he visited Flaubert every week to

have his early exercises corrected. Success came
with the publication in 1880 of Boule de Suifm a
composite volume of short stories called Les
Soirees de Medan to which Zola* was a contribu-

tor. He was able to leave the civil service and earn

his living by writing. He was one of the most
popular and highly paid French writers until his

early death from syphilis.

The best of his stories are those dealing with the

Franco-German war, the Norman peasantry and
the lower reaches of the bureaucracy. Their superb

craftsmanship and ‘slickness’ make him the virtual

inventor of the commercial short story, but he did

not possess the moral and intellectual qualities

which belong to the great writer. Pierre et Jean is

the most successful of his novels and reveals a

depth and insight which are rare in his work.

Boule de suif (1880); La Maison Tellier (1881);

Mile Fifi (1882); Contes de la bicasse (1883); Clair

de lune. Miss Harriet, Les Saurs Rondoli (1884);

Toine, Yvette, Contes et noiivelles, Contes dujour et

de la nuit (1885) ; Monsieur Parent, La Petite Roque

(1886) ; Le Horla (1887) ; Le Rosier de Mme Husson

(1888); La Main gauche (1889); VInutile beaute

(1890).—novels: Une Vie (1883; A Woman^s Life,

tr. Antonia White, 1949); Bel-Ami (1885); Mont-
Oriol (1 887) ; Pierre et Jean (1 888 ; Pierre and Jean,

tr. M. Turnell, 1962); Fort comme la mort (1889);

Notre c(Bur (1890).

—

splays: Histoire du vieux temps

(1879); Musotte (1891); La Paix du menage (1893).—^various: Des vers (1880); Au Soleil (1884); Sur

Veau (1888); La Vie errante (1890).

—

CEuvres

computes (ed. A. Gillon and E. Choureau, 15 vols,

1934-38); The Works of G. de M. (tr. M. Laurie,

10 vols, 1923-29).

H. James, Partial Portraits (1888); E, Maynial,

La vie et Poeuvre de M. (1906); G. Selzer, G. de

M. (good stud, in Ger.; 1926); R. Dumesnil,

G. de M. (1933); A. Artinian, M. Criticism in

France (1941); F. Steegmuller, M. (1950); A.

Vidal, G. de M. et Part du roman (1954); E. D.

Sullivan, M. the Novelist (1954) and M. the Short

Stories (1962); F. Lemoine, G. de M. (1957); M.
Tumell, The Art of French Fiction (1959); A. M.
Schmidt, M. par lui-mime (1962) ; A. Lanoux, M. le

bel-ami (1967). M.T.
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Mauriac, Claude; see nouveau roman.

Mauriac, Francois (*Bordeaux 11 X 1885; tParis

1 IX 1970), French writer. Bom into the rich upper
middle class of Bordeaux, Mauriac was educated

at a Roman Catholic school, at Bordeaux Univer-

sity and at the &ole des Chartes in Paris. He soon,

however, abandoned scholarship for the writing of

fiction. In 1922 Le baiser au lepreux (A Kiss for the

Leper, tr. G. Hopkins, 1950) made him famous.

In 1933, he was elected a member of the French
Academy. His passion for justice led him to take

sides against the dictatorship of General Franco.

He was active during the Resistance and, under
thename ofForez, publishedLe CahierNoir (1943)
in the clandestine Editions de Minuit. In 1945 he
became a brilliant leader-writer on Le Figaro. He
won the Nobel prize in 1952.

From the sum total of diverse influences (Pas-

cal*, Racine*, Barrfes*, Rimbaud*) Mauriac has

evolved a most original type of novel, at once
Catholic and pessimistic, concerned with depicting

carnal, violent or criminal passions, and in which
grace is granted to the sinner’s soul only in

extremis. His power of psychological evocation,

his poetic feeling for ‘atmosphere’ and his intimate

sense of pathos, all expressed in an admirably

supple style, have produced a number of great

novels and plays.

NOVELS (tr. Gerard Hopkins): La robe pritexte

(1914; The Stuff of Youth, 1960); Priseances

(1921); Ginitrix (1923; tr. 1950); Le disert de

Vamour (1925; The Desert ofLove, 1949); Orages

(1925); Therise Desqueyroux (1927; tr. 1947);

Destins (1928); Trois ricits (1929); Ce qui itait

perdu (1930; That Which Was Lost, tr. J. H. F.

McEwan, 1951); Le nmud de vipires (1932; The
Knot of Vipers, 1951); Le mystere Frontenac (1933

;

The Frontenac Mystery, 1952); La fin de la nuit

(1935; tr. in Therise, 1947); Les anges noirs (1936;
The Dark Angels, 1951); Les chemins de la mer
(1939; The Unknown Sea, 1948); La Pharisienne

(1941; A Woman of the Pharisees, 194Q; Le
sagouin (1951; The Little Misery, 1952); Galigai

(1952; The Lovedand the Unloved, \9YS)\Vagneau
(1954; The Lamb, 1955); Un adolescent d^autrefois

(1969; Maltaverne, tr. J. Stewart, 1970).—essays:
Petits essais de psychohgie religieuse (1920);

Proust (1926); La rencontre avec Pascal (1926);

Souffrances et bonheur du chretien (1929; Anguish
and Joy of the Christian Life, tr. H. Evans,

1967); Le romancier et ses persormages (1933);

Journal (1934; new eds 1937, 1947); Vie de Jesus

(1936; Life of Jesus, tr. J. Keman, 1937); La
rencontre avec Parris (1945); Journal 1932-39

(1947); Journal (1950); Mimoirespolitiques (1967).

—plays: Asmodee (1938; tr. Sir B. Bartlett, 1939);

Les mal aimis (1945); Passage du malin (1948);

Le feu sur la terre (1951); Le pain vivant (1955),

C. du Bos, F. M., ou le problime du romancier

catholique (1933); C. E. Magny, Histoire du roman

frangais depuis 1918 (1950); N. Cormeau, Uart de

F. M. (1951); P. H. Simon,R M. (1953); M. Alyn,

F. M. (1960); K, Goesch, F. M. Essai de biblio^

graphic chronologique (1966); J. E. Flower, Inten-

tion and Achievement: An Essay on the Novels of
F. Af. (1969). M.G.; J.P.R.

Maurice, the name under which a Byzantine

military handbook has survived (the so-called

Tactica of the pseudo-Maurice). This compilation

is attributed to various authors including Urbicius

(fl, 491-510), the Emperor Maurice and the

Emperor Heraclius (whom recent research favours).

At one point the text was worked over by Leo* VI
the Wise.

Eds: J. Scheffer (Uppsala, 1664; with Lat. tr.);

H. Mihaescu (Bucharest, 1970). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Maurice, Frederick Denison (*Normanston,

Lowestoft 29 VIII 1805; ool837 Anna Barton,

John Sterling’s sister-in-law, ool849 Georgina

Hare-Naylor, Julius Hare’s half-sister; fLondon
1 IV 1872), English clergyman of wide and ardent

sympathies, founder of Christian Socialism.

Religions of the World (1847); Social Morality

(1869).

C. F. G. Masterman, Life of F. D. M. (1907);

J. F. Maurice, Life (1884); A. M. Ramsey, M. and

the Conflicts of Modern Theology (1951).

R.M.H.

Maurice de Sully (SuIly-sur-Loire 71120; fH K
1196), French writer and theologian. Archdeacon

in 1159, he was a renowned preacher before

becoming Bishop of Paris (12 X 1160); he con-

ducted negotiations for the French Kings. His

sermons, based on Latin originals, are ofa practical

nature and enlivened by familiar touches.

P. Meyer, ‘Les manuscrits des sermons fran$ais

de M, de S.’ in Romania, V (1876) and XXIII

(1894).

C. A. Robson, M. ofS. (1952). M.F.L.

Maurik, Justus van (*Amsterdam 16 VUI 1846;

^ibid. 18 XI 1904), Dutch popular short-story

writer, novelist and playwright.

plays: Tooneelstudien (1872); Een bittere pU
(1874); Janus Tulp (1879); Fijne beschuiten (1883).

—short stories: Uit het volk (1879); Van allerlei

slag (1881); Burgerluidjes (1884); Uit een pen

(1886); Toen ik nogJong was (1901).

J. ten Brink, Geschiedenis der Noord-Nederl.

letteren, 11 (1904); J. H. Rossing, J. de Koo et ah,

Uit het leven van J. van M. (1904). J.W.W.

Maurina, Zenta (Grobina, Latvia 15 XII 1897;

001946 Konstantin Raudive), writer of prose in

Latvian and (since 1947) in German, The amount,

range, development and integrity of her work have

yet to be recognized. Even those who know the
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tragic situations she had to endure remain unaware

of the shattering proportions of her ordeals.

Besides being severely handicapped by infantile

paralysis at the age of six many other enemies

warred against her soul and made her ‘a specialist

in suffering’. Yet deeply affected as she was by her

own personal ill-fate, which brought loss of home
and country, neglect and poverty, her gifts for

writing never faltered and her humane concern

grieves even more passionately for the sorrows,

cruelties and indignities of mankind. Her life and

work constitute a remarkable synthesis between

East (especially Russia) and West. Her numerous

books of essays and most of all her autobiogra-

phical writings—Die weite Fahrt (1951); Derm das

Wagnis ist schon (1953); Die eisernen Riegel zer^

brechen (1957)—reflect her dominant and unchang-

ing theme, the relationship of man to his fellow

men and the world. They are entirely free from
literary artifice and written with her heart’s blood;

they are also steeped in Latvian, German, Russian,

European, Western and universal culture, yet the

knife-edge ofthe present always remains to the fore.

IN LATVIAN: Dostojevskis (1933 ; A Prophet ofthe

Soul, tr. C. P. Finlayson, 1939); Grdmata par

cilvekiem un lietdm (1938); Kopoti raksti (1939; I

and II of 10-vol. ed. of complete works); Dzives

vilciend (1941); Kulturds saknes (1944); Francesca

(1952); Cilveces sargi (1955); Sdkuma bija prieks

(1965); Trimdas tragika (1965).

IN german: essays: Mosaik des Herzens (1947);

Gestalten und Schicksale (1949); Um des Menscken
willen (1955); Auf der Schwelle zweier Welten

(1959); Uber Liebe und (1960); Die Langeweile

und der gehetzte Mensch (1962); Welteinheit unddie

Aufgabe des Einzelnen (1963); Verfremdung und
Freundschaft (1966); Abenteuer des Menschseins

(1970).—NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: Im Zuge des

Lebens (1956; 2nd ed. 1971); Sieben Gdste (1961);

Birkenborke-Benjamin (1967).—iVbrri- und sddliches

Geldnde (Swedish diaries 1946-51 ; 1962); Jahre der

Befieiung (Swedish diaries 1951-58; 1965); Tod
im Fruhling (1972).—critical biographies: Dos^

tojewskij (enlarged ed. 1952); Portrdts russischer

Schriftsteller (1968).

P. Ermanis, Z. M. dztve (1939) and Trimdas

rakstnieki (1947); M. Dietrich, Ein Leben aus

abendldndischem Geist (1953); 6. Schempp, Das
Herz hat Flugel (1957); Buch der Freundschaft

(Festschrift; 1967). K.W.M.

Maorois, Andr£, pseud, of Emile Herzog
(*Eibeuf26 VII 1885; tNeuilly 9 X 1967), French
writer. Maurois belonged to a family of Jewish

industrialists from Alsace who, after 1870, took

refuge in Normandy. He took his University degree

in philosophy, and was a pupil of Alain*. In the

war of 1914 he served as a liaison officer with the

British army. During the war of 1939 he was in the

United States and returned to France in 1946. He
was created K.B.E. in 1938. He was sympathetic to

all things Anglo-Saxon, and won a high reputation

in the field of ‘romanticized’ biography. He was
also the author of several novels all dealing,

sensitively, with emotional and moral crises set

against a middle-class background, and of a
number of works on criticism and world affairs. In

everything he wrote he showed a fine humanism
and an acute intelligence.

novels: Les silences du Colonel Bramble (1918;

Eng. tr. T. Wake, 1927); Les discours du docteur

O'Grady (1922); Bernard Quesnay (1926); Climats

(1928); Le cercle de famille (1932); Uinstinct du
bonheur (1934); Nouveaux discours du docteur

O'Grady (1950; The Return ofDoctor O' Grady, tr.

G. Hopkins, 1951).

—

essays: Ariel, ou la vie de

Shelley (1923 ; Eng. tr. E. D’Arcy, 1924); Dialogues

sur le commandement (1925; Captains and Kings,

tr. J. L. May, 1925); Disraeli (1927; tr. H. Miles,

miy, Byron (1930; tr. idem, 1930); (1931);

Voltaire (1935); tdouard VII (1937); Histoire de

I'Angleterre (1937 ; History ofEngland, tr. H. Miles,

1937); Chateaubriand (1938); Journal (New York,

1942); A la recherche de Marcel Proust (1949; The

Quest for Proust, tr. G. Hopkins, 1950); Ldlia, ou

la vie de George Sand (1952; tr. idem, 1953); Les

trois Dumas (1957; tr. idem, 1957); Promethee

ou la vie de Balzac (1963).

—

Aux innocents les

mains pleines (play; 1955).

—

Memoires (1970).

M. Droit, A. M. (1953); J. Suffel, A, M. (1963).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Mauropous: see John Mauropous.

Maorras, C^iarles (*Martigues 20 IV 1868;

tSaint-Symphorien 16 XI 1952), French writer.

Maurras* background was Catholic and Provencal.

He was a spiritual heir of Mistral* and began his

literary career as a poet and critic in the classical

tradition. After the Dreyfus affair he devoted

himself entirely to politics. As editor of L’Action

Fran^aise he preached a doctrine of exclusive

nationalism and for close on 50 years maintained

his beliefin the traditional and anti-parliamentarian

system which he had devised. In 1926 he was
condemned by the Pope, and somewhat later,

disavowed by the claimant to the French throne.

In spite of his hatred of Germany he became one
of P6tain*s advisers in 1940 and was sentenced in

1945 to life imprisonment.

Le chemin de paradis (1891); Anthinia (1901);

Enquite sur la monarchie (1901); Les amants de

Venise (1902); L'avenir de Vintelligence (1905); Les

conditions de la victoire (1916) ; L'allee dephilosophes

(1924); La musique intdrieure (1925); Romantisme
et revolution (1925); Les idees royalistes sur les

partis, Vitat, la nation (1925) ; La sagesse de Mistral

(1931).

P. Lasserre, C. M. et la renaissance classique

(1902); A. Thibaudet, Les idees de C. M. (1920);

L. Daudet, C. M, et son temps (1930); H. Massis,

M, et notre temps (2 vols, 1951). M.G.; J.P.R.
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Maximianus (fl, 6th century a.d.). Bom in Etruria,

Maximianus spent his youth at Rome. He was a
friend of Boethius* and author of six elegies which
endeavour to reproduce the spirit of the Augustan
poets to whom he is indebted,

Eds: A, Baehrens, Poetae Latini minores, V
(1883); R. Webster (with comm; 1900).

W. Schetter, Studien zu,,

,

Maximum (1970).

A.J.D.

Maxim the Gredc: see Grek, Maxim.

Maximus the Confessor (c. 580-662), Byzantine
theologian. He was an imperial ofiBcial and then
monk, and was exiled for his outspoken opposition

to imperial ecclesiastical policy. His works include

metaphysical, theological and ascetic treatises, and
he is particularly important for his use of the

pseudo-Dionysian corpus. He was constantly read
by later Byzantine ascetics and theologians.

J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, IV (scholia on
pseudo-Dionysius; 1857) and XC-XCI (1860;
both with Lat. tr.).

H. Urs von Balthasar, Liturgie cosmique:
Maxima le Confesseur (1947); P. Sherwood, An
Annotated Date-List of the Works of M, the C.

(Rome, 1952) and ‘Survey of recent works on
St M. the C.’ in Traditio, XX (1964).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Maximus Planudes (*1260; tl310), Byzantine
scholar and humanist. He not only promoted
Greek learning but was interested in translating

Latin authors. He left a number of works, includ-

ing poems and an important collection of letters.

L. Bachmann, Anecdota Graeca, XL (1828); C.
Walz, Rhetores Graeci,V (1833); Migne, Patrologia

Graeca, CXLVU (1865; with I^t. tr.); letters ed.

M. Treu (1890), J.M.H.

Max Muller, Friedrich (*Dessau 6 XU 1823;
001859 Georgiana Grenfell; fOxford 28 X 1900),

German Orientalist and philologist, son ofWilhelm
Miiller*, long Professor of comparative philology
at Oxford, where he promoted study of compara-
tive religion and mythology; translator of sacred

Oriental books.

Pigveda (1873); Chipsfrom a German Workshop
(4 vols, 1867-75); Deutsche Liebe (1857); Lectures
on Science ofLanguage (1882); Science ofReligion
(1875); Auld Lang Syne (2 vols, 1898); My Auto-
biography (fragment; 19QI).—-Life and Letters (by

his widow; 1902). R.M.H.

May, Karl (*Hohenstein-Emstthal 24 II 1842;

tRadebeul 31 III 1912), German novelist. Son of
a weaver, he had a very difficult start in life and
was sent to prison. It is not difficult to find faults

in his adventure stories: his prose style is un-

distinguished; his psychology is too simple to be

true; descriptive details are often incorrect and his

noble savages are nearer to Rousseau* than to

reality. But no other German writer ofadventurous
travel stories has had a stronger impact on the

imagination of young and grown-up readers alike.

His vivid descriptions of countries and people he
had never seen, above all of the American Wild
West (at his best in Winnetou, 3 vols, 1893), of the

Muslim Near East (Durch die Wuste^ 1892) and the

Balkans (Der Schut, 1892), have helped to over-

come provincialism. R.W.L.

Old Surehand (1894); Der Schatz im Silbersee

(1894); Im Lande des Mahdi (1896); Im Reiche des

silbernen Lowen (1898-1902); Mein Leben (ed.

E. A. Schmid, 1914).

—

Gesammelte Werke (65 vols,

1892-1945); K. M. Jahrbuch (1918 ff.).

E. A. Schmid, Eine Lanzefur K. M. (1918); L.

Gurlitt, Gerechtigkeit fur K, M. (1920); O. Forst-

Battaglia, K, M. (1930); H. Plischke, Von Cooper

bis K. M. (1951); V. Klotz, ‘Durch die Wuste und
so weiter: Uber K. M.’ in Akzente, DC (1962); W.
Raddatz, Das abenteuerliche Leben K. M,s (1965);

H. WollschlSger, X. M. in Selbstzeugnissen und
Bilddokumenten (1965); R. H. Cracroft, ‘The
American West of K. M.* in American Quart.,

XDC (1967). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

May, Thomas (*?Mayfield 1595; fLondon 13 XI
1650), English poet, dramatist, translator and
historian. May began his career as a dramatist, but

meeting with little success turned to translation. His

translations were highly esteemed, and he was fav-

oured byCharles I. Heneverthelessacted inthe Civil

War as a propagandist for the Parliamentary party.

verse: The Reign ofKing Henry II (1623); The

Victorious Reign of King Edward III (1635).

—

plays: The Heir: A Comedy (1622); The Tragedy

ofAntigone (1631).—translations: Lucan's Phar-

salia (1626-27); Virgil's Georgies (1628).—prose:

The History of the Parliament of England which

began November the Thirds 1640 (1647).

A. G. Chester, T, M.: Man ofLetters (1932).

J.B.B.

May, Sir Thomas Erskine, Lord Farnborough
(London 8 n 1815; ool839 Louisa Laughton;

\ibid, 17 V 1886), En^ish constitutional jurist and

historian, writer of authoritative works on parlia-

mentary rules and procedure, and of a contin^j-

ation of Hallam’s* Constitutional History,

A Treatise on the Law^ Privileges, Proceedings

and Usage ofParliament (1844); Rules, Orders and

Forms ofProcedure ofHouse of Commons (1854);

Constitutional History of England since Accession

of George III (1861-€3); Democracy in Europe (2

vols, 1877). R.M.H.

Maya, Rafael (*Popaydn 19 III 1897), Colombian

poet; his earliest work was in the modernism

tradition, and though to that extent derivative,

expressed a powerful lyrical gift. One of his finest
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works is the Navegacion nocturna (1959), a poem
which meditates on the theme of inner solitude.

E.Sa. (J.F.)

verse: La vida en la sombra (1925); Coros del

mediodia (1928); Domus aurea (1930); Despues del

silencio (1935); Poesia (1940, 1944).—prose:

Alabanzas del hombre y de la tierra (3 vols, 1937-

45). E.Sa.

Mayakovsky, Vladimir Vladimirovich (*Bagdady

1894; tMoscow 1930), leader of Russian futurism

and the most important poetic mouthpiece of the

Revolution immediately after 1917. Russian

Futurism was partly influenced by Marinetti* and
partly by Khlebnikov’s* ‘Dadaist’ experiments

upon the Russian language. As a reaction against

Symbolism, it not only tried to depoetize poetry

but in the first manifesto ofthe Russian Futurists in

1912 it decried all traditional art and literature.

A perfect craftsman of the ‘depoetized’ manner,

Mayakovsky made use of grotesquely hyperbolic

images, of unexpected associations and situations.

Such products as the ‘tragedy’ Vladimir Mayakov-
sky^ or Oblako v shtanakh (‘A Cloud in Pants’)

wWch he wrote before 1917, are both intensely

egotistic. His Voyna i Mir (1916), however, is

permeated with a strong revolutionary spirit, and
his play Misteriya-Boof (‘Mystery-BoufFe’; 1917-

18) is a blasphemous but highly grotesque apothesis

of the proletarian revolution. His subsequent long

poem ISOfiOOflOO (1920) described an allegoric

fight between Russia and capitalist America; his

Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (1924) was a panegyric

written on the occasion of Lenin’s* death; and his

two plays, Klop (‘The Bedbug’; 1928) and Banya
(‘The Bath-House’; 1929), are excellent satires on
philistine opportunism and the Soviet bureaucracy
during the nep period.

As a ‘loudspeaker’ of the Revolution, Mayakov-
sky evolved his own particular kind of topical

propaganda poetry, the so-called agitka—'^s
simple as mooing’, but quite effective on the

platform. Yet in spite of his devotion to the
Revolution and the collective man Mayakovsky
failed to repress his own longing for personal

happiness as can be gathered from his poem
Lyublyu (‘I Love’ ; 1922), and it was largely due to

his unsatisfied love-life that he committed suicide.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (5 vols, 1934, 1939);
Sobranie stikhotvoreniy (2 vols, 1950); M. and His
Poetry (ed. H. Marshall, 2nd ed. 1945); Polnoye
sobranie sochineniy (13 vols, 1955-60); Izbrannye
proizvedeniya (2 vols, 1963); Sobranie sochineniy

(8 vols, 1968).

B. M, EicWbaum, M, (1940); V. Fevral’sky,

M,-dramaturg (1940); V. V. Kamensky, Zhizn^ s

Mayakovskim (1940); V. B. Shklovsky, O Maya-
kovskom (1940); I. Eventov, M,-satirik (1941); N.
Maslin, Osnovnye etapy tvorcheskogo razvitiya

Mayakovskogo (1948); C. M. Bowra, ‘The Futur-
ism of V. M.’ in The Creative Experiment (1949);

V. I. Kozlovsky, V, KM (1950); R. Usievich, Af.

(1950); V. Pertsov, M. (1957); S. Vladimirov, Ob
esteticheskikh vzglyadakh Mayakovskogo (1959);

G. S. Cheremin, Ranniy M. (1962); A. Metchenko,

M. (1964); S. Paperny, M. i sovietskaya literatura

(1964). J.L.

May^s y Siscar, Gregorio (*01iva, Valencia 9 V
1699; '\ibid, 21 XII 1781), Spanish scholar;

Professor of law at Valencia University. Amongst
his many works there stand out: the first biography

of Cervantes* (1737); the Origenes de la lengua

espahola (1737), in which Juan de Valdes’*

Didlogo de la lengua was first published; and the

Retdrica (1757), in its time the best study and

anthology of Spanish prose.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXIII, XXXVII, XLII,

LXII, LXV; Origenes de la lengua espanola (ed, E.

Hartzenbusch, 1873); Correspondencia literariam

Rev. de Archives, XII, XIII, XIV (1905).—TAe

Life of Cervantes (tr. J. Ozell and R. Touson,

1738; and in Don Quixote, tr. Jarvis, 1742).

M. Gonzdlez Valias, Elogio historico de G. M. y
5. (1822); A. Morel-Fatio, ‘Un erudit espagnol au

XVIIIesiecIe’ in Bull. Hispanique, XVII (1915).-

J. Sempere y Guarinos, Ensayo de ima biblioteca

espaHola de los mejores escritores del reinado de

Carlos 111 (6 vols, 1785-89). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Mayer, Karl (*Neckarbischofsheim 22 III 1786;

tTubingen 25 XI 1870), German poet, one of the

Swabian circle, friend of Kerner*, Uhland* and

Schwab*. His special gift was nature-miniature, a

form between a lyric and an epigram.

Lenaus Briefe an einen Freund (1853); Gedichte

(1864); Autobiographic (1864); Ludwig Uhland^

Seine Freunde und Zeitgenossen (2 vols, 1867).

G. Storz, Schwdbische Romantik (1967).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Maykov, Apollon Nikolayevich (*23 V 1821;

tl897), Russian poet who, with Fet*, Polonsky*,

A. Tolstoy* and Shcherbina*, represented the

aesthetic trend during the sway of civic poetry.

His best poems deal either with nature or with

antique themes ; when he, too, took up civic themes

his poetry deteriorated.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (4th ed. 1894;

another ed., 4 vols, 1914),— (tr. T. Martel

and T. Larghine, 1902).

M. L. Zlatkovsky, A. N. M. (1898); V. I.

Pokrovsky, A. N, M. (1904). JX.

Maykov, Valerian Nikolayevich (*28 VIII 1823;

tPeterhof 15 VII 1847), Russian critic and brother

of Apollon. He represented the ‘positivist’ criti-

cism in Russia and, in his polemics against

Belinsky*, tried to find out the exact relationship

between literature and life.

Kriticheskie opyty (1891). J.L.
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Maynard, Francois: see Mainard, Francois.

Mayy (‘Little Mary’), pseud, of Marie Ziyadah
(Nazareth 1886; tCairo 22 X 1941), Arabic

essayist. Born of Maronite Lebanese parents, she

was educated in a convent in the Lebanon and
studied in Cairo, where she spent the rest of her

life. Her first book was French poems, Fleurs de

Rive (1911), under the pseudonym Isis Copia. Her
first Arabic work was a biography of the feminist

Malak ^Jifni* N^if (1920). Her literaiy output

was mainly journalistic, though she gained wide

fame, including a fervent tribute from Tagore*.

Kalimdt wa-ishdrdt (1922); AUMusdwdh (1922);

Sawdnifi fatdh (1922); ?ulumdt wa-ashV*ah (1923;

Luci ed ombre, sel. from this and other works, tr.

F. Gabrieli, with important intro., 1945); a/-

$abdHfil92A); Bain al-jazr wal-madd (1924; M. Z.

fi Mudhakkardtiha (ed. J. Jabr, n.d.).

E. Rossi, ‘Una scrittrice araba cattolica’ in

Oriente Modemo, V (1925); M. Fahmi, Muhddardt

'"an M. Z. (1955); M. F. Arnett, ‘Marie Ziyada’ in

Middle Eastern Affairs, VIII (1957); J. Jabr,

M, Z. fi haydtiha wa adabiha (1960); M. A. Hasan,

M. adibat al-sharq wa'l ‘uruba (71963); A. Sharara,

M. Z. (1965). C.R. (M.M.B.)

AL-Mazini, Ibrahim *Abd-al-Qadir (Cairo 1890;

tlO VIII 1949), Egyptian Arab novelist, short-

story writer and literary critic; was deeply influ-

enced by English literature and by Mark* Twain,

whose short stories he took as models for his own;
later he was also influenced by Artsybashev*. He
combines a great power of observation with an

effective but kindly humour and linguistic aptness.

His philosophy of life has been described as

Id-mubdliyya, ‘the I-don’t-care-a-damn spirit*. He
collaborated with al-*Aqqad* in writing an
iconoclastic work of literary criticism in two
volumes, al-Diwdn (1921),

Diwdn (verse; 1914, 1917).

—

^novels: Ibrdhim

aUkdtib (1931); Ibrdhim aUthdni A3) \ Thaldthat

rijdl wa imrcta (1943); ^Aud *ald bad' (1943); Midii

wa shurakdh (1943).

—

stories: $unduq al-dunyd

(1929) ; Khuyut al-^'ankabut (1935) ; Fi'Utariq (1937)

;

'AUmdsht (1944); Min al-ndfidha (1949).

—

criti-

cism: aUShVr wa-ghdyatuhu (1915); Hi§dd al*

hashim (1924); Qab4 al-rib (1927); Bashshdr ibn

Burdi\9AA).

E. Saussey, ‘I. al-M. et son “Roman d’l.’” in

Bull, d’etudes orientales, II (1932); Ni'mat Fu’ad,

Adah al-M, (1954); M. Nasif, Ramz al-fifl, dirdsa

fi adab al-M. (1965); A. Zubaidi, ‘The Diwan
School’ in Jour. Arabic Lit., I (1970).

C.R. (M.M.B.)

Maiuranid, Ivan (*Novi Vinodolski 11 VHr 1814;

tZagreb 4 VIII 1 890), Croatian poet and politician,

from 1873 Ban (governor) of Croatia; reformer of

the Croatian legal and educational systems and

founder of Zagreb University. His early literary

works include the completion of the missing
cantos of the Osman of Gundulid*. Smrt Smail-
Age Cengica (1846), his greatest work, vividly

describes the death of a Turkish chieftain at the

hands of the Montenegrins and the events

surrounding it.

Smrt Smail-Age Cengica (1846; The Death of
Smail-Aga Cengic, tr. J. W. Wiles, 1925); Pjesme
(1895); Izabrana djela (sel. works; 1969).

A. Barac, M. (1945); M. 2ivanCevi(5, I. M.
(1964); E. D. Goy, ‘The tragic element in Smrt
Smail-age Cengica* in Slavon. and E. Eur. Rev.,

XLIV (1966). V.J.

Mazza, Angelo (Parma 16 XI 1741; ool775

Caterina Stocchi; ^bid. 10/11 V 1817), Italian

poet. Abate galante; Professor of Greek, Parma
(1772); ‘Armonide Elideo’ in Arcadia; ‘il poeta
dell’armonia*. The translator of Dryden’s*
Alexander's Feast and an imitator of Pindar*,

Mazza wrote numerous Odi, nebulously expressing

Platonic ideas and the beneficent power of har-

mony, voluptuous epithalamiums and a quantity

of canzonette. He also translated from Pope*,

Akenside*, Gray*, Thomson* and Parnell*.

Opere (ed. G. Paganino, 5 vols, 1816-19).

—

Lirici del Settecento (ed. M. Fubini and B. Maier,

1959); M. Vitale, Antologia della letteratura

italiana, IV : II Settecento (ed. G. Petronio, 1967).

M. T. Balestrino, A. M. (1932); G. Pellegrini,

La poesia didascalica inglese nel Settecento italiano

(1958). M.W.

Mazzei, Lapo (Prato 1350; ool376 Tessa

d’Ugolino, 001410 MargheritaBinducci; fFlorence

30 X 1412), Italian epistolary writer. He served the

Florentine Signoria on diplomatic missions and
administered the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova.
Philanthropic and highly cultured (he preferred

Dante* to Petrarch*) he engaged in a large corre-

spondence (1390-1410) with Francesco Datini, a
rich merchant of Prato. These letters (500), among
the best of the 14th century, are terse, vivacious

and valuable social documents illustrative of

Tuscan life.

Lettere (ed. C. Guasti, 2 vols, 1880; with

important intro.); Prosatori minori del Trecento

(ed. G. De Luca, 1954).

A. D’Ancona, ‘Due antichi fiorentini’ in Varietd

storiche e letterarie, II (1885); G. Petrocchi,

‘Dispute per I’anima di un mercante’ in Ascesi e

mistica trecentesca (1957); I. Origo, The Merchant

ofPrato (1957). M.W.

M^zini, Giuseppe (Genoa 22 VI 1805; fPisa 10

III 1872), Italian patriot, political theorist and
critic. Enrolled as a member of the Carboneria in

Genoa, Mazzini was betrayed and imprisoned at

Savona (1830-31); he went into exile in Marseilles

where he founded the association. La Giovine

Italia. The journal of the same name, of which six
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numbers were issued between 1832 and 1834, was

an organ of propaganda for the ideal of a united

Italy under republican government. At Berne

Mazzini founded La Giovine Europa (1834), an

association envisaging the brotherhood of Euro-

pean nations, among which Italy, rather than

France, was to be the guiding light. In 1837 he

transferred to London where he earned his living

by journalism and private teaching and where the

Carlyles* gave him encouragement and support.

The favourable impression he made upon English

liberals did a great deal for the Italian cause. On the

election ofPius IX he addressed to him an exhorta-

tion to bring about the unification of Italy (1847).

Soon afterwards he was in Paris where he founded

the Associazione Nazionale Italiana, to replace La
Giovine Italia. In 1849, on the proclamation of the

Roman Republic, Mazzini was elected one of the

triumvirs. On the fall of the Republic he took

refuge again in London where hejoined forces with

Ledru-Rollin, Ruge, Darasz and Kossuth. His
influence was directly responsible for the many
unsuccessful revolutionary outbreaks in Italy from
1850 onwards. In 1858, distrusting the sincerity of
the French, he founded Pensiero ed Azione, a
journal which combated the policy of Cavour.
From this time on his influence gradually waned.
As a literary critic he supported the Romantic

movement as representative of the aspirations of
the people. He considered art subordinate to

morality and patriotism. His writings are brilliant,

creative, and intensely subjective. Typical of his

critical work are D'una letteratura europea (1st

pub. m Antologia, 1829), DeWamor patrio di

Dante (71826-27), La filosofia della musica (1836)
and Byron e Goethe (1847). I Doveri delV Uomo
(1860), dedicated to the Italian working class,

represents a synthesis of his philosophy and his

views on politics and life.

Scritti editi e inediti di G. M, (18 vols, 1861-91);

Scritti scelti (ed. J. White-Mario, new ed. 1924;
new ed. C. F. Goflfio, 1964).

—

Essays by Joseph
Mazzini (tr. T. Okey, 1894); The Duties of Man
and Other Essays (intro. T. Jones, Everyman,
1907 ;

repr. 1936); Selected Writings (tr. with intro.

N. Gangulee, 1945).

Bolton 'pag, The Life of M. (2nd ed. 1911);

G, O. Griffith, M.: Prophet of Modem Europe

(1932); G. Calogero, II pensiero filosofico di G. M.
(1937); E. E. Y. Hales, M, and the Secret Societies

(195Q. B.R.

Me- is alphabetized as Mac-.

Mechthild von Magdeburg (*c. 1212; fHelfta c.

1280), German mystic; many years a Beguine in

Magdeburg, finally a Cistercian at Helfta near
Eisleben. Her revelations and prayers (mixed
rhapsodic prose and verse) were written in Low
German, but only a Latin and a High German
version (by Heinrich* von Nordlingen, Das

fliessende Licht der Gottheit, c. 1344) are fully

extant. Her diction accommodates the phraseology

of the Canticle and of minnesang. She was little

known in her day.

Ed. P. Gall Morel (1869; repr. 1963) and (with

mod. tr.) W. Schleussner (1929); Eng. tr. L.

Menzies (1953).

J. Ancelet-Hustache, M. de M, (1927); H.
Neumann, ‘M. von M.’ in Medieval Ger, Stud, . .

,

Fr. Norman (1965). F.P.P.

Medek, Rudolf (*Hradec Krdlove 8 I 1890;

tPrague 22 VIII 1940), Czech novelist, poet and
dramatist. Medek is remembered as the author of

novels which chronicle the anabasis of the Czecho-
slovak legions across Siberia in the First World
War.

novels: Ohnivf drak (1921); Velke dni (1923);

Ostrov V bouri (1925); Mohutnf sen (1926);

Anabase (1927).

—

Plukovnik Svec (play; 1928).

R.A.

Medici, Lorenzino de’ (*Florence 23 III 1514;

^ibid, 26 II 1548), Italian poet. The son of Pier-

francesco de’ Medici and Maria Soderini, Loren-

zino was the cousin ofDuke Alessandro, whom he

murdered in 1537, hoping to be acclaimed a

modem Brutus. In his Apologia he states in his

defence that ^i tiranni, in qualunque modo e’ si

amazzino, sieno ben morti’. His comedy, Aridosia

(1536), is based on Plautus* and Terence*.

Opere (under the pseud. C. Teoli; 1862);

Apologia (crit. ed. in Orazioni scelte del sec, XVI^

ed. G. Lisio, 1897); Aridosia e Apologia (incl.

Bime and letters; ed. F. Ravello, 1917, with notes).

F. Martini, L, de"* M, e il tirannicidio nel Rinasci*

mento (1882); E. Rho, L. il tiramicida (1928); I.

Sanesi, La Commedia, 1 (1944). B.R.

Medici, Lorenzo, sumamed The Magnificent

(Florence 1 I 1449; tCareggi 8 IV 1492). The
grandson ofCosimo the Great and son ofPiero and

of Lucrezia Tornabuoni, Lorenzo succeeded to the

government of Florence in 1469. By his skilful

balance of power he secured for the Italian states

a period of respite from war. As a patron of the

arts Lorenzo was a worthy descendant of Cosimo,

whose library he enriched and whose example he

emulated, gathering about him humanists such as

Ficino* and Pico della Mirandola*, poets such as

Poliziano*, Luigi and Luca Pulci*, and artists

such as Michelangelo [Buonarotti*]. Lorenzo’s

Rime^ composed for Simonetta Cattaneo and
Lucrezia Donati, show the influence of the poets

of the dolce stil nuovo, whose concepts he deliber-

ately revived, together with many of Petrarch’s,

and combined with the Neo-Platonic doctrines of

Ficino. In his Selve d^amore, despite its largely

imitative character, Lorenzo’s own love of natural

beauty is vividly communicated. Il Simposio o I

Beoni is a parody in terza rima of Dante’s* Divina
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Commedia and Petrarch’s* Trionfi. The Nencia da

BarberinOy of which the authenticity is doubtful, is

a parody on rustic love-poetry. Among his best-

known poems are the Trionfi e canti carmscialeschi

and the canzoni a ballo. His religious drama, San

Giovami e San Paolo, an interesting example of

the genre ofsacra rappresentazione, was acted in

Lorenzo’s home in 1489 with himself in the r61e of

Constantine. Two short stories, Giacoppo and La
Ginevra, are now considered to be his.

Opere (crit. ed. A. Simioni, 2 vols, 1913-14, with

biblio.; repr. Poesie volgari (ed. J. Ross and

E. Hutton, 2 vols, 1912); Simposio (crit. ed. M.
Martelli, 1966).

A. Lipari, The ^Dolce stil nuovd* According to L.

de' M. (1936); D. Loth, L. the Magnificent (1930);

F. G. Fiori, L. il Magnifico (1938); A. Rochon, La

Jeunesse de L. de M. (1963). B.R.

Medrano, Francisco de (*Seville 71570); Ifibid.

71607), Spanish poet. He became a Jesuit novice in

1584, studied at Montilla and Salamanca, and was

priested in about 1593. He left the Order for

unknown reasons in 1602 and resided in Seville.

His poems were published posthumously in

Palermo (1617). His poetry is classical and of great

delicacy. He translated Horace* very well and used

Horatian themes and techniques in his original

verses. His diction is careful, but less elaborate

than, for instance, Herrera’s*.

Biblioteca de Aut, Esp., XXXII.
M. Men6ndez y Pelayo, Horacio en Espaiia

(1885); A. Lumsden, * Sentiment and artistry in the

work of three golden-age poets’ in Liverpool

Studies in Hispanic Literature (1946); D. Alonso

and S. Reckert, Viday obra de M. (2 vols, 1948-58).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Medwall, Henry i*c, 1462), English dramatist. As
chaplain to Cardinal Morton he wrote Nature (?c.

1495), a fairly conventional, if sophisticated,

medieval morality. Author of the &st extant

English secular play, Fulgens and Lucres (written

?c. 1497). This romantic comedy debates the

familiar medieval and Renaissance theme of the

nature of true nobility.A low-life sub-plot parodies

the serious action of the play.

Nature (c. 1530-34; ed. A. Brandi, Quellen des

weltlichen Dramas, 1898); Fulgens and Lucres (c,

1512-16; ed. F. S. Boas and A. W. Reed, 1926).

A. W. Reed, Early Tudor Drama (1926); Pearl

Hogrefe, The Sir Thomas More Circle (1959);

F. P. Wilson, The English Drama 1485-1585

(1969). C.B.

Megged, Aharon (*PoIand 1920), Hebrew narra-

tive writer and playwright; settled in Palestine in

1926. He was a member of the kibbutz Sdot Yam.
His first book to be published in Israel was Ruah
Yamim (1950), a collection of short stories.

His novel, Ha-Hai ‘Al Ha-Met {1961 \ tr. The
Living and the Dead, 1970), deals with the problem
of his own generation in coping with the shadow
of the achievements of an earlier generation.

L.Y.

Mehmet Emin Yurdakul (*Istanbul V 1869; ^ibid.

14 I 1944), Turkish poet and nationalist. From a
peasant family, he was educated in Istanbul; later

he became governor of Sivas and Erzurum. In 1921

he joined the nationalists and was elected a

Member of Parliament. His poems written in

spoken Turkish, in syllabic metre, caused a sensa-

tion in the period of the mannered Servetifunun

school. They sing the simple life and sufferings of

the peasantry. However, they lack the warmth of

the folk poems which had inspired him.

Turkge fiirler (1890; Turkische Gedichte, tr. O.

Hauser, 1919); Turk sazi (1914); Ey Turk uyan

(1914; Turke erwachel, tr. A. Wurzbach, 1915);

Tan sesleri (1915); Ordunun destani (1915); Dicle

onunde (1916); TurarCa dogru (1918); tsyan ve Dua
(1918); Zafer Yolunda (1918); Dante'ye (1920);

Mustafa Kemal (192S); Ankara (1939).

O. Hachtmann, ‘Mehmed Emin Bey* in Die

schone Literatur, XXII-XXIII (1915); Ru§en

E§ref, Diyorlar ki (1918); Yusuf Ak^ura, ‘Mill!

§air E. Bey’ in Turk Yili (1928); Ulug Igdemir,

‘M. E. Y.’ in Aylik Ansiklopedi, I (1945); Enver

Naci G6k§en, M. E. Y. (1963). F.l.

Mei ShIng (DHuai-yin; tl40 b.c.), Chinese poet.

Mei was first in the service of King P’i of Wu, but

left, because of the latter’s rebellious designs, for

Liang where King Hsiao gave a ready welcome to

poets. King P*i revolted and was executed in 154.

Mei, who had become known for his remonstrances

to P'i, was now summoned to the imperial court;

but he was dissatisfied with the post given him and,

pleading illness, he returned to Liang. He was again

summoned by thenew EmperorWu but died on his

way to the capital. With Mei, theyw-poem began to

assume a form distinct from Ae Ch*u-tz*u\ its

subject-range was greatly extended. His CEi-fa,

with its bold language and imagery, had great

influence on later fu. He has been erroneously

stated to be the first writer in the five-word metre.

CEi-fa (tr. E. von Zach in Die chinesische

Anthologie, H, Harvard, 1958). A.R.D.

Meijer, Hendrik Arnold (*1810; fSoerabaya

1854), Dutch naval officer. Romantic poet; wrote

De Boekanier (1840; ed. W. Drop, 1964) and

Heemskerk (1847). J.Sm.

Meilhac, Henri (*Paris 23 II 1831; ^ibid. 6 VII

1897), French dramatist, elected to the French

Academy in 1888. While working as a bookseller’s

assistant Meilhac wrote for the Journal Pour Itoe

and La Vie Parisienne. His first play, a vaudeville,

was produced in 1855 and was followed by a
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number of similar works, including Uautographe

(1859), Le petit-fils de Mascarille (1861), La vertu

de Celimine (1861). In collaboration with Ludovic

Halevy* he wrote the libretti for a number of

Offenbach’s operettas, La belle Heldne (1864),

Barbe-Bleue (1866), La vie Parisienne (1866), La

Grande Duchesse de Girolstein (1867), La Perichole

(1868), Le petit Due (1878). Also with Hal6vy, he

wrote a number of comedies, the best known of

which is Froufrou (1869).

Thedtre de M, et Halevy (8 vols, 1900-02).

E. See, Le thedtre frangais contemporain (1928);

F. Gaiffe, Le rire et la seine frangaise (1932).

T.W.

Meinloh von Sevelingen (*S6filingen nr Ulm; 12th

century), the first Swabian minnesinger; ministeri-

alis. His twelve stanzas, based metrically on der

Kiirenberger’s*, unite archaic elements and an

almost completely Romance theory (grudgingly

accepted) of amour eourtois.

Olive Sayce, Poets of the Minnesang (1967).

—

C. von Kraus, Anmerkungen zu Minnesangs

Fruhling (1939). F.P.P.

Meireles, CECfuA (*Rio de Janeiro 7 XI 1901;

1;ibid. 9 XI 1964), Brazilian poetess. Originating

from Symbolism rather than from Brazilian

ModernismOy from Viagem—1929-1937 (1939)

onwards her poetry widened to reflect her travels

and her increasing sensitivity to the culture of

Europe and the East. Richly imaginative, and
capable of a poetry of a dream-like fluidity, her

best work is sustained by a conceptual precision

never at variance with her evocative lyricism. The
unsuccessful anti-colonial rebellion of 1789 serves

as the point of departure of her admirable

Romaneeiro da Inconfidineia (1953), a model of

controlled, intelligent and subtle poetic national-

ism.

Nunca mais,,,e poema dos poemas (1923);

Baladas para eURei (1925); Vaga mdsica (1942);

Mar dbsoluto (1945); Retrato natural (1949).

—

Obra poetica (2nd ed. 1967 ; cont, Viagem and later

poetry, full biblio. and useful crit. stud, by Darcy
Damasceno). J.T.B.

Mda, PoMPONius (’“Tingentera, Spain), Roman
geographer, wrote c. a,d. 40 a description of the

world, starting from the Straits of Gibraltar, going

anti-clockwise round the Mediterranean coast,

thence along the Atlantic coast, and concluding

with the Near East. The work, in a tolerable Latin,

is very compressed, but diversified with some vivid

descriptions. J.A.W.

Ed. C. Frick (1880; repr. with adds W. Schaub,

1968).—H. F. Tozer, History ofAncient Geography

(1897; 2nd ed. M. Cary, 1935); E. Norden, Die
mtike Kmstprosa (5th 2 vols, 1958).

JA.W. (J.D.)

Melanchthon (originally Schwarzerd), Philipp

(*Bretten, Baden 16 11 1497; tWittenberg 19 iv
1560), German reformer and humanist. Collabora-

tor and friend of Luther*, Melanchthon (or

Melanthon, as he later wished his name to be
spelled) was a brilliant and many-sided scholar and
pedagogue. Shy, sensitive and modest, by nature

conciliatory, he became Professor of Greek at

Wittenberg University (1518), formulated Protes-

tant doctrines in his Loci Communes (1521 ff.), and
was mainly responsible for drawing up the

Augsburg Confession (1530). He infused the spirit

of scholarly humanism into Protestant thought

and doctrine and as ‘Praeceptor Germaniae’

rendered invaluable service to German higher

education. Almost all his writing is in Latin.

Loci communes (ed. Th. Kolde, 4th ed. 1925;

Eng. tr. and comm. C. L. Hill, 1944).—C/>^/emcA^

der Visitatoren (1528; ed. H. Lietzmann, 1912);

Opera (ed. C. G. Bretschneider and H. E. Bindseil,

28 vols, 1834-60; completed by Siipplementa

Melanthonia, 4 vols, 1910-26); Declamationes (ed.

K. Hartfelder, 1891-95); Briefe (ed. 0. Clemen,

1926); Werke in Auswalil (ed. R. Stupperich, 6 vols,

1951 Selected Writings (tr. C. L. Hill, 1962).

J. Camerarius, Vita (1566); G. Ellinger, P, Af,

(1902); H. Engelland, M., Glauben und Handeln

(1931); F. Hildebrandt, M,: Alien or Ally (1946);

R. Stupperich, M. (Eng. tr. 1965). D.G.D.

Melbancke, Brian (ooSouthwark 3 VI 1583 Sara

Baker), English prose writer who made good use

of other men’s work in his Philotimus. A member
of St John’s College, Cambridge, he described

himself as of Gray’s Inn (1583). B.L.J.

Philotimus, The Warre betwixt Nature and

Fortune (1583).

H. E. Rollins in Stud, in PhiloL, extra ser., I

(1929); M. P. Tilley, ibid,y XVII (1930); H. E.

Rollins, Thomas Deloney and B, M, (1937); D. C.

Allen, ‘M. and Gosson’ in Mod. Lang. Notes

(1939); R. Maud, ‘The date of B. M.’s Philotimus'

in Library, XI (1956). B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Meleager (*Gadara; tCos; 2nd/lst centuries b.c.),

Greek epigrammatist. His Charites (satires after

the style of Menippus*) are lost, but over 130

epigrams, mostly erotic, remain, distinguished by

stylistic elegance and verbal ingenuity. He collected

the epigranas of his famous predecessors into an

anthology, the GarUmd, which formed the original

nucleus of our Greek Anthology,

W. R. Paton, The Greek Anthology (with tr.;

1916-18); A. S. F. Gow and D. L. Page, Hellenistic

Epigrams (with comm.; 1965).—^H. Ouvre,

Meliagre de Gadara (1894); C. Radinger,

Meleagros von Gadara (1895). A.H.G.

Melendez Valdls, Juan (Ribera del Fresno,

Badajoz 11 III 1754; tMontpellier 24 V 1817),
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Spanish poet. He studied at Salamanca where he

was influenced by Cadalso* and Jovellanos* and

where he became Professor of the humanities. His

timid, hesitant nature caused him, after much
wavering, to choose Napoleon’s side in the War of

Independence. He died in exile. His poetry

embodies and epitomizes the various poetic themes

of the period. There are the bucolic and erotic

themes of his Odas^ Letrillas and ballads, a sensual

array, where his ‘poetic mistress’ is rather a
symbol of femininity than a reality. Then there are

the philosophical, philanthropic themes influenced

by Jovellanos, Rousseau*, Gessner* etc. (e.g. his

famous ode to the glory of the arts). Finally there

are the early Romantic themes of the exquisite bal-

lad Dona Elvira. His soft musicality, delicate feeling

and wealth of language and imagery, make Melen-

dez the greatest lyricist of 18th-century Spain, an
isolated figure between the Golden Age and the

Romantic revival.

Poesias (4 vols, 1820); Biblioteca de Aut. Esp.*

LXni; Poesias selectas (intro. P. Salinas; in

Clas. Cast.); Poesias ineditas (ed. A. Rodrtguez-

Monino, 1954); Los besos de amor (ed. R. Foulche-

Delbosc in Rev. Hispanique, 1, 1894).—Some trs in

H. W. Longfellow, Poets and Poetry of Europe

(1 888) ; A. R. Spofford, Library ofChoice Literature
(Philadelphia, n.d.); T. Walsh, Hispanic Anthology

(NewYork, 1920).

M. J. Quintana, ‘Vida de M. V.’ in Biblioteca de
Aut. Esp., XIX; W. E. Colford, /. M. V.: A Study
in the Transition From Neo-Classicism to Romanti-
cism in Spanish Poetry (1942); G. Demerson,
D. J. M. V. et son temps (1961); R. Froldi, Un
poeta Uluminista: Af. V, (Milan, 1967).

R,M.N. (J,E.V.)

Melgar, Maruno (Arequipa 1791; fHumachiri
1815), Peruvian poet. He left his training for the

priesthood, joined the Independence movement
and was executed on the battlefield. He wrote verse

fables and experimented in yaravi, a Quechua song
form. He also wrote verses in classical style and
translated Ovid’s* Remedia amoris.

Poesias (intro. F. Garcia Calderon, Nancy,
1878). J.F.

Meli, Giovanni (*Palermo 6 III 1740; 1[ibid. 20 XII
1815), Sicilian dialect poet. Abate; parish doctor

(176^72); Professor of chemistry, Palermo (1787);

an enthusiastic admirer of contemporary philo-

sophy and of the Italian epic. Meli wrote Arcadian
verse of unusual freshness and spontaneity

(Anacreontiche; La Buccolica, 1767-87) and several

long poems in a festive, satirical vein {La fata

galantU 1761-62). Some of his works are suffused

with a philosophic humanitarianism {Don Chis-

ciotti e Sanciu Panza^ 1785-87), others reveal a
bitter pessimism. His most mature verse may be
found in the Favuli murali (1810-14). In his dialect

Meli is said to approach a literary ‘Siciliano

illustre’ more often than the idiom of popular

speech.

Opere (ed. G. Santangelo, 2 vols, 1965-68).—
Lirici del Settecento (ed. M. Fubini and B. Maier,

1959; with biblio. and notes on ‘La lingua del M.’).

G. A. Cesareo, La vita eVarte di G. M. (1924);

G. Etna, pseud. [=V. Musco], G. M. (1963).—

Studisu G. M. nelll Centenario della nascita (1942).

M.W.

Melissus, Paulus, Latinized name of Paul Schede
(Melrichstadt 20 XH 1539; fHeidelberg 3 II

1602), German humanist. Typical wandering

humanist, philologist, musician and diplomat. He
visited England and impressed Queen Elizabeth*

(1582). His neo-Latin verse, fluent and, in his love

poems, of high quality, anticipates many baroque

conventions. He wrote popular German psalms.

Die Psalmen Davids (1572; ed. M, H. Jellinek,

1896); Schediasmata (1574); Schediasmatum reli-

quiae (1575); Epigrammata (1580).

0. Taubert, Paul Schedes Leben und Schriften

(1864); P. de Nolhac, Un poite rhdnaHt ami de la

Pleiade, P. M. (1923). D.G.D.

Meli, Max (*Maribor 10 XI 1882), Austrian poet,

dramatist and prose writer. His popularity in

Austria is due partly to his attempt to write in a

specifically Austrian literary tradition. Encouraged

and influenced by Hofmannsthal* in his early

verse writing, he tries to adapt the practices of the

Styrian peasant theatre to literary drama and to

revive the forms of the Morality play and baroque

religious drama while taking his subject-matter

from contemporary rural life.

plays: Das Wiener Kripperl von 1919 (1921);

Das Apostelspiel (tr. Apostle Play, 1934), Das
Schutzengelspiel and Das Nachfolge-Christi-Spiel

(trilogy; 1923-27).—stories: Barbara Naderers

Viehstand (1914); Das Donauweibchen (1938).

—

Gedichte (verse; 1919; expanded 1929 and 1953).

—Prose, Dramen, Verse (4 vols, 1962).

1. Emich, M. M. (1957); G. Styx, Mythos,

Tragik, Christentum. Zu den dramatischen Dichtun-

gen M. M.s (1959) ; Licht aus der Stille (Festschrift

;

ed. I. Emich, 1962). K.P.

Mernikov-Pechersky, Pavel Ivanovich (*Nizhny

Novgorod 22X 1819; fl II 1883), Russian author,

known mainly by his two vast and excellent novels,

Vlesakh (1871-75) and Na gorakh (1875-81). In

these he depicted the strange community of the

conservative ‘Old Believers’ on the upper Volga

and in the Urals. He has a fine flair for exceptional

characters, but he is often too much carried away
by ethnographic and folk-loristic detail.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (14 vols, 1897-98;

1909); Rodniki byut povsyudu (1960).

P. S. Usov, ‘M.-P.’ in Istoricheskiy Vestnik,

C E W L—m—

F
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IX-Xn (1884); O. Miller, JRusskie pisaieli posle

Gogolya (3rd cd. 1886). J.L,

Melo, Francisco Manuel de (*Lisbon 23 XI
1608; tAlcantara 13 X 1666), Portuguese poet,

moralist and historian. Of noble birth, Melo
distinguished himself as soldier, diplomat and

writer. He fou^t at the battle of the Downs (1639)

and, living at a period when Portugal was annexed

to Spain, took part in the campaign against the

Catalan rebels in 1640. The victim of an intrigue,

he was arrested in 1644 and after a rigorous

imprisonment was deported to Brazil. Formally

pardoned only in 1657, his last years were spent on
diplomatic missions to London, Paris and Rome,
and in editing his writings.

Melo wrote extensively in Spanish and Portu-

guese. Though he left three large volumes of verse

compositions, it is as a writer of prose that he

excels.A shrewd moralist and critic in the Apdlogos

Dialogais (dialogues on current topics), he also

left five historical narratives, Epandforas de Vdria

Histdria (1660), in Portuguese, and an excellent

history of the Catalan war, in Spanish. His other

works include: a witty though reactionary dis-

course on married life. Carta de Guia de Casados

(1651); a farce, 0 Fidalgo Aprendiz, which is an
amusing treatment of the ‘bourgeois gentilhomme’

theme prior to the play of Molidre*; and 500
letters. Cartas Familiares, For all his versatility and
accomplishments, Melo remains a product of his

age and class—a depressiug example of the static

mentality of the 17th-century Peninsula aristocrat.

verse; Las tres musas del Melodino (1649);

Obras mitricas (3 vols, Lyons, 1665); Relics of
Melodino (tr. Edward Lawson, 1815; 2nd ed. 1820).

—O poeta Melodino (ed. J, Pereira Tavares, 1921

;

anthol).

—

^history; Histdria de los movimientos

y separacidn de Cataluna (1645; ed. J. O. Pic6n,

Madrid, 1912); Epanaphoras de varia historia

portugueza (ed. E. Prestage, 1931).—various;
Carta de guia de casados (ed. E. Prestage, 1916;

The government of a wife, tr. Capt. J. Stevens,

1697); Cartas familiares (Rome, 1664; sel. letters

ed. M. Rodrigues Lapa, 2nd ed. 1942); Obras
morales (2 vols, Rome, 1664); Apdlogos dialogais

(1721 ; ed. F. Nery, Rio de Janeiro, 1921); Auto do

fidalgo aprendiz (ed. Mendes dos Rem6dios, 1898).

E. Prestage, D. F, M. de M. Esbogo biographico

(1914) and D. F, M, de M. (1922). T.P.W.

Melshin, L.; see Yakubovich, Peter Filippovich.

Melvffle, Herman(NewYork 1Vm 1819 ;
oo 1847

Elizabeth Shaw; ^ibid, 28 DC 1891), .American

novelist, poet and short-story writer. Virtually

unrecognized in his own day, his vast symbolic

novel of the quest for the white whale, Moby Dick

(1851), is now considered one of the great novels

of all time. Before 1851 he had published five

novels; Typee (1846), a fanciful account of his stay

in the South Seas after deserting a ship; Omoo
(1847), of a mutiny, and beachcombing in Tahiti;

Mardi (1849), an allegorical romance of Polynesian
adventure; Redburn (1849), of Melville’s Liverpool

voyage at 19 ;
White-Jacket (1850), of abuses in the

navy. With the exception of Mardi, which shows

his weakness for undramatized speculation, they

were well received. With Moby Dick and Pierre;

or the Ambiguities (1852), a confused novel with a

Hamlet hero, Melville lost his initial popularity and
supported his family in poverty. His theory of the

novel was to provide entertainment, but also

‘more reality than real life itself can show’. He
continued writing; Israel Potter (1855), a pica-

resque tale; The Piazza Tales, six sketches includ-

ing ‘Benito Cereno’; The Confidence Man, His

poetry. Battle Pieces, grew from his response to

the suffering and heroism of soldiers in the Civil

War, and Clarel from meditations on his journey

to the Holy Land (1856-57). The carefully-wrought

novel, Billy Budd, ‘Melville’s testament of accep-

tance’, was left in manuscript at his death.

Clarel (1876); John Marr and Other Sailors

(1888); Timoleon (1891); Billy Budd and Other

Prose Pieces (1924); Poems (1924); Journal Up the

Straits (1935).—7%^ Works of H. M. (16 vols,

1922-24); Collected Poems of H. M, (ed. H. P.

Vincent, 1945); H, M,: Representative Selections

. . .
(ed. W. Thorp, 1938).

R. M. Weaver, H M.: Mariner and Mystic

(1921); L. Mumford, H. M. (1929); W. E. Sedg-

wick, H. M.: The Tragedy of Mind (1944); N.

Arvin, H, M, (1950). H.L.C. (D.E.Mo.)

Melville, Sir James (Raith, Fife 1535; ooChristina

Boswell; tHallhill, Fife 13 XI 1617), Scottish

diplomat and historian. He was page in France to

Mary, Queen of Scots; her Privy Councillor, and

diplomatic missioner to England and the Pala-

tinate. His Memoirs of My Own Life (1683; ed.

Bannatyne Club, 1827) are of great historical value.

J.K.

Melville, James (*Montrose 26 VII 1556;oo?Eliza-

beth Drury, cx)c. 1611 Deborah Clarke; fBerwick

13 I 1614), Scottish diarist and Reformer; nephew

of the Presbyterian champion, Andrew Melville.

His Diary (1556-1601; pr, Woodrow Soc., 1842)

is a valuable ecclesiastical record. J.K.

Mena, Juan de (*C6rdoba 1411; oo[2nd] Marina
M6ndez de Sotomayor; fTorrelaguna 1456),

Spanish poet. He studied at Salamanca and in

Italy. Later he became secretary to John II of

Castile. He translated a Latin compendium of the

Iliad, composed other Spanish prose works, and

was the most famous poet of his time. His works

include a number of short, strongly intellectual

poems, lyric or occasional, and three ambitious

works; Claro-escuro, a love poem in alternately

simple and obscure stanzas of octosyllables
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and ARTE mayor; La coronacidn del Marquis de

Santillana (1438), an allegorical tribute in octo-

syllables; and his greatest poem, El laberinto de

Fortuna (1444). In all of these he used many
Latinisms of vocabulary and syntax. The allegori-

cal Laberinto is a vision of past and present, whose
aim is to win support for Alvaro de Luna*; it is

influenced by Ovid*, Virgil*, Lucan* and Dante*,

and its 297 stanzas of arte mayor have great

descriptive and emotional power. It was com-
mented by Hemdn Nunez* and by Sdnchez* de las

Brozas and was widely read during the next two
centuries. At the end of his life, the disillusioned

Mena began his moralizing Coplas contra los

pecados mortales; three poets, including G6mez
Manrique*, wrote endings.

R. Foulch^-Delbosc, Cancionero Castellano del

sigh XV in Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XIX
(1912); El laberinto de Fortuna o las trecientas

(ed. J. M. Blecua, 1943; ed. J. G. Cummins, 1968);

La Yliada en romance (ed. M. de Riquer, 1949).

M. R. Lida de Malkiel, /. de M. poeta del

prerrenacimiento espahol (1950); F. Street, ‘La
vida de J. de M.’ in Bull. Hispanique, LV (1953);

R. Lapesa, ‘El elemento mord en el Laberinto de
M.: su influjo en la disposicidn de la obra*

in Hispanic Rev., XXVII (1959); A. V^varo,
Premesse ad urC edizione critica delle poesie minori

di J. de M (Naples, 1964); P. O. Gericke, ‘The
narrative structure of the X. de F,* in Romance
Philol., XXI (1967-68). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Menachem ben Saniq (*Tortosa c. 910; fCordova
c, 970), Spanish Hebrew grammarian and lexico-

grapher. He introduced the science of the Hebrew
language to Spain and wrote a dictionary of

Biblical Hebrew which was used in Europe for a

long time. His grammatical theories were largely

demolished by his opponent Dunash* ben Labrat,

but it was Menachem’s pupils who developed

Hebrew grammar in Spain.

Machbereth (ed. H. Filipowski, 1854); Liber

Responsionum (ed. S. G. Stem, 1870).

S. Gross, M, ben S., Beitrag zur Geschichte der

hebrdischen Qrammatik und Lexicographic (1872);

H. Hirschfeld, Literary History ofHebrew Gram-
marians andLexicographers (1926). C.R.

Manage, Gilles (Angers 15 VIII 1613; tParis 23

VII 1692), French scholar, critic and poet; the

author of linguistic studies variously judged as

bold and fantastic. His contemporaiy influence

was second to Vaugelas’s*. His verse tended to

priciositi. The pedant Vadius in Molidre’s*

Femmes Savantes is plausibly his caricature.

Origines de la longue frangaise (1650); Observa-

tions sur la longue frangaise (1672); Menagiona
(1695).

E. Samfiresco, M, (1902); H. Ashton, Af. et ses

Hives (Ottawa, 1920); G. Montgr6dien, La vie

litteraire au XVIIe siicle (1947). G.B.

Menander (*342/341; Ifc. 292 b.c.), Athenian

dramatic poet, the supreme writer ofNew Comedy,
and hence an important figure in the ancestry of

modern European drama, on which he had a

formative influence through Latin adaptations by

Plautus* and Terence*; at least eight of their

plays are directly based on originals by him.

Immensely popular in the ancient world, Menander
was performed, read and studied for some 800

years, but failed to survive the hostility or indifler-

ence of the Dark Ages. Discoveries of papyri,

mainly in the 20th century, have added two nearly

complete plays (Dyskolos, Sarnia) and substantial

parts of several others (Aspis, Epitrepontes^

MisoumenoSi Pefikeiromene, Sikyonios\ as well as

many shorter fragments, to the stock of excerpts

and quotations previously known. Menander
transformed comedy, and inspired other literature,

by his strong sense of design, his keen interest in

the everyday world and its ethical values, and his

superb gift for reproducing speech in flexible but

precise forms of dramatic verse. He learnt much
from his predecessors, both in comedy and in

tragedy, and refined what he had learnt by the

light of an education in which Theophrastus*,

Aristotle’s* successor, is likely to have been

influential. His subjects for drama centre on love-

affairs and family relationships, in which he finds

humour, pathos, and the opportunity to typify and
differentiate a range of characters who attain

universality from his reflective observation, which
blends sympathy with its perception of human
faults and failings.

Dyskolos (eds: H. Lloyd-Jones, 1960; E. W.
Handley, 1965, with comm.); Sarnia and Aspis (ed.

C. Austin, 1969-70; with crit. comm.); Sikyonios

(ed. R. Kassel, 1965); Misoumenos (ed. E. G.
Turner in Oxyrhynchus Papyri, XXX, 1968; with

other new frags).—^Discoveries 1960^9: W. G.
Amott, ‘M. since the Dyskolos' in Arethusa (1970)

;

Zeitschrift fur Papyrologie (1970-71).—Other

works: A. Koerte and A. Thierfelder, Menandri
quae supersunt (1938 ff.; corr. repr. 1957-59);

Epitrepontes (ed. U. von Wilamowitz-Moellen-

dorff, 1925, with Ger. comm. ; The Arbitrants, tr. G.
Murray, 1945); Perikeiromene {The Rape of the

Locks, tr. G. Murray, 1942).—Major surviving

works and sel. frags: ed. F. H. Sandbach (1972;

with comm.); tr. P. Vellacott (with Theophrastus,

Characters', 1967).

T. B. L. Webster, Studies in M. {lad ed. 1960)

and Studies in Later Greek Comedy (2nd ed. 1970);

A. Sch^er, M.s Dyskolos (1965); A. Barigazzi, La
formazione spirituale diM. (1965); C. Dedoussi, E.

W. Handley, L. Kahil, F. H. Sandbach etal in Fon-

dation Hardt: Entretiens, XVI (1970). E.W.H.

Menander Protector {fl. second half 6th century),

Byzantine historian; protector may imply a
military office or may be an honorary title. He
wrote a history from 558, which has survived only
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in fragments, reaching to the year 581. He modelled

himself on Agathias*, whose histoty he continued.

Excerpta de legationibus (ed. C. de Boor, 1903);

Excerpta de sententiis (ed. U. P. Boissevain, 1906);

Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum, IV (ed. C.

MMer, 1851 ; with Lat. tr.).—Ger. tr. E. Doblhofer

in Byzantinische Diplomaten und dstliche Barbaren

(1955).

N- lorga, ‘Medallions ... 3. Mdnandre’ in

Byzantion, II (1925); P. N. Ure, Justinian and His
Age (1951); O. Veh, Beitrdge zu M. Protektor

(1955). J.M.H. {R.B.)

Mlnard, Louis Nicolas (*Paris 19 X 1822; ^ibid.

12 II 1901), French writer. Menard worked out a

philosophical system in terms of a highly personal

symbolism, based on Greek mythology. His work
exercised a great influence on Leconte* de Lisle

and the Parnassian school, on Barres*, and on
many modern thinkers.

Promethie delivre (1844); Prologue d^ime revolu-

tion (1849; new ed. 1904); Poimes (1855); De la

morale avant les philosophes (1860); Reveries d*un

paten mystique (1876; def. ed. 1910); Lettres d^un

morty opinions d*un paten sur la societe moderne

(1895).

—

Lettres inedites (1932).

H. Peyre, L. Af. (2 vols, 1934). M.G.; J.P.R.

Men£eti6, SiSko (*Ragusa [Dubrovnik] 27 II 1457;

t/A/dl 1527), Ragusan poet, one of the earliest

whose work survives. He was an aristocrat, typical

of his period, a prolific writer of love lyrics in the

artificial Petrarchan manner.

Pjesme (c. 1507; 1870, 1937).—J. Torbarina,
Italian Influence on the Poets of the Ragusan
Republic (1931), V.J.

Mencius: see MSng*tzii.

Mendken, Henry Louis (*Baltimore, Md. 12 IX
1880; OO1930 Sara Haardt; 1[ibid. 29 I 1956),

^erican critic. His volumes of intimate remi-

niscences tell of his boyhood and early newspaper
work in Baltimore. He began magazine writing on
the Smart Set; in 1924 he founded the American
Mercury with George Jean Nathan and edited it

until 1933. He gaily and recklessly shocked his

readers with sharp satires on American life,

criticizing Christian morality, democratic prin-

ciples, bourgeois culture; and defending new
writers such as Anderson*, Dreiser* and O’Neill*.

His TTie American Language (1919; 4th ed. 1936)
is a pioneer scholarly work in the field. A writer

of tremendous output, his literary career was
tragically cut short by thrombosis in 1948.

criticism: George Bernard Shaw: His Plays

(1905); The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche

(1908) ; A LittleBook in CMajor (1916) ; In Defense

of Women (1918); Prejudices (6 vols, 1919-27);

Noteson Democracy {192€)\ CluristmasStory {19^6)^

—autobiography: HappyDays, 1880-1892 (1940);
Newspaper DaySy 1899-1906 (1941); Heather Days.
1890-1936 (1943).

I. Goldberg, The Man M,: A Biographical and
Critical Survey (1925); E. Kemler, The Irreverent

Mr, M. (1950); W. Manchester, Disturber of the

Peace, The Life ofH, L, M, (1951). H.L.C,

Mendele Moicher Sforim (‘Mendele the Book-
seller’), pseud, of Sholem Jacob Abramovitch
(*nr Minsk 1835; tOdessa 1917), Yiddish author,

the ‘grandfather’ of modern Yiddish literature.

Not only did he transform the Yiddish language

from a colloquial idiom to a literary medium but

he also introduced into Yiddish literature the

novella and the social novel. His style is rich and
colourful. In spite of his Romanticism, in itself an
innovation in Yiddish literature, he is considered

to be the first great Yiddish realist. He also played

a decisive part in reviving Hebrew as a literary

medium.

IN HEBREW*. Mikhtav al davar ha-khinukh (1856);

Mishpat shalom (1860); Toldot ha-teva (3 vols,

1862-72; natural history); Haavot ve~habanim

(1867; novel); Sipurey massiot (c. 1881; short

stories).—IN YIDDISH: Dos kleyn menshele (1866;

The Parasite, tr. Gerald Stillman,NewYork, 1956);

Fishke, der kroomer (1869; Fishke, the Lame, tr, A.

S. Rappaport, 1929; new tr. Gerald Stillman, New
York, 1960); Di T^se oder di bande shtot baaley

toives (satirical play: 1869); Di Kliatche (1873;

The Nag, tr. Moshe Spiegel, New York, 1955) ; Dos
Yudl (allegorical poem of Jewish history; 1875);

Kitsur massouos Binjamin ha-shlishi (1878; wr, in

Yiddish; The Travels and Adventures of Benjamin
the Third, tr. Moshe Spiegel, New York, 1949);

Der Priziv (1884; drama); Dos wunshfingerl (188^
89); Shloimo Reb Khaims (1899; autobiog. novel).

-^Ale verkfun M, M, S. (17 vols, 1911-12). J.S.

Mendelssohn, Moses (*Dessau 6 IX 1729; fBerlin

4 I 1786), German philosopher. Mendelssohn

educated himself, becoming first a private tutor,

then bookkeeper of a business, which he after-

wards acquired. A Jew of generous and upright

character, he was the friend to whom Lessing*

alluded in his apologia for Die Juden, Mendelssohn
belonged whole-heartedly to the rationalistic

tradition and is the characteristic representative of

the enughtenment, which he furthered in clear

incisive writings, displaying tolerance, breadth and
nobility of mind. His most influential publication

was Phddon, He contributed criticisms to the

Literaturbriefe and also urged the emancipation of

the Jews in Jerusalem (1783).

Philosophische Gesprdche (1755); Briefe uber die

Empflndungen (1755); Vber die Evidenz in den

metaphysiscken Wissenschaften (1764); Phddon
Oder uber die Unsterblichkeit der Seele (1767);

Morgenstunden oder uber das Dasein Gottes (1785).

—Schriften (7 vols, 1843-45).
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S. Hensel, Die Familie M. (3 vols, 1879); M.
Kayserling, M, sein Leben und sein Wirken (1883)

;

M. Goldstein, M. und die deutsche Asthetik (1904);

B. Berwin, M, im Urteil seiner Zeitgenossen (1919);

F. Bamberger, Die geistige Gestalt M, M,s (1929).

H.B.G.

Mend^, Catulle (*Bordeaux 20 V 1841 ;
ooJudith

Gautier; fSaint-Germain-en-Laye 8 II 1909),

French poet, dramatist, novelist and critic. One of

the most active of the young parnassun poets,

Mend^s founded the Revue Fantaisiste (1859) and

was one of the contributors to the Pamasse
Contemporain (1866). A prolific writer of short

stories, romantic plays, dramatic criticism and an

enthusiastic advocate of Richard Wagner* in

France.

verse: Philomela (1864); Poesies (1876); Podsies

nouvelles (1893).

—

^novels: La maison de la vieiJle

(1874); Zo'^har (1886); La premiere maitresse

(1887).

—

criticism: La legende du Parnasse con--

temporain (1884); Richard Wagner (1886); Vart du

theatre (3 vols, 1895-1900); Rapport sur le mouve-*

ment poetique fran^ais 1867-1900 (1902).

—

^plays:

Midee (1898); Glatigny (1906); La vierge d"Avila

(1906).

A. Bertrand, C. Af., biographie critique (1908);

J. Cocteau, Portraits-souvenir (1928); M. Souriau,

Histoire du Parnasse (1929); J. F. Herlihy, C. M.
critique dramatique et musical (1935). T.W.

Mendes, Murilo Monteiro (*Juiz de Fora, Minas
Gerais 13 V 1901), Brazilian poet. Contemplative

rather than militant, his early poetry bears witness

to the technical and cultural liberation wrought by
Modernismo, The nativismo of the movement left

him sceptical. His conversion to Catholicism was
marked by publication, with Jorge de Lima*, of

Tempo e eternidade (1935). Biblical and liturgical

echoes, the prophetic tone, and a deep concern

with the interrelation of poetic and Christian

contemplation predominate from henceforth.

Poemas (1930); Historia do Brasil (1932); A
poesia em pdnico (1938); O visiondrio (1941); As
metamorfoses (1944); Mundo enigma (1945);

Poesia liberdade (1947); Contemplagdo de Ouro

Prdto (1955); Poesias (1959); Tempo espanhol

(1959).

‘Tristdo de Atafde’ [Alceu Amoroso Lima],

Estudos^ 5th ser. (1935); M. de Andrade, Aspectos

da literatura brasileira (1943); Otto Maria
Carpeaux, ‘Unidade de Murilo Mendes ’ in Re^ao,
XI (Recife, 1949); Ruggero Jacobbi, ‘Introduzione

alia poesia di M. M.* in Poesie di Af. M. (1961).

J.T.B.

Mendes Pinto, FernAo: see Pinto, FernAo
Mendes.

Mendoza, Diego Hurtado de: see Hurtado de

Mendoza, Diego.

Mendoza, f^jiGO de (*?Burgos c. 1425; t^Vallado-

lid c. 1507), Spanish poet. He was a Franciscan.

His lengthy poem Vita Christi (1467-68; rev. and

pr. 1482) ends with the massacre of the Innocents.

It contains some amusing satirical passages, a

semi-dramatic dialogue about Christ’s birth and

songs, hymns etc. He wrote some religious pieces

and a few amatory and political poems. He may
be the author of the satirical Coplas* de Mingo

Revulgo, E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Cancionero (ed. J. Rodnguez-Pu6rtoIas, 1968).

C. Stern, ‘Fray I. de M. and medieval dramatic

ritual* in Hispanic Rev., XXXIII (1965); J.

Rodriguez-Puertolas, Fray L de M. y sus "Coplas

de Vita ChristP (1968) and Poesia de protesta en

la Edad Media castellana (1968); see also

Montesino*, biblio. A.D.D,

Menendez Pidai, Ramon (*Corunna 13 III 1869;

ool900 Maria Goyri; fMadrid 15 XI 1968),

Spanish scholar, historian, Professor of Romance
philology at Madrid (1899-1939), founder and

director of the Madrid Centre of Historical Studies

(1907), founder and editor of the Revista de

Filologia Espanola (1914), and director of the

Spanish Academy (1925-39, 1947 onwards).

As a philologist he established the principles of

Spanish historical grammar; he produced major

critical editions of the Poema de Mio Cid, Alfonso*

X’s Crdnica, the Ferndn* Gonzdlez and other

medieval texts; his works on the continuity of the

epic tradition in Spanish literature (heroic epic,

ballad, theatre) are fascinating; his analysis of the

ciD as an historical figure and his general intro*

duction to the Historia de Espaha show his skill

in narrative. He always championed the ‘tradi-

tional’ school of literary history; and, although

recent scholarship has challenged some of his

conclusions, it has endorsed others, as when his

theory about the existence of an early Spanish

lyric poetry was confirmed by the discovery of the

MOZARABic poems.

La leyenda de los Infantes de Lara (1896; rev,

1934); Manual de gramdtica historica espanola

(1904; rev, 1952); Cantor de Mio Cid (3 vols, 1908-

12; rev. 1954-56^ Hepopee castillane d trovers la

litterature espagnole (Paris, 1910; Span, ver, rev,

Buenos Aires, 1945); Primera crdnica general

(1906; rev. 2 vols, 1955); Poesia juglaresca y
juglares (1924; rev. 1957); Los origenes del espanol

(1926; rev. 1950); Flor nueva de romances viejos

(1928; rev. 1933); La Espana del Cid (2 vols, 1929;

rev. 1947; The Cidandhis Spain^ tr. H. Sutherland,

1934); Reliquias de la poesia epica espanola

(1951); Romancero hispdnico (2 vols, 1953); La
Chanson de Rolandy el neotradicionalismo (1959);

El Padre Las Casas, Su doble personalidad (1963).

—Mis pdginas preferidas (2 vols, 1957).

—

The

Spaniards in Their History (tr. W. Starkie, 1950).

J. A. Maravall, Af. P, y la historia del pen-

samiento (1960); ‘Bibliografia de don R. M. P.* in
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Revista de Filol. Esp.. XLVII (1964); C. Conde,

M. P. (1969); Y. Malkiel, ‘Era omne esencial* in

Romance Philol.. XXIII (1969-70); C. Smith,

R, M. P. (1970). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Menindez y Pelayo, Marcelino (Santander 3 XI

1856; 19 V 1912), Spanish critic and his-

torian. He held the Chair of Spanish literature at

Madrid (1878-98) and was director of the national

library (1898). He wrote extensively on all aspects

of Spanish literature; his taste was catholic and his

prose excellent. His belief in realism and charac-

terization made him unjust to G6ngora* and

Calder6n*, but much of his criticism remains valid

as well as interesting. An excellent historian of

ideas and a learned investigator, though a poor

textual scholar, his militant Roman Catholicism

never warped his critical insight.

La ciencia espafiola (3 vols, 1876; 1887-88;

1933); Horacio en Espana (2 vols, 1877; 1926);

Historia de los heterodoxos espanoles (2 vols, 1880-

82; ed. A. Bonilla y San Martin, 3 vols, 1911-17);

Calderdn y su teatro (1881); Historia de las ideas

esteticas en Espana (9 vols, unfinished, 1883-91;

new ed. 1890-1912); Estudios de critica literaria (5

vols, 1883-1908); Antologia de poetas liricos

Castellanos (13 vols, unfinished, 1890-1908;

prologues repr. as Historia de la poesia castellana^

3 vols, 1911-16); Ensayos de critica filosdfica

(1892); Antologia de poetas hispano-americanos

(4 vols, 1893-95; prologues repr. as Historia

de la poesia hispanoamericana, 1 vols, 1911-13);

Bibliografia hispanolatina cldsica (1902; unfin-

ished) ; Origenes de la novela in Nueva Biblioteca de
Aut. Esp.. I, VII, XIV, XXI (1905-15).—

nacional de las obras completas de M, M, y P, (65

vols, 1940-50).

M. Olguin, Af. AT. P's Theory ofArt, Aesthetics

and Criticism (1950); A. M. Cayuela, M. y P,

orientador de la cultura espanola (2nd ed, 1954);

M. Artigas, La vida y obra de M, y P, (1955);

D. Alonso, M, P., critico literaria (1956); E.

Sdnchez Reyes, Don Marcelino (1956) and M. P,

(1962). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Ming Chiao (nWu-k'ang 751 ; tW6n-hsiang 814),

Chinese poet, was a great friend of Han* Yii and
much admired by him. Their style was very similar

so that they were able to produce joint poems,
writing alternate couplets or quatrains (preserved

in Han’s collected works).

Meng Tung-yeh chi (sel. trs in: G. Margoulids,

Anthologie raisonnee de la litterature chinoise,

1948; A. C. Graham, Poems of the Late Tang,
1965). A.R,D.

Mdng Hao-jan (DHsiang-yang 689; t740),

Chinese poet. MSng lived till he was 39 as a recluse

on the Lu-mdn Mountain. In 728 he travelled to

the capital to take the ofiicial examinations, in

which he failed. While in Ch*ang-an he became a

friend of Wang* Wei and of the minor poet Chang
Chiu-ling. He returned to Hsiang-yang where he
is said to have got a promise from the governor,

Han Ch'ao-tsung (appointed 734), ofrecommenda-
tion at court. It was probably about this time that

Meng met Li* Po, then a protege of Han. Later he
was for a time on Chang Chiu-ling’s staff at Ching-

chou (c. 737). In style, it is usual to couple him
with Wang Wei. Both show the influence of T*ao*

Ch'ien and Hsieh* Ling-yiin, though M6ng is

nearer the latter in his preference for ‘regulated*

metres (more than two-thirds of his poems are

lu-shih).

Ming Hao-jan chi (sel. tr. in W. Bynner, The

Jade Mountain, 1929). A.R.D.

MSng-tzQ, ‘Master MIng’, title of MIng K*o
(*Tsou ?c. 370 B.C.), Chinese philosopher. MSng-
tzfl’s legend shows considerable similarities with

that of Confucius*, whose teaching he is said to

have received from the disciples of the latter’s

grandson, Tzu-ssu. Like Confucius, but more
successfully, he offered himself as a political

adviser to various rulers; c. 328 he was in Sung,

and thereafter at the court of Wei (Liang), which

he left after the accession of King Hsiang (319).

From 318 to 314 he was at King Hsiian’s court in

Ch‘i. After this he seems to have tried to obtain

employment in his native Lu.

In the book Meng-tzu, which lacks four of its

original 11 parts, the developing systematization

of Confucius’ teaching is revealed. An attempt is

made to propound an ideal rural economy. At the

same time there is a concern with individual human
nature which Meng-tzu sought to prove was
essentially good.

Tr. J. Legge in The Chinese Classics, II (2nd ed.

1895); Mencius (tr. L. A. Lyall, 1932).

A. Waley, Three Ways of Thought in Ancient

China (1939); further biblio. in W.-T. Chan, An
Outline and an Annotated Bibliography of Chinese

Philosophy (1969). A.R.D.

Menippus of Gadara (early 3rd century b.c.),

Greek writer and Cynic philosopher. The satires

for which he was famous are all lost, but his tech-

nique of mixing prose and verse passages in the

same work established a literary pattern (‘Menip-

pean satire’) which was introduced to Rome by
Varro*; Petronius’* Satyricon and Seneca’s*

Apocolocyntosis provide surviving examples.

R. Helm, Lukian und Menipp (1906). A.H.G.

Menzini, Benedetto (*Florence 29 III 1646;

tRome 7 IX 1704), Italian lyric and satirical poet.

Frustrated ambition and his embittered tempera-
ment prompted Menzini to write his satires; in

these he accused everybody, poets, clergymen,
women, pseudo-philosophers, of hypocrisy, envy
and avarice, sinking out his personal enemies for
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violent attacks. His poems are remarkable for

satirical power and for the liveliness of his elegant

style,

Poesie (1680); Arte Poetica (1690); Satire (Am-
sterdam; Florence, 1718); Lettere (1828); Lettere

inedite (1897).—Opere (4 vols, 1731-32).

I. Carini, UArcadia dal 1690 al 1890 (1891);

U. Limentani, ‘B. M.’ in La satira nel Seicento

(1961); W. Binni, ‘La formazione della poetica

arcadica’ in UArcadia e il Metastasio (1963).

U.L.

Me’or Hagolah: see Gershom ben Judah.

M. E. R., pseud, of Maria Elizabeth Rothmann
(Swellendam, Cape Colony 28 VIII 1875),

Afrikaans prose writer. In her unpretentious short

stories and sketches (her novels are not of the same
value) she shows a fine psychological insight,

founded on her profound respect for individual

character.

stories and sketches: Onweershoogte e. a,

Verhale (1927); Drie Vertellings (1944); Uit en
Tuis (1946); Die Gewer (1950).—novels: Na vaste

Gange (1944); Die eindelose Waagstuk (1948).

G.D.

Mera, Juan Le6n (*Ambato 1832; tQuito 1894),

Ecuadorean author. La virgen del sol (1861), a
narrative poem, and Cumandd, a novel, are both on
Indian themes in the romantic, idealized style of
the 19th century. E.Sa.

Cumandd o Un drama entre salvajes (Quito,

1879; school ed., Boston and New York, 1932).

Concha Meldndez, La novela indianista en
Hispanoamirica^ 1832-89 (Madrid, 1934).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Mercantini, Luigi (*Ripatransone, Ascoli Piceno
20 IX 1821; tPalermo 17 XI 1872), Italian poet-

patriot. His verse was sung by the volunteers

fighting for the liberation of Italy. Particularly

successful was his Inno a Garibaldi beginning *Si

scopron le tombe, si levano i morti’, set to music
by Alessio Olivieri. Also famous was his poem on
the expedition of Carlo Pisacane*, La Spigolatrice

di Sapri (1857).

Canti (ed. G. Mestica, 1855; with biog.); Poesie

(ed. A, Mabellini, 1921).

S. Topi, L. M. (1905); O. Pierini, Rievocazione

nazionale di L, M, (191 1). B.R.

Mercanton, Jacques (Lausanne 16 IV 1910),

Swiss novelist and critic; converted to Roman
Catholicism. His first book was his thesis: Poisie
et religion dans Vcsuvre de Barris (1940). A thinker

and psychologist, he is preoccupied with the

tragedy of human destiny, man’s quest for happi-

ness, his fluctuating sentiments, his desire of love

and his need to escape from it, and the thought

that only in the Church are permanency and peace

to be found.

novels: Thomas Vincredule (1943); Le soleil ni

la mort (1948); Lajoie d'amour (1951); Depeurque
Vienne Voubli (1962); La Sibylle (1967).—cRm-
cism: Pontes de Vmivers (1947); Racine (1966); to
heures de James Joyce (1967), J.P.L (G.G.)

Mercier, Louis-S6bastien (*Paris 6 VI 1740;

tParis 25 IV 1814), French dramatist. His work
typifies the serious drama of the late 18th century.

He wrote or adapted historical plays and composed
several moralizing dramas of middle-class or

popular life, following Diderot’s* formula of the

drame bourgeois. His Tableau de Paris (14 vols,

1781-89) and Le Nouveau Paris (6 vols, 1797-

1800) described contemporary life in the capital.

Jenneval (1768); La Destruction de la Ligue

(1782); Le Disertewr (1782); La Mort de Louis XI
(1783); La Brouette du vinaigrier (1784).

L. B6dard, S, M. (1903). G.B.

Meredith, George (?Portsmouth 12 II 1828;
oo9 VHI 1849 Mary, daughter of T. L. Peacock*,
ooIX 1864 Marie Vulliamy [tl889]; fBoxhill 18 V
1909), English novelist and poet. At first Mere-
dith’s writing was unsuccessful and he was forced

to work at journalism and publishers’ reading, but

by the end of his life his cottage at Boxhill had
become a literary shrine. Meredith’s readers must
work for their pleasure, and must be prepared to

find explanation and probability jettisoned, but the

reward is great. Meredith uses human relations as

an exploration, not as a statement, ofhis social and
psychological theories. He can create life-portraits,

Jonsonian humours like the Egoist, or brilliantly

complex Dianas and Amintas. His novels borrow
from his poetic methods, and his best poem.
Modern Love, based on his own first marriage,

uses some of the novelist’s methods to deal with

one of Meredith’s favourite subjects—^the embrace
which turns into a fight.

verse: Poems (1851); Modern Love, and Poems
of the English Roadside, with Poems and Ballads

(1862) ; Last Poems (1909).—prose: The Shaving of
Shagpat (1856); The Ordeal of Rickard Feverel (3

vols, 1859); Evan Harrington (3 vols, 1861); Emilia

in England (3 vols, 1864; renamed Sandra Belloni);

Rhoda Fleming (3 vols, 1865); Vittoria (3 vols,

1867); The Adventures ofHarry Richmond (3 vols,

1871); Beauchamp's Career (3 vols, 1876); On the

Idea of Comedy and the Uses of the Comic Spirit

(1877); The Egoist (3 vols, 1879); The Tragic

Comedians (2 vols, 1880); Diana of the Crossways

(3 vols, 1885); One of Our Conquerors (3 vols,

1891); Lord Ormont and his Aminta (3 vols, 1894);

The Amazing Marriage (2 vols, 1895); Celt and
Saxon (1910; unfinished).

—

Letters (ed. C. L.

Cline, 3 vols, 1968).

R. de Gallienne, G. M,: Some Characteristics
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(1890; with biblio.); W. Jerrold, G. M.: an Essay

Towards Appreciation (1902); G. M. Trevelyan,

The Poetry and Philosophy of G» M, (190Q; T. S.

Short, On Some of the Characteristics of G, M*s
Prose-Writing (1907); W. Chislett, G. M.: a Study

and an Appraisal (1925); J. B. Priestley, G. M,
(1926); A. Woods, G. Af. as Champion of Women
and Progressive Education (1937); L. Stevenson,

The Ordeal ofM. (1954); N. Kelvin, A Troubled

Eden (1961). B.H. (M.A.)

Meredith, Owen: see Lytton, Edward Robert
Bulwer, 1st Earl of.

Meres, Francis (*1565; tl647), English miscel-

lanist. The most important of Meres’ works,

Palladis Tamia (1598), is a brief survey of Eliza-

bethan literature containing valuable references to

Marlowe’s* death and 12 plays by Shakespeare*.

A Paradise ofDainty Devices (1595; cont. verse

by Meres); Gods Arithmeticke (1597); Palladis

Tamia (repr. in part G. G. Smith, Elizabethan

Critical Essays, 1902; section ‘Poetrie’, ed. D. C.

Allen, 1933).

H. S. Symmes, Les debuts de la critique

dramatique en Angleterre (1903); J. W. Atkins,

English Literary Criticism: the Renascence (1947).

W.A.A.

Merezhkovsky, Dmttry Sergeyevich (*St Peters-

burg 1865; 001889 Zinaida Gippius*; fParis 1941),

Russian poet and pamphleteer. In the 1880s he
wrote ‘dvic’ poetry and then joined the modernist

trend, which he soon tried to imbue with a new
religious consciousness, championed by his

periodical Novy put’ (‘New Path*; 1903-04). He
was not an outstanding poet, but his polemical

essays of philosophio-literaiy critidsm were
usually provocative, the most important being the

first volume of his Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky (1901-

02). He achieved international reputation by his

erudite though rather schematic trilogy of novels:

Yulian Otstupnik (1894), Voskresshie bogi (189Q
andPetr i Alexey, Another trilogy full ofantitheses

consists of the play Pavel I (1908), the novel

Alexander I (X^W) and 14, dekabrya (1918). It was
along his own schematic and dogmatic lines that

he interpreted also a number of great figures in

Russian literature: Pushkin*,Lermontov*, Gogol*,
Tyutchev* etc. He was particularly hard on
Gorky*. From 1903 onwards his Religious-

Philosophic Sodety proved rather attractive for
*God-seeking’ intellectuals anxious to return to

religion. In 1920 he and his wife emigrated to Paris

whence they waged an implacable war on Bol-

shevism. During that period his would-be philo-

sophic novels and other writings became more
turgid and pretentious than ever. His importance

is mainly historical: he represents a certain phase

typical of the Russian intelligentsia at the turn of

the 2Qth century.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (24 vols, 1914-15).

—Tolstoy as Man and Artist (1902); December the

14th (tr. N. A. Duddington, 1923); Akhnaton (tr,

idem, 1927); Napoleon (tr. C. Zvegintsov, 1929);

The Secret of the West (tr. J. Cournos, 1933); The

Resurrection ofthe Gods (tr. B. G. Guerney, 1938);

The Romance of Leonardo da Vinci (tr. idem,

1964).

E. Lundberg, M, i ego novoye khristianstvo

(1914); J. Chuzeville, D, M, (1922); Z. Hippius,

D, M, (1951); O, Maslenikov, The Frenzied Poets

(1952). J.L.

M6rim6e, Prosper (*Paris 28 IX 1803; tCannes

23 IX 1870), French novelist and short-story

writer. An accomplished linguist and archaeologist,

M6rim6e enteredthe civil service and was appointed

inspector of historical monuments in 1834. He
became a senator in 1853. Through his friendship

with the Empress Eug6nie he was an intimate of

Louis-Napoleon’s household. His earliest writings,

which he playfully attributed to an imaginary

Spanish actress (Clara Gazul) and to various

‘Illyrian’ poets (in La Guzla), exploited the

Romantic taste for the exotic.He then experimented

with the historical novel before coming to the

nouvelle (long short story), in which he excelled.

Colomba (1841), Carmen (1845) and several shorter

examples are masterpieces of exotic characteriza-

tion and violent incident written in a deliberately

detached style. His translations popularized

Pushkin*, Gogol* and Turgenev* in France.

plays: Thedtre de Clara Gazul (1825); Le
Carosse du Saint-Sacrement (1829).

—

Chronique

du rigne de Charles IX (novel; 1829).—nowelles:

Mosalque (cont. ‘Mateo Falcone’, ‘Vision de

Charles XI*, ‘Tamango’ etc.; 1830); Les Ames du

Purgatoire (1834); La Vinus d*Ille (1837); Lokis

(1869).—various: Notes d*un voyage en Corse

(1840); Histoire de Don Pidre ler (1843).—

(Euvres (ed. P. Trahard and E. Champion, 12 vols,

1927); Romans et Nouvelles (ed. M. Parturier, 2

vols, 1967).

A. Filon, M, et ses amis (1894); W. H. Pater,

P,M,iimy,P.TTabaxd,LajeunessedeM, (1925),

P. M, de 1834 d 1853 (1928) and La vieillesse de

P. M. (1930); R. Baschet, Du Romantisme au

Second Empire: M, (1959); P. L6on, M, et son

temps (1962). G.B.

Merivale, Charles (*London 8 III 1808; ool850

Judith Frere; fEly 27 XII 1893), English historian

and enthusiastic writer of Latin verse. He was
Dean of Ely.

History of the Romans under the Empire (7 vols,

1850-62); Conversion of the Northern Nations

(1866); Autobiography and Letters (ed. by his

daughter. 1899). R.M.H. (K.W.)

Merken, Lucreha Wblhelmina van (*Amsterdam
21 Vm 1721; 001768 Nicolaas S. van Winter*;
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tLeiden 24 X 1789), Dutch poet, the most famous
of her time; she also wrote classicist plays.

J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

plays: Artemines (1745); Tooneelpoezi] (with

N. S. van Winter; 2 vols, 1774-86).

—

averse: Het
nut der tegenspoeden (1762); David (1767);

Germanicus (1779).

A. Verwey, Nederlandsche dichters (1 894) ;
C. van

Schoonneveldt, Over de navolging der klassiek^

Fransche tragedie . . . (1906); W. Kloos, Een daad

van eenvoudige rechtvaardigheid (1909); J. de Vries

in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en Letterk., XLIX
(1930). J.W.W.

Merrill, Stuart (*Hempstead, Long Island 1 Vni
1863; tVersailles 1 XII 1915), French poet. Stuart

Merrill, son of an American diplomat, was
educated in Paris and the United States, where he
published translations from Baudelaire* and
Mallarme* (Pastels in Prose), In 1889 he returned

to France. A Symbolist in his early poetry, after

the publication of his Credo (1892) he found

comfort in a vaguely optimistic pantheism which

he expressed in vers litres,

Les gemmes (1887); Les fastes (1891); Poimes
1887-1897 (1897); Le Jeu des epees (1897); Les
quatre saisons (1900); Une voix dans lafoule (1909);

Prose et vers (1925).

M.-L. Henry, S, M,, sa vie, son osuvre (1929).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Merwin, William Stanley (New York 30 IX
1927), American poet. He graduated from Prince-

ton and has made further studies in the Romance
languages, the basis for his skilful translations of

Pablo Neruda* and the Poem of the Cid (1959).

His verse has been influenced by Surrealism and
has a new metaphysical quality in Moving Target

(1963).

A Mask for Janus (1952); The Dancing Bears

(1954); Green With Beasts (1956); The Dark in the

Furnace (1960). D.E.Mo.

Merzlyakov, Alexey Fedorovich (1778; tl830),

Russian poet, critic and translator. Although a

classicist, he made his name by his literary imita-

tions of the Russian lyrical folk-songs which were

much in vogue in the 18th and early 19th century.

Stikhotvoreniya (2 vols, 1867). J.L.

Mesa y Rosales, Enrique de (Madrid 1878; Ifibid,

1929), Spanish poet; studied law at Madrid
University. He was a severe theatrical critic.

Although he originally followed Rub6n Dario’s*

modernismo, he reacted in favour of traditional

forms and themes, turning in particular to the

sierra and the landscape and peasants of Castile.

Though not a great poet, he is inspired and able.

Obras completas (1930); Poesias completas

(1941).—‘Sing Me a Song, Jimena* (tr. J. R.

Wendell) and ‘Song of the Mountain Fish’ (tr.

H. E. Fish) in Translations From Hispanic Poets

(New York, 1938).

L. A. Warren, Modern Spanish Literature, 11

(1929). R.M.N.

Meschinot, Jean (*?1422; tl491). Seigneur des

Morhers, nr Nantes, French writer. He was

attached to the bodyguard of the Dukes of

Brittany and to the household of Anne of Brittany

(1488). His moralizing and allegorical verse link

him to the group of rhetoriqueurs. His largest work,

the Lunettes des Princes (1493), is in prose and
verse and, while prolix and pious, shows sincerity

and some grim humour.

Les Lunettes des princes (ed. O. de GourcuiF,

1890).

A. de La Borderie, J. M„ sa vie et ses ceuvres,

ses satires contre Louis XI (1896); A. Piaget, ‘Les

Princes de G. Chastellain’ in Romania, XLVII
(1921); P. Champion, ibid., XLVIII-XLIX (1922-

23) and Histoire poetique du 15e sidcle, II (1923).

M.Y.

Meshullam ben Kalonymos: see Kalonymus.

Mesonero Romanos, Ram6n de (Madrid 19 VII

1803; ybid, 30 IV 1882), Spanish writer. He
founded and directed the weekly, non-political

Semanario pintoresco espanol (183^2). He is the

best exponent of 19th-century costumbrismo, with

its objective portrayal of local customs. A keen

observer, gifted with a sober style, his collections

of essays (Escenas matritenses, 1836-42) are indis-

pensable documents for the understanding of 19th-

century Madrid life. El antiguo Madrid is a fine,

anecdotal description of historical buildings; and
Memorias de un setentdn are unrivalled memoirs of

the period 1808-50. P6rez* Galdds acknowledged

his indebtedness to Mesonero.

Obras (8 vols, 1924-26); Obras (ed. C. Seco

Serrano in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., 5 vols, 1967).

—Panorama matritense (1832-35); Tipos y carac-

teres (1843-62) ; Elantiguo Madrid,paseos histdrico-

anecddticos por las calles y casas de esta villa

(1861); Memorias de un setentdn naturaly vecino de

Madrid (1880); text in Costumbristas espaHoles (ed.

E. Correa Calderdn, 2 vols, 1950-51).

C. Pitollet, ‘M. R., costumbrista* in Esp.

Moderna (1903); H. C. Berkowitz, ‘The memory
element in M.’s Memorias’ in Romanic Rev., XXI
(1930); J. Olmedilla y Puig, Bosquejo biogrdfico del

popular escritor de costumbres D, R, de M, R.

(1889). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Messchert, Willem (Rotterdam 3 III 1790; Vbid,

14 II 1844), Dutch poet, publisher and bookseller.

He published the Brieven of his admired Bilder-

dijk* (5 vols, 1836-37) and wrote the beautiful

idyll De gouden bruiloft (1825).
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verse: De Veldslag hi] Waterloo (1815); De
Watersnood (1820); Nagelaten gedichten (ed. H.

Tollens, 1848).

—

De drie gebroeders Belesteyn

(1822).

H. Tollens in De Tijd, VII (1848); Th. Weevers,

‘W. M. De verhouding van zijn “De Gouden
Bruiloft” tot de “Luise” van J. H. Voss’ in De
Nieuwe Taalgids, XXX (1936). J.W.W.

Messenius, Johannes (*V. Stenby 71579; tUlea-

borg, Finland 6 XI 1636), Swedish historian. His

main work, Scondia lllustrata (pub. 1700-05),

covers Sweden’s entire culture from earliest times

to his own. With a view to popularizing Swedish

history he also wrote a number of rather cumbrous
historical verse plays, strongly marked by Jo-

hannes* Magnus’ apoAeosizing tendencies.

Samlade dramer (ed. H. Schuck and H. Lidell,

2 vols, 1886-1954).

H. Schuck, M. (1920); H. Lidell, Studier i J. M:s
dramer (1935); H. Olsson, /. M:s Scondia illustrata

(1944). C.H.K. a.S.)

Meston, William (*Midmar, Aberdeenshire c.

1688; tAberdeen, spring 1745), Scottish burlesque

poet, scholar and wit; Jacobite of fluctuating

fortunes, whose admiration olHudibras is apparent
in his satires. R.M.H.

Phaethon burlesqued (1720); Knight of the Kirk

(1723); Old Mother Grimes Tales (1737); Mob
contra Mob, or The Babblers Rabbled (1738).—
Poems (1767; with life). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Mestres, Apeles (*1854; tl936), Catalan poet,

playwright and artist. Of relied taste, he delighted

in both drawing and describing flowers, insects and
birds. He was bom in an old house (dose to

Barcelona cathedral), described in his delightful

‘La Casa Vella*. Following the historically-minded
Catalan Romanticism, he introduced the more
idealistic influence of Heine*, Lamartine* and
Tennyson*. J.M.B. i R. (G.W.R.)

Metaphrastes: see Symeon Metaphrastes.

Metastasio (Trapassi), Pieiro (*Rome 3 I 1698;
tVienna 12 IV 1782), Italian poet and librettist.

The adopted son of G. V. Gravina*; ‘Artino
Corasio’ in Arcadia (1718); on leaving Rome
(1719), Metastasio lived for 11 years in Naples,
He later succeeded Apostolo Zeno* as poet
laur^te to the imperial court, Vienna (1730-82),
Of improvisatory talent, Metastasio wrote occa-
sional verse, five canzonette (1719-49) often con-
sidered the foremost expression of Arcadian
lyricism, and many melodrammi—operatic libretti

lyrical in intonation and completely in tune with
die fashionable taste of his day {Didone abbando*
nata, 1723; Demetrio, Olimpiade, Demofoonte,
1730-40). In many of Ids works situations typical

of the French classical theatre abound {AttUio

Regolo, 1740), but the tragic conflicts of Corneille*

and Racine* are invariably resolved with tender

lyricism in the innumerable ariette distributed with

formal precision throughout the drama. Meta-

stasio’s verse is characterized by a unique trans-

parency of expression, a mellifluous speech based

on rational discourse and seemingly endowed with

an inner musical life. Other works include ora-

torios, cantatas, Giustino (a tragedy; 1712) and
critical essays (Estratto delVarte poetica d^Aristo-

tile). Metastasio also left a rich and important

correspondence.

Tutte le opere (ed. B. Brunelli, 5 vols, 1943-54;

III-V cont. the letters); Opere (sel. ed. E. Sala di

Felice, 1965; sel. ed. M. Fubini, vrith important

intro., 1968); Melodrammi (ed. F. Nicolini, 4 vols,

1912-14).— and otherpoems (tr. J. Hoole,

3 vols, 1800).

L. Russo, P. M. (3rd ed. 1945).—^A. della Corte,

‘L’estetica musicale di P. M.’ in Paisiello (1922);

G. Natali, La vita e le opere di P. M. (1923); A.

Trigiani, II teatro raciniano e i melodrammi di

P. M. (1951); W. Binni, UArcadia e il M. (1963);

F, Gavazzeni, Studi metastasiani (1964); W. Binni

and R. Scrivano, *P. M.’ in Introduzione aiproblenu

critici della letteratura italiana (1967; biblio.).—

C. Burney, Life and Letters of M. (3 vols, 1796);

S. Worsthorne, ‘M. and the history of opera’ in

Cambridge Jour., VI (1953). M.W.

Metge, Bernat (*Barcelona c. 1346; ^ibid. e.

1413), Catalan writer, eminent for his classical

prose style, which reflects the dawn of the Renais-

sance. He was a secretary in the chancery, and

many of his oflBcial letters rank as literature. He
translated the Histbria de Valter i Griselda from

the Latin version ofPetrarch* and was thus the first

to introduce the work of the great Italian writer to

the Peninsula. His chief work is Lo Somni (1398),

a polished work in which the late King John I

appears to him in a dream while he is in prison and

is made to exonerate Metge’s religious cynicism

and political conduct. It also contains extensive

borrowings from the classics, especially Cicero*,

and a lively dispute on misogyny. His works in

verse (the most significant is the Llibre de Fortuna

y Prudincia) reflect an archaizing Provencal

influence.

Obres completes (ed. M. de Riquer, 1959).

J.M.B.iR.(G.W.R.)

Methodius (martyred c. 311), Greek Christian

writer, lived at Olympus in Lycia and later became
Bishop of Philippi. His chief work is the Banquet

in whi(di ten virgins sing the praises of virginity in

an Oriental garden; the dialogue is modelled on
Plato’s* Symposium and shows a romantic

imaginativeness. Despite the Greek feeling of his

work he had a strong antagonism to the Hellenized

theology of Origen*, which emerges in his dialogue

Aglaophon on the idea of resurrection.
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Ed. N. Bonwetsch (1917); ed. H. MusuriUo
(1963).—Tr. H. MusuriUo (Ancient Christian
Writers, XXVII. 1958).

N. Bonwetsch, Die Theologie des M. (1903);
J. Farges, Les idees morales et religieuses de
Methode (1929). H.C.

Methodius, St (*Salonika before 826; t?VeIehrad
6 IV 885), the brother of St Cyril*, was responsible
for a considerable part of the earliest Slavonic
translation of the* Scriptures and of certain litur-

gical texts. He carried on the Byzantine mission in

Moravia after St Cyril’s death. The Slavonic
literary language established by the two brothers
was perpetuated by Methodius* disciples, several

ofwhom fled to the Balkans (Kliment*) and some
to Bohemia to escape persecution after their

master’s death.

Life of M. in D. Cizevskij and C. H. van
Schooneveld, Apophoreta Slavica, I (1957).—
Further biblio. in old church Slavonic litera-
ture. R.A.

Metochites: see Theodore Metochites.

Meulen, Andries van der (fc. 1520), Dutch poet
in the rederhker tradition, factor of the Chamber
of Rhetoric Pax Vobis, at Oudenaarde. He wrote
Een zuverlic bouxkin van der Ketyvigheyt der
menschelicker naturen (1543), characteristic of the
late medieval vanitas obsession. Some also ascribe
to him the Historie van Saladine (1483).

Belg. Museum, VI (1842) and VII (1843); J.

Vanderheyden, Het thema en de uitbeelding van de
d£>od...{1930). JJ.M.

Mexia, Pero (SeviUe 71499; ^ibid, 1551), Spanish
historian and humanist. He succeeded Guevara* as
Charles V’s chronicler. His chronicle, not published
in its entirety until 1918, was used by Sandoval*
and others. His miscellany, Silva de varia leccidn

(154p, ran through 17 editions before 1600; it

provided the source for Marlowe’s* Tamburlaine,
He also wrote colloquies and dialogues on many
topics and a history of the Roman Empire from
Caesar* to Maximilian I. His prose is good.

Relacidn de las comunidades de Castilla in Biblio-
teca de Aut. Esp., XXI; Historia de Carlos V (ed.

J. Deloffre in Rev. Hispanique, XLIV, 1918);
Coloquios (1947); Silva de varia leccidn (2 vols,

1933).

—

A delectable dialogue concerning phisick
(tr. T. Newton, 1580); The foreste (tr. from the
Fr. T. Fortescue, 1570-71); The historie of all the
Romane Emperors (tr. W. Traheron, 1604); The
imperiall historie (ed. E. Grimeston, 1623).

E.M.W.

Mey, also Mei, Lev Alexandrovich (*Moscow 13
II 1822; tl862), Russian poet who was above all a
talented aesthetic virtuoso. His two dramas,
Tsarskaya nevesta (1849; The Tsar*s Bride, tr. R.

Newmarch, 1914) and Pskovityarika (1860; The
Pskov Maiden, tr. E. Agate, 1931), have been

turned into libretti for Rimsky-Korsakov’s

operas. Mey was also an excellent translator of

B6ranger* and Heine*. He died of excessive

drinking.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (5 vols, 1887;

another ed., 2 vols, 1911); Nepropushchennye

tsenzuroy stikhi (1922); Izbrannye proizvedeniya

(1962).

Y. P. Polonsky, ‘L. A. M.’ in Russkiy Vestnik

(1896); B. Sadovsky, ‘Poeziya L. A. Meya’ in

Russkaya Mysl’ (1908), J.L.

Meyer, Conrad Ferdinand (*Zurich 11 X 1825;

001875 Luise Ziegler; fKilchberg 28 XI 1898),

Swiss writer. The descendant of Zurich patricians,

Meyer never had to earn a living, but inherited a

neurotic personality, which delayed his start in life.

Historic^ studies in Lausanne under Louis

Vuillemin after a breakdown (1853) awakened his

creativity, but he was only freed from crippling

inhibitions after the death of his mother (1856).

He was bilingual: not until the Franco-German
war did he finally rally to German language, art

and literature. But in his lapidary handling of

words there always remained something French.

He differed from Gotthelf* and Keller* in distanc-

ing direct experience, recreating great men and
moments, preferably of the Renaissance or

Reformation. His long Novellen are unsurpassed

virtuoso pieces, as are his ballads and poems*

Der Heilige (1880; Thomas d Beckett, tr. M. V.

Wendheim, 1885); Kleine Novellen (sel. tr. W. G.
Howard, 1913-15).

—

Die Hochzeit des Monchs
(1884; Eng. tr. idem, 1913-15); Die Versuchung des

Pescara (1887; Eng. tr. C. Bell, 1890).

—

Sdmtliche

Werke (ed. H. Mayne, E. Ermatinger etcd,, 14 vols,

1925).

—

Briefs, nebst Rezensionen undAufsdtze (ed.

A. Frey, 2 vols, 1908); Briefivechsel mit Luise von

Frangois (ed. A, Bettelheim, 1905); Historisch-

kritische Gesamtausgabe (ed. H. Zeller and A.
Zach, 1958 fif.).

F. F. Baumgarten, Das Werk C, F. M,s (1920,

1948); A. Burkhard, C. F. M. The Style and the

Man (1923); R. Faesi, C. F. M, (1925, 1948); H.
Maync, C. F. M und sein Werk (1925); H. von
Lerber, C. F. M, (1949); H. Henel, The Poetry of
C. F. M, (1954); W. D. Williams, The Stories of
C. F. M. (1962). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Meyer, Heinrich, pseud. K. H. Houston Meyer
(Niimberg 17 V 1904), German-American novel-

ist, Professor of German at Muehlenberg College,

Allentown, Pennsylvania and at Vanderbilt

University, Tennessee,

Der deutsche Schdferroman des 17. Jh, (1927);

Konrad Bdumlers welter Weg (1938); Goethe, das

Leben im Werk (1951; 2nd ed. 1967); Was bleibt?

(1966).
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H. W. Pfund in Amer.-Ger. Rev., V (1939).

E.R.

Meyer, Johann (*Wilster, Holstein 5 1 1829; fKiel

16 X 1904), German poet. A talented follower of

Groth* in his Low German lyrics, he is unbearably

third-rate in his High German poems. His gift

petered out in occasional verse.

Ditmarscher Gedichte (2 vols, 1858-59); Platt-

deutscher HebeL Eine freie Vbersetzung der

Hebelschen allemamischen Gedichte (1859); Grdn-

dumersdag bi Eckemfor (1873); Uns* ole Moder-
sprak, Schwank (1880).

—

Sdmtliche Werke (5 vols,

1906).

K. T. Gaedertz, ‘J. M.’ in Niedersachsen, IV
(1899); J. Heinemann, J. M. ein schleswig-holstein-

ischer Dichter (3 vols, 1899-1900); C. Voss, /. M,
md seine Bedeutmg als deutscher Volksdichter

(1899). G.C.

Meyer, Lodewdk (*1630; tl681), Dutch play-

wright, surgeon and philosopher, first wrote
spectacular plays but became more and more a
rationalist in art as well as in matters of faith.

With Pels*and others hefoundeda poetical society,

NIL VOLENTEBUS AiuDUUM, which stTove to regulate

all art. In Meyer’s time the transition from Dutch
baroque to French classicism took place. He
adapted De looghenaar (1658) and Ghulde Vlies

(1667) from Corneille*; Andromachi (1678) from
Racine* and wrote De verloofde Koningsbruidt

(1668). He was a friend of Spinoza* and an editor

of his Opera Posthuma (1677). His philosophical

work, Philosophia Scripturae Interpres (1666),

published anonymously, was banned in 1674. He
also wrote Nederlandtsche Woordenschat (1669), a
philological work.

K. O. Meinsma, Spinoza en zijn kring (1896);

J, F. M. Sterck, ‘Uit het Amsterdamsche Tooneel-
leven op het einde der XVIIde eeuw’ in Hande-
lingen Maatschappij Nederl, Lett. (1912-13); J.

Bauwens, La tragidie ftangaise et le theatre

holhmdais au dix-septiime sUcle (1921); C. L.
Thdjssen-Schoute, ‘L. M. en diens verhouding tot

Descartes en Spinoza’ in Mededelingen v. h.

Spinozahuis (1954). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Meysenbug, Malwida von (*Cassel 28 X 1816;

tRome 26 IV 1903), German writer. She followed
the political refugees of 1848 into exile, was
governess in Alexander Herzen’s* London house-
hold, later a friend of Wagner*, Nietzsche*,
Garibaldi and Mazzini*. She was a pioneer
feminist. H.A.P.

Gesammelte Werke (ed. B. Schleicher, 5 vols,

1922).

—

Briefs yon und an M. van M, (ed. B.
Schleicher, 1920); Briefwechsel mit Bomain
Holland (ed. idem, 1932).

E. Reicke,M von M, (1912); B. Schleicher, Af,

on M. (3rd ed. 1947). H,A.P. (K.W.M.)

Meyster, Everard (*1617; tl679), Dutch poet,

lived at Amersfoort, made himself famous or
ridiculous with fantastic plans. He proposed to

make Utrecht into a seaport, organized fantastic

feasts and wrote a number of poems: Der Goden
Landspel (1655); De Key-Klucht van Jock en Ernst

(1661); Bedencking over d^Eemsche Zeevaerd

(1670). A.M.B.W.

J. Scheltema, Geschied- en letterkundig MengeU
werk, V (1833); P. A. F. van Veen, De Soeticheydt

des buyten-levens vergeselschapt met de boucken

(1960). A.M.B,W. (R.P.M.)

Meyvogel, Jacob Coenraedsz., 17th-century

Dutch poet, stronglyinfluenced by Cats* produced
devotional doggerel: Schatkist der Liefde (3 vols,

1634), Gulden Spieghel, ofte opweckinghe tot Chr.

deugden (1646), Vermakelijcke Bruilofts-Kroon;

and a Biblical drama: Thamars ontschaking of de
verdoolde liefde van Ammon (1646). A.M.B.W.

D. F. Scheurleer, Nederlandsche Liedboeken

(1912). R.P.M.

Michael, Herr: see Michael Nicolai.

Michael Acominatus: see Michael Choniates.

Michael Attaleiates (*Attaleia; fafter 1079),

Byzantine judge and high official. He wrote a
history of the years 1034-79, taking Agathias* as

his model. He also drew up a detailed charter for a

monastery which he endowed in Constantinople.

Historia (ed. I. Bekker, 1853; with Lat. tr.).—

G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica (2nd ed. 1958).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Michael Choniates (*c. 1138; tc. 1222), Byzantine

scholar. Archbishop of Athens (1182). He wrote

theological works, letters and speeches, and is well

known for his gloomy picture of life in Greece after

the Fourth Crusade and his poem on the city of

Athens.

Ed. Sp. P. Lambros (1879).—G. StadtmiiUer,

M. C. (1934). J.M.H.

Michael Critoboulos, 15th-century Byzantine his-

torian, connected with Imbros and a supporter of

Muhammad II, to whom he dedicated his history.

This work, covering the period 1451-67 and

modelled on Thucydides*, is a valuable source and

unusual in its point of view.

Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum, V (ed. C.

Mtiller, 1883; with Lat. tr.); V. Grecu, Critobul din

Imbros (Bucharest, 1963).

Z. V. Udal’tsova in Vizantiiskii Vremennik, XII

(1957). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Michael Glycas C/?. mid-12th century), Byzantine

scholar. He left various writings including a poem
to Manuel I, theological works, letters and a world
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chronicle from the Creation to 1118, of little

independent value.

Annales (ed. I. Bekker, 1836; with Lat. tr.);

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CLVIII (1866; with Lat.

tr.); poems ed. E. Th. Tsolakis (Salonika, 1959).

H. Pemot, ‘Le poeme de M. G.’ in Milanges Ch.

DiehU I (1931). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Michaelis, Karin Marie Bech, n6e Br0ndum
(Randers 20 III 1872; ool895 Sophus Michaelis*

001912 Charles Emil Stangeland; tThur0 11 I

1950), Danish novelist and short-story writer. She

spent a great part of her life in the U.S.A., and also

in Austria and Germany where she had many
friends, some of whom she sheltered from the

Nazis. She is a fine psychologist, both when

describing the little Danish girl Bibi, who is the

central character of several of her children’s books,

and when describing woman at the climacteric, as

in her famous novel Den farlige Alder (1910; Eng.

tr. The Dangerous Age, 1911). Her book ‘Mother’

(Mor, 1935) is also a remarkable literary achieve-

ment.

novels: Hojt Spil (1898); Fattige i Aanden

(1901); Birkedommeren (1901); Barnet (1902; tr.

The Child: Andrea, 1904); Lillemor (1902);

Hellig Enfold (1903); Sonnen (1903); Gyda (1903);

Trold (1904; tr. Little Troll, 1946); Munken

gaar i Enge (1905); De smaa Mennesker (1906);

Tommelise (190Q; Kyllingesorger (1907); Ghet-

toens Blomst (1907); Over al Forstand (1907);

Betty Rosa (1^8); Tro som Quid (1909); Elsie

Lindtner (1912; Eng. tr. 1912); Bogen om Kar-

lighed (1912); Grev Sylvains Hasvn (1913; tr. The

Governor, 1913); Glcedens Skole (1914); Weiter

Leben (1915); Don Juan^efter Doden (1919);

BO Doges Loan (1920); Lille unge Kone (1921);

Mette Trap og hendes Unger (1922; tr. Venture's

End, 1927); Syv Sestre sad (1913); Tractpaa Godt

og Ondt (5 vols, 1924-30) ;
Kvindelil, din Tro er stor

(1925); Perlerne (1927); Pigen, der smilede (1929);

Hjertets Vagabond (1930); Justine (1931); Familien

Worm (1933); Lotte Ligeglad (1936); Den grenne

0 (1937; tr. The Green Island, 1938); Mors 0jne

(1940).—BibUBegerne (1929-39; trs Bibi, 1933,

and Bibi Goes Travelling, 1934).—short stories:

Hjertets Dremme (1915); Krigens Ofre (1916);

Atterdetskilte—(191S).—mMoms: Farlige Famlen

(1949); Lys og Skygge (1950). E,B.

MichaSlis, Sophus August Berthel (Odense 14

V 1865; 001895 Karin Brondum, ool911 Astrid

Nystrom, ool921 Louise Lucie Charlotte Pes-

chardt; tCopenhagen 28 1 1932), Danish poet ^d
novelist. For a period he was a music and art <^tic.

His most important contribution to Danish litera-

ture is in his poetry; he is a cultured aesthete, but

some of his lyrics are marred by empty rhetoric.

His best-known novel is Hellener og Barbar (1914).

verse: Digte (1889); Solblomster (1893); Sirener

(1898); Livets Fast (1900); Palmerne (1904);

Blaaregn (1913) ; Romersk Foraar (1921).

—

^novels :

Synd (1 891) ; Vanemennesker (1892) ; ^beh (1 895)

;

Dodedansen (1900); Giovanna (1901); Den evige

Sovn (1912); Himmelskibet (1921).Samlede
Romaner (3 vols, 1919). E.B.

Michael Italicus, 12th-century Byzantine scholar

and Bishop of Philippopolis. He taught philosophy

and rhetoric and left letters and other writings,

some of which are still unpublished. J.M.H.

Letters in J. A. Cramer, Anecdota Graeca

Oxoniensia, III (1836); R. Browning, ‘Unpub-
lished correspondence between M. I. . . . and

Theodore Prodromus’ in Byzantinobulgarica, I

(Sofia, 1962). R.B.

Michael Nicolai, surname unknown (fbetween

1496 and 1514), Danish poet and hymnist. He was

clergyman at Odense and is remembered for his

religious lyrics, especially for his rhymed introduc-

tion to the rosary devotion, Om Jomfru Marie

Rosenkrans, and his poems about Adam and Eve

and about the life of man.

Herr Michaels Rimvcerker (1 836). E.B.

Michael Psellus (Constantinople 1018; fc. 1078),

Byzantine scholar and historian. Rising rapidly in

imperial favour and recognized as a distinguished

scholar, he became in 1045 Professor of philosophy

in the University of Constantinople and later on,

after a reversal of fortune and an unsuccessful

incursion into monastic life, he became tutor to the

young Ducas, afterwards the Emperor Michael

Vn.He has left a comprehensive corpus ofwritings,

illustrating the encyclopaedic knowledge which so

impressed his contemporaries, and ranging from

letters, orations and philosophical and theological

items to his well-known history, the Chronographia.

This last covers the years 996-1077 and the greater

part of it is based on Psellus’ personal experiences.

It is a racy and vivid piece of writing, enlivened by

the author’s private views and comments. His other

works provide a wealth of detail about his contem-

poraries, some of whom are known to us only

through him. His Accusation against the Patriarch

Michael Cerularius, written at the request of Isaac

I Comnenus, reflects the views generally held on

the relation between Church and State and on the

imperial office. Psellus himself particularly stressed

the importance of philosophical studies and

appears to have inaugurated a revival of interest in

Plato* and the Neo-Platonists. He had great

feeling for Byzantine traditions which were based

on Christian faith and classical learning.

J.M.H.

Chronographia (ed. with Fr. tr. E. Renauld, 2

vols, 1926-28; tr. E. R. A. Sewter, 1953); other

works: Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXXII (1864;

with Lat. tr.); ed. K. N. Sathas in Mesaionike
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Bibliotheke, IV-V (1874-76); ed. E. Kurtz and F.

Drexl (2 vols, 1936-41).

C. Zervos, Un philosophe neoplatonicien du Xle

si^cle (1920); J. M. Hussey, Church and Learning

in the Byzantine Empire 867-1185 (1937); P.

Joannou, Christliche Metaphysik in Byzanz^ I: Die

Illuminationslehre des M. Psellos und Joannes

Italos (1956). (R.B.)

Michal: see Lebenson, Micha Joseph.

Michaux, Henri (*Nainur 24 V 1899; ool943

Marie-Louise Ferdi^re), Belgian novelist, poet and
artist, French by adoption. The problem of man’s

destiny and his relationship to God torments this

introvert, whose difficult, incisive writing, like his

art, is fantastically surrealist. Austere humour and
reticent compassion relieve the mordant satire of

his work, reminiscent of Swift*. B.M.W.

Un certain Plume (1931); Un barbare en Asie

(1932; Eng. tr. Sylvia Beach, 1949); Vespace du
dedans (1944; Eng. tr. Richard Ellmann, 1951);

Ailleurs (1948); Uinfini turbulent (1957).

R. Bertele, H. M. (1946). B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Michel, Jean (t?1501), French dramatist; a
physician at Angers. He made a free adaptation of

the second and third days ofA. Gr6ban’s* Mystire
de la Passion under the title of Passion of Jhesu

Crist (1486; some 30,000 lines, for performance on
four days). He restricted the action to the life of

Christ and laid stress on the more fantastic and
picturesque elements.

Numerous pr. eds c. 1490 to 1542; jLe Mystire
de la Passion (ed. O. Jodogne, 1959),

P. de Julleville, Les Mystires (1880); G. Frank,
The Medieval French Drama (1954).

A.H.D.; G.B.

Michelangelo: see Buonarotti, Michelangelo.

Michelet, Jules (*Paris 21 VIII 1798 ; fHy^res 9 II

1874), French historian and essayist. Michelet was
the son of a printer and raised himself by great

industry to the highest University honours. Influ-

enced by Vico* and Herder*, he became the fore-

most of the French Romantic historians (1827-43).

He strove to make of history a ‘complete resurrec-

tion of the past’ based on exact scholarship and
imaginative sympathy. His work, however, was
over-influenced by personal prejudices (anti-

clericalism, liberalism). He remained all his life a
son of the people and became a generous-minded
pamphleteer in the interests of humanitarian
democracy (1843-52). His last works (1852-74) are
marked by an uninhibited lyrical exuberance.

historical: Histoire romaine (1831); Histoire de
France des origines d la Renaissance (6 vols, 1833-

44; tr. W. K. Kelly, 2 vols, 1844-46) ; Histoire de la

Revolution fiangaise (7 vols, 1847-53); Histoire de

France de la Renaissance d la Revolution (11 vols,

1855-67); Histoire du 19e sidcle (3 vols, 1876);

Tableau de la France (crit. ed. L. Refort, 1934).

—

social philosophy: Le peuple (1846; Eng. tr. C.
Cocks, 1846); Vamour (1858); La femme (1859);

La Bible de Vhumanite (1864).

—

^various: Voiseau

(1856); Vinsecte (1857); La mer (1861; Eng. tr.

W. H. D. Adams, 1875); La montagne (1868; Eng.
tr. idem, 1872); Majeunesse (1884); Mon journal

(1884).

A. R. Pu^, M. and His Ideas on Social Reform
(1923); G. Monod, La vie et la pensee de M. (2

vols, 1924); J. Gu6henno, Vivangile iternel{X9H)\

D. Hal6vy, /. M. (1928); L. Febvre, M. (1946);

O. Haac, Les principes inspirateurs de M, (1951);

R. Barthes, M, par luUmime (1954); P. Viallaneix,

La Voie Royale, essai sur le peuple dans Pceuvre de

M. (1959). M.G.;J.P.R.

Michel of Northgate, Dan (fl, 1340), Kentish

author of the ‘Remorse of Conscience’ (1340), a
prose translation from French; chiefly of philo-

logical interest.

Ayenbite of Inwyt (ed. R. Morris, 1866; corr.

P. Gradon, 1965); J. K. Wallenberg, The Vocabu-

lary ofD, M.*s Ayenbite ofInwyP (Uppsala, 1923).

R.W.B. (T,F.H.)

Michel’s Passion: see Michel, Jean.

Michiels, Ivo, pseud, of Rik Ceuppens (*Mortsel

8 1 1923), Flemish novelist. After writing for a time

in the pessimistic mood prevailing after the Second

WorldWar, he became one ofthe leading writers of

experimentd prose aiming at consciousness in

language structure. This prose is related to the

nouveau roman but has its own personal poetic

and lyrical style.

Het afscheid (1957; Der Abschied, tr. A. Piper,

1960); Journal brut (1958); Het boek alfa (1963;

Le livre Alpha, tr. M. Buysse, 1967); Orchis

militaris (1968; Ger. tr. G. Hermanowski, 1969).

R.F.L. (tr. P.K.)

Micinski, Tadeusz (Warsaw 9 XI 1873; tCzyry-

kowa, White Russia II 1919), Polish author. His

highly personal metaphysical beliefs are seen in

almost all his writings, which are among the best

examples of early Expressionism in Polish litera-

ture. His SymboUst poetry anticipates Surrealism.

P.H.

W mroku gwiazd (verse; 1902).

—

^plays; Knud
Patiomkin (1906); W mroku zlotego palacu czyli

Bazylissa Teofanu (1909).—novels: Nietota—

Ksigga tajemnicza Tatr (1910); KsiqdzFaust (19^);
Wita (1926).—Dgby czamobylskie (short stories;

1911).

Wiadomoid Literackie, LXTV (1925; the entire

issue devoted to T. M.); Z. D^bicki, *T. M.’ in

Portrety,ll{X91^\ S.S.
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Middewicz, Adam Bernard (*Zaosie 27 XII 1798;

tConstantinople 26 XI 1855), Polish poet and
playwright, of petty country gentry. He studied at

Vilna University, After a period of teaching at

Kowno (1819-23), he was arrested for belonging

to a patriotic youth group and in X 1824 exiled

to Russia. In St Petersburg he got in touch

with the Decembrists and went to Moscow where

he met Pushkin*. In 1829 he left Russia, paid a

visit to Goethe*, from Rome went to Switzerland

where he met Krasinski* and after an unfruitful

attempt in 1831 to join the Polish revolution he

went to Paris. He lived there with an increasing

family in straitened conditions till in 1839 he got the

Chair of Latin literature at Lausanne. Appointed
Professor of Slavonic literature at the College de
France in 1840, he lost this post after four years

through propagating the mystic and political

doctrine of A. Towiajiski. In 1848 he organized a
Polish legion in Italy and attempted in vain to

secure the Pope’s backing. In 1849 for six months
he edited the progressive periodical La Tribune des

Peuples. He died while organizing Polish forces in

Turkey.

With his Ballady i romanse (1822) he opened the

period of Polish literary Romanticism, introducing

the freshness of popular sources and his own bold

imagination. He won over the young and after-

wards the general public. In his love lyrics, perfect

in form, we feel the human heart responding to a
passing sense of happiness, melancholy and
despair. His religious lyrics give the measure of the

unusual depth of his sentiment. The exotic beauty

of nature is revealed in Sonety Krymskie, The
romantic drama Dziady gives in parts II and IV the

poetic picture of country folk; part HI is a Pro-

methean outburst of wounded patriotism, its

suffering and messianic hopes. Of his two poetic

novels (with some influences of Scott* and Byron*
respectively) Grazyna presents a patriotic achieve-

ment ofa heroic woman, Konrad Wallenrod, a long

prepared revenge on the country’s enemies. Pan
Tadeusz, his masterpiece, portrays the life of the

Polish gentry at the beginning of the 19th century.

Written in a Homeric manner with a pinch of

healthy humour it illustrates the author’s love of

his lost native country. Ksi^gi narodu polskiego . .

.

in Biblical prose gave Polish exiles a moral inter-

pretation of Poland’s history and pointed the aim
of their activity abroad. Mickiewicz translated

Byron’s Giaour^ and verses from several other

poets. His status is that of the greatest Polish poet,

seer and teacher.

verse: Do Joachima Lelewela (1822); Ballady i

romanse (1822; Balladen und Bommzen^ tr.

A. Weiss, 1875); Poezye, II (1823; cont.: (1)

Grazyna; Eng. tr, L. JaWonski, Paris, 1851; crit.

ed. W. Itouchnalski, 1922; (2) Dziady, pts II and
IV; crit. ed. J. Kallenbach, 1923); Sonety (Mos-
cow, 1826; Die Sonette, tr. A. Cornelius, n.d.);

Oda do rrdodosci (1827; *Ode to Youth’, tr.

W. L. Linton in Translations.. ., n.d.); Konrad
Wallenrod (Petersburg, 1828; Eng. tr. J. Parish,

1925; crit. ed. W. Bruchnalski, 1922); Farys (1828;

Eng. tr. as above); Pan Tadeusz (Paris, 1834; Eng.

tr. G. R. Noyes, 1917, and in Everyman’s Libr.,

1932; crit. ed. J. Kallenbach and J. Lo^, 1921).—
plays: Dziady Czqic, HI (Paris, 1932; Forefathers*

Eve, tr. D. P. Radin, 1928; tr. M. Gardner, 1926;

crit. ed. W. Borowy, 1920; pts H and IV are in

Poezye, II, above); Drames polonais. Les Confi-
deres de Bar; Jacques Jasihski ou les deux Polognes

(fragment; ed. L. Mickiewicz, Paris, 1867).

—

various: Ksi^gi narodu polskiego i pielgrzymstwa

polskiego (Paris, 1832; ‘The Books of the Polish

Nation and of the Polish Pilgrimage’ in Konrad
Wallenrod.,., tr. J. Parish et al, 1925; crit.

ed. S. Pigon, 1922); Cours de la littirature slave

(1845); Les Slaves, Cours professe au College de

France (3 vols, 1849; repr. 1914); La Tribune des

Peuples (ed. L. Mickiewicz, 1907).

—

correspon-
dence: Correspondance (1820-55) (ed. L. Michie-

wicz, Paris, 192A).—Dziela wszystkie (ed. T. Pini

and M. Reiter, 12 vols, 1911-13; new ed., 15 vols,

1949 ff.); Dziela (1955).

—

Gems ofPolish Poetry (tr.

F. H. Fortey, 1923); Poems . . . (tr. various

hands and ed. G. R. Noyes, New York, 1944);

A, M. 1798-1835, Selected Poems (ed. C. Mills,

New York, 1956); (Euvres poetiques completes (tr.

C. Ostrowski, 2 vols, 1845; 4th ed. 1859); Poetische

Werke (tr. S. Lipiner, 2 vols, 1882-87).

L. Mickiewicz, A. M., sa vie et son oeuvre (1888);

J. Kallenbach, A. M, (2 vols, 4th ed. 1926); J.

Tretiak, Mlodosc Mickiewicza (2 vols, Petersburg,

1897); A. G6rski, Monsalwat (4th ed. 1923); G.
Sarrazin, ‘A. M.’ in Les grands poites romantiques

de la Pologne (2nd ed. 1920); M. M. Gardner,

A. M., the National Poet of Poland (1911);

M. Kridl, A, M,, Son rdle dans la littirature

polonaise et sa place dans la littirature mondiale

(1921); S. Szpotaiiski, A. M, et le romantisme

(1923); W. Lednicki,M en Russie (1929) and ‘A.

M,’ in Life and Culture ofPoland (1944); J. Rrzy-

zanowski, ‘A, M.’ in Polish Romantic Literature

(1930); A. Potodd, M,: Vhomme et sa ligende

(1930); M. Cmpska, La vie deM. (1931); S. Pigod,

Pan Tadeusz, Wzrost, wielkosc i slawa (1934) and
Kronika zycia i twdrczoici M, 1840-44 (1969); S.

Windakiewicz, A. M. iycie i dziela (1935); E.

Krakowski, A. M. philosophe mystique . .

.

(1935);

E. Marek, Destinies frangaises de Voeuvre mes-

sianique d*A, M, (Fribourg, 1945); B. M.
Miazgowski, Les iliments criateurs de la culture

slave. D*apris les cours d*A. M, au Collige de

France , .
.

(ibid., 1945); L. Wellisz, The Friend-

ship of Margaret Fuller d'Ossoli and A. M.
(1947); J. Kleiner, M. (2 vols, 1949-50); K.
Pruszynski, A. M. The Life Story of the Greatest

Polish Poet (1950); A. M, Poet ofPoland. A Sym-
posium (ed. M. Kridl, New York, 1950); W.
Weintraub, The Poetry of A. M. (1954); K.
Kostenicz et al., Kronika zycia i twdrczoiciM, Lata
1798-1824 (1957); W. Bronowy, O poezji M.
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(1956); Z. Stefanowska, Historia iprofecja (1962);

K. Wyka, ^Pan Tadeusz' (1963); M. Dern^owicz,

Kronika zycia i tworczoici M, 1832-34 (1966).

S.S. (P.H.)

Mickle, William Julius (*Langholm, Dumfries-

shire 28 JX 1735; ool781 Mary Tomkins; fOxford

28 X 1788), Scottish poet. Mickle failed as a

brewer and took to poetry in London. He went to

Lisbon in 1779 as secretary to Commodore
Johnstone. A good ballad poet, chiefly remembered

for There*s nae luck about the house and Cumnor

Hall, which inspired Scott’s* Kenilworth.

The Concubine (1765; rev. as Syr Martyn^ 1778);

tr, of Camoes, Lusiadas (1775); Poems (with life by

J. Sim; 1806). J.K.

Mica, Samuil: see Clain, Samuil.

Middleton, Conyers (*Richmond, Yorks 27 XU
1683; OO1710 Mrs Sarah Drake, ool734 Mary
Place; tHildersham, nr Cambridge 28 VII 1750),

English theologian. A brilliant and sceptical

scholar whose curiosity outran his orthodoxy.

Introductory Discourse (1747); A Free Inquiry

into the Miraculous Powers (1749).

—

The Miscel-

laneous Works of C. M, (4 vols, 1752).

Sir L. Stephen, English Thought in the 18th

Century (1876); R. N. Stromberg, Religious

Liberalism in 18th Century England (1954).

B.H. (M.Bu.)

Middleton, Thomas (^London 18 IV 1580;
oo?1613 Ma^ Marbeck; QNewington Butts 4 VII

1627), English dramatist. The son of a London
briddayer, Middleton was educated at Queen’s
College, Oxford. By 1602 he was writing for

Henslowed (the Admiral’s Men) and also for the

boys of St Paul’s. Thereafter he wrote for several

companies, notably, in collaboration withRowley*,
for Prince Henry’s Men. He also wrote City

pageants and in 1620 became City Chronologer.
His comic style is light, fluent and vigorous; his

comedy is that ofsituation rather than ofcharacter.
His tragic style is more powerful and noble; his best

tragedy, The Changeling (acted 1623-24), was
written in collaboration with Rowley, who provided
the worthless sub-plot. It contains some fine scenes

and much good dramatic verse. His most interest-

ing and ‘finished’ work is A Game at Chesse (acted

1624), an allegorical account of Spanish intrigue,

which had remarkable success. Some of Middle-
ton’s work was interpolated into Macbeth, and he
has been credited with the authorship of the

pseudo-Shakespearean The Puritan (1607).

The Honest Whore (1604; with Dekker); A Trick

to Catch the Old One (1608); The Roaring Girl

(1611; with Dekker); A Game at Chesse (1625);
The Changeling (1653; with Rowley); The Spanish
Gipsie (1653;wi^ Rowley); Womenbeware Women

Works (ed. A. H. Bullen, 8 vols, 1885-

86).

A. Symons, Studies in the Elizabethan Drama
(1920); T. S. Eliot, ‘T. M.’ in For Lancelot

Andrewes (1928); S. Schoenbaum, M*s Tragedies

(1955); R. H. Barker, T M. (1958). J.B.B.

Miegel, Agnes (*K6nigsberg 9 III 1879; tBad
Salzuflen 26X 1964), German poet and short-story

writer. Her lyrical poetry keeps to traditional

forms, but draws originality and vitality from the

landscape and atmosphere of her home country,

which is also characteristic of her prose worls.

She excels as a writer of ballads.

verse: Gesammelte Gedichte (1927); Herbst-

gesang (1932); Fluchtlingsgedichte (1949).—

stories: Geschichten aus Altpreussen (1926); Die

Blume der Gotter (1950).—Werden und Werk (with

biblio.; 1938); Ausgewdhlte Gedichte (1952);

Gesammelte Werke (6 vols, 1953-55); Heimkehr

(coll, stories; 1962).—Sel. poems in J. Bithell,

Contemporary German Poetry (1909).

M. Schochow, A. M. (1929); Stimmen der

Freunde zum 60. Geburtstag (1939); I. Meidinger-

Geise, A. M. und Ost-Preussen (1955); E. Krieger,

A. M. (1959); Leben was war ich dir gut: A. M.
zum Gedachtnis (1965). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Mierlo, Jozef van (*Tumhout 28 XI 1878;

tMortsel 30 V 1958), Flemish literary historian,

Jesuit. His numerous studies and his standard

work, De letterkunde van de Middeleeuwen (2 vols,

2nd ed. 1949), have completed and in part modified

the traditional views of Middle Dutch literature.

R. Roemans, Bibliografie van J. van M. (1956);

R. F. Lissens, ‘J. van M. en de literatuurgeschie-

denis* in Versl. en Med. Koninkl. Vlaamse Acad,

(1958). R.F.L.

Migne, Jacques-Paul (*Saint Flour 25 X 1800;

tParis 24 X 1875), French priest and publisher,

produced editions of many devotional and
theological works. Of these the most famous and
useful is his great collection of the Fathers, which
includes many otherwise inaccessible medieval

texts.

Patrologiae cursus completus: Series Latina (221

vols, 1844-64), Series Graeca (with Lat. tr.; 166

vols, 1857-86). D.H.

Mihaesca, Gib (*Dr^ga$ani 1894; fBucharest

1935), Rumanian author excelling in the repre-

sentation of obsessive states of mind.

SHORT stories: La Grandiflora (1928); Vedenia

(1929).

—

^novels: Braful Andromedei (1930); Ruso^'

aica (1933); Femeia de ciocolatd (1933); ZUele fi

noppile unui student intirziat (1934); Donna Alba
(1935).

—

Pavilionul cu umbre ^lay; 1927).

E. Lovinescu, Istoria literaturii romdne contem-
porane, IV (1928); Perpessidus, Menpium critice.
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III and V (1936, 1946); V. Streinu, Pagini de
criticd literara (1938); G. Calinescu, Istoria

literaturii romdne (1941). F.J.B.

Mihajlovic, Dragoslav (*(5uprija 1930), Serbian

novelist and prose writer. Mihajlovic is one of the

newest generation of writers in Belgrade, coming
to the fore with a book of stories, Frede, laku noc

(1967), and a sensational novel in 1969, Kad su

cvetale tikve. His writing deals in realistic terms
with the post-war period of the late 1940s and early

1950s and touches on political themes hitherto

taboo in Yugoslav literature and, from Mihaj-

lovi6’s experience, still dangerous ground. His
setting is the violent atmosphere of teen-age

gang-land in a Belgrade suburb and it relies heavily

on Mihajlovid’s experience as a young man (he

himselfwas a boxer, like the hero of his novel, and
a political detainee for a time after the break with

the Comintern). His stories are short realistic

sketches in a colloquial idiom and his novel is a
gripping tale of revenge which develops in

accordance with the principles of a classical Greek
tragedy. It was also adapted for the stage. B.J.

Mihalic, Slavko (*Karlovac 16 III 1928), Croatian

poet. A journalist from 1947 in Zagreb and an
editor with Lykos, Mihalic was the founder of two
literary journals, Tribina (1952) and Knijizevna

tribina (1959), and the moving spirit behind the

Yugoslav Poetry Festivals which began at Plitvica

in 1956. He is also the editor of the journal The
Bridge, devoted to translations of Yugoslav

literature, and he has been active in many other

journals as well as compiling numerous poetry

anthologies. His poetry is meditative and basically

concerned with the everyday material world and its

situations, examined with a bleak humour tinged

with nihilism and often verging on despair. With
Slamnig*, Mihalid shares a special involvement in

the anti-poetic and commonplace which is

undoubtedly a reaction to many generations of

neo-Romanticism and traditional lyricism in

Croatian poetry.

poems: Komomam muzika (1954); Put u
nepostojanje (1956); Podetak zaborava (1957);

Dateiljivoprogonstvo (1959) ; Godisnja doba (1961)

;

Ljubav za stavamu zemlju (1964); Prognana Balada

(1965; Ballade Bonnie

^

tr. Janina Matillon, 1968);

Jezero (1966); Izabrane pjesme (1966); Poslednja

vedem (1969). B.J.

Mihdlik, VOJTECH (*Dolnd Streda 30 III 1926),

Slovak poet. After uncertain beginnings in poems

of religious faith and doubt (Anjeli, 1947), Mihdlik

was converted to faith in Socialism, which coloured

his later work. Some of this is impressive, especially

the anti-religious lyrical epic Vzbiirenf Job (1960).

Plebejskd koM^a (1950); Archimedove kruhy

(1960). R.A.

Mihaylovski, Stoyan (*Elena 7 I 1856; fSofia

3 VIII 1927), Bulgarian satirist and scholar. A
French education prepared him for his career in

law, Parliament, journalism (he edited Nash
jivot, Naroden glas, Sofianets and Napred) and
University teaching. As a writer, he belonged, like

Velichkov*, to Vazov’s* generation. His verse and
prose alike reflect his philosophy of bitter pessi-

mism and disillusionment with human nature and
Bulgarian society in particiflar. He was truly

Bulgaria’s Juvenal*.

Poema na zloto (1889); Novissima verba (1889);

Satiri (1893); Kniga za bulgarskiya narod (1897);

Ot razvala kum provala (1904); Iztochni legendi

(1904); Dnes chuk—utre nakovalnya (1905);

Kogato bogovete se smeyat (1922).—Sel. works (5

vols, 1918-43).

I. Bogdanov, S. M. 1856-1927 (1947). V.P.

Mihelic, Mira (SpHt 14 VII 1912), Slovene

novelist and playwright. While sustaining interest-

ing plots she presents in a critical and realistic

manner the moral and political breakdown of the

pre-war Slovene bourgeoisie and the post-war fate

of the remnants of this class.

novels: Obraz v zrcalu (1941); Tiha voda

(1942); April (1959); HiSa vecera (1959); Mavrica

nad mestom (1964); Otok in struga (1965); Igra v

vetru (1967); Stolpnica osamelih zensk (1969).

—

plays: Svet brez sovraStva (1945); Ogenj in pepel

(1949); Operacija (1950); Zlati oktober (1954);

Veverica ne sme umreti (1961); Danzena (1968).

A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Mihura, Miguel (Madrid 21 VII 1905), Spanish

satirical dramatist who wrote flrst in collaboration

with Calvo Sotelo and Alvaro de Laiglesia. From
1952 onwards he has presented a series of satirical

pieces of which the most successful have been Tres

sombreros de copa (1952) and Maribely la extrana

familia (1959). J.E.V.

Mikes, Kelemen (Zigon VHI 1690; fRodosto,

Turkey 2 X 1761), Hungarian essayist and trans-

lator. Exiled with his master, Ferenc Rdkdczi 11,

to Rodostd, Mikes wrote there his Tdrdkorszdgi

Levelek (crit. ed. 1966), which remained unknown
until 1786. These belles-lettres in French epistolary

style are unique in Hungarian literature. Mikes

also translated numerous French religious works.

Mulatsdgos Napok (ed. L. Hopp, 1970).—^B.

Zolnai, ‘M. K.’ in Minerva (1930); R. Gdlos,

M, K, (1954); D. Mervyn Jones, ‘M. K.’ in Five

Hungarian Writers (1966). G.F.C.

Mikhailovsky, Nikolay Konstantinovich

(Meshchevsk 15 XL 1842; tl904), Russian

sociologist and critic. From 1869 on he was

connected with Otechestvennye Zapiski (‘Father-

land’s Annals’). After its closure in 1884 he edited
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the ‘populist’ monthly Russkoye Bogatstvo (‘The

Russian Wealth’) and became the most influential

theoretician of narodnichestvo (populism) of his

time. In his periodical he had several polemics with

the Marxists in favour of the ‘socid revolution-

aries’ whose ideology was opposed to Marx*.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (10 vols, 1909-13).

N. Berdyayev, Subyektivizm i individualizm v

obshchestvennoy filosofii (1901); E. E. Kolosov,

Ocherki mirovozzreniya Mikhaylovskogo (1912);

E. Frangian, N, K, Af. als Soziologe und Philosoph

(1913); N. Beltov [i.e. G. V. Plekhanov], K voprosu

o razvitii monisticheskogo vzglyada m istoriyu

(1919); Literatumoye nasledstvo, VII-VIII (1933).

J.L.

Mikhalkov, Sergey Vladimirovich (*1913), Soviet

playwright, author of ballads, political fables and
verses for children written in a clear and simple

style. He also wrote several plays for children.

Tom Kenti (1938); Ya khochu domoy (1949);

JBasni (1957) ; Paki i krokodil (1960). J.L.

Mikhaylovsky, Nikolay Grigoryevich: see

Garin, N. G.

Mikkelsen, Hans (*?Malm0 ; oo?Blsebet?;

tHarderwijk, Gelderland 20 XII 1532), Danish
translator and pamphleteer. He was merchant and
councillor at Malmo, and was burgomaster there,

probably 1507-17. He was closely associated with

Christian II and in 1523 followed him into exile.

At Wittenberg he became a Lutheran, and he
edited the first Danish translation of the New
Testament (1524), writing the preface to it and
translating part of it himself. His polemical

writings were violently attacked by the defenders

of the Roman Catholic faith.

C. F. Allen, Breve og Aktstykker til Oplysuing af
Christiern ILs og Frederik Ls Historic (1854); F.

Henderson, A Dissertation on Af.’j Translation of
the New Testament (1813). E.B.

Mikro, pseud, of Christoffel Hermanus KOhn
(*Williston, Cape Colony 8 X 1903; fSomerset
West 17 IV 1968), Afrikaans writer of novels and
sketches.

Toiings (1934); Pelgrims (1935); Rou Rieme
(1935); Huisies teen die Heuwel (1942); Vreemde-
linge (1944); Die Wa-as (1953); Die Porseleinkat

(1955); Gonnakolk (1957); Die Weduwee Meraai
(1959) ; Die Koperkan (1959). G.D. (N.D.C.)

Mikszdth,KAlmAn (*Szklabonya 161 1847 ; ool873

Dona Mauks; tBudapest 28 V 1910), Hungarian
author. Mikszdth took an active part in politics and
his stories treat the shortcomings of Hungarian
society with mild satire and genuine humour. With
Miks^th, the Hungarian novel returned from the

fantasy of J6kai* to more realistic themes. He was

a deft stylist, frequently using typical dialect

anecdotes, and an artist in characterization.

A jd paldcok (1882; The Good People ofPalocz,
tr. C. Bingham, 1893); Szent Peter esernydje (1895;

St Peter*s Umbrella, tr. B. W. Worswick, 1900);

Beszterce ostroma (1895); Uj Zrinyiasz (1898);

Kulonos hdzassdg (1900; A Strange Marriage, tr. I.

Farkas, 1964); Afekete vdros (1911).

—

Munkdi (32

vols, 1910); Hdtrahagyott iratai (posthumous
works; ed. M. Rubinyi, 16 vols, 1914); crit. ed. Gy,
Bisztray and I. Kiraly (1956- ).

M. Rubinyi, M. K. elete es mdvei (1917); A.
Schopflin,M K, (1941); I. Kiraly, M. K. (1960).

G.F.C.

Miladinov, Dimitur (*Struga 1810; tistanbul

1862), Bulgaro-Macedonian literary pioneer. He
and his brother Konstantin (*Struga 1830;
tistanbul 1862) collected folk verse and lore,

contributing effectively to the Bulgarian literary

revival by this and by their resistance to Greek
cultural domination. Both died in prison in

Istanbul.

Bulgarski narodni pesni (Zagreb, 1861).—Coll,

works (ed. N. Tabakov, 1965).

I. Shishmanov, Znachenie i zaslugi na bratya

M, (1912); M. Arnaudov, Raztsvet na bulgarskata

narodouka (1928); P. Dinekov, Deloto na D,
i K. M. (1961). V.P.

Mila i Fontanals, Manuel (*1818 ; tl884), Catalan

writer and historian, Professor of history of

literature at Barcelona University (1846-84). He
wrote a number of Catalan poems ^ter medieval

models and was influential in establishing literary

criticism on a sound basis. Men6ndez* y Pelayo

was a pupil of his. J.M.B. i R. (G.W.R.)

Milanesi, Guido (*Rome 10 XII 1875; ybid,

1956), Italian novelist and short-story writer whose
works nearly all deal with the sea and are the fruit

of his long experience in the Italian navy. Charac-

teristic of his work is a note of fervent nationalism.

Thalatta (1910); Mar sanguigno (1918); Uancora
d*oro (1925) ; La voce delfondo (1927) ; Im sera di S.

Barbara (1938); Uondata (1940); Racconti di tutti

i mari (2 vols, 1941-44). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Milelli, Domenico (*Catanzaro 11 II 1841;

tPalermo 22/23 XII 1905), Italian poet-patriot.

A volunteer under Garibaldi in the Sicilian cam-
paign of 1860, Milelli was later associated with the

post-Romantic school of writers known as the

SCAPIGIIATURA.

Canzoniere (1884); Nuovo canzoniere (1888);

Prometeo (1899); Laocoonte (1899); Kokode
(1903); Fiori dHnfanzia (1904); Gemme sparse

(190Q.—G. Gianflone, D. M., la vita e Vopera

(1933); R. Gaizia in Leonardo (Feb. 1934).

B.R.
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Milescu, Nicolae Spatarul (*Milesti 1636;

tRussia 1708), Moldavian boyar, who studied at

the Orthodox academy in Constantinople and later

settled in Russia where he was the cultural repre-

sentative of the Patriarch of Constantinople. At
the request of the Tsar he went on a diplomatic

mission to China (1675-78) and wrote a descrip-

tion ofChina in Russian. His most important work
in Rumanian was a translation of the Old Testa-

ment, which has however remained in MS.

Eng. tr. of work on China in J. E. Baddeley,

Russia^ Mongolia and China (1919).—^P. Panaitescu,

N. Spathar M. 1636-1708 (Paris, 1925); R.

Boureanu, Viafa Spdtarului M. (1942); D. Alma§,

Neculai M, S. (1954). D.J.D.

Milet, Jacques (tl466), French poet and dramatist.

He wrote an allegorical poem, entitled La Forit de

tristessOi and a play on the destruction of Troy in

the style of the Mysteries (71452).

Vistoire de la destruction de Troye la Grant (ed.

E. Stengel, 1883).

E. T. Oliver, J, MileFs Drama , ..Its Principal

Source: Its Dramatic Structure (1899). A.H.D.

Milev, Geo, orig. Kassabov (*Stara Zagora 15 I

1895; tSofia 16 V 1925), Bulgarian poet. Editor of

the Symbolist and ‘modernist’ journal Vezni

(1919-21), then of the Marxist Plamuk (1925), he

became known for his fierce revolutionary verse

and devotion to the Party. He was seized after the

St Nedelya Church explosion and never seen again.

Antologia na jultata roza (1919); Ikonite spyat

(1922); Septemvri (1927).—Sel. works (1950).

P, Penev, G. M. (1945). V.P.

Miljkovi6, Branko (•Nis 29 1 1934; fZagreb 12 H
1961), Serbian poet. Miljkovic studied in Belgrade

and began publishing in 1952, although his first

serious works appeared in Delo and Mladost in

1955. His brilliant, eloquent verse with its startling

images and immense facility made a reputation for

him almost overnight and his early death was a

great loss to Yugoslav letters. He was an excellent

translator of poetry, especially the French Symbo-
lists, and Mandel’shtam*, and also wrote some
critical articles.

poetry: Uzalud je budim (1957); Smrdu protiv

smrti (1959); Poreklo node (1960); Vatra i niSta

(1960); Krv koja svetli (1961); Fesme (1965).

B.J.

Mill, James (*Logie Pert, Forfar 6 IV 1773 ;
ool804

Harriet Burrow; tKensington 23 VI 1836),

Scottish historian and philosopher; father of John

Stuart Mill*. He held a high position in the East

India Company, contributed many articles on

government to die Encyclopcedia Britannica, and

took a leading part in founding University College,

London. In philosophy, he laid a psychological

foundation for Utilitarianism and developed

Hartley’s* associationism.

History of India (1818); Elements of Political

Economy (1821); Analysis of the Phenomena of the

Human Mind (1829; ed. J. S. Mill, 1869); A
Fragment on Mackintosh (1835); The Principles of
Toleration (1837).

G. S. Bower, Hartley and J. M. (1881); A. Bain,

J. M. (1882). J.K.

Mill, John Stuart (London 20 V 1806; ool851

Mrs Taylor; tAvignon 8 V 1873), English philo-

sopher and political economist. J^gorously edu-

cated at home by his Benthamite philosopher

father. Mill at 15 found utilitarianism an all-

satisfying ‘philosophy and religion’; but after a
mental crisis at 20, when feeling asserted its

importance, his widened intellectual sympathies

acknowledged aspects of life not to be measured

by empirical standards. His essays on Bentham

(1838) and Coleridge (1840) show this modification

of outlook, while his Utilitarianism (1863) admits

the question of the superiority of certain pleasures.

To philosophic thou^t he contributed System of
Logic (1843), containing the classic analysis of

inductive proof, and Examination of Sir William

Hamilton's Philosophy (1865), which became a

focus of controversy between empiricals and

intuitives. Principles of Political Economy (1848)

shows his discipleship of Ricardo* but foresees the

possibility of redistribution of wealth. His social

and political essays, including On Liberty (1859)

and Subjection of Women (1869), again reveal his

perception of the limitations of Benthamism.

Autobiography (1873); Considerations on Repre-

sentative Government (1861); Thoughts on Parlia-

mentary Reform (1859); Three Essays on Religion

(1874).

Letters (ed. H. S. R. Elliot, 1910); Earlier Letters

(ed. F. E. Mineka, 1963); W. L. Courtney, Meta-

physics of J. S. M. (1879); C. Douglas, J. S. M.;
a Study ofHis Philosophy (1895); M. St J. Packe,

Life of J. S. M. (1954). R.M.H.

Millay, Edna St Vincent (*Rockland Me., 22 n
1892; (301923 Eugen Boissevain; fAusterlitz, N.Y.

19 X 1950), American poet. She was still a student

when her first major poem. Renascence (1917),

stirred general interest. The title-poem in The

Harp-Weaver and Other Poems (1923) received the

Pulitzer prize in 1922; the sonnets in this volume

are among her best. First recognized as the voice

of rebellious and romantic youth, her poetry has

held wide popularity.

A Few Figs From Thistles (1920); Wine From
These Grapes (1934); Conversation at Midnight

(1937); The Murder of Lidice (1942).

—

Collected

Lyrics (1943); Collected Sonnets (1941).

E. Atkins, E. St V. M. and Her Times (1936);

N. A. Brittin, E. St V. M. (1967).

H.L.C. (G.A.K,)
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MOler, Arthur (*New York 17 X 1915; col940

Mary Slattery [o/o], ool956 Marilyn Monroe

[o/o], 001962 Inge Morath), American playwright.

During the Depression, which profoundly affected

his view of life, he learnt his craft in the Federal

Theatre Project. Death of a Salesman (1949), a

moving study of an ordinary man disintegrating

under the pressures of modem society, family

tension and misplaced ideals, showed in its

expressionistic form the interest in experiment that

extended to verse in the first version of A View

From the Bridge (1956) and to a stream-of-

consciousness technique in After the Fall (1963).

He has also written prose fiction, developing one

short story into a film script (The Misfits, 1961),

but themore conventional Ibsenite drama expresses

well his conscientious concern with social and
political problems. The Crucible (1953) dramatizes

one incident from the Salem witch trials of 1692

so as to constitute a characteristic and topical,

though oblique, comment on the integrity of the

liberal in the modem world.

plays: All My Sons (1947); Collected Plays

(1957); Incident at Vichy (1964); The Price (1968).

—ncmoN: Focus (1945); I Don't Need You Any
More (1967).

D. Welland, A,M (1961); S. Huftel, A. M.; The

Burning Glass (1961); L. Moss, A, M. (1967);

B. Nelson, A, M.; Portrait ofA Playwright (1970).

D.S.R.W.

Miller, Henry(NewYork 26Xn 1891), American
novelist. He led a vagabond youth. His first books,

published in Paris, had a succis de scandale*,

deliberately disordered, autobiographical, they

unite a savage energy with an hallucinatory evoca-

tion of metropolitan life. In The Air-Conditioned

Nightmare (1945) and other works he vividly

attacks the sterility of contemporary life and
upholds instinctive natural life. He stresses the

imgination; bis works explore the world of

fmtasy and surrealistic visions. The trilogy The
Rosy Crucifixion (Sexus, 1949; Plexus, 1953;

Nexus, 1960), though r^eemed by occasional

virtuoso passages, is too episodic and disorganized

to dramatize effectively his *death as an ordinary

mortal and resurrection as a writer*.

Tropic of Cancer (1934); Max and the White
Phagocytes (1936); Tropic ofCapricorn (1938); The
CosmologicalEye (1939); The Wisdom ofthe Heart
(1941); The Cobssus ofMaroussi (1941); Remem-
ber to Remember (1947); Big Sur and the Oranges

ofHieronymus Bosch (1957); Stand Still Like the

Hummingbird (1962).

Annette K. Baxter, H M., Expatriate (1961).

H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Miller, Hugh (*Cromarty 10 X 1802; ool837

Lydia Fraser; tBdinburgh 23 XII 1856), Scottish

geologist and author. A stone-mason by trade.

Miller became a fine prose writer and an important

popular expositor of scientific knowledge. He was
editor of the Free Church paper. The Witness,

1839-56. My Schools and Schoolmasters (1854) is

one of the most notable autobiographies in

English.

Poems written in the Leisure Hours of a Mason
(1829) ; Scenes andLegends ofthe North ofScotland
(1835); contrib. to J. M. Wilson’s Tales of the

Borders (1835); The Old Red Sandstone (1841);

First Impressions of England (1847); Footprints of
the Creator (1850); Testimony ofthe Rocks (1857);

The Cruise of the Betsey (1858); Essays 0862);
Tales and Sketches (1863); Edinburgh and its

Neighbourhood (1863).

P. Bayne, H. M. (2 vols, 1871). J.K.

Miller, Joaquin, pseud, of Cincinnatus Hiner
Miller (Liberty, Ind. 10 III 1839; ool863 Minnie
Dyer, ool883 AbbieLeland; tOakland, Calif. 1711

1913), American poet and playwright. His colour-

ful early life on the Western prairies provided

material for his rhetorical poetry dealing with the

grandeur of the West. His Songs of the Sierras

(1871) were briefly popular in England.

Pacific Poems (1870); Life Among the Madocs
(1873); Memorie and Rime (1884); Overland in a
Covered Wagon: An Autobiography (ed. S. G.
Firman, 1930).

—

The Complete Poetical Works of
J. M. (1897).

M. M. Marberry, Splendid Poseur: J, M.
American Poet (1953); O. W. Frost, /. M. (1967).

I.W.

MiU», Johann Martin (*Ulm 3 XH 1750; \ibid,

21 VI 1814), German poet and novelist. At
Gottingen Miller was one of the original members
of the hainbund. In 1775 he returned to Ulm,
where he spent the remainder of his life as pastor

and schoolmaster. His writings belong mai^y to

his student years. Siegwart (1776; repr. 1969)

enjoyed as great a success as Goethe’s* Werther,

Proverbial for its sentimentality, it has neverthe-

less well-drawn characters and a basis of good
sense and gives a valuable portrayal of contem-

porary manners.

Gedichte (1783).

—

Geschichte Karls von Burgheim

und Emilie von Reichenau (1778-79); Geschichte

Gottfried Walthers, eines Tischlers(\l%€),—Sel. ed.

A. Sauer in J. Kurschner, Du NaU-LiU, L (1893).

E. Schmidt, Charakteristiken, 1 (1886); H.
Kraeger, M. M. (1893). H.B.G.

Mttler, John Henry (Rheden, Waldeck 12 III

1702; tBethlehem, Pa. 31 III 1782), one of the first

German-American journalists and publishers.

Ed., Der Neuste, Verbessert- und Zuverlfissige

Calender (1762 ff.); Der Wdchentliche Staatsbote

(1762-79),

J. Jackson in Dictionary ofAmerican Biography,

XII (1933). E.R.
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Millin, Sarah Gertrude, n6e Liebson (*Barkly

West District, Cape 1889; cx)Philip Millin; t6 VII

1968), South African novelist, biographer and
diarist. Initially popular, her novels have an obvious
racialist bias which detracts from their accuracy

and lasting interest.

novels: The Dark River (1919); God's Step-

children (1929); The Sons of Mrs Aab (1931).—

General Smuts (biog.; 1936); The Measure ofMy
Days (autobiog.; 1955). U.La.

Milman, Henry Hart (*London 10 II 1791;

001824 Mary A. Cockell; fnr Ascot 24 IX 1868),

English historian and poet. First Professor of

poetry at Oxford, then Dean of St Paul’s, Milman
wrote negligible verse and scholarly Biblicd history.

The History ofthe Jews (3 vols, 1829); The Life

ofEdward Gibbon (1839).—Fhzw (a play; 1815).

—

The Poetical Works ofH H M. (3 vols, 1840).

A. Milman, H H, M, (1900). B.H. (K.W.)

Milne, Alan Alexander (^London 18 I 1882;

001913 Dorothy de Selincourt; tHartfield, Sussex

31 1 1956), English playwright, essayist and author

of children’s books. The Fourth Wall (1928) was an
early example of a ‘thriller’ play. His children’s

books, Wirmie-the-Pooh (1926) and The House at

Pooh Corner (1928)—immortalizing Christopher

Robin and his disarming bear. Pooh—^became

best-sellers. Toad of Toad Hall (1929) is a dramati-

zation of Kenneth Grahame’s* The Wind in the

Willows.

The Day's Play (1910); Not That it Matters

(1919); It's Too Late Now (autobiog.; 1939); The

Norman Church (1948).—plays: Mr. Pirn Passes

By (1919); The Truth About Blayds (1921); The

Dover Road 0321).

—

averse: When We Were Very

Young (1924); Now We Are Six (1927).

F. C. Crews, The Pooh Perplex: a Student Case-

book (1964). W.R.A.

Milne, Ewart (Dublin 1903), Irish poet ; worked

with Medical Aid during the Spanish Civil War;
teacher, sailor, farmer; has published many
volumes of poetry, the best of which is A Garland

for the Green (1962). E.T.W.

Milnes, Monckton: see Houghton, Richard
Monckton Milnes, 1st Baron.

Milosz, or Oscar Wenceslas de Lubicz-Milosz

(Czereia, Lithuania 28 V 1877; fFontainebleau

2 III 1939), French poet. The last of an old and
distinguished Lithuanian family, Milosz went to

Paris in 1909 and from 1919 to 1926 was Lithu-

anian minister-resident in France. He then became
naturalized and went to live at Fontainebleau in a

house which he kept filled with birds. He had a

profound knowledge of Eastern civilizations, and
an intense feeling for metaphysics which he

expressed in a series of strange, mystical, and
tormented poems. His influence has, since 1940,

been on the increase.

Le pokme des decadences (1899); Les sept

solitudes and Seines de Don Juan (1906); L'amou-
reuse initiation (1910); Miguel Manara (1912);

La confession de Lemuel (1926); Poimes (1938).

—

(Euvres complites (10 vols, 1945).

Hommage d M, (Brussels, 1939); ‘M.’ in Po6sie

42, special no. (1942); J. Rousselot, M. (1949);

J. Buge, M. en quite dii divin (1963).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Milosz, Czeslaw (*Szetejnie 30 VI 1911), Polish

poet. One of the leading exponents of the ‘cata-

strophism* of the 1930s, he was engaged in

clandestine literary activities in Warsaw during the

war and published immediately afterwards a

collection of poetry in which he tried to come to

terms with the conflict between artistic aestheticism

and war-time experiences. He settled in Paris in

1951. A leading Polish emigrd intellectual, he has

published both poetry and prose works analysing

the political and cultural climate in Poland. He
has since become Professor at Berkeley, U.S.A.

poetry: Poemat o czasie zastyglym (1933); Trzy

zimy (1936); Ocalenie (1945); Swiatlo dzienne

(Paris, 1953); Traktat poetycki (ibid.^ 1957);

Miasto bez imienia (ibid.^ 1969).

—

Wiersze (London,

1967)

.

—

^novels: Dolina Issy (Paris, 1955; Sur

les bords de Vlssa, tr. J. Hersch, ibid., 1956; Tal

der Issa, tr. M. Reifenberg, Cologne, 1957);

Zdobycie wladzy (Paris, 1955; The Usurpers, tr,

C. Wieniewska, London, 1955).—essays: Zniewo-

lony umysl (Paris, 1953; The Captive Mind, tr. J.

Zielonko, London, 1953); Rodzinna Europa (Paris,

1956; Native Realm, tr. C. Leach, New York,

1968)

.—various: The History of Polish Literature

(Toronto, 1969). P.H.

Milton, John (*London 9 XII 1608; ool642 Mary
Powell, QOibid. 12 XI 1656 Katherine WoodcocI^
ccibid. 24 II 1662/63 Elizabeth MinshuU; Wd.
8 XI 1674), :&iglish poet, controversialist and

scholar. From St Paul’s School he went to Christ’s

College, Cambridge (1625-32) but instead of

entering the Church, spent the next years mainly at

his father’s home at Hammersmith (1632-35) and

Horton (1635-38) reading and preparing his art as

poet. He wrote a masque {Comus) for performance

at Ludlow Castle in 1634 (pub. 1637) and the elegy

Lycidas on the death of his Cambridge contem-

porary Edward King* in 1637 (pub. 1638). Visiting

Europe in 1638-39 Milton met men of letters in

Italy and Switzerland, but returned to England on

hearing of the Civil War, and settled in London as

a private teacher. His plans for writing a major

poem were interrupted by his next 20 years of

involvement in the controversies of the war and

interregnum. His first pamphlet Of Reformation

(1641) advocating reform in the Church was
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followed by pamphlets advocating more liberal

divorce, educational reforms, and the abolition of

censorship {Areopagitica, 1644). His minor poems

were published in 1645 but though during the next

15 years he wrote most of his sonnets, the majority

of his time was taken up by his work as Secretary in

Foreign Tongues to the Council of State, to which

he was appointed after his defence of the regicides

in The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (1649).

Thereafter he was involved in writing his official

propagandist Defences ofthe English People (1651,

1654). His last controversial pamphlet. The Readie

and Easie Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth

(1660), was published when the Restoration was

already imminent. Though under arrest briefly in

1660, and though some of his writings were burnt

publicly, Milton was not excluded from the Act of

Indemnity. His eyesight, impaired from 1644,

failed in 1652 and from thenceforth he had to

dictate. In this way he wrote Paradise Lost (1667)

and Paradise Regained (1671). His early verse is

often rich and ornate, but his concern with the

struggles and testing of the moral life is evident

from the earliest and gives the masque form of

Comus 2l new seriousness. His origuial plans to

write a patriotic epic were abandoned with the

failure of the Commonwealth and he turned

instead to his great examination of the origin and
course of evil in the world in the supra-national

epic Paradise Lost Offering a Christian version of

a pagan form, he presented the Christian ethic of

‘patience and heroic martyrdom* to supersede the

old pagan military heroism, which he identifies

with Satan, though many critics have preferred

Milton’s Satan to his God, finding Satan’s heroic

defiance more appealing than the austere argu-

mentativeness of the heavenly scenes; with Adam
and Eve, Milton established the archetypal literary

account of the Garden, capturing its innocence

and peace, and poignantly evoking the sense of its

loss; Paradise Regained is a bare, severe poem in

comparison, a brief epic that relates Christ’s with-

standing of Satan’s temptations. A work perhaps

earlier (c. 1650), Samson Agonistes, loosely

modelled on Greek tragedy and perhaps influenced

by the Italian melodrama, deals with the climactic

episode of Samson's career. Once condemned for

its Latinity, Milton’s style is now appreciated for

its richness and complexity. Critical emphasis rests

not upon the 19th century’s ‘organ voice’ of the

verse, but on its variety and flexibility, on its range

from the heroics of Satan to the domestic simplici-

ties ofAdam and Eve, from the austere, unadorned
manner of Paradise Regained to the melodious

patterning of Lycidas; while the rationality and
argumentativeness of Milton’s manner are no
longer thought of as alien to poetry, but as bringing

to art a necessary logical rigour and seriousness.

verse: Poems (1645; expanded, 1673); Paradise

Lost (1671; 2nd ed. 1674); Paradise Regain'd ,.

.

Samson Agonistes (1671); Poetical Works (eds:

M. Y. Hughes, 1935-37; J. Carey and A. Fowler,

1968).—prose: Of Reformation Touching Church-

Discipline in England (1641); The Reason of
Church-Government (1642); An Apology for

Smectymnuus (1642); The Doctrine and Discipline of

Divorce (1643; rev. 1644); Of Education (1644);

Areopagitica (1644); The Tenure of Kings and

Magistrates (1649); Eikonoklastes (1649); A
Treatise ofCivilPower (1659) ;

The ReadieandEasie

Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth (1660) ; The

Historie of Britain {WO^—^Epitaphium Damonis

(Latin verse; 1640).—latin prose: Joannis Miltoni

Angli Pro Populo Anglicano Defensio (1651);

Defensio Secunda (1654); Epistolae Familiarum

Liber Unus (1674); De Doctrina Christiana (ed.

C. R. Sumner, 1825).—Co/wp/e/e Works of J, M.
(general ed. F. A. Pattison, 18 vols, 1931-38, index

2 vols, 1940; Columbia Complete Prose

Works (ed. D. M. Wolfe et aL, 8 vols, 1953- ;

Yale ed.).

J. Addison, Notes upon Paradise Lost from The

Spectator (1719); S. Johnson, Lives of the Poets

(1779); D. Masson, Life of M. (1859-80); M.

Pattison, Af. (1879); W. Raleigh, M. (1900); D.

Saurat, M,: Man and Thinker (1925; rev, 1944);

E. M. W. Tillyard, M, (1930), The Miltonic Setting

(1938) and Studies in M. (1951); D. H. Stevens,

Reference Guide to M. (1930, 1960); A. Oras. M.'s

Editors and Commentators 1695-1801 (1931); H.

Darbishire, Early Lives ofM, (1932); F, R. Leavis.

Revaluation (1936) and The Common Pursuit (1952)

;

H. J. C. Grierson, M. and Wordsworth (1937);

J. M. French, M, in Chancery (1939); A. Sewell,

A Study of M's Christian Doctrine (1939); M.

KeUey, This Great Argument (1941); A. Barker,

M, and the Puritan Dilemma (1942); C. S. Lewis,

A Preface to Paradise Lost (1942); D. Bush,

Paradise Lost in Our Time (1945); J. H. Hanford,

A M, Handbook (1920, 4th ed. 1946); B. Rajan.

Paradise Lost and the 17th Century Reader (1947)

and The Lofty Rhyme (1970); A. J. A. Waldock,

Paradise Lost and Its Critics (1947); J. M. French,

Life Records of M. (1949- ); C. Brooks and

J. E. Hardy, Poems ofMr. J. M. (1951); A. Stein,

Answerable Style (1953) and Heroic Knowledge

(1957); R. M. Adams, Ikon: J. M. and the Modern

Critics (1955) ; D. P, Harding, The Club ofHercules:

Studies in the Classical Background of Paradise

Lost (1957); R. Tuve, Images and Themes in 5

Poems by M. (1957); T. S. EUot, On Poetry and

Poets (1957); 1. G, MacCaffrey, Paradise Lost as

'Myth' (1959); The Living M. (ed. F. Kermode,

1960); J. B. Broadbent, Some Graver Subject

(1960); W. Empson. M.'s God {1961, 1965); G. A.

Wilkes, The Thesis of Paradise Lost (1961); J. I.

Cope, The Metaphoric Structure of Paradise Lost

(1962); C. Ricks, M.'s Grand Style (1963); R.

DanieUs, M., Mannerism and Baroque (1963);

M. Fixler, M. and the Kingdoms of God (1964);

L. L. Martz, The Paradise Within (1964); H.

Gardner, A Reading of Paradise Lost (1965); B.

Lewalski, M.'s Brief Epic (1966); S. E. Fish,
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Surprised by Sin (1967); J. M. Steadman, M, and
the Renaissance Hero (1967); D. H. Burden, The
Logical Epic (1967); W, R. Parker, Af. (2 vols,

1968); M. Wilding, M.’j Paradise Lost (1969);

C. Huckaby, /. M,: An Annotated Bibliography

1929-1968 (1969); M., The Critical Heritage (ed.

J. Shawcross, 2 vols, 1970-72). R.M.W.

Milutinovic, Sima (*Sarajevo 3 X 1791; fBelgrade

30 XII 1847), Serbian poet, whose varied, adven-

turous life was matched by the confusion and
incongruities of his Romantic verse. His long and
detailed epic Serbijanka (1826), deding principally

with the risings against the Turks, in which he took
part, has more documentary than poetic value.

Other epics, and two historical works in prose, are

similarly inspired by his intense patriotism. His
influence as tutor to Petar Petrovid* NjegoS was
signiflcant.

Pjevanija cernogorska i hercegovacka (1835);

Istorija Crne Gore (1835); Istorija Srbije (1837);

Lirske pesrm (1899).

—

^drama: Dika crnogorska

(1835); Tragedija Obilic (1837).

S, M. Sarajlija (ed. V. Nedic, 1959). V.J.

Milyukov, Pavel Nikolayevich (*15 I 1859;

tl942), leader of the Constitutional Democratic
(KD) party in the Russian Duma, author of a
standard work on the history of Russian culture, of
war reminiscences and even of a book on Pushkin^
—Zhivoy Pushkin (1937)—which he wrote as a
refugee in Paris.

Ocherki po istorii russkoy kuPtury (1898-1903;
Outlines of Russian Culture^ tr. V. U^et and E.

Davies, 1942).—Other Eng. trs: Russia and Its

Crisis (1905); Russia To-Day and To-Morrow
(1922).

—

Vospominaniya^ 1859-1917 (2 vols, 1955).

J,L.

Minmermus, Greek elegiac poet (7th century b.c.),

wrote in the Ionic dialect. The principal themes of
the surviving fragments are the preciousness of life,

the joys of sexual love, and the horror of old age.

J. M. Edmonds, Elegy and Iambus, I (1931;
with tr.); T. Hudson-Williams, Early Greek Elegy

(1926; with comm.).—C. M. Bowra, Early Greek
Elegists (1938). J.T.H.

Mindd, VLADiMfR (Klenovec 10 VIH 1922),

Slovak novelist. His best work is inspired by the

Slovak national rising of 1944, in which he took
part. His trilogy Generdcia is a realistic and sympa-
thetic portrayal of Slovak society in the war and
post-war period {Dlhf das cdkania, 1958; Zivi a
rrdtvi, 1959 ; Zvony zvoniana den, 1961). The central

volume, dealing with the rising, shows the author
at his best.

SmrP chodipo hordch (1948). R.A,

Minamoto no Sanetomo (*17 IX 1192; fKama-

kura 13 11 1219), Japanese author. In addition to

being the third Shogun, he was an excellent poet,

returning to the style of the Manydshu*.
E.B.C.

Kinkaishu (1213; summary in Kokusai Bunka
Shinkokai, Introduction to Classic Japanese

Literature, 1948); sel. poems tr. in: A. Miyamori,
Masterpieces of Japanese Poetry (1936); R. H.
Brower and E. R. Miner, Japanese Court Poetry

(1961); G. Bownas and A. Thwaite, Penguin Book
ofJapanese Verse (1964).

O. Beni, ‘M. S., Shogun und Dichter’ in Oriens

Extremus, I (1954). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Minamoto no Toshiyori (*c, 1057; fc. Il29),

Japanese tanka poet, very prominent in his time as

a representative of the less conservative trend in

poeby.

Compiled Kin'ydshu (1124-27); sel. poems of his

tr. in A. Miyamori, Masterpieces of Japanese

Poetry, I (1936).—O. Beni, Entwicklung der

japanischen Poetik bis zum 16. Jahrhundert (1951);

R. H. Brower and E. R. Miner, Japanese Court
Poetry (1961). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Mingo Revulgo, Coplas de: see Coplas de lAy
Panadera!

Min ha-Adumin: see De* Rossi, Azariah.

Minkov, Svetoslav (Radomk 14 n 1902; fSofla

22 XI 1966), Bulgarian story-writer and satirist.

An original and ingenious humorist, he created in

his stories a curious variety of comic, macabre and
even surrealist situations. These range from satire

of the American modem world to the devastating

send-up of the comrade dictator and his acolytes

in ‘Man With a Tail’ and of Party bureaucracy in

‘A Really Queer Tale*. Underlying all is his strong

vein of human sympathy, evident also ih his

entertaining travelogues.

Sinyata hrizantema (1922); Ognenata ptitsa

(1927); Avtomati (1932); Damata s rentgenovite

ochi (1934); Razkazi v taralejova koja (1936);

Madrid gori (1936); Drugata Amerika (1938);

Lunatin (1945); Kolet ot Amerika (1950) ; Brakoraz-

vodno srajenie (1960).—Sel. worli (ed. E. Petrov,

1955-58). V.P.

Minne, Richard (Ghent 30 XI 1891 ; tSt Martens
Latem 1 VII 1965), Flemish poet and prose writer.

One of the salient personalities of his generation,

he expresses his love of life in a playful and ironic,

but more often in a harsh and wanton, maimer in

natural and direct verse, brimming with discords.

In den zoeten inval (1927; 3rd enlarged ed. 1955);

Heineke Vos en zijn biograaf (1933); Wolfijzers en

schietgeweren (ed. R. Herreman and M. Roelants,

1942).

A. Demedts, R. M. (1946); Fr. Closset, Die van
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V Fonteintje (1949); J. de Haes, R, M, (1958); H,

Bossaert, R, M. (1968). R.F.L.

Minot, Laurence (*?1300; t?1352), English poet,

author of several patriotic and triumphant battle

poems written in a northern dialect, celebrating the

battles Edward III fought against the Scots at

Halidon Hill (1333) etc.

The Poems of L, M, (ed. J. Hall, 3rd ed. 1914).

R.W.B.

Minsheu, John (fl. 1617), English lexicographer

whose Guide to Tongues contains vocabularies in

eleven languages. A friend of Sir Henry Spelman*,

Minsheu was probably the first person in England

to publish by subscription. B.L.J.

The Guide to Tongues (1617; 1626), The Guide

Into The Tongues . . . with etymologies etc. (1627),

F. B. Williams in Joseph Quincy Adams:
Memorial Studies (1948); J. L. Rosier in Philol.

Quart.. XI (1961). B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Minsky, N., pseud, of Nikolay Maximovich
Vilenkin (*Vilna prov, 1855; tl937), Russian poet

who in the 1890s helped to promote, with A.

Volynsky’*' and D. Merezhkovsky’*', the modernist

trend in Russian literature. His essay to this effect,

Pri svete sovesti (1897), bears a strong imprint of

Nietzsche*. He himself failed to make a truly

creative contribution to Russian modernism.

Polnoye sobranie stikhotvoreniy (1907). J.L.

Minucius Felix {fl, c, 200), wrote an able defence

of Christianity (Octavius) in dialogue form. The
style is far better than that of Amobius*, to whom
it is often ascribed in manuscripts.

Eds: C. Halm in Corpus scriptorum ecclesiastic,

Latin,, n (1867); Migne, Patrologia Latina, III

(1886); J. P. Waltzing (1912); eds with comm.:
H. A. Holden (1853); H. von Geisau (2 vols; latest

eds 1955-56); tr. G. H, RendeU (1931).

H, J. Bayliss, M, F, and His Place Among the

Early Fathers ofthe Latin Church (1928).

JA.W. (J.D.)

Minulescu, Ion (Bucharest 1881; Ifibid, 1944),

Rumanian Symbolist poet. Influenced by Mace-
donski* and the French Symbolists, he first

published verse in 1897. His early poetry (Romanfe
pentru mai tirziu, 1908; De vorbd cu mine insumi,

1913) contain the typical motifs of the Symbolist

poet—the allure of exotic lands and the sea, bouts

of melancholy and eroticism. Later volumes

(Strofe pentru toatd lumea, 1930; Nu stnt ce par a

fi, 1936) show him as a clown, incapable of taking

anything seriously. The striking musicality of his

verse coupled with his use of neologisms and the

language of the bistro make him the most colourful

of the Rumanian Symbolists.

Scrieri, I (ed. M. CSlinescu, 196Q; Romanfe
pentru mai tirziu (ed. idem, 1967); Versuri (1969).

C. Millian, Despre I, M, (1968). D.J.lS.

Mir (*1722/23; flSlO), perhaps the greatest poet

of the Urdu ghazal. Urdu took the form from
Persian where it already had a tradition going back
five centuries before Mir’s time. It is a short lyric

in which themes of love predominate. The lover’s

complete dedication to his human beloved, to his

God, and to his high ideals in life is expressed in

verses which can generally be interpreted simul-

taneously in all these ways.

R. Russell and K. Islam, Three Mughal Poets

(1969). R.R.

Mira BSi (*1498 ; tl546), poetess and mystic famed
throughout India. She was a Rajput princess and
composed her devotional songs to jl^ishna in a

mixture of Rajasthani and Braj Bhasa. There is no
established text of her poetry and a vast corpus of

oral material is still current in her name.

S.C.R.W.

Miracles de Notre Dame, the chief surviving cycle

of French Miracle plays. The 40 plays in the cycle

formed the repertory of a singlepuy, or literary and
dramatic association, which was probably located

in Paris. They appear to belong to the second half

of the 14th century and are the work of various

authors. Their unity is in their theme—the glori-

fication of the Virgin Mary—and in their versi-

fication: octosyllabic couplets, with interpolated

rondeaux. Each play presents a story of human
activity drawn from such varied sources as the

chansons de geste, the lives of the saints, the courtly

romances, the prose chronicles, the fabliaux and
from Gautier* de Coinci’s Miracles de la Sainte

Vierge (c, 1220) which were rhymed stories, not

plays. Each ends with the miraculous intervention

of the Virgin.

Les Miracles de Notre Dame (ed. G. Paris and
U. Robert, 8 vols, 1876-93).

E. Roi, La comidie sans titre (1902; crit. inter-

pretation); D. Penn, Staging of the *Miracles de

Nostre Dame* (New York, 1933); G. Frank, The

Medieval French Drama (1954). G.B.

Mira de Amescua, Antonio (Guadix ?1574; ^ibid,

1644), Spanish dramatist. He was a priest who,
after accompanying the Count ofLemos to Naples,

lived in Madrid and became Archdeacon of

Guadix. His masterpiece El esclavo del demonio is

about a diabolic compact and the conversion of

the sinner who made it. Other plays and autos are

also excellent.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XTV, XX, XLV; El

esclavo del demonio (ed. M. A. Buchanan, Balti-

more, 1905).—Teatro (ed. A. Valbuena Prat, 2 vols,

1926-28); El arpa de David (ed. C. E. Anibal,
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Columbus, Ohio, 1925); Adversa fortuna de Don
Alvaro de Luna (ed. L. de Filippo, Florence, 1960;

ed. N. E. Sdnchez-Arce, Mexico, 1960).

F. Sanz, ‘El doctor don A. M. de A.* in Boletin

de la Real Acad. Esp., I (1914) ; E. Cotarelo y Mori,

‘M. de A. y su teatro. Estudio biogrdfico y critico’

in Boletin de la Real Acad. Esp., XVII, XVIH
(1930-31). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Miranda, Francisco de SA de (*Coimbra 28 VIII

1481 ; fTapada 1558), Portuguese poet. He studied

law at Lisbon, later lecturing there and frequenting

the court of King Manuel. Some of his verses of

this period were included in Garcia de Resende’s"*^

Cancioneiro Geral (1516). Staying in Italy from
1521 to c. 1526, he became imbued with the literary

and humanistic ideas of the Renaissance and
introduced the Italian style of poetry into Portugal

where he played a role similar to that of Boscdn*
and Garcilaso* de la Vega in Spain. He also

introduced the classical comedy with his plays Os
Vilhalpandos and Os Estrangeiros^ both written

in prose.

A noble character of stoical rectitude, Miranda
was a stern critic of contemporary life and it is in

his moralizing verse epistles that his best work is

to be found. Despite his role as innovator he never

fully mastered the Italian metres and some of his

finest poems—the eclogue Basto, the epistle to

John III, etc.—^are in the short traditional metres

common to Spain and Portugal.

Retiring to his country estate in 1530, Miranda
maintained contact with the leading intellectual

figures of the day; his influence largely established

the new school of poetry that was to culminate in

the work of CamSes*.

Comedia dos Estrangeiros (1559); Comddia dos

Vilhalpandos (1560) ; As obras do celebrado lusitano,

0 doutor Francisco de Sd de Miranda (ed. Manuel
de Lira, 1595); Poesias (ed. C. Michaelis de
Vasconcelos, with Life\ H^e, 1885); Obras com-
pletas (ed. M. Rodrigues Lapa ; 2nd ed., 2 vols with

Life lepro. from 1614 ed., 1942-43).—Of doubtful

authorship: A vida da egipciaca Santa Maria (ed.

T. Braga, 1913).

T. Braga, S. de M. e a eschola italiana (1896);

C. Michaelis de Vasconcelos, ‘Novos estudos sobre

S. de M.’ in Boletim da segunda classe, V (1912);

A. J. Saraiva, Historia da cultura em Portugal, II

(1955). T.P.W.

Mirandola, Pico della: see Pico, Giovanni,

Count of Mirandola.

Mirbeau, Octave (*Travi6res, Calvados 16 n
1850; tParis 16 II 1917), French author. A
journalist, Mirbeau attracted general attention by
the violence of his political writings. As a novelist,

he pushed naturalism to excess and won a name for

himself by the crudity and raw vitality of his work
(Lejardin des supplices, 1898). His plays deal for

^e most part with the struggle between money and

mirO
the moral sense. Probably his best creation is

Isidore Lechat in his play, Les affaires sont les

affaires (1903; Eng. tr. S. Grundy, 1905).

novels: Sebastien Roch (1890); Le journal d'une
fernme de chambre (1900); La 628 E, 8 (1907);
Dingo (1913).

—

Les mauvais bergers (play; 1897).—(Euvres computes (9 vols, 1934-36).

M. Revon, O. M. (1924). M.G.; J.P.R.

Miriam: see Przesmycki, Zenon,

Mirk, or Myrk, John (jl. 71403), Prior of Lilleshall,

Salop, author of several books of homilies,

elaborated by colourful exempla, especially the
Festial and Instructions for Parish Priests,

Festial (ed. T. Erbe, Part I only, 1905; text and
glossary); Instructions for Parish Priests (ed. E.

Peacock, rev. F. J. Furnivall, 1902).

G. R. Owst, Preaching in Medieval England
(1926) and Literature and Pulpit in Medieval
England (1933), R.W.B.

Mir Khwfind, Mu^lammad ibn Khavand Shah
(*1432; tHerat 1498), Persian historian, author of
the Rau?at al-Safd, a universal history from the

Creati n to the year 1505 (the seventh part by the

author’s grandson Khwand* Mir). It is written in a
florid style and, although a great compilation, is

uncritical and often inaccurate.

]8auzat al-Safd (Bombay, 1848; Tehran, 1852;

Rau?at u$-$afa or Garden of Purity, partial tr. E.

Rehatsek, 5 vols, 1891-94).

C. Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian MSS in the

British Museum, I (1879). E.Y.

Mir6, Gabriel (*Alicante 27 V 1879; ooClemencia

Maignon; fMadrid 28 VII 1930), Spanish novelist.

Educated at a Jesuit school, he later studied law,

held minor bureaucratic posts, edited a sacred

encyclopaedia and lived a humble but happy family

life. The dominant feature of this formidable

stylist is a Mediterranean sensuality combined with

an almost pantheistic love. Cassou* called him ‘a

hermit drunk with sensuality*. The brilliance of his

style and richness ofhis imageryhave blinded many
critics to the tightness of his construction, the

psychological depth ofmany of his characters, and
his ironic humour. His early works are firmly based
on the landscape and towns of his native Levant:

Hilvdn de escenas (1903); Del vivir (1904), in which
he first used the pseudonym SioOenza; Las cerezas

del cementerio (1910), his first great novel. El abuelo
del rey (1912), El IWro de Siguenza (1917) and the

important Figuras de la Pasidn del Senor (1916),

where the drama is portrayed through the eyes and
minds of Christ’s contemporaries, gave him a
national reputation. There is an antithesis in his

work between the febrile, anxious existence of
modern times and the peace and serenity of a fid-

filled life lived out in the context of Nature, a con-

trast which lies at the back of his most successful
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works: Nuestro Padre San Daniel (1921) and its

continuation El obispo leproso (1926).

Obras completas (ed. conmemorativa, 12 vols,

1932-49).—Eng. trs: C. J. Hogarth, Figures of the

Passion of Our Lord (1925); C. Remfry-Kidd, Our

Father, St Daniel, Scenes of Clerical Life (1930-

32); ‘The Man in Mourning and the Sprig of

Parsley* in S. Putnam, The European Caravan

(1931); ‘The Schoolmaster* in W. B. Wells, Great

Spanish Short Stories (1932).

L. J. Woodward, ‘L^s images et leur fonction

dans Nuestro Padre San DanieV in Bull. Hispa-

nique, LVI (1954); C. Sdnchez Gimeno, G, M. y su

obra (1960); R. Vidal, G. M. Le style, Les moyens

d^expression (1964); V. Ramos, El mundo de G, M,
(1964). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Miron, Gaston (*Sainte-Agathe-des-Monts, Que-

bec 1928), Canadian poet; highly esteemed for the

artistiy and emotional intensity of his work, he has

had a great influence on Queb^ poetry. His poems
have appeared in a number of papers and journals

and he has collaborated in the publication of some
70 volumes of poetry by the small press Editions

de THexagone.

Deux songs (with O. Marchand; 1953).

J. Brault, ‘ M. le magnifique* in Culture Vivante,

n (1966). R.Su.

Mishima Yukio, pseud, of Hiraoka Kimitakb

(Tokyo 14 I 1925; Vbid, 25 XI 1970), Japanese

novelist and dramatist. A brilliant student at the

Peers* School (Gakushuin) and Tokyo Imperial

University, where he studied law, he gave up a

career in the Finance Ministry to write, and
rapidly achieved fame with his first major work
Kamen no kokuhaku (1949), which explores the

problem of homosexu^ty. An abnormal psycho-

logical state is also depicted in Kinkakuji (1956),

which is based on an actual event but which
Mishima develops into a study of obsession; the

story concerns a young priest who burns down his

temple in order to break the hold which its beauty

has upon him. Among Mishima’s most interesting

works are his modern treatments of themes from
No plays (Ze’ami* Motokiyo). The range of his

writing is very wide, including even an idyllic love-

story, but one must admit that the abnormal
element predominates; the world of his stories is

that of the post-war generation in Japan, who have
grown up, if not exactly in a moral vacuum, at

least amid spiritual chaos. (In his last years,

Mishima was obsessed with a wish to reverse some
post-war trends and foster a revival of traditional

Japanese values; he formed a kind of small private

army, and it was in the course of a demonstration

by this group that he committed ceremonial

suicide by disembowelment, a form of death which
he had described in detail in one of his stories,

Yukoku, ‘Patriotism* [see biblio.]. An hour or two
before his suicide he had delivered to his publisher

the last chapters of a four-volume novel, H6jd no

umi, which he considered the culmination of all his

literary work.) He was so prolific a writer that he

was accused ofbeing facile—but he was also spoken

of as a possible eventual candidate for a Nobel
prize. By any standards, he is a major figure in

modem Japanese literature.

prose; Kamen no kokuhaku (1949; Confessions

ofa Mask, tr. M. Weatherby, 1956; Gestdndnisse

einer Maske, tr. H. Hilzheimer, 1964); Ai no

kawaki (1950; Thirst for Love, tr. A. H. Marks,

1969); Kinjiki (1951-53; Forbidden Colours, tr.

idem, 1968); Manatsu no shi (1952; ‘Death in

Midsummer*, tr. E. G. Seidensticker in Japan

Quart., III.3, 1956, repr. with foil, and 7 other

stories [incl. Yukoku] in Death in Midsummer and
Other Stories, 1966); Shigadera shonin no koi

(1954; ‘The Priest of Shiga Temple and His Love’,

tr. 1. 1. Morris in Modern Japanese Stories, 1961);

Shiosai (1954; The Sound of Waves, tr. M.
Weatherby, 1956; Die Brandung, tr. G. von Uslar

and O. Beni, 1959); Kinkakuji (1956; The Temple

of the Golden Pavilion, tr. I. I. Morris, 1959; Le
pavilion d'or, tr. M. M6cr6ant, 1961 ; Der Tempel-

brand, tr. W. Donat, 1961); Utage no ato (1960;

After the Banquet, tr. D. L. Keene, 1963; Apr^s le

banquet, tr. G. Renondeau, 1965); Gogo no eiko

(1963; The Sailor Who Fell From Grace With the

Sea, tr. J. Nathan, 1965); 1 other story tr. G.

Suzuki in Ukiyo: Eleven Short Stories ofPost-War

Japan (1954); Hojo no umi (4 vols, 1965-70; The

Sea of Fertility, tr. in prep.); Taiyd to tetsu (non-

fiction; 1968; Sun and Steel, tr. J. Bester, 1970).

—

plays: Kindai ndgakushu (1950-55; Five Modern

N6 Plays, tr. D. L. Keene, 1958); Ddjoji (1957; one

of 3 modem No plays additional to prec.; tr. idem

in Death in Midsummer and Other Stories,

1966); Yoru no HyUga aoi (1957; Twilight Sun-

flower, tr. S. Shinozaki and V. A. Warren, 1958);

Nettaiju (1960; ‘Tropical Tree’, tr. K. Strong in

Japan Quart., XI.2, 1964); Sado kdshaku fujin

(1965; Madame de Sade, tr. D. L. Keene, 1968).

D.E.M.

IVGstral, Fr6d6ric (Maillane 8 IX 1830; ^ibid, 25

III 1914), Provencal writer and poet. After a boy-

hood spent in the country. Mistral was sent to

Avignon, where he became a pupil of Roumanille*

and through him made the acquaintance of

Provencal poetry. After studying law at Aix-en-

Provence; he threw himself into the Provencal

renaissance movement which, in 1854, culminated

in the founding of the f^lebrige school. After the

publication of Mireille (1859), he became the

leading figure in the movement which he expanded

into an organization seeking for the whole of

southern France some degree of cultural and

spiritual independence. He was first recognized as

a writer, outside his native province, by Lamartine*,
and soon his achievement was applauded through-

out France. He was awarded the Nobel prize in
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1905. Writing entirely in Provencal, he composed

rustic poems of epic character (Miriio; Calendau,

1867) and lyrics which, employing a structure of

simple myths, express their author’s profound

sense of the grandeur of nature, and his faith in

the destiny of man. He published a number of

ethnographical studies and a Provencal dictionary.

Lis Isclos d"or (1875); La Rago Latino (1879);

Nerto (1884); La Riino Jam (1890); Tresor dou

Felibrige (1878; 1885); Lou pou^mo ddu Rose

(1897; Eng. tr. The Song of the Rhone, 1937);

Museon Arlaten (1899); Membri e raconte (1906;

Memoirs of M., tr. C. E. Maud and A. Strettell,

1907); Lis Oulivado (1912).

P. Lasserre, F, M, (1918); E. BAp&ct, Le Felibrige

(1924) and Notes et commentairespour lepo^me de

Miriio, Chant 1 (1933); M. Coulon, DansVunivers

de M. (1930); A. Thibaudet, M, ou la Republique

du Soleil (1930); L6o Larguier, M, (1930); M.
Girdlestone, The Poetry of F, M. (1937); P.

Devoluy, M, et la redemption d'une longue (1943);

R. Aldiugton, Introduction to M, (1956); various

authors, Milanges pour le centemire de MireUle

(1961). M.G.; J.P.R.

Mistral, Gabrjdela, pseud, of Lucha Godoy
Alcayaga (*Vicuna 7 V 1889; tl957), Chilean

poet, who won the Nobel prize in 1945, The
daughter of a schoolmaster, she taught for many
years and became headmistress ofa major Santiago
school. The suicide of the man she loved left a deep

impression. She never married and much of her

poetry expresses frustrated motherhood. The later

poems of Tala (1938) and Lager (1954) have

religious overtones. She stood apart from the

experimentalism of the period but attains a fresh-

ness and spontaneity through her perception of

nature and her intuitive understanding of children.

Much of her prose writing remains unpublished.

J.F.

Desolacidn (1922); Ternura (192S),’^Poesias

completas (Madrid, 1958).

G, M., Vida y obra, Bibliografla, Antologia (New
York, 1936); Margot Arce de Vazquez, G, M,: The

Poet andHer Work (New York, 1964); F. Alegria,

Genio yfigura de G. M, (Buenos Aires, 1966).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Mitchel, John (*Dungiven, Co. Derry 3 XI 1815;

001835 Jane Vemer; fNewry 20 III 1875), Irish

writer. Under the influence of Thomas Davis* he
gave up his solicitor’s practice and worked on The
Nation newspaper; later founded The United
Irishman in support of an extreme nationalist

policy; was transported to Tasmania 1848;

escaped to the U.S.A. 1853. An able and trenchant

political journalist, strongly influenced by his

friend Carlyle*. Efls Jail Jourml (1854) is an
excellent autobiographical record of his captivity.

R.McH.

Life ofAodh G*Neill (1846); The Last Conquest

ofIreland (71860); History ofIreland (1868).

P. S. O’Hegarty, /. M. (1917). E.T.W.

Mitchell, James Leslie : see Gibbon, Lewis Grassic.

Mitchell, Margaret (*Atlanta, Georgia 1900;

001925 J. R. Marsh; Wd, 16 VUI 1949), American
novelist. She spent ten years on the long romantic
novel of the Civil War and Reconstruction period.

Gone With the Wind (1936; Pulitzer prize, 1937),

which became one of the best sellers in the history

of American publishing. H.L.C.

Mitchell, William Ormond (*Weybum, Saskat-

chewan 13 III 1914; 001942 Mema Hirtle),

Canadian writer, whose story collection Jake and
the Kidwon the Leacock Medal for humour (1962).

He is best known for his highly sensitive and
penetrating novel of a child’s development in a

small prairie town. Who Has Seen the Wind?
(1947).

The Kite (1962.—W. H. New, ‘A feeling of

completion: aspects of W. O. M.’ in Canad. Lit.,

XVII (1963). R.Su.

Mitchison, Naomi (Edinburgh 1 XI 1897; ool916

G. R. Mitchison), Scottish novelist, classical

scholar and political and educational reformer,

made her reputation with her moving and com-
passionate tales of ancient Greece and Rome, such

as The Com King and the Spring Queen (1931), but

her most important novel is probably The Bull

Calves (1947X a story of 18th-century Scotland.

She has also written skilfully for young people.

The Conquered (1923); Cloud Cuckoo Land

(1925); Black Sparta (1928); The Blood of the

Martyrs (1939); The Land the Ravens Found (1955).

W.R.A.

Mitford, Bertram (*Mitford Castle, Northumber-

land; t4X 1914), South African novelist, who went

to South Africa in 1874 as a stock-farmer, served

in the Cape civil service (1878-80) and owned the

East London Advertiser (1886-88). His adventure

stories, most of which have an African setting,

achieved great popularity.

Our Arms in Zululand (verse; 1881).—novels:

The Gun Runner (1882); The Weird of Deadly

Hollow (1891); 'Tween Smw and Fire (1892); The

Luck of Gerard Ridgeley (1893); The King's

Assegai (1894); The Curse of Clement Waynflete

(1894); The White Shield {n9S)\ A Veldt Official

(1895); The Sign of the Spider (1896); Fordham's

Feud (1897); The Indum's Wife (1898); The Ruby
Sword (1898); John Ames, Native Commissioner

(1899); War and Arcadia (1900); Aletta (1900);

The Triumph ofHilary Blachland (1901); The Word

of the Sorceress (1902); A Veldt Vendetta (1903);

In the Whirl of the Rising (1904); A Secret of the
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Lebombo (1905); A Frontier Mystery (1905); The

White Hand and the Black (1907); A Legacy ofthe

Granite Hills ([909).->Through the Zulu Country

(travel; 1883). E.R.S.

Mitford, Mary Russell (Arlesford 16 Xn 1787;

•fSwallowfield 10 I 1855), English novelist and

dramatist. Her life shaped by the necessity of

supporting an irresponsible, extravagant and

beloved father, she lived in a remote country

cottage, working beneath constant threat of

poverty. Turning from verse-tragedy, in which she

achieved some success, to more lucrative writing,

she produced Our Village (5 vols, 1824-32) and

those other works evoking her own count^ide
and its quiet charms which show her power of

miniature painting and won her friendships and

fame.

plays: Julian (1823); Rienzi (1828); Charles I

(1834).—Belford Regis (3 vols, 1835); Atherton and
other Tales (3 vols, 1854); Recollections of a
Literary Life (3 vols, 1852).

A, G. L’Estrange, Life^ told in her Letters (1870)

and Friendships ofM. R. M. (1882); H. Chorley.

Letters, Second Series Correspondence With

Charles Boner and John Ruskin (ed. E. Lee, 1914);

V. a Watson, M. R. M, (1949). R.M.H.

Mitre, BARTOLOMfi (*Buenos Aires 26 VI 1821;

Ifibid. 18 I 1906), Argentinian statesman and
writer, founder of La Naci6n (1869). Mitre wrote

some important historical works, and his collection

of sources now constitutes the Museo Mitre in

Buenos Aires. His intellectual influence on his

country has been immense. He believed that the

historical novel could be used to help form a
national consciousness, and set out his ideas in the

preface to his own historical novel Soledad (1847),

Rimas (1854; enlarged, 1891). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Mittelholzer, Edgar (Austin) (*New Amsterdam,
British Guiana 16 XII 1909; ool942 Roma Half-

hide [o/ol958], OO1960 Jacqueline Pointer; fFam-
ham, Surrey, England 6 V 1965), West Indian

novelist. After a strict colonial Victorian upbring-

ing in Guyana, Mittelholzer, of mixed European
origins with a ‘ripple of black blood’, lived both in

the West Indian islands and in England. Guyana,
the islands and England provide the setting for his

novels. Breaking through with Corentyne Thunder

(1941), he became the most prolific West Indian

novelist. His popularity was won mainly with his

Kaywana trilogy, his talent for story-telling and
his use of the macabre, the erotic and violence. But
in intention he was a moralist; his early life helps

to explain bis basic anti-prudety and anti-

sentimentality and his theoretic search for a
system where individual liberty would co-exist

with social order, spiritual stability with sexual

candour. However, he lacked tire imaginative

control and philosophical depth to explore his

theories satisfactorily and at his worst ideas and
art collapse into sensationalism and banality.

NOVELS : A Morning at the Office (1950) ; Shadom
Move Among Them (1951 ; produced Broadway as

Climate of Eden, 1953); Children of Kaywana
(1952); The Harrowing of Hubertus {Kaywana
Stock*, 1954); Kaywana Blood (1958); Thunder
Returning (1961); The Jilkington Drama (1965).

—

With a Carib Eye (travel book; 1958); A Swarthy
Boy (autobiog.; 1963).

Ivan Van Sertima, Caribbean Writers: Critical

(1968); F. M. Birbalsingh, ‘E. M.: moralist

or pomographer?* in Jour. Commonwealth Lit.,

VII (July 1969). A.D.Dr.

Mflacko, Ladislav (Valasske Klobouky 29 I

1919), Slovak journalist and novelist. His best

achievement is the novel Smrf sa void Engelchen

(1959; Death Is Called Engelchen, tr. G. Theiner,

1961) which describes with uncompromising
realism the war between Partisans and SS units in

eastern Moravia. His book of sketches Oneskoreni

reportdie (1963) gives a damning picture of the

excesses of the Communist regime in the 1950s

and is at the same time an attempt at personal

atonement. MnaCko emigrated to Israel in 1967,

but returned to Czechoslovakia in 1968 when he

published another novel Ako chuti moc which had
originally appeared abroad {Jhe Taste of Power,
tr. P. Stevenson, 1967). Its interest is more political

than literary. After the Russian invasion of

Czechoslovalda Mnadko again went abroad.

R.A.

Mnyampala, Mathias (*Dodoma, Tanganyika

Territory 1917 ; fDar-es-Salaam 1969), Swahili poet

and magistrate. His most important work is his

Diwaniya Mnyampala (Dar-es-Salaam, 1963); his

last work {Waadhi wa Ushairi, 1965) also deserves

mention. His finest work is no doubt Utenzi wa
Enjili (‘The Epic of the Gospel’), a versified life of

Jesus (Mnyampala was a Catholic).

J. Knappert, ‘The first Christian Utenzi’ in

Afrika und Uebersee, XLVII (Hamburg, 1964),

J.Kn.

Moberg, Vilhelm (*Algutsboda 20 Vm 1898;

001923 Margareta Tdmqvist), Swedish author and

dramatist. Many of Moberg’s powerful novels deal

with agricultural Sweden and the Swedish peasants’

traditional feeling of independence, which also

inspired the anti-neutral attitude implicit in his

historical allegory Rid i Natt! (1941; Ride This

Night!, tr. H. Alexander, 1943). His latest novels

follow the fortunes of Swedish peasants who
emigrated to America in the 19th century.

novels: Raskens (1927); De knutna hUndema
(1930); A, P. Rosell, bankdirektor (1932); Mans
kvirma (1933); Sdnkt sedebetyg (1935); Somnlds

(1937); Giv ossjorden (1939; The J^rth Is Ours, tr.
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E. Bjorkman, 1940); Soldat med brutet gevdr

(1944; When I Was a Childs tr. G. Lannestock,
1957)

;
Utvandrarna (1949; The Emigrants, tr. idem,

1951); Invandrarna (1952; Unto a Good Land, tr.

idem, 1954); Nybyggarna (1956); Sista brevet till

Sverige (1959; The Last Letter Home, tr. idem,

1961) ;
Din standpdjorden (1963 ; A Time on Earth,

tr. N. Walford, 1965).

—

^drama: Dramatik (3 vols,

1958)

.

S. Martensson, V. M. (1956). C.H.K. (I.S.)

Mochnacki, Maurycy (*Bojaniec 13 IX 71804;

•fAuxerre 20 XII 1834), Polish literary critic and
historian. He was active in the insurrection of
1830-31 and emigrated afterwards to France. He
was the leading literary critic ofPolish Romanticism
and a fiery advocate of the new literature (Mickie-

wicz*; Malczewski*). His aesthetic programme is

infiuenced by Schelling* and emphasizes the con-

nection between literature and nation. He was also

a pianist and the first Polish music critic. P.H.

O literaturze polskiej wieku XIX (1830);
Powstanie narodii polskiego w r. 1830-31 (2 vols,

1834).

—

Dziela (5 vols, 1863); Pisma po raz
pierwszy edycjq ksiqzkow^ obj^te (1910).

A. Sliwins^, M. M. Zywot i dziela (1909); P.

Baiikowski, Af. M. jako teoretyk i krytyk roman-
tyzmupolskiego (1931); J. Szacld, Ojczyzna, nardd,

rewolucja (1962). S.S. OP.H.)

Mockel, Albert (Ougrde 27 XII 1866; ooMarie
Ledant; tBrussels 30 I 1945), Belgian poet and
critic, founder of La Wallonie (1886-93), an
important Symbolist review. A follower of
Verlaine* and Mallarm6*, the poetic output of
this melodious exponent of vers libre reflects his
passion for Wagnerian themes and pre-Raphaelite
idealism.

verse: Chantefable un peu nafve (1891); Clartd
(1901); La flamme immortelle (1924).

—

CRmasM:
Propos de littirature (1894); Stiphane Mallarme,
un hiros (1899); Smile Verhaeren,poete de Vinergie
(1933). B.M.W. (LC.D.)

Modena, Judah Aryeh [Leone] di (*Venice 23 IV
1571 ; ^ibid, 24 HI 1648), Italian Hebrew poet and
religious writer, from 1594 rabbi at Venice. An
unstable character, addicted to gambling (though
at the age of 13 he had written a treatise against it,

Sur n^Ka\ Venice, 1596), he exercised, as he said,
26 different professions. He violently denounced
CABB^AH and also voiced criticisms against
traditional religion. It is not clear whether he did
or did not write himself the anti-religious pamph-
let Kol Sakhal, to which he composed a refutation,
Sha*agat Aryeh (both ed. I. Reggio, 1852).

verse : LuchotAvanim (epitaphs ; ed. A. Berliner)

;

Divan (ed, S. Bernstein, 1932).

—

Historia de' riti

ebraici (wr. at request of Sir Henry Wotton;
Paris, 1637; The History of the Rites,,, of the

Jews, tr. E. Chilmead, 1650).

—

Chayei Yehudah
(autobiog.; ed. A. Kahana, 1911).

A. Geiger, Leon da M, (1856); S. Stern, Der
Kampf des Rabbiners gegen den Talmud (1902);
E. Ruskin, L. da M, and the Kol Sakhal (1952).

CR.

Modrzewski (Modrevtus), Andrzej Frycz (*Wol-
borz c. 1503; ^ibid, 1572), Polish-Latin political

and religious writer. He studied in Cracow and
later visited Wittenberg where he stayed for some
time in Melanchthon’s* house. Later he became
secretary to the Polish King. He was condemned
by the Catholic Church. He is the leading political

thinker of the Polish Renaissance and his progres-

sive ideas were widely discussed in Europe at the

time. P.H.

Ad,, , Regem . . . Lasciussivedepoena homicidii

(1543); AdRegem . , . oratio de legatis ad concilium

ChristUmum mittendis (1576); Commentariorum de
re publica emendanda libri quinque (1551; Bks IV
and V only in 2nd ed. 1557; Von Verbesserung des

Gemeinen Nutz.,.; tr. 1557; 3rd ed. 1559, aug-

mented by other works may pass as a complete ed.

of his works up to 1559); Dziela wszystkie (5 vols,

1953-59).

W. Maliniak, A. F,M. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte

der Staats- und Volkerrechtstheorien (1913); S. Kot,
A. F, M. Stadium z dziejow kultury polskiej XVI
wieku (2nd ed. 1923); K. Leps2y, A, F, M, (1953);

A, F. M. (monografia bibliograficzna) (1962).

S.S. (P.H.)

Moe, J0RGEN: see Asbjomsen, Peter Christen.

Moens, Petronella (*Kubaard 16 XI 1762;

tUtrecht 4 1 1843), Dutch poet and writer of good
children’s books, blind from the age of four. She
also wrote smooth verse and prose, sometimes with

a peculiar rhythm.

verse: De ware Christen (1785); H. de Groot

(1790); Winterloveren (1820).—prose: De twaalf

maanden desjaars (4 vols, 1810)

;

's Menschen begin,

midden en einde (with W. H. Wamsinck; 1824).

W. H. Wamsinck and J. D. Zimmerman, P, M.
(1843); M. van Ackere-Doolaegjie, Hollands blinde

dichteres (1872). J.W.W.

Moens, Wies (*St Gillis nr Dendermonde 28 I

1898), Flemish poet and essayist, with van
Ostaijen* leader of the Flemish Expressionist

movement. In his idealistic Celbrieven (1920) he
expressed the belief, peculiar to the 1920s, in a
better society, as he did also in revolutionary blank
verse with a rhetorical sweep, bare of metre and
rhyme, but surprisingly dynamic in rhythm and a
fresh &ough over-omate imagery. Since 1933 he
has defended the ‘new order’ views in literature.

verse: De boodschqp (1920); De tocht (1921);
Opgangen (1922); Landing (1923); Golfslag (1935);
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Het vierkant (1938); Het spoor (1944); De versla-

gene (1962); Gedichten 7Pi5-iP57(1968).~-ESSAys:

De dooden leven (1938); Nederlcmdsche letterkmde

van volksck standpunt gezien (2nd ed. 1941); De
spitsboog (1943); Proza^ I (1969).

W. Noe, W. M. (1944). R.F.L.

Moerbeke, Willem van (*0. 1215; tl286), Dutch

philosopher, studied at Paris and entered the

Dominican Order. From 1268(?) until 1278 he was

penitentiary at the Papal court at Viterbo, from

1278 until his death Archbishop of Corinth.

Between 1260 and 1270, at the bidding ofThomas*
Aquinas, he translated all the works of Aristotle*

from Greek. He translated also Proclus’* Elemen-

tatio theologica and several of Proclus’ commen-
taries on Plato’s* dialogues, making available for

the first time pure Neo-Platonism, ofwhich he was
himself an influential adherent.

Biographie Nationale de Belgique, VIII (1884-

85) ;
P. Glorieux, Repertoire des mattres en theologie

de Paris au Xllle siicle, I (1933-34).—M. de Wulf,

Histoire de la philosophie midiivale, II (5th ed.

1925); M. Grabmann, ‘Die Proklos-Oberset-

zungen des W. von M.* in Byzantinische Zeitschrift,

XXX (1929-30); F. Sassen, De wijsbegeerte der

middeleeuwen in de Nederlanden (2nd ed. 1948).

J.J.M.

Mofolo, Thomas (*Khojane, Basutoland 2 VIH
1875; tTeyateyaneng 8 IX 1948), Bantu novelist,

wrote in the Southern Sotho language.

Moeti oa Bochabela (1906; The Traveller of the

East, tr. H. Ashton, 1934); Pitseng (‘In the Pot’;

1910); Chaka (1925; Chaka the Zulu, tr. F. H.
Dutton, 1931).

Moir, David Macbeth (*Musselburgh 5 I 1798;

001828 Catherine Bell; ^ibid. 6 VII 1851), Scottish

physician, poet and humorist. He contributed to

Blackwood’s Magazine under the pseudonym
‘Delta*, in prose and verse.

Poems (with memoir by T. Aird; 2 vols, 1852);

The Life of Mamie Wuach, Tailor in Dalkeith

(repr. from Blackwood’s Mag., 1828; repr. 1911).

Sir G. Douglas, The Blackwood Group (1897);

I. Jack in English Literature 1815-1832 (1963).

J.K.

Mokuami, also called Kawatake (or Furukawa)
Mokuami, pseud, of Yoshimura Shinshichi

(*Edo [=Tokyo] 1 III 1816; Wd. 22 I 1893),

Japanese playwright. Of his plays, which started

ust after the reopening (in 1853) of Japan from its

closure, some are in the old style and some show
the influence of the West, They describe life

accurately and with understanding, particularly

the life of the lower strata of society, including

thieves, gamblers etc.

Nezumi kozd (1857); Izayoi Seishin (or Sato

moyd azamino ironui; 1859; The Love ofIzayoiand
Seishin, tr. F. Motofuji, 1966; summary in A. M.
and G. S. Halford, The Kabuki Handbook, 1956);
Shima chidori tsuki no shiranami (1881; ‘Strolling

Thieves’, summary in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai,

Introduction to Classic Japanese Literature, 1948;
‘The Thieves’, tr. D. L. Keene in Modern Japanese
Literature, 1956); Aoto Zoshi Hana no Nishikie (or

Shiranami Gonin Otoko; ‘Benten the Thief’, tr. Y.
Uehara and E. Ernst in E. Ernst, Three Japanese
Plays From the Traditional Theatre, 1959); Youchi
soga kariba no akebono (‘The Soga Brothers’

Revenge’, summary in Halford, op. cit.\

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Moli^re, assumed name of Jean-Baptiste Poque-
lin (Paris 15 1 1622; ool662 Armande-Gresinde-
Claire-Elisabeth B6jart; fParis 17 11 1673), French
dramatist. Molifere was the son of a prosperous

Parisian tapissier. He lost his mother at the age of

ten, was educated at the Parisian College de
Clermont (1636-41) and may have read law at

Orleans. Renouncing his right to the hereditary

post of valet-tapissier du roi, which his father had
acquired, he joined with the B6jart family and
others in founding a new theatrical company, the

Illustre Thidtre (1643-45). Having failed in Paris,

they embarked on a long period in the provinces

(1645-58), operating particularly in Languedoc,

Provence and atLyons.By 1652 Moli^rehadbecome
the leader of the troupe. At about the same date he

is thought to have begun writing his first adapta-

tions of Italian or Italian-derived farces, similar to

the first two listed in his bibliography (and which

are reasonably attributed to him). In X 1658

the company re-established themselves in Paris un-

der the patronage of the King’s brother, the Duke
of Orleans. They played in the hall of the Petit-

Bourbon (near &e Louvre), later (I 1661) in the

Palais-Royal, where they remained until Molidre’s

death. From 1664 Molidre became increasingly in

demand for court entertainments and in 1665

Louis XIV replaced the Duke of Orleans as his

company’s ofl&cial patron.

As a dramatist-actor-manager Moliere’s chief

campaigns centred on Les Precieuses Ridicules, a

one-act satire on literary and social affectation and

his first wholly personal triumph (XI 1659); on

UJEcole des femmes, which drew attacks from

several quarters and unleashed the ‘Comic War’
(1662-63); on Le Tartuffe, an attack on religious

hypocrisy, produced in a first (lost) version at

Versailles in V 1664, but not officially authorized

until 1669; and to a lesser degree, on Dom Juan

(1665), a portrait of the free-thinking libertine

which was withdrawn after its fiirst run and not

printed until 1682. (See T. Corneille*.) Only the

doctors, his most constant target, seem never to

have retaliated.

As a man, Moli^re was one with his company
and his plays. The main biographical controversy

concerns hi^ marriage with Armande B6jart, des-
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cribed in the marriage certificate as ‘about 20’ and
here and in other documents as the sister of

Madeleine Bejart. Madeleine had been a leading

member of the company and a companion of

Moli^re since 1643, and was traditionally at one
time his mistress. Some modem authorities still do
not entirely discount the contemporary belief that

Armande was Madeleine’s daughter, possibly by
the Comte de Mod^ne. Molito’s marriage was not

smooth, though several children were bom, of

whom one daughter (Esprit-Madeleine, *1665)

survived infancy. Moliere’s health, undermined by
overwork and not impossibly by tuberculosis,

deteriorated after 1665. He died a few hours after

the fourth performance of Le Malade imaginaire

(1673) in which he had played the leading part of

Argan.

Molidre’s plays may be roughly divided into

farces, comedies and court entertainments (often

with ballet); in a fourth category is his one
‘serious’ play, Dom Garde de Navarre. But no
systematic classification is possible, since only a
minority of the plays belong wholly to any one

main type, and farce or ballet often mingles with

‘pure’ comedy. Nor is there a clear-cut chrono-

logical progression, since the early knock-about

humour recurs in such late plays as Les Fourberies

de Scapin, while perhaps his subtlest work, Le
Misanthrope (1666) occurs midway through his

Parisian career. His chief fame r^ts on the follow-

ing eight full-length plays: VEcole des femmes
(verse); Le Tartuffe (verse); Dom Juan (prose); Le
Misanthrope (verse); VAvare (prose); Le Bourgeois

gentilhomme (prose); Les Femmes savantes (verse);

Le Malade imaginaire (prose).

Moli^re established the comedy of manners in

France, and indeed in Europe. His social satire is

based on humorous observation and appears

tolerant rather than bitter. He created a galleiy of

great characters, and developed his less individual-

ized minor characters largely from the stock types

of the commedia delVarte.

PLAYS (dates are those of the earliest known
productions): La Jalousie du Barbouilli (before

1659; plausibly attrib.); Mededn volant (1659

or earlier; plausibly attrib.); Uhourdi (71653);

Le Depit amoureux (1656); Les Predeuses ridicules

(1659); Sganarelle ou Le Cocu imaginaire (1660);

Dom Garde de Navarre ou Le Prince Jaloux

(1661; ‘com6die h6roique’); UScole des maris

(1661); Les Fdcheux (1661; ‘comddie-ballet’);

Vflcole des femmes (1662); La Critique de PScole

des femmes (1663); VImpromptu de Versailles

(1663); Le Mariage ford (1664); Joes Plaisirs de

vile Enchantee (pageant) with La Princesse d'fUide

(1664; adapt, of Moreto’s El desdin con el desdeii)\

Le Tartuffe ou VImposteur (1664-69); Dom
Juan ou Le Festin de pierre (1665); VAmour
Mededn (1665); Le Midecin malgre lui (1666);

Melicerte (1666, unfinished; ‘com6die pastorale

h6roique’); Pastorale Comique (1667; verses for

ballet); Le Sidlien ou VAmour peintre (1667);
Amphitryon (1668); George Dandin (1668);
(1668) ; Monsieur tfe Pourceaugnac (1669 ;

‘ com6die-
ballet’); Les Amants magnifiques (1670; ’com6die-
bdlet’); Le Bourgeois gentilhomme (1670; ‘com6-
die-ballet’); Psyche (1671; ‘tragedie-ballet’, in
collab. with Quinault and P. Corneille); Les
Fourberies de Scapin (1671); La Comtesse d*Escar-
bagnas (1671); Les Femmes savantes (1672).

—

CEuvres (ed. E. Despois and P. Mesnard, 13 vols

and 1 album, 1873-1900; ed. M. Rat, 2 vols, 1933).

—•IN ENGLISH: A. R. Waller, The Plays of M.
(8 vols, Edinburgh, 1926); ed. F. C. Green (2 vols,

18th-century tr. of H. Baker and J. Miller, 1929);

sel. tr. J. Wood (2 vols, 1953-59).

Le Registre de La Grange (I659-8S) (facs. repro.

ed. B. E. and G. P. Yoirng, 2 vols, Paris, 1947); G.
Michaut, La jeunesse de M. (1922), Les debuts de
M. d Paris (1923) and Les luttes de M. (1925); J.

Palmer, M. (London, 1930); A. Tilley, M. (Cam-
bridge, 1936); R. Jasinski, M. (1943); H. C
Lancaster, French Dramatic Literature in the 17th

Century^ Pt III (1936); P. B6nichou, Morales du
grand sidle (1948); A. Adam, Histoire de la

litterature frangaise au XVIIe sidle, II (1952).

G.B.

Molin, Petous, or Pelle (*Multra 8 VII 1864;

fBodo, Norway 26 IV 1896), Swedish author.

Molin embarked on an ambitious novel on Lapp-
land, but had not the inner compulsion to complete

it. After further experiments in the romantic genre

he found his style in realistic, sometimes ironically

humorous, tales of primitive peasants and animals

in Norriand.

Adalens poesi (ed. G. af Geijerstam, new ed. G.

Attorps, 1934).

G. Attorps, P, M, (1930); T. Jonsson, Stor^

Norriand och litteraturen (1938). C.H.K.

Molina, Tirso de: see Tirso de Molina.

Molinet, Jean (Desvres, Pas de Calais 1435;

tl507), canon of La Salle, Valenciennes, French

writer. He became historiographer to Charles the

Bold, Duke of Burgundy (1475), in succession to

Georges Chastellain^ whose disciple he was. His

well-informed prose Chroniques (1475-1506) lack

the distinction of Chastellain’s. Les Faictz et Dietz

are mainly court poems in the moralizing tone and

elaborate versification of the rhetoriqueurs but are

redeemed by the ridi language and vivid realism

of the descriptions.

VArt de Rhetorique vulgaire in Recueil d*arts de

seconde rhetorique (ed. E. Langlois, 1902); Le
Myside de Saint Quentin (1501; ed. H. Chatelain,

1908); Chroniques (ed. G. Doutrepont and O.

Jodogne, 3 vols, 1935-37); Les Faictz et Dietz (ed.

N. Dupire, 3 vols, 1936-39)

P. Champion, Histoire podique du 15e sidle, 11

(1923); N. Dupire, /. M., La vie, les ceuvres
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(1932) and ttude critique des MSS et editions des

poesies de J. M. (1932); U. Dambska-Prokop,

Expression syntaxique des notions de cause et de

consequence dans les Chroniques deM (1965).

M.Y.

Molinos, Miguel de ("‘Muniesa, Saragossa 1627;

tRome 1696), Spanish theologian. He took Orders

and, in 1665, went to Rome. His Spiritual Guide

appeared in 1675. In 1687 he was compelled by the

Holy Office to abjure his quietist doctrines. He
spent the rest of his life imprisoned in a monastery.

His prose was elegant and terse.

Guia espirituoK^omc, 1675; ed. Rafael Urbano,

Barcelona, 1906; tr. The Spiritual Guide, 1688, ed.

Kathleen Lyttelton, 1907).

M. Mendndez y Pelayo, Historia de los hetero-

doxos espanoles, V; K. Vossler, Poesie der Ein-

samkeit in Spanien (1935; Span. tr. 1946); P.

Dudon, Le quietiste espagnol, Michel de M, (1921);

J. de Entrambasaguas, Af. de M. (1935).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Molle, Ambrosius van (*?Lier; tbeheaded 11 VIII

1567), Dutch poet in the rederdker tradition

(motto: ‘Scientie verheft’), factor of the Chamber
of Rhetoric De Jenette at Lier. Together with

many members of this Chamber he was an adhe-

rent of the new faith, which cost him his life.

Several refrains and other small works of his

remain, in addition to a suyverlijck tractaetken (on

marriage).

L. van Boeckel in Tqdschr. v. Gresch. en Folk-

lore (1941 and 1943), J.J.M.

M0Uer,PouL Martin (Uldum21 HI 1794; ool827

Betty Berg, ool836 Eline Svendine Hansine Billow;

tCopenhagen 13 III 1838), Danish poet, short-

story writer and essayist. At Copenhagen he was
the centre of a group of undergraduates with

aesthetic interests, and after graduating in theology

he took a witty part in a literary feud, parodying

Baggesen* and Grundtvig*. Some of his best

poems were written during a journey to China,

when he felt a nostalgic longing for Denmark and
tried to recapture the atmosphere of daily life in

Copenhagen. In 1824 he finished his main work,

En dansk Students Eventyr, which was published

posthumously in an incomplete form. The first

Danish Novelle, it describes with charming

humour student life as MoUer knew it. Of great

merit, also, are his aphorisms and his poetic Blade

ofDodens Dagbog (‘Leaves From Death’s Diary’).

In 1831 he was appointed Professor of philosophy

at Copenhagen.

Efterladte Skrifter (6 vols, 1855-56); Udvcdgte

Skrifter (2 vols, 1930).

V. Andersen, P. Af., hans Liv og Skrifter (1894);

F. Ronning, P. Af. Af. (1911); J. Brondum-
Nielsen, P. M.-Studier (1940); F. Nielsen, Om
P. Af. (1961). E.B.

Mdllhausen, Heinrich Balduin (*Jesuitenhof nr
Bonn 27 I 1825; co6 II 1855 Caroline Seifert;

tBerlin 28 V 1905), German novelist. Explorer and
traveller, later Prussian court librarian and widely
acclaimed writer of exotic novels.

novels; Das Mormonenmddchen (6 vols, 1864);
Der Hochlandpfeiffer (6 vols, 1868); Der Piraten^

lieutenant (4 vols, 1870); Das Loggbuch des
Kapitains Eisenfinger (3 vols, 1887); Das Geheimnis
des Hulks (1889); Kaptein Meerrose und ihre

Kinder (3 vols, 1893).— Dreilinden-Lieder

(verse; 1896).

—

Tagebuch einer Reise vom Missis^

sippi nach den Kusten der Sudsee (travelogue; intro.

A. von Humboldt, \%5Z),—Illustrierte Romane,
Reisen undAbenteuer (ed. D. Theden, 30 vols, 1906).

P. A. Barba, B, Af., the German Cooper (1914).

E.R.

Molnir, Ferenc (*Budapest 12 I 1878; fNew
York 2 IV 1952), American (formerly Hungarian)
playwright, novelist and short-story writer. The
most widely known Hungarian playwright of the

20th century, Molnir has proved to be a virtuoso

of the stage-play. His sophisticated and often

symbolic language, combined with a polished

economy of style, reveals him as a gifted and
effective dramatist. Of his novels, Az ehes vdros

(1900) and A Pdl-utcaifiuk (1907) show him to be
a keen observer and recorder of city life.

plays: Liliom (1909; Eng. tr. B. F. Glazer, 1921);

A hattyd (1926; The Swan, tr. M. P. Baker, 1929);

Olympia (1928); Harmonia (1932); Girl Unknown
(1936).

—

Plays of Af. (tr B. F. Glazer, 1927).—
novels: a PdUutcai fidk (1907; The Paul Street

Boys, 1928); Rabok (1907; Prisoners, tr. J.

Szebenyei, 1925); A zenelo angyal (1933; Angel

Making Music, tr. V. Katona and P. Barnwell,

1934).—various: Companion in Exile (1951).

E. Molndr, Testvirek voltunk (1958); I. V6csei,

Af. F. (1966). G.F.C.

Molza, Francesco Maria (Modena 1489; ^ibid.

1544), Italian humanist and poet. Among his Latin

verse is an elegy on the divorce of Henry* VIII. Of
his Rime, La Ninfa Tiberina (1538), in ottave, is the

most skilful. He also wrote five short stories (1549)

and an obscene capitolo in the manner ofFrancesco

Bemi*.

Opereied. P. A. Serassi, 3 vols, 1774; with biog.).

F. Baiocchi, Sulle poesie latine di F, Af. Af.

(1904). B.R.

Molza, Tarquinia (*Modena 1 XI 1542; ooPaolo

Porrino; ^ibid, 8 VIII 1617), grand-daughter of

the above, Italian humanist and poet. Tasso* wrote

sonnets to her and entitled a dialogue on love after

her. La Molza, She was lady-in-waiting to Lucrezia

and Leonora d’Este.

Opuscoli (ed. D. Vandelli, with biog., 1750).

A. Solerti, Vita di T, Tasso, I (1895). B.R.
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Mon, Franz, pseud, of Franz L6ffelholz
(Frankfurt am Main 6 V 1926), German concrete
poet, who has been the most consistent experimen-
ter in his country with the typographical, phonic,
and semantic possibilities of literary texts. Amongst
other forms, such as permutation-poems and ‘text-

pictures’, he has evolved his system of ‘articula-

tions’ (artukulationen, 1959), which he describes as
a series of linguistic gestures. He says that his

‘novel’ Herzzero (1968) should be read ‘with
pencil, biro, and felt pencil’.

Movens (experimental miscellany; ed., together
with W. HoUerer and M. de la Motte, 1960);
sehgange (1964); Lesebuch (1967).

P. Schneider, ‘Konkrete Dichtung’ in Sprache
im technischen Zeitalter, special no., XV (1965);
S. S. Prawer, ‘Some recent language games’ in
Essays in German Language, Culture and Society
(ed. S. S. Prawer, R. H. Thomas and L. Forster,

1969). F.M.K.

Monaci, Ernesto (*Soriano nel Cimino, Viterbo
1844; fRome 1918), Italian philologist and literary

historian. His most important contributions to
scholarship concern the origins ofItalian literature.

Crestomazia italiana deiprimi secoli (1889-1917).
E, M, Vuomo, il maestro, il filologo (ed. M.

Pelaez, 1920). B.R.

Monboddo, James Burnett, Lord (Kincardine-
shire c. 1714; tEdinburgh 26 V 1799), Scottish
judge (1767), philosopher and anthropologist,
^entric, learned and original, he was a pioneer
in anthropology, in studying man as an animal and
in examining civilization in the light of savagery.
For Johnson’s* reactions, see Boswell’s* Life,

OfThe Origins andProgress ofLanguage (3 vols,

1773-76; 6 vols, 1774-92); Antient Metaphysics:
or, the Science of Universals (6 vols, 1779-99).
W. Knight, LordM, andSome ofHis Contempo^

raries (1900). J.K,

Moncada, Francisco de. Count of Osona
(Valencia 1586; fGoch, Cleves 1635), Spanish
historian. He carried out important (tiplomatic
missions for Philip IV. His history of the Catalan
mercenmes in Constantinople and Greece, pub-
lished^ in 1623, follows Muntaner’s* Catalan
chronicle. It is a well-written and lively narration.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXI; Expedicidn de los
catalanes y aragoneses (ed. S. Gili y Gaya, 1924);
Empresas y victorias (ed. R. Foulchd-Delbosc in
Rev. Hispanique. XLV, 1919). E.M.W.

Monge de Montaudon (Jl, c, 1180-1213), Provengal
troubadour, known as the ‘monk of Montaudon’
—his real name is not recorded. Bom at Vio-sur-
Cfere (Cantal) he entered the monastery at Aurillac
and became Prior of Montaudon. His humorous,
satirical and often improper songs and sirventes

MONNIER
won him the favour of the great, particularly of
Richard* I and Alfonso of Aragon who made him
Prior of Aurillac Villafranca. A strangely worldly
cleric whose witty lines are still a source of amuse-
ment.

E. ^hUippson, DerMonch vonMontaudon (1873);
C. Klein, Die Dichtungen des Mdnehs von Montau-^
don (1885); De la Salle Rochemaure and R.
Lavaud, Les troubadours cantaliens (1910).

R.R.B.

Moniot d’Arras, Pierre, 13th-century French lyric

poet belonging to the Arras group; 15 songs and
three motets are attributed to him, 18 more are of
false or doubtful attribution. He was frequently
confused in his own time with Moniot de Paris, of
whom nine songs are extant.

Ed. and historical stud, of both poets by H.
Petersen Dyggve in Memoires de la Soc. N6o-
philoL, Helsinki, XIII (1938). F.W.

Monluc, Blaise de (?Chateau de Saint-Puy, nr
Condom c. 1500; col526 Antoinette Ysalguier,
001564 Isabeau de Beauville; tCondom 26 VII
1577), French chronicler. A professional Gascon
soldier who became Marshal of France (1574), he
recounted in his Commentaires his 50 years of
campaigning in Italy and against the Huguenots.
Interesting particularly for their first-hand realism,

his memoirs are also a triumph of self-portraiture.

They grew out of a memorandum {Remontrance)
addressed in self-justification to Charles IX in

1570.

Commentaires de Messire B, de M, (1592; crit.

ed. P. Courteault, 1964; tr. C. Cotton, 1674; sel.

ed. J. E. Riols de Fonclare, 1933).

P. Courteault, B, de M, historien (1907).

G.B.

Monnier, Henri Bonaventure (Paris 6 VI 1799;
^ibid, 3 1 1877), French humorist. Monnier was an
excellent black-and-white artist, who from 1830
onwards took to writing humorous dialogues and
created in Joseph Prudhomme the immortal type
of the pompous and limited French middle-class.

This character he afterwards brought upon the

stage. Monnier was one of the pioneers of realistic

fiction.

Scenes populaires dessinies d la plume (1830);
Nouvelles scenespopulaires (1835-39); Schies de la

ville et de la campagne (2 vols, 1841); Les bourgeois
de Paris (1854); Les diseurs de riens (1855); Les
memoires de M, Joseph Prudhomme (2 vols, 1857);
La religion des imbeciles (1862).

—

vaudevilles:
Les compatriotes (1849); Grandeur et decadence de
M, Joseph Prudhomme (1852); Le roman chez la

portiere (1855); Peintres et bourgeois (1855).
E. Melcher, Life and Times of H, M, (1951);

J. G. Marsh, H, M,: Chronicler ofthe Bourgeoisie

(1951). M.G.; J.P.R.

C E W L-~III—
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Monnier, Phiuppe (*Geneva 2 XI 1864; 21

VII 1911), Swiss writer and critic; the prose-poet

of his beloved Geneva, celebrated by him in Le

livre de Blaise (1904) and Mon village (1909),

masterpieces of charm, observation and tender

irony. Le Quattrocento (1901) and particularly

Venise au XVIIIe siicle (1907; Eng. tr. 1910) are

brilliant and subtle evocations based on years of

research in Italy.

Vieilles femmes (1895); Jeunes menages (1899);

Causeries genevoises (1902); Mon village (1909;

with intro. P. Seippel, 1919).

P. Godet, Pages d*hier et d'avanUhier (1922).

J.P.L

Monroe, Harriet (*Chicago 23 XII 1860; t26 IX

1936), American poet and editor. By the folding
of Poetry: A Magazine of Verse in 1912, which she

continued to publish until her death, she gave the

avant-garde of American poetry a medium in

which to express itself. Pound*, Eliot* and Stevens*

were all published there early in their careers.

Poets and Their Art (1926; rev. 1932); A PoePs

Life (autobiog. ; 1937). D.E.Mo.

Monstereid, Jean de: see MontreuO, Jean de.

Monstrelet, Enguerrand de (fCambrai 20 VII

1453), French chronicler; a Picard nobleman. His

continuation of Froissart*’s chronicles, divided

into two books (1400-22, 1422-44), gives much
interesting information about the Hundred Years*

War in spite of an excessive Burgundian bias. It is

indifferently written.

La Chronique d^E, de M, (ed. L. DouSt d’Arcq,

6 vols, 1857-62). A.H.D.

Mont, Pol de (Wambeek 15 IV 1857; fBerlin 29

VI 1931), Flemish poet, short-story writer, critic,

art historian, folk-lorist and orator. A leading

figure of the generation of 1880, he introduced to

Flanders the ideas of individuaHsm, sensuousness

and Partpour Part in literature. He is important as

a poet ofimpressionist verse about nature and love.

verse: Gedichten (1880); Lentesotternijen (1881);

Loreley (1882); Idyllen (1882); Idyllen en andere

gedichten (1884); Pladderende vlinders (1885);

Claribella (1893); Iris (1894); Zomervlammen
(1922).—SHORT stories: Op mijn dorpken (1886);

De amman van Antwerpen (1903); Vier legenden

(1903).

—

CRmcisM: Driegroote Vlamingen (1901);

Eenigen (1914); Een bundel letterkundige opstellen

(1914); De schilderkunst in Belgie van 1830 tot 1921
(1921).

G. Meir, P. de M. (1932); R. F. Lissens, Het
Impressionisme in de Vhamsdie letterkunde (1934).

R.F.L.

Montagu, Euzabeth, n6e Robinson (York 2 X
1720; 001742 Edward Montagu; fLondon 25 VIII
1800), English critic and hostess.

An Essay on the writings and genius of Shake--

spear (1769); P. Af., the Queen of the Blue-

Stockings, Her Correspondence from 1720 to 1761

(ed. E. J. Climenson, 2 vols, 1906); Mrs M.,
^Queen of the Blues' (ed. R. Blunt, 2 vols, 1923;

contin. of Climenson’s coll.).

R. Huchon, Mrs M, and Her Friends, 1720-1800

(Eng. tr. 1907). B.H. (M.Bu.)

Montague, Lady Mary Wortley, nee Pierre-

POiNT (*London c. V 1689 ;
oo 1712 Edward Wortley

Montagu; '\ibid, 21 VIII 1762), English writer

and traveller. Lady Mary was first taught by

William Feilding, her uncle, and by Bishop

Burnet*, and after her marriage her wit and

brilliance brought her social successes which she

left behind in order to travel in Europeand the East,

at first with her husband, later alone. Her uncon-

ventional, not to say eccentric, conduct and

personality attracted spite and scandal. Her
literary reputation depends mainly on her vivid and

informative letters.

Letters of the Right Hon. LadyM y W yM e (3 vols, 1763); Letters and Works ofLady

M. W. M. (ed. Lord Wharncliffe, 3 vols, 1837;

with memoir).

—

The Poetical Works of Lady M.
W. M. (ed. I. Reed, 1768); Complete Letters of

LadyM. W. M. (ed. R. Halsband, 3 vols, 1965-67).

R. Halsband, Life ofLady M. W. M. (1956).

B.H. (M.Bu.)

Montague, John (*New York 1929), Irish poet,

critic and short-story writer; he has lectured at

Universities in Ireland and America and has worked
as a journalist in Paris, where he now lives.

Montague is a cosmopolitan writer and has been

much influenced by American poetry. From
Poisoned Lands (1961) through A Chosen Light

(1967) to Tides (1970) his work shows a constant

development. It is centred on the experience oflove,

which he evokes with delicacy and skill, and on the

intricacies of his native Ulster. His style often

presents a deceptive simplicity; it is highly sophis-

ticated and is based on verse forms which are

tautly controlled. He has also produced an

excellent volume of stories. Death of a Chieftain

(1964). E.T.W.

Montaigne, Mic:hel de (Chateau de Montaigne,

Dordogne 28 II 1533; ool565 Frangoise de la

Chassaigne; ^ibid. 13 DC 1592), French essayist.

Bom of a family of Gascon burghers who were

rising into the aristocracy, Montaigne received a

thorough classical education at home and at the

College de Guyenne (Bordeaux), then studied law

and purchased a judicial post at Bordeaux. Here
he met La* Bo6tie, a young fellow-judge who
greatly influenced his thinking and whose early

death he felt deeply. Soon after inheriting h^
father’s estate, he sold his judicial post and
retired to Montaigne to study and meditate (1571).

A translation which he had completed in 1569 of a
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Latin treatise by a Catalan theologian, Raimond
Sebon, had akeady helped to crystallize his

philosophical tendencies. In 1580 he published

Books I and K of his own Essais, then turned to a

more active life. Travels in Switzerland, Germany
and Italy (see his Journal de voyage) were followed

by political experience as mayor of Bordeaux
(1581-85) and as a disinterested intermediary

between the Catholic and Protestant factions

which were disputing the mastery of France. This

practical experience was reflected in Book m of

the Essais (1588), which contains his maturest

thought. Late in life he formed an attachment to

the young Marie de Goumay, his filk d'alliance',

after his death she published an edition of the

Essais incorporating many of his latest corrections.

Montaigne is the first considerable writer of

essays, and the word, as now understood, is his

(see essay). His early work suggests the deeply-

read country gentleman interested in warfare,

national and domestic government, individual

conduct and the vagaries of human nature.

Gradually he developed an introspective interest in

his own personality-more exactly, in his person-

ality as a touchstone for general truths—and a
desire to find a viable philosophy. He moves from
stoicism to epicureanism, but predominantly he is

a sceptic, convinced only of the human incapacity

to arrive at any certain truth {Que sais-je?). So,

while sincerely respecting Catholic doctrine, he set

a powerful example for sceptical materialists in the

next two centuries and for inquiring minds until

today.

VApologie de Raimond Sebon (crit. ed. P.

Porteau, 1937); Journal de Voyage (ed. C.

DM6yan, 1946); Le livre de raison de M. (ed. A.
Lefranc and J. Marchand, 1948); Essais (eds: F.

Strowski et al., Bordeaux ed., 5 vols, 1906-33; P.

Villey, 3 vols, 1922-23; A. Thibaudet, 1934; M.
Rat, 1958; trs: J. Florio, 1603; C. Cotton, 1685;

D. M. Frame, 1963).

—

CEuvres computes (ed. A,
Thibaudet and M. Rat, 1965).

Blaise Pascal, Entretien avec M. de Sad (c, 1655)

;

P. Boimefon, M., Vhomme et Vceuvre (1893) and
M. et ses amis (1898) ; A. Gide, Essai surM, (1929)

;

H. Janssen, M. fideiste (Nimeguen, 1930); P.

Villey, Les sources et revolution des Essais (new
ed. 1933); A. M. Boase, The Fortune of M. in

France, 1580-1669 (1935); P. Moreau, M,,Vhomme
et VcBUvre (1939); C. Dedeyan, Af. chez ses amis

anglo-saxons (1946) ; D. M. Frame, M, a Biography
(New York, 1965) and M's Essays, A Study, M,
Dreano, La Religion de M. (rev. ed. 1969).

G.B.

Montalbdn, Juan P^rez de: see P6rez de Montal-
bdn, Juan.

Montale, Eugenio (Genoa 12 X 1896), Italian

poet and critic, a leading exponent of ^e her-

metic school of Italian poetry. Montale was from
1929 to 1938 librarian of the Gabinetto Vieusseux

MONTCHRESTIEN
in Florence, losing his post for political reasons.

In 1948 he became music critic and editor of the

‘terza pagina’ of Corriere della sera. Although his

choice of symbols is at times so personal as to lead

to obscurity, Montale at his best impresses by
virtue of his poetic technique, the range of his

imagery and the uncompromising honesty with

which he expresses his bleak vision of life. His
most frequent themes are those of loneliness, of

time and of memory. He was one of the earhest

contributors to the review Solaria, and one of the

first Italian critics to appreciate Svevo*.

verse: Ossi di seppia (1925); La casa dei

doganieri (1932); Le occasioni (1939); La bufera e

altro (195Q; Satura (1971).—various: La farfalla

diDinard(1956; enlarged rev. ed. 1969); Auto dafi
(1966) ; Fuoridi casa (1969).—Sel. tr. G. Kay (1964).

£. Bonora, La poesia di M, (2 vols, 1965); S.

Ramat, M. (1965). B.M.

Montalvo, GARa RodrIguez (or Ord6nez) de

(fl. c. 1500), Spanish romance writer. He re-

worked AMADis DE GAULA, and later composed a
sequel. A.D.D.

Montalvo, Juan (*Ambato 1832; fParis 1889),

Ecuadorean essayist, whose classical style has

earned him fame in the Spanish-speaking world.

Under the rule of Garcia Moreno he was exiled for

his aggressive opposition, expressed in his news-

paper, El Cosmopolita. An extreme liberal, he is

not an original thinker. His most lasting work is

the Siete tratados (2 vols, Besangon, 1882) in which
he tried to set out humanist moral standards.

Catilinarias (12 polemical essays; 1880-82);

Mercurial eclesidstica (Paris, 1884); El Espectador

(3 vols, ibid, 1886-88); Capitulos que se le olvU

daron a Cervantes (pastiche of Don Quixote',

Besangon, 1895); Geometrknwral(JA2i6n6, 1902);

El Libro laspasiones (plays; 1935).—Af. (ed, M.
Moreno Sdnchez, 1942); M,: Paginas desconocidas

(2 vols, 1936).

E. Anderson Imbert, El arte de laprosa en J, Af,

(Mexico, 1948). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Montchrestien, Antoine de (*Falaise c, 1575;

tTourailles, nr Falaise 7 X 1621), French drama-
tist. His adventurous life included a duel after

which he fied to England; a successful venture in

the cutlery business led him to write a widely read

economic treatise advocating protectionism. He
was killed at an iim while trying to raise support

for the Huguenots. His verse tragedies, all written

before 1604, are elegiac rather than dramatic, in

the humanist tradition of the 16th century. His
subjects are either classical or Biblical, with the

exception of his best play, VEcossaise, on the

pathetic fate of Mary Queen of Scots. This was
acted between 1601 and 1604 in Paris and the

provinces.

Sophonisbe (1596, 1601); VEcossaise (1601 ; crit.
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ed. ficole Normale, 1905); Les Lacknes (1601);

David (1601 ; crit. ed. L. E. Dabney. Austin, Texas,

1963); Aman (1601; crit. ed. Philadelphia, 1939);

Hector (1604).

—

Trc^idies (ed. L. Petit de Julle-

ville, 1901).->rm//e de Veconomie politique (1615;

crit. ed. T. Funck-Brentano, 1889).

G. Lanson, ‘A. de M.’ in Rev. des Deux Mondes
(1891) and ‘Les sources historiques de La Reine

d^Ecosse" in Rev. Universale (1^5); R. Leb^gue,

La tragedie frangaise de la Renaissance (1954);

R. GrijG&ths, The Dramatic Technique ofA, de M,
(1970). G.B.

Monteiro Lobato, Jos6 Bento (*Taubat6, SSo
Paulo 18 IV 1882; tSao Paulo 4 VH 1948),

Brazilian short-story writer. He created the

fictitious character of Jeca Tatfi, of the Brazilian

hinterland but nationally representative, who
squats in the sun and lets others do the thinldng for

him—revolutions cannot disturb his squalid

passivity. A master of irony, Monteiro Lobato
anticipated the critical nation^ism ofModernismo,
thou^ alien to the movement.

Urupis (1918); Ideias de Jeca Tatu (1919);

Cidades mortas (1919); Negrinha (1920).

—

Obras
completas (13 vols, 1946-47).

A. Conte, M. L, o homem e a obra (1948);

Timothy Brown Jr, M. L, (1954); Edgard Caval-
heiro,M L.; vida e obra (2 vols, 1955). J.T.B.

Montemayor, Jorge de (*Montemor-o-Velho,
Coimbra c. 1520; tPiedmont 1559), Spanish
novelist and poet. He was son of a Portuguese
silversmith and possibly had Jewish ancestors. He
wrote chiefly in Spanish and Castilianized his

surname. After holding various posts in the house-
holds of Castilian Infantas, he returned to Portugal
in 1551 ; he went back later to Castile, took part in
the wars in Flanders, returned to Spain and finally

died in Italy as the result of a duel fought about a
love affair. He translated the poems of Ausias
March* into Castilian and published his poems
(some religious) in 1554; his poems were included
in the Index of 1559, but later editions without the
religious works were reprinted in 1562 and later.

His fame rests on his pastoral novel La Diana
(1559), which went through 39 editions before 1670
and was translated into French (1578), English
(1598), German (1624) and Dutch (1652). Sequels
were published in Spain, and it influenced Sidney’s*
Arcadia and d’Urf6’s* VAstree. His prose was
mellifluous but monotonous; his verse often recalls

^emes and lines from the Cancioneros, The novel
is still readable: there is interesting psychological
analysis and occasional irony in it.

El cancionero del poeta George de M, (ed.
Gonzdlez Palencia, 1932); M. de Riquer, Traduc-
clones castell^s de Ausias March (1946; 3rd ed.
1962); Los siete libros de la Diana (ed. F. L6pez
Estrada, 1946); Diana (tr. B. Yong, 1598; tr. T.
Wilson, 1596, repr. H. Thomas, 1920).

G. Schonherr, J, de M., sein Leben und sein
Schdferroman (1886); H. A. Rennert, Spanish
Pastoral Romances (1892); J. B. Avalle-Arce, La
novela pastoril espanola (1959). E.M.W.

Montesino, Ambrosio (*Huete; tl513), Spanish
religious poet and translator. He was a Minim Friar
in Toledo who became titular Bishop of Sardis.

He translated the Vita Christi of Ludolf of Saxony
(1501) and St Augustine’s* Meditations, His poems
are popular in style and very charming. The first

edition appeared in 1485; more poems were added
in later editions.

Coplas sobre diversas devociones (facs. repr. ed.

Sir H. Thomas, London, 1936).

K. Whinnom, ‘The supposed sources of inspira-

tion of Spanish 15th-century narrative religious

verse’ in Symposium, XVII (1963) and ‘El origen
de las comparaciones religiosas del sigio de oro’ in

Revista de Filol. Esp., XLVI (1963); M. Darbord,
Lapoisie religieuse espagnole des Rois Catholiques

d Philippe II (Paris, 1965). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Montesquieu, Charles-Louis de Secondat, Baron
DE La Brede et de (*La Br^de nr Bordeaux 18 I

1689; 001715 Jeanne de Lartigues; tParis 10 II

1755), French writer. A country gentleman and
wealthy magistrate at Bordeaux, Montesquieu
turned early to scientific and political studies, then

won fame with his Lettres Persanes (1721). Osten-
sibly a light ‘Oriental* novel, this is a penetrating

and witty commentary on French manners seen

through the eyes of ‘Persian’ visitors. A brilliant

social period in Paris (1721-28), during which he
wrote liberal political treatises, the hedonistic

Temple de Gnide (1725) and (conceivably) Le
Voyage d Paphos (1727), was followed for Montes-
quieu by observant travels in Europe and in

England, where he stayed 18 months (1729-31).

He divided the rest of his life between his native

chflteau of La BrMe and intellectual Paris. His

Considerations sur la cause de la grandeur des

Romains et de leur decadence (Amsterdam, 1734)

approached history rationally and ascribed the

decline of ancient Rome to the loss of the early

republican virtues and liberties. UEsprit des lots

(1748), the main work of his life, set out to show,

with many examples, that laws and political

institutions are products of environment and differ

according to geographical, climatic and environ-

mental conditions. As a social and political philos-

opher, Montesquieu leads to the French Revo-

lution. As a writer, he is unpedantic, alert, concise.

Lettres Persanes (ed. P. Vemi^re, 1960); Ccn-

sidirations sur les Romains (crit. ed. H. Barck-

hausen, 1900); VEsprit des lois (crit. ed. J. Brethe

de La Gressaye, 4 vols, 1950-61
; tr. T. Nugent,

2 vols, 1896-97).

—

CEuvres (eds: R. Caillois, 2 vols,

1949-51; A. Masson. 3 vols. 1950-55; D. Oster,

1964); Correspondance (ed. F. Gebelin and A
Morize, 2 vols, 1914).
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F. T. H. Fletcher, M. and English Politics

(1939); J. Dedieu, Af. Vhomme etVauvre (rev. ed,

1966); P. Barrifere, M. (1946); J. Starobinski, M.
par lui-meme (1953); R. Shacldeton, M. a Critical

Biography (1961); J. R. Loy, M. (1968); M. H.
Waddicor, M. and the Philosophy of Natural Law
(1970). G.B.

Montgomerie, Alexander (*Beith ?c. 1556;

tEdinburgh ?c. 1610), Scottish poet. He was in the

service of the regent Morton and James* VI and
travelled in Europe. His poems are graceful love-

lyrics, sonnets, religious and moral pieces; The
Flyting between Montgomerie and Polwart^ a
vituperative duel in the Dunbar* tradition (1621),

and The Cherry and the Slae^ an allegory in 114

intricate 14-line stanzas (1597).

Poems (ed. D. Laing, 1821; ed. J. Cranstoun,

1887, supp. ed. G. Stevenson, 1910); The Cherrie

and the Slae (ed. H. H. Wood, 1937).

I. Ross in Texas Stud, in Eng., XXXVII (1958);

H. M. Shire in Stud. Scot. Lit., HI (1966). J.K.

Montgomery, Leslie, pseud. Lynn Doyle (Down-
patrick, Co. Down 1873; tl961), Irish playwright,

novelist and short-stoiy writer; especially noted

for his humorous tales of Irish life. R.McH.

stories: Ballygidlion (1920); Dear Ducks (1925);

The Ballygullion Bus (1957).—VAiuous: An Ulster

Childhood 0.921). E.T.W.

Montgomery, Lucy Maud (*Prince Edward Island

30 XI 1874; ool911 E, MacDonald; fToronto

1942), Canadian writer. As the author of fiction

for girls she achieved a great reputation.

Anne of Green Gables (1908); Rilla of Ingleside

(1921); Emily's Quest (1928); Anne of Ingleside

(1939).

H. M. Ridley, The Story ofL. M. (1956).

M.H.M.M. (R.Su.)

Montherlant, Henry de (*Neuilly 21 IV 1896;

t[suicide] Paris 21 IX 1872), French novelist, from

an aristocratic and Roman Catholic family. After

serving in the First World War, he travelled in

Spain, Africa and Italy and went in for violent

sports of all kinds, but had to give them up after

an accident in the bull-ring. As a writer, he has

been influenced by Barrds*, D’Annunzio* and

Gide*. Alike in his novels and plays he exalts the

masculine qualities of virility and sensual enjoy-

ment, preaches virtue of ‘service’ as an end in

itself, rejects the facile consolations of sentiment,

especially of feminine tenderness, and seeks to

promote a modem variety of cMvalry based on

solitary pride and aristocratic disdain. His tren-

diant style admirably expresses his general

outlook. Member of the Acad6mie Fran^aise

(1960).

novels: La relive du Matin (1920); Le songe

(1922); Les Olympiques (1924); Chantfunibrepour
les morts de Verdun (1924); Les bestiaires (1926;

The Bullfighters^ tr. E. G. Rich, 1927); Les
celibataires (1934; Lament for the Death of an
Upper Class, tr. T. McGreevy, 1935); Les jeunes

filles (1936; Eng. tr, idem, 1937); Pitie pour
les femmes (1936; Eng. tr. J. Rodker, 1940); Le
demon du bien (1937); Les lepreuses (1939; Eng. tr.

idem, 1940); La rose de sable (1954; 1968); Le
chaos et la nuit (1963; Eng. tr. T. Kilmartin, 1964);

Un assassin est mon maitre (1971).—plays: La
reine morte (1942; tr. J. Griffin in The Master of
Santiago and Other Plays, 1951); Fils de personne

(1943); Le Maitre de Santiago (1947; Eng. tr,

idem, 1951); Malatesta (1948; Eng. tr. idem, 1963);

Celles qu'onprend dans ses bras (1950) ;
Port-Royal

(1954); Le Cardinal d'Espagne (1960); La guerre

civile (1965); La ville dont le prince est un enfant

(1967).

—

Notes sur mon theatre (1950).

—

^essays:

Service inutile (1935); Vequinoxe de Septembre

(1938); Le solstice de Juin (1941); Carnets (1947-

48); Vajouer avec cettepoussiire (1968).

—

Selected

Essays (tr, J. Weightman, ed. P. Quennell, 1960).

J. N. Faure-Biguet, Les enfances de M. (1941);

M. Saint-Pierre, M bourreau de soUmime (1949);

P. Sipriot, M. par luUmime (1953); H. Perruchot,

M (1959) ; J. W. Batchelor, Existence andImagina^

tion: The Theatre ofH. de M. (1967).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Monti, Vincenzo (*Alfonsine, Ravenna 19 H
1754; O01791 Teresa Pikler; tMilan 13 X 1828),

Italian poet and prose writer. ‘Autonide Satumino*

in Arcadia; secretary to Duke Braschi, Rome
(1781-97); he later held various offices under the

French in Milan and became an enthusiastic sup-

porter of Napoleon until 1815 when he declared in

favour of the Austrian regime. An opportunist of

considerable literary talent, Monti wrote lucid,

harmonious verse of topical interest characterized

by a significant assimilation of the classical literary

tradition and Dantesque metre. The Bassvilliana

(1793)—a conservative poem in terza rima belong-

ing to Monti’s Roman period—presents Louis

XVI as an innocent victim of the French Revolu-

tion; in the Mascheroniana (1800), however, he

heralds Napoleon as the saviour of Europe. Other

works include encomiastic Odi, the Feroniade, a
much-prized version of the Iliad (1810), the

Sermone sulla Mitologia (1825), condemning
Romantic aesthetics, three tragedies, a revealing

Epistolario and the Proposta di alcune correzioni ed
aggiunte al Vocabolario della Crusca (1817-26).

Opere (sel. ed. M. Valgimigli and C. Muscetta,

1953).

—

Versione delV *Iliade' (ed. G. F. Chioda-
rolli, 1958; rev. ed. G. Barberisi, 1967); Poesie (ed.

G. Bezzola, 1969); Epistolario (ed. A. Bertoldi, 6
vols, 1928-31).—Opere (6 vols, 1839-42).

A. Pompeati, V. M, (1928); G. Bustico, La vita

e Vopera di V. M, (1928); F. Allevi, V. M. (1954);
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C. Angelinii Caniera poetica di V. M. (1960); G.

II Saggio di Poeste del 1779 e la prima

poetica montUma (1961); L. Fontana, ‘V. M.’ in

I classici italicoii nslUi storia della critica, II (rev,

ed. W. Bimii, 1962); D. Chiomenti Vassalli, V. Af.

nel dramma del suoi tempi (1968). M.W.

Montiano y Luyando, AousifN (*Valladolid 1 III

1697; tMadrid 1 XI 1764), Spanish dramatist and

critic, the first director of the Academy of History.

He began writing in the late 17th-century manner

(El robo de Dim, 1727). Virginia (1750) and Ataulfo

(1753) are fastidious plays based on French neo-

classic models. Discurso sobre las tragedias

espanolas (1750), with a continuation printed in

1753, is his contribution to the polemics round the

Spanish theatre.

Poesias (ed. L. A. de Cueto in Biblioteca de Aut.

Esp., LXVII).

N. Alonso Cort6s, Misceldnea Vallisoletam

(1912); F. Uhagdn y Guardamino, Marques de

Laurencin, Don A, de M. y L. (192Q; J. A. Cook,

Neo-Classic Drama in Spain: Theory and Practice

(Dallas, 1959). R.M.N. {J.E.V.)

Montoro, AnrSn de, called ‘el Ropero’ (*Mon-

toro, C6rdoba 1404; fc. 1480), Spanish poet; a

converted Jew, who enjoyed the patronage of the

Aguilar family. His serious verses are unreadable,

but he had talent for lampoons and jocular verse.

Cancionero (ed. E. Cotarelo y Mori, 1900).

R. 0. Jones, ‘Isabel la Cat61ica y el amor cort6s‘

in Rev. de Literatura, XXI (1962); C. V. Aubrun,

‘Converses del siglo XVI (a prop6sito de A. de

M.)’ in Filologia, XIH (1968-69),

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Montreuil (or Monstereul), Jean de (*?13S4; tParis

1418), French humanist; secretary to Charles VI.

He possessed a deep knowledge of classical

literature and was prominent in the literary con-

troversies at the beginning of the 15th century.

A. Thomas, De Joannis de Monsteriolo vita et

operibus (1883); A. Combes, /. de M, et le chan-

celier Gerson (1942). A.H.D,

Montrose, James Graham, 1st Marquess of
(*1612; 001629 Magdalene Carnegie; tBdinburgh
21 V 1650), Scottish statesman, soldier and poet.

A Presbyterian and originally a Covenanter,

Montrose joined the Royalist cause in 1644 and
fought a brilliant series of campaigns; he was
executed by his enemies in the Grassmarket,
Edinburgh. A man of heroic courage, a soldier of
genius, Montrose had a gentleman’s skill in poetry,

and his few extant poems are graceful lyrics,

passionate and beautifully clear in expression.

Poems in James Watson’s Choice Collection of
. . . Scots Poems (1711) and ed. J. L. Weir (1938).

G. Wishart, James, First Marquis ofM, (1903);

John Buchan, M, (1928); C. V. Wedgwood, Af
(1952) and in Essays and Stud., XIII (1960).

J.K,

Moody, William Vaughn (*Spencer, Ind. 8 VII

1869; O01909 Mrs Harriet Brainerd; tColorado
Springs, Col. 17 X 1910), American poet and
playwright. He won wide popularity with his prose

plays. His three poetic dramas treat the problem

of sin and point to the modern symbolic drama of

spiritual struggle.

The Masque of Judgment (1900); The Fire.

Bringer (1904); The Great Divide: A Play (1909)-

The Faith Healer: A Play (1909).

—

The Poems and

Plays of W, V, M, (ed. J. M. Manly, 2 vols, 1912).

D. D. Henry, W, V. M,: A Study (1934).

H.L.C.

Moonen, Arnold (*Zwolle 1644; fDeventer 17

XII 1711), Dutch parson and poet, philologist and

historian. He continued the tradition of the 17th

century. J.W.W.

verse: Poezy (1700); Davids trapzangen (1700);

Vervolg op de poezij (ed. H. Foot Czn., 1720).—

Nederduytsche spraeckkunst (1706).

J. Lmdeboom, A, M. (1958).

J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Moore, Brian (*Belfast 1921), Irish novelist and

short-story writer, after much travelling now a

Canadian citizen. His first novel The Lonely

Passion of Miss Judith Hearne (1958) is set in

Belfast and presents a compassionate picture of

sexual frustration against a background of Irish

Catholicism. The Feast ofLupercal (1958) and The

Emperor of Ice-Cream (1965) also investigate the

possibilities of loneliness and failure in a Belfast

setting. His other novels are set in Canada, The

Luck of Ginger Coffey (1960), I Am Mary Dunne

(1968), or America, An Answer From Limbo (1962),

but deal with characters of Irish origin whose

restlessness and uncertainty reflect an inability to

abandon the old world for the new. Mary Dunne

is a bravura impersonation ofawoman’s conscious-

ness and his most complex and technically satisfy-

ing novel.

Fergus (1971); The Revolution Script (1971).

E.T.W.

Moore, Edward (*Abingdon 22 HI 1712; ool749

Jenny Hamilton; fLondon 1 HI 1757), English

writer of poems, fables and plays, including the

successful The Gamester (1753) with prologue by

Garrick*. He edited The World (1753-57).

Fablesfor the Female Sex (1744); Poems, Fables

and Plays (1756); Dramatic Works (1788).

J. H. Caskey, Life and Works of E. M, (with

biblio.; 1927); A. Sherbo, English Sentimental

Drama (1957). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)
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Moore, George (*Moore Hall, Co. Mayo 24 n
1852; fLondon 20 I 1933), Irish novelist, essayist

and autobiographer; educated Oscott, Birming-

ham; dabbled in art in London and Paris; worked
as a journalist and art-critic in London; gained a
reputation with his novel Esther Waters (1894), a
naturalistic but thin enough work. From 1899 he
was associated with the Irish literary revival,

writing fiction with an Irish setting and collaborat-

ing with Edward Martyn* in the theatre. His

spiteful but amusing autobiographical trilogy {A^e,

1911; Salve, 1912; Vale, 1914) is an indispensable

record of the revival’s chief figures and is the best

of his early work. His later prose works had much
subtlety and power.

NOVELS AND STORIES.* A Drama in Muslin (1886);

Evelyn Innes{imy, The Untilled Field (1903); The
Lake (1905); The Brook Kerith (1916); Heloise and
Abelard (1921); Aphrodite in Aulis (1923); Celibate

Lives (1927).

—

^autobiographical: Confessions of
a Young Man (1888); Impressions and Opinions

(1891); Memoirs of My Dead Life (1906); Con-^

versations in Ebury Street (1924).

—

splays: The
Strike at Arlingford (1892); The Bending of the

Bough (1900).—Works (Ebury ed., 1936-37).

—

Letters to Lady Cunard (1957).

Walter D. Ferguson, The Influence ofFlaubert on
G. M, (1934); J. M. Hone, Life ofG. M (1936);

M. J. Brown, G, M, (1955); Nancy Cunard, G, M.
(1956); G. P. Collet, G, M, et la France (Paris,

1957); Jean C. Noel, G. M, (Paris, 1966); G. m:s
Mind and Art (ed. Graham Owens, 1968).—^H. E.

Gerber, G. M.; A Biblipgraphy of Writings About
Him (1959). E.T.W.

Moore, John (Stirling X 1729; ool769 Jean
Simson; t Richrnond 21 1 1802), Scottish physician,

traveller and novelist; father of General Sir John
Moore. Accompanied the Duke of Hamilton
abroad (1773-78) and went with Lord Lauderdale

to France in 1792. Zeluco: Various Views ofHuman
Nature (1786), a rake’s progress, is the best of his

novels; Byron* declared that his intention in

Childe Harold had been to portray ‘a poetical

Zeluco’.

A View of Society and Manners in France,

Switzerland and Germany (1779); A View . . . Italy

(1781) ; Journal during a Residence in France (1792-

93); Edward (1796); Mordaunt: Sketches of Life,

Character, andManners (1800; ed. W. L. Renwick,

1965).—Works (7 vols, 1820); letters in Intimate

Society Letters of the I8th Century (ed. the Duke
of Argyll, 1910) and Records of the Carrick M,
Family (ed. G. Heath, 1912).

Carola Oman, Life of Sir John M, (1953);

J. M. S. Tompkins, The Popular Novel in England
1700-1800 (1932). J.K.

Moore, Marianne Craig (St Louis, Mo. 15 XI
1887; tNew York 5 U 1972), American poet. Her
poetry is characterized by its discipline^ uncon-

ventional use ofmetrics, its detached impersonality

and its witty, ironic attitude. William Carlos

Williams* described her poetry as ‘a brittle, highly

set-off porcelain garden’ suggesting that mixture of

a sophisticated surface and naivete which produces

effects of startling insight.

Poems (1921); Observations (1924); Selected

Poems (1935; intro. T. S. Eliot); The Pangolin and
Other Verse (1936); What Are Years (1941);

Nevertheless (1944); Collected Poems (1951); The

Fables ofLa Fontaine (tr. ; 1 954) ; Like to a Bulwark

(1956); O To Be a Dragon (1959); Complete Poems
(1968).—prose; Predilections (1955); Three Classic

Tales (1963).

Y. Winters, In Defense of Reason (1947); R. P.

Blackmur, Language as Gesture (1952); R. Jarrell,

Poetry and the Age (1953); A. Tate, Sixty American

Poets, 1896-1944 (1954); J. Garrigue, M. M,
(1965); G. W. Nitchie, M, M.: An Introduction to

the Poetry (1969). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Moore, Thomas (Dublin 27 V 1779; oo25 III 1811

Elizabeth Dyke; tDevizes, Wilts 26 II 1852), Irish

song-writer. Educated at Trinity College, Dublin.

He studied law in London, where his poetry won
him popularity in polite society; and held a

government post in Bermuda before settling in

England. He was known in his own day as a

biographer and satirist; today he is chiefly remem-

bered for his Irish Melodies (1807-34), based on

traditional Irish ain. Divorced from their music,

his poems are conventional and sentimental;

several were notably influenced by Irish rhythms

and cadences. R.McH.

verse: Odes of Anacreon (tr.; 1800); Lallah

Rookh (1817); The Fudge Family in Paris (1818.—

Poetical Works (ed. A. D. Godley, 1910).

—

various: Life of Sheridan (1825); Byron's Works
(ed. 1835); The Journal ofT, M, 1818-41 (ed. P.

Quennell, 1964); Letters of T. M. (ed. W. S.

Dowden, 2 vols, 1964).

W. Trench. T M. (1934); H. O. Mackey, The

Life of T. M. (1951). E.T.W.

M6ra, Ferenc (Kiskunf61egyhdza 19 VII 1879;

O01902 Ilona Walleshausen; tSzeged 8 II 1934),

Hungarian author. Mora spent his whole life in the

Szeged region, and his works reveal his intimate

knowledge of that area. A gifted stoiy-teUer rather

than a mere stylist, he gained great popularity

throughout Hungary.

NOVELS : £nek a bizamezdkrdl (1927 ;
Song ofthe

Wheatfields, tr. G. Haldsz, 1930); Aranykoporsd

(1933; The Gold Coffin, tr. E. Rdcz, 1964);

Hannibdl feltdmasztdsa (1949).

—

averse; Kdnnyes
kdnyv (1920).

J. Gadl, M. K (1938); A. Foldes, M. F, (1958).

G.F.C.

Mora, Josfi JoaquIn de (Cddiz 1783; tMadrid
1864), Spanish poet and critic. He lived mainly in
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America. Though he claimed to be neither a

classicistnora Romantic, his Poesias (1836 ; 2nd ed.

1853) are in fact neo-classic in form. His Memorias

histdricas sobre Fernando VII (1824) is an interest-

ing and valuable document. His Leyendas espanolas

(London, 1840) are good examples of narrative

poetry, though lacking in atmosphere.

M. L. Amundtegui, Don J. /. de M.: Apunte

bhgrdfico (1897); C. Pitollet, La querelle caldero-^

nienne (1909); L. Monguid, Don J. /. de M. y el

Peru del ochocientos (1967). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Morals, Franqsco de (*c. 1500; fEvora 1572),

Portuguese novelist. Courtier, and for a time

treasurer, to John HI, in 1540 he went to Paris as

secretary to the Portuguese ambassador. He
became infatuated with a lady of the French court

but only succeeded in drawing ridicule on himself.

The affair seems to have inspired certain anti-

feminist passages in his novel, Palmeirim de

Inglaterra, Morals was murdered for reasons still

obscure.

Palmeirim de Inglaterra, a romance of chivalry,

achieved immense popularity, second only to that

of the AMADfs DE GAULA (1508), the Spanish novel

that renewed the taste for this type of literature in

16th-century Europe. Highly praised by Cervantes*

in his general condemnation of the genre. Morals’

work owes much to the Amadis, both directly and
through the other Spanish romances—Po/merm de

Oliva (1511), Primaledn (1512) and Platir (1533)—
of which the Palmeirim de Inglaterra is a continu-

ation. Notable for its clear, attractive style and for

the interest of certain episodes (particularly that of

Miraguaxda, the insensitive beauty who seems to

symbolize Morals’ concept offemde indifference),

the first edition of this novel was in a Spanish

translation, the Portuguese original only appearing

some 20 years later. Morais also left three moral
dialogues.

Primeira e segunda parte do Palmeirim de

Inglaterra (1567; ed. G. de Ulhoa Cintra, Crdnica

de Palmeirim de Inglaterra^ SSio Paulo, 1946; Span,

tr. 1547-48, ed. A. Boxiilla de San Martin in

Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XI; The history of
Prince Palmerin ofEngland, tr. A. Munday, 1602-

09; tr. R, Southey, 4 vols, 1807); Didlogos (1624).

--Obras (3 vols, 1852).

W. E. Purser, Palmerin of England (Dublin,

1904); JordSo de Freitas, F, de M., O Palmeirim

(1910); Sir H. Thomas, The Palmerin Romances
(191Q and Spanish and Portuguese Romances of
CMvdryiXm), T.P.W.

Morais, Venceslau Josfi de Sousa (*Lisbon 30 V
1854; tTokushima 1 Vn 1929), Portuguese writer

who began his career in the navy; he later settled in

Japan and became an enthusiastic exponent of
Japanese life.

Tragos do extremo oriente (1895); DaUNippon

(1897); Cartas do Japao (1904); O culto do chd
(1905); Paisagens da China e do Japdo (1906); Bon-
Odori em Tokushima (1918); O-Yone e Ko-Haru
(1923); Serdes do Japdo (1926); Relance da alma
japonesa (1926).

Castelo Branco Chaves, ‘W. de M.’ in Estudos
criticos (1932). T.P.W.

Morales, Ambrosio de (*Cordoba 1513;

1591), Spanish humanist and antiquarian. He was
nephew to P^rez* de Oliva, whose works he edited

(1586). He was a Professor at Alcala and a priest.

Besides continuing Ocampo’s chronicle, he wrote

an excellent antiquarian work on Spanish cities, in

which he made full use of documents, inscriptions

and medals.

Discursos sobre las antiguedades de Castilla

(1577); Crdnica general de Espana que continuaba

A. de M, (6 vols, 1791-92).

E. Redel, A, de M, Estudio biogrdfico (1908).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Morales, TomAs (*Moya de la Gran Canaria 1885;

tLas Palmas 1921), Spanish poet; studied medicine

at Cadiz and Madrid. The Canary Islands provide

the main themes for his virile, sonorous poetiy;

sea, ports, maritime life. Sometimes, as in Oda al

Atldntico, he creates a poetical-mythological vision

of the sea in which ancient and modern elements

intermingle. He created a poetical school in the

Islands.

Poemas de la gloria, del amor y del mar (1908);

Las rosas de Hircules (1919; enlarged ed., with

pref. E. Diez-Canedo, 1922). R.M.N.

Morand, Paul (*Paris 13 III 1888), French writer.

Morand began to travel—in particular to England
—^at an early age and became a professional

diplomat. He won international literary fame as

the brilliant and impertinent commentator of

post-war Europe in the ‘crazy ’20s’, the legend of

which he helped to swell {Ouvert la nuit, 1922;

Fermi la nuit, 1923). His talent took a more serious

turn in Bouddha vivant (1927), in which he set

himself to grapple with moral problems. His travel

books {Rien que la terre, 1926) show the same
condensed brilliance of style and observation as his

novels and short stories. He loved cities, and wrote

evocative books on Londres (1933) and on Paris.

verse: Lampes d arc (1919); Feuilles de tempera*

ture (1920); Tendres Stocks (1921).

—

^novels,

STORIES, ETC.; VEurope galante (1925); Magie
noire (1928); Paris Tornbouctou (1928); Hiver

caratbe (1929); Papiers d*identite (1931); Air Indien

(1932); Milady (1937); Vie de Maupassant (1943);

Journald'un attached^ambassade (1948) ; Giraudoux

(Geneva, 1948); Tais-toi (1965).

B. Delvaille, P. M. (1966). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Moratin: see F^rndndez de Moratin.
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Morayia, Alberto (Pincherle) (*Rome 28 XI
1907), Italian novelist and short-story writer.

Moravia’s first novel, Gli indifferenti (1929; Time

of Indifference^ tr. A. Davidson, 1953), was out-

standingly successful and is thought to have

influenced Sartre*. Its characters were drawn from
the Roman middle class which has provided the

background to most of his works, with the main
exceptions of the ‘proletarian’ novels, La romana

(1947; The Woman ofRome, tr. L. Holland, 1949)

and La ciociara (1957; Two Women, tr. A. David-

son, 1958) and some of the tales in the Racconti

romani (1954; Roman Tales, tr. idem, 1956).

Moravia’s themes are those ofVenation (although

only in recent novels has he used the terminology

of existentialism), of sexual relations and the

relationship between the corruption of the

individual and that of the social system of which

he is seen to be a product. Moravia has always

limited his range, excluding from consideration

whole areas of experience, but he has been

remarkably consistent within his chosen limits. In

technique, he is highly professional and is a master

of the short story and the ‘romanzo breve’. At
times over-preoccupied with sex, and with a weak-

ness for the melodramatic, his work is uneven in

quality, but he is rightly regarded as one of the

most important Italian novelists of his century.

I sogni del pigro (1940); La mascherata (1940;

The Fancy Dress Party, tr. A. Davidson, 1947);

Agostino (1944; tr. B. de Zoete, 1947); La disubbU

dienza (1948; Disobedience, tr. A. Davidson,

1950); Uamore coniugale e altri racconti (1949;

Conjugal Love, tr. idem, 1950); La noia (1960; The
Empty Canvas, tr. idem, 1961); Vattenzione (1965;

The Lie, tr. idem, 1966).

A. Limentani, A, M. tra esistenza e realtd (1962);

F. Longobardi, M. (1970). B.M.

Moravsk:^, Gustav Pfleger : see PflegerMoravsl^,

Gustav.

Morax, Ren6 (Morges 11 V 1873; 1963),

Swiss playwright, author of La Nuit des Quatre^

Temps (1901), Alienor (1910) and others to whom
Switzerland’s dramatic revival owes much. La
Dime (1903) was the first play he produced at

Mezi^res (Vaud) where he founded the Theatre du
Jorat in 1908. This people’s theatre was an original

enterprise and a remarkable example of co-

operation between writer, actors, musicians, artists

and audience. Besides Guillaume Tell (1914) and
Charles le Temeraire (1944) Morax produced Old
Testament plays, full of pageantry and grandeur;

for Le Roi David (1921) Honegger wrote the music.

G. Bridel, Le thedtre en Suisse romande (1937);

P. Kohler, Le thidtre et la Suisse romande (1943);

Le thedtre du Jorat et R, M. (sel. recollections ed.

St6phane Audel, 1963); Pierre Meylan, R. M, et

Arthur Honegger au thedtre du Jorat (1966).

J.P.I. (G.G.)

Mordovtsev, Daniil Lukich (*Don territory 1830;

tl905), Russian radical novelist and pamphleteer.

His principal novel, Znameniya vremeni (1896),

written in a populist spirit, was one of the out-

standing successes of the period. He also wrote

historical novels one of which, Derzkavny plotnik

(1899), idealizes Peter* the Great.

Polnoye sobranie istoricheskikh romanov,povestey

i rasskazov (25 vols, 1914); Znameniya vremeni

(1923); Zhelyezom i krovyn (1954).

I. V. Vladislavlev, Russkie pisateli, IV (1924).

J.L.

More, Charles C. (*Allentown, Pa. 1851; '\ibid,

II 1940), leading Pennsylvania-German narrator.

Sel. in The Pennsylvania-German, VIII-XI

(1907-10).

H. H. Reichard, Pennsylvania-German Dialect

Writings and Their Writers (1918) and Pennsylvania

German Verse (1940). E.R.

More, Hannah (*Stapledon 2 II 1745; fClifton 7

IX 1833), English writer and humanitarian. After

considerable theatrical success as dramatist and
social success as wit—^she was a friend of Johnson*

and Reynolds—^Miss More applied her gifts to the

writing of sacred plays and poems and tracts, and
to energetic work amongst the poor of Gloucester-

shire. B.H.

The inflexible captive: a tragedy (1774); Percy

(1777); Sacreddramas (1782); Coelebs in Search of
a Wife (2 vols, 1809); The Shepherd of Salisbury

Plain (1810); Practical Piety (2 vols, 1811);

Christian Morals (2 vols, 1813).

—

The Letters of
H, M, (ed. R. B. Johnson, 1925).

W. Roberts, Memoirs ofthe Life and Correspon-

dence ofH, M, (4 vols, 1835); H, Thompson, Life

ofH M. with Notices ofHer Sisters (1838); M. A.

Hopkins, H. M. and Her Circle (1947); M. G.
Jones, The Life ofH M. (1952). B.H. (M.Bu.)

More, Henry (*Grantham 12X 1614; tCambridge
1 IX 1681), E^lish philosopher and poet, one of

the Cambridge Platonists. From Eton he went to

Christ’s College, Cambridge (1631), where he

indulged his love of poetry and religious argument,

tutored by Robert Gell and influenced by Which-
cote. In 1639 More was elected to a fellowship;

much influenced by Plato*, Plotinus*, Ficino* and
Luther*, he was not involved in political contro-

versy, taking orders but refusing preferment,

combining pleasant sociability with his mystical

faith and temporary asceticism. His allegorical

Psycho-zoia shows Spenserian and other Elizabe-

than influence.

Psychodia Platonica (1642) ; Democritus Platonis-

sans (1646; ed. P. G. Stanwood, 1968); both with

other worla in Philosophical Poems (1M7; sel. ed.

G. BuUough, 1931); Complete Poems (ed. A. B.
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Grosart, 1878).—Philosophical Writings (1662);

Opera(3 vols, 1675-79); Theological Works{X10%)\

Philosophical Writings of H, M. (ed. F. I. Mac-

Kinnon, 1925).

R. Ward, Life of H. M. (1710; ed. M. H.

Howard, 1911); F. J. Powicke, The Cambridge

Platonists (1926); R. L. Colie, Light and Enlighten-

ment: A Study of Cambridge Platonists and the

Dutch Arminians (1957); A. Lichtenstein, H, M.:
The Rational Theology of a Cambridge Platonist

(1962); M. S. Rostvig, The Hidden Sense (1964);

S. Hutin,H M.: essaisur les doctrines thiosophiques

chez les platoniciens de Cambridge (1966).—Biblio.

in G. R. Guffey, Traherne and the 17th~Century

English Platonists 1900-1966 (1969).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

More, Paul Elmer (*St Louis, Mo. 12 Xn 1864;

tPrinceton, N.J. 9 III 1937), American critic. He
taught Sanskrit at Harvard and Bryn Mawr, held

editorial positions in New York, retired to I^ce-
ton to teach philosophy. With Irving Babbitt* he

led the new humanist movement of the 1920s

which advocated classical standards. In the Shel-

burne Essays (11 vols, 1904-21) More criticized

literature on humanistic principles, strongly

attacked the naturalism of modem American and
French works.

Benjamin Franklin (1900); The Drift ofRoman-
ticism (1912); Aristocracy and Justice (1915);

Platonism (1917); Hellenistic Philosophies (1923);

The Christ of the New Testament (1924); The
Demon of the Absolute (1928); The Sceptical

Approach to Religion (1934); On Being Human
(193Q; Pages From an Oxford Diary (1937).

R. Shafter, P, E, Af. and American Criticism

(1935). H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

More, Sir Thomas (*1478; fTybum 6 Vn 1535),

English humanist. Friend of Erasmus*, Colet* and
Holbein, More was a distinguished translator,

biographer and controversalist, and also an
eminent lawyerwho became Chancellor (1529), but
was executed for denying the King’s headship of
the Church. In his Utopia he censures luxury,

enclosures and war, associating the good life with

equal work and leisure, education for aU and
hygienic town-planning.

Utopia (Latin text, Louvain, 1516 ; R. Robinson’s
tr., 1551, ed. G. Sampson and A. Guthkelch, 1910;

mod. tr. G. C. Richards, 1923; mod. tr. ed. £.

Surtz, 1964); Omnia Opera (coll. Latin works;
Louvain, 1565); The lyfe of Johan Picus Erie of
Myrandula (71510; ed. J. M. Rigg, 1890); A
dyaloge ofSyr Thomas More (1529); The confuta-

cyon of Tyndales answere (2 pts, 1532, 1533); The
apologye of Syr T. M, Knyght (1533; ed. A. I.

Taft, 1929); A dialoge ofcomfort against tribulacion

(1553); The Workes ofSir T. M. wrytten by him in

the ^lyshe tonge (1557; facs. ed. with mod. ver-

sion W. E. Campbell, intro. R. W. Chambers,
notes A. W. Reed, 2 vols, 1931); Correspondence

of Sir T. M, (ed. E. F. Rogers, 1948); Complete

Works of Sir T. M, (exec. ed. R. S. Sylvester,

1963).

N. Harpsfield, The Life and Death of Sir T, M,
(ed. from MS E. V. Hitchcock, 1932, repr. 1963);

W. Roper, The Life of Sir T, M. (Paris, 1625; ed.

E. V. Hitchcock, 1935; ed. E. E. Reynolds, 1963);

F. Seebohm, The Oxford Reformers of 1498

(1867); G. E. Dermenghem, Thomas Morus et les

Utopistes de la Renaissance (1927); W. E. Camp-
bell, Mjs Utopia and His Social Teaching (1930);

R. W. Chambers, Sir T, M, (1935) and The Place

of Sir T, M, in English Literature and History

(1937); J. H. Hexter, Mjs Utopia: The Biography

ofan Idea (1952); E. Surtz, The Praise ofPleasure

(1958); P. Holhrefe, The Sir T. M, Circle (1959);

Moreana (ed. G. Marc’hadour, 1962- ); G.
Marc’hadour, UUnivers de T, M. (1963); E. E.

Reynolds, The Trial of Sir T, M. (1964) and
T M. and Erasmus (1965). W.A.A.

Mor6as, Jean, pseud, of Jannis Papadiamanto-
pouLOS (*Athens 15 IV 1856; tParis 31 III 1910),

French poet of Greek birth. Moreas had a French

education, travelled in Europe, and settled finally

in Paris in 1880. His first poems, somewhat arti-

ficial, show a full acceptance of symbolism (Les

Syrtes, 1884). In 1891, however, he joined with

Maurras*, M. Du Plessys, R. de La Tailhede and
others in founding the ficole Romane, which

advocated a return to a more strictly classical

technique and looked to Rome and Greece for its

general inspiration. His subsequent ^vriting was

direct and vigorous. In Les stances (probably his

masterpiece) he details the stages in his intellectual

journey towards self-discipline. His novels and

essays are now sadly dated.

verse: Premiires^ poisies (1907); Le pilerin

passiorme (1891); Enone au clair visage (1893);

triphile (1894); Sylves and Sylves Nouvelles (1894-

95; coll, as Podmes et Sylves, 1907); Les stances

(1899-1901; 6 vols, m5),—Iphiginie (play;

1904).

—

^novels: Le the chez Miranda (1886); Les

demoiselles Gaubet (1887).—Les premieres armes

du Symbolisme (essays; 1889).

E. Raynaud, J, M, et les stances (1929); R.

Niklaus, J, M,,poite lyrique (1936); A. Embiricos,

Les itapes de /. M. (1955). M.G. ;
J.P.R.

Moreno Villa, Jos6 (*Mdlaga 1887; ooConsuelo

Estrada; tMexico 1955), Spanish poet, critic and

artist. He lived in Mexico from the Civil War.

Thoughtful but humorous, his poetry lies somehow
outside the general trend of the period. The series

of Carambas (1931) are representative of his work.

He has written an interesting autobiography—
Vida en claro (1944)—and a valuable study on
Spanish court dwarfs.

Elpasajero (1914); Evoluciones (1918); Jacinta la
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Pelirroja (1929); Locos, enanos, negros y ninos
palaciegos (1939).

J. F. Cirre, La poesia de J, M, V, (1963).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Moreto y Cayana, AgusiIn (*Madrid 9 IV 1618;
fToledo 28 X 1669), Spanish dramatist. His
parents were Italians. He studied at Alcala and
became a priest. Probably most of his plays were
written before 1656 when he became chaplain to

the Archbishop of Toledo. He then took charge of
a hospital in Toledo. His plays are generally

elegant in style and relatively simple in plot. He
frequently refurbished plays by his predecessors.

His brilliant comedy El Undo don Diego owes many
of its details to Guillen de Castro’*^ y Bellvis’ El
Narciso en su opinion. El desdin con el desdin is

recognized as his masterpiece; it resembles vaguely
several earlier plays by Lope de Vega* and Tirso*
de Molina, but no precise source has been dis-

covered. This play was the source of Moli^re’s*

La Princesse d^JElide. Thomas Corneille* and John
Crowne* owed something to his works.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXXIX, LVIII; Teatro

(El Undo don Diego and El desden con el desden\

ed. N. Alonso Cortes, 1916, 2nd ed. 1937); Elpoder
di la amistad (ed. D. E. Dedrick, Valencia, 1968).

R. L. Kennedy, The Dramatic Art of M.
(Northampton, Mass. 1932); E. Caldera, II teatro

di M. (Pisa, 1960); F. P. Casa, The Dramatic
Craftsmanship ofM. (1966). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Moretti, Marino (*Cesenatico 18 vn 1885),

Italian poet, novelist and short-story writer. As a
poet, Moretti began by writing in the ‘crepuscular*

manner (Gozzano*). His early prose works are also

crepuscular in tone, but subsequently describe with
freshness and sympathy scenes from provincial

life. Moretti has great compassion for the oppressed
and admires their moral courage.

poetry: Poeide scritte col lapis (1910); Tutte te

poesia (1966).—short stories: I lestofanti (1910);
Uomini soli (1954); 1945 (195Q; Tutte le novelle

(1959).—novels: II sole delsabato (1916); La voce
di DU) (1920); II romanzo della mamma (1924); La
vedova Fioravanti (1941); Romanzi della mia terra

(1961); 1 romanzi delVamorino (1968).—

i

ricordi (memoirs; 1962). B.M,

Morgan, Charles Langbridge (*Kent 22 1 1894;
001923 Hilda Vaughan; fLondon 6 U 1958),

English novelist, for many years dramatic critic of
The Times. In his novels his elaborate, rather

mannered, literary style gives a cachet to his

romantic presentation of sensational events and
emotions. The Fountain (1932) made his reputation

in America. He is much admired in France.

novels: Portrait in a Mirror (1929); Sparken^

broke (193Q; The Voyage (1940); The Judge's

Story (1947); The River Line (1949; play, 1952);

A Breeze of Morning (1951); Challenge to Venus

(1957).—plays: The Flashing Stream (1938); The
Burning Glass (1953).

—

general: Reflections in a
Mirror (2 ser., 1944-46); Liberties of the Mind
(1951); The Writer and His World (I960).—

Selected Letters (ed. E. Lewis, 1967).

H. C. Puffin, The Novels and Plays of C. M.
(1959). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Morgan, Edwin (*Glasgow 27 IV 1920), one of

the most versatile of contemporary Scottish poets,

and a considerable writer of Concrete Poetry. He
is also a translator of ability and ingenuity.

The Second Life: Selected Poems (1968); in

Penguin Modern Poets, XV (1969); The Whittrick

(1970). W.R.A.

Morgan, William (*Wybmant, Caernarvonshire

c. 1545 ; ooCatherine Lloyd; tlO IX 1604), transla-

tor of the Bible into Welsh. Educated at Cam-
bridge, he was vicar ofLlanbadam, Welshpool and
Llanrhaeadr-ym-Mochnant, before becoming
Bishop of Llandaff and later of St Asaph. At
Llanrhaeadr he completed his translation of the

Bible (T Beibl Cyssegrlan, 1588). A classic of

Welsh literature, it has had an immeasurable

influence upon the language and the literature as

well as upon the religious life of the nation. Its

style is founded mainly upon the scholarly

language of bardic poetry.

C. Ashton, Bywyd a Gwaith yr Esgob Morgan
(1891); J. Ballinger and J. I. Jones, The Bible in

Wales (1906); W. J. Gruflfydd, ‘Y Qyfieithiadau

Cymraeg’ in Geiriadur Beiblaidd (1926); J. Lloyd-

Jones, Y Beibl Cymraeg (1938). B.Re.

Morgann, Maurice (London 1726; iibid. 1802),

English literary critic. His essay on Falstaff

initiated the psychological study of Shakespeare’s*

characters.

Shakespearian Criticism (ed. D. A. Fineman,
1972; incl., with variant MS readings, An Essay on
the Dramatic Character ofSir John Falstaff, 1777).

S. M. Tave, ‘Notes on the influence of M.’s

essay’ in Rev. Eng. Stud. (1952), B.H. (M.Bu.)

Morgenstem, Christian (Munich 6 V 1871;

tMerano 30m 1914), German poet. A would-be
painter, he suffered prolonged illness and died

prematurely. He is best remembered for his non-
sense verse. Initially influenced by Ibsen* and
Nietzsche* (whose dithyrambic style and vitalistic

afSrmation of life and suffering he followed), he
turned after 1906 to mysticism and, under the
impact of Rudolf Steiner, anthroposophism. His
nature and love lyrics tend toward the sentimental,

and it is chiefly in his now naive, now grotesque,

ironic comic verse that he reveals his mastery of
rhythm and capacity to play imaginatively with
language. His games with conventional language
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anticipate the Surrealists, his use of distortion the

Expressionists. The comic in his poetry not only

satirizes convention, but also serves to communi-

cate his mystical vision of reality.

Galgehlieder (1905; with Palmstrdm, 1910);

Palma Kunkel (1916); Der Gingganz (1919); all 3

coll, in Alle Galgenlieder (1951; sel. tr. 1963).

—

Melancholie (1906); Einkehr (1910); Ich und Du
(1911); Wir fanden einen Pfad (1914); Stufen

(aphorisms; 1918); Mensch Wanderer (1927).

—

WerkeQ.vo\s^ 1959-60); GesammelteBriefe 0.962),

L. Spitzer, ‘Die groteske Gestaltungs- und
Sprachkunst M.s’ in Motiv und Wort (1918);

W. Griffd, M, ah Mystiker (1931); W. Witte,

‘Humour and mysticism in C. M.’s poetry* in

Ger. Ltfe and Letters, I (1936); M. Bauer, M,s
Leben und Werk (5th ed. 1954); F, Hiebel, C. M.
(1957); J. Walter, Sprache und Spiel in C. M,s
*Galgerdiedenf (1966); M. Beheim-Schwarzbach,

C. M. (3rd ed. 1967). K.P.

Mori Ogai, pseud, of Mom RintarO (*Tsuwano,

Shimane 17 II 1862; tTokyo 9 VII 1922), Japanese

writer. After becoming an army doctor, he was
sent in 1884 to Germany for four years to study

German army hygiene. He remained an army
surgeon until 1916, but his German visit had
stimulated an inherent literary talent and his first

novel, Maihime (1890), was based upon his experi-

ences there. Over 60 novels and short stories

followed. In 1902 he began to write successful

plays. From 1909 he translated numerous German
classics into Japanese (doing what Tsubouchi*
Sh5yd, HorigucM Daigaku and Futabatei* Stumei

did for English, French and Russian classics

respectively). Writing in a lucid classical style, he
exercised a great influence on modern Japanese

literature. E.B.C.

novels: Maihime (1890; The Dancing Girl, tr.

F. W. Eastlake, 1907; ‘The Girl Who Danced’, tr.

L. Zolbrod in The Language of Love, 1964) ; Vita

sexualis (1909); Asobi (1910; summary of this and
prec. in T. Kunitomo, Japanese Literature Since

1868, 1938); Fushinchu (1910; ‘Under Reconstruc-

tion’, tr. I, I. Morris in Modem Japanese Stories,

1961); Seinen (1910-11; summary in Kokusai
Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to Contemporary
Japanese Literature, 1, 1939); Gan (1911-13; ‘The
Wild Goose’, extr. tr. B. Watson in Modem Japan-

ese Literature, ed. D. L. Keene, 1956; The Wild
Geese, tr. K, Ochiai and S. Goldstein, 1959; Die
WUdgans, tr, F. Vogelsang, 1962); Abe Ichizoku

(1913; ‘Der Untergang des Hauses Abe’, tr. W.
Donat in Die funfstockige Pagode, 1960); Sansho
dayu (1915; tr. T. Fukuda, 1952; tr. S. Masaki in

Asia Scene, 1.4-6, 1956); Takasebune (1916; tr.

E. W. Paschall in The Heart is Alone, ed. R. N.
McKinnon, 1957).—G. M. Sinclair and K. Suita,

Tokyo People (1925).—plays: Kamen (1909; sum-
mary in Kokusai Bunka ShinkOkai, op. cit.);

Ikutagawa (1910). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Mdricz, Zsigmond (*Tiszacsecse 30 VI 1879;

001905 Eugenia Holies, ool926 Mdria Simonyi;

tBudapest 4 DC 1942), Hungarian novelist, short-

story writer and playwright. One of the Nyugat
circle, M6ricz shattered the idyllic pictures of

peasant life describedby Mikszdth* and Gdrdonyi*.
Being himself of peasant stock, he vwrote of the

stark reality of village life in an eruptive style that

dispelled fantasy and compelled thought.

novels: Sdrarany (1910; Gold im Kote, tr. A,
Schwartz, 1921); Afdklya (1917; The Torch, tr. E.

Lengyel, 1931); Legy jd mindhaldlig (1920; Be
Faithful Unto Death, tr. S. K6r6si Ldsri6, 1963);

Erdely (1935; Siebenburgen, tr. G. Kaethe, 193Q.
—SHORT stories: Hit krajedr (1909); Barbdrok

(1933).

—

M. Z. regenyei is elbeszelisei (12 vols,

1962-65).

G. Feja, M. Z. (1939); J. Remenyi, ‘Z. M.,

Hungarian realist’ in Amer. Slavic Rev., IV
(1945); K. Vargha, M. Z. (1967); M. Czine, M. Z.

(1968). G.F.C.

Morike, Eduard (*Ludwigsburg 8 DC 1804;

001851 Margarethe von Speeth; tStuttgart 4 VI
1875), German poet. The son of a doctor, Morike
entered the Tubinger Stift (1822), where he and his

friends lived in a private world of poetic fantasy.

His student love-afiair with the problematic Maria
Meyer affected him deeply. Reluctantly he entered

upon a round of curacies, amongst others at

Plattenhardt, where he became engaged—thou^
never married—to Luise Rau, and in 1834 became

vicar of Cleversulzbach. His hypochondriacal

disinclination for his duties growing increasingly

marked, he retired in 1843 on a small pension, and

from 1851 taught literature at a Stuttgart girls’

school. His closest relationship had always been

with his sister Klara : his marriage ended in separa-

tion in 1872. He had the gift of friendship—and of

letter-writing—and his many friends, among them
Justinus Kemer*, Hermann Kurz*, Theodor

Storm*, F. T. Vischei* and M. von Schwind, fully

recognized his quality. His earlier poetry has much
in common with the Romantics, but also antici-

pates by its form-consciousness his later classical

metres. In masterpieces like *Auf eine Lampe’ and

‘Erinna an Sappho’ immediacy and reflection are

perfectly blended. Through the Idylle vom Bodensee

(184Q runs impish country humour, seen in its

perfection in the prose fairy-tale Das Stuttgarter

Hutzelmdnnlein (1853). Maler Nolten (2 vols, 1832)

and the Novelle Mozart auf der Reise nach Prog

(1856; Eng. tr. W. and C. A. PhiUips, 1934) reach

greater depths.

His Gedichte were first published in 1838; in

1888 Hugo Wolf set a large number to music;

these Morike Lieder mark the beghming of a new
understanding of the poet. But it has been left to

the 20th century to re^scover the full significance

of his genius.

Anakreon (1864).— Werke (ed. G.
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Baumann, 2 vols, 1954, new ed., 3 vols, 1961; ed.

H. G. Gopfert, 1954, 1958, 1964); Historisch-

kritische Gesamtausgabe (ed. H. H. Krummacher,
H. Meyer and B. Zeller, 1967 S.),^Bnefe (ed. F.

Seebass, 1939); Unveroffentliche Briefe (ed. iVfe/w,

1941, 1945); Briefe (ed. W. Zemp, 1949).—

Poems by E, M, (tr. N. K. Cruickshank and G. F.

Cunningham, 1959).

H. Maync, E. M. (1902; 5th ed. 1944); A. Goes,

M. (1938, 1954); B. von Wiese, E. M. (1950); M.
Mare, E, M, the Man and the Poet (1957); H.
Meyer, E, M. (1961, 1964); V. G. Doerksen, M,s
Elegien undEpigramme—eine Interpretation (1964)

;

G. Storz, E, M. (1967).—H. Unger, M.

—

Kommen^
tar zu sdmtlichen Werken (incl. biblio.; 1970).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Morisseau-Leroy, F^lix: see haiiian literature.

Moritake: see Arakida Moritake.

Moritz, Karl Phuipp (*Hamelin 15 IX 1756;

tBerlin 26 VI 1793), German novelist. Of humble
origin, Moritz, after an unhappy childhood,

became an actor, then a schoolmaster at Dessau.

He visited England in 1782 and then became editor

of the Vossische Zeitung in Berlin. In 1786 he met
Goethe* in Italy. He was appointed Professor at

the Academy of Arts in Berlin in 1789. Moritz’s

largely autobiographical novel Anton Reiser (1785-

90; tr. P. E. Mathieson, 1926) records the inner

stresses of its hero with remarkable depth and
penetration.

Blunt, Oder der Gast (novel; 1781).—aesteietic:
Versuch einer deutschen Prosodie (1787); Vber die

bildende Nachahmung des Sch&nen (1788); Vorle-

sungen uber den Stil (1791).

—

^various: Reisen eines

Deutschen in England (1792); Reisen eines Deut-

schen in Italien (1792-93).

M. Dessoir, K. P. M, als Asthetiker (1889); H,
Eybisch, Anton Reiser (1909); C. Ziegler, M, und
sein psychologischer Roman Anton Reiser (1913);

W. Rose, From Goethe to Byron (1924). H.B.G.

Mork, Jacob (Stockholm 12 1 1714; fBro 26 VI
1763), Swedish cleric and virtually the first

Swedish novelist. Adalriks och Giothildas qfventyr

(1742-44), written with a boyhood friend, had an
early-Norse setting and urged democratic patriot-

ism. Tfiecla (1749-58) showed considerableadvance

in composition and characterization, and its

attacks on the clergy illustrated Mdrk’s opposition

to rationalism.

F. Book, Romanens och prosaberattelsens his-

toria i Sverige intill 1809 (1907). C.H.K.

Morley, Christopher Darunoton (Haverford,

Pa. 5 V 1890; ool914 Helen Fairchild; t28 IE
1957), American poet, novelist and essayist. His

novels range from straightforward narrative to the

fanciful and satiric. His novel The Man Who Made

Friends With Himself {19^9) unites these elements

in his work, being a serious fantasy of the conflict

between reality and imagination.

novels: The Eighth Sin (1912); The Haunted
Book Shop (1919); Swiss Family Manhattan (1932)

;

Kitty Foyle (1939); The Ironing Board (1949).

—

Spirit Level (verse; 1946). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Morley, John, Viscount Morley (Blackburn 24
XII1838; ool870MaryAyling; tWimbledon23IX
1923), English man of letters, journalist and
politician. Morley’s vigorous eitorship of The
Fortnightly Review (1867-82) was distinguished

for its progressive radical approach to a wide range
of contemporary issues.

Voltaire (1872); Life of Cobden (1881); Life of
W. P. Gladstone (1903); Literary Essays (1906);

Recollections (1917).

F. W. Hirst, Early Life and Letters ofM. (2 vols,

1927); W. Staebler, Liberal Mind of J. M. (1943);

D. A. Hamer, /. Af. (1968); J. Gross, Rise and
Fall ofthe Man ofLetters (1969). M.A.

Mormon, Book of: see sacred books.

Mdme, Arvid (Kuopio 6 V 1876; tl5 VI 1946),

Finnish-Swedish author. He became head of a folk

high-school at Finns in 1899, and, inspired by
radical sympathy, worked for the independence of

Finland. His early poetry is fired by radical senti-

ments (iVy tid, 1903); after 1910 his verse betrays

his increasing disillusionment and he turns to the

skerries and sea for consolation (Skdrgdrdens vdr,

1913). After 1924, under the influence of Modern-
ism, Mome experienced a new period of creative-

ness, publishing numerous collections of pessi-

mistically subjective lyrics and some weighty prose

works.

verse: Ryfm och rim (1899); Nya sdnger (1901);

D&da dr (1910); Sommamatten (1916); Hdstlig dikt

(1919); Vandringen och vdgen (1924); Morkret och

Idgan (1926); Den fdrborgade kalian (1930); Under
vintergatan (1934); Vandringsdagen (sel. poems;
1936); Atlantisk brdrming (1937); S&iger i

vdrldsskymning (1941).—plays: Den helige Henri-

cus (1914); Fddernearvet (1918); Solens Aterkomst

(1920).—NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: Den svenska

jorden (1915); Lotsarnas kamp (1917); Infor havets

anlete (1921); Kristina Bjur (1922; historical

novel); Ett liv (1925; semi-autobiog. novel); Det
fdrlorade landet (1945).—Pam/afife Dikter (6 vols,

1919).

H. Ruin, A. M. (1946); P, O. Barck, 4. M. och

sekelskiftets Finland (1953). B.M.E.M. a.S.)

Morpurgo, Rahel (Trieste 6 IV 1790; ^ibid. 22
Vni 1871), Hebrew poet. She wrote mostly songs

for specid occasions, like her famous poems
dedicated to the revolutionary year 1848. She was
hailed in her time as the ^t modem Hebrew
poetess.
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Ugab Rahel (coll, poems and letters; ed. V.

Castiglione, Cracow, 1890; new ed., Tel Aviv,

1943). S.A.(M.Ge.;Y.F.)

Morrign, Adriaan (*Velsen 5 VI 1912), Dutch

poet, critic and prose writer. A sensitive critic of

poetry, his own work shows a preference for

carefully phrased anecdotes, typical of his genera-

tion. At tot he used conventional forms and static

imagery, later more unexpected images and

associations. His central themes, however (woman,

love, children, pregnancy), varied little.

Verzamelde gedichten (coll, verse; 1961); Het
gebruik van een wandspiegel (verse; -1968).

—

Een

slordig mens (prose; 1951). J.J.O.

Morris, William (^Walthamstow 24 HI 1834;

001859 Jane Burden; tHammersmith 3 X 1896),

English craftsman and writer. Morris was educated

at Marlborough and at Exeter College, Oxford.

His interest in art—^greatly influenced by Ruskin*
—^found fresh stimulus in the architecture of

northern France and in his association with Burne-

Jones and Rossetti*. Under Rossetti’s influence he

gave up architecture (he had been articled to

Street) for painting and soon became interested in

domestic design. Morris was a maker as well as a
designer and his insistence on the inseparability of

design and craft was shown most productively in

the firm of Morris, Marshall, Faulkner and Webb,
which engaged to supply anythmg from a drinking-

glass to a fire-place, and in the Kdmscott Press,

founded by Morris in 1890. He was perhaps

tempted to regard poetry as merely another form
of decoration, but his dramatic power and simple

language saves the best of his verse from triviality.

His interest in fantasy is seen at its best in the

socialist idyll. News From Nowhere (1891), which is

negligible if inspected for political solutions, but
profoundly moving when recognized as a bright

and child^e dream. But Morris did more than
dream. He founded The Socialist League (1884)

and edited The Commonweal, its journal; he made
translations from Norse and Anglo-Saxon as well

as imitating their literatures; and in both precept

and practice his varied energies provided new
instances of Ruskin’s belief that the artist (and the

craftsman) have an essential part to play in the

making of the good society.

verse: The Defence of Guenevere and other

Poems (1858); The Life and Death ofJason (1867);
The Earthly Paradise (1868-70); The Story of
Sigurd the Volsung (1876); Chants for Socialists

(1884-85).

—

uprose: A Dream of John Ball (1888).

—The Collected Works of W, M, (intro. M.
Morris, 24 vols, 1910-15); W, M, (Nonesuch
Ed., 1934); The Letters ofM, (ed. with intro. P.

Henderson, 1950).

A. Vallance, W, M., His Art, His Writings, and
His Public Life (1897); J. W, Mackail, W, M.
(1899); L. F. Day, ‘The art of W. M.’ in Art

Journal, extra no. (1899); J. B. Glasier, W, M,
and the Early Days of the Socialist Movement
(1921); H. H. Sparling, The Kelmscott Press and
W, M. (1924); B. I. Evans, W. M. and His
Poetry (1925); F. L. Lucas, Eight Victorian Poets

(1930); P. Bloomfield, W, M. (1934); R. P. Amot,
M. (1964); P. Thompson, The Work of W. M,
(1967); P. Henderson, W. M, (1967).

B.H. (M.A.)

Morris, Wright (*Central City, Nebraska 6 I

1910; 001934 Mary Finfrock [o/ol961], ool961

Josephine Kantor), American novelist. Mostly set

in his native Nebraska, his work avoids provincial-

ism. His style has wit, ingenuity and tact, contrast-

ing sharply with his sardonic analysis of the

absurdity of life and keeping a delicate balance

between horror and comedy.

The Man Who Was There (1945); My Uncle

Dudley (1952); The Huge Season (1954); The Field

of Vision (1956); Love Among the Cannibals (1957);

Ceremony in Lone Tree (1960); The Mississippi

River Reader (1961) ; God^s Country andMy People

(1968).

—

The Territory Ahead (criticism; 1968).

G.A.K.

Morris-Jones, Sir John (*Trefor, Anglesey 17 X
1864; 001897 Mary Hughes; fLlanfair Pwllgwyn-

gyll, Anglesey 16 IV 1929), Welsh scholar and poet;

the first Professor of Welsh at the University

College of North Wales. His Welsh grammar and
his authoritative book on the Welsh poetic art of

the Middle Ages are his chief claim to fame as a

scholar. He was the only editor of the quarterly

review Y Beimiad (1911-20), and through his

eisteddfod adjudications, his teaching and his

writings he did more than any one else to restore

to Welsh poetry the standards which had been lost

sight of during the 19th century. His own verse

includes two long odes in the bardic metres,

several fine lyrics, and translations from Heine*

and from Omar* Khayyam.

Gweledigaetheu y Bardd Cwsc (ed.; 1898);

Caniadau (1907); A Welsh Grammar (1913);

‘Taliesin’ inY C!ymmrodor, XXVIII (1918) ;
Cerdd

Dafod (1925); Welsh Syntax (1931).

J. Lloyd-Jones, ‘The late Sir J. M.-J.’ in Y
Cymmrodor, XL (1929); T. Parry, J, M.-J. (1958);

J. E, C. Williams, ‘Syr J. M.-J.’ in Trans. Hon.

Soc. Cymmrodorion (1965-66). B.Re.

Morsztyn, Jan Andrzej, Count (*c. 1613;

tChateauvilain 8 I 1693), Polish poet. A courtier

and diplomat, charged with high treason he

escaped to France (1683). He is the best Polish

baroque poet and the most gifted 17th-century

lyricist. The Italian Marino* was his great model.

He translated some works of Corneille* and

Tasso* into Polish.

verse: Lutnia.., (1661; ed. W. Seredyfiski,
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1875); Kanikula afbo psia pwiazda (1844); Psyche z
Lucjana, Apulejusza, Marina (169Q.

—

Poezja

oryginalna i tlumaczona (1883); Wybdr poezji

(ed J. Durr Durski, 1949); Wybdr poezji (1963).

E. Por^bowicz, A. M, przedstawiciel baroku w
poezji polskiej (1893); A. Mansuy, ‘A. M.’ in Le
monde slave et les classiques frangais aux XVI-
XVlle siicles (1912); J. Sobolowska, J. A. M.
(1965). S.S. (P.H.)

Morsztyn, Zbigniew (*1628; tKonigsberg 13 XII

1689), Polish poet. Attached to the army of the

Protestant Radziwih family in Lithuania, he fought

(1646-57) in the wars against the Cossacks, Rus-
sians and Swedes. After the expulsion of the

Unitarians from Poland he settled in 1661 in East

Prussia. His collection of poetry Muza domowa
contains a cycle of poems for a book of emblems
which establishes him as a leading Polish baroque
writer of religious poetry. His other work is

strongly influenced by J. Kochanowski*.

PiesA w ucisku (1671).

—

Muza domowa (ed. J.

Diirr-Durski, 2 vols, 1954).

Z. Mianowska, Z. M, Zycie i twdrczoicpoetycka

(1930); J. Pelc, Z. M, Arianin ipoeta (1966).

P.H.

Morys, Huw (*1622; DLlansilin, Denbighshire

31 Vni 1709), Welsh poet. He spent most of his life

on the farm of Pontymeibion, Llansilin. A staunch

churchman and Royalist, he was a prolific writer

ofpoems in a variety ofsong metres. He also wrote

cywyddau and scores ofenglynion. His songs, which
include Christmas carols, love-songs, solicitations

for gifts and poems on contemporary events, are

remarkable for their intricate interplay of rhyme
and consonance and their musical qu^ty.

Eos Ceiriog (ed. W. Davies, 2 vols, 1823);

Gwaith H. M, (ed. O. M. Edwards, 1902).

D. Jenkins, ‘Rhai o Lawysgrifau H. M.’ in The
National Libr. of Wales Jour., VII (1951).

B.Re.

Moryson, or Morison, Fynes (?Cadeby 1566;

tl630), English traveller whose Itinerary, a sober,

unimaginative, but detailed account of places

visited, is a valuable record of contemporary

conditions.

An Itinerary . . . Containing His Ten Yeares

Travell Through . . , Germany, Bohmerland, Swit^

zerland, Netherland, Denmarke, Poland, Italy,

Turky, France, Scotland, and Ireland (1617; repr.

4 vols, 1907-08; sel. ed. C. Hughes, Shakespeare's

Europe, 1903).

B. Penrose, Urbane Travellers (1942); T. J. B.

Spencer, Fair Greece Sad Relic (1954).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Moscherosch, Johann Michael (*Willstadt, nr

Strasbourg 7 III 1601; tWorms 4 IV 1669),

German satirist and moralist. As a student at

Strasbourg Moscherosch met M. Bemegger,

Zincgref* and others who desired a German
literary renaissance. His later life was unhappy. He
suffered personal hardship and found no security

in the various administrative posts which he

occupied from 1630 until his death. But his Gesichte

established his literary reputation and he was

elected a member of the Fruchtbringende Gesell-

schaft in 1645. The first series of Gesichte is

adapted from Quevedo’s* Suehos; the second is

largely original and contains two patriotic satires,

outstanding for their time: Alamode Kehraus

attacks extravagent fashions in dress, speech and

manners; Soldatenleben, an indictment of the free-

booting soldiers of the time, foreshadows Grim-

melshausen’s* Simplicissimus by its subject and

picaresque treatment. Moscherosch’s religious

work, Insomnis Cura Parentum, reflects his strict

Lutheranism.

Gesichte Philanders von Sittewald (1643; sel. ed.

F. Bobertag, 1883); Insomnis Cura Parentum

(1643; ed. L. Pariser, 1893); Patientia (MS ed.

idem, 1897); Sex Centuriae Epigrammatum

(1665).

L. Pariser, Beitrdge zu einer Biographie von

H M. M. (diss. Munich, 1891); A. Bechtold,

Kritisches Verzeichnis der Schriften J, M, M.s

(1922); J. Cellarius, Die politischen Anschauungen

/. M, M,s (diss, Frankfurt, 1925); E. Vogt, Die

gegenhofische Strdmmg in der deutschen Barock^

literatur (1932); J. Koltermann, ‘Neue Nach-

richten uber Vorfahren des Dichters M. und
sein Leben’ in Zschr. f. d. Gesch. d. Oberrheins,

XLVI (1932); K. G. Knight, ‘J. M. M.* in Mod.
Lang, Rev. (1954); C. von Faber du Faur, ‘J. M.
M., der Geangsti^e’ in Euphorion, LI (1957).

K.G.K.

Moschion, Greek tragic poet (late 4th and early 3rd

century b.c.). Titles include Themistocles and Men
of Pherae, i.e. dramas on historical subjects (like

the Gyges fragment discovered in 1949 which also

has the strict and somewhat archaic versification

found in the fragments of Moschion),

B. Snell, Fragmenta tragicorum Graecorum, I

(1971).—T. B. L. Webster, Art and Literature in

Fourth Century Athens (1956).

M.L.C. (S.A.B.)

Moschopolos: see Manuel Moschopulos.

Moschus (2nd century b.c.), Greek bucolic poet

from Syracuse. His longest and best surviving poem
is Europa; Runaway Eros is a neat little piece, and
Megara may be his. Four further poems are also

preserved.

A. S. F. Gow, Bucolici Graeci (1952) and The

Greek Bucolic Poets (tr.; 1953); W. Biihler, Die

Europa des M, (with comm.; 1960); T. Breiten-

stein,Recherches sur lepoimeMegara (withcomm,

;

1966). A.H.G.
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Moschus, John: see John Moschus.

Moser, Hans Albrecht (*Gorizia 7 IX 1882),

Swiss novelist. Moser studied music at the Con-

servatories of Basle, Cologne and Berlin and then

moved to Berne as a piano teacher. Deeply con-

cerned for the future of civilization, he is a most

insistent critic of the superficiality of modem life,

describing and extolling the dignity of the ‘inhder,

of the man who refuses to accept the dictates of

conventional thought and behaviour but instead

adheres to a rigid standard of tmthfulness and
Christian love.A profusion ofaphoristiccomments
gives his works insight and wisdom.

Geschichten einer eingeschneiten Tafelrmde

(1935); Alleingdnger (1943); Vineta (1955);

Regenbogen der Liebe (1959); Thomas Zweifel

(1968).

J. Steiner, H, A, M, Zur Struktur seines dich-

terischen Werks (1966). H.B.

MSser, Justus (*Osnabruck 14 XII 1720; ^ibid.

8 I 1794), German historian, prominent in the

administration of Osnabrtick. His writings on local

history are set against the broad German back-

ground. His national outlook commended him to

STURM UNO DRANG.

historical: OsnabrUckische Geschichte (1768);

Patriotische Phantasien (1774-78).— (tra-

gedy; 1149).’—CBmcALiHarlekin Oder Verteidigung

des Grotesk-Komiscken (1761); Vber die deutsche

Sprache und Literatur (Xl%l)rSSmtliche Werke
(10 vols, 1842r44; sd. ed. K. Brandi, 1921).

F. Kreyssig, /. M. (1857); L. Rupprecht, /. M.s
soziale und wirtschaftliche Anschauungen (1892);

H. Schierbaum, M.s Stellung zur Literatur des 18,

Jh. (1908); K. Brandi, M, (1944); L. Bate, /. M.
Advocatus patriae (1961). H.B.G.

Moses ben Maimon: see Maimonides.

Moses boi Nachman Gerondi: see Nachmanides.

Moses de Ledn (*Le6n c. 1250; fArevalo 1305),

Spanish Hebrew mystic. He wrote a number of
works on caballah under his own name (Ha-

Nefesh ha-Hakhamah, 1608; Sheqel ha-Qodesh, ed.

A. W. Greenup, 1911), but his main contribution

is the Zohar (1st ed., Mantua, 1560), purporting to

have been written c. a,d. 100, but which is now
believed by most scholars to have been written by
Moses de Le6n. This work, written in an artificial

Aramaic based on that of the Targums (the andent
Bible translation), consists of over 19 distinct

treatises, which add up to a commentary on the
Pentateuch, Song of Songs and Ruth. It advances
in a hi^y unsystematic but effective way a
theosophic doctrine, which has exercised a
profound influence onJews, and also on Christians,

until modem times.

Zohar (1st ed. Mantua, 1560).—Selections:

Midreshe ha-Zohar (ed. N. S. Libowitz, 1933);

Mishnat ha-Zohar (the whole book rearranged by
subjects; ed. P. Lachover and I. Tishbi, 2 vols,

1949-61); The Zohar (tr. H. Sperling and M.
Simon, 5 vols, 1949; about half of the entire book);

Der Sohar (sel. and tr. E. Muller, 1932).

A. Franck, La Kabbale^ ou la philosophie relU

gieuse des Hebreux (Paris, 1843); A. E. Waiter, The

Secret Doctrine in Israel (1913); The Kabbalah

(rev. and enlarged tr. J. L. Sossnitz, New York,

1926; new ed., ibid., 1967); A. Bension, The Zohar
in Moslem and Christian Spain (1932); G. G.
Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism (2nd

ed. 1946). C.R.

Moses dl Rieti: see Rieti, Moses di.

Moses of Chorene: see Movses Khorenatzi.

Mostacd, Jacopo (*Messina Ic. 1210; t?after

1262), Italian poet ofthe Sicilian school. Probably

an official at the court of Frederick* II, he has been
perhaps plausibly identified with an ambassador
whom Frederick’s son Manfred sent to Aragon in

1262. Five or six canzoni are ascribed to him and
some correspondence sonnets on the nature of love.

Antologia dei primi secoli della letteratura

italiana, II (ed. G. Lazzeri, 1942); Crestomazia

italiana dei primi secoli (ed. E. Monaci; 2nd ed.

rev. F. Arese, 1955).—S. Santangelo, Le tenzoni

poetiche nella letteratura italiana delle origini

(1928); B. Nardi, Dante e la cultura medieyale (2nd

ed. 1949). K.F.

Mostaert, Dandbl (^Amsterdam 1590 or 1591;
C301616 Maria Jansd; ^ibid. 1646), Dutch poet,

writer and playwright; from 1622 secretary of

Amsterdam. He frequented the muiderkring and
was friendly with the great poets of the Golden
Age. Vondel* collaborated with him on the trans-

lation of Horace*. .

VanU Saligh leven en tegens U valsch beklagh over

Ukort leven . . . (tr. ofSeneca; \Sh\)\Nederduytsche
Secretaris ofte Zendtbriefschrijver met een TyteU
boexken (1635); De moord der Onnoozelen (1639)

and Mariamne (1640; classicist plays).

J. Prinsen Jlzn. in Nieuw Nederl. Biographisch

Woordenboek, X (1937). J.J.M.

Mota, Anrique da (Jl, 1500), Portuguese satirist

and poet. His poems were published in the

Cancioneiro Geral (1516; see cancioneiros).

Written in dialogue form and full of witty charac-

terization, they are in fact comic sketches and fore-

shadow the popular farces of Gil Vicente*, founder
of the Portuguese theatre.

Cancioneiro Geral, IV (ed. A. J. Gonpalves
Guimarfies, 1917); Farsa do alfaiate (ed. J. Leite de
Vasconcelos, 1924).
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A. Crabbe Rocha, Esbogos dramdticos no

Cancioneiro Geral (1951). T.P.W.

Motoori Norinaga (*Matsuzaka, Ise 21 VI 1730;

ooTamiko 10 II 1762; tKyoto 5 XI 1801), Japanese

scholar, poet and writer. In 1752 he went to Kyoto
to study medicine, returning to Matsuzaka in 1757

as a doctor. Soon after, attracted by the writings of

Kamo Mabuchi, he started scholarly research and

in 1763 produced his first work. For the rest of his

life he wrote prolifically, publishing in all 55 books.

Most famous of these was the Kojikiden (1764-96),

an extensive commentary on the Kojiki*, and his

commentaries on Japanese classical works are the

basis ofmost later editions. His scholarly contribu-

tions cover all fields of learning. The influence of

his writings was immense; he restored the prestige

of classical Japanese literature; he attacked all

forms ofChinese influence and defended traditional

Japanese ways and beliefs; and he brought about a
revival of Shintoism and of confidence in the

imperial family that paved the way for the 1868

restoration. E.B.C.

Naobi no mitama (1771; Ger. tr. H. Stolte in

Monumenta Nipponica, II, 1939); Mojigoe no
kanazukai (177Q; Kanji son on ko (1785; summary
by J. R. McEwan, ‘M.’s view of phonetics and
linguistics* in Asia Major, new ser., I, 1949);

Tamakatsuma (1794-1801; extracts tr. B. H.
Chamberlain in Trans. Asiat. Soc. Japan, XII,

1885; other extracts tr. in Selectionsfrom Japanese

Literature, ed. F. J. Daniels, 1959); Tamakushige

(1790); Genji monogatari tama no ogushi (1796);

Kuzubana (1803); Isonokami sasamegoto (1816;

extracts from this and prec. 3 tr. in R. Tsunoda
et ah. Sources of the Japanese Tradition, 1958).

E. M. Satow, ‘The revival of pure Shinto* in

Trans. Asiat. Soc. Japan, 111 (1874); O. KatO,

‘The Shinto studies ofJiun and M.* in Monumenta
Nipponica, I (1938); T, Muraoka, Studies in

Shinto Thought (1964). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Motteux, Peter ANraoNY (*Rouen 18 II 1659/60;

oo?Priscilla; fLondon 18 II 1717/18), EngHsh
editor and translator who emigrated in 1685 from
France. He edited The Gentleman’s Journal

(1692-94), wrote occasional verse and became
prominent in the theatre as a dramatist and writer

of masques and opera libretti. He revised and
completed Urquhart’s* translation of Rabelais

(1694), translated Don Quixote (4 vols, 1700-03)

and published a collection of short novels, A
Banquet for Gentlemen and Ladies (1701).

R. N. Cunnin^am, ‘Nine tales by M.* in Mod,
Lang. Notes, XLVI (1931), P. A, M. (1933) and ‘A
bibliography of the writing of P. A. M.’ in Proc.

Oxford Biblio. Soc., HI (1933) ;
R. Wieder, P. M. et

les debuts duJournalisme . . . (1944).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Mo-tzfi, ‘Master Mo’, title of Mo Ti (*?c. 465;

t?c. 390 B.C.), Chinese philosopher. Mo-tzu’s birth

and death cannot be dated with certainty. He was a
generation younger than Confucius’* younger
disciples. His doctrine of ‘universal love* (i.e.

without regard to relationships) was derived from
the Confucian supreme virtue, ‘love’, but justified

by the argument of its expediency. This rationalism

dominated his theism (he believed in a personal
moral deity) and his social thinking (he advocated
the care of the governed by the governing within a
rigid system and the abolition of aggressive war).

It was at once the weakness of his ethics and, his-

torically, his most important contribution, for the

Mohist school introduced logic into Chinese
philosophy.

The book Mo-tzU contains the work of the whole
school (5th-3rd century b.c.), not of Mo-tzu alone,

as well as some alien material. The present version

lacks 18 chapters of that extant in the 1st century

B.c. Much more would have been lost but for the

book’s inclusion in the Taoist canon.

Me-ti: des Sozialethikers und seiner Schuler

philosophische Werke (tr. A. Forke, 1922); The
Ethical and Political Works ofMotse (part. tr. Y. P.

Mei, 1929).

Y. P. Mei, Motse, the Neglected Rival of Confix
cius (1934); further biblio. in W.-T. Chan, An
Outline and an Annotated Bibliography of Chinese

Philosophy (1969). A.R.D.

Mounier, Emmanuel (Grenoble 1 IV 1905 ; fParis

22 ni 1950), French philosopher and essayist.

Mounier was trained as a philosopher but aban-

doned University teaching in order to devote him-

self, like his master P6guy*, to the defence of

spiritual values and human individuality. He
founded and edited the periodical Esprit (1932)

and was the prime exponent of personalism—

a

doctrine based on a form of Christian socialism.

He behaved with great courage during the Resis-

tance and after the war continued to conduct a
triple campaign against abstract idealism, Marxist

materialism and atheistic existentialism. In this

work he wore himself out and died prematurely.

Rdvolution personnaliste et commimautaire

(1935); De la propriety capitaliste d la proprUte

kumaxne (193Q; Manifeste au service du person’^

nalisme (1936; A Personalist Manifesto, tr. monks
of St John’s Abbey, 1938); Uaffrontement chritien

(1944); Traite du caractdre (194Q; Introduction aux

existentialismes (1947); Im petite peur du XXe
siicle (1948; Be Not Afraid, tr. C. Rowland, 1951);

Le personnalisme (1949).

Special no. of Esprit (1950); Editions du Seuil,

M. et sa generation (1956); C. Moix, Lapensee d*

E, M, (1960); L, Guissard, Af. (1962); J. Conilh,

EM. (1966). M.G.;J.P.R.

Mouses Ehorenat^ (Moses of Khoren), Armenian

historian, traditionally called the Father of

Armenian literature (Qerthoghahayr) and assigned
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to the 5th century, though modem research, basing

itself mainly on anachronisms in the text of the

History of Armenia bearing his name, suggests he

belongs to the 8th century. The History states that

he was sent by SS Sahak and Mesrop to study at

Edessa, Alexandria, Constantinople, Athens etc.,

and that he wrote it at the request of the governor

Sahak Bagratuni (481-482). He traces the history

of the Armenians from their supposed ancestor

Hayk among the close descendants ofJaphet to the

death of Sahak and Mesrop (c. 439), drawing on
minor Greek and Syriac sources, Iranian legends

and pagan Armenian ballads. He has a lively, if

loose, style, and treats history as a branch of

imaginative prose. Other works dubiously attri-

buted to him are a Geography, the Book ofChreia,

a Homily on the Transfiguration etc.

Patmuthiun Hayotz (crit. ed., Tiflis, 1913; ed.

with Lat. tr. W. and G. Whiston, London, 1736;

Ital. tr. N. Tommaseo, 1850; Ger. tr. M. Lauer,

1869).—On dating: A, O. Sarl^sian in Jour. Amer.
Orient. Soc. (1940). C.J.F.D.

Mowat, Farley (*BellevilIe, Ontario 12 V 1921

;

001947 Frances Elizabeth Thornhill), Canadian
writer and popularizer whose books cover a wide
range of material, including wild life, the problems
of North American aborigines and the activities of

explorers.

People of the Deer (1952); Lost in the Barrens

(1956); Desperate People (1959); Serpenfs Coil

(1961); Never Cry ifb//(1963); Westviking (1965).

R.Su.

Mowatt, Anna Cora (*Bordeaux, France 5 HI
1819; 001834 James Mowatt, ool854 William
Ritchie; fTwickenham, England 21 VII 1870),

American actress, playwright and novelist. Her
best play. Fashion; or Life in New York (1850), is

an American comedy of manners. She wrote
romantic novels of stage life.

novels: The Fortune Hunter (1844); Mimic Life

(1856); Twin Roses ilS57),^Autobiography of an
Actress (1854).

R. S. Hammer, A Daughter ofFirenze (1924).

H.L.C.

Mphahlele, Ezekiel (*Pretoria 17 XII 1919), South
African critic, novelist and short-story writer.

Starting life as a cattle boy, he obtained a good
education, becoming first a teacher, then ajournal-
ist. His post-graduate thesis. The African Image
(1962), was the first critical work published by a
black South African. He left South Africa in 1957,

worked in various parts of Africa and now lives in

the U.S.A.

SHORT stories: Man Must Live (1946); The
Living and the Dead (1960); In Comer B (1967).

—

Down Second Avenue (autobiog.; 1959); The
Wanderers (novel; 1971). U.La.

Mirozek, Slawomir (*Bor§cina 21 VI 1930),

Polish prose writer and playwright. His elegant and
witty satirical short stories gained him wide
popularity for their attacks on the bureaucratic

provincialism of Polish life in the 1950s. He has

become very well known internationally for his

short plays which are deeply influenced by the

drama of the absurd and the Polish tradition of the
grotesque. His most ambitious play Tango (1965)

seems dependent on the work ofW. Gombrowicz*.

prose: Sion (1957; The Elephant, tr. K. Syrop,

New York, 1952); Deszcz (1962); Opowiadania

(1964).—PLAYS : Utwory sceniczne (1963) ; Six Plays
(tr. N. BetheU, New York, 1967). P.H.

MrSdk Brothers, Alois (*Jimramov 14 X 1861;

tBmo 24 II 1925), and Vil^m (*Jimramov 14 V
1863; tDivaky 2 III 1912), Czech novelists. Two
of Vil6m*s novels have gained a lasting place in

Czech literature: a passionate and carefree evoca-

tion of spring-time and young love, Pohddka mdje,

and a sombre tragedy of Prague, Santa Lucia. Ilie

brothers collaborated in a number of works,

notably Rok na vsi (1903-04), a chronicle of

Moravian Slovak peasant life.

Spisy bratHMrstikH (coll, works ofA. and V. M.

;

14 vols, 1914-26).—F. X. Saida, Duse a dilo (1913);

V. Justl, BratH M.ovi (with biblio.; 1963).

R.A.

Mu'allaqat (‘suspended odes’); by this title are

known seven celebrated pre-Islamic Arabian

poems by seven different poets. The choice was
made by Hammad al-Rawiya, a famous rhapsodist

who flourished in the latter hdf of the 8th century.

The poems are by Imru’* al-Qais, Jarafa, Zuhair*,

Labid*, *Amr ibn Kulthoum, *Antar*, ^jarith ibn

Hillizah. The collection is sometimes enlarged by

the inclusion of poems by A*sha*, Nabighah* and

*Abid ibn al-Abra§. The original reason for the

title is not quite certain; perhaps it means ‘hung

up’ in a place of honour, in a metaphorical sense,

i.e. distinguished. According to a legend (quite

untrustworthy) they were so called from having

been hung up in the Ka'ba on account of their

merit and that this distinction was awarded by the

judges at the fair of ‘Ukfiz.

The Seven Golden Odes of Pagan Arabia (tr.

Lady A. Blunt, Eng. verses by W. S. Blunt, 1903).

—^A. J. Arberry, The Seven Odes (1957).

S.M.S. (R.O.)

Much, Hans (*Zechlin, Brandenburg 24 III 1880;

tHamburg 28 XI 1932), German writer and poet

(partly in Low German), art historian, traveller

and Professor of medicine.

Zwei Tage vor Damaskus (1912); Jerusalem.

Reisebriefe (1913); Norddeutsche Backsteingotik

(1917); Vom Sinn der Gotik (1923).

—

Denken und

Schauen, Gedichte (1913); To Hus (1917); En
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nedderduutschen Doodendanz (1919); Der Vogel

Phonix (1925).

F. Guggeiieim, H, M. (1923). G.C.

Mucha, Jiftf (^Prague 12 III 1915), Czech novelist.

The son of the painter Alphonse Mucha, about

whom he wrote a study (A. M., tr. S. Jolly, 1966),

Mucha has spent a good deal of his life abroad.

He spent the period 1940-45 partly in England and

partly with the Czechoslovak and British forces in

various theatres of war. These experiences are

reflected in his work, most effectively in his stories

Problemy nadporudika Knapa (1946; The Problems

of Lieutenant Knap, tr. E. Osers, 1945) and

Spdlend setba (1948; Scorched Crop, tr. idem,

1950). His experiences in a forced labour camp in

the 1950s gave rise to the moving and sensitive

memoir Studene slunce (1968; Livir^ and Partly

Living, tr. E. Osers, 1967). R.A.

Mudarrisl, Taqi (Tehran 1934), Persian novelist.

He studied medicine in Tehran and practises in the

U.S.A. He owes his fame to his first novel Yakuliya

va Tanhdl-i u (1956), set in Biblical times and

discussing the question of good and evil in search-

ing and lyrical terms. His Sharifjan Shariffan

(1965), a novel of social change and family crisis,

shows a diversification of style and content.

H. Kamshad, Modern Persian Prose Literature

(1966). E.Y.

Mugica, Rafael (*Hemani, Guipdzcoa, 1911),

prolific Spanish poet writing under the name of

Gabriel Celaya. Mdgica believes that poetry is

an instrument, not an end in itself, and that it

should argue and seek to convince.

Poesias completas (ed. V. Aleixandre, 1969).

—

Los espejos transparentes (1968).

P.-O. Seora, G. C. (1970). J.E.V.

Mut^mmad *Abduh (nr Tant^ 1849; fAlexandria

11 Vn 1905), Egyptian Arab modernist and
religious reformer. First attracted to mysticism, he
became a partisan of the reform of Islam through
contact with the pan-Islamic modernist Jamal al-

Din al-Afghani. He was banished 1881-84 because
of his partisanship of 'Urabi Pasha, but in 1899 he
became Mufti of Egypt, which gave him full scope
for putting his reforms into practice. He exercised

an immense influence on all subsequent literature

owing to his rationalist interpretation of the

Muslim religion and scriptures, which made it

possible to adopt Western standards without
abandoning Islam. C.R.

Risdlat aUWdriddt (1874); Risdlat al-Taubfd
(1897; Expose de la religion Musulmane, tr. B.
Michel and M. Abdel Razik, 1925; The Theology
of Unity, tr. K. Cragg, 1966); Tafsir al-QuPdn
(be^ by M. 'A.; 10 vols, mi),—Tdrikh aU
ustddh aUimdm (coll, works with biog.; ed.

Muhammad Rida, 3 vols, 1908-31).

C. C. Adams, Islam and Modernism in Egypt
(1933); M. U. Amin, Muhammad ‘Abduh (Cairo,

1946) ;
A. H. Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal

Age: 1798-1939 (1962); E. Kedourie, Afghani and
Abduh (1966). C.R. (M.M.B.)

Muhammad-i Munawar, 11th- and 12th-century

Persian author. His Asrdr aUTauhid is the biogra-

phy of the eminent mystic Abu* Sa*id-i Abi*l-

Khair, written in a simple and moving style.

Asrdr al-Tauhid (intro. V. A. Zhukovsky, St

Petersburg, 1899). E.Y.

Muhanunadu Na Birnin Gwari (Bimin Gwari,

Nigeria 1880), a prolific Hausa poet whose extant

works are entirely religious homily. His best-known

work is a Hausa versification, with the Gbari title

Dunbulu (meaning unknown), a version of which

is given in C. H. Robinson, Specimens of Hausa
Literature (Cambridge, 1896). He is often regarded

as the champion of the Hausa against Fulani

misrule. M.H.

Muhammadu Tukur C/7. Zamfara, Nigeria c. 1800),

a scholar, holy man and companion of Usuman*
dan Fodio; he composed prose in Arabic, also two

important Hausa religious homilies, Bakin mari

(‘The Black Leg-Irons’) and Sharifiya (‘The

Noble*).

Wakokin wdazi, HI (Zaria, 1959). M.H.

Muhasibi, Hartth (Basra c. 781 ;
fBaghdad 857),

Arab mystic theologian. Bom of a wealthy Magian

father, he chose to live in poverty. He studied

jurisprudence and theology at Baghdad, where he

became a famous lecturer and preacher. Exiled by

the orthodox to Kufa, he later returned to a

secluded life in Baghdad.

His most important mystical works are written

in the form of counsels given to a disciple in reply

to questions. One such collection is prefaced bym
autobiographical note.He also wrote a very graphic

eschatological work depicting the Last Judgement

and the horrors of hell. He laid great emphasis on

self-examination and purification of the soul, and

he combined a rigorously dialectical intellect with

a fervid, almost naive simplicity of faith.

Kitab al Riayah lihuquq Allah wal qiyam biha

(‘Book of Observance of What Is Due to God and

Abiding Therein’; crit. ed. M. Smith, 1940); Kitc^

al Sabr (‘Book of Patience’; ed. O. Spies in

Islamica, VI, 1934); Kitab al Tawahhum (‘Book of

Supposition’; crit. ed. A. J. Arberry, 1937).

M. Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad (best

work, 1935); L. Massignon, Essai sur les origines

du Lexique Technique de la Mystique Musulmane

(1922) and La Passion d*ai Hallqj (1922); A. H.

Mahmoud, al-Mohasibi (1940).

W.A. el K. (R.W.J.A.)

Muhtasbim of Kashan (tl388), Persian poet of the
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Safavid period, best known for his religious odes

and his elegies on Shi*ite martyrs.

Divan (Bombay, 1887). E.Y.

Muir, Edwin (*Deerness, Orkney 15 V 1887;

001919 Willa Anderson; fCambridge 3 I 1959),

Scottish poet and critic. He began as a clerk in

Glasgow, became a journalist in London and then

lived for several years on the Continent. He was
director of the British Institute, Rome, 1949 and
Warden of Newbattle Abbey College, Midlothian,

1950. With his wife, he translated the works of

Feuchtwanger* and Kafka*. His poetry is subdued
in tone but gravely metaphysical.

Collected Poems, 1921-58 (1960; 2nd ed. 1964).

—prose: The Structure of the Novel (1928); John
Knox (1929); Scottish Journey (1935); Scott and
Scotland (1936); The Present Age, From 1914

(1939); Essays on Literature and Society (1949;
rev. ed. 1965).— Autobiography (1954).

P. H. Butter, E, M,: Man and Poet (1966); W.
Muir, Belonging: A Memoir (1968).—Biblio. by
E. Mellown (1964; 2nd ed. 1966).

G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

Mu'izzi, Muhammad, Aaor (*1048; fMarv 1147),

Persian poet. He was attached to the court of the

Seb'uks, and became poet laureate to Sanjar

(1118-57). In his poems, mainly panegyrics, he
follows the rigorous style of the Ghaznavid poets

rather than the more elaborate style of his own
time.

Divdnd M, (intro. A. Eqbal, Tehran, 1939).

J. Rypka, History of Iranian Literature (1968).

E.Y.

Mukai Kyorai: see Kyorai.

Mulder, Lodewdk, pseud. Lodewyk (*1116 Hague
9 IV 1822; ool851 Johanna A. de Villeneuve;

^ibid, 14 V 1907), Dutch novelist, playwright and
poet, until 1867 an army officer, then an inspector

of primary schools. He belonged to the circle of
De Nederlandsche Spectator, wrote an excellent

historical novel, Jan Faassen (1856), a play, De
kiesvereeniging van Stellendijk (1880), and a witty

extension to Vosmaer’s* Londinias (1878).

Afdrukken van indrukken (with M, P. Lindo;
1854).—J. Gram in Levensber. Maatschappij
Nederl. Letterk. (1907), J.W.W.

Mulgrave, Earl of: see Sheffield, John.

Mulisch, Harry Kurt Victor (*Haarlem 29 VII
192*^, Dutch novelist, stoiy writer and playwright.

Unffi recent years, when he begcame enaged in
political writing in defence of the Cuban and other
revolutionary movements, he did not belong to any
spedal group. His prose is a vivid, now lyrical, now
realistic, evocation of unreal situations; rich in

symbolism, it sometimes amounts to a kind of
modem mythology. The background to his
abundant fantasies is extremely varied (India,

Rome, China and Paris in one symbolical novel).

He also wrote an interesting report of the Eich-
mann trial, a book on the Amsterdam Provo
movement, autobiographical sketches and a play
about a medieval heretic.

Tussen hamen en aambeeld (1952); Archibald
Strokalm (1952); Chantage op het leven (1953); De
diamant (1954); Het mirakel (1955); Het zwarte
licht (1956); De versierde mens (1957); Het stenen
bruidsbed (1959; Eng. tr. Adrienne Dixon, 1962);
Voer voor psychologen (1961).—plays: Tanchelijn

(1960); De knop (I960).—essays and reportage:
De zaak 40161 (1961); Bericht aan de rattenkoning

(1966); Wenken voor de Jongste Dag (1967); Het
woord bij de daad (1968).

J. H. Donner, ‘Het stenen bruidsbed’ in Podium
(1960-61); Hella Haasse, Leestekens (1965); R. A.
Comets de Groot, De zevensprong (1967); Dr. J.

van Ham, JET. M, (1969).—^Nol Gregoor, In
gesprek met H. M. (interview; 1965). J.J.O.

Muller, Fooke Hoissen (*Aurich 15 VH 1798;
tBerlin 8 X 1856), East Frisian poet. Occasionally
successful in melodious small poems, especially

those spiced with irony and humour.

Dontjes un Vertellsels in Brookmerlander Tool

(1857); Tjark Aliena (ed. O. Bremer, 1933).

C. Borchling in Niederdt. Jahrb., XXVin
(1902); O. Bremer, ibid, (1935); O. Terzieff,

F, H, M. undseine Dichtung (diss. Hamburg, 1937).

G.C.

Muller, Friedrich, ‘Maler MiIller’ (*Kreuznach
13 1 1749; tRome 23 IV 1825), German poet and
dramatist. A poor country boy, Muller was dis-

covered to have a gift for drawing and was trained

at Zweibriicken. In 1775, while a successful painter

at Mannheim, he met Goethe*. He went to Rome
in 1778 and never returned. He acted as a guide to

visitors. In his last years he received a Bavarian
pension.

Muller wrote chiefly in the years 1774-78. His
best works are his last two prose idylls, slightly

sentimental yet convincing pictures of rural life.

idylls: Der Faun (1775); Der erschlagene Abel
(1775); Der Satyr Mopsus (1775); Die Schafschur

(177Q; Das Nusskernen (1774; pub. 1811).—
tragedies: Die Pfalzgrdfin Genoveva (1775-78;
pub. 1811); Fausts Leben dramatisiert (1778).

—

Maler Mullers Werke (3 vols, 1811); sel. ed. M.
Oeser (2 vols, 1916); ed. K. Freye, Sturm undDrang
(1911).

B. Seuffert, Maler Muller (1871); W. Oeser,
Maler Muller (1925). H.B.G.

Muller, Niclas (*Langenau nr Ulm 15 XI 1809;
tNew York 15 Vin 1875), German-American poet.
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Involved in the Baden revolution of 1848-49, he

went to America in 1853.

Lieder (1837); Neuere Lieder md Gedichte

(1867); Das Thrdnenparadies (‘The Paradise of

Tears’) tr. in W. C. Bryant, Collected Poems

(1883); Zehn gepanzerte Sonnete (‘Ten Sonnets

in Armor’) tr. C. T. Brooks in P. A. Shelley, ‘N.

M., German American poet and patriot’ in Studies

in Honor ofJohn Albrecht Walz (1941). E.R.

Muller, Wilhelm (*Dessau 7 X 1794; ^ibid, 30 IX
1827), German lyric poet. He moved in Berlin

literary circles, earned the title ‘Griechen-MuUer’

for his philhellenic verse, whilst numbers of his

simpler lyrics survive as songs by Schubert

(Miillerlieder, Winterreise), Brahms, and others.

Rom, Romer und Rdmerirmen (2 vols, 1820);

Siebenundsiebzig Gedichte aus den hinterlassenen

Papieren eines reisenden Waldhornisten (2 vols,

1821-24); Lieder der Griechen (5 vols, 1821-24).

—

Vermischte Schriften (ed. G. Schwab, 5 vols, 1830);

Gedichte (ed. J. T. Hatfield, 1906); Tagebuch und

Briefe (ed. P. S. Alien and J. T. Hatfield, 1903).

P. S. Allen, W, M, and the German Volkslied

(diss., 1901); H. Lohre, W. Af. als Kritiker und
Erzdhler (1927); A. Wirth, Studien zu W. M.
(1928). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Muller, Wilhelm, pseud. Prater Jocundus
(Heppenheim, Hessen 9 IV 1845; ool869 Flora

Kuntz; ^ibid. 1931), Gennan-American author,

teacher and journalist.

NOVELS : Der Arbeiterdirektor (1 876) ; Dichter und
Kavalier (1887).—verse: SchMade, Leben und
Taten des Fritz Schdbig (1871); Lustige Emigranten

(1882); Am Wege gepfluckt (1888).

—

^drama: Im
gelobten Lande (1882); Roger Williams (1883);

Kenilworth (opera; 1893); Hagar (opera; tr. 1894).

—various: Amerikanisches Volksbildungswesen

(1909); Das religiose Leben in Amerika (1911);

Benjamin Franklin (1915).

H. H. Pick, ‘W. M.’ in Monatshefte fur dt.

Unterricht, XXIII (Wise., 1931); W. Guyot, ‘W.
M. writer’ in Amer.-Ger. Rev., XXVHI (1962).

E,R,

Milliner, Gotttried Adolf (*Langendorf nr

Weissenfels 18 X 1774; fWeissenfels 11 VI 1829),

German playwright. A nephew of G. A. Biirger*,

Milliner was a lawyer in Weissenfels, where he
founded a private theatre. After a number of

comedies he wrote a fate-tragedy, Der 29, Februar

(1812), modelled upon Werner’s* Der 24, Februar,

Die Schuld (1815; Eng. tr. J. Cockle, 1888) was
even more successful. These three plays set a
fashion which swamped the theatres for many
years with worthless imitations.

Vermischte Schriften (2 vols, 1824-26); Drama’-

tische Werke (7 vols, 1828; supp. 1830).

J. Minor, Die Schicksalstragodie (1883); G.
Koch, A, M, als Theaterkritiker, Journalist und
literarischer Organisator (1939).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Multatuli, pseud, of Eduard Douwes Dekker
(*Amsterdam 2 HI 1820; ool846 Everdine van
Wijnbergen, ool875 Mimi Hamminck Schepel;
tNieder-Ingelheim 19H 1887), Dutch novelist and
essayist, the most brilliant prose writer in HoUand
in the 19th centiu^. In 1838 he went to Indonesia
where he held various posts in the colonial service.

In 1856 he was appointed Assistant Resident of
Lebak in West Java. After four weeks in office he
brought a charge of corruption against the Regent,
one of the native princes under his jurisdiction.

When the Government did not support his charge
he resigned angrily. He returned to Europe,
travelled through France and Germany, and
finally settled in Brussels where in 1859 he wrote
his masterpiece Max Havelaar, The book sharply

attacks Dutch colonial policy, makes an impas-
sioned plea for better treatment for the Javanese

and also offers an explanation of Dekker’s actions

in Lebak. There is a great variety of styles ranging

from the serious to the comic, from matter-of-fact

narration to lyricism and satire. Its composition

seems chaotic, yet beneath the surface lies a very

firm construction which is designed to persuade the

reader to accept Max Havelaar and ^1 he stands

for. The book had a profound influence, not only

on literature, but also on colonial policy. It made
Dekker famous overnight but never brought him
rehabilitation as an administrator. Problems of

power and authority became the central themes of

his later work. In Minnebrieven, a sequel to Max
Havelaar, he included nine Geschiedenissen van

gezag in which he questioned the traditional views

on authority. In 1865 he began to publish his

Idem, eventually collected in seven volumes. They

contain essays, sketches, aphorisms, a full-length

novel (Woutertje Pieters^ and a play {yorstm-

school). In the Idem Dekker put on record his

opinions on a wide range of subjects (politics,

religion, education, government, literature), and

they show him as a completely independent,

undogmatic, iconoclastic and highly intelligent

critic of the constituted order of things. Though
always a controversial writer, he acquired a large

following and exercised a lasting influence on the

thought and style of the next generation.

Max Havelaar of de Koffij-veUingen der Neder^

landsche HandelmaatschappiJ (2 vols, 1860; Eng.

tr. A. Nahuys, 1868; tr, W. Siebenhaar with intro.

D. H. Lawrence, 1927; tr. R. Edwards with

repr. of intro, by Lawrence, 1967; new ed. from

the MS, G. Stuiveling, 1949); Indrukken van den

dag (2 vols, 1860); Minnebrieven (1861); Wijs mij

de plaats waar ik gezaaid heb (1861); Over vrijen-

arbeid in NederUmdsch Indie (1862); Idem (7 vols,

1862-77); De Bruid Daarboven. Toneelspel in vijf
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bedrijven (1864); Nog eens: Vrije arbeid in Neder-

landsch Indie (1870; tr. N. Steeliiik, 1948) ;
Duizend->

en-eenige hoofdstukken over specialiteiten (1871);

Millioenen-studienPLvoh, 1872-73); Vorstenschool

(in Ideen^ IV, 1872); De geschiedenis van Woutertje

Pieterse (Eng. tr. H. Evans, 1904; ed. M. Ham-
minck Schepel, 1890; ed. N. A. Donkersloot,

1938; ed. G. Stuiveling, 1950; ed. H. A. Ett, 1958).

Verzamelde Werken van M, (10 vols, 1888-89),

Brieven van M. (10 vols, 1890-96) and Briefwisse^

ling tusscken M. en S. E, W, JRoorda van Eysinga

(1907; all ed. M. Hamminck Schepel); Volledige

Werken (ed. G. Stuiveling, 1950- ; I-X pub.) ; Af.

en zijn zoon. Brieven vanM aan J, van der Hoeven

(ed. M. ter Braak, 1937); Reisbrieven aan Mimi

(1942) and Brieven van M. aan Mr, C, Vosmaer e. a,

(1942; both ed. J. P6e); Briejyvisseling tusschen M.
en G, jL. Funke (ed. G. L. Funke, 1947); Brieven

aan J, Waltman (1947) and T\vee brieven uit

Menado (1948; both ed. H. A. Ett).

C. Busken Huet, ‘M.’ in Litterarische Fantasien

en Kritieken, II, XV, XVI, XXII (1881-88); A. J.

[Lodewijk van Deyssel], M. (1891 ; 2nd rev. ed.

1922); A. S. Kok, Multatuliana (incl. L. D. Petit,

‘Bibliografisch overzicht der geschriften van M.*

1903); J. Prinsen, M. en de Romantiek (1909);

J. B, Meerkerk, M, (2nd rev. ed. 1912); J. de

Gruyter, Het leven en de werken van E, D, D, (2

vols, 1920); J. Saks, E, D. D., zijnjeugd en Indische

jaren (1937); J. and A. Romein, ‘M.’ in Erflaters

van onze beschaving (1940); G. Stuiveling, ‘Van
Douwes Dekker tot Max Havelaar’ in Rekenschap

(1941) and Af. en de welsprekendheid (1952); H. A.
Ett, be betekenis van Af. voor omen tijd (1947);

A. J. de Mare, MAiteratuwr, Lijst der geschriften

van en over Af. (1948); H. H. J. de Leeuwe, Af., het

drama en het toneel (1949); E. du Perron, De Man
van Lebak (rev. ed. 1949); P. Spigt, De ballingschap

van M., 1865A868 (1955); G. Brom, AT. (1958);

P. King, ‘M,’s psyche’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., LIII

(1958); H. A. Gomperts, ‘M.’ in De Schok der

Herkenning (1959); R. Nieuwenhuys, ‘De Zaak
van Lebak* in Tussen Twee vaderlanden (1959);

R. P. Meijer, Max Havelaar 1860-1960 (1960; in

Eng.); F. W. Driessen, AT., aanklager^ strijder,

realist; zijn leven, werk en betekenis (1960); ‘Max
Havelaar—Batavus Droogstoppel’ in De Nieuwe
Stem, XV.6-7 (1960); P. H. Dubois, G. Stuiveling,

D. de Vries et al, 100 jaar Max Havelaar; essays

over M, (1962); J. J. Oversteegen, *De organisatie

van Max Havelaar^ in Merlyn, I (1963); A. L.

Sdtemann, De structuur van Max Havelaar (2 vols,

1966). R.P.M.

Mumford, Lewis (*Flushing, Long Is., N.Y. 19 X
1895; 001921 Sophia Wittenberg, American
critic. In Sticks arid Stones (1924) he interpreted

American culture in terms of its architecture and
in The Golden Day (1926) in relation to its litera-

ture. His later works analyse the culture of cities

and make a plea for moral regeneration tbrough
closer family ties and rdation to the soil.

The Story of Utopias (1922); Herman Melville

(1929); The Brown Decades, a Study of the Arts in

America, 1865-1895 (1931); Technics and Civiliza-

tion (1934); The Culture of Cities (1938); The
Conduct of Life (1951); From the Ground Up
(1956); The Transformation of Man (1956); The
City in History (1961); The Myth of the Machine
(1967); The Urban Prospect (1968).

H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Munday, Anthony (*London 1553; oo 71583;

Wibid, 10 VIII 1633), English poet and playwright.

The son of a draper, Munday began his writing

career with anti-Catholic pamphlets. He became
an actor and began writing for the stage about

1584. He is best known for his ‘Robin Hood’ plays

(the Downfall and Death ofRobert EarlofHunting-
doii). These represent a transition from the ‘folk

play’ to more professional and sophisticated

drama; they were very popular. Munday wrote or

collaborated in a number of other plays, and also

wrote pageants for the City. (He was regarded as

‘the City dramatist’.) His ballads, for which he was
famous, are now lost. He also translated popular

romances, and was in general one ofthe best known
of the earlier Elizabethan ‘hack’ writers. Jonson*

satirized him as ‘Antonio Balladino’ in The Case

is Altered,

plays: John a Kent and John a Cumber (acted c.

1594); The Downfall ofRobert Earl ofHuntingdon
(1601); The Death of Robert Earl of Huntingdon

(1601 ; with Chettle).—translations: Palladine of
England (1588); Amadis de Gaule (71590); Palmerin

ofEnglmd (1596-1602).

C. Turner, A. Af.; an Elizabethan Man ofLetters
(1928). J.B.B.

Mundt, Theodor (*Potsdam 19 IX 1808; ool839

Luise Miihlbadbi; fBerlin 30 XI 1861), German
critic and novelist, with Wienbarg* a ^eorist of

Young Germany. An insignificant writer, he shared

with other Young Germans a veneration for the

suicidal Charlotte Stieglitz.

novels: Madonna (1835); Thomas Mimzer (3

vols, 1841); GrafMirabeau (4 vols, 1858); Robes-

pierre (3 vols, 1859).—miscellaneous: Modeme
Lebenswirren (1834); Charlotte Stieglitz (1835);

Die Kunst der deutschen Prosa (1837; facs. ed.

1969); Spaziergdnge und Weltfakrten (3 vols, 1838

flf.); Aesthetik (1845; facs. ed. 1966).

O. Draeger, T. Af. und seine Beziehungen zum
Jungen Deutschland (1909); £. C. Cumiogs,

Women in the Life and Work ofAf. (1936).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Munk, Kaj Harald Leininger (*Maribo 13 I

1898; 001929 Elise Marie J0rgensen; fHeirby-

lunde, nr Silkeborg 4 1 1944), Danish playwright,

poet and essayist. A parson on the western coast

of Jutland, he had his first play produced in 1928,

and a few years later he was regarded as Den-
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mark’s leading dramatist. An early sympathy with

Fascist dictatorship vanished completely, and he
became a daring and violent spokesman for the

Resistance. Several of his books were banned,

he was officially silenced, and in 1944 was
murdered (by the Germans) in a ditch not far from
his vicarage. He is a dramatist of unusual qualities,

and some of his plays, such as En Idealist (1928)—
about Herod the Great; Ordet (1932)—about the

reality of miracles; Han sidder ved Smeltediglen

(1938)—inspired by the persecution of the Jews;

and the small one-act play, Fbr Cannae (1943)—
about power versus humanism—^are landmarks in

the history of Danish drama.

plays: I Bmndingen (1929); Cant (1931); De
Udvalgte (1933); Sejren (1936); Pilatus (1937);

FuglFanix (1939); Egelykke (1940); Niels Ebbesen

(1942); Ewalds Dad (1943); Daden (1946); Alver-

dens-Urostifterne (1947).

—

averse: Os barer den

himmelske Glade (1934); Knaldperler (1936);

Tempelvers (1939); Navigare Necesse (1941);

Svarg det, Drenge (1941); Det unge Nord (1942);

Vers (1943) ;
Den blaa Anemone (1943) ; 8 nye Digte

(1944); Den Skabne e] til os, Sidste Digte (1945);

Sami dig, Norden (1945); Et norsk Digt om Norge

(1940.—ESSAYS, TRAVEL BOOKS AND VARIOUS!

Vedersa-Jerusalem retur (1934); 10 Oxford-

Snapshots (1936); Liv og glade Doge (1930;
Himmel og lord (1938); Dette Dadsens Legeme

(1938); Ved Babylons Floder (1941; By the Waters

of B^ylon, tr. J. M. Jensen, 1940; Med Ordets

Svard (1942); Med Sol og megen Glade (1942);

Tre Pradikener (1943); I Guds Bismer (1940;
Saa fast en Borg (1940; Ansigter (1947).

—

memoirs; Foraaret saa sagte kommer (1942).

—

Mindeudgave (9 vols, 1948-49).

—

K, M., Play-

wright, PriestandPatriot (tr. and ed. R. P. Keigwin,

1944).—PLAYS IN English: Scandinavian Plays of
the 20th Century (1945); The Norseman, Nos 1

and 5 (1949); Five Plays (tr. R. P. Keigwin, 1953);

Contemporary Danish Plays (1955).

Bo Bojesen Rud, K, M. (1938); O. Palsbo,

K. M. (1940); H. H. Siegumfeldt, K. M,, en

Mindetale (1944); M. Neiiendam, Prasten K, M,
(1945) and K. M, som Forfatter (1945); Alf

Henriques, K. Af. (1945); E. Neergaard, Vildt

afsted over himmel og jord (1945); O, Marcussen,

K, Af. Bibliografi (1945); Finn H. Blaedel, K, M.
En Bibliografi (1945); N. N0jgaard, K, Af. Digter

og Prast (1945) and K, Af. Papirer (1948); O.

Geismar, Om MennesketK. Af. (1945); G. Albeck,

K, M. (1946); Bogen om K, Af., skrevet af bans

Venner (1946); H. Brix, —hurtig svandt den lyse

Sommer (1940; A. Drewsen Christensen, K, M.
paa Tomandshaand (1947); H. Mogensen, K. M.
p& Teatret (1953); S. Holm, K. Af. (1961).—R. P.

Keigwin, ‘K. M. and his plays’ in Drama (1949)

and intro, to Five Plays by K, Af. (1953).

E.B.

Munoz Seca, Pedro (^Puerto de Santa Maiia,

Cddiz 20 n 1881; fMadrid 28 XI 1930, Spanish
playwright. With him the ginero chico degenerates
into astracdn: plays of absurd, comic situations,
loaded with repartee. However, La venganza de
Don Mendo (1918) is a superb verse parody of
classic tragedy, and Los extremehos se tocan (1920
a most original satire of musical comedy. He was
assassinated in the Civil War.

El contrabando (1904); Usted es Ortiz (1927);
La oca (1931).

—

Obras completes (7 vols, repr.

1969).

J. Montero Alonso, P. Af. S'. (1940).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Mimro, Hector Hugh: see Saki.

Munro, Neil (*Inverary 3 VI 1864; fHelensburgh
22 XII 1930), Scottish novelist and poet. He
became a law clerk, then took up newspaper work
and was editor of the Glasgow Evening News
1918-27. He wrote romantic novels where absorb-
ing interest of theme is mated with the ancient
dignity of the Highlander and his speech. His
poetry at its best has an impressively melancholy
lilt. As ‘Hugh Foulis’ he created ‘Para Handy*, a
classic figure of shrewd Highland humour.

novels: John Splendid (1898); Gilian the

Dreamer (1899); Doom Castle (1901); Children of
Tempest (1903); The New Road (1914).—humor-
ous: Erchie (1904); The Vital Spark (1900; The
Daft Days (1907).— Poetry ofN AT. (1931).—
The Brave Days (papers; with biog. intro. G.
Blake, 1931). G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

Munster, Dirc Coelde van (*Munster, Westphalia

c. 1435; tafter 1502), Dutch poet and writer.

Erasmus*, among others, praised him as a
scholarly, industrious and holy Franciscan. He was
active as a reformer of monasteries and a preacher,

especially in the southern Netherlands. In 1492 the

Archbishop of Cologne appointed him predicator

generalis in his diocese. Most famous among his

contemporaries was his Kerstenspiegel (1470), the

first catechism in Dutch. His Sermoenen are

outstanding. He is also the author of at least one

excellent spiritual love poem Och edel siele wilt

mercken; he may have been the anthologist of the

oldest printed book of spiritual songs in the Dutch
language, Suverlijc Boecxken (1508). J.J.M.

Christenspiegel (ed. Cl. Drees, 1954); Suverlijc

Boecxken (ed. J. J. Mak, 1957),

W. Schmitz, Het aandeel der minderbroeders in

onze middeleeuwse literatuur (1936); St. Axters in

Geschiedenis van de vroomheid in de Nederlanden,

m (1950. A.V.E.

Muntaner, Ramon (’*‘Peralada 1265; flbiza 1330,

author of one of the four main Catalan chronicles.

He was a soldier for most of his life, taking part

in the Catalan e^edition of the almogdvers to
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Greece and the conquest of Sicily. Later he settled

in Valencia, and at 60 wrote the chronicle based on

his memories. It covers half a century and the

reigns of six Catalan sovereigns personally known

to him. The outstanding quaUty of Muntaner as a

chronicler is his loyalty to his King and country.

His narrative is vivid and enthusiastic, the style

approaching that of the novel of adventure.

Expedicio dels Catalans a Orient (abbr. ed. with

notes L. N. d’Olwer, 1926); Crbnica (9 vols, 1927-

52; The Chronicle of A/., tr. Lady Goodenough,

1920). J,M.B.iR.(G.W.R.)

Munthe, Axel (Puck) (*Oskarshamn 31 X 1857;

tStockholm 11 II 1949), Swedish physician and

author. Mimthe’s best-known book is his auto-

biographical Story of San Michele (1929; Swed.

version, 1930), originally written in English and

subsequently translated into 44 languages. He
also wrote a number of travel sketches and essays

dealing with his varied and cosmopolitan life.

Red Cross andiron Cross (1917); Engammalbok
om mdnniskor och djur (1931); Memories and

vagaries (1908; 3rd enlarged ed. 1930).

Boken om A, M, Capri och San Michele (ed. A.

Andrdn, 1957). C.H.K. (I.S.)

Muoth, Giachen Caspar (*Breil 29 IX 1844;

tChur 6 Vn 1906), Raeto-Romansch poet. His

publications include historical studies and a

considerable number of lyrics and particularly epic

poems, which reveal a personality of scarcely

restrained vigour and power; he abandons himself

completely to his own surging rhythms and the

images w^ch arise from them. The chief source of

his inspiration is the struggle of the free peasantry

to defend its liberties against internal oppressors

and foreign intruders—which he praises in the

romantic grandiloquence of his historical ballads;

then the idyllic, but hard, life of the peasant, which
he describes with evident relish with the full detail

of epic treatment.

Poesias in Annalas da la Soc. Retorum., XXII
(1908); Ovras (ed. L. Cagianut, 1931); La poesia

de G, C. M. (centenary ed.; 1945).

C. Decurtins, ‘G. C. M,’ in Igl Ischi, I (1901);

F, Camathias, ‘La poesia de G. C. M,% ibid,, XTV
(1912); G. B, Derungs, ‘Vita de G. C. M.’ in

Annalas da la Soc. Retorum., XXn (1908); A.
Cahannes, ‘G. C. M.’, ibid., LDC (1946); F. D.
Vieli, ‘G. C. M.’ in Archivum Romanicum, III

(1919); P. Tuor, ‘Prof G. C, M.’ in Ischi, XXXU
(1947); R. R. Bezzola in The Curly-Horned Cow
(1971 ; with text and tr. of a poem). R.R.B.

Murasaki Shikibu, pseud. (*c. 978 ;
oo998 Fujiwara

no Nobutaka [tlOOl]; t?1031), Japanese novelist,

diarist and poet. Her real name is unknown, except
that belonged to the powerful Fujiwara clan.

She lived most of her life in close contact with the

Emperor’s court at Kyoto. After a happy but short

married life, in 1005 she entered the service of the

Empress Akiko, in which she appears to have

remained until her death.

Her main work, Genji monogatari (The Tale of
Genji), in 54 books or sections, is probably the

greatest Japanese novel. It is a long story of court

life, told in a polished style, which at the same time

is poetic and full of sensitivity, reflecting every

gradation ofemotion in all the characters depicted.

Its plot is complex, and its treatment realistic. But

in keeping with the tradition of the court, reflected

in contemporary poetry, the tempo is quiet and
reflective; dramatic scenes, vigorous action and
startling or terrifying events are few. The novel

describes the life and loves of Prince Genji, an

elegant and talented noble. It is not certain when it

was written: some authorities ascribe it to 1001-04,

others to 1005-08: but its composition may have

been spread over up to fifteen years starting in

1001. The translation by Arthur Waley* (6 vols,

1925-33; new 1-vol. ed. 1952) has become an

English classic.

Her diary, Murasaki Shikibu nikki, covering the

years 1007-10, throws an intimate light on her

character: although a series of disconnected

jottings, it has much literary merit. Murasaki was

also well known as a poet: her poems are to be

found in the above works, in Murasaki Shikibu

kashu, and in later anthologies. E.B.C.

GENJI monogatari: Le G. M.: introduction et

traduction du livre I (tr. C. Haguenauer, 1959);

Die schdnsten Liebesgeschichten des Prinzen G. (tr.

H. E. Herlitschka, 1963); Die Geschichte vom
Prinzen G. (tr. O. Beni, 2 vols, 1966).

—
‘The Diary

ofM. S.’ (tr. A. E. Omori and Kochi Doi in Diaries

of Court Ladies of Old Japan, 1920, repr. 1961;

extract in Anthology of Japanese Literature, ed.

D. L. Keene, 1955).

J. M. Maid, ‘Lady M. and the G. M.’ in Monu-
menta Nipponica, III (1940); O. Beni, ‘Der

Schicksalsbegriff im G.-m.’ in Nachrichten der

Gesellschaft fur Natur- und Vdlkerkunde Ost-

asiens, LXXVII (1955); A. Oyama, ‘How was the

G. M. written?’ in Acta Asiatica, II (1961); 1. 1.

Morris, The World of the Shining Prince (1964);

E. R. Miner, ‘Some thematic and structural

features of the G. M.* in Monumenta Nipponica,

XXIV.1-2 (1969). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Muratori, Ludovico Antonio (*Vignola 21 X
1672; tModena 23 1 1750), Italian scholar; priest;

a doctor of law; librarian of the Biblioteca

Ambrosiana, Milan (1695) and archivist at the

Estense court, Modena (1700); the founder of

modem Italian historiography and a central figure

in the intellectual ferment of pre-Illuminist Italy.

Muratori published the Rerum Italicarum scriptores

a-XXVII, 1723-38; XXVIII, 1751)—a vast

collection of medieval chronicles, poems, laws,

letters and inscriptions—^and the Antiquitates
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Italicae medti aevi (6 vols, 1738-43), 75 disserta-

tions elucidating the customs and institutions of

the same period. Other works include Antichitd

Estensi (2 vols, 1717; 1740), Della caritd cristiam

(1723), the Annali d^ltalia (12 vols, 1744-49)—

a

popular history from the beginning ofthe Christian

era, Dei difetti della giurisprudenza (1742), Della

pubblica felicitd (1749), the Epistolario and various

important treatises on aesthetics: Della perfetta

poesia italiam (1706), Riflessionisopra ilbuon gusto

(1708) and Dellaforza della fantasia umana (1745).

Opere di L, A, M, (ed. G. Falco and F. Forti,

2 vols, 1964; bio-biblio. note).

—

Scritti inediti (ed.

C. Ricci, 1880); Scritti autobiografici (ed. T.

Sorbelli, 1950); Scritti politici postumi (ed. D.
Donati, 1950); Epistolario (ed. M. Campori, 14

vols, 1901-22).

—

Opere varie (36 vols, 1767-80).

G. F. Soli Muratori, Vita delproposto L. A,M
(1756).—G. Bertoni, L. A, M, (192Q; Miscellanea

di studi muratoriani (3 vols, 1933, 1951, 1963); G.
Cavazzuti, i. A, Af. (1950); F. Forti, £. A, M,fra
antichi e moderni (1953); M. Fubini, Dal M. al

Baretti (1954); S. BertelU, Erudizione e storia in

L A. M. (1960); G. F. Falco, ‘L. A. M. e il

preilluminismo’ in La cultura illuministica in

Italia (rev. ed. M. Fubini, 1964).—^T. Sorbelli,

Bibliografia Muratoriam (2 vols, 1943-44).

M.W.

Muratov, Pavel Pavlovich (*1881; tl950),

Russian short-story writer and essayist writing

principally about art. He was one of the brilliant

team ofmen responsible for the aesthetic education

and reorientation of the Russian intelligentsia

between 1890 and 1914.

Fra Angelico (tr. E. Law-Gisiko, 1929); Fr. trs:

Uancieme peinture russe (1925); Les leones

russes (1927); Trente-cinq primitifs russes (1931).

J.L.

Murdoch, Iris (*Dublin 15 VII 1919; ool956 John

Oliver Bayley), English philosopher turned

novelist, whose work is notable for its wit, intri-

cacy, imagination and narrative power, seen at

their best in The Bell (1958) eind A Severed Head
(1961). The Red and the Green (1965) is a more
realistic story of an Anglo-Irish family on the

fringe of the Easter Rising of 1916.

Under the Net (1954); The Flight From the

Enchanter (1956); The Unicom (1963); The Time of

the Angels (I960; The Nice and the Good (1968);

A Fairly Honourable Defeat (1970).

—

Sartre,

Romantic Rationalist (1953); The Sovereignty of

Goodiim).
A. S, Byatt, Degrees of Freedom (1965); R.

Rabinovitz, 7. M, (1968). W.R.A.

Murdoch, Walter Logie Forbes (*Pitsligo, Scot-

land 17 IX 1874; fPerth 30 VH 1970), AustraHan

essayist. He arrived in Australia in 1884, and was

Professor of English at the University of Western

MURNER
Australia (1912-39). He combines unpedantic
scholarship with a comprehension of the contem-
porary scene, and humour is balanced with a
moralistic seriousness.

Collected Essays (1938). F.T.M. (A.M.G.)

Mure, Sir Wiluam (*Rowallan, Ayrshire 1594;
00 c. 1615 Anna Dundas; t?165'^, Scottish poet.

He translated Boyd’s Hecatombe Christiana in

verse (1628) and wrote a line version of the
Psalms, The True Crucifixe for True Catholickes

(1629).

The History of the House of Rowallane (pub.

1825).— (ed. W. Tough, 1898). J.K.

Muret (Muretus), Marc-Antoine (*Muret, Li-

moges 12 IV 1526; tRome 4 VI 1585), Frendh
scholar, resident in Italy after 1555. Intimate with
the poets of the pl]§iade, he was celebrated for Ms
Latin style.

Variae lectiones (Venice, 1559); Opera (ed.

D. Ruhhken, 4 vols, 1789).

C. Dejob, M.-A. M. (1881); M. Pattison, Essays,

1 (1889). D.H.

Muiger, Henry (*Paris 22 III 1822; Vbid. 28 I

1861), French novelist, whose realistic accounts of

the hand-to-mouth existence of artists and writers

in the Paris Latin Quarter created a legend. His
Scenes de la vie de Bohime {The Bohemians of the

Latin Quarter, tr. E. Marriage and J. Selwyn, 1901)

first appeared serially (1847-49). Successfully

dramatized as La vie de Bohime (1849), they

provided the libretto for Puccini’s and Leonca-

vallo’s operas (1896-97).

Le pays latin (1852); Les buveurs d'eau (1855);

Le sabot rouge (1858).

G. Montorgueil, H, M,, romancier de la Bohime

(1929); A. Caban^, Autour de la vie de bohime

(1938); A. Wamod, La vraie Bohime de H, M,
(1947); R. Baldick, The First Bohemian, The Life

ofH M. (1961), T.W.

Mum, JosiP (pseud. Aleksandrov) (*Ljubliana

4 III 1879; ^ibid, 18 VI 1901), Slovene poet whose
instantaneous lyrical pictures reflect in contrasting

lights the pride of creation and the inextricable

deadlock of life from which only resignation or

despair will bring release. Of all poets of the

Slovene modem period he has had the strongest

influence on succeeding generations up to the

present day.

Aleksandrov, Pesmi in romance (ed. with biog,

I. Prijatelj, 1903); /. M.a-A.a izbrani spisi (sel,

works; 1933); Zbrano delo (coll, works; 2 vols,

1954). A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Mumer, Thomas (Oberehnheim, Alsace 1475;

Ifibid. 1537), German satirist. The greatest 16th-

centuiy Catholic satirist, Mumer became a
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Franciscan Friar (1490), wandered restlessly

through the Universities ofEurope, was turned out

of Strasbourg and Lucerne by the Lutheran

Reformers, and died a priest in his home village*

In his early satires {Narrenbeschworung, 1512;

Schelmenzunft, 1512; Geuchmatt, 1519; Muhle zu

Schmndelsheim, 1515) he attacks social and Church

abuses in the style of Brant’s* Narrenschiff, but

surpassing Brant in his inventiveness, power,

coarseness and use of homely phrases. He attacked

Wimpfeling’s* Germania^ defendedHenry* VIII, by

whom he was well regarded, against Luther*, and

in Von dem grossen Lutherischen Narren (1522)

wrote the best Catholic satire against Luther and

his supporters. Vain and quarrelsome, universally

hated, but having a passionate, often reckless

respect for truth, Mumer is a brilliant satirist,

witty, vigorous, deadly, whose superficial coarse-

ness conceals a passionately sincere and almost

tragic genius.

Germania nova (1502; ed. K. Schmidt, 1875);

Ein andechtig geistliche Badenfahrt (1514; ed. £.

Martin, 1887); Ob der Konig aus England ein

Lugner sei oder Luther (1522); Narrenbesckworung

(ed. K. Goedeke, 1879; ed. M. Spanier, 2nd ed.

1912); Die Muhle zu Schwindelsheim (ed. P.

Albrecht, 1883); Die Schelmenzunft (ed. E.

Matthias, 1890; facs. ed. H. Rup6, 192Q; Die
Geuchmatt (ed. W. Uhl, 1896; ed. E. Fuchs, 1931);

Von dem grossen lutherischen Narren (ed. P.

Merker, 1918 ; ed. A. E. Berger in Dt Lit, in

Eeihen^ IE, 1933),—Ausgewdhlte Werke (ed. G.
Balke in J. Kursctoer, Dt, Nat^-Lit,, XVH, 1890).

Th. von Liebenau, Der Franziskaner T, M.
(1913); G. Schumann, M, und seine Dichtungen

(1917); R. Newald, ‘Wandlungen des M.-Bilds’ in

Schultz-Festschrift (1938) and Elsdssische Charak-

terkopfe (1941); R, Gruenter, ‘T. M.s satirischer

Wortschatz* in Euphorion, LXXIII (1959); B.

Kdnneker, Wesen und Wandlung der Narrenidee im
Zeitalter des Hwnanismus. Brant-M,-Erasrrm
(1966). D.G.D.

Murphy, Arthur (*Clooxiiquin, Co. Roscommon
1727 ; tKnightsbridge VI 1805), Irish dramatist and
biographer. Aftersome years as actor and barrister,

he wrote for the London stage such plays as The
Way to Keep Him (1760) and Three Weeks after

Marriage (1764), He also adapted Moli^re* and
translated Sallust* and Tacitus* with some skill.

Works (7 vols, 1786).—J. P. Emery, A, M,
(194Q, E.T.W.

Murphy, Richard (*Co. Mayo, Ireland 1927),

Irish poet; educated at Oxford and the Sorbonne;
lives in the West of Ireland. His considerable

personal knowledge of the sea is reflected in some
of his best work, notably ‘The Last Galway
Hooker ’ and *The ClegganDisaster’, bothincluded
in Sailing to an Island (1963). His interest in tradi-

tion and his talent as a narrative poet axe both

evident in the long poem The Battle of Aughrim
(1968).

The Archaeology ofLove (1955). E.T.W.

Murray, Charles (*Alford, Aberdeenshire 28 IX
1864; 001895 Edith Rogers; tBanchory, Kincar-

dineshire 12 IV 1941), Scottish poet. He spent many
years in public employment in South Africa.

Written in the dialect of his native district, his

poetry is homely, vigorous and natural, unambi-
tious in its aim and scope.

Hamewith (1900); A Sough o’ War (1917); In the

Country Places (1920); The Last Poems (1969).

C. Christie, Some Memories of C, M, (Pretoria,

1943). G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

Murray, (George) Gilbert (Ajme) (Sydney,
New South Wales 2 I 1866; cx3l889 Lady Mary
Henrietta Howard; fOxford 20 V 1957), British

man of letters, scholar and humanist; Regius

Professor ofGreek, Oxford (1908-36). His life-work

has been to interpret the spirit of ancient Greece to

the modern world. This he has done through verse

renderings of the Greek dramatists, through

beautifully written books on Greek thought and

literature, and by translating the nobler Greek
views of just citizenship into an active public life

on behalf of the League of Nations and other

liberal movements.

CLASSICAL studies: a History of Ancient Greek

Literature (1897); The Rise of the Greek Epic

(1907; 4th ed. 1934); Five Stages ofGreek Religion

(1925); The Classical JYadition in Poetry (1927);

Aristophanes (1933); Aeschylus (1940); Euripides

and His Age (2nd ed. 1946); Greek Studies (1946).

—translations: Euripides (1905-54); Aristo-

phanes (1908-56); Sophocles (1911-48); Aeschylus

U920-39); Menander (1942-45).— Unfinished

Autobiography (1960); Humanist Essays (1964).

J. A. K. Thomson, G. M, (1958).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Murray, Thomas C. (*Cork 1873; tl959), Irish

dramatist. A teacher by profession, Murray wrote

for the Abbey Theatre some of the best realistic

plays of its early years, focusing the types and

coiiflicts of rural Irish society in simply drawn but

powerful situations. He and Lennox Robinson*

were known as ‘the Cork realists’ but their art was

more selective than the term implies. R.McH.

Birthright (1910); Maurice Harte (1912); The

Briary Gap (1917); Aftermath (1922); Autumn Fire

(1924) ; Michaelmas Eve (1932). E.T.W.

Murry, John Middleton (*Peckham 6 VIII 1889;

CX51918 Kathleen Beauchamp, ‘Katherine Mans-
field’* [tl923], 001924 Violet le Maistre [tl931],

ooElizabeth Cockbayne, ooMary Gamble; fBury

St Edmunds 13 III 1957), English essayist, editor

of The Athenaeum (1919-21) and The Adelphi
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(1923-48). A sensitive, romantic critic of literature,

with a penchant for the esoteric and mystical, he

has written much on religious themes; is often

unconventional, challenging.

Fyodor Dostoevsky (1916); To the Unknown God
(1924) ;

Keats and Shakespeare (1925) ; Life ofJesus

(1926); Studies in Keats (1930; 1955); The Life of
Katherine Mansfield (with R. E. Mantz; 1933);

Shakespeare (1936); The Mystery ofKeats (1949);

Katherine Mansfield and Other Literary Portraits

(1949); Jonathan Swift (1954); Selected Criticism

(ed. R. Rees, \96D),^Between Two Worlds

(autobiog.; 1935),

F. A. Lea, The Life ofJ. M. M. (1959); Mary M.
Murry, To Keep Faith (1959).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Musaeus (/?. late 5th centuiy a.d.), Greek poet, of

the school of Nonnus* Author of the miniature

epic Hero and Leander in 343 hexameters. Though
rhetorical in places, the poem is one of the most
charming productions of late antiquity, and has

inspired many later poets (hero and leander).

M.: Hero and Leandros (ed. A. Ludwich, 1912);

Museo: Ero e Leandro (ed. E. Malcovati, 1948).

—

Trs: J. M. Edmonds, The Greek Bucolic Poets

(1912); E. H. Blakeney, M: Hero and Leander

(1935); F. L. Lucas, M; Hero andLeander (1949);

H. Faerber, Hero and Leander (1961); P. Orsini,

M,: Hero et Leandre (1968).

M. H. Jellinek, Die Sage von Hero und Leander
in der Dichtung (1890). R.B.

Musyas, Johann Karl August (•Jena 29 III

1735; tWeimar 28 X 1787), German novelist and
fairy-tale writer. A clergyman, MusSus became a
schoolmaster in Weimar, after being rejected as a
parish pastor because he had danced. His novels

satirize literary fashions. His graceful, delicately

ironical fairy-tales enjoyed an enormous vogue.

Grandison der Zweite (1760-62); Physiogruh

mische Reisen (1778-79); Die Volksmdrchen der

Deutschen (1782-8Q.
A. Ohlmer, M. als satirischer Romansckriftsteller

(diss. Munich 1912); E. Jahn, Die Volksmdrchen

der Deutschen (1914); A. RichH, M. (1957).

H.B.G.

Muschg, Adolf (ZoUikon 13 V 1934), Swiss

novelist. He taught at Universities in Germany,
U.S.A. and Japan and is now Professor of German
at the Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.

With his bold forays into the complexities of

modem life and the problems of youth, and with

his highly imaginative and idiomatic use of

language he imparts great vigour to Swiss prose,

Im Sommer des Hasen (1965); Gegenzauber

(1968); Mitgespielt (1969). H.B.

Mushanokoji Saneatsu (Tokyo 12 V 1885;

001912 Takeo Fusako), Japanese author. After

leaving Tokyo Imperial University in 1907 before
graduating, he immediately embarked on a long
and illustrious career of writing. His work
expresses strong idealism, a spiritual outlook,

individualism and humanity, and was unconven-
tional in method and treatment. His plots, how-
ever, sometimes tended to uniformity as a result of
his prolific output. E.B.C.

novels: Yujo (1919; Friendship^ tr. R. Matsu-
moto, 1958; summary in Kokusai Bunka Shin-

kdkai. Introduction to Contemporary Japanese

Literature, I, 1939); Kdfukumono (1919); Yaso

(1920; summary ofte and prec. in T. Kunitomo,
Japanese Literature Since 1868, 1938); Ai to shi

(1939; Love and Death, tr. S. Yamamura, 1967);

Shinri sensei (‘Professor Truth’; 1949-50; sum-
mary in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, op. cit., II,

1959)

.

—

^plays: Aru katei (1909; ‘A Family

Afiair’, tr. Y. T. Iwasaki and G. Hughes in New
Plays From Japan, 1930); Sono imoto (1915; The
Sister, tr. K. Nishi, 1935); Ningen banzai (1923;

‘Three Cheers for Man’, tr. K. Strong in Japan
Quart., X.1, 1963); Aiyoku (‘Passion’; 1926;

summary in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, op. cit.,

1939). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

MuSidki, Lukuan (*Temerin 27 1 1777 ; fKarlovac

15 HI 1837), Serbian poet and erudite churchman.

His verse is in the pseudo-classical style, and he

was one of the last prominent Serbian writers to

employ Old Slavonic.

Stihotvorenija (4 vols, 1838-47), V.J,

Musil, Robert (•Klagenfurt 6 XI 1880; fGeneva
15 IV 1942), Austrian novelist, playwright and
essayist. His first novel. Die Verwirrungen des

Zdglings Tdrless (1906; Young Torless, tr. E.

Wilkins and E. Kaiser, 1955), examines the

psychology of an adolescent and uncannily antici-

pates some of the more dangerous aspects of later

irrationalism. His reputation rests mainly on his

one great novel, rewritten several times, DerMam
ohne Eigenschaften (3 vols, 1930-33; The Man
Without Qualities, tr. idem, I-II, 1953-54; III,

1965), a huge encyclopaedia about pre-war

Austria, and the spiritual biography and utopian

vision of a unique individual, Ulrich, the ‘man
without qualities’ and modem anti-hero. It is a

radical attempt to combine fiction and reality.

stories: Vereinigtmgen (1911); Drei Frauen

(1923).—plays: Die Schwdrmer (1921); Vinzenz

Oder Die Freundin bedeutender Manner (1923).

—

Gesammelte Werke (coll, works; ed. A. Fris6,

3 vols, 1952-57).

R. M. Leben, Werk, Wirkung (ed. K. Dinklage,

1960)

; B. Pike, R. M. An Introduction to His Work

(1961); E. Kaiser and E. Wilkins, R. M. Eine

Einfiihrung in das Werk (1962) and M.-Biblio*

graphie (1962); W. Berghahn, R. M. in Selbstzeug-

nissen md Bilddokumenten (1963); W. Bausingcr,
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Studien zu einer historisch-kritischen Ausgabe von J. Vanderheyden in Versl. en Med. Koninkl.

R. M.s *Der Mann ohne EigenschafterC (1964); G.

Baumann, R. M. (1965); S. Bauer and J. Dreyer-

mann, Studien zu R. M. (1966); W. Rasch, Vber

M.s Roman *Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften^ (1967);

U. Schramm, Fiktion und Reflexion: Vberlegungen

zu M, und Beckett (1967). F.M.K.

Musin-Pushkin, A. I.: see SIoto o Poiku Igoreve.

Muspilli, 9th-century Bavarian poem in alliterating

lines of which 103 (all, except beginning and end)

are preserved in a 10th-century MS (St Emmeram,
Regensburg). It tells, with great rhetorical power,

the fate of the soul immediately after death, and on
the Day of Judgement. Some maintain that lines

37-62 were originally independent; they describe

the fight of Antichrist with Elijah which brings

about muspilli (the destruction of the world by
fire—the word, but not the idea, is heathen). It

may be treated as the counterpart to Wessobrunn^

Prayer and compared with passages in the Old
English poem Christ IIL

Ed. W. Braune and K. Helm, Althochdeutsches

Lesebuch (1962); C. C. Barber, Old High German
Reader (1951).

H. Schneider, ‘M.’ in Zschr. f. dt. Alt., LXXIII
(1936); J. Knight Bostock, Handbook of Old High
German Literature (1955); H. Kolb, ‘vora demo
muspille’ in Zschr. f. dt. Philol, LXXXIII (1964);

Cola Minis, Handschrift^ Form und Sprache des M.
(1966). F.P.P.

Mussato, Alberuno (*Padua 1261; ooc, 1296
Mabilia Dente; tChioggia 31 V 1329), Italian poet
and historiographer esteemed as an early humanist.
Notary

; soldier; diplomat ; thePaduan ambassador
to the Emperor Hemy VII (1311, 1312); he partici-

pated zealously in the wars against Cangrande
della Scala (1312-28). Mussato wrote three Latin
histories, after the manner of Livy*, narrating the

Italian expedition of Henry VII (1310-13) and
Italian affairs up to 1329 (printed by Muratori* in

Rerum Italicarum scriptores, X, 1730), and a Latin
verse tragedy in the Senecan style, Ecerinis (c.

1311/12-15
;
rev. ed. L. Padrin, 1969), on the tyrant

Ezzelino da Romano. Other works include 17
Epistolae, five Soliloquia and an epic poem.

A Zardo, A. M. (1884); E. R. Curtius, European
Literature and the Latin Middle Ages (tr. W. R.
Trask, 1953); M. Dazzi, II M. preumanista (1964;
with apps of Ital. trs from Lat. works). M.W.

Mussem, Jan van, 16th-century priest in Worm-
hout (Flanders). He advocated the humanistic
conception of poetics.

Rhetorica^ dye edele const van welsegghene,

Genomen wt die oude vermaerdste Rhetorisienen
ende Orateuren, als Cicero, Quintilianus, enz,

overghestelt wt den iatijne in gemeender vlaemscher
spraken (1553; 2nd ed. 1607).

Vlaamse Acad. (1952); L. van den Branden, Het
streven naar verheerlijking, zuivering en opbouw van

het Nederlands in 16de eeuw (1956).

J.J.M, (A.V.E.)

Musset, Louis-Charles-Alfred de (*Paris 11 xn
1810; ^ibid. 2 V 1857), French poet and dramatist.

The brilliant second son of cultivated parents,

Musset at 18 was a favourite in Charles Nodier’s*

circle of young Romantics and his early poems
reflect the prevailing Hugo-worship of 1830. He
quickly liberated himself, preferred Byron* as a
model (Mardoche, Namouna) and, aided by a
certain aristocratic preference for the 18th century

which was to mark much of his work, tempered the

Romantic frenzy with his own lifter fantasy. His

emotionally disastrous liaison with George Sand*

(1834-35) inspired one of the greatest sequences of

Romantic poems, Les Nuits (1835-37), as well as

his autobiographical Confession d'un enfant du

Slide (1836) and his plays Lorenzaccio (1834),

Fantasia (1834) and On ne badinepas avec Vamour
(1834). At 30 Musset, his naturally fragile health

undermined by sexual excess and alcoholism and

a prey to hallucinations conceivably of epileptic

origin, was prematurely old. New disappointments

in love (as with Aim6e d’Alton) completed his

demoralization. He was partly consoled by the

success of his plays which, after the early failure

at the Odeon of La Nuit venitienne (1830), he had

written only for publication in the Revue des Deux
Mondes. The actressMme Allan-Despr6aux having

discovered their dramatic qualities, they were

produced at the Com6die Frangaise (1847 ff.), and

their success encouraged Musset to write a few

more.

Lightness of touch and an impish wit distinguish

much of his dramatic and poetic production and

some of his prose tales. In his more serious work

he typifies the unreflecting Romantic pursuit of

ideal happiness and the equally unreflecting dejec-

tion when dsappointed: the two combined

constituting the mal du siicle. These features,

foreign to modern sensibility, are the cause of bis

present low reputation.

verse; Contes d’Espagne et d"Italic (1830); Un
Spectacle dans un fauteuil (1832; incl. Namouna, Le
Saule); Rolla (1833); Poesies noiivelles (1835-52;

incl, Les Nuits; Lettre d Lamartine, 1836; VEspoir

en Dieu, 1838).

—

^plays: La Nuit venitienne (1830);

Andri del Sarto (1833); Comedies et proverbes

(1840); Nouvelles comedies et proverbes (1845-55).
—^various ;UAnglais mangeur d^opium (1828 ; after

De Quincey; repr. 1920); Lettres de Dupuis et

Cotonet in Rev. des Deux Mondes (1836-37);

Contes et nouvelles (1837-53).

—

CEuvres complites

(ed. M. Allem: Poisies, 1933; Thedtre, 1934; Prose,

1938).

George Sand, Elle et lui (1859); P. de Musset,

Biographie d^A, de M. (1877); A. Adam, La
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veritable aventure vinitienne (1938); L. Lafoscade,

Le thedtre d'A. de M. (1904); P. Gastinel, Le
romantisme d*A. de M. (1933); P. van Tieghem,

M., Vhomme et Vceuvre (1945). G.B.

Mussolini, Benito (*Dovia di Predappio 27 VII

1883; ooRachele Guidi; tGiulino di Mezzegra 28

IV 1945), Italian journalist and politician, founder

of the Fascist party and head of the Italian

government from X 1922 until VII 1943; killed by
Partisans. Mussolini had a certain journalistic

flair and was a successful propagandist and orator,

but he had no real literary talent, and his attempts

at creative writing were disastrous.

Opera omnia di JB. M. (25 vols, 1951-59).

L. Fermi, M. (1961); F. W. Deakin. The Brutal

Friendship (1962) ;
R. De Felice, Af. il rivoluzionario^

1883-1920 (1965) and M. ilfascista (2 vols, 1966-

68). B.M.

Ai/-Mu'tainid (*1040; fA^mat, Morocco 1095),

Arabic poet. Ofthe 'Abbasid dynasty, he succeeded

to the principality of Seville, during the period of

the division of Muslim Spain into petty dynasties.

At the coming of the Almoravids he was deprived

of his kingdom and exiled to Morocco. He is of

considerable importance as a poet.

A. R. Nykl, Hispano-Arabic Poetry (1946).

S.M.S.

AL-Mutanabbi (*Kufa 915; t955), Arabic poet. He
started his career as panegyrist of various persons

in Iraq and Syria. A curious intermezzo is his

unsuccessful attempt to become the leader of

rebellious Bedouin. (Hence his nickname ‘al-

Mutanabbr, i.e. ‘one who pretends to be a

prophet’.) He found a patron in Saif al-Daula,

Prince of Aleppo. Later he went to Egypt, to the

court of the negro majordomo, KSfur. He
quarrelled, however, with KSfur, fled to Persia and

composed venomous satires on his former patron.

On the way to his native Iraq he was killed by

Bedouin.

Al-Mutanabbi is reckoned as the greatest of

Arabic poets. He stands for the ancient Arabian

virtues. Characteristic is his immense personal

pride. His style is in agreement with his person-

ality: its nobility is not without a tendency to-

wards rhetoric. Many of his verses are among the

most often quoted in Arabic literature.

J. von Hammer-Purgstall, MotenebbU dergrdsste

arabische Dichter (1824); R. Blachere, Un poite

arabe du IVe siicle de VHegire: Abou t-Tayyib aU

Motanabbt (1935); A. J. Arberry, Poems of aU

Mutanabbi (1967). S.M.S. (R.O.)

Mutianus Rufus, C!onradus (*Homberg 15X 1471

;

tGotha 30 III 1526), German humanist. He pre-

sided over the groT^h of humanism at Erfurt

Universitythrou^ his circle,towhichmany leading

MUZIO
German humanists belonged. He wrote little him-
self, but inspired others to write. His correspon-
dence is wide and significant.

. Briefwechsel (ed. C. Krause, 1885 ;
ed. K. Gillert,

1890).

F. Halbauer, M. R. und seine geistesgeschicht-

liche Stelhmg (1929); L. W. Spitz, ‘The conflict of

ideas in M. R.’ in Warburg Inst. Jour., XVI (1953).

D.G.D.

Mufran, Khalil (*Baalbek, Lebanon 1872;

tCairo 1949), Syro-Egyptian Arab poet, journalist

and translator of Shakespeare*. His poetry, which
represents a transition from neo-classicism to

Romanticism, greatly influenced the following

generation of Romantic poets. His translations

include The Merchant of Venice^ Hamlet^ Macbeth
and Othello,

Diwdn aUKhalil (verse; 4 vols, 1908-49).—^A. Z.

Abushady, ‘Shawqi, Hafiz and M., the three

leading neo-classical poets of contemporary

Egypt’ in Middle Eastern Affairs, III (1952);

Muhammad Mandur, K, M. (Cairo, 1954); A. J.

Arberry, Arabic Poetry (1965). M.M.B.

AL-Muwailibi> Muhammad Ibrahim (*Cairo 1868;

tl930), Egyptian Arab novelist and essayist.

Having been banished from Egypt after the *Urabi

Pasha revolt in 1882, he later returned to Cairo and
helped his father edit the literary review, Misbah
al-Sharq. His main work, ^adith *Isa ibn Hishdm

(1907), is *a spiritual satire of modem Egyptian

society’ written in the form of the medieval

maqdmah (short episodes in rhymed prose inter-

spersed with poetry).

R. Allen, ‘IJadith Tsa: a reconsideration’ in

Jour. Arabic Lit., I (1970). C.R. (M.M.B.)

Muyaka bin Hajji al-Ghassany (*Mombasa

1776; Vbid, 1837), Swahili poet. He was the first

well-known secular Swahili poet, i.e. the first poet

whose verse was memorized by his townsmen long

enough to be recorded by Muhammad Sikujua,

who was encouraged to do so by the British

missionary William E. Taylor. Muyaka was also

the first known poet to employ the shairi metre of

stanzas of 4 x 16 syllables. His verses were often

succinct and witty, the first Swahili epigrams. A
friend of the powerful Mazrui family (Abdallah

bin Hamidi, 1814-23, and Salim bin Ahmad,

tl835, the Medicis of Mombasa), many of his

poems refer to the political situation which ended

in the occupation of the once free city by the

Sultan of Oman.

Diwani ya M, (Johannesburg, 1940). J.Kn.

Muzio, Girolamo (*Padua 1496; fLa Paneretta,

nr Siena 1576), Italian poet and prose-writer,

champion of orthodoxy against the Reformation.
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In the controversy on the Italian language he was

an opponent of Varchi*.

ll Duello (1550); Rime diverse (1550); Mentite

ochiniari£{\55\)\ ArtepoeticaiXS5X)\Il Gentiluomo

(1571); Lettere cattoliche (1572); Sopra il concilio

che si ha da fare, e sopra Vunwne d'ltalia (1572);

Battaglie per difesa delVitalica lingua, and La

Varchina (1582); Lettere (1590).

E. Carrara, Im poesia pastorale (1904-08); V.

Di Tocco, ‘Un progetto di confederazione italiana*

in Archivio storico ital., VII (1924) and Ideali

d^indipendenza in Italia durante la preponderanza

spagnuola (1926).

Muzzarelli, Giovanni (*Gazzuolo 71490; fRocca

di Mondaino 1518), Italian humanist ^d poet,

author of Dialogo in lode di donne, an imitation of

Bembo’s* Asolanu

Canzoni e Sestine amorose di M. Giovanni

Muzzarelli (1562); Fabula di Narciso in Stantie

nave di messer Antonio Thibaldeo (1518).

V. Cian in Giomale storico della lett. ital., XXI
(1893), XXXVni (1901); for the Dialogo, Dhesa

Sandri in Archivio Romano, XXI (1937). B.R.

Mvengo, two 18th-century Swahili poets of Pate

on the northern Kenya coast. The father, Bwana
Mwengo, wrote the famous Chuo cha Ta^uka or

Utenzi wa Herekcdi, the first epic poem in Swahili,

1,150 stanzas long, describing the battle of the

Arabs against the Byzantines; the oldest manu-

script, which is now in Hamburg, is dated 1728.

Abu Bakari bin Mwengo wrote an imitation, the

Utenzi wa Katirifu or Ghazwa ya Sesebani, around

the middle of the 18th century; it is 450 stanzas

long.

J. Knappert, Het Epos van Heraklios (Leiden,

1958) and ‘The “Utenzi wa Katirifu” or “Ghazwa
ya Sesebani”* in Afrika und Uebersee, LII (Ham-
burg, 1969). J.Kn.

Myers, Leo Hamilton (*Cambridge 1881; ool908

ElsiePalmer; tMarlow8IV 1944), Englishnovelist.

He sought to extend the frontiers of fiction and

show human beings in relation to that side of

reality which is the subject of philosophy, specula-

tion and wonder. Thus the common life of his

characters has a dream-like quality, and their

speculative and moral selves provide his theme.

The Orissers (1922); The Clio (1925); Strange

Glory (1936) ;
The Near and the Far (1943 ; 4 novels

:

The Near and the Far, 1929; Prince Jali, 1931;

Rcgcdi Amar, 1935; The Pool of Vishnu, 1940; 1st 3

orig. coll, as The Root and the Flower, 1935).

G. H. Bantock, L. H, M, (1956); Irene Simon,

The Novels ofL, H. M, (Brussels, 1956).

R.A.S.J. (W.R.A.)

Mykle, Agnar (*Trondheim 1915), Norwegian
noydist. He made an impressive debut with the

collection of short stories Taustigen (1948), where
imaginative dynamism combines with mastery of
form. A recurring theme is the frustration of
youthful expectation, which in jyven, tyven skaldu
hete (1951; The Hotel Room, tr. M. Michael, 1963)

becomes a highly polemical attack on restrictive

puritanical attitudes. In the two novels centred on
Ask Burlefot, Lasso rundt fru Luna (1954; Lasso
Round the Moon, tr. idem, 1960), and Sangen om
den rode rubin (1956; The Song ofthe Red Ruby, tr.

idem, 1961), his hero seeks personal and social

liberation principally through an almost unending
series of sexual escapades, the prevalence and
detailed description of which in the second novel
led to a charge of pornography. Mykle’s writing

talent, which is at its best in the first of these two
novels, includes a vitality (which matches his

subject-matter), brilliant narrative skill shot

through with humour, and poetic feeling.

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: *Jeg er like glad, sa

gutten (1952); Kors p& halsen (1958); Rubicon

(1965; Eng. tr. M. Michael, 1966); Largo (1967).

P. Houm, Ask Burlefot og vi (1957). R.G.P.

Mykolaitis, Vincas: see Putinas.

Myl, Abraham van der (*’s-Heerenberg 13 II

1563; t27 III 1637), Dutch theologian, poet and
philologist. He translated a poem of James* VI of

Scotland on the Battle of Lepanto as De slach van

Lepanten (1593); he also made the first Dutch
translation of Horace’s* Beatus ille in Den loffeens

landt-mans levens. He contributed to the Neder-
duytschen Helicon and the Zeeuwsche Nachtegael.

Of his learned Latin publications. Lingua Belgica

(1612) is an uncritical plea for the excellence of the
Dutch language.

P. J. Meertens, *A. van der M. als taalgeleerde*

in Bundel ,,,C,G,N de Vooys (1940) and Letter*

kundig leven in Zeeland (1943). J.J.M.

Myles na Gopaleen: see 6 Noalldin, Briain.

Mynshid or Minshull, Geffray (*71594; QNant-
wich 1 XI 1668), English prose writer, admitted to

Gray’s Inn 1611/12. Imprisoned for debt (1617) in

the King’s Bench prison, he wrote there Certaine

Characters and Essayes of Prison and Prisoners

(1618).

G. Murphy, A Cabinet of Characters (1925);

H. Osborne, A Mirror of Charactery (1933).

M. L. Hunt, Thomas Dekker (1911).

R.M.W.

Myst^re des Actes des Apdtres. This most spectacu-

lar of the French Mysteries, containing nearly

62,(^ lines and dated between 1452 and 1478, is

attributed either to Jean du Prier or to Simon
Gr6ban*, aided perhaps by his brother Amoul.
Against a background of Jewish and Roman
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history, it dramatized stories, taken in part from

the Golden Legend (Jacobus* de Voragine), ofmost

of the apostles with the addition of Stephen, Paul

and Barnabas. The saints’ journeys and miracles

and their atrocious martyrdoms were represented

with all the realism of contemporary scenic art.

A famous performance at Bourges in 1536 is said

to have lasted 40 days, a Paris performance in

1541, 35 days.

Ed. A.-T. de Girardot (1854).—^R. Leb^gue,

Le M, des A, des A, (1929). G.B.

Mystere du Vieux Testament (£u:st pr. c. 1500),

spectacular French Mystery Play; a compilation of

Old Testament episodes, beginning with the

Creation, put together by early printers and no
doubt composed by different authors. Its 49,000

lines could have occupied 25 days to perform, but

it is probable that favourite episodes, such as

Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac, the Queen of Sheba’s

visit to Solomon, the story of Esther, were often

extracted and produced separately. Recorded
performances of a play of this name range from
1458 (Abbeville) to 1542 (Paris).

Le Mist^re du Vieil Testament (ed. J. de Roths-

child, 6 vols, 1878-91). G.B.
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Nabbes, Thomas (*?Worcs 1605; coBridgett —

;

DLondon 6 IV 1641), English poet, dramatist and

writer of masques. A member of Exeter College,

Oxford (1621), he took no degree. About 1630

Nabbes entered the London circle of Chamberlain,

Marmion* and Tatham*, his first comedy Covent

Garden being performed about I 1632/33. Some
of his plays are in well-written blank verse and he

had a medium talent for comedy. His masques

were well thought-of.

Plays, Masques, Epigrams, Elegies, and Epitha-

lamiums (1639).

—

Works (ed. A. H. Bullen, 2 vols,

1887).

C. Moore, The Dramatic Works ofT. N, (1918);

A. C. Swinburne in Contemporaries ofShakespeare

(1919); A. Nicoll, Stuart Masques and the Renais^

sance Stage (1938); G. E. Bentley, Jacobean and
Caroline Stage, IV (1956). B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

AL-Nabighah (e. 600), pre-Islamic Arabic poet of

the tribe Dhubyan. He was a court poet of al-

Nu'man, prince of Hira, a vassal of the Persian

empire. His patron, however—so the story goes

—

took exception to a poem describing the beauty of

his queen. The poet fell into disgrace and had to

seek refuge with the Ghassanid prince, vassal of

Byzantium.

C. Lyall, Translations ofAncient Arabian Poetry

(1885; repr. 1930); H, Derenbourg, Le Diwan de

N. (with Ft, tr, ; 1869). S.M.S.

Nabokov, Vladimir Vladimirovich, pseud. Vla-
dimir SnuN (*1899), Russian emigr6 author.

Combining Western and American influences with

those of Gogol* and Dostoyevsky*, he was the

author of several provocative novels. Later, how-
ever, he has written only in English. He also wrote

poetry and translated from Pushkin*, Lermontov*
and Tyutchev*.

Grozd^ (1923); Gomy put* (1923); KoroV-dama-
valet (1928; King, Queen, Knave, tr. D. and V. V.
Nabokov, 1968) ;Zashchita Luzhina{\919) ; Camera
Obscura (1923-33; Laughter in the Dark, tr. W.
Roz, 1938); Podwig (1932; tr. Glory, 1972);

Otchayanie (1934); Izobretenie vaVsa (1938);

Priglashenie na kazn* {Invitation to a Beheading, tr.

D. and V, V. Nabokov, 1959); Nikolai Gogol

(1944); Bend Sinister (1947); Conclusive Evidence

(1951); LolUa (Paris, 1955); Pnin (1957); N's
Dozen (short stories; 1959); Pale Fire (1962); The
Gift (1966); Ada (1969); Speak, Memory: an
Autobiography Revisited (1969). J.L.

Naborowi^i (Naborovius), Daniel (*Cracow
1573; tVilna 1640), Polish poet. As court doctor
and poet to the I^otestant Radziwifl family in

Lithuania, he travelled widely in Europe. His
poetry has only recently been examined in detail;

it is strongly influenced by contemporary European
currents and he must be considered the first true

Baroque poet in Poland.

Poezje (ed. J. DUrr-Durski, 1961).

J. Diirr-Durski, D. N Monografia z dziejdw

manieryzrm i baroku w Polsce (1966). P.H.

Nabulusi, *Abd-al-GhanI (*Damascus 19 III

1641; ^ibid. 5 III 1731), Arab mystic scholar. As a
youth he received a good grounding in jurispru-

dence and theology. At an early age also he became
a Sufi and studied the work of Ibn* al-'Arabi. He
travelled throughout the Middle East in search of
like-minded scholars. He gained, as a lecturer, a
position of intellectual eminence, profoun^y
influencing successive generations of Syrian

scholars and mystics.

A prolific writer on subjects ranging from dreams
to agriculture (including travels and poetry), his

real contribution was to mysticism. Tlurough

original works and commentaries (particularly on
Ibn al-‘Arabi) he endeavoured to demonstrate the

validity of Sufism as an essential expression of

Islamic orthodoxy.

Jawdhir aUNusus ft Kalimdt aUFu$u§ (1886);

Diwan al-Haqaiq wa Majmu* aURaqd^q (1888);

ThVfr aUandm ft tdbir aUmanam (1889).

R. A. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism

(1921); H, A. R. Gibb, Mohammedanism (1949).

W.A.elK.(R.W.J.A.)

Nacbmanides, (Heb.) Moses ben Nachman
Gerondi; (Span.) Bonastruc da Porta; known
as Ramban (Gerona 1194; tPalestine c, 1270),

Spanish Hebrew religious writer and poet. Rabbi
and physician at Gerona, he took a prominent part

in the religious disputation of Barcelona in 1263

and composed a large number of legal works. He
wrote a few liturgical poems, in which Cabbalistic

influence is visible. In 1267 he emigrated to Pale-

stine, where he wrote a commentary on the

Pentateuch (1st ed. Italy, before 1480), a popular

work with a mystical overtone.

The Commentary ofN, on Genesis, Chapters 1-6

(tr. J. Newman, 1960).

S. Schechter, Studies in Judaism, I (1896); J. M.
Millds Vallicrosa, La poesia sagrada hebraico*

espahola (1940). C.R.

Nachman of Bratzlav, known as Maharan
(Miedzhybozh 9 X 1770; fUman 1811), Russian

Hebrew writer. A grandson of the Ba'al* Shem
Tov, he visited Palestine in 1798, then established

himself at Bratzlav (properly Braslawl). He
developed the popular, messianic, non-mystical

elements in Qasidism and stressed the importance

ofthe inspired spiritual leader (Zaddik) as mediator

between God and the world. His stories, parables
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and aphorisms, published by his disciples, have a
fine poetic quality. His own, more esoteric writings

are unpublished.

Liqqufe Maharan (2 vols, 1808-11); Sippurei

Maasiyyoth (1815).—anthologies: Torat R,

Nachman mi-Bratzlav (ed. S. A. Horodezky, 1923);

Geschichten des Rabbi Nachman (tr. M. Buber,

1908; Eng. tr. M. Friedman, 1956).—For further

biblio. see Ba'al* Shem Tov. C.R.

Nada^i, Ladislav (*Doln:? Kubin 12 II 1866;

^ibid, 2 VII 1940), Slovak novelist. Nddasi, who
after 1918 used the pseudonym J£g6, turned away
from the social novel cultivated by other Slovak

writers of his generation to apply realistic tech-

nique to the historical novel. To this genre belong

his two best-known works Adam Sangala (1923;

on 17th-century Slovakia) and Svdtopluk (1928;

on the 9th-century Moravian empire).

J. Gregorec, Dielo L, N. /. (1957). R.A.

Nadezhdin, Nikolay Ivanovich (*Ryazan’ pro-

vince 1804; tl856), Russian editor and critic who
scathingly attacked Russian Romanticism. In 1831

he founded his monthly periodical Telescop which,

five years later, was suppressed for printing

Chaadayev’s* famous Philosophic Letter. Nadezh-
din was exiled and devoted himself to archaeo-

logical pursuits.

N. K. Kozmin, N. L N. (1912). J.L.

Nadirpur, Nadir (*Tehran 6 VI 1929), Persian poet

and critic. He studied in Iran and France and ^ter

several short-lived jobs entered the Civil Service

and is now attached to the Ministry of Arts and
Culture. His poems are characterized by a sensitive

and polished language, a melancholy lyricism and
a vivid and fertile imagination, introducing fresh

imagery, 'without renouncing the formal elements

of traditional Persian poetry. His more recent

poetry employs freer forms, emphasizing the

content. Nadirpur is also a perceptive critic.

Chashmhd va Dasthd (1954); Dukhtar-i Jdm
(1955); ShVr4 Angur (1958); Surmi-yi Khurshid

(1960).

R. Barahini, Tala dar Mes (2nd ed. 1968).

E.Y.

Nadson, SemSn Yakovlevich (*St Petersburg 14

XII 1862; tYalta 19 I 1887), Russian poet. He
continued Nekrasov’s* ‘populist’ tradition in

poetry, but he became increasingly pessimistic,

especially during his last period. Most of his verses

are sincere and poignant but his technique is not

entirely successful.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (2 vols, 1917);

Stikhotvoreniya (1937); Polnoye sobranie stikhot-

voreniy (1962); Literatumye ocherki (1965).

L. Mel’shin, S, Y. N (1906); I. V. Vladislavlev,

Russkie pisateli (1924). J.L.

Naeyius, Gnaeus (*?Capua c. 265; fUtica c. 201

B.C.), fought in the Roman army during the First

Punic War, translated Attic comedies and tragedies

for Roman festivals between 235 and 204. Frag-

ments of 30 comic and six tragic versions survive,

as well as of three tragedies on Roman historical

themes. The writing of scurrilous verses about

certain leading politicians got him imprisoned,

according to ancient story, and finally expelled

from Rome. His poem on the First Punic War in

Saturnian verses still had many admirers during

the late Republic.

E. H. Warmington, Remains of Old Latin^ II

(with tr.; 1936); E. V. Marmorale, Nevio poeta

(text, intro, and comm.; 2nd ed. 1950).

E. Fraenkel, ‘Cn, N.’ in A. Pauly, G. Wissowa
et ait Real'Encyclopddie der classischen Altertums-

wissenschafti supp. VI, 622 ff. (1936); S. Mariotti,

II Bellum Poenicwn e Varte di Nevio (1955); Wl.

Strzelecki, Cn. Naevii Belli Punici Carminis quae

supersunt (1959); M. Barchiesi, Nevio epico (1962).

H.D.J.

Nagai KafO, pseud, of Nagai SoKicm (*Tokyo

3 II 1879; tichikawa, Chiba pref. 30 IV 1959),

Japanese writer. His tet work appeared in 1899,

and he soon became well known as a novelist and

short-story writer, gaining prominence in 1902

with Jigoku no hana, in which his indebtedness to

fimile Zola* was obvious. In 1903 he went to

America, taking various temporary posts, and in

1907 crossed to France. Returning to Japan in

1908, he became famous for his accounts of his life

abroad, and two years later became Professor of

French in Kei6 University, Tokyo, His writings

contain much of the spirit of Japanese literature of

the Tokugawa period (1603-1868); though influ-

enced by Naturalism, their most characteristic

feature is their lyricism. Tokyo bom and br^,

Nagai lovingly evokes the atmosphere of the city

in bygone days (at first that of Edo, in his later

years that of the Meiji period). Also characteristic

is his preoccupation with the demi-monde, from the

world of the geisha to the more modern scene, with

its bar-girls and streetwalkers.

novels: Jigoku no hana (1902); Reisho (1909;

summary of this and prec. in T. Kunitomo,

Japanese Literature Since 1868, 1938); Kitsune

(1909; ‘The Fox’, tr. A. Miyamori in Representa-

tive Tales ofJapan, 2 vols, 1914; Fr. tr. S. fiisseev

in Neufnouvellesjaponaises, 1924); Baton no kyaku

(tr. E. G. Seidensticker in Kafu the Scribbler, 1965;

Fr. tr. S. £liss6ev in Lejardin des pivoines, 1927);

Sumidagawa (1909; partial tr. D, L. Keene in

Modern Japanese Literature, 1956; complete tr.

Seidensticker, op, cit.); Udekurabe (1916-17;

‘Rivalry*, partial tr. Seidensticker, op. cit.\ Geisha

in Rivalry, complete tr. K. Meissner and R,

Friederich, 1963); Ajisai (1931; ‘Hydrangea’, tr.

Seidensticker in Modern Japanese Stories, ed. 1. 1.

Morris, 1961); Enoki monogatari (1931); Tsuyu no

C E W L—m—

H
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atosaki (1931; summaries of this and prec. in

Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to Con-

temporary Japanese Literature^ I, 1939); Bokutd

kidan (1936-37; part tr. Seidensticker in Japan

Quart., V.2, 1958, complete tr. inKafu the Scribbler;

summary in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, op. cit,, 11,

1959).—essays: Amerika monogatari (1908); Fu-

ransu monogatari (1909).

E. G. Seidensticker, Kafu the Scribbler (1965;

outstanding stud.; also incl. a few stories not cited

above). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Na Gopaleen, Myles: see 0 Nualldin, Briain.

Naidu Sarojini (*1879; tl949), Indian poet of

Bengali parentage. She married an Andhra doctor

and became involved with the National Move-
ment. Her verse, which she stopped writing early,

shows a preoccupation with iho dream-world,

occasionally making use of image and symbol,

creatively.

The Golden Threshold (1905); The Bird of Time

(1912); The Broken Wing (1917); The Feather of
Dawn (1961 ).—The Sceptred Flute (coll, of first 3

vols; 1946).

P. E. Dustoor, S, N. (1961); Padmini Sengupta,

S. N. (1966). CD.N.

Naimy, (Nu'aimah), MIkha’Il (*Biskinta, Lebanon
22 XI 1889), Syrian-American Arabic literary

critic and essayist. Bom of a Greek Orthodox
family, he studied at the theological seminaiy in

Poltava, Russia, then in Washington and New
York. Having gained prominence among the

Syrian emigrant community in the U.S.A., he
nevertheless returned in 1932 to the Lebanon. In
his essays he deals with the problems of the

American Syrian and the remigrant and stresses

the necessity for Westernization and for modem
standards in Arabic literature. C.R.

Hams al-jufun (verse; 1943; El Rumor de los

Parpados, tr. L. Martinez, 1950.—essays: Al-

Ghirbal (1923); Al-MaraW (1932); Zdd al-Ma'dd

(1936); Al-Authan (1946); The Book of Mirdad
(1948); Al-Nur wdl-daijur (1950).—dramas: Al-

Abd* waH-banun (1917); Ayyub (1967),

—

stories:

Kan md kdn (1937); Akdbir (1956); Abu baffa

(1959); Hawdmish (1965).— (novel; 1946;

Till We Meet, tr. the author, 1957).—biography
AND memoirs: Kahlil Gibran (1950); Memoirs ofa
Vagrant Soul (1952); Sab‘un (1959-60).

N. N. Naimy, M. N., an Introduction (1967).

C.R. (M.M.B.)

Naipanl, V(idiadhar) S(urajprasad) (*Trinidad

17 VIII 1932; ool955 Patricia Ann Hale), perhaps
the best-known West Indian novelist; lives m
England. His characteristic Trinidad humour and
irony have endeared him to West Indian readers

even while making them uneasy. His satirical

portraiture of Trinidad, exposing a debased ethic

in the personal, social and political life, was
seminal at a time when West Indans badly needed

to see themselves objectively. He provides an
authentic, intimate view of the vanishing cultural

world of the East Indian in Trinidad. Though his

satire has begun to be dated through its continuing

concern with a phase of Trinidad society which

Trinidad has largely outgrown, there is a classic

relevance about his work, for Trinidad has pro-

vided him with a paradigm of such 20th-century

ailments as rootlessness, alienation and the threat

to individuality; and above all his work empha-

sizes the supreme importance of the imagination

for survival. He was first a short-story writer and

his novels show an economy of characterization

well suited to his satiric humour.

The Mystic Masseur (1957); The Suffrage of
Elvira (1958); Miguel Street (1959); A House for

Mr Biswas (1961); The Mimic Men (1967); A Flag

on the Island (1967); In a Free State (1971).—

travel books: The Middle Passage (1962); An
Area ofDarkness (1964).

Wilfred Cartey, ‘The knights’ companions—
Ganesh, Biswas and Stone’ in New World, II.l

(1965); David Ormerod, ‘Theme and image in

V. S. N.’s A House for Mr Biswas* in Texas Stud,

in Lit. and Lang., III.4 (Winter 1967); Gordon
Rohlehr, ‘The ironic approach’ in The Islands In-

Between (ed. Louis James, 1968); A. C. Derrick,

‘N.’s technique as a novelist’ in Jour. Common-
wealth Lit., VII (July 1969); William Walsh, A
Manifold Voice (1970); Kenneth Ramchand, The

West Indian Novel and Its Background (1970).

A.D.Dr.

Naime, Carolina Ouphant, Baroness (*Gask 16

Vni 1766; OO1806 Major Naime; Wd. 27X 1845),

Scottish poet. She wrote numerous poems in the

vernacular and many Jacobite songs, under the

pseudonym of ‘B. B.’, ‘Mrs Bogan of Bogan’. She

is a lively, melodious, pathetic lyrist, and the best

poet of the Jacobite cause.

87 songs in The Scottish Minstrel (1821-44);

Works (ed. C. Rogers, with memoir, 1869).

K. Oliphant, Jacobite Lairds of Cask (1870);

Life and Songs (ed. C. Rogers, 1872). J.K.

Najara, Israel (*Damascus c. 1542; fGaza 1619),

Palestinian Hebrew poet; rabbi at Gaza. He com-

posed religious poems in Hebrew and Aramaic, set

to Turkish, Greek, Arabic etc. popular airs. These

poems are suffused with mystic-erotic imagery,

representing the relation of God to Israel as lover

and beloved. They were very popular, specially

after the approbation by Isaac Luria* ; the Sabbath

hymn Yah Ribbon forms part of all Jewish prayer

rites. He also wrote a long didactic poem,

Mesacheket ha-Tevel (Safed, 1587).

Zemirot Yisrael (Safed, 1587; ed. J. Fries-Horeb,
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1946); Pizmonim (ed. with biog. M. H. Fried-

laender, 1858).

M. Wiener, Die Lyrik der Kabbalah (1920).

C.R.

Naji, iBRAHflM (*Cairo 1898; ^ibid. 1953), Egyptian
Arab poet and physician, closely associated with

the Apollo group of poets and their central figure

Abushady*; was a leading Romantic who wrote

chiefly love lyrics of great emotional intensity.

verse: Wara" aUghamdm (1934); Ldyali aU
Qdhira (1944); al-T^'ir al-Jarib (1953).

—

Baudelaire

wa qa$dHd min dlwdnihi azhdr al-sharr

(‘Baudelaireand Some Poems From FleursduMaV ;

tr.; 1954).

A. J. Arberry, Modern Arabic Poetry (1950);

§alih Jaudat, N, baydtuh wa shVruh (1960).

M.M.B.

Na-lan HsiNG-ii [Chinese form of Nara Singde]

(Peking 19 I 1655; Vbid. 1 I 1685), poet. A
Manchu noble, but educated in Chinese (he gained

the doctoral degree at 21), he became an imperial

guardsman. His passionate /z'«-poetry has had a
continuing appeal in the 20th century, like that of

Li* Yu (937-978), with whom he is compared.

Yin-shui tz^U (sel. trs in: The White Pony, ed. R.

Payne, 1947; Anthologie de la poisie chinoise

classique, ed. P. Demieville, 1962). A.R.D.

Naldo, Naldi (*Florence c. 1435; tin the pontifi-

cate of Leo X), Florentine poet and humanist. A
member of the Platonic Academy and a court poet

of the Medici*, he wrote an epic poem (Volaterrais)

on Lorenzo’s capture of Volterra, elegies in praise

of Cosimo and Giovanni, four cantos on Mathias

Corvinus’ library, and love poems on the Ovidian

pattern.

V. Rossi, 11 Quattrocento (1938). P.T,

NaljeSkovid, Nikola (*Ragusa Pubrovnik] c.

1510; ^ibid. 1587), Ragusan playwright. His

pastoral dramas treat conventional themes, with

nymphs and shepherds, but in his comedies—^an

innovation in Ragusa—^he introduced events from

contemporary town life. The moralizing in his

serious verse lacks conviction.

DJela (1873, 1876). V.J.

Nafikowska, known also as Rygier-Nalkowska,
ZoFiA (*Warsaw 10 XI 1884; ^ibid. 17 XII 1954),

Polish writer. Her writings are full of psychological

analysis and realism but they also contain scepti-

cism. Her style is logical, quiet and concise, with

classical simplicity and great delicacy of touch.

novels: Kobiety (1906; Women, tr. M. H.

Dziewicki, 1920); Ksiqzq (1907; Der Prinz, tr. L.

Goldscheider, 1908); Hrabia Emil (1920); Romans
Teresy Hennert (1923); Chaucas (1927; Fr. tr. F.

nAnak
Wyleiyiiska and J. de France de Tersant, 1936);

Niedobra milosc (1928); Granica (1935); Niecierp-

liwi (1939); Wqzly zycia (1948).

—

^plays: Dom
kobiet (1930); Dzieh jego powrotu (1931).

—

short
stories: Lustra (1914); Tajemnica krwi (1917).

—

various: Sciany swiata (1931); Medaliony (1945).

—Pisma wybrane (1954).

0. Forst de Battaglia, ‘S. N.’ in Pologne Litter-

aire, VIII (1927); Wspomnienia o Z. N. (1965);

I. Z. Brudnicki, Z. M 1884-1954. Poradnik

bibliograficzny (1965). S.S. (P.H.)

Namatianus, Claudius Rutilius {fl. 5th century

A.D.), Latin poet. Though a pagan, Namatian rose

to office under Honorius. De reditu suo describes,

in graceful and correct elegiac couplets, his journey

in 416 from Rome to his ravaged Gallic estates.

Eds: C. H. Keene (1907; with verse tr. G. F.

Savage-Armstrong); R. Helm (1933); tr. J. W. and
A. M. Duff in Minor Latin Poets (1934).

1. Lana, Rutilio Namaziano (1961). A.J.D.

Namboku: see Tsuruya Namboku.

Namdev (*1272; tl350), Marathi poet-saint and
friend of Jnanesvar*. His work is inextricably

confused with that of several other Namdevs of

later date.

N. Macnicol, Psalms of the Mardthd Saints

(1923). H.G.R. a.R.)

Namiki Gone (*Osaka 1747; fEdo [=Tokyo]
27 II 1808), Japanese author of over 110 plays.

Gohei was a pseudonym; his real personal name
is unknown. Some later playwrights also took the

name Namiki Gohei; it was one ofthese who wrote

the famous kabuki play Kanjincho (‘The Subscrip-

tion List’; 1840; Eng. tr. A. C. Scott, 1953).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Namiki Senryu, pseud, ofNamiki SOsuke (*Osaka
c. 1695; tXII 1751), Japanese puppet-piay writer.

One of the successors ofChikamatsu* Monzaemon
as a writer of puppet-plays, he often worked in

collaboration with others, as, for instance, Takeda*
Izumo. E.B.C.

Sugawara denju tenarai kagami (1746; wr. in

collab. with Takeda Izumo and Miyoshi Shoraku);

summaries in: Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Intro-

duction to Classic Japanese Literature (1948); F.

Bowers, Japanese Theatre (1952); A. S. and G. M.
Halford, The Kabuki Handbook (1956).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Nana bint Usuman: see Asma bint Usuman.

Nanak (*1469; tl539), first Sikh Guru or pontiff.

His poems are in the Adi Granth, the Sikh bible.

W. H. McLeod, Guru N. and the Sikh Religion

(1968), H.G.R. (C.S.)
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Nansen, Peter (*Copenhagen 20 I 1861; ool887

Louise Brock, ool896 Betty Muller; fMariager 31

VII 1918), Danish novelist and pla^ight. He
began as a journalist, but soon went into publish-

ing. His three novels published 1893*95 were

widely discussed and have been translated into

many languages.

Julies Dagbog (1893); Maria (1894); Guds Fred

(1895; all three tr. in J. Le Gallienne, Love's

Trilogy, 1906); Brodrene Menthe (1915); Livets

Lyst (1917); Hendes Elskede 0.9\%).—Samlede

Skrifter (3 vols, 1908-09). E.B.

Naogeorgus (Kirchmair, Kirchmeyer), Thomas
(Hubelschmeiss, nr Straubing 1511; fWiesloch

29 XII 1563), German dramatist. A keen follower

of Luther*, despite doctrinal differences, he wrote

two notable Latin plays supporting him. Pam-

machius (1538), the most impressive Protestant

polemical drama, performed 1545 at Cambridge by

members of Christ’s College, violently attacks the

Pope as the Antichrist ; in Mercator (1540), a comic

‘Everyman’* play, faith is extolled above good

works. Both plays have a fine dramatic sense,

brilliant use of satire and invective, and genuine

feeling. The verse epic Regnum papisticum (1555)

also attacks the Papacy.

Pammachius (ed. J. Bolte, 1891 ; Act I with good
intro. A. E, Berger in Dt, Lit. in Entw.-Reihen, V,

1935); Regnum papisticum (Eng. tr. B. Googe,

1570); Mercator (ed. J. Bolte in Drei Schauspiele

vom sterbenden Menschen, 1927).

L. Theobald, ‘T. N., der Tendenzdramatiker der

Reformationszeit’ in Neue kirchliche Zschr.,

XVIII (1907); F. Wiener, N. im England der

Reformationszeit (diss. Berlin, 1907); A, Hiibner,

‘Studien zu T. N.’ in Zschr. ftir dt. Altertum, LIV,

Lvn (1913, 1920). D.G.D.

Napier, Sir Wiluam Francis Patrick (Cel-
bridge, Kildare 17 XII 1785; c3ol812 Caroline Fox;
tLondon 10 II 1860), English soldier and historian.

R.M.H.

History of War in the Peninsula (6 vols, 1828-

40); Conquest of Scinde (1845); Life and Opinions

of Sir Charles Napier (4 vols, 1857^.

H. A. Bruce, Life of General Sir W. F. P. N. (2

vols, 1864). R.M.H. (K.W.)

Napierski: see Lange, Antoni.

Nara Sinode: see Na-lan Hsing-tI.

Narasiipha MahetS 1500; tl580), the greatest

Gujarati bhakti poet. His devotional verse is all

addressed to Krishna as manifest in the temple at

Dwarka. I.R.

Narayan, R, K. (*1906), Indian novelist, son of a
headmaster. Educated solely m South India,

himself a product of the middle class, he describes

their beliefs, superstitions and perhaps some of

their prejudices in a small town which he calls

Malgudi, with irony but also sympathy. He has a
keen eye for the comic and the oddity in man. He
has written more than half a dozen novels and
two hundred short stories, but established himself

as an important contemporary novelist with The
Guide (1959). As a story-teller, portraying life with

detachment, he has hardly a rival, but his mode of

treatment and linguistic resources are beginning to

be questioned in India.

Swami and Friends (1935); The Bachelor ofArts

(1937); The English Teacher (1945); The Financial

Expert (1952); A Dateless Diary (1960); The Man-
eater ofMalgudi (1961); Gods, Demons and Others

(1965) ; The Vendor ofSweets (1967). C.D.N.

Nardi, Jacopo (*Florence 1476; tVenice 1563),

Italian historian, author of Delle istorie della cittd

di Firenze (1582) and of Vita di Antonio Giacomini

(1567), a work admired by Pietro Giordani*. His

two comedies, UAmicizia (between 1502 and

1512) and I due felici rivali (produced 1513), are

based on stories from Boccaccio*.

Vita di Antonio Giacomini e altri scritti minori di

/. N, (ed. C. Gargiolli, 1867); I due felici rivali

A. Ferraioli, 1901; with imp. pref.); Delle istorie

della cittd di Firenze (5 vols, 1925).

A. Pieralli, La vita e le opere di J. N. (1901); M.
Lupo-Gentile, ‘Studi sulla storiografia fiorentina’

in Annali Reale Scuola di Pisa, XIX (1905); I.

Sanesi, La Commedia, I (1944). B.R.

Narezhny, Vasily Trofimovich (Mirgorod 1780;

tl826), Russian novelist of Ukrainian extraction.

His picaresque and satirical novel Rossiyskiy ZhiV

Blaz, the firet three parts of which appeared in

1814, abounds, in spite of its artistic flaws, in good
realistic descriptions of Russian life. Two of his

novels, Bursak (1824) and especially Dva Ivana

(1825), with its mixture of realism, humour and
satire, influenced Gogol*. His other narratives are

indictments of provincial gentry, of serfdom and of

the Russian administration in the Caucasus.

Romany i povesti (10 vols, 1935-36); Rossiyskiy

ZhiV Blaz (1938); Izbrannye sochineniya (2 vols,

1956).

N. Belozerskaya, V. T N, (1896); V. F. Perever-

zev, U istokov russkogo reaVnogo romana (1937).

J.L.

Narmad^ankar LalSankar (*1833; tl896), poet and
founder of Gujarati literary and social criticism.

H.G.R. (I.R.)

Narsai: see syriac lherature, text and biblio.

Naruszewicz, Adam (•nr Pinsk 20 X 1733 ; tJandw
6 VII 1796), Polish author. After becoming a
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Jesuit he taught in Vilno Academy but later studied

in France and settled for some years in Warsaw.
In his fables and satires (the best of his verse) he
aimed at the improvement of his readers and his

pastorals are modelled on those of Gessner*. At
the King’s wish he wrote the first critical history of

Poland (up to the end of the 14th century). He
proved a successful translator of the ancient poets

and of Tacitus*.

Dziela (4 vols, 1778; 5th augm. ed. Wybdr
poezyi z doiqczeniem kilku pism prozq oraz listdw,

1882).—Historia narodu polskiego (II-VII, 1780-

86; I, posth., 1824).

M. N. Rutkowska, Bishop A, N. andHis History

of the Polish Nation (1941); A. Aleksandrowicz,

Tworczosc satyryczna A. N. (1964). S.S. (P.H.)

Nasarre, Blas Antonio (*Alqu6zar, Huesca 1689;

tMadrid 1751), Spanish critic, Professor of law,

librarian to the King and member of the Royal

Academy. In life he enjoyed high reputation as a

man of letters; took a prominent part in the

polemics on Spanish drama; labelled Lope de

Vega* and Calderon* corruptors of taste, and
thought Avellaneda’s* Don Quixote superior to

Cervantes’*.

Juicios sobre la obra in A. F. de Avellaneda,

Segundo tomo del Ingenioso hidalgo Don Quijote

(1732); Disertacidn sobre las comedias de Espana in

Teatro de Cervantes (1749).

M. Men6ndez y Pelayo, Historia de las ideas

estiticas en Espana, V (1901); J. A. Cook, Neo-

Classic Drama in Spain: Theory and Practice

(DaUas, 1959). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Nascimento, Francisco Manuel do (^Lisbon 23

Xn 1734; tParis 25 II 1819), Portuguese poet—
frequently referred to by his Arcadian pseudonym
Filinto Elysio. He followed an ecclesiastical

career. In 1778 he was denounced before the

Inquisition for reading ‘revolutionary’ literature

but succeeded in escaping to France where he spent

the rest of his life. His writings include many
translations from the Latin classics and from

French.

Obras (11 vols, Paris, 1817-19; 22 vols, Lisbon,

1836-40); Filinto Elisio: Poesias (ed. J. Pereira

Tavares, 1941 ; anthology).

J. M. Pereira da Silva, F,E,e a sua ipoca (Rio

de Janeiro, 1891); T. Braga, F, E, e os dissidentes

da Arcadia (1901); C. Olavo, A vida amargurada de

F. Elisio (1944). T.P.W.

Nash, Ogden (Rye, N.Y. 19 VIII 1902; ool931

Frances Leonard; fBaltimore, Md. 19 V 1971),

American humorist. He pinpoints the foibles of

modem society with shrewd and sympathetic

satire. In 1943 he worked with Kurt Weill and S. J.

Perelman on One Touch of Venus,

Hard Lines (1931); Free Wheeling (1931); The

NA§IR.AL-DIN TCSI

Bad Parents Garden of Verse (1936); Tm a
Stranger Here Myself (1938); The Face Is Familiar

(1940); Versus (1949); Family Reunion (1951); The

Private Dining Room (1953); Cruise of the Aard-

vaark (1967); There^s Always Another Windmill

(1968).

Modern American Poetry (ed. L. Untermeyer,

1942). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Nashe, Thomas (*Lowestoft 1567; t?1601), English

pamphleteer, novelist and playwright. Nashe was
educated at Cambridge. His sarcastic genius lost

him several patrons and led to his imprisonment

(1597), but it rendered him the most formidable

satirist of his day. In his pamphlets he assailed

shoddy writing and excoriated the Puritan ‘ Martin

Marprelate’ and the pedantic Gabriel Harvey*.

The Unfortunate Traveller (1594) is the earliest

English picaresque novel and the most vigorous

representation of criminal life before Defoe*.

Rabelais* and Aretino* influenced Nashe’s pun-

gent prose style.

prose: The anatomie ofabsurditie (1589); Pierce

Pennilesse his supplication to the divell (1592);

Strange newes or The Apologie ofPierce Pennilesse

(1592); Christs teares over Jerusalem (1593); The

terrors of the night (1594); Have with you to

Sqffron-Walden (1596); Nashes lenten stuffe (1599);

The choice of valentines (ed. J. S. Farmer, 1899).

—

plays: Summers Last Will and Testament (1600);

Dido, Queene ofCarthage (with Marlowe; 1594).

—

The Works ofT, N. (ed. R. B. McKerrow, 5 vols,

1904-10).

A. Piehler, T, N, und seine Streitschriften (1907);

A. H. Upham, The French Influence in English

Literature (1908); H. Brown, Rabelais in English

Literature (1933); D. C. Allen, ‘The Anatomie of

Absurditie’ in Stud, in Philol., XXXII (1935) ; A. K.

Croston, ‘The use of imagery in The Unfortunate

Traveller^ in Rev. Eng. Stud., XXIV (194Q; G. R.

Hibbard, T, N, (1962); M. Schlauch, Antecedents

of the English Novel, 1400-1600 (1963); B. E.

Teets, ‘Two faces of style in Renaissance prose

fiction’ in Sweet Smoke of Rhetoric (ed. N. G.

Lawrence and J. A. Reynolds, 1964); J. L. Livesay,

The Elizabethan Image ofItaly (1964). W.A.A.

Na$ir-al-Dui Tusi, Abu Ja’far Mu^jammad (*Tus

18 n 1201; tBaghdad 26 VI 1274), Persian

philosopher and astronomer, lived during the

Mongol invasion, and was made vizier by the

Mongol ruler, Hulagu. He is among the foremost

scientists of the Islamic world and an outstanding

Shi’ite philosopher, writing in Persian and Arabic.

A number of quatrains are attributed to him.

Tajrid aUVtiqdd (Tehran, n.d.); Akhldq-i Nd^iri

(Lahore, Nasirian Ethics, tr. G. M. Wickens,

1964); Au§af aUAshraf (j:€lardxi, 1884); Asas aU

Iqtibds (1947).—Complete list of his works in C.

Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur,

I (1897-98).
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M. Horton, Die philosophischen Ansichten von

Razi und Tusi (1910); R. Strothmann, Die Zwolfer

SchCa (1926). E.Y.

Na$ir-i Khusrau, Abu Mu*in (Qubadiyan of

Balkh 1003; tYumgan 1060), Persian poet,

traveller and writer, was brought up in Khurasan,

the scene of recurrent political and religious

struggles. In 1045 he suddenly abandoned his

dissolute life and set out on a pilgrimage to Mecca,

visiting western Persia, Iraq, Syria and Palestine

on the way. Continuing to Egypt (1047), he became

an ardent convert to Ismailism, was blessed by the

Fatimid Caliph and entrusted with a missionary

task in Khurasan. Here, however, he encountered

the opposition of the Seljuk regime and finally took

refuge in Yumgan valley, where he spent the rest

of his life.

Most of Na§ir*s works are devoted to expound-

ing his religious doctrine. Among his prose work,

Safar-Ndma is especially valuable for its informa-

tion about the countries he visited. His poems are

written in a dignified and robust style and display

many interesting archaisms in vocabulary and
syntax. His Divan is distinguished by its sustained

ethical aim and total absence of eulogies.

prose: Safar-Ndma (ed. and Fr. tr. C. Schefer,

1881 ;
standard ed. Berlin, 1923 ;

Diary ofa Journey

Through Syria and Palestine^ tr. G. Le Strange,

1888); Zdd al’‘Musdfirin (Berlin, 1923); Vajh-i Din
{ibid,^ 1924).

—

averse: Raushand‘hNdrm (ed. and
Ger. tr. H. Ethd in Zeitschrift der deutschen

morgeniandischen Gesellschaft, XXXIII-XXXIV,
1879-80); Six Chapters or Shish Fast (ed. and tr.

V. Ivanov, Leiden, 1949); Sa'ddat-Ndma (Le livre

defiliciti, ed. and Fr. tr. E. Fagnan in Zeitschrift

der deutschen morgenl^ndischen Gesellschaft,

XXXIV, 1880; tr, G. M. Wickens in Islamic

Quart., II, 1955); Divan (Tabriz, 1864; best ed.

Tehran, 1928; sel. Ger. tr. H. Ethe in Nachrichten

von der Konigl. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften

zu Gottingen, 1882, and Zeitschrift der deutschen

morgeniandischen Gesellschaft, XXXVI, 1882).

H. Eth6, Ndsir bin Khusrau's Leben, Denken und
Dichten (1884); E. G. Browne, Nasir-i Khusraw,
Poet, Traveller and Propagandist (1905; repr. from
Jour. Roy. Asiat. Soc.); V. Ivanov, Nasir-i

Khusraw and Ismailism (Leiden, 1948); Problems
in Nasir-i Khusraw's Biography (1956); J. Rypka,
History ofIranian Literature (1968). E.Y,

Na$rallah, Nizam al-DIn Abu’l-Ma'AlI, 12th-

century Persian writer, is the author of the best

Persian version of Kalila va Dimna (rendered from
the Arabic of Ibn* al-Muqaffa*; see bidpai).

Nasrallah dedicated his version to Bahr^ Shah of
Ghazna (1 118-50), to whose court he was attached.

Kalila va Dimna is one of the outstanding and
widely admired specimens ofPersian stylized prose.

Written in a finn, balanced and mildly adorned
style with an extremely apt choice of words, it has

had considerable influence on Persian prose and
vocabulary.

Kalila va Dimna (Tehran, 1864; ed. M. Minavi,

ibid,, 1964).—C. Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian

MSS in the British Museum, II (1881). E.Y.

Nassyngton, William (fl, 71375), doubtful English

author of pieces in the Richard RoUe* apocrypha.

J. E. Wells, A Manual of the Writings in Middle

English (1916). R.W.B.

Nathansen, Henri (*Hj0rring 17 VII 1868; ool899

Johanne Henrika Kirstine Jorgensen; tLund,
Sweden 16 II 1944), Danish playwright, novelist

and essayist. He was of Jewish descent and both

his plays and his novels are concerned with Jewish

members of the Danish community. He died as a

refugee in Sweden during the Second World War.

plays: Mor har Ret (1904); Den gode Borger

(1907); Daniel Hertz (1908); Drommen (1911);

Inderifor Murene (1912); Affaren (1913); Dr, Wahl
(1915).

—

^novels: Sommernat (1899); Den forbudne

Frugt (1901); Floden (1902); Af Hugo Davids Liv

(4 vols, 1917); Mendel Philipsen & Son (1932).-

essays: Georg Brandes (1929); Portrcetstudier

(1930).

—

Memento (poems; 1951). E.B.

Natsume Soseki, pseud, of Natsume Kinnosuke
(Edo [=Tokyo] 9 II 1867; ooVI 1896 Nakane
Kyoko; ^9 XII 1916), Japanese novelist, essayist,

critic and poet. After graduating from Tokyo
Imperial University in 1893, he became a school-

master, teaching English, and in 1900 was sent by

the Japanese government to England for three

years to study English literature. On his return in

1903 he was appointed by his old University as

lecturer in English literature. Hitherto he had

written nothing of importance except a few haiku

poems, but almost immediately he started publish-

ing novels, which met with such rapid success that

in 1907 he resigned his lectureship and joined a

Tokyo newspaper as its literary editor. His output

of novels and essays remained large, even though

after 1910 (when he had a serious illness) his

health was very poor. His fame was made almost

overnight by Waga hai wa neko de aru (1905-06;

IAm a Cat, tr, K. Ando, 1906-09; tr. K. Shibata,

1961), a severe but humorous criticism of the ways

of the world seen through the eyes of a cat. His

next novel, Botchan (1906; Young Master, tr. Y.

Morri, 1918; tr. U. Sasald, 1922; one ch. tr. B.

Watson in Modern Japanese Literature, ed. D. L.

Keene, 1956), a masterpiece, was admired because,

like most of his subsequent writings, it was free

from the excessive melodrama ofmany contempor-

ary novels, Kusamakura was probably his best

work. Although his method later tended to be

more ‘psychological’, his style retained the same

qualities of wit and humour, and the same relaxa-

tion and freedom from emotional tension. His
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influence on modem Japanese novel-writing is

immense, and the popularity of his writings has

steadily increased.

Rondonto (1905); Kusamakura (1906; Pillow of
Grass, tr. U. Sasaki, 1927; Unhuman Tour, tr. K.
Takahashi, 1927; The Three-Cornered World, tr.

A. Tumey, 1965); Nihyakutoka (1906); Gubijinso

(1907); Sanshiro (1908; summary in T. Kunitomo,
Japanese Literature Since 1868, 1938); Sore kara

(1909; summary in Kunitomo, op, cit,y, Mon
(1910; La porte, tr, R. Martinie, 1927); Kojin

(1912-13; The Wayfarer, tr, Beongcheon Yu,

1967); Kokoro (1914; ‘The Heart’, summary in

Kokusai Bunka ShinkOkai, Introduction to Con-
temporary Japanese Literature, I, 1939; Eng. trs:

I. Kondo, 1956; E. McCleUan, 1957 [best tr.];

Le pauvre coeur des hommes, tr. D. Horiguchi and
G. Bonneau, 1957); Michigusa (1915; summary
in Kunitomo, op, cit, ; Grass on the Wayside, tr.

E. McClellan, 1969).

—

^essays: Yume juya (1908;

Ten Nights' Dreams, tr. S. Hata and D. Shirai,

1934); Garasudo no naka (1915; Within My Glass

Doors, tr. I. Matsuhara and E. T. Iglehart, 1928).

—

Bungakuron (criticism; 1907).—Sel. poems tr. A.
Miyamori in An Anthology ofHaiku (1932).

E. McClellan, ‘The implications of S.’s Kokoro*
in Monumenta Nipponica, XIV (1958-59), ‘An
introduction to S.’ in Harvard Jour. Asiat. Stud.,

XXII (1959) and Two Japanese Novelists: S, and
Toson (1969); V. H. Viglielmo, ‘An introduction

to the later novels of N. S.’ in Monumenta
Nipponica, XIX.1-2 (1964). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Navagero, Andrea (Venice 1483; fBlois 1529),

Italian humanist, renowned for his gardens at

Treviso and Murano. He worked with Aldus
Manutius on the editing of Latin texts. Through
his contact with Juan Boscdn* he introduced

Italian 16th-century poetry into Spain.

Opera omnia (with Lat. biog. G. A. Volpi, 1718;

1754).

E. Cicogna, Della vita e delle opere di A, N,

(1855); G. Zanella, ‘Giovanni Boscan e A. N.’ in

Paralleli letterari (1885); F. Flamini, Studi distoria

letteraria italiana e straniera (1895); E. Carrara,

La poesia pastorale (1904-08). B,R.

Nay, Giachen Michel (*Trun 3 XII 1860; ^ibid,

14 XI 1920), Raeto-Romansch writer of short

stories and lyrics. Of humble peasant origin, he
studied medicine in Basle and took up a rural

practice in Thusis and Trun. His tales deal with

Sursilvanian peasant life—humorously, sometimes
with an undertone of satire, but always vividly.

They culminate in Vaccapugniera, on the theme of
brave endeavour and heroic defeat. His lyrics fall

short of the better tales.

Ovras (2 vols, 1926-27).—G. Desax, ‘G. M. N.’

in Annalas da la Soc. Retorum., XXXVI (1922);

R, R. Bezzola in Tiara grischuna (with tr. of two

short stories; 1943); and in The Curly-Horned Cow
(with tr. of Vacca pugniera; 1971). R.R.B.

Naydenoy, also Naidenov, S., pseud, of Sergey
Alexandrovich Alexeyev (*Moscow 1869;

tl922), Russian playwright, regarded as Ostrov-

sky’s* successor. He, too, deals with the world of

patriarchal Russian merchants, but more with the

conflict between fathers and the younger genera-

tion, as in his powerful realistic play Deti Vanyu-

shina (1901).

Bogaty chelovek (1903); Avdotyina zhizn* (1904);

Pyesy (2 vols, 1904-11).

I. V. Vladislavlev, Russkie pisateli (1924).

J.L.

Nayler, B. S. (*Cherbourg 1780; t?), English man
of letters and adventurous businessman. Active in

Amsterdam from 1820 as a calligrapher, school-

teacher, translator, printer, publisher, auctioneer

and bookseller; his ^glish Literary Society (1823)

propagated the English language and literature.

His remarkable career in Holland ended in

bankruptcy and departure for Australia (c. 1850).

An appeal to the judgments of the Dutch and
French inhabitants of , . . Amsterdam on the Eng,

language Pillen voor recenseerendegeleerden

te slikken (1838); NaylePs Zak-kalender, nota en

tekstboek voor 1842 (1842).

E. J. Potgieter, Leven van Bakhuizen van den

Brink (1870); A. C. Kruseman, Bouwstoffen voor

een geschiedenis van den Nederl. Boekhandel, I

(1886). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Nazareth, Beatrds van (*Tienen c, 1206; fNaza-
reth, nr Lier 1268), Dutch mystic. As a girl of eight

she was entered as oblata at the Cistercian nunnery
at Bloemendaal where she took the veil at 15;

between 1222 and 1236 she was at Maagdendaal
and then at Nazareth, where she was chosen
Prioress. She wrote an autobiography and a
number of tracts, all but one {Seven Manieren van
Minne) known only in the Latin adaptation of the

Vita Beatricis,

Seven Manieren van Minne (ed. L. Reypens and
J. van Mierlo, 1926; mod. versions: J. van der

Kun, 1929; J. Caeymaex, 1929; Eng. tr. in E.

Colledge, Mediaeval Netherlands Religious Litera-

ture, 1965); Vita Beatricis (ed. L. Reypens, 1964).

St. Axters in NationaalBiografisch Woordenboek,
n (1966); H. Vekeman in 0ns Geestelijk Erf,

XLVI (1972). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Nazim Hikmet Ran (*Salonica 1902; fMoscow
3 VI 1963), Turkish poet. Son of a doctor from an
upper-class family, he was educated at Istanbul

Naval College and Moscow University. He first

attracted attention by his patriotic poems, but
returned from Russia a convinced Marxist as

reflected in his poems and plays. Released from
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prison by an amnesty, he went in 1951 to Soviet

Russia. He abandoned traditional verse technique

and introduced free verse into Turkish; he some-

times reaches the heights of great romantic poetry.

His somewhat over-powering style later became

less loud and more balanced and concentrated.

But his art suffers sometimes from poleixiic and, in

his early works, from an excessive use of familiar

and slang terms. His plays, in lucid and forceful

prose, also revolve round themes inspired by

Marxism. Since 1964 his work has been widely

revived and discussed in Turkey.

verse; 835 Satir (1929); Jokont He Siyau (1929);

Varan 3 (1930); i+i=i (1930); Sesini kaybeden

Sehir (1931); Gece Gelen Telgraf (1932); Benerci

Kendini Nigin Oldurdu (1932); Portreler (1935);

Taranta BcAuya Mektuplar (1935); Simavne Kadisi

Oglu $eyh Bedrettin Destam (193Q; Kurtulug savai§i

destani (1965); Dort hapishaneden (1966); Rubailer

(1966); Yeni giirler (1966); Memleketimden insan

manzaralari (5 vols, 1966-67); Kuvayi Milliye

(1968).

—

splays: Bir Olu Evi yahut Merhumun
Hanesi (1932); Kafatasi (1932); Unutulan Adam
(1935); Ferhad He $irin (1965); Sabahat (1965);

tnek (1965); Ocak baginda (1966); Yolcu (1966);

Yusuf He Menofis (1967).—novels: Kan konu^maz

(1965); Yagamak guzel gey be kardegim (autobio-

grapMcal; 1967).—various: Yegil elmalar (1965);

It urur^ kervan yurur (1965).—correspondence:

Kemal Tahir"*e Mahpushaneden mektuplar (1968);

Bursa cezaevinden VdrNd'lara mektuplar (1970).

E. Saussey, Prosateurs turcs contemporains

(1935); Va-NO, Bu dunyadan N. gegti (1965);

Orhan Kemal, N, H,Ue ug buguk yil (1965); A.
Kadir, 1938 Harp Okulu olayi ve N. H, (1966);

Kemal Siilker, K H. dosyast (1967); Hilmi
Yiiceba?, N, H Turk basimnda (1967). F.t.

Naar Ahmad (*1836; tl912), Islamic scholar,

lecturer and translator, and one of the great

masters of Urdu prose, best known for the series

of didactic tales written between 1869 and 1892.

The excellence of their characterization, dialogue,

and descriptive prose helped lay the foundations

of the novel.

The Bridals Mirror (tr. G. E. Ward, 1903).

R.R.

Nazrul Islam: see Kaji Nazrul Islam.

Neal, John (^Portland, Me. 25 VEI 1793; ool828

Eleanor Hall; ifibid, 20 VI 1876), American editor,

novelist, critic and poet. A tempestuous prophet

for Americanism in literature, he dashed off one
novel after another and introduced American
writers to Britain in his contributions to Black-

wood’s Magazine.

Logan (1822); Errata (1823); Seventy^Six (1823);

Brother Jonathcm (1825); Rachel Dyer (1828); The
Down^Easters (1833); Wandering Recollections ofa
Somey^hat Busy Life (1869).

W. P, Daggett, A Down-East Yankee From the

District ofMaine (1920). H.L.C.

Neale, John Mason (*London 24 1 1818; ool842

Sarah Webster; tEast Grinstead 6 VIII 1866),

English ecclesiastical historian and hymnologist.

A High-Churchman of great erudition, he trans-

lated Greek and Latin hymns for Anglican use.

verse: Medieval Hymns and Sequences (1851);

Hymns of the Eastern Church (1862); Collected

Hymns (1914).

—

^prose: Medieval Preachers and
Medieval Preaching (1856); A History of the Holy
Eastern Church (5 vols, 1847, 1851, 1878).

E. A. Towle, J, M. N,, A Memoir (1906); A. G.
Lough, The Influence ofN, (1962). R.F. (M.A.)

Nebrija (or Lebrija), Elio Antonio de, otherwise

A. MartInez de Gala (*Lebrija 71444; t?AlcalA

1522), Spanish humanist and grammarian. He
studied at Salamanca and Bologna. After his

return to Spain he taught rhetoric and grammar at

Salamanca and later at Alcald. He collaborated in

the Complutensian Polyglot Bible. As an educa-

tionist he reformed the teaching of Latin in Spain

and based his system on Valla’s*. His Introduc-

Hones Latinae (1481) and his Spanish-Latin and
Latin-Spanish dictionaries passed through many
editions. He also wrote a number of treatises on
law, theology, rhetoric, history and archaeology.

He wrote commentaries on Persius* and Pruden-

tius*. His Spanish grammar (1492) was the first

serious grammar of a vernacular language to be

produced in Europe; based on Latin grammars, it

contains an interesting preface in which he

extolled Spanish and justified his book for

imperialistic reasons. His influence was felt in other

European countries.

De liberis educandis in Rev. de Archives, VIII,

DC (1903); Gramdtica castellana (ed. E. Walberg,

Halle, 1909; ed. I. Gonzalez Llubera, Oxford,

1926; ed. P. Galindo Romeo and L. Ortiz Mufioz,

2 vols, 1946); Lexico de derecho civil (tr. and ed.

C. H. Nfifiez, 1944).

P. Lemus y Rubio, ‘El maestro Elio Antonio de

Lebrixa* in Rev. Hispanique, XXII, XXIX (1910,

1913). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Necatigil, Beh^jet (*Istanbul 1916), Turkish poet

and teacher; trained in Turkish literature at

Istanbul University. His poems express the diffi-

culties of everyday life of the common people, their

limitations and helplessness. His compelling style

is concise and original. Of his many translations

those of the works of Knut Hamsun* Rainer

Maria Rilke* and Miguel de Unamuno* (from

German) are his most successful. He is also the

author of many original plays for radio.

verse: Kapali gargi (1945); Cevre (1951); Evler

(1953); Eski toprak (1956); Aracki (1958); Dar gag

(1960); Yaz ddnemi (1963); Divange (1965); tki
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ba§ina yurumek (1968).—radio plays: Yildizlara

bakmak^ Kadin ve kedi (1965); Gece a§evi (5 plays;

1967).

Htoeyin Conturk, B, N. ve Edfp Cansever

ustune (1964); Mehmet Kaplan, $iir tahlillerU 11

(1965). F.t.

Neckham, Alexander: see Alexander Neckham.

Neculce, Ion (*Moldavia 1672; tl745), Moldavian

chronicler whose Letopiseful Tdrii Moldovei covers

the period 1661-1743. This chronicle is preceded

by 42 historical legends, written in colourful,

popular language. They reveal a gift of narration

hitherto unmet among Moldavian chroniclers and
were a source of inspiration for Alecsandri* and
Sadoveanu*.

Letopiseful Jarii Moldovei (ed. I. Iordan, 1969).

D. Velciu, I. N. (1968); G. Ivascu, Istoria

Uteraturii romdne, I (1969). D.J.D.

Nedim, Ahmed (*Istanbul 1681; "tibid. 1730),

Turkish poet. Brought up as a scholar, he won the

favour of the enlightened Grand Vizier, Ibrahim

Pasha, who made him his librarian. He soon

became one of the central figures of the Tulip Age,

under Ahmed III. His Divan is the best echo of that

period and vividly recreates the luxury and refine-

ment of early 18th-century Istanbul. He is one of

the very few poets of the old school who, despite

the shackles of classical formalism, succeeded in

achieving personal expression. Apart from his

kasides and gazels marked by a colourful style, in

which ‘joie de vivre’ predominates over depth of

feeling, he also excelled in gay and vivacious

§arkis (songs) which are still sung.

Divan (ed. Halil Nihad, 1922; ed. A. Golpmarli,

1951).

Ahmed Refik, Ldle Devri (1924) ; M. F. Koprulu,

Divan Edebiyati Antolojisi(1934) ; Hasibe Mazioglu,

NJ'in Divan §iirine getirdigi yenilik (1957); Fevziye

Abdullah Tansel, ‘N.* in Islam Ansiklopedisi, IX
(1964); Fahir Iz, Eski Turk edebiyatinda nazim^

1.1 (1966). F.i.

Needham, or Nedham, Marchamont (*Burford c.

VIII 1620; ooLucy, csoLondon 18 IV 1663 Elizabeth

Thomson; ^ibid, XI 1678), English journalist

and pamphleteer of vast output who wrote

cantankerously on religion, politics and medicine

among other subjects, and provoked many satirical

replies in verse and prose. Educated at Burford

Grammar School and as a chorister at All Souls,

he became an usher at Merchant Taylors’ before

taking to anti-Royalist writing in Mercurius

Britanicus, which he edited 1644-46; he then wrote

for the Royalist newsbook Mercurius Pragmati-

cus, 1647-50, but after the censorship and suppres-

sion of newsbooks, he edited the official Common-
wealth Mercurius Politicus (1650-60) and The

Publick Intelligencer.

The Case of the Commonwealth of England,

Stated (1650); Ofthe Dominion, Or, Ownership of
the Sea (1652; tr. of Selden, Mare Clausum); The

Excellencie of a Free-State (1656); A Discourse

Concerning Schools and School-Masters (1663;

repr. W. H. Dunham and S. Pargellis, Complaint

and Reform in England, 1938).

P. Zagorin, A History ofPolitical Thought in the

English Revolution (1954); C. V. Wedgwood,
Poetry and Politics Under the Stuarts (1960);

J. Frank, The BegUmings ofthe English Newspaper

1620-60 (1961). B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Nef’i, pseud, of Omer (*Hasankale; flstanbul 27

1

1635), Turkish poet and satirist, one of the five

great classics of the old school. As a youth he went

to Istanbul where, after early failures, he succeeded

in gaining the favour of Murad IV. But his vitriolic

satires earned him many enemies and one of these.

Vizier Bayram Pasha, had him executed. His

satires, which spared no prominent personality,

are, despite flashes of wit, often gross and obscene,

but are interesting as historical and sociological

material. His kasides (odes) written in a colourful

and majestic style, reflect his forceful character and

fiery imagination.

Divan (1837); Siham-i Kaza (MSS not ed.).

—

Sel. in: M. F. Kopriilii, Divan J^ebiyati Antolojisi

(1934); A. Karahan, N. (1954).

E. J. W. Gibb, A History of Ottoman Poetry

(1900-09); Ibrahim Necmi, Tarih-i edebiyat ders-

leri (1922); A. Karahan, ‘N.’ in Islam Ansiklope-

disi, IX (1964); Fahir Iz, Eski Turk edebiyatinda

nazim, 1.1-2 (1966-67). F.t.

Negri, Ada (*Lodi 3 II 1870; tMilan 11 1 1945),

Italian poet and essayist. She came of working-

class family and earned her living as a teacher. Her

first volume ofpoems, Fatalitd, published when she

was 22, won her immediate fame, partly owing to

their social content. Subsequently she poured out

her passionate nature into poems celebrating love,

nature and motherhood. Her work is exuberant

and has poetic qualities, but is too often emphatic

and imdisciplined to acWeve a satisfactory balance.

verse: Maternitd (1904); Dal profondo (1910);

11 libro di Mara (1919); Icanti delVisola (1924); II

dono (1936); Poesie (1948).—prose: Le solitarie

(1917); Stella Mattutina (1921); Le strode (1926);

Prose (1954).

A. Casartelli, A, N. nelVoperapoetica (1956); M.
Magni, Uopera di A. N e la sua umanitd (1961),

J.F.C. (B.M.)

Negruzzi, (2ostache (*Trifesti 1808; tla§i 1868),

Rumanian writer. Son of a petty boyar, he rose to

become Minister of Finance in 1861. Among his

early works were the short stories Zoe (1837) and

O alergare de cai (1840), but he is chiefly remem-

bered as the author ofthe first Rumanian historical

novel, Alexandra Ldpu§neanul (1840), based on the
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reign of a 16th-century Prince of Moldavia who
came into conflict with his boyars. In 1840 he was
appointed one of the directors of the National

Theatre in Ia§i, for which he adapted several

French plays in his desire to foster Rumanian
drama. He translated Pushkin* and Byron*, but

his own poetry is rather artificial and subservient

to French models.

Pacatele tinerefelor (1963); Alexandru Lapu§-

neanul (1969).

A. Piru, C. N, (1966); Istoria literaturii romdne,

n (1968). D.J.D.

Nehru, Jawaharlal (*1889; t27 V 1964), India’s

first Prime Minister. Only son of a famous
Allahabad lawyer, he was educated at Harrow and
Cambridge, called to the Bar at the Inner Temple,
and in his twenties joined the National Movement
and soon became Gandhi’s* trusted lieutenant.

His writings—A/i Autobiography (193Q, The
Discovery of India (1946) and Glimpses of World
History (1934-35)—are animated by a personal
urgency, respectively, to clarify himself to hnnself,

to know India which he sought to serve, and
inculcate in his young daughter, whose education
was neglected because of his frequent imprison-
ments, an awareness of Nature and the family of
man. If in the first we see his introspection and
passionate integrity which refused to compromise
even with GandW, in the second we notice his

ability as of a ‘friendly foreigner* to re-create the
past of India by letting an intuitive apprehension
transmute ^ the scholarly material into ‘the
elusive quality ofa legend of long ago but also very
real and reliable’ as history, thus making it the
most dependable book of Indian history; the
Glimpses show insight into the history ofthe world
and the gift to narrate it as a fairy tale. A Bunch of
Old Letters (1958), Unity of India (occasional
essays; 1941) and the five volumes ofspeeches have
impressed the world with their human idiom.

Frank Moraes, J, N, (1956); Tibor Mende,
Conversations With K (1956); Michael Brecher,
/. M, a PoliticalBiography (1959); C. D. Narasim-
haiah, A Study of His Writings and Speeches
(1959) and The Human Idiom (lit, studs; 1967).

C.D.N.

Neidhart von Reuenthal (ft, 1217-37), Bavarian
poet, of knightly birth but dependent on patrons
(hence the ‘of sorrowvale’) in Bavaria, then in
Austria. He amused the court by burlesquing its

Tanzlied^ introducing wenches and crones, oafs and
dandies, often himself as heart-breaker, at village
dances on the green and in bams. Songs ‘in the
Neidhart manner’ became the staple alternative to
minnesang, ‘Neidhart, theenemy ofthe peasantry ’,

a stock theme in popular tales. (See Frankfurter*;
Wittenweilet*; Wemher* der Gartensere.)

Ed. M. Haupt and E. Wiessner (1955; Kommenr

tar, 1954).—A. T. Hatto and R. J. Taylor The
Songs of N, von B. (1958); M. F. Richey, Essays
. . . Medieval German Love Lyric (1969).

F.P.P,

Neilson, John Shaw (*Penola 22 II 1872; fMel-
boume 12 V 1942), Australian poet. Of Scottish
descent, he was born on a small farm in South
Australia and worked in various poorly paid
employments. His best lyrics display delicate
perception of the nuances of human feeling and a
reverent and subtle response to nature.

roems of iv. (1^65).

J. Devaney, S. N. (1944); H. Anderson, S. N.:
An Annotated Bibliography and Check-List 1893^
1964 (1964) ; J. Wright, Preoccupations in Australian
Poetry (1965); H. J. Oliver, 5. N, (1968).

A.M.G.

Nekrasov, Nikolay Alexeyevich (*Greshnevo
4 XII 1821 ; tSt Petersburg 27 XII 1877), Russian
poet. Son of a rough army officer, Nekrasov was
sent to the military cadet school in St Petersburg
but, on refusing to enter it, was left penniless by
his father. After a period of extreme misery he
started writing verse and prose, but his first book
of poems, Mechty i zvuki (1840), had no success.
Having met the critic Belinsky*, he embarked upoii
editorial activities and in 1847 acquired, with
Panayev, the periodical Sovremennik which he
soon turned into a mouthpiece of the radical
intelligentsia. When in 1866 this periodical was
forbidden, he bought Otechestvennye Zapiski from
Krayevsky and imbued it with the same radical
spirit. During all this time he continued to write
poetry.

Nekrasov’s ‘depoetized’ poetry is a complete
contrast to the aesthetically re^ed Pushkinian
tradition. The civic poetry of satire and indictment
formed the bulk of his verses, which often were
biting, but at their worst sank to the level of
rhymed journalism. He struck an original note,
though, in the poems modelled on the rhythmical
pattern of the folk-song. Although a nobleman by
birth, Nekrasov identified himselfwith the people’s
mind, life and work. This enabled him to assimilate
the form and the spirit of the folk-song to perfec-
tion, as in his remarkable series Korobeyniki and
the best portions of his unfinished epic Komu na
BMsizhiVkhorosho (1873-76). Some of his poignant
lyncs were addressed also to his mistress, with
whom he had continuous rows. Full of puzzling
contradictions as a man, Nekrasov the poet be-
came a ^eat favourite with the ‘populists* and the
radical intellectuals, many of whom put his poetry
even above that of Pushkin*. There is a revived
interest in Nekrasov in Soviet Russia where several
new editions of his work and letters have been
published.

Stikhotvoreniya (4 vols, 1879); Sobranie sochU
neniy (5 vols, 1930); Polnoye sobranie stikhotvo-
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reniy (1934); Zhizn^ i pokhozhdeniya Tikhona
Trosnikova (1931); Dramaticheskie proizvedeniya^

I (1937); Sobranie sochineniy (8 vols, 1965-67),

—

Who Can Be Happy and Free in Russia QBIT) and
Poems (1929; both tr. J. M. Soskice).

Studs by: G. V. Plekhanov (1903); A. N. Pypin

(1905); V. I. Pokrovsky (1906); V. Polyansky

(1921); L. Mel’shin (1922); I. N. Rozanov (1924);

K. I. Chukovsky (1926, 1949); V. M, Maximov
(1938) ; A. M. Egolin (1941) ; N. L. Stepanov (1947);

C. Corbet, N. Vhomme et le pokte (1948); Litera-

turnoye nasledstvo (of utmost importance for any
student; 3 vols, 1946-49); B. O. Korman, Lirika

Nekrasova (1964); M. M. Gin, O svoyeobrazii

realizma Nekrasova (1966); N. Stepanov, N i

sovyetskaya poeziya (196©. J.L,

Nekrasov, Victor Platonovich (*1911), Soviet

writer whose novel of the defence of Stalingrad,

V okopakh Stalingrada (1946), is still regarded as
one of the best documentary war novels. His later

novel, V rodnom gorode (1954), deals with the

problems of demobilized soldiers after the Second
World War, while his Kira Georgievna (1961)

tackles the emotional and moral complexities of
two one-time lovers who, after 20 years of com-
pulsory separation, meet again (both of them
married) and renew their love. J.L.

Neledinsky-Meletsky, Yury Alexandrovich
(*1752; tl828), Russian poet who wrote both
sentimental li^t poetiy and cleverly stylized

imitations of folk-songs. Some of these enjoyed

great popularity,

Stikhotvoreniya (1850, 1870.

Nelli, Jacopo Angelo (*Siena 1673; fCastellina

del Chianti 21 I 1767), Italian dramatist. Life

obscure; an Arcadian in Rome; tutor to the

Strozzi family, Florence. Often considered the true

precursor of Goldoni* {La suocera e la nuord)^

Nelli wrote many comedies in a popular, satiiicd

style, freely imitating both Moliere* and the

COMMEDIA dell’arte in his characters, rapidity of

dialogue and plots {La serva padrona, 1709).

Commedie (ed. A. Moretti, 3 vols, 1883-89; 11

comedies).

—

Opere (5 vols, 1731-58; 15 comedies,

many still unpub.).

F. Mandd, II piU prossimo precursore di C.

Goldoni: /. 4. N (1904); P. Toldi, Vosuvre de

Moliire et sa fortune en Italie (Turin, 1910); W.
Binni, ‘Fagiuoli e N.’ inUArcadia e il Metastasio

(1963). M.W.

Nelli, Pietro (*Siena 71511 ; Vbid. ?), Italian poet,

author of jocose, satirical works, which he pub-

lished under the name of Andrea da Bergamo.
His Satire alia carlona (1546-47) include a denun-

ciation of Spanish rule in Italy and a tirade on her

misfortunes.

Sonetti ed epigrammi (1572).

R. Cai, Intorno alle satire alia carlona di M, 4.
da B. (1901) ; V. Qan, La satira, II (1939). B.R.

Nelligan, Smile (*Montreal 1882; 'fibid. 18 XI
1941), Canadian poet. Son of an Irish father and a
French-Canadian mother, he was of a highly

neurotic temperament which made the prospect of
earning his living by work in a commercial
establishment quite intolerable, and he eventually

became insane in his 19th year and spent the rest

of his life in an asylum. He developed an extra-

ordioary precocious genius for poetty in his late

teens, expressing his dreams, fears and frustrations

in flowing rhythm and richly original symbolism
and imageiy.

Poesies computes (ed. L. Lacourci^re, 1952);

SelectedPoems ofE,N (tr. P. F. Widdows, 1960).

L. Dantin, E. N et son mvre (1903); J. N.
Samson, E.N (1968); P. Wyczynski, E. N (1968).

R.K.S. (R.Su.)

Nemcova, Bo2ena, n6e Barbora PanklovA
(*Vienna 4n 1820; ool837 Josef Nemec; tPrague
21 I 1862), Czech novelist. The daughter of an
Austrian father and a Czech mother, Bozena was
brought up in the feudal atmosphere of the ducal

estate in north-east Bohemia on which her father

was a coachman. A decisive influence on her

education was that of her grandmother Magdalena
Novotnd. During her flrst stay in Prague (1838-

42) Ngmcovd entered eagerly into the intellectual

ferment of the time. Her marriage was not happy,
and in 1850 she parted company with her husband.

In the last 12 years of her life illness and penury
combined with unhappy love aflairs to disappoint

all her hopes. It was at this time that she wrote

her masterpiece Babi6ka CThe Grandmother*;

1855), an idyllic evocation of her youth on the

ducal estate near Skalice. This work represents a

landmark in the history of Czech prose literature;

312 Czech editions had appeared by 1962. It is not

so much a novel as a series of sketches united by
the figure of the kindly, simple but wise Czech

peasant-woman in whose portrayal Nemcovd was
paying tribute to her own grandmother. In

BMcka modem Czech prose style attained

maturity. Many ofBozena NSmcova’s other novels

and stories deal with Czech country life; the posi-

tion of woman in modem society is a recurring

theme.

Spisy (ed. B. Havranek and R. Havel, 1950-61).

V. Tille and M. Novotn^, B, N, (8th ed. 1947).

—

M. Laiske, BMografie B.K (1962). R.A.

Nemerov, Howard (*New York 1 HI 1920; c5ol944

Margaret Russell), American poet and novelist.

Nemerov’s verse is liberal and hypothetical in tone

and shows certain similarities to the work of

Richard Wilbur* and Elizabeth Bishop. Its appa-

rent simplicity conceals an inner complexity and
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ambiguity, and there is a stark power in his

dramatic investigation of ‘the terror in each man’s

thought*.

verse: Image and the Law (1947); Guide to the

Ruins (1950); Salt Garden (1955); Mirrors and

Windows (1958); New and Selected Poems (1960);

The Next Room of the Dream (1962); The Blue

Swallows (1967).—novels: The Melodramatists

(1949); Federigo or the Power ofLove (1954); The

Homecoming Game (1957),—essays: Poetry and

Fiction: Essays (1963); A Journal of the Fictive

Life (1965).

Poets in Progress (ed. E. B. Hungerford, 1962);

J. Didkey, Babel to Byzantium (1968); P. Meinke,

H. N. (1968). G.A.K.

Nemesianus, Marcus Aurelius Olympius, of

Carthage (fi. late 3rd century a.d.), Latin poet. His

four short Eclogae^ which carry on the tradition

of pastoral poetry, show at times a truer poetic

genius than do those of Calpumius* Siculus, to

whom he is manifestly indebted. In the didactic

poem on hunting, the Cynegetica, good taste and
technical skill do not retrieve the general effect

from dullness. In the 9th century the work was
used as a textbook.

Nemesiani eclogae: ed. H. Schenkl in Corpus

poetarum Latinorum (ed. J. P. Postgate, 1905); ed.

C. Giarratano (3rd ed. 1943; with cklpumius);

ed. with comm. C. H. Keene (1887; repr. 1967;

with Calpumius); tr. in J. W. and A. M. Duff,

Minor Latin Poets (1934).

P. Monceaux, Les Afiicains: etude sur la littira-

ture latine d*Afrique (1894); J. Hubaux, Les themes

bucoliques dans la poesie latine (1930). A.J.D.

N&neth, LXszl6 (Nagybdnya 18 IV 1901),

Hungarian essayist, novelist and dramatist. An
independent and erudite writer, N6meth reveals a
deep critical interest in problems of contemporary
society. He often appears as a lone crusader in an
alien world, a theorist and teacher removed from
everyday life. His lengthy novels are remarkable
for their polished style and detailed observation,

but, like his plays, tend to be static.

novels: Gydsz (1935); BSn (1936); Sgetd Eszter

(2 vols, 1956); Iszony (1957; Revulsion, tr. K.
Szdsz, 1965).—plays: Tdrtineti drdmdk (2 vols,

1956); Tdrsadalmi drdmdk (2 vols, 1958); Mai
temdk (1963).

—

studies: A mindsig forradalma

(1940; Die Revolution der Qualitdt, Ger. tr. 1963);

Kiadatlan tanulmdnyok (2 vols, 1968).—iV. jL.

munkdi (coll, works; 1969- ),

J. Remdnyi, ‘L. N., writer and reformer’ in The
Personalist, XXXI (1950); L, Vekerdi, N L.

(1970). G.F.C.

Nemirov, Dobri (Russe 11 Vm 1882; tSoj&a

8 DC 1945), Bulgarian novelist. He wrote mai^y on
provincial town life rather than the village, which
had dominated Bulgarian literature.

Drugiyat (1918); Koshmar (1919); Delo No. 9
(1925); Bratya (1927); Tumni dushi (1930); Prez
ogunya (1931). V.P.

Nemirovich-Danchenko, Vasily Ivanovich (*Tiflis

1848; tl936), Russian author and journalist who
wrote many narratives and novels, always with an
eye on the ‘general reader*. He is versatile and
entertaining, although he is generally superficial.

Personal Reminiscences of General Skobeleff(ix,

A. B. Hodgetts, 1884); The Princes of the Stock
Exchange (tr. A. S. Rappoport, 1914); Peasant
Tales ofRussia (tr. C. Field, 1917). J.L.

Nemirovich-Danchenko, Vladimir Ivanovich
(Tiflis 1858; tMoscow 1943), brother of Vasily;

author, dramatist, producer and a founder of the

Moscow Arts Theatre. With Stanislavsky* he
turned Chekhov’s* plays (beginning with The
Seagull, 1898) into an outstanding success.

Izproshlogo (1936) ; Moya ZhizrC v iskusstve (3rd

ed. 1936); Povesti ipyesy (1958).

—

With a Diploma
and the Whirlwind (tr. W. S. Pyper, 1915); My Life

in the Russian Theatre (tr. J. Coumos, 1937).

Y. Sobolev, V. 1. N-D. (1929); P. A. Markov,
V. 1. N.-D. i muzykaVny teatr ego imeni (1936);

N. A. Abalkin, ^udozhnik i revolyutsiya (1962).

J.L.

Nennius, 9th-century Welsh writer. He is associated

with the Historia Britonum, a Latin compilation of

several documents, including a description of

Britain, the legend ofBrutus, the wars of the Saxon

kings, the life of St Patrick*, the Arthurian
UEGEND, the wonders of Britain, etc, Nennius

worked this material over and provided it vdth a

preface.

F. Lot, N. et VHistoria Britonum (2 vols, 1934-

36; with text).

J. F. Kenney, The Sourcesfor the Early History

ofIreland, I (1929); F. Liebermann, ‘N,* in Essays

Presented to T. F. Tout (1925). F.J.E.R.

Nepos: see Cornelius Nepos.

Nepotianus: see Valerius Maximus, biblio.

Nericault-Destoudbes, Philippe: see Destouches,

PhIUPPE NfRICAULT.

N^s, Salometa, pseud, of Salomieja BAfiiNSKArrE

(KirSai 17 XI 1904; ool937 Bernardas BuCas,

sculptor; tMoscow 7 VII 1945), Lithuanian poet.

Daughter of a well-to-do peasant, she began to

write poetry at high school, attended Kaunas
University and won recognition for the vivid and

natural style of her first collection of poems,

Anksti rytq (‘Early in the Morning’; 192'^. Her

early lyrics were either love or nature poems, often

tinged with melancholy. After graduation she

taught in grammar schools, devoting the vacations
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to European travel. Neris lived in Paris 193^37,
settling in Kaunas with her husband in 1937. In

1938 she published Diemedrm Sydesiu (‘Like the

Southernwood I Shall Blossom’), a collection of

poems for which she was awarded a State prize.

After the outbreak of war she became a deputy of

the Sejm and an enthusiastic supporter of the

Soviet regime, to which much of her poetry was
henceforth devoted.

Pedos smely (1931); Per luStanti ledq (1935);

Laukines obelys, Egle zalciq karaliene, Naslaite

and Laumis dovanos (1939-40); Lakstingala negali

neSiulbeti (1945); Mano kraStas (1947).

—

Poezija (2

vols, 1946-47); PaStai (works; 1957).

A. Venclova, S. N. (1946); K. Korsakas,

Literatura ir kritika (1949); Literatura ir kalba, IV
(1959); V. Kubilius, 5. NJeslyrika (1968).

H.Le.

Nerli, Filippo de’ (^Florence 1485; 1[ibid, 1556),

Italian historian, a member of the Accademia degli

Orti Oricellari. His history of Florence reflects his

anti-republican and pro-Medicean views.

Commentari de* fatti civili occorsi dentro la cittd

di Firenze dal 1215 al 1537 1534-49;pub. 1728;

2nd ed. 1859).

M. Lupo-Gentile, ‘Studi sulla storiografla

fiorentina alia corte di Cosimo de’ Medici’ in

Annali Reale Scuola normale di Pisa (1905); A.
Niccolai, ‘F. de’ N.* in Miscellanea Cian (1909).

B.R.

Neruda, Jan (^Prague 9 VII 1834; Wd. 22 VIII

1891), Czech author. The son of a poor family,

Neruda studied in Prague and became a school-

master. Soon, however, he was to devote himself

almost exclusively to literature and journalism. As
a contributor to the almanach Mdj (1858) and as

the literary and theatrical critic of the newspaper
Ndrodni listy he was an influential figure in the

Czech intellectual society of the 1860s and 1870s.

His personal life was sad; he never married and
lived alone in moderate circumstances, increas-

ingly a prey to sickness.

Ffls most lasting literary achievement is repre-

sented by his lyric poems and ballads. The personal

lyrics of Knihy vers& (1867) and Prosti motivy

(1883) alternate with the more abstract Kosmicki
pisnd (1878) and his admirable and popular Balady

a romance (1883). In his final lyric collection,

Zpivy pdte6ni (1896), he broods over the national

destiny of the Czechs with an almost religious

ardour that recalls the Polish messianic poets.

Among Neruda’s prose works his sketches and
stories of life in his native Prague, Malostranske

povidky (1878 and 1885), were a brilliant example
of early Czech realism. His numerous feuilletons

and reviews had a considerable and beneficial effect

on the style of Czech journalism.

Spisy (1950 fF.).—N. v dopisech (sel. letters; ed.

A.Pra2ak,2nded. 1950).

A. Novak, /. N, (3rd ed. 1921); S. E. Mann,
‘J. N.: poet and essayist’ in Slavon. Rev., XXVII
(1949); M. Novotny?, Zivot Jm Nerudy (4 vols,

1951-56). R.A.

Neruda, Pablo, pseud, of NEFTALf Ricardo
Reyes (*Parral 1904), Chilean poet, awarded the

Nobel prize for literature in 1971. Brought up on
the frontier, he was already writing poetry when in

his teens he left for Santiago; here he published

La cancidn de la fiesta (1921), Crepusculario (1923)

and the collection that made him famous, Veinte

poemas de amor y ma cancidn desesperada (1924),

in which the poet seeks identity through love in the

isolated conditions of the modern city. From 1927

he lived for many years in the East, where he wrote

the desperate, death-obsessed poems of Residencia

en la tierra (3 vols, 1931, 1935, 1947); his experience

of Spain in the 1930s 1^ him to a greater commit-

ment and eventually to join the Communist Party,

and this commitment is reflected in the Tercera

Residencia (1947), in his poems on Spain, and at

its most achieved in his Canto General (1950 ; begun

1938). This proceeds organicaUy from the invoca-

tion of America before man, through the history

and conflicts of its peoples, to Chile and finally to

himself, and culminates with his homage to the

Party which has endowed his life with purpose.

At this period Neruda had begun to recite his

poems, a practice he has continued, and his Odas
elementales (1954, 1956, 1957) represent a delibe-

rate attempt to break out of an elitist attitude to

poetry. His output in the 1950s and 1960s has

been Protean—the love poems Los yersos del

capitdn (pub. anon. 1952), the humour of Estrava-

gario (1958), and the ample flow of Navegacionesy
regresos (1959) and Cien sonetes de amor (1959).

The fantastic creative powers, which have never

staled, are the chief distinction of Neruda’s poetry.

Plenos poderes (1962); Memorial de Isla Negra

(1964); Arte de pdjaros (1966); La Barcarola

(1967) ; Las manos de dia (1968).

—

Obras completas

(Buenos Aires, 1968).

—

Residence on Earth and

Other Poems (tr. Angel Flores, 1946); The Elemen-

tary Odes ofP. N. (sel. tr. Carlos Lozano, 1961);

The Heights ofMacchu Picchu (tr, N. Tam, 196Q;
We Are Many (sel. tr. A, Reid, 1967) ;

Twenty Love

Poems (tr. W. S. Merwin, 1969); Selected Poems
(1970).

A. Alonso, Poesia y estih de P. N, (Buenos

Aires, 1940); M. Aguirre, Genio yfigura de P. iV.

(ibid,, 1964); E. Rodriguez Monegal, El viajero

inmdvil (ibid., 1967), J.F.

Nerval, Gerard de, pseud, of G£rard Labrunie
(*Paris 22 V 1808; Vbid. 26 I 1855), French poet

and man of letters. Ihe son of an army doctor who
never understood him, he lost his mother as a child

and was brought up in the Valois by an uncle. He
travelled widely in Europe and the East which

besides providing the material for his travel books
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was largely responsible for the colour and the

exotic element in his work. He was mentally

unbalanced and after escaping from a private

asylum committed suicide by hanging himselffrom

a lamp-post. His prose works are a mixture of

fantasy and autobiography, and Aurelia in particu-

lar was deeply influenced by occult theories.

Sylvie, a story of extraordinary delicacy and

charm, is a masterpiece of French prose, and Les

Chim^res are among the loveliest and most

mysterious poems in the French language.

verse: Napoleon et la France guerrihe (182Q;

Les Chimires (1854).—Xeo Burckart (play; 1839).

—prose: Seines de la vie orientale (2 vols, 1850);

Voyage en orient (1852); Les Filles dufeu (cont. Les

Chimires; 1854); Aurelia (1855; tr. R. Aldington,

1932X—translations: Faust, I (1828); Faust, II

(1840).

—

CEuvres computes (ed. H. Qouard, 10

vols, 1927-31); CEuvres complimentaires (ed. J.

Richer, 8 vols, 1959-64).

A. Marie, G. de N, (1914); J. Richer, G. de N. et

les doctrines isoteriques (1947); L. H. S6billotte,

Le secret de G. de N. (1948); A. Col6no, Lesportes

d*ivoire (1948); S. A. Rhodes, G. de N,: Poet,

Traveller, Dreamer (1951); J. P. Richard, Poesie et

profondeur (1955); L. Cellier, G. de N, (1956,

1965); J. Richer, N. expdrience et criation (1963);

R. Jean, N. par lui-mime (1964); E. Peyrouzet,

G. de N inconnu (1965); K. Schiirer, Thimatique

de N. ou le monde recomposi (1968); R. Chambers,

G. de N, et lapoitique du voyage (1969). M.T.

Nervander, Johan Jakob (*1805; tl848), Finnish-

Swedish physicist and poet. Nervander joined

Runeberg’s* literary circle ‘Lordagssallskapet’

(1830), was at one time considered its most
brilliant and versatile member, and together with

Runeberg started the paper Helsingfors Morgon-
blad in 1832, His later life was devoted entirely to

science; he was appointed Professor of physics at

Helsin^ors University in 1838.

Jephtas Bok (1832; 1840); Skrifter (1850).

A. Hultin, Minnesteckning av J, J, N. (Skrifter

utgivna av Svenska litteratursallskapet i Finland,

LXXni, 1906). B.M.E.M.

Nervo, Amado (*Tepic 27 Vin 1870; tMonte-
video V 1919), Mexican poet. Intended for the

Church, he changed this career for diplomacy. But

bis religious training and his travels are reflected in

his work. Coming early under the influence of

Gutierrez* Nijera and Dario*, he belongs to the

history of modernism, but, as he developed, turned

the rich imagery and fluent rhythms he cultivated

as a modemista more and more to religious and
moral purposes. E.Sa. (J.F.)

Perlas negras (1898); Poemas (Paris, 1901); Lira

heroica (1902); Perlas negras, misticas. Las voces

(Paris, 1904); Losjardines interiores (1905); En voz

beqa (Paris, 1909); Serenidad (1914); Elevacidn

(1917); Plenitud {19n\ Plenitude, tr. W. F. Rice,

1928); El estanque de los lotos (Buenos Aires*

1919); La amada inmdvil (1920); El arquero divino

(1927).—jLoj cien mejores poemas de A, N, (with

stud. E. Gonzdlez Martinez; 1919); N: Seleccidn

breve de suspoesias (with stud, J. de Godoy; 1919);

Obras completas (30 vols, 1938).

B. Ortiz de Montellano, Figura, amor y muerte

de A. N, (1943). E.Sa.

Nesbit, Edith (*London 19 VIII 1858; 00I88O

Hubert Bland; tNew Romney 4 V 1924), English

writer. She is remembered for her active work as a
Socialist and her fantastic but human children’s

books.

novels: The Red House: a Novel (1902); The

Phoenix and the Carpet (1904); The Magic World

(1912); The Complete History of the Bastable

Family (1928).—verse: Lays and Legends (2 ser.,

1886-92); Ballads and Lyrics of Socialism, 1883--

1908 (1908).

D. L. Moore, E. N. (1933); N. Streatfield, Magic

and Magician (1958). B.H. (M.A.)

Nescio, pseud, of Jan Hendrik Frederik

GrOnloh (Amsterdam 22 VI 1882; 00 1906 Aagje

Tiket; tHilversum 25 VII 1961), Dutch stoiy

writer. Though he published few stories, his

position in Dutch literature is a very special one.

From the first, his nostalgic stories on idealistic or

disillusioned bohemians of long ago found

admirers. In recent decades a fresh interest in his

work can be discerned.

Dichtertje; de uitvreter; titaantjes (1918); Mene
tekel (1946); Boven het dal (1961). J.J.O.

Nesson, Pierre de (*Aigueperse, Puy-de-D6me

1383 ; tl439/43), French poet. He was in the service

of Jean III, Due de Berry (tl5 VI 1416), and his

daughter Marie, and later bailli of Aigueperse. He
is celebrated for his powerful Legons de Job (or

Vigiles des marts). This poem, a commentary on

passages from Job, displays the conventional

gloating emphasis on the loathsome aspects of

death and decomposition. Pierre de Nesson is

notorious for the extremes to whidi he pushes this

tendency, his churchyard imagery being particu-

larly repulsive and his representation of the

ordinary processes of physied existence extremely

nauseating.

A. Piaget and E. Droz, P. de N. et ses ceuvres

(1925; incl. ed. of the Lay de guerre [1424-25] and

the Oraison d Notre Dame [before 1434] and repr.

of editio princeps of the Vigiles), F.W.

Nestor, 11th- and early 12th-century Kievan monk
and author of lives of Theodosius (Abbot of the

Kievan Crypt monastery) and the Princes Boris

and Gleb—the first two Russians to be canonized.

He was moreover the supposed compiler of

NachaVnaya letopis, the most important document
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about early Slav and Russian history; but accord-
ing to more recent research the chronicle was
compiled by several monks. Written in a simple
manner and full of anecdotic material, it brings the
history of Russia up to 1110. The last portion of
the chronicle, from 1040 onwards, may have been
written by Nestor himself. In 1116 the chronicle

was copied and perhaps partly rewritten by
Sylvester, Abbot of the Vydobichiy monastery.
The Laurentian (1377) and the Hypatian (1420)

MSS are its oldest transcripts extant.

Polnoye sobranie russkikh letopisey (1926);

PovesP vrememykh let i ee istochniki (1940); Die
altrussische Chronik (ed. R. Trautmann, 1948);

Povesf vrememykh let (ed. D. S. Lichachev, 2 vols,

1950).

—

Chronique dite de Nestor (tr. L. Leger,

1884); The Russian Primary Chronicle (tr, S. H.
Cross and O. P. Schlerlowitz-Wetzor, 1953).

A. A. Shakhmatov, Razyskaniya o drevneyshikh

russkikh letopisnykh svodakh (1908); N. K. Gudzy,
History ofEarly Russian Literature (1949); M. D.
Priselkov, N, letopisets (1967). J.L.

Nestroy, Johann Nepomuk (*Vienna 7 Xn 1801;

tGraz 25 V 1862), Austrian playwright. A lawyer’s

son, Nestroy studied law but became a singer at

the Viennese Opera House, then an actor, 1823--25

in Amsterdam, after 1827 in Graz, gradually

abandoning serious for comic roles; after 1831

attached to the Theater an der Wien, becoming its

director (1854-1861). Adored and detested, as a
comic actor he was unsurpassed. Beginning like

Raimund* with the Viennese faiiy-tale play
{Lumpazivagabundusy 1835, was his first great

success) he soon branched off into realistic satirical

plays, foreshadowing Anzengruber* in his treat-

ment of differences of social class. Whilst, unlike

Raimund, he aimed at racy theatre rather than
universal values, his plays, witty, cynical and
disabused, reproduced the pulse of Viennese life

and contained brilliant characterization. As a
parodist he could be devastating: Hebbel* and
Wagner* were among his victims.

Historisch-kritische Gesamtausgabe (ed. F.

Brukner and O. Rommel, 15 vols, 1924-30);

Gesammelte Briefe (ed. F. Brukner, 1938).

F. H. Mautner, /. N. und seine Kunst (1937);

O. Forst de Battaglia, J, N (1962); S. Brill, Die

Komodie der Sprache (1967); H. Weigel, /, N,

(1967); R. Preisner, /. N. N (1968).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Neufville, Margaretha Jacoba de (*Amsterdam
6 II 1775; tHaarlem 15 VII 1856), Dutch novelist,

who wrote charming novels and one of the first

historical novels, De Schildknaap (1829).

J.W.W.

De kleine pligten (2 vols, 1824); Elisabeth

Basmooth (2 vols, 1836); Acht oorspronkelijke

Nederduytsche verhalen voor de Jeugd (1840).

P. A. A. Boeser, Leven en w^erken van M, J, de N,

(1889); G. Stuiveling in Nieuwe Taalgids, LVI
(1963). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Neukirch, Benjamin (Reinke/Saale 27 HI 1665;
fAnsbach 15 VIII 1729), German poet, who began
as an admirer ofHofmann* von Hofmannswaldau
and edited a famous collection of poems by the
Silesians, with an important introduction. Later
Canitz* converted him to a sober style which
earned him the approval of Gottsched*.

Galante Briefe und Gedichte (1695); Herm von
Hofmannswaldau undanderer Deutschen auserlesene
und bisher ungedruckte Gedichte (7 vols, 1695-
1727; crit. ed. A. G. de Capua and E. A. Philipp-

son, 1960- ); Unterricht von teutschen Briefen
(1700); Geistlicke Poesien (1725); sel. poems ed. L.

Fulda in J. Kurschner, Dt, Nat, Lit,, XXXDC.
W. Dom, N, (1897); A. Hubscher, ‘Die Dichter

der Neukirchschen Sammlung’ in Euphorion,
XXVI (1925). L.W.F.

Neumann, Alfred (*Lautenburg 15 X 1895;
tLugano 3 X 1952), German novelist, playwright,

essayist, translator (from the French). He achieved
astonishing success with his historical novels and
plays, with their virtuosity of dialogue, skilfully

built up suspense, and topical implications in their

treatment of past events.

novels: Der Teufel (1926; The Devil, tr. H.
Paterson, 1928); Rebellen (1927; The Rebels, tr.

idem, 1929); Der Held (1930; The Hero, tr. idem,

1931); Narrenspiegel (1933; Mirror ofFools, tr. T.

and P. Blewitt, 1933); Neuer Cdsar (1934; New
Caesar, tr. E. and C. Paul, 1934); Kdnigin Christine

(1936; Life of Christina of Sweden, tr. B. Balogh,

1935); Die Volksfreunde (1951).

—

Der Patriot

(play; 1926; tr. A. Dukes, \92^),—Kdnig Haber
(1926; King Haber, and Other Stories, tr. M.
Busch, A. H. King and C. Brooks, 1930).

R. T. Taylor, ‘A. N.’ in Schweizer Rundschau,
LVI (1956). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Neumann, Robert (Vienna 22 V 1897), German
parodist, novelist and playwright; very widely
translated. His early parodies, Mitfremden Federn

(1927) and Unterfalscher Flagge (1932), established

his reputation overnight. In 1934 he emigrated to

Great Britain. His first novel in English, The
Inquest (1945), is a satirical account of the political

and erotic adventures of a woman emigrant. Most
of his other novels deal with problems of war-time
and post-war Europe. Neumann is also active in

the film industry.

Sintflut (1929; Flood, tr. W. A. Drake, 1930);

Die Macht (1932; Mammon, tr. D. M. Richardson,

1933); Zaharoff{\m\ Eng. tr. R. T. Clark, 1935);

The Scene IsPassing il9A:2y, The Children of Vienna
(1946); Insurrection at Poshansk (1952); Olympia
(1961); Der Tatbestand {1965).

Stimmen der Freunde (with biblio.; 1957).

F.M.K.
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Neumann, Stanislav Kostka (*Prague 5 VI 1875;

^ibid, 28 VI 1947), Czech poet and essayist.

Neumann’s earliest work (in the 1890s) reflected

the fashionable revolt against the established order

in life and literature. Just before and during the

First World War he produced two notable collec-

tions of verse : Kniha lesd, vod a strdni (1914) and

Move zpevy (1918). Neumann’s political views,

always left-wing, found their ultimate expression

in his acceptance ofCommunism, which influenced

all his later work (e.g. Rudi zpSvy, 1923). In a

different field of experience his sensitive love-

poetry (Ldska, 1933) is memorable.

Sebrane spisy (22 vols, 1947-56).

B. Vaclavek, S. K. N, (1935); Soupis dila S, K. N,

(biblio.; 1959). R.A.

Nevai: see Ali §ir NevaL

Neverov, Alexander, otherwise Alexander
Sergeyevich Skobelev (*Novikovka 1886; tl923),

Soviet author of peasant origin and a village

teacher by profession. His narratives and novels,

written in a racy language, deal with the revolu-

tionary transformation of the village which he
knew well. The book which brought him fame was
Tashkent gorod khlebny (1921; Tashkent, tr. R.

Merton and W. G. Witon, 1930). His ambitious

novel Gusilebedi remained unfinished. He also

wrote several plays.

Sochineniya (7 vols, 1928-30).

N. N. Fatov, A. S. N. (1926); N. I. Strakhov,

A. N. (1961); V. P. Skovelev, A, N. (1964). J.L.

Nevile, Henry (*Billingbear, nr Waltham St

Lawrence 1620; ooElizabeth Staverton; t?Wafield,

Berks 22 K 1694), English writer and political

thinker, educated at Merton and University Col-

leges, Oxford. M.P. for Reading in 1658. He
translated Machiavelli’s* works in 1675 and the

influence of them and his life-long friend Harring-

ton* (to whose Rota Club he belonged) can be
seen in his political dialogue Plato Redivivus (1680)

which advocated a great reduction in monarchical
power. He is best known for his brief Isle ofPines

(2 pts, 1668; repr. P. Henderson in Shorter Novels:

17th Century, 1930), a voyage imaginaire in which a
shipwrecked community of one man and four

women populate an uninhabited island and estab-

lish a Christian community.

Z. S. Fink, The Classical Republicans (1945; rev.

1962); C. Robbins, The 18th Century Common’-
wealthman (1959). R.M.W.

Newby, Percy Howard (*25 VI 1918; ool945

Joan Thompson), a prolific English novelist who
won a Somerset Maugham award with A Journey
to the Interior (1945) and has published some 16

books since then, including a critical study of
Maria Edgeworth* (1950).

Agents and Witnesses (1947); A Season in

England (1951); The Picnic at Sakkara (1955);

A Guest and His Going (1959); The Barbary Light

(1962); Something to Answer For (1968).

W.R.A.

Newcastle, Duke (Duchess) of: see Cavendish.

Newman, Francis William (*London 27 VI 1805;

001836 Miss Kennaway; tWeston-super-Mare

4 X 1897), English writer of religious, historic and
philological works; and translator, from and into

Latin. Brother of John Henry Newman*.

History ofHebrew Monarchy (1847); The Soul,

her Sorrows and her Aspirations (1849); Theism,

Doctrinal and Practical (1858); Iliad of Homer
(1856); Hiawatha: rendered into Latin (1862).

M. Arnold, On Translating Homer (1861); I. J.

Sieveking, Memoirs and Letters ofF, W. N. (1909);

W. Robbins, The N, Brothers (1966).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Newman, John Henry (*London 21 II 1801;

tEdgbaston 11 VIII 1890), English religious writer

who by his example and writings profoundly

influenced the religious life of his century. In 1822

elected a Fellow of Oriel, then a centre of the new
religious awareness, he became associated in

friendship and work with Pusey* and Hurrell

Froude and by 1828, when he was appointed

vicar of St Mary’s, had abandoned the evangeli-

cism of his upbringing. On a Mediterranean cruise

with Froude he wrote many of his hymns and

poems, including ‘Lead, Kindly Light’, published

as Lyra Apostolica (1836), wbdch show, like his

memorable sermons, that he used his supreme
literary gifts only in the service of religion and his

intellectual quest for truth. He was present at

Keble’s* assize sermon, which marked the launch-

ing of the Oxford Movement, and was the leading

spirit in Tracts for the Times which, with his

preaching at St Mary’s and his study ofthe Church
Fathers, were designed to reinforce the authority

of the Anglican Church. The reception of his

Tract 90, on the Thirty-Nine Articles, and his own
study of early Church history, first induced him in

1841 to doubt the validity of his own position

within the Anglican Church. In 1843, resigning his

appointments, he withdrew to Littlemore and was
received into the Roman Catholic Church in

X 1845. After eighteen months in Rome he re-

turned in 1847 to found the Oratory in Edgbaston,
the main scene of his future labours, which
included devoted work with the cholera sufferers

of 1849. From 1854 to 1859 he was in Dublin as

Rector of the Roman Catholic University, and
delivered the lectures from which grew The Idea of
a University. Created Cardinal in 1879, he preached
once again at Oxford, but Edgbaston remained the

centre of his work until his death. In 1864, in reply

to Kingsley’s* ‘What, Then, Does Dr Newman
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Mean?’, he wrote Apologiapro Vita Sua^ a vindica-

tion and history of his inner religious life which,

with his poem The Dream of Gerontius (repub.

with Verses on Various Occasions^ 1874), won him
an assured place in English literature.

Contrib. to Tracts for the Times (6 vols, 1834-

41); Parochial and Plain Sermons (ed. W. J. Cope-
land, 8 vols, 1868); Lectures on the Prophetical

Office of the Church (vol. I of Via Media of the

Anglican Churchy 1877).

—

The Arians ofthe Fourth
Century (1833); Lectures on the Doctrine of Justi-

fication (1838); Select Treatises of St Athanasius

(2 vols, 1842-^); Sermons preached before the

University of Oxford (1843); An Essay on the

Development ofChristian Doctrine (1845); Loss and
Gain (1848); Letters on certain Difficulties felt by
Anglicans in submitting to the Catholic Church

(1850) ; The Present Position ofCatholics in England

(1851); The Scope and Nature of a University

Education (1852; pub. later as The Idea of a
University)', Verses on Religious Subjects (1853);

Callista: a Sketch of the Third Century (1856);

University Subjects discussed (1858); Apologia

pro Vita Sua (1864); Dream of Gerontius (1866);

Verses on Various Occasions (incl. N.’s contrib.

to Lyra Apostolica', 1868); An Essay in Aid of
a Grammar of Assent (1870); Two Essays on
Miracles (1870); Discussions and Arguments on
Various Subjects (1872); Essays Critical and
Historical (1872); Historical Sketches (3 vols,

1872).

—

Letters and Correspondence , , , during his

life in the English Church (with brief autobiog.;

ed. A. Mozley, 2 vols, 1891); Letters and Diaries

(ed. C. S. Dessain, 1961).

F. W. Newman, Contributions, Chiefly to Early

History of Cardinal N, (1891); W. Ward, Life of
Cardinal N, (1912); G. Faber, Oxford Apostles

(1933); W. E. Houghton, The Art ofNjs Apologia

(1945); M. Tierney, Tribute to N, Essays on
Aspects of His Life and Thought (1945); R. Sen-

court, Life of N. (1948); M. Trevor, N (1962);

C. S. Dessain, N, (1966). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Newton, Sir Isaac (*Woolsthorpe, Lines 25 XII

1642; tKensington, London 20 III 1727), English

scientist. Newton went to the village school at

Grantham and to Trinity College, Cambridge,

where he became Fellow. In 1669 he was made
Lucasian Professor of mathematics, in 1699 Master

of the Mint, and in 1703 President of the Royal

Society. After energetically combining public

service and scientidc research he was knighted in

1705. His wide researches included work on gravi-

tation, astronomy, on calculus and optics. In the

last field his occasional hovering between a wave
theory and a corpuscular theory of light has taken

on new significance in the li^t of modem dis-

coveries. Einstein* says of him, ‘He combined the

experimenter, the theorist, the mechanic and, not

least, the artist in exposition’. Newton’s literary

importance depends partly on his superb prose

(especially that of the Queries in his Opticks) but
also on the varied and often violent literary

reaction to his work. This includes borrowings by
‘scientific’ aestheticians like Burke*, poetic

hyperbole like Pope’s* ‘Let Newton be’, the less

adulatory comments on the so-called scientific

destruction of mystery and miracle, and even (it

has been claimed) a new sense of light and colour
which appears in 18th-century descriptive poetry
(Thomson’s* Seasons, for instance).

Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica
(1687; The Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy, tr. A. Motte, 1729); Opticks or A
Treatise of the Reflections, Refractions, Inflections

and Colours ofLight (1704; mod. ed. with foreword
by Einstein, intro. E. T. Whittaker, 1931); Arith-

metica Universalis (yiOl)', CommerciumEpistolicum
(1712).

—

I. Njs Papers and Letters on Natural
Philosophy and Related Documents (ed. I. B.

Cohen, 1958); Correspondence (ed. H. W. Turn-
bull, 1959- ); Mathematical Papers (ed. D.
Whiteside, 1967- ).

Sir D. Brewster, Memoirs of the Life, Writings

and Discoveries of Sir L N. (2 vols, 1855); /. N.,

1642-1727. A Memorial Volume. By Several Hands
(1927; incl. biblio.); M. Nicholson, N. Demands
the Muse. N.'s Opticks and the Eighteenth-Century

Poets (1946); 1. B. Cohen, Franklin and N. (1956);

F. E. Manuel, I. N., Historian (1963) and A
Portrait ofL N. (1968); J. Herivel, The Background
to Njs Principia (1966). B.H. (M.Bu.)

Ne^vton, John (*London 24 VII 1725; ool750

Mary Catlett; ^ibid. 21 XII 1807), English clergy-

man of grimly adventurous early life among
slavers. As curate of Olney he formed a deep

friendship with Cowper*.

Authentic Narrative (1764); Olney Hymns (with

Cowper; 1779); Thoughts upon the African Slave

Trade (1788); Letters to a Wife (2 vols, 1793).

—

Works (12 vols, 1821; with Memoir by R. Cecil,

1827).

B. Martin, J. N. (1950). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Newton, Thomas (*Park House, ?Prestbury 71542;

t?Little Ilford after 27 IV 1607), English poet,

physician and clergyman, educated Trinity

College, Oxford, and Queen’s College, Cambridge.

He dates books written before 1583 from Butley;

about 1583 he received the rectory of Little Ilford.

Newton was a skilled writer of Latin and English

verse. He translated Seneca* and edited the Ten
Tragedies (1581).

The Thebais (tr. with Seneca his Ten Tragedies,

1581 ; ed. T. S. Eliot, 1927). B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Nex0, Martin Andersen (*Copenhagen 26 VI
1869; 001898 Margrethe Thomsen, ool913

Margrethe Frydenlund Hansen, ool925 Johanna

May; fUresden 1 VI 1954), Danish novelist and
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short-story writer. He was bom in the slums of

Copenhagen, but spent most of his childhood on

the island of Bornholm. A shepherd’s boy, a shoe-

maker’s apprentice and a bricklayer, he came
eventually in contact with Socialist ideas and with

Danish trade unionism. From then on he devoted

his life and literary talents to the cause of the

working classes, first as a Social Democrat, but

after the Russian Revolution as a convinced and
uncompromising Communist.

Nex0*s fame is based almost entirely on his two

great novel cycles, Belle Erobreren, a great epic of

the proletariat, and Ditte^ a novel cycle in which

we follow the fate of a proletarian girl from the

cradle to the grave. They are both inspired by an
optimistic belief in the fundamental goodness and
kindness of primitive man, and both books have

been translated into many languages.

Nexo’s memoirs rank among the finest in Danish

literature; they are wholesome and virile, human
and warm-hearted. Several of his short stories are

of high literary quality, too, and like all his other

works they are about poor people. His enthusiastic

impressions of his many visits to the Soviet Union
are recorded in several travel books.

novels: En Moder (1900); Familien Frank

(1901); Dryss (1902); Belle Erobreren (4 vols,

1906-10; Belle the Conqueror^ 4 vols, 1913-16,

1 vol., 1930); Ditte Menneskebarn (5 vols, 1917-21

;

Ditte: Girl Aim!, 1920, Ditte: Daughter of Man,
1922, and Ditte: Towards the Stars, 1923); Midt i

en Jcemtid (2 vols, 1929; In God's Land, 1933);

Morten hin Rode (1945); Den fortabte Generation

(1948).—SHORT STORIES : Skygger (1898); Det bodes

der for (1899); Muldskud (3 vols, 1905-26); Af
Dybets Lovsang (1908); Barndommens Kyst (1911);

Lykken (1913); Bornholmer-Noveller (1913); Under

Himlen blaa (1915); Dybhavsfisk (1918); Lotteri-

svensken (1919); Undervejs (1919); De tomme
Bladsers Bassagerer (1921); De sorte Fugle (1930);

Et Skriftemaal (1946).—essays and travel books:

Soldage (1903; Days in the Sun, 1929); Nytaar-

stanker (1919); Ringen sluttet (1919); Mod
Dagningen (1923); Bcenderne veek (1934); Finland

(1934); Spanien (1937); Mod Lyset (1938); Breve

til en Landsmand (194^; Lenin (1947); Taler og
artikler (ed. B. Houmann, 3 vols, 1954-55).

—

Digte

(verse; 1926),—memoirs: Et lille Krcs (1932);

Under aaben Himmel (1935; Under the Open Sky:
My Early Years, 1938); For Lud og koldt Vand
(1937); Vejs Ende {1939),—Breve (letters; ed. B.

Houmann, 3 vols, 1969- ).

K. K. Nicolaisen, M, A, N, (1919); S. Erichsen,

M. A, N, (1938); W. A. Berendsohn, M. A, N.

(1948); S. M0ller Kiistensen, M, A. N,s Boger, En
bibliografi (1948); Bogen til M, A, N. (1949); B.

Houmann, M, A, N, bibliografi (1961) and Talt og
skrevet om M. A, N. (1967).—^H. Slochover, Three

Ways ofModem Man (1937). E.B.

Nezvaly VfrizsLAV (Biskoupky 26 V 1900;

tPrague 6 IV 1958), Czech author. The most pro-

lific Czech poet since 1918, Nezval was also one of

the most gifted; and the development of his talent

illuminates the general climate of Czech life and
poetry in his time. His literary beginnings coin-

cided with the launching of the ‘poetist’ school,

with its demand for ‘poesie pure’ {Bantomima,

1924). His next period, in which he described his

poetry as Surrealist, brought forth a few poems of

a quality he did not later surpass {Bdsninod, 1930).

Here Nezval showed his extraordinary verbal

artistry at its best. Only the discipline of metrical

form (stanzas, or free verses linked by a unifying

rhythmical pattern) gave order to the stream of

images that welled forth from an uncontrolled

fantasy. Noteworthy among his other poems of

that period is that recording the Czech tragedy of

1938-39 {Historicky obraz, 1940; 2nd ed. 1945).

Nezval adopted Communism early in life and

this cause was served by his propaganda verses

{Stalin, 1949; ZpSv miru, 1950, Song of Beace,

tr. S. B. Holly and J. Lindsay, 1951). The mecha-

nical shallowness of these verses gave way in his

final years to moving personal lyrics {Nedokoncend,

1960).

Dilo (coll, works; 1950 ff.).

—

^plays: Milend z

kiosku (1932); Manon Lescaut (1940).—Z miho

i/vo/fl (memoirs; 1959).

A. Jelinek, V, N, (1961). R.A.

Ngugi, James (*Limuru, Kenya 1938), Kenyan

novelist, short-story writer and playwright. Ngugi

studied at Makerere University College, Uganda,

and Leeds University. He has been a journalist,

literary editor, and University lecturer.

The first si^iificant East African novelist, Ngugi

deals with European seizing of Kenyan land and

the Mau-Mau rebellion. The heroes of his first two

books are romantic idealists who crack under

political harshness. In the third novel, far more

complex in structure, Ngugi reaches artistic

maturity.

novels: Weep Not, Child (1964); The River

Between (1965); A Grain of Wheat (1967).

—

The

Black Hermit Q)lay; 1968). A.R.

Nguygn-Du: see Vietnamese literature, text and

biblio.

NhSt-Linh (pseud, of NguyIn Tu’o’ng Tam): see

VIETNAMESE LITERATURE, text and bibUo.

Nicander (probably 2nd century b.c.), Greek

didactic poet. His only two surviving poems,

Alexipharmaca (on poisons and antidotes) and

Theriaca (snakes, sn^e-bites and their remedies),

are of a repellent obscurity. Possibly his lost works,

including Georgica and Heteroeumena (‘Meta-

morphoses’), were more attractive: he seems to

have exercised some influence on Roman poets.
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Ed. A. S. F. Gow and A. F. Scholfield (with tr.

and comm.; 1953). A.H.G.

Nicander, Karl August (*Strangnas 20 III 1799;

tStockholm 7 II 1839), Swedish poet and drama-

tist. He began life as a civil servant, turned to

literature, became a member of Gotiska Forbun-

det, and, influenced by his Italian visit (1827-29),

wrote Romantic lyrics. As a dramatist he did not

fulfil expectations. He died in penury.

poems: S&nger av August (1819); Runor av Norna

Gest (1824); Dikter (1825); Nya dikter (1827);

Hesperider (1835).

—

Rmasvdrdet (play; 1820).

—

Mimen frdn Sodern (memoirs; 2 vols, 1831--39).

—

Samlade dikter (1839-41).

C. D. af Wirsen, ‘Minne av skalden K. A. N.’

in Svenska Akad, Handl., VII (1892); G. Lokrantz,

K. A. N. (1939). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K.

Niccodemi, Dario (*Leghom 27 I 1874; fRome
24 IX 1934), Italian playwright. After spending his

youth in Buenos Aires, where he wrote his first

plays in Spanish, Niccodemi went to Paris, where

he came under the influence of the French drama-
tist Bernstein*. He returned to Italy in 1914 and
formed his own company in 1921. His plays reflect,

not without causticity, the pre- and post-war

society in which he lived. His later plays are more
ambitious but less successful.

Vombra (1915); Scampolo (1916); La nemica

(1917); La maestrina (1918); Teatrino (one-act

plays; 3 vols, 1922); La Madonna (1927); II

principe (1929).

P. Baratti, D, N, (1936). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Niccoli, Niccolo (^Florence 1364; l^ibid. 4 II

1437), Italian humanist, celebrated for his collec-

tion of classical MSS. Though he produced little

original writing, he was a major influence on
contemporary Florentine scholarship.

G. Zippel, N. N. (1890); R. Sabbadini, Le
scoperte dei codici (1905). D.H,

Niccolini, Giambattista (*Bagni di San Giuliano,

Lucca 29 X 1782; fnr Pistoia IX 1861), Italian

dramatist. An ardent republican, he had no faith

in the liberalism of Pope Pius IX, as is vividly

shown in his most famous play, Arnaldo da Brescia

(1837; 1st prod. 1838). Finally converted to the

cause of the monarchy, he saluted Victor

Emmanuel 11 as the liberator of Italy. His name is

associated with that of Manzoni* whom he advised

in the linguistic revision of I Promessi Sposi. His

dramas were a potent force during the Risorgi-

mento. Niccolini’s masterpiece, Arnaldo da Brescia,

is outstanding in its period for its realization of the

dramatic and poetic potentialities of the theme
which give the play the truth and vitality of art,

independent of its immediate political and
emotional significance.
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r. Opere (ed. C. GargioUi, 8 vols, 1860-80).

A. Ponte, Arnaldo da Brescia nelle due tragedie

di G. N, e Carlo Marenco (1880); A. Vannucci,
Ricordi della vita e delle opere di G, B. N. (2 vols,

1- 1886; with biblio.); E. Bertana, La tragedia

:o (1904-05); R. Guastalla, La vita e le opere di

1- G. B, N, (1917); T. Borgomaneri, II romanticismo

), nel teatro di G. B. N. (1925); R. Formica, II cantore

)t d'Arnaldo (1931). B.R.

Nicephoms (t829), Byzantine scholar and theolo-

V
.

gian. Patriarch of Constantinople 806-81 5. He was

J one of the chief opponents of the iconoclast policy

_ and consequently died in exile. He wrote against

heretics {Apologeticus minor), in particular the

, Emperor Constantine V (Antirhetici), and he

^
supported the use of icons {Apologeticus major pro

* sacris imaginibus). He corresponded with his fellow

iconodule Theodore* the Studite and also left a
short history. His biography was written by
Ignatius the Deacon. J.M.H.

jt A. Mai, Nova Patrum bibliotheca, V (1849; with

e Lat. tr.); Migne, Patrologia Graeca, C (I860; with

L- Lat. tr.); Historia syntomos {Breviariuni) and
d Chronographicon syntomon (ed. C. de Boor, 1880).

t. Vita S. Nicephori by Ignatius the Deacon (ed

r C. de Boor, 1880.)—P. J. Alexander, The Patriarch

e N of Constantinople (1958); F. Dvomik, The
Photian Schism (2nd ed. 1970). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Nicephoms Blemmydes (Constantinople c. 1197;

tc. 1272), Byzantine scholar. He was tutor at the

court of Nicaea to the future Emperor Theodore*
II Lascaris. He refused election to the Patriarchate

and in the negotiations between Latin and Greek

^
Churches he stood between the extremists on either

side. He was famous for his learning and left

g
writings on philosophy, logic, theology, geography

® and rhetoric, as well as poems. J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXLII (1865; with

Lat. tr.).—^A. Heisenberg, N. B.: Curriculum vitae

et carmina (1896).

M. A. Andreeva, Ocherki po kulture VizantiU

skago dvora v XIII veke (Prague, 1927).

^
J.M.H. (R.B.)

J
Nicephorus Bryennius (Adrianople 1062; ool097

^
Anna* Comnena; fafter 1137), Byzantine his-

^
torian and general. His unfinished history covering

J
the years 1070-79 sets out to glorify the Comnenian

,
family and especially his father-in-law, Alexius I.

I

He draws on the work of his earlier contemporaries

,
such as Michael* Psellus and John* Spylitzes and

* also incorporates valuable information from the

official circles in which he moved. To some extent

;
he models himself on Xenophon*.

j Commentarii (ed. A. Meineke, 1836; with Lat.

,
tr.); Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXXVII (1864;

I with Lat. tr.).—G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica

(2nd ed. 1958). J.M.H. (R.B.)
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Nicephonis Gregoras (*HeracIeia c, 1295;

1359), Byzantine scholar and historian. As a young

man he went to Constantinople. Here he joined a

circle of humanists who combined a wide range of

study with their activities as statesmen. Nicephorus’

literary output was enormous, including philo-

sophy, rhetoric, theology, astronomy, orations,

poetry, letters, as well as a history of his own times.

He was himself involved in the religious and

political disputes of the mid-14th century, and in

the Hesychast controversy he found himself in

opposition to the Orthodox party and his old

friend John* VI Cantacuzenus. It was to justify

himself that he wrote his History, Much of his

work still remains unprinted. J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXLVHI-CXLIX
(1865; with Lat. tr.); History (ed. L. Schopen and

I, Bekker, 3 vols, 1829-30 and 1855; with Lat. tr.);

letters (ed. with Fr. tr. R. Guilland, 1927).

R. Guilland, Essai sur N, G, (1926; with lists of

pub. and unpub. writings); T. Hart, ‘N. G.:

historian of the Hesychast controversy’ in Jour.

Ecclesiastical Hist., II (1951); G. Moravcsik,

Byzantinoturcica (2nd ed. 1958); I. SevCenko,

£tudes sur la polemique entre Theodore Metochite

et Nicephore Choumnos (1962). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Niceta of Remesiana (fl, c, 400), Christian

missionary, wrote various theological works, but

is best remembered as the author of the Te Deum,
The prose works now generally thought to be his

were ascribed by Migne* partly to Nicetas,

Bishop of AquUeia 454-485, and partly to

Nicetius, Bishop of Trier in the 6th century.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, LII (184Q andLXVni
(1847).—Tr, G. G. Walsh (1949).

A, E. Bum, N, ofR,, His Life and Works (1905).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Nicetas Choniates, sometimes called in error

Nicetas Acominatus (*Chonai [the ancient

Colossai]; tl210/20), Byzantine scholar, brother

of Michael* Choniates. Imperial secretary, then

governor of the theme of Philippopolis; after the

capture of Constantinople by the Latins he played

a prominent part at the court of the Emperor
Theodore Lascaris in Nicaea. He left speeches,

poetry, theological works and a history from 1118

to 1206. This last is a valuable source, strongly

marked by the ecclesiastical interests of its highly

educated author and giving a different point of
view of Manuel I’s reign from that of his contem-
porary John* Ciimamus. J.M.H.

Historia (ed. I. Bekker, 1835; with Lat. tr.);

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXXXiX-CXL (1865;

with Lat. tr.); Thesaurus Orthodoxiae, ibid,;

complete ed. H. von Dieten (in prep.).—<jer. tr.

F. Grabler (3 vols, 1958),

G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica (2nd ed. 1958).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Nicetas David (t^. 890), Bishop of Dadybra in

Paphlagonia, Byzantine homilist. He wrote
rhetorical sermons as well as a life of Ignatius,

the Patriarch of Constantinople who abdicated and
was succeeded by the scholar Photius*. He also

paraphrased some of the poetry of Gregory* of
Nazianzus. J.M.H.

Orationes and Vita Ignatii in Migne, Patrologia

Graeca, CV (1862; with Lat. tr.); on Gregory of
Nazianzus’ poetry, ibid., XXXVIII (1859). Some
of his work remains unprinted.

F. Lefherz, Studien zu Gregor von Nazianz:

Mythologie, Oberlieferung, Scholiasten (1958); F.

Dvomik, The Photian Schism (2nd ed. 1970).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Nicetas Eugenianus C^. second halfof 12th century),

author of a Byzantine verse romance, Drosilla and
Charicles, largely based on Achilles* Tatius and
Longus*, as well as of some occasional poetry,

Scriptores erotici (ed. G. A. Hirschig, 1856);

Scriptores erotici Graeci, II (ed. R. Hercher,

1859). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Nicetas Stethatus, 11th-century Byzantine theo-

logian. He wrote a life of his master, Symeon* the

New Theologian, and ascetical works on the

monastic life which were much used by later

generations. He took an active part in polemic

against the Latin Church at the time of the 1054

controversy. J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXX (1864; with

Lat. tr.); Life of Symeon the New Theologian (ed.

1. Hausherr in Orientalia Christiana periodica,

XII, 1928; with Fr. tr,); Le Paradis Spirituel (ed,

M. Chalendard, 1943; with Fr. tr.); Opuscules et

lettres (ed. J. Darrouzes, 1961 ;
with Fr. tr.).

A. Michel, Humbert und Kerularius, II (1930).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Nicholas, Bishop of Methone in the Peloponnese

(t?c. 1 165), Byzantine theologian. His polemic and

theologicad studies often have little independent

value and do not appear to justify the reputation

he long enjoyed. They are however evidence for

the theological activity and ecclesiastical contro-

versies of Manuel I’s reign.

Orationes duae (ed. A. Demetracopulos, 1865);

other orationes (ed. idem, Ekklesiastike Bibliotheke,

1866); Refutation of Proclus (ed. J. Th. V6mel,

1825). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Nicholas V, Pope: see Parentucelli, Tommaso.

Nicholas, Henry: see Niclaes, Hendrik.

Nicholas Bozon, 14th-century Anglo-Norman
writer. A Franciscan Friar, from a Norfolk county

family and associated with a Nottingham mona-
stery, he wrote, besides edifying Contes (71335),
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many religious and didactic poems, among them a
curious allegory, Lettre de Vempereur Orgueil

(71300).

verse: Deuxpoimes (ed. J. Vising, 1919); Three

Saints* Lives (pd, A. Klenke, 1947).

—

^prose: Contes

Moralisis (ed. L. T. Smith and P. Meyer, 1889).

A. Thomas in Histoire litteraire de la France^

XXXVI (1927). M.F.L.

Nicholas Cabasilas, sometimes called Chameatus

(tl371). Metropolitan of Thessalonica, Byzantine

theologian. In the Hesychast controversy he

supported Gregory* Palamas and the Orthodox
party. He wrote against the Latins and also left a
number of sermons, letters and treatises on the

ascetic and mystical life and on the liturgy.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CL (1865; with Lat.

tr.); La vie en Jesus-Christ (tr. S. Brousseleux in

Irenikon, 1932); Explication de la divine liturgie (tr.

S. Salaville, 1943 ; with biblio.); Homilies Mariales

(ed. M. Jugie, Patrologia Orientalis, XIX, 1925).

J.M.H.

Nicholas Mysticus, Patriarch of Constantinople

901-907 and 912-925, played an important part in

lOth’Century politics and left a valuable collection

of letters.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca^ CXI (1863; with Lat.

tr.).

S. Rundman, The Emperor Romanus Lecapenus

and His Rei^ (1929); J. Gay, *Le patriarche

Nicolas Mystique et son rdle politique’ in Milanges

Ch, Diehl, I (1930); Les regestes des actes du
patriarcat de Constantinople, I (ed. V. Grumel,

1936; with biblio.). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Nidaes, Hendrik (*Miinster 10 1 1502; fCologne

c, 1580), Dutch mystic and poet, lived c. 1530-40

in Amsterdam, where he associated with Baptists,

from 1540 to 1560 in Emden, then, after ajourney to

England, in Kampen and finally at Cologne. In

Low German ‘overlands’, as a kind of sacred

language, he wrote a great number of tracts,

refrains and rondels, which bear witness to his

rigorous spirituality. With the triumph of the Holy
Ghost, accomplished in his ‘House of Love’,

perfection is attained. Doctrine and sacraments

have lost their value, everything centres in direct

experience in the heart of the elect, shedding all

external things and retaining only love. Nidaes’

influence in England—by way of the Familist sect

—was felt until c. 1700. In the Netherlands the last

traces were extinguished in the course of the 17th

century.

C. Fell Smith, ‘Nicholas, Henry’ in Dictionary

ofNational Biography, XL (1894); L. Knappert in

Nieuw NederL Biographisch Woordenboek, V
(1921); H. de la Fontaine Verwey, ‘De geschiiften

van H. N.’ in Het Boek, XXVI (1940-42); J. A.

van Dorsten, Thomas Basson (1961); W. M. H.

Hummelen in Jaarboek De Fonteine (1966).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Nicolai, Christoph Friedrich (*Berlin 18 HI
1733; ^ibid. 8 1 1811), German critic and novelist.

A Berlin bookseller, Nicolai, through his periodi-

cal Bibliothek der schonen Wissenschaften, was,

with Lessing* and Mendelssohn* a leader of

literature, 1754-70. After 1770 he ceased to develop

and became a noted literary reactionary. Goethe’s*

attacks have unjustly overshadowed Nicolai’s

merits as a supporter ofgood sense in literature and

tolerance in life.

novels: Sebaldus Nothanker (1773-76); Die

Freuden desjungen Werthers (1777-78) ;
Sempronius

Gundibert (1798).—periodicals (in which his

criticisms appeared) : Bibliothek der schonen

Wissenschaften (1757-60); Literaturbriefe (1759-

65); Allgemeine deutsche Bibliothek (1765-1800).

—^various: Feiner kleiner Almanack (1777-78);

Beschreibung einer Reise durch Deutschland und die

Schweiz (1783-97).—works: Sel. ed. J. Minor,

Lessings Jugendfreunde in J. Kiirschner, Dt» Nat.-

Lit., LXXII (1882).

K. Auer, Der Aufkldrer F. N. (1912); M. Som-
merfeld, F. N. und der Sturm und Drang (1921);

W. Strauss, F. N. und die kritische Philosophie

(1927). H.B.G.

Nicolas de Clamanges (*c. 1360; fbetween 1434

and 1440), French ecclesiastic and author. Rector

of the University of Paris (1393) and secretary to

Benedict XIII (1397), he was a pupil of Pierre

d’Ailly*, a supporter of the conciliar movement,

an opponent of scholasticism and a devout con-

templative. He is the outstanding stylist among the

group of French pre-humanists who revived pure

and eloquent Latin in the service of theology. His

devotional treatises, written 1408-12 in retirement

at Valfonds and Fontaine-du-Bosc, are still of

interest.

Opera (ed. J. Lydius, 1613 ;
incl. Defructu eremi,

Defructu rerum adversarum and a large number of

Lat. epistles); De studio theologico in L. d’Archery,

Spicilegium, I (new ed. 1723); A. Coville,

Recherches sur quelques icrivains du XlVe et du

XVe siicle (1935; 6 Lat. poems).

E. Gilson, La philosophie au moyen-dge (1944).

Nicolas de Lyra (*c. 1270; tl349), French Fran-

ciscan and theologian, best known for his Postillae

perpetuae in universam S. Scripturam which had an

enormous influence on later exegesis.

C. Spicq, Esquisse d*une histoire de Vexigise

latine au moyen-dge (1944). F.W.

Nicolas de Troyes (*Troyes;>7. Tours c. 1530-40),

French story-writer. Of the 180 tales of his Grand
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Parangon des nouvelles nouvelles, 132 were copied

from such collections as the Decameron and Les

Cent Nouvelles nouvelles. For the remainder both

Italian and French oral sources have been claimed.

Le Grand Parangon (ed. E. Mabille, 1866).

K. Kaspryzk, N de T. et le genre narratif en

France (1963). G.B.

Nicolaus Hermanni (*SkSnninge 1326 (?1327);

tLinkdping 2 V 1391), Swedish Bishop and hymn-

writer. A relative of St Bridget*, as a young man he

tutored her children. After studying in France he

became Archdeacon at Linkoping in 1361, played

an active part in politics and was made Bishop in

1375. He helped to found Vadstena monastery and

to get Bridget canonized. The office he composed

in her honour contains the hymn Rosa rorans bonU

tatem, a masterpiece among medieval Latin poems.

H. Schuck, ‘N. H.’s Birgittaofficium’ in Lunds

Universitets Arsskrift (1892-93); K. B. Westman,

‘N. H.’s skrinlaggning’ in Kyrkohistorisk Arsskrift

(1917); G. Karlsson, ‘Anteckningar om ett par

svenska helgon’, ibid, (1919); Y. Brilioth, Svensk

kyrkOt kungadome och pdvenmakt 1363-1414

(1925); E. Liedgren, Svensk psalm och andlig

visa (1925). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K.

Nicolson, WiLUAM (*Plumbland 3 VI 1655;

oo3 VI 1686 Elizabeth Archer; tDerry 14 11 1726),

Bishop of Carlisle (1702), Derry (1718). Antiquary

and Old English scholar, his ecclesiastical duties

restricted his published work, but he contributed

to the researches of others.

The English Historical Library (3 pts, 1696-99);

The Scottish Historical Library (1702); Leges

marchiarum (1705); The Irish Historical Library

(yiTA),—Letters (ed. J. Nichols, 2 vols, 1809).

F. G. James, North Country Bishop (1956).

J.B.-B.

Niebuhr, Barthold Georg (*Copenhagen 27 VIII

1776; tBonn 2 I 1831), German historian, was
from 1806 employed in Prussia (after 1810 as a

historian). From 1823 he was Professor of ancient

history atBoim. His Rdmische Geschichteand other

works inaugurated modern critical philology as

an historical instrument.

Rdmische Geschichte (3 vols, 1811-32).

J. Classen, B, G, N, (1876); G. P. Gooch,
History andHistorians in the XlXth Century (1913).

D.H.

Niebuhr, Reinhold (Wright City, Mo. 21 VI
1892; 001931 Ursula Keppel-Compton; fStock-

bridge, Mass. 31 V 1971), American theologian.

In opposition to the pragmatists, he takes a
melancholy view of human achievement and
centres on the problem of sin. His redemptive

theology is marred by the vagueness with which he
sees God intervening to transform human life.

Beyond Tragedy (1937); Christianity and Power
Politics (1940); The Nature and Destiny ofMan (2

vols, 1941-43); The Children of Light and the

Children ofDarkness (1944); Christian Realism and
Political Problems (1953) ;

The Selfand the Dramas
of History (1955); Pious and Secular America

(1958).

G. Harland, The Thought of R, N, (1960).

H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Nielsen, Morten (*Aalborg 3 I 1922; fCopen-
hagen 30 VIII 1944), Danish poet. He studied at

Copenhagen, took an active part in the Resistance

and died as a result of an accident at the age of 22

years. He was a poet of unusual intensity, a Danish
Rupert Brooke*.

Krigere uden Vaaben (1943); Efterladte Digte

(1945). E.B.

Nielsen, Niels Jorgen (*Paarup, nr Silkeborg

18 XI 1902 ;
001929 Catharina Marie Frost;

tCopenhagen 27 III 1945), Danish novelist and
short-story writer. He was a farm labourer, then

became a journalist and eventually devoted his life

to writing. Most of his novels and stories take place

among Jutland peasants, and their recurrent

themes are suppressed hatred, sin and fear.

Appreciation of his psychological novels is

increasing.

NOVELS : Offerbaal (1929) ; De Hovmodige (1930)

;

En Kvinde ved Baalet (1933); En Guard midt i

Verden (1936); Dybet (1940); Et Hus splidagtigt

med sig selv (1945).—short stories: Lavt Land

(1929); Vi umyndige (1934); Figurer i et Landskab

(1944).

—

Samlede Noveller (1959).

N. Nilsson, /. N en digterskabne (1951); M. A
Hansen and K. Elfelt, /. N, (1953). E.B.

Niemcewicz, Julian Ursyn (*Skoki 16 H 1757 or

1758; tParis 21 V 1841), Polish author. He took

part in the 1794-95 rising and was afterwards

imprisoned for two years. He then left for America,

returning to Poland in 1807. After the 1831 rising

he left on a diplomatic mission for England (where

he stayed two years) and for France. Almost all his

successful literary output was dictated by a sense

of patriotism and social duty. His comedy Powrdt
posla played an important part in the discussions

leading up to the constitution of 1791. His Spiewy
historyczne, put to music, were very popular. He
wrote the first Polish historical novel and the first

Polish novel on the Jewish problem. His transla-

tions^ and paraphrases from English poetry

contributed to the development of Polish

Romanticism.

verse: Spiewy historyczne (1816; Chants his^

toriques de la Pologne, tr. C. de Noire-Isle, 1880);

Bajki i powiesci (2 vols, 1817).—plays: Powrdt
posla (perf. 1790; Ger. tr. S. G. Linde, 1792);

Kazimierz Wielki (1792); Zbigniew (1819; Fr. tr.
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B. Desmarets, 1835).—novels: Dwaj panowie
Sieciechowie (1815; ed. with intro, and comm. J.

Dihm, 1950); Jan z Tqczyna (3 vols, 1825; Ger. tr.,

3 vols, 1827); Lejbe i Siora (1821 ; Levy and Sarah,

1830).

—

Dzieje panowania Zygmunta III (history;

3 vols, 1819).

—

Pami^tniki czasdw moich (memoirs;

1848).

—

Dziela poetyczne wierszem i prozq (12

vols, Leipzig, 1838).— Bowring, Specimens

of the Polish Poets (1827).

J, Chrzanswski, ‘Pochwda N-a’ in Rocznik

Towarzystwo Nauk. Warsz. (1927); J. Dihm, N.
jakopolityk ipublicysta . . . (1928); A. Knot, Dzieje

spiewdw historycznych J, U. N,a (1948),

S.S. (P.H.)

Nieremberg, Juan Eusebio (^Madrid 1595; 1[ibid,

17 IV 1658), Spanish religious writer. After study-

ing at AlcaU and Salamanca he became a Jesuit.

He lived a life of great austerity in Madrid. His
many ascetic works began to appear in 1627. They
include the standard Spanish translation of The
Imitation of Christ, His prose is consistently good.

Obras (1686); Obras espirituales (6 vols, 1890-

92).

—

Diferencia entre lo temporal y eterno (Paris,

1847); Vida divinay camino real (1894); Epistolario

(sel. ed. Alonso Cort6s, 1915; 4th ed. 1957).

—

Two discourses (tr. H. Vaughan, 1654); A medita-

tion of life and death (1682); A treatise on the

difference betwixt the Temporal and Eternal (tr.

Sir V. Mullineaux, 1672); Of Adoration in Spirit

and in Truth (1871, 1885). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Nies, Konrad, pseud. Konrad von Alzey
(Alzey, Hesse 17 X 1861; ool887 Elisabeth

Waldvogel; tSan Francisco 10 VIII 1921), the

most talented German-American poet; also a
journalist and actor.

verse: Funken (1891); Aus westlichen Weiten

(1905) ; Welt und Wildnis (1921),

—

^drama : Deutsche
Gaben (1900); Rosen im Schnee (1900); ImZeichen
der Freiheit (1902); Die herrlichen Drei (1905),

—

Die Volkersfiedel (navel; 1887).

C. R. Walter Thomas in Dictionary ofAmerican
Biography, XIII (1934). E.R.

Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm (Rdcken 15 X
1844; tWeimar 25 VIII 1900), German philosopher

and poet. Deprived at the age of five of his father,

a Lutheran pastor, Nietzsche was brought up by
devout female relatives, which partly explains his

later development; he vigorously denounced worn-
out, traditional Christian beliefs and ideals. At
school at Pforta and at the Universities of Bonn
and Leipzig he became known as a brilliant

classical scholar and in 1869 became Professor of
Greek at Basle University. Taking part as a non-
combatant in the Franco-German war of 1870, he
imdermined his already poor health: illness com-
pelled him to resign his Chair in 1879, and he lived

thereafter as a solitary, impoverished invalid.

Long before 1879, however, he had abandoned

classical scholarship (though he remained perma-
nently under the influence of the classics); he
devoted himself to the critical and speculative

investigation of past, present and future culture,

first inspired by an intense though transient

admiration for his friend Richard Wagner* and
for Schopenhauer*. Die Geburt der Tragodie

(1872), an extraordinary tour-de-force, discusses

the psychology, origins and nature of poetry in

general and of tragedy in particular. He continued

with the four essays called Unzeitgemdsse

Betrachtungen (1873-76), in which he character-

istically held up to ridicule the vaunted culture of

the upstart Bismarckian Empire. He then rejected

Wagner and Schopenhauer, and the second of the

three periods into which his work is usually

divided—consisting of the three books Mensch-
liches, Allzumenschliches (2 vols, 1878-80), Morgen-
rdte (1881), and Diefirohliche Wissenschaft (1882)

—

anticipates most strikingly the contemporary situ-

ation :
‘The advancement of learning at the expense

of man is the most pernicious thing in the world.

The stunted man is a backward step for humanity;

he casts his shadow over all time to come’. And
again: ‘The entire system of higher education has
lost what matters most: the end as well as the

means to the end. That education, that Bildung is

itself an end—and not the state—^this has been
forgotten*. His third period begins with his most
famous work, Also sprach Zarathustra (4 vols,

1883-85), in which Nietzsche proclaims his essential

message, the necessity for a new, life-promoting

outlook: ‘All Gods are dead: now we will live that

Beyondman*. This philosophy of the Vbermensch
is based on the rejection of existing cultural and
moral values (and above all of Christian religion)

and on the belief that the universe moves in a suc-

cession of identical cycles. Zarathustra expounds
these ideas in brilliant, poetical, often highly

charged style. Nietzsche’s remaining works,save for
his autobiography Ecce Homo (1908), are more
reasoned expositions of various facets of his

personal philosophy and testament: this he
proposed to sum up in his magnum opus Der Wille

zurMacht (pub. posth. 1901), which was unfinished

when, in I 1889, he suffered an incurable mental
breakdown. Nietzsche, influenced by an immense
number ofcultural streams from all ages and nearly

all lands, and himself (after about 1890, till when
he was disregarded) an influence of the very great-

est importance on nearly every aspect of life and
thought, is a most inspiring writer, an outstanding

lyric poet, a brilliant, dangerous, infinitely mis-

understood, brutally vulgarized thinker, self-critic,

teacher, and prophet—a vital force which still

haunts modem man and the world of today.

He was international in outlook; he strove for a
united Europe, seeing only destruction in the rising

national feeling of his own day and prophesied a
chain of chaotic nationalistic wars in the 20th

century. The aftermath of these wars would be so

terrifying that an age of ‘nihilism* was bound to
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follow and men would cease to believe in anything.

There is also his view of the universe as beautiful,

a view which he considered indispensable to human
wellbeing, thus placing a decided emphasis on the

deeper instincts as against the critical intellect.

Finally, amor fati reflects Nietzsche’s tragic view

of human life and the acceptance of its ambiguous

and contrary nature. A.HJ.K. (K.W.M.)

Werke und Briefs, historisch-kritische Gesamt-

ausgabe (ed. N.--Aichiv, 9 vols, 1933-42, incom-

plete; ed, G. Colli and M. Montinari, 1967 ff.);

Krdner-Ausgabe (12 vols, 1930-43; 2nd ed. with

N,~Register by R. Oehler, 1964-65).

—

Gesammelte

Briefs (ed. E. Fdrster-Nietzsche et al, 5 vols in 6,

1902-09).—translations: The Complete Works of
R N. (ed. O. Levy, 18 vols, 1909-11, 2nd ed.

1964); Selected Letters of F, N. (tr. A. M. Ludo-
wici, 1921); The Portable N, (tr. W. Kaufmann,
1954, 1958).

E. Forster-Nietzsche, Das Leben F. N,s (2 vols,

1895-1904); G. Brandes, F. N. (tr. from Danish
A. G. Chater, London, 1914) ; C. Andler, N. (6 vols,

Paris, 1920-31; 2 vols, 1958); J. Hofmiller, F. N.
(1933; 3rd ed. 1953); K. Jaspers, N, (1936; 3rd ed.

1950); C. Brinton, N. (Harvard, 1941, 1965);

H, A. Reyburn, N, (New York, 1948; Ger. tr.

1946); F. G. Jiinger, K (1949); W. Kaufmann,
N, (Princeton, 1950; 3rd ed. 1968); H. M. Wolff,

Der Weg zum Nichts (1956); F. A, Lea, The Tragic

Philosopher (1957); M. Heidegger, K (2 vols,

1961); R. J. HoUingdale, N. (London, 1965, 1966);

P. Putz, F. K (1967).—H. W. Reichert and K.
Schlechta, International NrBibliography (rev.

ed. 1968). K.W.M.

Nieuwelandt, Gxhuam van (Antwerp 1584;

tAmsterdam 1635), Flemish painter, playwright

and poet. His first play was not in classic^ form,
but afterwards he was strongly influenced by
Seneca*. His last two plays incline towards
romanticism. He is the best Flemish playwright

of the 17th century, sometimes a true poet,

Livia (1617); Saul (1617); Claudius Domitius
Nero (1618); Aegyptica, ofte Aegyptische tragaedie

van Marcus Anthonius en Cleopatra (1624); i'a/o-

mon (1628); Jerusalem's verwoestingh door Nebuck’-

odonosar (1635) ; Sophonisba (1635).

—

Elegie op den
dood van Albertus v, Oostenrijk (1621); Poema van
den Mensch (1621).

Jos van den Branden, ‘G. van N.’ in Nederl.

Mus. (1875); J. A. Worp, De invloed van Sensed

s

trewrspelen op ons tooneel (1892); G. J. Hooge-
werflf, ‘de beide Willem’s van Nieuwlandt’ in Oud-
HoUand, XXIX (1894) ; P. H. van Moerkerken and
J. A. Worp, ‘Over de navolging van Gamier’ in

Noord en Zuid, XVH-XVm (1895); A. A.
Keersmaekers, De dichter Guilliam van N, en de
Senecaans-classieke tragedie in de Zuidelijke Neder-
landen (1957); W. Asselbergs, ‘G. van N.’ in De
Nieuwe Taalgids, LIV (1961).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Nieuwland, Pieter (*Diemermeer 5 XI 1764*
001791 Anna H. Pmyssenaar; tLeiden 14 XI
1794), Dutch scientist and versatile poet. In 1789
he was instructor in nautical science at Amsterdam;
in 1793 Professor in mathematics, physics and
astronomy at Leiden. He wrote homely verse and
good nature lyrics.

Gedichten (1788; incl. ‘Orion’, Fr. tr. A,
Clavareau, 1836); Nagelaten gedichten (ed. A. de
Vries, 1797); Gedichten en redevoeringen (ed. Jer.

de Vries, 1824).

S. J. Brugmans in Nieuwe Algemene Konst- en
Letterbode, I (1794); J. H. van Swinden, Lijkrede

op P. N. (1795); J. H. Kruizinga, ‘De Nederlandse
Newton’ in Natuur en Techniek (1944); G, A.
Steffens, F. N en het evenwicht (1964).

J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Nievo, Ippolito (*Padua 30 XI 1831 ; fby drown-
ing, Tyrrhenian Sea 4-5 III 1861), Italian patriot,

poet and novelist. A volunteer under Garibaldi,

Nievo served in the Sicilian campaign of 1860, the

events of which he recorded in Amori garibaldini

(1860). His masterpiece, Le confessioni di un

italiano (1858), published after his death as

Confessioni d*un ottuagenario (1867), is a historical

novel, partly autobiographical, related in the tot
person by the protagonist, Carlo Altoviti, and
embracing the history of the Risorgimento from
Napoleon to Garibaldi. This novel was preceded

by two others, Angelo di Bontd (1856) and II Conte

pecoraio (1857). He wrote also several plays and
two volumes of poetry, Versi (1854) and Le
Lucciole (1858).

Poesie (ed. R. Barbiera, 1889); Confessioni di im

ottuagenario (ed. B. Chiurlo, 1941 ; with important

intro, and notes) ; Lepid bellepagine diL N, (ed. R,
Bacchelli, 1929; containing the Diario di Sicilia)\

Opere (ed. S, Romagnoli, 1952).

—

The Castle of
Fratta (tr. L. F. Edwards, 1957).

M. Filograsso, ‘L’umorismo di I. N.* in Annali

della Scuola Normale di Pisa, XXIX (1927); D.
Mantovani, /. N, ilpoeta soldato (1932); U. Gallo,

JV. (1932; with impub. material and biblio.); G.
Galati, N, (1940); A, Balduino, Aspetti e tenderize

del N. poeta (1962). B.R,

Nlffari, Muhammad (*Niflfar, Mesopotamia;
tEgypt c. 965), Muslim ecstatic. Very little is

known about hto except that he used to wander
aimlessly in the deserts, shunning human company
and habitation. He is known by two collections

made by his children under his direction of a series

of ‘revelations’ which he claims were divinely

dictated to him while in a state of ecstatic com-
munion with God and which he wrote down on

scraps of paper, probably by some kind of auto-

matic script. These writings are mainly composed
of short, often highly evocative, sentences. They
abound in technical terms which, however, does

not necessarily suggest their artificiality. Niffari
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taught the possibility of immediate, even visual,

experience of God in this world.

Mawaqif and Mukhatabat ofN, (crit. ed. and tr.

A. J. Arberry, 1935).

D. S. Margoliouth, Early Development of
Mohammedanism (1914); R. A. Nicholson, The
Mystics ofIslam (1914); A. J. Arberry, ‘A1 N.’ in

Encyclopaedia ofIslam, III (1st ed. 1936).

W.A. el K. (R.W.J.A.)

Nigel de Longchamps (*c. 1130; fc. 1205), com-
monly known as Wireker, monk of Christ Church,

Canterbury, and possibly kinsman of William de

Longchamps, Chancellor of England under
Richard* I. His chief works are the Speculum
stultorum (1179-80), a verse satire mainly directed

against the monastic Orders; and the Tractatus

contra curiales et officiates clericos, a prose com-
plaint against the abuses of the secular clergy. He
also turned 17 Mary-legends into verse and wrote
the lives of St Paul the Hermit and the Passion of
St Lawrence. The surname Wireker, deriving

solely from Bale*, is spurious.

Anglo-Latin Satirical Poets, I (ed. T. Wright,

1872); Speculum stultorum (ed. J. H. Mozley and
R. R. Raymo, 1960; tr. J. H. Mozley, 1961);

Tractatus contra curiales et officiates clericos (ed. A.
Boutemy, 1960).

J. H. Mozley, ‘On the text of the Speculum
stultorum* in Speculum, V and VII (1930, 1932)

and ‘The unprinted poems of N, W.’, ibid,, VII
(1932); A. Boutemy, ‘Sur “le prologue en prose”
et la date du Speculum stultorum* in Rev. de l*Univ.

de BruxeUes, XL (1934). R.R.R.

Niger, Shmuel, pseud, ofShmuel Charni (Dukor,
nr Minsk 1884; tNew York 1955), foremost
Yiddish critic and essayist. He studied in Berlin

and Berne and began writing in 1906 in Vilno,

which he had to leave on the Polish occupation of
that city after the First World War. He emigrated
to the U.S.A. (1920) where he became the leading

Yiddish literary historian and critic.

Vegn Yiddishe shraiber (1912); Di Yiddishe

literatur un di lezerin (1920); Shmuessn vegn bikher

(1922); Lezer, dikhter, kritiker (1928); Mendele
Moicher Sforim (Chicago, 1936); In kamf far a
nayer dertseeung (New York, 1940); Di tzveU

shprakhikait in mzer literatur {X^A^y,Dertseilers un
romanisten (New York, 194Q; H, Leiwick (To-

ronto, 1950); Y, L. Peretz (Buenos Aires, 1952);

Yiddishe shraiber in Soviet Russland (1958);

Bleter geshikhte fun der Yiddisher literatur (1959);

Kritik un Kritiker (Buenos Aires, 1959; Heb. tr.

Jerusalem, 1957). J.S.

Nihongi (‘The Chronicles of Japan’), Japanese
historical work, covering Japanese history up to

697, although the part up to about 400 is mainly

myth. Composed after an imperial order of 681

(which also led to the composition of Kojiki* by a

committee, headed by Prince Toneri and contain-

ing 0 no Yasumaro and others, it was completed

in 720. Written in Chinese, like Kojiki, its contents

are similar but display more Chinese influence. It

is the first of six histories (known as Rikkokushi),

written between 720 and 901. E.B.C.

Nihongi (tr. W. G. Aston, 2 vols, 1896; repr.,

1 vol, 1956); Japanische Mythologie (1901) and
Japanische Annalen (1903; both tr. K. Florenz).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Nijhoff, Martinus (*The Hague 20 IV. 1894;

ooAntoinetta Hendrika Wind; ^ibid, 26 I 1953),

Dutch poet, critic, playwright and translator of

Shakespeare* (The Tempest) and Andre Gide*

(Paludes), Though not free from 19th-century

decadence, his poetry was at once recognized as a

sign of renewal. His clear style, in later days even

more simple and direct though never careless, and
his spontaneous and unconventional imagery,

made him the typical modern poet. He used many
cleverly hidden devices, never relying upon an
artiflcal poetic language. In his poetry, as in his

criticism (which was instrumental in the develop-

ment of Dutch formalistic critical concepts), he

has often been compared to T. S. Eliot*.

De wandelaar (verse; 1916); De pen op papier

(prose; 1927); Gedachtenopdinsdag{eiss2cys\ 1931);

‘Verzen en vezels’ in Maatstaf, V.8 (letters, with

P. N. van Eyck; 1957); Awater (short epic; Eng.

tr. J. S. Holmes, 1962).—plays: De vliegende

Hollander (1930); Het heilige hout (1950).—

Verzameld werk (coll, works; 4 vols, 1954-61).

S. Vestdijk, De Poolsche ruiter (1946); Th. de

Vries, M. N, wandelaar in de werkelijkheid (1946);

J. Engelman et al, M, N, (1953); De Gids,

memorial no. (Apr.-May 1953); F. Lulofs,

Verkenning door varianten (1955); Karel Meeu-
wesse, ‘Van Voorstraat tot Herenstraat ’ inDe Gids

(1955) and Muziek en taal (1961); P. N. van Eyck,

Verzameld werk, IV (1961); J. de Poortere, M. N,

(2nd ed. 1965); L. Wenseleers, Het wonderbaarlijk

lichaam (196Q; Kees Fens in Raster (1967); J. J.

Oversteegen, Vorm of vent (1969). J.J.O.

Nijlen, Jan van (Antwerp 10 XI 1884; fVorst

14 Vni 1965), Flemish poet. He is an amiable

stoic, vmting about youth, dreams, desire and
acquiescence. He speaks in a minor key, and
frequently ironically.

VERSE : Het aangezicht der aarde (1923) ; De vogel

Phoenix (1928); Geheimschrift (1934); Het oude
kind (1938); De dauwtrapper (1947); Te laat voor

deze wereld (1957); Verzamelde gedichten (1964).

—^essays: Uren met Montaigne (1915); Francis

Jammes (1918); Charles Peguy (1919).

C. Bittremieux, J, van N, (1956); P. H. Dubois,
J, van N, (1959). R.F.L. (tr. P.K.)
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Nijo Yoshimoto (*1320; tl388), Japanese states-

man and poet. A nnan of wide cultural interests, he

was a good tanka poet, but his major contribution

to Japanese literature was in linked verse (renga),

which hemaybe said to have establishedasaserious

art-form. He compiled (with one collaborator) the

first anthology of it, Tsukubashu (1356), and wrote

many works on renga composition and appreci-

ation.

M. Ueda, ‘Y. on the art of linked verse: verse-

writing as a game* in Literary and Art Theories in

Japan (1967); see also Sogi*. D.E.M.

Nikitin, Afanasy, 15th-century Russian merchant

from Tver, who in 1466-72 made a journey to

India (via Derbent, Baku and Persia) and described

his adventures in his Khozhdenie za tri morya. In

simple and matter-of-fact language he thus gave

one of the earliest accounts of India and Indians

in any European literature.

Excellent Academy ed. (1948).—The Travels of
Athanasius Nikitin (tr. Count Wielhorsky, 1857);

Die Fahrt des Athanasius Nikitin uber die drei

Meere (tr. K. H. Meyer, 1920). J.L.

Nikitin, Ivan Savvich (*Vorone2h 21 X 1824;

tl6 X 1861), Russian poet of lower middle-cl^s

origin. He wavered between poetry of folk-motifs

and peasant life and that of social indictment. His

best-known work is his realistic narrative poem.

Kulak (1857). He wrote some fine nature lyrics, yet

the general tone of his poetry is one of pessimism

and resignation.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy i pisem (3 vols,

1913-15); Stikhotvoreniya (1936); Polnoye sobranie

stikhotvoreniy (1965).

N. N. Fatov, /. S, N. (1929); V, A. Tonkov,

/, S, N (1964). J.L.

Nikitin, Nikolay Nikolayevich (*1897), Soviet

author, writing in a ‘dynamic’ prose charged with

emotion and lyrical asides, especially in his early

narratives about the Civil War. Influenced by the

prose of Bely*, Remizov* and Pilnyak*, he showed
a fairly sceptical attitude—especially in his stories

Noch* and jKow/i/—towards the Revolution. His

novel, Prestuplenie Kirika Rudenko (1928), depicts

more soberly, but realistically, the negative side of

the young Communists in a >^age factory.

Bunt (1923); Shpion (1929); Eto bylo v Kokande

(1948); Izbrarmoe (2 vols, 1959). J.L.

Nikolaus von Jeroschin 0?. c. 1335), German
writer. The literary output of the Kni^ts of the

Teutonic Order in East Prussia is restricted to

adaptations of the Old and New Testament,

legends and the history of the Order. Nikolaus

wrote a Kronike von Pruzinlant (c, 27,000 lines, for

which a Latin source is known) and is generally

hdd to be the most talented representative.

Ed. E. Strehlke (1861).—H. de Boor, Die dt Lit,

im spdten MA,, I (1962). F.P.P.

Nilsen, Rudolf William (*Kristiania 28 II 1901;

001924 Ella Kristoffersen; fParis 23 IV 1929),

Norwegian poet. In the two collections of poems
which appeared before his early death Nilsen

showed promise of developing into an outstanding

lyric poet. He found inspiration in the east end of

Oslo and is often called a ‘proletarian poet*. In

spite of Communist tendencies and the greyness of

the scene he depicted, the spirit of the genuine

lyrist is always present in his work.

P& stengrunn (1925); Pd gjensyn (192Q;

Hverdagen (1929).—Samlede dikte (1935).

J. F. Bjomsen, R. N, (1951). R.G.P.

Nil Sorsky (*1433; tl508), Russian monk, author

of several religious and mystical writings. As head

of the so-called trans-Volga hermits he opposed

the more worldly monks Qed by the Abbot Joseph*

ofVolok) and insisted that monasteries should own
no wealth and no land. The controversy between

the two factions gave rise to a number of polemics.

J.L.

Nilsson Piraten, Fritiof (*Vollsj6 4 XII 1895;

001939 Tora Mansson; t 1 II 1972), Swedish

author, a fine stylist and inimitable story-teller,

specializing in bizarre and at the same time tragic

anticlimax and ludicrous situations, which gives

much of his work a startling, sometimes almost

demonic flavour. His first book, Bombi Bin ochjag

(1932; Bombi Bitty tr. P. Wiking, 1933), is partly

autobiographical, and his student life in Lund is

described in Tre Terminer (1943). In a more

grotesque mood, he is still a philosopher, illus-

trating life by mocking the individual.

Bock i drtagdrd (1933); Smdldndsk tragedi

(1936); Bokhandlaren som slutade bada (1937);

Bombi Bin och Nick Carter (1946); Vdnner

emellan (1955); Flickan med bibelsprdken och andra

historier (1957); Milliondren och andra historier

(1965).

E. Noreen, F^dn Birgitta till Piraten (1942); E.

lykesson, Tolv essayer (1945); K. Elfeldt, Nis

Petersen og Piraten (1952). C.H.K. (I.S.)

Nilus C/7. A.D. 430), Greek ascetic writer. Pupil of

John* Chrysostom; monk or abbot in a monastery

in Asia Minor. Author of 1,061 letters and ofmany
ascetic and devotional works, whose authenticity

is often doubtful, as well as of a commentary on

the Song of Solomon, surviving in excerpts. His

work provides an interesting picture of orthodox

monastic life and thought in the 5th century.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, LXXIX (1860; with

Lat. tr.); P. van den Ven, ‘Un opuscule in6dit

attribu6 k S. Nil* in Melanges Godefioi Kurth

(1908).
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F. Degenhart, Der heilige N. Sinaita (1915); K.

Heussi, Das Nilusproblem (1921); A. Sovic, ‘De
Nili monachi commentario in Canticum Canti-
corum restituendo’ in Biblica, II (1921); V.
Fradinski, Nil, njegov iivot i njegova knjizevna
delatnost (1938). R.B.

Nilus Cabasflas C/7, second half 14th century).
Metropolitan of Thessalonica; a prominent sup-
porter of the Orthodox tradition, he wrote much
polemic against the Latins. J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXLIX and CLI
(1865; with Lat. tr.).—G. Schir6, ‘II paradosso di
Nilo Cabasila’ in Studi bizantini, IX (1957).

R.B.

Nima Yfishij CAlI Esfandiar!) (*Yush 1895;
CO 1926; t6 I 1959), the most significant, and for
long the most controversial, modem Persian poet.

Nima spent his early life in his native village in the
Caspian province of Mazanderan, and its scenery,
climate and mode of life are prominent in his

imagery. In 1907 he moved to Tehran and studied
at the French Catholic school. In 1930 he became
a high-school teacher and served from 1939 to
1946 on the editorial committee of the Majalla-yi

Musiqi, a progressive journal to which S.

Hidayat* also contributed.

A lone figure, he remained relatively obscure
almost to the end of the Second World War, ad-
mired only by a limited circle of modernist poets.

His influence began to spread in the late 1940s
and soon he was acclaimed as the undisputed
leader and guiding spirit of such avant-garde poets
as Bamdad*, Omid* and Farrukhzad*.
Nima is the first modem poet to break away

almost completely from the traditional imagery
and the formal mould of classical Persian poets.

His innovations coincided with, or rather expressed,

a deep change in Persian society.

A romantic poet of melancholy disposition,

Nima frequently expresses obliquely, often through
description of evocative natural phenomena and
rustic experiences, feelings of deprivation, futility,

anger and hope. He endeavours to use metre and
rhyme as elements of a total poetic effect, not
subordinating expression of ideas to rigid formal
rules. Not infrequently his effort to chisel out new
expressions makes his language somewhat obscure.

His effect on the development of Persian poetry,

however, remains unique.

Qissa-yi Rang Parida (1921); Afsdna (1922);

KhanivddUyi Sarbdz (1925); Du Ndma (1950);

Arzish-i Ihsdsat (1957); Maneli (1958); Afsdna va
Rubd'fydt (1960); Bargiizidi-yi Askar (1963);

Mdkh Via (1965); ShVr-i man (1966); Ndqiis

(1967).

R. Barahini, Tala dar Mes (2nd ed. 1968); E. N.
*Ala’, Suvdr va Asbdb . .

. (1969). E.Y,

Nistor, Der, pseud, of Pinchas Pinie Kahano-
VTTCH (*Berdichev 1884; fRussian labour camp
hospital 1950), Yiddish novelist. He ranks, with
Bergelson*, as the greatest master of Yiddish
narrative prose, but carried on the spiritual

tradition of early Hassidism, returning to its

poetical symbolism. Of his major cycle of novels,

The Family Mashber, only the first volume was
published in the Soviet Union during his lifetime.

That he could publish there at all shows the
force of his talent. After the Revolution he lived

for some time abroad, returning to the U.S.S.R.
in the early 1920s and earning his living by writing

children’s stories and reportages, and by transla-

tions from European literature. Most of his works
have Hebrew translations.

Gedankn un motiven (poems in prose; 1907);
Hekherfun der erd (1910); Gezang un gebet (1912);
Gedakht (2 vols, Berlin, 1922); Maisselekh in

fersen {ibid., 1923); Fun mayne geeter (1929);
Di mishpokhe Mashber (I, Moscow, 1939, New
York, 1943 ; U, New York, 1948); Der zayde miPn
einikl (1943); Heshl Anshels (1943); Dertseilungn

un essayen (1957). J.S.

Nivard of Ghent {*fl. 1150), of German birth, lived

in Flanders. He is the author of De Isengrimo et

Rainarde, a satirical beast-epic in seven books.

Ysengrimus (ed. E. Voigt, 1884; Ger. tr. A.
Schonfelder, 1955).

L. Willems, ttude sur V Ysengrimus (1895); M.
Manitius, Geschichte der lateinischen Literatur des

Mittelalters, HI (1931); J. van Mierlo in Verslagen

en Mededeelingen der Koninkl. Vlaamse Acad,
voor Taal- en Letterkunde (1943); J. de Ghellinck,

Vessor de la littirature latine au Xlle sUcle, II

(1946). R.R.R.

Niwa Fumio (Yokkaichi 22 XI 1904), Japanese

novelist. The son of the hereditary priest of a Pure
Land Buddhist temple, he was educated at Waseda
University, where he graduated in Japanese

literature in 1929. For a while he served in the

priesthood, but in 1932 he abandoned this for

writing, and went to live in Tokyo. He is a critical

realist, with a particular interest in the sensual

side of womankind that is tmdoubtedly influenced

by his father’s philandering, the fact that his

mother went off with a lover, and his own experi-

ence living with and on the earnings of a bar

hostess. He shows a compassionate awareness of

human sin which springs from his inherited

religious attitudes.

lyagarase no nenrei (1947; ‘The Hateful Age’,

tr. 1. 1. Morris in Japan Quart., III.l, 1956; repr.

in Modern Japanese Stories, 1961; summary in

Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to Con-

temporary Japanese Literature, II, 1959); Shuchi

(1951 ; ‘ATouch ofShyness’, tr. E. G. Seidensticker

in Japan Quart,, II.l, 1955); Bodaiju (1955-56;

The Buddha Tree, tr. KL Strong, 196Q. D.E.M.Nishiyama Soin: see Soin,
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N45m-al-Mulk, Abu ‘AlI al-^asan (*Radakan

ofTus 10 IV 1018; tl4 X 1092), Persian statesman

and man of letters. The celebrated vizier of the

Seljuks, he is the alleged author of Siyasat Naum

(1091-92), an important prose work intended to

serve as a ‘monarch’s guide’, and invaluable for

the social history of Persia and the Islamic world

in the lOth-llth centuries.

Siyasat N&ma (Paris, 1891; ed. H. Darke,

Tehran, 1969; The Book of Good Government, tr.

idem, 1960). E.Y.

Nizami "ArO?!, A^mad ibn TJmar, llth/12th-

centuiy Persian poet from Samarkand, court poet

under Ghurid princes. His only import^t surviv-

ing work is Chahdr Maqala (‘Four Discourses’;

71150, of literary and historical merit.

Chahdr Maqala (Tehran, 1888; crit. ed. M.

Muhammad Qazvini, London, 1910; tr. E. G.

Browne, 1921 ;
Fr. tr. I. de Gastine, 1968). E.Y.

Ni?aim GanjSvi, Ilyas Nizam-al-DTn Abu Yusif

(Ganja or Qum 1140; oo3 times; t^anja 1203),

Persian poet. In his youth he frequented the

mystics, favoured asceticism and developed the

piety which marks his Makhzan aUAsrdr (1179), a

meditative and didactic poem. A new develop-

ment, however, is revealed in Khusrau u Shirin

(1180), a romantic epic, where he tried to depict

human character and emotions. Ni?ami dedicated

his poems to various neighbouring rulers but

always kept aloof from court life.

His main work is the Khamsa, a collection of five

long poems in couplet form, two of which have

already been mentioned. He also composed odes,

lyrics and other genres.

Ni?ami is a keen observer with a vivid imagina-

tion and great skill in delineatmg subtle emotional

situations; his poetry, however, suffers at times

from over-elaboration.

Khamsa: Makhzan aUAsrdr (London, 1844; tr.

G. H. Darab, 1945); Khusrau u Shirin (Lahore,

1871; Schirin, ein persisches romantisches Gedicht,

tr. J. von Hammer-Purgstall, 1809); Laila u
Majnun (Lucknow, 1879; verse tr. J. Atkinson,

1836; tr. R. Gelpke, 1966); Haft Paikdr (Istanbul,

1934; tr. C, E. Wilson, 3 vols, 1924; Ital. tr. A.

Bausani, 1967); Iskandar-Nama (Pt I, 1812, tr.

H. W. Clarke, 1881 ;
Pt 2, Calcutta, 1852); Khamsa

(1 vol., Bombay, 1834); Divan (Tehran, 1939).—

Complete works (7 vols, Tehran, 1934-39).

W. Bacher, Ks Leben und Werke (1871); H.
Ritter, Vber die Bildersprache N,s (1927) ; J. Rypka,
History of Iranian Literature (1968). E.Y.

Nizan, Paul (*Tours 7 II 1905; tDunkirk 23 V
1940), French novelist and essayist. A brilliant

student, friend of J. P. Sartre*, and explorer in

Arabia, Nizan became a journalist and political

activist on behalf of the Communist party, which

he left at the beginning of the Second World War,
in which he was killed. The sharp analysis and
forceful style of his unfinished novel La Conspira*

tion (1938) held great promise.

novels: Antoine Bloye (1933); Le cheval de

Troie (1935; Eng. tr. C. Ashleigh, 1937).

—

^essays:

Aden, Arabie (1922; repr. with intro. J. P. Sartre,

1960; Eng. tr. J. Pinkham, 1968); Les Mens de

garde (1932) ; Les materialistes de Vantiquite (1936);

Chroniques de Septembre (1939).

J. P. Sartre, Situations, I (1947); P. N, Intellectuel

communiste, ecrits et correspondance 1926-40

(documents; 1967); C. Connolly, Ideas and Places

(1953); J. Leiner, Le destin de P, N, (1971).

M.G.

NjegoS, Petar PETROVid: see Petrovid, Petar
NjegoS.

Noaiiles, Anna, Comtesse de, nee Princesse de
Brancovan (*Paris 15 XI 1876; •fibid. 30 IV
1933), French poet and novelist. Madame de

Noaiiles had a Greek mother and a Rumanian
father. Her education was almost entirely French.

Her sensuous poems, owing little to contemporary
‘schools’, render the fascination of the East and
her own passionate response to her conceptions of

love, nature and death. In 1921 she became a

member of the Acaddmie Royale de Belgique, and
in 1924, as the result of a plebiscite of the intelli-

gentsia, was acclaimed in France as ‘Princesse des

Lettres*.

verse: Le coeur innombrable (1901); Uombre des

jours (1902); Les iblouissements (1907); Les vivants

et les morts (1913); Les forces eternelles (1920); Le
poime de Vamour (1925); Uhormeur de souffrir

(1927); Demiers vers (1934).—novels: La nouvelle

espirance (1903); La domination (1905); Le livre de

ma vie (1932).

C. C. Osborne, A. M, H., Countess de N. (1918,

1928); J. Lamac, La Comtesse de N,, sa vie, son

oeuvre (1931); M. Borelly, Uemouvante destinie

d’A, de N, (1938); L. Perche, A, de N. (1964).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Nobre, Ant6nio (*Oporto 16 VIII 1867; 1[ibid.

18 III 1900), Portuguese poet. He studied law at

Coimbra and economic sciences in Paris. A morbid

mind in a sick body, Nobre offers in his verses a

strange mixture of narcissism, folk-lore, crude

realism, whimsy and pessimism. This curious

amalgam and the colloquial fluency of his verse,

lend his work a certain originality; with his

lachrymose, self-pitying temperament, however,

what Nobre in effect achieved was a synthesis of

m^y of the worst features of Portuguese Roman-
ticism in a form that has helped maintain their

popularity well into the 20th century. His So (1892)

in particular has enjoyed immense vogue in

Portugal and has tended to have an unhealthy

influence on many later poets.
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Despedidas (1902); Primeiros Versos (1921).

C. Branco Chaves, ‘A. N. e o nacionalismo

literario’ in Estudos Criticos (1932); J. Caspar
Simoes, A, iV., precursor dapoesia moderna (1939);

G. Castilho, A. N. (1950); A. N, (1966). T.P.W.

Nodier, Jean Charles Emmanuel (*Besan?on

29 IV 1780; tParis 27 1 1844), French writer. After

a youth spent in revolutionary activities, Nodier

fell foul of Napoleon, worked as a librarian at

Laibach (mod. Ljubljana) and turned journalist

after 1815—writing in Le Journal des D6bats and
La Quotidienne. He was appointed librarian at the

Arsenal where, from 1824, he held evening gather-

ings for the young Romantic writers known as the

Cdnacle. He was a poet, critic, philologist and
entomologist, but his best work is in his short

stories, in which he gave free rein to his taste for

the mysterious and fantastic. He was influenced by
German Romanticism, and was in some ways one

of the pioneers of Symbolism.

Jean Sbogar (1818); Smarra (1821); Trilby ou le

lutin d'Argail (1822); La fee aux miettes (1832);

Souvenirs de jeunesse (1832); In^s de las Sierras

(1837); La Neuvaine de la Chandeleur (1839); Le
chien de Brisquet, Tresor desfives etfleurs despois

(1844).

M. Salomon, C. N, et le groupe romantique

(1908) and Bibliographie critique (1925); W.
Moench, C. N, und die deutsche und englische

Literatur (1931); P. G. Castex, Le conte fantastique

en France de N, d Maupassant (1951); J. Richer,

C. M (1962).—E. J. Bender, Bibliographie: C, N,

(Lafayette, Ind., 1969; incl. sel. biblio. of crit.

studs of C. N.). M.G.;J.P.R.

Nogarola, Isotta and Ginevra (*Verona 1418 and

1419; ^ibid, 1465 and 1466, respectively), sisters;

Italian humanists, pupils of Martino Rizzoni,

himself a pupil of Guarino da Verona (Guarini*).

Nogarolae epistolae et carminae (ed. E. Babel,

2 vols, Vienna, 1886; with biog.).—O. D’Uva,
Werudita del secoloXVe lafalsa leggenda dei suoi

amori (1904). B.R.

Nolano, II: see Bruno, Giordano.

Noma Hiroshi (*Kobe 23 II 1915), Japanese

novelist. He had come under Marxist influence

even before he graduated (in French literature)

from Kyoto Imperial University in 1938, and
during the war his Communist sympathies led to

his dismissal from military service. Several of his

novels, including his best-known, Shinku chitai,

are an indictment of the callousness and brutality

of army life. Some of his work also shows the

influence of Existentialism.

Shinku chitai (1952; summary in Kokusai Bunka
Shinkokai, Introduction to Contemporary Japanese

Literature^ II, 1959; Zone de vide^ tr. H, de Boissel,

1954; Zone of Emptiness, tr. [from Fr.] B. Freeh t-

man, 1956).

—

Kao no naka no akai tsiiki (1947;
‘A Red Moon in Her Face’, tr. K. Tsuruta in
Literary Rev., VI.l, 1962). D.E.M.

No Me Mueve, Mi Dios, para Quererte, Spanish
sonnet of the late (?)16th century. This famous
poem has been translated into many languages
because of its strong expression of the disinterested
love of God. The thought is probably derived from

Audi filia, chapter l. The sonnet, first

printed in 1628, has been wrongly attributed to
Saints Ignatius (Loyola*), Teresa* and Francis
Xavier.

M, C. Huff, The Sonnet ^No me mueve, mi Dios*.
Its Theme in Spanish Tradition (1948) ; M. Bataillon,
‘El andnimo del soneto No me mueve, mi Dios* in
Nueva Rev. de filol. Hisp., IV (1950). E.M.W.

Nonius Marcellus, 4th-century Latin grammarian.
The value of his De compendiosa doctrina consists
entirely in its numerous citations from authors
since lost.

Ed. W. M. Lindsay (3 vols, 1903; repr. 1964).—
F. della Corte, La poesia di Varrone ricostituita

(1938). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Nonnus (*Panopolis, Egypt; fl. mid-5th century
A.D.), Greek epic poet. Author of Dionysiaca in 48
books, recounting Dionysus’ journey to India, and
of a paraphrase in epic verse of St John’s Gospel.
Both poems are marked by fantastic exuberance of
language and imagination and by metrical innova-
tion. As tours deforce they are admirable and had
great influence, as poems they have little appeal to
modem taste.

Dionysiaca (ed. R. Keydell, 2 vols, 1959; tr.

W. H. D. Rouse, 3 vols, 1940); Paraphrasis Sancti
Evangelii Joarmei (ed. A. Scheindler, 1881).

P. Collart, Normos de Panopolis (Cairo, 1930);

V. Stegemann, Astrologie und Universalgeschichte:

Studien ...zu den Dionysiaka des Normos (1930);

J. Golega, Studien fiber die Evangeliendichtung des
Nonnos (1930); A. Wifstrand, Von Kallimachos zu
N. (Lund, 1933); J. Braune, N. und Ovid (1935);
G. D’Ippolito, Studi nonniani: Vepillio nelle

Dionisiache (1964).—W. Peek, Lexikon zu den
Dionysiaka des Nonnos (in progr.; 1968- ).

R.B.

Noot, JoNKER Jan van der (*Brecht 1539/40;

tAntwerp c. 1595), Dutch poet and writer. Noot
was Sheriff ofAntwerp when in 1567 he had to flee

to London because of his participation in an
insurrection of the geuzen. Later he lived in

Germany and France. A pro-Spanish Catholic, he
returned to Antwerp in 1578 where he led a
miserable life as a hack poet. Noot is the first tme
Renaissance poet in the Netherlands. He followed

the FiiiADE poets (especially Ronsard*} and
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Petrarch*. Het Bosken was written before 1568 but

printed in London only in 1570 or the beginning

of 1571 ;
of his Het Theatre oft Toon-neel (London,

1568), a Calvinistic tract in prose with an intro-

ductory cycle of poems, a Frendi translation

appeared in 1568, an English one in 1569 (in which

Edmund Spenser* collaborated) and a German one

in 1572. Cort Begryp der XII Boeken Olympiados

(1579) is only a fragment of the original text which,

according to the German translation. Das Buck

Extasis (1576),had twice its bulk.Between 1580 and

1595 numerous editions of the Poeticsche Werken

appeared in which in addition to the ever-returning

older poems new works of unequal value were

incorporated.

A. Verwey, Gedichten van /. J. van der N, (1895);

a few later discovered poems ed. F. Kossmann in

De Gulden Passer, new ser., VIII (1930); Bosken,

Theatre and Epithalameon (ed. W. A. P. Smit,

1953); The Olympia Epics (Dutch and Fr. text of

Cort Begryp; ed. C. A. Zaalberg, 1956); Lofsang

van BrabandIHymne de Braband (ed. idem, 1958).

—A Theatre for Worldlings (ed. L. S. Friedland

andW. A. Jackson, 1939).—Biblio ofthe Poeticsche

Werken by W. Waterschoot in Versl. en Med.
Vlaamse Acad. (1967).

A. Vermeylen, Leven en Werken van /. /. van

der N, (1899); W. J. B. Pienaar, ‘Edmund Spenser

and J. J. van der N.’ in English Stud., VIII (1926);

F. Prims in Versl. en Med. Koni^. Vlaamse
Acad. (1929 and 1937); C. Ypes, Petrarca in de

Nederl Letterkunde (1934); W. A. P. Snait, Dichters

der Reformatie (1939); C. A. Zaalberg, Das Buch
Extasis van J, van der N. (1954); P. Brachin in

Archives des lettres modemes (1959); J. Wille,

Literair-historische Opstellen (1963); S. F. Wit-

stein, De Verzen-commentaar in ^Het Theatre* van

J, van der N. (1965); K.-L. Selig in Homenaje al

Prof Rodriguez-Mohino (1966); L. Forster, Die
Niederlande und die Anfdnge der Barocklyrik in

Deutschland (1967) and ‘J. van der N. und die

deutsche Renaissancelyrik’ in Festgabe H, O,

Burger (1968); F. de Schutter, Het vers van /. /.

van der N, (1967); F. van Vinckenroye, ‘ J. van der

N. en J.-B. Houwaert* in Liber Alumnorum
Rombauts (1968). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Nordal, Sigurdur J6hannesson (Eyjdlfsstadir,

Vatnsdalur 14 IX 1886; ool922 6l6f J6nsd6ttir),

Icelandic scholar, philosopher and critic. He has

made contributions of fundamental importance to

the interpretation of old and modem Icelandic

literature and of early Icelandic civilization. He has

written many philosophical and critical essays and
engaged in debate with E. H. Kvaran* in oppo-
sition to his spiritualist views. He has a powerful

imagination but writes with controlled precision

and elegance.

Fomar astir (1919); Snorri Sturluson (1920);

Vdluspd (1923; 2nd ed. 1952); Islenzk meaning

(1942); Afangar (2 vols, 1943-44); Uppstigning

(1946); Skottid d skugganum {X95iS)';Apingvelli984

(1961). P.G.F.

Nordenfilycht, Hedvig Charlotta (*Stockholm
28 XI 1718; c3ol741 Johan Fabricius [tl742];

^ibid, 29 VI 1763), Swedish poet. The emotions
provoked by her husband’s death called forth her

first important poems. Den sorjande Turturdufwan

(1743), in which she expresses her melancholy
thou^ts on life. After 1743 she wrote a great deal

of verse of the most diverse sorts. She obtained a
pension from the Riksdag in 1752, was elected a
member of Tankebyggarorden in 1753, and
became its leader, holding a literary salon fre-

quented among others by Creutz* and Gyllen-

borg*, who put her in touch with recent French
literature. In 1761 she fell in love with a man 17

years her junior and under the influence of this

passion and of Rousseau* she produced a new, and
final, outburst of lyric poetry. The affair ended
imhappily.

Contributions to Vdra Forsdk (1753-55) and
Witterhetsarbeten (1759-62), publications of Tan-

kebyggarorden; Samlade skrifter (ed. H, Borelius,

3 vols, 1924-38).

J. Kruse, H. C. N, (1895); O. Levertin, Svenska

gestalter (1903); M. Lamm, Upplysningstidens

romantik, I (1918); H. Borelius, H. C. N, (1921).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. O-S.)

Nordstrom, Ludvig Anshelm (*Ham6sand 25 II

1882; 0)1909 Marika Stiernstedt; tStockholm

15 IV 1942), Swedish writer. He began his literary

career with a collection of poems, Kains Land

(1906), and a book of short stories, Fiskare (1907),

which are notable for their local colour and

realism, based on his own experiences among the

fishermen. In 1909 he published another collection

of short stories, Borgare, inspired by his native

Harndsand, which he calls Obacka. His broad

humour, and his gusto for life and people, are

found at their best in his short stories about life in

Norrland. He visited England during the First

World War, and about 1915, partly under Wells’*

influence, began to write in a new style, preaching

what he called ‘totalism’, i.e. the co-operation and

unification of all men. His writing suffered under

this, but fortunately he later reverted to his more

simple, realistic, narrative style. He was an

extremely prolific writer.

SHORT STORIES AND NOVELS! Herrar (1910);

Landsortsbohime (1911); Obackabor (1921); His-

torier (1926); Svenskar (1929); Pd hemvdg till

Obacka (1934); Planeten Markattan (1937).—

Valda noveller (6 vols, 1923).—vamous : Fyrskeppet

(1922); Vdrldsstaden (1923); Stor-Norrland (1927);

Bonde-ndden (1933); Lort-Sverige (1938).

F. B65k in Resa kring svenska Parnassen (1926);

G. Lindeberg, Ludvig Nordstroms utvecklings-

historia (1933); T. Jonsson, Stor-Norrland och

litteraturen (1938); T. Hallen, Planeten Markattan
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(Skrifter utg . . . Stockhplms Hogskola, n, 1948);

G. Qvamstrom, Frdn Obacka till Urbs (1954).

A.HJ.K. ff-S.)

Norinaga: see Motoori Norinaga.

Norona, Caspar MARfA de Nava Alvarez,
CoNDE DE (*Castell6n de la Plana 6 V 1760;

tMadrid 1815), Spanish poet, officer and diplomat.

He commanded against the French at the victory

of San Payo (1808). He is best known for his good
translations of Sir William Jones’* English ren-

dering of Oriental poetry. Norona’s translations

helped to halt French influence and paved the way
for the Romantic use of Oriental themes.

Poesias (2 vols, 1799); Poesias and Poesias

asidticas in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXIII.

J. Fitzmaurice-Kelly, ‘N.’s Poesias asidticas^ in

Rev. Hispanique, XVIII (1908).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Norris, Frank, orig. Benjamin Franklin Norris
(Chicago, 111. 5 III 1870; ool900 Jeannette Black;

tSan Francisco, Calif. 25 X 1902), American
novelist. One of the pioneers of American natural-

ism, he wrote his most important novel, McTeague
(1899), while a student, under the impact of Zola*.

He reported for the San Francisco Chronicle, and
became involved in the Boer War while on assign-

ment in Africa. His most ambitious project was to

write the ‘epic of the wheat’ in three novels. Only
the first two. The Octopus (1901) and The Pit (1903),

were completed.

Blix (1899); The Responsibilities of the Novelist

(1903); A Deal in Wheat (1903); The Third Circle

(1909); Vandover and the Brute (1914).

—

The

Complete Works of E N (10 vols, 1928); The
Literary Criticism of F, N, (ed. D. Pizer, 1964).

F. Walker, E N: A Biography (1932); E.

Marchand, F. N: A Study (1942); W. French,

F. N (1962); D. Pizer, The Novels ofF, N (1966);

W. B. Dillingham, F, N: Instinct and Art (1969).

H.L.C, (I.W.)

Norris, John (*1657; ool689; fBemerton 1711),

English clergyman, poet and philosopher. Educated

at Winchester and Exeter College, Oxford, he

became Fellow of All Souls 1680, ordained 1684,

rector ofBemerton 1692. A strong churchman who
attacked Whigs and Nonconformists, he was an
early critic of Locke* in his Cursory Reflections

upon ,,, An Essay Concerning Human Understand-

ing (1690; ed. G. D. McEwen, 1961) and of

Toland’s Christianity not Mysterious in An
Account of Reason and Faith (1697). His Miscel-

lanies (1687) containing brief essays, letters and
poems were followed by Poems and Discourses

(1684). His poetry celebrates the values of medita-

tion and retirement, and he informs his religious

themes of death and the afterlife with an individu-

ality of thought and expression that in part harks

NORTON

back to the Metaphysicals and to the Christian

Platonists earlier in the century.

The Poems of /. N (ed. A. B. Grosart, 1871).

F. J. Powicke, A Dissertation on J, N. (1894);

F. I. Mackinnon, The Philosophy of J, N. of

Bemerton (1910); M.-S. Rostvig, The Happy Man
(1954); G. Walton, Metaphysical to Augustan

(1955).—Biblio. in G. R. Guffey, Traherne and the

17th Century English Platonists 1900-1966 (1969).

R.M.W.

North, Christopher, pseud, of John Wilson

(Paisley 18 V 1785; 00 I8II Jane Penny; fEdin-

burgh 3 IV 1854), Scottish journalist. After living

in Westmorland (1807-15) and becoming ac-

quainted with the Lake Poets, Wilson removed to

Edinburgh and was called to the Bar. He was

Professor of moral philosophy at Edinburgh from

1820. Under the pseudonym ‘Christopher North’

he contributed largely to the Blackwood’s Maga-

zine series ‘Noctes Ambrosianae’ (1822-35; ed.

R. S. Mackenzie, 5 vols, rev. 1863; 4 vols, 1864),

imaginary conversations in convivial style on a

wide range of topics. Although he is sometimes a

tasteless and vicious satirist, Wilson has solid

virtues as a critic and shows great dexterity in

writing boisterous dialogue.

Isle of Palms (1812); The City of the Plague

(1816); Lights and Shadows ofScottish Life (1822);

The Trials of Margaret Lyndsay (1823); The

Foresters (1825); Poems (2 vols, 1825); Recreations

of C. N (Xm).—Works (12 vols, 1855-58).—

Biblio. in I. Jack, English Literature 1815-1832

(1963).

G. Saintsbury, Essays in English Literature^ I

(1890); M. Oliphant, William Blackwood and Sons

(1897); E. Swann, C. N (1934). J.K.

North, Sir Thomas (London 28 V 1523; 00Eliza-

beth Rich, oojudith Bridgwater; t?1601), English

translator. Of good family. North appears to have

suffered all his life from financial embarrassment.

He is chiefly known for his version of Plutarch’s*

Lives (1579; from the Fr, of Jacques Amyot*)
which exercised great influence on Elizabethan

literature and was one of the chief sources of

Shakespeare’s* classical knowledge.

The Diall ofPrinces (from Guevara; 1557); The

Morall Philosophy ofDoni (1570). J.B.B.

Norton, Mary (Leighton Buzzard), English

writer of children’s books. The Borrowers (1952)

and its sequels, recounting the adventures of a

miniature race, are established favourites with

readers of many ages, primarily through their

persuasive attention to detail and their sympa-

thetic character drawing.

The Magic Bed-Knob (1945) and Bonfires and
Broomsticks (1947; both rev. as Bedknob and
Broomstick^ 1957); The Borrowers Afield (1955);
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The Borrowers Afloat (1959); The Borrowers Aloft

(1961). W.R.A.

Norton, Thomas (*London 1532; oo?1555 Margery
Cranmer, oobefore 1568 Alice Cramner; fSharpen-

hoe 10 III 1583/84), English lawyer and poet who
entered the service of Somerset as a boy amanuen-
sis. A member of the Inner Temple, Norton wrote
with Sackville Porset*] a large part of Gorboduc

(1561). He was an M.P. and involved as an
extreme Reformer in politics.

The Tragedie of Gorboduc (ed. I. B. Cauthen,

1970).

B. H. Carneiro de Mendonca, ‘The influence of
Gorboduc on King Lear" in Shakespeare Survey,

XIII (1960). B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Norwid, Cyprian Kamil (*Laskowo-Gluchy 24 IX
1821 ; tParis 23 V 1883), Polish author and painter.

He was brought up and studied painting in

Warsaw where he published his first poetry with
some success. From 1842 he travelled in Europe,
studying painting and sculpture in Italy. Having
decided not to return to Poland he settled first in

Rome and later in Paris where he made contact
with Polish emigrS circles. Discouraged by
political and literary attacks he went to New York
(1852-54) but returned to Europe and lived in

Paris from 1855 until his death. His last years were
dominated by failing health, very strained material
circumstances, little literary success, and no official

recognition at all of his art. From 1877 he stayed
in a home for destitute Polish veterans, and his

bones were transferred to a communal grave in
1888.

Norwid was almost completely forgotten during
his last years and immediately after his death. His
revival as a poet did not begin till 1901 ; but he has
since gradually gained recognition and has
exerted a profound influence on 20th-century
Polish poetry. His literary work is only partly
preserved as little was published during his life

time. His most important achievement is his lyrical

poetry, which is in strong opposition to the
Romantics and clearly anticipates the 20th century.
His dry intellectualism and deliberate demands on
the reader*s co-operation emphasize the con-
sciously ‘anti-poetic’ qualities of his poetry, as
shown in his avoidance of pictorial effects and his
introduction of evetyday vocabulary. His experi-
ments with colloquial (fiction led him to further
experiments with metre: he introduced free verse
into Polish poetry and daringly anticipated similar
trends in French Symbolist poetry. In his greatest
work, the cycle Vade-mecum^ he successfully inte-

grate his philosophical thoughts and deeply
religious beliefs with his formal poetic innovations
thus reaching his aim of creating an arspoetica for
the poetry of the future. As a playwright Norwid
developed his own kind of poetic ‘serious comedy’.
The plays have a decidedly scenic conception but

are diffiailt to stage. Little of his prose has been
preserved. Most important are some semi-
philosophical essays and some short stories which
all have a very colloquial digressive construction

P.H.
‘

verse: Promethidion (1851; Fr. tr. J. P6rard,

1939; crit. ed. R. Zr^bowicz, 1911); Poezye (1863);
Rzecz 0 wolnoM slowa (Paris, 1869); Assunta (ed!

J. Kaltenbach, 1908); Vade-mecum (facs. ed. w!
Borowy, 1947).—plays: Krakus (in Poezye^

1863; K, and the Dragon^ adapt. V. Gorynska,

1929); Wanda (ibid. 9 1^63); Kleopatra (in Chimera,
VIII, 1904); Pierscieft wielkiej damy (1933).—
SHORT stories: Garstka piasku (1859); Ad Leones
(in Chimera, 1, 1901); Stygmat (ibid., VIII, 1904);

Tajemnica lorda Singleworth {ibid,, X, 1907).—
various: Czarne kwiaty (1856); Biale kwiaty

(1857); O sztuce dla Polakdw (1859); Milczenie (in

Chimera, V, 1902); Bogarodzica {ibid., VII, 1903).

—correspondence: Listy do B. Zaleskiego 1868-

79 (ed. with comm. S. Pigofi, 1937).—Pisma zebrane

(ed. with comm, Z. Przesmycki-Miriam, 5 vols,

1911-45); Wszystkie pisma...do dzis w calosci

lub fragmentarycznie drukowane (ed. idem, 6 vols,

1937).—Auswahl aus N.s Werken (tr. J. P. D’Ar-
deschah, 1907); Le Stygmate (tr. P. Casin, 1932);

Le piano de Chopin (tr. J. P6rard, 1937).

A. Krechowiecki, O C, N. Proba charakterystyki

(2 vols, 1909); J. Fik, Uwagi nad jqzykiem N,

(1930) ; J. ICrzyzanowski, ‘ C. N.’ in Polish Romantic

Literature (1930); S, Kolaczkowski, Dwa studia

Fredro-N. (1934); Z. Wasilewski, K (1935);

E. Krakowski, La socidtd parisienne cosmopolite

au XIXe sUcle et C. N. peintre et poite pricurseur

de symbolisme (1939); Pamiqci C, N, Muzeum
Narodowe (1946); K. Wyka, C, N. Poeta i sztuk-

mistrz (1948); K. G6rski et al, C. N. Pied

studidw (1949); J. Pietrkiewicz, ‘Introducing N.*

in Slavon, and East Eur. Rev., XXVH (1949);

J, Slawifiska, O Komediach N. (1953); W. Borowy,

O N. (1960) ; Nowe studia o N. (1961) ; Z. Dokumo,
Kompozycja utwordw lirycznych C, K. N. (1965),

S.S. (P.H.)

Nossack, Hans Erich (*Hamburg 30 I 1901),

German novelist, writer of poems, essays and

stories. After the loss of his early manuscripts—
his work was proscribed by the Nazis—he began

writing again at the end of the War. He is pre-

occupied with existential themes—he was dis-

covered for France by Sartre*—and employs a

distinctive style, the result of a fusion of mythic-

archaic elements and a type ofmodem realism.

novels: Spdtestens im November (1955); Spirals

(1956) ; Der Fall d"Arthez (1968) ; Dem unbekannten

Sieger (1969).—short stories: Der Neugierige

(1955); Die Begnadigung (1955); Der Untergang

(1962); Begegnung im Vorraum (1963); Das kennt

mm (1964).—other prose {"Berichte"): Interview

mit dem Tode (1948); Nach dem letzten Aufstand

(1961).
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‘H. E. N., Autobiographie’ in Das Einhoni

(1957); H. W. Puppe, ‘H. E. N. und der Nihil-

ismus’ in Ger. Quart., XXXVII (1964); B. Keith-

Smith, ‘H. E. N.’ in Essays on Contemporary

German Literature (ed. idem^ 1966). F.M.K.

Notker, called Balbulus, the Stammerer (*c.

840; t6 IV 912), monk of St Gall, where he became

a famous teacher. His reputation rests on his many
fine sequences, on his Gesta Karoli (full ofanecdote

and legend about Charlemagne) and on the account

of him in Ekkehart* IV’s Casus St Galli where he

appears as an almost legendary figure.

W. von den Steinen, N. der Dichter und seine

geistige Welt (2 vols, 1948 ; with text of sequences);

Gesta Karoli (ed. H. F. Haefele in Monumenta
Germaniae historical Scriptores rerum GermanU

carum, new ser., XII, 1959); Vita Sancti Galli (ed.

K. Strecker, ibid., Poeti Latini aevi Carolini, IV.3,

1923).

J. M. Clark, The Abbey of St Gall (1926); B.

Stablein, ‘Notkeriana’ in Archiv fur Musikwissen-

schaft, XIX-XX (1962-63); J. Duft, ‘Wie N. zu

den Sequenzen kam* in Zeitschrift fiir schweizer-

ische Kirchengeschichte, LVI (1962); see also

SEQUENCE. F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Notker, called Labeo or Teutonicus (950-1022),

monk of St Gall, famed in his day as a teacher and

nowadays held to have furthered the German
language sig^cantly by his careful renderings

(with running commentary) of the principal works

of the trivium and quadrivium (Boethius*, Cato*,

Martianus* Capella, Aristotle’s* Categories, etc.),

and of the Ps^s and Job. His retention of

technical terms in their Latin form results in a

donnish jargon. His orthographical system is a

work of scholarship in itself.

H. Naumann, N.s Boethius, Quellen und Stil

(1913); J. M. Clark, The Abbey of St Gall (1926);

E. H. Sehrt and Taylor Starck, N. des Deutschen

Werke (1933 ff.); Ligeborg Schrobler, N, als

Vbersetzer von De Consolatione (1953); E. H.

Sehrt, N.-Glossar (1962). F.P.P.

NoTak, Slobodan (*Split 3 XI 1924), Croatian

poet, dramatist, novelist and prose writer. After

taking part in the Partisan movement from 1943

Novak studied at Zagreb, and was influential in

several Zagreb journals, notably Krugovi and

Izvor. Certainly one of the most outstanding prose

writers of the post-war generation, his prose

alternates between the poetically lyrical^ and

nostalgic, and crisp satire directed at the falsity of

modem everyday values. His character sketches

give evidence of keen psychological analysis and

his description of a child’s mind influenced and

deformed by the grown-ups around it in Izgubljeni

zaviSaJ (1955) is a fine example of this, as is the

portrait of a dying woman in the later Mirisi,

zlato ipamjan (1957).

stories: Tvrdi grad (1961); Novele (1963).—-

plays: Trofe] (1960); Dolutali metak (1964).

B.J.

Nov^ovd, Tereza, n6e LanhausovA (*Prague

31 VII 1853; ^ibid. 13 XI 1912), Czech novelist.

Her most successful work portrays the life of the

eastern Bohemian countryside in novels whose
realistic descriptions do not conceal her romantic

idealization of the peasantry.

Sebrane spisy (ed. A. Novdk, 17 vols, 1914-30).

A. Novdk, O T Novdkovi (1930). R.A.

Novalis, pseud, of Friedrich Leopold von
Hardenberg (*Oberwiederstedt nr Halle 2 V
1772; tWeissenfels 25 III 1801), German poet.

Hardenberg studied at Jena, Leipzig—where he
met Friedrich Schlegel*—and Wittenberg, and
became an inspector of salt-mines. In 1795 he

became engaged to the 13-year-old Sophie von
Kiihn (tl797). In 1798 he became engaged to Julie

von Charpentier. He died of tuberculosis.

Before the death of Sophie, Hardenberg was a

cheerful, normal young man. This crisis evoked

latent melancholy which expressed itself in a deep

desire for death (Hymnen an die Nacht, 1800).

Novalis is the one genuine poet among the early

Romantics, the creator of the ‘blue flower* as the

symbol of Romantic yearning, and the cherisher of

mystical aspirations. Although a Protestant of

pietistic upbringing, he uses a Catholic mythology

in a medieval setting.

Geistliche Lieder (1802).—novels: Heinrich von

Ofterdingen (1802); Die Lehrlinge zu Sais (1802;

both unfinished).—various: BlUtenstaub (1798);

Die Christenheit oder Europa (1799).—iVbva//j

Schriften (2 vols, 1802); Werke (ed. P. Kluckhohn

and R, Samuel, 4 vols, 1929; 1960-62).

A. Schubart, N, Leben, Dichtung und Denken

(1887); K. Busse, N. Lyrik (1898); E. Heilbom,

N. der Romantiker (1901); W. Dilthey* ‘N.* in Das
Erlebnis und die Dichtung (1906); R. Samuel, Die

poetische Stoats- und Geschichtsauffassung N,

(1925); H, Pixberg, N. als Naturphilosoph (1928);

E. Hederer, Novalis (1949); F. Hiebel, N (1951);

M. Beheim-Schwarzbuch, N. (1953); T. Haering,

N als Philosoph (1954). H.B.G,

Novikov, Ivan Alexeyevich (*1879), Russian

author whose narratives bear the stamp of the

Turgenev* school. He achieved fame under the

Soviets with his two biographical novels about

Pushkin*: Puskhin v Mikhaylovskom (1937) and

Pushkin na yuge (1944),

Povesti (1923); Sovrememye povesti (1926);

Mezhdu dvukh zoP (1927); Poslednie usad*by

(1929); Pod rodnym nebom (1950.

—

Sobranie

sochineniy (4 vols, 1966-67). J.L.

Novikov, Nikolay Ivanovich (*Moscow province

26 lY 1744; Wd- 31 VH 1818), Russian writer and

C E w L—III—I
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publisher. He edited (1769-74), one after the other,

four satirical periodicals in an intensely liberal

spirit: Truten*, Pustomelya, Zhivopisets and

Koshelek. Between 1772 and 1775 he printed a

historical dictionary of Russian writers, a series of

old Russian chronicles and other important docu-

ments of the past. In 1778 he took over the Mos-

cow University Press and published, among other

things, the first Russian magazine for children,

Detskoe chtenie (1785-89). Fri^tened of the

French Revolution, Catherine* 11 closed his

printing press in 1791. A year later he was im-

prisoned. When, after the death of the Empress, he

was freed by Paul I, he was a broken man.

Izbramye sochineniya (1951).

V. Bogolyubov, N, L N, i ego vremya (1916);

G. V. Vernadsky, iV. /. N. (1918); V. A. Rozen-

berg, N. 1. N. (1923); L. B. Svetlov, JzdateVskaya

deyatelnosV N, L Novikova (1946). J.L.

Novikov-Priboy, Alexey Sdlych (*Tambov pro-

vince 1 877 ; 11944), Russian ex-sailor and author of

narratives about the sea. His book Morskie

rasskazy (1914) was confiscated on account of its

revolutionary tendency. His documentary Tsu~

shima (2 vols, 1932-35; Eng. tr. E. and C. Paul,

1936) is a spirited account of the Russian naval

debacle in 1905. His other documentary novel,

Kapitan 1-go ranga (1943; 1960; The Captain^ tr.

C. Paul, 1946), is about the Tsarist fleet.

Sobranie sochineniy (6 vols, 1929-30); Solenaya

kupeV (1936); The Sea Beckons (short novels and
stories; n.d.).

V, A. Krasil’nikov, A. S. N-P. (1966). J.L.

Novo, Salvador (*1904), Mexican poet who wrote

for the avant-garde magazines La Falange (1922),

Ulises (1927-28) and Contempordneos (1928-31).

His first important collection of poems was XX
poemas (1925) in which he wrote in a light-hearted

ironic idiom. This was followed by Espejo (1933)

and Poemas proletarios (1934). His collection of
essays include Ensayos (1935), En defensa de lo

usa^ (1938), El joven (1928) and Nueva grandeza

mexicana (1946). From 1947, Novo became
director of the theatre of the Fine Arts Institute

and dedicated himself to the production and
creation of plays.

Poesia (Fondo de Cultura Economica, Mexico,
1961).—plays: La culta dama (1951); El Joven II

(1951); A ocho columnas (195©; Yocasta, o casi

(1961); Ha vuelto Ulises (1962); La guerra de las

gordas {\9Sh),--Antologia de S. N. (plays; with

prologue Antonio Castro Leal, Mexico, 1966).

J.F.

Novodvorsky, Andrey Osipovich, also wrote
under the pseud. A, Osipovich (Kiev province

1853; tNice 1882), Russian author with a ‘popu-
list’ outlook whose work deals mainly widi the

failure of the intellectuals of the 1870s to come to

terms with the people. Most of his heroes are

typical ‘superfluous men*.

Sobranie sochineniy (8 vols, 1897); Suvenir i

drugie rasskazy (1960).

V. L. L’vov-Rogachevsky, A, O. N. i epokha
pereloma (1929). J.L.

Novomesky, Laco (Budapest 1904), Slovak poet.

A member of the Dav group (dementis*), his early

work showed the influence of the Czech ‘poetist’

school. His mature work (5vfl05 za dedinou, 1939)

combines concern for political issues with personal

l3^cs in melodious and subtle language. Vilified as

a ‘bourgeois nationalist’ and imprisoned in the

1950s, he was rehabilitated in 1962. Most memor-
able among his recent work is Vila Tereza (1963),

a nostalgic evocation of the left-wing intellectud

society of inter-war Prague.

Otvoreni oknd (coll, works to 1948; 1964).

V. Reisel, Podzia L. N. (1946). R.A.

Nowakowski, Zygmunt, pseud, of Zygmunt
Tempka (*Cracow 22 1 1891 ; fLondon 4 X 1963),

Polish writer. A soldier, dramatic artist and
theatrical manager, he obtained great popularity

by his lively feuilletons. In his novels there is often

emotional tension and good psychological insight;

his plays are characterized by a moderate realism,

lively (flalogue, good humour and simple language.

He took a lively part in the cultural activities of

the Polish emigr6s in London after the Second

World War.

novels: Przylqdek DobreJ Nadziei (1931; The

Cape of the Good Hope» tr. K. Zuk-Skarszewska,

1940); Rubikon (1935).—Galqzka rozmarynu

(plays; 1937).

—

short stories and feuilletons:

Geografia serdeczna (1931); Dzwonek niedzielny

(1934); P^dziwiatr (London, 1945).

K. Czachowski, ‘Z, N,’ in Obraz wspolczesne]

literatury polskiej,m (1934). S.S. (P.H.)

Nu'aimah, MIkha’Il : seeNaimy, MIkha’Il.

Nones, Airas, 13th-century Galician poet, one of

the most gifted and versatile troubadours of the

early Galidan-Portuguese cancioneiros. A cleric

&om Santiago de Compostda, he seems to have

lived and composed at the court of Castile. He
cultivated the courtly type of lyric but also made
subtle use of the popular themes of the cantiga de

amigo,

Lepoesie di A, N, (ed. G. Tavani, 1964).

T.P.W.

Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, Alvar (Extremadura
71490; tSeviUe 71564), Spanish explorer. He left

Spain in 1527, was shipwrecked in Florida and

made his way overland to Mexico. Later he had

other adventures in Paraguay. The accounts of

these exploits make very interesting reading.
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La relacidn QNaufragios*) (1542; ed. R. Ferrando
P6rez, 1958; Narrative, tr. B. Smith, Washington,

1851; Adventures in the Unknown Interior of
America, tr. C. Covay, 1961); Comentarios (1555).

F. Bandolier, Journey ofN C. de V, (New York,

1905); J. U. Terrell, Journey Into Darkness (1962).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Nunez de Arce, Caspar (*Valladolid 4 VIII 1834;

tMadrid 9 VI 1903), Spanish poet. Studied in

Madrid and held political posts. He spoils his

lyrical qualities and mastery of form by treating

his serious themes oratorically, for example the

problem of doubt in Gritos del combate (1875).

This theme is however better presented in the

semi-psychological poem, ‘La tiltima lamentacidn

de lord Byron’ (1879; Byron^s Last Lament, tr.

H. W, Pullman, Melbourne, 1895).

Obras escogidas (1911).—Eng. trs: I. Famell in

Spanish Prose and Poetry (1920); ‘Miserere’ in

T. Walsh, Hispanic Anthology (New York, 1920).

J. del Castillo y Soriano,N de A,; apuntes para

su biografla (1904); J. Romano, N. de A. (1944);

J. Romo Arregui, Vida, poesia y estilo de don

G, N. de A. (1946). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Nunez de Guzmdn, HernAn, called *£L Comenda-
DOR GRiEGO’ (*Valladolid 71475; tSalamanca

1553), Spanish humanist. He was Professor of

Greek at Salamanca, edited many classical texts,

prepared the Latin version ofthe Septuagint for the

Complutensian Polyglot, edited the Laberinto of

Juan de Mena*, translated Aeneas Silvius’ [Piccolo-

mini*] history of Bohemia and published an
important collection of Spanish proverbs.

Glosa de las trezientas (1499); Refranes o

proverbios en romance (1555; 1804).

P. Groussac, ‘Le commentateur du Laberinto*

in Rev. Hispanique, XI (1904). E.M.W.

NuSic, Branislav (*Belgrade 8 X 1864; Vbid, 19

1

1938), Serbian playwright. He studied law and

entered the consular service, but his principal work
was in the theatre, as director and writer. His

works include short stories, ethnographical studies

and serious plays, but he excelled as a prolific,

inventive and witty writer of comedies, presenting

pictures of contemporary Serbian life.

Narodni poslanik (1883); Sumnjivo lice (1887);

Obican dovek (1900); Put oko sveta (1910); Auto»

biografija (1924); Beograd nekad i sad (1933);

Pokojnik (1937).

—

Sabrana dela (coll, works; 10

vols, 1965).

B. N. (ed. S. Z. Markovid, 1965). V.J.

Nyembezi, Cyril Lincoln Sibusiso; see Africa

(subsaharan): Southern African Languages,
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Oberammergau Passion Play. After a visitation of

the plague in 1633 the inhabitants of the village of

Oberammergau, Upper Bavaria, made a vow to

perform a Passion Play every ten years and the

vow has been maintained, with some interruptions,

until the present day. The play performed was

based on a mid-15th-century Augsburg play. The
earliest preserved text of the Oberammergau
version is dated 1662 (ed. G. Queri, 1910); there

have been refashionings by F. Rosner (1715),

Ottmar Weis (1815; prose) and Joseph Alois

Daisenberger (1890). The play became fashionable

during the Romantic movement and is now a

European artistic event. In 1970 Daisenberger’s

text was felt to be no longer suitable, but an
adaptation by Dr Stephan Schaller, O.S.B., was
rejected.

Crit. eds A. Hartmann (1880) and O. Mausser

(1910); F. Rosner’s text of 1715 (ed. O. Mausser,

1934); there is an official text published for each

performance.

H. Diemer-von Hillem, O. audits Passion-Play

(1900); F. X. Bogenrieder, O. undsein Passionspiel

(1930) and Jubilee of Passionplay O. (1934); W.
Flemming, *Das oberammergauer Passionspiel in

seiner literatur- und theatergeschichtlichen Bedeu-
tung’ in Zschr. fUr Deutschkunde, XXXII (1922);

Official Guide to O. (1950; cont. valuable essays);

S. P. Jenkins, ‘The O. Passion Play: a literary

study* in Ger. Life and Letters (1951-52); W.
Flemming, ‘Das O. P.’ in Maske und Kothum, V
(1960); Gisela Schwarzbeck in Enciclopedia dello

spettacolo, VII (ed. Silvio d’Annco, 1960).

L.W.R

Obey, AndiuS (Douai 8 V 1892), French drama-
tist, director of the Comedie Fran^aise (1945).

After successful collaboration with Denys Amiel
in the ‘intimate* comedy. La sourianteMme Beudet

(1921), Obey developed a more stylized form of
drama in Le viol de Lucrdce (1931; Eng. tr. T. N.
Wilder, 1933) and Noe (1931; Eng. ver. A. Wil-
murt, 1967), both played with great success by
Michel Saint-Denis* Compagnie des Quinze at the

Vieux Colombier and later, with even more
success, in England.

La bataille de la Mame (1932); Loire (1932);

Richard III (adapt, from Sh^espeare; 1933); Le
trompeur de Seville (1937); Maria (1946); Vhomme
de cendres (1950); Lazare (1951); Unefille pour du
vent (1953); Les trois coups de minuit 0958; Frost

at Midnight^ tr. W. Tute, 1960).

G. Pillement, Anthologie du thedtre frangais

contemporain^ I (1945); R. Lalou, Le thedtre en

France depuis 1900 (1951). T.W.G. (M.G.)

Obligado, Rafael ("'Buenos Aires 1851; 1[ibid.

25 IV 1920), Argentinian poet of the Romantic
school who specialized in patriotic and national

themes. He contributed some specimens to the
GAUCHESQUE branch of Argentinian literature.

Versos infantiles (1882); Poesias (1885; defin. ed.

C. Obligado, 1923); Poesias escogidas (ed. F. E,

Gutifeez, 1953). E.Sa. (J.F.)

ObradoTid, Dositej (*Cakovo, Banat 71742;

tBelgrade 28 III 1811), Serbian writer and
educationist, recognized as the founder of modem
Serbian literature. Bom of poor parents and soon
left an orphan, he became a monk but renounced
monastic life to satisfy his craving for knowledge
and travel. He lived and studied in many parts of

the Levant and Europe; his visit to London (1783-

84), of which he has left a lively account, aroused
his interest in the works of Addison* and his

contemporaries, from which he frequently bor-

rowedm his collections of essays. His works, based

mainly on free translations from English, French,

German and Italian, aimed at arousing the Serbs

to a realization of their need for education and at

acquamting them with trends in West European
thought and culture. His most original work is his

autobiography. He wrote in the vernacular, with as

few Old Slavonic borrowings as the rudimentary

state of the Serbian literary language permitted, in

a vivid style and with sincerity and integrity,

enlightened common sense, sane patriotism, keen

intellectual curiosity and wide erudition. In his last

years, spent in the newly liberated Serbian state, he

became Minister of Education and established the

first Serbian high school.

J^ivot i priklju6enija (1783; The Life and Adven-

tures of Dimitrije Obradovid, tr. G. R. Noyes,

1953); Sovjeti zdravago razuma (1784); Basne

(1788); Sobranije raznih naravouditeljnih ves6ej

(1793); Etika (1803); Izabrani spisi (sel. writings;

\962),—Sabrana dela (coll, works; 3 vols, 1961),

L. Ldger, ‘La renaissance intellectu^e de la

nation serbe: Jean Raitch et Dosithde Obrado-

vitch’ in Jour, des Savants, DC-X (1911); P,

Popovic, ‘A Serbian Anglophil, Dositheus O.’ in

Quart. Rev., CCXXXn (1919); H. Wendel, Aus

dem sudslawischen Risorgimento (1921) ; V. Javarek,

‘D. O. and the English rationalists’ in Slavon. and

E. Eur. Rev., XXV (1947), ‘Essays from English

in the Sobranije of D. O.’, ibid,^ XXXIII (1955),

‘Material from English writers in the Mezimac of

D. O.*, ibid., XXXIV (1956) and ‘D. O.’s Enghsh

models, 1785-1788’, ibid., XL (1961); D. O. (ed.

M. L^ovac, 1962). VJ.

Obradovich, Sergey Alejcandrovich (*1892),

Soviet poet of proletarian origin. After 1917 he

became a member of the proletcult and of the

proletarian group of authors, Kuznitsa (‘The

Smithy’).

Gorod—Stikhi i poemy (1929); Izbrannye stikhi

(1935; with bibUo.). J.L.
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O’Brien, Edna (*Co. Clare 1932), Irish novelist

and short-story writer. Both her &:st novel, The
Country Girls (1960), and A Pagan Place (1970)

evoke the delights and restrictions of an Irish

country childhood. The spontaneity and charm of

the first has been darkened by a bitterness in A
Pagan Place^ but here as elsewhere her work
exhibits a natural grace. Her other books trace the

development of her central character through a

series ofadventures sexual and otherwise. Herwork
gives uninhibited expression to a temperament
both humorous and passionate.

novels: The Lonely Girl (1962); Girls in Their

Married Bliss (1964); August is a Wicked Month
(1965).—stories: Casualties ofPeace (I960; The

Love Object (1968); Zee and Co. (1971).

E.T.W.

O’Brien, Flann: see 6 Nualldin, Briain.

O’Brien, Kate (*Limerick 1898), Irish novelist.

Educated at University College, Dublin, she

worked as a journalist in London and lived for

some years in Spain. A careful and distinguished

writer, interested in the emotional tensions caused

by Catholic puritanism.

WithoutMy Cloak (1931); Mary Lavelle (1936);

The Land ofSpices (1941); That Lady (1946).

E.T.W,

Obstfelder, Sigbjorn (^Stavanger 21 XI 1866;
001898 Helga Weeke; fCopenhagen 29 VII 1900),

Norwegian poet, novelist and dramatist. He trained

as an engineer, spent a year in the United States,

returned to Norway to study music but, in the

event, led a roving existence, and eventually died

at an early age of tuberculosis. His literary work
reflects his restlessness and incapacity to adjust

himself to the world around him. As one of his

best known poems suggests, he felt himself a
stranger to existence. However, in his capacity to

evoke the inner life of the lonely and questing soul

in all its shifting moods, its ‘Angst’, sublimated

eroticism and religious longings, he made a
distinctive contribution to Norwegian literature.

Digte (1893; PoemSy tr. P. Selver, 1920).—De
rode dr&ber (play; 1897).—novels and various:
To novelletter (1895) ; Korset. En Kjeerlighetshistorie

(1896); En prcests dagbog (1900); Efterladte

arbejder (ed. V. Stuckenberg, 1903); Breve til bans
bror (ed. S. Tunold, 1949); Brev fra S. O. (ed. A.
Hannevik, 1966).—Samlede dikt (3 vols, 1950);

Samlede dikt (1967).

J. A. Mortensen, S. O, Hans Forhold til Kvinden
og Erotiken (1940); T. Greiif, 5*. O. (1945); G. S.

Schoolfield, ‘A study in idealism’ in Edda (1957);

J. F. Bjomsen, S. O. (1959); A. Hannevik, O. og
mystikken (1960). R.G.P.

O’Casey, Sean (*Dublin 31 III 1884; ool926

Eileen Reynolds, actress; fTorquay 18 K 1964),

Irish dramatist. Bom in a Dublin slum, O’Casey
was mainly self-educated, for the brief period of
his schooling was broken by continual eye-trouble.

He worked as a shop-hand and as a navvy, became
interested in the Irish labour and revolutionary

movements, in which he worked as an organizer,

and began to write for the Abbey Theatre. His

early plays, whichmade him the greatest playwright

since J. M. Synge*, were tragi-comedies of Dublin
slum life, marked by an enormous verbal vitality

and rich characterization. The Silver Tassie (1928)

which caused a break with Yeats* and the Abbey,
initiated a series of experimental plays in which
O’Casey tried to catch many facets of life by a
varied style which combines fantasy, poetry,

realism and slapstick. His last plays are satirical

fantasies of Irish life, impelled like all his work by
strong social convictions. His prose autobiogra-

phies, though often self-pitying or strident, are on
the whole a remarkable achievement.

plays: Two Plays: Juno and the Paycock and
The Shadow ofa Gunman (1925); The Plough and
the Stars (1926); Within the Gates (1933); The Star

Turns Red (1940); Purple Dust (1940); Red Roses

for Me (1942); Oak Leaves and Lavender (1946);

Cock-a-Doodle Dandy (1949); The Bishop*s Bonfire

(1955); The Drums of Father Ned (I960).

—

Collected Plays (4 vols, 1949-51).—autobiogra-
phies: I Knock at the Door (1939); Pictures in the

Hallway (1942); Drums Under the Window (1945);

Inishfallen Fare Thee Well (1949); Rose and
Crown (1952); Sunset and Evening Star (1954).

—

various: The Story of the Irish Citizen Army
Feathers From the Green Crow 1905-25 (ed.

R. Hogan, 1963); Under a Colored Cap (1963);

Blasts and Benedictions (ed. R. Ayling, 196^.
R. G. Hogan, The Experiments of S. 0*C.

(1960); D. Krause, S. 0*C: The Man and His
Work ^960) and A SelfPortrait of the Artist as a
Man (1968); S. 0*C. (ed. R. Ayling, 1969; incl.

biblio.); E. O’Casey, Sean (1971). E.T.W.

Occam, or Ockham, William of (*Ockbam,
Surrey c. 1290; tMunich c. 1349), En^ish nomi-
nalist philosopher and Franciscan; opponent of
Scotism, champion of the temporal authority of
the state; involved in the Franciscan quarrel with
Pope John XXII on evangelical poverty; famous
for the dictum known as ‘Occam’s razor’ (entities

are not to be unnecessarily multiplied). R.W.B.

Many works are available in mod. facs. eds:

Opera plurima (Lyons, 1494-96; repr. 1962);

Philosophianaturalis0.sil\xe:pt. 1963); Quodlibeta

septem, Tractatus de sacramento altaris (1491 ; repr.

1962); Epitome et collectorium . . . circa quatuor

Sententiarum libros (1501 ; repr. 1965).-—Dialogue
depotestate Papae et Imperatoris (Turin, 1959-66);
Expositionis in libros artis logicae proemium, etc.

(ed. E. A. Moody, 1965); Opera politica (ed. J. G.
Sikes et aL, 1940- ; ed. R. F. Bennett and H. S.
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Offler, 1956); Expositio in , , . Perihermenias (ed.

A. Gambatese, 1965); Scriptum in librum primum

sententiarum (ed. G. Gdl, 1967); Philosophical

Writings (ed. and tr, Ph. Boehner, 1957-67);

Summa totius logicae (ed. idem, 1957).

E. A. Moody, The Ix>gic of W, ofO. (1935); Ph.

Boehner, Collected Articles on O, (ed. E. M.
Buytaert, 1958); L. Baudry, Lexique philosophique

de Guillaume dO. (1958); W. Kolmel, W. O. und

seine kirchenpolitischen Schriften (1962). Tor.

Occleve, Thomas: see Hocdeve, Thomas.

Ochikubo Monogatari, Japanese novel, written by

an unknown author, at an unknown date (probably

between 950 and 999). The story deals with the

trials of a persecuted step-daughter, but has a

happy ending; though it has moments of comic

realism, the atmosphere is still rather that of a

fairy-tale.

O. M. or The Tale ofthe Lady O, (tr. W. White-

house, 1934; repr. 1965). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Ochino, Bernardino [Tomassini] (’*'Siena 1487;

ooc. 1545 urmamed lady from Lucca; tSchlickau

1564), Italian preacher and writer who when Vicar-

General ofthe Capuchins was summoned to Rome
for heresy in 1542, but fled to Geneva and cham-
pioned opinions which were increasingly distaste-

ful to the Protestant Establishment. From 1547 to

1553 he lived in England, where he wrote his

Tragoedie which became a source for Milton’s*

Paradise Lost In 1563 he was banished from
Ziirich for publishing DialogiXXXwhichcontained
his seeming defence of polygamy. The following

year he was expelled from Poland and died a
fugitive from rival orthodoxies in Moravia.

‘Prediche’ in Opuscoli e lettere (U riformatori

italiani, 1 (ed. G. Paladino, 1913); A Tragoedie or

Dialoge ofthe vniust vsurpedprimacie ofthe Bishop
ofRome (tr. J. Ponet, 1549; original not extant);

LaberintiilSbiy, DialogiXXX tr. of
Dialogue de Polygamia (1657 and 1732).

K. Benrath, B. O, von Siena (1875; 2nd ed.

1892; Eng. tr. H. Zimmem, 1876); R. H. Bainton,

B. O., esule e riformatore senese (1940). P.McN,

Odboa, Eugenio de (*Lezo, Guipflzcoa 1815;
ooCarlota Madrazo; fMadrid 1872), Spanish man
of letters; studied under Lista*; bec^e councillor

of state and academician. He participated in the

Romantic movement; translated Hugo* and
Virgil*; wrote a historical novel, El auto de fe
(1837), and interesting memoirs. While exiled in

France (1837-44) he published a catalogue of
Spanish MSS in Paris and excellent editions of
Spanish classics. R.M.N.

Apuntesparauna biblioteca de escritores espaholes

contempordneos, en prosa y verso (2 vols, 1840);
Catdhgo razonado de hs manuscritos e^ahoks

existentes en las bibliotecas de Paris (1844);

Misceldnea de literature, viajes y novelas (1867).

A. M. Segovia, ‘E. O.’ in Ilustraci6n Esp. y
Amer. (1872); D. A. Randolph, E, de O. y el

romanticismo espanol (Berkeley, 1966).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Ockerse, Willem Antony (*Vianen 16 IV 1760;

ooAlida B. T. Bruyn; fThe Hague 19 I 1826)’

Dutch parson, politician, prose writer and poet,

wrote most of the Proeven voor het verstand, de

smaak en het hart (3 vols, 1784-94), which Bellamy*
published in collaboration with him. A true patriot

and for a short time chairman of the National

Convention (1797), he was a philosopher as well

(Ontwerp tot eene algemeene characterkunde, 3 vols,

1788-97). In collaboration with his sister A. Kleyn-

Ockerse he wrote Gedenkzuil van Bellamy (1822).

His Vruchten en resultaten van een zestigjarig leven

(3 vols; incl. short life and a biblio.) appeared in

1826.

J. P. Hasebroek, Een Dichter-album (1890).

J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Ockham, William of: see Occam, William of.

O’Connor, Frank: see O’Donovan, Michael.

O’Connor, (Mary) Flannery (Savannah, Ga.

25 III 1925; t3 VIII 1964), American short-story

writer and novelist. During a life handicapped and

eventually cut short by disease, Flannery O’Connor
broke new ground by combining the Southern

novel’s tradition of violence with her own sceptical

brand of Catholicism. Her first novel. Wise Blood

(1952), is a tragi-comic account of the making of

an anchorite in our own time. Her second. The

Violent Bear It Away (1960), her masterpiece, tells

of the terrible initiation of a reluctant prophet.

A GoodMan Is Hard to Find (1955); Everything

That Rises Must Converge (1965).

J. Hendin, The World ofF. G*C, (1970).

D.E.MO.

O’Cuny, Eugene (Dunaha, Co. Clare 1796;

tDublin 30 VII 1862), Irish scholar and translator;

Professor of Irish history and antiquities in the

Catholic University of Ireland, a pioneer in the

recovering of materials of Irish history and legend.

Lectures on the Manuscript Materials of Anciertt

Irish History (1861) was his most important work.

This influence Lady Gregory* and other Irish

writers in English and was one of the main
examples of the fertilizing effects of scholarship on
the Irish literary revival.

On the Manners and Customs ofthe Ancient Irish

(1873).—P. MacSweeney, A Group of Nation

Builders (1913). E.T.W.

Odets, CuFFORD (*Phaadelphia 18 VH 1906;
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00 1937 Luise Rainer [o/ol941], ool943 Betty

Grayson; tHollywood 14 VIII 1963), American
playwright. Odets worked from the beginning with

the Group Theatre and was first acclaimed for his

agitprop drama Waiting for Lefty (1935). The
energy of Odets’ commitment to radical causes and
his general analysis of social ills caused him to

ignore the finer points of character development
and his imagination could never free itself from the

infiuence of his social and theatrical experiences in

the 1930s.

Awake andSing (1935) ; Till theDay IDie (1935)

;

Paradise Lost (1936); Golden Boy (1937); Rocket
to the Moon (1938); Night Music (1940); Clash by
Night (1941) ; The Country Girl (1950). G.A.K.

Odian, Ervant (^Istanbul 1869; fCairo 192Q,
Armenian novelist and satirist, son of Khatchig
Odian (1842-1908) and nephew of Krikor Odian
(1834-87), a progressive oflScial in the Ottoman
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in whose house in

Istanbul he spent much of his childhood. In 1891

he began to write for A. Arphiarian’s important

political, economic and literary daily newspaper,

Hayreniq (‘The Fatherland’). The Turkish repres-

sions in 1896 forced him to leave Turkey, and he
wandered from Athens to Alexandria, Vienna,

London and Paris where, in 1900, he founded his

own independent journal, Azat Khosq (‘Free

Speech’), transferring it to Alexandria in 1902. In

1904 he visited India, returning from Alexandria

to Istanbul in 1909. He was deported with other

Armenian victims to Deir-ez-Zor (1915), but

survived to return to Istanbul in 1918; in 1922

fresh Turkish repression forced him into exile in

Rumania. In 1924 he moved to Tripolis in the

Lebanon until 1926. He thus lived through, and
was personally much affected by, a very difficult

time in the history of the Armenian nation. He
turned this first-hand experience to good account

in his numerous writings, which include 30-odd

novels and novelettes, several plays, and many
satirical articles on political personalities and
current events, mainly devoted to the Armenian
society of Istanbul. His most popular works are

Family^ Honour^ Morals (1910), War and Peace

(1912), A Mission to Dzabelvar (1913), Comrade
Pantchuni [‘Have-Not’] in Vaspurakan (1914).

Political extremisms to both right and left, harmful

enthusiasms, weird jargons, all excited his keen

sense of the ridiculous. Patriarch, politician, and
profiteer, capitalist and revolutionary—none was
safe from his skilful caricatures; there is much
irony but little spite in his writings. Among
Western authors he translated into Armenian were

Mark* Twain and Zola*.

A. Makarian, E, 0. (in Armenian; Erevan,

1965). C.J.F.D.

Odobescu, Alexandru (Bucharest 1834; ybid,

1895), Rumanian author and archaeologist. In

1850 he went to study in Paris where he associated

with the Rumanians in exile after the 1848 revolu-

tion. He returned to Wallachia in 1855 and pub-
lished two colourful historical novels Mihnea-
Vodd cel Rdu (1857) and Doamna Chiajna (1860),

both based on Rumanian history. In 1861 he
founded the review Revista romfinS, but he is

chiefly remembered for his Pseudokineghetikos

(1874), a history of hunting through the ages,

traced through music, art and literature and
revealing the author as a fine portraitist of both
men and nature.

Opere (2 vols, 1965-67); Pagini regdsite (ed. G.
§erban, 1965).—D. P^curariu, A. O. (1966).

D.J.D.

O’Donovan, Michael, pseud. Frank O’Connor
(Cork 1903; fOublin 10 III 1966), Irish story-

writer and translator; worked in the Irish repub-
lican movement 1921-22 and was interned during
the civil war; director of the Abbey Theatre
(1935-39). His stories deal mostly with the subject

ofinnocenceand experience. He observes tolerantly

the foibles of Irish Catholicism and the intricacies

of small-town life. His work is richly humorous
and shows a dramatist’s ability with dialogue. He
also produced many vigorous translations from
the Irish.

stories: Stories (1953); More Stories (1957);
Collection Two (1964); Collection Three (1969).—
VERSE translations: The Midnight Court (1945);

Kings^ Lords and Commons (1961); The Little

Monasteries (1963); A Golden Treasury of Irish

Poetry^ A,D, 600-1200 (with David Greene;
1967).—criticism: The Lonely Voice (1963); The
Backward Look (1967).—autobiographies: An
Only Child (1961); My Father's Son (1969).

MichaellFrank (ed. M. Sheehy, 1969; incl.

bibUo.). E.T.W.

Odo of Cluny (^879; f942X Latin writer of Frank-
ish origin, was educated at Tours, became Abbot
of Cluny c. 924. His Collationes consists of extracts

from the Fathers. He also wrote hymns and a long
philosophical and moral poem, the Occupatio,

Migne, Patrologia Latina, CXXXIII (1853);

Analecta hymnica medii aevi, L (1907); Occupatio

(ed. A. Swoboda, 1900).

John of Salerno, St O. of C. (tr. and ed. G.
Sitwell, 1958).—Dom du Bourg, S, Odon (1905),

F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

O’Dowd, Bernard Patrick (Beaufort, Victoria

1866; tMelboume 1 IX 1953), Australian poet. In
‘Poetry Militant’ (in Collected Poems, 1941), he
expounds, in prose, the doctrine that poetry should
deal with questions of the age. ‘The Bush’, a long

poem which relaxes the terse economy ofform and
phrase of his earlier poetry, imaginativdy surveys

the origins and prospects of Australia with less
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didacticism than his other work. He frequently

uses m3^hological and historical symbols to

challenge modem and even scientific conceptions.

V. Kennedy and N. Palmer, B. 0*D. (1954).

F.T.M. (A.M.G.)

Odoyevsky, Prince Alexander Ivanovich (*1802;

tl839), Russian poet. He took part in the Decem-
ber rising in 1825 and spent ten years in Siberian

exile before he was sent (in 1837) as a private

soldier to the Caucasus, where he was befriended

by Lermontov* and where he perished. Influenced

by the idealistic currents of the period, his poetry

expresses a strong but enlightened patriotism and

an equally strong love of freedom.

Polnoye sobranie stikhotvoreniy i pisem (1934);

Stikhotvoreniya (1937, 1954).

N. A, Kotlyarevsky, Dekabristy (1907); N.
Gudziy, ‘Poety-dekabristy’ in Katorga i ssylka,

VIII (1925); V. G. Bazanov, Poety-Dekabristy

(1950). J.L.

Odoyevsky, Prince Vladimir Fedorovich (Mos-
cow 30 VII 1803; ^ibid. 1869), Russian author of

philosophic-romantic fancies, sketches and stories

influenced by E. T. A. Hoffmann* and the

philosopher Schelling*. In 1824-25 he edited, with

the poet Kuchelbecker*, four issues of the impor-
tant miscellany Mnemosyne. The discrepancy

between ideal and reality is his usual subject. His
best-known work, Russkie nochi (1844), is a series

of conversations about the incompetence of
philosophy devoid of religious intuitions.

Sochineniya (3 vols, 1944); DevyaP povestey

(New York, 1954); Povesti i rasskazy (1959);

Russkie nochi (1967); MuzykaVno-literatumoe
nasledie (1956),

P. N, Sakulin, Knyaz V, F, (7. (1913); Literatur-

noye nasledstvo, XKH. (1935). J.L.

Oe KenzaburO (Ehime 31 I 1935), Japanese
novelist. He had already won a notable literary

prize before graduating in French literature from
Tokyo University in 1959. His work is predomi-
nantly concerned with sex and politics, and reveals

much of the disillusion and struggle for freedom
from conventional restraints of the post-war
generation in Japan.

Shisha no ogori (1957; ‘Lavish Are the Dead’,
tr. J. Nathan in Japan Quart., Xn,2, 1965); Shiiku

(1958; ‘The Catch’, tr. J, Bester, ibid,, VI.l, 1959,

repr. in The Shadow ofSunrise, ed. S. Saeki, 1966);
Kojinteki na taiken (1964; A Personal Matter, tr.

J. Nathan, 1968), D.E.M.

Oehlenschlfiger, Adam Gottlob (*Copenhagen
14 XI 1779; oolSlO Christiane Elisabeth Georgine
Heger; '\ibid, 20 I 1850), Danish poet and play-
wright. Henrik Steffens* convert^ him to the
Romantic school, which he inaugurated in Den-

mark and whose leading poet he became. His first

Romantic poem was Guldhornene (1802). The
fundamentals of Danish Romanticism are em-
bodied in his dramatic poem St Hans Aftenspil

(‘Midsummer Night’s Play’).

Oehlenschlager’s youthful inspiration lasted for

five years. There are many beautiful poems, and a

wealth of ballads with medieval and modem
themes; dramatic works include the poetic drama
Aladdin, Hakon Jarl, the first and best of his

Northern tragedies, and Balder hin Gode, a

mythological tragedy in Greek style. There are

great poetic cycles, long epic poems and prose

tales based on Old Norse motifs. The richness of

subject-matter is extraordinary and the technical

skill in handling a variety of metres impressive.

During these early years, which he never sur-

passed, Oehlenschlager’s creative powers appeared

to be limitless. However, the youthful rebel

became a sedate, respectable citizen. Only in the

cycle of dramatic poems entitled Helge (1814) did

he reach the standard of his early work. His later

Northern tragedies, of considerable poetic quality,

are interesting because they represent the creation

of Danish historical tragedy, but their nalvet6 has

made it difficult for later generations to appreciate

them.

verse: Guldhornene (1802; The Gold Horns, tr.

G. Borrow. 1913); Digte (1803 [1802]); Poetiske

Skrifter (2 vols, 1805); Nordiske Digte (1807);

Digtninger (1811); Vaulundurs Saga (1812; tr. E.

Kluneas, 1847); Hardens Guder (1819; Gods of the

North, tr. W. E. Frye, 1845); HrolfKrake (1828).

—plays: Aladdin eller den forunderlige Lampe

(1802; Aladdin or the Wonderful Lamp, trs T,

Martin, 1857, H. Meyer, 1969); Hakon Jarl (1807;

tr. J. Chapman, 1857); Palnatoke (1809; Eng. tr.

idem, 1855); Axel og Valborg (1810; Aksel and

Valborg, tr. idem, 1851); Correggio (1811; Eng. tr.

E. B. Lee, 1846); Stcerkodder (1812); Hugo von

Rheinberg (1813); Hagbarth og Signe (1814);

Fiskeren (1816); Fostbrodrene (1817); Erik og Abel

(1820); Vceringerne i Miklagaard (1827); Karl den

Store (1833); Dronning Margareta (1834); Sokrates

(1836); Olaf den Hellige (1838); Knud den Store

(1839); Dina (1842); Erik Clipping (1844); Landet

fundet og forsvundet (1846); Amleth (1847).—

stories: Aly og Gulhyndy (1811); Den lille Hyrde-

dreng (1818; The Little Shepherd-Boy, tr. J. Heath,

1827); Hroars Saga (1817); 0en i Sydhavet (4 vols,

1824-25); 0rvarodds Saga (1840).

—

Poetiske Skrif

ter (ed. F. L. Liebenberg, 32 vols, 1857-62);

Poetiske Skrifter i Udvalg (ed. H. Topsoe-Jensen,

5 vols, 1926-30).—memoirs: Levnet (2 vols, 1830-

31); Erindringer (4 vols, 1850-51); Ungdomserin"

dringer (ed. L. Bob6, 1915).

F. L. Liebenberg, Bidrag til den Oehlenschla-

gerske Litteraturs Historic (2 vols, 1868); K
Arentzen, Baggesen og O, (8 vols, 1870-78) and

A. O, (1879); V. Andersen, Guldhornene (1896)

and A, O. (3 vols, 1899-1900); Ida Falbe-Hansen,
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OJ*s nordiske Digtning (1921); Breve til og fra O. (1950).—autobiographies: Two Years (1930);

(5 vols, 1945-50).—^A. J0rgensen, 0,-Litteraturen Shame on the Devil (1934). E.T.W.
1850-1966 (1966). E.B.

Oever, Karel van den (Antwerp 19 XI 1879;

t6 X 1926), Flemish poet, short-story writer and
essayist. A rebellious Roman Catholic d la L6on
Bloy*, a touchy and fanatical controversialist, he

began with simple stories and sentimental poetry,

after which he turned to historical evocations in

over-ornate imitation-Renaissance style. In the

1920s he joined in the Expressionist movement
with evocative poetry and meditations in prose,

both inspired by religion.

verse: In schemergloed der morgemerte (1901);

Van stille dingen (1904) ; Het drievuldigbeeld(1907)

;

Godvruchtighe maen-rymeh (191 1) ; Lofvan Antwerp
pen (1912); De zilverenflambouw (1919); Het open

luik (1922); Paviljoen (1927).—stories: Kempische

vertelsels (1905); De Geuzenstad (1911); Oud-*

Antwerpsche vertellingen (1920); Het inwendig leven

van Paul (1923).

—

^essays: De Vlaamsche beweging

(191 8) ; Het roodpaard (1923) ; Geestelijkepeilingen

(1924); De HolUmdsche natie voor een Vlaamschen

spiegel (1925).

F. Verachtert, JT, van den O. (1940). R.F.L.

O’Faolain, Sean (*Cork 22 II 1900), Irish novelist,

stoiy-wiiter and biographer; educated at Cork and
Harvard, he has held fellowships in the U.S.A.

One of the major Irish short-story writers, he

exhibits an impressionistic touch and a fine sense

of atmosphere. His questioning and satirical

intelligence has sometimes made him unpopular

with the authorities. He is a lively biographer.

novels: a Nest of Simple Folk (1933); Bird

Alone (193Q; Come Back to Erin (1940).—

stories: Stories (1958); IRemember! I Remernberl

(1962); The Heat of the Sun (1966); Stories of S.

(1970); The Talking Trees (1971).

—

^bio-

graphies: King of the Beggars (1938); The Great

Neill (1942).—Vive moi! (autobiog.; 1965).

—

The Short Story (criticism; 1948).—The Irish

(1948; 2nd ed. 1969).

M. Hannon, S. OT. (1967); P. A. Doyle, S, O’Fl

(1968). E.T.W.

O’Flaherty, Liam (Aran Island, Co. Galway

1897), Irish novelist and short-stoiy writer.

Fought in the British army, and in the Irish dvil

war. He has written quiet, naturalistic stories of

Irish life which display a forceful simplicity. His

novels are of uneven quality: they are a curious

blend ofmelodrama and mysticism, of realism and

demonic power.

stories: Spring Sowing (1926); Short Stories

(1937); Two Lovely Beasts (1948); Short Stories

(1961).—novels: The Black Soul (1925); The

Informer (1926); The Assassin (1928); Skerret

(1932); Famine (1937); Land (1946); Insurrection

Ogai: see Mori Ogai.

Ogarev, Nikolay Platonovich (Moscow 1813;

tGreenwich 1877), Russian poet. As an incurable

idealist of the 1840s he becine a voluntary exile

and collaborator of his friend Alexander Herzen*
in London. His lyrics, both emotional and reflec-

tive in the good Moscow tradition, express

nostalgia and romantic frustration, typical of the

‘superfluous men* of the period. Influenced by
Saint-Simon*, Owen* and Fourier*, he wrote a
number of civic poems, but even in these there is a
note of resignation.

Stikhotvoreniya (1856; London ed. 1858; 1937;

1948); Stikhotvoreniya ipoemy (1956).

P. V. Annenkov, Literaturnye vospominaniya

(1909); M. O. Gershenzon, Arkhiv Ogarevykh

(1930); L. E. Barsukova, Herzen^ O. i ikh

okruzhenie (1940); W. A. Putintsev, N O. (1959).

J.L.

Ogier, Guhuam (Antwerp 1618; ybid. 22 II

1689), the best Flemish writer of comedies in the

17th century, comparable to Brederode*. He was
factor of the Chamber De Olyftack, combined
with De Violieren after 1661. He wrote a comedy
about each of the seven deadly sins.

De Gulsigheydt (1639; ed. W. van Eeghem,

1921); De Hooverdigheidt (1644; ed. idem^ 1934);

De Gramschap (1645; ed. A. A, Keersmaekers,

1955); De Oitkuysheydt (1646); Den Haet en Nydt

(164'b; De Gierigheydt (1617); De Traagheydt

(1677); Belachlyck misverstant of Boere~Geck

(1680).

M. Rooses, Nieuw Schetsenboek (1882); J. van
den Branden, W. O. (1913).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Ogier le Danois: see chansons de geste, text and
biblio.

Ogilby, John (Edinburgh XI 1600; ooChristian

Knight; fLondon 4 IX 1676), Scottish poet. A
man of great energy and versatility, he tried his

skill as dancing-master, printer and translator, and
saw to ‘the poetical part’ of Charles H’s corona-

tion festivities. Despite Dryden’s* strictures his

Iliad (1660) has the merit of learning and his Virgil

(1649-54) is prosaic but readable. His RoadBooks
of England and Wales (1675) mark an important

stage in the development of the guide-map.

The Fables of AEsop paraphrased (1651, 1669);

Homer's Odysses (1665). J.K.

OgnSv, N., pseud, of Mikhail Grigoryevich
Rozanov (*1SSS; tl938), Soviet author. His

principal claim to fame is his Dnevnik Kosti
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Ryabtseva (1927 ; The Diary ofa Communist School-

boy^ tr. A. Werth, 1928)—a unique and authentic

document of a Soviet grammar schoolboy during

the days of educational anarchy. His Iskhod

Nikpetozha (1928; The Diary of a Communist
Undergraduate^ tr. A. Werth, 1929) describes the

undergraduate days of the same period. Ognev’s

other works are less important.

Sobranie sochineniy (4 vols, 1929); Nachalo

zhizni (1933); Tri izmereniya (1933); Rasskazy

(1938). J.L.

O’Grady, Standish James (^Castletown Berehaven

1846; tisle of Wight 1928), Irish mythologist and
novelist. Educated Trinity College, Dublin, he
edited The Kilkenny Moderator and founded the

All Ireland Review. He is best remembered for his

History of Ireland; Heroic Period (1878) which
gradually quickened the interest of Irish writers in

legendary material and helped towards the Irish

literary revival; he also wrote prose romances
based on Irish legend and history, and vigorous

social and political tracts. R.McH.

history: History of Ireland: the Heroic Period

(2 vols, 1878-80); Early Bardic Literature (1879).

—TZie Plight of the Eagle (novel; 1897).—stories,
essays: The Bog of Stars (1893); The Court
Enchantment’ in Ideals in Ireland (ed. Lady
Gregory, 1907); Selected Essays and Passages

(1918).

P. S. O’Hegarty, Bibliography (1930).

E.T.W.

Oguz Kagan, The Legend of. This is the surviving

form of the old Turkish epic, Oguzname, which has
not itselfcome down to us. It relates the conquests
and exploits of the Turkish King Oguz (Mete) and
his sons, during the 3rd century b.c. It exists in

two shortened versions, both written down in the
13th century. The only MS of one of them, that in

the Uigur alphabet, is in theBiblioth^ueNationale
and contains no Islamic element. The second
version is found in Jami al-Tavdrikh of Rashid*
al-Din and in Ebtilgazi Bahadir Han’s §ecere-i

Terakime, in which minor Islamic elements have
been added.

W. Radloff, Das Kudatku Bilik des JusufChass-
Hadschib aus Balasagun (1891-1900); Riza Nour,
Oughuz-nami, dpopee turque (1928); W. Bang and
G. R. Rachmati, Die Legende von Oghuz Qaghan
(1932); K. Jahn, *Zu Ra§id al-Din’s Gescbichte
der Ogusen und TUrken’ in Jour. Asian Hist., I

(1967). F.L

O’Hara, John Henry (Pottsville, Pa. 31 1 1905;

001931 Helen Petit [o/ol933], ool937 Belle WyKe,
001955 Katharine Bryan; tPiinceton, N.J. 11 IV
1970), American novelist and short-story writer.

The hard-boiled cynicism of his Pal Joey stories

(1940) owes a great deal to Ring Lardner*. His

novels document the manners and morals of big-

business or show-business society. Aimlessness and
insecurity are the main states of his characters, and
the abrasiveness of the relationships is amplified

with a welter of details on social style.

novels: Appointment in Samarra (1934); Butter-

field 8 (1935); A Rage to Live (1949); Ten North

Frederick (1955); From the Terrace (1958);

Ourselves to Know (1960); Sermons and Soik
Water (1960); Elizabeth Appleton (1963); The
Lockwood Concern (1965); The Instrument (1967).

—SHORT stories: The Doctors Son and Other

Stories (1935); Pipe Night (1945); Hellbox (1947);

The Cape Cod Lighter (1962); The Horse Knows
the Way (1964); And Other Stories (1968).

E. R. Carson, The Fiction of /. O'H (1961);

A. Kazin, Contemporaries (1962); C. C. Walcutt,

/. O^H (1969). G.A.K.

Ojeda, Diego de: see Hojeda, Diego de.

Ojettf, Ugo (*Rome 15 Vn 1871 ; fFlorence 1

1

1946), Italian novelist and critic. After the First

World War Ojetti abandoned narrative prose in

favour of literary and art criticism. His literary

personality is fully realized in these later writings,

of which the best are to be found in his collected

newspaper articles published under the title Cose

viste. Ojetti was a well-informed critic and an

elegant stylist.

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: II covallo di Troia

(1904); Uamore e suo figlio (1913); Mio figlio

ferroviere (1922).—CRmciSM: Cose viste (7 vols,

1923-39; As They Seemed to Me, sel. tr. H. Furst,

1928); Bello ebruttoiim).
P, Pancrazi in Scrittori d'oggi, I, II, V (1949-50).

J.F.C. (B.M.)

Okagami (‘The Great Mirror’), a Japanese

historical story, covering Japanese history from

850 to 1025. Its authorship is uncertain and the

common ascription to Fujiwara no Tamenari is

incorrect. The date ofcomposition is also uncertain

and has been ascribed to various dates from 1025

to about 1115 (a more likely date). Although the

main facts of the history described are accurate,

the presentation is dramatic and concentrates on

certain selected characters, giving a not always

flattering picture of the political manoeuvrings of

the Fujiwara family. Apart from its literary value

it often supplements the bare oflicial chronicles.

The 0. (tr. J. K. Yamagiwa, 1967); extract tr. in

E. O. Reischauer and J. K. Yamagiwa, Transla-

tions From Early Japanese Literature (1951).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Okara, Gabriel Imomotime Obainbaing (*Niger

delta 1921), Nigerian poet and novelist. Okarawp
educated at Government College, Umuahia. While

working as a book-binder, he began to write plays
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and features for broadcasting, and translated Ijaw

poetry. An information officer before the civil war,

he is now in broadcasting.

Okara is a very fine, craftsmanlike poet and the

least literary of his contemporaries. His poetry,

much influenced by oral verse, is extensively

anthologized; a selection appears in Poetry From
Africa (ed. H. Sergeant, 1968). His novel The Voice

(1964), a parable of politics and the artist’s role,

is a highly original and powerful work. A.R.

Okigbo, Christopher (*Ojoto, Nigeria 1932;

tNsukka, Nigeria IX 1967), Nigerian poet. Okigbo
graduated in classics from University College,

Ibadan, in 1956. Of volatile temperament, he was
civil servant, teacher, and librarian before appoint-

ment as Cambridge University Press representative

in Nigeria. A major in the Biafran army, he was
killed in action near Nsukka.
A very widely-read and sophisticated poet, who

saw himself fulfilling in poeficy his hereditary Ibo
office of priest, he used European literature,

Christianity, and Ibo folk-lore to create a religio-

mythological world through which to understand
man’s quest for wisdom and fulfilment.

Heavensgate (1962); The Limits and Other
Poems (1964); Labyrinths (1971). A.R.

Okonski, Wladyslaw: see Swl^tochowski, Alek-
SANDER.

Okura: see Yamanoe no Okura.

Olafsson, StefAn (*Kirkjub»r, Norfiur-Mulas^sla

c. 1620; 001651 Gudrfin I>orvaJdsd6ttir; fVallanes

29 Vni 1688), Icelandic poet. A clergyman noted
for his light, musical verse, depicting scenes from
everyday life, particularly of the lower classes. He
also wrote much occasional poetry and, in a more
serious vein, love poems, children’s poems and
hymns.

Kvcedi (ed. J. I>orkelsson, 2 vols, 1885-86);

Ljodnueli (ed. A. Bjomsson, 1948).—^J. C. Poestion,

Islandische Dichter der Neuzeit (1897).

R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Olbracht, Ivan, pseud, of Kamil Zeman (^Semily

6 1 1882; tPrague 30Xn 1952), Czech novelist and
essayist. The son of the author Antal StaSek*,

Olbracht began his career as ajournalist before the

First World War. His first major novel, Podivni

pfdtelstvl herce Jesenia (1919), was followed by
stories and sketches, and in 1928 by Anna
proletdfka, a Communist protest against the old

order. His finest work, Nikola Suhaj loupeznik

(1933), tells the story of a Ruthenian Robin Hood
where the local colour and the tragedy of a poor
and neglected people combine with Olbracht’s

masterly prose to produce a novel that has few

equals in 20di-century Czech literature. In the best

of his later work Olbracht returned more than

once to the description and interpretation of
Ruthenia, though without ever repeating the

achievement of Nikola Suhaj.

Spisy (15 vols, 1947-61).—JEfory a staled (1935;
sketches); Golet v ddoli (1937; short stories).

A. M. Pi§a, L O. (1949). R.A.

Oldham, John (Shipton-Moyne, nr Tetbury 9
VIII 1653; tHolmes-Pierpont, nr Nottingham
9 XII 1683), English didactic and satirical poet,

who made his living as schoolteacher and tutor.

An exponent of classical lyric forms, his heroic

couplets are forceful but lack polish. Dryden’s* fine

elegy to his memory offers a just assessment.

Poetical Works (ed. R. Bell, 1854; repr. 1960
with intro. B. Dobree).

—

Compositions in Prose

and Verse (ed. E. Thompson, 1770).—Biblio. by
H. F. Brooks in Proc. Oxford Biblio. Soc. (1936).

C. R. Macklin, ‘The satiric technique of J. O.’s

“Satyrs upon the Jesuits’” in Stud, in Philol.,

LXII (1965). B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Oldmixon, John (*Bridgwater 1673; ool703

Elizabeth Parry; fLondon 9 Vn 1742), English

author of partisan histories, and a hardworking
journalist, dramatist, poet and critic: the butt of
Pope* in the Dunciad.

Governor ofCyprus (play; 1703); Secret History

ofEurope (4 pts, 1712-15); Arcana Gallica: or^ the

Secret History ofFrancefor the last Century (1714);
Critical History ofEngland, Ecclesiastical and Civil

(2 vols, 1724-26); Memoirs of the Press (1742).

R.M.H.

Oldys, William (?London 14 VII 1696; ^ibid.

15 IV 1761), English antiquarian who, with
Johnson*, compiled the Catalogue of the Harley
Library (5 vols, 1743-45), and issued the Harleian
Miscellany (1744-46). He left invaluable annota-
tions to Langbaine* and Thomas Fuller*.

R.M.H.

Dissertation upon Pamphlets (1731); Life of
Raleigh (2 vols, 1736); British Librarian (6 nos,

1737-38).

G. Lamgbaine [the younger]. An Account of the

English Dramatic Poets (with transcriptions by J,

Haslewood ofMS notes ofW. O.; 1791); A. Chal-
mers, Biographical Dictionary, XXm (1815); J.

Yeowell, A Literary Antiquary. Memoir of W. O,
(repr. from Notes and Queries; 1862); L. Lipkins,

‘The curiosity of W. O.’ in Philol. Quart., XLVI
(1967). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Olearios, Adam (Aschersleben c. 1599; fSchle-
swig 22 n 1671), German writer, councillor of
Duke Friedrich of Holstein-Gottorp, for whose
court he wrote several commemorative works and
undertook three embassies to Russia, one of which
included Paul Fleming* and extended as far as

Persia. Olearius’ translation of Sa’di* is the first
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German translation from the Persian and his

account of the journey is an important monument
of German prose.

Beschreibung der Newen Orientalischen Raise

(1647; expanded 1656, facs. ed. with biog. and
biblio. D. Lohmeier, 1971 ; extracts ed. H. Oester-

ley in J. Kurschner, Du NaU-LiU, XXVII; abr. ed.

E. Meissner, 1962); Rosenthal von Scheich Saadi

(1654); Relation aus dem Gottorpischen Parnass

(1668); Holsteinische Chronic (1674); Gottorfische

Kunstkammer (1674).

P. Habennann, Lebensbilder grosser Stephaner

(1930); F. Gundolf, Anfdnge deutscher GeschichU

schreibung (Amsterdam, 1938) ;
H. H. Weil, ‘A 17th

century German looks at Russia’ in Ger. Life and
Letters (1954). L.W.F.

01esha» Yxjry Karlovich (*Elizavetgrad 1899),

Soviet author whose short novel ZavisP (1926;

Envy, tr. A. Wolfe, 1936), depicting the inner con-

flict between ‘fathers’ and ‘children’ during the

Soviet regime—with a definite aversion from a new
mechanized age—provoked much controversy.

Tri Tolstyaka (1928; The Three Fat Men, tr. F.

Flagoleva, 1964); Lyubov'* (1929); Vishnevaya

kostochka (1930).

—

plays: Spisok blagodeyaniy

(1931); Cherny chelovek (1932); Strogiy yunosha

(1934); Walter (1937).—hbrannye sochineniya

(195Q; The Wayward Comrade and the Commissars
. .

.
(tr. A. R. MacAndrew, 1960); Pyesy (1968).

A. Gurvich, Tri dramaturga (1936); G. Struve,

Soviet Russian Literature (1951). J.L.

Olimpo, Baldassare (71486; t?1540), Italian

poet, author of popular and bucolic verse. His
frottola beginning ‘La pastorella mia/ con I’acqua

della fonte . . was attributed to Poliziano*.

S. Venezian, O. da Sassoferrato (1921; with

biblio.). B.R.

Oliphant, Laurence (*Cape Town 1829; ool872

Alice Lestrange, 00I888 Rosamund Owen;
tTwickenham 23 XII 1888), English novelist and
miscellaneous writer whose works reflect his wide
travels and adventurous life. R.M.H.

Journey to Khatmandu (1852); Russian Shores of
the Black Sea (1853); Piccadilly: a Fragment ofa
contemporary biography (1870; with foreword M.
Sadleir, 1928); Altiora Peto (2 vols, 1883);

Sympneumata (with wife; 1885); Episodes in a Life

ofAdventure (1887).

L. F. Liesching, Personal Reminiscences ofL. 0,

(1891); Margaret Oliphant, Memoirs of Life of
L. O. and Alice O. his Wife (2 vols, 1891); H. W.
Schneider and G. Lawton, A Prophet anda Pilgrim,

Being the Incredible History of T, L. Harris and
L. O, (1942); P. Henderson, Life of O, (1956).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Oliphant, Margaret, n6e Wilson (Wallyford

4 rV 1828; ool852 Francis Wilson Oliphant;

tWimbledon 25 VI 1897), Scottish novelist. Her
success in Merkland (1850) brought her to London
in 1852; she contributed prolifically to Black-

wood’s Magazine and wrote nearly 100 novels and
miscellaneous histories and biographies. Her best

work is in social commentary and the supernatural,

and in tales with a Scots setting.

Passages in the life of Mrs Margaret Maitland

(1849); Caleb Field (1850); Adam Graeme (1852);

Katie Stewart (1852) ; Harry Muir (1853) ; Magdalen
Hepburn (1854); The Quiet Heart (1854); X//tofea/

(1855); Chronicles of Carlingford (first pub. in

Blacliwood’s Mag., 1861-64).

A. L. Coghill, The Autobiography and Letters of
Mrs O, (1899). J.K.

Oliveira, Francisco Xavier de (*Lisbon 21 V
1702; tHackney 18 X 1783), Portuguese writer.

Having abandoned a diplomatic career, he lived

for a time in Holland and later settled in England

(1744), where he embraced Protestantism. For his

attacl^ on the Inquisition and the influence of the

Church in Portugal he was burnt in efiigy in Lisbon

in 1761. His writings, particularly the Cartas

familiares, are a commentary, coloured with

anecdotes and much pungent criticism, on the

backward state of Portugal in the 18th century.

Memdrias de viagens (Amsterdam, 1741); Cartas

familiares, histdricas, politicas e criticas (3 vols,

Amsterdam, 1741-42; 3 vols, Lisbon, 1855);

Cartasfamiliares letters; ed. A. Ribeiro, 1942);

Viagem d ilha do amor (The Hague, 1744); Cartas

ineditas and Opdsculos contra o Santo-Oficio (both

ed. A. Gonqalves Rodrigues, 1942).

A. Gonsalves Rodrigues, O Protestante Lusitano,

Estudo biogrdfico e critico sobre . . . O. (1951).

T.P.W.

Oliver, Joan (Sabadell 1899), Catalan writer. As
a poet, he uses the pseudonym Pere Quart, His

early writing (poems, plays, short stories) concealed

beneath a frivolous exterior an extremely bitter

satire of bourgeois society and its moral values. In

1936 he welcomed the revolution and adopted a

new style of ‘social realism’, but the defeat of 1939

was reflected in the embittered and elegiac tone of

his later works. However, he overcame this depres-

sion to produce more aggressively critical poetry,

in direct, colloquial language.

plays: Allb que tal vegada s'esdevingui (1936);

La fam (1938).—Biografia de Lot i altres proses

(short stories; 1963).—poetry: Obra poitica

(1963); Circumstdncies (1968). J.L.M.

Olivier, Juste (Eysins, Vaud 18 X 1807; tGeneva

7 1 1876), Swiss poet, the son of cultured peasants.

He taught literature at Neuch§Ltel and history at the

Acad6mie de Lausanne and from 1845 to 1870

established his home in Paris. He dreamed of
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creating a national rowant/ poetry, and some of his

poems and songs, inspired by a deep love of his

country, its legends and traditions, have remained
popular. Though not a great poet, he is a pure
source of poetical inspiration.

verse: Podmes suisses (1830); Les deux voix

(1835); Les chansons lointaines (1847).

—

Le canton

de Vaud (1837-41; ed. with pref. C. F. Ramuz,
1938).

—

CEuvres choisies (ed. E. Rambert, 2 vols,

1879).

C. Delhorbe, /. et Caroline O. (1935); L. Wellisz,

Une amitie polono-suisse: Adam Mickiewicz^ /. et

C, O, (1942). J.P.I. (G.G.)

Oljaca, Mladen (*Devetaci 10 X 1926), Serbian

novelist and prose writer. A Partisan during the

war and a journalist after it, OljaCa has been an
editor of a number of literary journals, including

Mladost. His writing is concerned almost exclu-

sively with the war and his native Bosnia described

in competent realist terms. Kozara (1967) is an
attempt at a lengthy Partisan epic novel in heroic

style.

novels: Tri zivota i dve smrti (1953); Posh
ponoti (1954); Molitva za moju bracu (1957; A
Prayer for My Brethren, tr. A. Brown, London,

1963); Crne sekire (1958); Razvalina (1962);

Nadja (1963).

—

stories: Sapat borova (1953).

B.J.

Oiler, NarcIs (*1846; tl930), Catalan novelist.

Author of several works of high Uterary quality.

Oiler brought urban themes to the resurgent

Catalan novel. He was influenced by French
naturalistic theory; fimile Zola* wrote a foreword
to his first novel La Papcdlona (1882). He also

translated Tolstoy*, Pawlowsky and Turgenev*
into Catalan. His work and especially his ambitious

trilogy La febre d"or (1890) show the emergence
from the peasantry and the craftsmen ofBarcelona

of the new Catalan bourgeoisie. Unsympathetic
towards more modem movements, he wrote little

in the last 20 years of his life.

Obres completes (1928-30); Membries literdries

(1962). J.M.B.iR.(G.W.R.)

Olmedo, Jos6 JoAQtjfN de (*Guayaquil 20 V 1780;

"fibid, 19n 1847), Ecuadorean poet, famous for his

ode to Bolivar*, La victoria de Junin: Canto a
Bolivar (1825), in which, as so often at this date,

classical form and Romantic feeling are joined.

Olmedo also translated Pope’s* Essay on Man, and
was the author of some minor poetry.

Ensayo sobre el hombre (tr, of Pope’s Essay on
Man, first epistle only; 1823); Obras poeticas

(cont. the remainder of Pope’s Essay; 1848); The
Odes of Bello, O, and Heredia (ed. E. C. Hills,

1910),~^PoesUis completas (Mexico, 1947),

See also M. A. Caro, Obras, HI (1918-32).

E,Sa, (J,F.)

Olrik, Axel (*Frederiksberg 3 VII 1864; ool893
Margrete Sofie Eleonore Hasselquist; t0ver0d
17 n 1917), Danish literary scholar and folk-lorist.

He studied Scandinavian philology at Copen-
hagen, becoming Professor there in 1913. He was
the founder and leader of the Danish folk-lore

society (Dansk Folkemindesamling). His works on
^e Danish medieval ballads gained him a great

international reputation.

Kildeme til Sakses oldhistorie (1892); Norrone
sagaer og danske sagn (1894); Danske Oldkvad i

Sakse (1898); Danmarks Heltedigtning (2 vols,

1903-10; The Heroic Legends of Denmark, tr.

L. M. Hollander, 1919); Nordisk Aandsliv i

Vikingetid (1907; Viking Civilization, tr. J. W.
Hartmann, rev. H. Ellekilde, 1930); Folkelige

Afhandlinger (1919); Nogle Grundscetninger for
Sagnforskning (1921); Nordens Trylleviser (1934).

I. Olrik, A. O, Barndom og ferste Ungdom
(1923); A, O. Breve til Holger Begtrup (1924);

S. B. Hustvedt, Ballad Books and Ballad Men
(1930). E.B.

Olsen, Ernst Bruun (*Nakskov 12 II 1923;
001952 Else Nielsen), Danish playwright. Origi-

nally an actor and stage producer, he wrote some
radio plays and dialogues. His &st stage play,

Teenagerlove (1962), a satire on the pop industry,

was highly successful in Scandinavia. Afi his plays

give a Socialist, humorous view of topical prob-
lems.

Men Boghandleren kan dcke sove (1963); Et
FJernsynsmareridt (1964); Bal i den borgerlige

(1966); Hvor gik Nora hen da hun gik ud? (1968);

Brudens Bror og andre Padiospil (1969); De
fredsommelige (1969). E.B.

Olson, Charles (*Worcester, Mass. 27 Xn 1910;

tlO 1 1970), American poet and critic. With Robert
Creeley* at Black Mountain College and influenced

by William Carlos Williams*, he led the projective-

verse movement against the closed nature of

‘academic’ poetry. Concentration on impression-

istic and auditory effects produces a rather loose

and fragmentary poetry which is given some
cohesion by Olson’s humanism and his energetic

devotion to the significance and reach of the poetic

imagination.

verse: Y and X (1948); Letter for Melville

(1951); The Maximus Poems 1-10 (1953); Anec-
dotes ofthe Late War {1955); O'Ryan 12345678910

(1958); The Distances (1960); Maximus From
Dogtown—1, etc, (1961); Maximus Poems IV, V,

VI (1966); Letters for Origin (1969).—criticism:
Call Me Ishmael (1947).

The New American Poetry (ed. D. M. Allen,

1960); S. Stepanchev, American Poetry Since 1945

(1965). G.A.K.

Olsson, Hagar (*HeIsingfors 16 DC 1893), Finnish-

Swedish dramatist, novelist, essayist and critic.
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The leading spirit on the editorial board of the

modernistic Ultra in 1922, she was one of the first

to champion Edith Sodergran*, and both in theory

and practice set about working for the principles

of Expressionism (essays Ny generation^ 1925;

plays Hjartats Pantomim, 1911

,

and S.O,S., 1928;

and the novel Fd Kanaanexpressen, 1929). C/iz-

tambo (1933), a partly autobiographical novel,

shows much greater mastery over her material, and

her deepening poetic strain and mystic belief in the

value of simplicity shape the legend Trasnidaren

och doden (1940).

NOVELS AND STORIES! Lars Thormon och doden

(1916); Kvinnan och ndden (1919); Mr Jeremias

sdker en illusion (1926); Hemkomst (1961).

—

plays: Det bid undret (1932); Rdvaren och Jung-

frun (1944).—-ESSAYS, etc.: Arbetare i natten

(1935); Jag lever (1948); Kinesisk utflykt (1949);

Mote med kdra gestalter (1963).

O. Enckell, Den unga H, 0. (1949).

B.M.E.M. a s.)

Oltmans, Jan Frederik, pseud. J. van den Hage
(The Hague 1 IX 1806; fSteenderen 29 1 1854),

Dutch writer of historical novels and short stories.

After a spell in his father’s office he lived as a man
of leisure. Despite poor health he wrote two

visionary novels, undisciplined in style but excel-

lent in atmosphere and showing a vast historical

and topographical knowledge. Later sketches,

influenced by De Gids, of which for a short time

he was co-editor, are insignificant, but the novels

are a remarkably pure but late expression of

Western European Romanticism,

Het slot Loevestein in 1570 (2 vols, 1834); De
Schaapherder (4 vols, 1838); Het huis van het

Zeewijf, benevens verspreide verhalen (2 vols, 1854).

J, ten Brink, Geschiedenis vm de Noord-NederL

Letteren (with biblio.; 1904); H. J. Buse, ‘Het

verloren geraakt manuscript van J. F. O.’ in

Amstelodamum (1938). J.W.W.

Olufsen, Oluf Christian (•Viborg 20 I 1763;

00 1801 Mette Christine RottboU; tCopenhagen
19 V 1827), Danish playwright; Professor of

economics at Copenhagen. His fame rests exclu-

sively on one of his two plays, Gulddaasen (‘The

Gold Box’; 1793), written anonymously, which
has survived thanks to its remarkably witty

dialogue. The other play is Rosenkjcederne (1803).

E.B.

Olyesha, Yury Karlovich: see Olesha, Yury
Karlovich.

Olympiodonis (*Thebes, Egypt; fl. first half 5th

century a.d.), Greek historian. Author of a
historical work recounting events from 407 to 425
and surviving only in meagre excerpts.

L. Dindorf, Historici Graeci minores (1870).

E. A. Thompson, ‘O. ofThebes’ in Class. Quart.,

XXXVIII (1944); J. F. Matthews, ‘O. of Thebes
and the history of the West (a.d. 407-425)’ in

Jour. Roman Stud., LX (1970). R.B.

Omar ('Umar) Khayyam, Abu’l-Fat? (*Nishabur

1050; ^ibid, 1132), Persian scientist and poet.

Khayyam lived in Khurasan as a renowned
mathematician, astronomer and philosopher. He
was among the scientists who were asked, in 1074,

by the Seljuk Malik Shah to reform the calendar.

His standard work on algebra places him among
the foremost mathematicians of the Middle Ages.

His scientific fame, however, is eclipsed by his

renown as a composer of rubd'iydt (quatrains).

The authentic number of these, however, does not

seem to exceed a few score.

Written in a clear, concise and epigrammatic

style and a meditative vein, they reveal Khayyam’s
mind as concerned with the perennial questions of

life and the universe. He reflects on the frailty of
human existence, the cruelty of fate and the

ignorance of man. Finding no solution, he turns to

a vivid appreciation of earthly, sensuous beauties

and preaches carpe diem as a remedy ; but the minor
key in which his epicurean hedonism is tuned

reveals a brooding mind, which neither mystifies

his problems nor idealizes his solutions. Khayyam
owes much of his popularity in the West to

FitzGerald’s* ingenious metrical paraphrase of the

rubd*fydt.

VAlgibre d*Omar Alkhayydmi (text and tr. F.

Woepecke, Paris, 1851); Nowruz-Ndma (ascribed

to K., but very doubtfully; Tehran, 1933);

Rubd*iydt (1st crit. ed. E. H. Whinfield, London,
1883; ed. Furugfii and Ghani, Tehran, 1942);

Rubd'iydt of O, K. (metrical paraphrase E. Fitz-

Gerald, 1859); The Quatrains of O, K, (tr. F.

Rosen, 1930); A. J. Arberry, The Rubdlydt of
O, K. (text and trs; 1949).

W. E. Story, O, as Mathematician (Boston,

1917); G. Sarton, Introduction to the History of
Science (Washington, 1927).—^J. R. Tutin, A Con-

cordance to Fitzgerald'"s Translation . . . (1900);

R. A. Nicholson, intro, to FitzGerald’s tr. (1909);

A. Christensen, Critical Studies in the Rubd^iydt of
^Umar K. (Copenhagen, 1927); L. P. Elwell-

Sutton, ‘The Rubaiyat revisited’ in Delos, III

(1969); A. Dashti, Dama ba K. (2nd ed. 1970; In

Search of O, JST., tr. L. P. Elwell-Sutton, 1971).

E.Y.

Omer Seyfeddin (Gdnen, western Anatolia 28 II

1884; tistanbul 6 III 1920), Turkish short-story

writer. Son of a Caucasian Turk, an army officer

like his father, he resigned in 1910 and joined, in

Salonica, Genp Kalemler, the organ ofthe language

reformers. After the Balkan War, he came to

Istanbul to continue the movement for simplifica-

tion of the written language, and its freeing from
the domination of Arabo-Persian grammar. His
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short stories, based on observations in the Balkans

or episodes of Turkish history, often lack balance

and depth, but are written in a light, entertaining

style.

SHORT stories: Eshabi Kehfimiz (1918); Harem
(1918); Efruz Bey (1919); Gizli Mabet (1923);

Yuksek Okgeler (1923) ; Bahar ve Kelebekler (1927)

;

Ilk Du§en Ak (1938); Bomba (1938); Asilzadeler

(1938); Beyaz Ldle (1938); Tarih Ezeli Bir

Tekerrurdur (1938).

—

Mahcupluk Imtihani (play;

1938).

—

COMPLETE works: 6, S. Kulliyati (2 vols,

1945-52); Butun eserleri (ed. Tahir Alangu, 10

vols, 1962-64).—Tr. in O. Spies, Turkische

Erzkhler der Gegenwart (1927) and Das Blutgeld

md andere turkische Novellen (1942).

E. Saussey, Prosateurs turcs contemporains

(1935); Ali Canip Yontem, 6*. S, Hayati ve

Eserleri (1935); O. Spies, Die turkische Prosa-

literatur der Gegenwart (1943); ya§ar Nabi Nayir,

0. Seyfettin^ hayati, sanati, eserleri (1952); Hilmi

Yuceba§, O. S'., hayati, hatiralari, ^iirleri (1960);

Tahir Alangu, 5. S. (biog. novel; 1968). F.I.

Omid, Mehdi Akhavan Thaleth (*Mashhad

1928), Persian poet and critic. Although trained in

the Persian classical tradition, Omid soon joined

the modem movement and emerged as a leading

figure among the modernist poets. He is at his best

in his ‘narrative* odes, where he combines

nostalgic moods with heroic tones. His rich

language borrows from both the classical poets and
common speech.

Arghanun (1951); Zamistdn (1956); Akhard
Shah-ndma (1959); Az in Avesta (1965); Shikar

(1966); *Ashiqdnahd va Kabud(}%9),
R. Barahini, Tala dar Mes (2nd ed. 1968); E. N.

*Ala’, Suvdr va Asbdb , . . (1969). E.Y.

Ofia, Pedro de (Angol 1570; t?Spain 71643),

epic poet. Though bom in Chile, in writing about

the Spanish campaign against the Araucanian

Indians (Arauco domado, 1596) he throws the rdle

of Garcia de Mendoza G^ter viceroy at Lima) into

much greater relief than does Ercilla*.

E.Sa. (J.F.)

El Arauco domado (Lima, 1596, extremely rare,

facs. Madrid, 1944; ibid., 1605; Santiago de

Chile, 1849; Madrid, 1854; Santiago de Chile,

1917); El temblor de Lima (Lima, 1609; Santiago

de Chile, 1909); Ignacio de Cantabria (Seville,

1639); La Vasawra (unpub. MS in the Nat. Libr,

of Madrid). E.Sa.

Ondrejov, L’udo, pseud, of L’udo MistrIk

(*Slanje, Croatia 1901; tl8 HI 1962), Slovak

author. He is remembered for his trilogy Slnko

vystupilo nad hory (1956), of which the first part

Zbojnicka mladosf (1937), a delightful portrayal of

the life of children in a Slovak village, is his best

achievement. R.A.

O’Neill, Eugene Gladstone (*New York 16 X
1888; OO1909 Kathleen Jenkins [o/ol912], ool918

Agnes Boulton [o/ol929], ool929 Carlotta Mon-
terey; fBoston 27 XI 1953), American playwright

and winner in 1936 of the Nobel prize. The son of

a famous actor-manager, O’Neill began writing

whilst recovering from tuberculosis. O’Neill dis-

seminated the influence of Strindberg* and other

European dramatists in the American theatre.

After the tough realism seen at its best in Desire

Under the Elms (1924) he experimented with

expressionistic and epic techniques to create ‘a

new language for the theatre’ in America. His late

plays return to a more realistic setting which
provide a centrality and coherence lacking in

Mourning Becomes Electra (1931) or Strange Inter-

lude (1928). The Iceman Cometh (1946) and Long
Day's Journey Into Night (1955) manifest the

agony and exorcism inherent in O’Neill’s drama
and remain two of the greatest American plays.

O’Neill’s output was massive and in attempting to

instil a historical sense of grandeur and mystery
into realistic material he often lapsed into ten-

dentiousness and bathos. His major work, how-
ever, has a significant tautness and intensity, and
his merging of naturalistic and symbolic techjdque

established the pattern for later American drama.

Thirst and Other One Act Plays (1914); Bound
Eastfor Cardiff(1916); The Moon ofthe Caribbees

andSix Other Plays ofthe Sea (191 9) ; The Emperor
Jones (1920); Anna Christie (1921); The Hairy Ape
(1922); All God's ChUlim Got Wings (1924); The
Great God Brown (1926); Marco Millions (1928);

Lazarus Laughed (1928); Ah, Wilderness (1933);

A Moonfor the Misbegotten (1947); A Touch ofthe
Poet (1958); More Stately Mansions (1962).

B. Clark, E, O'K: The Man and His Plays

(1947) ;E. A. Engel, TheHauntedHeroes ofE. O'N,

(1953); J. W. Krutch, Modernism in the Modern
Drama (1953); W. D. Sievers, Freud on Broadway
(1955); D. Falk, E. O'N. and the Tragic Tension

(1958); A. and B. Gelb, E. O'N (1960); R.
Brustein, The Theatre of Revolt (1964); E. O'N:
A Collection of Critical Essays (ed. J. Gassner,

1964); J. H. Raleigh, The Plays ofE. O'N (1965).

G.A.K.

Oneiropolos: see Johnstone, Charles.

Onetti, Juan Carlos (*1909), important Uru-
guayan contemporary novelist. El pozo (1939)

broke completely with the novelistic conventions

of the time and presented an isolated protagonist

and his desperate and frustrated attempts at

communication. Tierra de nadie (1941), set in

Buenos Aires, presented the corrupting forces of

the city. La vida breve (1950) is the :fet of his great

novels, the story of a mediocre man who leads a

dream life in which he realizes the violence and
aggression which in actuality he must suppress.

Two major novels, El astillero (1961 ; tr. The Ship-
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yard^ 1968) and Jmtacaddveres (1965), are both

set in the fictional town of Santa Maria, the

projection of an Onetti hell in which hopes turn

into meaningless routine and youth into corrupt

old age. His novels and short stories explore loss of

innocence or describe man in his last throes as a

human being, like the Larsen of El astillero

struggling to keep the tattered remnants of life in

some kind of order.

novels: Los adioses (1954); Una tumba sin

nombre (1959); La cara de la desgracia (1960).

—

SHORT stories: Un sueno realizado y otros cuentos

(1951); Un infiemo tan temido (1962).

y. C. O. (crit. essays by various authors on C. O.

;

in ser. Valoraci6n miiltiple; Havana, 1969).

J.F.

Ongaro, Francescx) Ball’: see Dall’Ongaro,

Francesco.

Onitsura: see Kawajima Onttsora.

Ono NO Komachi (*?c. 810; 880), Japanese

poet. The effect of some of her poems depends on
witty word-plays, but the best have an extremely

moving emotional intensity. A legendary beauty,

she is said in old age to have become ugly and
poverty-stricken.

Good crit. assessments in: R. H. Brower and
E. R. Miner, Japanese Court Poetry (1961); sel.

poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, Masterpieces ofJapan-
ese Poetry (1936); G. Bownas and A. Thwaite,

Penguin Book of Japanese Verse (1964); H. C.

McGuUoughf Tales of Ise (1968).—P. Weber-
Schafer, O. no jST.; Gestalt und Legenden im N6-
Spiel (1960). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Onofri, Arturo (Rome 15 DC 1885; Ifibid, 25 XU
1928), Italian poet. In 1912 he founded the review

Lirica, which published some of the early poems
of Cardarelli* and Bacchelli*. Onofri’s prolific

output falls roughly into two periods. Until about

1921, he is an advocate of ‘pure poetry’ in the

Crocean sense; later he develops mystical tenden-

cies, expressing in less successM poems a kind of

Christian pantheism.

Liriche (1907); Orchestrine (1917); Arioso

(1921); Trombe d'argento (1924); Vincere il drago

(1928). B.M.

0 NuaMin, Briain, pseud. Flann O’Brien

(Dublin 1910; ^ibid, 1966), Irish novelist and

columnist. His experimental novel At-Swim-Two-

Birds (1939) is a work of comic genius, influenced

by James Joyce* and James Stephens*. A higWy

original blend of satire, fantasy and farce, it com-

bines scholarship, verbal dexterity and irreverence

(much of it aimed at Gaelic tradition). It is in a

sense the apotheosis of good drinking-talk. His

later novels are thinner but are also remarkable for

their fantasy and wit. For many years his best work
went into the column he wrote for the Irish Times
as Myles na Gopaleen (The Best ofMyles, 1968).

TTie Hard Life (1961); The Dalkey Archive

(1964); The Third Policeman (1967). E.T.W.

Ooka Sh6hei (*Tokyo 6 HI 1909), Japanese

novelist; educated at Aoyama Academy, where he
was influenced by Christianity, and Kyoto Imperial

University, where he graduated in 1932 in French
literature, being particularly interested in Sten-

dhal*. He became a prisoner of war in the Philip-

pines in 1945, and this experience has dominated
much of his work. His best-known novel Nobi is

the story of the wanderings of a dying soldier on
Leyte Island (one of a group rejected both by a

military hospital and by their units) who gradually

comes to suffer from hallucinations and to be
tormented by a sense of increasing degradation and
isolation not only from God but also from human
society.

Nobi (1951 ; Fires on the Plain, tr. 1. 1. Morris,

1957). D.E.M.

Oosterwyck, Volkerus van (^1603 ; t31 XII 1675),

Dutch poet, parson at Delft between 1640 and

1670, a friend of Huygens*, wrote short edifying

and didactic poems.

Rijmen en Sangen over 7 Hooglied (1655); De
Christelijcke Seneca (versification of Joseph Hall’s

Occasional Meditations ; 1657) ; Hofbloemen (1659)

;

Heydelbergschen Catechismus in sangrym (1660).

A.M.B.W.

Opalinski, Krzysztof (Sierakdw c. 1609;

tWoszakowice 7 XII 1655), Polish satirist. A
palatine of Poznan, he had strong Unitarian

connections. His satires, mostly modelled on those

of Juvenal*, courageously attacked injustice and

abuses, depicting contemporary Poland vividly and

realistically. They were reprinted eight times in the

17th century.

Satyry albo Przestrogi do naprawy rzqdu i

obyczaj'dw w Polszcze nalezqce (1650).

T. Mandybur, K, O. jako pisarz satyryczny

(1890); W. Rabsld, Ober die Satiren des Christopher

O. (1893); S. Rygiel, Rzymskie wzory i irddla satyr

K. O. (1912); A. Sajkowski, K. O, Wojewoda

poznafiski (1960); S. Greszczuk, O ^’SatyracK K, O,

(1961). S.S. (P.H.)

Opalinski, Lukasz (*1612; tl5 VI 1662), Polish

poet, a younger brother of Krzysztof. An erudite

man, in his poetry he advocated the strengthening

of the royal power and was against ‘liberum veto ’

;

his Poeta nowy (1661) was the first Polish poetics.

In a Latin work he defended Poland against John

Barclay’s* unfavourable remarks in Icon animorum

(1614).
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Rozmowa plebano z ziemianinem (1641); CoS
nowego . . . (1652; pub. 1946); Polonia defensa

contra Joannen Barclaium (1648); Wybor pism
(1959).

S. Zawadzki, O pismach L, O. (1914).

S.S. (P.H.)

Opatoshu, Josef, adopted name of Josef Opatof-
SKI (*Mlava, Poland 1887; tNew York 1954),

Yiddish novelist. He studied in France and settled

in America in 1907. He introduced into Yiddish
literature the historical novel on the grand scale

with his trilogy on Polish-Jewish life over the

previous 100 years. Another of his novels, A tog in

Regensburg (New York, 1933; A Day in Regens*

burgi tr. Jacob Sloan, 1968), deals with Jewish life

in Germany in the 16th century.

In Poilishe velder (1922; 1921; tr. into several

langs incl. Eng., Heb., Russ., Ger. and Span.);

Lyncher (New York, 1920); Der leister Oifshtand
(ibid., 1948).

—

Gezamelte verk (14 vols, 1928-36).

J.S.

Opitz von Boberfeld, Martin (*Bun2lau 23 XU
1597; tDanzig 20 VIII 1639), German poet,

initiator of the 17th-century literary reform with
his works Aristarchus (1617; pr. 1624) and Buch
von der deutschen Poeterey (1624) which owe much
to Scaliger* and the pleiade. He was greatly

encouraged by the group round Janus Gruter and
J. W. Zincgref* in Heidelberg and, during his

sojourn in Holland in 1620, by Daniel Heinsius^
whose Dutch verses he translated and whose
technique he imitated. He visited Denmark and
Transylvania and in 1626, though a Protestant,

became secretary to Count Dohna, the protagon-
ist of the Counter-Reformation in Silesia, for

whom he translated Catholic works and undertook
an embassy to Paris where he met Hugo Grotius
[Groot*]. In 1635 he became historiographer to
the King of Poland and resided at Danzig until his

death.

By nature a sober, orderly and stoical person,
Opitz was a technician and impresario rather than
a great poet. He found a simple formula to recon-
cile verse stress with word stress—^insistence on
i^bic and trochaic metres—and illustrated it in
his Teutsche Poemata (1624) for others to follow.
His versatility enabled him to provide examples of
all the fashionable Baroque genres by translation
and adaptation—drama, opera, novel, besides
lyrical forms. The enormous respect in which he
was held indicates that his strong point—supreme
competence and clearheadedness—met the need of
the time. He represents one type of German
Baroque poet, the humanistic and learned public
official.

POETIC theory: Buch von der deutschen Poeterey
(ed. W. Braune, 1876; ed. R. Alewyn, 1966);
Aristarchus (ed. G. Witkowski, 1888).

—

^novels:
Johann Barclayem Argents (1626); Arcadia der

Grdfin von Pembrock (after Sidney; 1629).

—

operas: Dafne (after Rinuccini; 1627); Judith

(after Salvador!; 1635).^Schdfferey von der

Nimfen Hercynie (pastoral; 1630); Sophoclis

Antigone (drama; 1636).—Sel. works ed. J.

Tittmann (1869) and H. Oesterley in J. Kurschner,

Dt. Nat.*Lit., XXVn (1889); L. Forster, ‘Dichter-

briefe aus dem Barock’ in Euphorion, XLVII
(1953); Gesammelte Werke (crit. ed. G. Schulz-

Behrend, 1968- ; in progr.); Jugendgedichte (ed.

J. U. Fechner, 1970).

H. Oesterley, ‘Bibliographie der Einzeldrucke

von Opitzens Gedichten und sonstigen Schriften*

in Zentralblatt fiir Bibliothekswesen, II (1885);

C. W. Berghoffer, OJ Buch von der deutschen

Poeterey (stud, of sources; diss. Gottingen, 1888);

M. Rubensohn, ‘Der junge O.’ in Euphorion, 11

(1895) and VI (1899); K. H. Weis, ‘O. und die

stoische Philosophie*, ibid., XXI (1914); R. Ale-

wyn, ‘ Vorbarocker Klassizismus’ in Neue Heidel-

berger Jahrb. (analysis of Antigone; 1926); P.

Hankamer, Die Sprache, ihr Begriff und ihre

Deutung im 16. und 17, Jh. (1927); A. Heusler,

Deutsche Vergeschichte, HI (1929); H. Max, O. als

geistlicher Dichter (1931); B. Marckwardt, Ge*

schichte der deutschen Poetik, I (1937); T. Weevers,

‘Daniel Heinsius* influence on the style of O.’ in

Mod. Lang. Rev., XXXTV (1939); J. B. Birrer,

Die Beurteilung von O. in der deutschen Literatur*

geschichte (with biblio.; diss. Fribourg, 1940);

C. von Fater du Faur, ‘Der Aristarchus: eine

Neuwertung* in Pub. Mod. Lang. Soc. Amer.,

LXIX (1954); G, Schulz-Behrend, ‘O.’ Oberset-

zung von Barclays Argents', ibid., LXX (1955);

M, Szyrocki, M. O. (standard monograph, with

biblio.; 1956); U. Mach6, ‘O.’s SchSfferey in 17th

century German literature’ in Essays on German
Literature for Joyce Hallamore (1969); B. Ulmer,
M. O, (1912); J. Gellinek, M, O. (1973).

L.W.F.

Oppenheim, James (*St Paul, Minn. 24 V 1882;
OO1905 Lucy Seckel [o/ol914], ooLinda Gray;
tNew York 4 VIH 1932), American poet and
novelist. His rhetorical loose-flowing poetry derives

from Whitman*, Freud* and the Bible. He wrote
essays for the layman on psychoanalysis.

novels: Dr Rost (1909); The Olympian (1912);

The Beloved (1915).

—

averse: Songs for the New
Age (1914) ; The Sea (1924). H.L.C.

Opperman, Diederik Johannes (Dundee, Natal
29 IX 1914; ool942 Marie van Reenen), Afrikaans
poet, dramatist and critic, leading poet of the

1940s, His inspiration is metaphysical, of the
creative evolutionist school, with a strong sense of
ethical and religious values. He makes striking use
of matter-of-fact images of modem life, which in

each book derive from a specific atmosphere,
startle by their primitive swiftness and directness

and are rich in suggestion. As a playwright he
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leans towards historical themes handled either in

classical form or as ‘chronicles*.

verse: Heilige Beeste (1945); Negester oor

Nineve (1947); Joermal van Jorik (1949); Engel uit

die Klip (1950); Blom en Baaierd (1956); Dolosse

(1963); Kuns-mis (1964).

—

uprose: Digters van

Dertig (1953); Wiggelstok (1959).—plays: Perian-

dros van Korinthe (1954); Vergelegen (1956);

Voelvry (1968). G.D. (N.D.C)

Oppian. Two Greek poems survive under this

name, Halieutica (on fish and fishing), which

seems to have been published between a.d. 177 and

180, and Cynegetica (on game and hunting),

dedicated to Caracalla (after a.d. 211). It is

probable that we should recognize two Oppians.

Ed. A. W. Mair (with tr.; 1928).

T.B.L.W. (A.H.G.)

Orcheila, R. L. : see Scheffauer, Herman George.

Ordericus Vitalis (*Shrewsbury 16 II 1075; t^.

1142), monk of St fivroul, Normandy; his Historia

ecclesiastica deals with monastic, social and
political events to 1141. R.W.B.

Ed. A. le Pr6vost (5 vols, 1838-55); tr. T.

Forester (4 pts, 1853-56); Migne, Patrologia

Latina, CLXXXVIII (1855); ed. and tr. M.
Chibnall (1969).

J. S. P. Tatlock, The Legendary History of
Britain (1950) ; H. Wolter,Ein Beitrag zwr klmiazen-

sischen Geschichtsschreibung (1955).

R.W.B. (Tor.)

Ord6nez de Montalvo, Garci: see Montalvo,

Garci RodrIguez (or Ord65Jez) de.

Oresme, Nicole (•?1320; t?1378), French author,

Master of the College of Navarre, Dean of Rouen
and Bishop of Lisieux. His best-known works are

his translation of Aristotle* into French and his

Traictii de la premiere invention des monnoies,

Traictie (ed. M. L. Wolowski, 1864); Livre du
Ciel et du Monde (ed. A. D. Menut and A. J.

Denomy, 1940); Livre de Ethique d*Aristote (ed.

A. D. Menut, 1940); Livre de Yconomique
d*Aristote (ed. idem, 1957).

F. Meunier, Essai sur la vie et les ouvrages de
K 0. (1867). A.H.D.

Orhan Kemal, pseud, of Mehmet Re^ OgOtoO
(Ceyhan 14 IX 1914; tSofia 3 VI 1970), Turkish

novelist and short-story writer. Forced to abandon
his formal education at the age of 16 and accom-
pany his father into political exile in Syria, he later

took various jobs in small factories in Anatolia.

His works relate the sufferings of the poor,

oppressed and defenceless; almost an epic of the

Turkish ‘little man*. His early novds are more
strictly autobiographical. Despite the immense

pressure of writing to support his family, which
left him no time to polish his works, he had a very
human, warm and convincing style.

novels: Baba evi (1949); Avdre yillar (1950);

Murtaza (1952) ; Cemile (1952); Bereketli topraklar

uzerinde (1954); Suglu (1957); Devlet ku§u (1958);

Vukuat var (1959); Gdvurm km (1959); Kugucuk
(1960); Dunya evi (1960); El km {I960); Hanimm
giftligi (1961); Eskici ve Ogullari (1962); Gurbet
ku^lari (1962); Sokaklann gocugu (1963); Mahalle
kavgasi (1963); Kanli topraklar (1963); Bir Filiz

vardi (1965); Mufetti^ler mufetti§i (1966); Yalanci

dunya (1966); Evlerden biri (1966); Arkadas
isliklari (1968); Vgkagitgi (1969); Kotii yol (1910),

—SHORT stories: Ekmek kavgast (1949); Sarhoglar

(1951; enlarged ed. 1968); Cama^ircmm kizi

(1952); 72. KoSug (1954); Grev (1954; enlarged ed.

1968); Arka sokak (195Q; Kardeg payi (1957);

Babil kulesi (1957); Dwtyada harp vardi (1963);

t§siz (1966) ; Once ekmek (1968).—plays : Ispinozlar

(1965); 72. Kogu^ (based on short story; 1967);

Murtaza (based on novel; 1969).

—

Senaryo teknigi

(1963).

Tahir Alangu, Cumhuriyetten sonra hikdye ve

roman (3 vols, 1959-65). F.l.

Orhan Veli Kanik (Istanbul 1914; ^ibid. 14 XI
1950), Turkish poet, educated in Ankara. In his

poems, written in free verse and in a polished style,

he made a complete break, in subject matter and

vocabulary, with the conventions and cliches of

orthodox poetry, and pioneered a new revolu-

tionary school. He made successful verse transla-

tions from French, and also rendered Nesreddin

Hoca stories in verse.

Garip (1945); VazgegemediSim (1945); Destan

Gibi (1940 ; Yenisi (1947) ; La Fontaine'in Masallart

(2 vols, 1948); Kar^i (1949); Nasreddin Hoca
Hikdyeleri (1949).

—

Butun Siirleri (complete ed.;

1966).

—

Nesir Yazilari (coll, prose; posth. publ.,

1953).

Adnan Veli Kanik, O. V, igin (1953); E. Heister,

O. V, (in Ger., 1957); Muz^er Uyguner, O, V,

(1967); Asim Bezirci, O. V. K. (1967). F.I.

Oriani, Alfredo (*Faenza 27 Vn 1852; fD
Cardello 18 X 1909), Italian novelist, playwright,

philosopher and poet. His first novels, Memorie

inutili (1870, Al di Id (1877), Gramigne (2nd ed

1879), No (1881) and Quartette (1883), are an erotic

expression of a phase of violence and cymeism

throu^ which Oriani passed.A more romantic and

sentimental treatment of human relations is found

in the later novels, II nemico (1892), Gelosia (1894),

Disfatta (1890 and Vortice (1899). Olocausto

(1902), a violent attack upon society, is in part a

representation of the author’s life. In philosophy,

Oriani was Hegelian, particularly in his conception

of history, the state and the fandly. In Matrimonio

0 divorzio (1880 lie replied to Dumas* on the

subject ofmonogamy. La rivolta ideale (1908) is his
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political and philosophical testament, in which he

exhorts future generations of Italians to ‘diminuire

la nostra servith alia materia per dilatare i confini

del nostro impero ideale*. His works were much
in favour during the Fascist era.

Opera omnia (ed. B. Mussolini, 30 vols, 1923-

33).

C. Calcaterra in Giomale storico della lett. ital.,

LXXVII (1921); F. Cardelli, G., la vita, le opere

(1939). B.R.

Oricbovius: see Orzechowski, Stani^aw.

Origen (Origenes) (*Alexandria c. 184; t254),

Greek Christian writer. Author of some 6,000

works, now mostly lost, on textual criticism and

exegesis of the Bible, dogmatic and practical

theology, apologetics etc. Following his m^ter,

Clement* of Alexandria, Origen systematic^y

tried to reconcile Christianity with Platonizing

philosophy. Though condemned by the Church in

the 6th century, his doctrines and methods were of

great influence.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, XI-XVII (1857-60;

with Lat. tr.); A. Robinson, The Philokalia of O,

(1893); E. Klostermann et aL, Origenes^ Werke

(12 vols, 1899-1941); R. Cadiou, Orig^ne,

commentaires inedits sur les Psaumes (1936).

Commentary on the Gospel of St Matthew

(ed. J. Patrick, 1897); 0:s Epistle to Gregory and

Commentary on the Gospel of St John (ed. A.

Menzies, 1897); The Philocalia ofO. (ed. G. Lewis,

1911); Selections From the Commentaries and
Homilies of O, (ed. R. B. Tollinton, 1939).

W, Fairweather, O. and Greek Patristic Theology

(1901); E. de Faye, Origine: sa vie, son tsuvre, sa

pensie (3 vols, 1923-28); R. Cadiou, Introduction

au systime d"Origine (1932) and La Jeunesse

d^Origine (1936); W. R. Inge, O. (1946); J.

Dani61ou, Origine (1948); H. Crouzel, Origine et

la cormaissance mystique (1961). R.B.

0rjasseter, ToRE(*Skjik 8 HI 1886; ool921 Aslaug

Skie; t29 II 1968), Norwegian poet, dramatist and
prose writer. 0rjasaeter is a poet of great power
whose long, monumentally conceived ‘Gudbrand

Langleite’ verse cycle {Gudbrand Langleite, 1913;

Bru-millom, 1920; Skuggen, 1927, rev. ed. 1941)

depicts the development of a peasant lad of artistic

temperament but in terms which involve such

universals as Will contra Fate, conflict between the

demands of family, race and tradition and the

needs ofpersonal development and autonomy, and

the resolution of these conflicts in religious belief.

These themes recur in his other work, which is also

marked, at its best, by a rich lyricism, a discreet

use of symbols, and a finely controlled mysticism.

The difl5cult New Norwe^an {nynorsk) in which he

writes has hindered a wider appreciation of his

work.

verse: Mttar-arv (1908); (1910); Manns

kvcede (1915); Skiringsgangen (1925); Elvesong

(1932); Livet skal vinne (1939); Livsens tre (1945);

Ettersommar (1953); Kldrhaust (1963); Den lange

leid (Dikt i utval) (ed. L. Msehle, 1966).

—

splays:

Jo Gjende (1917); Ame pd Torp (1930); Christo^

phorus (1948); Den lange bryllaupsreisa (1949).

—

prose: Fararen (1922); Uppheimen pd Sandnes

(1933); Jonsokbrev (1936).

R. Thesen, T 0. (1935). R.G.P.

Orkan, Wladyslaw, pseud, of Franciszek
Smreczyi&ski (*Por?ba Wielka 27 XI 1876;

tCracow 14 V 1930), Polish author. Bom of poor
highlanders, he was educated through the exertions

of his mother. His verses, irreproachable in form,

are tinted by melancholy. In his novels there are

authentic pictures of nature, and in his language,

some admixture of the highlanders’ dialect.

S.S.

Z tej smutnej ziemi (verse; 1903).

—

^novels:

W roztokach (2 vols, 1903); Pomdr (1910);

Komornicy {X9lG)\Drzewiej(X9l7),—Nowele (short

stories; 1898).—FmweA: Rakoczy (play; 1908).

—

Listy ze wsi (2 vols, 1925-27).

—

Dziela (ed. S.

Pigon, 1949 flf.); Dziela (1960 ff.).

J. Krzyzanowski, Piesniarz krainy kqp i wiecznej

nqdzy (1927) and ‘W. O.’ in Slavon. and East

Europ. Rev. (1930); Z. Folejewski, La fonction des

iliments dUdectaux dans les auvres littiraires,

Recherches stylistiquesfondies sur laprose de W. O,

(Uppsala, 1949); M. Puchalska, IV. O. (1957);

S. Pigofi, W. O. (1958). S.S. (P.H.)

Orldans, Charles d’ (Paris 24 XI 1394; fAmboise
5 1 1465), French poet. He was the fourth son of

Louis, Duke of Orleans (brother of Charles VI),

and Valentine Visconti, daughter of the Duke of

Milan. He became one of the leaders of the

Armagnac faction and his life was constantly being

threatened by his father’s murderer, the Duke of

Burgundy. Taken prisoner at Agincourt (1415), he
spent 25 years in captivity in England. On his

return to France he worked unsuccessfully to

re-establish peace between the two countries. In

1450 he gave up all political activity and retired to

Blois.

Apart from the Retenue d^Amours and the Songe
en Complainte, his poems are all short. Though
written according to the outworn courtly conven-
tions and in an allegorical style, they are free from
pedantry and are characterized by sincerity,

penetrating psychology and freshness of poetic

fancy. Charles’s earlier works have love as their

main theme but in those written in later years there

lies a strong undercurrent of bitterness caused by
the disappointments of his public life. To the

modem reader their weakness lies in Charles’s

failure to express any real intensity of emotion.
His language is simple, his imagery striking and
his use ofmetre and sound harmonious. Few poets
have married form and content more successfully.
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He wrote a few poems in English during his

captivity,

Poisies (ed. P. Champion, 2 vols, 1923-27); The

English Poems ofC. of O, (ed. R. Steele, 1941).

P. Champion, Vie de C. d*0, (1911) and Histoire

poitique du XVe sHcht II (1923); J. Fox, The Lyric

Poetry of C. d^O. (1969). A.H.D.

Orm, or Ormiii (fl. c. 1200), English Augustinian

Canon who, in an individu^ spelling system, com-
piled a vast set of metrical homilies on the Gospels.

The Ormulum (ed. R. M. White and R. Holt,

2 vols, 1878); K. Sisam, ‘MSS Bodley 340 and
342’ in Rev. Eng. Stud., VII-IX (1931-33); H. C.

Matthes, Die Einheitlichkeit des Orrmulum (1933).

R.W.B.

Orosius, Paulus (Jl. c. 400), Christian polemist.

His chief work, Historiarum adversuspaganos libri

VII, is an inept compilation from third-rate

authorities describing the miseries of pagan world-

orders and is inspired by Augustine’s* Civitas Dei,

Thework was greatly esteemed in the Middle Ages.

Eds: Migne, Patrologia Latina, XXXI (1846;

Historiae only); C. Zangemeister in Corpus

scriptorum ecclesiastic, Latin., V (1882) and ed.

minor (1889).—Trs: I. W. Raymond (1936); R. J.

Deferrari (1964; Historiae only).

B. Lacroix, Orose et ses idees (1965).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Orpaz, YrrzHAii: (*Russia 1923), Hebrew writer;

settled in Palestine in 1938. An experimental

novelist, he makes frequent use of allegory. In his

novel. The Death ofLysanda (in Eng.; 1970), the

hero creates a dream-image in order to destroy it.

A chapter of his novel Massa Daniel (1969)

appeared in Israeli Writing (Autumn 1970). This

work is a fictionalized account with allegorical

overtones of a soldier’s return from the battle-

front in the Six-Day War, L.Y.

Orrery, Earl of: see Boyle, Roger.

Orsini, Giulio: see Gnoli, CotJNT Domenico.

Ors y Rovira, Eugenio d’ (*Barcelona 28 DC 1882;

tMadrid 1954), Spanish writer. A member of the

Royal Academy, he studied law in Barcelona and
philosophy at the Sorbonne. He wrote in Catalan,

Spanish and French and exercised considerable

influence. For him the philosophy resides not in

the imagination or reason, but in intelligence {el

seny). His own brand of 20th-centu3y idealism,

novecentismo, illuminated his art-criticism. His

short essays— started in 191^are acute

running commentaries on events and ideas. La ben

planta^ is an intellectual novel with excellent

narrative; Guillermo Tell (1926), a good drama on
the clash between passion and restraint. Amongst

his philosophical works stand out El secreto de la

filosofia (1947). He used the pseudonym Xenius.

La ben plantada (1911; La bien plantada de
Xenius, Span. tr. R. Marquina, Madrid, 1913; sel.

tr. S. Putnam in The European Caravan, 1931);

Poussin y el Greco (1922); Tres horas en el Museo
del Prado (1923); Cezanne (1924); las ideas y las

formas (1928); La vie de Goya (1929); Coupole et

monarchie (1929); Pablo Picasso (1930; Eng. tr.

W. B. Wells, 1930); Science et histoire de la culture

(1932); Nuevo glosario (10 vols, 1921-30; 2 vols,

1947); Novisimo glosario 1934-35 (1946).

A. R. Schneeberg, E. d*0., le philosophe et

Vartiste (Barcelona, 1920); J, L. Aranguren, La
filosofia de E. d*0. (1944); N. Barquet, E. d'O. en

su ermita de San Cristdbal (1956); J. M. Capdevila,

E. d*0.: etapa barcelonina (190^-1920) (1965).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Ortega Manilla, Josil (*Cdrdenas, Cuba 26 X
1856; 00. . . . Gasset; thladrid 1922), Spanish

writer. Member of the Spanish Academy. As
a novelist he belongs to the realist school with a
leaning towards social problems. He is best remem-
bered as editor and commentator of Los Lunes del

ImpardaJ, the influential weekly literary supple-

ment through which many writers of the ’98

GENERATION became known.

La cigarra (1879); Sor Lucila (1882); La
calandria (1917).

A. Espina, ‘Libros de otro tiempo’ in Rev. de

Occidente, I (1923). R.M.N.

Ortega y Gasset, Jos6 (*Madrid 9 V 1883; ooRosa

Spottomo; ^ibid. 18 X 1955), Spanish philoso-

pher and writer, son of Ortega* Munilla. Educated

at a Jesuit school in Mdlaga, at Madrid University

and in Germany, he became Professor of meta-

physics at Madrid. From 1910 he displayed relent-

less activity as lecturer, writer and journalist. He
founded (1923) the influential Revista de Occidente,

and intervened in politics. The Civil War exiled

him from Spain but he returned in 1945.

Espaha invertebrada (1921) is a controversial

historico-psychological analysis of the causes of

Spanish decadence. In his world-famous book La
rebelidn de las masas (1930)—originally printed as

articles in a Madrid newspaper—he sees the cause

of Western decadence in the appearance of a

‘mass-man’ in revolt against the select minority

who created our civilization. In El tema de nuestro

tiempo (1923) he opposes to the rationalist exclu-

sivism of the 19th century the ideal of a ‘vital

reason’.

Ortega possessed a great gift for exposition and
an excellent style, perhaps overburdened with

metaphors. The subjects of his essays range widely

firom historical philosophy to big-game hunting.

He is mainly concerned with the present: his

present. He sees modem art as in a process of

dehumanization, and the novel genre exhausted.
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with the modern novelist as an ‘inspired wood-
cutter in the Sahara desert*. His major works were

published before 1932.

Obras completas (11 vols, 1946-69).

—

Espafia

invertebrada (1921; Invertebrate Spain, tr. M,
Adams, 1937); El tema de nuestro tiempo (1923;

The Modern Theme, tr. J. Cleugh, 1931); La
deshumanizacion del arte e ideas sobre la novela

(1925 ;
The Dehumanization ofArt and Notes on the

Novel, tr. H. Weyl, 1948); La rebelion de las masas

(1930; The Revolt of the Masses, tr. J. R. Carey,

1932); Misidn de la Universidad (1930; Mission of
the University, tr. H. L. Nostrand, 1946); Toward
a Philosophy ofHistory (tr. H. Weyl, 1941).

J. Marias, O. y la idea de la razdn vital (1949)

and O, Vocacion y circiinstancia (1960; Eng. tr.

F. M. Lopez-Morillas, 1970); J. Ferrater Mora,
O. y G. An Outline of His Philosophy (1956); G.
Cascales, Vhumanisme d"0, (1957); J. L. Aran-

guren, La etica de O, (1958); J. P. Borel, Raison et

vie chez O. (1959); M. Granell, O. y su filosofia

(1960); H. Larran, La genesis delpensamiento de O.

(1962); A. Gaite, El sistema maduro de O. (1962);

R. Senabre Sempere, Lengua y estilo de O. y G.

(1964); P. Cepeda Calzado, ideas politicas de

O. y G. (1968). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Ortigao, Jose Duarte Ramalho (*Oporto 24 XI
1837; t27 IX 1915), Portuguese short-story writer,

journalist and critic. Author oftwo excellent travel

books—on England and Holland, but with critical

reflections on Portugal—he is chiefly noted for As
Farpas, a satirical review of contemporary life

written with a serious didactic purpose in the form
of pamphlets on popular culture. The earlier

numbers (like his serial novel O misterio da estrada

de Sintra, 1870) were written in collaboration with

Epa de Queiros*.

Histdrias cor de rosa (novel; 1870).

—

A Holanda

(1883); John Bull (1887).

—

Asfarpas (1871-87; ed.

with stud. A. de Castro, 15 vols, 1944-49).

—

Works (pub. Livraria Cldssica Editora, 39 vols,

1944-49).

R. Jorge, R, O. (1915); Rodrigues Cavalheiro,

A evolugQo espiritual de R, (1963). T.P.W.

Ortnit: see huon de Bordeaux,

Orwell, George, pseud, of Eric Blair (*Motihari,

Bengal 23 I 1903; col933 Eileen O’Shaughnessy,

001949 Sonia Mary Brownell; fLondon 21 1 1950),

English essayist and novelist. The sardonic

strength and the integrity of the essays and criti-

cism he contributed frequently to the New States-

man made them a powerful influence at the time

and keep them provocatively alive. Animal Farm
(1945) is an ingenious allegorical fantasy. His novel

1984 (1949), though poor in characterization, is an
exposure of the totalitarian state, developed in its

most extreme and sinister form.

Down and Out in Paris and London (1933);

Burmese Days (1934); The Road to Wigan Pier

(1937); Homage to Catalonia (1938).

—

Collected

Essays (4 vols, 1968).

L. Brander, G. G. (1954); C. Hollis, A Study of
G. O. (1956) ; R. J. Voorhees, The Paradox ofG. G.

(1960); R. Rees, G. G.; Fugitive From the Camp of
Victory (1961); K. Alldritt, The Making of G. G.

(1969). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Orzechowski (Orichovius), Stanislaw (*Przemy51

1 1 XI 1513 ; tl566), Polish and Latin polemist and
historian. A Roman Catholic priest and a master

of style, he opposed celibacy, propagated war
against the Turks, upheld theocracy in politics and
was a bitter fighter of his personal enemies, though
not always constant in deeds and recorded

thoughts.

De bello adversus Turcas suscipiendo (1543); De
lege coelibatus (1551); Rozmowa albo dialog okolo

egzekucyej Polskiej Korony (1563); Quincunx, to

jest wzor Korony Polskiej . . . (1564; crit. ed. [with

prec.] J. Los, 1919); Annales Polonici ab excessu

divi Sigismundi I (1611).

—

Dziela w niektdrych

przedmiotach pisane (2 vols, 1826); Orichoviana,

Opera inedita (ed. J. Korzeniowski, 1891).

L. Kubala, S, G. i wplywjego na rozwdj i upadek

Reformacji w Polsce (1870; 2nd ed. 1907); L.

Kossowsld, Trybun ludu szlacheckiego (1907).

S.S. (P.H.)

Orzeszkowa, Eliza, n6e Pawlowska (*Milkow-

szczyzna 25 V 1841; fGrodno 18 V 1910), Polish

writer. Educated in Warsaw, after her husband*s

political exile she lived mostly in Grodno, where

she started writing novels (1866) in the spirit of

positivistic realism. However, her impressionable

nature pushed her in the direction of idealism

coloured with patriotic feeling. In her novels she

stood for the proper education of women and
justice for the Jews; depicted the life of peasants,

of aristocrats and their attitude towards the poor
gentry; and fought materialism. The patriotic

element, well concealed under the symbols pro-

vided for the censor’s eye, is to be found in her

novels and short stories. A good stylist, with a

sympathetic understanding of the injured, she

influenced S. ieromski* and M. Dqbrowska*.

novels: Marta (1873); Eli Makower (1874-75;

Histoire d^un Juif, tr. L. Mickiewicz, 1888); Meir
Ezofowicz (1878; Eng. tr. J. Young, 1898);

Dziurdziowie (1885); Nad Niemnem (3 vols, ISS*^;

Cham (1889); Bene nati (1891); Dwa bieguny

(1893); Argonauci (1899; Modem Argonauts, tr.

Count S. C. de Soissons, 1901); Gloria victis (1910).

—^SHORT stories: Przgdze (1903; sel. short stories

tr. in Idylles brisees, V. de Zabiefio, 1903); Nowele
i szkice (1921).—correspondence: Listy (ed. A.
Drogoszewski et al., 2 vols, 1937-38); Listy

zebrane (5 vols, 1954-^1).

—

Pisma (ed. A. Drogo-
szewski and L. B. Swiderski, 22 vols, 1937-39);

Pisma zebrane (52 vols, 1947-53).
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T. Grabowski, E, O, (1907); A. Drogoszewski,

E. O. (1912); Z. L. Zaleski, E. O. (1914); E.

Jankowski, E. 0, (1964); J. Detko, O. wobec

tradycji marodbwyzwolericzych (1965); M, Zmig-

rodzka, O. (1965). S.S. (P.H.)

Osborne, Dorothy (*Chicksands‘ 1627; ool655

Sir William Temple*; tMoor Park I 1694/95),

English letter-writer. She married after a long and
difficult courtship. Her love-letters are charxxiing,

of a delicate humour and in good prose.

Letters From D, O. to Sir William Temple (ed.

G. C. Moore Smith, 1928).—Lord David Cecil,

Two Quiet Lives (1948). B.LJ.

Osborne, Francis (*?Chicksands 26 DC 1593;
ooAnna Draper; fNether Worton, nr Deddington
11 II 1658/59), English miscellaneous writer who
obtained minor office at court but sympathized
with Parliament. A friend of Hobbes*, Osborne is

known for his Advice to a Son (2 parts, 1656, 1658

;

ed. L. B. Wright, 1962) and HistoricalMemoires on
the Reigns of Queen Elizabeth^ and King James
(1658).

Collected Works (11th ed., 2 vols, 1722).

J. E. Mason, Gentlefolk in the Making (1935);

S. A. E. Betz in 17th Century Studies^ 2nd set. (ed.

R. Shafer, 1937); P. Zagoiin, A History ofPolitical
Thought in the English Revolution (1954).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Osborne, John (*London 12 XII 1929; ool951

Pamela Elizabeth Lane, ool957 Mary Ure, ool963

Penelope Gilliatt, ool968 Jill Bennett), the English

dramatist whose first performed play. Look Back in

Anger (1957), gave its name to the group of ‘ angry
young men’; their main pre-occupation was to

denounce the Establishment. The Entertainer

(1957) was written for Laurence Olivier.

The WorldofPaul Slickey (1959) ; Luther (1961)

;

Inadmissible Evidence (1965); The Hotel in

Amsterdam (1968).

M. Banham, O. (1969); A, Carter, /. O, (1969);

S. Trussler, The Plays ofJ. O, (1969). W.R.A.

O’Shai^jhnessy, Arthur (^London 14 HI 1844;

001873 Eleanor Marston; 30 1 1881), Irish

poet and herpetologist; assistant in the British

Museum from 1863 ; a friend of the leading French

poets of bis day; a writer of delicate, musical lyrics.

R,McH.

An Epic ofWomen (1870) ; LaysofFrance (1872)

;

Mtisie andMoonlight (1874) ; Poems (sel. ; 1923).

W. D. Padden, A, O^S. (1964). E.T.W.

Osipovich, A.: see Novodvorsky, Andrey Osipo-

vich.

Osorgin, Mkhail Andreyevich, pseud, of M, A.

Ilyin (*1878; fFaris 1942), Russian emigrd author

whose realistic narratives and novels (published
abroad) were mainly about the Revolution of 1917.

Iz malen^kogo domika (1921); Sivtsev Vrazhek
(1928); SvideteV istorii (1932); PovesV o sestre

(1936).

—

A Quiet Street (tr. N. Hellstein, 1930);
My Sistefs Story (tr. idem and G, Harris, 1932).

J.L.

Osdrio, Jer6nimo (*Lisbon 1506; fTavira 20 VII
1580), Portuguese historian. A humanist, he
studied at Salamanca, Paris and Bologna; after

holding the Chair of scripture at Coimbra he
became Bishop of Silves. Eds Latin history of the
reign of King Manuel enjoyed a considerable

European reputation and was instrumental in

spreading knowledge of Portugal’s discoveries and
conquests in the East.

De rebus Emmanuelis regis Lusitaniae invictissimi

virtute et auspicio gestis libri duodecim (1571; The
History of the Portuguese during the reign of
Emmanuel containing all their discoveries, from the

coast of Africk to the farthest parts of China, etc.,

tr. J. Gibbs, 2 vols, 1752).

A. F. G. Bell, ‘The humanist J. de O.’ in Rev.

Hispanique, LJDCni (1928); L. Bourdon, J, 0. et

Stanislas Hisius d'aprds leur correspondance (1956).

T.P.W.

Ossian: see Macpherson, James; ossian.

Ossiannilsson, Karl Gustav (*Lund 30 VII 1875;

tLinkoping 14 HI 1970), Swedish poet, novelist

and dramatist; best known for his early poetry and

for his autobiographical novel Barbarskogen

(1908), in which he criticized Social Democracy,

of which he had formerly been an adherent. He
became a supporter of Fascism, but opposed

Nazism.

verse: Masker (1900); Hedningar (1901);

Orkester (1907); Flygskeppet (1910); Kdrleksdikter

(1918); FrihetssAngen (1943),

—

Samlade Dikter (4

vols, 1920); Valda Dikter (1934).

—

^novels: Sldtten

(1909); Havet (1910); Fddernas Arv (1925); En
gdng shall fdrbannelsen vika {\9A7),—Donatom

(play; 1948).

F. B55k in Resa kring svenska Pamassen (1926);

E. Heddn in Valda skrifter, IV (1927).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. ff S )

Ostaijen, Paul van (Antwerp 22 H 1896;

tMiavoye-Anth6e 17 HI 1928), Flemish poet and

essayist, the strongest personality of the Flemish

Expressionist movement. He introduced modem
town life into Dutch poetry. In the First World

War he developed a beUef in human solidarity (Het

Sienjaal, 1918) and gave the impulse to Expression-

ist poetry; then he switched to Dadaism and

published nihilist poetry in a quite elaborate

typographical composition. Finally he produced a

poetics of his own, an ‘organic expressionism’ in
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which he sought a pure lyricism—a conception and

a term used by him several years before H.

Bremond^—^realized in verse of considerable

sensibility and musicality. He wrote grotesque

stories and was a sharp and partial critic.

verse: Music-Hall (1916); Bezette stad (1921);

Gedichten (1928).— (Fr. tr. E. Schoon^

hoven, 1951); Poewe (Ger. tr. K. Reichert, 1966).

—

stories: De trust der vaderlandsliefde (1925); Het

bordeel van Ika Loch (1926); VogelvriJ (1927); De
bende van de stronk (1932) ; Diergaarde voor kinderen

van nu (1932).—Grotesken (Ger. tr. G. Dyserinck-

Sieke, 1967).

—

^essays: Kritiesproza (2 vols, 1929);

Self-Defense (1933).—Verzameld werk (4 vols,

1952-53; 2nd ed. 1963- ).

G. Burssens, P. van O, zoals hij was en is (1933);

A. T. W. Bellemans, Poetiek van P. van O, (1939);

E. Schoonhoven, P. van O., introduction d sa

poetique (1951); M. Gilliams, Een bezoek aan het

PrinsengrafiX^ST) ; A. de Roover, P. van O, (1958)

;

H. Uyttersprot, P. van O. en zijn prozds (1959);

P. Hadermann, De kringen naar binnen (1965);

P. de Vree and H. FI. Jespers, P. van O, (1967);

E. H. Beekman, Homeopathy of the Absurd, The

Grotesque in P. van 0*s Creative Prose (1970).

R.F.L.

6sterling, Anders Johan (*Haisingborg 13 IV
1884), Swedish poet and journalist. Member of the

Swedish Academy since 1919, secretary 1941 to

1964. After beginning as a Symbolist {Preludier^

1904), he gradually created his own genre of idyllic

nature-poetry, based on a sober and solid appreci-

ation of everyday life, especially in Skine.

verse: Offerkransar (1905); Arets visor (1907);

Facklor i stormen (1913); Idyllernas bok (1917);

Samlade dikter (4 vols, 1925); Tonen frdn havet

(1933); Nya valda dikter (1934); Livets vdrde

(1940); Samlade dikter (2 vols, 1945-46).—prose:
Mdrmiskor och landskap (1910); Carl August
Hagberg (1922); Skdnska utflykter (1934); J,

Bjdmstdhl (1947); Dikten och livet (1961),

S. CoUiander, Bibliografi (1939-44)^ T. Tottie,

Bibliografi (1944^3).—S. Engdahl,.4. 0:sungdoms-
lyrik (1942); B. Christofferson, Svenska kritiker

och deras metoder (1962).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. a.S.)

Ostrovsky, Alexander Nikolayevich (*Moscow
12 IV 1823; tnr Moscow 28 V 1886), Russian
playvm^t. Starting to write in 1847, he was at first

under Gogol’s* influence but found a voice and a
genre of his own in his plays about the patriarchal

merchants’ quarter in Moscow. He reached par-
ticular intensity towards the end of the 1850s in

Dokhodnoe mesto, Vospitannitsa and Groza, the
latter being a tragedy from the merchant life in

the Volga district. The tragic element began to

intrude from now on into his work. So did indict-

ment and satire: in Les (1871), for example, with
its amusing mixture of effete gentry, strolling

actors and provincial merchants; or in Volki i

ovtsy (1875), with its co-operation between corrup-

tion and t3n:anny. In the comedy Talanty ipoklon-

niki (1882) Ostrovsky reproduced the provincial

actors’ milieu as he knew it. His historical plays (in

blank verse) are boring, though not his dramatized

fairy tale Snegurochka, which Rimsky-Korsakov

turned into an opera. Ostrovsky has been respon-

sible for important changes in the evolution of the

Russian theatre, and his plays, of which he wrote

over 50, still remain very popular. He is regarded

as the greatest Russian dramatist of the realistic

period.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (12 vols, 1885-86);

Sochineniya (11 vols, 1919-26); Sochineniya (1935^

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (16 vols, 1949-53);

Sobranie sochineniy (10 vols, 1959-60); Dnevniki i

pis'ma (1937).— Storm (tr. Constance Garnett,

1898; tr. G. F. Holland and M. Morley, 1930; tr.

D. Magarshak, 1960); Plays (A Protegie of the

Mistress, Poverty Is no Crime, Sin and Sorrow Are

Common to All, IPs a Family Affair*, ed. G. R.

Noyes, 1917); The Forest (tr. C. V. Winlow and

G. R. Noyes, 1926); Easy Money and Two Other

Plays (tr. D. Magarshak, 1944); The Diary of a
Scoundrel (adapt. R. Ackland, 1948).

N. Denisov, Kriticheskaya literatura o proiz-

vedeniyakh Ostrovskogo (1906-07); I. Patouillet,

O. et son thidtre de maurs russes (1912; with

biblio.); N. Kashin, Etyudy ob Ostrovskom (1912-

13); N. Dolgov, A. N. O, (1923); A. Revyakin,

A. O, (1949); G. P. Pirogov, A, N. 0. (1962);

L. Lotman, A, N. O. i russkaya dramaturgiya

ego vremeni (1961); E. G, Kholodov, Masterstvo

Ostrovskogo (1967). J.L.

Ostrovsky, Nikolay Alexeyevich (*1904; tl930,
Soviet author of working-class origin. As a result

of his wounds during the CivilWar and ofintensive

Party work under difficult conditions he became
paralysed and lost his sight. But undaunted, he
began to write and his intensely optimistic auto-

biography in the form of a novel, Kak zakalyalas*

stop, brou^t him the Lenin Order in 1935, and
by 1950 the sale of the book reached six million

copies. Death prevented the completion of a
second novel, JRozhdennye burey (1937), with a
background of the Civil War and the struggle

against the Polish landowners in the Ukraine.

Kak zakalyalas' stal^ (1932-34; The Making ofa
Hero, tr. A. Brown, 1937; How the Steel Was
Tempered, tr. R. Prokofyeva, 1967; Et Vacier fut

trempe, tr. V. Feldman, 1937),—Sochineniya (3

vols, 1967-68),

E. Balabanovich, N, O, (1946); K. P. Kiparisova,

N. A, O, (1946); S. Tregub, N, 0, (1948, 1957,

1964); V. I, Timofeyev and M. V. Shiryayeva,

N, O, (1957). J.L.

O’Sullivan, Seumas: see Starkey, James Sdluvan.
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Osuna, Fray Francisco de (*Osuna tl497;

tbefore 1542), Spanish religious writer. He was a

Franciscan who wrote, besides other religious

works, a long work in six parts entitled Abecedario

espiritmh each part is subdivided into chapters

headed by a maxim, arranged in alphabetical order.

The third alphabet deals with mysticism and
influenced St Teresa*.

Tercera parte del libro llamado Abecedario

spiritual (in Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XVI;
tr. The Third Spiritual Alphabet^ 1931) ; Norte de los

estados (Burgos, 1550).

R. F. de Ros, Le pire F. de 0. (1937).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Oswald von Wolkenstein (*1377; tl445), Tirolese

poet of noble birth. His career includ^ escape

from home at the age of ten, extensive travels, the

service of Emperor Sigismund and a ‘minnedienst*

the reality of which included a spell in his lady’s

dungeon. All this is reflected in his 125 poems, the

most exhilarating collection of the waning Middle

Ages in Germany; they show afiSnities with all the

passing and emerging genres; mennesang, Tanz-

lied, Goliardic poetry, drinking-song, meister-

GESANG, hymn and folk-song. In his language there

is more zest than discrimination; neologisms and
foreign words abound.

Ed. J. Schatz (2nd ed. 1904); with melodies,

idem and O. Koller (1902); ed. K. K. Klein (with

musical supp. W. Salmen; 1962).—^Modernized L.

Passarge (1891).

J. Schatz, Sprache und Wortschatz der Gedichte

0,s (1930); E. J. Morrell, ‘O. von W. and Mande-
ville’s travels’ in London Medieval Studies [for]

JF. Norman (1965); S. Beyschlag, ‘Zu den mehr-

stimmigen Liedem O.s von W.’ in Festgabe . .

.

JT, O, Burger (1968). F.P.P.

OtceniSek, Jan (*Prague 19 XI 1924), Czech

novelist. ObiSan Brych (1955), the portrayal of the

dilemma ofan intellectual who comes to accept the

Communist new order in Czechoslovakia, tries

with only limited success to escape from the

shallow schematism of the approach to literature

current in the 1950s. His best achievement is the

short novel Romeo, Julie a tma (1958; Romeo and
Juliet and the Darkness, tr, I. Unwin, 1960), the

story of the love of a Czech youth for a Jewish girl

in German-occupied Prague. R.A.

Otero, Blas de (*Bilbao 1916), Spanish poet con-

cerned with the problems of contemporary Spain

and directing his message to ‘the immense

majority’.

Ar^el fieramente humano (1950); Redoble de

conciencia (1951); Fido la paz y la palabra (1955);

Ancia (1958); Esto no es un libro (1963); Que trata

de Espana (1964); Hacia la inmensa mayoria

(1962); Expresidn y reunidn, 1941-1969 (1969).

E. Alarcos Llorach, Lapoesia de B, de 0. (1966).

J.E.V.

Otfrid (fl. c. 868), German poet, monk at the

Alsatian monastery of Weissenburg. He had
probably studied under Rabanus* Maurus at

Fulda (c. 820-30). His elaboration in five books of

(roughly pericopal) readings from the Gospels

(with the standard commentaries) is the earliest

German monument in rhyming verse. In its

insistence on the allegoricd (beside the literal)

sense of Scripture and in its asceticism it is the

work of a cleric and monk. ‘Popular’ treatment (as

in the Old Saxon Heliand*) is rarely found; the

Annunciation scene is of considerable icono-

graphical interest. One preface, an apologia of the

Franks and the Frankish tongue (‘hitherto not

disciplined, as were Greek and Latin, in metrical

composition’), is noteworthy, but remained, like

the rest of the work, without influence.

Eds: P. Piper (2 vols, 2nd ed. 1882-87); O.

Erdmann (1882); E. Schroder and L. Wolff (with

glossary but no comm.; 1957).—^Modernized: Joh.

Kelle (1870); R. Fromme (1928).

G. Ehrismann, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur

.n.des MA.s, I (2nd ed., 1932); D. A. McKenzie,
O. von fV., Narrator or Commentator (1946); F. P.

Pickering, Literature and Art in the Middle Ages

(1970). F.P.P.

Oth6n, Manuel Jos6 (*San Luis de Potosi 1858;

tl906), Mexican poet on the fringe of modernism.

While his poetic form is more delicately contrived

than that of Romanticism or post-Romanticism,

his matter is all his own and is largely concerned

with the relations between man and nature as

represented in the mountainous territory of

northern Mexico. E.Sa.

Poesias (1880); Poemas riisticos (1890-1902)

(1902); Noche triste de las Walpurgis (1907); El

himno de los bosques (1908).

—

Poesiasy cuentos (ed.

A. Castro Leal, 1963). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Otloh of St Emmeram *c. 1010; t23 XI 1072 or

1073), German cleric, brought up in Tegemsee and

Hersfeld, teacher at St Emmeram in Regensburg.

Among his writings are a Liber visionum, a Vita

Bonifatii, a Liber de temptationibus (autobiogra-

phical) and hymns.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, CXLVI (1853); Monu-
menta Germaniae historica, Scriptores, XI (1854);

Analecta hymnica medii aevi, L (1907). F.J.E.R.

Otomo NO Yakamochi (* 7718; tlX 785), Japanese

poet. Although as a court official and statesman he

had a prominent (ifchequered) career, he is famous

as one of the best poets of the anthology Man-
ydshu*, in the editing of which he played a large

part. Of numerous surviving poems, none appar-

ently belong to after 759. It is not known whether
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he ceased writing then or whether later poems were
lost.

Die Langegedichte Y,s ms der Manydshu (tr.

E. E. Florenz, 1933); sel. poems tr. in: Nippon
Gakujutsu Shinkokai, The Manydshu (1940; repr.

1965); R. H. Brower and E. R. Miner, Japanese

Court Poetry (1961; with excellent crit. assess-

ment); G. Bownas and A. Thwaite, Penguin Book

of Japanese Verse (1964). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Otte: see Gautier d’Arras.

Ottendorfer, Oswald (*Zwittau, Moravia 26 II

1826; 00VII 1859 Anna Uhl, nee Behr ; fNew York
15 XII 1900), German-American journalist. He
married the owner oftheNew Yorker Staatszeitung

and through his championship of truly representa-

tive government made it the leading German-
American newspaper.

H. Zeydel in Dictionary ofAmerican Biography,

XIV (1934). E.R.

Otto of Freising (*1114/15; tll58), German
chronicler, uncle of Frederick Barbarossa. He
studied in Paris, became a Cistercian and (1135)

Bishop of Freising. He made the school there a

centre of Aristotelian studies. He wrote two great

histories, the Chronica (a world-history of the

‘two cities’ from the Creation to 1146) and the

Gesta Friderici I imperatoris, F.J.E.R.

Chronica, ed. A. Hofmeister, and Gesta, ed. B.

von Simson, in Monumenta Germaniae historica,

Scriptores rerum Germanicarum, XLV-XLVI
(1912).

—

The Two Cities and The Deeds ofFrederic

Barbarossa (tr. C. Mierow, Records of Civilization:

Sources, X, 1928, and XLIX, 1953).

J. A. Fischer, O. von F,: Gedenkgabe zu seinem

800. Todesjahr (Freising, 1958). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Ot\»'ay, Thomas (Trotton, nr Midhurst 3 III

1652; tLondon ?14 IV 1685), English dramatist.

He was educated at Winchester College and Christ

Church, Oxford (1669), but he left without taking

a degree, going to London in 1671. Otway per-

suaded Aphra Behn* to give him the part of the

King in The Fordd Marriage but was a useless

actor. His Alcibiades (1675) caught the notice of

Rochester* who interested the Duke of York in

him. After the success of Don Carlos (15 VI 1676)

Betterton* was prepared to accept Otway as a

dramatist and he was patronized by the Earls

of Plymouth and Middlesex in addition. With his

passion for Mrs Barry unretumed Otway joined

the army (1678), going to Holland and returning in

1679 with his health impaired. After 1681, despite

the success of Venice Preserved (II 1682) Otway
was in bad straits, borrowing from Betterton and
Tonson. He also suffered for his support of the

Duke of York. Otway’s comedy was poor. His

Orphan and Venice Preserved are well constructed.

his blank verse is supple, often tremendously

moving, and he provided the stage with some of its

most popular rdles for nearly two centuries.

plays: Cains Marius (from Shakespeare’s Romeo
and Juliet', 1680, facs. 1969); Venice Preserved

(1682; ed. M. Kelsall, 1969); The Works of Mr
T. O. (1692).—PROSE works: The History of the

Triumvirates (1686); ‘Love-letters, Written by the

Late Most Ingenious Mr T. O.’ in Familiar Letters

by the Earl of Rochester (1697).

—

The Works . ,

.

Plays, Poems and Love-letters (ed. J. C. Ghosh,
2 vols, 1932; repr. 1968).

Samuel Johnson, Lives, I (ed. G. B. Hill, 1905);

R. G. Ham, O. andLee (1931); A. M. Taylor, Next
to Shakespeare (1950); R. E. Hughes, ‘“Comic
relief” in O.’s Venice Preserved" in Notes and
Queries, new ser., V (1958); W. H. McBurney,
‘O.’s tragic muse debauched’ in Jour. Eng. and
Germanic Philol., LVIII (1959); E. Rothstein,

Restoration Tragedy (1967). B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Oudaen, Joachim (*Rijnsburg 1628; fRotterdam
1692), Dutch poet, pupil of Petrus Scriverius* with
whom he boarded; after his marriage, tilemaker at

Rotterdam, which through him acquired promi-
nence as a literary centre. Although not primarily

interested in temporal things, he was generally

inspired in his poetry by occurrences in domestic

and foreign politics. Sometimes his poems have a
Vondelian ring. An anti-Catholic, he yet appre-

ciated Vondel*; despite Trijntje Comelis he
admired Huygens*. He was interested also in

music, painting and engraving on glass.

plays: Joanne Gray (1648: counterpart of

Vondel’s Maria Stuart)', Koning Conradijn (1649);

Servetius (1655); Haagsche Broedermoord (1672).—averse: Brittannische vernedering (1667); De
neergeplofte Lucifer (1659; on Cromwell’s death);

God in "t Goddelijke gekent en doorzien uit de

Schepselen (1675; versification of Psalms).

D. vanHoogstraten, J, 0"sPoezijO vols, 1712);

H. K, Poot, Gedichten van J, van O. (1724); G.
Penon, ‘Brieven van en aan O.’ in Bijdragen, II and
ni (1881) ; A. van Duinkerken, ‘ J. O. in de Vasten’

in De Gemeenschap, VI (1930); J. Karsemeijer,

‘J. O. als chiliast’ in De Nieuwe Taalgids,

XXXVII (1943) and ‘O.’s Aandachtige Treurig-

heyd’ in Levende Talen (1944); J. D. P. Warners,

‘O.’s gedicht bij Vondels overlijden* in De Nieuwe
Taalgids, XLVI (1953); C. C. de Bruin, /. G. in de

lijst van zijn tijd (1955); L. Brummel, ‘J. O.’s

“Haagsche Broeder-raoord”’ in Opstellen F, K, H,
Kossmam (1958); J. Melles, J. O., heraut der

verdraagzaamheid (1958). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Oudshoom, J. van, pseud, of Jan Koos F^ylbrief

(*The Hague 20 XH 1877; ool914 Marie Elise

Gertrud Teichner; iibid. 31 VII 1951), Dutch
prose writer. Van Oudshoom, who lived a lonely

life quite outside Dutch literary movements, wrote
pessimistic novels and stories on isolated, even
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alienated, people, reminiscent of Strindberg*. A
tendency towards a private brand of mysticism

adds a very personal touch to his psychology and

graphic style.

Willem Merten's levensspiegel (1914; Alienation,

tr. Neline C. Clegg, 1965); Tobias en de dood

(1925); Pinksteren (1929); In memoriam (1930);

De fantast (1948); Doolhof der zinnen (anthoL;

1950); Bezwaarlijk verblijf{t6., W. A. M. de Moor,

1965); Het onuitsprekelijke Qetters; 1968).

—

Verzamelde werken, I (coll, stories; ed. W. A. M.
de Moor, 1968).

M. Nijhoff, ‘De geestkracht der kunst* in De
Gids (1922); K. A. Mayer in Jaarboek Maatschap-

pij der Nederl. Lett. (1950-51); K. Fens, De
gevestigde chaos (1966). J.J.O.

Ouida, pesud. of Marie Louise de la Ram£e
(*Bury St Edmunds 1 I 1839; tViareggio, Italy

25 I 1908), English novelist who, challenging

Victorian conventions, enriched contemporary

fiction with the superbly blase guardsman. Her 44

novels of a world of operatic passion show narra-

tive vigour and, when dogs are described, great

fidelity.

Under Two Flags (3 vols, 1867); Tricotrin (1869);

A Dog of Flanders (1872); Two Little Wooden
Shoes (1874); Moths (3 vols, 1880); Bimbi: stories

for children (1882); In Maremma (1882).

E. Lee, O.: A Memoir (1914); Y. ffrench. Life of
O. (1938); E. Bigland, (9. (1950). R.M.H.

Outremeiise, Jean d’ (*Li6ge 1338; ^ibid. 1399),

French chronicler and poet; a lawyer at the

episcopal court of Li^ge. He wrote a universal

history in prose entitled Le Myreur des histoires,

a historical poem. La Geste de Lidge, and a version

in alexandrines of the epic legend of Ogier le

Danois (chansons de geste).

CEuvres (ed. A. Borgnet and S. Bonnans, 7 vols,

1864-87).--G. Kurth, £tude critique sur J, d'O,

(1910). A.H.D.

Ou-yang Hsiu (*Mien-chou 6 Vm 1007; fYing-

chou 8 IX 1072), Chinese essayist and poet.

Ou-yang was at once a leading statesman and the

greatest literaiy figure of his generation. His official

career, begun in 1031, lasted virtually up to his

death, although his progress was several times

interrupted by provincial banishments. Between
1049 and 1069 he was vice-president or president

of various departments of state and held important

academic appointments. In his last years he
opposed the reform proposals of Wang* An-shih.

Ou-yang, as was typical of the Northern Sung
period, was greatly concerned with the practical

application of the Confucian classics to contem-
porary politics. This same outlook made him the

most influential author in a revived and now
successful movement for the adoption of the

simpler prose style of the classics {ku-wen). His best

prose writing includes prefaces, epitaphs and
descriptive essays. In all forms of verse, including

the tz'u, he wrote with fluency, directness and
simplicity, displaying a reflective spirit and a love

of natural beauty. He also wrote a book of poetry

criticism, the earliest notebook on inscriptions, of
which he had collected many rubbings, and com-
piled a ‘New History of the Five Dynasties’. The
officially-compiled ‘New Histoty of the Tang
Dynasty’ also bears his name with that of Sung*
Ch‘i. His political and literary principles affected

his historical writing, which encountered consider-

able criticism.

COLLECTED LITERARY V^ORKSI Chu-shih chi{W2\
sel. tr. in G. Margoulies, Anthologie raisonnie de la

littirature chinoise, 1948).

—

Liu-i tz'u {tz'U poetry;

sel. tr. in A. Ayling and D. Mackintosh, A Collec-

tion of Chinese Lyrics, 1965).

—

Liu4 shih-hua

(1011).—Hsin Wu-tai shih (history; completed
1072).

—

Win-chung chi (coll, works; c. 1195).

J. T. C. Liu, Ou-yang Hsiu (1967). A.R.D.

Ovechkin, Valentine (*1904; tl968), Soviet author

writing mainly about the new Soviet village and
the collective farms. His novel Trudnaya vesna

(1956) tackles the problems of both in an out-

spoken manner. J.L.

Overbiiry, Sm Thomas (Compton Scorpion,

Warwickshire; ooBarton on the Heath 18 VI 1581;

tLondon 15 IX 1613), English prose writer of

characters (essay) on a Theophrastan model,

educated at Queen’s College, Oxford (B.A. 1598)

and a member of the Middle Temple (1597). As a

result of his opposition to the marriage of his

friend and patron Robert Carr, Earl of Somerset,

to the divorced Countess of Essex, he was im-

prisoned in the Tower of London in IV 1613 on
a trumped-up charge of disobedience to the King,

and slowly poisoned by agents of the Countess.

She and Somerset were found guilty and kept under
house-arrest; four accomplices were hanged.

Miscellaneous Works in Verse and Prose (ed.

E. F. Rimbault, 1856); The OverburUm Characters

(ed. W. J. Paylor, 1936).

Sir T. O's Vision (1616) By RichardNiccols, and
Other English Sources of Nathaniel Hawthorne's

*The Scarlet Letter' (ed. A. S. Reid, 1957); W.
McElwee, The Murder of Sir T, O. (1952); M. A
deFord, The O. Ajfair (1960). R.M.W.

Overland, Arnulf (*Kristiansund 27 IV 1889;

oo[3rd] 1945 Margrete Aamot; t25 HI 1968),

Norwegian poet and short-story writer. Intensi^

but soberness of language, and melancholy longing

tinged with bitterness characterize Overland’s

earliest poems. Soon, however, his ideals changed,

and he came to regard poetry as a weapon; first

to protest, in Bred og vin (1919), against the

blockade of Germany during the First World War
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and against the Treaty of Versailles; later in the

service of Socialism in Berget det bid (1937), then in

violent attacks on Fascism in Den redefront (1937)

;

and finally with his poems (collected in Vi overlever

alt, 1945) clandestinely circulated during the occu-

pation of Norway during the Second World War,

which led to his incarceration in Sachsenhausen in

1942. However, Overland is no mere propagan-

dist. His themes are wide-ranging and marked by

a passionate integrity of purpose, and expressed

with taut, monumental simplicity. In Hustavler

(1929) his private and public concerns coalesce in

poems which are among the most memorable

written by him. His more recent collections of

verse have tended to be more personal in character

or more symbolic. His plays are comparatively

unimportant; some of his short stories are note-

worthy (especially the collection Gud plantet en

have, 1931); and his articles show him to have been

a passionate and talented contributor to public

debate, especially on the language question. But it

is as one of the leading poets of his generation that

he will be remembered.

verse: Den ensomme fest (1911); De hundrede

violiner (1912); Advent (1915); Bred og vin (1919;

ext. ed. 1924); Jeg besvcerger dig (1934); Ord i alvor

til det norske folk (1940; ext. ed. 1959); Tilbake til

livet (1946); Fiskeren og hans sjel (1950); Sverdet

bak deren (1956); Den rykende tande (1960); Pd
Nebo bjerg (1962); Livets minutter (1965).

—

splays:

Venner (1917); Gi mig ditt hjerte (1930).

—

^novels

AND various: Den haarde fired (1916); Deilig er

jorden (1923); Mellerupgdsens liv og himmelfart og
andre troverdige beretninger (1964).

—

^articles:

Det har ringtfor amen gang (1946); Norden mellem
0st og vest (1947) ; Neitralitet eller vestblokk (1948)

;

Bokmdlet—et avstumpet landsmdl (1949); I beun-

dring og forargelse (1954); Riksmdl, landsmdl og
slagsmdl (1956); Itjenestehos ordene (1963); Hvor
gammelt er Norge ? (1964); Sprog og usprog (1967).

—Noveller i utvalg (1939); Samlede dikt (3 vols,

1947); De hundrede fioliner (JDikt i utvalg) (1968).

O. Gelsted, A. 0, (Copenhagen, 194Q; E. E.

Johnsen, Livets spiral—A, 0, i sin diktning (1956);

D. Haakonsen, A, 0. (1966). R.G.P.

Overton, Richard (Jl. 1642-63), English pam-
phleteer and satirist; with Lilbume* and Walwyn,
one of the Leveller leaders. His writings include an
attack on the Bishops, New Lambeth Fayre (1642),

an argument that the body and soul are inseparable,

Man*s Mortallitie (1644), the six pamphlets signed

Martin Marpriest attacking ^e Westminster
Assembly of Divines (1645-46) and A Remon-
strance of Many Thousand Citizens (1646) in

defence of the imprisoned Lilbume, for which he
was gaoled (1646-47); he was gaoled again for his

share in the second part of England's New Chains
Discovered (1649) and again in 1659 and 1663. He
obtained a commission under Charles 11 in

Flanders.

W. Haller (ed.). Tracts on Liberty in the Puritan

Revolution, III (1934), The Rise of Puritanism

(1938) and Liberty and Reformation in the Puritan

Revolution (1948); W. Schenk, The Concern for

Social Justice in the Puritan Revolution (1948).

R.M.W.

Ovid (Publius Ovidius Naso) (*Sulmo 43 b.c.;

tc. A.D. 17), Latin poet. Born of an equestrian

family, Ovid received an extensive rhetorical train-

ing at Rome and, after completing his education at

Athens, travelled in Asia Minor and Sicily. In

Rome, devoid ofambition for the official career for

which his father had destined him, he soon devoted

himself to fashionable society and to poetry.

He won early acclaim for his Amores (c. 16 b.c.),

love-elegies as artificial as their central figure,

‘Corinna’; the lament for Tibullus* alone shows
genuine feeling. The Heroides, mainly fictitious

love-letters of heroines, are similarly shallow. His

Medicamina faciei femineae, a treatise on cos-

metics, was followed by the notorious Ars amatoria

(c. 1 B.c.) and Remedia amoris; in these the tech-

nique of love is treated in mock-didactic style,

flippantly and cynically. The disapproval evoked
by their wantonness was doubtless the underlying

cause of his banishment by Augustus in a.d. 8 to

Tomis on the Black Sea: the immediate cause is

never precisely revealed.

In disgust at his sentence, Ovid destroyed the 15

books, in hexameters, of the Metamorphoses*,

happily this work, in which old stories of mytho-
logical transformations, both Greek and Roman,
are given fresh life in colourful and easy-flowing

verse, was preserved in copies owned by his

friends.

Only the first six books of the Fasti, originally

planned to treat aetiologically the months of the

Roman calendar in 12 books, were completed:
these were published, partly revised, posthumously.
The last works of his exile are the Tristia and
Epistulae ex Ponto, for the most part tedious, if

heartfelt, complaints of his lot, and the Ibis, an
abusive piece. The Halieutica, a didactic poem on
fish, and the allegorical Nux are probably spurious.

Ovid is a masterful versifier, and a vivid imagina-
tion combined with an easy grace of diction makes
him an admirable story-teller. But he is too prone
to rhetorical ingenuity and lacks true poetic^
greatness.

Amores (ed. F. Munari, 4th ed. 1964; ed. with
comm. P. Brandt, 1911, repr. 1963; tr. G. Lee,

1968); Heroides (eds vwth comm,: A. Pdmer, 1898,
repr. 1967; R. (Siomini, 1963-65; tr. G. Shower-
man, 1914); Ars amatoria (ed. with comm. P.

Brandt, 1902, repr. 1963; tr. [with Medicamina
faciei. Remedia amoris, Nux, Ibis, Halieutica] J. H.
Mozley, 1929) ; Remedia amoris (ed. with comm. G,
Ntoethy, 1921); Metamorphoses (ed. with comm.
H. Magnus, 1914; trs: F. J. Miller, 2 vols, 1931;
Mary Innes, 1955); Fasti (ed. with comm. Sir J. G,
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Frazer, 5 vols, 1929; tr. idem, 1931); Tristia and

Epistulae ex Ponto (ed. S. G. Owen, 1915; ed. with

comm. 1967- ,
in progr.; tr. A, L. Wheeler,

1924); Ibis (ed. with comm. A. la Penna, 1957);

Nux (ed. with comm. S. Wartena, 1928).

H. de la Ville de Mirmont, La jemesse d^Ovide

(1905); E. K. Rand, O. and His Influence (1926);

F. A. Wright, Three Roman Poets (1938); H.

Frankel, 0., a Poet Between Two Worlds (1945);

L. P. Wilkinson, O. Recalled (1955; abr. as O.

Surveyed, 1962); Brooks Otis, (7. as an Epic Poet

(1966); G. Luck, The Latin Love Elegy (2nd ed.

1969). A.J.D.

Owen, Daniel (•Mold 20 X 1836; ^ibid, 22 X
1895), Welsh novelist. A tailor by trade, his train-

ing for the Methodist ministry was cut short by

poverty. When in 1876 his health broke down and

he began to write novels, he had to win over a

public which hardly approved of fiction. If his four

novels, all of which tet appeared in serial form,

are defective in structure, the author clearly had

a genius for social comedy. His wide range of

memorable characters presented largely through

their own words, his humour and his irony and his

sympathetic yet critical portrayal of 19th-centuiy

Welsh life soon made him the most widely read of

Welsh authors.

Offrymau Neillduaeth (1879); YDreflan: eiphobl

a'iphethau (1881); Hunangofiant Rhys Lewis (1885

;

Rhys Lewis, Minister of Bethel, tr. J. Harries,

1888); Y Siswrn (1886); Profedigaethau Enoc Huws
(1891; tr. C. Vivian in Wales, I-BH, 1894-96);

Gwen Tomos (1894; tr. T. C. Williams and E. R.

Harries, 1963); Straeon y Pentan (1895).

L Foulkes, D. O. y Nofelydd (1903); T. Gwynn
Jones, D. O. (1936); Saunders Lewis, D. O. (1936);

D. Gwenallt Jones, ‘Nofelau Cylchgronol D. O.*

in L16n Cymru, IV (1956-57); J. Gwilym Jones,

jD. O, (1970) and ‘Enoc Huws . .
•* in Ysgrifau

Beirniadol, II (ed. J, E, C. WilHams, 1966); D.
Glyn Jones, ‘Enoc Huws , . .*, ibid,. III (1967);

W. Beynon Davies, ‘Gwen Tomos .

.

^id., V
(1970). B.Re.

Owen, Goronwy (*Llanfair Mathafam Eithaf,

An^esey 1 I 1723; ool747 Elin Hughes, ool758

Anne Clayton, ool763 Jean Simmons; fVirginia

VII 1769), Welsh poet. He received a sound classi-

cal education and for 11 years, during which he

wrote most of his poetry, held curacies in England

—at Oswestry, Uppington, Walton and Northolt.

He then took up a scholastic appointment in

Williamsburg, Virginia, and in 1760 became rector

of St Andrew’s, Brunswick County. He suffered

many disappointments during his restless life. His

poems, written in the bardic metres, are sometimes

on general themes, such as the Last Judgement;

sometimes they are more personal and occasional

in character, a magnificent apostrophe to his native

An^esey and a Horatian epistle inviting a friend

being among his best work. His letters are models
of vigorous idiomatic prose.

Diddanwch Teuluaidd(n63); The Poetical Works
ofthe Rev G.O,.,, with his life and correspondence
(ed. Robert Jones, 2 vols, 1876); Barddoniaeth G.
O, (ed. J. Morris Jones, 1895); Gwaith G, 0, (ed!

O. M. Edwards, 2 vols, 1901-02); Ihe Letters of
G, O. (ed. J. H. Davies, 1924).

T, Shankland, ‘G. O.* in Y Beimiad, IV-VI
(1914-16) and Y Geninen, XLI (1923); Saunders
Lewis, ‘G. O.’ in Trans. Hon. Soc. Cymmrodorion,
supp. vol. (1922-23) and A School of Welsh
Augustans (1924); B. B. Thomas, ‘G. O, ... [in

America]’ in Y C^mnirodor, XLIII, XLIV fl932-

35); W. D. WiUiams, G, O, (1951 ; bilingual).

B.Re.

Owen, John (*LIanarmon, Caems c, 1560;

tLondon 1622), Welsh neo-Latin epigrammatist.

His epigrams were widely admired, particularly on
the continent, where they continued to be reprinted

in the 18th century. But Jonson* thought them only

‘bare narrations’.

Epigrammatum . . . Libri Tres [ad D. Mariam
Neville] (1606, only copy at Harvard; 1607; 1612);

Epigrammatum . . . Liber Singularis [ad D, ArabeU
lam Stuart] (1607; 1612); Epigrammatum . . . Libri

Tres [ad Henricum Principem] (1612); Epigram’-

matum . . . Libri Tres [ad Tres Maecenates] (1612);

Epigrams of that most wittie and worthie Epigram-

matist, Mr John Owen, Gentleman (tr. J. Vicars,

1619).

E, Urban, 0, und die deutschen Epigrammattker

des XVIL Jahrhunderts (Berlin, 1900); E, Bensly,

‘J. O. the epigrammatist’ in Notes and Queries

(1909); J. J, Enck, ‘J. O.’s Epigrammata’ in Har-

vard Libr. Bull., Ill (1949). C.P.

Owen, Robert (Newtown, Mont. 14 V 1771;

001799 Anne Dale; fNewtown 17 XI 1858), Anglo-

Welsh sociologist. He bou^t the New Lanark

Mills and aimed at making it a model industrial

community. His educational ideas and practices

were widdy studied. A pioneer of co-o^ration,

communal living, trades unionism and spiritualism,

most of his writings are now only of specialist

interest, but his delightful autobiography and very

thoughtful and perceptive New View of Society

(1813-14) make a general appeal.

Lectureson an EntireNew StateofSociety (1830)

;

Outline of the Rational System of Society (1830);

The Life ofR, O., written by himself(I only, 1857;

another ed. 1920).

J. Barker, The Gospel Triumphant: or, A Defence

of Christianity against the attacks of the Socialists

. . . (1839); G. J. Holyoake, Sixty Years of An
Agitator*s Life (2 vols, 1892; new ed. 1906);

Beatrice Webb, The Co-operative Movement in

Great Britain (1891); George B. Lockwood, The

New Harmony Communities (1902); Max Beer, A
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History of British Socialism (2 vols, 1919); G. D.

H. Cole, R, O. (1925); A Bibliography of R, O.

(ed. Nat. Libr. of Wales, rev. ed. 1925); Margaret

Cole, R. O, (1953); W. H. Chaloner, ‘R. O., Pater

Driiiwater and the early factory system in Man-
chester* in Bull. John Rylands Libr., XXXVII
(1954); Asa Briggs, ‘R. O. in retrospect’ in Co-op.

Coll. Papers, VI (1959); A. L. Morton, The Life

and Ideas ofR. O. (1962); J. F. C. Harrison, R. O,

and the Owenites in Britain md America (1969).

CP. (M.W.T.)

Owen, Wilfrid (*OswestTy, Shropshire 18 III

1893; tkilled in action, France 4 XI 1918), English

poet. His reputation rests on the poignant poems
in which he exposes the pitiless realities of war and
the conflict these set up in the spirit of an idealist.

He had a profound influence on the young poets

of the 1930s.

Boems (intro. S. Sassoon, 1920; with memoir
E. Blunden, 1931); Collected Poems (ed. C. Day
Lewis, 1963).

—

Collected Letters (1967).

D. S. R. WeUand, W, O, (1960); H. Owen,
Journeyfrom Obscurity (3 vols, 1963-65).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Oxenstiema, Johan Gabriel (SkenSs 19 VII 1750;

tStockholm 29 VII 1818), Swedish civil servant,

courtier, politician and poet. His career was on the

whole unsuccessful and he suffered from continual

financial difficulties. Much of his most valuable

poetry (JSkordarne^ 1796) was written before 1774:
it is tender, mystical, and elegiac in tone, set in the

landscapes of his native Sormland, and shows the
influence of Rousseau*. Unfortunately he revised

his early poems, not for the better, before publish-

ing them. After 1775 he wrote mainly occasional

poetry and opera libretti for Gustav* HI and spent
much eflTort on translating, and on re-shaping his

own and other men’s works. His talent developed
little during his career.

verse: contrib. to Vitterhetsnojen [organ of the
lit. soc. Utile Dulci], H, HI (1770-72); tr. of
Paradise Lost (1815).

—

Samlade Arheten (5 vols,

1805-2Q.

—

uprose: Dagboksanteckningar (ed. G.
Stjemstrom, 1881); Mitt minne (pub. in Svenska
Memoarer och Brev, 1, 1900).

M. Lamm, J. G, O., en gustaviansk natursvdr-

mares liv och dikt (191 1) ; H. Frykenstedt, J. G. 0:s
Skdrdarne (1961). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K. (I.S.)

Oxford, Edward de Verb, 17th Earl of (*2 IV
1550; ooAnne Burghley; fNewington 24 VI 1604),
a favourite of Queen Elizabeth*, although his

unruly temperament made his court career a
stormy one. He wrote poetiy and was said to have
written plays, but none have survived. Some
believe him to be the ‘real Shakespeare’, but this

view has received little general support.

Poems (ed. J. T. Looney, 1921).

B. M. Ward, The 17th Earl of O. (1928); P.

Allen, The Case for E. de K, 17th Earl of O., as

^William Shakespeare* (1930) and The O. Shake-

speare Case Corroborated (1931); W. Kittle, E, de

K (1935). J.B.B.

Oyono, Ferdinand (Ngoulemakong, nr Ebolowa,

Cameroons 14 IX 1929), Francophone African

novelist. Educated at the lycee of Ebolowa and in

France, Oyono studied law and administration in

Paris. Since 1960, he has served in the Cameroons
diplomatic corps.

Through the medium of satire and an earthy

comedy not uncommon among Francophone
African novelists, Oyono bitterly attacks the

colonial presence in Africa. His novels make their

impact by their simplicity and economy of means,

although a certain diffuseness is evident in his

third novel, Chemin d'Europe, An actor of talent,

Oyono’s novels reveal a striking ability to evoke

situations dramatically.

Une vie de boy (1956; Houseboy, tr. J. Reed,

1966) ;
Le vieux nigre et la medaille (1956; The Old

Man and the Medal, tr. idem, 1967); Chemin
d^Europe (1960).

J. I. Gleason, This Africa (Evanston, 111., 1965);

A. C. Brench, The Novelists' Inheritance in French

Africa (1967). C.W.

Oz, Amos (*Jerusalem 1939); Hebrew novelist and
short-story writer; member of Kibbutz Hulda. His
main theme is the irrational motivation behind

everyday domestic situations.

Michael Shell (novel; 1967; My Michael, tr.

N. de Lange, 1972).

L. I. Yudldn, ‘New directions in Israeli fiction’

in Israeli Writing (Autumn 1970). L,Y.

Ozaki KOyO, pseud, of Ozaki TokutarO (*Edo
[=:Tokyo] 10 I 1868; ooX 1891 Kabashima
Kikuko; ^ibid, 30 X 1903), Japanese novelist. His
first novel was published when he was only 18, and
his writings were at first based upon the humorous
and ironical style current in the Tokugawa period

(1603-1868). Later, under the influence of Euro-
pean novels, he wrote in a more colloquial style,

stressing ‘psychological’ factors in his plots. Some
of his stories are in consequence rather melancholy,

with melodramatic denouements. His masterpiece is

Konjiki yasha, his last work (unfinished), in which
he returned to the literary style of composition. It

is a moving novel which had a clear moral in

contemporary social conditions in Japan. He was
in his time one of the most popular of Japanese
novelists and had a large school ofyoung writers as

his followers.

Nise Murasaki ikari no hachimaki (1886); Tajd

takon (1896); Konjiki yasha (1897-1903; The Gold
Demon, tr. A. and M, Lloyd, 1905).
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Ito Sei, ‘O. K, and his circle’ in Japan Quart.,

n.3 (1955). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Ozerov, Vladislav Alexandrovich (*1769;

tl816), Russian playwright. He continued the

pseudo-classic tradition of Sumarokov* and

Knyazhnin*, but at the same time introduced a

number of sentimental-Romantic and ‘Ossianic’

elements, especially in his tragedy Fingal He had
considerable success on the stage, and his Polixem
is still regarded as the best pesudo-classic tragedy

in Russian.

Sochineniya (1816); Polnoye sobranie sochineniy

(1851); Tragedii, Stikhotvoreniya (1960).

P. O. Potapov, Istoriya russkogo teatra (1915),

J.L.
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P
Paap, Wdllem Anthony (*Winschoten 21 XI
1856; tZeist 6 I 1923), Dutch novelist and play-

wright. Among his satirical novels, Vincent Haman
(1898 ;

3rd ed. with intro. Menno ter Braak*, 1936),

in which he followed his master Multatuli* in

deriding his aestheticist contemporaries, has proved

of lasting value.

novels: Jeanne Collette (1896); De doodsklok

van het Damrak (1908).

—

splays: Koningsrecht

(1901); Een grachtidylle (1908).

Menno ter Braak, Het weede gezicht (1935) and
Verzameld werk. III (1949); B. de Goede, IV. P.,

het paard van Troje (1946); J. Meijer, Het levens-

verhaal van een vergetene, W. A. P. (1959).

J.J.O.

Pacey, William Cyril Desmond (*Dunedin, New
Zealand 1 V 1917; C30l939 Mary Elizabeth Carson),

Canadian scholar, stoiy writer and English

Professor at the University ofNew Brunswick. He
is known for his pioneering survey of Canadian

literature. Creative Writing in Canada (1952).

Frederick Philip Grove (1945); Ten Canadian

Poets (1958); The Picnic and Other Stories (1958);

Ethel Wilson (1968); Essays in Canadian Criticism

(1969).

—

^ediied: A Book of Canadian Stories

(1947); Our Literary Heritage (1966). R.Su.

Pacheco, Francisco de (’'‘Sanlucar de Barrameda

?1564; t?Seville 71654), Spanish painter, poet,

aesthetician and writer. He was Velasquez’ father-

in-law and a canon of Seville cathedral. He wrote

brief descriptions and drew portraits of many
famous Spanish men of letters, including Luis de

Le6n^ and Herrera*. He also wrote on painting

and edited the posthumous poems of Herrera.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp.,XXXn ; Libro de descrip-

cidn de verdaderos retratos de ilustres y memorables

varones (ed. J. M* Asensio, 1886); Arte de la

pintura (ed. F. J. Sdnchez Cant6n, 2 vols, 1956).

M. Barbadillo, P., su tierra y su tiempo (1963).

E.M,W. (J.E.V.)

Pa Chin, pseud, of Li Fo-kan (Ch'Sng-tu 1904),

Chinese novelist, short-story writer and essayist.

Bom into a wealthy family. Pa Chin became an

anarchist in 1920 (‘Pa Chin’ was formed from
Bakunin and KropotArw). He spent 1927-28 in

Paris where he wrote his first novel, Mieh-wang

(1929), which achieved an immediate success.

During the 1930s and 1940s he was among the

most prolific and popular writers of fiction. He
favoured the trilogy, although the connection of

the volumes might be tenuous. Apart from some
war novels, his especial topic was intra-family

relations. After 1949 he renounced his anarchism

padrOn
and removed references to it from the re-editions

of his works.

novels: Chi-liu san-pu-ch*u (Chia, 1931, The

Family, tr. S. Shapiro, Peking, 1958; Ch’un, 1938;

CEiu, 1940); Hai-ti ming (1932); AUcEing san-pu-

cEu (Wu, Yu, Tien; 1936); Huo (3 vols, 1941-45);

CKi-ymn (1944; Garten der Ruhe, tr. J. J. Kalmer,

1954); Han-yeh (1947).—short stories: Fu-cEou

(1931); Kuang-ming (1931; one story, Kou, ‘Dog*,

tr. in E. Snow, Living China, 1936); Fa ti ku-shih

(1936; one story, Hsing, ‘Star*, tr. R. L. Jen in

T‘ien-hsia Monthly, V, 1937).

O. Lang, Pa Chin and His Writings (1967; inch

extensive biblio.). A.R.D.

Pachymeres: see George Pachymeres.

Pacuvius, Marcus (*Brundisium 220; fTarentum
c. 130 B.C.), nephew of Ennius* practised painting

and poetry at Rome. Fragments of 12 tragedies

based on Greek originals and a historical play

Paulus survive. Some of these were still read and
even produced during the late Republic. Ancient

critics generally regarded him as the best of the old

Latin tragedians but some found fault with his

Latin.

E. H. Warmington, Remains of Old Latin, 11

(with tr.; 1936); J. D’Anna, M. Pacuvi fragmenta

(1967).—M. Valsa, M. P. pokte tragique (1957);

I. Mariotti, Introduzione a Pacuvio (1960).

H.D.J.

Padilla, Juan de, ‘El Cartujano’ (*Seville 1468;

t?1522), Spanish religious poet. He was a Carme-
lite who wrote two long poems in arte mayor:
Retablo de la vida de Cristo and Los doce triunfos

de los doce apostoles. He drew on Ludolf of

Saxony, and imitated the style of Juan de Mena*.
His descriptions are sometimes vigorous.

R. Foulch6-Delbosc, Cancionero Castellano del

siglo XV (Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XIX).

M. R. Lida de Malkiel, Juan de Mena poeta del

prerrenacimiento espanol (Mexico, 1950); J.

Gimeno, ‘Sobre el Cartujano y sus criticos’ in

Hispanic Rev., XXIX (1961); see also Montesino*.

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Padilla, Pedro de (Linares; fafter 1599), Spanish

poet. He became a Carthusian in 1585. Lope de

Vega* and Cervantes* admired his poems, many
of which were religious. His manner is representa-

tive of second-class Spanish poetry of the late 16th

century.

Tesoro de varias poesias (1580); Romancero

(1583; ed. Marques de la Fuensanta del Valle,

1880); Jardin espiritual (1585); Biblioteca de Aut.

Esp., XXXV. E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Padron, Juan RodrIguez del: see Rodriguez del

Padr6n, Juan.
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P4ez de Ribera, Ruy {ft. early 15th century),

Spanish poet, included in the Cancionero de Baena.

A nobleman from Seville, who wrote a moving

poem on poverty, with other social criticism.

For biblio. see Baena*. E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Paffenrode, Joanvan (*Gorcum 1618 ; fMaastricht

1673), Dutch poet and military expert; was com-

mander of Gorcum, wrote a drama after A.

Kemp’s* life of the Arkels, De Ondergang van

Willem van Arkel (1662), a couple of farces,

Vernieuwt uvt Liefde (1657) and Hopman Ulrich, of

de bedroge gierigheid (1659), a competent book on

military science, posthumously edited by his son,

Der Grieken en Romeynen Krijgs-Handel (1675),

and some poetry. A.M.B.W.

J. A. Worp, ‘J. van P.’ in Tijdschr. v. Nederl.

Taal- en Lett., I (1881); W. Peletier, Jacoba van

Beieren in het NederL treurspel (1912).

(R.P.M.)

Page, Patricia Kathleen (*England 23 XI 1916;

00 1950 William A. Irwin), Canadian poet, artist

and writer; brought to Cwada as an infant, she

has travelled widely and worked several years as a

script writer for the National Film Board.

As Ten As Twenty (1946); The Metal and the

Flower (1954); Cry Ararat (1968).--r/ie Sun and

the Moon (novel, under pseud. Judith Cape; 1964).

W. Meredith, ‘A good modem poet and a
modem tradition’ in Poetry, LXX (Chicago, 1947).

R.Su.

Page, Thomas Nelson (*Oakland, Hanover Co.,

Va, 23 IV 1853; 00I886 Anne Bmce, ool893 Mrs
Florence Field; Wd- 1 XI 1922), American

novelist and short-story writer. He wrote of the

Old South, many of his local-colour stories in the

negro vernacular.

In Ole Virginia (1887); The Old South (1892);

The Negro: The Southerners Problem (1904);

Robert E, Lee: Man and Soldier (1911).

—

The

Novels, Stories, Sketches and Poems of T, N. P.

(18 vols, 1906-18).

R. Page, r. N P,: A Memoir of a Virginia

Gentleman (1923); T. L, Gross, T N. P. (1967).

H.L.C. a.w.)

Pagnol, Marcel (*Aubagne 28 11 1895), French

dramatist and film director, elected to the French

Academy in 1946, Pagnol’s first great success,

Topaze (1928; Eng. tr. A, Rossi, 1963), a farcical

satire on corruption in municipal politics, was
quickly followed by Marius (1929), a brilliant

portrait-gallery of Marseilles types. A sequel,

Fanny, and Cesar, a film script adapted for the

stage, both produced 1931, completed the trilogy.

Les marchands de gloire (with P. Nivoix; 1924);

Jazz (1926); Merlusse (1935); Judas (1955); Fabien

(1955).—novels: Pirouettes (1932); Veau des

collines, I: Jean de Florette, II: Manon des Sources

(1964).—essays: Notes sur le rire (1947); Critique

des critiques (1949).—autobiography: La gloire

de mon pire (1957); Le chdteau de ma mire (1957);

Le temps des secrets (1960).

P. Brisson, Le thedtre des annees folks (1943);

G. Pillement, Anthologie du thedtre frangais

contemporain, 11 (1946); R. Lalou, Le thedtre en

France depuis 1900 (1951); Rev. de Biblio., Ill

(1964). T.W.

Pailleron, Edouard (*Paris 17 DC 1834; Vbid, 20

IV 1899), French dramatist, elected to the French

Academy in 1882. Pailleron was trained as a

lawyer. He married a daughter of Francois Buloz,

owner of La Revue des Deux Mondes. His first

one-act comedy, in verse, Le parasite (1860), was
followed by a number of full-length plays in verse

in the manner of the school of Ponsard*. He was

more successful m his prose plays—witty, though

often superficial, studies of contemporary society

—and particularly in his satire of the academic

world, Le monde od Von s'ennuie (1881).

Lemurmitoyen (1 861) ; Le dernierquartier (1 863)

;

Second mouvement (1865); Le monde oiL Von

s'amuse (1868); Les faux menages (1869); Hekne

(1872); rdge ingrat (1878); Uitincelle (1879);

Pendant le bal (1881).

A. Lelia-Patemostro, E. P. (1931). T.W.

Paine, Thomas (*Thetford 29

1

1737; 00 1759 Mary
Lambert; fNew York 8 VI 1809), English radical

writer, champion of American independence and

sometime deputy of the French National Conven-

tion, whose trenchant polemical works include

The Rights ofMan (pt 1, 1791 ; pt 11, 1792; pt HI,

1811), a reply to Burke’s* Reflections.

Common Sense (1776); The Crisis (1776-83);

The Age ofReason (1794-95); Dissertation on the

First Principles ofGovernment (1795).

—

Works (ed.

M. D. Conway, 4 vols, 1814-16).

‘Francis Oldys’ [G. Chalmers], Life of T P.

(1791); J. Cheetham, Life (1809); M. D. Conway,

The Life of T P., with a history of his, .. career

(2 vols, 1892); L. Stephen, History of English

Thought in the 18th Century (2 vols, 1902); F.

Gould, T, P. (1925); H. Pearson, T. P. Friend of

Mankind (1937); A. O. Aldridge, Man of Reason:

the Life of T. P. (1959); R. R. Fennessy, Burke, P.

and the Rights ofMan (1963); J. T. Boulton, The

Language of Politics in the Age of Wilkes and

Burke (1963). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Painter, William (*?London 71540; ooDorothy

Boham; 1;ibid. II 1594), English translator.

Painter’s fame rests entirely on his collection of

stories translated from Greek, Latin, French and

Italian. These were the sources of Shakespeare’s*

Rape of Lucrece, AlVs Well and Romeo and Juliet

and of many other Elizabethan plays.
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The Palace ofPleasure (2 vols, 1566-67; ed. H.

MOes, 4 vols, 1930). J.B.B.

P^ssy Hilendarski (PaSssy of Chilandari)

(*?Bansko c. 1722; tl793), Bulgarian pioneer

historian. Entering Chilandari Monastery (Mt

Athos) in 1745, he defended his people’s origins in

disputewith othermonks there.Hemade researches

into this in monastery libraries in Austria and Mt
Athos and completed in 1762 his Istoria sloveno-

bolgarska, commonly considered the start of the

Vuzrajdane (Bulgaria’s national revival). He made

it his mission to tour Bulgarian lands, publicizing

and getting his MS copied wherever possible. As

academic history or belles-lettres it hardly bears

scrutiny; its significance lies in its purpose, which

was something quite new in a long tradition of

other-worldly ecclesiastical writing, namely its

unequivocal and impassioned call to nationhood,

to ‘know thyself and thy tongue, Bulgarian’ and

desist, ‘simple ploughman or shepherd though

thou be’, from aping the sophisticated ways of

Greek merchant and scholar. Rarely, if ever, can a

single book—a slight enough one at that—have so

decisively aided the rebirth of a whole modern

nation.

Tsarstvenik Hi istoria bolgarskaya (ed. H.

Pavlovid, Budapest, 1844); Y. Ivanov, Istoria

slavyanobolgarskaya (1914); S. Romanski, Nov

Sofroniev prepis na P. istoria ot 1781 (1938); P.

Dinekov, Slavyanobolgarska istoria (1938; 1960).

M. Drinov, Otets P. i negovoto vreme (1871);

V. Zlatarski, Istoriata na P. (1914); I. Shishmanov,

P, i negovata epoha (1914); B. Penev, P. H. (1928;

1936); N. Derzhavin, P. H. i ego istoria (Moscow,

1941). V.P.

Pak ILLO (*1561; tl642), Korean poet and

military official. His most famous poem, Peace^

was written after the defeat ofthe Japanese invasion

of Korea in 1592.

Pak SSngQi, Nogye Kasa Tonghae (1957).

W.E,S.

Palacio, Manuel del (*L6rida 1832; fMadrid

1906), Spanish poet andjournalist. His witty satires

on political and social life caused him to be exiled

to Puerto Rico (186'^. Examples of his peculiar

humour are his ‘philosophical’ sonnets; each one,

starting in a beautiful classical form and serious

mood, ends in wild burlesque. He also wrote

legends of considerable beauty, Veladas de otono

(1884).

De Tetudn a Valencia haciendo noche en Mira^

flores (1865; political articles); Poesias escogidas

(ed. J. O. Pic6n, 191Q.—‘Secret Love’ (tr. J. I. C.

Clarke in T. Walsh, Hispanic Anthology^ New
York, 1920).

N. A. Cort6s, Jornadas (1920) and Homenaje a

M, del P. (1932). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Palacio Valdes, Armando (*Entralgo, Asturias 4X
1853; fMadrid 3 II 1938), Spanish novelist and
academician. He studied law at Oviedo and
Madrid. He was a talented writer gifted with a neat

style and gay humour. With him the short-lived,

naturalist-realistic school melts away in a pleasant,

undramatic portrayal of characters, customs and
manners. His is bourgeois literature at its best,

hence his success in and outside Spain. From a
production of great variety La hermana San
Sulpicio (1889) deserves special mention. This deals

with a poet’s courtship of a nun who took only
temporary vows; the plot almost becomes a pretext

for description of types and atmospheres and for a
colourful, though superficial, presentation of
Seville. Also well known are La aldea perdida

(1903), on the theme of rural life destroyed by town
civilization, Tristan o elpesimismo^ El cuarto poder^

and the autobiographical Novela dem novelista,

Obras completas (2 vols, 1945).

—

Marquis of
Penalta (tr. N. H. Dole, 1886); Maximina (tr.

idem^ New York, 1888); Sister Saint Sulpice (tr.

idem, 1890; new ed. 1925); Froth (tr. C. Bell, 1891);
Faith (tr. I. F. Hapgood, New York, 1892); The
Grandee (tr. R. Challice, 1894); Joy of Captain
Ribot (tr. M. C. Smith, 1900); The Fourth Estate

(tr. R. Challice, 1901); Jose (tr. idem, 1901 ; new ed.

1922); Tristan (tr. J. B. Reid, 1925).

L. Bordes, *A. P. V.’ in Bull. Hispanique, I

(1899); H. Peseux-Richard, ‘A. P. V.’ in Rev.
Hispanique, XLVIII (1918); A. Cruz Rueda,
A, P. K, estudio biogrdfico (1925; 2nd ed. 1949);

C. C. Glascock, Two Modern Spanish Novelists:

Emilia Pardo Bazdn and A, P. V, (Texas, 1926);

R. Narbona, P. V, o la armonia (1941) ; J. M. Roca
Franquesa, P. V, tecnica novelisticay credo estitico

(1951); M. R. Colangeli, A, P. V, romanziere

(Milella, 1962). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Paladq^, FranhSek (Hodslavice 14 VI 1798;

fPrague 26 V 1870, Czech historian. Bom in

Moravia, PaladQ? received the greater part of his

education in Slovakia, notably at the Protestant

lyceum in Bratislava, where he met Jungmann*
and Safafik* and espoused the Czech national

cause. His early writings were concerned with

literature and aesthetics; but after meeting

Dobrovskj?* in Vienna in 1820 his interest was
directed to the study of history, which occupied

him for the rest of his life.

From the late 1820s Palack:^ played a leading

role in the organization of Czech cdtural life: he

founded the important ‘Journal of the Czech

Museum’ (Casopis desk6ho museum) in 1827 and

was active in promoting the work of learned and
patriotic societies. In 1848 he entered the political

stage as the spokesman of Czech aspirations,

notably as chairman of the Slavonic congress at

Prague. The collapse of the revolution caused him

to retire from active political fife until 1861, when
he became a member of the upper house of the

Viennese Parliament.

C E W L—III—IC
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His greatest work is his ‘History of Bohemia*

which, although extending only to 1526, expresses

a clear and coherent conception of Czech history,

the essence of which Palack^^ held to consist in the

unending ‘contact and conflict’ between Czechs

and Germans. In the Hussite movement he saw, in

addition to the national factor, a revolt of freedom

of thought and conscience against authoritarian-

ism. These views exercised a powerful influence on
the development of Czech thought and historio-

graphy and particularly on T. G. Masaryk*.

history: Geschichte von Bohmen (5 pts, 1836-

67 ; Dejiny ndrodu deskeho v Cechdch a v Moravd,

5 pts, 1848-76; all but vol. I orig. wr. in Czech).—

prosody: Poddtkovd ceskeho bdsnictvU obzvldste

prozodie (with P. J. Safafik, 1818; ed. R. Havel et

aL, 1961).—political: Drobni spisy (ed. B. Rieger,

1898).

J. Pekaf, P. (1912); J. Fischer, Myslenka a dilo

Fr, Palackeho (2 vols, 1926-27); F. Kutnar et aL,

Tfi studie o F, P. (1949). R.A.

Palafox y Mendoza, the Venerable Juan de
(Fitero, Navarre 1600; fOsma 1659), Spanish

religious writer. He held some oflScial posts for

Philip IV. He then took orders, became a Bishop

in Mexico (1639) and finally at Osma (1653). He
attacked the Jesuits with some bitterness. His

works include a spiritual autobiography, Vida

interior, and many religious treatises.

Obras (9 vols, 1659-71; 15 vols, 1762).

E.M.W.

Palamas: see Gregory Palamas.

Palamas, Kostis (*Patras 1859; 00 I888 Maria
Valvi; tAthens II 1943), Greek poet and prose

writer. Palamas combined ardent patriotism and a
desire to serve his country with a poetical, scholarly

and retiring disposition. His literary output, both
prose and poetry, was enormous; but his life was
dedicated to poetry. A supporter of the demotic

movement of the late 19th century, he regarded the

living language not only as a literary instrument,

but as a vital factor in the Greek revival for which

he and other pioneers strove after the disastrous

war of 1897 ;
and his best poetry was written in the

unhappy but inspiring decade which followed that

event. But he was also a scholar and a polymath;

and his approach to his country’s cause was
historical and philosophical, with the result that in

some of his longer pieces the thinker tends to

overwhelm the poet. Much of his thought was

governed by the Orphic doctrine ofthe Time Cycle,

by which he interpreted the history and predicted

the eventual resurgence of Greece. But he also

owed much to folk-poetry, which influenced his

symbolism and inspired many of his best lyric

passages.

verse: Tragoudia tispatridos mou (1886); Ymnos

eis tin Atkenan (1889); Ta matia tis psychis mou

(1892); lamvoi kai anapaistoi (1897); 0 tafos

(1898); Chairetismoi tis Iliogennetis (1900); Asalefti

zoi (1904; Life Immovable and A Hundred Voices
tr. A. E. Phoutrides, 1919-21); Dodekalogos tou

gyftou (1907; The Twelve Lays ofthe Gypsy, tr. G.
Thomson, 1969); Flogera tou Vasilia (1910);
Politeia kai monaxia (1912); Kaimoi tis limnotfuh

lassas (1912); Vomoi (1915); Parakaira (1919);
Pentasyllavoi (1925); Deiloi kai skliroi stichoi

(1928); Kyklos ton tetrastichon (1929); Perasmata
kai chairetismoi (1931); Vradini fotia (1946).—
Thanatos Pallikariou (stories; 1901; A Mads
Death, tr. A. E. Phoutrides, 1934); Trisevgeni

(play; 1903; Royal Blossom, tr. idem, 1923).—
criticism: Ta prota kritika (1913); Pezoi dromoi

(3 vols, 1929-32),^Apanta (16 vols, 1960-70).

G. K. Katsimbalis, Vivliografia K. P, (3 vols,

1942-43); K. Th. Dimaras, K. P. (1947); R. J. H.
Jenkins, P. (1947); K. Tsatsos, P. (1949); P.

Sherrard, The Marble Threshing~Eoor (1956).

R.J.H.J. (P.O.A.S.)

Paldrik, JAn (*Rakovd 27 IV 1822; tMajcichov
7 XII 1870), Slovak dramatist. A follower of

Stiir*, Paldrik worked for the improvement of

cultural standards among the Slovaks and for

collaboration with progressive elements among the

Hungarian bourgeoisie. His plays are important in

the development of the Slovak theatre and give a
lively picture of the nationally mixed society of the

small towns of mid-19th-century Hungary.

Inkognito (1858); Drotdr (1860); Zmierenie

(1862).—D/e/o (2 vols, 1955). R.A

Palatine Passion (so named from the 14th-centuiy

MS in the Vatican Library), the earliest surviving

French Passion Play, based on still earlier material

(including particularly the Passion des Jongleurs,

c. 1300, a narrative poem much utilized by the

dramatists). It opens with Christ’s entiy to

Jerusalem and contains a number of episodic

scenes leading to the Crucifixion and fin^y the

Resurrection, In outline it follows the New Testa-

ment account while expanding certain scenes and

introducing others, such as a Harrowing of Hell

and the forging of the nails for the cross. The

versification (eight-syllable and 12-syllable lines in

various rhyme-patterns) is skilfully suited to its

themes. This vigorously realistic drama, most

probably the work of a single author, conjectured

to be a Burgundian, was no doubt intended for

performance, but no records of this survive.

La Passion du Palatinus (ed. G. Frank, 1922).

G.B.

Palau, Bartolom^ (*Burbdguena, nr Teruel; fl.

mid-16th century), Spanish dramatist. He wrote

five plays, four of them religious. His play about

St Orosia was the first play about Roderick the

Goth to be acted in Spain. His style is old-fashioned,

homely, efifective at times, but diffuse.
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A. Femdndez Guerra, Caida y ruina del imperio

visigdtico espanoL Primer drama que las representd

en nuestro teatro (1883); Farsa Salmantina (ed. A.

Morel-Fatio in Bull. Hispanique, II, 1900); L.

Rouanet, Coleccidn de autos, farsas y coloquios del

siglo XVI, III (1901) and ed., Farsa llamada

Custodia del honire (Paris, 1911).

J. P. W. Crawford, Spanish Drama Before Lope

de Vega (1937). E.M.W.

Palazzeschi, Aldo (*Florence 2 II 1885), Italian

poet and novelist. At first a ‘crepuscular’ poet

(Gozzano*), then from 1909 to 1914 a Futurist—to

which period belong some of his best poems—^and

subsequently a contributo rto La Voce, Palazzeschi

has belonged to a series of literary groups, but

only in so far as they allow him scope for expres-

sing his anti-traditionalism and following his own
inclinations. Except perhaps in Le sorelle Materasse

(1934), usually considered his best novel, and in

the essays in Stampe delVottocento (1932),

Palazzeschi, ironical and versatile, is primarily a

satirist and a highly successful literary entertainer.

Tutte le novelle (1957); Opere giovanili (1958);

Romanzi della maturitd (1960); II piacere della

memoria (1965); Stefanino (1969).

G. Pullini, A. P. (1965). B.M.

Paleario, Aonio, otherwise Antonio della Paglia
(Veroli c. 1503; tRonie 3 VII 1570), Italian

humanist, famous for his Latin poem De immor-

talitate animorum, for his ‘Protestant’ martyrdom,

and for a book he never wrote—^the Trattato uiilis-

simo del beneficio di Giesd Cristo crocifisso verso i

cristiani, long attributed to him, but in fact written

by Benedetto of Mantua (fl. 1535-42).

De immortalitate animorum (3 books, 1536);

Actio inpontifices romanos et eorum asseclas (1606)

;

Opera (1696).

M. Young, The Life and Times ofA, P, (2 vols,

1860); J. Bonnet, A, P, (1863); G. Morpurgo, Un
umanista martire: A, P. e la riforma teorica

italiana nel secolo XVI (1912). P.McN.

Pales Matos, Luis (*Guayama, Puerto Rico 1898;

tl959), lyrical poet who successfully exploited the

African element in the Caribbean scene and folk-

lore. He turned to the expression of African

themes partly because of his disgust at the over-

cerebralization of European culture.

Azaleas (1915); Tuntun depasay griferia (1937);

Poesia 1915-56 (intro. F. de Onis, 1964).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Paley, William (*Peterborough VII 1743; C30l776

Jane Hewitt, ool795 Miss Dobinson; tLincoln

25 V 1805), English divine who won a brilliant

success with his four works marshalling the argu-

ments in defence of the evidence of Christianity

against deists and expounding 18th-century

utilitarian morality. R.M.H.

PALKOVIC

Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy

(1785); Horae Paulinae (1790); View of the

Evidence of Christianity (1794); Natural Theology,

or Evidence ofthe Existence and Attributes ofDeity

(1802).

—

Complete Works (ed. with corresp. and life

by R. Lynam, 4 vols, 1825).

G. W. Meadley, Life (1810); L. Stephen, History

of English Thought in the 18th Century (2 vols,

1876). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Palgrave (originally Cohen), Sir Francis (Lon-
don VII 1788; 001823 Elizabeth Turner; Wd,
6 VII 1861), English historian, editor of a series of

early records and writer of histories showing
imaginative use of such records.

edited: Parliamentary Writs (1827-34); Wace:
Le Romant des Dues de Normandie (1828); Ancient

Kalenders and Inventories ofthe Treasury (1836).

—

history: Truths and Fictions of the Middle Ages:

the Merchant and the Friar (1837); History of
Anglo-Saxons (1831); Rise and Progress ofEnglish
Commonwealth (1832).

—

Collected Works (ed.

R. H. I. Palgrave, 1919-22). R.M.H.

Palgrave, Francis Turner (*Great Yarmouth
28 IX 1824; ool862 Cecil Gaskell; t24 X 1897),

English poet and critic, son of Sir Francis,

Professor of poetry at Oxford and compiler of the

Golden Treasury and other anthologies.

The Passionate Pilgrim (1858); Lyrical Poems
(1871).

—

Golden Treasury (anthol.; 1861- );

Visions of England (1881); Landscape in Poetry

(1897; Oxford lectures).

G. F. Palgrave, F, T P. Memoir by his daughter

(1899).—C. J. Palmer and S. J. Tucker, P. Family
Memorials (with MS. notes by F. T. P.; 1878).

R.M.H.

Palingenio: see Manzoli, Pier Angelo de la
Siellata.

Palitsyn, Avraamy (tl626), bursar of the Trinity

monastery near Moscow and author of a remar-

kable description (written in 1620) of the ‘troubled

times’ preceding the election of the first Romanov
to the throne. His narrative is an effective blend of

rhetoric and dramatic power.

S. Kedrov, A. P. (1880); S. Platonov, Drevne-

russkie skazaniya ipovesti o smutnom vremeni (2nd

ed. 1913). J.L.

Palkovi^, JuRAj (*Rimavska Bafia 27 IX 1769;

tBratislava 13 VI 1850), Slovak scholar and poet.

He wrote in an archaizing Czech which made few
concessions to the linguistic reformers in Bohemia
or in Slovakia; but his influence on Slovak
intellectual life was considerable.

Bdhmisch-deutsch-lateinisches . . . Worterbuch, I

(Prague, 1820), II (Bratislava, 1821).

—

Muza ze

slovenskych hor (Vacov, 1801).

M. Vyvijalovd, /. P. (1968). R.A.
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Palladios (''‘Galatia 364; tbefore 431), Greek
ecclesiastical writer; became monk in Egypt c, 388,

Bishop of Helenopolis c. 400, exiled to Upper
Egypt c, 404, later Bishop ofAspuna. He wrote the

Lausiac History^ a collection of edifying stories of

monks, a Dialogue on the Life ofJohn Chrysostom^

and perhaps a work On the Peoples ofIndia and the

Brahmans,

C. Butler, The Lausiac History of P, (2 vols,

1898-1904; tr. W. K. L. Clarke, 1918); P. R.
Coleman-Norton, Palladii Dialogue de vita S.

Joannis Chrysostomi (1928; tr. H. Moore, 1921);

C. Miiller, ‘Pseudo-CaJlistihienes* in F. Dubner,
Arriani Anabasis et Indica (1846).

F. Aengenvoort, Der Dialog des P, (1913); R.

Reitzenstein, Historia Monachorum and Historia

Lausiaca (1916); C. Butler, ‘Palladiana’ in Jour.

Theol. Stud., XXn (1921); P. R. Coleman-Norton,

‘The authorship of the Epistola de Indicis gentibus

et de bragmanibus* in Class. PhiloL, XXI (1926);

R. Draguet, ‘L’Histoire Lausiaque, une oeuvre

eciite dans Tesprit d’Bvagre’ in Rev. d*Hist.

Ecd&iastique (1946-47); J. D. M. Derrett, ‘The
History of P. on the Races of India and the

Brahmins* in Classica et Mediaevalia, XXI
(Copenhagen, 1960). R.B.

Palladius, Peder (Ribe 1503; ooKirstine Peders-

datter; fCopenhagen 3 1 1560), Danish divine and
author. He became headmaster of Odense gram-

mar school (1530), went to Wittenberg (1531) and
after the Reformation became the first Lutheran

Bishop of Zealand. His literary fame rests on his

charming Visitatsbog^ his private notebook con-

taining his many spe^es, the MS of which was
found in 1866. Its vivid, unrestrained style has won
its author fame as a master ofthe Danish language.

P. P.’j danske Skrifter (ed, L. Jacobsen, 5 vols,

1911-25); P, P:s Visitatsbog (ed. H. Brix, 1927).—

An Introduction into the Bookes ofthe Prophets and
Apostles (tr. E. Vaughan, 1598).

A. C. L. Heiberg, P. P. (1840); G. Jorgensen,

P. P. (1922). E.B.

Palladius, Rutilius Taurus Aemiuanus C/f.

?A.D. 350), wrote an Opus agriculturae based upon
Columella*, Gargilius Martialis, Vitruvius* and
personal experience. He has no gift for prose style,

but shows metrical skill in the 14th, the last book
(in elegiacs). J.A.W.

Ed. J. C. Schmitt (1898); Bk 14 in C. Wemsdorf,
Poetae Latini minores, VI (1804).—J. Svennung,

Untersuchungen zu P. (1935). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Pallavicino, Sforza Pietro, Cardinal (Rome
18 XI 1607; Wd. 5 VI 1667), Italian historian.

His history of the Council of Trent, written by
order of the Society of Jesus, tried to confute

Sarpfs* history chapter by chapter. Its style lacks

vigour.

Istoria del Concilio di Trento (1656-57; rev. ed.

1664; ed. F. A. Zaccaria, with imposing apparatus]
6 vols, 1792-97; mod. ed. G, Gambaiin, 1935);
Consi^razioni sopra Parte dello stile e del dialogo

(1647); Della vita di Alessandro VII (1839-^).
Opere edite ed inedite (1844-48); sel. ed. M. Scotti

(1962).

J. Le Noir, The New Politick Lights ofmodem
Romes Church-Government (1678); I. AfF6,

Memorie della Vita e degli Studi del Card, S, p!

(1794); L. Pallavicino-Mossi, S, P. (1933); h!
Jedin, Der Quellenapparat der Konzilsgeschichte

P,s,,, (1940); F. Croce, ‘I critici moderato-
barocchi. III: S. P.’ in Rassegna della lett. ital..

LX (1956). U.L.

Pallioppi, Zaccaria (*Schlarigna 2 V 1820; ^ibid,

3V 1873), Raeto-Romansch poet and lexicographer.

After legal studies he devoted himself to the study

of his native language, the written form of which
was decisively influenced by his dictionary and
grammatical works. Orderl^ess and lucidity are

the characteristics of his lyrics.

Poesias (1864-68).

—

Ortografia et ortoepia del

idiom romauntsch d'EngiadirCota (1857); Dizhnari

dels idioms romauntschs (ed. E. Pallioppi and F.

Grand, 2 vols, 1895-1902).

A. Vital, ‘Z. P.* in Annalas da la Soc. Retorum.,

XV (1900); M. E. Maxfield, Studies in Modem
Romansch Poetry in the Engadine (thesis, Radcliffe

Coll, and Harvard Univ., 1938). R.R.B.

Palm, Johannes Henricus van der (*Rotterdam

17 Vn 1763 ;
ool786 Alida Bussingh; fLeiden 8 IX

1840), Dutch politician and scholar; Secretary of

State for education. Was admired in his later life

despite the opportunism in his character and style.

Het oorlog (verse; \l%7),-^Bijbel voor dejeugd

(1811-34); Geschied en redekunstig gedenkschrift

van Nederlands herstelling in den jure 1813 (1810;

Bijbelvertaling (1818-30).

N. Beets, Leven en karakter van J, H, van der P,

geschetst (1842; Life and Character^ tr. J. P.

Westervelt, I860. J.W.W.

Palma, Ricardo (Lima 7 II 1833; ^ibid, 6 X
1919), Peruvian author who evolved an original

form ofimaginative writing, a cross between cua^o

de costumbres and realist historical reconstruction.

Palma called this new genre the tradicidn. The first

series were published in 1872 and thereafter he

continued publishing them at intervals until 1910.

Much of the material came from documents to

which Palma had access in the National Library

where he was made Director after the Chilean-

Peruvian war. He also wrote historical books but

in the Tradiciones he is interested in human
behaviour which is basically similar in all periods

of Peruvian history. The stories are ironic and

humorous, written in a racy language, and show
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Palma’s life-long fascination with people’s flaunt-

ing of moral codes and social conventions.

S. E. Leavitt, A Tentative Bibliography of
Peruvian Literature (1932); Biblioteca de Cultura

Peruana, XI (Cambridge, Mass., 1932) ; Tradiciones

peruanas completas (Madrid, 1957).

J. M. Oviedo, Genio y figura de R, P. (Buenos

Aires, 1968). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Palmblad, Vilhelm Fredrik (*Sk6nberga 16 XII

1788; tUPPsala 2 IX 1852), Swedish scholar,

novelist, publisher and critic. He was lame from

the age of 14, which turned him into an insatiable

reader. He became Professor of Greek at Uppsala

in 1835 and was a friend and collaborator of

Atterbom*. From 1810 to 1836 he owned a printing

press and book-shop at Uppsala and published

many Romantic works and especially periodicals.

He was a skilful conservative literary and political

polemist, who attacked Almquist’s* Det gdr an.

He translated and edited Aeschylus* and Sopho-

cles*, wrote on Greek antiquities, on geography,

ethnography and history, and composed a great

part of a biographical lexicon.

crhicism: contributions to Fosforus (1810-13)

and Poetisk Kalender (1811-21); Dialog dver

romanen (1812); Tornrosens bok, nandigen den akta

och veritabla (1840).—novels: Vddelden (1812;

contin. under other titles till 1818); Familjen

Falkenswdrd (1844-45); Aurora Kdnigsmarck

(1846-49).—SHORT stories: Amala (1817); Holmen
isjonDalliXm).
Autobiography in Svensk biografiskt lexicon^ 11

(1845); P. A. Atterbom, *V. F. P.* in Mirmesan-

teckning och taU n (1869); C. D. Marcus, K F.

P:s romantiska berdttelser, 1812-19 (1908).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K.

Palmer, Edward Vance (*Bundaberg, Queens-

land 28 Vin 1885; tMelboume 1959), Australian

novelist. His earlier works move in the settled

circumstances that followed pioneer pastoral con-

ditions. Later books have the regional colour of

Queensland coastal township life. A cool approach

which deprives some situations in the novels of

their full effect, clarifies the descriptiveness of his

short stories.

novels: Men Are Human (1930); The Passage

(1930) ; Daybreak (1932).—short stories : Separate

Lives (1931) ; Sea andSpinifex (1934) ; Let the Birds

Fly (1957). F.T.M. (A.M.G.)

Palmieri, Matieo (^Florence 13 1 1406; ^ibid. 13 V
1475), Italian politician and writer. His modest

reputation derives from a moralizing dialogue and

a didactic poem. The first, Della vita civile, is a

treatise on good citizenship; the second, La cittd di

vita, is a terza rima excursion into Elysium in

imitation of Dante*.

Libro della vita civile (1529; ed. F. Battaglia,

1944); Libro delpoema chiamato *Cittd di vita* (ed.

M. Rooke, 1927; Bk 1 and Bk 2 to ch. 15).

A. Messeri, ‘M. P.’ in Archivio storico ital, 5th

ser., XIII (1894); V. Rossi, II Quattrocento (1957).

P.McN.

Palmotic, Juntje (*Ragusa [Dubrovnik] 1607;
^ibid. 1675), Ragusan poet and dramatist, member
of a patrician family; studied classics, law and
philosophy. His dramas in verse, with themes
bonowed from classical and Italian literature

transposed to Ragusan settings and embellished
with music, are moralizing or patriotic in intention.

Kristiada (epic; 1670).—DJela (ed. R. Bogisic,

1965). V.J.

Palquiera, Shemtob: see Falaguera, Shemtob.

Palsson, Gestur (*Mi6hds, Reykhdlasveit 25 IX
1852; tWinnipeg 19 VUl 1891), Icelandic short-

story writer. A farmer’s son, P^sson spent some
years in Copenhagen after leaving school. On his

return to Iceland in 1882 he became a journalist,

but his restless spirit soon tired of the restricted

milieu of contemporary Reykjavik and in 1890 he
left for Winnipeg where he became editor of the

Icelandic weeldy Heimskringla. As a writer he was
a pioneer realist in Icelandic literature, motivated

by a hatred of social injustice and sympathy for the

oppressed; he can in many respects be compared
with the Norwegian Alexander Kielland*. His
early death deprived Icelandic letters of one of the

most promising talents of the century.

short stories: Kmleiksheimilid (1882); Hans
Voggur (1883); Uppreistin d Brekku (1883);

Skjdni (1884); Sveitascela (1885); Ndttuglur (1885);

Sagan af Sigurdi formanni (1887; ‘The Tale of

Sigurdur the Fisherman’ in Icelandic Poems and
Stories, tr. M. Perkins, 1943); Prjdr sogur (1888).

—Skdldrit sem til eru eftir G. P. (ed. J. OMsson,
1902); G. P., Bit hans i bundnu og dbundnu mdli

(1902); Ritsafii (1927; 2nd ed. 1952).

G. Brandes in Samlede Skrifter,m (1900); S. S,

Hoskuldsson, G. P. (2 vols, 1965).

R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Paludan, Stig Henning Jacob Puggaard (Co-
penhagen 7 n 1896; 001943 Vibeke Hoick),

Danish novelist and essayist. After a period as

pharmacist in Danish provincial towns he went to

Ecuador, and later to New York. His first books
were meant as a warning against materialistic

‘Americanism’. His chief novel cycle, Jergen Stein

(2 vols, 1932-33; Eng. tr. C. Malmberg, 1966),

depicts Denmark at the outbreak of the First

World War, a deeply pessimistic novel, in which he
scourges his countrymen for their materialism and
lack of morals. In most of his novels—of which
several are suggestive of Aldous Huxley*—he has

analysed the unhealthy post-war period; he is a

keen observer with a sense for precise psychological
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detail. His psychological, poetical and philo-

sophical essays are artistically among the best in

contemporary Danish letters.

novels: Sogelys (1923); En Vinter long (1924);

Fugle omkring Fyret (1925 ; Birds Around the Lights

tr. G. I. Colbron, 1928); Markerne modnes (1927).

—^essays: De vestlige Veje (1922); Feodor Jansens

Jeremiader (1927); Aaret rundt (1929); Tanker og

Bagtanker (1927); Som am intet var hosndt (1938);

Sogende Aander (1943); Mit Kaktusvindue (1944);

Landluft (1944); Prosa (1946); Facetter (1947);

Boger paa min Ve] (1947); Skribenter paa Yder-

poster (1949); Retur til Barndommen (1951);

Fremad til Nutiden (1953); Landeveje og Tankeveje

(3 vols, 1963).—verse: Urolige Sange (1923).

S. Hallar, /. P. (1927); Orla Lundbo, /. P.

(1943); T. Hansen, Minder svobt i Vejr (1947); E.

Frederiksen, /. P. (1966). E.B.

Paludan-Muller, Frederik (*Kerteminde 7 11

1809; c»1838 Charite Louise Philippa Borch;

tCopenhagen 28 XH 1876), Danish poet. He took

a law degree at Copenhagen in 1835, but had

already made his literary d6but. His early poetry

was in the style of Heine* and Byron*, but he

turned his back on his youthful idols, eventually

becoming a hermit and an uncompromising

moralist whose philosophy was that of renunci-

ation, condemning the lack of discipline and will-

power and the superficiality of the Danish

character.

Paludan-Miiller’s greatest contribution to Da-
nish literature is his verse novel Adam Homo, an

epic in 12 cantos, which includes the Alma Sonnets,

the only sonnet cycle of any importance in Danish

literature. Several of his long epic poems have

subjects taken from Greek mythology; in these

poems he condemns the world and the fiesh. A
constantly recurring theme in his poetry is death,

for death in blind obedience to God meant for him
the liberation of the soul from the vanity and sin

of the world.

Raab til Polen (1831); Fire Romanzer (1832);

Dandserinden (1833); Amor og Psyche (1834);

Poesier (2 vols, 1836-38); Trochceer og Jamber

(1837); Venus (1841); Adam Homo (3 vols, 1841-

48); Tithon (1844); Dryadens Bryllup (1844); Abels

Dad (1844); Luftskipperen og Atheisten (1852); Tre

Digte (1854); Nye Digte (1861); Paradiset (1862);

(1874).—prose: Ungdomskilden ilS65; The

Fountain of Youth, tr. H. W. Freeland, 1867); Ivar

Lykkes Historic (3 vols, 1866-73).

—

Poetiske

Skrifter (8 vols, 1878-79); Poetiske Skrifter (ed. C.

Petersen, 3 vols, 1909).

E. Gosse, Studies in the Literature of Northern

Europe (1879); G. Brandes, Eminent Authors ofthe

19th Century (1880); F. Lange, P. P.-M. (1899);

V. Andersen, P.-Af. (2 vols, 1910); H. Martensen-

Larsen, P.-M. og Martensen (1923) and Den
virkelige PrM, (1924); Breve (ed. idem, 1928);

M. Haugsted,K P.-M*sprosaiske Arbejder (1934);

J. G. Robertson, Essays and Addresses on Litera-

ture (1935); S. Kiihle, P. P.-M. (2 vols, 194M2).
E.B.

Pan Chao (DAn-ling c. 50; 120), Chinese

writer. Pan, sister of Pan* Ku, was commanded by
Emperor Ho (89-105) to complete her brother’s

Han shu after his death in 92. The extent of her

work therein is not clear. A short moralistic work,

Nu-chieh (‘Lessons for Women’) and a number of

poems are extant under her own name.

N. L. Swann, Pan Chao; Foremost Woman
Scholar ofChina (1932 ; incl. tr. of all extant works).

A.R.D.

Pan Ku (DAn-ling 32; fLo-yang 92), Chinese

historian and poet. Pan’s father. Pan Piao, left

unfinished at his death (54) a continuation of

Ssu-ma* Ch'ien’s Shih-chi, Pan undertook the

completion of this work, which became his famous
CEien-Han shu, the first history of a separate

dynasty. During Emperor Ming’s reign (58-75) he

was accused of ‘as a private person, rewriting the

national history’ and imprisoned. However, when
the emperor was shown his writings he gave him an

official historical post. Later he was ordered to

continue his own history which he is said to have

completed c. 80 after 20 years’ work, though fur-

ther revision and addition was made by his sister,

Chao. He was also commanded to compile a

report of the Po-hu kuan discussion of the classics

(79) but it is doubted whether the present Po-hu

Fung-i is his original work. Of his extant /w-poems,

Liang-tu fu, while owing much in thought and

language to Ssil-ma* Hsiang-ju, displays great

formal perfection and was itself a model for

imitation.

history: CKien-Han shu (Chs 1-12 and 99, The

History of the Former Han Dynasty, tr. H. H.

Dubs, 3 vols, 1938-55).—fu-poetry: Liang-tufu

(‘Le “Fou” des Deux Capitales’, tr. G. Margou-

libs in Le "FoE dans le Wen-Siuan, 1925); Yu-fung

fu (tr. E. von Zach in Die chinesische Anthologie, I,

Harvard, 1958); Ta-pin Aj/.—miscellaneous: Po-

hu Fung-i (Po Hu Tung: The Comprehensive Dis-

cussions in the White Tiger Hall, tr. Tjan Tjoe Som,

2 vols, 1949-52); Tien-yin (tr. E. von Zach, op.

cit., II).

N. L. Swann, Pan Chao: Foremost Woman
Scholar of China (1932); E. R. Hughes, Two

Chinese Poets: Vignettes ofHan Life and Thought

(1960). A.R.D.

P'an Yt5EH or P'an Yo (nChung-mou 247; t300),

Chinese poet. P'an rose to be a Grand Counsellor

but was executed on a false charge of rebellion.

As a poet, he is best known for his moving poems

of grief for his wife. He often appears as a character

in later fiction and plays because of his unusually

handsome appearance.
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Tr. of poems preserved in the anthology Win-

hsuan in E. von Zach, Die chinesische Antkologie

(2 vols, Harvard, 1958). A.R.D.

Panaetius (*c. 185; tl09 b.c.), Greek philosopher.

He was a pupil at the Stoic school at Athens,

visited Rome and became a friend of P. Scipio

Aemilianus, and spent the last 20 years of his life

as head of the Stoa. The hard core of Stoicism was
considerably modified by him to include some
elements of Aristotelianism and a stronger

emphasis on the duties of a man towards others.

His work was used by Cicero* in his philosophical

writings: only a few fragments now remain.

M. van Straaten, Pandtius, sa vie, ses ecrits et sa

doctrine avec me ddition des fragments (1946).

—

M. Pohlenz, Die Stoa (2 vols, 1948). D.J.F.

Panduro, Leif (Frederiksberg 18 IV 1923; ool948

Esther Larsen), Danish novelist and playwright, a

disillusioned iconoclast, but a great humorist.

novels: Av, min Guldtand (1957); Rend mig i

Traditioneme (1958); De uanstasndige (1960);

Ogledage (1961); Fern fra Danmark (1963); FejU

tagelsen (1964); Den gale Mand (1965); Vejen til

Jylland (1966; One of Our Millionaires Is Missing,

tr. C. Malmberg, 1967).

—

splays: Lollipop og andre

Spil (1966); Farvel, Thomas og andre TV-Spil

(1968); Daniels anden Verden (1970); Vinduerne

(1971).

Th. BredsdorfF, Scere Fortcellere (1967). E.B.

Pandurovid, SiMA (*Belgrade 15 IV 1883;

27 VIII 1960), Serbian critic, translator and poet.

The subjects of his poems are sombre, but treated

with calm objectivity.

Dani i noci (poems; 1912); Stihovi (1921);

Razgovori o knjilevnosti (1927); Pesme (sel. poems;

1959); Stihovi i proza (1965).

Miodrag Protid, S, P. (1964). V.J.

Pan!, Armun: see Indonesian and malaysian

LITERATURES.

Panegyric! Latini, a collection of writers of

encomia upon Emperors, all dating from 289-389,

except Pliny* the younger, whose panegyric on
Trajan comes first. The most important are

Drepanius on Theodosius, Mamertinus on Julian,

and Nazarius on Constantine. The speeches are

well-written and historically valuable, but repel by
their grotesque adulation.

Eds: W. Baehrens (1911); R. A. B. Mynors
(1964).

R. Pichon, Les demiers ecrivainsprofanes (1906);

W. S. Maguiness, ‘Some methods of the Latin

Panegyrists* in Hermathena, XLVII (1932) and
‘Locutions and formulae of the Latin Panegyrists’,

ibid,, XLVni (1933). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Panero, Leopoldo (*Astorga 1909; ^ibid. 27 VIII

1962), Spanish poet whose first book, Escrito a
cada instante, appeared in 1949, and who in 1953

published Canto personal, a reply to Neruda’s*
Canto general,

Poesia (1963).—^L. P. Connolly, L. P.: la poesia

de la esperanza (1969). J.E.V.

Panferov, Fedor Ivanovich (*1896), Soviet author
whose long novel, Bruski (4 vols, 1931-37), was one
of the most discussed Five-Year-Plan novels at the

time. Later it was attacked, notably by Gorky*
himself, for its bad craftsmanship. Panferov’s two
war novels, Bofba za mir (1945-47) and its sequel

V strane pobezhdennykh (1948), abound in too

many artificial contrivances to be quite convincing.

BoPshoe iskusstvo (1954); Volga^Matushka reka

(1958).— (partial tr. Z. Mitrov and J.

Tabrisky, 1930; 4th part tr. S. Garry as And Then
the Harvest, 1939); Svoimi glazmi (1942; With
Their Own Eyes, tr. anon., 1942).

B. Y. Brainina and A. M. Drozdov, F, P, (1964);

A. Stognut, F, P, (1969). J.L.

Panigarola, Francesco (*Milan 6 I 1548; tAsti

31 V 1594), Italian orator and writer. Celebrated as

a preacher, he also wrote various theological works
and a manual of sacred rhetoric. His oratorical

style foreshadowed secentismo,

Modo di comporre una predica (1584); Cento

ragionamenti sopra la passione di Nostro Signore

(1585); n Predicatore (1609).—L. Amato, ‘P. F.

P.’ in Frate Francesco, VII (1934). P.McN.

Pacini (Jl, c. 5th century b.c.), Sanskrit grammarian

whose Astadhydyi is assumed, through its excel-

lence, to have superseded all previous works in the

field of vydkarapa (grammar), none of these having

survived. The A^tddhydyi contains about 4,000

aphorisms describing the entire Sanskrit language

together with sections on the older Vedic language.

J.E.B.G.

Panizzi, Antonio [Sir Anthony] (*Brescello,

Modena 16 IX 1797; fLondon 8 IX 1879), Italian

patriot and scholar. Exiled in 1821, Panizzi arrived

in England in 1823, and, after some years of

lecturing, embarked on a career as librarian at the

British Museum, where he was head librarian from
1856 to 1866, increasing the number of books held

from 260,000 to 1,500,000 and providing a com-
plete catalogue of books (library). He also edited

the Orlando Innamorato and Orlando Furioso (with

an English introduction to the Italian romantic

epic, following up Foscolo’s* ideas) in 1830, as well

as Boiardo’s* lyric poetry (1835).

Cemi intorno alia mia vita ufficiale in Inghilterra

(1875); Le prime vittime di Francesco TV, Duca di

Modena (1897).—C. Brooks, A, P,, Scholar and
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Patriot (1931); M. Wicks, The Italian Exiles in

London 1816-48 (1937). J.G.-R.

Pann, Anton (*Sliven, Bulgaria c. 1794; fBucha-
rest 1854), Rumanian folk-lorist and musician. His

family moved to Rumania and settled in 1812 in

Bucharest, where Anton studied Qiurch music,

becoming one of its finest exponents. He published

a number of service books with the Greek musical

notation adapted to the Rumanian text. He is

chiefly remembered for his collection of folk-songs

and tales, among them Povestea vorbii (1847), a
large collection of proverbs ingeniously linked to

one another and culminating in a tale exemplifying

the proverb. Fabule ^i istorioare (1839-41) is a

collection of short popular stories in rhyme, while

Ctntece de lume (1831) contains a number of

Christmas carols, set to music by Pann himself.

In Spitalul atnorului (1850-53) he presents the first

collection of popular songs in Rumanian.

Povestea vorbii (1967).—P. Cornea, A, P.

(1964); G. Calinescu, Istoria literaturii romdne^

compendia (3rd ed., 1968); Istoria literaturii

romdney II (1968). D.J.D.

Panneton, Phiuppe, pseud. Rinouet (*Trois

Rivieres, Quebec 30 IV 1895; tPortugal 1960),

Canadian novelist and story writer. After practis-

ing as a doctor and teaching medicine at FUniver-

site de Montreal, he was appointed Canadian
ambassador to Portugal in 1956. He is renowned
for his first novel, Trente arpents (1938; Thirty

AcreSf tr. F. and D. Walter, 1940), dealing with the

disintegration of the rural tradition of life in

Quebec with the coming of industrialization and
urbanization. This prize-winning novel marked the

climax of the literary school of the ‘roman de
terroir—novel of the soil—in Canada.

Fausse monnaie (1947); Le poids du jour (1949).

heritage et autres contes (stories; 1946).

—

non-hction: Un monde itait leur empire (1943);

Vamiral et lefacteur (1954); Confidences (1965),

F. Magnan, Bio-bibliographie du docteur P,

(1942); J. P. Pinsonneault, ‘L’oeuvre de R.’ in

Lectures, DC (1953); W. M. Miller, ‘R, French-

Canadian novelist’ in Books Abroad, XXVI
(1952). R.Su.

Panormita: see Beccadeili, Antonio.

Panova, Vera FIdorovna (1905; tl973), Soviet

author, each of whose three novels, Sputniki (1946;

The Train, tr. E. Manning and M. Budberg, 1948),

Kruzhilikha (1947; The Factory, tr. M. Budberg,

1949; Looking Ahead, tr. D. Skvirsky, 1964)

and Yasny bereg (1949) was awarded a Stadin prize,

Vremena goda (1953; Span of the Year, tr, V.
Traill, 1957); Time Walked (tr. of Serezha\

1957); Yevdokia (tr. F. Katzov, 1964); SerSzha,

Valya (New York, 1964); Fogovorim o strannos^

tyakh lyubvi, pyesy (1968); SentimentaVny roman
(1968).

L. Ploshkin, Tvorchestvo Very Panovoy (1962); .

Z. Boguslavskaya, K P. (1963); A. A. Ninov,

V. P. (1964). J.L,

Panuccio dal Bagno (*c, 1230; -fc. 1275), Italian

poet. He used mostly the canzone form, with a
strong ethical content; following in this respect,

and also in his knotty muscular style, the example

of his master Guittone* d’Arezzo. He is the most
notable Pisan rimatore of his century.

Mimatori siculo-toscani del Dugento (ed. A.

Parducci and G. Zaccagmni, 1915); Poeti del

Duecento, I (ed. G. Contini, 1961).—E. Cristiani,

‘1 jlati biografici . . . dei rimatori pisani del

Dugento* in Studi mediolatini e volgari. III (1955).

K.F.

Panziera, Uoo (Prato c. 1260; t?Tartary c. 1330),

Italian religious writer. Life obscure; a Franciscan

lay brother, he spent many years in the Orient.

Panziera wrote Laudi, Lettere spirituali and

numerous Trattati in the vernacular.

Laudi (ed. V. Di Benedetto, 1962); Mistici del

Duecento e del Trecento (ed. A. Levasti, 1935);

Prosatori minori del Trecento (ed. G. De Luca,

1954).

G. Petrocchi, ‘Poesia di U. da Prato’ in Ascesi

e

mistica trecentesca (1957); M. Petrocchi, ‘Scrittori

di piet^ ... del Trecento* in Archivio storico ital,

CCCCLin (1967). M.W.

Panzini, Alfredo (*Senigallia 31 XII 1863 ; fRome
10 IV 1939), Italian novelist and scholar. Panzini’s

exceptionally large literary output (more than 40

volumes) can be classified under three main head-

ings: narrative prose, philological and historical

studies, and children’s books. His shrewdness and

wit, sometimes ironical, make him an amusing and

popular satirist, although he avoids major issues.

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: La lontema di

Diogene (1907); II mondo i rotondo (1921); II

padrone sono me (1922); La pulcella senza puU

cellagio (1925); La sventurata Irminda (1932); II

bacio di Lesbia (1937);

G. De Rienzo, A. P. (1968). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Pao Chao (DTung-hai c. 420; t466), Chinese poet.

Pao had an active political and military career; he

was killed by rebellious troops. The outstanding

poet of his generation, he possessed simplicity and

imagination. About 200 of his poems have sur-

vived, of which nearly half are song-words, and,

of these, an unusual number are in the seven-word

metre.

Pao Ts^an-chun chi (coll, works; sel. tm in: G.

Margouli^s, Anthologie raisonnee de la litterature

chinoise, 1948; E. von Zach, Die chinesische

Anthologie, 2 vols. Harvard, 1958; J. D. Frodsham
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and Ch*eng Hsi, An Anthology of Chinese Verse,

1967).

• J. D. Frodsham, ‘The- nature poetry of Pao

Chao’ in Orient/West, VHI.6 (1963). A.R.D.

Paolieri, Ferdinando (*Florence 2 V 1878;

10 V 1928), Italian novelist and playwright.

Paolieri’s staunch Roman Catholicism is the main-

spring of his work. He is an interesting regional

writer, albeit of limited range. His popular

comedy, Vpateracchio (1910), is written in Tuscan

dialect.

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: Novelle toscone

(1914); Natio Borgo Selvaggio (1922); Ifuggiaschi

(1924); Amor senz^ali (1928).—-JLa mistica fiamma
(play; 1926). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Papadat-Bengescu, Hortensia (*Ive§ti 1876;

tl955), Rumanian authoress. Her novels and
stories marked a new departure in Rumanian
literature by portraying a cosmopolitan society of

prosperous middle-class people, many of them
parvenus, living in an urban setting. Although

sometimes gushing in tone and slipshod in

expression, they show considerable powers of

observation and analysis—especially of patho-

logical states.

Ape adtnci (1919); Sfinxul (1920); Batrinul

(comedy; 1920); Femeia in fata ogUnzii (1921);

Balaurul (1923); Botnanfa provinciald (1925);

Fecioarele despletite (1926) ;Desenuri tragice (1927)

;

Concert din muzicd de Bach (1927); Drumul ascuns

(1933); Logodnicul (1935); Bdddcini (1938).

G. IbrSileanu, Profiluri (1920); E. Lovinescu,

Critice, Vn (1922); M. Ralea, Perspective (1928);

G. Caiinescu, Istoria literaturii romdne (1941);

Valeriu Ciobanu, H. P.-B. (1965). F.J.B,

Papadiamantis, Alexandros (^Skiathos 4 m
1851; ^ibid. 3 I 1911), Greek short-story writer.

Son of a priest and himself deeply religious,

Papadiamantis wrote his stories out of his intimate

experience of his island world, expressing through
them his sense of the spiiitud iiiheritance of the

Greek people so threatened by modem civilization

and ‘progress’. His depiction of this world in all

its aspects combined with his powerful lyric gift

make him the outstanding Greek prose-writer of
his time.

Ta apanta (ed. G. Valetas, 6 vols and suppL,
1954-62).—G. Katsimbalis, Vivliografia A, P,

(1934; supp. 1938). P.O.A.S.

Pape, Joseph (Eslohe 4 IV 1831; tBiiren, nr
Paderbom 16 V 1898), Westphalian epic poet and
short-story writer. He tried, like W. Hertz and W.
Jordan, to retell medieval subjects in modernized
form, but, because of his fanciful romanticism,
with less success. His homely short stories, written

with good psychological insight, were locally

popular.

verse : DergetreueEckart (1854); Schneewittchen

vom Oral (1856); Das Lied von der Welt Zeiten

(1885).

—

Gedichte (1857).

—

luPm Siuerlarme (short

stories; 1878). G.C.

Papema, Abraham Yaakov (*Kopil 30 VIII

1840; tOdessa 18 n 1919), Hebrew essayist and
poet. His pamphlet on literary criticism, Kankan
Yashan Male Chadash (Vilna, 1867), attracted great

attention from all contemporary progressive

Hebrew writers, and in 1867 his second book of

criticism on drama appeared. He adopted the

realistic aesthetic approach to poetry of the

Russian critic Belinsl^^. Papema was also the first

to recognize Tchemichowsky* as a great poet on
the appearance of his first book, although his

poems were somewhat strange to the Hebrew spirit.

KolKitveiA. r.i>. (1952).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Papini, Giovanni (*Florence 9 I 1881; ool907

Giacinta Giovagnoli; ^ibid, 8 VII 1956), Italian

novelist, poet and critic. He founded the review

Leonardo, published from 1903 to 1907, and in

1908 joined the staff of La Voce, founded by
Prezzolini*. In 1913 he joined the Futurist move-
ment and with Soffid* founded Lacerba, published

until 1915. In 1920hewas converted to Catholicism,

which then became, with patriotism, the main-
spring of his work. At this time he wrote his

famous Storia di Cristo (1921 ; The Story ofChrist,

tr. M. Prichard Agnetti, 1923), and became co-

editor of II Frontespizio in 1929. A widely-read

autodidact with a keen sense of curiosity and
discoveiy, Papini was intolerant, inclined to be
polemicd, and became famous for his devastating

reviews, published in book form in Stroncature

(1916). His love of controversy limited the value of

many of his critical writings but made him an
nfiuential figure in the eyes ofyoung writers in the

early decades of this century.

poetry: Operaprima (1917); Pane e vino (1926).

—NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: II tragico quotidUxno

(1903); On uomo finito (1912; A Man-^Finished,

tr. M. Prichard Agnetti, 1924); Gog (1931).—
ESSAYS AND CRmciSM: Stofia della letteratura

italiana (1937); IIdiavolo (1953); Giudizio universale

(1957).

—

correspondence: G. P,, G, PrezzolinU

Storia di un^amicizia (2 vols, 1966-68).

—

Tutte le

opere (10 vols, 1958-66).

R. Ridolfi, Vita di G. P. (1957); V. Vettori, <?. P.

(1967). B.M.

Pappenheim, Solomon (Ziilz 2 II 1740; fBreslau

4m 1814), Hebrew poet and philologist. He wrote

many controversial works in German against the

reforms in the Jewish divine service. His small

Hebrew pamphlet Agadat Arbah Kossot (Berlin,
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1790) is a sentimental ele^ on the futility of all

human life, obviously influenced by Edward
Young’s* Night Thoughts,

Yaeriot Shlomo (3 vols» 1790-96).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Paracelsus, Philippus Aureolus Theophrastus,

originally Theophrast Bombast von Hohenheim
(*nr Einsiedein 10 11 1493; tSalzburg 24 DC 1541),

Swiss physician. He studied in Ferrara, became
town physician in Basle (1526), where he was the

first to lecture in German, and wandered through-

out Germany and south-eastern Europe until his

death. Doctor, alchemist and mystic, the founder

ofmodem pharmacology and psychiatry, Paracel-

sus rejected the old Galeno-Arabic system and
sought in nature remedies for each individual

illness. In his theological works he expressed non-

sectarian ideas of Christian communism based on
the ideal of poverty and his mystical ideas influ-

enced such thinkers as Kepler and Jakob Bohme*.
His voluminous, complicated, often barely intelli-

gible writings were, with the exception ofDiegrosse

Wundarznei (1537), published posthumously.

Das Buck Paragranum (ed. F. Strunz, 1903);

Opus Paramirum (ed. idem^ 1904; ed. J. Achelis,

1928); Vber die unsichtbaren Krankheiten (ed. R.

Kochand E. Rosenstock, 1923) ; Sieben Defensionen

(ed. H. Sigerist, 1928).

—

The secrets ofphysick and
philosophy (tr. J. Hester, 1633).

—

Sdmtliche Werke
(ed. K. Sudhoflf and W. Matthiessen, 14 vols,

1922-23); Sdmtliche Werke (abr. ed. J. Strebel,

3 vols, 1946); Selected Writings (ed. J. Jacobi, tr.

N. Gutermann, 1951); Sdmtliche Werke (ed. K.
Goldammer, 1952 ff.).

Biogs by: A. M. Stoddart (1915); J. M. Stillmann

(1922); F. Gundolf (2nd ed, 1928); F. Strunz (2nd

ed, 1937); W. E. Peuckert (1941); J. Hargrave
(1951),—^K. Sudhofif, Bibliographia Paracelsica

(1894); Acta Paracelsica (1930 flf,); E, H. Reclam,
Die Gestalt des P, in der Dichtung (1939); C, G.
Jung, Paracelsica (1942); Nova Acta Paracelsica

(4 vols, 1944-47); R,-H. Blaser, Paracelse et sa
conception de la nature (1950); K, Goldammer,
P.-Studien (1954); K. H. Wiemann, ‘Die P.-Lit.

seit Kriegsende’ in Dt, VierteUahrschrift, XXXTV
(I960).—uierary treatment: Robert Browning,
P, (1835); E. G. Kolbenheyer, P,---Roman (3 vols,

1917-26). D.G.D.

Paradijs, Gorneus: see Eeden, Frederik Willem
VAN.

Parancoti, 16th-century author of Tiruvilaiyafar-

purdpam, which gives the purdna, or legendary
history, of the famous temple of Shiva and
Miua^i at Madurai. It recounts the divine

amusements of the god, which range from assuag-

ing the hunger of an excessively greedy dwarfwho,
as one of his attendants, was present at the god’s

marriage to Miu^^i, to humbling the pride of a

Tamil poet who had condemned a poem given by
Shiva to a fervent devotee as being in bad taste.

J.R.M.

Parandowskt, Jan (*Lw6w 11 V 1893), Polish

author. He has written several charming essays on
the ancient world and on European literature; in

his novels he displays deep knowledge and great

psychological insight. His style is clear and
brilliant.

essays: Antinous w aksamitnym berecie (1921;

as Krol zycia, 1930); Dwie wiosny (1927); Try

znaki zodiaku (1938).

—

^novels: Eros na Olimpie

(short stories; 1924); Krdl zycia (1930); Niebo w
plomieniach (1936); Dysk olimpijski (1933; The

Olympic Discus, tr. A. M. Malecka and S. A.
Walewski, 1939).—various: Odwiedziny ispotkania

(1934); Alchemia slowa (1950); Wspomnienia i

sylwety (1960); Luzne kartki (1965),

—

Pisma

wybrane (1955); Dziela wybrane (1957).

S.S. (P.H.)

Parati (BhSrait) (*1882; tl921), the principal

Tamil poet ofthe nationalist period. In addition to

his patriotic verse, he wrote a cycle of very beauti-

ful poems about Krishna, Kaonau pdttu,

J.R.M.

Paravicino y Arteaga, Fray Hortensio F^lk de

(Madrid 1580; ^libid, 1633), Spanish poet and

dramatist. He was a Trinitarian Friar and a very

famous preacher.He used an elaborate, Gongoristic

style with obvious rhythms, antithesis and hyper-

baton. He was a friend ofmany famous writers; El

Greco painted his portrait. He publicly attacked

Calderdn* for a youthful escapade. His poems

were published posthumously under the name
F^ldc de Arteaga; with them is a court play,

Gridonia o cielo de amor vengado,

Oraciones evangelicas y panegiricos funerales

(1641); F. de Arteaga, Obras pdsthumas divinas y
humanas (1641).

E. Alarcos in Rev. de Filol. Esp. (1937).

E.M,W.

Pardo Bazan, Emilia, Countess of (Corunna
16 IX 1851 ;

00Jos6 Quiroga; tMadrid 12 V 1921),

Spanish novelist and critic, only child of the

Count of Pardo Bazdn. Her true master was the

fine library of the family manor house where she

spent her youth. She travelled extensively throu^-

out Europe, was councillor for public education

and Professor of Romance literature. She is

generally credited with the introduction of French

Naturalism into Spain. She certainly propagated its

theories in La cuestidn palpitante (1883) and other

writings, but, as so often in Spanish literature, in

practice French Naturalism blends in her novels

with traditional Spanish realism, with costumbris-

mo, and realismo with the last traces of Roman-
ticism. The results are excellent books on Galician
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rural life and customs {Los Pazos de Ulha, 1886,

and La madre naturaleza^ 1887). Later she evolved

towards neo-spiritualist novels: La quimera (1905)

and La sirena negra (1908). With an excellent brain,

witty and well-informed, she left good miscel-

laneous works (e.g. San Francisco de Ash) and

drew attention to the importance of Russian novels

{La revolucidn y la novela en Rusia, 1887). Her
short stories {Cuentos de Marineda, 1892) axe very

fine.

Obras completas (43 vols, 1891-1926; 2 vols,

1947-48).

—

The Swan of Vilamorte (tr. M. J.

Serrano, New York, n.d.); Russia^ Its People and

Its Literature (tr. F. H. Gardiner, Chicago, 1890);

A Christian Woman (tr. M. A. Springer, New York,

1891); Homesickness (tr, M. J. Serrano, ibid,^

1891); A Wedding Trip (tr. idem, ibid., 1891,

Chicago, 1910); The Angular Stone (tr. idem. New
York, 1892); Galician GirVs Romance (tr, idem,

ibid., 1900); Mystery of the Lost Dauphin Louis

XVII (fr. A. H. Seeger, ibid., 1906); Midsummer
Madness (tr. A. Loring, ibid., 1907); Son of the

Bondwoman (tr. Ethel H. Hearn, ibid, and London,
1908).

G. Brown, La vida y las novelas de Da. E. P. B.

(1940); E. Gonzdlez L6pez, E. P, B., novelista de

Galicia (New York, 1944); L. Rano de Petracchi,

La condesa P. B., su vida, su obra (1946); D. F.

Brown, The Catholic Naturalism of P. B. (1957);

C. Bravo-Villasante, P. B., vida y obra (1962);

R. E. Osborne, E. P. B., su viday sus obras (1964).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Parentucelli, Tommaso (Sarzana 15 XI 1397;

tRome 25 HI 1455), Italian humanist. As Nicholas
V, the first Renaissance Pope, he orientated the

Papacy towards humanism, patronized scholars,

promoted architecture and virtually founded the

Vatican library.

M. Creighton, A History of the Papacy, 11

(1882); L. Pastor, Geschichte der Pdpste, I (7th ed.

1925); P. Paschini, Roma nel rinascimento (1940);

E. Garin, Vumanesimo italiano (1958). P.McN.

Parini, Giuseppe (Bosisio, Brianza 22/23 V 1729;

tMilan 15 VIII 1799), Italian poet and prose

writer. Priest; of country stock; a student in the

Barnabite schools, Milan (1740-52). After the

publication of Alcune poesie di Ripano Eupilino

(1752), a collection of Arcadian verse, Parini

entered the Milanese Accademia dei Trasformati

(1753) and then lived as a tutor (1754-62) in the

aristocratic household of Duke Gabrio Serbelloni.

Later, enjoying the patronage of Count Firmian,
the Austrian minister in Milan, he edited the

Gazzetta di Milano (1768-69) and was then

appointed Professor of eloquence in the Palatine

schools (176^99). Under the Cisalpine Republic
Parini took part in the civil administration of the

capital (179Q, but he was soon dismissed by the

French for his austerity and patriotism.

A moralist of outstanding artistic sensibility

with an original appreciation of both classical

literature and the Italian linguistic tradition, Parini

wrote a notable series of sage and measured Odi
(1757-95)—often Horatian in their studied felicity

of expression—and II Giomo, a long poem in versi

sciolti in four parts: Mattino (1763), Mezzogiomo
(1765), Vespro and Notte (posthumous; 1801),

Many of the odes have social or civil themes {JLa

salubritd delVaria, Ueducazione), others strike a
more fervent, personal note {La caduta, Alla Musa).
In the Giomo^ true social satire of the rights of
blood springing from Parini’s humane awareness
of a scale of values inherent in the natural equality

of inen, the dignity of labour and of family life—
Parim describes with minute particularity a day in

the life of an effete Milanese nobleman and under
the pretext of instructing him how to behave
unmasks with masterly irony the vanity, profligacy

and general futility of a whole social caste.

Other works include sonnets, epigrams and
occasional verse, Ascanio in Alba (1771)—a festa

teatrale in two acts, set by Mozart at the age of 15

—and various prose discourses, including the

Dialogo sopra la nobiltd (1757), a linguistic polemic

Contro ilPadre Branda (1760) and Deiprincipi delle
belle lettere, lessons defining in classical terms the

principles of art and literature.

Le Odi (ed. F. Salveraglio, 1882; ed. A. Bertoldi,

1911, rev. ed. R. Spongano, 1964); II Giorno (ed.

G. Albini, 1907, rev. ed- M. Fubini, 1964; ed. A.

Momigliano, 1925; tr. H. M. Bower, 1927).

—

Poesie (ed. E, Bellorini, 2 vols, 1929).— (ed.

E. Bellorini, 2 vols, 1913-15).—Poesie e prose (ed.

L. Caretti, 1951) and II Giorno. Poesie e prose

(1969); Opere (ed. G. Petronio, 1957); Opere, I:

II Giorno e le Odi, 11: Poesie minori e prose (ed.

G. M. Zuradelli, 2 vols, 1965).— (ed. F.

Reina, 6 vols, 1801-04); Tutte le opere (ed. G.

Mazzoni, 1925).

E. Bellorini, La vita e le opere di G. P. (1918);

G. Natali, G. P. uomo e poeta (1953); P. Giann-

antonio, G. P. (1963); A. Piromalli, G. P. (1966).

—F. de Sanctis, *G. P.’ in Nuovi saggi critici

(1879); G. Carducci, II P. minore (1904) and II P.

maggiore (1907); D, Petrini, La poesia e Varte di

G. P. (1930); A. Momigliano, ‘II P. discusso’ in

Studi di poesia (1938); W. Binni, ‘La sintesi

pariniana’ in Preromanticismo italiano (1948) and

Classicismo e neoclassicismo (1963); R. Braccesi,

II problema del P. (1950; rev. ed. 1959); G.

Bonalumi, P. e la satira (1958); G. Petronio, P. e

Villuminismo lombardo (1961); A. Vicinelli, II P. e

Brera (1963); G. CoUcchi, II "Dialogo sopra la

nobiltd" € la polemica sociale di G. P. (1965); N.

Bonifazi, P. e "II Giomo" (1966); L. Poma, Stile e

societd nella formazione del P. (1967); G. Moncal-

lero, Vinsegnamento del P. (1968).

—

L. Caretti,

P. e la critica (1953) and ‘G. P.’ in I classici

italiani nella storia della critica, II (ed. W. Binni,

1955); G. Petronio, P., storia della critica (1957);
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W. Binni and R. Scrivano, ‘G. P,’ in Introdunone

ai problemi critici della letteratura italiam (1967),

—G. Bustico, Bibliografia di G, P. (1929). M.W.

Paris: see Valerius Maximus, biblio.

Paris, Geoffroi de (t?1317), French poet. He
wrote a few political poems on the reigns of Philip

IV and Louis X. An unfinished verse chronicle on
the same period has been attributed to him.

Debat (ed. W. P. Shepard in Melanges M A,

Jeamoy, 1928); Chronique metrique attribute d G.

de P. (ed. A. Diverres, 1956).

C. V. Langlois, ‘Geoffroi des N6s ou de Paris’

in Histoire litteraire de France, XXXV (1921).

A.H.D.

Paris, Matihew (tl259), English chronicler and

artist, monk at St Albans (1217), probably assisted

Roger of Wendover with the St Albans’ chronicle

to 1235 ; afterwards expanded it. R.W.B.

English History . . . 1235 to 1273 (tr. J. A. Giles,

1852, repr. 1968); Historia Anglorum 1066-1253

(ed, F, Madden, 3 vols, 1866-69, repr. 1964);

Gesta abbatum (of St Albans; ed. H. T. Riley, 3

vols, 1867-69); Chronica majora (incl. and con-

tinuing Wendover; ed. H. R. Luard, 7 vols, 1872-

83, repr. 1964) and Flores historiarum (3 vols,

1890, repr. 1964; tr. J. A. Giles, 1894, repr. 1968).

F. M. Powicke, ‘Notes on the . . . Chronica

majora' in Mod. Philol, XXXVHI (194(M1);

V. H. Galbraith, Roger Wendover and M. P.

(1944); R. Vaughan, M. P. (1958).

R.W.B. (Tor.)

Parker, Dorothy Rothschild (*West End, N.J.

22 VIII 1893; col917 Edwin Parker H [o/ol928],

001933 Alan Campbell; fManhattan, N.Y. 7 VI
1967), American humorist and short-story writer.

One of the New York wits, she wrote satiric verses

on the war of the sexes. Her stories show an ironic,

corrosive touch.

verse: Enough Rope (1927); Death and Taxes

(1931); Not So Deep As a Well (1936).—short

stories: Laments for the Living (1930); Here Lies

(1939).— Best of D. P. (1952); Ladies of the

Corridor (1953).

J. Keats, You Might As Well Live (biog. ; 1971).

H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Parker, Martin (*c. 1600; tl652), English

balladist, foremost author of popular humorous
ballads who c. 1638 became a fervent supporter

of the monarchy, writing such ballads as ‘When
the King Enjoys His Own Again’ (1643); in 1647

he turned to prose journalism.

Sel. in V. de S. Pinto and A. E. Rodway, The

Common Muse (1957).

H. E. Rollins in Mod. Philol., XVI (1918-19),

XEX (1921-22), R.M.W.

Parker, Matthew, Archbishop of Canterbury
(Norwich 6 VHI 1504; oo24 VI 1547 Margaret
Harlestone; fLambeth 17 V 1575), English divine,

Chancellor of the University of Cambridge who
revived and stimulated Anglo-Saxon studies,

preserved early chronicles, some of which he
edited, and organized the translation of the Bible,

undertaking much himself. B.L.J.

The Whole Psalter translated into English Metre
(?1567); De Antiquitate Britannicae Ecclesiae

Cantuariensis (1572; ed. S. Drake, 1729).—Corre-

spondence (ed. J. Bruce and T. T. Perowne, 1853).

J. Strype, The Life and Acts of M. P. (1711);

W. M. Kennedy, Life of M. P. (1908); V. J. K.
Brook, A Life ofArchbishop P. (1962; repr. 1965).

B.L.J. (T.P,M.)

Parker, Theodore (Lexington, Mass. 24 VHI
1810; 001837 Lydia Cabot; fFlorence, Italy 10 V
1860), American clergyman. He was a scholar and
a fiery practical reformer, especially in abolishing

slavery. A TranscendentaKst, he was considered by
Emerson* one of the four great men of the age.

A Letter to the People of the United States

Touching the Matter of Slavery (1848).

—

The

Works of T. P. (ed. G. W. Cooke et ah, 15 vols,

1907-13); T. P., an Anthology (ed. H. S. Com-
mager, 1960).

J. Weiss, Life and CorrespondenceofT P. (2 vols,

1864); D. B. Frothingham, T P., a Biography

(1874); H. S. Commager, P. P. (1936).

H.L.C. a.w.)

Parkman, FRANas (*Boston 16 IX 1823; ool850

Catherine Bigelow; tJamaica Plain, Mass. 8 XI
1893), American historian. The California and

Oregon Trail (1849) tells of his adventures on a

1,700-mile horseback journey and of primitive

Indian life.

Pioneers ofFrance in the New World (1865); The

Discovery of the Great West (1869); Montcalm and

Wolfe (1884); A HalfCentury of Conflict (1892).—

The Works of F. P, (12 vols, 1922).

C. H. Famham, A Life ofF, P. (1900); M. Wade,

F, P., Heroic Historian (1942); H. N. Doughty,

F. P. (1962). H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Parmenides (*c. 515 b.c.), Greek philosopher,

founder of the Eleatic school. He wrote a poem in

hexameter verse, of which fragments survive. The
Milesian philosophers (Thales*, Anaximander*,

Anaximenes*) had explained the world as a

development out of a single ‘stuff’. Parmenides

shows that this is impossible: starting from the

proposition ‘the Real is', he shows that nothing

can be said about the Real except that it is one,

whole and changeless. So the changing world is

‘unreal*, illusory. This analysis of the verb ‘to

be’ (in many ways the most important feature of

pre-Socratic philosophy) forced later philosophers
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either to admit a plurality of original ‘real* things

(Empedocles*, Anaxagoras*, Democritus*) or to

conceive a new, non-material, kind of ‘being*

(Plato* and Aristotle*).

H. Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, I

(6th ed., 1951).

G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The Presocratic

Philosophers (1957); G. E. L. Owen, ‘Eleatic

questions’ in Class. Quart., X (1960); L. Tardn, P.

(1965); W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek

Philosophy, II (1965); A. P. D. Mourelatos, The

Route ofP.{im). D.J.F.

Parmentier, Jean (*Dieppe 1494; tl529), French

explorer and poet. His first voyage was to Brazil

(1520) and his last to Sumatra (1529) where he and

his brother Raoul died offever. He wrote rhetorical

poems for competitions at Dieppe and Rouen
(1511), a morality (1527), and a translation of

Sallust’s* Catiline (1528). His last poem—Traicti
en forme d’exhortation—shows a brave thirst for

exploration and a firm faith in God. His verses,

inadequate in execution, are fresh with his sea-

experiences.

Le discours de la navigation de /. et Raoul P. (ed.

C. Schefer, 1883).

K. von Posadowsky-Wehner, J, P., Leben und
Werk (1937); J. Lapp, ‘An explorer poet: J. P,’

in Mod. Lang. Quart., VI (1945). M.Y.

Parnell, Thomas (*Dublin 1679; fChester Vn
1717), Irish poet; Archdeacon of Clogher 1705,

member of the Scriblerus Club and friend of

Swift* and Pope*, whom he helped translate

Homer*. His poetry is of a very limited range, but

fluent and marked by a feeling for nature.

Poems (ed. Pope, 1721); Works (1767).-D.
Goldsmith, Life ofT. P. (1770). E.T.W.

Pamicki, Teodor (*Berlin 5 HI 1908), Polish

novelist. The leading Polish writer of historical

fiction, he has renewed this genre by introducing

entirely modem novelistic techiques and modem
psychological and philosophical ideas. His am-
bitious and erudite work is highly complex and
diGQcult to appreciate, which explains his lack of

deserved international reputation. The novels are

generally set in Hellenistic times or the Middle
Ages, with special emphasis on cultures and people
of mixed ethnical and religious background.

Aecjusz ostatni Rzymianin (1937); Srebrne orly

(Jerusalem, 1943); Koniec Zgody Naroddw (Paris,

1955); Twarz ksiqzyca (3 vols, 1961-67); Tylko
Beatrycze (1962); Nowa baih (5 vols. 1962-68);
Inne zycie Kleopatry (1969).

T. Cie^likowska, Pisarstwo T, P. (1965).

P.H.

Parny, fivARisTE-DfeiR6 de Forges, Vicomie de

(*R6union Island 6 H 1753; tPaxis 5 Xn 1814),

French poet. With A. de Bertin and N. G.
Leonard, Pamy is numbered among the ‘little

poets’ ofthe 18th century. His light love poetry has

a conventional grace, a delicate sensuality and
some wit, and though he owes much to the Greek
elegiac poets and to the Swiss poet Gessner*, he

has fallen into imdeserved neglect. The young
Lamartine* was his disciple. He also wrote

burlesque anti-religious poems, as La Guerre des

Dieux (1799).

Poesies erotiques(1778-84) ; Chansonsmadecasses

(1787); Le Portefeuille vole (1805).

—

(Euvres com-
putes (5 vols, 1808); (Euvres A. J. Pons, 1862);

A. Dumas, Anthologie des poites frangais du 18e

siicle (1934).

R. Barquissau, Les podtes creoles du 18e sUcle

(1949). G.B.

Parr, Samuel (*Harrow 26 I 1747; ool771 Jane

Morsingale, 00 I8 I6 Mary Eyre; fHatton 6 III

1825), English educationist, clergyman and politi-

cal writer, famous for vast erudition and forceful

personality, whose learned writings have proved of

no lasting interest.

Works (ed. J. Johnstone, 8 vols, 1828).

W. Field, Memoirs ofS. P. (2 vols. 1828); E. H.
Barker, Parriana (1828); T. De Quincey, ‘Whig-

gism in its relation to literature* in Selections

Grave and Gay, VI (1853-60); P. Colson, Their

Riding Passion

A

Study in Egoism, Dr S. P.

(1949); W. Derry, Dr P.; Portrait of the Whig Dr
Johnson (1966). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Parra, Teresa de la, pen-name of Ana Teresa

Parra Sanojo (*1895; tl936), Venezuelan novel-

ist who achieved remarkable success with two

books of fictionalized memoirs. Ifigenia, subtitled

Diario de una senorita que escribio porque se

fastidiaba (Paris, 1924), was an account ofa rather

uncouth and rustic Caracas seen through the eyes

of a Paris-educated young lady, and Las memorias

de Mama Blanca ffaris, 1929; Mama Blanca's

Souvenirs, tr. H. de Onis, Washin^on, D.C., 1959)

were nostalgic recollections of childhood spent in

the Venezuelan countryside. E.Sa. (J.F.)

Parry, Robert Williams (*Tal-y-sam, Caernarvon

1884; cx)1923 Myfanwy Davies; fBethesda, Caer-

narvonshire 4 I 1956), Welsh poet; lecturer in

Welsh, Bangor. His long poem in a bardic metre,
‘Yr Haf’ (1910), is one of the most memorable of

all eisteddfod poems. His first published volume

also contains sonnets, lyrics and anumberofmatch-

less englynion—^memorial stanzas, most of them
lamenting the loss of friends in the First World
War. A haunting sadness pervades many of his

sonnets and lyrics, but in his later poems, though

there is the same poignant awareness of man’s

mortality, more vigorous rhythms appear, and
while repudiating current ideas concerning the
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poet’s function in society, he wrote with fierce

indignation of certain contemporary happenings.

The poet’s vocation, as imaged in some of his finest

poems, is to voice man’s ‘primal grief’,

Yr Hafa Cherddi Eraill (1924); Cerdd^r Oaeaf
(1952).

D. Gwenallt Jones, ‘Barddomaeth Gynnar
R. W. P.’ in Ll§n Cymru, IV (1956-57); T. E.

Parry, ‘R. W. P.: Twf Cerddi...’ in Ysgrifau

BeirniadoU H (ed. J. E. C WiUiams, 1966); B. L.

Jones, R W. P. (1972). B.Re.

Parry-Williams, SirThomas Herbert (*Rhyd-ddu,
Caernarvon 21 IX 1887; 0)1942 Amy Thomas),
Welsh poet and essayist; formerly Professor of

Welsh at Aberystwyth. Apart from notable early

works, his verse consists of sonnets and short

unpretentious poems mostly in rhyming couplets.

Both the unadorned rhythms of the couplets and
the harmonious measure of the sonnets serve to

give form to the poet’s meditative comments on
his experiences and on Hfe in general. The integrity

of his art is no less evidentm his essays. His work
shows a disposition to counter conventional

attitudes with disparagement and irony; an interest

in objects and experiences which are of an un-

earthly nature or which yield an unsuspected

significance in retrospect; and a keen appreciation

of the literary queries latent in the spoken
language.

Ysgrifau (1928); Cerddi (1931); Olion (1935);

Syufyfyrion (1937); Lloffion (1942); G’r Pedwar
Gwynt (1944); Ugain a Gerddi (1949); Myfyrdodau

(1957); Pensynm (1966).

T. J. Morgan. ‘T. H. P.-W.’ in Gwfr Llin (ed.

A. T. Davies, 1948); Cyfrol Deyrnged Syr T. P.-FP’.

(ed. I. Foster, 1967); Dyfn^t Morgan, Bhyw
Hamer leuenctid (1971). B.Re.

Panm, Vesna (Zlarin, nr Sibenik 10 IV 1922),

Croatian poetess. She studied at Zagreb and
began publishing immediately after the war.

Like KaStelan*, her early poems were moving,
patriotic dirges for her country and fallen com-
rades, but her poetry has developed enormously
since this early post-war period. Heavily influenced

by Tin Ujevid* she has nevertheless forged her
own style of lyrical poetry of melancholy and
nostalgia blendiiig with a women’s sensual imagery
and personal symbolism in a highly original

manner. Her most recent verse shows a more
mature, intellectual but colder style.

verse: Zore i vihore (1947); Pjesme (1948); Crna
Maslina (1955); Ropsm (1957); Vidrama vjema

(1957); Pusti da otpoiinem (1958); Koralj Vraden
moru (1959); 37 i nekad (1959); Kornjahn oklop

(1959); Kdnjanik (1962); Jaojutro (1963); Bila sam
djeSak (1962); Vjetar Trakije (1964). B.J.

Paruta, Paolo (*Venice 14 V 1540; ^ibid. 6 XH

1598), Italian wnter, sometime governor ofBrescia,
ambassador to Rome and procurator of St Mark.
Of Guicciardini’s* school, he continued Bembo’s*
Historiae in the Historia Vinetiana, and chronicled

the war of Cyprus. Historian by appointment,

politician by predilection, his histories reveal the

Venetian statesman of the Discorsi politicu His
dialogues are political, his Soliloquio autobio-

graphical, and Machiavelli’s* influence is apparent

in all he wrote.

Historia Vinetiana (1605; sel. ed. G, Paladino,

1913); Opere politiche (ed. C. Monzani, 2 vols,

1852); Lettere inedite (ed. G. Biadego, 1885); La
legazione di Roma (ed. G. de Leva, 3 vols, 1887);

Discorsi politici (ed. G. C!andeloro, 1943); ‘Delia

perfezione’ etc. in Scrittori politici del Cinguecento

e del Seicento (ed. B. Widmer, 1964).

E. Zanoni, P. P. nella vita e nelle opere (1904);

G. C^andeloro, ‘P. P.* in Rivista storica ital., 5th

ser., I (1936); L. Tria, P. P.; Vuomo, lo scrittore,

ilpensatore (1941). P.McN.

Parvin l*tis§mi (Tabriz 1906; fTehran 17 IV

1941), Persian poet. Her Divan contains two main

groups of poems: Qasd‘id (odes), long contempla-

tive and didactic poems, and Qata^dt, short

poems, narrative in form, lyrical in tone and

humane in outlook. These show Parvin at her best,

in her sincere, unabating concern for the poor and

downtrodden. In Qatadt she frequently uses her

favourite device of dramatizing her ideas in con-

versations between inanimate objects or animals.

Parvin is one of the most outstanding and original

modem Persian poets.

Dtvdn (2nd ed. 1945).

E. Yaishater, ‘Persian letters in the past fifty

years’ in Jour. Middle East. Affairs (Nov. 1960);

J. Rypka, History of Iranian Literature (1968).

E.Y.

Pascal, Blaise (Clermont-Ferrand 19 VI 1623;

tParis 19Vm 1662), French writer. Pascal was the

son of an erudite Auvergnat magistrate who, after

losing his wife, moved to Paris (1631) and devoted

himself to the education of Blaise and his two

sisters Gilberte (later Mme P6rier) and Jacqueline.

Delicate and highly sensitive, the young Btoe
showed a precocious genius for mathematics,

invented and perfected a calculating machine

(1642-52) and excelled as a geometer and physicist.

In 1646 ^e whole family espoused Jansenism and

began their connection with Port-Royal. After his

father’s death Pascal traversed a short period of

‘worldly dissipation’ (1652-54) which gave him,

throu^ the young Due de Roannez and the

Chevalier de Mer6, an experience of aristocratic

society and ofthe scepticism ofthe well-bred. After

his ‘nigiht of ecstasy’ (23 XI 1654) Pascal was

finally converted and attached himself as a layman

to Port-Royal, where Jacqueline had become a nun

in 1652. To justify Antoine Arnauld*, accused in
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the Sorbonne of heretical tendencies, he wrote his

18 Lettres ecrites par Louis de Montalte a un

provincial de ses amis—-\h& Provinciales or Provin-

cial Letters (I 1656^111 1657). These defended,

in easy and often witty prose, the Jansenist view

of grace and attacked the Jesuits for an over-

indulgent conception of morality. His second great

work, Les Pensees^ consists of notes for a justifica-

tion of Christianity, planned at least by 1658 and
unfinished at his death. His initial purpose was to

convert the worldly unbeliever, but his jotted

reflections are inexhaustibly rich in theological,

philosophical and psychological suggestions.

Numerous editors have tried to arrange the

embryonic manuscript according to the conjectured

tenor of Pascal’s master-plan.

A mathematician, a mystic, an ascetic tortured

by illness, Pascal combines in his writing an ever-

present sense of eternity with a Cartesian thirst for

order and an artist’s feeling for the concrete detail.

Provinciales (ed. Z. Tourneur, 2 vols, 1944; ed.

J. Steinmann, 2 vols, 1962); Pensees et opuscules

(ed. L, Brunschvicg, 1904); Pensies (ed. F.

Strowski, 1930; ed. Z, Tourneur, 1942; ed. L.

Lafuma, 1948; ed. H. F. Stewart, with Eng. tr.,

1950).

—

CEuvres (ed. L. Brunschvicg, P. Boutroux

and F. Gazier, 14 vols, 1904-14; ed. J. Chevalier,

1936).

A. Maire, Bibliographie ginirale des osuvres de P.

(5 vols, 1925-27).—J. Chevalier, P. (1922); L.

Brunschvicg, P. (1932); H. F. Stewart, P.^s Apology

for Religion (1942); J. Mesnard, P. Vhomme et

Vmvre (1951) ; A. Antoine, Histoire de la littirature

frangaise au XVIIe sUcle (vol. 2, 1951); L. Gold-

mann, Le Dieu cachi (1955; Eng. tr. P. Thody,

1964); A. J. Krailsheimer, Studies in Self Interest

(1962); G. Brereton, Principles of Tragedy (1969).

G.B.

Pascal Chronicle (first half 7th century), a popular,

unsophisticated Byzantine world chronicle stretch-

ing originally from Adam to 629 (it goes only to

627 in the MSS). The last part draws on contem-

porary evidence and is full of individuality.

Eds: W. L. Dindorf (1832); Migne, Patrologia

Graeca, XCU (1860; both with Lat, tr.). J.M.H.

Pascarella, Cesake (*Rome 28 IV 1858; 1[ibid, 8 V
1940), Italian poet. Pascarella trained as a painter

and often used the pseudonym of ‘Pictor*. In 1881

he began to contribute to the reviews Cronaca

Bizantina and Capitan Fracassa, publishing in the

latter the first of the Roman dialect sonnets which

made him famous. Protagonist of his scenes is the

naive man of the people, comic and tragic in turn.

verse: Villa Gloria (1886); La scoperta de

VAmerica (1894); Storia nostra (1941; posth.).

—

prose: Prose (1880-1890) (1920); Taccuini (1961),

E. Bizzarri, C. P. (1941); F. Sarazani, Vita di

a P. (1957). B.M.

Paschier de Fijne (*Leiden 1588; fHaarlem 1667),

Dutch poet and pamphleteer. Remonstrant parson,

removed and persecuted between 1619 and 1633,

then parson at Haarlem. Although some of his

poetry was included in Apollons Harp (1658), he is

best Imown for his pamphlets: Winterturf Camper
Steurtgen^ Wittebrood voor de predikanten tot

Campen,

J. van Vloten, P. de P. naar zijn Leven en Schriften

(1853). A.M.B.W.

Pascoais, Teixeira de, pseud, of Joaquim Pereira

Teixeira de Vasconcelos (*S. Goncalo de
Amarante 2 XI 1878; tl4 XII 1952), Portuguese

poet. From 1912 onwards, as director of the

review A dguia, he formulated his poetic and
vaguely metaphysical doctrine of saudosismo, a
blend of pantheism and the cult of the Portuguese

sentiment of saudade (‘yearning’). The movement,
which has disturbing ideological and political

overtones, was a form of mystical nationalism

which has analogues in other countries at this

period but also had roots deep in Portuguese

tradition.

verse: Sempre (1897); Terra proibida (1899);

Jesus e Pan (1903); Vida eterea (1906); Sombra
(19iyf)\Maranos (1911); Regresso aoparaiso (1912).

—Obras completas (7 vols, 1965).

—

uprose: 0
espirito lusitano e o saudosismo (1912); O ginio

portuguSs na sua expressao filosofica^ poetica e

religiosa (1913); Verbo escuro (1914).

J. do I^ado Coelho in A poesia de T, de P.

—

ensaio e antologia (1945); F. da Cunha Leao and A.
O’Neill, Antologia poitica de T, de P.; G. Batelli,

T, de P. (1953); A, Margarido, T. de P. (1961).

T.P.W.

Pascoli, Giovanni (*San Mauro di Romagna
31 Xn 1855; fCastelvecchio di Barga 6 IV 1912),

Italian poet and scholar. Before Giovanni was 12,

his father, a manorial bailiff, was assassinated.

Giovanni’s mother and several brothers and sisters

died soon after. Giovanni studied under Carducci*

at Bologna and was imprisoned after taking part in

a socialist demonstration. Thereafter he had a

respectable and uneventful academic career and
finally succeeded Carducci.

Pascoli’s interpretation of Dante* never won
favour, but his poetry marks a turning-point in

Italian literature. He abandons the public voice

of Italian poetry for an inner voice which combines

‘unrehearsed’ speech, or even the unspoken word,

with refined preciosity. The nature lyrics of

Myricae (1891-1903), the rustic scenes and the

quasi-Symbolist parables of the two books of

Poemetti (1897-1909), the Conti di Castelvecchio

(1903-12), and the highly original interpretations,

in narrative form, of the Hellenic world of Poemi
conviviali (1904-05) all show an acute nature-

sensibility and a morbid fascination with death and
mystery and man’s sense of helplessness. His
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poetry of the irrational is poised between reality

and (team, the tiny and the immense, conaete and

abstract, existence and non-existence. In his essay

‘II FanciuUino’ (1897) Pascoli developed Plato’s*

image of the poet as a child, and indeed his poetry

often suffers from a childish emotionalism and
false naivety.

His later poetry is more ambitious and less

successful. The patriotic and humanitarian message

predominates. His excellent Latin Carmina won
him 13 gold medals of the Dutch Royal Academy.

Fensieri e discorsi (1907) *, Poesie (1948) ; Carmina

(1951); Scritti danteschi (1952).

Maria Pascoli, Lungo la vita di G. P. (1961); P.

Mazzamuto, P. (196Q; Society di Studi Romag-
noli, Studipascoliani (1958); D. Petrini, ‘La poesia

di G. P.* in Dal Barocco al Decadentismo (1957);

C. Salinari, Miti e coscienza del decadentismo

italiano (1960); F. Felcini, Bibliografia della critica

pascoliana, 1-1887-1954 (1957), H—1954 on-

wards. J.G.-R.

Pasdr, Jan Chryzostom (Rawa c. 1636; t?1701),

Polish diarist. An average Polish squire, farmer and
warrior, often in opposition to the public law, he
gives in his diaries (pub. 1836), written in a

simple and vivid style, a true, though incomplete,

picture of some aspects of Polish life, revealhig at

the same time his own character; they have also

great linguistic importance.

Pami^tniki (1836; Les mimoires de , . . genin’^

homme polonais, tr. with comm. P. Carin, 1922;

crit. ed. J. Czubek, 1929).

J. Cmbek, /. Ck P. w oSwietleniu archiwalnem^

1667-1701 (1900); J. K. Heck, /. Ck P. (1902);

J. Rytd, ^Pami^tnikP P. na tie pami^tnikarstwa

staropolskiego (1962). S.S. (P.H.)

Pasolini, Peer Paolo (^Bologna 1922), Friulian

writer and film director. Founder of the Academi-
ota di lenga Furlana at Casarsa (active 1945-50),

his poetry has strongly influenced the literary

development of Friulian. He also writes in Italian.

Poesie a Casarsa (Bologna, 1943); la mia
patria (Casarsa, 1949); Tal cour di mfrut (Trice-

simo, 1953); La meglio gioventH (Florence, 1954);

Poesie dimenticate (Udine, 1965). L.C.

Pasquier, Etienne (*Paris 7 VI 1529; Wd. 30 YIH
1615), Frendischolarand historian. Anenlightened

barrister whose learning brought him the friend-

ship of poets and humanists, from Ronsard* to

Tum^be. His chief work, Recherches de la France^

(1560-1621), reflects his scholarly interest in

France’s national past and literature and makes
him her first literary historian (Fauchet*).

Lettres (3 vols, 1619); La Jeunesse (TEstienne

Pasquier (1610; early lit. work, verse and prose).

—

(Emres (2 vols, Amsterdam [Tr^voux], 1723);

(Ernes choisies (ed. L. Feug^re, with substantial

intro., 2 vols, 1849); Lettres historiques pour les

annees 1556-94 (ed. D. Thickett, 1966).

M. J. Moore, P. P. historian de la poisie et de la

langue frangaise (1934); D. Thickett, Bibliographie

des mvres d*E, P, (1956). G.B.

Passavanti, Jacopo (*Florence c. 1302; ^ibid, 15 VI
1357), Italian ascetic writer. A Dominican Friar;

educated in Florence and Paris, he taught theology

at Pisa, Siena and Rome. He was appointed Prior

of the convent of Santa Maria Novella (1345) and
Vicar General of the Florentine diocese (1350).

Fra Jacopo was a renowned preacher, ‘facundus et

fervidus’, and from his Lent sermons (1354) he
composed a popular guide to repentance in five

parts, Lo Specchio della vera penitenza. To compel

observance of his precepts Fra Jacopo enlivened

his treatise with exempla, drawn from the medieval

repertory, depicting miracles and the pains of Hell.

Specchio (ed. F. L. Polidori, 1863; ed. M.
Lenardon, 1925); Mistici del Duecento e del

Trecento (ed. A. Levasti, 1935); Prosatori minoridel

Trecento (ed. G. De Luca, 1954).

G. Getto, Umanitd e stile di J, P. (1943); A.

Monteverdi, ‘Gli “esempi” di J. P.’ in Studi e

saggi sulla letteratura italiani dei primi secoli

(1954); M. Aurigemma, Saggio sul P. (1957).

M.W.

Passerat, Jean (*Troyes 18 X 1534; tParis 14 DC

1602), French humanist and poet. He taught at the

College de Boncourt, Paris, and from 1572

professed litterae humaniores at the College Royal.

His French poems (he also wrote in Latin) have a

playful tone in the tradition of Marot*. (See also

vhj-anelue; Satire'*^ Minippee.)

Recueil des auvres poitiques (1606; ed. P.

Blanchemain, 2 vols, 1880); M. Raymond,

Vinfluence de Ronsard^ n (1927). G.B.

Passeroni, Gian Carlo (*Condamine di Lantosca

[Nice] 8 HI 1713; tMilan 26 XII 1803), Italian

poet. Priest; academician of the Trasformati,

Milan; a friend of Giuseppe Parini*. By nature a

moralist, he wrote II Cicerone (6 vols, 1755-74), a

vast discursive poem in ottava rima on the life of

Cicero*, characterized by interminable digressions

deriding the corruption and foUies of 18th-century

Kfe. Other works include verse fables, Rime giocose

and epigrams translated from the G^eek.

II Cicerone (best ed. 1845); Riim giocose,

satiriche e morali (1776); Favole Esopiane (7 vols,

1779-88); Epigrammi greci (1786).-5eL in G.

Parini, Poesie e Prose (ed. L. Caretti, 1951) and in

Lirici del Settecento (ed, M. Fubini and B. Maier,

1959).

S. Paggi, II Cicerone di G. C. P. (1912) and

G. C. P. (1914). M.W.

Passo Honroso, Libro del (1434), Spmiish

chronicle. Suero de Quiflones, a young knight.
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challenged all comers for a month, with the King’s

permission, as a tribute to his lady. One of his

companions was Lope de Estuniga*. The notary

Pero Rodriguez de Lena was present and recorded

the events in the Libro»

Facs. ed, (New York, 1902); ed. M. de Riquer

(1970).

P. G. Evans, ‘A Spanish knight in flesh and
blood’ in Hispania (U.S.A.), XV (1932); M. de

Riquer, Caballeros andantes espanoles (1967).

A.D.D.

Pasternak, Boris Leonidovich (*Moscow 1890;

tl960), Russian poet. Influenced by the Symbolists

(especially I. Annensky*) and then by the Futurists,

he gradu^ly worked out his own elliptic technique

capable of expressing his emotions in simple

language arranged in an unusual verbal and
rhythmical pattern. His real strength is in his

lyrics, the dominant mood of which is courage

towards life. He began writing in 1912 but achieved

his first great success with the collection, Sestra

moya zhizn* (wr. 1917; pub. 1922). TWs was
followed by Temy i variatsii (1923); God 1905

(1926); Lieutenant Schmidt (1927); Spectorsky (an

autobiography in verse); and Vtoroye rozhdenie

(1932). His small collection Na rarmikh poyezdakh

(1941) was partly, and his Zenmoy Prostor (1945)

almost entirely, inspired by the war.

Pasternak’s prose works include a book of short

stories (pub. 1925; repr. 1933 as Vozdushnyeputi\

the autobiographical Okhrannaya Gramota (1931),

and his masterpiece in prose, Detstvo Luvers (wr.

1918; Childhood, tr. R. Payne, Singapore, 1941),

the method of which has been compared with

that of Proust*. His novel Doctor Zhivago was
banned in the Soviet Union but appeared (m
Russian) in Milan in 1957 and earned him the

Nobel prize. It was translated into many languages

and also filmed. Accused of excessive individual-

ism, Pasternak afterwards spent his time mostly on

translations from English, French, German, Hun-
garian and Georgian. His translations of Hamlet,

Anthony and Cleopatra, Othello and Romeo and

Juliet are among the best in the Russian language.

Poverkh Baryerov (1931); Stikhotvoreniya v

odnom tome (1933; 2nd ed. 1936).— The Collected

Prose Works ofB, P. (tr. R, Payne and B. Scott,

intro. S. Schimanski, 1945); Selected Poems (tr.

J. M. Cohen, 1947); A Second Book of Russian

Verse (with 17 of P.’s poems; tr. C. M. Bowra,

1948); Selected Writings (incl. The Safe Conduct,

4 stories and several poems; 1949); Sochineniya

(ed. G. P, Struve and B. A. Filippov, 3 vols, Univ.

of Michigan, 1961); Doctor Zhivago (tr. M.
Hayward and M. Harari, 1958, 1961); Poesie (tr.

A. Ripellino, \959y,Poetry ofB. P. (tr. G. Reavey,

1959); The Last Summer (tr. idem, 1960); In the

Interlude (tr. H. Kamen, 1962); Fifty Poems (tr. L.

Pasternak Slater, 1963); Letters to Georgian

Friends (tr. D. Magarshak, 1967).

—

The Blind

Beauty (play; tr. M. Hayward and M. Harari,
1969).

C. L. Wrenn, *B. P.’ in Oxford Slavon. Papers,
II (1951); Y. Berger, B. P. (1958; in Fr.); G.
Ruge, P. (1959; in Ger.); An Essay in Auto-
biography (tr. M. Harari, 1959); H. Muchnic, From
Gorky to P. (1961); P. S. R. Payne, The Three
Worlds ofB. P. (1961, 1962); R. Conquest, Courage
of Genius (1961); Sbomik statey (Munich, 1962);
Guy de Maillac, P. P. (1963); J. de Troyat, P.

(1964). J.L.

Pastor Diaz, Nicomedes (*Vivero, Lugo 15 IX
1811 ; tMadrid 22 HI 1863), Spanish poet, studied
law and intervened in politics. With his Poesias

(1840) he brings to Spanish Romanticism the
intimate, delicate melancholy of his Gaelic origin.

His own personal experience can be detected in his

Romantic themes. He also wrote a novel and an
interesting series of portraits.

Obras (ed. A. Ferrer del Rio, 6 vols, 1866-68).

J. Valle Mor6, JV. P. D.: su vida y su obra (1911);
F. Leal Insda, P. D., principe del romanticismo

(1943); E. Chao Espina, P. D, dentro del romanti-

cismo (1949). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Pastorins, Francis Daniel (*Sommerhausen,
Franconia 26 IX 1651; oo6 XL 1688 Ennecke
Klostermanns; tGermantown, Pa. 27 II 1719),

German-American author. He led the first orga-

nized body of German pietists to America (1683)

and founded Germantown near Philadelphia. He
instigated the first formal protest against slavery.

He wrote the first English primer ever published in

Pennsylvania. His Bee-Hive (1696 ff.), mostly

written in English, is the curious work of a
polymath.

Henry Bernhard Koster, William Davis, Thomas
Ruther and Thomas Bowyer, Four Boasting Dis-

puters of This World Briefly Rebuked (1697);

Umstdndige geographische Beschreibung der zu

allerletzt erfundenen Provintz Pensylvaniae (1700;

tr. in Narratives of Early Pennsylvania, Western

New Jersey and Delaware, ed. A. C. Myers, 1912);

P, D, Pastorius, His Hive, Beestock, Melliotro-

phium, Alvear or Rusca Apum (MS in possession of

his descendants; excerpts in Americana Ger-

manica, I-II, 1897-98).

M. D. Learned, Life ofF, D, P. (1908). E.R.

Pastrengo (Pastregicus), Guguelmo da (*Past-

rengo 1305; 1366), Italian lawyer and scholar,

notable for his friendship with Petrarch* and for

his posthumously published biographical dic-

tionary De originibus rerum (Venice, 1547).

R. Sabbadini, Le scoperte dei codici . . , (1905);

R. Weiss, Dawn ofHumanism in Italy (1947).

D.H.

Patanjali (Jl. 2nd century b.c.), the author of the

Mahdbhd^a, the ‘great commentary’ on Paijini’s*
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Sanskrit grammar and Katyayana’s emendations to

Paijini’s rules. H.G.R. (J.E.B.G.)

Patchen, Kenneth (Niles, Ohio 13 XII 1911;

001934 Miriam Oikemus; fPalo Alto, Cal. 8 I

1972), American poet. Patchen’s first book of

poems, Before the Brave (1936), signalled the

arrival of a poet of strikin^y original language.

His poems are mainly short observations or narra-

tives, often illustrated by his own abstract paint-

ings. His tendency to semi-automatic writing

sometimes led him into sentimentality.

First Will and Testament (1939); The Dark
Kingdom (1942); Hurrah for Anything (1957);

Because It Is (1960). D.E.Mo.

Pateg, or Patecchio, Girardo (Cremona;/, early

13th century), Lombard poet, famous in his day,

of whom two works remain: the SplanamentOt a
free adaptation of Proverbs, modelled on the

Disticha [Dicta^\ Catonis, in rhymed couplets of 14-

syllable lines; and the Noie^ a poem on *Vexa-

tions’, derived from the Provencal enueg, in eight

stanzas of ten lines each (probably intended as

decasyllables) with a six-line conge^. This was a
favourite book of the chronicler Salimbene*, who
calls it Liber tediorim,

Crestomazia italiana del primi secoli (ed. E.

Monaci; 2nd ed. rev. F. Arese, 1955); Poeti del

Duecento, 1 (ed. G. Contini, 1961); Eior/y Italian

Texts (ed. C. Dionisotti and C. Grayson, 2nd ed.

1965). K.F.

Pater, Walter Horatio (*Shadwell 4 VIII 1839;

tOxford 30 VII 1894), English critic. Pater went
to Queen’s College, Oxford, was taught by Jowett*

and in 1864 was elected Fellow of Brasenose. He
abandoned his intention of taking Orders and
devoted his energies to teaching, slow and exquisite

writing and some travelling in Europe. Pater spoke
of ‘ art for art’s sake’ but for him art included much
of life. Although he insisted on the cultivation of

experience ‘as an end in itself’ he meant by this

cultivation a harmonious development of human
potentialities and dismissed ^e demoralized

sensation-seeking of Wilde’s* heroes as a lowering

of personality. As a critic he has his blindnesses:

he respects historical criticism but sometimes
forgets it; he recreates art in the image of his own
vision; he writes oddly about Wordsworth* and
Coleridge*. But his sensitive introspection and
dual interest in form and matter (especially in

literature) make him an influence as well as an
eccentric.

Studies in the History ofthe Renaissance (1873);

Marius the Epicurean: his sensations and ideas (2

vols, 1885); Imaginary Portraits (1887); Appreci-

ationst with an Essay on Style (1889); Plato and
Platonism: a series oflectures (1893); Essays from
^The Guardian^ (1896).

A. C. Benson, W, P, (1906); A. Symons, A Study

of W. P. (1932); G. Tillotson, Criticism and the

19th Century (1951); A. Ward, W, P,: The Idea in

Nature (1966); G. C. Monsman, P.’j Portraits

(1967). B.H. (M.A.)

Patemo, Pedro Alejandro (*Manila 27 II 1857;
^ibid. 1911), Philippine poet and belletrist; his

works reflect a conflict between the wealthy

amateur who wishes to please, and a deeply con-

vinced patriot. His novel Ninay (1885) could be
called the first piece of modem Philippine fiction,

but Patemo was outshone by his friend and
colleague Jose Rizal*. He negotiated the Hispano-
Filipino peace settlement of 1897, and held political

ofl&ce in the First Philippine Republic (1898-1901)

and the American regime that followed.

Sampaguitas (Madrid, 1881). A.C.

Paterson, Andrew Barton (*Narrambla, New
South Wales 17 XI 1864; t Sydney 5 II 1941),

Australian poet, the most comprehensively repre-

sentative of the numerous balladists of his time

who wrote in popular verse of the distinctive life

of the bush.

Collected Verse (latest repr., with intro.; 1969),

C. Semmler, The Banjo of the Bush (1966) and
The World ofBanjo P. (1967). F.T.M. (A.M.G.)

Pathelin, Maistre Pierre (71465), anonymous
French farce which deals with the theme of the

unscrupulous lawyer who is eventually tricked by

his client, a simple shepherd. A master of plot and

characterization, the author, conceivably Guil-

laume Alecis*, treats his subject with imagination

and realism, while avoiding the scatology which

mars similar works of the age. It is the masterpiece

of the medieval comic theatre in France.

Maistre P. Pathelin^ farce du XVe siicle (crit. ed,

R. T. Holbrook, 2nd ed. 1937).—R. T. Holbrook,

£tude sur Pathelin, essai de bibliographic et

dHnterpretation (Princeton, 1917); Grace Frank,

The Medieval French Drama (1954). A.H.D.

Patmore, Coventry Kersey Dighton (*Woodford

23 VII 1823; cx)1847 Emily Andrews, ool864

Marianne Byles, 00 I88I Harriet Robson; fLy-

mington 26 XI 1896), English poet and critic,

assistant in the printed books department of the

British Museum. His Tamerton Church Tower

(1853) was followed by The Betrothed (1854), The

Espousals (1856), Faithfulfor Ever (1860) and The

Victories of Love (1862), the four poems together

forming The Angel in the House (1862), a celebra-

tion of domestic love. These early poems, in rather

ambling verse, blend deliberate banality and

unpoetic diction with pleasing descriptions of

scenery and domestic life. His Unknown Eros (1877)

and other poems written after his conversion to

Roman Catholicism show a deepening of his poetic
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vision and a complete change of poetic technique,

including the use of irregular metres and an
infinitely richer diction.

Amelia (1878); Poems of C. P. (ed. F. Page,

1949); Principle in Art (1889).

B. Champneys, Memoirs and Corres. of C. P. (2

vols, 1900; incl. autobiog.); O. Burdett, The Idea

of C. P. (1921); D. Patmore, Portrait of My
Family (with special ref. to C. P. ; 1935) ; M. Stobie,

P.’j Theory and Hopkins's Practice (1949); G. M.
Hopkins, Further Letters, Including Correspondence

With a P. (1938); J. C. Reid, The Mind and Art of
C. P. (1957). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Paton, Alan Stewart (*Pietermarit2burg 11 I

1903; 001928 Doris Francis), South African

novelist, short-story writer, biographer and
political analyst. Paton’s interest in race relations,

reflected in his Action, grew out of his 13 years as

principal of a reform school for African boys.

Despite the immediate success of Cry the Beloved

Country (1948), he has not done much creative

writing, being actively involved in the affairs of

the now defunct South African Liberal Party, and
serving various Christian and social welfare

organizations. He is a forceful critic of the racial

policies of the Nationalist government, and was
deprived of his passport from 1960 until 1970.

Too Late the Phalarope (novel; 1953); South

Africa Today (1953); The Landand People ofSouth
Africa (1955); Debbie Go Home (short stories;

1961); The Long View (political comment; 1967).

—^biography: Hofmeyr (1964); Kontakionfor You
Departed (1969).

E. Callan, A. P. (1968), U.La,

Patra$canu, D. D. (*1872; tl937), Rumanian
(Moldavian) writer, author of short stories which
turn upon the human propensity to become
involved m ridiculous and embarrassing situations

through a lapse of memory, the desire to avoid

giving offence, or some such foible.

Unprim de gala, etc. (ed. A. S^dulescu, 1958).

F.J.B.

Patrick, St (?South Wales 385 ; t461), the apostle

of Ireland, was the son of a decurio, Calpamius.

Captured by raiders, he spent six years as a slave

in Ireland and eventually escaped to Gaul. He
returned to Ireland in 432 as a missionary. His

chief works are his autobiography (the Confessio),

the Epistola ad milites Carotid and Dicta,

J. B. Bury, Life of St P. (1905); J. F. Kenney,
Sources for the Early History of Ireland (1929);

K. Miiller, ‘Der Heilige P.’ in G5ttinger Nachri-

chten, XXni (1931); L. Bieler, Codices Patriciani

Latini (1942) and The Life and Legend of St P.

(1949); J. Camey, The Problem of St P. (1961);

C. Mohrmann, Latin of St P. (1961); R. E.

McNaUy, ‘Saint P.: 461-1961’ in CathoHc Hist.

Rev., XLVn (1961); D. A. Binchy, ‘P. and his

biographers’ in Studia Hibemica, II (1962); E.

MacNeill, St P..., (2nd ed. 1964). R.R.R.

Pattison, Mark (Hornby 10 X 1813; 00I86I

Emilia Strong; tHairogate 30 VII 1884), English

scholar, author of biographical and critic^ works
and of Memoirs (1885), ranking high in literature

of self-confession. He was Rector of Lincoln

College, Oxford.

Isaac Casaubon (1875); Milton (1879); Essays

(ed. H. Nettleship, 2 vols, 1889).

L. Tollemache, Recollections ofP. (1885); F. C.

Montague, Some Early Letters of M, P. (1934);

J. Sparrow, P. and the Idea ofa University

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Paulding, James Kirke (*Putnam Co., N.Y. 22

VIII 1778; 00 1818 Gertrude Kemble; tHydePark,
N.Y. 6 IV 1860), American poet, novelist and
playwright. He collaborated with Irving* on the

Salmagundi series. A voluminous and versatile

writer, he excelled in his Dutch stories.

John Bull in America . , . (1825) ;
The Dutchman's

Fireside (1831); Westward Ho! (1832).—P/k?

Letters ofJ. K, P. (ed. R. M. Aderman, 1962).

A. L. Herold, K. P.; Versatile American

(1926). H.L.C. a.W.)

Paulhan, Jean (*Nice 2 XH 1884; tParis 9 X
1968), French critic. He edited the Nouvelle Revue

Fran^aise (1925-40 and 1953-68), and during the

Occupation founded Les Lettres Frangaises with

Jacques Decour. He loved paradox and mystifica-

tion, and claimed the anarchist, F6n6on, as his

master. He set himself up as the champion of a

new form of rhetoric (in Les fleurs de Tarbes,

1945) and played a leading part in French contem-

porary writing. Member of&e Acaddmie Fran^aise

1963.

Le guerrier appliqui (1915); Cli de la poesie

(1944) ; Felix Feneon ou le critique (1945) ;
Entretiens

sur les faits-divers (1945); De la paille et du grain

(1948); Petite priface a toute critique (1951).

—

CEuvres complies (1966 ff.).

M. Toesca, /. P., Vecrivain applique (1948);

M. J. Lef^bvre, /. P. (1949); special no. ofNouvelle

Rev. Fr. (1969). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Pauli, Johannes (*c, 1453; tThann c. 1530),

German writer. A Franciscan Friar, Pauli pub-

lished a collection of anecdotes, Schimpf und

Ernst (1519), moralizing tales often humorous and

coarse, enormously popular and reprinted over 30

times.

Schimpf und Ernst (ed. H. Oesterley, 1866; ed.

J. Bolte, 2 vols, 1923-24).

R. Newald, ‘J. P.’ in Dt, Lit, des Mittelalters,

m. D.G.D.
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Paulinus of Aquileia (*before 750; t302), gram-

marian at the court of Charlemagne, made

Patriarch of Aquileia in 787. Besides theological

works he wrote some remarkable rhythmical Latin

poems, including a lament for Duke Erich of

Friuli, who fell in battle in 799.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, XCDC (1851); letters

ed. E. Dummler in Monumenta Germaniae

histarica, Epistolae, IV (1895); poems ed. idem,

ibid., Poeti Latini aevi Carolini, I (1881); Analecta

hymnica medii aevi, L (1907). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Paulinus of Nola, Meropius Ponhus (^Bordeaux

c. 353; t22 VI 431), Christian Latin writer. Pupil

of Ausonius*, he was, after a brilliant official

career, converted to Christianity (c. 390) and

became Bishop of Nola (409). Fifty letters, some

addressed to Augustine*, Jerome* and Ausonius*,

are extant, together with 36 poems, in epic and

lyric metres, which are on Christian subjects but

show conspicuously the influence of classical poets,

especially Virgil* and Horace*.

Opera omnia (ed. W, Hartel in Corpus scriptorum

ecclesiastic, Latin., XXDC-XXX, 1894).—^F. J. E.

Raby, Christian Latin Poetry (1927; corr. ed.

1953). A.J.D.

Pauliny-T6th, Viliam (*Senica 3 VI 1826; tTur-

dansl^ Sv. Martin 6 V 1877), Slovak author and

leader of the Slovak national movement in the

mid-19th century who, following the lead of L’.

Stffi:*,composed his Romanticpoetry and historical

novels in Slovak.

verse: Stari a novi piesne (under pseud. Viu§M

Podolsk^ ; 1866); Bdsne (1877).—-novels: Krdl*ova

iena (1865); Trendiansky MatiiS (mS).Skola a

iivot (sel. prose with stud. O. Cepan, 1963).

R.A.

Paul the Deacon (Paulus Diaconus) (Friuli

720/730; fMontecassino 13 IV 799), grammarian,

historian and poet, bom of a noble Longobard
family and educated at Pavia under Flavianus. In

763 he wrote his earliest extant poem on the six

ages of the world. Before 774, at the request of

Adelperga, wife of Arichis, Duke of Benevento, he
composed the Historia Pomona, a continuation of
the work of Eutropius* down to the fall of the

Goths in Italy. He became amonk ofMontecassino
about 780 and about 787 began his major work.
The History ofthe Longobards, which occupied the

rest of his life. He also wrote riddles, epigrams, an
acrostic poem, a short biography of Gregory* the

Great and two lexigraphical studies.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, XCV (1850); History

of the Longobards (tr. W. D. Foulke, 1907); K.
Neff, Die Gedichte des Paulus Diaconus (1908); De
verborum significatu quae supersunt cum Pauli

epitome (ed. W. W. Lindsay, 1913).

R. Jacobi, Paulus Diakonus and die ubrigen

Geschichtschreiber der Langobarden (1881); L. J.

Engels, Observations sur le vocabulaire de Paul
Diacre (1961). R.R.R.

Paul the Silentiary (t575), Byzantine court official

and poet. He wrote poems in classical metre. Two
are renowned for their brilliant descriptions of

Justinian’s newly built cathedral of S. Sophia in

Constantinople; a third, which gives a gay and
lively account in dimeter iambics of the pleasures

of the baths at the Pythian hot springs in Bithynia

is often attributed to Paul, but is probably by an
early 10th-century poet. Paul’s shorter love poems
can hold their own with those of any age. They
were included in the collection made by his con-

temporary Agathias* and are in the Palatine

Anthology.

P. Friedl^nder, Johannes von Gaza und Paulus

Silentiarius (1912); The Church of Sancta Sophia,

Constantinople (tr. W. R. Lethaby and H. Swain-

son, 1894); G. Viansino, Paolo Silenziario, epU

grammi (1963); W. R. Paton, Greek Anthology (5

vols, 1916-18; with tr.).

C. Diehl, Justinien (1901); E. Stein, Histoire du

bas~empire, II (1949); P. N, Ure, Justinian and His

Age (1951). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Pausanias (Magnesia 110/115 A.D.), Greek writer.

His Periegesis describes, with numberless mytho-

logical and historical di^essions, the monuments
of antiquity in Attica, Central Greece and the

Peloponnese. Its interest lies in the rich material

whicffi it preserves from the earlier periegetic

literature.

F. Spiro, PausanUte Graeciae descriptio (3 vols,

1903); W. H. S. Jones and R. E. Wycherley, P,:

Description of Greece (with tr.; 5 vols, 1918-35);

J. G. Frazer, P.^s Description of Greece (2nd ed.,

6 vols, 1913; atlas, Graecia Antigua, 1930).

R.B.

PaustoTsky, Konstantin (1892; tl967), a broad-

minded Soviet writer whose sympathies were with

the constructive attitude to life and the efforts to

build up a new Russia. His Rozhdenie morya

(1952) is about the great Volga-Don canal. Among
his works there are excellent narratives, short

stories and two plays—one about Lermontov* and
the other about Puskhin*. Of particular interest is

his serene autobiography Povesf o zhizni (1955).

Kara-Burgaz (1932); Kolkhida (1934); Chernoe

more (1936); Severnaya povesf (1939); Povesti i

rasskazy (1950); Izbrannoe (1953); Sobranie

sochinerdy (8 vols, 1967-69). J.L.

Pavesc, Cesare (*S. Stefano Belbo 9 DC 1908;

tTurin 27 VIII 1950), Italian poet, novelist and
essayist. After becoming known as a poet with

Lavorare stanca (1936), and as a translator of

contemporary En^h and American literature.
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Pavese turned mainly to prose, although the later

love lyrics of Vend la morte e avrd i tuoi occhi

(1951) are often much admired. Pavese’s themes

are those of rootlessness, solitude, and the nature

of maturity. He often works out in fiction his own
problems (which led to his suicide when his reputa-

tion was at its height) but at his best he succeeds in

giving to his tales a wider, symbolic value and in

commenting on post-war Italian society. His usual

settings are Turin and Le Langhe. His style is

lyrical and impressionistic, and he is at his best in

the ‘racconto lungo*. His finest works are usually

thought to be La bella estate (1949), containing

three tales

—

La bella estate (The Beautiful Summer,

tr. W. J. Strachan, 1948), II diavolo sulle colline

(The Devil in the Hills, tr. D. M. Paige, 1959) and

TYa donne sole (Among Women Alone, tr. idem,

1953)—-and La luna e ifalb (1950; The Moon and

the Bonfire, tr. L. Sinclair, 1952).

poetry: Poesie edite e inedite (1963).

—

^fiction:

Paesi tuoi (1941 ; The Harvesters, tr. A. E. Murch,

1961); II compagno (1947; The Comrade, tr. W. J.

Strachan, 1959); Prima che il gallo canti (1949;

incl. II carcere. The Political Prisoner, tr. idem,

1949, and La casa in collina. The House on the

Hill, tr. idem, 1961); Racconti (1960); Romanzi

(2 vols, 1961).

—

^various: Dialoghi con Leucb

(1947; Dialogues With Leucb, tr. W. Arrowsmith

and D. S. Came-Ross, 1965); La letteratura

americana e altri saggi (1951); II mestiere di vivere

(1952; This Business of Living, tr. A. E. Murch,

1961); Lettere (2 vols, 1966).

G. P. Biasin, The Smile of the Gods (1968); D.
Lajolo, II vizio assurdo (1960); A. Guiducci, II

mito P, (1967). B.M,

Pavlenko, Peter Andreyevich (*1899; tl951),

Soviet author. He won his reputation by his

Barrikady (1932), a novel about the Paris Com-
mune of 1871, and strengthened it by his novel Na
Vostoke (1936; Red Planes Fly East, tr. S. Garry,

1938), dealing with the defence preparations

against Japan in eastern Siberia. IBs Schastie

(1947) tackled the Yalta Conference and recon-

struction problems in a spirit whidh is hardly fair

to Russia’s allies.

Sobranie sochineniy (6 vols, 1953-55).

—

The

Forest Guerillas (tr. 1943); Happiness (tr. J.

Fineberg, 1950).

L. Levin, P. A. P. (1953); G. A. Pelisov,

Tvorcheskiy puf P. A, P, (1954). J.L.

Pavlov, Nikolay Filippovich (*Moscow 1805;

tl864), Russian author. His Tri povesti (1835),

with its social protest, and Novye povesti (1839)

marked him out as a very promising author of the

period, but this initial success was not followed up.

Povesti (1931). J.L.

Pavlova, Karolina Karlovna, n6e Janisch

(Moscow 1807; cjol837 Nikolay Pavlov*; fDres-
den 1893), Russian poet of German extraction,

with Slavophil sympathies. Her lyrics are often

excessively pessimistic, perhaps because ofher frus-

trated love for the great Polish poet Adam Mickie-
wicz*. The excellence of her verse was recognized

only at the beginning of the 20th century, notably
by V. Bryusov*.

Das Nordlicht (tr. of Russian poets; 1833); Les
Priludes (1839); Dvoynaya Zhizn^ (1848).

—

Sobranie sochineniy (ed. V. Bryusov, 2 vols, 1915);

Polnoye sobranie stikhotvoreniy (1964). J.L.

Pavlovid, Miodrag (*Novi Sad 28 XI 1928),

Serbian poet and critic. Pavlovic studied medicine

in Belgrade and practised for a time as a doctor

before turning to literature. He and Vasko Popa*
were the first poets to publish modernist, non-
conformist poefiy in the early 1950s, and like Popa,

Pavlovic has consistently added to his reputation

with each new book of verse since that date.

Influenced by French Symbolism and Surrealism

and by the Anglo-Saxon Post-Symbolists (Yeats*,

Eliot*, Auden*), Pavlovic’s poetry has gone
throu^ several stages but it remains precise,

logical and highly intellectual, although often

betraying its early, formative models in the start-

ling brilliance of its imagery. Pavlovi6 is obsessed

with the philosophical problems of life, death and
eternity and more recently has sought lessons for

the present in his people’s Byzantine roots and
early Slav history. Like Popa, he is a poet of

European stature. He has also written several

books of criticism and two anthologies, one of

European Romanticism and the other of Serbian

poetiy.

verse: 87 pesama (1952); Stub seianja (1953);

Oktave (1957); Mleko iskoni (1963); Velika

Skitija (1969); Svetli i tamni praznici (1970).—

Suhrkamp Gedichte (tr. P. Urbano, 1968); La voix

sous lapierre (tr, R. Matreau, Paris, 1970). B.J.

Pai^ic, Vladimir: see Bor, Matej.

Pawlikowska, Maria: see Jasnorzewska-Pawli-

kowska, MAm.

Payne, John Howard (New York 9 VI 1791;

tTunis 9 IV 1852), American actor, playwright,

editor and diplomat. His plays are a mixture of

achievement and failure; he wrote the lyric,

‘Home, Sweet Home’,

The Maid ofMilan (1823); Charles the Second;

or. The Merry Monarch (with Irving; 1824);

Richelieu: A Domestic Tragedy (with idem*, 182Q.
—America's Lost Plays, V and VI (ed. C. Hislop

and W. R. Richardson, 1940).

G. Harrison, J. H. P., Dramatist, Poet, Actor

(1884); G. Overmeyer, America's First Hamlet: A
Biography of J. H. P. (1957).

H.L.C (D.S.R.W.)
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Payr6» Roberto J. (Mercedes 19 IV 1867;

tBuenos Aires 8 IV 1928), Argentinian novelist.

He left many lively narratives of rural life in the

Argentine including some on the gaucho; his talent

for the comical introduces a fresh note but his

humour disguised his criticism of the Argentine

political situation. Face chico (1908) for instance,

consists of humorous sketches of an Argentine

provincial life and the rigged elections. In the

Divertidas adventuras del nieto de Juan Moreira

(1910), he exposes the corruption which, though

more sophisticated, is still as bad as in earlier and

more barbarous times. He was also a prolific

playwright.

Vn hombrefeliz (1883); Ensayospodticos (1884);

Antigona (1885); Novelas y fantasias (1888); El

casamiento de Laucha (1906); El capitdn Vergara

(1925); Tres comedias (1925); El mar duke (1927);

Alegria (1928).

Germ^ Garcia, R. P., Testimonio de una vfda

y realidad de una literatura (Buenos Aires, 1961).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Paz, Octavio (*1914), Mexican poet. He collabo-

rated in a number of little reviews in the 1930s and
1940s, notably Taller. From the first his work
show^ a remarkable consistency, being predomi-

nantly concerned with love and poetry. His meeting

with Andr6 Breton* and the infiuence ofSurrealism

was absorbed into his poetry without changing its

direction. He was in sympathy with the Surrealist

emphasis on love and poetry as methods of sub-

verting the day-to-day organized and rational

world, and their celebration of the marvellous

against the conventional, dream against reality.

The theme of self and other, the problem of frag-

mentation and rootlessness, the quest for timeless

experience all converge in one of his finest poems,
Fiedra de Sol (Sun-Stone, tr, M. Rukeyser*, 1963),

which has a circular construction. There followed

Salamandra (1962) and Ladera este (1969) which
included the *open* poem ‘Blanco’, in which there

are many possible orders ofreading, and the poems
written during his period in Delhi as Mexican
ambassador, a post from which he resigned in

1968. In these later poems there is an increasing

tendency towards a concrete poetry with words
acting visually and taking on new relationships

according to their position on the page. Paz’s

desire to break with an evolutionary development
and to try to attain simultaneity and immediacy
are accentuated in the poems of Ladera este, A
provocative essayist, Paz published an important
analysis of the Mexican in his Laberinto de la

soledad (1950; The Labyrinth of Solitude, tr. L.

Kemp, 1962) and again in Fostdata (1970). His
literary essays in Lasperas del olmo (1957), El arco

y la lira (1956), Cuadrivio, Los signos en rotacion

(1965), Fuertas al campo (1966) are outstanding.

He has also published a study of eroticism in art

in Conyunciones y disyunciones (1969) as well as

studies of the painter Marcel Duchamp and the

anthropologist Levi-Strauss*.

Libertad bajo palabra (coll, poems; I960).—
Selected Foems (tr. M. Rukeyser, Bloomington,

1963). J.F.

Pdzmdny, PjIter, Cardinal (*Nagyvirad 4 X
1570; tPozsony 19 III 1637), Hungarian polemic

author, leader of the Counter-Reformation in

Hungary. Pdzmdny in his numerous polemic

writings raised Hungarian prose to a standard it

never regained until the 19th century. He was also

a careful and brilliant translator ofreligious works.

Isteni igazsdgra vezerld Kalauz (1613); FrddU
kdcidk (1636).—P. P. osszes munkdi (coll, works;

7 vols [Hung.], 6 vols [Lat.], 1894-1905).

V. Frakndi, P. P. es kora (3 vols, 1868-72); T.

Klaniczay, ‘P. P.’ in Reneszdnsz es barokk (1961),

G.F.C.

Pea, Enrico (*Serravezza 29 X 1881 ; tForte dei

Marmi 11 VIII 1958), Italian novelist, poet and

playwright. Pea is best known for his narrative

works. The early novels in the 1920s describe a

provincial way of life. After a short period in

which he attempted less successfully to deal with

wider scenes, he returned to the theme of the

province in his best works, 11 servitore del diavolo

(1931), II forestiero (1937) and II romanzo di

Moscardino (1943 ; short stories). His work as poet

and playwri^t is less satisfactory.

Arie bifolchine (verse; 1943).—plays: Giuda

(1918); Frime piogge d'ottobre (1919).—novels

and short stories: II volto santo (1925); La

maremmana (1938).

E. Travi, Umanitd di E, P. (1965). B.M.

Peacham, Henry, the Elder (fl. 1577-1605),

English clergyman and author of an interesting

English manual of rhetoric. He was curate at

North Mimms, then rector of the north mediety

of Leverton (1597).

The Garden of Eloquence (1577; enlarged 1593;

ed. W. G. aane, 1954). B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Peacham, Henry, the Younger (*North Mimms
c. 1578; tc. 1642), English writer, Archdeacon at

Lincoln (1606) who served Prince Henry (1606-12)

and was a master at Wymondham grannnar school

(c. 1618). He is best known for his treatise on the

gentleman, but is also a lively, mature essayist and

epigrammatist.

The More the Merrier (1608); Minerva Britanna

(1612; facs. repr. 1966); Thalias Banquet (1620);

Coach and Sedan (1636; repr. 1925); The Compleat

Gentleman (1622; enlarged 1634; ed. G. S. Gordon,

1906); The Truth of Our Times (1638; ed. R. R.

Cawley, 1942); The Art ofLiving in London (1642;

ed. V. B. Heltzel, 1963).
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A. W. Fox, Book of Bachelors (1899); M. C.

Pitman in Bull. Inst. Hist. Res., XI (1934); J. E.

Mason, Gentlefolk in the Making (1935).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Peacock, Thomas Love (*Weymouth 18 X 1785;

OO1820 Jane GryfFydh; fHalliford 23 I 1866),

Pnglish novelist, poet and critic. Peacock was for

many years an employee of the East India Com-
pany.A close friend of Shelley* and other Roman-
tics, he stands apart from his contemporaries in his

wit and detachment, and his fame rests on his

satirical novels. The targets of his satire include his

contemporaries, their art, their theories and their

conduct. He can be said to have created a new
literary form—^the novel of conversation—^and his

favourite device is to collect real and fictitious

characters at a house-party and show them engaged
in characteristic pursuits and conversations. His

books have a considerable interest for the literary

historian but their wit, humour and poetry give

them a wider appeal. The Four Ages of Poetry

(1820) provoked Shelley’s Defence.

Headlong Hall (1816); Melincourt (3 vols, 1817);

Nightmare Abbey (1818; dramatized 1952); Maid
Marian (1822); The Misfortunes of Elphin (1829);

Crotchet Castle (1831); Gryll Grange (1861).

—

The

Work of T. L. P. (ed. H. F. B. Brett-Smith and
C. E. Jones, 10 vols, 1924-34); The Novels of
T. L. P. (ed. D. Garnett, 1948; 2 vols, 1963, cor-

rected).

A. M. Freeman, T. L. P. (1911); M. van Doren,

T. L. P. (1911); J. B. Priestley, T. L. P. (1927); H.
Mills, P. (1969); C. Dawson, His Fine Wit (1970).

B.H. (M.A.)

Pearce, Ann Philippa (Great Shelford, Cam-
bridgeshire 1920), English children’s writer with a

small but distinguished output of work. Her
themes are reflective, and explore with sensitivity

the mind and attitudes of the individual child.

Tom's Midnight Garden (1958) was awarded the

Carnegie Medal

Minnow on the Say (1955); Mrs Cockle's Cat

(1961); A Dog So Small (1962); The Children ofthe
House (with Brian Fairfax-Lucy; 1968).

W.R.A.

Pearse, Patrick (*Dublin 10 XI 1879; Wd- 3 V
1916), Irish poet and orator, executed after pro-

claiming Irish independence and commanding
Irish republican forces in the 1916 rising. Pearse’s

political ideals were largely derived from his

admiration for the heroic figures of Irish mytho-
logy. His own best poems and stories were written

in the Irish language, to which he was devoted. His
best work in English was contained in his speeches

(satirized by Sean O’Casey* in The Plough and the

Stars) and in his incisive essays on politics and
education.

PECOCK
Collected Works (1917); The 1916 Poets (ed. D.

Ryan, 1963); The Best ofP. (ed. P. Mac Aonghusa
and L. 6 R6agdin, 1967).—P. S. O’Hegarty, Biblio^

graphy ofP. (1931).

W. I. Thompson, The Imagination ofan Insurrec--

tion (1967). E.T.W.

Pecchio, Giuseppe (*Milan 15 XI 1785; fBrighton

10 HI 1835), Italian patriot and writer, exiled for

his political activities. In 1828 he married an
Englishwoman and settled at Brighton, where he
continued to write and work for Italy. His
Osservazioni semiserie d'un esule in Inghilterra (ed.

Lancini, 1913) shows remarkable insight, while in

another work he studies the economics of literature.

Saggio storico sulTamministrazione finanziaria

delVex-regno d'Italia (1830); Storia delV economia

pubblica in Italia (1849); Vita di Ugo Foscolo

(1915).

P. Orano, II precursore di Carl Marx (1899); L.

Derla, ‘La critica romantica in Italia: G. P.’ in

Nuova Antologia, CIII (1968).

N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Pecham, John: see John Pecham.

Pecock, Reginald (traditionally at Laughame,
Carms c. 1390/95; tprob. at Thomey Abbey,

Cambs c. 1460/61), English theologian. Rector of

St Michael Royal and Master of Whittington

College, London, in 1431, he was consecrated

Bishop of St Asaph (14 VI 1444). His sermon at

Paul’s Cross in 1447, justifying non-residence and
non-preaching of Bishops, brought forth much
opposition. Made Bishop of Chichester (23 III

1450). On 11 XI 1457 he was ordered to bring his

bool^ for examination at Lambeth. He was
accused of scepticism, of setting natural law above

the Scriptures, and of challenging the authority of

the Fathers. He made a public abjuration on 4 XII

1457, and his books were burned at Paul’s Cross.

The Papal attempt to reinstate him met with bitter

English opposition, and he was banished to

Thomey Abbey, Cambridgeshire, c. 1459. His

works are important in the early history of English

literature because he set himself the task of present-

ing theological argument in an unformed language.

He used the East Midland dialect and his prose is

always clear and logical, if a little heavy.

The Repressor of Overmuch Blaming of the

Clergy (ed. C. Babington, 2 vols, 1860); ^ Treatise

Proving Scripture to be the Rule of Faith (ed. H.

Wharton, 1688; ed. J. L. Morison, 1909); The

Donet (ed. E. V. Hitchcock, Early Eng, Text Soc.,

old ser., CLVI, 1921); The Folewer to the Donet

(ed. idem, ibid., CLXIV, 1924); The Reule of
Crysten Religioun (described by James Gairdner,

1911; ed. W. C. Greet, Early Eng. Text Soc., old

ser., CLXXI, 1927).—For works by P. that are not

extant see Green, below, pp. 238-245.

F. Schmidt, Studies in the Language of P.
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(Uppsala, 1900); E. A. Hannick, R. P. (Washing-

ton, 1922) ; V. H. H. Green, Bishop P. P. . . .
(Cam-

bridge, 1945); E. F. Jacob, P. P. (1951).

C.P. (M.W.T.)

Peddanna (ft, early 16th century), principal Telugu

poet at J^stiadevariya’s* court and author of

Svaroci^amamsaifibhavamu, an epic based on an

episode in the Markaip^yapurd^a, It tells of the

love of Varudhini, a nymph, for Pravara, a strict

brahman youth who, by means of a charm, had

gone to the snowy Himalayas to see the god Siva

there. Rejected by Pravara, Varudhini falls in love

with a celestial youth who impersonates Pravara,

and to them Svaroci§amanu is bom. J.R.M.

Pedersen, Christiern C**?Elsinore c, 1480; ooc.

1533 Else Jacobsdatter; tHelsinge 16 I 1554),

Danish ecclesiastical and historical author. While

in Paris (1510-15), he edited a Danish-Latin

dictionary and Saxo’s* Gesia Danorum (1514),

which he translated into Danish; but his transla-

tion is lost, and so is his continuation of Saxo’s

work. He stayed with the exiled Christian n in the

Netherlands, became a Lutheran and in 1529 pub-

lished a translation oftheNew Testament, followed

in 1531 by a translation of the Psalms. Later he

settled as a printer at Malm5. His various editions

of old stories and legends show his genuinely

humanistic spirit. Most important is his participa-

tion in the translation of the Bible, published in

1550 as ‘Christian Ill’s Bible*.

The Richt Vay to the Kingdome ofheuine (1533;

new ed. 1888); Danske Skrifter (ed. C. J. Brandt
and R, T. Fenger, 5 vols, 1850-56).

C. J. Brandt, Om Lunde-Kamiken C. P. og hans

Skrifter (1882). E.B.

Pedro, Constable of Portugal (*1429; fGra-
nollers 29 VI 1466), Portuguese writer. Son of

Pedro*, Duke of Coimbra, he spent much of his

life as an exile in Spain. He was King of Aragon
from 1464 to 1466. Greatly esteemed by the

Marqu6s de Santillana*, Pedro left a long dignified

poem on the contemptus mundi theme, an interest-

ing antecedent of Jorge Manrique’s* famous elegy.

All his extant works, both prose and verse, are in

Spanish, a language which many Portuguese
writers were to use, along with Portuguese, for the

following two centuries.

De contempto del mundo pub. in Cancioneiro

Geral (1516; see vol. II in ed. of A, J. Gonqalves
Guimardes); Sdtyra defelice e infelice vida (^. A.
Paz y Melia in Opusculos literarios de hs sighs
XIVa XVI, 1892); Tragedia de la insigne reina dona
Isabel (ed. C. Michaglis de Vasconcelos, 1922).

A. Balaguer y Merino, Don P. el Condestable de
Portugal, considerado como escritor, erudito y
anticuario (Gerona, 1881); M, Men^ndez y Pelayo,

‘La poesia castellana en Portugal’ in Antologia de
hspoetas Uricos Castellanos, VII (1898). T.P.W.

Pedro, Count of Barcelos (*c. 1280; tl354),

Portuguese poet and prose writer. A natural son of

King Denis* of Portugal, he was more collector

than poet; he seems to have compiled a large

cancioneiro from which most of our texts of the

early Galician-Portuguese lyric probably derive

(cANcroNEiROs). He also edited and partly wrote a

Livro de genealogies of the nobility

interspersed with anecdotes and legends—^which

contains some of the first examples of Portuguese

artistic prose.

Livro das linhagens do conde D. Pedro (ed. A.

Herculano in Portugaliae Monumenta Historka,

Scriptores, 1856-61).—^A. Soares Amora, 0
nobilidrio do conde D, P. (1948), T.P.W.

Pedro, Duke of Coimbra (^Lisbon 9 Xn 1392;

tAlfarrobeira 20V 1449), Portuguese moralist. An
almost legendary figure on account of his extensive

travels, Pedro acted as regent during the minority

of his nephew, Alfonso V of Portugal. He died at

the battle of Alfarrobeira. Responsible for the first

Portuguese translations from the Latin classics—

among them Cicero’s* his Livro da

Virtuoso Bemfeitoria is a free adaptation of

Seneca’s* De Beneficiis, written in collaboration

with Frei Jo§o Verba, Pedro’s confessor.

Livro dos Oficios de Marco Tullio Ciceram (ed.

J. M. Piel, 1948); Livro da Virtuoso Bemfeitoria

(ed. J. Costa, 1946).

Martins de Carvalho, O livro da Virtuoso

Bemfeitoria (1925); F. E. de Tejada, ‘Ideologia e

Utopia no “Livro da Virtuosa Beinfeitoria*” in

Rev. Port, de Files., HI (1947). T.P.W.

Peele, George (?London ?1558; ooby VI 1583;

t?1596), English poet, dramatist and writer of

pageants. A free scholar at Christ’s Hospital (1565-

70), he went to Broadgates Hall, Oxford (1571) and

Ch^t Church (1574). Here he won the apprecia-

tion of William Gager*. Returning to London,

Peele lived a life of such dissipation that his father

was ordered to turn him out of Christ’s Hospital

(19 DC 1579). But he worked hard, and he was

summoned to help Gager entertain the Polish

Prince Palatine at Christ Church (VI 1583). His

plays are talented and of variety but show no great

ability to plot nor great interest in character and

situation. His David and Bethsabe (1599) has been

described as something near a revival of the

Miracle play ; he also wrote the chronicle Edward I

(1593), the successful satire The Old Wives Tale

(1595), pageants, addresses to private patrons and,

in V 1591, the speeches to Queen Elizabeth* at

Theobalds. His lyrics have an unusually successful

combination of poetic sensibility and verbal and

musical technique. In his dramatic verse, too, he

shows himself a more than competent poet, of

maturity and insigjit, who seems not to be exerting

himself to the full, probably because he was funda-

mentally no dramatist. B.L.J. Cr,P.M.)
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The Life and Works of G, P. (gen. ed. C. T.

Prouty), I: Life and Minor Works (ed. D. H.
Home, 1952), 11: Edward I (ed. F. S. Hook) and
The Battle ofAlcazar (ed. J. Yoklavich, 1961), III:

The Araygnement of Paris (ed. R. M. Benbow),

David and Bathsabe (ed. £. Blistein) and The Old
Wives Tale (ed. F. S. Hook, 1970).

P. H. Cheffaud, (?. P. (1913).

J.R.B. (T.P.M.)

Peer, Andri (‘“Sent 10 XII 1921), Rseto-Romansch

poet. Since 1952 teacher of French and Italian at

the cantonal college in Winterthur, he has suc-

cessfully introduced the wider influences ofmodem
European poetry to the localized atmosphere of

the Romansch lyric. The richness of his language

appears in his stories, essays, radio scripts and
translations from German, French and Spanish.

He has also published in German numerous
articles and radio scripts, as well as translations

from Romansch.

verse: Trais-cha dal temp (1946); Poesias (1948);

Sbmmis (1951) ; Battudas d'ala (1956) ; Sgrafits (with

Ger. tr. ; 1959) ; Clerais (with Ger. tr. ; 1963) ; Da bel

cfer di (1969).--short stories : La puntpeidra, etc.

(1947); Da nossas varts (1961).—essays and
aphorisms: Tizzuns e sbrinzlas (1951); Vura da
sulai (1957); Viadi in Lucania (1961). R.R.B.

P^y, Charles (Orleans 7 Vm 1873; ool897

Charlotte Baudouin; tbattle of Mame 5 IX 1914),

French poet, essayist and pamphleteer. P6guy, the

self-educated Orleans peasant, became one of
Bergson’s^ most famous pupils. At the age of 25
he founded the Cahiers de la Quinzaine in which
many now famous writers, including himself, first

became known to the public. An ardent defender

ofDreyfus {Notre Jeunesse), his Dreyfusism was as

much his religion as the Roman Catholicism which
madehim write the dramatic poems on Joan ofArc.
These are not historical dramas but the picture ofa
soul tormented by doubt. They contain passages of
sublime poetry for which he forged his own vers

libre. In his poems and in 6ve (the story of grace

superimposed upon the world of nature) he uses

the old alexand^e with telling effect. His style

with its repetitions, recurrent leitmotiv, and even
the endearing familiarity with which he makes God
speak, are repellent to some readers. His influence

is still widely felt. He reconciled the young men of

his day to tiie idea of patrie, teaching {Clio) that

history must be studied as the narrative of the

divine on earth {Gesta Dei per Francos) and that

classical culture must be allowed to reign supreme
in the cause of liberty.

Cahiers de la Quinzaine (229 vols, 1900-14); Le
mystire de la charite de Jearme d’Arc (1897; tr.

J. Green, 1950); Le porche du mystire de la

deuxiime vertu (1911); Le mystire des Saints-

Innocents (1912; tr. P. Pakenham, 195Q; Victor

Marie, Comte Hugo (1934).

—

CEuvres computes (20

PEIRE ROGIER
vols, 1917-55); CEuvrespoetiques complites (ed. F.
Porche, 1941).

J. and J. Tharaud, Notre cher P. (2 vols, 1926);
D. Hal6vy, P. et les Cahiers de la Quinzaine (1918,
1941 and 1946); J. Delaporte, Connaissance de P.
(2 vols, 1944); R. Rolland, P. (2 vols, 1944);
M. Villiers, C. P. a Study in Integrity (1965).

G.M.T. (M.T.)

Peire Cardenal (c. 1225-72), Provencal troubadour.
Son of a knight of Puy-en-Velai, he practised the
art of poetry at the courts ofthe nobles of southern
France. His principal claim to distinction is his 65
sirventes in which he castigates with great vehe-
mence the love poetry of the courts, the morals of
upstarts, the corruption of the clergy and the

cruelty of the Albigensian Crusaders.

‘Un potoe inddit de P. C.’, in Romanic Rev.,

XX (1920); J. Boutifere, ‘Les po6sies religieuses de
P. C.’ in Melanges Le Gentil (1949); G. Contini,

‘Quelques sirventes de P. C.’ in Recueil de travaux

offert d M. CL Brunei (1955); R. Lavaud, Poesies

complites du troubadour P. C. (1957).

C. Fabre, ‘fitudes sur P. C., Est^ve de Belmont’
in Annales du Midi, XXI (1909); C. Campros,
‘P. C. e li nbrmas de la dvilizacion occitana’ in

Oc, CCVII (1958); K. Lewent, ‘Remarks on the

texts of P. C’s poems’ in Neophilol. Mitteil-

imgen, LXII (1961); Ch. Camproux, ‘Vocabulaire

courtois chez P. C.’ in Ann. Inst, fitudes occitanes

(1962-63), ‘Amour chez P. C.’ in Melanges G.

Straka (1970) and ‘C. et Rutebeuf poetes satir-

iques* in Rev. des langues romanes, LXXIX
(1971). R*R.B. (K.R.)

Peire d’Alvemha, i.e. Auvergne {fl, c. 1158-80),

Provencal troubadour of burgher descent. He was
most successful as poet at the courts of Spain,

Languedoc and Provence. He imitated Marcabru*

in the trobar clus (obscure style) and made what

had been a mannerism the vehicle of truly noble

poetry.

R. Zenker, ‘DieLiederP.svon A.’ in Romanische

Forschungen, Xn (1900); G. Bertoni, ‘Restitution

d’une chanson de P. d’A.’ in Rev. de langues

romanes, XLIV (1901); J. Coulet, ‘Specimen d’une

Edition des po6sies de P. d’A.’ in Milanges

Chabaneau (190'0; A. Del Monte, P. d^A,: Liriche

(1955).

A. P. Monahan, ‘The subject of metaphysics for

P. of A.’ in Medieval Stud., XVI (1954); R.

Lejeune, ‘La “Galerie litt6raire” du troubadour

P. d’A.’ in Rev, Langue et Litt. d’Oc, XII-XIII

(1962-63). R.R.B, (K.R.)

Peire d’Ussel: see £ble, Gtil, Peire and Elias

d’Ussel.

Peire Rogier {fl. c, 1160-80), Provencal troubadour

of noble birth; at first a canon at Clermont

(Auvergne). He celebrated in his songs the
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Viscountess Ermengarde of Narbonne and was

later at the court of Raimbaut^ d’Aurenga. The
Middle Ages acclaimed him a classic amongst the

troubadours, together with Bernart* de Ventadorn

and Guiraut* Bornelh; with the latter he shares a

lucid style and the use of the monologue in

dialogue form, but he does not equal the flowing

rhythm of Guiraut’s stanza.

C. Appel, Leben und Lieder des Trobadors P. R.

(1882). R.R.B.

Peire Vidal (c, 1180-1206), Provencal troubadour;

son of a Toulouse farrier. He quickly achieved

fame as a poet, leading an unsettled life wandering

from court to court in southern France, Spain,

Hungary, Italy, Malta and the Middle East. His

life was a series of adventures in keeping with his

own fantastic and engagingly flamboyant charac-

ter. He combined canso d'amor and sirventes; this

innovation, coupled with his great formal skill,

makes a highly novel and individual impression.

Real life and adventure, love and the natural

settings of his own region are combined in

unfamiliar and characteristic groupings; his work
is unmistakable and inimitable.

Lespoesies deP, V. (ed. J. Anglade, 1913, 1933);

S. d’Arco Avalle, P. V.: Poesie (1960).

K. Bartsch, P. V.s Lieder (1857); S. Schopf,

Beitrdge zur Biographie und zur Chronologic der

Lieder des Troubadours P. V. (1887); F. Novati,

‘Un avventura di P. V.* in Romania, XXI (1892);

G. Bertoni, ‘Come fu che P. V. divenne impera-

tore* in Gioraale storico della lett. ital., LXV
(1915); K Torraca, ‘P. V. in ItaUa’ in Studi di

storia letteraria (1923); A, Smirnov, ‘Contribution

a I’etude de la Vie proven?ale de P. V.’ in Romania,
LIV (1928); N. Zingarelli, ‘P. V, e le cose dTtalia’

in Studi medievali, new ser., I (1928); V. Crescini,

‘Canzone-Sirventese di P. V.’, ibid. (1928);

E. Hoepffner, ‘Le baiser vole de P. V.’ in Melanges

Krepinski (1946); ‘Les poesies de P. V. d’attribu-

tion douteuse’ in Melanges Halphen (1951) and
Le troubadour P. F., sa vie et son mvre (1961);

C. Brunei, ‘La “Loba” c616br6e par les trouba-

dours P. V. et Raimon de Mireval* in Melanges

Hoepffner (1949), R.R.B. (K.R.)

Pekkanen, Toivo (*Kotka 10X 1902; ool933 Aino
Halonen; fCopenhagen 29 V 1957), Finnish

novelist, short-story writer, poet and playwright.

The son of a working-class family, he left school

when only 13 and for many years worked as a
blacksmith. From 1932 he devoted himself to

writing and in 1955 became a member of the

Finnish Academy. The first important Finnish

proletarian writer, his works depict the life of the

urban poor and their attempts to improve their

social position. Although traces of symbolism
appear in his plays and short stories, it is as the

author of deeply sensitive realist novels concerned

with social justice that he will be remembered.

NOVELS AND STORIES: Rautaiset kddet (1927);
Satama ja meri (1929); Kuolemattomat (1931)-

Tehtaan varjossa (1932; A Vombre de Tusine, tr. l!

Spira, 1943); Kauppiaiden lapset (1934); Ihmisten

kevdt (1935; Menschen im Fruhling, tr. C. and F.

Ege, 1949); Isdnmaan ranta (1937; Aux rives de ma
Finlande, tr. S, and J. Anglade, 1946); Levottomuus

(1938); Musta hurmio (1939); Ne menneet vuodet

(1940); Hdmdrtyvd horisontti (1944;) Nuorin veli

(1946); Aamuhdmdrd (1948); Toverukset (1948);

Mies ja punapartaiset herrat (1950); Voittajat ja
voitetut (1952).

—

splays: Rakkaus ja raha (1937);

Demoni (1939); Raja merelld (1942); Tdyttyneiden

toiveiden maa (1956).

—

averse: Ldhto matkalle

(1955).—memoirs: Ajan kasvot (1942); Lapsuuteni

(1953; My Childhood, tr. Alan Blair, 196Q.—
Teokset (works; 7 vols, 1957-58),

K. Rare, T. P. (1952); M. Haavio, ‘T. P.’ in

T. P. Teokset, I (1957); A. Laurila, ‘T, P:sen

naytelmat’ in Parnasso (1959); K. Ahti, T, P:sen

kirjailijantie (1967). M.A.B.

Peletier du Mans, Jacques (*Le Mans 25 VII 1517;

fParis VII 1582), French poet, scientist and

mathematician. He long counted as a member of

the PL^iADE and his Art Poitique (1555) formu-

lated, after Du* Bellay, the theories of the group.

His chief verse collection, the Amour des Amours,

contains both lyrical sonnets and scientific poems.

A teacher, he was interested in reformed spelling.

(Euvres poitiques (1547; ed. L. Sech6, 1904);

Dialogue de VOrtografe e Prononciacion Frangoese

(1550; repro. photographically L, C. Porter,

1966); VAmour des Amours (1555; ed. A. Van
Bever, 1926); UArt Poitique (1555; ed. A.

Boulanger, 1930); La Savoie (1572; ed. C. Pag6s,

1897).

C. Jug6, /. P. du M. (1907); A. M. Schmidt, La

Poesie scientifique en France au 16e siicle (1939);

D. B. Wilson, The Discovery ofNature in the Work

q/*/.P.</«M. (1954). G.B.

Pelleve de la Motte-Ange, Marie Joseph Louis

Camille Robert: see Flers, Robert de.

Pellicer, Carlos (Villa Hermosa 1899), Mexic^
poet. His poetry is deservedly famous for its

plasticity and the poet’s celebration of tropical

nature, especially in the collections Colores en el

mar (1921) and Hora de Junto (1937). In Prdctica

de vuelo (1956) he published poems on religious

themes. J.F«

Piedra de sacrificios (1924); Sets, siete poemas

(1924); Hora y veinte (Paris, 1927); Camino (ibid.,

1929); 5 poemas (1931); Recinto (1941).—Pnmeru

antologia poetica (1969). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Pelllco, Silvio (*Saluzzo 25 VI 1789; tTurin 31

1

1854), Italian patriot and writer, best known as the

editor of the periodical II Conciliatore and for Le

mie Prigioni (1832). Educated in France as well as
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Italy, Pellico early became the friend of Monti*
Foscolo*, Berchet*, Manzoni* and others. After

II Conciliatore was suppressed by the Austrians in

1819, Pellico joined the conspiratorial society of

the Carbonari and was arrested and imprisoned

for 15 years at Spielberg. Le mie Prigioni is a

simple, moving account of his imprisonment and
became very popular in spite of adverse criticism

by some who thought it preached undue pacifism

and obedience to authority; C, Balbo* said it had
done more harm to Austria than the loss of a

battle. It is still considered a classic.

Before his imprisonment he completed eight

romantic tragedies, of which the most popular was
Francesca da Rimini (1814). A didactic treatise,

I doveri degli uomini (1834), and most of his lyrics

and Epistolario were written afterwards and lack

his earlier warmth and energy. His plays fail be-

cause of an excessive delicacy of feeling.

Opere di S. P. (1856-60); Epistolario (1856);

Opere scelte (ed. C. Curto, 1954); Lettere milanesi

(1815-21) (ed. M. Scotti, 1963).

1. Rinieri in Della vita e delle opere di S. P,

(1898-1901); F. Montanari, S. P, della mediocritd

(1935); M. Parenti, Bibliografia delle opere di 5. P,

(1952). C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Pels, Aijtories (*1631; fAmsterdam 3 VII 1681),

Dutch playwright and art critic, founded nil

voLENTmus ARDUUM with Meyer* and others and
from then was a disciple of French classicism. He
wrote an adaptation of the Ars Poetica, Q,
Horatius Flaccus* dichtkmst op onze tijden en zeden

gepast (1677), and a manual on the stage, Gebruik

en Misbruik des Tooneels (1681). In addition to his

own drama Didoos Boot (1668) he wrote (in

collaboration with Blaeu) HetEilandvan Vrije Keus,

included in his play Tierarmy van Eigenbaat (1679).

W. Bilderdijk, Bijdragen tot de TooneelpoSzij

(1823); C. N. Wynands, Het Amsterdamsch
Tooneel 1617-1772 (1873); A. J. Kronenberg,

Eenige opmerkingen aangaande twee politieke

zinnespelen (1876); J. Bauwens, Vinfluence de

Corneille en Hollande (1921). A.M.B.W.

Pemdn, Josi MarIa (*Cddiz 8 V 1898), Spanish

poet, playwright and orator. The strong, combative

Roman Catholicism which inspires all his works

made him the poet of Franco’s Spain. He often

uses Andalusian folk-lore for his political-religious

message. In the advancement of his ideals his

greatest successes have been in the theatre.

Obras completas (5 vols, 1948).

—

averse: A la

rueda, rueda (1929); El barrio de Santa Cruz (1931);

Elegia de la tradicidn espanola (1931); Poema de la

bestia y el angel (1938).—plays: El divino im-

paciente (1933; A Saint in a Hurry, tr. H. De
Blacam, 1935); La Santa Virreina (1939); Metter-

nick (1943). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Pembroke, Countess of: see Herbert, Mary.

Penev, Boyan (*Shumen 27 IV 1882; ooDora
Gabe*; fSofia 25 VI 1927), Bulgarian literary

scholar. His extensive and original studies in

Bulgarian literary history have influenced writers

and critics of his time and since. His four-volume
survey of it is likely to remain a standard work.

Nachalo na bulgarskoto vuzrajdane (1916);

Hristo Botev (1920); Paissy Hilendarski (1928;

1936); Purvata bulgarska povest (1929); Istoria na
novata bulgarska literatura (posth. ed. B. Yotsov,

4 vols, 1930-36); Aleko Konstantinov (1937);

Zapadnoevropeyska romantika (1938). V.P.

Penev, Penyo (Dobromirka 7 V 1930; tfeuicide]

Dimitrovgrad 27 IV 1959), Bulgarian poet. A sensi-

tive militant, he spent himself from 1949 onwards
in building the new industrial town of Dimitrov-

grad. He recorded his feelings in poems which are

few but forceful, especially Dni na proverkata.

Activist though he was, he got ‘out of rhythm*

with his time, succumbing to drink and, like

Yavorov*, to his sense of tragic destiny.

Dobro utro, hora (1956); Nie ot dvadesetiya vek

(posth. ed. M. Ivanov, 1959).—Sel. works (1960).

V.P.

Penn, William (*London 14 X 1644; ool672

Guliehna Springett, ool695 Hannah Callowhill;

tRuscombe, Berks 30 VII 1718), American states-

man. Central figure of American Quakers, he

organized the colonies of New Jersey, Pemwyl-

vania and Delaware on the basis of religious

toleration, political democracy and pacifism. He
wrote on theological and political subjects but is

best in his moral aphorisms.

Quakerism: A New Nick-Name for Old Christi-

anity (1672); A Brief Account of the Province of

Pennsylvania (1682) ; Some Fruits ofSolitude (1 693).

—A Collection ofthe Works of W, P. (2 vols, 1726).

W. Hull, W. P. (1937); E. C. O. Beatty, W, P.

as a Social Philosopher (1939); C. O. Peare, W. P.:

a Biography (1957). H.L.C. (D.S.R.W,)

Pennant, Thomas (Downing 14 VI 1726; ool759

Elizabeth Falconer, ool777 Anne Mostyn; ybid,

16 XII 1798), Anglo-Welsh antiquary, naturalist

and traveller. He corresponded with Linnaeus*

and in 1766 published the first part of British

Zoology. His Tour in Scotland (1769) and Tour in

Wales (1st pt, 1778) prompted Johnson’s* remark,

‘He’s the best traveller I ever read’.

History of Quadrupeds (1781); London (1790);

Indian Zoology (2nd ed. 1790); The Literary Life

ofT. P. (1793); Tour on the Continent, 1765 (ed.

G. R. de Beer, 1948).

Sir W. Jardine, Memoir (1843). C.P.

Pepoli, Count Carlo (*Bologna 22 Vn 1796;

^ibid. 7 XII 1881), Italian patriot and poet, a friend

of Leopardi* and vice-president of the Felsinei
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academy of Bologna. Exiled for his political

activities in 1831, he succeeded Panizzi* at Univer-

sity College, London, in 1838, returning to Italy in

1862. He was a friend of Carlyle* and Thomas.

His works are undistinguished.

Discorsi Academici (1881) ;
Prose e Poesie (1880).

C. Albicini, C. P., saggio storico (1888); M. C.

Wicks, The Italian Exiles in London 1816-48

(1937). N.K.W.

Pepys, Samuel (*London 23 II 1633; oolO X 1655

Elizabeth le Marchant de St Michel [flO XI 1669];

tClapham 26 V 1703), English diarist. Pepys was

an energetic and successful naval administrator;

his private diary, kept from 1660 to 1669, is

unrivalled in its candour and piquancy, for Pepys

had an irrepressible appetite for every aspect of

life—^music, drink, science, drama, politics,

adultery and self-examination. G.K.H. (C.B,)

Memoirs . . . comprising his Diary from 1659 to

1699 (ed. R. Braybrooke, 2 vols, 1825; 5 vols,

1848-49; ed. M. Bright, with corresp., 6 vols,

1875-79; ed. H. B. Wheatley, 10 vols. 1893-99;

ed. R. Latham and W. Matthews, 1970- );

Everybody's P. (abr. ed. C. F. Morshead, 1926);

Private Correspondence (2 vols, 1926) and Further

Correspondence (1929; both ed. J. R. Tanner).

H. B. Wheatley, S. P. (1880); A. Bryant, S'. P.

(3 vols, 1933-38). J.R.B.

Peralta Bamuevo, Pedro de (*Lima 26 XI 1663;

'\ibid, 30 IV 1743), Peruvian scholar and poet.

He wrote many works on scientific and historical

subjects. As a poet, his major work is Limafundada

(1732), on the life of Pizarro.

Lima fundada in Coleccidn de documentos

literarios del Perd, 1 (ed. M. de Odriozola, 1863-

77).—For other works, see S, E. Leavitt, A Tenta^

tive Bibliography ofPeruvian Literature (1932).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Percoto, Caterina (*S. Lorenzo dl Soleschiano,

FriuU 19 n 1812; ^ibid, 14 VIH 1887), Italian

writer of rustic stories in Italian and Friulian.

Influenced by George Sand* and later by Balzac*,

her sober pictures of country life, including the

impoverished peasantry, show great insight and
sympathy, and her writing contributed towards
the development of a Friulian literary language.

Scritti friuliani (1929); VAnno della fame ed
altri racconti (1945),

G. D’Aronco, ‘Contributo a una bibliografia

ragionata di C. P.* in Vita e pensiero, XXI (1947);

V, Branca, ‘Per C. P.* in Lettere italiane, XL
(1959). J.G.-R.

Percy, Thomas, Bishop of Dromore (Bridgnorth
13 IV 1729; ool759 Anne Gutteridge; tUromore
30 DC 1811), English Hteraiy historian who pub-

lished Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (3 vols)

in 1765, thus making available to the age of Ossian

and Otranto the genuine treasures of medieval

romance and ballad poetry and profoundly

influencing literary development in England and
Germany. Educated at Oxford and living for 29

years in the country parish of Easton Maudit,

Northamptonshire, Percy garnered his Reliques

from an old folio, found by chance, and from

correspondents throughout Britain, and added

discriminating critical essays.

Han Kiou Choaun, or the Pleasing History . ,

.

with a Collection of Chinese Proverbs and Frag-

ments of Chinese Poetry (4 vols, 1761); Five Pieces

of Runic Poetry^ translated from the Isbndic

Language (1763); Northern Antiquities (1770);

Hermit of Warkworth (1771); Bishop Percy's Folio

Manuscript (ed. J. W. Hales and F. J. Fumivall,

with life by J. Pickford, 3 vols, 1867-68); Ancient

SongSt chiefly on Moorish subjects^ translatedfrom
the Spanish (ed. D. Nichol Smith, 1932); The Percy

Letters (ed. idem and Cleanth Brooks, 1944 ff.).

A. C. C. Gaussen, P., Prelate and Poet (1908),

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Perdigon (c. 1190-1212), Provencal troubadour

from the G6vaudan. Bom the son of a fishetman

he became a minstrel and was knighted by Dalfin*

d’AIvemha. After a successful career as poet he

ended his life as a Cistercian. His songs are melan-

choly in mood; he makes skilful use of metaphors,

similes and the personification of abstract ideas.

He claims that his style (by contrast with the easy

manner of certain contemporaries) is the conscious

expression of his own temperament. He was often

imitated, particularly in Italy.

Les chansons de P, (ed. H. J. Chaytor, 1909,

1926).—C. Fabre, Le troubadour P. (1917); E.

Hoepffher, ‘La biographie de P.* in Romania,

LIII (1927); G. de Beaufort, ‘Le troubadour P.

fut-il moine cisterden k Aiguebelle?’ in Bull. Soc.

Drdme, LXXI (1951). R.R,B. (K.R.)

Pereda y Sdnchez de Porrda, Josi MarIa de

(Polanco, Santander 6 n 1833; ooDiodora de la

Revilla; tSantander 1 HI 190©, Spanish novelist.

He was the last of 22 children in a wealthy hidalgo

family. He left bis studies of artillery unfi^hed to

return to his manor home where he spent all his

life looking after his estate, reading, writing and

enjoying open-air life. Though a friend of P6rez*

Gdd6s, he was ultra-conservative in politics, reli-

gion and life, and wrote several novels in defence of

his ideals {El buey suelto, 1877; Don Gonzalo

Gonzdlez de la Gonzalera, 1878) which are loaded

with sentimentality, one-sidedness and moral

preaching. But when he abandons these ‘thesis’

novels and concentrates on what he knew well and

felt intensely, he becomes a master of the regional

novel. Examples of this are his Escenas montanesas

(1864), vivid sketches of country life, and the tsvo
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masterpieces of the genre: Sotileza (1884) which

deals with the coastal life of Santander, and Penas

arriba (1894) which depicts the mountainous

region. In both these novels the plot is thin and the

ideas unimportant but the portrayal of local types,

their way of living in relation to sea and mountain

(the real protagonists) is superb. Pereda is a great

landscape painter with a precise style in both

narrative and dialogue.

Obras completas (1945).-~Extracts from Sotileza,

La Leva, Hombres de pro, Don Gonzalo (tr. W. H.
Bishop in Library of the World's Best Literature,

New York, 1942); The Last ofthe Breed and Other

Stories (tr. D. Freeman, London, 1914),

J. M. Cossio, La obra literaria de P. (1934); J.

Camp, /- M. P. Sa vie, son osuvre et son temps

(1937); R. Gull6n, Vida de P. (1944); J. F. Monte-
sinos, P. 0 la novela idilio (Mexico, 1961; 2nd ed.

Madrid, 1969); A. H. Clarke, P. paisajista: el

sentimiento de la naturaleza en la novela espanola

del sigh XIX (1969). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Pereira, Nuno Marques (*Caitu, Bahia 1652;

tLisbon 1728), Brazilian author of an allegorical

novel, religious and moralizing in the baroque
taste, which sends the author on a lone journey to

reveal ‘the abuses introduced by the malice of the

Devil into the State of Brazil*. His critical observa-

tions, whidh have great interest, are only alleviated

by delight in the exceptional beauty and
aWdance of nature, including the birds to whom
he dedicated a page of verse. The prose is rich and
expressive.

Compindio Narrative do Peregrino da America
(Lisbon, 1728 ; 2 vols, 1939). J.T.B.

Pere Quart: see Oliver, Joan,

Peretz, Yitzhok Leibush (*Zamoszcz, Poland
18 V 1852; fWarsaw 3 IV 1915), Yiddish author,

‘the father* of modem Yiddish literature. He
started writing in Polish and Hebrew (1876), but
after his first Yiddish story was published (1888),

he became the central figure in Yiddish literature.

Himselfinfluenced by modem European literature,

in particular German and Russian, he established

a new trend in his own fleld—deeply social in

outlook and pronouncedly national in form and
content—drawing on the best traditions of Jewish
writing and philosophy of the past. He attacked

‘assimilationism* as a betrayal of the people’s

longing for culture in their own language. He
preached a modem Messianism which had a
special appeal to the post-First-World-War genera-

tion, and gave rise to what was termed ‘Peretzism*

in literature, the theatre and the newly emergent
Jewish visual arts of graphics and painting

(Lissitzky, Chagall and others). A lawyer by
profession, he was barred from practice by the

Tsarist authorities because of his association with

the Jewish Workers* Movement, and spent the last

25 years of his life as an official of the Warsaw
Je'w^h community, engaged in social welfare work,
besides his cultural activities in many fields as

lecturer and writer. Peretz* stories have been
translated into many other languages, either singly

or in collections, and are included in many
anthologies.

Poezie (1892); Bilderfun a provintz raize (1894);

Dos shtreimel (1896); Shriftn (7 vols, 1901); One
Act Plays (1 vol, 1906; New York, 1907); Ale verk

(18 vols, 1908; 12 vols. New York, 1920); Dramen
(1910); Geklibene verk (1925); Oisgevelte verk

(2 vols, 1951); Dertseilungn (London, 1952);

Oisgevelte shriftn (1959); In keyler-shtub (1959).

—

ENGLISH translations: Stories and Pictures (tr.

H- Frank, Philadelphia, 1906); As Once We Were
(tr. E. T. Maigolis, Los Angeles, 1951); The Golden

Chain (extract from the play Di goldene Keyv, tr.

J. Sonntag, London, 1953); The Book of Fire

(stories; tr. J. Leftwich, London-New York,

1960); In This Worldand the Next (sel. writing; tr.

M. Spiegel, New York, 1958); My Memoirs (tr.

F. Goldberg, ibid., 196^; Stories From P. (tr. S.

Liptzin, ibid., 1964); Three Gifts and Other Stories

(tr. H. Goodman, ibid., 1947); The Three Canopies

(tr. T. Feinman, ibid., 1968).

Leksikon fun der moderner Yiddisher Literatur,

VII (1968; bMo. only).—A. A. Roback, /. L. P.,

Psychologist of Literature (Boston, 1935); M.
Samuel, Prince of the Ghetto Philadelphia,

1949). J.S.

Pereverzev, Valerian Fedorovich (*1882), Soviet

critic; orthodox Marxist editor, and author of

studies on Gogol*, Dostoyevsky* etc. He took a

prominent part in Soviet literary controversy but

subsequently fell into disgrace.

Tvorchestvo Dostoyevskogo (1912); F. M,
Dostoyevsky (1925); U istokov reaVnogo romana

(1937). J.L.

Perez, Antonio (Madrid; tParis 1611), Spanish

political and letter writer. He studied in Italy and

at Alcald and became secretary to Philip II. His

imprisonment and escape brought about the loss

of the special liberties of Arag6n. His Relaciones

(Paris, 1598) consist of a defence of his conduct.

His letters are renowned for their epigrammatic

style and for the self-revetations they contain.

Certain other treatises are more doubtfully attri-

buted to him.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XIII; Las obras y rela-

clones (Geneva, 1631); ‘Cartas a su mujer’ (ed. M.
Serrano y Sanz in Rev. de Archivos, VII-VIII,

1902-03); Coleccidn de documentos ineditos, I,

xn, xni, XV, lvi (I842-70).

J. Fitzmaurice-Kelly, A. P, (1922); G. Marail6n,

A. P. (Buenos Aires, 1947; 3rd ed. 1951); A. P6rez

Gdmez, A. P., escritor y hombre de estado (1959).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)
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PerSz de Ayala, Ram6n (*Oviedo 9 VIII 1881;

fMadrid 5 VIII 1962), Spanish novelist, poet and

essayist. He was educated in a Jesuit school,

studied law at Oviedo under Clarin (Alas* y
Urefia), travelled extensively in Europe and

America, was war correspondent during the First

World War and was ambassador in London under

the Republic and cultural attach^ in Buenos Aires

under Franco.

His dictum ‘there is no other poetry than the

poetry of the intellect (entendimientoY reveals the

dominant character of all his production. This

intellectualism, combined with a sceptical, almost

cynical nature, an acute power of observation and

a dry humour, is softened by a genuine interest in

life and people. Hence the originality of his works.

His mastery of the language makes his literary

style one of the best of the period, though at times

too elaborate. From Tinieblas en las cumbres

(1907) to Troteras y danzaderas (1913) the auto-

biographical element dominates his work. Though
ideas are discussed, the subtle mockery of contem-

porary Spanish life dominates his novels (e.g. in

AM,D,G., 1910, on life in a Jesuit school). From
Belarmino y Apolonio (1921) to El curandero de su

honra (1926)—his most interesting group of novels

—the characters become symbols of human prob-

lems in a world of stylized reality. His Novelas

poemdticas stand as a bridge between the two
groups. A similar evolution is perceived in his

three volumes of poetry, part of an unfinished

tetralogy of the elements, whose importance has

yet to be fully assessed. His books of criticism are

marred by excessive partisanship.

Obras completas (19 vols, 1923-28); Obras
completas (ed. J. Garda Mercadel, 4 vols, 1963);

Poesias completas (Buenos Aires, 1942).—Prome-
theus, The Fall ofthe House ofLimon, Sunday Sun-

light (tr. A. P. Hubbard and T. H. Conklin, 1920);

The Fox's Paw (tr. T. Walsh, 1924); Tiger John (tr.

W. Starkie, 1933); ‘The Assistant Professor’ (tr.

W. B. Wells in Great Spanish Short Stories, 1932).

F. Agustin, jR. P. de A., su vida y obras (1927);

J. A, Balseiro, ‘R. P. de A., novelists’ in El Vigia,

II (1928) ;
C. Barja, Librasy autores contempordneos

(1935); C. Claveria, Cinco estudios (1945); K. W.
Reinink, Algunos aspectos literarios y linguisticos

de la obra de don R. P. de A. (The Hague, 1959);

N. Urrutia, De ^Troteras' a *Tigre Juan' (1960).

R,M.N. (J.E.V.)

P6rez de Guzmdn, FernAn (*c. 1378; ooMarquesa
de Avellaneda; t^Batres 71460), Spanish poet and
biographer. He was related to L6pez* de Ayala,

Santillana* and Garcilaso*. He took an active part

in the civil wars of John IPs reign but after im-

prisonment in 1432 retired to his estates to cultivate

letters. He wrote some pleasing love poems but his

moral verses are more typical of him. His Mar de

historias is largely a compilation from John of
Columna and others. In the Generaciones y

semblanzas, short brilliantly written character-

sketches of the great men of his time are drawn
with honesty and candour, though some political

bias may be seen.

R. Foulch6-Delbosc, Cancionero castellano del

sigh XV in Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XIX;
Mar de historias repr. in Rev. Hispanique,

XXVIII (1913); Generaciones y semblanzas (ed. J.

Dominguez Bordona, 1924; ed. R. B. Tate,

London, 1965),

F. L6pez de Estrada, ‘La retdrica en las Genera'-

clones y semblanzas de F. P. de G.’ in Revista de

Filol. Esp., XXX (1946); A. Soria, ‘La Confesion

rimada de F. P. de G.’ in Boletin de la Real Acad,

Esp., XL (1960). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

PIrez de Hita, GiNfe (*?Mula, Murcia c. 1544;

171619), Spanish novelist. He served as a soldier

during the suppression ofthe revolt of the Moriscos

in the Alpujarras (1 568-71). He wrote an epic about

the history of the town of Lorca. His best-known

work is usually entitled Guerras civiles de Granada

(2 parts, Saragossa, 1595, and Cuenca, 1619). The

first part is a highly coloured novel about Moorish

life in Granada before the conquest of 1492; it

abounds in vivid but fictional descriptions of

Moorish customs, tournaments etc., and contains

good texts of genuine frontier ballads. The second

contains a history of the rebellion of 1568, which

is less vivid, more realistic and has some documen-

tary value. It provided the source of Calder6n’s*

Amar despuds de la muerte. The first part was often

reprinted and influenced Scud6ry*, Chateaubriand*

and Washington Irving*.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., HI; Guerras civiles de

Granada (ed. P. Blanchard-Demouge, 2 vols,

1913-15; best ed.).

N. Acero y Abad, G. P. de H. Estudios biogrdfico

y bibliogrdflco (1888); P. Festugi^re, ‘G. P. de H.,

sa personne, son oeuvre’ in Bull. Hispanique,

XLVI (1944). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

P6rez de Montalbdn, Juan (*Madrid 1602; ^ibid.

25 VI 1638), Spanish dramatist and novelist. He

was the son of a book-seller and an admirer of

Lope de Vega*, of whom he was the first biogra-

pher. His plays followed Lope’s model; the best,

El segundo Sdneca de Espana, is about Philip II.

His miscellany Para todos was violently attacked

by Quevedo* in La perinola. Lope may have

written the poem Orfeo, published as Montalbto’s.

Calderdn* used his account of St Patrick’s

Purgatory.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XTV, XVI, XXTV,

XXXIII, XLII, XLV, LII; J. Fitzmaurice-Kelly.

The Nun Ensign (1908); Orfeo en lengua castellana

(ed. P. Cabaflas, 1948); Novelas ejemplares (ed. F.

Gutfeez, 1957); Sucesos y prodigios de amor (ed.

A. G. de Amezud, 1969).
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G. W. Bacon, ‘The life and works of Dr J. P.

de M.’ in Rev. Hispanique, XXVI (1912).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

P6rez de Oliva, HernAn (*C6rdoba 71494;

1533), Spanish humanist. He studied at Salamanca,

Alcald, Paris and Rome. Later he was Rector of

Salamanca (1524), He wrote prose adaptations of

Plautus*, Sophocles’* Electra and Euripides’*

Hecuba, His dialogue on the dignity of man is a

fine piece of prose. His nephew Ambrosio de
Morales* edited his works in 1586.

Didlogo de la dignidad del hombre in Biblioteca

de Aut. Esp., LXV; ‘Teatro’ (ed. W. C. Atkinson

in Rev. Hispanique, LXIX, 1927).

W. C. Atkinson, ‘ H. P. de O. A biographical and
critical study’ in Rev. Hispanique, LXXI (1927).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Perez Galdds, Benito (Las Palmas, Canary
Islands 10 V 1843; fMadrid 4 1 1920), the greatest

Spanish novelist of the 19th century, Gald6s was
sent to Madrid to study law at the age of 19, took
to journalism, tried his hand at drama, and in 1873

published the first of what was to become a series

of 46 historical novels, the Episodios nacionales

(1 873-1912), dealing with the history of Spain from
Trafalgar (1805) to the Restoration (1875). With
these novels Gald6s captured—and to some
extent created—^the middle-class reading public.

Simultaneously he began to publish novels on
contemporary topics. One of his earliest successes,

DoHa Perfecta (1876), presents a powerful and
melodramatic view of the clashes which lay behind
the civil struggles of the 19th century. The ‘con-

temporary novels’ (1881-97) deal largely with life

in Madrid, and the direct confrontations of the
early polemical novels are replaced by the fusion of
polarities. His greatest novels are Fortunata y
Jacinta (1886-87), with its vride canvas, Angel
Guerra (1890-91), and the four novels dealing with
the vividly portrayed Torquemada (1889-95).

Galdos’ great strength lies in his use of realistic

descriptions and accounts which have at the same
time symbolic overtones when considered in the
perspective of the entire work. He was keenly
interested in psychological abnormalities and in

what came to be known as the unconscious; his

characterization is vivid, his dialogue reveals an
^cellent ear and his humour is Cervantine in its

irony. His last four novels (1897-1915) reveal how
far he travelled along the road from realism and
naturalism towards the non-realistic novel which
was to characterize the early years of the 20th
century, a development foreshadowed in the later

Episodios, Gald6s also wrote for the theatre,

dramatizing some of his own novels, and producing
polemical works in a somewhat old-fashioned style.

In the 1920s and 1930s his reputation was in

eclipse, but in recent years his work has been
evaluated anew although* despite a handful of

modem translations, his novels are as yet little

known in the English-speaking world. J.E.V.

Obras completas (ed. F. C. Sdinz de Robles, 6
vols, 1941-42; often x&pr.\-^Lady Perfecta (tr. M.
Wharton, 1894); Marianela (tr. idem, 1893);
Trafalgar: A Tale (tr. C Bell, New York, 1884 and
1888); Family of Leon Rock (tr. idem, ibid, and
London, 1888); The Court of Charles IV (tr.

idem. New York, 1888); Gloria (tr. idem, ibid.,

1890, London, 1897); ‘The Mule and the Ox’
and ‘Princess and the RagamuflSn* (tr. in A.
Ogden, Christmas Storiesfrom French and Spanish
Writers, 1893); ‘Battle of Salamanca’ in Lippin-
cott’s Mag. (1895); Saragossa (tr. M. C. Smith,
Boston, 1900); Electra (tr. idem, 1901); ‘In Praise
of June’ (tr. J. R. Bidwell in Living Age, 1900);
Torment (tr. J. M. Cohen, 1952); Miau (tr. idem,

1963); The Spendthrifts (tr. G. Woolsey, 1952);
Compassion (tr, J. Maclean, 1966).

L. B. Walton, P. G. and the Spanish Novel ofthe
19th Century (1927); H. C. Berkowitz, P. G,
Spanish Liberal Crusader (1948); J. Casalduero,
Vida y obra de G. (1951); W. T. Pattison, B, P. G,
and the Creative Process (1954); S. Eoff, The Novels
of P, G, The Concept ofLife as Dynamic Process

(1954); R. Gull6n, G., novelista moderno (1960);
J. Schraibman, Dreams in the Novels of G. (I960);

H. Hinterhaiiser, Die ^Episodios Nacionales' von
B. P. G, (1961; Span. tr. 1963); G. Correa, El
simbolismo religioso en las novelas de P, G, (1962),

and Realidad, ficcion y simbolo en las novelas de
P, G, (1967); R. J. Weber, The ^Miau' Manuscript

of B, P, G. (1964); F. Ruiz Ram6n, Tres

personajesgaldosianos (1964); A. Regalado Garda,
B, P, G. y la novela histdrica espahola (1966);

M, Nimetz, Humor in G, (1968); T. A. Sackett,

P, G. An Annotated Bibliography (1968); J. F.

Montesinos, G, (3 vols, 1968-71); G. Studies

(ed. J. E. Varey, 1970), R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

P&ier, Odilon-Jean (Brussels 9 HI 1901; ool926

Laure F6ron; "^ibid, 22 II 1928), Belgian poet and
dramatist. Founder with Franz Hellens* of Le
Disque vert (1922), a wilfully hermetical writer, he
later developed a more classical manner, fraught

with brilliant imagery, simple yet effective.

verse: Le citadin et Veloge de Bruxelles (1924);

Le passage des anges (1926); Lepromeneur (1927);

Poemes (1938).

—

Les indiffirents (play; 1925).

A. Marin, 0,-J, P. (1939). B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Perk, Christina Elizabeth, known as Betsy
(Delft 26 III 1835; fNijmegen 30 III 1906), Dutch
editor and writer of historical novels and books on
the emancipation of women.

Tesselschade in den huiselijken kring (1873);

Jacques Perk geschetst (1902). J.W.W.

Perk, Jacques Fabrics Herman (*Dordrecht 10
VI 1859; fAmsterdam 1 XI 1881), Dutch poet.
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generally considered the most important fore-

runner of the movement of the 1880s. Willem

Kloos* used his posthumous edition of Perk’s

poems (1882) to publish an introductory mani-

festo. Perk’s poetry (many sonnets) on Nature and

love is one long glorification of Beauty.

verse: Mathilde-krans (ed. G. Stuiveling, 3 vols,

1941); Verzamelde gedichten (ed. idem, 1957);

Proeven in dicht en ondicht (ed. idem, 1958).

—

Brieven en documenten (letters and documents; ed.

G. Stuiveling, 1959).

W. Kloos, Veertien Jaar literatuurgeschiedenis, I

(1896); A. Verwey, Proza, I (1921) and Van J. P,

tot nu (1925); P. H. Muller, ‘P.-bibliografie’ in

Opwaartsche Wegen (1927-28); De Nieuwe Gids

(memorial no., 1931); G. Stuiveling, De brief-

wisseling Vosmaer-Kloos (1938), Een dichter

verliefd (1939) and Het korte leven van /. P,

(1957). J.J.O.

Perl, Yosef (*Tamopol, Galicia 7 XI 1773; ^ibid,

1 X 1839), Hebrew satirist and educationist.

Brought up to become a rabbi, he later became
acquainted with the men of the Haskalah (‘en-

lightenment’) in Berlin and was encouraged by
them to study secular subjects. He devoted himself

to the cause of Jewish emancipation and educa-

tion, and founded the first modem school for the

Jews in his home town, which served as a model
for others. He was patronized in his educational

work by the Emperor of Austria and even by the

Tsar of Russia.

Megale Temirin (Vienna, 1819); Bochen Zaddik
(Prague, l%3%)r--Maasiyot Weigrot (1969).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Perotto, Niccol6 (*Fauo 1429; fSassoferato 14
Xn 1480), humanist churchman. Product of the

schools of Vittorino (Rambaldoni*) and Guarino*,
Perotto entered Papal service for which he was
finallyrewarded with thearchbishopric of Siponto.

He was associated withmany literary controversies.

In his own writing the remarkable Cornucopia

(Venice, 1489), a massive commentary on Martial*,

stands out. D.H.

Perovsky, Alexey Alexeyevich, pseud, Anton
Pogorel’sky (*1787; tl836), Russian author
whose Romantic stories and novels showed the

influence of Hoffmann* and of German Romanti-
cism. His novel Monastyrka (1830-33), about the

life of the Ukrainian gentry, suggests the influence

of Fielding*.

Sochineniya (2 vols, \Z5y)\Dvoinik, Monastyrka
(1960). JX.

Perpesslcius, pseud, of Dimtirbe S. Panattescu
(Braila 1891 ; fBucharest 29 III 1970), Rumanian
critic, literary historian and poet. Successive

volumes of his monumental edition of Eminescu*

have been appearing since 1939. He was the author
of pleasing elegiac verse and translations and
imitations of the Latin poets.

criticism: Menfimi critice, I-V (1928-46); Alte

menfluni de istoriografie literard ^ifolclor, I (iP57-

1960) (1961),n (1958-1962) (1964),HI (1963-1967)

(1967).—verse: Scut $i targd (192Q; Itinerar

sentimental (1932).—Opere (1966- ). F.J.B.

Perponcher Sedlnitsky, Willem Emmery de (*The
Hague 16 IV 1741; c3ol773 Agnes C. Voet van
Winssen; tUtrecht 25 VI 1819), Dutch poet,

aesthete, theologian and pedagogue, jurist and man
of letters. He wrote an important robinsonnade,
Rhapsodien ofU leeven van Altamont (1775), and
opposed van Alphen* and Feith*.

Zedekmdige brieven over het geluk (1769-72);

Brieven aan Van Alphen (\180y,Mengelwerk (under

motto ‘Tendimus ad caelestem patriam’; 9 vols,

1775-88); Gedichten (3 vols, 180(M)2); Spreuken

...(5 vols, 1809-14).

J. Reijers, W. E. de P. (1942). J.W.W.

Perrault, Charles (*Paris 12 I 1628; Vbid. 16 V
1703), French writer. The youngest offour brothers

(Claude, physician and architect, 1613-88;

Nicolas, Jansenist and burlesque poet, 1611-61;

Pierre, receveurginiraldesfinances, translator and

critic, 1608-80), he was influential as controller of

the King’s buildings under Colbert and in the

French Academy where he introduced the secret

ballot for the election of members. His poem, Le

Siicle de Louis le Grand (1687), opened the Quarrel

of the ancients and the moderns and opposed

him to Boileau*, the champion of antiquity, until

their reconciliation in 1694 (see also Houda^ de la

Motte). He is particularly remembered for his

fairy tales (Contes du temps passe), which made
popular, in the form which has now become

traditional, such tales as The Sleeping Beauty and

Cinderella, and contained the first known written

versions of Bluebeard and Little Red Riding Hood

verse: Les Murs de Troie ou VOrigine du

burlesque (1653 ; in collab. with N. and P. Perrault);

Saint Paulin (1686).—prose: Parallile des anciens

et des modemes (1688-97); Apologie des femmes

(1694) ; LesHommes illustres qui ontparu en France

pendmt le 17e siicle (1697-1701); Histoires ou

contes du temps passi (1697; ed. F. Henriot, 1928;

ed. G. Rouger, 1967; tr. G. Brereton, 1957);

Memoires de ma vie (ed. P, Bonnefon, 1909);

CEuvres complites (ed. J. J. Pauvert and M.
Soriano, 3 vols, 1968-69).

P. Bonnefon. ‘C. P.’ in Rev. d’Hist. Litt. (1904-

06); H. Gillot, La Querelle des anciens et des

modernes (1914); A. Hallays, Les P. (1926); P.

Saintyres, Les contes de P. et les ricits paralUles

(1923); S. Thompson, The Folktale (New York,

1946) and MotifIndex of Folk Literature (6 vols,

Copenhagen); P. Delarue and M. L. Ten^ze, Le
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conte populaire fmngais^ catalogue raisonne (2 vols,

1957-65); Dr Lauzier-Desfrez, ‘Essai de compre-

hension psychopathologique des contes de P.* in

Entretiens psychiatriques (Toulouse, 1965); M.
Soriano, Les contes de P, (1968). G.B.

Perron, E. Du [Charles Edgar], pseud. Duco
Perkens (*Djakarta 2 XI 1899; ooElisabeth de

Roos; tBergeii 14 V 1940), Dutch poet, novelist

and critic. He lived in Belgium, Paris, where he was

friendly with Andr6 Malraux*, Java and finally

Holland. For some time he was considered an

outsider, who launched his fierce attacks on Dutch

parochialism from this unexposed position. Later,

however, he founded the review. Forum, with his

friend Menno ter Braak*. In this magazine he broke

completely with his experimental past, emphasizing

the value of literature as a means of confirming the

possibilities and the limitations of the individual.

He admired Multatuli*, Stendhal* and French

18th-century writers. He attacked inflated values

and artificial literature just as much as totalitarian

political movements. He stressed not the beauty

of form but the man behind it. His novel, Het land

van herkomst (1935), is still generally considered

the most complete Dutch statement of the position

of a European intellectual in the 1930s. His poems
form an interesting mixture of colloquialism,

‘parlando* poetry, and ‘pure’ poetry. His criticism

concerns itself mainly with what a writer ‘has to

say*, De man van Labak. Du Perron wrote

the best, unfortunately incomplete, biography of

Multatuli.

Manuscrit trouvi dans une poche (verse; 1923);

Het roerend bezit (stories; 1924); Briefwisseling

(letters, with Menno ter Braak; 4 vols, 1962-67).

—

novels: Een voorbereiding (1927, 1931); Schandaal

in Holland (1939).

—

criticism and essays: Cahiers

van een lezer (5 vols, 1928-29); De smalle mens

(1934); De man van Lebak (1937).

—

Parlando (coll,

verse; 1941); Verzameld werk (coll, works; 7 vols,

1955-60).

G. H.’s-Gravesande, E. du P, (1947); W. L. M.
E. van Leeuwen, Drie vrienden (1947); F. Batten

and A. A. M. Stols, Bibliografie (1948); H. A.

Gomperts, Jagen om te leven (1949) and De schok

der herkenning (1959); Andr6 Malraux, Fr.

essay in Botteghe Oscure, XII (1953); Jan van
Nijlen, Herinneringen aan E. du P. (1955); Ada
Deprez, E, du P, (1960); S. Vestdijk, Gestalten

tegenover mij (1962); J. H. W. Veenstra, D*Artag-

nan tegen Jan Fuselier (1962); Bok (special no.,

1964); J. J. Oversteegen, Vorm of vent (1969);

Schrijvers prentenboek, XIII (1969). J.J.O.

Pers, Dirck Pietersz (*Emden 1579; tAmsterdam
12 IV 1662), Dutch poet and publisher, member of

the EGELANiiER, published Vondel’s* collections of

emblems, De Gulden Winckel and Vorstelijke

Warande der Dieren, He himself wrote devotional

{Lucretia, ofte het Beeldt der Eerbaerheydt, 1624)

and didactic poetry (Jonas de Strafprediker;

Tranen Jezu Christi gestort over den ondergang van

Hierusalem, 1625), excellent prose {d'Ontstelde

LeeuWy 1641, a history of the insurrection up to

1581), a collection of emblems (Bellerophon, 1614),

and Bacchus Wonder-Wercken (1628) with a satire,

Suypstad of Dronckaerts Leven. A.M.B.W.

A. G. C. de Vries, Nederl Emblemata (1899);

J. Landwehr, ‘De Gentse liefdesembleemdichters

en D. P. P.’ in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en Letterk.,

LXXXV (1969). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Persius (Aulus P. Flaccus) (*Volaterrae 4XH 34;

t24 XI 62), Latin satirist. Bom of a well-connected

equestrian family, Persius came early to Rome and
became the pupil and friend of the Stoic philo-

sopher Comutus, and a friend ofLucan* and other

Stoics opposed to Nero. Delicate, reserved and of

a gentle manner, he died young, and his six books

of Saturae were published posthumously by
Comutus and Caesius Bassus.

Inspired by Lucilius* and deeply influenced by
Horace*, the Satires have an earnest moral tone,

but reflect a keen observation and experience ofthe

world not ofreal life but of books. His style though

vigorous is involved and obscure, but indicates the

greatness which Persius might have achieved had

he lived to maturity.

Ed. W. V. Clausen (1956; with Juvenal); ed.

with comm. N. Scivoletto (1961); ed. with comm,
and tr. J. Conington and H. Nettleship (3rd ed.

1893; repr. 1967).—Tr. G. G. Ramsay (1918).

H. E. Butler, PosUAugustan Poetry (1909); F.

Villeneuve, Essai sur Perse (1918); J. Wight Duff,

Roman Satire (1937); O. Weinreich, Rbmische

Satiren (1949); E. V. Marmorale, Persia (2nd ed.

1956); C, S. Dessen, lunctura Callidus Acri:A Study

ofP.’s Satires (1969). A.J.D.

Pertcheval, alias Steemaer, Jan (*c. 1455; tl523),

Dutch poet in the rederuker tradition, probably

a surgeon at Brussels, prince of the Chamber of

Rhetoric De Leliebroeders. His Den Camp van der

Doot (ed. G. Degroote, 1948) is an adaptation of

Le chevalier delibiri by Olivier de La* Marche; in

collaboration with Jan Smeken* he wrote seven

plays, now lost, on the Seven Sorrows of Mary.
J.J.M,

Perticari, Count Giutio (•Savignano, Romagna
15 Vni 1779; fPesaro 26 VI 1822), Italian philolo-

gist and writer, the son-in-law of Monti*. In Degli

scrittori del trecento e dei loro imitatori (1818) and
DelVamor patrio di Dante e del suo libro intorno il

Volgare eloquio (1820) Perticari upheld the ideal of

a common Italian language as opposed to a narrow

Tuscan idiom.

Opere di G. P. (1^57).—Proposta di alcune

correzioni ed aggiunte al vocabolario della Crusca

(1817-26).

C E W L—III—L
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I. Panella, ‘L*opinione del conte G. P. intomo

alle origini della lingua italiana* in La Romagna

(1905). N.K.W.

Perrentsev, Arkady Alexeyevich (*1905), Soviet

author whose Kochubey (1937 ; Cossack Comman-
der, tr. S. Garry, 1939) brought him great popu-

larity. This was enhanced during the Second World

War by his patriotic fiction, especially by his novel

Chesf smolodu (1948), describing the reaction of

the Soviets to the retreat of the Red Army during

the early period of the war.

Nad Kubanyu (1952); Matrosy (1961); Surovaya

pesnya (1966). J.L.

Pervigilium Veneris, a Latin poem of remarkable

warmth and beauty, but of uncertain date and

authorship (2nd-5th century A.D.). The scene is

Sicily, the occasion a spring festivd of Venus; the

form combines praises of Venus Genetrix with a
romantic description of spring. The metre is

trochaic, with a refrain, and the use of assonance

and occasionally of rhyme foreshadows the later,

accentual Latin poetry.

Ed. C. dementi (3rd ed. 1936; with Eng. tr.,

comm, and biblio.). A.J.D.

Perzyfiski, Wlodzimierz (*Opoczno 6 VIII 1878;

tWarsaw 21 X 1930), Polish playwright, novelist,

short-story writer and feuilletonist. He knew the

life in Warsaw thoroughly and tapped it freely for

his literary work. In his comedies he invents

interesting situations for his well-delineated

characters and with a light, ironical touch gives

them life; they were universally liked. Similarly in

his novels, short stories and feuilletons he immor-
talizes contemporary life with rare truth and
pointedness, but without exaggeration.

plays; Lekkomyilna siosira (1907); Aszantka

(1907); Szcz^^cie Frania (1914); Polityka (1920);

Lekarz miloSci (1928); Rozum czy glupstwo (1929).

—novels: Lut szcz^scia (1913); Uczniaki (1919);

Raz w zyciu (1925); Mechanizm zycia (1929);

Klejnoty (1930).—short stories and feuilletons:

Pami^tnik wisielca (1907); Bomba (1919); Kiopoty

ministrow (1921); Pralnia sumienia (1930).

O. Forst de Battaglia, ‘W. P, als Chronicist der

yie varsovienne* in Polognc litteraire, V (1927);

Z. D^bicki, ‘W. P.’ in Portrety, II (1928). S.S.

Pessanha, Camilo (Coimbra 7 IX 1867; fMacao
1926), Portuguese poet. He lived many years in

Macao. One of the most sensitive exponents of

Symbolism in Portuguese poetry, his poems, few
in number, precise, condensed, yet mysteriously

suggestive, were collected in the volume Clepsydra

(1920).

China. Estudos e tradugoes (1944).

E. de Lemos, A Clepsidra de C. P, (1956); A.
Dias Miguel, C. P. (1956). T.P.W.

Pessoa, Fernando Ant6nio Nooueira (Lisbon
13 VI 1888; ^bid. 30 XI 1935), Portuguese poet.

He spent his childhood in South Africa (his step-

father was Portuguese consul at Durban) and
English was a language in which he also wrote
with great accomplishment. He returned to Portu-

gal in 1905 and after abandoning University studies

earned his living by typing and translating business

letters for commercial firms. He was associated

with the saudosismo movement (see Pascoais*) and
later edited and collaborated on various avant-

garde reviews. He was an admirer of Portugal’s

first dictator Sid6nio Pais, defended the militaty

take-over of 1926, and published a collection of

poems (Mensageni) which exude a kind of mystical
nationalism which earned him a national prize

(albeit second-class) in 1934. He died an alcoholic

the following year.

There are many sides to Pessoa—initially he

appears the most complicated man that ever lived.

His poetry not only reflects this complexity but

seeks to exploit it, and eventually he elevated it to

the level of a general theory. He projected or

divided himself into four different ‘poetic perso-

nalities’—^and embryonically into several others—

to which he gave individual names: his own and

the ‘heteronyms’ Caeiro, Reis, Campos.
Pessoa first became notorious in 1912 as the

author of three articles which reflect the ideas of

the lunatic fringe of the saudosista movement and

foretell in lucid prose the advent of a new world

order under the leadership of Portugal, and involv-

ing the appearance of a new super-poet (who can

only be Pessoa himself). Far from being a juvenile

aberration this pattern of thought reflects Pessoa’s

constant preoccupation with occultism and a

messianic streak which recurs throughout Mensa-

gem and derives from the national mythology

associated with King Sebastian, killed in Morocco

in 1578 but ‘destined’ like King Arthur to return

to lead his country to greatness.

As a reaction to all this Pessoa created the

imaginary poet Alberto Caeiro, a rationalist who

makes fun of mysticism and occultism, accepts the

world as it is and does not ask metaphysical

questions about the conditions of its possibility.

Alongside Caeiro, Pessoa produced another

imaginary poet Ricardo Reis, who broods stoically

on mortality; and a third, Alvaro de Cawtos, who

combines elements from Whitman* and Nietzsche*

with the ethos of Marinetti’s* Futurism. Having got

this far Pessoa moves to the level of theory. In his

manifesto ‘Ultimatum’ (1917)—a jumble of

psychological and political claptrap with odd glints

of lucidity—he declares that the concept of a

unified personality is a theological fiction and that

the most complete man is the most incoherent. It is

clear that much of the time Pessoa has his tongue

in his cheek, but it is equally clear that his frus-

trated megalomania and occultism are often in

deadly earnest. Nevertheless he is the most original

figure in modern Portuguese literature. Everything
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he wrote shows the flair of a bom poet. He is at his

most convincing when expressing (after his bursts

of euphoria) the tedium and futility of life, or when
exploring the psychological subtleties of a mind

never very far from the edge.

verse; Antinous (Lisbon, 1918); Sonnets (ibid.,

1918); English Poems (3 vols, 1922); Mensagem

(1934); Obras completas (9 vols, 1942-65); Obra

poetica (Rio de Janeiro, 1960).

—

uprose: Pdginas de

doctrina estetica (1946); Pdginas intimas e de auto-

interpretag&o (1966); Pdginas de estetica e de teoria

e critica literdria (1966) ; Textosfilosdficos (1968).

A. Casais Monteiro, F. P. (stud, and anthoL;

2nd ed. 1945) and Estudos sobre a poesia de F. P.

(1958); J. Caspar SimSes, Vida e obra de F. P. (2

vols, 1950); J. Nemesio, A obra poetica de F, P.

(1958); A. Quadros, F. P. (1960); J. do Prado

Coelho, Diversidade e unidade em F. P. (2nd ed.

1963). T.P.W.

Pestalozzi, Johann Heinrich (^Zurich 12 1 1746;

ooAnna Schulthess; tBrugg, Aargau 17 II 1827),

Swiss philanthropist, educational reformer and
writer. Influenced by Rousseau’s* ideas, Pestalozzi

launched several ventures which failed financially,

till in 1799 he founded a school at Iferten (1805-

25) which was a model for educationists from all

over Europe. His system—the prototype ofmodem
education—aimed at the development of the entire

personality. In his didactic novels, notable for their

warmth and depth of imderstanding, he was the

forerunner of Jeremias Gotthelf*.

Lienhard and Gertrud (4 vols, 1781-87; Eng. tr.

E. Shepherd, 1824); Wie Gertrud ihre Kinder lehrt

(1801; Eng. tr. L. E. Holland and F. C. Turner,

1894).

—

Kritische Gesamtausgabe(td. A. Buchenau,

E. Spranger and H. Stettbacher, 17 vols, 1927-60);

P.’j Main Writings (ed. J. A. Green, 1912);

Sdmtliche Briefe (ed. E. Dejung and H. Stettbacher,

6 vok 1 046-62^

P. Natorp, P. (1909; 5th ed. 1927); J. A. Green,

Life and Work ofP. (1913); H. Schdnebaum, P. (4

vols, 1927-42); J. Reinhart, P. (1927; 5th ed.

1945); T. Litt, Der lebendige P. (1952); K. Silber,

P. der Mensch und sein Werk (1957) and P. the

Man and His Work (1960, 1965); M. Heafford,

P. His Thought and Its Relevance Today (1967).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Peter m of Catalonia, IV of Aragon (*1319;

crowned King 1336; tl387), joint author of a
chronicle of his reign, in Cat^an. It purports to be
an autobiography, but documents show that a
large part was written by one of the chancery

secretaries, Bernat Dez-Coll, under instructions

laid down by the King himself (1375). The King
prescribed the plan, selected the basic documents
and carefully revised the draft. The introduction

at least was his own work, the style and ideas being

closely similar to those ofhis speeches in the Corts.

The King was a crafty politician and diplomat, and
the chronicle was intended to justify his policy.

Crbnica (ed. A. Pag^s, 1942); Epistolari (ed. R.
Gubem, 1955- ). J.M.B. i R. (G.W.R.)

Peter Damian (*Ravenna 1007; fFaenza 22 n
1072), the youngest child of a large family, was
provided with an education in the liberal arts by
his brother Damian whose name he took in grati-

tude. After lecturing at Ravenna, he entered the

hermitage of Fonte Avellana in 1035 and became
Prior in 1043. Between 1049 and 1054 he produced
two polemical treatises, the Liber Gomorrhianus
and the Liber beatissimus, on the vices of the secular

and regular clergy and on the validity ofsimoniacal

ordinations. Appointed Bishop of Ostia and
Cardinal in 1057, he spent most of his remaining

years on missions of reform for the Papacy
throughout Italy, France and Germany.

Migne, Patrologia Latina,CXLW-CXLV (1853).

—Selected Writings on the Spiritual Life (tr. P.

McNulty, 1960).

R. Biron, Saint Pierre Damien (1908); A.
Wilmart, ‘Le recueil des potoes et des prieres de
saint Pierre Damien’ in Rev. Benedictine, XLI
(1929); J. P. Whitney, Hildebrandine Essays (1932);

O. J. Blum, St P. D., His Teaching on the Spiritual

Life (1947); F. Dressier, Petrus Damiani Leben und
Werk (1954); J. Leclercq, ‘Saint Pierre Damien
6crivain’ in Convivium, XXV (1957) and Saint

Pierre Damien: Ermite et homme d'iglise (1960);

M. Lokrantz, Vopera poetica di S, Pier Damiani

(1964). R.R.R.

Peter Martyr: see Vermigli, Pietro Martire.

Peter of Eboli (*Eboli c. 1160; tl219 or 1220),

Latin poet and physician, dedicated his poems to

the Emperor Henry VI. He probably taught at

Salerno. One poem is a panegyric on the Emperor,

of considerable historic^ value; another is on the

baths at Puteoli; a third, on Frederick I, has

perished.

E. Rota, Petri Ansolini de Ebulo de rebus Siculis

carmen (Rerum Italicarum scriptores, XXXI, 1904).

R. Ries, ‘Zu den Werken des P. von E.’ in

Mitteilungen des Instututs fur oesterreichische

Geschichtsforschung, XXXII (1911); C. M.
Kauffmann, The Baths of Pozzuoli (on illus.;

1959). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Peter Pindar, pseud, of John Wolcot (^Dod-
brooke, Devon 9 V 1738; fLondon 14 I 1819),

English verse satirist whose caricatures of George
ni, Pitt, Boswell* etc. show a droll appreciation of

the victim’s foibles but are often marred by
vulgarity. R.M.H.

(with memoir; 5 vols, 1812); TheLousiad.

An heroi-comic poem (5 cantos, 1785); Bozzy and
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Fiozzi: or the British Biographers (1786); Ode upon

Ode^ or a Peep at St Jameses (1787).

W. J. Courthope, ‘On P. P.’ in History ofEnglish

Poetry, V (1905); T. Girton, Doctor with Two

Aunts: A Biography ofP. P. (1959).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Peter Riga, or la Rigge (tc. 1209), French poet and

rhetorician, canon of Notre-Dame, Rheims, and

later canon-regular of St Denis. His Aurora,

known to Chaucer*, is a series of verses on the Old

Testament. The Floridus aspectus is a collection of

his verses made by himself.

Aurora (ed. P. E. Beichner, Notre Dame, 1965).

K. Young, ‘Chaucer and P. R.* in Speculum,

Xn (1937); A. Boutemy, ‘Recherches sur^ le

Floridus aspectus de P. la R.’ in Le Moyen Age
(1948) and in Latomus (1949). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Peters, Friedrich Ernst (*Luhnstedt, Holstein

13 Vin 1890; tSchleswig 19 H 1962), German
novelist and poet. His novels Oatterly in Low
German) grew out of Peters* deep roots in his

native Hoktein; his lyrics are largely determined

by his artistic interests. He is also remarkable for

his philosophical essays and as translator of

Pascal*.

Der heilsame Umweg (novel; 1938).--short

stories: Kleine Erzdhlungen (1941); Zwiegesang

seliger Geister (1944); Die droge Trina (1948).

—

verse: Totenmasken (1934); Licht zwischen zwei

Dunkeln (1938); Zweierlei Gnaden (1941).

—

essays: Preis der guten Mdchte, Besimung und
Erinnerung (1941); Im Dienst der Form (1948).

F. Pauly, ‘F. E. P.* in Nordelbingen,XV (1939).

G.C.

Peters, Gerlach (Latinized Gerlacus Petri)

(Deventer 1378; tWindesheim 18 XI 1411),

Dutch mystic. Prompted by Florens Radewijns*,

he entered the monastery of Windesheim, where
he was ordained priest in 1403. Earlier he had
written his Breviloquium, the second part of which
constituted a guide to his daily spiritual exercises.

The contents are almost identical with the so-called

First Letter to his sister Lubbe. The Second Letter,

mystical in character, is related to his main work
Soliloquium, the most original and pure piece of
mystical writing to emerge from the drcle of
DEVono moderna, written between 1403 and 1411.

The central theme is the freedom of the spirit

through the intuition of truth. In the 15th century

it was repeatedly translated into Dutch, later also

into French, German, English, Spanish and
Italian. It continued to be much appreciated among
the French and German mystics and pietists (Port-

Royal, Tersteegen*). JJ.M,

Ed. J. Strange (1849); Breviloquium and letters

to Lubbe P. (ed. W. Moll in Kerkhistorisch Archief,
II, 1959).—^Eng. trs: The Fiery Soliloquy With God
(1872); The Divine Soliloquies (1920).

J. J. Mak, De Dietse vertaling van G. p;s
Soliloquium (1936); St. Axters, Geschiedenis van

de Vroomheid in de Nederlanden, III (1956); A.
Deblaere in Liber alumnorum Prof Dr! E
Rombauts (1968). J.J.M. (A.v.E.)

Peters, Lenrie (Leopold) (Bathurst, Gambia
1 IX 1932), Gambian poet and novelist. Peters

went to school in Freetown, Sierra Leone, and in

1952 entered Trinity College, Cambridge. He
specialized in and now practises surgery.

His poetry is intellectual and conveys profound

reverence for life and a desire for order and under-

standing. His novel The Second Round (1965) is

marred by melodrama.

verse : Poems (1964) ; Satellites (1967) ; Katchikali

(1971). A.R.

Petersen, Nis (*Vamdrup 22 I 1897; ooEUen

Malberg, ooAnna Elisabeth Staggemeier; fLaveu

9 III 1943), Danish poet, novelist and short-stoiy

writer. For some years he was a journalist, but

from 1920 he lived the unsettled life of a pen^ess

tramp, although his own stories about these years

made them appear much more romantic and

fantastic than they were. His d6but in 1926 proved

him to be a lyric poet of unusual qualities, but his

financial profit was negligible, and the instability

of his temperament prevented him from settling

down. His first novel, set in ancient Rome, became

a best-seller in many countries, as did his second

about the civil war in Ireland. His stories-—comic

or pathetic—are mostly amusing and harmless

caricatures of contemporary life, but he is much

more important as a poet, for in his poetry he

reveals his desperate self.

verse: Nattens Pibere (1926); En Drift Vers

(1933); Til en Dronning (1935); Stykgods (1940);

Digte (1942); Brcendende Europa (1947); Da Seeren

tav (1947); For Tromme og K^tagnet (1951).—

Sarnlede Digte (1949).—-novels: Sandalmagemes

Gade (1931 ; The Street ofthe Sandalmakers, tr. E.

Sprigge and C, Napier, 1933); Spildt Mxlk (1934;

Spilt Milk, A Story ofIreland, tr. C. Napier, 1935).

-HSHORT stories: Engle blaeserpaa Trompet (1937);

Dagtyve (1941); Muleposen (1942); Stynede Popler

(1943); Aftenbormen (1947).

—

Lad os leve i Nuet

(memoirs; 194S),^Mindeudgave (8 vols, 1962).

M. Knudsen, N. P, (1942); R. Bryde, Vaga>

bonden, der blev Digter (1943); K. F. Plesner, N, P.

(1945) and N. P,s boger, En bibliografi (194^;

R. Bryde, En Digter bliver til (1945); H. Brix,

N, P. Liv og Digt (1947); Annalise Nis Petersen,

Mod Hasld, N. P.s sidste Aar (1948); G. Albeck,

N, P, (1949); N. M0gelvang Nielsen, Den regnr

tunge Sky (1951); F. Johansen, N. P. Bibliogrifi

(1953); J. Andersen, N, P, (1957). E.B.

Peter the Great (Moscow 30 V 1672; fSt Peters-

burg 28 1 1725), Tsar (1682), the initiator of the

‘Petersburg period* of Russian history and cul-
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ture (1702-1917). His sweeping reforms also

affected literature. He published and actually

edited the first Russian newspaper, Peterburgskie

Vedomosti, and relegated the traditional Church

Slavonic language to ecclesiastic books. He simpli-

fied the Russian alphabet and encouraged transla-

tions of foreign works, especially those on science

and technology. Anxious to foster progress in his

country, he founded all sorts of educational

institutions, sent talented students abroad and
imported a number of foreign savants and special-

ists. He annexed Russia to Europe not only

politically but also culturally. It was on such a basis

Slat the ‘Petersburg period’ gradually bore those

fruits in Russian literature which, in the second

half of the 19th century, turned Russia into one of

the literary world powers.

P. Pekarsky, Nauka i literatura v Rossiipri Petre

Velikom (1862); E. Shmurlo, ‘Petr Velikiy v
russkoy literatura’ in Zhumal ministerstva

narodnago prosveshcheniya (1887); V. V. Sipov-

sky, Zmchenie Petra Velikogo v istorii russkoy

literatury (1903); F, S. Platonov, Petr Velikiy

(1926); V. O. Klyuchevsky, Pierre le Grand et son

ceuvre (1930); H. Brinkmann, Peter I in der

russischen Literatur (1963). JX.

Peter the Iberian: see PsEUDO-Dionysius the

Areopagite, biblio.

Peter the Patrician, 6th-century Byzantine diplo-

mat. Fragments of his History of the Roman
Empire From Augustus to Julian have survived. His
Katastasis on ceremonial is in part preserved in the

10th-century De ceremoniis of Constantine* Vn.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXIII (1864; with

Lat. tr.); ed. B. G. Niebuhr (1829; with Lat. tr.);

L. Dindorf, Historici Graeci minores^ I (1870),

J.M.H.

Peter the Venerable (*1092 or 1094; tll55), Abbot
of Cluny (1122), restored the monastery to its old

fame and splendour. He gave Abelard* a refuge

there in his last years. He wrote against the Jews
and against Islam and had a translation of the

Koran made. He wrote much in Latin prose and in

verse, both metrical and rhythmical.

Migne, Patrologia Latina^ CLXXXIX (1854);

Analecta hymnica medii aevi, XLVin (1905); A,
Wilmart, ‘Le podme apolog6tique de Pierre le

Venerable’ in Rev. B6n6dictine (1939); Letters of
P. the V. (ed. G. Constable, 1967).

W. Williams, ‘P. the V.’ in Downside Rev,

(1936); G. Constable and J, Kritzeck, Petrus

Venerabilis 1156-1956 (Rome. 1956).

F.J,E.R. (Tor.)

Pethachiah of Regensburg, also called Peihachiah
or Petachya ben Jacx)b ha-Lavan (*Prague; fl.

1175-90), German Hebrew traveller. He lived at

Regensburg and Prague, and travelled to Russia,

Persia, Palestine. His notes (apart from a portion

lost on the way) were edited by Judah* ben Samuel
the Pious of Regensburg.

Sibbuv (1st ed. Prague, 1595; Travels of R.
Petachia, ed. and tr. A. Benisch, 2nd ed. 1861).

C.R.

Petkanov, Konstantost (Kavakli, Turkey 29 XI
1891; tSofia 12 11 1952), Bulgarian novelist. His
works reflect his interest in Bulgarian Thrace, the

17th- and 18th-century Balkan uprisings against

the Turks, and the patriarchal village life of his

own upbringing. Morava zvezda-kurvava (1934)

was confiscated as a pacifist novel. He was
Director of National Culture 1944-47.

Bez detsa (1927); Beglets (1929); Staroto vreme

(1930); Vyatur echi (1933); Indje voyvoda (1935);

Ilindenski dni (1938); Angelina (1940); Belite izvori

(1946). V.P.

Petkovi6-Dis, Vladislav (‘Dis*) (*Cacak 12 III

1880; tat sea 16 V 1917), Serbian poet, a victim of

the First World War. His poems, expressing

deeply felt sentiments, are musical and sponta-

neous. An instinctive poet, he anticipated the

‘avant-garde’ verse of the period between the wars^

Utopljene duJe (1911); Midekamo cara (1913).

—

Skupljene pesme (coll, poems; 1921); Izabrane

pesme (sel. poems; 1959). V.J.

Petdfi, SiNDOR (Kisk6r6s 1 1 1823; ool847 Julia

Szendrey ; fFeh^regyhdza 31 VII 1849), Hungarian

poet. During his brief, hard life, Petdfi rapidly

became the greatest and most widdy known
Hungarian lyric poet. His verse consists largely of

brief lyrics, some based on folk themes and
peasant life; others concern his own love, and
many display his fieiy patriotism, which led to

take an active part in the 1848 revolution. He stood

apart from literary groups; though his imitators

were many, none could capture his sheer brilliance

and fire.

Versek 1842-44 (1844); Cipruslombok Etele

sirjdrdl (1845); Szerelem gyongyei (1845); Versek

1844-45 (1845); FelhJk (1846).—P. 5. dsszes

m&vei (ed. A. Havas, 6 vols, 1892-96); sd. in Gems
From P, and Other Hungarian Poets (tr, W. N.
Loew, 1881) and Sixty Poems by Alexander P.

(tr. E. B. Pierce and E. Delmdr, 1948).

A. B. YoUand, Alexander P. (1906); J. Horvdth,

P. S, (1922); F. Riedl, P. S, (1923); L. Hatvany,

ky ilt P. (5 vols, 1955-57); Gy. Illy6s, S, P. (in

Fr.; 1962); D. Mervyn Jones, ‘P. S.’ in Five

Hungarian Writers (1966). G.F.C.

Petrarch (Peirarca), Francesco (*Arezzo 20 VU
1304; tArqu§i 19VII 1374), Italianpoetandhuman-
ist. Son of an exiled Florentine lawyer, Petrarch

grew up at Avignon; he studied at Montpellier and
Bologna and in 1326 took minor Orders. In 1327,
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at Avignon, he fell in love with Laura (?de Noves),

whom he immortalized in his Rirm» Accepting the

patronage of Popes and princes, he travelled exten-

sively in Europe (1330-53). A moral crisis, precipi-

tated by reading St Augustine’s* Confessions during

an ascent of Mont Ventoux (1336), induced him to

seek seclusion in Vaucluse, where he began the

epic poem Africa, A keen desire for glory was

satisfied when this poem earned him the poet

laureate’s crown in Rome (1341). Shortly after-

wards he felt the vanity of earthly fame, when
meditating on his brother’s conversion, and more
particularly when experiencing great sorrow on the

death of Laura in the plague (1348). An artist

rather than a man of action, he sought to influence

events by eloquent patriotic epistles in Latin, as

when he urged the Pope’s return to Rome, sup-

ported the political reforms of Cola di Rienzi

(1347), appealed to Genoa and Venice to make
peace (1351-54) and reproached the Emperor
Charles* IV for neglect of duty (1355). Boccaccio*

who revered him as his master, was his life-long

friend.

In Italian Petrarch wrote; Le Rime, the collec-

tion of Laura love-poems, including some poems
on other themes, notably the famous patriotic ode
AlVItalia\ and / Trionfi (from ?1352), six allegorical

triumphs, in terza rima, glorifying Laura, strongly

influenced by the Divina Commedia, His principd

Latin works are, in verse: the unfinished epic,

Africa (1338 ff.), dealing mainly with the Second
Punic War; 12 allegorical eclogues in imitation of
Virgil*; and 64 metrical epistles after the maimer of
Horace*. In prose, of tot importance are four

collections of letters, imitative of Seneca* and
Cicero*, two of which, the Rerum familiarium and
the Rerum senilium, Petrarch himself arranged for

publication. Other prose works include the

important letter to posterity, and historical,

polemical and philosophical treatises, including

De viris illustribus; Rerum memoraridarum; an
invective against the Averroists of Padua; essays,

on happiness, in praise of monastic life, on
solitude; and the Secretum, a dialogue between
Petrarch and St Augustine, which, analysing his

inner life, reveals the struggle between his medieval

asceticism and his pagan desire for glory and
delight in earthly things.

Petrarch’s humanistic activities—collecting and
collating MSS ^e discovered at Lidge [1333] two
speeches of Cicero, at Verona [1345] Gcero’s
letters to Atticus*); his letters and travels, linking

together the learned in Europe; his much-
imitated Latin writings—make him the chief figure

in a cultural movement which spread throughout
the Western world. His influence as lyric poet was
also world-wide. The Rime, expressing real

emotion—without the courtly conventions of
Provencal love-poetry or the moral purpose of
Italian stilnovisti—m. exquisite language, perfectly

balanced in delicapy and intensity, digoJfled, lim-

pid, terse, epigrammatic, melodious, became the

pattern for Italian poetry for 300 years and an
example to other European tongues. He perfected
traditional lyric forms; the sonnet, becoming
popular in Europe, was introduced into England
two centuries later by Wyatt* and Surrey*

F. Petrarchae opera omnia (1554; 1581); Ed.
nazionale (1926- ).—itauan verse : Rime disperse

(attrib. to P.; ed. A. Solerti, 1909); Triorfi (ed. C.
Calcaterra, 1923); Le Rime (ed. G. Contini, 19^);
Le Rime {Selections) (ed. with Eng. intro., notes

and glossary T. G. Grifidth and P. R. J. Hains-

worth, 1970).—MAIN lahn works: verse: BucolU
cum carmen (ed. A. Avena, 1906); Africa (crit. ed.

N. Festa, 1926).—prose: Variae{t&, G. Fracassetti]

1859); Rerum senilium (ed. idem, 1869-70); Sirre

nomine (ed. P. Piur, 1925); Posteritati (ed. E.

Carrara, 1929); Rerum familiarium (crit, ed.; V.

Rossi, I-III, U. Bosco, IV, 1933-42); Secretum

(Ital. tr. E. Carrara, 1941); Rerum memorandarum
liber (crit. ed. G. Billanovich, 1943); Invectivarum

contra medicum libri IV (ed. P. G. Ricci, 1950); De
ocio religiose (ed. G. Rotondi, 1958); De viris

illustribus (crit. ed. G. MarteUotti, I, 1963).—

anthologies: P., Rime, Trionfi e poesie latine (ed.

F. Neri et al, 1951); P., Prose (ed. E. Bianchi and

G. MarteUotti, 1953).

bibliographies: M. Fowler, Catalogue of the P,

Collection (1916); E. Bonora, Lineamenti di storm

della critica petrarchesca (1954).

U. Foscolo, Essays on P. (1823); C. Calcaterra,

Nella selva delP, (1942); J. H. Whitfield, P. andthe

Renascence (1943); G. BiUanovich, P. letterato

(1947); F. De Sanctis, Saggio critico sul P. (ed. E.

Bonora, 1955); U. Bosco, P. P. (new ed. 1968).—

Studi petrarcheschi (1948 ff.); N. Sapegno, Storm

letteraria del Trecento (1960); Atti delHI Congresso

{1959) deWAssociazione per gli studi di letteratura

italiana (congress on P.; pub. 1961). K.S.

Petrescu, Camil (*Bucharest 1894; tihid. 1957),

Rumanian author. His experiences in the First

World War inspired his early poetry and part of

the novel Ultima noapte de dragoste, tntfia noapte

de rdzboi (1930). Between the wars he was active

as a literary journalist and founded several

reviews. He also wrote for the stage and in 1939

became Director of the National Theatre in

Bucharest. After the Second World War he wrote

a play Bdlcescu (1948) and an uncompleted three-

part novel Un om intre oameni (1953-57), which

exempUfy the Social-Realist approach to national

history. The recurring theme of his work, which

shows Proustian influences, is the inteUectud

idealist at odds with his environment. Some of his

‘viUains’ are memorable characterizations, but his

heroes tend to appear neurotic and narcissistic.

Versuri (1923; new ed. 1957); Jocul ielelor

(play; 1916; rev. ed. 1945); Act venefian (play;

1929); Danton (play; 1931); Patul lui Procust

(novel; 1933); Teze $i antiteze (essays; 1936).

B. Elvin, C. P. (1962). F.J.B.
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Petrescu, Cezar (*Hodora, nr Cotnari 1892;

fBucharest 1961), Rumanian novelist (not related

to Camil Petrescu*). One of the founders in 1921 of

the review Gindirea and its editor till the end of

1925, he set out to write a ‘chronicle of the 20th

centuiy* in seven cycles representing all classes of

Rumanian society. The most successful novels are

Intunecare (1927; tr. Gathering Clouds, 1957),

Calea Victoriei ^929), Orag patriarhal (1931),

Comoara regelui Dromichet (1931) and Ochii

strigoiului (1939-43). His principal themes are the

inability of different social groups to communicate,

the evils of deractnement, and the demoralizing

effects of industrialization and urban growth. He
is a masterly narrator and the most inventive of

the Rumanian novelists, but his style tends to

prolixity and his characters lack depth. His novels,

nevertheless, present the most complete tab-

leau of Rumanian life in the furst half of this

centuiy.

Scrisorile unui raze^ (1922); Drumul cu plopi

(1924); Omul din vis (1926); Simfonia fantasticd

(1929); La paradis general (1930); Baletul mecanic

(1931); Plecatfora adresd (1932); Fram ursulpolar

(1932); Aurul negru (1932); Nepoata hatmanului

Toma (1933); Floare de agave (1933); Duminica

orbului (1934); Apostol (1935); Carlton (1942);

Rdzboiul lui Ion Sdracu (1945); Oameni de ieri,

oameni de azi, oameni de mtine (1955); Insemndri

de cdldtor, reflecfU de scriitor (1958).

E. Lovinescu, Istoria literaturii romdne contemn

porane, 1900-1937 (1937); Perpessicius, Menfiuni

critice, H-IV (1934-38); Mihai Gafija, C. F.

(1963). FJ.B.

Petri, Olaus (Orebro 6 I 71493; oo 11 II 1525;

tStockholm 19 IV 1552), Swedish divine. Educated

at Leipzig and Wittenberg, he returned to Sweden
1519 as a follower ofLuther*. He then taught in the

cathedral school at Str^gnas and incurred the

enmity of Bishop Brask; he was, however, pro-

tected by King Gustavus Vasa, and became secre-

tary to the Stockholm council (1524-31). He
exerted great influence on the Reformation in

Sweden by his sermons, by helping to translate the

Bible (New Testament, 1526) and by writing and
translating polemics and pamphlets. In 1531 he
became Gustavus Vasa’s chancellor, but gave up
the post early in 1533, tension having arisen over

the extent of the royal power. He was condemned
to death for treason in 1540 but let off with a fine.

Subsequently he was partly reconciled to Gustavus.

Apart from his theological writings he composed
(71535) Ben Swensk Croneka (a history of Sweden
up to 1520) and possibly Tobie Commedia (1550),

the first extant Swedish drama.

Swar uppd Itt ochristelighit sendebreff (1527);

Swarpdd tolfspdrsmdl(15H) ; Ben liten undervisning

om echteskapet (1528); Ben liten postilla (1530);

Domareregler (judicial work; 71530); Ben predican
emot the gruffueliga eedher och gudz forsmadilse

PETROV

som nu almemeliga brukas (1539).

—

Skrifter (ed.

B. Hesselman, 4 vols, 1914-17).

Hj. Holmquist, Svenska kyrkans historia (3 vols,

1933); C. Bergendoff, Olavus P, and the Bccle-

siastical Transformation in Sweden, 1521-52 (1928);

H. Schuck, O, P. (4th ed. 1922); J. Palmer, 0.
Petris spr^ (4 vols, 1934-42); R. Murray, O, P.

(1952). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K. O-S.)

Petronius (Gaius [TTrrus] P. Arbiter), Nero’s

‘arbiter of elegance’, enjoyed high favour at the

imperial court until a.d. 66, having been governor

of Bithynia and consul. In this year he was
denounced by Nero’s favourite Tigellinus and
committed suicide as he had lived, amid luxury and
frivolity. The last act of his life was to write a
denunciation of Nero’s vices and to send it to him.

He is fairly certainly identified with the Petronius

who wrote a picaresque novel of Italian low life

entitled Satyricon, wMch exists only in fragments.

The work, in a mixture of prose and verse, is

characterized by brilliant wit and riotous obscenity

and is notable for the immortal portrait of the

vulgar nouveau-riche Trimalchio, a dinner at whose
house forms the subject of the longest surviving

section. Another section contains interesting

literary criticism directed at Lucan’s* epic poem.
J.A.W.

Eds: F. Bucheler and W. Heraeus (6th ed. 1922;

repr. 1958); K. MtiUer (1961); E. T. Sage (with

comm.; 1929); Cena Trimalchionis (ed. with tr. and

comm. W. D. Lowe, 1905; comm. P, Perrochat,

2nd ed. 1952); Bellum civile (^Satyricon, 119-124;

ed. with tr. and comm. F. T. Bddwm, 1911).

—

Trs: M. Heseltine (1913; rev. E. H. Warmington,

1969); A. Emout, Le Satiricon (Fr.; 4th ed. 1958);

J. P. Sullivan, P.; The Satyricon and the Fragments

(1965).

A. Collignon, Etude sur Pitrone (1892); E.

Thomas, Pitrone: Venvers de la societe romaine

(3rd ed. 1912); F. A. Todd, Some Ancient Novels

(1940); G. Bagnani, Arbiter of Elegance (1954);

J, P. Sullivan, The Satyricon of P.; A Literary

Study (1968). J.D.

Petropavlovsky, N. E.: see Karonin.

Petrov, Evgeny Petrovich; see co-author, AT,

Ilya Arnoldovich.

Petrov, Stepan Gavrilovich: see Skitalets.

Petrov, Valeri (Sofia 22 IV 1920), Bulgarian poet.

A former war correspondent and attach^ in Rome,
he has used the introspective power typical of his

verse to record memories of past conspiracy and

his family life in ‘In Mild Autumn’ (V mekata

essen, 1960), a poem of mellow, nostalgic charm.

Stihotvorenia (1949); Kogato rozite tantsuvat

(play; 1965); Dushd vali—slmtse gree (1967).

V.P.
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Petrov, Vasely Petrovich (*1763; t4 XII 1799),

Russian poet in the pseudo-classic manner. He
admired Pope*, some of whose poems he trans-

lated. His own odes were, next to those by

Derzhavin*, among the best Russian products of

the period. JX.

Petrovid, Petar NjegoS (*Njegu§i 1 11 1813;

tCetinje 19 X 1851), Montenegrin poet, Prince-

Bishop of Montenegro. Enlightened, travelled and

widely-read, he was tom between idealism and

pessimism as ruler of a backward people at the

time of the Turkish threat to their independence.

In spite of great obstacles he introduced educa-

tional, legal and other reforms. As a poet, although

he was influenced by his tutor Sima Milutinovid*,

Milton*, Dante* Pushkin* and other writers, his

work is intensely original. The subject of his long

philosophical poem Lu£a mikrokozma is the legend

of the creation of the world and Satan’s revolt. His

semi-historical drama LaM Car Sdepan Mali

(1851) glorifles the courage of the Montenegrins.

Gorski vijenac, Njegos’ masterpiece, describes the

Montenegrins’ struggle against the Turks and
contains striking pictures of their way of life, their

beliefs and ideals, and their heroic but intractable

national character. In its blending ofepic, dramatic,

lyrical and philosophical qualities, Gorski vijenac

is generally ranked as the finest poem in Yugoslav

literature. The local feud between Montenegrin and
Turk is vested with universal significance, trans-

formed into an embodiment of the clash of good
and evil, and given poetic expression of great force

and beauty,

Pustinjak cetinjski (1834); Lijek jarosti turske

(1834); Svobodijada (1834); Ogledalo srpsko (1845);

Lu6a mikrokozma (1845; ‘The Ray of the Micro-
cosm’, tr. A. Savid-Rebac in Harvard Slavon.

Stud., m, 1957); Gorski vijenac (1847; The
Mountain Wreath, tr. J. W. Wiles, 1930; Der
Bergkranz, tr. with intro, and notes A. Schmaus,
1963).—/rahra/w pisma (sel. letters; intro. I.

Andrid, 1967).—Cjelokupna djela (complete works

;

9 vols, 1951-55).

I. Sekulid, Njegosu, kiyiga duboke odanosti

(1951); V. Javarek, ‘P. P. N, 1813-51’ in Slavon.

and E. Eur. Rev., XXX (1952); 2. R. Prvulovid.

‘NjegoS on the origin of evil’, ibid., XXXII
(1954); V. Latkovid, P. P. N. 1813-63 (in Eng.;

1963); M. Djilas, N. Poet, Prince, Bishop (intro,

and tr. M. B. Petrovid, 196Q; Knjiga o NjegoSu (ed.

V. Djurid, 1968). V.J.

Petrovic, Veuko (Sombor 5 II 1884), Serbian

writer. His prolific works include essays, poems,
and graphic and realistic short stories which reflect

his patriotism and his faith in the potentialities of
the less privileged classes.

poetry: Rodoljubive pesme (1911); Na pragu
(1914).—Piripovefke, I-II (short stories; 1925-34);
Izabrane pripovetke (sel. stories; 1948); Stihovi

(1951); Sabrana dela (coll, works; 8 vols, 1954-60);
Pesme, eseji (sel. poems and essays; ed. 2. Mill*

savac, 1963); Sabrane pripovetke (coll, short
stories; 6 vols, 1964). V.J.

Petrus Alfonsi (*c. 1062; ^29 VI 1106), a Spanish
rabbi, astronomer and physician to King Alfonso I
of Aragon, who was his godfather at his baptism,
and to Henry I of England. He wrote a Dialogic
against the Jews, in which he answers the questions

of his friend Moses, vanquishing him in the end
(Mi^e, Patrologia Latina, CLVII, 1854). His
Disciplina clericalis is a collection of folk-tales and
fables from Arabic sources, with sayings and
verses. It was widely read and used by other

compilers of exempla and by preachers.

F.J.E.R. (A.D.D.)

Eds: A. Hilka and W. SSderhjelm (1911); A.
Gonzdlez Palencia (1948).—The Scholars Guide

(tr. J. R. Jones and J. E. Keller, Toronto, 1969).

J. M. MiMs Vallicrosa, Estudios sobre historic

de la ciencia espaHola (1949); H. Schwarzbaum,
‘International folklore motifs in P. A.’s Disc, cler*

in Sefarad, XXI-XXIII (1961-63); Le Chastoie-

ment dJm p8re d son fils (ed. E. D. Montgomery,
Chapel Hill, N.C., 1971). A.D.D.

Petrus Comestor (fl 179/89) was Dean of Troyes

1147-64, Chancellor of the school of Notre Dame
in 1164 and canon of St Victor about 1179. His

chiefwork, the Historic scolastica, composed about

1170, is a compendium of Biblical history from the

terrestrial paradise to the captivity of St Paul in

Rome. He also composed sermons and homilies.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, CXCVni (1855); De
sacramentis (ed. R. M. Martin, 1937),

B. Smalley, The Study ofthe Bible in the Middle

Ages (2nd ed. 1952); M. M. Lebreton, ‘Recherches

sur les manuscrits contenant des sermons de Pierre

le Mangeur’ in Bull, d’inf. de I’lnstitut de

Recherches et d’Histoire des Textes, n (1953), IV

(1955); S. R. Daly, ‘Peter C., master of histories’

in Speculum, XXXII (1957). R.R.R.

Petrus de Dada (*?Gotland c. 1235; tVisby 1289),

Swedish Dominican writer. In 1266 he was s^t to

study at Cologne and afterwards at Paris. In

Cologne he met a nun, Kristina von Stommeln,

with whom he maintained a life-long friendship

and correspondence. Returning to Sweden 1270,

he taught in Sktoiinge, Strangoas and Visby,

where he became Prior. He visited Bologna in

1285 : is notable for his letters to Kristina and for

his account of her, the first personal description of

love in Swedish literature, and a very valuable

historical document. His other writings are

unimportant.

Vita Christinae Stumbelensis (ed. J. Paulson,

1896; Swed. tr. T. Lund6u. 1950).

E. Renan, ‘Une idylle monacale au Xmme
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siecle’ in Nouvelles itudes d^histoire religieuse

(1884); H. Schuck, ‘V^r forste forfattare’ in

Svenska bilder, 1 (1939); Y, Brilioth, Svenska
kyrkans historia^ II (1941); J, Gallon, jLa province

de Dade de Vordre desfrires pricheurs, I (1946).

A.H.J.K.

Petrus Pictor (fl. c, 1 120), French poet and painter,

canon of St Omer, His poems, in rhymed hexa-

meters, are satirical, moral, descriptive and
personal.

Eds of his works are scattered: see F. J. E. Raby,
Secular Latin Poetry, II (2nd ed. 1957).

F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Pett, Phineas (*Deptford 1 IX 1570; tl647),
English shipbuilder, whose autobiography presents

an interesting picture of naval politics and
Pharisaism in the reigns of James^ 1 and Charles I.

The Autobiography of P, P, (ed. W. G. Perrin,

1918). G.K.H.

Pettie, George (*?Oxfordshire c. 1548; fPlymouth
VII 1589), English translator and short-novel

writer, who entered Christ Church, Oxford, as a
scholar and became a friend of Gager*. A soldier

in France and the Low Countries, he translated

Guazzo from the French. Pettie’s ‘tragedies’ are
in lively schematic prose, not too alliterative and
often well-balanced.

A Petite Pallace ofPettie his Pleasure (1576; ed.

H. Hartman, 1938); The Civile Conversation ofM,
Steeven Guazzo (1581, 3 bks from Fr.; 1586, incl.

Bk IV from Ital. by B. Young; ed. Sir E. Sullivan,

1925). B.L.J. (T.P.M,)

P^tiirsson, HALLGRfMUR (*?1614; ool637 Gudridur
Simonardottir; fFemtikla 27 X 1674), Icelandic

poet. Bom of poor parents, Petursson received
some education at H61ar Latin School. He later

went to Denmark and there came imder the
patronage of his compatriot. Bishop Brynjolfur
Sveinsson, who secured his admission to Vor Frue
School. On his return to Iceland he had various
menial jobs but finally, again thanks to Bishop
Brynjolfur, he was ordained as a priest in 1644.

He is regarded as Iceland’s most distinguished

hym^t. Especially noteworthy is his originality,

the richness of his language and his freedom from
that lack of taste which so disfigured the work of
many of the religious poets of the period. Most
famous are his Fimmtiu Passiusdhnar (1666), which
are among the most distinguished of all Lutheran
hymns.

Sdlmar og KvceSi (ed, G. Thomsen, 2 vols, 1887-

90); Passiusdlmar (1947).—W. C. Green, Transla-

tionsFrom the Icelandic (1908) ; The Passion Hymns
of Iceland (tr. C. Verm Pilcher, 1913); Icelandic

Christian Classics (tr. idem, 1950); ‘On Death’s
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Uncertain Hour’ (tr. G. M. Gathome-Hardy in

Saga-Book. XVI, 1962-65).

A. Moller, ff. P,’5 Passionssalmer (1922); M,
Jdnsson, H, P, bans og starf (2 vols, 1947).

R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Peyn, Bruno (*Cuxhaven 8 VI 1887; fHamburg
31 V 1970), Low German playwright, introduced

to the Low German stage new genres such as

musical and poetic plays.

De Fischer un sine Fru (1921); Smte Maria to*m

Schare (1922); De Wiber von'n Zippelhus (1922);

Gudrun (1925); Asmus op A/weg (1927); Vineta

(1935); De Dosckmaschin (1937). G.C.

Peyrot, Claude: see Provencal literature, text

and biblio.

Peys, Adriaen, 17th-century Flemish playwright;

citizen of Antwerp. He translated plays from the

French (Scapijn, 1680, and Gedwongen Huwelyck,

1680, both after Moliere*; De nachtspookende

juffer, after Calderdn* from a French translation)

and wrote the spectacular play De toverijen van

Armida (1695, but probably performed much
earlier).

H. E. H. van Loon, NederU Vertalingen van

Moliere uit de 17de eeuw (1911); J. A. van Praag,

La Comedia espagnole aux Pays-Bas (1911).

A.M.B.W.

Pezoa VeliZj Carlos (*1879 ; tl908), Chilean minor

poet, modernista in style, but in content more
interested in narrative and character-study than

was usual in that movement. His short life was a

continued struggle against poverty and adversity,

and his poetry reflects the ironical bitterness of his

experience, offset by a kindly humour.

Alma chilena (1912); Poesias y prosas completas

(ed. A. Donoso, 1927). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Pfleger Moravsk^, Gustav (*Karasejn 27 vn
1833; tPrague 20 IX 1875), Czech author. From
his literary begLmungs as a lyrical poet showing the

marked influence of Byron* and the Slavonic

Romantics, Pfleger developed into one of the first

Czech social novelists.

Z maliho sveta (1864); Panifabrikantovd (1873).

-^Spisy (1871-85).

J. VlCek in Z dejin deske literatury (1960).

R.A.

Phaedms (*Macedonia c. 15 b.c.; ^c, 50 a.d.),

Latin fabulist. Phaedrus came to Rome as a slave,

but was later a freedman in the household of

Augustus. His work was published under Tiberius

and Caligula, The fables, which have a strong

moral flavour, are metric^ versions of the tradi-

tional beast-tales of Aesop* but include also

anecdotal and satirical pieces with contemporary
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references. Indeed, suspected references caused his

prosecution by Sejanus and subsequent punish-

ment.

Avoiding the common tendency of the age to

rhetorical excess in literature, his style is clear and

neat. Though Phaedrus was himself forgotten in

the Middle Ages, his tradition was preserved by

his prose-paraphrasts, notably Romulus.

Phaedri fabulae (ed. J. P. Postgate, 1919; ed.

with comm. L. Havet, 4th ed. 1923; tr. [with

Babrius*] B. E. Perry, 1965).

R. Ellis, The Fables ofP. (1894); L. Herrmann,

Phidre et ses fables (1950).—G. Thiele, Der

lateinische Asop des Romulus und die Prosa*

Fassungen des Phddrus (1910). A.J.D.

Phaer, or Phayer, Thomas (*?Norwich ?1510;

oo?Ann; fKilgerran VIII 1560), English lawyer,

physician and translator of Vir^*. Phaer was the

first Englishman to attempt a translation of the

whole work. His version is competent and often

lively, in rhyming ballad metre. B.L.J.

The seven first bookes of The Eneidos of Virgill

(1558); The nyne first bookes (1562); The Whole

XII Bookes of the JEneidos (1573; with Thomas
Twyne).

E. W. J. Brenner, T. P. (Heidelberg, 1913).

B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Phalaris of Acragas: see forgeries, iiterary.

Phan-Huy-fch: see Vietnamese literaturb, text

and biblio.

Pherecrates (fl, c, 430-410 b.c.), poet of Athenian

Old Comedy. Eighteen plays are known, five

doubtful. Some themes are: escape to the simple

life (Agrioi, 420), women’s intrigues (Korianno) and
music (Chiron). Pherecrates probably followed

Crates^ in turning from satirical abuse towards

social comedy.

T. Kock, Comicorum Atticorum fragmenta, I

(1880); J. M. Edmonds, Fragments of Attic

Comedy, I (1957; with tr.).—<j. Norwood, Greek

Comedy (1931); W. Schmid and O. StShlin,

Geschichte der griechischen Literatur, I.4.ii (1946).

E.W.H.

Philemon (?Syracuse 365/360; t264/263 B.c.), a
naturalized Athenian, poet of New Comedy. He
began producing before 328 and at some time

worked in Egypt. Some 60 of his 97 plays are

recorded, including three (possibly more) adapta-

tions by Plautus*, which suggest that his strength

lay in comedy of situation. Euripides* is often

recalled and twice mentioned; moralizing is

frequent in a style which may become heavy in

search of effect. At the dramatic festivals he some-

times defeated Menander*; posterity reversed the

verdict

T. Kock, Comicorum Atticorum fragmenta, n
(1 884) ; J. M. Edmonds, FragmentsofAttic Comedy
inA (1961; with tr.); E. Siegmann, Literarische

griechische Texte der Heidelberger Papyrussamm-
lung (no. 184; 1956).

T. B. L. Webster, Studies in Later Greek Comedy
(2nd ed. 1970). E.W.H,

Philes: see Manuel Philes,

Phlletas (4th/3rd centuries b.c.), Greek scholar-

poet from Cos; the earliest and one of the most
important figures in the Alexandrian renaissance of

poetry and criticism. Tutor of Ptolemy II, he also

taught Zenodotus*, the editor of Homer* and first

librarian at Alexandria, and the poets Theocritus*

and Hermesianax. Only fragments remain of his

scholarly work (a dictionary of rare words) and
poetry (Demeter in elegiacs, Hermes in hexa-

meters).

Fragments in J. U. Powell, Collectanea Alexan-

drina (1925); G. Kuchenmiiller, Philetae Coi

reliquiae (with comm.; 1928).—^R. Pfeiffer, History

of Classical Scholarship (1968). A.H.G.

Philippe, Charles-Louis (*Cerilly 4 Vm 1874;

tParis 21 XII 1909), French novelist. The son of a

poor shoemaker, Philippe worked for a time as a

clerk. His novels, directly inspired by his own
experiences, are written in the Naturalist tradition

with an undercurrent of poetry. They are stories of

humble folk set in the Bourbonnais or in Paris.

La mire et Venfant (1910-11); Bubu de MonU
parnasse (1901); Le Pire Perdrix (1903); Marie

Donadieu (1904; Eng. tr. V. Hudson, 1949);

Croquignole (1906); Charles Blanchard (1913).

Special no. (14) of Nouvelle Rev. Fr.; J.

Giraudoux, ibid. (1937); E. Guillaumin, C. L. ?.,

mon ami (1943); J. de Fourchambault, C. L. P.,

le bon sujet (1944). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Philippe de Novare (*Novara c. 1195; tCypnis e.

1270), French writer. The whole of his adult life

was passed in Cyprus, where he became a servant

and intimate of Jean d’lbelin of Beirut (tl236) and

his son Balian and witnessed the struggle (1218-43)

between the Emperor Frederick* II and the Ibelins

for the control of the island.

Mimoires (ed. C. Kohler, 1913; The Wars of

Frederick II Against the Ibelins, tr. J. L. La Monte

and M. J. Hubert, 1936; incorp. in the prose

Gestes des Chiprois by Gerard de Montreal, c.

1320, ed. L. de Mas-Latrie and G. Paris, 1906);

Livre en forme de plet (treatise on feudal law and

practice in the Latin kingdoms; later incorp.

into the Assises de Jirusalem, ed. A. Beugnot,

1841-43) ; Li quatre tens de Vaage de Tome (c. 1265;

ed. M. de Fr6ville, 1888 ; moral treatise on the four

stages in the life of man). F.W.
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Philippe de Remy, Lord of Beaumanoir (*?1248;

t? 1 1296), French poet and lawyer. In youth he

visited England, writing 11 love poems (71261-65).

His romance La Manekine (71275), about a perse-

cuted heroine, contains marvellous incidents,

while Jehan et Blonde (71277) is remarkable for its

realistic setting and detail. He also composed
various short pieces, including the Fatrasies,

Entering the royal administration (11 V 1279) he

served in Poitou and elsewhere. After becoming

Lord of Beaumanoir (1280) he wrote the longest

Salut d'Amour in French. His Coutumes de

Beauvoisis (1283), in prose, is a celebrated legal

work.

‘Les Chansons de P. de Beaumanoir* (ed. A.

Jeanroy in Romania, XXVI, 1897); (Euvres

Poetiques (ed. H. Suchier, 2 vols, 1884-85);

Coutumes de Beauvoisis (ed. A. Salmon, 2 vols,

1899-1910).

F. Lyons, Les elements descriptifs dans le roman
d'aventure au Xllle sidcle (1965). M.F.L.

Philippe de Thaon, 12th-century Anglo-Norman
poet. His Comput (71119) expounds the calendar

for the clergy. A translation of the Latin Physio-^

logus, his Bestiaire (71128), dedicated to the

Queen of England, Aelis of Louvain, is mystical in

tendency (beshary). His Lapidaire, a lost work, has

aroused discussion among modem scholars.

Li Compoz (ed. E. Mall, 1873); Le Bestiaire (ed.

E. Walberg, 1900).

E. Walberg, Quelques aspects de la littirature

anglo-normande (1936). M.F.L.

Philippe Mouskds (*Tournai early 13th century;

tafter 1260), French chronicler and poet. He
produced a Chronique rimee of 32,000 lines,

recounting the history of the French Kings from
the destmction of Troy to 1242. According to

Nothomb, the work cannot have been written

before 1260. Based ultimately on the Abbreviatio

gestorum Franciae regum from St Denis, but
using a great variety of other material, including

the Pseudo-Turpin chronicle (Charlemagne),
Mouskes is following a tradition of historical

writing which stresses the mission of France to

uphold Christendom and which combines a toler-

ance towards legendary sources with a deep interest

in contemporary history, especially in the exploits

of Philip Augustus, ‘the new Charlemagne*. This

explains why he incorporates into his work a large

Mount of material from the chansons de geste,

including material from epics now wholly or in

great part lost (e.g. Gormont et Isembart),

Chronique rimie (ed. F. de Reififenberg, 1836-

38).

J. Nothomb, ‘La date...’ in Rev. beige de
philol. et d’hist., IV (1925); R. C. Bates, ‘P. M.*
in Essays in Honour ofA, Feuillerat (1943); R. N.
Walpole, P. M. and the Pseudo-Turpin Chronicle

(1947). F.W.

PHILIPS

Philippide, Alexandru (*Ia§i 1900), Rumanian
poet, author of sombre but melodious verses with
affinities with the German Romantics. He has also

published literary studies and translations.

Aur sterp (1922); Stinci fulgerate (1930); Visuri

in vuietul vremii (1939); Monolog in Babilon (1967).

—Studii ^iportrete literare (1963); Scriitorul arta

lui (1968). F.J.B.

Philippides (late 4th-3rd century b.c.), poet of

Athenian New Comedy, a friend of Lysimachus,
King of Thrace, and a politician of influence. Of
45 plays 15 titles are known; noteworthy is a bitter

attack on Demetrius Poliorcetes.

T. Kock, Comicorum Atticorum fragmenta, HI
(1888); J. M. Edmonds, Fragments of Attic

Comedy, IIIA (1961; with tr.).—-T. B. L. Webster,

Studies in Later Greek Comedy (2nd ed. 1970).

E.W.H.

Philips, Ambrose (*Salop c. 1675; tLondon 18 VI
1749), English poet, writer of pastorals and pleas-

ing short-lined poems; dubbed ‘Namby-Pamby*
by enemies, he was ridiculed by Pope*.

Epistle to the Earl of Dorset (1709); Pastorals

(1709); Distressed Mother (1712; play, from
Racine’s Andromaque); Collection of Old English

Ballads (3 vols, 1723-25); Poems (1748).—Poeftca/

Works (ed. M. G. Segar, 1937).

S. Johnson, Lives ofthe Poets (ed, G. Birkbeck

Hill, 1905). R.M.H.

Philips, John (*Bampton 30 XII 1676; fHereford

15 II 1708/09), English poet, educated at Win-

Chester and Christ Church, Oxford, and trained as

a doctor. He is best known for his Miltonic blank

verse in his mock-heroic Splendid Shilling (1701,

1705) and his major poem Cyder (1708), whose

utilitarian mode in imitation of Virgil’s*

helped to launch a fashion which contributed to

later nature poetry. His Blenheim (1705) is a serious

Miltonic poem.

Poems ofJ, P. (ed. M. G, Lloyd Thomas, 1927).

T. Cibber, Lives of the Poets, IH (1735); S.

Johnson, Lives of the Poets (1779-81); L. A.

Harach, J, P. (1906); H. de Maar, A History of

Modern English Romanticism, I (1924).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Philips, Katherine, nSe Fowler (*London 1 I

1630/31 ;
001647 James Philips; fibid, 22 VI 1664),

the first real English poetess. She became the

centre of a literary circle, adopting the pseudonym

‘the matchless Orinda*. A disciple of William

Cartwright*, her verse was well received, and led

to her being encouraged by Orrery [Boyle*] and

Roscommon* to finish translating Corneille’s*

Pompey which was performed in Dublin 1662 with

success. B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Poems (1664, pirated; 1667; 1678, etc.; ed. G.
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Saintsbury, Minor Poets of the Caroline Period^ I,

1905).—Letters from Orinda (1705; 1729).

Sir E. Gosse, ‘The Matchless Orinda’ in 17th

Century Studies (1883); P. W. Souers, The Match-

less Orinda (1931). B.L.J.

Philip the Chancellor (*Paris c. 1160/70; t23 XII

1236), French writer, not to be confused with

Philip de Grdve, became Chancellor of Notre-

Dame in 1218 and was involved in conflict with the

University, the Mendicant Orders and other

bodies. His Summa de bono had a wide influence on

contemporary theologians. He wrote verse in

French and Latin. His Latin hymns are of great

merit. F.J.E.R.

Analecta hynmica medii aevi, XX-XXI (1895),

L (1907; Kst, pp. 529 ff.); Summa quaestionum

theologicarum (ed. L. W. Kesler in Opuscula et

textus historiam Ecclesiae . . . illustrantia^ XX,
1937).

D. A. Callus, ‘P. the C. and the De Anima
ascribed to Robert Grosseteste’ in Medieval and
Renaissance Stud., Warburg Inst., I (1941); J. B.

Schneyer, Die Sittenkritik in den Predigten P.ps

des Kanzlers (1963). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Philip the Solitary (ft. c. 1081-1118), Byzantine

monk and author of a dialogue in verse between
soul and body (Dioptra), a work of edification

much read in the Middle Ages.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXXVII (1864; with

Lat. tr.).—The Soul and the Body (tr. E. S. Shuck-
burgh, 1894). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Phillips, Edward (•London Vin 1630; t?1696),
English author, nephew of Milton*. He was
educated by his unde and at Oxford, worked as a
hack-writer, editor and translator in London, and
became tutor to John Evelyn’s* son. He compiled

a dictionary, The New World of English Words
(1658), and edited numerous historical and literary

works, including Milton’s Letters of State (1694).

Theatrum Poetarum; or a complete collection of
the poets (1675; ed. S. S. E, Brydges, 1800; 1824;

pref. in J. E. Spingam, Critical Essays of the 17th

Century, II, 1908-09); life of Milton in Letters of
State (1694; repr. in Early Lives ofMilton^ ed. H.
Darbishire, 1932).

W, Godwin, Lives ofE. and John Philips (1815);

W. Albrecht, Vber das Theatrum Poetarum von

Miltons Neffen E. P. 1675 (1928); D. T. Starnes

and G. E. Noyes, The English Dictionary From
Cawdrey to Johnson 1604-1755 (1946); W. R.
Parker, Milton (2 vols, 1968).

J.J.Y.L. (R,M.W.)

Phillips, John (*1631; tLondon 1706), English

miscdlaneous writer, nephew of Milton* and
brother of Edward. At first assistant to Milton,

replying to Rowland’s* attack on Milton’s reply to

Salmasius with a Responsio (1652; ed. R. W. Ayers,

Yale ed. of Milton, IV.2, 1966), he later established

himself as a well-known facetious satirical hack
writer with his poem attacking the Puritans, A
Satyr Against Hypocrites (1655; ed. L. Howard,
1953); he edited the licentious Sportive Wit (1656)

and when this was burned by Government order,

Wit and Drollery (1656). Adept at burlesque,

Phillips vindicated Dr Oateses Narrative of the

Popish Plot (1680) and attacked the clergy in

Speculum Crape-Gownorum (1682). He translated

La* CalprenMe’s Pharamond (1677), Mile de

Scud6ry’s* Almahide (1677) and Don Quixote

(1687). He edited a Modem History in cheap

monthly parts (X 1687-IX 1689). An anony-

mous life of Milton ascribed to him (Early Lives of
Milton, ed. H. Darbishire, 1932) has also been

ascribed to Cyriack Skinner (1627-1700).

R.M.W.

Philochorus (ft. first half 3rd century b.c,), Greek

historian. An Athenian, put to death by Antigonus

Gonatas. Author of many works on Athenian

antiquities; the most important was his AtthU,

recounting Athenian history from the beginnings

to his own time.

F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen

Historiker, III.B (1950) and Atthis (1949).

R.B.

Philodemus (^c. 110; fc. 40 b.c.), Greek philo-

sopher and poet. He was an Epicurean with influ-

ential friends at Rome. He wrote on a variety of

subjects, in prose and verse, including a popular

study of the Greek philosophers. He also developed

the theory that art and literature should be judged

on aesthetic, not moral grounds.

P, H. and E. A. De Lacy, P. on Methods of

Inference (1941). D.J.F.

Philo Judaeus (ft. Alexandria first half 1st century

A.D.), Greek-Jewish author of numerous philo-

sophical, exegetical and apologetic works. By his

fusion of Judaism and Hellenistic philosophy, and

by his allegorical interpretation of Biblical texts,

he prepared the way for Clement* of Alexandria

and Origen* and greatly influenced later Christian

thought.

L. Cohn and P. Wendland, Philonis Alexandrird

opera quae supersunt (ed. maior, 7 vols, 1896-1930;

ed. minor, 6 vols, 1896-1915); F, H. Colson and

G. H. Whitaker, P, (with tr.; 12 vols, 1929-62).

E. R. Goodenough, By Light, Light: the Mystic

Gospel of Hellenistic Judaism (1935), The Politics

of P. J, (1938) and Introduction to P. J, (1962);

H. A. Wolfson, P.; Foundations of Religious

Philosophy in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam (2

vols, 1947); A. Maddelena, Filone Alessandrino

(1970). R.B.

Philoponus: see John Philoponus.
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PhJlostorgius (*Cappadocia c. 368; tafter 433),

Greek ecclesiastical historian, adherent and friend

of Eunomius the Arian. His Ecclesiastical History

(325-425) survives in excerpts.

Philostorgius Kirchengeschichte (ed. J. Bidez,

1913); tr. E. Walford (1855).—J. Bidez, ‘Frag-

ments nouveaux de Philostorge sur la vie de

Constantin’ in Byzantion, X (1935). R.B.

Philostratus, the name of several Athenian

sophists, probably to be distinguished thus:

Philostratus I (late 2nd century a.d.), son of

Verus; Philostratus II (t244/249), son of Philo-

stratus I, taught in Athens, came to Rome as a

member of the ‘salon’ ofthe empress JuliaDomna
and reached senatorial rank; Philostratus III

(c. 191), son of Nervianus, nephew ofPhilostratus

II, lived in Athens and Rome, died in Lemnos;
Philostratus IV Gate 3rd century), grandson of

Philostratus II. The works preserved under the

name of Philostratus are difficult to attribute.

The Life of Apollonius of Tyana, the Lives of the

Sophists and the first collection of Imagines

(descriptions of pictures) are certainly by Philo-

stratus II. Apollonius of Tyana was later used in

anti-Christian polemics and so influenced the

form of Christian hagiography.

C. L. Kayser, Flavii Philostrati opera (2 vols,

1870-71); O. Benndorf and K. Schenld, Philostrati

Maioris imagines (1893); K. and H. Schenkl and
£. Reisch, PhilostratiMinoris imagines et Callistrati

descriptiones (1902).

Text and tr.: F. C. Conybeare, P.: The Life of
Apollonius of Tyana (2 vols, 1912); W. C. Wright,

P, and Eunapius: Lives of the Sophists (1922); A.

Fairbanks, P.; Imagines, and Callistratus: Descrip-

tions (1931); A. R. Benner and F. H. Fobes, The

Letters of Alciphron, Aelian and P. (1949); J. S.

Phillimore, P,s Life ofApollonius of Tyana (2 vols,

1912).

F. Solmsen, ‘Philostratos’ in A. Pauly, G.
Wissowa et al, ReaUEncyclopddie der classischen

Altertumswissenschaft, XX,1 (1941; good survey);

G. W. Bowersock, Greek Sophists in the Roman
Empire (1969). R.B.

Philotheus Coccinus (tl379), Patriarch of Constan-

tinople (1353-64). He was a keen supporter of the

Orthodox Gregory* Palamas and wrote an enco-

mium on him as well as a magnum opus against

Nicephorus* Gregoras.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CL-CLI (1865; with

Lat. tr.).—G. Mercati, Notizie su Procoro e

Demetrio Cidone, Manuele Caleca e Teodoro

Meliteniota ed altri appunti (1931).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Phfloxenus (*Cythera 436; t380 b.c.), Greek lyric

poet, who lived at the court ofDionysius the Elder

of Syracuse: he was imprisoned for court intrigue

PHRYNICHUS
or criticism of Dionysius’ poetry, but escaped. His
dithyramb Cyclops in which Polyphemus loves a
sea nymph, Galatea, was known in Athens by 388
when Aristophanes* parodied it: its interpretation

as satire on Dionysius and his mistress may be due
to Athenian comedians. The Feast, also parodied
at the same time in Athens, may have been by the

same author rather than his little-known namesake
of Leucas.

D. L. Page, Poetae melici Graeci (1962); J. M.
Edmonds, Lyra Graeco, HI (1927; with tr.).

—

A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy
and Comedy (2nd ed. 1962).

T.B.L.W. (E.W.H.)

Philoxenos of Mabbog: see syruc uterature,
text and biblio.

Phocylides, Greek poet from Miletus (6th century

B.C.) who composed maxims in elegiacs and
hexameters.

J. M. Edmonds, Elegy and Iambus, I (1931 ; with

tr.). J.T.H.

Photius (*c. 820; fc- 893), Patriarch of Constanti-

nople and Byzantine scholar. He was the centre of

the ecclesiastical controversies concerning his own
appointment to the Patriarchate and involving

prolonged negotiations with Rome. Contrary to

popular belief, he died in communion with Rome
and it was only later that he was regarded as the

Orthodox championpar excellence in the disagree-

ments between the Greek and Latin Churches. He
took an important part in the intellectual revival

of the later 9th century and his Bibliotheca gives

notes on a wide range of works (some now lost)

known to the literary circles of his time. He also

left a lexicon and letters, and certain theological

works and canonical collections are attributed to

him. J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, d-CII (with Lat.

tr.; 1860); Epistolae (ed. 1. N. Balettas, 1864);

Homiliae (ed. B. Laourdas, Salonica, 1959; Eng.

tr. C. Mango, 1958); Bibliotheca (ed. R. Henry, in

progr., 1959- ; The Library of P,, tr. J. H.
Freese, 1920).

M. Jugie, Le schisme byzantin (1941); E. Amann
and A, Dumas, Ueglise aupouvoir des lafques 888-

1057 (1943); F. Dvomik, The Photian Schism (2nd

ed. 1970). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Phrantzes: see George Phrantzes.

Phreas, John: see Free, John.

Phrynichus, Athenian tragic poet. First victory 511

B.C.; Capture of Miletus perhaps in 492 when
Themistocles was archon, certainly soon after the

Persians captured Miletus in 494; Phoenician

Women (on the Persian defeat of 480/479) perhaps
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in 476 when Themistocles produced a play of

Phrynichus. Phrynichus is said to have introduced

female masks and was famous for his choral songs.

M.L.C.

B. Snell, Fragmenta tragicorum Graecorum, I

(1971).—A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb,

Tragedy and Comedy (2nd ed. 1962); A. Lesky,

History of Greek Literature (Eng. tr.; 1966).

S.A.B.

Physiologus: see beshary.

Pibrac, Guy du Faur de (*Chateau de Pibrac, nr

Toulouse 1529; tParis V 1584), French poet and
orator. He was a distinguishedjudge and diplomat,

chancellor to the Dukes of Apjou and Alen^on,

among other offices. His chief work, the Quatrains

-four-line poems each enshrining some uplifting

aphorism, often drawn from the Book of Proverbs

—is a prime example of gnomic verse in one of its

most popular periods.

Plaisirs de la vie rustique (1574; bucolic poem);
Quatrains moraux (1574-76; ed., with his other

poems, J. Claretie, 1874).

R. du Faur de librae. Catalogue des ouvrages de

G. de P. (1901); A, Cabos, G. duR de P. (1922).

G.B.

Picard, Edmokd (*Brussels 15 XH 1836; fDave*
sur-Meuse 19 II 1924), Belgian lawyer, socialist

parliamentarian, novelist, critic and poet, founder

of L’Art Modeme, rival review to La Jeune
Belgique. He shaped the destinies of most poets

and artists of the Belgian renaissance, orientating

them towards socialism, Symbolism and Impres-

sionism. His influence on others exceeded his own
considerable talent.

Seines de la vie judiciaire (1893); Ainsi natt, vit,

meurt VAmour (1904).

F. Vermeulen, E, R et le reveil des Lettres beiges,

1881-1888 (1935). B.M.W. (LCD.)

Piccolomini, Alessandro (Siena 13 VI 1508;

tibwf. 12 III 1578), Italian philosophical writer and
classical translator. He lived variously at Padua,
Rome and Siena, becoming Archbishop of
Patrasso in 1574. His most valuable contributions

to literature are his dialogue Raffaella, two
comedies. Amor costante and Alessandro, and his

Cento sonetti on love and politics.

Under pseud. ‘Stordito Intronato ’
: La Raffaella,

Dialogo de la bella creanza de la donne (1540; ed.

D. Valeri, 1942); Amor costante (1549; ed. N.
Borsellino in Commedie del Cinquecento, 1, 1962).

—

Under his own name; Alessandro (1545; ed. F. V.
Ceixeta, 1966); Cento sonetti (1549).

M. Rossi, ‘Le opere letterarie di A. P.’ in

BuUettino senese di storia patria, XVn, XVIII
(1910-11); F, V. Cerreta, A, P,, letterato efilosofo

senese del Cinquecento (1960). P.McN.

Piccolomini, Enea Silvio (*Corsignano-Pienza

18 X 1405; tAncona 14 VIII 1464), Italian

humanist. Between ^Eneas Silvius, the licentious

poet in imperial service, and Pius II, the crusading

Pope of the Bulla Retractationis, lie a change of

heart and meteoric preferment; but both layman
and cleric wrote voluminously. His Latin verse and
De curialium miseriis earned him European
renown, and his tale of Euryalus and Lucrezia is

still popular. Less known is his comedy, Chrysis,

modelled on Terence*. The Commentarii, a pene*

trating history of his times, is the greatest of his

maturer historical and geographical works, whilst

he left an invaluable legacy in his letters.

Opera (ed. M. Hopper, 1551 and 1571); Com-
mentarii rerum memorabilium, quae temporis suis

contigerunt (1584 and 1614); De duobus amantibus

historia (ed. J. L D6vay, 1904; Eng. tr. F. Grierson,

1929); Der Briejwechsel des E, S, P, (ed, R.

Wolkan in Fontes rerum Austriacarum, LXI, LXII,

LXVII, LXVIII, 1908-18); De curialium miseriis

epistola (ed. W. P. Mustard, 1928); De situ,.,

Germaniae descriptio (ed. G. Paparelli, 1949);

Memoirs of a Renaissance Pope (abr. tr. F. A.

Gragg, ed. L. C. Gabel, 1960); II primo libro dei

^Commentarii* (ed. F. Gaeta, 1966); De gestis

Concilii Basiliensis commentariorum Hbri II (ed.

and tr. D. Hay and W. K. Smith, 1967); Chrysis

(ed. E. Cecchini, 1968).

G. Voigt, E, S, de* P. als Papst Pius II undsein

Zeitalter (3 vols, 1856-63); W. Boulting, JEneas

Silvius (1908); C. M. Ady, Pius II, the Humanist

Pope (1913); G. PaparelU, E, S. P, (1950); R. J.

Mitchell, The Laurels and the Tiara (1962); B.

Widmer, E. S, P. in der sittlichen und politiseken

Entscheidung (1963); L, M. Veit, Pensiera e vita

religiosa di E. S, P. prima della sua consacrazione

episcopale (1964); ‘Atti del Convegno Storico

Piccolominiano* in Atti e memorie di storia patria

per le Marche, 8th ser., IV (1967). P.McN.

Pichumerio, Giovanni: see Aurispa, Giovanni.

Pickering, John (fl. 1567), English dramatist,

possibly the person who supplicated for B.A. at

Oxford in IV 1541. His Horestes is regarded as

a sign of the development from the Morality play

into popular Elizabethan tragedy.

The Historye of Horestes (1567; ed. D. Seltzer,

Malone Soc. 1962).

F. Brie in Eng. Studien, XLVI (1912); W.
Famham, Medieval Heritage of Elizabethan

Tragedy (1936); E. B. de Chickera, *Horestes

another interpretation’ in Notes and

Queries, VI (1959). B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Pico, Giovanni, Count of Mirandola and

Concordia (Mirandola 24 II 1463;

17 XI 1494), Italian humanist. At Bologna, Padua

and Pavia he acquainted himself with the theories

of Aristotle* and Averroes* which he eventually
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endeavoured to harmonize with Platonism as he

learnt it at Florence, with the Jewish cabbalah

and with the tenets of the Church. But his efforts

(Oratio de hominis dignitate; Conclusiones\ both

1486) were frustrated by the Papal condemnation

(1487) which caused him to siifer exile to, and
imprisonment in, France. He returned to Florence

(1488) to seek forgiveness {Apologia; Heptaplus,

1489) which Alexander VI granted only out of

political regard for the Medici (1493) when Pico

had already reverted to Christianity as preached

by Savonarola*. He died a Dominican (probably

by poison) and as such was buried in St Mark’s,

Florence.

Coll, works (1st ed. Gian Francesco Pico della

Mirandola, 2 vols, 1495; latest and best ed. £.

Garin, 1942); De hominis dignitate (ed. with

Ital. tr. B. Cicognani, 1942); extracts from his

treatises and letters in £. Garin, Filosofi italiani del

Quattrocento (1942) and Prosatori latini del

Quattrocento (1952; complete biblio.); E. Cassirer,

Individuum und Kosmos in der Philosophie der

Renaissance (1927; Eng. tr. 1963). P.T.

Picon y Bouchet, Jacinto Octavio (*Madrid 8 IX
1852; ^ibid. 1923), Spanish novelist and art critic;

an academician, he studied in France and gradu-

ated in law at Madrid. His novels have two main
themes; anti-clericalism— (1882), El ene-

migo (1887)—and the defence of natural love even

at the expense of marital bonds. His naturalism is

tempered, or spoiled, by much Romantic influence.

His form and style are excellent.

Apuntes para la historia de la caricatura (1878);

La hijastra del amor (1884); La honrada (1890);

Duke y sabrosa (1891); Vida y obras de don Diego

Veldzquez (1892); Juanita Tenorio (1910); Sacror

mento (1914).

—

After the Battle, The Menace,
Souls in Contrast (tr. C. B. MacMichael, Kansas,

1926); Moral Divorce, Trarsilds Ideal (tr. anon.,

m., 1927).

H. Peseux-Richard, *Un romancier espagnol;

J. O. P.’ in Rev. Hispanique, XXX (1914).

R.M.N.

Pien Chih-lin (*Kiangsu province 1910), Chinese

poet, enjoyed a great reputation for his Western-

influenced metaphysical poems in the 1930s. His

student years at Peking University (1929-33)

produced his first volume, San-cKiu yih (1933). In

1936 he joined with Ho* Ch'i-fang and Li Kuang-
t’ien in Han-yuan chi and also published a much-
acclaimed volume of translations of 19th- and
20th-century Western poetry, Hsi’-cKuang chi,

Sel. trs in: H. Acton and Ch'en Shih-hsiang,

Modem Chinese Poetry (1930; Contemporary

Chinese Poetry (ed. R. Payne, 1947; trs by Pien

Chih-lin); K.-Y. Hsu, Twentieth Century Chinese

Poetry (1963). A.R.D.

PIERSON

Piet deUa Vigna (*Capua c, 1190; tl249), Italian

poet of the Sicilian school. He spent his life in the
service of the Emperor Frederick* II, rising to the

position of imperial chancellor and intimate

adviser. Dante* has a famous account of his fall

and suicide {Inf, 13). The official letters Pier com-
posed as chancellor were regarded as models of
Latin epistolary style. His verse includes a Latin
anti-clerical diatribe and perhaps three canzoni,

Antologia dei primi secoli della letteratura

italiana, II (ed. G. Lazzeri, 1942); Crestomazia
italiana deiprimi secoli (ed. E. Monaci; 2nd ed. rev.

F. Arese, 1955); Poeti del Duecento, I (ed. G.
Contini, 1961).

A. Huillard-Breholles, Vie et correspondance de
Pierre de la Vigne (1865); V. De Bartholomaeis,

I primordi della lirica d^arte in Italia (1943); F.

Schneider, ‘Kaiser Fr. II und P. von V. im Urteil

Dantes* in Deutsches Dante-Jahrbuch, XXVII
(1948); £. Paratore in Atti del Convegno Inters

nazionale di Studi Federiciani (Palermo, 1952).

K.F.

Pierre de Bur (Bruges 71427; 71430; fc. 1505),

neo-Latin poet, medieval in his choice of themes.

Moralium carminum libri IX (1503).

—

D.
Murarasu, La poesie niolatine (1928). F.W.

Pierre de Saint-Cloud, 12th-century French poet.

He composed the earliest branches (II and Va) of

the Roman de Renart (71175). His popular work
was the starting-point of a whole narrative qycle.

Attributing to animals mock-heroic actions, he

freely imitated the Latin Ysengrimus by Nivard*

(1152). See reynard. M.F.L.

Pierson, Allard (Amsterdam 8 IV 1831 ; fVel-

horst nr Zutphen 27 V 1S96), Dutch theologian,

historian, writer and poet. Brought up in the circles

of the Reveil, Pierson resigned his office as a

clergyman because of conscientious scruples, and

was Professor at Heidelberg (1865-74) and at

Amsterdam (art history and aesthetics) from 1877

onwards. His writings, however, remained imbued

with a deeply religious view of life. He was more
important as a cosmopolitan cultural historian,

orator and writer of essays than as a novelist and

poet. J.W.W.

novels: Een pastorie in den Vreemde (1857);

AdrUum de Mirival (3 vols, 1866).

—

Gedichten

(verse; lSS2).Sespiegeling, gezag en ervaring

(1855); Richting en Leven (1863); Geschiedenis van

het Roomsch-Katholicisme tot op het Concilie van

Trente (4 vols, 1868-72); Een levensbeschouwing

(1875); Oudere Tijdgenooten (1882-86); Geestelijke

voorouders (2 vols, 1887-93).

—

Studien over J,

Calvijn (3 vols, 1881-91); Verspreide geschriften

(8 vols, 1901-08).

A. Verwey, ‘Bij den dood van A. P.’ in Stille

Toemooien (1901); K. H. Boersema, A, P, (1926)
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and ‘A, P.’ in Tfidsclir. v. Wijsbegeerte, XXXVI
(1942) ; C. G. N. de Vooys, A, P. naast en tegenover

Conrad Busken Huet (1941); J. Kamerbeek Jr.,

A. P. en Wilhelm Dilthey (1957); D. A. de Graaf,

Het Leven van A, P, (1962). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Piers Plowman: see Langland, William.

Pietro da Barsegap6 (fl, second half of 13th

century), north Italian religious poet; his sumving

work is a long rhymed ‘sermon’ of small literary

merit, in northern dialect.

Die Reimpredigt des P. da P. (crit. ed. E. Keller,

1935); Early Italian Texts (ed. C. Dionisotti and

C. Grayson, 2nd ed. 1965). K.F.

Piferrer y Fdbregas, Pablo (*Barcelona 1818;

^ibid. 1848), Spanish poet of humble origin.

Professor of rhetoric at Barcelona University, his

position in the history of Spanish letters is secured

by a score of poems, masterpieces of delicacy,

feeling and simplicity. His musicianship is often

revealed in his subtle transcription of folk-dance

rhythms into words. His legends are in keeping.

Composiciones poiticas de P. P., Juan Francisco

Carbd y Josi Semis y Mensa (1851).—^‘Cancidn of

Spring’ (tr. R. Gill inT. Walsh, Hispanic Anthology,

1930).

E. de Molins, Diccionario biogrdfico y biblio-

grdfico, II (1889); Azorin, P. y los clddcos (1913);

D. Canedo, Conversaciones literarias (1920);

R. Camicer, P., vida y obra (1963).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Pigafetta, Antonio (*Vicenza c. 1485; fibid, c.

1535), Italian explorer who accompanied Magellan

round the world. His detailed description of the

voyage and its discoveries is of extraordinary

interest.

Primo viaggio intomo al globo terraqueo (ed. A.
Ginocchietti, 1944; trs: Lord Stanley of Alderley,

1874; J, A. Robertson, 1906). P.McN.

Pignotti, Lorenzo (*Figline, Valdamo 9 VIII

1739; fPisa 5 Vm 1812), Italian poet and prose-

writer. Professor of physics at Pisa (1774); Royal
Historiographer (1801); an admirer of Shake-

speare* and Pope*. His Favole e Novelle (1782), a
collection of verse fables, lightly satirizes the

hypocrisy and follies of his time. Other works
include Shakespeare (1779), Vombra del Pope
(1782) and La treccia donata (1808).

Favole e novelle (1807); Poesie (6 vols, 1812-13);

Favole e novelle inedite (ed. F. Ferrari, 1888).

—

Storia della Toscana (ed. G. Carmignani, 9 vols,

1813-14).—Lz>/c* del Settecento (ed. M. Fubini and
B. Maier, 1959).

E. Rodriguez, VUa diL, P. (1896); U. FrittelH,

L. P. favolista (1901). M.W.

Pilla(i), T(h)akazhi jSivAtoiKARA: see Indian
literatures: Malayalam,

Pillat, Ion (*Bucharest 1891; ^ibid, 1945), Ruma-
nian poet. After taking a degree in law at Paris in

1914 he returned to Rumania and brought out the

review FlacSra. In 1917 he published a volume of

poems, Amagiri, which was melancholic in feeling,

but it was his collection Pe Arge§ tn sus (1923),

containing elegies of the Rumanian landscape, that

established him as a major poet. The lyrical verse

of his later work Scutul Minervei (1933) and Tdrm
pierdut (1937) shows him turning a regretful eye to

the past, be it to his own childhood or to the

classical era of Greece and Rome.

verse: Poezii (1968); Versuri (ed. D. Pillat,

1968).—prose: Rassengeist und vdlkische Tradition

in der neuen rumdnischen Dichtung (Leipzig, 1939);

Portrete lirice (ed. V. Nemoianu, 1969).

D.J.D.

Pfflecyn, Filip de (*Hamme 25 HI 1891; fGhent
7 Vni 1962), Flemish novelist, one of the foremost

Flemish stylists; a neo-Romantic, he wrote h^
torical novels, melancholy, dreamy atmospheric

stories, biographies and essays.

NOVELS : Blauwbaard(1931 ; Blaubart in Flandem,

tr. E. and F. Augustin, 1933); Hans van Mabnedy

(1935 ; Ger. tr. P. Mertens, 1938) ; De soldaat Johan

(1939; Le soldat Johan, tr. P. de Man, 1941);

Mensen achter den dijk (1949; Menschen hinter

dem Deich, tr. Fr. Fromme, 1958).—short stories:

Monsieur Hawarden (1935; Fr. tr. A. Durieux,

1967); Schaduwen (1937).—biographies and
STUDIES r Hugo Verriest (192®; Stijn Streuvels en

zifn werk (1932).

B. Ranke, P. de P. (1941); A. van Wilderode,

P.^feP.(1960). R.F.L.

Pilnyak, Boris, pseud, of Boris Andreyevich
WoGAu (Mozhaysk 29 IX 1894; tl937), Soviet

writer. After his Civil War adventures all over

Russia he published his ‘dynamic’ novel Goly god

(1922; The Naked Year, tr. A. Brown, 1929) whidi

gave a chaotic though powerful picture of the

Revolution. Pilnyak welcomed the Revolution as

an elemental happening which was bound to

renew life, but such narratives of his as Mashiny i

volki (‘Machines and Wolves’) and Map syra

zemlya (‘Mother Damp Earth’) show no excessive

love for Communist civilization. In 1927 he

clashed with the authorities, but tried to make up

for it by his excellent Five-Year-Plan novel, Volga

vpadayet v Kaspiyskoye more (1930; The Volga

Falls to the Caspian Sea, tr. C. Malamuth, 1931).

He travelled widely in Japan, China and America,

all of which he recorded in some of his further

writings. As a typical fellow-travellerhe did Im
best to adapt himself externally to the Soviet

regime, yet his sympathies remained with Ae
‘other’, i.e. the primitive and elemental Russia.
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This duality gradually affected his creative power

and caused further misunderstandings with the

regime. His last book appeared in 1938. It is

unknown how he died.

Sobranie sochineniy (8 vols, 1930); Kamni i korni

(1935); O. K. (1935); Sozrevanie plodov (1936).--

Tales of Wilderness (tr. F. O’Dempsey, 1924); The

Tale of the Unextinguished Moon (tr. B. Scott,

New York, 1967).

A. Voronsky, Literatumye tipy (1927); A. Paley,

Literaturnye portrety (1928); G. Struve, Soviet

Russian Literature (1950). J.L.

Pflon, Jean-Guy (*Saint-Polycarpe, Quebec 12 XI

1930), Canadian poet, literary editor of thejournal

Liberty, editor of the poetry press Editions de

I’Hetagone and cultural-programme supervisor for

Radio-Canada. His work is characterized by

lucidity, optimism and melodious rhythm.

La fiancee du matin (1953); Les cloitres de Veti

(1954); Uhomme et le jour (1957); La mouette et

le large (1960) ; Recours aupays (1961) ;
Pour saluer

une ville (1963),—Solange (novel; 1966). R.Su.

Pina, Rui de (*Guarda c, 1440; tc. 1520), Portu-

guese historian. Held in esteem by Kings John II

and Manuel, he took part in diplomatic missions to

Castile and to Rome and was appointed chronicler

of the realm in 1497. Of the nine chronicles

formerly attributed to him only two, those on John

II and Afonso V, are now held to be his. The

others, dealing with the early Kings of Portugal,

seem to be adaptations ofworks by Femao Lopes*

and others. Lacking the genius of Lopes, Pina was

nevertheless an able and informed historian. His

style has simplicity and dignity and his portrayal

of Afonso V and the strong-willed John II is not

la(^g in penetration.

Crdnica de D, Afonso V (Bibl. de Cldss. Port.;

3 vols, 1901); Cronica de D, Jo&o //(ed, A. Martins

de Carvalho, 1950).—^Formerly attrib. to R. de

P. were the chronicles of Sancho I, Afonso II,

Sancho n, Afonso m, Dom Denis*, Afonso IV,

and Dom Duarte*.

A. Coelho de MagalhSes, ‘Estudo critico’ in

Crdnica d^EURei D. Duarte (1914). T.P.W.

Pinar, Florencia (fl. late 15th century), Spanish

poet. Her canciones^ untypical in their preference

for concrete objects, are in the Cancionero general;

the most famous, about captive partridges, is less

innocent than it seems. Her brother was also a

poet.

For biblio. see cancionero. A.D.D.

Pinclano, El: see Ldpez Pindano, Alonso.

Pindar (*Boeotia c, 520; t^. 438 B.c. ;
contemporary

of Bacchylides*), the greatest of the lyric poets of

ancient Greece. Only fragments of his Paeans,

Hymns and Dithyrambs remain. Four books of
choral odes survive complete, Olympians, Pythians,

Nemeans, Isthmians: these are all epinicia, poems
commissioned by wealthy patrons and composed
to honour the victor in the Olympic, Pythian,

Nemean, and Isthmian Games. The Doric features

which Pindar uses side by side with his native

Boeotian dialect, and also the three elements

present in nearly all the epinicia (praise of the

victor, narrative taken from myth, maxims)
probably derive from a Spartan tradition (Ale-

man*). The diction of the myth is gorgeous, with

especially telling epithets, and the narrative is

developed in a quite different way from the smooth
flow of the Homeric epic: there are sudden

transitions from one theme to another, and some-

times the story stops abruptly. Maxims form a

characteristic part of the Pindaric epiniciom They
are sometimes phrased in an enigmatic manner,

and should not be used to construct theories about

Pindar’s ‘thought’. However, certain themes are

unmistakable: the aristocratic values of breeding

and (no less important) of training; the dangers of

excess; the high place occupied by poetry and

poets; deeply-felt religious convictions.

Eds: B. Snell, I (4th ed. 1964), II (3rd ed. 1964);

J. E. Sandys (3rd ed. 1927; with tr.).—Eds with

comm.: L. R. Famell (1930-32); J. B. Bury,

Isthmians (1892) and Nemeans (1890); C. A. M.
Fennell, Olympians and Pythians (1893); B. L.

Gildersleeve, Olympians and Pythians (2nd ed.

1897); E. Thummer, Isthmians (1968-69).

F. Domseiff, P.s Stil (1921); U. von Wilamo-

witz-Moellendorff, Pindaros (1922); W. Schade-

waldt, Der Aufbau des Pindarischen Epinikion

(1928); L. Ulig, Zur Form der Pindarischen

Erzahlung (1932); G. Norwood, P. (1945); J. H.

Finley, P, and Aeschylus (1955); E. L. Bundy,

Studia Pindarica (2 vols, 1962); R. W. B. Burton,

P:s Pythian Odes (1962); C. M. Bowra, P. (1964).

J.T.H.

Pindemonte, Ippolito (Verona 13 XI 1753; ^ibid,

18 XI 1828), Italian poet and prose-writer. Widely

travelled in Europe ^778-96), he lived for a time

in London; an admirer of Gray*, Collins* and

Edward Young*; a friend of Foscolo*. Of a

studious and tranquil disposition, Pindemonte

made an elegant translation of the Odyssey (1805-

19) and composed (1785) the Poesie campestri

(1788), a collection of lyric verse suffused with a

tender melancholy (La solitudine. La melanconid).

Other works include Abaritte (1790; a novel), the

Prose campestri, Arminio (a tragedy), verse

Epistole and moralizing Sermoni (1819).

Opere (4 vols, 1832-33).—Pwje e poesie

campestri (1817); Poesie originali di I. P. (ed. A,

Torri, 1858); UOdissea (ed. M. Valgimigji, 1930).

—L/Wci del Settecento (ed. M. Fubini and B.

Maier, 1959; with sel, poetry and prose and

biblio.).
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N. F. Cimmino, /. P. e il suo tempo (2 vols,

1968).—O. Bassi, Fra classicismo e romanticismo,

L P. (1934); W. Biimi, ‘II “grave stil nuovo” del

P.’ in Preromanticismo italiano (1948). M.W.

Pinero, Sir Arthur Wing (*Islington 24 V 1855;

001883 Myra Emily Wood Hamilton, nee Moore;

tLondon 23 XI 1934), English playwright. He
made some reputation by writing farces, but

coming under the influence of Ibsen* wrote serious

problem plays remarkable for the skill of the

construction and the contrivance of tense situ-

ations. The Second Mrs Tanqueray (1893) estab-

lished his fame.

The Profligate (1889); The Notorious Mrs
Ebbsmith (1895); Trelawny of the Wells* (1897);

The Gay Lord Quex (1899); His House in Order

(1906); Mid-Channel (1909); The Enchanted

Cottage (1922).

C. Hamilton, The Social Plays of Sir A, P. (4

vols, 1917-22); W. D. Dunkel, Sir A. P. (Chicago,

1941). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Pinget, Robert: see nouveau roman.

Ping Hsin, pseud, of Hsieh Wan-ying (Min-hou
5 X 1900), Chinese author, became well known in

the early years of the vernacular-literature move-

ment, writing short stories and poems while a

student at Yenching University (1919-23). Though
she remained the most widely-known woman
writer, this was the significant period of her work.

Kuan yu nurjin (essays; 1943).—Pi«!g-Wn

chu-tso chi (coll, works; 3 vols, 1932-33: I,

short stories; II, poems; III, prose),—Trs of short

stories: Kyn Yn Yu in The Tragedy of Ah Qui

(1931); R. L. Jen, ‘The First Home Party’ in Tien
Hsia Monthly, IV (1937); trs of poems: G. M.
Boynton, Spring Water (Peking, 1929); K,-Y. Hsii

in 20th Century Chinese Poetry (1963).

M. BouSkov^, ‘The stories of Ping Hsin’ in

Studien zur mo^rnen chinesischen Literatur (ed.

J. Prfisdc, Berlin, 1964). A.R.D.

Pinkerton, John (*Edinburgh 17 n 1758; tParis

6 III 182Q, Scottish historian. Trained for the law,

he settled as an author in London in 1781, and
moved to Paris in 1802. An irascible, combative

and prejudiced man; but his Scottish History is a
laborious foundation-work. He played a part in

the antiquarian activity of his time, and in the

recovery of the Scottish literary past, with Select

Scotish Ballads (2 vols, 1783) and Ancient Scotish

Poems . . .from the MS Collection of Sir Richard
Maitland (1786). The Dissertation is a curious

attempt to demonstrate the inferiority of the Celt.

Essay on Medals (1784); A Dissertation on the

Origin of the Scythians or Goths (1787); The
History of Scotland from the Accession of the

House of Stewart to that of Mary (2 vols, 1797);

Modern Geography (1803) ; Literary Correspondence

(1830). j,K.

Pinski, David (*Mohilev, Ukrame 1872; fHaifa

1959), Yiddish playwright and essayist. He began
writing in Warsaw in 1893, and subsequently

collaborated with Peretz*, lecturing and writing

educational books. He lived for some time in

Switzerland and Germany and was closely associ-

ated with several Zionist-Socialist pubHcations,

later becoming active in the Poale Zion party.

Influenced by German drama, but even more by
Ibsen’s* plays, he wrote his great series of plays,

first on social themes and later on Jewish historic^

subjects, which were successfully performed on the

Yiddish stage as well as by the Habimah company
(in Hebrew) and several European theatres. In

1899 he emigrated to the U.S.A. and in 1949

finally settled in Israel.

Isaac Sheftel (1899); Di Mooter (X901)\ Family

e

Tsvi (1905); Der Oitser (1905); Der eibiker yid

(1919) ; R[d)bi Akiba un Bar Kochba, J.S.

Pinter, Harold (*London 10 X 1930; ool956

Vivien Merchant), English dramatist, whose rather

sombre plays explore the repetitive dialogue and

inconsequences of everyday conversation in their

‘new naturalism’.

The Birthday Party (1959); The Caretaker

(1960); The Homecoming (1965); Landscape

(1968); Silence (1969).

R. Hayman, H P. (1968); J. R. Taylor, H P.

(1969). W.R.A.

Pinto, FernXo Mendes (*Montemor-o-Velho c.

1510; tAlmada 8 VII 1583), Portugese writer,

Practically all that is known of his life is derived

from his famous PeregrinagSo, and subject to

caution. Captured by French corsairs off the coast

ofPortugal while still a youth, in 1537 he embarked
for the East and began in earnest his amazing and

varied career of travel and adventure in India,

Ethiopia, Arabia, Burma, Siam, China and Japan.

In 1558 he returned to Portugal and wrote his

memoirs, a breathless, fascinating narrative

recounting his vicissitudes as soldier, envoy, trader,

adventurer, pirate and missionary. Under the

influence of Francis Xavier, then preparing his

great missionary work in China and Japan, Pinto

became a Jesuit, but he later left the Order for

reasons still obscure. One of the first Europeans to

land in Japan, many times captured and ship-

wrecked, acquiring and losing with equal facility

fabulous fortunes, Pinto describes all the countries

of the East that he visited—and possibly some that

he did not. Long considered as pure fantasy, much
of the PeregrinagSo is now recognized to be based

on fact and personal experience—though with

undoubted inventions and lavishly coloured with

an artist’s imagination. The work enjoyed immense

popularity in the 17th century, 19 editions in six
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languages (three in English) being published

between 1614 and 1700. Pinto was the fet writer

to use the presentation of Oiiental civilizations,

particularly that of China, as a criticism of the

barbarity, rapaciousness and in some respects the

cultural iriferiority of the European intruders.

Peregrinagam de Fernam Mendez Pinto (1614;

ed. Brito Rebelo, 4 vols, 1908-10; ed. Jordko de

Freitas, 7 vols, 1930-31 ; ed. A. J. da Costa PimpSo,

7 vols, 1944-45; ed. A. J. Saraiva, 5 vols, 1960);

The Voyages and Adventures ofFerdinand Mendez

Pinto, a Portugal (tr. H. Cogan, 1663; abr. ed.

1891); Eng. adapt: M. CoUis, The Great Pere-

grination, Being the Life and Adventures of

F. M. P. (1949).

G. Schurhammer, F. M. P. und seine Peregri-

nagdo (1926); G. Le Gentil, Les Portugmis en

Extrime-Orient, F, M. P. (1947); A. J. Saraiva,

F. Af. F. (1958) and Historia da culturaem Portugal,

in (1962). T.P.W.

Pinto, Hetior (CoviM c. 1528; tToledo 1584),

Portuguese moralist. Entering the Hieronymite

Order in 1543, he studied theology at Siguenza and

later became Professor of scripture at Coimbra.

Vehemently opposed to the Spanish annexation of

Portugal in 1580, he was removed to Spain, where

he died.

Apart from exegetical works in Latin, Pinto

wrote 11 dialogues ‘in the manner of Plato’,

dealing with topics such as friendship, religion,

true philosophy and the solitary life. V\^idely

translated it ran through some 20 editions before

the end of the century.

Imagem da vida cristd (pt I, 1563; pt II, 1572;

ed. M. Alves Correia, 4 vols, 1940-41).

A. J. Saraiva, ‘Assimilagao do humanismo k

tradigao medieval: H. P.’ in Histdria da cultura em
Portugal, II (1955). T.P.W.

PintoDelgado,JoXo (TTavira,Portugal ; t?Amster-

dam after 1636), Spanish poet. He was of Jewish

descent, lived for some years at Rouen, where his

poems were printed, and furtively practised

Judaism. He left after a denunciation and finally

settled in Amsterdam. His published poems are all

Biblical: Esther, Ruth and some beautiful medita-

tions on Lamentations. He deserves a goodmodem
edition.

Poema de la Reyna Ester, etc. (Rouen, 1627; ed.

I. S. Revah, Lisbon, 1954).

C. Roth, ‘ J. P. D.—a literary disentanglement’

in Mod. Lang. Rev., XXX (1935); E. M. Wilson,

‘The poetry of J. P. D.’ in Jour. Jewish Stud., I

(1949); A. D. H. Fishlock, ‘The rabbinic material

in P. D.’s Ester\ ibid,, II (1950).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Piontek, Heinz (*Kreuzberg 15 XI 1925), German
poet, fiction writer and critic. His precision and

clarity has wide appeal, and his poems can be
found in numerous anthologies.

verse: Die Furt (1952); Mit einer Kranichfeder

(1962); Klartext (1966).—prose: Kastanien aus

dem Feuer (1963); Die mittleren Jahre (novel;

1967); Liebeserklarungen (1969).^Buchstab, Zau-
berstab (criticism; 1959).

H. E. Holthusen, ‘H. P.’ in Ja und Nein (1954);

J. C. Middleton, ‘The poetry of H. P.’ in Ger,

Life and Letters, XHI (1959-60); C. Hohoff, K.
Krolow, H. Politzer et al, H, P. Hinweise,

Erlduterungen, Proben, Daten (1966). F.M.K.

Piovene, Gumo (*Vicenza 27 Vn 1907), Italian

novelist and essayist. Since 1935 he has been

correspondent for various newspapers in a number
of countries, as a result of which he has written

books on the contemporary scene in America,

Italy, France and Russia. M 1949 and 1950 he

was director of the Department of Arts and
Letters of UNESCO. As a novelist he displays a

deep interest in human nature and man’s capacity

for self-deception. His concerns are those of the

moralist and philosopher rather than of the critic

of society. In Lettere di una novizia (1941; Con-

fession ofa Novice, tr. E. Wilkins, 1950), he revives

the epistolary form.

novels: La gazzetta nera (1943); Pietd contra

pietd (1946); I falsi redentori (1949); Le furie

(1963) ; Lestellefredde {l91Q),--^m>xs\Loscrittore

tra la tiramide e la libertd (1952); La coda dipaglia

(1962).

G. Catalano, F. (1967). B.M.

Piozzi, Hester Lynch, n6e Salusbury (*Bodvel

nr Pwllheli 16 1 1741 ;
ool763 Henry Thrale, col784

Gabriel Piozzi; fBath 2 V 1821), English writer of

lively memoirs of Dr Johnson’*^, whose deep

affection for her made him a frequent visitor at her

Streatham house during her marriage to Thrale the

brewer. Her marriage to Piozzi ended Johnson’s

friendship. R.M.H.

Anecdotes ofthe late Samuel Johnson (1786; ed.

with notes by G. Birkbeck Hill in Johnsonian

Miscellanies, 1, 1897; ed. separately S. C. Roberts,

1925, repr. 1969); Letters (to and from Johnson;

1788 ; ed. R. W. Chapman in The Letters ofSamuel

Johnson, 3 vols, 1952); Piozziana (ed. E. Margin,

1833); Autobiography, Letters and Literary

Remains (ed. A. Hayward, 2 vols, 1861); Three

Dialogues (ed. M. Zamick, 1932); The Queeney

Letters (ed. H. Fitzmaurice, 1934); Thraliana (ed.

K. Balderston, 2 vols, 1951; notebook); Observa-

tions on the Course of a Journey through France,

Italy and Germany (ed. H. Barrows, 1967).

J. L. Clifford, H. L. F. (1941).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Pirandello, Luigi (Agrigento 28 VI 1867; ool894

Maria Antonietta Portulano; tRome I XII 1936),
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Italian poet, short-story writer, novelist and

dramatist. His first publications were three

volumes of poems, mostly written while still a

student at the Universities of Palermo, Rome and

Bonn, but he soon turned to prose fiction, writing

excellent short stories in the veristic tradition as

well as novels. He achieved his first public success

with the novel IIfu Mattia Pascal (1904; The Late

M, Pascah tr. A. Livingston, 1923), and only later

turned to the theatre, where his greatest triumphs

were to occur. In 1934 he was awarded the Nobel

prize for literature. From 1926 to 1934 he directed

his own theatrical company.

Pirandello’s stage characters are often elabora-

tions ofearlier ones from his fiction, but only in the

plays do they achieve maturity and throu^ them
Pirandello explores the concepts of the subjective

and therefore relative nature of reality and the

relationship of art to life. The essay Vumorismo

(1908) is important for an understanding of

Pirandello.

novels: I vecchi e igiovani (1913; The Old and
the Young, tr. C. K. Scott Moncrieff, 1928); Uno,

nessuno e centomila (1926; One, None and a
Hundred Thousand, tr. S. Putnam, 1933).—plays:

Cosi se vi pare (1918; Right You Are! {If You
Think So), tr. F. May, 1962); Sei personaggi in

cerca d'autore (1921; Six Characters in Search of
an Author, tr. idem, 1954); Enrico IV (1922;

tr. idem, 1962); Vestire gli ignudi (1923; Naked,

tr. A. Livingston, 1924); Diana e la Tuda (1927;

Diana and Tuda, tr. Marta Abba, 1949); Questa

sera si recita a soggetto (1930; Tonight We Impro^^

vise, tr. S. Putnam, 1932).—Collected ed. of works

(6 vols, in ser. Classici contemporanei italiani,

frequent repr,).

O. BUdel, P. (1966); W. Starkie, L, P. (1965);

best intros in Eng.—^A. L. de Castris, Storia di P.

(1962); G. Giudice, L. P. (1963); A. Barbina,

Bibliografia della critica pirandelliana 1889-1961

(1967). B.M.

Piraten, Fritiof Nilsson: see Nilsson PIraten,

Ramop.

Plrdkheimer, Willibald (*Eichst§tt 5 XII 1470;

tNiimberg 22 Xn 1530), Gennan humanist. The
complete Renaissance personality, humanist,

scientist, warrior and diplomat, the leader of

Ntimberg culture, a close friend ofAlbrecht Diirer,

and supporter of Reuchlin*. He wrote a notable

history of the Swiss war (in which he fought),

various Latin works, and may be the part-author

of the important Reformation satire Eccius

dedolatus (1520; ed. A. E, Berger in Du Lit, in

Entw,-Reihen, II, 1931).

Pirckheimeri opera (ed. M. Goldast, 1610);

Schweizerkrieg (with P.’s autobiog.; ed. K. Ruck,

1895) ; Briefwechsel (ed. A,Rdmann and E. Reicke,

2 vols, 1940, 1956).

E. Reicke, W. P,s Leben, Familie und Persdn-
lichkeit{1930). D.G.D.

Pirmez, Octave (*Chatelet 19 IV 1832; fAcoz 30
IV 1883), Belgian writer. A precursor of the
Belgian literary renaissance, this country gentle-

man, who corresponded with Hugo* and Sainte-

Beuve*, wrote in a lyrical, contemplative style

which aroused great enthusiasm among the

Jeune Belgique group of writers.

Feuillees (1862); Heures de philosophie (1873);

Esquisses psychologiques (1875); Remo (1878)*

LettresdJosi{m4).
M. Wilmotte, Anthologie (1904).

B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Piron, Alexis (*Dijon ?9 VII 1689; tParis 21

1

1773), French poet and dramatist. He wrote epi-

grams and minor light verse and, among several

plays, two on subjects taken from modem history;

Gustave Vasa (1733) and Fernand Cortis (1744).

His best work was his comedy. La Mitrorrmie

(1738). He was a life-long enemy of Voltaire*.

CEuvres (ed. M. Bonhomme, 1859 and 1879).

P. Chaponni^re, P. (1910); H. C. Lancaster,

French Tragedy in the Time ofLouis XV, I (1950).

G.B.

Pisacane, Carlo (*Naples 22 VIH 1818; fSanza

2vn 1857), Italian patriot and political writer. His

Saggi storichpoliticUmilitari sulVItalia (1858; crit.

ed. A. Romand, 1957), written in exile, show a

complete understanding of the part to be played by
the army in Italian history; his Guerra combattuta

in Italia negliami ^48-49 (1851) reveals differences

of opinion with Garibaldi on the conduct of the

first two wars. He embarked on the abortive

expedition to Sanza where, being defeated and

wounded, sooner than surrender he committed

suicide.

Saggio sulla rivoluzlone (1894); Testamento

politico (1880); Epistolario (1937); Scritti vari,

inediti o rari (ed. A Romand, 1964).

N. RosselU, C. P. nel Risorgimento italiano

(1932) N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Pisarev, Alexander Ivanovich (*1803; tl828),

Russian playwright. He was partly responsible for

the vogue of the vaudevilles which started in the

1820s and became a prominent feature of the

Russian theatre of that period.

Lukavin . . . (1964).

S. Aksakov, Literaturnye u teatraVnye vos^

pominaniya (1856). J.L.

Pisarev, Dmitry Ivanovich (Orel province 15 XI

1840; Riga 4 VI 1868), Russian polemical

writer, critic and a typical ‘nihilist’. Together with

Chemyshevsky* and Dobrolyubov* he repre-

sented the radical thought of his generation. As a
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thoroughgoing utilitarian he accepted in literature

only what was reasonable and useful. He de-

nounced Puskhin* simply because he could not

endure Pushkin’s aesthetic valuations of art and

life. Yet with all his dogmatism Pisarev’s attacks

were usually lively and often brilliant in their very

ruthlessness.

Sochineniya (6 vols, 1894); Literaturnokriti-

cheskie statyi (1940); Izbromye filosofskie i

obshchestvennopoUticheskie statyi (1949); Sochi-^

nerdya (4 vols, 1955-56).

V. Kirpotin, RadikaVny raznochinets P, (1929);

A. Coquart, D, P. et Videologie du nihilisme russe

0946); L. Plotkin, D. L P. (1962); Y. Silkin,

ZhizrC D. Pisareva (1969). J.L.

Pisemsky, Alexey Feofilaktovich (*Kostroma

province 10 III 1820; tMoscow 21 1 1881), Russian

author of the realist school. A shrewd observer and

an embittered sceptic, he directed his criticism

mostly against the gentry, speculators and petty

officials. He followed up his first novel Tyufyak

(1850; The Simpleton, tr. I. Litvinov, 1960) with a

number of narratives and novels, culminating with

his masterpiece Tysyacha dush (1858; A Thousand

Souls, tr. idem, 1959)—one of the great novels of

the period. Here as elsewhere Pisemsky combines

his naturalistic manner with a good plot and effec-

tive characterization. After his pathetic tragedy

from peasant life, Gorkaya sudkina (1859; A Bitter

Fate, tr. A. Kogan and G. R. Noyes, 1933), his

powers began to decline. In the 1860s he moreover
became discredited with the liberals on account of

his anti-radical novel, Vzbalamuchennoe more

(1863), and the growing misxmderstandings only

made him more gloomy and embittered.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (3rd ed., 8 vols,

1910-11); Pis^ma (1936); Sochineniya (1956- );

Pyesy (1958),

S. A. Vengerov, A, F. P. (1884); A. I. Kiipichni-

kov, Dostoyevsky i P. (1894); I. D. Ivanov, P.

(1898). J.L.

Pisides: see George Pisides.

Pitillas, Jorge: see Heirds y Cobo de la Torre,

Jos£ Gerardo de.

Pitscottie, Robert Lindsay of (^^Pitscottie c,

1500; tc. 1565), Scottish historian in the medieval

tradition. His Chronicles of Scotland 1436-1565

(1728; ed, M. J. G. Mackay, 3 vols, 1899-1911) is

a picturesque, entertaining, sometimes naive but not

unreliable narrative ofconsiderable historical value,

Scott* used it, particularly in Marmion, J.K.

Pitter, Ruth (niford, Essex 7 XI 1897), EngUsh
poet. Belonging to no coterie, little advertised, she

is rare among contemporary poets in that, fully

alive to the contemporary scene, she has cease-

lessly found poetic satisfaction in the permanent

plAodo
forms of beauty—nature, and the simpler objects

of passion. She has a fine tact for the just image
and the appropriate metre.

First Poems (1920); A Trophy of Arms (1936);

The Spirit Watches (1939); The Rude Potato (1941);

The Bridge (1945); Urania (1951); Still by Choice

(1966).—Poewj 1926-66 (1968).

A. Russell, R, P.; Homage to a Poet (1969).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Pitti, Buonaccorso (*Florence 25 IV 1354; ^c.

1431), Italian writer and adventurer. He roamed
far and wide over Europe and undertook missions

for Florence; his Cronaca illuminated both per-

sonal experience and Florentine politics.

Cronaca (ed. A. Bacchi della Lega, 1905); Two
Memoirs of Renaissance Florence', The Diaries of
B. P. and Gregorio Dati (tr. J. Martines, ed. G.
Brucker, 1967).

E. Rodocanachi, *Un aventurier florentin, B. de’

P.’ in Bullettino ital., II (1902); L. Mirot, P. P.

aventurier joueur diplomate et memorialiste (1932).

P.McN.

Pius n, Pope; see Piccolomini, Enea Silvio.

Pix6recourt, Ren6 Charles Guilbert de (*Nancy

22 1 1773; 27 VH 1844), French dramatist.

Pix6r6court, the author of some 111 plays, is

known as ‘the father of melodrama’. His work-

manlike mingling of adventure, horror and pathos

created the most popular form of theatrical

entertainment of the 19th century.

Le chdteau des Appennins, ou les mystires

d'Udolphe (1797); Victor, ou Venfant de la forit

(1798); Ccdina, ou Venfant du mystire (1801); Les

mines de Pologne (1803); Robinson Crusoe (1805);

Le chien de Montargis, ou laforit de Bondy (1816).

P. Gioisty, Le melodrame (1910); W. G. Hartog,

G. de P. (1913); M. W. Disher, Blood and Thunder

(1949). T,W.

Pizzicolli, CiEUACo de’: see CIrlaco d’Ancona.

Pla, Josep (*Palafrugell 1897), Catalan writer.

Described by a critic as a graphomaniac, he is a

great essayist in the style of the 19th-centuiy

English school. His innumerable works (novels,

short stories, biographies, articles, travelogues,

diaries, etc.) form a coherent whole, a multiform

critical review of more than 50 years of Catalan

history. His free and colourful style, the main

feature being the richness and precision in the use of

adjectives, reaches its finest heights in his descrip-

tions of landscape and in his portraits.

Obres completes (intro. Joan Fuster, in progr.;

14 vols pub. 1966- ). J.L.M.

Pldcido, pseud, of Gabriel de la Concepci6n

VALDis (*La Habana 18 III 1809; tMatanzas 28
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VI 1844), Cuban poet. A foundling and a quad-

roon, Pldcido lived all his life in humble circum-

stances, and his fame is due not entirely to his

literary achievement, but in part to his tragic

death; he was shot as a conspirator by the Spanish

authorities. Out of a vast mass of pedestrian

versification (he earned his living by improvising)

a handful of real poems remains: ingenuous,

halting but of moving sincerity. E.Sa.

Poesias de P. (1938).—F. S. Stimson, Cubans

Romantic Poet, The Story of P, (N. Carolina,

1964). J.F.

Planche, James Robinson (^London 27 n 1796;

001821 Elizabeth St George; ybid, 30 V 1880),

English antiquary, student ofheraldryand costume,

and writer of numerous burlesques and Christmas

pieces for the theatre.

Amoroso, KingofLittle Britain (1818 ; burlesque)

;

History ofBritish Costumes (1834); Regal Records

(1838); Pursuivant of Arms (1852); Recollections

and Reflections (2 vols, 1872); Extravagances (5

vols, 1879).

H. Granville Barker, ‘Exit P.—enter Gilbert’

in London Mercury (1932). R.M.H.

Plantijii, Christoffel (or Christophe Plantin)

(•St Avertinl520; tl589), Dutch printer ofFrench

origin. He came to Antwerp in 1549 where he

started a printing shop which soon became the

most famous of its kind in the Low Countries. His

best-known effort is the polyglot Bible. He estab-

lished also branches at Leiden, Paris and Sala-

manca and exported to America and North Africa.

After his death the business was carried on by his

son-in-law and his descendants. Since 1876 the

house and equipment has been a museum. For
Dutch philology his dictionary (1573) has lasting

value. (See also frinteno and pubushing.)

M, Rooses, Christophe P, (1882), Rimes de P.

(2nd ed. 1922) and Correspondance (8 vols, 1883-

1918; adds by M. van Durme, 1955); M. Sabbe,

De PUmtijnsche werkstede (1935) and Vmvre de

C. P. et de ses successeurs (1938); C. Clair,

Christopher P. (1960); J. A. Dorsten, Poets,

Patrons and Professors (1962); L. Voet, Het
Museum P,-Moretus (1965) and The Golden

Compasses (1969). JJ.M. (A.v.E.)

Planudes; see Maximus Planudes.

Platen-Hallermilnde, August, Graf von (Ans-
bach 24 X 1796; tSyracuse 5 XH 1835), German
poet. Educated in the Munich Kadettenkorps,

Platen was ill fitted for army life, but fou^t in the

second campaign against Napoleon, and, while

remaining on the army list, after 1818 enjoyed

permanent leave of absence. Studying at Erlangen

and Wtiizburg he mastered 12 languages, and

ranged voradously over world literature. After

1826 he lived mainly in Italy. The least provincial
of poets of his time, he had little human contact
because of his homosexual inclinations and un-
compromising fastidiousness. His aim—in which
notably in his Ghaselen (1821) and sonnets, he
succeeded—was the conquest of form, at a time
when the Romantics had cast form to the winds
His disgust for the weaker aspects of Romanticism
found expression in brilliantly waspish literaiy

satires: his comedy. Die verhSngnisvolle Gabel
(1826), annihilated the Schicksalsdrama. He was
rediscovered by Stefan George* and his disciples

as the poet defying the theories, militant teachings

and doctrines of Naturalism which was ultimately

bent upon the negation and destruction of art itself.

Tagebucher (ed. G. von Laubmann and L. von
Scheffiier, 2 vols, 1896-1900); Gesamtausgdbe (ed.

M. Koch and E. Petzet, 12 vols, 1910); Brief
wechsel (ed. L. von Scheffler and P. Bomstein, 4
vols, 1911-31); Gedichte (ed. C. Fischer, 1958)!

M. Koch, P.J Leben und Schaffen (1909); R.
Schlosser, A. Graf von P. (2 vols, 1910-13); w!
Heuss, P,s dramatisches Werk (193Q.—F. Reden-
badher, P.-BMiographie (1936).

H.A,P. (K.W.M.)

Plath, Sylvia (Boston, Mass. 27 X 1932; ool956

Ted Hughes*; fLondon 11 n 1963), American
poet. Her suicide emphasized the continual specu-

lations on death, disintegration and breakdown to

be found in her work. The tone of her work is

refined and speculative and suggests hysteria only

just kept under control. The fear and fascination

of schizophrenia is expressed in her novel The Bell

Jar (1963) which higl^ghts the main concerns of

her poetry.

VERSE : Colossus (1960) ; Ariel (1965). G.A.K.

Platina, II, properly Bartolomeo Sacchi (*Pia-

dena 1421; tKome 1481), Italian humanist. In

Rome as secretary to Francesco Gonzaga, he was

favoured by Pius* II, imprisoned by Paid n and

appointed librarian by Sixtus IV. He is mainly

remembered for bis Liber de vita Christi ac

omnium pontificum, completed in 1474, which is of

little historical value until, from Calixtus in, it

treats of contemporary Popes, when it acquires the

interest and bias of personal reminiscence. Typical

Renaissance treatises are his De principe (1657),

De optima cive, and De vera nobilitate.

Platynae historici liber de vita Christi ac omnium

pontificum (ed. G. Gaida in Rerum Italicarum

scriptores, new ed.. Ill, 1914); De optima cive (ed.

F. Battalia. 1944).

A. Luzio and R. Renier, ‘II P. e i Gonzaga’ in

Giomale storico della lett. ital., XIII (1889); G. J.

Schom, ‘Die Quellen zu den Vitae Pontificum

Romanorum des B. P.’ in Romischer Quartal-

schrift, XXVn (1913); Prosatori latini del Quattro-

cento (ed. E. Garin, 1952). P,McN.
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Plato (/?. c. 428-385 b.c.), Athenian comic poet.

Twenty-eight plays, on political, literary, mytho-

logical and social themes show an interesting

transition in matter and style from Old to Middle

Comedy.

T. Kock, Comicorum Atticorum ftagmenta, I

(1880); J. M. Edmonds, Fragments of Attic

Comedy

i

I (1957; with tr.).

—

T, B. L. Webster,

Studies in Later Greek Comedy (2nd ed. 1970).

E.W.H.

Plato (*Athens ^ibid, 347 b.c.), Greek
philosopher. His father and mother, Ariston and
Perictione, were both members of families of great

influence in the time of Pericles ; two of his relatives

were concerned in the short-lived oligarchic

government of 404-403. From an early age
therefore he must have associated with men who
could talk with knowledge of political problems.

His inclinations may well have been towards

practical politics; but the oligarchic government
disgusted him by its violence, and the restored

democracy was still worse in his eyes because it

was responsible for the execution of his master,

Socrates*.

About 388 he went to Sicily and there formed a
friendship with Dion, the son-in-law of Dionysius

I of Syracuse. Perhaps a year later he returned to

Athens and founded a school in the Academy. He
visited Sicily again in 367: Dionysius I died and
Dion invited Plato to undertake the education of

his successor Dionysius H. Plato attempted to put
the teachings of the Academy into practice: he
started the young ruler on a course of geometry.

Unfortunately Dionysius lacked many of the

qualities which Plato demanded for his pMlosophic
niler and was moreover jealous of the power of his

brother-in-law Dion. The attempt to educate him
failed, and Plato returned to Athens. His final visit

to Syracuse in 361 also came to nothing. Eventually

Dion seized power in Syracuse by force, but was
himself murdered.

Plato’s direct intervention in politics was useless;

his success was in the Academy. The demand for

higher education was shown by the popularity of

the travelling sophists, who taught the useful arts

for a fee. Isocrates* started a school in Athens,

probably before the foundation of the Academy,
and offered a preparation for political life. The
difference between Isocrates’ school and Plato’s

was that Plato believed in the value of abstract

scientific studies: his pupils were to prepare them-
selves for public life not merely by a course of gen-

eral knowledge and rhetoric but through the

discipline of mathematics and dialectic. This act of

faith is the link between the Academy and the

modem University.

All ofPlato’s writings, except the Letters and the

Apology^ are in dialogue form, usually with

Socrates taking the leading part; many of them
take their name from Socrates’ principal interlocu-

tor. The speakers are often real people: the views
Plato puts into their mouths are developments of
their own views but go far beyond the position

they are known to have held.

The dialogues can be arranged in three groups,

according to their date and philosophic content.

Those in the earliest group are generally inconclu-

sive: they give a picture of Socrates which may
well approach historical truth—a man criticizing

current notions of morality and trying to find

universal standards.

The second group {Phaedoy Symposium, Repub-
lic, Phaedrus) presents positive doctrines of Plato’s

own, particularly the theory of Forms (or Ideas).

Probably they can be dated after Plato’s return

from Sicily in 388, when he had the opportunity of

meeting P^agoreans. The theory of Forms seems
to be a product of Socrates’ search for universal

moral standards, and the Pythagorean idea that

the real and knowable element in the universe is its

mathematical stmcture. The objects of knowledge,

according to the theory, cannot be the transient,

changing things of the material world, which baffle

the scientific observer by their impermanence and
complexity, but must be eternal, unchangeable

‘forms’, the perfect models of the imperfect copies

which we see around us.

This theory has implications for other fields of

enquiry. In the Phaedo, it is linked to the doctrine

of the immortality of the human soul; in the

Republic, the whole structure of the ideal state

depends on the education of the ‘philosopher-

kmgs’ and their ability to grasp the ‘forms’.

In the last group (e.g. Parmenides, Theaetetus,

Sophist, Philebus) the theory is submitted to critical

analysis; in the Timaeus it plays its part in Plato’s

strange, half-scientific, half-mythological cosmo-

logy. In his last dialogue, the Laws, it is less

evident: Plato seems to abandon some of the lofty

idealism of earlier works and concentrates on a

more practical examination of political problems.

As a philosopher Plato is unsystematic. His

methods vary, his conclusions receive different

emphasis in different contexts, and his examination

of any particular problem is scattered over many
dialogues, each with different purposes and a

different point of view. Frequently he resorts to

allegory or myth to touch themes too difficult for

direct explanation. But perhaps his lack of system

makes him aH the more suggestive. Here for the

first time the fundamental problems of philosophy

were stated and elucidated, in brilliantly persuasive

language, and all subsequent thinkers had to

reckon with his views.

H. F. Cheniiss, ‘P. 1950-57’ in Lustrum, IV-V
(1959-60; biblio.).—editions: Epistulae (F. No-

votny, 1930); Euthyphro, Apology and Crito (J,

Burnet, 1924); Gorgias (E. R. Dodds, 1959);

Hippias Major (D. Tarrant, 1928); Lon/rs (E. B.

England, 2 vols, 1921); Meno (E. S. Thompson,

\9Qi)\Phaedo (R. D. Archer-Hind, 1894; J. Burnet,
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1911); Phaedrus (W. H, Thompson, 1868);

Philebus (R. G. Bury, 1897); Republic (J. Adam, 2

vols, 1902-^9) ;
Sophist and Politicus (L, Campbell,

1867); Symposium (R. G. Bury, 1932); Theaetetus

(L. C^pbell, 1883); Timaeus (comm, only; A. E.

Taylor, 1928).—Complete text in Oxford Classical

Texts.

translations: Complete text and tr. (various

authors) in Loeb Classical Libr.; complete tr. B.

Jowett (rev. D. J. Allan and H. E. Dale, 1953);

various authors (ed. E. Hamilton, 1961); separate

dialogues tr. in Penguin Classics and Bobbs*

Merrill, Library of Liberal Arts.

G. C. Field, The Philosophy of P. (1949; best

short intro.),—R. L. Nettlesldp, Lectures on the

Republic of P. (1901); E. Barker, Greek Political

Theory: P, and His Predecessors (1925); A. Dite,

Autour de Platon (1927); A. E. Taylor, P.: The

Man and His Work (1929); U. von Wilamowitz-

MoellendorlF, Platon (3rd ed. 1930); P. Frutiger,

Les mythes de Platon (1930); G. C. Field, P. and

His Contemporaries (1930); P. Shorey, IVhat P.

5tf/d(1933); G. M. A. Grube, P:s Thought (1925);

Sir David Ross, P.’^ Theory ofIdeas (1951); G. R.

Morrow, P.’r Cretan City (1960); K. R. Popper,

The Open Society and Its Enemies, I (4th ed. 1962);

I. M. Crombie, An Examination ofPJs Doctrines

(1963); K. Gaiser, P.s ungeschriebene Lehre (1963);

Studies in P.s Metaphysics (ed. R. E. Allen, 1965);

New Essays on P. andAristotle (ed. R. Bambrough,

1965); G. Ryle. P:s Progress (1966); H. J. Krtoer,
Arete bei P. und Aristoteles (1967); P. (ed. G.
Vlastos, 2 vols, 1970). D.J.F.

Platonov, Sergey FSdorovich (*1860; tl933).

Russian historian and author. He knew particu'^

larly well the Muscovite Russia of the 16th and
17th centuries.

Lektsii pa russkoy istorii (1901); Statyi po
russkoy istorii (2nd ed. 1912); Boris Godunov

(1921); Ocherki po istorii smuty v Muskovskom
gosudarstve XVI i XVII (1901; new ed, 1937).^-

History ofRussia (tr. E. Aronsberg, 1925).

J.L.

Platter, Thomas (Grachen, Valais 10 H 1499;

tBasle 26 I 1582), Swiss writer. Shepherd, soap»

maker, printer at Basle. At the age of 75 he wrote
an autobiography which, written in a vivid, homely
style, is an interesting and valuable social docu-
ment of the Swiss Reformation period. It is

generally printed together with the diary of his son
Fteux Platter (1536-1614), another lively and
important document.

Selbstbiographie (with Felix P.’s Tagebuch;
ed, H. Boos, 2nd ed, 1918 ; Eng, tr, E. A. MacCaul,
1839; extracts in Dt, Lit* in Entw.-Reihen. Selbsu
zeugnisse^ IV, 1931); Brkfe an seinen Sohn Felix

(ed. A. A. Burckhardt, 1890).

A.U Scdmidrig. T, P, (1955). D.G.D.

Platter, Thomas, der JOngere (*Basle 24 VII
1574; jibid. 4 XH 1628), Swiss writer, son of Felix
Platter. He wrote an account of his travels
through France, Spain, England and Holland
which includes an account of a performance at the
Globe Theatre (1599).

Beschreibung der Reisen durch Frankreich,

England u*s*w, (ed. R. Keiser, 1968); T p/s
Travels in England (tr. C. Williams, 1937).—H,
Hecht, T P.S des J,n Englandfahrt (1929).

D.G.D.

Plautus, T. Maccius (*Sarsina before 251; tl84
B.C.), Umbrian actorwho translated Attic comedies
for performance at the Roman festivals. In
antiquity there circulated 130 comic scripts

attributed to him, of which 21 came to be com-
monly thought genuine. The latter 21 have survived

except for large parts of the Vidularia and small

parts of the Amphitruo, Aulularia, Bacchides and
Cistellaria* About 32 of the lost scripts are quoted

by granunarians and others. The Bacchides,

Cistellaria and Stichus are known to have been
based on comedies by Menander*, the Mercator,

Mostellaria and Trinummus on comedies by

Philemon*, the Casina and the Rudens on comedies

by Diphilus*, the Asinaria on a comedy by Demo-
philus, a poet not otherwise known but almost

certainly posterior to the three classic vvriters of

the ‘new’ comedy. Fairly extensive pieces of the

Bacchides original and a few scraps of those of the

Cistellaria and Stichus survive. It would be

reasonable to say that the ‘new’ comedy provided

all Plautus’ originals, although scholars have at

times attempted to assign the Amphitruo, Menaech*

mi and Persa to the so-called ‘middle’ comedy.

Plautus translated very freely. With an eye to

momentary theatrical effect, he seems often to have

cut scenes out and added material from other

plays. He extended monologues and non-dramatic

dialogues to great length, filling them with

allusions to contemporary Greek and Roman life

and employing an enormous variety of metrical

patterns. The Latin versions required a lot more

accompanying song and dance than did the

originals even although the choral interludes were

omitted. They rarely preserved a tightly logical

unity of action. Plautus’ language has a wide

stylistic range; a single play will contain anything

from gross vulgarity to paratragic pomp.

Plautus’ comedies were extremely popular in the

theatre throughout the Republic but there are few

signs of their being performed during the Empire.

Among readers, antiquarians always admired

them; schoolmasters, on the other hand, found

their language too remote from the norms of

classical Latin while literary men (like Horace*)

sought in them, and complained when they could

not find, the regular metric and sophisticated wt

of Menander. The Middle Ages practically

ignored them. Early Renaissance Italy had
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available only eight until a manuscript with another

12 was brou^t from Germany in 1429. They were

fost printed at Venice in 1472. A large number of

modem European playwrights have found inspira-

tion in their plots and situations.

Crit. eds: F. Ritschl et ah (1871-94); G. Goetz

and F. Schoell (1892-1904); F. Leo (1895-96);

W. M. Lindsay (1904-11); Lat. comm. J. L. Ussing

(1875-92); important individual comms: A. O.

Lorenz, Mi/es gloriosus (1886), Mostellaria (1883)

and Pseudolus (1876); J. Biix and M. Niemeyer,

Captivi (7th ed. O. Koehler, 1930), Menaechmi

(6th ed. F. Conrad, 1929), Miles gloriosus (4th ed.

0. Koehler, 1916) and Trinummus (6th ed. F.

Conrad, 1931); W. M. Lindsay, Captivi (1900);

F. Marx, Rudens (1928); P. J. Enk, Mercator

(1932) and Truculentus (1953); G. Duckworth,

Epidicus (1940).—Tr. P. Nixon (1916-38).

F. Leo, Der Monolog im Drama (1908), PlautU

nische Forschmgen (2nd ed. 1912) and essays repr.

in Ausgewdhlte kleine Schriften^ I (1960); G.
Michaut, Plaute (1920); E. Fraenkel, Plautinisches

im P, (1922; Elementi plautini in P., Ital. tr. F.

Munari with important addenda, 1960); G.

Jachmann, Plautinisches und Attisches (1931); H.

Hafifter, XJntersuchungen zur altlateinischen Dichter-

sprache (1934); C. Questa, Introduzione alia

metrica diPlauto (1967) ; E. W, Handley, Menander

and P.: A Study in Comparison (1968). H.D.J.

Plavius, Johann (*?; t?)» German poet, known
principally by one slim volume of Trauer- und
Treugedichte (Danzig, 1630) which show him as

an important competitor of Opitz* and an early

representative of a musical and dynamic baroque

trend in style, contrasting with Opitz’ more
rational and static traits. He is a forerunner of the

later Silesians and Saxons, of whom Gryphius*,

Hofmann* von Hofmannswaldau and Stielet*

came under his personal influence at Danzig. He
wrote the first sequence of moral sonnets in

German (a genre later taken up by Gryphius) and
experimented with classical stanzas and the use of

dactyls. His decorative yet sincere poetry reflects

the patrician culture of baroque Danzig.

JYauer- und Treugedichte (unique copy in State

Libr., Berlin); Praecepta logicalia (1628).—H.
Kindermann, Danziger Barockdichtung in Deutsche

Lit, in Entw,-Reihen, Barock^ Erganzungsband(mih
repr. of P.’s poems; 1939).

C. Lemcke, Von Opitz bis Klopstock (1882); V.

Manheimer, ‘J. P., ein Danziger Sonettist’ in

Mitteilungen des Westpreussischen Geschichts-

vereins, II (1903). L.W.F.

Pldvka, Andrej (*Sielnica 18 XI 1907), Slovak

poet. One of the best Slovak poets of his genera-

tion, Pldvka is also one of the most traditional in

language and form. His poems are strongly

influenced by the landscape of his native region of

Liptov (Tripruty Liptova^ 1942; repr. in Liptovskd

pisPala, 1957). The Slovak rising of 1944, in which
he took part, is the theme of a number of his
poems, notably in 2>i vody (1954). R.A.

DER Pleier C/7. 1250-80), burgher poet, Salzburg
area; compiler of some 50,000 lines of Arthurian
narrative: Garel vom bluhenden Tal (adaptation of
der Strieker’s* Daniel), Meleranz and Tandareis
und Floribel. He combined many borrowed motifs
(see Puterich*).

Ed. K. Bartsch (1861); F. Khull (1885); M.
Walz (1892); synopsis of stories in J. Kiirschner,
Dt. Nat.’-Lit., IV (1882-89).

J. L. Riordan, ‘A vindication of the P.’ in Jour.
Eng. and Germanic PhiloL, XLVII (1946).

F.P.P.

Plekhanov, Georgy Valentinovich (*Tambov 26
XI 1856; tLeningrad 30 V 1918), founder of the

Russian Social Democratic party, author, editor

and critic. He won international fame as a
theoretician and popularizer of Meirxist socialism.

Sochineniya (24 vols, 1925-17).—Anarchism and
Socialism (tr. E. M. Aveling, 1908); Fundamental
Problems of Marxism (tr. E. and C. Paul, 1929);
Essays in the History ofMaterialism (tr. R. Fox,

1934); Art and Society (tr. with intro. G. Hicks,

1937); History ofRussian Social Thought (tr. B. M.
Bekkar, E. Abramovid and G. Rockwdl, 1938);

In Defence ofMaterialism (tr. A. Rothstein, 1947;

reissued as The Role of the Individual in History^

1950); Unaddressed Letters—Art and Social Life

(tr. A. Fineberg, 1957); Selected Philosophical

Works (1961).

Literatumoye nasledie Plekhanova (6 vols, 1934-

38); J. Stalin, Voprosy leninizma (11th ed. 1939).

J.L.

Plemp, CoRNEUS Gdsbertsz (*1574; tl638),

Dutch poet, attorney at Amsterdam. An able

musician, he wrote poetry in Dutch (Der Herdoo^

peren Anslach op Amsterdarn) and Latin (De Patria

or Amsterdammum Monogrammon). Although a

convinced Roman Catholic he was friendly with

Hooft* and Coster*; he was a friend of Vondel*

and belonged to the muiderkring. He translated

Hooft’s Emblemata Amatoria into Latin.

P. Scheltema, ‘Over P.’ in Aemstel’s Oudheid,

VI (1872); J. F. M. Sterck, Oorkonden over Vondel

en zijn kring (1918). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Pleshcheyev, Alexey Nikolayevich (*1825;

tl893), Russian dvic poet. As a member of the

Petrashevsky revolutionary circle he was in 1849

sentenced to death with Dostoyevsky* and others,

but was sent to Siberia instead. His poetry is rather

eclectic and his humane feelings are inclined to be

at times sentimental. Some of his translations,

espedally those from Heine*, are good.
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Stikhotvoreniya (4th ed. 1905; re-ed. 1937);

Polnoye sobranie stikhotvoreniy (1964).

P. A. Zabolotsky, Poet gumannosti (1904).

J.L.

Pletho(n): see George Gemistus Plethon.

PletnSv, Peter Alexandrovich (*1792; tl865),

minor Russian poet, critic, and friend of Pushkin’’^

whose quarterly, Sovremennik, he edited after

Pushkin’s death in 1837 until 1846, when it was
taken over by the poet Nekrasov*. He helped

Gogol* towards literary fame and printed in

Sovremennik the poems with which Ivan Tur-

genev* made his literary debut.

Sochineniya i perepiska (3 vols, 1885).

1. N. Rozanov, Pushkinskaya pleiada (1923).

J.L.

Plievier, Theodor (*Berlin 12 II 1892; fAvegno in

Ticino 12 III 1955), German novelist. Worker,
sailor, miner, vagabond, he began writing after

1918, but became prominent with his novel

Stalingrad (1945; The Death of an Army, tr. H.
Langmead Robinson, 1948).

Des Kaisers Kulis (1930; The Kaiser's Coolies*

tr. W. F. Clarke, 1932); Der Kaiser ging, die

Generale blieben (1932; The Kaiser Goes, the

Generals Remain, tr. A. W. Wheen, 1933); Moskau
(1952; tr. S. Hood, 1953); Berlin (1954; tr. L. H.
and V. Milroy, 1957).

H. Wilde, r. P.; Nullpunkt der Freiheit (1965).

R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Pliny the Elder (Gaius Punius SECtrNDus) (a.d,
23 or 24; t79 in the eruption of Vesuvius), Roman
encyclopaedist. Pliny served in Germany 47-57,
retired into private life under Nero, acquitted

himself well in various public offices under
Vespasian, and at the time of his death was
praefectus classis at Misenum.Aman ofprodigious
industry but of little critical power, Pliny wrote
extensively on military, historical and literary

subjects, but only the Natural History in 37 books
is extant. Beginning with the universe, Pliny deals

with geography, physiology, zoology, botany, use
of plants and animals in medicine, minerals and
their use in the arts. The work is defective in

arrangement and accuracy and xmeven in style,

sometimes heavily declamatory, sometimes as
jejune p a student’s notebook. Its popularity in
the Middle Ages and later is attested by the
number ofMSS and early editions. J.A.W.

Ed. L. von Jan (rev. C, Mayhoff, 5 vols, 1892-
1909 ; repr. 1967).—^Tr. H. Rackham et al (10 vols,

1938- ) ; Chapters on the History ofArt (ed. with
tr. K. Jex-Blake and comm. E. Sellers, 1896; rev.,

with pref. and sel. biblio. 1896-1966, R. V.
Schoder, 1968); Natural History: A Selection From
Philemon Holland's Translation (ed. J. Newsome,
1964).

H. N. Wethered, TheMindofthe Ancient World:
A Consideration ofP's Natural History (1937).

J.D.*

Pliny the Younger (Gaius Plintus Caecujus
Secundus) (*a.d. 61 or 62; fbefore 114), nephew
and adopted son of the elder Pliny*, Roman orator

and letter-writer, studied rhetoric under Quin-
tilian*, became consul in 100 and imperial legate

in Bithynia, probably 111-112. Pliny’s fame rests

chiefiy upon his ten books ofletters whidi, althou^
repolished for publication and more artificial than
those of Cicero*, give a picture of a just, generous

and humane man. Favourable examples of his

style are the descriptions of his uncle’s studious

habits and of the eruption of Vesuvius in 79. Of
great historical interest is the exchange of letters

with Trajan on the treatment of Christians. Pliny’s

panegyric on Trajan, much admired in antiquity,

is interminably fulsome.

Panegyricus and Epistulae (eds: R. C. Kukula,

2nd ed. 1912, repr. 1929; M. Schuster, 2nd ed.

1952); Epistulae (ed. R. A. B. Mynors, 1963; eds

with comm.: Bks 1-2, J. Cowan, 1889; Bk 3,

J. E. B. Mayor, 3rd ed., 1889; Bk 6, J. D. Duff,

1906; Bk 10, E. G. Hardy, 1889; sel. letters, E. T.

Merrill, 1903, corr. repr. 1919; A. N. Sherwin-

White, The Letters ofA; A Historical and Social

Commentary, 1966); Panegyricus (ed. with comm.
M. Durry, 1938).—Fr. tr. A.-M. Guillemin (3 vols,

1927-28); Eng. tr. B. Radice (2 vols, 1969).

A.-M. Guillemin, Pline et la vie litteraire de son

temps (1929). J.D.

Plisnier, Charles (Ghlin-les-Mons 13 XII 1896;

001921 Alida Depriez; flxelles 17 VH 1952),

Belgian lawyer, poet and novelist. His early worl^

dealt with his enthusiasm for Communism (be

helped to found the Belgian Communist party) and

his subsequent disillusioxunent with that ideology.

Later he described with penetrating insight the

mainsprings of bourgeois society. He was awarded

the French Prix Goncourt (1937) for his Faux

passeports,

verse: Les voix entendues (1913); PrUre aux

mains coupees (1931).—novels: Mariages (1936;

Nothing to Chance, tr. P. Morris, 1938); Faux

passeports (1937; Memoirs ofa Secret Revolution-

ary, tr. G. Dunlop, 1938); Meurtres (1939-41);

Mires (1946-49). B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Plog, Wilhelm (*Gustrow 28 DC 1884; tBerge-

dorf, nr Hamburg 16 XII 1946), Low German
play^ght, short-story writer and novelist, was

especially successful with two historical novels.

novels: Mars Micheel (1927); Likedeeler (1931).

—plays: Jan Riff {Xmy, De Lots vun Fallshdft

(1934).

P. Behlau, ‘W. P.’ in Mitteilungen Quickbom,
XLH (1951). G.C.
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Plomer, Wiluam Charles Franklyn (Pieters-

burg, Transvaal 10 XII 1903), South African poet,

novelist, short-story writer, biographer and editor.

Plomer was educated at Rugby and returned to

South Africa where, for a time, he was a farmer

and trader. In 1926 he joined Roy Campbell* in

editing Voorslag, a satirical magazine. Subse-

quently he travelled in Japan and Greece. He then

returned to England, where he worked as a
publisher’s reader.

Plomer’s work shows considerable versatility and
he has achieved distinction in many genres: his

verse is often memorable for its striking imagery;

his stories reflect his interest in the technique of de
Maupassant*; his novels and stories are among
the most sensitive writings on South African

themes.

verse: Selected Poems (1940); Collected Poems
(1960); Taste and Remember (1966); Celebrations

(1972).—novels: Turbott Wolfe (1925); Sado

(1931); The Case is Altered (1932); The Invaders

(1934); Museum Pieces (1952).

—

short stories:

/Speck ofAfrica (1927); Paper Houses (1929); The
Child of Queen Victoria (1933); Four Countries

(1949).

—

The Diary ofthe Rev, Francis Kilvert (ed.

;

1938).—biography: Cecil Rhodes (1933); Ali the

Lion (1936).—autobiography: Double Lives

(1943); At Home, Memoirs (1958).—libretti:

GlorUma (1953); Curlew River (1965); The Burning

Fiery Furnace (1966); The Prodigal Son (1968).

—

various: Dorking Thigh and Other Satires (1945);

Curious Relations (under pseud. William D’Aifey;

1945).

W. Doyle, Jr, W. P, (1969). E.R.S. (U.La.)

Plotinus (*205 ; t270), Greek Neo-Platonist

philosopher. He was a Greek-speaking Egyptian

and after some travels established his school in

Rome about 244. His works were edited under the

title Ermeads by his disciple Porphyry* and all have

survived. The Enneads aimed to give a complete

account of reality and a guide to the spiritual life:

the style is obscure and the presentation un-

systematic. Plotinus’ philosophy was religious and
mystical; it was derived from Platonism, but owed
much to other schools, particularly the Peripa-

tetics. Through St Augustine*, who read transla-

tions of his works, Plotinus had considerable

influence on Christian philosophy.

E. Br6hier, Les Enniades de Plotin (with Fr. tr.;

6 vols, 1924-36); P. Henry and H.-R. Schwyzer,

Plotini opera (1951); S. MacKenna and B. S, Page,

The Emeads of P, (Eng. tr.; 5 vols, 1926-30);

A. H. Armstrong, P, (vrith tr.; 1966).

E. Br6hier, La philosophie de Plotin (1928); R.

Inge, The Philosophy of P. (3rd ed. 1929); A. H.

Armstrong, Architecture ofthe Intelligible Universe

in the Philosophy of P, (1940); P. Henry, £tudes

Plotinieimes (2 vols, n.d.); P. V. Pistorius, P. and

Neoplatonism (1952); J. M. Rist, P,; The Road to

Reality (1968). DJ.F.

Ploug, Carl Parmo (Kolding 29 X 1813; ool854
Frederikke Elisabeth Michelsen; tCopenhagen
27 X 1894), Danish poet and playwright. At
Copenhagen he wrote several student plays, the
so-called Atellaner, under the pseudonym Poul
Rytter. He was a journalist most of his life, from
1841 editor of the liberal Fsdrelandet, and an
active supporter of the idea of a Scandinavian
union. Much of his poetry is superficial, most
valuable being his love poetry, written to his wife.

verse: Viser og Vers (3 vols, 1847-61); Samlede
Digte (1862); Nyere Sange og Digte (1869); Nye
Digte (1883); Efterladte Digte (1895).

—

Samlede
Digte (2 vols, 1901).—plays: Atellaner (2 vols,

1904; new ed. 1913).

H. Ploug, C. P, (1905). E.B.

Plunkett, Joseph Mary (‘Dublin 1887; ool916
Grace Gifford; ^ibid. 3 V 1916), Irish poet. He was
devoted to the study of the great mystics; edited

The Irish Review (1913); fought in the 1916 rising

and was executed. He wrote lyrics of mystical

fervour. R.McH.

The Circle and the Sword(191 1) ; Poems (191 6).

—

The 1916 Poets (ed. D. Ryan, 1963). E.T.W.

Plutarch (‘Chaeronea c. 48; tl22), Gredk philo-

sopher, biographer and antiquarian. He wrote over

200 short works of which 83 survive. The biogra-

phies are arranged in 23 pairs of ‘parallel lives’

which compare an eminent Greek soldier or states-

man with a Roman counterpart (e.g. Alcibiades

and Coriolanus); they abound with anecdotes and
moral comment but also provide valuable historical

evidence. His philosophical writing {Moralia)

consists of popular ethical treatises {On Envy and

Hatred, On Cheerfulness, etc.), technical attacks on

Stoicism and Epicureanism (Plutarch was an

adherent of the Academic school), books on

oracles and religion, and short treatments of

scientific problems (e.g. On the Face ofthe Moon),

Plutarch also vwote on rhetoric, literary criticism

and Greek and Roman antiquities. He had a vast

circle of acquaintances and his writings provide a

fascinating picture of the eclectic cultural tastes of

Graeco-Roman society at the end of the 1st

century a.d, Plutarch travelled widely, held public

and religious offices, and ran a school in Chaeronea

which he regarded as continuing the tradition of

Plato’s* Academy. He was neither a profound nor

an original thinker, but few ancient writers have

been more influential. Plutarch was endlessly

printed and translated from the mid-16th century

onwards, and Shakespeare* drew heavily on Sir

Thomas North’s* translation (1579) for several

tragedies. Others greatly influenced by him were

Rabelais* Montaigne*, Rousseau* and Alfieri*.

Lives (eds: C. Lindskog and K. Ziegler, 1914-

69; B. Perrin et al„ 1914-26, with tr.; R. Flaceli^e

et cd,, 1957- , with Fr. tr.; tr. Dryden, 1683, rev.
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A. H. Clough, 1864); Moralia (eds: G. N. Bema-
dakis, 1888; C Hubert et aU 1952- ; F. C.

Babbitt et al, \911- , with tr.; tr. Philemon

Holland, 1603).

R. H. Barrow, P. and His Times (1967).

A.A.L.

Po (*Hsin-ch£ng 28 II 772; fLo-yang 846),

Chinese poet. Po passed the metropolitan examina-

tions of 800, became a scholar of the Han-lin

academy (807) and the next year was appointed to

the imperial chancellery. After two years of con-

siderable political activity, he spent 811-814 in

mourning for his mother at Hsia-kuei. He returned

to a very minor office at court but was soon after

banished to Chiang-chou (814). Recalled in 820, he

enjoyed some position and influence. Between 822

and 826 he was governor of first Hangchow, then

Soochow. His last active appointment was as chief

magistrate of Honan (831-833) at Lo-yang where

he remained for the rest of his life.

While the majority of his poems are occasional

(many are addressed to his great friend Yiian*

ChSn and others), some have a specific purpose.

He wrote 50 ‘new ballads’ and ten ‘Songs of Ch*in’

(808-810) to call attention to political and social

evils, stating such criticism to be the aim of

poe^. His famous Ch^ang-hin ko (‘Song of Ever-

lasting Remorse’; 806) and P*i-p"a hdng (‘Lute

Song’; 816), both long narrative poems, are also

in the ballad form. He also wrote words to folk-

tunes and thus stands at the begirming of the

development of the /2r*^-poem. The simplicity of

his language and expression gained him immense
contemporary popularity; his poetry was known,
before his death, in Japan, where it has exerted

great influence.

Fo-shih Ch^ang’cKing chi (coll, works); many
sel. trs in A. Waley, 170 Chinese Poems (1918),

More Translations From the Chinese (1919) and
Chinese Poems (194Q; Ch"ang-h§n ko and P'Up'a
hsing, tr. in W. Bynner and Kiang Kang-hu, The
Jade Mountain (1929).

A. Waley, The Life and Times of Po Chu4
(1949); E. Feifel, Po Churi as a Censor (The Hague,
1961). A.R.D.

Po P*u or Po JgN-FU (DAo-chou 1226), Chinese
dramatist and poet. Po, as a child, went into

banishment with his father who had held office

under the Chin dynasty (1232). Some years later

the family returned to the north and settled at Hu-
yang Oater moving to Chin-ling), Though several

times offered posts by the Yiian government, he
declined to accept for many years.

Po was of a melancholic nature, deeply affected

by national and private misfortunes, and this

strongly coloured his poetry. Only two of his 16
plays have survived in their entirety, but Wu-fung
yQ, which treats the famous romance of the T'ang
Emperor HsUan-tsung and Yang Kuei-M, is

among the most notable of the Yiian plays for its

fine poetry.

PLAYS (in Yiian-ch'u hsuan, 1616): Wu-fungyu;
Ch"iang-t‘ou ma-shang,—THen-lai chi (coll.

poetry; sel. tr. in R. F. S. Yang and C. R. Metzger,

Fifty Songs From the Yuan, 1967). A.R.D.

Podjavorinska-RiznerovS, L’udmila (*Hom6
Bzince 24 IV 1872; tNove Mesto nad VAhom 3 HI
1951), Slovak poet and novelist.

verse: Z vesny Hvota (1898); Balady (1930).—
NOVELS : Votroctve (1905) ; Blud (1906). R.A.

Podvurzachov, Dimttur (pseud. Hamlet Prince
Datski) (Stara Zagora 6 X 1881 ; fSofia 13 XI
1937), Bulgarian poet and fabulist. A brilliant

translator and master of ironical humour, he wrote

in the tradition of Mihaylovski*. His deep patriot-

ism, Oriental pessimism and polished wit pervade

his stories, feuilletons and verse.

Kak dyavolut chete Evangelieto (1933); Basni

(1938); Stihove (1939). V.P.

Poe, Edgar Allan (•Boston 19 I 1809; ool836

Virginia Clemm; tBaltimore 7 X 1849), American
poet, fiction writer and literary critic. One of the

most controversial figures in American literature,

in lus lifetime he achieved slight fame as a poet and
short-story writer, and notoriety as a critic, but

genuine appreciation of his achievement came only

years after his death. After his mother’s death in

1811 he was taken into the home of John Allan in

Richmond, Va., but after a family quarrel he left

his home in 1827 to seek literary fame in the North.

His early books of poetry went unrecognized, so he

turned to fiction and reviewing. In 1835 he became
associated with the Southern Literary Messenger

in Richmond and his fiction and reviews brought

thisjournal to national prominence. He later edited

and contributed successfully to literary journals in

the North, but his dream to own his own magazine

was never realised. Poe wrote against a background

of personal poverty, insecurity and ill-health, but

surprisingly little of his output is hack-work. As a

critic he was sometimes harsh, always uncompro-

mising as he sought to establish genuine standards

in American letters. His poetry was dedicated to

the creation of ‘Beauty’ and his poetic example

has had an important iiffiuence both in Europe and
America. His best fiction is characterized by an

acute psychological realism which provides insight

into strange and abnormal modes of being.

Tamerlane and Other Poems (1827); Al Aaraaf

Tamerlane andMinor Poems (1829); Poems (1831);

Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque (1840); The

Raven and Other ’Poems (1845); Tales (1845);

Eureka: A Prose Poem (1848).

—

Complete Works

(ed. J. A. Harrison, 17 vols, 1902); Collected Works^

I: Poems (ed. T. O. Mabbott, 1970); The Letters

ofE. A. P. (ed. J. W. Ostrom, 2 vols, 1948).
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G. E. Woodbeny, The Life ofE, A, P.: Personal

and Literary^ with His Chief Correspondence With

Men of Letters (2 vols, 1909); K. Campbell, The

Mind ofP, and Other Studies (1933); A. H. Quinn,

E. A. P,: A Critical Biography (1941); E. H.

Davidson, P,: A Critical Study (1957); P. F. Quinn,

The French Face ofE. P. (1957); S. P. Moss, P:s
Literary Battles (1963); G. Rans, E. A. P, (1965);

E. W. Carlson, The Recognition ofE. A. P, (1966);

M. Allen, P. and the British Magazine Tradition

(1968); R. D. Jacobs, P. Journalist and Critic

(1969); F. Stovall, E. P, the Poet (1969). I.W.

Poeck, Wilhelm (*Moisburg, North Hanover 29

XII 1866; tBlumenau, Brazil 7 VII 1933), German
short-story writer, began with good regional Low
German stories but later wrote light fiction in High

German.

De Herr Innehmer Barkenbusch und andere

Geschichten von der Waterkant (1906); In de

Ellernbucht (1907).

W. Kropp, ‘W. P.’ in Niedersachsen, XVI
(1911). G.C.

Poerlo, Alessandro (*Naples 27 VIII 1802;

tVenice 3 XI 1848), Italian patriot and poet. Exiled

in 1821 he studied in Germany and became the

friend of Goethe*. After stays in Florence, France

and a return to Naples he died ofwounds figlhting at

Venice. His Liriche (1843), influenced by Leopardi*

and Tommaseo*, are full of noble enthusiasm,

though sometimes defective in style; his Epistolario

and Pensieri are interesting. N.K.W

.

Poesie (ed. N. Coppola, 1970).-—B. Croce, Una

famiglia di patrioti (1925); G. Secretant, A, P,

(1926). N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Poggio: see Bracciolini-Poggio, Gian Francesco.

Pogodin, Mikhail Petrovich ('*‘1800; tI875),

Russian historian, journalist and author. He edited

Moskovskiy Vestnik (1827-30) and Moskvityaim

(1841-56). He sympathized with the official

nationalism, but he had much in common with the

Slavophils. As an author of narratives, Pogodin

can be regarded as an early, though somewhat

clumsy, representative of Russian realism.

V. G. Belinsky, O russkoy povesti i povestyakh

Gogolya (1836); N. Barsukov, Zhizn" i trudy M. P,

Pogodina (22 vols, 1888-1906); P. Milyukov,

Glavnye techeniya russkoy istoricheskoy mysli

(1897); A. A. Potekhin, Vospominaniya o M, P.

Pogodine (1901). J.L.

Pogodin, Nikolay, pseud, of Nikolay FMdoro-

viCH Stukalov (*Don region 1900; fMoscow

1962), Soviet playwright whose documentary Fiv^

Year-Plan plays were a great success, as were his

three plays about Lenin*: Chelovek s ruzhyem

(1937), Kremlevskie kuranty (1941; Krendin

Chimes, tr. A. Shoett, 1962) and Tretya patetiche-

skaya (1959). He is moreoverendowed with humour
which enlivens his Aristokraty (1935; Aristocrats,

tr. A. Wixley and R. S. Carr, 1937).

Poems 0 topore (1930); Moy Drug (1932).

—

Tempo (tr. 1. Talmadge, 1935).

—

Sobranie dramati-

cheskikh proizvedeniy (5 vols, 1960-61).—^F. M.
Bykova, Dramaticheskaya trilogiya o Lenine

(1960).

N. V. Zaitsev, W. P. P. (1958); V. G. Boborykin,

Trilogiya N. Pogodina o Lenine (1962). J.L.

PogorePsky, Anton: see Perovsky, Alexey,

Poirters, Adriaen (*Oisterwijk 2 XI 1605; t4 VII

1674), Flemish Jesuit poet, was Professor of

classical philology at Maastricht and Malines. His

main work is the collection ofemblems, Het masker

van de Wereldt afgetrocken (1644; ed. J. Salsmans

and E. Rombauts, 1935), a shorter version of which

was published as IJdelheyt des Werelts (1645).

Although it advocates forsaking the world it

meanwhile describes it fascinatingly and wittily.

Poirters is sometimes called the Roomse Cats*.

Geschiedenis der Jezuieten (a history of the

Jesuits in Flanders; 1646); Het duyfken in de

Steenrotse (1657); Het pelgrimken van Kevelaer

(1657); Ghebede Boecxken (1666); Het leven van

de H. Franciscus de Borgia (1671); Den Spieghel van

Philagie (1673; ed. J. Salsmans, 1937).

H. J, Allard, Pater A. P. (1877); Max Rooses,

*A. P.’ in Nederl. Museum, I (1874) and Nieuw

Schetsenboek (1882); E. Rombauts, ‘De wording

van P.’s MaskeP in StudiSn, CXII (1929), ‘A. P., een

volksschrijver uit de 17e eeuw*, Wid,, COTI (1930)

and Leven en werken van P. (1930); J. Salsmans,

‘A. P. als hekeldichter’ in Versl. en Med. Koninkl.

Vlaamse Acad. (1931); A. van Duinkerken,

Dichters der Contra-Reformatie (1932); P. van

Valkenhoflf, ‘A. P. en zijn Den Spieghel van

Philagie* in De Nieuwe Taalgids, XXXII (1938);

W. J. C. Buitendijk, Het Calvinisme in de Spiegel

V. d, Zuidnederl lit, der Contra-Reformatie (1942);

J. A. ten Kate, ‘Pater P. herdracht’ in Brabant, IV

(1955). A.M.B,W. (R.P.M,)

Pol, WiNCENTY (*Lublin 20 IV 1807; fCracow

2 XII 1872), Polish author. Of German stock, he

was a Polish patriot for which he was to suffer

twice. His Piesni Janusza (Paris, 1833) thrilled the

public after the November revolution as later

PiesA 0 ziemi nasze] (1843) did. Of his versified

tales on the past, Mohort (1855) is the best.

verse: PiesA o ziemi naszej (ed. with intro, and

comm. R. Zawilifiski, 1922; Lied von unserem

Lande, tr. L. Kurtzmarm, 1896); Mohort (ed. with

intro, and comm. A. Lucki, 1925); PieiA o damn

naszym (1866); Pami^tniki (I960).—Dz/c/o wier*

szem iprozq (10 vols, 1875-77).

W. Mann, W, P. Stadium biograftcznokrytyczne
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(2 vols, 1904-06); H. Barycz, W, P. jako profesor

geografii na Uniwersytecie Jagiellonskim (1949).

S.S. (P.H.)

Polik, (MatIj) Milota Zdirad (*Zisinuky 14 n
1788; tWiener Neustadt 31 III 1856), Czech poet.

A professional soldier who died as an Austrian

major-general, Polak wrote one of the first notable

works of modern Czech poetry, ‘The Grandeur of

Nature* iyznesenost pHrozenostu 1813), which in

content owes much to James Thomson* and Ewald

von Kleist*.

Spisy (ed. J. BradaC, 1907).—J. Mukafovskj?,

‘P.ova vznesenost pfirody’ in Kapitoly z ^esk6

poetiky, U (1948). R.A.

Polenton, Sicco (*Levico in Valsugana c. 1376;

tPadua 1447), Italian writer. His Catinia consists

of discussions in an inn, while his Scriptores

illustres is the earliest literaiy history of its kind.

La Catinia, le orazioni e le epistole di Sicco

Polenton (ed. A. Segarizzi, 1899); Scriptorum

Ulustrium latinae linguae libri XVIII (ed. B. L.

Ullman, 1928).

A. Segarizzi, Supplemento critico e bibliografico

(1901); D. M. Robathan, ‘A 15th century history of

Latin literature’ in Speculum (1932). P.McN.

Polevoy, Boris Nikolayevich, pseud, of B. N.

Kampov, Soviet author who rose to fame after the

Second World War.

PovesP o nastoyashchem cheloveke (1947); My
sovetskie lyudi (coll, documentary stories; 1948);

Po belu svetu (1958); Blizko i daleko (1960);

Glubokiy tyl (1962).

B. E, Galanov, B. P. (1957). J.L.

Polevoy, Nikolay Alexeyevich (*Irkutsk 22 VI
1796; t22 II 1846), Russian critic, historian and
playwright. As editor ofMoskovskiy Telegraffrom
1825 until 1834, when it was suppressed, he was

—

in contrast to the critic Nadezhdin*—^a champion
of Romanticism. His own Romantic plays and
novels are negligible. So is his Istoriya naroda

russkogo (‘History of the Russian People’) but as

a critic he exercised considerable influence.

I. Z. Krylov, Ocherk zhizni N, A, Polevogo

(1849). J.L.

Polezhayev, Alexander Ivanovich (*Penza pro-

vince 1805; tCaucasus 1838), Russian poet. For
his rather cynical narrative poem Sashka (1826) he
was sent as a private to the Caucasus where he
succumbed to melancholy and drunkenness. His
poetry is uneven, rhetorical at times, yet intense

whenever he gives vent to defiance of his own fate.

Sobranie sochineniy (1888); Stikhotvoreniya

(1933; re-ed. 1949); Sochineniya (1955).

I. D. Voronin, A, P, (1954). J.L.

Poliziano, Angelo, originally Angiolo Ambro-
GiNi (*Montepulciano 14 VII 1454; tFlorence 29
IX 1494), Italian poet and humanist, called Pon-
TiAN from his birthplace, Mons Politianus. After
his father’s murder, this precocious boy was sent to
Florence in 1464, and there studied Latin under
Landino*, Greek under Argyropulus and Callistus,

and philosophy under Ficino*. In 1473 the extra-

ordinary promise shown by his Virgil-flavoured

version of part of Homer’s* Iliad earned him entry

into the household of Lorenzo il Magnifico
(Medici*), who appointed him tutor to his

son Piero in 1475. But clashes of temperament
with Piero’s mother (Clarice Orsini) estranged him
from the Medici in 1479, and he went to live with
Cardinal Gonzaga at Mantua, where in 1480 he
produced Orfeo, a pastoral idyll profaning the

SACRA RAPPRESENTAZioNE and heralding the drama
—the first play in Italian. Later that year he was
reconciled with Lorenzo, and returned to fill the

Chair of classical eloquence in the Florentine

Studio, Here he lectured on literature and philo-

sophy with such consummate brilliance that his

ever-increasing fame attracted scholars from all

over Europe.

Poliziano is the prince of humanists, and seems
equally at home in Greek, Latin and Italian,

p^osophy, philology and poetry. His writings

include exquisite elegies, odes, Sylvae, epigrams

both Greek and Latin, eloquent Praelectiones, and
Epistolae in 12 books. Yet the Poliziano who lives

is the vernacular poet of pure iffleeting inspiration.

His love lyrics are unsurpassed, and nowhere is the

Renaissance theme of carpe diem more poignantly

expressed. But his masterpiece is the unfinished

Stanze per la Giostra, written to celebrate a joust

held in 1475 and immortalize the love of its victor,

Giuliano de’ Medici, for Simonetta Vespucci,

whose bewitching beauty held Medicean Florence

in thrall. Its composition was punctuated by the

untimely deaths of both heroine (147Q and hero

(1478, in the Pazzi conspiracy), and the poem
remains a fascinating fragment in which the

Tuscan arena is sublimated into the Realm of

Venus in a Platonic apotheosis which owes much
to Ficino. The popular octave is here transfigured

by the perfection of each stanza, and although

Poliziano lacked the constructive art to unify his

creation, he possessed in outstanding measure the

gift of combining the majesty of classical literature

with the spontaneity of popular Florentine poetry.

Opera omnia (cont. most of the Lat, works;

1553); Prose volgari inedite, poesie edite e inedite

(1867) and Le Selve e la Strega: prolusioni nello

Studio fiorentino (1925; ed. I. Del Lungo); Le
Stanze, VOrfeo e le Rime (eds: G. Carducci, 1863,

2nd ed. 1912; A. Momigliano, 1921; G. De
Robertis, 1932; G. Trombatore, 1933; B. Maier,

1969); Stanze cominciate per la Giostra di Giuliano

de* Medici (crit. ed. V. Pemicone, 1954); Rime
(incl. Stanze and Orfeo; ed. N. Sapegno, 1949,
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2nd ed. 1965); Poesie italiane e latine (ed. A.

Polvara, 1948); A, Polizianos Tagebuch {1477-

1479) (ed. A. Wesselski, 1929); Epigrammi greci

(text and Ital. version; ed. A. Ardizzoni, 1951);

Sylva in Scabiem (1954) and Della congiura cfe’

Pazzi (1958 ; ed. A. Perosa) ; Alcuni testi delP. (ed.V
Branca, 1964; cont. most of the incomplete

Seconda Centuria dei Miscellanea discovered by

the editor).

F. O. Mencken, Historia vitae et in literas

meritorum A, P. (1736); II P, e il suo tempo: Atti

del IV Convegno internazionale di studi sul rinascU

mento (1957); G. Ghinassi, II volgare letterario nel

*400 e le ^Stanze* del P, (1957); R. Ramat, La
poesia toscana del P, (1962); A. M. Santoro, P. e

Vumanesimo (1962); I. Maier, Les manuscrits

d*Ange Politien (1965) and Ange Politien: laforma-

tion d*m pokte humaniste (1469-1480) (full biblio.;

1966); E. Bigi, La cultura del P. e altri studi

umanistici (1967). P.McN.

Pollio, Gaius Asinius (*76 b.c.
; tA.D. 5), Roman

orator, poet, historian and critic, supported

Caesar* and Antony in the civil war but later

retired from politics to interest himself in literature

and the arts. He established the first public library

in Rome and was the friend of Virgil* and Horace*.
His works included tragedies, a history of the civil

war and speeches, the style of which was marked
by archaism. A stem literary critic, he made the

charge of *Patavinitas’ against Livy*.

J.F.L.

Pollux, Julius 0?. c, a.d. 180), Greek grammarian.
A native of Naucratis in Egypt, he was appointed

professor of rhetoric in Athens in 178. His
Onomasticon is a diction^ of Attic words and
phrases according to subject-matter. Pollux pre-

serves much valuable information, particularly on
the theatre and on the constitution of Athens.

E. Bethe, Pollucis Onomasticon (3 vols, 1900-

37).

E. Rohde, De lulii Pollucis in apparatu scaenico

enarrando fontibus (1870); J. Stoewer, In quibus

nitantwr auctoribus lulii Pollucis rerum iudicialium

enarrationes (1888); W. Gordziejew, De lulii

Pollucis fontibus (1936). R.B.

Polo, Gaspar Gil (Valencia; fBarcelona 1591),

Spanish poet and novelist. He was a civil servant

whose diligence earned Philip IPs praises. His only
work is La Diana enamorada (1564), a sequel to

Montemayor’s* Diana, His prose is elegant, his

intercalate verses very good indeed. He was
strongly influenced by Garcilaso*. He introduced
new metrical combinations of 11 and five, and 12
and seven syllables.

Los cinco libros de la Diana enamorada (in Nueva
BibUoteca de Aut. Esp., VII; tr. B. Yong, 1598);
Poesias (ed. R. Ferreres, 1942).

H. A. Rennert, The Spanish Pastoral Romances

(1892); J. B. Avalle-Arce, La novela pastoril

espanola (1959). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Polo, Marco (*c. 1254; tl324/25), Venetian

traveller to Central Asia, China and India.

Returning to Venice in 1295 after more than 20

years in the Far East, Polo was taken prisoner by

the Genoese in 1298. While in prison he dictated

an account of his travels to Rusticiano* of Pisa,

who wrote them down in French. The book, Les

merveilles (or Le divisament) doii monde, came to

be known as II Milione after a nickname of Polo’s

family. It had a Tuscan translation by 1309 and a

Latin one by 1320, and was widely read in the 14th

and 15th centuries.

Le livre de M, P. (ed. G. Pauthier, 1865); M, P.,

Il Milione (ed. L. F. Benedetto, 1928).—iel. and
biblios: Le Origini (ed. G. Vidossi, 1957); La prosa

del Duecento (ed. C. Segre, I960).

—

The Book of
Ser M. P, (tr. H. Yule, 1903); The Travels ofM, P,

(tr. R. E. Latham, 1958).

G. Dainelli, M. P, (1941); L. Olschki, UAsia di

M, P, (1957). K.F.

Polo de Medina, Salvador Jacinto (*Murcia

1603; tAlcantarilla 1676), Spanish poet and

moralist. He was priest, secretary to the Bishop of

Lugo, and later Rector of a semin^. His works

include burlesque fables, an imitation of Queve-

do’s* Suehos, a miscellany called Academias del

jardin (1630) and a prose treatise on prudence. His

verses are slight but pleasing, his prose mature and

terse.

Ocios de la soledad (1633); Gobierno moral a
Lelio (1657); Obras en prosa y en verso (1667);

Obras escogidas (ed. J. M® de Cossio, 1931).

A. J. Gonzdlez, /. P. de M, (1895). E.M.W.

Polonsky, Vyacheslav Pavlovich (*1886; tl932),

Soviet critic and editor of the important periodical

Pechaf i Revolyutsiya. In 1929 he took part in the

controversy about the ‘social command* in

literature which he handled with intelligent

moderation.

Literatura i obshchestvo (1929); Na literaturnye

temy (1927); O sovremennoy literature (1928);

Soznanie i tvorchestvo (1934), J.L,

Polonsky, Yakov Petrovich (*Ryazan* 6 XII

1819; tl8 IX 1898), Russian poet. Following

Lermontov*, with whom he had certain affinities,

he became a prominent lyrical poet of his time.

His civic poetry, however, which he wrote to

please the progressive intelligentsia, was mediocre.

Polnoye sobranle stikhotvoreniy (5 vols, 1896);

Stikhotvoreniya i poemy (1935); Stikhotvoreniya

(1957). J.L.

Polotsky, Simeon, pseud, of Simeon Emelyano-

vich Petrovsky-Sitnianovich (*1629; tl680).
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Russian monk, poet, preacher and dramatist. A
student of the theological college at Kiev, he later

—from 1664 on—taught at Moscow where he was

in close contact with the court of Alexey Mikhayl-

ovich. His medium was the syllabic verse with an

equal number of stressed syllables (11 or 13 to the

line) with a caesura in the middle and with

feminine rhymed couplets. Taken over from the

Poles by the Ukrainians and then by the Russians,

this verse found in Polotsky its most prolific

exponent. He wrote panegyrics, a profusion of

didactic virshi (‘metres*)# at times even satires

—on merchants and priests. He produced a

rhymed Psalter (1680), emulating the Polish model

by Jan Kochanowski*, and two school dramas on

Biblical themes. His poetic work shows more

goodwill than real talent.

S. Tatarskiy, S. P. (1886). J.L.

Polybius (Megalopolis c. 201; 1[c. 120 b.c.),

Greek historian. Leading statesman of the

Achaean League, held as a hostage by the Romans
167-151, he became an enthusiastic admirer of

Rome’s institutions and a close friend of her

leading men. After his release he travelled widely

as an official and unofficial Roman agent.

His History in 40 books (of which only five

survive entire) recounts the history of the Mediter-

ranean world as a whole from 221 to 144 b.c.

Believing that state formations, like animals, have

a natural process of growth, maturity and decline,

Polybius saw in the growth of Roman power the

unifying theme of his book. He is thorough and
critical in collecting and evaluating information,

and honest in its presentation. A rationalist of

aristocratic sympathies, he regards traditional

religion as a device for keeping the masses in order

:

only in a half-personified Chance does he recognize

a transcendent power. He is contemptuous of the

unscientific sensationalism practised by many
historians of his time, and regards his own work
as above all of practical value to the statesman.

Well-informed, penetrating and sincere, Polybius

is a source of first importance. His main weakness

is his over-sanguine attitude towards Rome.

Eds: T. Buttner-Wobst (5 vols, 1882-90); F.

Hultsch (4 vols, 2nd ed., 1888-92); W. R. Paton

(6 vols, 1922-27; with tr.).—F. W. Walbank, A
Historical Commentary on P, (2 vols, 1957-67).

J. B. Bury, The Ancient Greek Historians (1909);

P. Scheller, De Hellenistica historiae conscribendae

arte (1911); R. Laqueur, P, (1913); C. Wunderer,
P. (1927); E. G. Sihler, ‘P. of Megalopolis’ in

Amer. Jour. PhiloL, XLVm (1927); W. Siegfried,

Studien zur geschichtlichen Anschaumg des P,

(1928); P. P6dech, La mithode historique de Polybe

(1964); J. M. Moore, The Manuscript Tradition of
P. (1965). R.B.

Pomerius, Henricus, or Hendrik Utenboohaerd
(Louvain c. 1382; tZevenborren 10 VI 1469),

Dutch writer, became a Canon Regular at

Groenendaal in 1412 and Prior at Zevenborren in

1421. He wrote a great number of spiritual tracts

(the most important being De spirituals Pomerium)

and also a history of the monastery of Groenen-
daal, De origins Viridis vallis, of importance for the

life of Ruusbroec*. J.J.M.

Biblio. in Van der Hecken’s Gazophylacium

Sognianum; some tracts ed. in Analecta Bollan-

diana, IV (1885).

St. Axters, Geschiedenis van de Vroomheid in de

Nederlanden^ H-III (1953-56).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Pomfret, John (*Luton 1667; oo/6/i/. 13 IX 1692

Elizabeth Wingate; tXI 1702), English poet, who
was educated at Bedford Grammar School and
Queen’s College, Cambridge, and became rector

of Maulden. In addition to miscellany poems,
which he collected in 1699, he wrote The Choice

(1700) which achieved a huge popularity, express-

ing the contemporary wish for a modest country

life of comfortable retirement.

T. Cibber, Lives of the Poets, III (1735); S.

Johnson, Lives of the Poets (1779-81); E. E.

Kellett, Reconsiderations (1928); E. M. W.
Tillyard, Some Mythical Elements in English

Literature (1961). R.M.W.

Pomp6ia, Raul d’Avila (*Jacuecanga, Rio de

Janeiro 12 IV 1863 ; fKio de Janeiro 25 XII 1895),

Brazilian novelist and poet. A victim of doubt and
depression, he committed suicide. His writing was

influenced by the Goncourts* and by Nietzsche*.

His O Ateneu (1888), on the life of a boy at

boarding-school, combines an outstanding mastery

of observed detail with a remarkable sensitivity to

the inner life of his characters, expressed in a prose

which is both precise and evocative. It is one of the

greatest achievements of Brazilian fiction.

Uma tragedia no Amazonas (1880); Cangdes sem
metro (1881).

TristHo de Araripe Jdnior, ‘R. P., O Ateneu e o

romance psicol6gico’ in Novidades (1888-89) and
21 arts, repr. in Obra critica, II (I960); E16i Pontes,

A Vida inquieta de R, P. (1935); Mdrio de Andrade,

Aspectos da literatura brasileira (1943); Maria
Luiza Ramos, Psicologia e estetica de R. P. (1958);

L6do Ivo, O universo poitico de R. P. (1963).

J.T.B.

Pomponazzi, Pietro (*Mantua 16 IX 1462;

tBologna 18 V 1525), Italian philosopher; Profes-

sor at Padua, Ferrara and Bologna. His De
immortalitate animae (1516) challenged both

Thomists and Averroists and initiated a trend of

thought culminating in Kant*. His Apologia and
Defensorium further defined his ‘Alexandrist’

position, from which he wrote De causis and De
fato.
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Opera philosophica (1567); De immortalitate

animae (eds: G. Gentile, 1925; G. Morra, 1954; tr.

W. H. Hay, 1950); Defato, de libero arbitrio et de

praedestinatione (ed. R. Lemay, 1957).

F. Fiorentino, P. P., studi storici sulla scuola

bolognese-padovana del secolo XVI (1868); A. H.

Douglas, The Philosophy and Psychology of P. P.

(1910); B. Nardi, Saggi sulVaristotelismo padovano

(1958) and Arte, pensiero e cultura a Mantova

(196®; G. Di Napoli, Uimmortalitd delVanima nel

rinascimento (1963); P, O. Kristeller, Eight

Philosophers of the Italian Renaissance (1964); M.
Pine, ‘P. and the problem of “double truth”’ in

Jour. Hist, of Ideas, XXIX (1968), P.McN.

Pomponio Leto (Pomponius Laetus): see Leto,

POMPONIO.

Pomyalovsky, Nikolay Gerasimovich (*St

Petersburg 1835; ^ibid. 5 X 1863), Russian author

ofplebeian origin. His best book, the documentary

Ocherkibursy (1862-63), made a strong impression

by the realism with which he described the educa-

tional methods in an old-fashioned seminary.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (2 vols, 1868);

Sobranie sochineniy (191®; Polnoye sobranie

sochineniy (1935); Sochineniya (1951).

B. Val’be, P. (1936). J.L.

Ponge, Francis Jean Gaston Alfred (Mont-
pellier 27 III 1899), French poet. After the publica-

tion of Parti pris des choses (1942), Jean-Paul

Sartre* recognized Ponge as the ‘poet of existen-

tialism’; in fact his poetry, massive, thickly-

textured, rough-hewn, is based on a subtle play of

associations and analogies. Apparently concerned

only with surface events, his painstaking evoca-

tions are in fact profoundly concerned with man
himself.

Douze petits ecrits (192®; Dix cours sur la

methode (1947); Liasse (1948); Le grand recueil,

I Lyres, II Methodes, III Pieces (1961); Le savon

(1967; Eng. tr. L. Dunlop, 1969); Entretiens avec

P. Sellers (1970); La fabrique du pre (1971).

—

Two
Prose Poems (tr. P. Hoy, 1969); Rain (tr. idem,

1969).

P. Sellers, P. P. (1963); J. P. Richard, Onze
etudes sur lapoesie moderne (1964) ; J. Thibaudeau,
P. (1967); B. Miller, ‘F. P. and the creative

method’ in Horizon, XVI.92 (1947); P. Schneider,

‘Introduction to the works of F. P.’ in Transition

Fifty, VI (1950). M.G.

Poni&in, JAn: see Rob-Poni^, JAn.

Ponsard, Francois (*Viemie, Isfere I VI 1814;

fParis 7 VII 1867), French drainatist, leader of the

bon sens school of dramatists. With the production

of his tragedy Luerdee (1843) at the Th6atre

Francais he led the reaction against the Romantic
drama after the failure of Hugo’s* Les Burgraves,

In 1845 he was awarded a prize for counter-

Romantic tragedy by the French Academy, of

which he became a member in 1855.

Agnis de Merane (184®; Charlotte Corday

(1850); Vhonneur et Vargent (1853); Le lion

amoureux (186®.

—

CEuvres completes (3 vols,

1865-7®.

C. Latreille, La fin du thidtre romantique et

R P. (1899). T.W.

Pons de Capdueil (fl. c, 1196-1220), Provencal

troubadour, Lord of St Julien Chapteuil (Puy-de-

Ddme). He achieved fame both as a knight and as

a poet. He left about 20 love songs to Azalais,

daughter of Bemart VII of Andouse and wife of

Count Ozil de Mercuer; also three Crusader songs.

He died on the Third Crusade. His songs are an
elegant variation on the conventional theme of

courtly veneration; they are not distinguished by
great originality, but display considerable artistry

in their metrical form and in the occasional

richness of the rhymes.

M. von Napolski, Leben und Werke des Trouba-

dors P. de C. (1880); S. Stronski in Annales du
Midi, XVIII (190®; C. Fabre, Trois troubadours

vellaves (1907). R.R.B. (K.R.)

Ponson du Terrail, Pierre-Alexis (Montmaur
8 VII 1829; fBordeaux 20 1 1871), French novelist.

A prolific writer of adventure stories, he made his

first success with Les coulisses du monde (1853),

but his greatest work is Les exploits de Rocambole

(1859) and its numerous sequels, Les drames de

Paris (1865), La resurrection de Rocambole (1866),

Le dernier mot de Rocambole (1866) and La veriti

sur Rocambole (1867). *Rocambolesque* is the word
coined to describe the characteristic sensational-

ism-murder, sudden death, disappearance and

even revival—of these novels.

R, Messac, Le ^detective noveV et Vinfluence de la

pensee scientifique (1929). T.W,

Pontano, Giovanni (Gioviano) (Cerreto 7 V
1426; tNaples autumn 1503), Italian poet and

humanist. Soon after completing his studies at

Perugia he entered the service of the Aragonese

Kings of Naples (1447), became tutor to the Duke
of Calabria, to whom the pre-Machiavellian

treatise De Principe is dedicated, and eventually

(1486) chancellor of the Kingdom till he negoti-

ated the surrender of the realm to the King of

France (1495). He was pardoned by his former

sovereign, but not recalled to power, and ended

obscurely. The literary tradition he founded in

Naples was the most lasting and important of his

many achievements. Naples’ beauties, inhabitants

and surroundings are the main subjects of his

poems (love elegies, lullabies, idylls, epitaphs etc.,

Baiae, Lepidina) and dialogues (Actius, Asinus

etc.). He also composed didactic and cosmological

c E w t—III—at
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poems {JUranid)i histories {De bello neapolitano\

literary treatises and epistles. He was perhaps the

only true Latin poet of the Italian humanism and

Renaissance.

Carmina (ed. B. Soldati, 2 vols, 1902); Dialogi

(ed. C. Previtera, 1943 ;
prose extracts in E. Garin,

Prosatori latini del QuattrocentOy 1952); V. Rossi,

II Quattrocento (1938). P.T.

Pontoppidan, Henrik (Fredericia 24 VII 1857;

cx>1881 Mette Marie Hansen, ool892 Antoinette

Caroline Elise Kofoed; fOrdrup 21 VIII 1943),

Danish novelist and short-story writer. His father

was a clergyman, and he spent most of his child-

hood at Randers. At Copenhagen he studied

engineering, but broke off his studies in order to

write. His first works were indignant stories in

which he revealed the injustices among the peasants

in an age which boasted of democracy, humani-

tarianism and progress. In Skyer (1890) he attacked

with searing irony the lack of fighting spirit among
the farmers at a time when the highest interests of

democracy were at stake. In several of his short

novels Pontoppidan discussed the political, moral

and religious problems of his day, warning against

superficial lyricism and emotional intoxication.

His greatest contribution to Danish literature are

his three long novel cycles, Det forjcettede Land (3

vols, 1891-95; tr. E. Lucas, Emmanuel, or Children

of the Soil, 1892, and The Promised Land, 1896),

Lykke-Per (8 vols, 1898-1904) and De Bodes Rige

(5 vols, 1912-16). They are a most penetrating and
convincing, but unflattering analysis of Danish
character in which his pessimism grows from cycle

to cycle. His memoirs should also be mentioned
as important to the understanding of this sober

moralist, whose creed is stated as a belief in ‘the

clarity of thought and the masculine balance of
mind*. He surpasses all other Danish novelists of

his age. In 1917 Pontoppidan shared the Nobel
prize with Karl Gjellerup^.

novels; Sandinge Menighed (1883); Nattevagt

(1894); Den gamle Adam (1894); Ho]sang (1896);

Borgmester Hoeck og hans Hustru (1905); Hans
Kvast og Melusine (1907); Den kongelige Geest

(1908); Et Keerlighedseventyr (1918); Mands
Himmerig (1927).—short stories: Stcekkede

Vinger (1881) ; Landsbybilleder (1883); Fra Hytterne

(1887); Kroniker (1890); 0rneflugt (1894); Kirke-^

skuden (1897); Naar Vildgeessene treekker forbi

(1897); Ung Elskov (1885); Mimoser (1886;
The Apothecary's Daughters, 1890); Isbjornen

(1887); Spogelser (1888); Natur (1890); Minder
(1893); Lille Rodheette (1900); Det ideale HJem
(1900); Det store Spogelse (1907).—iVbve/fer og
Skitser (3 vols, 1922-30).—plays: De vilde Fugle

(1902) ; Asgaardsrejen (1906).—memoirs : Drengeaar
(1933); Hamskifte (1936); Arv og Goeld (1938);
Familjeliv (1940).

—

Romaner og Fortcellinger (6
vols, 1924-26).

Y. Andersen, H P. (1917); P. C. Andersen,

H P. (1934); C. M. Woel, H P. (2 vols, 1945)-

K. Ahnlund, H P. (1956); K. V. Thomsen, H. p'^l
Forfatterskab (1957); E. Bredsdorff, H. P, og
Georg Brandes (2 vols, 1964); E. Thomsen, H.P,
(1965); A. Jolivet, Les romans de H, P, (1960).

E.B.

Ponz, Antonio (*Bechi, Valencia 28 VI 1725;
tMadrid 4 XII 1792), Spanish art critic and
painter. He travelled at length through Greece,
Italy and, in order to write a detailed account of
Spanish art treasures, Spain. The outcome was his

famous Viaje de Espaha (18 vols, 1772-94), the
first work of its kind and, though prejudiced
against the baroque, fundamental. He also wrote
on travels outside Spain.

Viaje fuera de Espafia (2 vols, 1785-91).

R.M.N.

Poot, Hubert Korneuszoon (*Abtswoude 23 I

1689; 001732 Neeltje ’t Hart; tDelft 31 XII 1733),

Dutch poet, son of peasants and financially always
in straitened circumstances, self-taught with an
exaggerated respect for the mythological splendour
of the poetical style of his time. He wrote numerous
sensitive and some imperishable poems, especially

nature lyrics.

Mengeldichten (3 vols, 1716-33); Gedichten (3

vols, with biog., 1722-35); Minnezangen (intro.

C. M. Geerars, 1964).

E, J. Potgieter, ‘De Folio-Bybel’ in Proza

(1864); P. van Valkenhof, ‘H. K. P.’ in De Nieuwe
Taalgids, XXXII (1938); A. van Duinkerken,
‘H. K. P. en de Paus’ in De Gemeenschap, XIV
(1939); C. M. Geerars, H K. P. (1954); Maria A.

Schenkeveld-van der Dussen, Het dichterschap van

H, K, P. (1968). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Popa, Vasko (*Grebenac, nr Bela Crkva 29 Vn
1922), Serbian poet. Perhaps the most significant

Yugoslav poet of the post-war period, Popa studied

in Vienna and Bucharest before graduating in

Yugoslav and French literature in Belgrade in

1949. His poetry is concentrated and precise,

trimmed of all externals and concerned with the

development of ideas but full of the most striking

metaphors and not without a profound visionary

quality. Like Pavlovic*, he has gone back to the

roots of his people’s history, attempting to show
its lessons for the present and draw conclusions for

the future, and in doing so has evolved a particular

symbolism of his own. But his verse can also be

micro-analytical and almost geometrically precise

in its simplicity of form and expression. Like most

literary innovators, Popa’s poetry has been contro-

versial but he has rightly achieved an international

reputation and his poetry has been translated into

most European languages, including English.

poetry: Kora (1953); Nepodin-polje (195Q;

Pesme (1965); Sporedno nebo (1968).

—

Selected

Poems (tr. A. Pennington, 1969), B.J,
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Popdimitrov, Emanuil (*Grumtsi 4 XI 1887;

tSofia 23 V 1943), Bulgarian poet and University

scholar in comparative literature. A prolific and

sensitive writer, he turned from Symbolist to

social, then national motifs and finally, in 1939,

wrote a satirical ‘novel in verse’, V stramta m
rozite.

Sunyat na lyubovta (1912); Pesni za rodinata

(1912); Jivot i blyan (1919); Znamem and Idilii

(1922); Korabi (1923); Vselem (1924); Zlatni nivi

(1929); Pred buryata (novel; 1929).—Coll, works

(15 vols, 1931-37). V.P.

Pope, Alexander (*City of London 21 V 1688;

tTwickenham 30 V 1744), English poet. While not

wealthy, Pope’s parents were able to live in the

country (Windsor Forest) and so shield Pope from

the dty rigours which might have killed someone
of his crazy constitution—he was a cripple 4 feet

6 inches in height—^d give him opportunity for

that intense study which aggravated his bodily

weakness but which strengthened his poetry. He
lisped in numbers

—

An Essay on Criticism (1711)

and The Rape ofthe Lock (1712) are as brilliant an
achievement as that ofany young poet, and his first

collection of poems, the handsome volume of 1717,

shows a furtW range in ‘Eloisa to Abelard’ and
the ‘Elegy on the Death of an Unfortunate Lady*.

But already he was engaged on translating the

Iliad (finished in 1720), from which he proceeded

to the Odyssey (finished in 1726), following that

long labour—^both loving and professional—^with

an edition of Shakespeare*. Then, much enriched

and able to live more pleasantly at Twickenham,
he felt free to return to original poetry, and at

steady intervals till within two years of his death,

he produced his crowning work, that of satire and
moral essay, in which there is as much sensuous

richness as pointed thought. Meanwhile, he never

neglected to cultivate his garden, with its famous
grotto, and to write letters to friends, particularly

to Swift*, Arbuthnot*, Gay* and, among women
friends, Martha Blount—^letters which are master-

pieces of elegant expression. He was acknowledged
universally as the greatest poet of his time in

Europe. When, towards the end of his life, poets

sought to write a different kind of poetry, they

merely specialized on certain sorts which, some-
where or other in his various and crowded poems,
he had himself tackled; even Wordsworth* owes
much to him. G.T.

verse: The Rape of the Locke (1712; 2nd
version, 1714); Windsor Forest (1713); tr. of

Homer (11 vols, 1715-26); The Dunciad (3 bks,

1728), The New Dunciad (Book IV, 1742), The
Dunciad (4 bks, 1743); Dunciad Variorum (1729);

Moral Essays (1733 ff.); Essay on Man (1733-34);

Imitations of Horace (1733 ff.).

—

uprose: pref. to

The Iliad (1715), The Odyssey (1726), Shakespeare
{lllSy—Letters (1737); Twickenham ed. of the

poems (ed. with notes J. Butt et aL, 6 vols, 1939-

62); of the Homer tr. (ed. Maynard Mack,
4 vols, 1965); The Correspondence ofA, P. (ed. G.
Sherbum, 5 vols, 1956).

J. Warton, An Essay on the Genius and Writings

ofP. (2 vols, 1756, 1782); S. Johnson, Life in Lives

ofthe Poets The Bowles-Byron Controversy

on P, (ed. J. J. Van Rennes, 1927).—^J. Conington,

The Poetry of P, (1858); G. Lytton Strachey, P.

(1925); G. Sherbum, The Best ofP, (1929) and The
Early Career of A. P. (1934); R. K. Root, The
Poetical Career ofA. P. (1938); G. Tillotson, On the

Poetry of P. (1938) and P. and Human Nature

(1958); M. Mack, ‘Wit and poetry and P.’ in P. and
His Contemporaries \ Essays Presented to George
Sherbum (1949) and The Garden and the City

(1969); A. L. Williams, P.’s Dunciad (1955); R. W.
Ropers, Major Satires of A, P. (1955); R. A.
Brower, The Poetry of Allusion (1959).

G.T. (M.Bu.)

Pope, Walter (*?1630; fLondon 25 VI 1714),

English miscellaneous writer. Educated at West-
minster School, Trinity College, Cambridge and
Wadham College, Oxford (Fellow 1651) he became
a doctor of medicine in 1661 and from then until

1687 was Professor of astronomy at Gresham
College. A Fellow of the Royal Society, he wrote

the popular satirical pamphlet Memoires of Du
Vail (1670), a poem ‘The Wish’, Moral and
Political Fables (1698), and a Life of Seth [Ward]
Lord Bishop of Salisbury (1697; ed J. B. Barn-

borough, 1961). R.M.W.

Popov, Alexander Serafimovich: see Serafimo-

vich, Alexander.

Popovi6, JovAN Sterda (Vrgac 1 I 1806; ^ibid,

26 II 1856), Serbian playwright, of Greek-Serbian

parentage. Studied philosophy and law inTemesvdr
and Pest and became an educational administrator

in Belgrade. Attempting, in comedies, to ‘cure by
ridicule’, he exposed and satirized in a witty and
lively but farcical fashion the weaknesses and
faults which he observed in people around him.

A novel Roman bez romana (1838), a parody of the

romantic novels of his time, likewise has a reform-

ing purpose, and similar criticism is seriously

expressed in a collection of lyric poems, Davorje

(1854). He did much to promote theatrical activity

and the foundation of cultural institutions in

Belgrade.

Laia i paralala (1830); Tvrdica Hi Kir-Janja

(1837); Pokondirena tikva (1838); Rodoljupci

(1850); Beograd nekad i sad (1853).

—

Celokupna
dela (coll, works; 5 vols, 1928-31); Izbor (sel.;

1962).

M. Tokin, /. 5. P. (1956); /. S. P. (essays by
various writers; 1965). V.J.

Pordage, Samuel (*London Xn 1633; ooVbid, c.

1660 Dorcas Lan^ome; 1[c, 1691), En^sh poet
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and dramatist, educated at Merchant Taylors’ and

a member of Lincoln’s Inn. He wrote Azaria and

Hushai and The Medal Revers'd in answer to

Dryden*. B.L.J.

Poems upon Several Occasions (1660); The Siege

of Babylon; a tragi-comedy (1678); Azaria and

Hushai in AntUAchitophel {1682): Three Verse

Replies to Absalom and Achitophel (ed. H. W.
Jones, 1961). B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Porphyry (*Tyre 233 ; tc* 305), Greek philosopher,

pupil of Plotinus*, whose Enneads he edited with a

biography of his master. He wrote much on a wide

variety of subjects, being specially interested in

religion. While sceptical of traditional pagan cultus,

he was a severe opponent of Christianity, perhaps

just because his own ideals, as revealed in his letter

to his wife Marcella, were so near to those of the

Sermon on the Mount. He wrote a work against

the Christians, criticizing discrepancies in the Bible

and arguing for the non-Mosaic authorship of the

Pentateuch and the Maccabean date for the Book
of Daniel. In the Middle Ages his Introduction to

Aristotle's Categories became a standard textbook

of logic.

J, Bidez, Vie de P. (1913; with full biblio.,

authoritative); A. Harnack, P. gegen die Christen

(Abhandlungen der Akad., Berlin, 1915); A. B.

Hulen, P's Work Against the Christians (1933);

H. Leitzmann, Geschichte der alien Kirche, III

(1938; Eng. tr. From Constantine to Julian, 1950);

letter to Marcella tr. A, Zimmern (1912).

P. Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinas (1968).

H.C.

Person, Richard (East Runton, Norfolk 25 XII
1759; tLondon 25 IX 1808), English classical

scholar whose editions of Euripides* (1797-1802)

revolutionized the science of textual criticism.

The Correspondence of R. P. (ed, H. R. Luard,
1867).

M. L. Clarke, R. P. (1937), R.F.

Porta, Carlo (*Milan 15 VI 1775; fibid 5

1

1821),

Italian poet, a leader of the progressive literary

circle in Milan, much admired by his friends

Manzoni* and Grossi*. In racy Milanese dialect

he humorously and irreverently exposes religious

superstition and the greed and degeneracy of the
clergy in colourful verse-narratives like ‘Fraa
Diodatt’ and ‘Fraa Zenever’, while in works like

‘Le desgrazzi di Giovannin Bongee’ and ‘Ninetta

del Verzee’ his plebeian victim-heroes innocently

express the high comic pathos of their sordid and
unlucky lives. Porta’s earthy realism shows up the
seamy side, the degrading falsity and folly, of a
retrograde aristocratic society and culture.

Le Poesie (crit. ed. D. Isella, 1955-5Q; El lava

piatt del Meneghin ch'^ mort (1960).

H, Aur6as, C. P. (Paris, 1959). J.G.-R,

Porter, Hal [Harold] (*Melbourne 16 11 1911),

Australian novelist, poet and playwright. His two
autobiographical studies. The Watcher on the Cast
Iron Balcony (1963) and The Paper Chase (1966),

evoke his upbringing in Melbourne and Baims-
dale, and his experience in varied employments in

Australia and Japan. Sensitive and searching self-

scrutiny is combined with detailed rendering of
Australian urban life during the early 20th century.

His novel. The Tilted Cross (1961), is based on
accounts of a gross miscarriage of justice in the

early days of settlement in Hobart, Tasmania.

SHORT stories: a Bachelor's Children (1962);

The Cats of Venice (1965).—splays: The Tower

(1963); The Professor (1966); Eden House (1969).

A.M.G.

Porter, Henry {fi, 1596-99), English dramatist

whose identity is uncertain. He is probably the

person at Christ’s College, Cambridge, c. 1584-86.

Porter wrote plays for the Admiral’s Company, and
though only one is extant, he seems to have been

valued as a mature and competent artist. He is

mentioned by Meres* (1598) and Weever* (1599).

The two angrie women of Abington (1599; ed.

W. W. Greg, Malone Soc., 1912).

J. M. Nosworthy, ‘H. P.’ in English (1946).

B.L.J.

Porter, Katherine Anne (Indian Creek, Texas

15 V 1894; ool933 Eugene Pressly [o/o], ool938

Albert Erskine [o/ol942]), American short-story

writer and novelist. A Southerner and a Catholic,

she echoes the social sense of the one code and the

allegorical subtlety of the other in her complex

moral fables. With liberal compassion she analyses

the confrontation between an old social and moral

order and the desire for change, showing the

forlorn hopes attendant upon it. She admired

Katharine Mansfield’s* ‘grim, quiet ruthlessness

ofjudgement . . , natural malicious wit and intelli-

gent humour’, qualities which characterize her

own work.

stories: Hacienda (1934); Flowering Judas and

Other Stories (1935); Noon Wine (1937); Pale

Horse, Pale Rider (1939); The Leaning Tower and

Other Stories (1944).—Ship ofFools (novel; 1962).

—The Days Before (essays; 1952).

E. Wilson, Classics and Commercials (1951);

H. J. Mooney, Jr, The Fiction and Criticism of

K, A. P. (1957); R. B. West, Jr, The Short Story in

America (1952) and K. A. P. (1963). G.A.K.

Porter, Peter (Neville Frederick) (*Brisbane

16 II 1929), Australian poet. His poetry is deeply

concerned with contemporary issues. His satirical

pastiches ridicule social customs and the values

underlying them with pointed irony.

Once Bitten, Twice Bitten (1961); Poems Ancient

and Modern (1964); A Porter Folio (1969).

A.M.a
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Porter, Thomas (*1636; ooAnne Blount, ooRoberta

Colepeper; tl^SO), English dramatist, fourth son

ofEndymion Porter. Aged 19, he abducted his first

wife and though the marriage was annulled re-

married her later. Porter killed two men in affrays.

The Villain (tragedy; 1663); The Witty Combat
(tragi-comedy; 1663); The Carnival (comedy;

1664).

A. Harbage, Cavalier Drama (1936).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Porter, William Sydney: see Henry, O.

Porthan, Henrik Gabriel (*8 or 9 XI 173.9; tl6 III

1804), Finnish-Swedish historian, classical scholar,

and folk-lorist. In 1772 he became head of Abo
University library, and in 1777 Professor of

rhetoric. His great energy and versatility were

responsible for the eminence of Abo University at

that time. Through his writings about Finnish

runic poetry he stimulated the collection of Finnish

folk-songs. He was moreover the first serious

scholar to concern himself with medieval Finnish

history.

De poesi ferotica (1776-78; unfinished); De
praecipuis dialectis linguae fennicae (1801; un-

finished); M, Pauli Juusten Chronicon episcoporum

Finlandensium (1784-1800) ; Sylloge monumentorum
ad illustrandam historiam fennicam pertinentium

(1800-04; unfinished).—Opera selecta (ed. S.

Elmgren and A. Schauman, 5 vols, 1859-73).

M. G. Schybergson, H, G. P. (2 vols, 1908-11).

B.M.E,M.

Porto-Riche, Georges de (*Bordeaux 20 V 1849;

tParis 5 IX 1930), French poet and dramatist,

elected to the French Academy in 1923. Porto-

Riche’s reputation as a delicate analyst of passion

was established by La chance de Frangoise (1890).

The masterpieces of his ‘theatre d’amour’ make it

dear that for him love is a purely physical bond
and many who now decry his psychology are still

prepared to admit the flashes of truth in his subtle,

intimate dialogue.

Amoureuse (1891); Le passe (1897); Le vieil

homme (1911); Le marchand d'estampes (1917).

H. Charasson, G. de P.-P., ou le Racine juif

(1925); W. MuUer, G. de P,-R. (1934); H. Brug-
mans, G. de P.-P. (1934). T.W.

Poruks, Janis (Druviena canton 13 X 1871;
00 1902 Ema Petersone; fTartu 25 VI 1911),

Latvian poet and short-story writer. While study-

ing music in Dresden he became acquainted with
Nietzsche’s* philosophy and took to literature. He
returned to Riga in 1894 and tried his hand
unsuccessfully at various kinds of work. In 1902
he married, and there followed the happiest period
ofhis unhappy life. During this time he wrote some
of his masterpieces in prose (e.g. Ergelnieks^ ‘The

Organist’, 1903). The 1905 revolution affected him
profoundly, and he began to suffer from a mental

ailment; he died an incurable. A complex, intro-

spective personality, he was the founder of the

neo-Romantic trend in Latvian literature.

stories: Perju zvejnieks (1895); Sirdssl^istie

laudis (1896); Kauja pie Knipskas (1897); Romas
atjaunotdji (1900; Builders ofNew Rome, tr. L. A.
Marshall, 1924); Cuskas (1905).—Kopoti raksti

(coll, works: ed. R. Egle, 20 vols, 1924-30).

—

Verse tr. in W. K. Matthews, Tricolour Sun (193©.
V. Eglitis, P. (1903); V, Maldonis, Poruka etikas

probldmas (1923); J. LapinS, /. P. (1935).

W.K.M. (H.Le.)

Porzio, Camillo (*Naples 1526; tl580), Italian

historian, author of the Congiura de* baroni (1565;

his best-known work), the Storia d'ltalia, an
indifferent continuation of Giovio’s* Historiae^

and a summary Relazione,

La congiura de"* baroni del regno di Napoli (ed.

E. Pontieri, 2nd ed. 1964); Storia d*Italia and
Relazione del regno di Napoli in Opere di C. P. (ed.

C. Monzani, 2nd ed. 1855),

G. B. Beltrani, ‘Degli studi su C. P. e sulle sue

opere’ in Rivista Europeana, VII (1878); H.
Aur6as, C. P. (1959); C. C. Secchi, C. P. and
T Grossi (1966). P.McN.

Posidippus (*Macedonia, soon after 316 B.C.), poet

of Athenian New Comedy, of whom we know 18

titles. His plays were adapted for the Roman stage;

a Greek revival production is recorded c. 180 b.c.

T. Kock, Comicorum Atticorum fragmenta. III

(1888); J. M. Edmonds, Fragments of Attic

Comedy, IIIA (1961; with tr.),—T. B. L. Webster,

Studies in Later Greek Comedy (2nd ed. 1970).

E.W.H.

Posidonius of Apamea (*c. 136; fc. 50 b.c.). Stoic

philosopher, studied at Athens under Panaetius*

and set up his own school in Rhodes, where
Cicero* was one of his pupils. His writings (in

Greek) had a wide circulation and probably great

influence in the Roman world, but are now all lost:

they had a wide range, covering history, politics,

ethics, meteorology, geography, theology, etc. His

philosophical system was based on the Stoic idea

of a cosmic deity who controlled everything: he
introduced some aspects of Platonism and brought

the Stoic position closer to the common Weltan-

schauung of the late Hellenistic world.

F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen

Historiker, II (1923).—M. Pohlenz, Die Stoa

(1947; best brief account); K. Reinhardt, Poseido-

nius (1921) and Kosmos und Sympathie (1926).

D.J.F.

Post, Euzabeth Maria (*Utrecht 22 XI 1755;

001794 Justus L. Overdorp; fEpe 3 VII 1812),
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Dutch prose writer and poet, whose melodious

writings show real feeling in her excellent descrip-

tions of nature.

Het land; in brieven (1787); Voor eenzaamen

(1788); Reinhart of natuur en godsdienst (1791).—

Gezangen der liefde (verse; 1794).

J. Kloos, ‘Noordwijk’s dichteres E. M. P.’ in

Leidsch Jaarboekje, VIII (1912); J. Koopmans,

‘E. M. P.’ in De Beweging, X (1914); G. KalfF,

‘E. M. P.’ in Vragen des tijds, XL (1930); J. C.

Brandt Corstius, Idylle en realiteit; het werk van

E. M. P. in verband met de ontwikkeling van de

Europese literatmr in de tweede helft van de

achttiende eeuw (1955). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Posthumus, Rinse (*Temaard 30 X 1790; fWaak-
sens 28 IX 1859), Frisian writer. In 1813 he settled

as a clergyman in the isolated village of Waaksens.

He pointed out the importance of Gysbert Japicx*

and translated into Frisian three plays of Shake-

speare*, the first Shakespeare-translations in the

Netherlands.

E. Howard Harris, The Literature of Friesland

(1956); J. Piebenga, Koarte Skiednisfan de Fryske

Skriftekennisse (2nd ed. 1957). K.D.

Postma, Obe (Kornwerd 29 III 1868; fLeeu-

warden 26 VI 1963), Frisian writer and scholar;

generally regarded as the finest Frisian poet. His

retrospective, sometimes visionary poems with

cosmic and philosophical elements were collected

in two volumes of his Samle Fersen (1949), He
translated also poems of R. M. Rilke* and Emily

Dickinson* and fragments of the Heliand*,

Anne Wadman, Frieslands Dichters (1949); F.

Sierksma, Bern fan *e ierde (1953); E. Howard
Harris, The Literature of Friesland (1956); J.

Piebenga, Koarte Skiednis fan de Fryske Skrifte-

kennisse (2nd ed. 1957). K.D.

Potapenko, Ignaty Nikolayevich (*Kherson
province 1856; tl915), Russian author ofcountless

unpretentious stories and novels which were great

favourites in the early 20th century—partly on
account of their humour.

Sochineniya (12 vols, 1905-06); Mirtvoye more
(1929).—^ Father of Six (1891); The GeneraVs

Daughter (1892); A Russian Friest (1916; all tr.

W, Gaussen). J.L.

Potgieter, Everhardus Johannes (Zwolle 27 VI
1808; tAmsterdam 3 11 1875), Dutch poet, essayist

and critic. He was almost self-educated. In 1827 he

worked in Antwerp (friendship with J. F. Wil-

lems*); after a journey to Sweden in 1831-32 {Het

Noorden, 2 vols, 1836^) he settled in Amsterdam
as a commercial agent. He collaborated with

Drost* and Bakhuizen* van den Brink in De
Muzen (1834) and later with Bakhuizen in De Gids

(1837) in order to revive national literature by
honest and severe criticism and by opposing to

Dutch Romanticism the ideals of the 17th century.

After Bakhuizen’s departure in 1843, Potgieter

persevered on this path but with less success. It was
later, in his collaboration with the younger Huet*,

that the old ideals and the searching criticism

regained their vigour, but, together with Huet,

Potgieter left the editorial board of De Gids after

the conflict of 1865. The creative prose of Pot-

gieter’s essays was partly closely wrought and
didactical, as in Jan, Jannetje en hun jongste kind

(1842; ed. J. Smit, 1969), Het Rijksmuseum te

Amsterdam (1844); and partly strictly stylized

narrative, as in ’r Is maar een Pennelikker (1842),

Blaauw bes, blaauw bes (1845). In the latter genre

Potgieter attained a greater freedom and depth

about 1860, with Een f (1864) and Onderweg
in den regen (1864; ed. and intro. J. Smit, 1968).

As a poet his genius is seen at its best in Florence

(1868) and De nalatenschap van de landjonker

(1875). The latter contains his poetic testament:

Gedroomd paardrijden,

Proza (2 vols, 1864); Poezy (2 vols, 1868-75);

Verspreide en nagelaten werken (11 vols, 1875-77);

De Werken van E. J. P. (18 vols, 1885-86).

C. Busken Huet, E. /. P. (1877); J. H. Groene-

wegen, Bibliografie der werken van E, J, P. (1890);

Brieven aan Cd, Busken Huet (3 vols, 1903); A.

Verwey, Het leven van P. (1903), PJs Testament

(1908) and ‘P. en Hilda Wijk’ in Proza, V (1922);

J. A. Russell, ‘Dutch poetry and the Romantic

revival* in De Nieuwe Gids, V (1937); J. Smit,

Bijdrage tot de kennis van P\s stijl {1921), P. /. P.

(biog.; 1951) and P. /. P.’^ Florence (1960); F. W.
Heerikhuizen, ‘E. J. P.* in Groot Nederland

(1942); Th. Weevers, Goethe and Holland (1949);

P. Brachin, ‘P. et la Utt^rature su6doise’ in fitudes

germaniques (1955). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Potocki, Waclaw (*Wola Luiafiska 1621 ; fLuina

VII 1696), Polish poet and moralist. A country

squire, he suffered painful losses in his family and

had to change from Unitarianism to Roman
Catholicism to avoid expulsion from Poland.

During his lifetime his numerous writings were

known from MSS. His allegorical novel in verse

Argenida (1697) was modelled on the Latin Argenis

of J. Barclay*; Syloret (1764), a tale of adventures,

on works of Apuleius* and Heliodorus*, Moralia,

on Erasmus’* Adagia, Wojna chocimska is the best

Polish epic till the appearance of Pan Tadeusz by

A. Micidewicz*. Three books of epigrams and

shorter poems were published in 1907 as Ogrdd

fraszek, and his work gives a good impression of

everyday life in the 17th century. His language is

pure, vivid and rich.

verse: Wojna chocimska (1850; ed. with intro,

and comm. A. Bruckner, 1924); Moralia (3 vols,

1915; crit. ed. T. Grabowski and J. Lofi, 1915-18);

Dialog o Zmartwychstaniu paAskim (ed. 1949);
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Pisma wybrane (2 vols, 1953); Wiersze wybrane (ed.

A. Bruckner, 1924).

A. Briickner, J^zyk W-a P-o (1900); E. Rappa-

port, W, P. jako satyryk (1920); W. Bobek,

Argenida W-a P-o w stosunka do swego oryginalu

(1929); Z. Stieber, Uwagi ojqzyku W-a P-o (1948);

L. Kukulski, Prolegomena filogiczne do tworczoici

JF.P.(1962). S.S.(P.H,)

Potrc, Ivan (*Grajena, nr Ptuj 1 1 1913), Slovene

novelist and playwright. His power lies in his

presentation of the peasant population of former

eastern Styria; in vivid dialogue, an accurate

description unfolds of a life of intellectual and
material poverty. His plays are concerned with the

spiritual and social upheavals in the life of these

people from the crisis that preceded the Second

World War to the collectivization that followed it.

novels: Na kmetih (1954; The Land and the

PlesK tr. H. Leeming, 1969); Zlodin (1955);

Sredanje (1962).—plays: Kreflova kmetija (1947);

Lacko in Krefii (1949); Krefli (1953).

A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Potter, Beatrix (*South Kensington 6 VII 1866;

001913 WilKam Heelis; tSawrey 22 XII 1943),

English writer of books for young children. Her
miniature books, illustrated with her own water-

colours, demonstrate both verbally and visually

her keen eye for the detail of the lives of small

animals in their natural surroundings. Although
she gives them a number of human attributes her

characters never cease to be convincing animals.

The Tale of Peter Rabbit (1902); The Tailor of
Gloucester (1903); The Tale of Jemima Puddle-

Duck (1908); many others.

—

Journal, 1881-97

(1966).

M. Lane, The Tale of B. P, (1946); L. Linder

and W. A. Herring, The Art ofB, P, (1955; 4th ed.

1966); M. Crouch, B. P. (I960).—L. Linder, A
History of the Writings ofB, P, (1971).

W.R.A.

Potter, Dmc (*c. 1370; ooLysbeth van der Does;

tl428), Dutch poet and writer; clerk to Duke
Albrecht of Bavaria, later bailiff and ambassador
(to England among other countries). Earlier, at

Rome (1411), he had written his best-known work,
Der Minnen Loep, a collection of fascinatingly told
stories, presented as examples of the several kinds

of love. Later he wrote two more works in prose,

Blome der Doechden, which indirectly derives from
Fiore di Virtu, and an adaptation ofthe well-known
allegory of Mellibeus, Potter was knighted in 1415,

taking the name of Potter van der Loo,

Der Minnen Loep (ed. P, Leendertz, 1845-47);
Dat boeck der Bloemen (ed. S, Schoutens, 1904);

Mellibeus (ed. B. Overmaat, 1950),

B. Overmaat in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en
Letterk., LXIX (1951) and in Nieuwe Taalgids,

Lin (1960). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Potter (van der Loo), Geryt (*c. 1395), Dutch
lawyer, son of Dire Potter*. He was councillor in

the Court of Holland (1438-54); in 1440 also

bailiff of ’s-Gravenzande. Of his translation of

Froissart’s* Kroniek van Vlaanderen (c. 1430) only

the second part survives.

Ed. (partly) N. de Pauw (2 vols, 1898),

J.J.M.

Poulet, Georges (ChSn6e 29 XI 1902; ool928

Elsa Gregoire), Belgian scholar and essayist. First

a lecturer in French literature (1927-48), then a
Reader (1948-52) at the University of Edinburgh,

he became a Professor at Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, U.S.A. (1952-57) and at the University of

Ziirich in 1958. He discovered the importance of

‘time’ in literary masterpieces and initiated a new
school of thought.

£tudes sur le temps humain (1949); La distance

interieure (1952); Trois essais de mythologie

romantique (1966). J.C.D.

Pound, Ezra Loomis (*Hailey, Idaho 30 X 1885);

tVenice 1 XI 1972), American poet and critic. An
M.A. of the University of Pennsylvania, he taught

at Wabash College, but was soon dismissed for

unconventionality. In 1908 he left for Europe
and has remained an expatriate. His two volumes

of verse. Personae and Exultations, in 1909

attracted attention for their bold metrical innova-

tions, although the diction still tends to the archaic.

He became a catalyst of modern writing by found-

ing and contributing to a series of little magazines,

through which the revolutionary groups of

IMAGISM and Vorticism were publicized. Other

pioneer work included arousing international

interest in James Joyce*, editing and financing

T. S. Eliot* and, as secret^ to W. B. Yeats*

helping to modernize the Irish poet’s vocabulary.

Pound has been called a ‘Ph.D. manque', his

studies ranging through the Provencal lyricists,

Elizabethan translators, French Symbolists and

given their finest artistic expression in Cathay

(1915) from the Chinese, with the help of the notes

of Ernest Fenellosa. Pound is an aggressive critic

who violently attacks all systems and academic

institutions as over-formalized. His touchstone is

the famous definition: ‘great literature is simply

language charged with meaning to the utmost

possible degree’. His Hugh Selwyn Mauberley

(1920), together with Eliot’s The Waste Land,

constitutes a formidable attack on the shoddiness

of contemporary culture. In the 1920s he began

writing the Cantos which comprise the remainder

of his poetic output. This agglomeration of

historical texts, lyric epiphanies, didactic exposi-

tions and obscure mythology, constantly inventive

metrically, is only intermittently successful. The

finest section, The Pisan Cantos (1948), where

Pound was separated from his texts and faced with

the personal tragedy of his imprisonment for
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treason, has a poignantly confessional aspect that

has done much to set in perspective the eccentri-

cities responsible for Pound’s Fascist inclinations.

He takes his place with Eliot as one of the great

innovators in 20th-century poetry in English; with

Gourmont*, James* and Eliot, as the most vitaliz-

ing of critics.

verse: a Lume Spento (1908); Provenga (1910);

Canzoni (1911); Ripostes (1912); Lustra (1916);

Quia Pauper Amavi (1919); The Cantos of E, P.

(1948); Rock-Drill: 85-95 de los cantares (1949);

Thrones: 96-109 de los cantares (1959).—prose:

The Spirit of Romance (1910); Pavannes and

Divisions (1918); Instigations (1920); Indiscretions

(1923); Antheil and the Treatise on Harmony
(1924); Imaginary Letters (1930); How to Read

(1931); ABC ofEconomics (1933); ABC ofReading

(1934); Make It New (1934); Jefferson andjor

Mussolini (1935); Polite Essays (193T); Culture

(1938); The Analects of Confucius (1950); The

Unwobbling Pivot (1952); Impact (1960).

H. Kenner, The Poetry of E. P. (1951); C.

Emery, Ideas Into Action: A Study of P,^s Cantos

(1958); C. Norman, E. P. (1960); M. L. Rosenthal,

A Primer ofE. P. (1960). D.E.Mo.

Pourtal^s, Guy de (*Geneva 4 VIII 1881; fLau-
sanne 12 VI 1941), Swiss novelist and critic. Of a
Neuchatel family, he took French nationality

before the First World War and settled in Paris,

but made frequent visits to French-speaking

Switzerland, He captured its poetry in his novel,

Marins d'eau douce (1919), and described its upper-

and middle-class society in La piche miraculeuse

(1937), a splendid portrayal of the years 1900-14.

He also wrote essays notable for then: stylistic

elegance and intellectual depth, and first-rate

biographies of the composers Liszt (1925), CSiopin

(1927), Wagner* (1932) and Berlioz (1939).

essays: De Hamlet d Swann (1924); Louis II de
Baviire (1928); Nietzsche en Italie (1929). G.G,

Pouwelsz, Reynier, Dutch poet in the rederdker
tradition. He probably hailed from St Omer and
from 1526 was a bookbinder at Utrecht. He wrote
Tspel van de christenkercke (c. 1540), a Roman
Catholic counterpart of De Boom der Schriftueren.

Ed. G. A. Brands (1921).

G. A. Evers in Het Boek (1920); G. A. Brands
in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en Letterk., XLllI
(1924); G. A. van Es in Geschiedenis van de
Letterkunde der Nederlanden, III (1944).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Powell, Anthony (^London 21 XII 1905; ool934

Lady Violet Pakenham), English novelist, who
made a brilliant start with his first novel. Afternoon

Men (1931). In 1971 he published the tenth novel
(Books Do Furnish a Rooni) in a projected 12-

volume sequence with the general title, A Dance to

The Music of Time, which began with A Question

of Upbringing (1951). The Music of Time openly
honours Proust*, and although the novels are
inevitably unequal, at their best they are very good
indeed.

The Music of Time, inch: A BuyePs Market
(1952); The Acceptance World (1955); At Lady
Molly's (1957); Casanova's Chinese Restaurant

(1960); The Kindly Ones (1962); The Valley of
Bones (1964); The Soldier's Art (1966); The
Military Philosophers (1968).

—

John Aubrey and
His Friends (1948; rev. 1963).

B. Bergonzi, A. P, (1962). W.R.A.

Powys, John Cowper (*Shirley, Derbyshire 8 X
1872; oo9 IV 1898 Margaret Alice Lyon; fBlaenau
Ffestiniog 17 VI 1963), English man of letters, with

an immensely wide range of interests—literary,

historical, ethical, social—professing a philosophy

of scepticism, which yet acknowledges spiritual

values. In his novels, philosophical writings and

essays one is aware of the aesthete and the robust

individualist.

novels: Wood and Stone (1915); Wolf Solent

(1929); A Glastonbury Romance (1932).—philo-
sophy: The Meaning of Culture (1929); In Defence

of Sensuality (1930); A Philosophy of Solitude

(1933); Autobiography (1934); The Art of Happi-

ness (1935); The Art of Growing Old (1944).—

literary: The Pleasures of Literature (1938);

Dostoievsky (1947); Rabelais (194S),—Poems
(sel. ed. K. Hopkins, 1964).

R. H. Ward, The P. Brothers (1935); G. W.
Knight, The Saturnian Quest (1964); H. P. Collins,

/. C. P.; Old Earthman (1966); K. Hopkins, The

P. Brothers (1967).—Biblio. by D. Langridge

(1966). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Powys, Theodore Francis (*Shirley, Derbyshire

1875; OO1905 Violet Rosalie Dodds; fMappowder,
Dorset 27 XI 1953), English novelist, in many
ways the most original of the Powys brothers,

remembered particularly for his allegory Mr
Weston's Good Wine (1927). He lived most of his

life in Dorset.

Mark Only (1924); Mr Tasker's Gods (1925);

Unclay (1931).

W. Hunter, The Novels and Stories of T. F, P,

(1930); H. Coombes, T F. P. (1960), W.R.A.

Pozner, Vladimir (*1905), Russian poet who
once belonged to the GumilSv* group of Acmeists.

After the Revolution he went abroad where he took
part in 6migr6 literature and wrote also in French.

Panorama de la littirature russe contemporaine

(1929); Le mors aux dents (1937); Deuil en 24

heures (1942).

—

White Despot (tr. W. B. Wells,

1938); The Edge ofthe Sword (tr. H. M. Chevalier,

1943); Curtain-Raiser (tr. G. Latta, 1963). J.L.
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Prado, Pedro (Santiago de Chile 1886; tl952),

Chilean poet and prose writer, a follower of

MODERNISM, though with a new vocabulary. He
has exercised a great influence on the aesthetics of

contemporary Chilean literature and art, especi-

ally through the short-lived cenacle ‘Los Diez’

(1915). His prose, of a slightly precious simplicity,

is at its best in the fantastic tale. His best-known

novel is of a hunchback who grew wings

—

Alsino

(1920; new ed. 1928).

verse: Flores de Cardo (1908); La casa abando-

nada (1912); El llamado del rmndo (1913); Los
pdjaros errantes (1915); Androvar (verse drama;
1925).—-novels: La reina de Rapa Nui (1914); Un
juez rural (1924).

R. Silva Castro, P. P. {188&-1952) (New York,

1959). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Pradon, Jacques (^^ Rouen 21 1 1644; tParis 14

1

1698), French dramatist. He wrote some ten

mediocre tragedies, most of them romanticized

versions, with a developed love-interest, of Greek
and Roman themes. He is remembered for his

Phidre et Hippolyte (1677), a play supported by
the Duchess of Bouillon’s cabal in rivalry to

Racine’s’*^ Phidre, His La Troade (1679) similarly

owes something to Racine’s Andromaque.

Pyrame et Thisbi (1674); Tamerlan ou La Mart
de Bajazet (1676); Statira (1679); Regulus (1688);

Scipion VAfricain (1697).

T. W. Bussom, P. (1922); H. C. Lancaster,

History of French Dramatic Literature in the 17th

Century, IV (1940). G.B,

Prados, Emilio (*Mdlaga 4 III 1899; tMexico
1962), Spanish poet who places a particular

emphasis on formal correctness. Prado lived in

exile from 1939 onwards.

Antologia {1925--195S) (1954); Rio natural

(1957); Circuncisidn del sueHo (1957); ’Oltimos

poemas (Mdlaga, 1968).

C. Blanco Aguinaga, E, P. (New York, 1960).

J.E.V.

Praet, Jan, Dutch poet, author of the incompletely

preserved Leeringhe der Zalichede (c. 1300; ed. J.

Bormans, 1872), an ethico-religious didactic poem
of high poeticd standard in spite of the allegory

and other fashionable forms derived from contem-
porary French literature. J.J.M.

S. C. Holleman-Stevens in Nieuwe Taalgids»

LVII (1964). A.V.E.

Praga, Emdlio (Gorla, Milan 26XU 1839 ; fMilan
26 XII 1875), Italian poet and painter of the

scAPiGLiATURA. His futtandaland family life mined,
he took to drink and riotousness. Of his poetry,

Tavolozza (1862) depicts delicate landscapes,

Penombre (1864) somewhat histrionically and
morbidly expresses his own and the world’s moral

disarray, while in Trasparenze (pub. posth.)

he finally achieves a more faithful rendering of his

inner conflicts.

Poesie (crit. ed. M. Petrucciani, 1969); Memorie
del presbiterio (1963).—^M. Petrucciani, E, P.

(1962); J. Moestmp, La Scapigliatura (Copen-

hagen, 1966). J.G.-R.

Pramudja Ananta Tur: see Indonesian and
MALAYSIAN LITERATURES.

Prati, Giovanni (*Campomaggiore, Trentino 27

1

1814; tRome 9 V 1884), Italian poet and patriot,

prolific and versatile, but facile and superficial.

Loyal to the house of Savoy throughout the

stmggles of the Risorgimento, he was rewarded

with official appointments. His first work,

Edmenegarda (1841), a contemporary moral tale of

adultery in blank verse, won him immediate fame,

but Carducci* called it meretricious. The same
easy and ambiguous emotionalism and sententious-

ness inform his lyrical and patriotic verse, also

characterized by an all too effortless musicality.

The more personal lyrics of Psiche (1876) and the

exotic Oriental mysteries of hide (1878) also lack

real depth or originality.

Poesie di G. P. (1931),—^V. Cian, Un poeta e un

fllosofo del Risorgimento: G, P. e V. Gioberti

(1917); P. L. Mannucci, P. (1934); G, P. nel

cinquantenario della morte (1934); A. Balduino,

Letteratura romantica dal P. al Carducci (1967).

J.G.-R.

Pratinas early 5th century b.c.), Greek writer

of tragedies, satyr plays, choruses; competed with

Aeschylus* in 499/496 b.c. According to the Souda
lexicon (Suidas*) he was the first to write satyr

plays. The only fragment of any length is from a

lively but not Carnatic chorus.

B. Snell, Fragmenta tragicorum Graecorum, I

(1971); D. L. Page, Poetae melici Graeci (1962).

A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy

andComedy (2nd ed. 1962) ; A. M. Dale in Collected

Papers (1969). M.L.C. (S.A.B.)

Pratolini, Vasco (*Florence 9 X 1913), Italian

novelist, one of the leading exponents of neo-

realism. He wrote first for the Fascist review

Bargello, then for Letteratura, and in 1938 edited,

with Gatto, the review Campo di Marte, in which

much HERMEHC poetry was published, Pratolini’s

novels are usually set in his own Florentine

working-class bacl^round. He has great sympathy
for his characters but tends to idealize certain

aspects of Italian social history. His best work is

usually thought to be Cronache di poveri amanti

(1947; tr. A Tale ofPoor Lovers, 1949).

Ilquartiere (1945; A Tale of Santa Croce, tr. P.

and P. Duncan, 1952); Un eroe del nostro tempo
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(1949; A Hero of Today, tr. E. Mosbacher, 1951);

Le ragazze di San Frediano (1953); Um storia

italiana, 3 vols; I, Metello (1955; tr. R. Rosenthal,

1968); n, Lo scialo (1960); III, Allegoria e derisione

(196Q; La costanza della ragione (1963; Brum
SantinU tr. R. Rosenthal, 1965).

F. Rosengarten, K P.: the Devebpment of a

Social Novelist (1965; best intro, in Eng.).—See

also F. Longobardi, V, P. (1964). B.M.

Pratt, Edwin John (*Western Bay, Newfoundland

4 II 1883; 001919 Viola Whitney; fToronto 26 IV

1964), m^jor Canadian poet; ordained a Methodist

minister, he eventually became a Professor of

English at the University of Toronto (1919-53).

Influenced by early contact with the sea, his work

is noted for command of vigorous language and

rhythm, effective simplicity, and unusual skill in

handling long narrative poems in the epic tradi-

tion. The theme of duality in man, the conflict

between civilized humanism and primitive bruta-

lity, recurs either explicitly or symbolically in his

work.

Rachel (1917); Newfoundland Verse (1923);

Witches^ Brew (1925); The Titanic (1935); Brebeuf

andHis Brethren (1940); Dunkirk (1941); Collected

Poems (1944).

P. West et al., ‘Special number on E. J. P.’ in

Canad. Lit., XIX (1964); M. Wilson, P. /. P.

(1969). R.Su.

Piraz, Mario (*Rome 6 IX 1896; col934 Vivyan
Eyles [o/o 1947]), Italian scholar, criticand essayist.

Senior lecturer in Italian at the University of

Liverpool (1924-32), Professor of Italian at

Manchester (1932-34), and subsequently Professor

of English at Rome from 1934 until 1966, Praz’s

most celebrated work is probably La came, la

morte e il diavolo nella letteratura romantica (1930;

The Romantic Agony, tr. A. Davidson, 1933),

which traces the influence of de Sade* on the

Romantic movement, but he has written learnedly

and elegantly on a wide range of English and
Italian topics as well as on the history of art and
taste.

V. and M. Gabrieli, Bibliografia degli scritti di

M, P. {\%T),~^Friendship^s Garland: Essays Pre-

sented to M, P. on His Seventieth Birthday (2 vols,

1966). B.M.

Preda, Marin (Sili§tea-Gume§ti 1922), Rumanian
novelist and short-story writer. He excels in the

study of psychologically complicated and tortuous

characters, his master creation being the philoso-

pher-peasant Hie Moromete, who delights in

leading his antagonists on to make fools of them-
selves. In spite of a tendency to run to anecdotal-

ism, his novels, rich in comedy of situation and
successfully evoking a multitude of highly indi-

vidual characters, are themost interesting produced
by the post-war generation of Rumanian writers.

SHORT stories: Intilnirea din pdminturi (1948);

Desfd^wrarea (1952); Ferestre intunecate (1955);
Indrazneala (1959); Friguri (1964); Soldatul cel

mititel (1970).

—

^novels: Morometii (2 vols, 1954,

1967); Risipitorii (1962; 3rd rev. ed. 1969)*

Intrusul (1968).

I. Vitner, Prozatori contemporani (1961); D.
Micu and N. Manolescu, Literatura romdnd de azi

(1965). F.J.B.

Pregelj, Ivan (*Sveta Lucija in Soca [Isonzo] 27 X
1883; tLjubljana 30 I 1960), Slovene novelist,

playwright and essayist. His lyrical and epic gifts,

erudition, faith, and emotional hypersensitivity

enabled Mm to create, besides his always indivi-

dual educational writings, works of art in which he
discussed with painful candour the problem of

celibacy for the Catholic clergy, and the struggle

between instinct and the spirit of asceticism in

general. On the other hand he wrote much fresh

and tender idyllic verse and a number of powerful

historical novels and short stories.

Tolminci (1915-16); Stefan Golfa in njegovi

(191S-19); Plebanus Joannes (1920); Azazel (1921);

Bogovec JerneJ (1922-23); Simon iz PraS (1924);

Otroci sonca (1929-33); Thabita kumi (1933).—

Izbrani spisi (sel. writings; 10 vols, 1928-35);

Izbram dela (sel. works; ed. with notes F. Koblar,

7 vols, 1962-70).

T. Debeljak, ‘I. P.* in Dom in svet (1933).

A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Preller, Gustav Schoeman (*Pretoria 4 X 1875;

00Johanna C. Pretorius; X 1943), Afrikaans

prose-writer, critic, historian and biographer. He
was one of the founders of Afrikaans journalism

and the founder of Afrikaans historiography. He
is also the author of short stories and sketches on

historical themes.

Laat ons toch Ernst wezen (1905); Piet Retief

(1906); Baanbrekers (1915); Kaptein Hindon

(1916); Historiese Opstelle (1925); Sketse en

Opstelle (1928); Andries Pretorius (1938).

G.D. (N.D.C.)

Premananda (*1649; tl714), most prolific Gujarati

author of long poems based on stories from the

epics and the purapas. Nearly 40 are attributed to

lDkar--Naldkhydna, Okhdhara^a, and also Kuip-

varabdinurn mameruin, a work built round an

episode in the life of Narasirpha* Maheta. I.R.

Premchand (*nr Benares 1880; tl936), the out-

standing writer of fiction in modem Hindi litera-

ture. His real name was Dhanpat Rai. Althou^
originally an Urdu writer, Premchand foimd it

easier to get his works published in Hindi, and

he gradually changed over to writing and publish-

ing in Hindi. He wrote over 300 short stories

which offer an incomparable panorama of North

Indian life, and Godan (The Gift ofa Cow, tr, G, C.
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Roadarmel, 1968), his last complete novel, is

rightly regarded as the finest novel in the Hindi
language.

The World ofF, (short stories; tr. David Rubin,

1969). S.C.R.W.

Premierfait, Laurent de {ft, 1400), French trans-

lator. He translated a number of works into

French, including Aristotle’s* (Economica (?1414),

Cicero’s* De amicitia (1410) and Boccaccio’s*

Decameron (1414). He also composed Latin verse.

H. Hauvette, De Laurentio de Primofacto (1903).

A.H.D.

Preradovid, Petar (*nr Bjelovar 19 III 1818;

tFahrfeld, Austria 18 VIII 1872), Croatian poet.

He was educated under German influence, and
became a general in the Austrian army, but his

poems after 1844 express intense Slav conscious-

ness and pride in the past of his country and in its

traditional poetry.

Prvenci (1846); Nove pjesme (1851); Fjesnicka

djela (1873).

—

Djela (1954).—P. P.j ausgewahlte

Gedichte (sel. tr. M. Spicer, with biog. intro.,

1895).

Lj. Marakovid, P. P. (1968). V.J.

PreSeren, France (*Vrba nr Bled 3 XII 1800;

tKranj 8 II 1849), Slovene poet. Deriving his

artistic inspiration from classical antiquity and
standing at the spiritual crossroads between
Romance renaissance and German Romanticism,

he wrought between 1830 and 1848 the Slovene

variant of the most significant forms of universal

lyric poetry. His love poetry (e.g. Gazele^ 1833;

Sonetni venecy *A Wreath of Sonnets’, 1834) is

characterized by the quest for new and better

models of human fellowship. In spite of unhappi-
ness in love he saw in it a power which could

regenerate the life of the individual and of society.

In spite of the blows he suffered from Mettemich’s
system, which persecuted him with censorship and
other chicanery, he expressed in his reflective verse

(Slovo od mla^sti, ‘Farewell to Youth’, 1830;

Sonetje nesrece, ‘Sonnets of Unhappiness’, 1834,

etc.), as also in his elegiac, satirical and patriotic

poems, his belief in a better future both for his own
people and for all mankind. The eloquent clarity

and harmony of his poems make him a classic,

their intensity of feeling and association of ideas

make him a progressive Romantic, while he ex-

hibits the stoical opposition to misfortune and
violence of a modern man.

works: Kerst per Savici (1836); Poezije (1847).

—Zbrano delo (coll, works; I-II, 1965-66).

—

translations: Poems (ed. W. K. Matthews and
A. Slodnjak, 1963); Anthologie de la poisie

yougoslave (1935); Gedichte (tr. L. Novy, 1936).

A. 2igon, PreSernova ditanka v dveh knjigah

(1922); F, Kidrid, P., II: Zivljenje pesnika inpesmi

1800-1838 (1938); Janko Kos, PreSernov pesniski

razvoj: Interpretacija (196Q; A. Slodnjak,

Presernovo iivljenje (3rd ed. 1968).

A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Presser, Jacob (*Amsterdam 24 n 1899; ^ibid,

30 IV 1970), Dutch poet, novelist and historian.

Concern for human values is to be found in both
his literary works and in his historic^ writings, as

much in his debunking chef d^oRuvre, Napoleon

(1946), as in his moving report on the extinction of

Dutch Jewry, Ondergang (1965).

Orpheus en Ahasverus (verse; 1945).

—

De nacht

der Girondijnen (1957; Breaking Point, tr. H.
Barrows Mussey, 1959).—history: De tachtig-

jarige oorlog (1941); Amerika (1949).

—

Uit het werk
van Dr J, P. (1969). J.J.O.

Prestes, Ant6nio (^Torres Novas), 16th-century

Portuguese playwright—one of the few that

followed in the wake of GU Vicente*, founder of

the Portuguese theatre. Of his seven plays one is a
Morality, the others loosely constructed comedies
which, reproducing the defects of Vicente’s plays,

have little of their brilliance.

Primeira parte dos autos e comedias portuguesas,

feitas por Antonio Prestes & por Luis de Camdes,
etc. (1587; cont. foil, plays of P.: Auto da Ave
Maria; Auto da ciosa; Auto do desembargador;

Auto do mouro encantado; Auto do procurador;

Auto dos cantarinhos; Auto dos dous irmdos); Autos

(ed. T. de Noronha, 1871).

T. Braga, Eschola de Gil Vicente (1898); E.

Asenio, ‘El teatro de A. P.* in Bull. d’Hist. du
Theatre Portugais, V (Lisbon, 1954). T.P.W.

Preston, Thomas (Simpson, Bucks 1 537 ;
oo ?Alice

;

tCambridge 1 ^ 1598), English scholar and
iamatist. Master of Trinity Hall, Cambridge, who
acted with success in Dido before Queen Elizabeth*

(1564). His Cambises in rhyming alexandrines and
irregular verse has become proverbial for bom-
bastic magniloquence. B.L.J.

A lamentable Tragedie of Cambises, king of
Percia (?1570; repr. J. S. Farmer, 1910).

W. A. Armstrong, ‘The authorship and political

meaning of Cambises" in Eng. Stud., XXXVI
(1955); D. M. Bevington, From Mankind"" to

Marlowe (1962). B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Pr6vert, Jacques (*Paris 4n 1900), French writer.

He first became known as a writer offilm scenarios,

from Drdle de drame to Les enfants du Paradis, The
importance of his poems, first published in avant-

garde reviews, was not recognized until their

publication in book form (Paroles, 1946; sel. tr.

L. Ferlinghetti*, 1958). A violently anarchic writer

(as in Le diner de tetes), he also has the simplicity

and sentimentality of a people’s poet. Strong
traces of his earlier surrealistic phase still appear in
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his verse, which is written essentially to be spoken.

Kosma’s musical settings have increased its

popularity.

Histoires (with A. Verdet; 1948); Spectacle

(1951); Legrandbaldu printemps^ Lapluie et le bon

temps (1955); Histoires (1963); Fatras (1965);

Imaginaires (1970).

M, Nadeau, Histoire du surrMisme (1945); J.

Queval, /. P. (1955). M.G.; J.P.R.

Pr6vost, L*Abb6 Antoine FRANgois (Hesdin,

Artois 1 IV 1697; fChantilly 25 XI 1763), French

novelist and man of letters. After a short period

first in the Jesuit novitiate, then in the army,

Pr6vost entered the Benedictine Order and was

ordained in 1726. He became a fugitive from his

Order shortly after the appearance of the first four

volumes of Memoires et aventures in 1728. He was

later reconciled with the Church but, though

remaining nominally a secular priest, he devoted

himself to his career as a writer. His writings are

voluminous and in addition to his works of fiction

include travel, philosophy and translations of the

novels of Samuel Rich^dson^ which he intro-

duced to the French public. Manon Lescaut, which

was originally written as part of Memoires et

aventures^ is a classic example of the 18th-century

novel of feeling. His other novels have suffered

from undue neglect and with a single exception

none of them has been reprinted in full for over

150 years. Histoire d^une Grecque moderne (1740;

1965) and Mdmoires d*m hormite homme (1745)

are more mature and in some respects more
impressive than Manon,

novels: Mimoires et aventures d*un homme de
qualiti (1728-31); Manon Lescaut (tr. L. W.
Tancock, 1949); Le Philosophe anglais ou Histoire

de M, Cleveland (1731-39); Le Doyen de Killerine

(1735-40); Mimoires pour servir d Vhistoire de
Malte ou Histoire de la jeunesse du Commandeur
***; Campagnes philosophiques ou Mimoires de

M, de Montcal (1741).—various: Pour et centre

(1733-40); Histoire ginirale des voyages (1746);

Le Mon^ moral (1760-64).

—

CEuvres choisies (39
vols, 1783-85; 1810-16).

H. Harisse, UAbbi P,, histoire de sa vie et

de ses esuvres (1896); V. Schroeder, UAbbi P,,

sa vie, ses romans (1898; standard work); A. Le
Breton, Le roman au XVIIIe siicle (1898); P,

Hazard, £tudes critiques sur Manon Lescaut
(Chicago, 1929); P. lYahard, Les maitres de la

sensibiliti fran^ise au XVIIIe siicle (1931); G.
Poulet, Etudes sur le temps humain (Edinburgh,

1949; Paris, 1950); H. Roddier, UAbbiP.Vhomme
et Posuvre (1955); C. E. Engel, Le viritable Abbi P,
(1958); M. Tinnell, The Art of French Fiction

(1959^ J. Sgard, P, romancier (best stud, of
novelist; 1968); A. Billy, Un sir^ulier binidictin:

VabbiP, (1969). M.T.

P)r£vost, Jean (Paris 16 VI 1901; tnr Sassenage

1 VII 1944), French writer. Before taking to

journalism, Pr6vost studied at the £cole Normale,

and was a pupil and disciple ofAlain*. His produce

tion was varied: a working-class novel (Les frires

Bouquinquant, 1930), boyhood reminiscences (jDw-

huitidme annie, 1929), essays on sport and politics,

literary criticism. All show a quality of intellectual

sanity and a lively style. He sacrificed his life in the

Resistance movement.

Plaisirs des sports (1925); Rachel (1932); La
chasse du matin (1937); Usonie (1939); Apprendre

seal (1940); La criation chez Stendhal (1942);

Caractires (1948); Baudelaire (1953).

L. Parrot, Uintelligence en guerre (1945); A.

Maurois, Destins exemplaires (1952).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Prevost, Marcel (*Paris 1 V 1862 ; fVianne, Lot-

et-Garonne 1941), French novelist. He was a

government engineer before making literature his

sole profession. His work is distinguished by the

subtlety of the feminine psychology, by a certain

sentimental Don-Juanism in male or female

characters (Les demUvierges, 1894) and, particu-

larly after 1900, by moralizing and feminist

tendencies.

Le scorpion (1887); Couchette (1888); MademoU
selle Jauffre (1889); Cousine Laura (1890); Lettres

de femmes (1892); Uautomne d'une femme (1893);

Les vierges fortes (1900); Les lettres d Frangoise

(1902) ;
Lettres d Frangoise tnariie (1908) ; Uhomme

vierge (1930); Mart des ormeaux (1938).

M.G.; J.P.R.

PrdUhov, VoRANC, pseud, of Lovro Kuhar
(Kotlje nr GuStaiy m Carinthia 10 VIII 1893;

tMaribor 18 11 1950), Slovene novelist. A former

workman, soldier, prisoner of war and Communist
propagandist, as a writer he depicted with a

revolting realism, tending towards naturalism and

the grotesque, the experiences of Carinthian

peasants and labourers on the Austro-Italian

battlefield (Doberdob, 1940), at the downfall of

Austria (Polganica, 1939), during the economic

crisis which followed the First World War
(Samorastniki, ‘The Wild Ones’, 1940; Jamnica,

1945) and in the fi^t for national freedom (NaSi

mejniki, ‘Our Boundary Stones’, 1946).

Zbrano delo (coll, works; 8 vols, 1962-69;

incomplete).—translations: ‘Les sauvageons’ in

Conteurs slovines contemporains (1965); ‘L’amour

dans les labours’ (Ljubezen na odoru) in Nouvelles

slovines (1969).

P. zbornik (1957). A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Prezzolini, Giuseppe (*Perugia 27 I 1882), Italian

critic and journalist. As a young man Prezzolini

was associated with Papini*, withwhom hefounded
the reviews Leonardo (1903-07) and La Voce,

which he edited from 1908 until 1914. His more
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recent books are valuable for the light they shed on
the literary scene of that time. He has also edited a

useful Repertorio bibliografico della storia e della

critica della left ital, 1902-1942 (4 vols, 1930-48).

Benedetto Croce (1909); Amici (1922); Come gli

Americani scoprirono VItalia (1933); Uitaliano

inutile (1954; best ed. 1964); II tempo della Voce

(I960); G, Papini, G, F. Storia di un'amicizia (2

vols, 1966-68). B.M.

Price, Richard (Tynton, Glam 23 II 1723;

001757 Sarah Blundell; tLondon 19 IV 1791),

Welsh nonconformist minister whose varied

writings have left their mark on intuitional ethics,

the theoiy of life assurance and political philo-

sophy.

Review of Principle Questions and Difficulties in

Morals (1757); Observations on Reversionary Pay-

ments (1771); Appeal to the Public on the ...

National Debt (1772); Introduction ,,, to Two
Tracts on Civil Liberty and the War in America

(1778).

W. Morgan, Life ofR, P. (1815); Miss Williams,

A Welsh Family (1893); R. Thomas, R. P. (1924;

with biblio.); C. B. Cone, Torchbearer ofFreedom:

The Influence of R. P. on 18th Century Thought

(1952); L. Agvist, The Moral Philosophy of R. P.

(I960); W. D. Hudson, Reason and Right: A
Critical Examination of R. P.^s Moral Philosophy

(1970); H. Laboucheix, R. P, thioricien de la

Revolution amiricaine (1970). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Price, Sir Uvedale (Foxley, Herefordshire 1747;

001774 Lady Caroline Carpenter; ^ibid, 14 DC
1829), English writer on the picturesque who laid

out ^e grounds of Foxley in accordance with his

theories of ‘natural beauty ’ in landscape gardening.

R.M.H.

An Essay on the Picturesque (2 vols, 1794-98);

Dialogue on the Distinct Characters of the Pictur-

esque and the Beautiful (1801) ; Sir Uvedale Price on

the Picturesque . . . with sixty illustrations by

Montague Stanley^ R.S,A. (1842).

H. Repton, Letter to U. P. Esq, (1794).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Pridiard, Katharine Susannah (*Fiji 1884),

Australian novelist. Her mature work is repre-

sented at its best by Working Bullocks (1926), a
story of the southern timber countiy, and
Coonardoo (1929), set in the arid north-west. Her
trilogy of discovery and development of the gold-

fields—The Roaring Nineties (1946), Golden Miles

(1948), Winged Seeds (1950)—is over-weighted

with tendentious political matter. F.T.M.

N^Goola, and Other Stories (1959); Child of the
Hurricane (autobiog.; 1963).

H. Drake-Brocfcman, K, S, P. (1967).

A.M.G.

Pridywov, E. A. : see Bedny, Demyan.

Priestley, John Boynton (*Bradford 13 IX 1894;

001921 Pat Tempest, ool926 Mary Wyndham
Lewis, nee Holland [o/ol952], ool953 Mrs
Jacquetta Hawkes), English novelist, playwright,

essayist and broadcaster. No contemporary
novelist has more successfully identified himself

with the moods and thoughts of the common
Englishman, whom he describes bluntly, cheer-

fully and with gusto. He has mastered the tech-

nique of the stage and made it a platform for

popular philosophy.

novels: Benighted (1927); The Good Com-
panions (1929); Angel Pavement (1930); Daylight

on Saturday (1943); Bright Day (1946); Festival at

Farbridge (1951); Lost Empires (1965); IPs an Old
Country (1967); The Image Men^ I: Out of Town^
II: London (1968).—plays: Dangerous Comer
(1932); Laburnum Grove (1934); Time and the

Conways (1937); I Have Been Here Before (1937);

Johnson Over Jordan (1939); An Inspector Calls

(1947); The Linden Tree (1948).—prose: English

Journey (1934); Journey Down a Rainbow (with

Jacquetta Hawkes; 1955); Literature and Western

Man (1960); The Prince of Pleasure and His
Regency (1969); The Edwardians Essays

of Five Decades (1969).—autobiography: Mid-
night on the Desert (1937); Rain Upon Godshill

(1939); Margin Released (1962).

D. Hughes, /. B, P,: An Informal Study (1958);

G. L. Evans, /. B, P., the Dramatist (1964); S.

Cooper, J, B, P,: Portrait ofan Author (1970).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Priestley, Joseph (*Fieldhead, Birstall, West
Riding 13 III 1733; ool762 Mary Wilkinson;

tNorthumberland, Pa. 6 II 1804), English Presby-

terian minister, theologian and educationalist; a

scientist of some importance in the fields of

electricity and chemistry.

The History and Present State of Electricity

(1767); The History and Present State of Dis-

coveries relating to Vision^ Light and Colours

(1772); Experiments and Observations on Air (3

vols, 1776-86).—An Essay on the First Principles of
Government (1768); A Free Address to Protestant

Dissenters as such (1769); Miscellaneous observa-

tions relating to education and An Essay on a
Course ofLiberal Education (1778); A Free Discus-

sion on the Doctrines ofDifferent Kinds ofMaterial-
ism (1778); Memoirs to 1795 (contin. by his son;

180*^.—Selections From Pfs Writings (ed. I. V.

Brown, 1962); another sel. (ed. J. Passmore,

1965); A Scientific Autobiography of J, P,:

Selected Scientific Correspondence (ed. R. E.

Schofield, 1967).

J. G. Gilliam, The Crucible: The Story of J. P,

(1954); R. E. Schofield, The Lunar Society of
Birmingham (1963); F. W. Gibbs, J. P, (1965);

R. E. Crook, Bibliography of J, P, (1966),

B.H. (M.Bu.)
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Prince, Frank Templeton (*Kimberley 13 IX

1912), South African poet and critic. He left South

Africa in 1946, after war service, and has since

taught English at Southampton University. His

work, among the most accomplished of recent

poetry, frequently has a South African setting.

verse: Poems (1938); Soldiers Bathing (1954);

The Doors of Stone (1963); Memoirs of Oxford

(1970).—T/fe Italian Element in Milton's Verse

(crit.; 1954). U.La.

Pringle, Thomas (*Blaiklaw 5 I 1789; ool817

Margaret Brown; tLondon 5 XII 1834), Scottish

and South African poet. Pringle, the son of a

Roxburghshire farmer, entered the Register Office,

Edinburgh, in 1811 as a copyist. He devoted his

leisure to writing and won the friendship of Sir

Walter Scott*. In 1820 he emi^ated to South

Africa where his journalistic activities brought him
into conflict with the governor of the Cape, Lord

Charles Somerset. In 1826 he returned to England

and became secretary of the Anti-Slavery Society.

Although Pringle had written verse in Scotland, he

is remembered as a South African poet. His poems
describe the South African scene and the impact of

Europeans on the older inhabitants of the country.

He was the pioneer in exploiting the local scene and
vocabulary for the purpose of poetry.

The Autumnal Excursion (1819); Ephemerides

(1828); African Sketches (1834).—The Poetical

Works ofT P. (ed. Leith Ritchie, 1837); Afar in

the Desert: and other South African poems (ed. J.

Noble, 1881).

W. Hay, T. P. (1912). E.R.S.

Prior, Matthew (Wimbome or Westminster

21 Vn 1664; tWimpole 18 IX 1721), EngUsh poet

and diplomat who, ^ter an active career, retir^ in

1717 to Down Hall, the gift of his patron Harley

and immortalized in bis verse.

The Hind and the Panther Transvers'd (1687);

Poems on Several Occasions (1709); A Second
Collection ofPoems on Several Occasions (1716);

Dialogues of the Dead, and other Works in Prose
and Verse (ed. A. R. Waller, 1901).—Literary
Works (ed. H. B. Wright and M. K. Spears, 2 vols,

1959).

F. Biddey, Life ofM. P. (1914) and M P.: A
Study of His Public Career and Correspondence

(1921) ; K. Eves, M, P. Poet andDiplomatist (1939).

—The P. Papers (corresp. 1685-1721) in Calendar

of the MSS of Marquis of Bath, HI (1904);

G. A. Aitken, ‘Notes on the biblio, of M. P.’ in

Trans. Biblio. Soc. (1915-17).

R.M.H. (H.N.D.)

Priorat, Jean (Jl, second half 13th century), French
poet of Besangon. His Abrejance de Vordre de
chevalerie (71290) is an adaptation of Jean* de
Meung’s prose translation of the De re militari by
Vegedus*.

Li Abrejance de VOrdre de Chevalerie (ed. U
Robert, 1897). A.H.D.

‘

Priscian (Priscianus Caesariensis) {fl. Constanti-

nople c. 500), Roman grammarian. His compre-
hensive work on Latin grammar in 18 books,

drawing upon a much wider literature than now
survives, was a standard textbook in the Middle

Ages. Sixteen books are devoted to the parts of

speech, and two to syntax. Priscian’s shorter works,

particularly the Institutio de nomine etpronomine et

verbo, were long used as the schoolboy’s introduc-

tion to Latin grammar.

Ed. H. Keil, Grammatici Latini, II-III (1855-

1923).—^L. Jeep, Zur Geschichte der Lehre von den

Redetheilen (1893). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Priscus (*Panium, Thrace ifl, mid-5th century a.d.),

Greek historian. He took part in the East Roman
embassy to Attila’s court in 449 and later visited

Egypt and Rome on official business. Of his lucid

and lively history of his own time, the ‘Byzantine

History’ in eight books, only excerpts survive.

C. Muller, Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum

(1885); tr. in J. B. Bury, History ofthe Later Roman
Empire, I (2nd ed. 1923).

E. A. Thompson, A History of Attila and the

Huns (1948); H. Homeyer, Attila der Hunnenkdnig

von seinen Zeitgenossen dargestellt (1951).

R.B.

Prishvin, Mikhail Mikhailovich (*1873; tl954),

Russian author of sketches and narratives dealing

with nature and specially with animals, for which

he has an amazing understanding. A lyrical phil-

sopher in bis narratives, he is a seeker of beauty

and social good. Many of his pages have a flavour

of Russian folk-lore reminiscent of Remizov*.

Karymushka (1924); Kashcheyeva tsep' (1927);

Kladovaya solntsa (1945); Sobranie sochineniy (6

vols, 1927-31); Izbrannoye (1948); Moi tetradki

(1948).—Jen Sheng: the Root of Life (tr, G.

Walton and T. Gibbons, 1936); The Blue Hare (tr.

D. C. Moore, 1945); The Black Arab, and Other

Stories (tr. D. Magarshack, 1947).

A. I. Khailov, M. P. (1960); G. A. Ershov,

M. P. (1963). J.L.

Pritchett, Victor Sawdon (*Ipswich 16 XII 1900;

ooDorothy Roberts), English novelist and critic.

As a novelist he has great power in bringing to life

odd and normal lower middle-class characters

through description and dialogue which are comic

yet not lacking in subtlety or significance. He has

written effective and beautifully designed short

stories.

novels: Nothing Like Leather (1935) ; DeadMan
Leading (1937); Mr Beluncle (1951).—Collected

Stories (1956).

—

criticism: In My Good Books

(1942); The Living Novel (1946); Books in General
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(1953); The Working Novelist (1965); George

Meredith and English Comedy (1970).—auto-

biography: A Cab at the Door (1968); Midnight

Oil (1971). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

PrliSev, Grigor: see Purlichev, Grioor.

Probus, Valerius (/?. c. a.d. 60), Roman gram-

marian. No genuine works survive, but he is quoted

as an authority by Aulus Gellius*, Servius* and
others. J.A.W.

J. Steup, De Probis grammaticis (1871); J.

Aistermann, De Af. Valerio Probo Berytio (1910);

N. Scivoletto, ‘La “filologia” di Valerio Probo hi

Berito* in Giornale ital. di filol., Xn (1959).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Proclus (*Lycia 412; fAthens 485), Greek Neo-
Platonist philosopher. After studying rhetoric and
philosophy in Alexandria and Byzantium, he

moved to Athens, where eventually he succeeded

Syrianus as head of the Neo-Platonist school. In

his numerous writings he continued the tradition of

reinterpretation of Plotinus* and Plato*; he set up
an elaborate and rigid metaphysical hierarchy,

with the Absolute One at the head, and substituted

theurgy for the mysticism of Plotinus. He had
considerable influence on the Byzantine world.

Ad Hesiodi Opera et dies (ed. T. Gaisford in

Poetae Graeci minores^ III, 1814-20); Chresto-

mathia (ed. T. W. Allen in the Oxford Horner^ V,

1911); Commentary on Euclid {ed, M. Steck, 1945);

De causis (ed. E. Orth, with Marinus’ Life of P.,

1938); Elements of Theology (ed. with tr. E. R.

Dodds, 1933 ; 2nd ed. 1963); Hymni (ed. E. Abel in

Orphica, 1885); Hypotyposis astronomicarum

positionum (ed. C. Manitius, 1909); In Platonis

Alcibiadem (ed. F. Creuzer, 1820); In Platonis

Cratylum commentarii (ed. G. Pasquali, 1908); In

Platonis Parmenidem commentarii (ed. G. Stall-

baum, 1840); In Platonis Rempublicam commentarii
(ed. W. Kroll, 2 vols, 1899-1901); In Platonis

Timaeum commentarii (ed. E. Diehl, 3 vols, 1903-

06); Institutio physica (ed. A. Ritzenfeld, 1912).

J. Lindsay, ‘Le systtoe de P.’ in Rev. m6taphys.

et morale, XXVIII (1921); T. Whittaker, The

Neoplatonists (2nd ed. 1928); E. R. Dodds,
‘Theurgy and its relation to Neoplatonism’ in

Jour. Roman Stud. (1947); L. J. Rosan, The

Philosophy ofP. (1949). D.J.F.

Procop6, Hjalmar Fredrik (*Helsingfors 28 IV
1868; tBorgd 24 IX 1927), Finnish-Swedish

author, the first inhabitant of the ‘Poet’s Home’
(Diktarhemmet) at Borg^ (from 1921 till his death),

ffis early poetry reflects the influence of Heine*
and Froding*; after 1908 he becomes more pessi-

mistically resigned in tone in his personal lyrics,

but he also wrote patriotic poetry.

verse: Dikter (1900); Mot oknen (1905); Rdda

skyar (1907); I sanden (1915); Osamse strdngar

(1920); Diktarhemmet (1924); E^et och andras

(1927; posth.).—Samlade dikter (6 vols, 1920);

Dikter i urval (1913); Dikter i nytt urval (1923).—
plays: Belsazars gdstabud (1905); Fddrens anda

(1909); Inspektorn p& Siltala (1915); Medaljongen

(1922).

W. Soderlyelm, Utklipp om bocker, HI (1920);

J. Landquist, Modern svensk litteratur i Finland

(1929). B.M.E.M.

Procopius (*Caesarea, Palestine), 6th-century

Byzantine historian. He accompanied Belisarius as

secretary on his campaigns in Justinian I’s reign.

Later he lived in Constantinople and may have
been Prefect ofthe city 562-563. He wrote a history

of the wars against the Persians, Vandals and
Goths and the De aedificiis, an account of Justi-

nian’s building activily throughout the empire

(fortifications, dvic and ecclesiastical buildings

including S. Sophia). It is now generally agreed

that Procopius also wrote the famous ‘Secret

History’ (Historia arcana) in which Justinian and
Theodora are libeUously attacked. Procopius*

writings are a valuable source for the military,

political and social history of the 6th century and
also contain much information of a geographical

and ethnographical nature. J.M.H.

Opera omnia (crit. ed. J. Haury, 3 vols, 1906; ed.

H. B. Dewing, with tr., 7 vols, 1914-39; tr. A.
Cameron, 19S1).

E. Stein, Histoire du bas^empire, II (1949); P. N.
Ure, Justinian and His Age (1951); B. Rubin,

Prokopios von Kaisareia (1954); G. Moravcsik,

Byzantinoturcica (2nd ed. 1958); J. A. S. Evans, P.

(1972). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Procter, Adelaide Ann (London 30 X 1825;

'^ibid, 2 II 1864), English poet, daughter of the

following, contributor to Dickens’* periodicals

and writer of hymns.

Legends and Lyrics (1858; with memoir C.

Dickens, 1866); A Chaplet of Verses (1862); The

Lost Chord(1892) ; The Message (1892).—Complete

Works (1905).

F. Janku, A, A, P., ihr Leben und ihre Werke
(1912), R.M.H.

Procter, Bryan Waller, used pseud. Barry
Cornwall (*Leeds 21 XI 1787; ool824 Miss

Skepper; tl^ndon 5 X 1874), English writer,

remembered rather for his associations withLamb*,
Hazlitt*, Beddoes* and others than for his facile

poems and imitative plays.

The Poetical Works of Barry Cornwall (3 vols,

1822).—The Life of Edmund Kean (2 vols, 1835);

Charles Lamb: a Metnoir (1866); Bryan Waller

Procter, An Autobiographical Fragment (ed. C.

Patmore, 1877).

R. W, Armour, Barry Cornwall: a Biography of
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B, W, P. ; With a Selection ofHitherto Unpublished

Letters (1935). B.H. (K.W.)

Prodicus of Ceos {fl, late 5th century b.c.), Greek

sophist. Like other sophists, he travelled about

Greece and exacted fees for his tuition. His

speciality was the study of language.

H. Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, II

(6th ed. 1952; frags tr. K. Freeman, Ancilla to the

Pre-Socratic Philosophers, 1948).

W. Jaeger, Paideia (1939); K. Freeman, Com-
panion to the Pre-Socratic Philosophers (1946);

W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy,

m (1970). D.J.F.

Prodromus: see Theodore Prodromus.

Prokofyev, Alexander Andreyevich i*m Lenin-

grad 1900; tLeningrad IX 1971), Soviet poet of

peasant origin. His early propaganda poems
(influenced by Mayakovsky*) are often crude, but

tiis later verses about country life show genuine

talent. His patriotic poem Rossiya (1944) won the

Stalin prize.

Prostor (1945); Stikhotvoreniya (1947); Prigla-

shenie k puteshestviyu (1960).

V. Bakhtin, A, P. (1963). J.L.

Prokopovich, Feofan, Archbishop of Novgorod
(*1681; tl736), one of the most energetic helpers

ofPeter* the Great and a prolific writer on religious

and political themes. Among his strictly literary

products is a school-drama, Vladimir (1705).

I, A. Chistovich, F. P. i ego vremya (1868); Y.
Hordin’sky, ^VladimiP T, Prokopovicha (1920).

J.L.

Prokosch, Frederic (*Madison, Wise. 17 V 1908),

American poet and novelist. His novels, with the

recurring theme of impending disaster and disinte-

gration of society, show the effect of world crisis in

the destruction of values.

novels: The Asiatics (1935); The Seven Who
Fled (1937); Night ofthe Poor (1939); The Skies of
Europe (1941); The Seven Sisters (1963); The
Wreck of the Cassandra (1966); The Missolonghi

Manuscripts (1967).

—

averse: The Carnival (1938);

Death at Sea (1940). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Propertius, Sextus (*Assisi c. 54/50; fc. 16 b.c.),

Latin poet, little of whose life is known. His father,

an eques, died while Propertius was still young, and
like Virgil* he suffered in the confiscations of

estates in 40. The first of his four books of elegies

(the second is divided by some editors into two,

making a total of five) was published in 26, and
brought fame and admission to the circle of

Maecenas, though, not on the same terms of

intimacy as Horace*, with whom Propertius seems
to have shared a mutual dislike, or Vir^, whose
Aeneid he praised in advance of its publication.

The subject of two-thirds of his elegies is his

liaison with ‘Cynthia’, traditionally identified as

Hostia. The course of his love, which lasted for

some five or six years, began smoothly; later,

however, came a year’s separation, mutual
infidelity, quarrels and final renunciation.

Fervent but self-centred, Propertius shows in his

love-poems the many moods of his passion,

especially the melancholy. His other poems, above
all those on the antiquarian and national themes to

which he turned more wholeheartedly in his later

years (Book 4), show, in form, obscurity and
learned mythological allusions, the strong influence

of the Alexandrine poets, especially Callimachus*.

Nevertheless, of the Augustan elegiac poets,

Propertius is unsurpassed in richness of diction and
in the power and variety of his versification.

Sexti Properti carmina (eds with comm.: M.
Rothstein, 2nd ed. 1920-24, repr. with addenda,

1966; H. E. Butler and E. A. Barber, 1933, repr.

1964; W. A. Camps, Bks 1-4, 1961-67).

W. Y. Sellar, Horace arid the Elegiac Poets

(1892); F. Plessis, Etudes critiques sur Properce

(1894); D. R. Shackleton-Bailey, Prqpertoa
(1956; repr. 1967); J. P. Boucher, £tudes sur P.

(1965); G. Luck, The Latin Love Elegy (2nd ed.

1969). A.J.D.

Protagoras (*Abdera c. 485; flonian Sea [ship-

wrecked] c. 415 B.C.), Greek philosopher, the

greatest of the sophists. He visited Athens and was
a friend of Pericles. Like other sophists, he had
practical lessons to teach—the sound administra-

tion of domestic and political affairs : in 444 he was
appointed by the Athenians to draw up a code of

laws for the new colony at Thurii. But he also put

forward philosophical theories: there were no
absolute standards; the views that in practice

governed behaviour in a society were the only

arbiters of conduct and were to be respected. He
was also an agnostic about the gods. Some of his

views are examined and developed by Plato* in

Protagoras and Theaetetus,

H. Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, 11

(6th ed. 1952; Ancilla to the Pre-Socratic Philo-

sophers, tr. K. Freeman, 1948).

W. Jaeger, Paideia, I (1934); J. S. Morrison,

‘The place of P. in Athenian public life’ in Class.

Quart., XXXV (1941); D. Loenen, P. and the

Greek Community (1946); K. Freeman, Companion
to the Pre-Socratic Philosophers (1946) ; E. Dupr6el,

Les Sophistes (1948); T. A. Sinclair, History of
Greek Political Thought (1952); G. Vlastos, Plato:

P. (1956); W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek

Philosophy, III (1970). D.J.F.

Proudhon, Pierre Joseph (*Besan9on 15 VII 1809;

tParis 26 I 1865), French sociologist. Proudhon
was a working printer who became a deputd in

1848, and founded a number of socialist news-

papers, such as Le Peuple. He was opposed both
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to capitalism and to state control and developed

the theory of a society without duties and without

sanctions. His ideas played a part in the ‘Com-

mune* (1871) and have influenced many political

thinkers either directly or by reaction.

Principes d'organisation politique (1843); Sys-

time des contradictions economiques (1846); Philo-

Sophie du progris (1835); Theorie de la propriete

(186®.—(Euvres complites (33 vols, 1868-7®.

—

Correspondance (14 vols, 1875).

C. A. Sainte-Beuve, P., sa vie et sa correspon-

dance (1872); C. Bougl6, La sociologie de P, (1911);

E. Doll6ans, P. (1948); D. Hal6vy, La vie de P.

(1948) and Le mariage de P. (1955).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Proust, Marcel (*Auteuil 10 VII 1871; fParis 22

XI 1922), French novelist. During the 1890s Proust

gained, through personal charm and ambitious

curiosity, a knowledge of Parisian high society

from which his middle-class birth, ofa distinguished

physician and a wealthy Jewess, would otherwise

have excluded him. After 1899 his martyrdom to

asthma, the deaths of his father (1903) and mother

(1905) and his growing disillusion with humanity

caused him to lead an increasingly retired life.

From 1907 he inhabited a cork-lined bedroom at

102 Boulevard Haussmann, sleeping by day and
working at night, and visiting Cabourg, the Balbec

of his novel, every summer from 1907 to 1914.

Early sketches for his novel include Jean Santeuil,

written 1895-99, and Contre Sainte-Beuve^ written

1908-09. He wrote the flrst draft of the final

version from 1909 to 1912, revising it and nearly

tripling its length up to the time of his death. The
first section (1913) attracted little attention, but the

second (1919) won the Prix Goncourt and made
him world-famous. Three weeks before his death

from pneumonia he had delivered La prisonniire

to his publishers, while the remaining two sections,

although still awaiting final revision, were substan-

tially complete.

Ostensibly Proust’s enormous, semi-autobio-

graphical novel describes the progress of its

narrator-hero, through childhood, social life and
his unhappy loves for Gilberte and Albertine, to a

consciousness of his literary vocation, whereupon
he sets to work to write the very novel we have

read. But the immanent and major theme is a quest

and conquest, by ‘unconscious memory’, of the

eternal values hidden in a temporal world, a

Dantesque journey from the paradise lost of a

childhood through sin to redemption. Proust pro-

jected his own homosexuality upon many of his

characters, without impairing his insight into the

psychology of women and of men in love with

women. His prose-style owes something to Saint-

Simon* Balzac*, Ruskin* and contemporap^

French Symbolists, but remains unique in its

complexity, beauty and efficiency. His place among
the few supremely great novelists seems secure.

novels: a la recherche du tempsperdu, compris-

ing: Du cdte de chez Swam (1913), A Vombre des

feunesfilles enfleurs (1919), Le coti de Guermantes,

I (1920), Le cdti de Guermantes, n, together with

Sodome et Gomorrhe, I (1921), Sodome et

Gomorrhe, II (1922), La prisonniire (1923),

Albertine disparue (1925), Le temps retrouvi (1927);

standard text ed. P. Clarac and A. Ferre in

Biblioth^que de la P16iade (3 vols, 1954); tr. C. K.

Scott Moncrieff’ as Remernbrance of Things Past

(1922-30; completed by Time Regained, tr. S.

Hudson, 1931, tr. A. Mayor, 1970); Jean Santeuil

(1952; tr. G. Hopkins, 195®.—short stories:

Les plaisirs et les jours (1896; tr. L. Varese, 1948).

—translations from ruskin: La Bible d*Amiens

(1904); Sesame et les lys (190®.—miscellaneous:
Pastiches et melanges (1919); Chroniques (1927);

Contre Sainte-Beuve (1954; tr. S. Townsend
Warner, 1958); Textes retrouves (ed. P. Kolb and

L. B. Price, 1968); Pastiches (ed. J. Milly, 1970).

—

M, P, A Selection From His Miscellaneous Writings

(tr. G. Hopkins, 1948).

—

^letters: Correspondance

(ed. P. Kolb, 1970 ff.); Correspondance generale (6

vols, 1930-36); Lettres retrouvees (ed. P. Kolb,

1966); Letters (tr. M. Curtiss, 1950); chronol.

and index of letters in P. Kolb, Correspondance de

M, P. (1949).

bibuography: in R. de Chantal, M. P. critique

litteraire (1967); in Textes retrouvis (see above).—

biography: A. Maurois, A la recherche de M. P.

(1949; tr. G. Hopkins, 1950); G. D. Painter, M. P.

(2 vols, 1959-6®.

—

criucism: M. Bibesco, Au
bal avec M. P. (1928; tr. 195®; G. Bree, M. P. and

Deliverance From Time (195® ; H. Moss, The Magic

Lantern ofM. P. (1962); R. Shattuck, P.’j Binocu-

lars (1963).—P. A. Spalding, Reader's Handbook to

P. (1952).—BuU. de la Soc. des amis de M. P.

(1950 if.). G.D.P.

Prout, Father: see Mahony, Franck Sylvester.

Provincial, Coplas del: see Coplas de lAy Pana-

dera!

Pnidentius, Aureuus Clemens (Hispania Tarra-

conensis 348 ; fRome c. 410), Christian Latin poet.

After an eminent official career, Prudentius dedi-

cated his life to the composition of Christian

poetry, of which he became the greatest exponent.

His works include hymns, allegories, didactic

poems and a martyrology. Inspired by the classical

poets, Prudentius expresses new thoughts in old

forms and, though his poems are at times marred

by a lack of simpHcity as well as by mysticism and

allegory, they are permeated by a new spirit of

fervent religious joy, and written in a picturesque

style with a technical skill at least equal to that of

his pagan contemporaries.

Opera omnia (ed. J. Bergmann, 1926; tr. H. J.

Thomson, 2 vols, 1949-53).

T. R. Glover, Life and Letters in the 4th Century

(1901; repr. 1968); F. J. E. Raby, Christian Latin
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Poetry (1927; corr. ed. 1953); K. Thraede, Studien

zur Sprache und Stil des P. (1965); R. Herzog» Die

allegorische Dichtkunst des P. (1966). A.J.D.

Prudhomme, Ren6 Francois (or Sully): see Sully

Prudhomme.

Pros, Boleslaw, pseud, of Aleksander

Glowacki (*Hrubiesz6w 20 VIII 1845 or 1847;

Warsaw 19 V 1912), Polish writer. He was

wounded and captured in the insurrection of 1863

but escaped prosecution because of his youth.

Hence a certain doubt about the accurate date of

his birth: the year 1847 may be a falsification made
in order to establish him as a minor in 1863. He
abandoned his scientific studies in Warsaw and

eventually took up journalism. He was engaged in

the cultural and literary debate of his day, generally

taking the moderate standpoint, and dscussed a

wide range of topics in his popular weekly essays

(kroniki). His literary career began with sm^l
humorous sketches which gradually developed

into more ambitious short stories, some of the

best in Polish. His main literary achievement is his

five novels, the most important being Lalka (2 vols,

1887-89; La poupee^ Paris, 1962-64), describing

Warsaw of the late 1870s, and Faraon (1895-96;

The Pharoah and the Priest, tr. J. Curtin, 1902), a

historical novel set in ancient Egypt. In both these

works Prus gives a lively panoramic view ofsociety

somewhat akin to the English Victorian novel,

while avoiding the over-elaborate description of

much French naturalistic prose. Like all his novels,

both reveal a deeply pessimistic attitude. They
have greatly influenced later Polish literature:

Lalka the r^istic novel, Faraon the development

of the political historical novel as opposed to the

historic romance.

SHORT stories: Przygoda Stasia (1879); Powra--

cajqcafala (1880); Kamizelka (1882; ‘The Waist-

coat’, tr. N. B. Jopson in Slavon. and East Eur.

Rev., DC, 1930); Omylka (1884); Palac i rudera

(1874; Palais und Hutte, tr. K. von Rdzycki, 1914).

—novels: Placdwka (1885; ‘The Outpost’, tr. in

Polish Tales, sel. S. C. M. Benecke and M. Busch,

1921); Emancypantki (4 vols, 1891-93); Dzieci

(1908).—Pwwa (ed. I. Chizanowski and Z.

Szweykowski, 26 vols, 1935-36; new ed. Z,

Szweykowski, 1948); Wybor pism (10 vols, 1953);

Listy (1959); Kroniki (15 vols, 1956-65); Wybor
publicystyki (1957).

Z. Szweykowski, Twdrczoic B-a P-a (2 vols,

1947; the best book on B. P.), ^Lalka^ B, P. (1927)

and Nie tylko o Prusie (1967); L. Wiodek, B, P,

(1918); J. Krzyianowski, *B. P.* in Slavon. and
East Eur. Rev., IX (1930); J. Putrament, Struktura

nowel B. P. (1936); J. Kott, 0 'Lalce^ B. P.

(1948); H. Markiewicz, Realizm krytyczny w
twdrczoici J8. P. (1950) and ^Lalkd B. P. (1967);

S. Melkowski, B. P. mr-im, Poradnik biblio-

grqficzny (1964). P.H,

Pruszyfiski, Ksawery (*Kierekeszyna 4 XII 1907;

fHahn 13 VI 1950), Polish short-story writer and
journalist. A fine reporter from various parts of

the world, he fought in the Second World War and
published works in English concerned with the

Polish question. He is still very popular for his

semi-fictional stories concerned with Polish soldiers

during the war.

short stories: Trzynascie opowieici (194Q;
Opowiadcmia (1948); Opowiesci (1950).

—

Droga
wiodla przez Narwik (novel; London, 1941).—

reports: Palestyna po raz trzeci (1933); W
czerwonej Hiszpanii (1937); PolandFights Bade (tr.

P. Jordan, London, 1941); Po/wA Invasion (tr. idem,

ibid., 1941); Russian Year, The Notebook of an

Amateur Diplomat (New York, 1944).

—

Wybdr
pism publistycznych (2 vols, 1966).

—

^various:

Adam Mickiewicz, The Life Story of the Greatest

Polish Poet (London, 1950). P.H,

Prynne, William (*Swainswick 1600; t24X 1669),

English Puritan pamphleteer and lawyer. Edu-
cated at Bath Grammar School and Oriel College,

Oxford, he entered Lincoln’s Iim in 1621, An
indomitable controversialist, he was twice pil-

loried and imprisoned by Charles I, having his

ears clipped, released by the Long Parliament, and
imprisoned by Cromwell; he became Keeper of

the Records under Charles II. Of the 200 books

and pamphlets he published, the most famous is

his attack on the theatre, Histrio-Mastix, The

Players Scourge, or, Actors Tragaedie (1633).

Sels from his writings in Somers Tracts, IV-VI
(ed. W. Scott, 1810-11) and The Puritan Revolution

(ed. S. E. Prall, 1968).

S. R. Gardiner, Documents relating to the

Proceedings against W, P. in 1634 and 1637

(Camden Soc., 1877); E. N. S. Thompson, The

Controversy Between the Puritans and the Stage

(1903); E. W. Kirby, W, P,: A Study in Puritanism

(1931); J. W. AUen, English Political Thought

1603-1660, 1 (1938); G. B. Hurst in LincobCs Iim

Essays (1949); J. G. A. Pocock, The Ancient

Constitution and the Feudal Law: A Study of
English Historical Thought in the 17th Century

(1957); W. M. Lamont, Marginal P. 1600-1669

(1963). R.M.W.

Prys,EDMWND (*1544; ooElizabeth John, ooGwen
ferch Morgan; tMaentwrog, Merioneth 1623),

Welsh poet and scholar. A Fellow of St John’s

College, Cambridge, he became vicar of Maent-

wrog and Ffestiniog and Archdeacon of Merioneth.
William Morgan* acknowledges his assistance in

the translation of the Bible. Moreover he was an

accomplished poet in both bardic and song metres

and his scholarly command of the language gives

distinction to his verse translation of the Psalms.

In a prolonged flyting match he champions the

New Learning in opposition to the traditional lore

of the bards.
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Llyfr y Psalmau ,^.ar fesvr cerdd (1621); fluenced many of his contemporaries, German as

Barddoniaeth E, P, (ed. T. R. Roberts, 1899).

A. O. Evans, ‘E. P.’ in Trans. Hon. Soc.

Cymmrodorion (1922-23); J. Morris-Jones, ‘E.

P.’ in Y Geninen, XLI (1923); T. Gwynn Jones,

‘E. P.’ in Y Lienor, II,m (1923-24). B.Re.

Przesmycki, Zenon, pseud. Miriam (*Radzy6 22

Xn 1861; tWarsaw 17 X 1944), Polish author.

From 1899-1900 he lived mainly in Vienna and
Paris, and was for 20 years Minister of culture

and art; in 1933 he became a member of the

Polish Academy of Literature. By his introduction

to the translation of Maeterlinck’s* plays (1891)

and articles in his model periodical Chimera (1901-

07) he introduced Symbolism into Polish literature,

and by his discoveries and editions of C. Norwid’s*
works established his position in Polish literature.

verse: Z czary ndodoici, Liryczny pamiqtnik

duszy (1893).—translations: Wybrane pisma
dramatyczne Maeterlincka (1 894) ; Upoetdw (1921).

—various: Pro arte (1917; in prose).

M. Kridl, ‘Miriam jako wydawca’ in Krytyka i

krytycy (1923); Z. D^bicki, ‘Z. P.’ in Portrety, I

(1927); M. Szurek-Wiski, Miriam tlumacz (1937),

S.S. (P.H.)

PrzyboiS, Julian (*Gw6znica 5 III 1901 ; fWarsaw
6 X 1970), Polish poet and literary critic. A repre-

sentative of the Cracow avant-garde in the 1920s,

bis poetry expresses his generation’s fascination

with machines and city life. His later work pro-
claims his political socialist convictions although
he never abandons his basic experimental and
avant-garde attitude to poetry; thus he did not
conform to the dogmas of social realism. His
precise, economical manner of writing has had a
great impact on modem Polish poetry.

poetry: Sruby (1925); Oburqcz (1926); W glqb
las (1932); Rownanie serca (1938); Narzedzie ze
Swiatta (1958); Prdba caloici (1961); Na znak
(1965); Kwiat nieznany (1968).—LzryA:/ 1930-1964
(1966).

—

Gedichte (tr. K. Dedecius, Munich,
1963).

—

^UTERARY criticism: Czytajc^c Mickle’^

wicza (1950); Linia i gwar (2 vols, 1959); Sens
poetycki (1963).

J. Shiwidsld, Koncepcja jezyka poetyckiego

awangardy krakowskiej (1965). P.H.

Przybyszewski, Stanislaw (Lojewo 7 V 1868;

tJaionty 23 XI 1927), Polish writer. As a young
man in Berlin, he established himself as a writer

in German. In 1898 he appeared in Cracow and
became leader of the generation of Polish moder-
nists (early Expressionists). After a few tempestu-

ous years his fame as well as the quality of his

prolific literary output faded, and he died a for-

gotten man. Although he is again arousing some
interest, the intrinsic literary quality of his work
seems insignificant; but he vociferously expresses

the mood of his generation, and profoundly in-

well as Polish. His best work was written in his

youth in German and translated by himself. His

theory of the naked soul—subconscious urges,

revealed above all in the sexual instincts—did not

lead to any deep revelations of human nature, but

seemed rather to offer an excuse for his unmiti-

gated brutal exhibitionism. He wrote novels and
plays, but his most lasting work is his prose poem
and his memoirs. P.H.

novels: Satanskinder (1897); Homo Sapiens (3

vols, 1898; in Ger.; Eng. tr. Th. Seltzer, 1915);

Synowie ziemi (1904; Erdensohne^ 1905); Moony
czlowiek (3 vols, 1912-13); Krzyk (1917; Der
Schrei, 1918).—plays: Das grosse Gluck (1900;

For Happiness^ 1912); Taniec milolci i imierci (2

vols, 1901; Totentanz der Liebe, 1902); ^nieg

(1903; The Snow, tr. O. F. Theis, 1920); Gelubde

(1906); Gody zycia (1910).—various: Totenmesse

(1893); De profundis (1896); In diesem Erdenthcd

der Trdnen (1900); Vigilien (1894); Androgyne

(1900; in Ger. 1906); Mol wspdlczesni (2 vols,

1926-30).

—

correspondence: Listy (ed. with

intro. S. Helsztyfiski, 1937).

A. MoUer Bmch, ‘S. P.’ in Die moderne Literatur

(1902); M. Krzymuska, ‘S. P., jego poezja i

^ozofia’ in Studia literackie (1903); E. Boy6,

‘Estetyka P.’ in U kolebki modernizmu (1922); J.

Krzyzanowski, ‘S. P.’ in Slavon. and East Eur.

Rev., VI (1927); Z. L. Zaleski, ‘S. P.’ in Attitudes et

destinies (1932) ; J. Szc^gielska, P.Jako dramaturg

(1936); M. Herman, Un sataniste polonais, S» P,

(1939); S. Helsztyfiski, P. (1958). S.S. (P.H.)

Psalmanazar, George: see forgeries, uterary.

Psellus: see Michael Psellos.

Pseudo-: see under second half of name.

Psichari, Ernest (*Paris 27 IX 1883; fRossignol

22 VIII 1914), French essayist. Son of Jean

Psichari [Psycharis*] and grandson of Renan*, he

was agnostic until active service as an officer in

Africa made him question the meaning of life. In

1913 he became a Roman Catholic. He succe^ed

in reconciling religious demands with his military

obligations and was killed at the beginning of the

First World War. Le voyage du centurion (posth.,

1916; -<4 Soldier^s Pilgrimage, tr. M. Walker and

M. H. M. Capes, 1917), still exerte great influence

on French young people of Christian and national-

ist persuasion.

Torres de soleil et de sommeil (1908); Vappel des

armes (1913).

H. Psichari, E. P, mon frire (1933); Wallace

Fowlie, E. P. (1939); R. Maritain, ‘E, P.’ in

Commonweal, XLII (1945) and Les grandes

amities (1948); A. M. Gotichon, E, P. d'apris des

documents inedits (1953), M.G.
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Psycharis, Yiannis, or Jean Psichari (*Odessa

3 V 1854; ool882 Naomi Renan, ool912 Irene

Baume; tPans 1929), Greek man of letters.

Psycharis played an important part in the contest

between the linguistic ‘purists’ and the ‘demoti-

dsts’. A strong supporter of the demotic, he wrote

several philologicd works to prove that it is the

legitimate descendant of the ancient tongue. In

spite of the fact that his own use of the demotic is

pedantic to a degree (he lived almost the whole of

his life in Paris), his epoch-making book To taxidi

mou (1888) was a landmark in the victory of his

cause, and greatly contributed to establishing the

demotic as the proper language of the modem
Greek novel.

Toneiro tou Giamiri (1897); Yia to Romaitko

theatro (plays; 1901); Roda kai mela (5 vols, 1902-

09); Zof kai agapi sti monaxia (1904); Ta dio

aderfia (1910-11); Sion iskio tou platanou (1911);

(1912-13).—Full biblio. of P.’s works: G. M.
Valetas in Megali Elliniki Enkyklopaideia^ XXTV
(1934).

K. Phlores, O P. kai to ergo tou (191®; A.

Mirambel, ‘La doctrine linguistique de J. P.’ in

Nouvelle Clio, HI (1951). R.J.H.J. (P.O.A.S.)

Ptochoprodromus: see Theodore Prodromus.

Ptolemy (Ptolemaeus) of Alexandria (Jl, 2nd
century a.d.), Greek mathematician and astro-

nomer. His (called the Great Collection or

the Almagest) summed up Greek astronomy and
became a standard textbook; the Ptolemaic

system, based chiefly on Hipparchus*, was not

overthrown until the time of Copernicus*. Ptolemy
made some astronomical contributions of his own,
and also wrote an important work on geography.

Syntaxismathematical Opera astronomica minora
(ed. J. L. Heiberg, 2 vols, 1898-1907); Geographia

(ed. P. J. Fischer, 3 vols, 1932); Harmonica (ed. I.

During, 1930).

Sir T, Heath, A History of Greek Mathematics^

n (1921). D.J.F.

P*u Sung-ung (CfTzG-ch'uan 5 VI 1640; ^ibid.

25 n 1715), Chinese short-story writer, spent most
of his life in private secretarial posts. He was
relatively unknown in his lifetime, although his

stories were commended by Wang* Shih-di8n.

They circulated in manuscript until 1766 when
Liao-chai cfdhd (containing 431 stories) was
printed. It enjoyed great popularity and was very

many times reprinted. Tlie stories are generally

mord in object and written in a terse, allusive style,

much imitated by 19th-centuiy short-story writers.

In 1931 Hu* Shih ascribed to P’u the authorship of
the pseudonymous vernacular novel, Hsing-shih

yin-yuan chuan (earliest known ed. 1870), a story of
a shrewish wife. This aroused a new interest in P’u.

SHORT stories: Liao-chai chih-i (1766; partial

trs: H. A. Giles, Strange Stories From a Chinese

Studio, 1880 [most extensive]; E. Schmitt, Selfsame

Geschichten aus dem Liao-chai, 1924; R. Quong,
Chinese Ghost and Love Stories, 1946); Liao~chai

chih-i wei-k'an kao (‘MSS Not Printed in the Liao-

chai chih-V\ 1936).

—

Liao-chai ch^uan-chi (coll,

essays and verse; 193®.

J. PrflSek, ^Liao-chai chih-i by P’u Simg-ling’ in

Studia Serica Bernhard Karlgren Dedicata (Copen-

hagen, 1959). A.R.D.

Publilius Syrus (*?Antioch 1st century b.c.),

Syrian slave who won fame in Roman theatre both

as a mime-actor and as a writer of scripts. A
collection of single-verse aphorisms was made
from these scripts early in the Empire and survives

in a heavily interpolated form. The Middle Ages
found his moralizing wit attractive.

O. Ribbeck, Comicorum Romanorum fragmenta

(3rd ed. 1898); W. Meyer, Publ. Syri sententiae

(1880); O. Friedrich, Publili Syri mimi sententiae

(1880).—Aphorisms tr. J. Wight Duff and A. M.
Duff in Minor Latin Poets (1935).

O. Skutsch, ‘P. S.’ in A. Pauly, G. Wissowa et d,,

ReaUEncyclopddie der classischen Altertumswisserh

schaft, XXIII.2, 1920 ff. (1959). H.D.J.

Pucci, Antonio (*Florence c. 1310; ^ibid, 1388),

Italian poet. Pucci wrote a brilliantly descriptive

poem exalting the beauty of the Mercato Vecchio

and a moralistic work, Le Noie. He versified

Villani’s* Cronica (Centiloquio) and recorded the

war with Pisa (1362-64). He is famed for his

colourful cantari, popular improvisatory works in

ottava rima narrating chivalric tales in a fabulous

or Arthurian setting.

Le Noie (ed. K. Mackenzie, 1931; repr. 196®;
Delizie degli eruditi toscani, III-VI (ed. I. di San

Luigi, 1772-75); Fiore di leggende, cantari antichi,

ser. 1 (ed. E. Levi, 1914); Poeti minori del Trecento

(ed. N. Sapegno, 1952); Poesia del Duecento e del

Trecento (ed. C. Muscetta and P. Rivalta, 195®.

E. C. Gardner, The Arthurian Legend in Italian

Literature (1930); N. Sapegno, II Trecento (1945;

with biblio.) and Pagine di storia letteraria (1960).

M.W,

Puchmajer, ANiONfN Jaroslav (*T3?n nad Vltavou

7 I 1769; tPrape 29 IX 1820), Czech poet. A
Roman Catholic priest, Puchmajer turned to

Czech and Slavonic studies under the influence of

Dobrovsk^. Following French, German and

Polish models, he and his literary associates wrote

anacreontic and didactic poetry which appeared in

Puchmajer’s almanachs (1795-1814). These collec-

tions of poems played an important part in the

revival of Czech literature.

Sebrane bdsnd (ed. J. JeSek, 1881); P-ovy

Almanachy (ed. J. Vlfiek, 4 vols, 1917-21).

J. Mdchal, J. A. P, (1895). R.A.
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Pudder-Muskau, Hermann Ludwig Heinrich,

Fi)RST VON (*Muskau 30 X 1785; ool817 Reichs-

gra^ Pappenheim [o/ol826]; tCottbus 4 XI
1871), German writer, landscape-gardener and

dandy. The success of his travel books, dilettante

offshoots ofYoung Germany, was largely a tribute

to his personality and position. He was satirized

by Immermann* in Mmchhausen. H.A.P,

Gedichte (1811); Briefs eines Verstorbenen (4

vols, 1830-32; Tour in Germany, Holland and

England 1826-28, tr. Mrs Austin, 1832); Andeu-

tungen uber Landschaftsgartnerei (1834); Tutti

Frutti (5 vols, 1834; Eng. tr. E. Spencer, 1839);

Jugendwanderungen (1835); Semilasso in Africa (5

vols, 1836; Eng. tr. 1837); Aus Mehmed Alls Reich

(3 vols, 1844); Briefwechsel und Tagebucher (ed. L.

Assing, 9 vols, 1873-76); Frauenbriefe von und an

P.‘M. (ed. H. Conrad, 1912).

L. Assing, Furst H, von P.-M, (2 vols, 1873-74);

A. Ehrhard, Le prince de P.~M. (1928; Ger. tr.

1935); E. M. Butler, The Tempestuous Prince

(1929). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Puig i Ferreter, Joan (*La Selva del Camp 1882;

tParis 1956), Catalan playwright and novelist. He
began by writing plays influenced by Ibsen* and

Gorky*. After a long period of inactivity, he

resumed his literary career as a novelist, following

Naturdist techniques. In exile in Paris he wrote

finally an ambitious ‘roman k clef’ in 12 volumes,

El pelegri apassionat (1953-62), a passionate

critical vision of his epoch and an attempt at

self-justifiication.

theatre: La dama enamorada (1908); El gran

Aleix (1912).—novels: El cercle mdgic (1929);

Vida interior d^un escriptor (1928). J.L.M.

Piqmanovd, Marie, formerly ZatkovA, n6e

HennerovA (Prague 8 VI 1893 ; ^ibid, 19 V 1958),

Czech author, one of the most successful of the

novelists who interpreted the development of

Czech society after 1918 from the Marxist point

of view.

trilogy: Lide na kfifovatce (1937); Hra s

ohnSm (1948); iivot proti smrti (1952).—M.
Blahynka, M. P. (1961). R.A.

Pulci, Bernardo (*Florence 8 X 1438; ^ibid. 9 n
1488), Italian poet, and brother of Luigi. Author
of religious poems and unpublished lyrics; his

most successful work is Barlaam e Josafat, a

sacred play.

A. D’Ancona, Sacre rappresentazioni, II (1872).

F. Flamini, ‘La vita e le liriche di B. P.’ in

Propugnatore, new ser., I (1888); F. Ageno, ‘Tre

studi quattrocenteschi’ in Studi di filol. ital., XX
(1962). P.McN.

Pulci, Luca (*Mugello 3 XII 1431; tFlorence 29

W 1470), Italian poet and banker who died in the

bankrupts’ prison. His Driadeo d^amore, which
some attribute to his brother Luigi, recounts the

origin of rivers; his Ciriffo Calvaneo treats of
chivalry and war, with the accent on the extra-

ordinary. Both abound in m3diological remini-

scences.

Ciriffo Calvaneo (ed. S. L. G. E. Audin, 1834);

Driadeo d'amore (ed. P. E. Giudici, 1916).—^F.

Flamini, Spigolature di erudizione e di critica (1895);
L. Mattioli, L.P,ea Ciriffo Calvaneo (1900).

P.McN.

Pulci, Luigi (*Florence 15 VHI 1432; ool473

Lucrezia degli Albizzi; fPadua XI 1484), Italian

poet, brother of Luca and Bernardo. Patronized by
Cosimo and Piero de* Medici, he was the intimate

friend of Lorenzo il Magnifico [Medici*], who
entrusted him with missions to Pisa, Camerino and
Naples. He died in the service of Roberto
Sanseverino.

In Pulci’s masterpiece, the Morgante, written in

octaves and racy Florentine, yet reflecting

Florence’s literary tradition, the materia cavalle--

resca of the Charlemagne cycle, long the chief

stock-in-trade of Italian cantambanchi, first attains

artistic individuality. The manner of the cantastorie

is burlesqued in pseudo-invocations and mock
citation of sources, and the world of chivalry

caricatured (yet without satirical intention) by this

master of comical situations, whose grotesque

buffoonery invades the saddest occasions. His

genius for characterization finds full scope in the

good-natured giant Morgante, in the orthodox

devil Astarotte, and in his supreme creation

Margutte, unforgettable paragon of all vice.

Pulci finished his brother Luca’s Ciriffo Calvaneo,

parodied La Nencia da Barberino in La Beca da

Dicomano, described a tournament won by
Lorenzo in La Giostra, and left lively letters and
vernacular verse. His Confessione, written to allay

suspicions about his orthodoxy, succeeded in

casting doubt on his sincerity.

Morgante (composed bet. 1460 and 1470; orig.

23 cantos, pr. bet. 1478 and 1480; oldest extant

eds of this 1st redaction those of Venice, 1482, and
Florence, n.d., but 1482; episode of Morgante
and Margutte pr. 1480 with the title II Morgante
piccolo ; whole poem in 28 cantos 1st pub. Florence,

1483 [1482 Florentine style], and known as //

Morgante maggiore; eds: G. B. Weston, 2 vols,

1930; G. Fatini, 2 vols, 1948; F. Ageno, 1955; R.

Ramat, 1961; D. De Robertis, 1962; canto 1 tr.

Lord Byron, 1823); Beca da Dicomano and Confes-

sione in Sonetti di Matteo Franco e di Luigi Pulci

(1759); Letters a Lorenzo il Magnifico e ad altri

(ed. S. Bongi, 2nd ed. 1886); Strambotti (ed. A.

Zenatti, 1887-94); Lefrottole {ed. G. Volpi, 1912);

Il ’‘libro dei sonettV (ed. G. Dolci, 1933).

G. Volpi, ‘L. P.: studio biografico* in Giomale
storico della lett. ital., XXII (1893); A. Momi-
gliano, Uindole e il riso di L. P, (1907) and Studi di
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poesia (2nd ed. 1948); R. Truffi, Giostre e cantori

di giostre (1911); C. Pellegrini, L, P., Vuomo e

Vartista (1912); E. Walser, Lebens- md Glaubens-

probleme: die Religion des L. P, (1926); U.
Biscottini, Varte e Vanima del *Morgante* (1932);

C. Curto, Z*. P. (1932); N. Zingarelli, ‘La compo-
sizione del Morgante di L. P.’ in Rendiconti del

Reale Istituto Lombardo, LXXV (1932) and
Scritti di varia letteratura (1935); I. Bussani, II

romanzo cavalleresco in L, P. (1933); A. Pellizzari,

/ tre Morganti (1938); L. Di Pino, Temi di critica

letteraria e due prose (1944); F. Ageno, ‘Le tre

redazioni del Morgante^ in Studi di filol. ital., DC
(1951); ‘Rassegna della bibliografia pulciana

(1811-1952)’, ed. G. Fatini in Atti e memorie della

Sodetk Colombaria, XVII (1952); G. Mariani, II

Morgante e i cantari trecenteschi (1953); D. De
Robertis, Storia del Morgante' (1958); G. Getto,

Studi sul Morgante (1967); A. Gianni,A uno e due

(1967). P.McN.

Pulgar, Hernando del (*c. 1425; fafter 1490),

Spanish historian. He was brought up at the

Castilian court; was chronicler, and ambassador
to Italy and France, of Ferdinand and Isabella. His

works include letters to nobles, a commentary on
the Copiah de Mingo Revulgo and vivid pen-

portraits of past and contemporary notables, less

candid and more ironical than those of P6rez* de
Guzmdn.

Claros varones de Castilla and Letras. Glosas a
las coplas de Mingo Revulgo (both ed. J. Domin-
guez Bordona, Madrid, 1923-29); Crdnica de los

reyes catdlicos (ed. J. de Mata Carriazo, 2 vols,

1943); Claros varones (ed. R. B. Tate, Oxford,

1971). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Pulitzer, Joseph (*Mako, Hungary 10 IV 1847;
CO 19 VI 1878 Kate Davis; tCharleston Harbour,
S.C, 29X 1911), German-American journalist. He
started with German-language papers, later bought
the St Louis Dispatch which he combined with the

St Louis Post and in 1883 took over the New York
World, which he developed into the mouthpiece of
high-principled liberalism. Through his will he
foimded the first American school of journalism
and established the Pulitzer prizes (prizes).

D. C. Seitz, /. P., His Life and Letters (1924);
O, G. Villard in Dictionary ofAmerican Biography,

XV (1935). E.R.

Pumpurs, Andrejs (Lieljumprava canton 22 IX
1841 ; tRiga 6 VII 1902), Latvian poet. He was
trained as a surveyor but made soldiering his

caxe&r. His Latvian patriotism, stimulated by
Finnish and Estonian example, expressed itself in

the creation of a rhyming epic poem. The story of
Ldcplesis (‘Bearslayer’; 1888) has some basis in

Latvian folk-lore, but owes a great deal more to

the poet’s own invention and romantic sentiments.

LdSplesis had considerable influence on the

imagination of patriotic Latvians and inspired

even Rainis* (cf. his drama ‘Fire and Ni^t’),
Pumpurs’ remaining poetry is less significant.

Kopoti raksti (coll, works; 2 vols, 1925).—R,
Klaustips, Pumpura dzlve un darbi (1911).

W.K.M. (H.Le.)

Purchas, Samuel (*?Thaxted, Essex 1575; 00I6OI

Jane Westhal; fLondon IX or X 1626), English

historian. Educated at St John’s College, Cam-
bridge, Purchas was for many years rector of St

Martin’s, Ludgate, London. He is remembered for

his continuation ofthe work of Hakluyt*, to whom
he appears to have acted as assistant.

Hakluytus Posthumus, or Purchas his Pilgrimes

(1625; Hakluyt Soc., 20 vols, 1905-07). J.B.B.

Purdy, Alfred Wellinoton (Wooler, Ontario

30 >fll 1918; 001941 Eurithe Mary Jane Park-

hurst), Canadian poet noted for vigour of language

and concern with ordinary people and places; the

harsh tone of his work is tempered by humour and
genuine sympathy.

Enchanted Echo (1944); Pressed on Sand (1955);

Poemsfor All the Annettes (1962); Cariboo Horses

(1965); North ofSummer (1967); Wild Grape Wine

(1968).

P. Stevens, Tn the raw* m Canad. Lit., XXVO
(1966). R.Su.

Purdy, James (*Ohio 14 VII 1923), American

novelist. His fiction shows a subtle blend of

violence and homosexuality presented with a

ddicate wit which belies the grotesqueness of his

subject-matter. Malcolm (1959) emphasizes isola-

tion and fragmentation by its mixture of farce,

realism and irony, developed to an almost

Faulknerian intensity in Eustace Chisholm and the

Works (1967).

ncnoN: Don't Call Me By My Right Name
(1956); 63 Dream Palace (1956); Colour of Dark-

ness (1957); The Nephew (1960); Cabot Wright

Begins (1963) ; An Oyster Is a Wealthy Beast (1967)

;

Jeremy's Vision (1970).

—

Children Is All (drama;

1962). G.A.K.

Purlichev, Grigor (Ohrid 18 I 1830; fibid, 25 I

1893), Bulgaro-Macedonian writer. He studied in

Athens, where in 1860 he won for his Greek poem
‘Armatolos’ the annual literary award and the

reputation of ‘a second Homer’. He translated

Greek classics into Bulgarian and wrote poems and

stories on local life and the Slav anti-Greek

struggle for religious and cultural self-determina-

tion in mid-19th-century Macedonia.

Sel. works (ed. G. Konstantinov, 1939).

—

Avtobiografiata na G. P. (ed. P. Obreshkov, 1928).

V.P.
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Pusey, Edward Bouverie (*Pusey, Berks 22 VIII

1800; 001828 Maria Barker; tAscot Priory, Berks

16 DC 1882), English divine, Regius Professor of

Hebrew at Oxford, who with Keble and Newman*
inspired the Oxford Movement, and contributed to

Tractsfor the Times. With Keble* he sustained the

movement during the shock of the secessions to

Rome. His writings, free of any literary aim, reveal

profound learning and spiritual stability.

Tracts for the Times (1834-37; nos. 18, 66, 67,

68, 69, 70, 77, 81); Parochial Sermons (1852-73);

What is of Faith as to Everlasting Punishment?

(1880); Daniel the Prophet (1864); Spiritual Letters

(ed. J. O. Johnston and W. C. E. Newbolt, 1898).

Canon Liddon, Life of P. (completed by J. O.

Johnston and R. J. Wilson, 1893-97); A. B.

Donaldson, Five Great Oxford Leaders (1900);

G. Faber, Oxford Apostles (1953).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Pushkin, Alexander Sergeyevich (*Moscow 26

V 1799; ooll 1831 Natalia Goncharova; tSt Peters-

burg 29 I 1837), the greatest Russian poet. He
belonged to the old landed nobility, but one of his

maternal ancestors was an Abyssinian—a certain

Hannibal, who had been in the service of Peter*

the Great. Pushkin’s early education was largely

French, but his ‘nanny’, a simple-hearted peasant

woman, was his first link with the Russian people.

He developed his taste for writing Russian poetry

in the exclusive lyc6e at Tsarskoe Selo (now called

Pushkin), on finishing which he settled—nominally

as a civil servant—^in St Petersburg, dividing his

time between dissipations and poetry. Even during

that stage his poems were of an unusual high

quality and full of ease, lucidity and sparkling wit

learned from his favourite French authors, especi-

ally from Voltaire* and Parny*. All these features

came out in his humorous epic Ruslan andLudmila
(1820), which was at once hailed as an important

milestone on the Russian Parnassus, But the poet

himself had by then been exiled (on account of
some biting epigrams) to the south of Russia,

where he was introduced to the works of Byron*.
In VI 1824 he was banned to his mother’s estate in

the Pskov district, but in IX 1826 Nicholas I sud-
denly ‘pardoned’ his transgressions and even
offered to be the only censor of his subsequent
works. This doubtful honour gradually tied Push-
kin—against his will—^to the Tsar and the court at

a time when his own poetic genius was nearing its

zenith. Soon after that he fell in love with the
beautiful but shallow Natalia Goncharova whom
he married. This proved to be his final undoing.
For no sooner had the couple settled in St Peters-

burg than Natalia’s head was turned by her
worldly successes and the attention paid to her by
the Tsar himself. Pushkin’s private and domestic
life became complicated by the growing intrigues,

slander and gossip. When Natalia was courted by
the French legitimist in the Russian service, Baron

Heckeren-d’Anth^, Pushkin was obliged to

challenge d’Anth^s to a duel which ended fatally

for the poet.

In spite of all his ordeals, Pushkin had continued

his artistic activities. His lyrical poems in particular

are matchless in their naturalness, terseness and
what he himself called ‘naked beauty’. In the

course of his poetic growth he underwent several

influences, especially those of Byron, Shakespeare*
and Sir Walter Scott*. Yet instead of succumbing
to them he merely used them as stepping-stones

towards his own originality. It was imder Byron’s
stimulus that he wrote, in 1820-21, Kavkazskiy
plermik (‘The Prisoner of the Caucasus’), thus

introducing to Russian literature a kind of
naturalized Childe Harold type who afterwards

became—as the frustrated ‘superfluous man*

—

one of the staple characters of Russian fiction. In

addition to his other three ‘southern’ narrative

poems Pushkin wrote his great Evgeny Onegin

(1823-31), under the partial influence of Byron.

In his magnificent narrative poems connected with

Peter the Great, Poltava (1838) and Medny vsadnik

(‘The Bronze Horseman’; 1832), he also retained

the pattern of a Byronic tale in verse, while yet

creating highly original works. In his versified

Skazki (‘Fairy Tales’; 1831-34) he tried to assimi-

late the tone and the pattern of the Russian

folk-tales.

Shakespeare’s influence was responsible above
all for Pushkin’s historical drama in blank verse,

Boris Godunov (1826), on which Mussorgsky’s

opera is based. Pushkin moreover wrote his

sprightly conte in verse, GrafNulin (1825), partly as

an emulation of Byron’s Beppo and partly as a
parody of Shakespeare’s Rape ofLucrece. He also

paraphrased Measure for Measure in a narrative

poem called Am^lo (1833). Pushkin’s four ‘little

tragedies’ again had been suggested by Barry

Cornwall’s [Procter*] Dramatic Scenes', one of

them was in fact a modified free translation from

John Wilson’s [North*] play The City of the

Plague (1816). Last but not least, in his prose

works, such as his unfinished Arap Petra Velikogo

(‘The Negro of Peter the Great’; Dubrovsky

(1832-33), or his novel Kapitanskaya dochka (‘A

Captain’s Daughter’; 1836) Pushl^ assimilated

the influence of Sir Walter Scott, but he did it with

his habitual classical terseness and economy. This

economy is even more pronounced in his Povesti

Belkina (‘The Tales of Belkin’; 1830) and Pikovaya
dama (‘TTie Queen of Spades’; 1834^),

Pushkin mastered all the Western literary forms

and genres in a way which integrated them with the

spirit of the Russian language and the Russian

creative genius. While becoming thoroughly

European, he yet remained essentially Russian.

It was in fact in this ‘Pushkinian’ universality that

Dostoyevsky*, for example, saw the greatest

promise for his nation as a whole. Thus Pushkin

became not only the focus of that ‘golden age’ of

Russian poetry which bears his name, but also a
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great symbol and a pointer in the direction Russia

was to take in her subsequent literature and

culture.

Sochineniya (10 vols, 1890); Polnoye sobranie

sochineniy (9 vols, 1935-38; 10 vols, 1956-58);

Sochineniya (1936, 1949).—.4 P. Verse Reader

(ed. I. P. Foote, 1962); P. (ed. and tr. J. Fennell,

1964).—^. P.J Dichtungen (tr. R. Lippert, 2 vols,

1840); Poesie di P. (tr. L. de Mangini, 1844);

CEuvres choisies (tr. H. Dupont, 2 vols, 1847);

Poetiscke Werke (tr. F. Bodenstedt, 3 vols, 1854-

55); Po^mes dramatiques (tr. I. Turgenev and

L. Viardot, 1862); Russian Romance (tr. J. B.

Telfer, 1875); Eugene Oneguine (tr. Lt.-Col. Spald-

ing, 1888); The Prose Tales (tr. T. Keane, 1894);

Translations From P. (tr. C. E. Turner, 1899);

Poems (tr. M. Baring, 1931); The Captain^

s

Daughter and Other Tales (tr. N. Duddington,

1933); The Works of A. P. (ed. A. Yarmolinsky,

1930; The Russian Wonderland (tr. B. Brazol,

1936); SixPoemsby P. (tr. J. Krupp, 1936); Eugene

Onegin (tr. D. Prall Radin and G. Patrick, 1937 ; tr,

O. Elton, 2nd ed. 1943 ;tr.V. Nabokov, 1964);P.’j

Poems (tr. W. Morison, 1945); The Fairy Tales

(tr. T. PanchefF, 1947); P., Lermontov^ Tiutchev,

Poems (tr. V, Nabokov, 1947); The Letters ofA, P.

(tr. T. Shaw, 1963).

English essays and biogs by: D. Mirsky (1926);

B. Brazol (1931); C. Ceugh in Prelude to Parnassus

(1936); N. L. Brodsky (1937); S. H. Cross (1937);

E. Simmons (1937); L. Lambert (1947); J. Lavrin

(1947); H. Troyat (tr. from Fr.; 1951); B. V.

Tomashevsky (1956); S. L. Frank (195^^; P. G.

Antokol’sky (1960); L. P. Grossman (1960);

M. A. Tsiavlovsky (1962); V, Sechkariv (1963);

L. M. Toibin (1964).—In other langs: J. Tretiak,

Mickiewicz i Puszkin (1906); W, Lednicki, A,

Puszkin (1926); E. Piccard, A, Pouchkine (1939);

E. Lo Gatto, Alessandro PuSkin (1937); A. Luther,

SolangeDichterLeben (1949) ; H. Troyat, Pouchkine

(1953).

E. Lyatsky, P. i ego pis*ma (1899); V. A.

Myakotin, P. i dekabristy (1923); V. M. Zhirmun-
sky, Byron i P, (1924); A. Luther, A, P, in seinen

Briefen (1927); V. Veresayev, V dvukh planakh

(1929); V. V, Vinogradov, Yazyk Pushkina (1935);

P, B. Struve, Dukh i slovo Pushkina (1937); M.
Zagorsky, P. i teatr (1940); I, M. Nusinov, P. /

mirovaya literatura (1941); A. 1. Dymshits and
D. I. Zolotnitsky, P, v vospominaniyakh sovre-

mmdkov (1950); Ya. L. Levkovich, P. i literatura

o nem (1955); B. S. Meilakh, P. i ego epokha

(1958); D. D. Blagoi, Masterstvo Pushkina (1963);

R. V, PletnSv, O lirike Pushkina (1963); A. L.

Slonimsky, Masterstvo Pushkina (1964). J.L.

Pushkin, Vasily L’vovich (*1767; tl830), uncle

of Alexander Pushkin* and himself a poet of the

sentimental Karamzin* school. He achieved

notoriety however by his crude and not quite

printable narrative poem, Opasny sosed, J.L.

Puteanus, Erycius, or Hendrik van de Putte
(*Venlo 4 XI 1574; fLouvain 17 IX 1646), Dutch
antiquarian and historian. Puteanus was educated

by Vossius* at Dordrecht, next at Cologne by the

Jesuits and finally at Padua and Milan, where in

1601 he became Professor of rhetoric and historio-

grapher to Philip III; in 1606 he succeeded

Lipsius* as Professor of philology at Louvain.

Puteanus was a prolific author. His antiquarian

studies were published in Gronovius’ and Grae-
vius’ Thesauri; of his historical works should be
mentioned Iheatrum hist, imperatorum austria-

corum (1642), Historia Insubrica (1630) and De
obsidione Lovanii (1636). J.J.M.

Comus (Dutch tr. C. Sobry, 1938); Honderd
veertien Nederlandse brieven van E. P, aan . . .

Michael Florent van Langren (ed. with intro. J. J.

Moreau, 1957).

T. Simar, ttude sur E. P. (1909).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Piiterich von Reichertshausen, Jakob (*1400;

tl469). Bavarian noble and connoisseur of 13th-

century German literature. He includes Der
jungere Titurel amongst the works of Wolfram*
von Eschenbach. On his evidence certain minor
writers (Reinbot* von Durne, der Pleier*) were
still known.

Ehrenbrief (ed. F. Behrend and A. Wolkan,
1920). F.P.P.

Putinas, pseud, of Vincas Mykolaitts (PilotiSkes

nr Prienai 6 I 1893; fKaSergind nr Kaunas 7 VI
1967), Lithuanian poet and scholar. He first

studied theology at Seinai and St Petersburg, then

philosophy, literature and the history of art in

Switzerland and Germany; in 1923 he became a
Professor at Kaunas University and later a member
of the Soviet Lithuanian Academy of Sciences.

Verse of his appeared in the Lithuanian press in

1912, but his &st collection Raudoni fiedai (‘Red

Flowers’) is dated 1916. According to Grinius there

are three periods in Putinas’ development—an
experimental period (1912-19), in which he wrote

mainly didactic and abstract verse, the Symbolist

period (1919-26), and the period of realism (since

1920. He is rather more versatile than either

Maironis* or Kreve*, having written novels

(Altoriii sesily^ ‘In the Shadow of the Altars’, 2

vols, 1933-34) as well as drama {Valdovas, ‘Die

Ruler’, 1930) and the lyric poetry in which he is

supreme. In Sukililiai (‘The Rebels’; 1957-67), a

historical novel with the peasants’ revolt of 1863

as its theme, Putinas produced the greatest post-

war Lithuanian novel. He also translated Mickie-

wicz*, Pushkin*, Lermontov*, Krylov* and

Nekrasov*.

verse: KunigaikStis ivainys (1916); Tarp dviejq

ausrH (1927); Keliai ir kryikeliai (1936); Sveikinu

iemq (1950); Poezija (1950; Buties valanda (1963);
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Langas (1966).--plays: 2iedas ir moteris (1926);

Nuvainikuota vaidilute {\921).—Krize (novel;

1937).—Excerpts from Sukileliai tr. in Lituanus,

IX.4 (1963).

J. Grinins, P. o lyrika (1932); J. Lankutis,

K M-P. kuryba (1961). W.K.M. (H.Le.)

Pottenham, George (tl590), English critic. The

Arte ofEnglish Poesie (1589), occasionally ascribed

to Richard Puttenham, was probably by his

younger brother George. The first detailed survey

of English poetry, it specifies metres and poetical

figures and argues for the moral influence ofpoetry.

The Arte ofEnglish Poesie (repr, in G. G. Smith,

Elizabethan Critical Essays, 1904; ed. G. D.
Willcock and A. Walker, 1936).

W. L. Rushton, Shakespeare and ^The Arte of
English Poesie^ (1909); B. M. Ward, ‘The author-

ship of The Arte of English Poesie* in Rev. Eng,

Stud., I (1925); J. W. Atkins, English Literary

Criticism: the Renascence (1947); P. J. Traci, ‘The
literary qualities of P.’s Arte of English Poesie*

in Renaissance Papers (1957); G. Williamson, The
Proper Wit ofPoetry (1961). W.A.A.

Pynchon, Thomas (*Glen Cove, N.Y, 8 V 1937),

American novelist. The puzzles, pastiches and
paradoxes of V (1963) link Pynchon’s work with

that of Barth* and Southern*. There is a sense of

nightmare and confusion within the comic struc-

ture of his work, which is viewed with a speculative

irony.

The Crying ofLot 49 (196Q. G.A.K.

Pyra, Immanuel Jacob (Cottbus 25 VII 1715;

fBerlin 14 VII 1744), German poet. Headmaster
of the K511n Gymnasium, Berlin, Pyra, a friend of

S. G. Lange*, wrote unrhymed verse in deliberate

opposition to Gottsched*.

verse : Der Tempelder wahren Dichtkunst (1737)

;

Thyrsis und Damons freundschaftliche Lieder (with

Lange; 1745; ed. A. Sauer, 1885).

—

Erweis, dassdie

Gottschedianische Sekte den Geschmack verderbe

(criticism; 1743).

G. Waniek, A und sein Einfluss auf die deutsche

Literatur (1882). H.B.G.

Pythagoras of Samos Gate 6th century b.c.),

Greek philosopher. About 531 he emigrated to

Croton (S. Italy) and there founded a religious

community, dedicated to the release of the soul

from the corruption of the body, by a discipline of

study and symbolic abstinence. He believed in

transmigration of souls, and made discoveries

about the mathematical ratios of musical intervals

which led him to seek the imderlying reality of all

things in number (perhaps he also discovered

‘Pythagoras’ theorem’). His chief importance for

philosophy is his development of the idea of the

human soul, and the impetus he gave to mathe-

matical studies.

No originals extant: testimonia in H. Diels, Die

Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, I (6th ed. 1951).

F. M. Comford, ‘Mysticism and science in the

Pythagorean tradition’ in Class. Quart., XVI
(1919) and XVII (1920) and Plato and Parmenides

(1939); E. L. Minar, Early Pythagorean Politics

(1942); J. Bumet, Early Greek Philosophy (4th ed.

1945); W. Jaeger, Theology of the Early Greek

Philosophers (194'0; J. E. Raven, Pythagoreans and

Eleatics (1948); W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of
Greek Philosophy, I (1962); W. Burkert, Weisheit

und Wissenschaft (1962); J. A. Philip, P. and Early

Pythagoreanism (Toronto, 1966), DJ.F.
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Q
*Q*; see Quiller-Couch, Sir Arthur Thomas.

Qa‘ani, HabIballah (*Shiraz; fTehran 1854),

the most prominent Persian poet of the Qajarid

period. His poems, mostly panegyrics, are vigorous,

fresh and witty. His style is essentially that of the

older classical poets.

Divan (Tehran, 1860); Parishdn (ibid,, 1884).

A. von K6gl, ‘Zur Geschichte der persischen

Litteratur des 19. Jh.* in Zeitschrift der deutschen

morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, XLVn (1893);

E. G. Browne, A Year Amongst the Persians (1893).

E.Y.

QS’im Maqam of Farahan, Abu’l-Qasim (t26 VI

1835), Persian poet, writer and statesman. His

elegant style helped to improve contemporary

prose writing in Persia.

Divan (1926).—J, Rypka, History of Iranian

Literature (1968). E.Y.

Qais: see Majnun.

Qalic Beg (*1855; tl929), Sindhi writer who
played the leading role in the development of

modem Sindhi literature, principally through the

medium of his adaptations and translations from
Persian and English. His novels and poetry are of

uneven quality, but his posthumously published

autobiography, Sdopan yd Kdropano, is of con-

siderable interest.

A. Bausani, Storia delle letterature del Pakistan

(1958). C.S.

Quarantotti Gambini, Pier Antonio (*Pisino

d’Istria 23 II 1910; tVenice 1965), Italian novelist.

He deals mainly with the psychological changes
which occur during adolescence, or with adult

memories of that period. His sober style and
control of form, usually of the ‘racconto lungo’,

enable him to evoke the past without sentimen-

tality.

ncnoN: I nostri simili (1932); La rasa rossa

(1937); Le trincee (1942); Vonda delVincrociatore

(1947); Amor militare (1955; rev. as Vamove di

Lupo, 1964); II cavallo Tripoli (1956); La corsa di

Falco (1969; posth.).—poetry: Racconto d^amore
(1965).

—

^various: Primavera a Trieste, Ricordi

del '45 (1951); II vecchio e il giovane (1965, posth.;

corresp. with Saba). B.M.

Quarles, Francis (*Stewards, nr Romford c. V
1592; ooLondon 28 V 1618 Ursula Woodgate;
1[ibid, 8 IX 1644), English writer ofverse, prose and
emblems (emblem books), who from Christ’s

College, Cambridge and Lincoln’s Inn, became a

friend of Drayton*, Benlowes* and Phineas

Fletcher*. Abroad in 1613 with Princess Elizabeth,

Quarles lived in London from 1618 and was
secretary to Archbishop Ussher in Ireland 1626-

29/30. In II 1639/40 Quarles became chronologer

to the City of London: he wrote pamphlets

defending the King. His Emblems (1635) was the

most popular book of verse and his Enchiridion

(1640) the most popular book of aphorisms in the

17th century. Argalus and Parthenia (1629) treats a
story from Sidney’s* Arcadia: it was continued by
his son, John (tl665).

Collected Works in Prose and Verse (ed. A. B.

Grosart, 1880-81).

A. H. Nethercott, ‘The literary legend of F. Q.*

in Mod. Philol., XX (1923); R. Freeman, ‘G.

Herbert and the emblem books’ in Rev. Eng.

Stud., XVII (1941); J. Horden, F, Q, A Biblio-

graphy (1953). B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Quasimodo, Salvatore (*Modica 20 VIII 1901;

tAmalfi 14 VI 1968), Italian poet. He trained and
worked until 1938 as a draftsman. He then took

up journalism until in 1941 he was appointed

lecturer in Italian literature at the Milan Conserva-

torio di Musica. His early, ‘hermetic’ poetry

consists mostly of very short lyrics celebrating

through symbols highly personal themes of self-

consciousness and the loss of innocence. During

and after the war years he dealt with more general,

and more accessible, themes, and it is for these

volumes that he was awarded the Nobel prize for

literature in 1959. Quasimodo has also translated

from many languages, especially from the Greek
Anthology.

verse: Acgue e terre (1930); Oboe sommerso

(1932); Poesie (1938); Edisubito sera (1942; cont.

most of Q.’s early poetry); Giorno dopo giorno

(1947); La vita non i sogno (1949); II falso e vero

verde (1954); La terra impareggiabile (1958); Tutte

le poesie (1960); Dare e avere (1966).

—

^various:

Ilpoeta e ilpolitico (1960); Scritti sul teatro (1961).

P. Mazzamuto, S. Q. (1967); Q, e la critica (ed

G. Finzi, 1969). B.M.

Quatre Fils Aymon: see chansons de geste, text

and biblio.

Queiros, Francisco Teixeira de (Arcos de

Valdevez 1848; tl919), Portuguese novelist and

short-story writer. After Eea de Queir6s* he is the

most prominent of the Portuguese realists. Under

the pseudonym of Bento Moreno he wrote two

series of novels and stories, one (Comedia do

Campo) dealing with country life, the other with

town life (Comedia Burguesd). In the first series he

makes able use of the realist technique to portray

life in his native province of Minho.

coMfeiA DO CAMPO : Amor divino (1877); Antdnio

Fogueira (1882); Novos contos (1887); Amores,
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amores ... (1897); A nossa gente (1899); A
cantadeira (1913); Ao sol e d chuva (1916).

—

COM^DIA burguesa: Os noivos (1879); Saliistio

Nogueira (1883); D. Agostinko (1894); Morte de

D. Agostinho (1895); O famoso Galrdo (1898);

A caridade em Lisboa (1901); Cartas de amor
(1906); A grande quimera (1919).

J. Serrao, ‘Relance sobre a obra de T. de Q.’ in

Temas oitocentistas, II (1962), T.P.W.

Queirds, Jos6 Maria de Eca de (*P6voa de
Varzim 25 XI 1845; 00I886 Emilia de Castro
Pamplona; fP^ns 16 VIII 1900), Portuguese
novelist. Ilie illegitimate son of a magistrate, his

early upbringing was left to grandparents and he
was sent to a boarding school at the age of five.

This parental neglect seems to have left a mark on
his character and may help to explain the uncer-

tainties of direction in his development as a writer,

his keen and sometimes merciless satirical edge,

and not least the inclusion of sado-masochistic

material in the treatment of some of his characters

with autobiographical overtones—^the Bastardo
and Gonpalo in A ilustre casa de Ramires (1900;
The Illustrious House of Ramires^ tr. A. Stevens,

1968) and the writer Ega in Os Maias (1888; The
Maias, tr. P. M. Pinheiro and A. Stevens, 1965).

Epa, as he is commonly referred to, studied law at

Coimbra where he came into contact with Quen-
tal* and the Coimbra generation of writers and
intellectuals, of which he later became a distin-

guished member. After practising journalism,

holding an administrative post in the provinces and
a trip to Egypt, he entered consular service in 1872
and thereafter resided mainly abroad, from 1874
and 1888 in England, and later in Paris. His Cartas
de Inglaterra (1903; Letters From England, tr. A.
Stevens, 1970) throw some amusing sidelights on
life in Victorian England.
Unquestionably the finest prose stylist inmodem

Portuguese, E^a, with Flaubert* as his model,
raised the language to new levels of expressive

potentiality. He began his literary career as a
romantic aesthete as may be seen from the
pantheistic lyricism of his Prosas bdrbaras (1903);
and to some extent he always remained a stylist in

search of themes. Nevertheless he also became
Portugal’s first theorist and practitioner of
realism. Fired by the socialist idealism of Quental
and Oliveira Martins*, he turned to social themes
and produced his major novels, which offer a
critical portrayal ofupper-class Portuguese society.

0 crime do Padre Amaro (1876; The Sin ofFather
Amaro, tr. N. Flanagan, 1962) is a study of clerical

immorality in the bourgeois setting of a provincial
town. O primo Basilio (1878; Cousin Basilio, tr. R.
Campbell, 1953) is an original adaptation of the
Madame Bovaiy theme; while in Os Maias, his

finest work, Epa’s criticism reaches his own circle

—the intellectual 61ite—and exposes its moral
bankruptcy. The negative conclusion of this work,
that only some major catastrophe could possibly

stir Portugal from its stagnation, marks a turning-

point in E9a’s fiction. A ilustre casa de Ramires
already shows a new indulgence towards the old

country, while in A cidade e as serras (1901 ; The
City and the Mountains, tr. R. Campbell, 1955>—
all reformist zeal now forgotten—he presents

Portugal, tongue in cheek, as a rural haven of rest

in an over-complicated world. Meantime E$a had
turned increasingly after Os Maias to pure fantasy,

exotic themes and the sterile cult of style as an end
in itself. His early lyricism re-emerges as a fin-de~

siicle futility, and the hollowness of his moral
outlook becomes apparent, only thinly veiled by
the ambivalence and irony which characterize

virtually everything he wrote.

Ega’s major limitation seems to be a human one.

For all his brilliance and wit, he lacks the humour
and compassion which enable a Cervantes* or
Chekhov*—also writing against the background
of society in decline—to produce great art. Too
obviously a product of the bourgeois society he set

out to satirize, he eventually made his peace with
it. While Quental and Martins, on seeing their

youthful ideals shattered, ended, the one in

suicide and the other in deep pessimism for the

fate of Portugal, E^a finished up as a dandified

snob and a pillar of society. A hideous public

statue was erected to him shortly after his death.

O crime do padre Amaro (1876; crit. ed. H.
Cidade Moura, 2 vols, 1964); O Mandarim (1880);

A reliquia (1887; The Relic, tr. A. BeU, 1954);

A correspondSncia de Fradique Mendes (1900);

Contos (1902; The Mandarin and Other Stories, tr.

R. F. Goldman, 1966); Suave milagre (The Sweet
Miracle, tr. E. Prestage, 1904); Notas contempord^

neas (1909); Cltimas pdginas (1911); Cartas

ineditas de Fradique Mendes e mais pdginas esque*

cidas (1926).

—

Correspondincia (6th ed. 1946);

Cartas familiares e bilhetes de Paris, 1893-96

(1945); Obras (15 vols, 1945-52).

A. Cabral, E, de Q., a sua vida e a sua obra

(1920); Vianna Moog, E. deQ,eo seculo XIX (Ath.

ed. 1945); J. Caspar Simoes, E. de Q,, 0 homem e o
artista (1945) and E. de Q, (1961); Livro do
centendrio de E, de Q, (ed. L. Pereira and Camara
Reis, 1945); A. J. Saraiva, As ideias de E. de Q,

(194^; E, Guerra da Cal, Lengua y estilo de E, de

fi. (1954); Alvaro Lins, Histdria literdria de E, de

Q. (3rd 1959); M. Sacramento, E. de Q.: uma
estetica da ironia (1964). T.P.W.

Queiroz, Rachel de (^Fortaleza, Ceard 19 XII
1910), Brazilian novelist. Her O Quinze (1930) is

second to J. A. de Almeida’s* A Bagaceira in the

founding of the novel of the North East. The
periodic droughts in the region provide the central

theme and imagery. Language and structure show
the same deliberate and tragic aridity.

Jodo Miguel (1932); Caminho de pedras (1937);

As tris Marias (1939).

‘Tristao de Ataide’ [Alceu Amoroso Lima],
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Estudos, 5th sen (1935); Almir de Andrade,

Aspectos da cultura brasileim (1939); F. P. Ellison,

Brazil's New Novel: Four Northeastern Masters

(1954). J.T.B.

Queneau, Raymond (*Le Havre 21 II 1903),

French poet and novelist. Queneau has an encyclo-

paedic and Protean wit: capable of great serious-

ness, he retains a taste for humour and hoaxes

from his Surrealist phase. His linguistic research

led him to create an original slang form.

poetry: CMne et chien (1937); Les ziaux (1943);

Bucoliques (1947); Exercises de style (1947; Eng.

tr. B. Wright, 1958); Petite cosmogonie portative

(1950); Si tu ^imagines (1952); Cent mille milliards

de poimes (1961); Courir les rues (1967); Battre la

campagne (1968).

—

^novels: Un rude hiver (1939;

Eng. tr. B. Askwith, 1948) ;
Pierrot mon ami (1942)

;

Loin de JRueil (1945); Saint- Glinglin (1948); Le
chiendent (1953; The Bark Tree^ tr. B. Wright,

1968); Zazie dans le metro (1959; Eng. tr. idem^

I960); Les fleurs bleues (1965; Between Blue and

Bluet tr. idemt 1967).

J. Queval, Essai sur R, Q. (1960); J. Bens, Q.

(1962); C. Simmonnet, Q. de'chiffre (1962); L’Arc.

XXYIH (special no.; 1965); P. Gayot, Q. (1967).

M.G.

Quental, Antero XARQufNio de (*Ponta Delgada

18 V 1842; fibid. 11 IX 1891), Portuguese poet.

A native of the Azores, in 1858 he went to study at

the University of Coimbra, where he soon became
prominent as leader of the young group of

progressives, the Coimbra generation, also known
later as the generation of 1870, which sought to

reintegrate Portugal into the mainstream of

European thought. Quental first attained celebrity

in a polemic with the literary establishment of the

day and thereafter became the acknowledged
moral and intellectual leader of his generation. He
repudiated Catholicism, became an avid student of

German philosophy and a convert to the socialism

of Proudhon*. He worked for the establishment of

a Portuguese branch of the International and
advocated an Iberian federation of Spain and
Portugal. The victim of a recurrent nervous

disorder, he gradually withdrew from public life

after a few years of intense activity and in 1891

returned to the Azores where he committed
suicide.

Quental left a number of romantic lyrics, a
collection of combative revolutionary poems

—

verse propaganda for the cause—and a remarkable

collection of some 150 sonnets which plot his

progress throu^ the spiritual wilderness after his

abandonment of Catholicism. The poet’s oscilla-

tions between rationalism and nihilism, between
Buddhism and the return to a sentimental

Christianity may strike the modem reader as

somewhat naive, but they reflect the crisis of a
sensitive mind in a backward country when

suddenly exposed to a great variety of conflicting

doctrines and modes of thought, from which
Portugal had remained insulated for some three

centuries. Quental’s most mature work is the essay

Tendincias gerais da filosofia in which, while

accepting the validity ofmodem science, he sought

to vindicate human values and moral freedom,

which the mechanistic determinism of contem-
porary orthodoxy seemed to threaten.

Beatrice-Coimbra (1863); Fiat Lux (1863);

Sonetos (1881); Os sonetos completos de A. de Q.
(ed. with pref. J. P. Oliveira Martins, 1886; ed. A.
S6rgio, 1956); Raiosde extinta luz^ Poesias iniditas

(1859-1863; ed. T. Braga, 1892).—translations:
A, de Q.: Sixty-four Sonnets (tr. E. Prestage,

1894); Sonnets and Poems of A, de Q. (tr. S.

Griswold Morley, Berkeley, Calif., l91iy—Prosas
(3 vols, 1923-31).

—

Cartas (ed. J. de Carvalho,

1921); Cartas ineditas a Oliveira Martins (ed. F.

de A. de Oliveira Martins, 1931).

J. P. de Oliveira Martins, A. de Q, In Memoriam
(1896); A. S6rgio, Notas sobre os ^Sonetos' e as

^Tendincias gerais da filosofia' de A. de Q. (1909)

and in Ensaios, IV-VII (1934-55); J. de Carvalho,

A evolugdo espiritual de A, (1929) and Estudios

sobre a cultura portuguesa do sec. XIX: Anteriana

(1955); F. Sab6ia de Medeiro, A. de Q. (Rio de

Janeiro, 1938); J. Bruno Carreiro, A. de Q, (2 vols,

1948). T.P.W.

Querol, Vicente Wenceslao (Valencia 28 IX
1837; tBdtera, Valencia 24 X 1889), Spanish poet.

His poems in Castilian and Catalan treat conven-

tional themes such as religion, family, motherland,

with considerable feeling. Biblical, classical and
contemporary influences are blended with great

artistry. He collaborated with Llorente* in trans-

lating Byron’s* Corsair and Childe Harold.

Rimas (1877, with pref. P. A. de Alarcdn);

Rimas (1891, with pref. T. Llorente); Poesias

(1924); Poesias (ed. L. Guamer, 1964).

F. M. Tabino, Historia del renacimiento literario

en Cataluha, Valencia y Baleares (1881); L.

Guamer, Poesias desconocidas de V. W. Q. (1967).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Qaesnay, Francois (*M6rey 4 VI 1694; tVersailles

16 XII 1774), French economist, who for some
time practised medicine. He is chiefly remembered

for his economic writings; his Tableau iconomique

(1758) being the clearest statement of the principles

of the physiocrats. He also contributed to the

Encyclopddie.

(Euvres economiques (ed. W. Oncken, 1888).

H. Higgs, The Physiocrats (1897). D.H.

Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco G6mez de

(Madrid 1580; ool634 Esperanza de Arag6n;

tVillanueva de los Infantes 1645), Spanish novelist,

satirist, moralist and poet. His varied life included
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theological studies at Valladolid and Alcald,

special missions from the Duke of Osuna at

Madrid, political activities for Osuna in Naples,

banishment to his estates at Osuna’s fall (1620).

He returned to the court in 1623, became a royal

secretary (1632), but fell into disfavour in 1639 and

suffered four years’ harsh imprisonment. His last

years were passed in retirement. His marriage was

a fiasco.

Quevedo’s talents were extraordinarily diverse,

and his genius expressed itself in everything he

wrote. His picaresque novel El buscon is the cynical

autobiography of an unrepentant scoundrel for

whom the auAor has no pity. His visions {SueHos)

are burlesque descriptions of hell, judgement day

and the world; fantastic humour and satire are set

off by moral indignation at the vices of all classes

ofsociety. A series of sketches

—

La horn de todos^

exposes the hideous realities that underly the mask
of appearance; when the hour strikes, things are

seen as they are, not as they appear. His two great

political works, a commentary on Plutarch’s*

Brutus and a treatise on Christian rule, are grave

and sententious. He corresponded with Lipsius*,

and wrote a number of stoical treatises including

a verse translation of Epictetus*. He wrote several

theological works: a treatise on St Paul, another

against unbelievers, a commentary on Job, a
version of Lamentations i and a translation of St

Francois* de Sales.

His poetry is often magnificent. His love poems
are as polished as Herrera’s*, but more intense.

He wrote the best verse satire in Spanish. His
burlesque verses are often very funny and bear a
curiously close relation to his moral works. The
sonnets on the vanity of life are unequalled, lii

prose and verse, serious and burlesque, he used
conceptismo with great adroitness. E.M.W.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXIII, XLVm, LXIX
(cont. useful crit. material); Obras completas (ed.

A. Femdndez-Guerra and M. Mendndez y Pelayo,

3 vols, 1897-1907); Obras (ed. L. Astrana Ma^,
2 vols, rev. ed. 1943); Obras completas (ed. J. M.
Blecua, I, 1963).

—

Epistola al Conde-Duque de
Olivares (ed. R. Foulch6-Delbosc, 1909); Vida del

Buscon (ed. A. Castro, rev. ed. 1927); Teatro

inedito (ed. M. Artigas, 1927); Los sueHos (ed. J.

Cejador, 2 vols, 1916-17; 1922); Epistolario

complete (ed. L. Astrana Marin, 1946); Ldgrimas

y Hieremias (ed. E, M. Wilson and J. M. Blecua,

1953) ; Las zahurdasde Plutdn (ed. A. Mas, Poitiers,

1957); Poema heroico de las necedades y locuras de
Orlando enamorado (ed. M. E. Malfatti, 1964);
la cuna y la sepulture (ed. L. L6pez Grigera,
1969).—^]&ig. trs: Visions or hels kingdoms
strangely displaied (tr. R. Crashawe, 1640); The
visions of Q. (tr. Sir R. L’Estrange, 1667); The life

and adventures ofBuscon (1657; 1660); Visions (tr.

Mr Nunez, 1745); The Choice Humorous and
Satirical Works (ed. C. Duff, 1926).

£. M6rimee, Essai sur la vie et les oeuvres de F,

de Q. (1886); O. Lira, Visidn politica de Q, (1948);
O. H. Green, Courtly Love in (1952); G.
Mancini, Gli entremeses nelVarte di Q. (1955);
A. Mas, Le caricature de la femme^ du mariage et
de Vamour dansVosuvre de Q. (1957); J. O. Crosby,
The Sources of the Text of fi.’j *Politica de Dios'
(1959) and En tomo a lapoesia de Q. (1967) ; A. A.
Parker, Literature and the Delinquent (1967); A.
Martinengo, g. e il simbolo alchimistico. Tre studi

(1967); L. Nolting-Hauff, Satire und Pointe in Q.s
'Suenos' (1968). E.M.W. (J.E.V).

Quiller-Couch, Sir Arthur Thomas (*Bodmin 21
XI 1863; 001889 Louisa Amelia Eficks; tFowey
12 V 1944), English novelist and critic. He made
his early reputation with historical romances
which were true to place and time, freshly written,

and exciting. His wide reading, fine taste, and
fastidious writing are evident in his critical work
and anthologies. In 1912 he became Professor of
English literature at Cambridge.

novels: DeadMan's Rock (1887) ; The Astonish-

ing History of Troy Town (1888); The Splendid
Spur (1889).—CRmasM: Adventures in Criticism

(1896); On the Art of Writing (1916); Studies in

Literature (3 ser., 1918, 1922, l929); On the Art of
Reading (1920); Charles Dickens and Other
Victorians (1925); The Poet as Citizen (1934).

—

anthologies: The Oxford Book of English Verse

(1900; 1939); The Oxford Book of Ballads (1910);

The Oxford Book of English Prose (1925).

—

Memories and Opinions (unfiboished autobiog.;

1944).

F. Brittain, A. Q.-C. (1947); B. Willey, The Q.
Tradition (1946), R.A.S.-.J. (W.R.A.)

Quinault, Philippe (Paris 3 VI 1635; tParis 26 XI
1688), French dramatist and librettist. A disciple

of Tristan* L’Hermite, he began by writing

comedies and also romanced historical tragedies

whose polished sentimentality successfully re-

flected the taste of the 1660s, though they became
a target for Boileau’s* satire. After 1671 he turned

exclusively to opera and became Lulli’s regular

librettist. In 1686 he renounced the theatre through

religious scruples.

comedies: Les Rivales (1653); UAmant indiscret

(1654); La Mire coquette (1665).—tragedies and
TRAGI-COMEDIES: Amalosonte (1657); Stratonice

(1660); Agrippa (71661); Astrate, roi dk Tyr (1664);

Pausanias (1668); Bellerophon (1671).

—

operas:

Cadmus et Hermione (1673); Alceste (1674);

Thisie (1675); Atys (167Q; Isis (1677); Proserpine

(1680); Persee et Andromide (1682); Phadton

(1683); Amadis (1684); Roland furieux (1685);

Armide (1686).

—

Thedtre (5 vols, 1778); TM&tre
choisi (mainly operas; ed. V. Foumel, 1882).

E. Gros, P, g. (1926); J. B. A. Buijtendorp, P.

g. (Amsterdam, 1928); H. C. Lancaster, A History

ofFrench Dramatic Literature in the 17th Century^

n (1936). G.B,
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Quinet, Edgar ('“Bourg 17 II 1803; tVersailles 27

III 1875), French historian and philosopher. After

travelling in Germany, Italy and Greece, Quinet

was appointed Professor, first at Lyons (1839), then

at the College de France (1842). His extreme

democratic views led to his suspension, later to his

exile under Napoleon HI. He returned to France

in 1870 and was a member of the National

Assembly until his death. Working under the

influence of Herder* and Michelet*, he wrote

books on modem and ancient history inspired by

his democratic faith. His powerful lyrical manner
appears equally in his philosophic poems, as

Ahasverus (1833), the saga of the wandering
JEW.

historical: Les revolutions d’ltalie (1848-52);

La revolution (1865); Histoire de la fondation de la

republique des Provinces-Unies (1854).

—

averse:

Napoleon (1836); Promethie (1838); Les esclaves

(1853); Merlin Venchanteur (I860).—-reugious

AND political: Le genie des religions (1842); Les
Jesuites (1843); Uenseignement du peuple (1850);

Vesprit nouveau (1874); La republique (1881).

—

various: Histoire de mes idies (1858) ; Lettres d'exil

(4 vols, 1884-88).

—

CEuvres completes (26 vols,

1857-81).

Mme E. Quinet, Souvenirs (4 vols, 1868-99);

R. Heath, Early Life and Writings ofE. Q. (1881);

P. Gautier, E. Q. (1917); A. Vales, E, fi., sa vie et

son oeuvre (1935); R. H. Powers, E, fi., A Study in

French Patriotism (1957). M.G.; J.P.R.

Quinones de Benavente, Luis (Toledo 71589;

tMadrid 1651), Spanish dramatist; a priest and a
friend of Lope de Vega*. He wrote many one-act

farces to be performed between the acts of other

plays. Over 140 ofthese pieces have been preserved

:

they are in verse and are usually satiric.

Entremeses (ed. C. Rosell, 2 vols, 1872-74;
Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XVII, XVIII; ed.

J. M. Blecua, 1945).

L. Rouanet, Intermides espagnols {entremeses)

du XVIIe siicle (1897); H. E. Bergmann, L. Q. de
B, y sus entremeses (1965), E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Quintana, Manuel Jos£ (Madrid 11 IV 1772;
ooM^a Antonia Florencia; 11 HI 1857),
Spanish poet, critic, statesman. He studied at

Salamanca, where his literary and philosophical

outlook was moulded by the well-known ‘poetical

school’ of that dty. He published his first volume
of verse at 16. The Napoleonic invasion made
him, a^eady famous, the poet of the resistance. He
participated very actively in the work of the
Central Junta but later Ferdinand Vn imprisoned
him as a liberal (1814-20). Director of public

education during the short-lived liberal period

(1820-23), he introduced reforms based on
Condorcet’s* project. Hewas tutor to Isabel II who,
in 1855, crowned him with laurels, but he died a
poor man.

Encyclopaedist, liberal and patriot, he embodies
the transition from the personal themes of 18th-

century neo-classicism to the revolutionary,

patriotic neo-classicism of the early 19th century!

Romanticism left him untouched. With him the
encyclopaedic ideals become mainly national.

Patriotism, liberty and progress were his main
themes and he presented them in a vigorous,

majestic verse which became a model for this type
of composition; odes to Trafalgar (1805), to the
March revolution (1808), to the popular rising

against the French (1808), to the invention of the

printing machine (1800) etc.

His prose writings are very fine, particularly his

Vidas de espaholes celebres (1807-33) and his

interesting letters to Lord Holland (1823-24; pub.

1852) on Spanish political life. His literary criticism

reveded knowledge and taste. He wrote a political

draxoa—Pelayo (1805)—^and a mediocre tragedy,

El duque de Viseo (1801), based on Matthew G.
Lewis’* The Castle Spectre,

Obras completas (in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp.,

XIX); Obras ineditas (1872); Poesias (ed. N.
Alonso Cort6s (1958); Epistolario inedito (ed. E.

Diaz-Jimenez Molleda, 1933).—^Eng. trs: J.

Russell, Memoirs ofGonzalo Hernandez de Cdrdoba

(1851); H. W. Longfellow, ‘Poems’ in Outre-Mer
(Boston, 1833); J. Kennedy, ‘Ode’ in Modern
Poets and Poetry ofSpain (1852, 1860).

E. Pineyro, M. J, Q, Ensayo critico y biogrdfico

(1892); E. M6rim6e, ‘Les podsies lyriques de Q.’

in Bull. Hispanique, IV (1902); M. Menendez y
Pelayo in Estudios de critica literaria, V (1908);

J, Vila Selma, Ideario de M, J, Q, (1961).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Quintero Brothers: see Alvarez Quintero, SeraeIn

and JoAQufN.

Quintilian (Marcus Fabius Quindlianus) (Cala-

gurris [Calahorra], Spain c. a.d. 35; ^c, 100),

Roman writer on rhetoric, studied at Rome,
returned to Spain early in Nero’s reign, but came
again to Rome with Galba in 68. He achieved fame

and prosperity as a teacher, retired c, 88, was

charged with the education of Domitian’s great-

nephews, and was raised to consular rank. Apart

from his law-court speeches he wrote De causis

corruptae eloquentiae (no longer extant; apparently

an attack on contemporary rhetorical education,

in particular the unreal and absurd subjects set for

declamations) and Institutio oratoria, the most

thorough treatment of an orator’s education in

classical literature. Quintilian writes a clear and

dignified, but compressed Latin and is deeply

concerned with the value of his subject. His literary

taste, displayed particularly in the tenth book (on

the importance of reading suitable literature), is

impeccable, and his moral ideals do much to

redeem his age from the odium it acquires from

Juvenal’s* satires. He lost his young wife and his
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two sons within a few years of each other; the

passage (Book 6, prooemium) in which he speaks

of his bereavement is one of the most affecting

passages in Latin literature. The collection of

declamations extant under his name is of varying

quality and contains nothing that may safely be

ascribed to Quintilian.

Eds: L. Radermacher (2 vols, 1907-35; rev. V.

Buchheit, 1965); M. Winterbottom (2 vols, 1970);

Declamationes (ed. C. Ritter, 1884; repr. 1965);

Jnstitutio oratoria (eds with comm.: Bk 1, F. H.

Colson, 1924; Bk 3, J. Adamietz, 1966; Bk 10, W.
Peterson, 1891, repr. 1967; Bk 12, R. G. Austin,

1948, corr. repr. 1954).—^Tr. H. E. Butler (4 vols,

1920-22); Fr. tr. H. Bomecque (4 vols, 1933-34).

A. Gwynn, Roman Education From Cicero to fi.

(1926); J. Cousin, J^tudes sur Quintilien (2 vols,

1935-36; repr. 1967); S. F. Bonner, Roman
Declamation (1949); M. L. Clarke, Rhetoric at

Rome (1953; corr. repr. 1962). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Quintus Smyrnaeus (^. 3rd-4th century), Greek

epic poet. Author of Fosthomerica, recounting the

Trojan war from the funeral of Hector to the

shipwreck of the returning Greeks. In language

and metre following closely the model of Homer*
the poem as a whole is ill-constructed, colourless

and unimaginative.

Quinti Smyrnaei Posthomericorum libri XIV (ed.

A. Zimmermann, 1891); F. Vian, Q, de Smyrne:

La suite d^Homdre (in progr.; 1963- ).—Q. 5'..*

ne Fall of Troy (tr. A. S. Way, 1913).

G. W. Paschal, A Study ofQ, ofS. (1904) ; M. W.
Mansur, The Treatment ofHomeric Characters by
Q. of S, (1940); F. Vian, Recherches sur les

Posthomerica de Q, de Smyrne (1959) and Histoire

de la tradition manuscrite de Q, de Smyrne (1959);

J. Kakridis, Kotntos Smyrnaios: Genike melete ton

metX Homeron kai tou poiete tous (1962). R.B.

Quirini, Giovanni (*Venice), 14th-century Italian

poet. Life obscure; a friend(?) and fervent admirer
of Dante*. Quirini wrote poems in the style of the

Tuscan stil nuovo; he conducted a poetic corres-

pondence with Dante and railed in a number of
sonnets against Francesco Stabili*.

Poeti minori del Trecento (ed. N. Sapegno, 1952).

S. Morpurgo, ‘Dante Alighieri e le nuove rime
di G. Q.’ in Bullettino della Society Dantesca Ital.,

I (1894). M.W,

Quiroga, Horacio (Salto 1878; tl937), Uru-

QUSHAIM
guayan short-story writer. He had an unrivalled

knowledge of the Chaco. At first influenced by
MODERNISM and Edgar Allan Poe*, his life was
transformed by a visit to the Misiones and Chaco
regions of North Argentina and many of his

stories were set in this area. His best works are

tense accounts of man’s unequal struggle against

nature and the eccentric human types who take

refuge in the remote regions away from society.

J.F.

El crimen de otro (1904); Historia de un amor
turbio (1908; new ed. 1923); Cuentos de amor^ de
locura y de muerte (1917); Cuentos de la selva para
ninos (1918); Los perseguidos (1920); Anaconda

(1921); El desierto (1924); Los desterrados (1926);

Pasado amor (1929). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Quiros C/7, early 16th century), Spanish poet.

Possibly of Asturian origin, he wrote poems in

Valencia. He may be the most typical writer of

condones in the Cancionero general His longer

poems use ingenious and sometimes ambiguous

allegory for the pains of love.

K. Whinnom, ‘Hacia una interpretadon y
apreciacidn de las canciones del Cancionero

general de 1511* in Filologia, XIII (1968-69); see

also CANaoNERO. A.D.D.

Qushairi, Abu al-Qasim (Ustuwa, Nishapur VII

986; ooFatima; fNishapurSl XII 1074), expounder

of Muslim mystidsm. At hfishapilr he studied

dogmatic theology under the Ash'arite Ibn Furak

and mysticism under al-Daqqaq, marrying the

latter’s dau^ter. His fame and scholastic approach

led to his persecution and flight to Baghdad (1063),

where he was well recdved by the Abbasid Caliph.

He returned home to enjoy peace during the last

ten years of his life under the tolerant Seljuk Alp

Arslan.

His most famous work al~Risdlah is a dassical

manual of Sufi doctrine. He also left a mystical

commentary on the Koran, a highly esoteric

manual of the mystic ‘paths’, and some poetry.

Although not the first expounder of orthodox

Sufism, he accomplished its final classical formula-

tion and greatly contributed to its later reconcili-

ation with dogmatic theology. W.A.el K.

Al-Risdlah aUQushairiya (1940).—^R. Hartmann,

Al Kuschairis Darstellung des Sifitums (best work;

1914); A. J. Arbeny, Sufism (1950).

W.A.elK.(R.W.J.A.)
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R
Raabe, Wilhelm (*Eschershausen 8 IX 1831;

tBrunswick 15 XI 1910), German novelist. Starting

in a bookseller’s shop, he decided to write for a

living. Raabe is one of the last genuinely epic

writers in German literature. His late works, of

startling modernity, break new ground in form and

meaning. The three periods in his work roughly

coincide with three different places of residence:

(1) 1851-63 at Wolfenbuttel; most representative

work: Die Chronik der Sperlingsgasse (1857).

Broad descriptions of German provincial life,

influenced by Jean* Paul, Dickens*, Sterne* and

others.—(2) 1864-70 at Stuttgart; most representa-

tive work: Abu Telfan, oder Die Heimkehr vom
Mondgebirge (3 vols, 1868; Eng. tr. S. Delffs, 1881).

The early ease and na!vet6 is gone. The humorous
Idylls of little towns become increasingly over-

shadowed by a dark pessimism; man’s struggle

seems vain, and the general trend is most charac-

teristically expressed at the end of Abu Telfan: ‘If

you knew what I know, you would weep much and
laugh little’.—(3) 1871-1910 at Brunswick; most
representative work: Stopfkuchen (1891) which

after comparative obscurity is now regarded as

containing his most original work. Looking at

things in a detached way, with humour and the

wisdom of old age, he f^y dismisses esoteric

truths and ideologies in favour of ordinary

humanity’s abiding commonplaces, but the work
has a poetic quality and is true to life.

Sdmtliche Werke (18 vols, 1913-20); Historisch^

kritische Ausgabe (ed, K. Hoppe, 21 vols, 4 supps,

1951 if.).

W. Fehse, W, R, (1937); H, Pongs, W. R, (1958);

B. Fairley, W, R. An Introduction to His Novels

(1961 ; Ger. tr. H. Boeschenstein, 1961); K. Hoppe,
W, R. (1967); H. Helmers, W. R, (1968) and ed., R.

in neuer Sicht (1968); E. Klopfenstein, Erzdhler

und Leser bei W, R. (1969).

—

R. Lexikon (1927);

F. Meyen, W, R, Btbliographie (1955).—Jahrb. der

R.-Gesellschaft (1960 ff.). R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Raaf, Leonhard Fredrik i SmAland (*Tomestorp
18 IX 1786; tForsnas 9 VI 1872), Swedish ethno-

grapher, historian and antiquarian. At Uppsala,
Raaf was a member of Vitterhetens V^er and
later of Gdtiska Fdrbundet. A member of the

Riksdag in the 1840s and 1850s (arch-reactionary),

he lived on his landed properties in Ostergotland

and collected folk-lore.

Anteckningar over beskaffenheten av Sveriges

offentliga handlingar under medeltiden (1839);

contrib. folk-songs to A. I. Arwidsson, Swenska
fornsdnger (1834-42).

A. Ahnfelt, L. F. R, av Smdland(lS19y, F. B66k,
‘L. F. R.’ m Essayer och kritiker (1919); G.

Lindberg, ‘R. och bans verksamhet som folkvise-

samlare’ in Samlaren (1945).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K.

Rabanus (Hraban) Maurus (*Mainz 784; t856),

was brought up in the monastery of Fulda, whence
he was sent to Tours, under Alcuin* who gave

him his name of Maurus, after St Benedict’s

favourite pupil. He became head of the school at

Fulda, then Abbot and, lastly. Archbishop of

Mainz. He wrote various compendia for scholastic

use, a De institutione clericorum and an encyclo-

paedic De UniversOt which owed much to Isidore*

of Seville. He wrote poetical exercises and some
hymns, but many of the latter, including the Veni

Creator Spiritus, have been ascribed to him without

any real evidence. He had an unoriginal mind but a
powerful personality. F.J.E.R.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, CVII-CXII (1851-

52; some of these texts no longer attrib. to R.);

Monumenta Germaniae historica, Poeti Latini aevi

Carolini, II (1884).

E. Diimmler, ‘Hrabanstudien’ in Sitzungsbe-

richte der Konigl. Akad. der Wissenschaften zu

Berlin (1898); J. B. Hablitzel, ‘H. M.’ in Biblische

Studien, XI (1906); F. Neumann, ‘Lateinische

Reimverse H.s* in Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch, II

(1965). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Rabearivelo, Jean-Joseph (’''Antananarivo, Mada-
gascar 4 II 1901 ; ^ibid. 22 VI 1937), Francophone
Malagasy poet. Rab6arivelo was largely self-

educated and earned his living as a proof-reader

for the Malagasy printing firm that published some
of his early poetry. Profoundly introspective by

nature, and desperately unhappy because the

colonial situation allowed him little opportunity to

assert his ability as a poet outside Madagascar,

Rabearivelo took to drugs, alcohol and gambling,

and finally committed suicide in 1937, at the age

of 36.

In his early poetry, influenced by Mallarm6* and

Baudelaire*, Rab6arivelo laments the decline of

Madagascar’s traditional culture and, paradoxic-

ally, declares his love for French poetry. By the

time of his death, his style had acquired a distinc-

tive character of its own, probably under the

influence of the highly complex, traditional

Malagasy verse form known as hain-teny. These

mature poems are written in free verse and,

drawing extensively upon the features of the

Malagasy countryside and night sky, he creates in

them a poetic universe of remarkable imaginative

power. His imagery acquires a surrealistic quality

rather reminiscent of Jules Supervielle*, and

behind it lies an obsessive preoccupation with

poetry and the role of the poet.

La coupe de cendres (1924); Sylves (1927);

Volumes (1928); Presque-Songes (1934); Traduit de

la nuit (1935); Vieilles chansons des pays d'lmerina

(1937).

—

Twenty-Four Poems (ed. U. Beier and G.
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Moore, Ibadan, 1962); poems in Modern Poetry

From Africa (ed. idem, 1963) and A Book of
African Verse (ed. J. Reed and C. Wake, 1964).

R. Boudry, R. et la mart (1958). C.W.

Rabelais, Francois (*nr Chinon, Touraine e.

1490; tParis 1553 or 1554), French writer. His

father, Antoine, was a prosperous lawyer. Nothing

is known of his life until 1520, when he is a
Franciscan Friar at Fontenay-le-Comte (Bas

Poitou); here he belonged to a provincial circle of

humanists, corresponded with the scholar Guil-

laume Bud^'^f, then joined the more indulgent

Benedictines thanks to his first patron, the Bishop

of Maillezais. Towards 1527 he ceased to be a
monk and, as a secular priest, turned to medicine.

He now had two children by an unknown widow.

Probably after studying in Paris, he became
Bachelor of Medicine at Montpellier (1530) and
took his doctorate there in 1537. Meanwhile he
was appointed to the town hospital at Lyons (XI

1532), published Pantagruel in the same month
and, later, Gargantua (1534). His classical and
scientific learning brought him appreciative

patrons: Cardinal Jean Du Bellay (uncle of the

poet) took him to Rome as his personal physician

in 1534 and 1535-36 ; heaccompanied the cardinal’s
brother, Guillaume, in France and Italy during

1540-43. A final journey to Rome with Jean Du
Bellay (1548-49) stands out in an obscure period

of his life and may have saved him from grave

danger. His Tiers Livre (1546) had been con-

demned, like Pantagruel and Gargantua, by the

Sorbonne, and this time Rabelais had fied to Metz
to escape a charge of heresy in a period of

heightened persecution. On his return from Italy

(IX 1549) the danger was over. He settled for the

remainder of his life near Paris, probably at the

Abbey of Saint-Maur-les-Fosses, of which he had
become a canon in 1536. Two benefices, without

residence, were given him by Jean Du Bellay. The
inevitable condemnation of his Quart Livre (1552)

did not disturb him.

Rabelais was regarded by his contemporaries as

a scholar and physician of standing, though his

scientific publications have little interest now. He
displayed the restlessness and thirst for knowledge
of his generation and studied enthusiastically

Greek, Latin, law, medicine, botany, archaeology.

In religion he combated Roman obscurantism but
was equally far from Calvinism and finally took his

stand on ‘nature*. His humorous grossness, often

described as medieval, is as much the result of a
temperamental urge to transpose theory into ultra-

concrete terms. His magnificently inventive lan-

^age is a compound of his own. His book, written

in five parts during 20 years primarily to entertain

his patients, his patrons and himself^ shows little

unity of plan. It combines the burlesque adventure-
novel with satire and fantasy on contemporary
events and institutions and with expositions of
passionately held theories. It was suggested to

Rabelais by the publication at Lyons in 1532 of an
anonymous popular book, Les grandes et inesti-

mables chroniques du grand et enorme giant
Gargantua, a flatly written adventure-fantasy,

comparable in app^ to a modem strip-cartoon.

Rabelais ostensibly continued the story in Panta-
gruel (son of Gargantua), then developed the germ
in his own way. The authenticity of the posthu-
mous ‘Fifth Book* is debated. It was probably an
expansion of Rabelais* rou^ draft.

Gargantua and Pantagruel, consisting of

:

Pantagruel (1532, later became Bk II; crit. ed.

V. L. Saulnier, 1946); Gargantua (1534; later

became Bk I); Le Tiers Livre (1546); Le Quart
Livre (chs 1-9, 1548; complete, 1552; crit. ed.

R. Marichal, 1947); Le Cinquiime Livre (1564;
incl., modified. Vile Sonnante, 1562).

—

Les Panta-
gruelines Pronostications (1533, 1535; humorous
almanachs).—-Eng. trs: Sir T. Urquhart (1653,

Bks I-m) and P. Motteux (1694, Bks IV-V;
Everyman ed., 2 vols, 1937).

—

CEuvres complies
(ed. J. Boulenger, 1 vol, 1934; ed. P. Jourda, 2 vols,

1964; ed. A. Lefranc et al, 6 vols, 1912 fif.).

Rev. des 6tudes rabelaisiennes (1903-12; contin.

as Rev. du 16esi^le, Humanisme et Renaissance).

—P. Villey, Marot et R, (1923); S. Putnam, F. R.,

Man of the Renaissance (1930); H. Brown, R. in

English Literature (Cambridge, Mass. 1933); G.
Lote, La vie et Vauvre de R, (1938); J. Plattard,

La vie et Pcsuvre de R. (1939); J. Charpentier, R. et

le ginie de la Renaissance (1941); L. Febvre, La
Reli^on de R. (1943); F. C. Powys. R. (1948); A. J.

Krailsheimer, R. and the Franciscans (1963); M.
Tetel, 6tude sur le comique de R. (1964) and R. et

VItalic (1969); M. Beaujour, Le comique de R.

(1969), G.B.

Rabener, Gottueb Wilhelm (*Wachau nr Leipzig

17 IX 1714; tDresden 22m 1771), German poet.

A Saxon tax official, Rabener was educated at

Leipzig University, where he joined the group

opposing Gottsched* (‘Bremer Beitrflger*). He
wrote gentle verse satirizing follies and faults in

modes and manners.

Sammlung satyrischer Schriften (4 vols, 1751-

55); Sdmtliche Schriften (6 vols, 1777; ed. E.

Ortlepp, 4 vols, 1839).

P, Richter, R. und Liscow (1884); J, Mfihlhaus,

G. W, R. (diss. Halle, 1908); K. Kuhne, Studien

uber G. W. R, (diss. Berlin, 1914); H. Wyder, R.

(diss. Zurich, 1953); R. Biergann, R.j Satiren

(diss. K61n, 1961), H.B,G.

Rabus, Peter (Rotterdam 12 XU 1660; ool684

Elizabeth Ostens; fibid, 13 1 1702), Dutch poet and
editor of the first critical monthly in Dutch, De
boekzaal van Europa (1692), later renamed De
boekzaal der geleerde wereld (1705). His poem
‘Verlost Brittanje’ earned him a gold medal from
WilHam III, J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

C E W L—III—
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Zegen- en vbekdichten (1693); Gedichten (1741).

Van Leeuwen, ‘De boekzaal der geleerde

wereld’ in Noord en Zuid, XXV (1912). J.W.W.

Racan, Honorat de Bueil, Sire de (*Champ-

marin» Touraine 1589; tParis 21 I 1670), French

poet. A disciple of Malherbe*, Racan wrote odes

and a metrical version of the Psalms in his master’s

style. His Stances are agreeable in their half-

artificial rusticity. His dramatic pastoral, Les

Bergeries, more cultivated and harmonious in style

than Hardy’s* pastorals, was influential in the

development of the genre. After a period at court

and in Parisian society, Racan retired to his

chateau in Touraine, dying during a visit to Paris.

Les Bergeries (c. 1620; ed. L. Arnould, 1937);

Les plus beaux vers de R. , . , et autres (1626);

Psaumes et poesies chretiennes (1631, 1652, 1660);

Memoires pour la vie de Malherbe (1672).

—

CEuvres computes (ed. T. de La Tour, 2 vols, 1857)

;

Poesies (crit. ed. L. Arnould, 1930-37).

L. Arnould, R, (1901). G.B.

Racin, Koco, pseud, ofKoco Solev (*Veles 22 XII

1908; tMt Lopusnik 13 VI 1943), Macedonian
poet. A member of the Communist Party of

Yugoslavia, Racin was more than once imprisoned

or interned for illegal activity. He died as a Partisan

in Macedonia. In his one volume of poems {Beli

Mugri, Zagreb, 1939), national and political senti-

ments are interwoven with private emotions in

language that, while showing the influence of

Macedonian popular poetry, is of distinct

originality.

Stihovi i proza (2nd ed. 1961),—^A. Spasov,

‘K. R.* in B. Koneski et o/., Makedonska
krdiievnost (1961). R.A.

Racine, Jean (^La Fert6-Milon 22 XII 1639;

001677 Catherine de Romanet; fParis 21 IV 1699),

French dramatist and poet. The son of a provincial

tax official, Racine lost his parents early, was
brought up by a pious grandmother and educated

at Port-Royal, where his Jansenist teachers

grounded him in Greek. Intended by his relatives

for the Church, he turned instead to poetry and the

theatre, won official patronage with his first odes

(1660-63) and had his first play. La TTiebatde,

produced by Moli^re* in VI 1664. He transferred

the second [Alexandre) arbitrarily from Molidre to

the rival company of the Hdtel de Bourgogne,

which henceforth produced his plays. Soon after,

he broke with Port-Royal, violently attacking his

old teachers in his Lettre d Vauteur des Hdrisies

imaginaires (1666). From Andromaque (1667) to

PlUdre (1677) his Carnatic career was one ofalmost
unbroken success, marked by his rise to equal

eminence with the older dramatist Corneille*. The
success of Phddre was temporarily jeopardized by
the Duchess of Bouillon’s cabal, which aimed at

imposing a rival play by Pradon*. Soon after.

Racine renounced the theatre, married, took up,

jointly with Boileau*, the post of Historiographer

Royal (IX 1677) and was reconciled with Port-

Royal. Henceforth his time was divided between
his official duties, which entailed accompanying
Louis XIV on military campaigns, and a tranquil

life with his increasing family in Paris. In 1679 he
was accused by the poisoner Catherine Monvoisin
of having poisoned, 11 years before, the actress

Du Parc, who bad preceded the Champmesle as

the first of his reputed mistresses; but no official

action followed the no doubt irresponsible charge.

At 50 Racine broke silence to write two sacred

plays for Mme de Maintenon’s girls’ school at

Saint-Cyr: Esther (1689) and Athalie, one of his

masterpieces (1691). In 1698 he fell into temporary

disfavour at court, for reasons still not wholly

clear, but had been forgiven before his death.

Racine’s achievement as a playwright was to

perfect French classical tragedy as a dramatic

form, perfectly governed by the three unities and
concentrated upon the psychological crisis. More
than any of his contemporaries he utilized Greek
sources directly, though his open debt to the

Greeks shows only, in varying degrees, in La
Thebalde, Andromaque, Iphigenie and Phidre, and

in his one comedy, Les Plaideurs, The predominant

influences are Latin in Alexandre, Britannicus,

Berenice and Mithridate, Biblical in Esther and
Athalie, Oriental and ‘modern’ in BajazeU His

kinship with his French predecessors and contem-

poraries appears particularly in La Thebatde and

Alexandre, As a poet, Racine endowed the appa-

rently formal ‘classic^* alexandrine with a music

and a range of emotional expression which no

other poet has equalled in the same medium.

PLAYS (dates are of 1st productions): Alexandre

(1665); Andromaque (1667); Les Plaideurs (1668);

Britannicus (1669) ; Berenice (1670); Bajazet (1672);

Mithridate (1673); Iphigenie (1674).

—

averse: Pro-

menade de Port-Royal (wr. 71656; pub. 1808); La
Nymphe de la Seine (1 660) ; Ode sur la convalescence

du Roi (1663); La Renommie aux Muses (1663);

Idylle sur la paix (1684); Hymnes du Breviaire

Romain (pub. 1687); Cantiques spirituels (1694);

Ode tiree du Psaume XVII —uprose: Abrigi

de Vhistoire de Port-Royal (1767).

—

CEuvres com-

pletes (ed. P. Mesnard, 8 vols and 2 albums, 1865-

73; ed. R. Picard, 2 vols, 1951-52; ed. P. Clarac,

1962).

—

Phaedra and Other Plays (1963); Andro-

mache and Other Plays (1967; both tr. J. Caim-
cross).

K. Vossler, /. R. (Munich, 1925); F. Mauriac,

La vie de R. (1928); Thierry Maulnier, R. (1935);

P. Moreau, R. Vhomme et Vcsuvre (1943); M.
Tumell, The Classical Moment (1947); R. C
Knight, R. et la Grice (1951); E. Vinaver, R. et la

poesie tragique (1951); R. Picard, La carriire de

J. R. (1956) and Corpus racinianum (documents;

1956, withsupps 1961 if.); L. Goldmann, R. (1950;

P. Claudel, Conversation sur J, R. (1956); R.
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Jasinsld, Vers le vrai R, (2 vols, 1958); P, Butler,

Classicisme et le baroque dans Vcsuvre de R, (1959).

G.B.

Racine, Louis (*2 XI 1692; fParis 29 I 1763),

French poet; younger son of Jean Racine*. He
wrote an anecdotal and somewhat misleading life

of his father {Memoires) and won distinction as a
religious poet. He translated Paradise Lost into

French prose (1755).

La Grdce (1720); La Religion (1742); Memoires

(1747; ed. P. Mesnard in (Euvres de Jean Racine^

I, (Euvres (ed. Lenormant, 6 vols, 1808).

G.B.

Radbodus (*c. 850; fOotmarsum 917), Latin poet

and writer, was educated at the cathedral school at

Cologne and at the court school of Charles the

Bdd, and became Bishop of Utrecht in 900. He
celebrated a number of Dutch saints (Martinus,

Suidbertus, Liafwin etc.) in song and wrote a
delightful poem on the swallow. Less important are

his sermons on saints. He also composed an
offertory of St Martin and collected in his chartu--

larium a number of documents pertaining to

Utrecht.

Poems ed. P. von Winterfeld in Monumenta
Germaniae historical Poetae Latini aevi CarolinU

IV.l (1899); chartularium ed. S. Muller Fzn in

Werken v. h. Hist. Genootschap te Utrecht, 3rd

ser.. Ill (1892); some works and Vita Radbodi in

Migne, Patrologia Latina^ CXXXII (1853).

W. Moll in Kerkhist. Archief, HI (1862); P.

Albers in Archiefvoor d. Gesch. v. h. Aartsbisdom
Utrecht, XXI (1894); J. van Mierlo in Verslag. en
Med. Vlaamse Acad (1927). J.J.M.

RadcMe, Alexander (^Hampstead c. 1645;

tafter 1696), English verse-writer who was entered

at Gray’s Inn (1669) but became a captain in the

army (1696). His anti-heroic verse in the vein of
Rochester* includes Ovid Travestie (1680 etc.)

and The Ramble (1682).

The Works of Captain A, R. (3rd ed. 1696).

Selections in Penguin Book ofRestoration Verse

(ed. H. Love, 1968). B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Raddiffe, Ann, n6e Ward (*London 9 VII 1764;
001787 Wmiarn Raddiffe; Ifibid, 1 II 1823),

English novelist and poet. Her dramatic use of
scenery, her handling of mystery and suspense and
her character creation (ScWoni in The Italian is

the first ‘Byronic’ hero) made Mrs Raddiffe the
most original and distinguished writer of the
Gothic novel. B.H.

The Sicilian Romance (1790); The Romance of
the Forest (3 vols, 1791); The Mysteries of Udolpho
(4 vols, 1794; ed. B. Dobrde, with intro., 1966);
The Italian (3 vols, 1797; ed. F. Garber, 1968).—
The Poems ofA, R, (1816; unauthorized coll.).

RA*DI AZARAKHSm
D. Scarborough, The Supernatural in Modern

English Fiction (1917); C. F. MacIntyre, A, R. in

Relation to Her Time (1920); E. Birkhead, The Tale

of Terror (1921); J. M. S. Tompkins, The Popular
Novel 1770-1800 (1932). B.H. (MJBu.)

Raddall, Thomas Head (•Hythe, Kent 13 XI 1903;
001927 Edith Freeman), Canadian writer mainly
of romantic and historical fiction related to Nova
Scotia, where he has lived since 1913.

stories: Pied Piper of Dipper Creek (1939);

Tambour (1945); Wedding Gift (1947); Master of
Arms (1954); At the Tide's Turn (1959).—novels:

His Majesty's Yankees (1942); Governor's Lady
(1960).—^NON-ncnoN: Halifax: Warden of the

North (1948).

A. L. Phelps, ‘T. R.’ in Canadian Writers (1951).

R.Su.

Radevski, Hristo (*Belish 10 X 1903), Bulgarian

poet-satirist and fabulist. A founder of the RLF
(‘Workers’ Literary Front’) periodical in 1929, he

is one of the Communist ‘Old Guard’, dedicated,

like G. Milev*, ‘to the Party*. As general secretary

of the Writers’ Union (1949-58) and editor of its

organ Septemvri, he has been a controlling figure

in Bulgarian literary life since the Second World
War. His verse is mainly political and satiric.

Kum partiyata (1932); Puls (1936); Vuzduh ne

dostigashe (1945); Uvajaemite (1945); Basni (1950);

Te oshte jiveyat (1959); 100 basni (1961).—Sel.

works (3 vols, 1956-58). V.P.

Radewijns, Florens (Leerdam c, 1350; tDeventer

24 HI 1400), Dutch writer. Returning from his

studies at league, he met Geert Groote*, was
ordained priest and left his canonry at Utrecht for

a vicariate at Deventer. In 1381 or 1382 he gathered

the clerici scriptores (the clerks transcribing books
for Geert Groote) into the Brotherhood of the

Common Life, a society of devout men, not bound
by vows and living communally on the proceeds of

theirlabour—an innovation which was soon copied
elsewhere (see devouo moderna). Only a few short

works in Latin of an ascetic and devotional

character are extant.

Tractatulus devotus (ed. H. Nolte, 1862); Parvum
et simplex exercitium (ed. D. J. M. Wiistenhoff in

Archief V, Nederl. Kerkgesch., V, 1895); Quaedam
notabilia verba (ed. M. J. PoM in Opera omnia of

Thomas a Kempis, 1910-22).

J. H. Geiretsen, F, R, (1891); A. Hyma, The

Christian Renaissance (1925) and The Brethren of
the Common Life (1950) ; M. van Woerkom, ‘ F. R.,

Leven, geschriften, persoonlijkheid en ideeen’ in

0ns Geestehjk Erf, XXIV-XXV (1950-51).

J.J.M.

Ra'di Azarakhshi, Ghulam-’Ali (*Tabriz 1909),

Persian poet, best known for his original ode.
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Nigdh (tr. A, J. Arberry in Life and Letters, LXIII,

1949).

R. Yasemi, Adabiydt-i Mud^ir (Tehran, 1937).

E.Y.

Radicevid, Branko (*Slavonski Brod 15 HI 1824;

tVienna 18 VI 1853), Serbian poet. He studied law

and medicine in Vienna, but devoted most of his

short life to literature. In satirical verses he

defended the linguistic reforms of Vuk KaradSid*

;

he then vindicated these reforms by composing

poems of great lyrical beauty which were near in

spirit to the Serbo-Croatian traditional poetry, and

which acquired immediate popularity. His verse,

fresh, vivid and original, covering a wide range of

ideas and emotions, was of far-reaching influence.

Pesme (3 colls, 1847, 1851, 1862); Pesme (1923-

24); Pesme^ Izbor (sel. poems; 1968).

V. Milindevid, B. R. (1963). V.J.

Radiguet, Raymond (*Saint Maur 18 VI 1903;

tParis 12 Xn 1923), French novelist. An extra-

ordinarily gifted young writer, he was first ‘dis-

covered’ by Cocteau*. He published a volume of

verse {Lesjoues enfeu, 1925) and the two novels on
which his fame rests: Le diable au corps, which
recounts with a lyrical cynicism the emotional

initiation of an adolescent in wartime, and Le bal

du comte d'Orgel (1924; Eng. tr. V. Schiff, 1952),

a modem transposition of the theme of La
Princesse de Clives. They are written with a classical

limpidity.

Le diable au corps (1923 ; The Devil in the Flesh,

tr. K. Boyle, intro. A. Huxley, 1949; tr. A. M.
Sheridan Smith, 1968; tr. R. Baldick, 1971).

H. Massis, R. R. (1929); C. E. Magny, Histoire

du roman frangais depuis 1918 (1950); L. Reith

Goesch, R. (1955). M.G.; J.P.R.

Radishchev, Alexander Nikolayevich ("'Saratov

province 20 VIII 1749; fSt Petersburg 12 IX 1802),

Russian poet and author of the now famous book,

Puteshestvie iz Peterburga v Moskvu (1790), which
mercilessly attacked serfdom and autocracy. The
author was sentenced to death, but the sentence

was commuted to exile in Siberia whence he was
recalled by the Emperor Paul in 1797. Five years

later he committed suicide. His prose is somewhat
heavy, but some of his lyrics are genuine poetry.

Among his poems. Ode to Liberty was a source of

inspiration to subsequent civic poets, especially to

K. Ryleyev*, and partly also to Puskhin*.

Pohtoye sobranie sochineniy (2 vols, 1907; 1938);

Stikhotvoreniya (1953); Puteshestvie iz Peterburga

V Moskvu (1950; Reise von Petersburg nach

Moskau, tr. A. Luther, 1922; A Journey From St

Petersburg to Moscow, tr. Leo Wiener, 1958);

Izbrarmoe (1959).

V, O. Pokrovsky, A. N. R. (1907); N. Asheshov,

R., pervy russkiy respublikanets (1919); V. P.

Semennikov, R. (1923); B. Evgenyev, A. N. R,

(1949); M. A. Gorbunov, Filosofskie i obshchest-

venno-politicheskie vzglyady Radishcheva (1950);

G. P. Makogonenko, R. i ego vremya (1956); L. b!

Svetlov, A. N. R. (1958); D. M. Lang, The First

Russian Radical, A. R. (1959). J.L.

Radndti, Mikl6s (*Budapest 5 V 1909; ool935

Fanni Gyarmati; fAbda XI 1944), Hungarian
poet. In strict form and classical language, Radn6ti,

a Jew by birth, proclaimed the grief and horror of

life in a Europe increasingly dominated by
Fascism. His lyric verse displays immense moral
power, humanity and majesty. He continued to

write up to his untimely death while on a forced

march.

Pogdny koszontS (1930); iJjhold (1935); Jdrkdlj

csak, haldlraltelt! (1936); Meredek At (1938).—
Osszes versei is mdforditdsai (coll, verse; ed. S.

Koczkds, 1959); Prdza (ed. P. Rez, 1971).

S. Koczkds, ‘R. M.*, intro, to R. M. Versek is

muforditdsok (1954); D. Bar6ti, R. M. (1959);

B. S. Adams, ‘The Eclogues of M. R,’ in Slavon.

Rev. (June 1965) and ‘The Lager verse of M. R.’,

ibid. (Jan. 1967). G.F.C.

Radziwiliowa, Franciszka Urszula, Princess,

nee Princess Wisniowiecka ('•‘Czartoiyjsk 13 II

1705; tPucewicze 23 V 1753), Polish poet and
playwright. Ofher 16 plays destined for the private

stage in NieSwiez, three are the first adaptations of

Moli^re* into Polish. The fantastic, sentimental

and baroque are features of some of them.

plays: Komedie i tragedie . • . (1754).—verse:

Listy do mgza . . . (1728; pub. 1882); Przestrogi

cdrce mojej (1738; pub. 1755).

B. Kielski, ‘F. U. R.' in O wplywie Moliera na

rozwdj komedii polskiej (1905); S. Wasylewski, U
Ksigznej Pani (1918). S.S. (P.H.)

Raffi, pseud, ofYakob Melik-Yakobian (Phaya-
djuk 1837; fTiflis 1888), Armenian novelist.

Having spent his youth wandering in Transcausia

and Turldsh Armenia, he finally settled in Tiflis

and became a teacher, salesman and trader. Later

he devoted himsdf to writing and soon made his

mark. He became the apostle of revolution and his

novels were an incitement to the youth of the

country to sacrifice themselves for national free-

dom and to revolt against both the Turks and the

Russians.

Phmdj (1864); Khent (1880; The Fool, tr. J.

Wingate, 1950); DavitkBek (1881-87); Samuel

(1888; serially tr. J. G. Mandalian in Armenian

Rev., Boston, 1948-51). A.Sa.

Rahbdi:, Knud Lyne (^Copenhagen 18 Xn 1760;

001798 Karen Margareta [Kamma] Heger;

tFrederiksberg 22 IV 1830), Danish poet, critic,

playwright and short-story writer. With his wife,
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he played a great part in the literary circles of

Copenhagen; their home, *Bakkehuset’, was the

leading literary salon of the day. Rahbek was a

prolific writer, but his versatility was greater than

his gifts.

Brevefra engammelSkuespiller (1782) ; Prosaiske

Fors0g(S vols, 1785-1806); Poetiske Forseg (2 vols,

1794-1802); Om Skuespillerkunsten (1809); Sam--

lede Skuespil (3 vols, 1809-13); Om Holberg som
lystspUdigter (3 vols, 1815-17); Bidrag til den

danske Digtekmsts Historie (with R. Nyerup; 4

vols, 1800-08); Erindringer af mit Liv (5 vols,

1824-29).

H. Kyrre, K. L, R., Kamma R, og Livet paa
Bakkehuset (1929); T. Troels-Lund, Bakkehus og

Solbjerg (1920); A. E. Jensen, R's Pariserbreve

(1958) and R. og de danske Digtere (1960).

E.B.

Rflhel (Bluwstein) (*Vyatka 9 IX 1890; tTel Aviv

16 IV 1931), Hebrew poet. She went to Israel in

1909 with the ‘second aliyah’, settled in Kinneret

and worked in the fields and groves of the village.

She studied in France and, caught by the First

World War, spent the war years in Russia. At the

termination of hostilities she returned to Israel,

where she died of tuberculosis. Her poems are

short, metrically simple, of a miraculous beauty

and purity. They have been collected in Safiach

(1927). Mineged (1930) and Nevo (1932).

Shirat Rahel (coll, works; Tel Aviv, 1961).

Y.H. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Rai^ovi6, Stefan (Nesresnica 5 VII 1928),

Serbian poet. After studying in Belgrade, RaiC-

kovid worked for radio for a time but is now a

literary editor. He is one of the best Serbian

representatives of traditional lyrical poetry but he
has achieved greater breadth for his writing by the

transference of the meditative and refiective quali-

ties of personal emotions and situations towards

the universal. He also translates from French and
English, notably Shakespeare’s* sonnets, and

writes books for children.

poetry: Detinjstva (1950); Pesma tisine (1952);

Balada o predvederju (1955); Kasno leto (1958);

Tka (1961); Pesme (1963); Kamena uspavanka

(1963); Stihovi (1964); Prolazi rekom ladja (1967).

B.J.

Raimbaut d’Aurenga, i.e. Orange (c. 1150-73),

Proven9al troubadour. A descendant of the

Counts of Montpellier, he had inherited the

domain of Orange from Tiburge, his mother. The
medieval Provencal biographer tells of his early

death, his chivalrous deeds and songs in honour of

Marie de Verfeuil and of the Countess of Urgel;

to the latter he vowed his love though he had never

seen her. Raimbaut writes in a deliberately obscure

and wittily allusive style. He is a virtuoso of diction

RAIMON DE MIRAVAL
and rhyme. There is but a short step from his

serious to his gay mood. See also Beatrice*,

Countess of Die.

C. Appel, R. von O, (1928); W. F. Pattison, The
Life and Works of the Troubadour R. d'O. (1952).

R.R.B. (K.R.)

Raimbaut de Vaquieras (c. 1155-1207), Provencal
troubadour; son ofa poor knight from the vicinity

of Orange. He achieved fame particularly through
his brilliant career at the court of Bonifacio I,

Mar^ve of Montferrat, who is the subject of a
eulogistic verse epistle—a portrait of extraordinary
vividness. Raimbaut became his intimate friend

and companion at arms, accompanied him to

Sicily, then to Greece on the Crusade and died

there, presumably fighting at his side. His poems
(over 40) are amongst the most original of all

troubadour lyrics as regards form. Others fall

outside the conventional troubadour genres: an
allegorical poem in honour of Beatrice of Mont-
ferrat, a bilingual poetic dialogue with a woman of

Genoa, his Descort written in five languages and
the famous Calenda Maya.

G. Cusimano, Poesie di R. di V. (1956); J.

Linskill, The Poems of the Troubadour R. de V.

(1964).

G. Cerroto, ‘H Bel cavaliere di R. di V.* in

Giomale della lett. ital., IV (1884); O. Schultz-

Gora, Die Briefe des Trobadors R. de V. an Bonifaz

I (1893); V. Crescini, Ancora dalle lettere di R. di

V. al marchese Bonifacio (1899), ‘R. de V. et le

marquis Boniface I’ in Annales du Midi, XI-XIII

(1899-1901), ‘R. di V. e Baldovino imperatore’ in

Atti deiristituto Veneto, L (1891) and ‘II Dis-

cordo plurilingue di R, di V.’ in Nuovi studi medi-

evali, I (1923); N. Zingarelli, ‘Engles nelle rime di

R. di V.’ in Miscellanea ... V. Crescini (1901) and

‘Bel Cavalier e Beatrice di Monferrato ’ in Studi . .

,

P. Rajna (1911); J. Anglade, ‘Sur le Descort pluri-

lingue de R. de V.* in Annales du Midi, XXXVI
(1924); J. Linskill, ‘An enigmatic poem of R. de

V.’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., LIE (1958) ; V. Bertolucci,

‘Posizione e significato del canzoniere di R. de V.

nella storia della poesia provenzale’ in Studi

mediolatini e volgari, XI (1963).

R.R.B. (K.R.)

Raimon de Miraval {fl. c. 1180-1213), Provencal

troubadour. A poor knight from the Carcassonne

area who achieved great fame as a troubadour and

as the close companion of Raimon VI, Count of

Toulouse. According to the medieval Provengal

biographer the ladies of Languedoc were eager to

be the subject of his songs; though they contrived

in this way to become famous they denied the poet

their love. His constancy and their ingratitude is

indeed the recurrent theme in his songs which are

works of considerable formal and artistic skill.

After the defeat of his patron in the Albigensian

wars and the ill-starred battle of Muret (1212)
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Raimon retired from active life; he died at a

monastery at Lerida.

P. Andraud, La vie et Vceuvre du troubadour R.

de M. (1902); L. T. Topsfield, Les poesies du

troubadour R, de M, (1971).

C. Brunei, ‘La “Loba” c616brde par les trouba-

dours Peire Vidal et R. de M.’ in Meianges

Hoepffner (1949); L. T. Topsfield, *R. de M. and

the art of courtly love’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., LI

(1956), and ‘Cortez Ufana chez R. de M.* in Rev.

Langue et Litt. d’Oc, XII-XIH (1962-63); M. L.

Switten, ‘R. de M.’s “Be m’agrada” and the un-

rhymed refrain in troubadour poetry’, in Romance

Philol., XXn (1969). R.R.B. (K.R.)

Raimund, Ferdinand, stage-name of F. Raimann

(Vienna 1 VI 1790; ool820 Luise Gleich [tl882];

}ibid. 5 VII 183Q, Austrian dramatist. A turner’s

son, Raimund became an actor (1808), attached to

the Josefstadt theatre (1814-17), and to the

Leopoldstadt theatre (1817-30), where he was

director from 1828. A popular comic actor and

melancholy humorist, he had an unfortu-

nate domestic situation an^ depressed by the

thought of Nestroy’s* fame eclipsing his own,

finally shot himself, after being bitten by what he

feared was a mad dog. He was inspired by

Shakespeare* and Calderdn*; his urge was

towards serious literary achievement. His first

original play, Ler Barometermacher auf der

Zauberinsel (1823), was a traditional fairy-tale

farce, but the romantic fantasy and deep humour of

his later plays—in particular Der Alpenkdnig—

elevat^ the Viennese popular play, while keeping

touch vwth the simple public.

Der Alpenkdnig und der Menschenfeind (1828;

Eng. tr. J, B. Buckstone, 1850); Der Verschwender

(1834; Eng. tr. E. Tramer, \9A9),Samtliche

Werke (ed. J. N. Vogl, 4 vols, 1837); Historisch-

kritische Sdkularausgabe (ed. F. Brukner and E.

Castle, 6 vols, 1924-34); R,-Liederbuch (ed. W. A.

Bauer, 1924).

H. Kindermann, R. (1940); F. Schreyvogl, F. R,

(1960); K. Kahl, F. R. (1967); J. Michalski, F. F.

(New York, 1968).

—

R^^Almanach (1963).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Raine, Allen, pseud, of Anne Adausa Evans

(Newcastle Emlyn 6 X 1836; ool872 Beynon

Puddicombe; tB®hbryn 21 VI 1908), Wel^
novelist whose simple romantic stories usually

have strong Welsh local colouring.

A Welsh Singer (1897); A Welsh Witch (1902);

Queen ofthe Rushes (1906); Neither StorehouseNor

Barn (1908). R.M.H.

Raine, Katejleen (London 14 VI 1908; ooCharles

Madge [o/o]), En^h poet and critic, who writes

religious and phfiosophic poetry in the manner of

William Blake*, whom she admires.

Stone and Flower: Poems 1935-43 (1943) ; Living

in Time (1946); The Pythoness (19A9).—Collected

Poems (1950.—criticism: Letters of S, r.

Coleridge (ed.; 1950); Defending Ancient Springs

(1967); Blake and Tradition (1969). W.R.A.

Rainis, pseud, of Janb PuekSAns (Tadenava

manor 11 IX 1865; oo23 XII 1897 Elza Rozenberga

[Aspazija*]; tRiga 12 IX 1929), Latvian poet and

playwright. Combining the practice of law with

political activities, he incurred the displeasure of

the Russian authorities and was exiled to Vyatka.

On his return to Riga he married Aspazija and in

1906 escaped with her to Switzerland, where they

remained W 1920. During the last decade of his

life he was a parliamentary deputy, director of the

National Theatre and Minister of Education in

Latvia.

Rainis* is the most illustrious name in Latvian

literature and his fame rests mostly on his dramatic

poetry, in which symbolism bodies forth a humane

philosophy, deriving in part from Goethe* and a

romantic love of country. Most of his poetry and

the best of his plays were written in Switzerland.

Their most remarkable quality resides in the

creative use ofLatvian, which becomes an eloquent

medium in the poet’s hands. Like Goethe, whose

Faust he translated, Rainis gradually evolved a

dignified and pregnant style.

verse: Talas noskanas zild vakard (1903); Vetras

seja (1905); Klusdgrdmata (1909); Gals un sdkums

(1913); Sudrabota gaisma (1921).—plays: Pudr

dedlists (1900); Uguns un nakts (‘Fire and Night*;

1905); Zelta zirgs (1910); Indulis un Arija (1911);

Put, viMi (1913); Speliju, dancoju (1919); Jdzeps

un vi^ brdli (1919; The Sons of Jacob, tr. Grace

Rhys, 1924); Ilja Muromietis (1922).—rei^-
CENCES: Castagnola (1928),

—

D:dve un darbi (life

and works; ed. A. Birkets, 10 vols, 1925 ff.).—

Verse tr. in W. K. Matthews, Tricolour Sun (1936).

P. Dauge, F., pevets bofby, solntsa i lyubvi

(1920); K. Egle, Atzij;tas (1923); A. Birkerts, F. kd

mdkslinieks (1925) and F. kd domdtdjs (1925);

Z. Mauripa, Dazi pamata motlvi Raim ntdksld

(1928); F. ael6ns, F. un Aspazija (Stockholm,

1955). W.K.M. (H.Le.)

Rais, Karel VAcLAV(*B61ohrad4I1859; tPrague

8 Vn 1920, Czech novelist. After his early

historical novels and nationally inspired poetry

Rais found his true talent in a series of novels and

stories descriptive of north Bohemian peasant life

(Zapadli vlastenci, 1893). His approach is on the

whole realistic rather than idylHc, and his best

nov^ have considerable documentary value.

Vybrand spisy (ed. J. Stefdnek, 1959 ff.).—

L

Jand6kovd in &skd literatura (1958). R.A

Rajan, Balachandra (1920), Indian critic and

novelist, educated in Madras and Cambiidgp,

sometime Fellow and Director of Studies in
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English at Trinity College. He served with

UNESCO for seven years, and has been Professor

of English at Delhi, Wisconsin and in Canada. He
edited Focus at irregular intervals, and wrote

scholarly works on Milton* and W. B. Yeats*.

His The Dark Dancer (1958) and Too Long in the

West (1961) are both rather unreadable novels.

His writing, both creative and critical, is character-

ized by a remarkable verbal fluency but also a

surprisingly insensitive use of language. C.D.N.

RajaiSekhara (c. a.d. 900), Sanskrit dramatist,

remembered chiefly for his Karpuramahjari (tr.

C. R. Lanman, 1901); also wrote the Kdvyami-

mdtnsd, a discursive work on poetics. J.E.B.G.

Rajna, Pio (Sondrio 8 VII 1847; fFlorence 25 XI
1930), Italian philologist, outstanding student of

Romance languages and literature.

G. Vandelli, Miscellanea di studi critici dedicata

a P. R. (1911 ; with biblio.). N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Rakid, Milan (*Belgrade 18 IX 1876; fZagreb

30 VI 1938), Serbian poet. Studied law in Paris,

and in the dplomatic service worked in Europe
and the Near East. Although influenced by
contemporary French poets he retained his

individuality as a writer, and in his poems perfec-

tion of form and harmony are combined with

sincerity of emotion and depth of thought.

Pesme (1904); Nove pesme (1912).—Sel. poems
(9 vols, 1924-^8).

V. Djurid, M. R. (1957); S. Markovid, M. R.

(1963). V.J.

Rakitin, Nikola ("‘Lujene 6 VI 1885; tlsuidde]

Svoge tuimel 2 V 1934), Bulgarian poet. He
preferred the peace of provincial life to Sofia and
lived all his life in Pleven, becoming curator of its

museum a year before his death. He wrote quiet,

contemplative verse of the countryside; his

charming prose sketches of Bulgarian rural life,

Rusalska polyana^ were published posthumously
in 1938.

Tsufhali vishni (1909); Razmirni godini (1919);

Predi da sumne (1920); Prolet pri Vit (1929);

Dunavski soneti (1930); Kapyat listata (1933).

—

Coll, works (ed. P. Dinekov, 2 vols, 1946).

V.P.

Rakovski, Georgi (*Kotel 2 IV 1821 ; fBucharest

9 X 1867), Bulgarian writer-revolutionary. He
travelled and lived outside Bulgaria for most of his

chequered, militant life, which included spying

against the Turks in the Crimean War and setting

up a ‘Bulgarian Legion* in Belgrade in 1860.

Indefatigably, he preached the Bulgarian cause and
his haydutin (‘insurgent’) ideal in such journals as

his Dunavski lebed. A colourful and influential

figure of the national revival, he aspired to be poet,

journalist, philologist, historian, philosopher and
scientist, but neither his literary nor his academic

skill matched his enthusiasm.

Gorski putnik (Novi Sad, 1857); Pokazalets

(Odessa, 1859); Klyuch bolgarskago yazika (Bel-

grade, 1860); Kratko razsujdenie {ibid,, 1860);

Bulgarski hayduti (1867).

G. Konstantinov, R, i bulgarskata revolutsiomta

ideologia (1939); M. Amaudov, G, R. jivot, delo^

idei (1969). V.P.

Ralbag: see Gersonides, Levi ben Gerson.

Raleigh, or Ralegh, Sir Walter (*Hayes Barton,

Budleigii, Devon c, 1552; ool592 Elizabeth

Throgmorton; fLondon 29 X 1618), English

seaman, explorer, politician, historian and poet,

who is taken as the type of Elizabethan courtier.

From Oriel College, Oxford (1568-69), without a

degree, he joined the Huguenot army in France.

Later a member of the Middle Temple, Raleigh

sailed with Gilbert* (1578-79), was in Ireland

(1580-81), colonized Virginia, sailed to Guiana

(1594-95) and was at Cadiz (1596). A favourite

with Elizabeth* until his marriage, he was knighted

(1582) and created warden of the Stannaries, lord

lieutenant of Cornwall and vice-admiral of Devon
and Cornwall (1585). At different times M.P. for

Dorset, Devon and Cornwall respectively, he was

an eloquent speaker. Apparently innocent, Raleigh

was sentenced to death for complicity in plotting

against James* I (1603), but remained in the Tower,

friendly with Prince Henry, till 1616; released for

his unsuccessful search for gold in Guiana, sentence

was carried out on him on his return for disobeying

James I’s instructions. Raleigh’s uncompleted

History shows a devout orthodoxy despite con-

temporary suspicions of atheism. His verse shows

fine workmanship, a flexible command of metre,

combining strength with melody in its English

understanding of classicism. B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

The Reverse (1591); Guiana (1596; repr. 1967);

The History of the World (1614; sel. ed. G. E.

Hadow, 1911),—Poems (ed. Sir E. Brydges, 1813;

ed. A. M. C. Latham, 1929, 1951); Works (ed. W.
Oldys and T. Birch, with biog., 8 vols, 1829);

A. M. C. Latham, Selected Poetry and Prose

(1965).—E. Edwards, The Life ofSir W. R, (2 vols,

1868).

T. N. Brushfield, Bibliography of Sir W. R.

(1908); C. H. Firth, ‘Sir W. R.*s History of the

World' in Proc. Brit. Acad. (1918); M. Waldman,
Sir W, R, (1928); M. C. Bradbrook, The School of
Night (1936); D. B. Quinn, R. ^ the British

Empire (194'^; E. Strathmann, Sir W. R.: A Study

in Elizabethan Skepticism (1951); P. Edwards, Sir

W, R, (1953); W, Oakeshott, The Queen and the

Poet (1960); A. L. Rowse, R, and the Throck-

mortons (1962); E. G. Clark, R, and Marlowe

(1965); P. Lefranc, Sir W. R. ecrtvain (Paris,

1968). J.R.B. (T.P.M.)
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Raleigh, Sir Walter Alexander (^London 5 IX

1861; OO1890 Lucie Gertrude Jackson; tOxford

13 V 1922), English critic. Though most of his

career was in academic posts (Professor of English

literature at Oxford, 1904), his reputation r^ts on

humane criticism rather than scholarship. He
successfully endeavoured to interpet authors

through their personalities. His ludd style has the

virtues extolled in his excellent essay on Style

(1897).

criticism: The English Novel (1894); Milton

(1900); Wordsworth (1903); Shakespeare (1907);

Six Essays on Johnson (1910); Lockhart’s Life of
Bums (ed.; 1914).— Writing and Writers:

Extracts From his Notebooks (1926).

—

The War in

the Air (1st vol of official hist.; 1921),—LetterSi

1879-1922 (ed. Lady R., 2 vols, 192®.

H. A. Jones, Sir W. H and the Air History

(1922); V. Crum, Sir W A, R, (1923).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Ralin, Radoy (*Sliven 22 IV 1923), Bulgarian poet

and satirist. A former war correspondent and an
editor of the satirical weekly Sturshel (‘Hornet’),

he has written fine verse but is particularly popular

for his witty and outspoken feuilletons in verse and
prose, notably on the ‘personality cult’ of the

1950s.

Stihotvorenia (1949); Voynishka tetradka (1955);

Strogo poveritelno (195®; Istoria s luv 0^58);
Nepredvideni chuvstva (1959); Vtoro rajdane

(1959); Bezopasni igli (1960); Vnimatelni feyletoni

(1963). V.P.

Ramaa: see Isserles, Moses.

Ramalho: see OrtigSio, Jos£ Duarte Ramalho.

RSmlnaJa (^Conjeeveram, Madras early 12th

century), the first of the great Vaishnava teachers

of southern India. In opposition to Sankaracarya*

he taught a system of ‘qualified monism’, and was
the author of commentaries in Sanskrit on the

Brahmasutra and the Bhagavad Gita (see maha-
bh&rata). H.G.R. (J.E.B.G.)

Rama Rau, Shanika (*1923; ooFaubion Bowers),

daughter of Sir B. Rama Rau from South India

and Lady Rau, a Kashmiri Brahmin. She was
educated in England and at Wellesley College,

U.S.A. She met her husband while in Tokyo where
her father was Indian ambassador, has lived in the

U.S.A. and written about her travels in Africa,

Europe and Russia. Her successful dramatization

of E. M. Forster’s* A Passage to India (1960) as

well as her only novel, Remember the House (1956),

exploit different uses of English speech by British

and Indians and the consequent misunderstand-

ings. Her understand^ of India is authentic, her

treatment sympathetic while disinterested. She
brings seriousness and insight into the East-West

encounter. The autobiographical Gifts of Passage
(1961) and Home to India (1945) show her
‘indelible engagement with India ’. C.D.N.

Rambaldoni, VrrroRiNO de’, better known as

Vittorino da Feltre (*?1378; tl446), Italian

humanist, ‘the founder of modem pedagogy’. A
pupil of Guarino da Verona (Guarini*), he was
appointed tutor to the children of Gianfrancesco

Gonzaga at Mantua where he founded his famous

school, the Casa Gioiosa. His curriculum included

the Trivium and Quadrivium, Platonic and

Aristotelian philosophy, music and physical

training.

W. H. Woodward, K da F. and Other Humanist

Educators (2nd ed. 1905); G. Saitta, Veducazhne

delTumanesimo in Italia (1928). B.R.

Ramban: see Nachmanides.

Rambert, Eugene (*Lausanne 6 IV 1830; 1[ibid.

21 XI 1886), Swiss essayist, critic, historian and

poet. He contributed for 30 years to the Biblio-

thdque universelle and is particularly remembered

for his Alpes Suisses (5 ser., 1865-75).

Journal d'un neutre (1871); Recits et croquis

(m'Jl-^Works (10 vols, 1888-90).

V. Rossel, E, R., son temps, sa vie, son ceuvre

(1917); P. Kohler, Deux etudes sur E. R (1931).

J.P.I. (G.G.)

Ramdas (‘slave of Rama’), originally NarXyai^a

(*1608; }nr Nfisik 1681), Mar^tlu poet. A con-

temporary of ShivSji (*1627; tl680), the Mar^M
national hero, he wrote the Ddsabodha, a long

didactic poem, and founded a sect of Rfimd^is

that is still fiourishing.

W. S. Deming, R. and the Rdmddsis (Calcutta,

1928). H.G.R. (I.R.)

Ramler, Karl Wilhelm (*Kolberg 25 II 1725;

tBerlin 11 IV 1798), German poet. A friend of

Lessing*, with whom he published Logau’s*

Sinngedichte, Ramler became a schoolmaster in

Berlin in 1748. Devoid of originality, he was

viewed in his day as a master of form. He trans-

lated Dryden’s* Alexanders Feast (1766) and

Horace*. In his anthologies he frequently adapted

poems to his own taste.

verse: Lyrische Gedichte (1762); Oden (1767).—

anthologies: Lieder der Deutschen (4 vols, 176®;

Lyrische Blumenlese (2 vols, ni4r~l%),—Poetische

Werke (2 vols, 1800^1).

—

Briefwechsel zwischen

Gleim und R. (ed. C. Schiiddekopf, 190®.
C. Schiiddekopf, K. W. R. bis zu seiner Verbin-

dung mit Lessing (188®; H. Freydank, Goethe und

R, (1928). H.B.G.

Ramdn: see Gdmez de la Serna, Ramon.
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Ramos, Grachjano (*Quebrangulo, Alagoas 27X
1892; tRio de Janeiro 20 III 1953), Brazilian

novelist. He started writing fiction after 20 years

in the service of the government of Alagoas, and

with abundant experience of the social, political

and climatic conditions of the Brazilian North

East. Arrested in 1936 for supposed complicity in

the left-wing revolt in Pernambuco, he spent a long

period as a political prisoner and emerged with

ruined health. His later works, notably his

Memdrias do cdrcere (1953), are largely auto-

biographical. His novels are marked by austere

purity of style, a fine control of form, and deep

insight into the minds and instincts of the under-

privileged.

Caetis (1933); Sdo Bernardo (1934); Angdstia

(1936; Eng. tr. 1946); Vidas sicas (1938; Eng. tr.

1963); Infdncia (1945); Insonia (1947).—Obras

(1947); Obras completas (1961).

Homenagem a G. R, (1943); Horiano Gongalves,

‘G. R. e o romance* in Obras^ I (1947); H. Pereira

de Silva, G. R,: Ensaio critico-psicanalitico

(1950); B. M. Woodbridge Jr, G. R. (1954); A.

CSndido, Ficgao e confissdo (1956); R. M. Pinto,

G. R.: Autor e ator (1962); H. Feldmann, G. R.

Eine Untersuchung zur Selbstdarstellung in seinem

Epischenwerk (1965). J.T.B.

Ramsay, Allan (Leadhills 15 X 1686; ool712

Christian Ross; fEdinburgh 7 I 1758), Scottish

poet. Ramsay was apprenticed to an Edinburgh
wig-maker in 1700; he opened a bookshop and
Scotland’s first circulating library; and strug^ed

to revive drama in Edinburgh. As a collector of

popular lyric and ballad, and of the older Scots

poetry, Ramsay made the work of Dunbar*,
Henryson* and others available to his own
century—particularly to Bums*—and restored a
decaying poetic tradition. His original songs are

not great lyric; he excels rather in broad humour,
geniality, vivid sketches and satire; he carries off

the translation of Horace’s* Odes in Scots with

astonishing grace; and in his pastoral comedy. The
Gentle Shepherd (1725), he brings real country

accents into an artificial genre. It was successfully

revived at Edinburgh (1950).

ChrisFs Kirk on the Green^ from an old Manu^
script Collection (1716-18); Poems (1721); Fables

and Tales (1722); Fair Assembly (1723); Health

(1724); Tea-Table Miscellany, I (1724), H (1726),

III (71727); The Evergreen, being a Collection of
Scots Poems wrote by the ingenious before 1600

(1724); Poems (1728); Thirty Fables (1730).—
Poetical Works (ed. G. Chalmers, 2 vols, 1800;
3 vols, 1851); Works (ed. B. Martin, J. W. Oliver,

A. M. Kinghom and A. Law, 4 vols, 1951- ).

J. W. Mackail, ‘A. R, and the Romantic
revival’ in Essays and Stud., X (1924); B. Martin,
A. K (1931); J. W. OHver, ‘The 18th century
revival’ in Edinburgh Essays on Scots Literature

(1933); D. Daiches in Scottish Poetry: A Critical

Survey (ed. J. Kinsley, 1955); D. Craig, Scottish

Literature and the Scottish People 1680-1830

(1961). J.K.

Ramusio, Giambattista (*Treviso 20 VH 1485;
001524 Franceschina Navagero; fPadua 10 VII
1557), Italian geographer. A classical scholar and
friend of Bembo*, he is best known for his critical

edition of tales of travel and voyages from classical

times to his own day.

Delle Navigationi et Viaggi (3 vols, 1550-59).

A. Del Piero, ‘Della vita e degli studi di G. B.
R.’ in Nuovo Archivio Veneto, new ser., IV (1902)

;

G. Toffanin, II Cinquecento (I960; with biblio.).

C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Ramusio, Girolamo (*Rimini 1450; fin the East

1486), Italian poet and friend of Giovanni Pico*
della Mirandola to whom he dedicated his Latin

lyrics. His Italian verse is unpublished.

Opera (Paris, 1791).—F. Flamini, G. R. e i suoi

versi latini e volgari (1900). C.Dr.

Ramuz, C(harles) F(erdinand) (*Lausanne
24 IX 1878; tPuUy 23 V 1947), Swiss writer, the

most powerful and original since Rousseau*. After

a vital 12 years’ literary apprenticeship in Paris he
returned to his native canton of Vaud. A founder

of the Cahiers vaudois, Ramuz devoted his entire

career to artistic research, creating a remarkable

oral style, free from tra^tional syntax, with a
mggedness that is a bold stylization of the speech

of instinctive Vaudois and Valaisan peasants. A
thinker and poet, Ramuz is more than a regional

writer who excels in portraying the landscape and
peoples of the Rhdneland. His stories are lyrical,

dramatic or mystical; their outcome is often

violent and tragic. This cosmic visionary is a
creator ofm}^, based on close observation of life

and inspired by a passionate love of all creation.

Severdy criticized at first, Ramuz has gained a
considerable reputation and been widely trans-

lated.

The first novds, Aline (1905), Les circonstances

de la vie (1907), Jean-Luc persicuti (1909), are

realistic; Aind Pache, peintre vaudois (1911) is a
fictionalized account of his own life. Other works
concerned with an individual destiny or which

throw li^t on Ramuz’ life and development are

La vie de Samuel Belet (1913; The Life ofSamuel
Belet, tr. Mervyn Savill, 1951), Taille de Vhomme
(1933), Besoin de grandeur (1937 ; What is Man, sel.

tr. G. Paulding, 1948), Paris, Notes d^un vaudois

(1938); Dicouverte du monde (1939) and the

Journal, 1896-1942 (1943).

Raison d'itre (in Cahiers vaudois, 1914; com-
pleted 1926); La guerre dans le haut pays (1915);

Le rigne de Vesprit malin (1917); La gudrison des

maladies (1917); Les signes parmi nous (1919);

Terre du del (1921); Presence de la mort (1922;

The Triumph ofDeath, tr. A. R. Macdougall and
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A. Comfort, 1946); Passage du podte (1923); La Poems (1638).—plays: Aristippus, or the JoviaU

separation des races (1923); Uamour du monde

(1925); La grande peur dans la montagne (1926;

Terror on the Mountain, tr. Milton Stansburg,

1967); Beaute sur la terre 0.921 \ Beauty on Earth,

tr. 1929); Salutation paysanne (1929; incl. ‘Lettre

k Bernard Grasset’); Adam et Eve (1932); Der~

borence (1934; When the Mountain Fell, tr. S. Fisher

Scott, 1949); Legargon Savoyard (193Q; Si le soleil

ne revenait pas (1937); Ixi guerre aux papiers

(1942) ; Pays de Vaudand Vues sur le Valais (1943)

;

Nouvelles (1944); Les servants et autres nouvelles

(1946); Histoires (1946); Journal Derniires pages.

1942-1947 (1949).—CEuvres computes (23 vols,

1940-54).—correspondence: Lettres 1900-1918

(1956); Lettres 1919-1947 (1959); C.-F. R. ses amis

et son temps (ed. Gilbert Guisan, 6 vols, 1967-70).

Pour ou contre R. (coll, studs; 1926); A. Tissot,

C.-jF. R. ou ledrome de lapoesie (1947) ; B. Voyenne,
C-F. R. ou la saintete de la terre (1948); G. Guisan,

C.-F. R. ou le genie de la patience (1958); Clarence

R. Parsons, Vision plastique de C.-F. F. (1964);

M. Nicod, Du rdalisme d la realite. Evolution

artistique et itineraire spirituel de R. (1966); G.
Guisan, C.-F. R. (1967); D. R. Haggis, C.-F. R.
ouvrier du langage (1968).—T. Bringolf, Biblio-

graphie de Pcsuvre de C.-F. R. (1942) and Notes
bibliographiques sur Vauvre de C.-F. R., 1942-1966

(1967). A.M.I. (G.G.)

Ranch, Hieronymus Justesen (*Vinkel nr Viborg
1539; ooKaren Olufsdatter; fViborg 3 XH 1607),

Danish playwright and poet. He studied theology
at Copenhagen, took his degree at Wittenberg, and
became a clergyman at Viborg. Of his three plays,

two have Biblical themes, the third, Karrig
Nidding, a farce about a miser, being his best. He
also wrote a moral poem, Fi^levisen^ ‘The Song
of the Birds’.

H. J. R.*s Danske Skuespil og Fuglevise (ed. S.

Birket Smith, 1876-77). E.B.

Rand, Ayn (*St Petersburg 1905), American
novelist. Ayn Rand graduated from the University
of Leningrad in 1924, came to the U.S.A. in 1926
and took out naturalization in 1931. While she has
been both a screen writer and a University lecturer,

she is best known for novels such as The Fountain-
head (1943), somewhat sentimental ‘packages of
life’.

We the Living (193©; Anthem (1938); Atlas
Shrugged (1957). D.E.Mo.

Randolph, Thomas ('^Newnham-cum-Badby,
Northants 15 VI 1605; DBlathewick 17 HI 163%
English poet and playwright. Educated at West-
mister School and Trinity College, Cambridge, of
which he became Fellow, Randolph was one of the
‘sons’ of Ben Joson*. He was well known as a
poet and wit and his plays have much gaiety and
vivadly.

Philosopher (1630); The Jealous Lovers (1632);

Hey for Honesty, Down with Knavery (adapt!

of Aristophanes’ Plutus; pr. 1651).—-Poetical
and Dramatic Works (ed. W. C. Hazlitt, 2 vols,

1875).

G. C. Moore Smith, ‘The canon of R.’s dramatic
works’ in Rev. Eng. Stud. (1925) and ‘T. R.’ in

Proc. Brit. Acad. (1927); S. A. and D. R. Tanne-
baum, T. R.: a Concise Bibliography (1947).

J.B.B.

Ranjina, Dinko (*Ragusa [Dubrovnik] 1536;
^ibid. 1607), Ragusan poet of wealthy bourgeois

origin; a typical man of the Renaissance in educa-
tion, gifts and outlook. He spent his youth in Italy,

but later occupied high office in Ragusa. His poems
are more spontaneous and sincere than those of his

Ragusan predecessors ; occasionally they are bitter,

pessimistic and satirical.

Pjesni razlike (Florence, 1563).

Arturo Cronia, II canzoniere raguseo del 1507
(1927); J. Torbarina, Italian Influence on the Poets

of the Ragusan Republic (1931). V.J.

Ranke, Leopold von (*Wiehe 21 XII 1795;
00Windermere 26 X 1843 Clarissa Graves; fBerlin

23 V 1886), German historian, from 1825 Professor

in the University of Berlin. Ranke’s influence on
historiography ^s been immense and has been
exercised directly outside Germany sincehe applied

his empirical scholarship, with its rigorous

dependence on primary sources and its high

impartiality, to illuminate the histories of all the

main European countries. Ranke was a good prose

writer and consciously aimed at artistic compo-
sition. Perhaps his finest works are Die romischen

Pdpste, which gained a world-wide reputation, and
his Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Reforma-
tion, which was his most popular book among his

own countrymen.

Geschichte der romanischen und germanischen

Vblker (1824; Eng. tr. 1846); Die romischen Pdpste

...im XVI. und XVII. Jahrhundert (3 vols, 1834-

39; Eng. tr., 3 vols, 1846); Deutsche Geschichte im
Zeitalter der Reformation (6 vols, 1839-47; ed. P.

Joachimsen, 1925-26; Eng. tr., 3 vols, 1845-47);

Franzdsische Geschichte . . . im XVI. und XVII.

Jahrhundert {5 vols, 1852-61); Englische Geschichte

... im XVII. Jahrhundert (7 vols, 1859-68; Eng.

tr., 6 vols, 1875); Wallenstein (1869); XII Bucher

preussischer Geschichte (5 vols, 1874-79; ed. G.

Kuntzel, 1930); Weltgeschichte (9 vols, 1881-88).

—Coll, works (54 vols, 1867-90).

H. F. Helmholt, R.-Bibliographie (1910).—E.

Guglia, R.sLeben und Werke (1893); G. P. Gooch,
History andHistorians in the XIXth Century (1913);

Th, H. von Laue, L. R.: The Formative Years

(1950). D.H.

Rankins, William (Jl. 1587-1601), English writer
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of satire, drama and a venomous attack on the

theatres, A Mirror ofMonsters (1587). He was paid

by Henslowe for Mulmutius Dunwallow (1598),

probably wrote The English Ape (1588) and col-

laborated with Richard Hathway on a play

Hannibal (1601), and several others. Meres*
mentions Rankins as a satirist.

Seven Satires (1598; ed. A. Davenport, 1948).

B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Rankovi^, Svetolik (*nr Belgrade 7 XII 1863;

•[•Belgrade 18 III 1899), Serbian novelist; an
Orthodox priest. His three psychological novels

and his short stories deal with life in the Sumadija;

their mood is bitter and pessimistic.

Gorski car (1897); Seoska uciteljica (1898);

Poruseni ideali (1900); Slike iz Sivota (1904).

—

Sabrana dela (coll, works; 2 vols, 1952). V.J,

Ransom, John Crowe (*Pulaski, Tenn. 30 IV
1888; 00 1920 Robb Renvill), American poet and
critic. Ransom founded the Kenyon Review and
was the driving force behind the Fugitive Group.

The New Criticism (1941) examines the critical

theories of T. S. Eliot* I. A. Richards* and
William Empson*, and in desiderating ‘an

ontological critic’ provided the impetus for the

work of Blackmur*, Brooks* and Burke*. Despite

a certain crankiness, there is a trenchant insight

and a commitment to the significant study of

poetiy. His own poetry is ironic in tone with a
certain wry seriousness in its desire to unite

theoretic speculation with ‘stubborn and contin-

gent objects’.

VERSE : Poems About God (1919) ;
Chills andFever

(1924); Two Gentlemen in Bonds (1927); Selected

Poems (1945); Collected Poems (1963).—CRm-
osm: God Without Thunder: An Unorthodox De-

fense of Orthodoxy (1930); /’// Take My Stand by
Twelve Southerners (1930); The WorWs Body
(1938); The Intent ofthe Critic (ed. D. A. Stauffer,

1941); The Kenyon Critics (1951).

R. Penn Warren, ‘J. C. R.: a study in irony’

in Virginia Quart. Rev. (Jan. 1935); Y. Winters,

In Defense ofReason (1947); ‘Homage to J. C. R.’

in Sewanee Rev., LVI (1948); Focus Five: Modem
American Poetry (ed. B. Rajan, 1950); J. M.
Bradbury, The Fugitives:A CriticalAccount (X95%)\
L. Cowan, The Fugitive Group (1959); J. L.

Stewart, /. C. R. (1962); T. H. Parsons, /. C. R.

(1969). G.A.K.

Ransome, Arthur (*Leeds 18 1 1884; ool909 Ivy

Constance Walker, ool924 Evgenia Shelepin;

t3 VI 1967), English writer, critic and joumdist,

with person^ knowledge of Russia and a love of

saili^ and fishing. In middle age he turned to

writing realistic books for and about young people:

the lively and self-reliant characters are involved in

adventures which arise naturally in the course of

their sailing and camping holidays. These carefully

written open-air books—^there were 11 in all, from
Swallows and Amazons (1930) to Great Northern?

(1947)—rank high in their Mnd: they have been
imitated frequently but seldom bettered.

OldPetePs Russian Tales (191 6); The Soldier and
Death (1920); Rod and Line (1929).

—

Edgar Allan

Poe (1910); Oscar Wilde (1912).

H. B. SheUey, A, R. (1960). W.R.A.

Rao, Raja (*nr Mysore 1909), Indian novelist. He
graduated in English and history (aged 19) from
Nizam’s College, Hyderabad, went to France to

do research under Professor Cazamian but

decided to write. He occasionally returned in

search of a guru. His work successfully recovers

and revitalizes his own tradition, accommodating
English language to the expression of an essentially

Indian sensibility. His range is the widest of any
Indian writer—from village life in Kanthapura

(1938), to the international theme in The Serpent

and the Rope (1960), and the cosmic significance of

the deceptively simple, allegorical The Cat and
Shakespeare (1965). He began with short stories

in Kannada, some of which he translated in The
Cow ofthe Barricades (1947), wrote also in French

and ultimately preferred En^sh. C.D.N.

Raoul de Cambrai: see chansons de geste, text

and biblio.

Raoul de Houdenc (*?1180; t?1234), French poet.

His important Arthurian romance Meraugis de

Portlesguez influenced the prose Lancelot and is

noteworthy for its mannered style, psychological

interest and narrative skill. His didactic Roman des

Ailes symbolizes knightly ideals, while his aggres-

sively satirical Songe d*Enfer is the allegory of a
pilgrimage. His authorship of the realistic romance
Vengeance Raguidel and the homiletic allegory

Voie de Paradis is doubtful. Artistic quality makes
him the most eminent disciple of Chr6tien* de

Troyes. A competent allegorist, he is himself a

precursor of Guillaume* de Lorris.

Meraugis de Portlesguez (ed. M. Friedwagner,

1897); Roman des Ailes and Songe d^Enfer (ed. A.

Scheler in Trouvires Beiges^ 11, 1879).

G. Huet, ‘Le Lancelot en prose et Miraugis de

Portlesguez'* in Romania, XLI (1912); A. Fouirier,

‘R. de H,: est-ce-lui?’ in Melanges Delbouille^ n
(1964). M.F.L.

Raoul de Solssons, Vicomte de Cceuvres (*c. 1210;

OO1240 Alix de Champagne, widow of Hugues de

Lusignan, King of Q^rus, ool246 Comtesse de

Hangest; last mention [t?] Tunis 1270), French

lyric poet. Much of his life was spent in Grading
(1239-43, 1248-54, 1270). He supported (unsuo
cessfully) his first wife’s pretensions to the Crown
of Jerusdem. His 13 extant poems are on conven-

tional lines, with occasional references (6.g. in his
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jeu-parti with his friend Thibaut* de Navarre) to

his gout and corpulence. One poem {Quant voi la

glaie meure\ full of vernal imagery, was much
admired by contemporaries.

Ed. E. Winkler (1914).—P. Paris in Histoire

litteraire de la France, X}Q1I (1856). F.W.

Rapin, Ren^ (*Tours 1621; fParis 27 X 1687),

French Jesuit, humanist and Latin poet. Wrote
against the Jansenists {Evangelium Jansenistarum,

1658; Histoire du Jansenisme, pub. 1861) and
composed treatises (in French) on religious

subjects. In the dispute on the ancients and the
MODERNS, he upheld the authority ofAristotle* and
the principle of the imitation of the classics which

he practised, as a member of the Paris pl^iade

(with Santeul*, La Rue, Du* Perrier, Manage*
Commire* and Petit), in his Eglogae sacrae (1659),

Christianizing Theocritus*, and in Hortorum Libri

IV, translations of which into French, English and
Italian gave the poem a lasting influence on the

‘landscape’ literature of Europe until the end of

the 18th century.

(Euvres (3 vols, Amsterdam, 1709-10; Fr. works
only); The Whole Critical Works (tr. B. Kennet,

2 vols, 3rded. 1731).

J. A. Vissac, De la poesie latine en France au
sidcle de Louis XIV (1862); H. Gillot, La querelle

des anciens et des modernes (1914). P.T.

Rapin de Thoyras, Paul (*Castres 25 III 1661;

tWesd 16 V 1725), French historian, left France
on account of his Huguenot sympathies. He lived

in England for some time and fmally retired to

Wesel where he composed his influential and
scholarly history of England.

Histoire de VAngleterre (13 vols, 1724-36; vols

XI and XII byD. Durand and vol. XIII byDupard;
tr. and contin. N. Tindal, 28 vols, 1728-47).

R. de Cazenove, R, J., sa famille, sa vie et ses

csuvres (1866). D.H.

Rapisardi, Mario (*Catania 25 II 1844; 1[ibid» 4

1

1912), Italian philosopher-poet of prolific but
uneven output. He exalts the reformation of

religion in La Palingenesi (1868), human reason in

Lucifero (1877), nature in Giobbe (1884), socialism

in Giustizia (1882), and his philosophy goes from
one extreme to another with Byronic exuberance.

Only in Poesie religiose (1887) and Poemetti

(1885-1907) is spontaneous lyric creation allowed

to triumph.

PoemU liriche e traduzioni (1912) ; Epistolatio (ed.

A. Tomaselli, 1922).

—

Antologia poetica (ed. E.

Scuderi, 1968).

C. Pascal, La vita e Vopera poetica di M, R,

(1914); A. Tomaselli, Commentario rapisardiano

(1932); E. Bevilacqua, Rapisardiano (1932).

N.K.W, (J.G.-R.)

Rappoport, Solomon Judah Leib, known as Shir
(*Lw6w 1 VI 1790; tPrague 18 X 1867), GaUcian
Hebrew writer. A disciple of N. foochmal*
Rappoport at an early age identified himself with
‘Enlightenment’ {Haskalah) and for this reason
had to suffer persecution until in 1840 he became
rabbi in Prague. In his earlier period he published
some original poetry and much translated. In 1827
he published an adapted translation of Racine’s*
Esther, the first Hebrew drama in Eastern Europe,
with an important critical introduction. His fame
rests mainly on a series of biographical studies of
medieval writers. Most of his writings were
published in the periodical Bikkure ha-Tttim.

A. Kurlander, Biographie S. L, R,s (1878); ‘Das
Centenarium S. L. R.s’ in Oesterreichische

Wochenschrift, special no., XXI (1890); B.

Wachstein, Die Hebrdische Publizistik in Wien, I

(1930). C.R.

Rashba: see Adret, Solomon.

Rashbam, abbr. of Samuel ben Me’ir (*c. 1085;

tRamerupt nr Troyes c. 1174), French Hebrew
religious writer. Grandson and pupil of Rashi*, he
composed numerous legal works and wrote a
commentary on the Bible. A Latin scholar, he
attacked the Vulgate.

Comm, on Canticles and Ecclesiastes (ed. A.
Jellinek, 1855); Pentateuch comm. (ed. D. Rosin,

1881).

D. Rosin, S, ben M, als Schrlfterkldrer (1880).

C.R.

Rashbaz: see Duran, Simeon ben ?emah.

Rashi, abbr. of Rabbi Shelomoh I?9AQi, other-

wise Solomon ben Isaac (*Troyes 1040; 1[ibid,

1105), French Hebrew poet and religious writer,

studied at Worms and Mainz and founded a
Talmudic academy at Troyes. He wrote commen-
taries on the Old Testament and talmud. In

traditional Jewish circles the Bible was never

studied without his commentaries, which have thus

exercised immeasurable influence on Hebrew
literature, both through their contents and because

they determined the way in which Biblical language

material is used. The French glosses scattered

throughout both commentaries are an important

means of studying early French. As a liturgical

poet, Rashi shines by his simplicity and depth of

feeling. Many responsa (discussions of law cases)

by him are preserved and constitute a source for

the life of the period.

commentaries: Pentateuch (1st ed. Reggio di

Calabria, the first Hebrew book printed, 5 Feb,

1475); whole O.T. (Venice, 1525); Eng. tr. of

Pentateuch comm. (ed. A. M. Silbermann, 5 vols,

1929-34).

—

Rashi betor paytan (ed. S. Bernstein,

1940); Responsa Rashi (ed. I. Elfenbein, 1943).
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M. Liber, R. (Eng. ed. 1906); A. Darmesteter

and D. S. Blondheim, Les gloses frangaises ... fife

RachU I (1929); J. Pereira-Mendoza, R. as Philolo-

gist (1940) ;
E. I. Rosenthal, R. and the English Bible

(1940); I. Avinery, Hekhal R„ I-IV (encycl. of

R.’s works; 1940-65); A. Marx, Essays in Jewish

Biography (1947); R. Levi, Contribution d la

lexicographie frangaise selon d^anciens textes

d'origine juive (1961); H. Hailperin, R, and the

Christian Scholars (1963). C.R.

Rashid al-Din, Fazlallah Tabib (*Hamadan c.

1247; tl8 VH 1318), Persian statesman, historian

and scholar. He served the Mongol rulers of Persia

and attained an influential position under Uljaitu

(1304-16). After Uljaitu’s death, however, he was
dismissed and finally executed on the charge of

having poisoned Uljaitu. His most important work
is JdmV al-Tavdrlkhy a universal history of great

value, especially for the Mongol period.

Jdmi al-Tavarikh (I, Histoire des Mongols de la

Perse . . ., ed. and tr. E. M. Quatrem^re, Paris,

1836; I, Pt 1, ed. A. K. 'Ali-zadeh, Moscow, 1965;

II, ed. E. Blochet, Leiden, 1911; III, ed. A. K.
'Ali-zadeh, with Russ. tr. A. K. Arendsa, Baku,

1957); Dastdn-i Ghazan (ed. K. Jahn, 1940);

Histoire universelle de Rachid al-Din . . . (ed. and
tr. idem, Leiden, 1951 flf.).

E. Blochet, Introduction d VHistoire des Mongols
de Fadhl Allah Rachid ed-Din (1910); W. Barthold,

Turkestan (1928). E.Y.

Rasmussen, Halfdan (*Copenhagen 29 I 1915;
00 1943 Ester Nagel), Danish poet. From a working-
class milieu, he is committed not to any political

ideology but to the freedom ofman, a supporter of
protest and social conscience. He is also Denmark’s
leading author of nonsense poetry {Tosserier, 1
vols, 1951-57).

Soldat eller Mermeske (1941); Det lukkede

Ansigt (1943); Digte under Bescettelsen (1945);

Korte Skygger (1946); Pd Knee for Livet (1948);

Gaden (1948); De som har set September (1949);

Forventning (1951); Skoven (1954); Torso (1957);

Stilheden (1962).

—

Digte i Udvalg (1953); Tosserier

i Udvalg (1960). E.B.

Raspe, Rudolf Erich (*Hanover 1737; fMuckross
1794), German scholar, Romantic and adventurer,

who introduced Percy’s* Reliques to Herder*.
When living in England and working as a mining
engineer he launched Munchausen in literature as

a ‘type’ of fantastic liar.

Tabby in Elysium, A mockpoemfrom the German
(1781); Baron Munchausen*s Narrative of his

marvellous Travels and Campaigns in Russia (1785;
withLi/e, 1895).

R. Halls, jR. (1934); J. P. Carswell, The Prospec-
tor, Being the Life and Times ofR, E. R, (1950).

R.M.H.

Rastell, John (*Coventry c, 1475; fLondon 1536),

English printer and dramatist. Brother-in-law of
Sir Thomas More* and thus associated with the

beginnings of modem English drama, Rastell and
his son printed the work of More, Heywood* and
MedwaU*. Rastell’s own plays show Medwall’s
influence in their free treatment of morality
themes. G.K.H.

A new interlude ofthe nature ofthefour elements

(1519); Ofgentleness and nobility {c, 1527); Calisto

and Melebea (c, 1527).

A. W. Reed, J^r/y Tudor Drama (1926);

Pearl Hogrefe, The Sir ThomasMore Circle (1959).

G.K.H. (CB.)

RasteU, Wiluam (*Coventry 1508; fLouvain 27
Vm 1565), English printer who edited the English

works of his uncle Sir Thomas More* with pious

fidelity. Son of John Rastell*.

The works ofSir Thomas More written by him in

the English tongue (1557).—^A. W. Reed, Early

Tudor Drama (1926). G.K.H.

Rather of Lifege (*c. 887 ; t974). Bishop of Verona
in 931. He wrote his main ^atin) work, Praeloquia,

in prison, a book ofmanifold contentwith personal

touches, criticism of clergy, satire, advice to rulers.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, CXXXVI (1853);

letters ed. F. Weigle in Monumenta Germaniae

historica. Die Briefs der deutschen Kaiserzeit, 1

(1949). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Ratichias (Ratke), Wolfgang (*Wilster 18 X
1571; t27 III 1635), German educationist, noted

for his grandiose plan of a uniform method to

acquire all sciences, arts and languages, which he
laid before the imperial diet in a Memoriale (1612).

By its insistence on the importance of instruction

in German, it attracted Duke Ludwig of Anhalt-

Kdthen, who gave him a post in which to try out

his educational theories. Ratichius’ universalism is

allied to that of Comenius*.

Ratichianische Schriften (ed. P. Stotzner, 1892-

93).—G. Krause, W. R. im Lichte seiner und der

Zeitgenossen Briefs (1872); G. Vogt, Das Lehen

W, R.S (1876); W, R, der Vorgdnger des Comenius

(1894); C. Seiler, Daspddagogische System W, R,s

(1931); E. Ising, W, R,s Schriften zur dt. Gram-
matik (2 vols, 1959). L.W.F.

Ratosh, Yonathan, pseuds Uriel Halperin,

Shalah (*Russia 1908), Hebrew poet; went to

Palestine at an early age. He was an active member
ofthe Revisionist party, but later left it and became
the ideologist of ^e group called the C!anaanites.

He saw it necessary to break with Jewish tradi-

tional values and envisaged the ‘Hebrews’ as an
integral part of the larger Semitic world. He
therefore sought a new idiom to express his

approadi and based his poetic style on archaic
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forms of words and structure. The *Canaanite

cult’ was also reflected in the eroticism of his

poetry. His verse is often sensuous and musically

ridii in metre.

Khipah Sheborah (1941); Yubmad (1952).

L.Y.

Rattermann, Heinrich Armin (*Ankum, Hanover
14 X 1832; ool856 Katherine Ruff, ool857

Katherine Dorothy Muller; tCincinnati, Ohio 6

1

1923), minor German-Ameiican poet. As editor

of Der deutsche Pionier (11 vols, 1874-85) and
Deutsch-amerikanisches Magazin (1 voL, 1886-

87), he pioneered historical investigations of

German-American culture. His poems are in the

tradition ofGerman classicism; some treat original

themes from American nature.

Gesammelte ausgewdhlte Werke (12 of 16 vols

planned, 1906-14).

M. E. Spanheimer, H, A. R. (1937). E.R.

Rattigan, Terence Mervyn (*London 10 VI 1911),

English playwright. His early comedy, French

Without Tears (1936), ingenious, amusing, plau-

sible, had a great success. It was followed by a
series of interesting comedies. He showed in The
Winslow Boy (1946) that he could make a difficult

problem yield a highly dramatic situation. Ross
(I960) is a play about Lawrence* of Arabia.

After the Dance (1939); Follow My Leader

(1940); Flare Path (1942); While the Sun Shines

(1943); Love in Idleness (1944); The Browning
Version (1948); The Deep Blue Sea (1952); The
Sleeping Prince (1953); Separate Tables (1954).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Rau, Sebaldus Fulco Johannes (*Utrecht 16 X
1765; tLeiden 1 Xn 1807), Dutch theologian and
poet, minister in the Refugies’ Protestant Church,

contributor to Bellamy’s* Proeven voor het

verstand, de smaak en het hart (1784) in which
appears the romance Ewald en Elize, In 1787 he
became Professor at Leiden. J.W.W.

Rau, Shantha Rama: see Rama Rau, Shantha.

Rauch, Men, pseuds Men FOm, Zacun (*Scuo1

1882; ^ibid, 1958), Romansch writer, journalist

and poet. By profession an engineer, he turned to

politics and journalism, founding the Gazetta

Ladina, with a literary supplement, II Tramag-
liunz, in 1922 and merging it in 1940 with the FogJ
d’Engiadina to form the Fogl Ladin. He became
noted for his lyrical, often humorous poetry, his

books (1935, 1951) on prominent men in the

Engadine and surrounding areas, for his short

stories and latterly for his share in founding the

cabaret La panaglia, where he himself performed.

verse: VAlba e la S-charbunada (1932); II

battaporta (1944); Chanzuns umoristicas rumant'^

schas (1925, 1950); II bal dal schaiver nair (1953).

—short stories: II nar da Falun (1923); In bocca

d^luf (1941); Fanzognas da Caldgnas (1955).—
PLAYS : La chanzun da la libertd (withMen Gaudenz;
1952); Ilpremi de la vita (with idem\ 1961).

R.R.B.

Raupach, Ernst Benjamin Salomon (*Straupitz

21 V 1784; tBerlin 18 III 1852), German play-

wright. He spent 1804-22 in Russia and settled in

Berlin 1823. With his 117 plays he rivalled

Kotzebue* in production and popularity and was
pilloried by Immermann* and Platen* with spite

and envy. Of his largely derivative work his

comedies had most individuality. Der Muller und
sein Kind (1835), an All Souls play, is still occasion-

ally acted.

Die Leibeigenen (1826; Eng. tr. R. Talbot,

1828); Der Nibelungenhort (1834; Eng. tr. D. de
Pontes, 1847).—Dramatische Werke komischer

Gattung (4 vols, 1829-35), . , . ernster Gattung (16

vols, 1835-43).

P. Raupach, E. R, (1853); C. Bauer, R, als

Lustspieldichter (diss. Breslau, 1913).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Ravenscroft, Edward (c. 1650; tc. 1700), English

dramatist. He is usually remembered because he
attacked Dryden*, and rewrote Shakespeare*.

Even in his age he was a notable plagiary,

Moli^re* being a principal source. The farce he

reduces his originals to is, however, fluent and
effective farce, and was very popular in its day.

G.K.H.

The Citizen turnedgentleman (1672); Scaramouch

a philosopher. Harlequin a schoolboy, bravo,

merchant and magician. A comedy after the Italian

manner (1677); The London Cuckolds (1682); Titus

Andronicus, or the Rape ofLavinia (1687).

AUardyce NicoU, History of Restoration Drama

(1928); L. Hughes, A Century of English Farce

(1950; James Sutherland, English Literature ofthe

Late 17th Century (1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Ravikovitz, Daua (*Ramat Gan 1936), Hebrew

poet and writer. She published her first poems

when aged 18 and still doing army service. Tluough

its concern with personality, sensuality and its use

of romantic imagery her poetry has exerted an

enormous influence on the themes and style of

young poetry in Israel. Besides her verse, she has

also written short stories and children’s stories.

verse: Ahavat Tapuah Hazahav (1959); Horef

Kasheh (1964); Mesibah Mishpahtit (children’s

poems; 1968); Ha-^Sefer Ha-Shelishi (1970).

L.Y.

Ravitch, Meilech (*Radimno, Galicia 1893),

Yiddish poet and essayist. He began writing in

1909, served in the Austrian army during the First

World War, then lived in Vienna and, in the inter-
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war years, in Warsaw; travelled widely and finally

settled in Canada, after some years in Israel. In his

poetry he expresses the belief in the ‘universal

mission ofman and the Jew’s mission in mankind’,

basing his philosophy on Spinoza* to whom he

devoted his first book of verse (Vienna, 1921).

Spinoza (1921); Nakete lieder (1921); Bloot oif

der fon (social drama; 1929); Kontinentn un

Okeanen (1937); Main leksikon (profiles; 3 vols,

1945, 1947, 1958); Dos maase bukhfun main leben

(autobiog.: 1893-1908, Buenos Aires, 1962;

1908-21, ibid., 1964); Ikker shukhakhti (poems,

1954-69; 1969). J.S.

Ray, Jean, pseud, of Raymond-Jean-Marie De
KRB4ER (*Ghent 8 VII 1887 ; ooNina Balta, pseud,

of Virginie Bal; Vbid, 17 IX 1964), Belgian writer,

journalist and unquestioned master of horror tales

and fantastic stories, told in a cold, measured style

with precise, incisive details and restrained dia-

logue. He wrote also in Dutch under the name of

John Flanders. His early works appeared in

American reviews (tr. R. T. House).

SHORT stories: Les contes du Whisky (1925); Le
grand nocturne (1942); Les derniers contes de

Canterbury (1944); Le carrousel aux malefices

(1964).

—

^novels: Malpertuis (1943); La cite de

Vindisciblepeur (1943).

—

CEuvres complites (4 vols,

1964). J.C.D.

Ray, John (*Black Notley, Braintree 29 XI 1627;

001673 Margaret Oakeley; ^ibid. 17 I 1705),

English naturalist, who while on tours collecting

material for a new classification of plants and
animals, also recorded proverbs and local words.

These collections are now valued more than his

once popular Wisdom of God and Discourses,

R.M,H.

Collection ofEnglish Proverbs (1670; ed. H. G.
Bohn, 1889); Collection of English Words not

generally used (1674); Wisdom of God manifested

in the Works ofthe Creation (1691); Miscellaneous

Discourses concerning the Dissolution and Changes

ofthe World (1692); Catalogue Plantarum Angliae

(1670); Historia Plantarum (3 vols, 1686, 1688,

1704).

A. C. Seward, J, R. A Biographical Sketch

(1937); C. E. Raven, J. R. Naturalist (1942); G. L.

Keynes, J, R, A Bibliography (1951).

R.M.H. (A.N.W.)

Raychev, Georgi (*Toprak Hissar 7 XII 1882;

tSofia 18 n 1947), Bulgarian story-writer. In his

many stories he analyses human reactions to

pressures of Bulgarian urban and rural life. His
translations of Krylov’s* fables and his roniantic

folk drama Elenovo tsarstvo illustrate his skill at

verse.

Vesseli razkazi (1918); Lyubov v poleto (1918);

Razkazi (1923); Pessen na gorata (1928); Legend

za parite (1931); Gospodinut s momicheto (novel;

1937); Zlatniyat klyuch (1942).—Sel. works (ed.

S. Sultanov, 2 vols, 1957). V.P.

Raymond, Marcel (*Geneva 20 XU 1897), critic

and Professor of French literature at the Univer-

sity of Geneva (1936-62). In his ^Influence de

Ronsard sur la poesie frangaise 1550-1585 (1927)

Zind. Baroque et Renaissance poetique (1955) he was
the first to apply the artistic terms ‘Baroque* and
‘mannerist’ to shed light upon 16th- and 17th-

century literature. His study of modem poetry,

De Baudelaire au Surrealisme (1933; Eng. tr. B.

Karpel, 1957), has become a standard work of

literary history. In his criticism he identifies with

his object, his intuition counterbalanced by a
rigorous analysis of form.

essays: Genies de France (1942); Le sens de la

qualite (1948); Verite et poesie (1964); £tre et dire

(1970).—criticism: Jean-Jacques Rousseau, La
quite de soi et la reverie (1962); Fenelon (1962);

Senancour, Sensations et revelations (1965).

—

Le sel

et la cendre (autobiog.; 1970). M.G.

Raynal, Paul (Narbonne 25 Vn 1885; fParis 19

VIII 1971), French dramatist. In his treatment of

the struggle between love and friendship, Raynal

has been compared to Corneille*, but most of his

determinedly serious plays are marred by verbosity

—even his much-discussed Tombeau sous VArc de

Triomphe (1924; The Unknown Warrior^ tr. C.

Lewis, 1928)—though in Le matiriel humain (wr.

1935; prod.1948) he has achieved a finely balanced

example ofmodem tragedy.

Le maitre de son cosur (wr. 1909; prod. 1920);

Au soleil de Vinstinct (1932); La Francerie (1933);

Napolion Unique (1937); A so^ffert sous Ponce-

Pilate (1939).

P. Brisson, Le the&tre des armies folks (1943);

R. Lalou, Le thedtre en France depuis 1900 (1951) ;

G. Pillement, Anthologie du thedtre frangais

contemporain, IE (1948). T.W.

Raynov, Nikolay (Kessarevo n 1889; fSofia 2 V
1954), Bulgarian poet and art historian. His educa-

tion combined art school with semin^—he
remained grateful to the latter for introducing him

to ‘the quest beyond man’. His travels in the

Orient often inspired his settings and fed his

fascination with phantasy in lore, legend and

apocrypha. He applied his imaginative Symbolist

skill to his prose as well as to his verse, contributing

to Bulgarian literature a decorative style of much
beauty. An aesthete of great perception, he also

became concerned with problems of the artist’s

participation in society. His enormous literary

output includes a 12-volume history of world M
and an evaluation of Bulgarian literature with

examples, Vechnoto v nashata literatura (8 vols,

1941), an unusual combined literary history and

anthology.
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Bogomilski legendi (1912); Videnia iz drevm

Bulgaria (1918); Kniga za tsarete and Ochite na

Arabia (1918); Mejdu pustinyata i Jivota (1919);

Kniga na zagadkite (1921) ;
Korabut na bezsmurtnite

(1925); Velikiyat tsar (1929); Schupeni stukla and

Surdechen ogun (1939); Otdavna, mnogo otdavna

(1939); Kruvojadni (1947).-Sel. works (1957).

Yubileen list N. K (1939); P. Tiholov, K ii.—

jivoti tvorchestvo, anekdoti (1948). V.P.

AL-RazI (Latinized Rhazes), Abu Bakr Muham-
mad IBN ZakarIya (*al-Rayy nr Tehran 865;

t925), physician, alchemist and philosopher, not to

be confused with his contemporary and opponent

Abu HIlTim ai^RazS, the Isma'iH missionary, nor

with the 12th-century theologian, Fakhr al-DIn

AL-RA2ai. Little is known of the life of this Arab
author of Persian nationality to whom 140 works
are ascribed, many spurious. Translated into Latin

in medeval times, his alchemical works were
widely read. His medical treatise distinguishes

between smallpox and measles for the first time in

the history of medicine. His philosophical writings

were unorthodox and quite independent of the

Aristotelian-Neo-Platonic syncretism of the rest of

Islamic philosophy, which considered itself an
interpretation of the religious truths of the Koran.
al-Razi rejected any reconciliation of philosophy

with theology and denied the validity of prophets

and the authenticity of religious texts. He held that

there were five principles—the Creator, Soul,

Matter, Time and Space. His physical system was
atomistic—more akin to the atomism of Demo-
critus* than to that of the Kalam.

Al Hawi (20 vols, Hyderabad, 1955-67; tr.

Liber dictus Elham, Brescia, 1486); Al Mansuri
(Trois traitds d^anatomie arabes, ed. and tr. P. de
Koning, Leiden, 1903; tr. Liber ad Almansorem,
10 vols, Milan, 1481); al Sirat al Falsafiyya {The
Philosopher's Way of Life, ed. and tr. P. Kraus,
Oiientalia, new ser., IV, 1935); Basd*U li Abi Bakr
fli*Rd2i(Treatises hyAbuBakraUMzi, ed. P. Kraus,
Cairo, 1939); aUTibb aURuhdnt {The Spiritual

Physic ofRhazes, tr. A, J. Arberry, Wisdom of the

East Series, 1950).

G. Sarton, Introduction to the History ofScience,
I (1927); M. Meyerhof, ‘The philosophy of the

physidan al R.’ in Islamic Culture, XV (1941);

J. Ruska, ‘Die Alchemie ar R.’ in Islam, XXII
(1935). P.K.H. (H.V.B.B.)

Raz6n Feita de Amor, La (early 13th century). This

lyric is the earliest extant written in Castilian. The
anonymous poet describes autobiographically and
with great delicacy the meeting of two lovers in a
hcus amoeniis. TMs narrative merges into a bur-

lesque debate between water and wine. The mean-
ing of the poem is still disputed; Provencal in-

fluence is strong.

Ed. R. Men6ndez Pidal in Rev. Hispanique,

Xm (1905); O. H. London in Romance Philol.,

XIX (1965-66).—L. Spitzer, ‘Raz6n de amor* in

Romania, LXXI (1950); M. di Pinto, Due contrasti

d'amore nella Spagna medievale (Pisa, 1959); E. de
Rivas, Figures y estrellas de las cosas (1969).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Raztsvetnikov, Assen (*Draganovo 2 II 1897;

tMoscow 30 Vni 1951), Bulgarian poet. He wrote
for left-wing journals till 1924, then contributed

his imaginative and pessimistically introspective

verse to Zlatorog (Vassilev*). He refused to write

‘political verse’ after the Second World War and
was sent to Moscow for ‘re-education’ and medical

treatment which he did not survive.

Jertveni kladi (1924); Dvoynik (1926); Planinski

vecheri (1926); Podvigut (play; 1946).-^el. poems
(1952). V.P.

Raziis, Martin (*Vrbic 18 X 1888; fBrezno 8 VIII

1937), Slovak poet and novelist. His poems on
national themes are traditional in form, frequency

moving and sincere in content and show a con-

siderable mastery of language. Of his novels the

realistic portrayal of a post-war Slovak village

{Svety, 4 vols, 1929) is particularly noteworthy.

verse: Toje vojna (1919); Hoj zem drahd (1919);

Kameit na medzi (1925); Stretnutie (1937).—
MaroSko (novel; 1932). R.A.

Read, Sir Herbert (*Kirbymoorside 4 Xn 1893;

001919 Evelp RofiF, ooMargaret Ludwig; ^11 VI
1968), English poet and art critic. After active

service in the First World War he became a versa-

tile critic, writing confidently on art, literature,

philosophy, politics and education.

Collected Poems (1966).— Prose Style

(1928); In Defence of Shelley (1936); The True

Voice of Feeling (1953); Poetry and Experience

(1967).—r/re Meaning of Art (1931); Art Now
(1933; 5th ed. 1968); Art and Industry (1934);

Education Through Art (1943) ; IconandIdea (1955)

;

A Concise History of Modern Painting (1959);

To Hell With Culture, and Other Essays on Art and

Society (1963); The Origins ofForm in Art (1965);

The Cult of Sincerity (1968).

—

The Green Child

(novel; 1935).—autobiography: Annals of Inno-

cence and Experience (1946); The Contrary Experi-

ence (1963).

H. Treece,H R. (1944); F. Berry, H. R. (1953);

H, R,: A Memorial Symposium (ed. R. Skelton,

1970). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Reade, Charles (*Ipsden 8 VI 1814; fLondon 11

IV 1884), English dramatist and novelist. Vice-

President of Magdalen, in 1843 he was called to

the Bar. But though he kept his Fellowship he spent

most of his time in London and his interests were

—or became—theatrical rather than academic.

Reade could plan a dramatic situation and write

fluent and witty dialogue but it is for his novels
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rather than his plays that he is remembered-—for
his massive historical novel. The Cloister and the

Hearth: A Tale ofthe Middle Ages (4 vols, 1861),

and his well-documented didactic tales.

It is Never Too Late To Mend: A Matter ofFact
Romance (3 vols, 1856); Hard Cash: A Matter of
Fact Romance (3 vols, 1863); A Woman Hater (3

vols, 1877).—The Uniform Library Ed. (17 vols,

1895).

C. L. and C. Reade, C. R,: Dramatist, Novelist,

Journalist. A Memoir compiled chiefly from his

Literary Remains (2 vols, 1887); W. C. Phillips,

R. and Collins: Sensation Novelists (1919); M.
Elwin, C. jR. A Biography (1931); W. Burns, C. R.

(1961). B.H. (M.A.)

Reael, Laurens (*1583; fAmsterdam 1637),

Dutch statesman and writer, Vice-Admiral and
Governor-General of the Dutch East Indies (1616-

19). Keenly interested in literature but without

literary ambition, he rarely published his writings.

With Joost Baeck and Vossius* he was Hooft’s*

most intimate friend (see muiderkring). In
Minneplicht en kuysheyts-Kamp he contributed an
Aubade (1626); on the occasion of Hooft’s second
marriage he wrote Bruiloftsdicht (1627); the pub-
lisher Blaeu included a poem by him in Vondel’s*

Verovering van GroL

J. Scheltema, Geschied- en letterkundig MengeU
werk, II (1817); P. Leendertz, Uit den Muiderkring

(1935); L. C. Michels, ‘Een epos van R.* in De
Nieuwe Taalgids, LEI (1960).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Reael, Laurens Jacobsz (Amsterdam 1536;

ooGeerte Pietersd. [tl600]; Wd. 1 IV 1601),

Dutch poet in the rederuker tradition (motto;

‘Liefde vermag ’t aP), from 1578 holder of various

municipal posts. From 1567 to 1578 he was exiled

because of his adherence to the Reformation,

continuing his ecclesiastical and political activities

from Emden, Danzig and elsewhere. Reael was a

member of the Chamber of Rhetoric De egelan-
HER. His lyrical poetry remains in MS (at the

University Library at Ghent), bearing the title:

‘Refereynen, Baladens, Epita^en, Historialen en

andere Liedekens’, running from 1569 until 1601,

In addition he wrote a Cathechismus offte Kinder-

lere (1571) and valuable memoirs only fragments of

which are extant.

Some songs ed. J. C. Breen in Archief v. Nederl.

Kerkgesch., VI (1897; also Catechismus); some in

E. T. Kuiper and P. Leendertz, Het Geuzenliedboek

(1924-25); memoirs ed. J. C, Breen in Bijdragen en

Med. v. h. hist. Genootschap te Utrecht, XVII
(1896).

J, C. Breen in Nieuw Nederl. Biographisch

Woordenboek, IV (1918; with biblio.); W. A. P.

Smit, Dichters van de Reformatie (1939).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

REBREANU
Reaney, James (*Stratford, Ontario 1 IX 1926;
001951 Colleen Thibaudeau), Canadian writer of
poetry ^d verse plays and Professor of English at
the University ofWestern Ontario. He is noted for
his fertile, often child-like imagination and skill in
prosody.

Red Heart (1949); Suit of Nettles (1958);
Killdeer and Other Plays (1962); Twelve Letters to
a Small Town (1962); Dance ofDeath at London,
Ontario (1963).

A. A. Lee, /. R. (Twayne, 1968). R.Su.

Rebhuhn, Paul (*Waidhofen an der Ybbs c 1500;
tOlsnitz 1546), German dramatist. Protestant
parson, studied in Wittenberg under Luther* and
Melanchthon*, wrote a notable play Susanna
(1536), a Protestant polemical drama well con-
structed, of poetic merit and remarkable for its

ambitious versification and classical tendencies.

His Hochzeit zu Cana (1538) is less successful.

Susanna (ed J. Tittmann in Schauspiele, I,

1868; with Hochzeit zu Cana in Dramen, ed. H.
Palm, 1859)—^R. Pilger, Die Dramatisierungen der

Susanna im 16, Jh. (1879). D.G.D.

Rebolledo, Count Bernardino de (Ledn 1597;

tMadrid i67Q, Spanish poet. He was a soldier and
for 14 years Spanish ambassador in Denmark. His
poetry is intellectual and rather arid: verse para-

phrases of the Psalms, Job and Lamentations, a
poetical history of Denmark, a verse treatise on
war and politics and minor poems. His works were
published in Cologne and Antwerp.

Obras (Madrid, 3 vols, 1778); Biblioteca de Aut.

Esp., XVI, XXXV, XLII. E.M.W.

Rebora, Clemente (*Milan 6 1 1885; fStresa 1 XI
1957), Italian poet. His first essays and poems were
published in La Voce, but his Frammenti Uriel

(1913) passed almost unnoticed. The spiritual

unease apparent in these poems and in the Conti

anonimi (1922) led to his conversion to Catholicism

and ordination as a priest. Curriculum vitae (1955)

is a kind of autobiography in verse, and the Carol

delVinfermitd (195Q the expression of an intense

mysticism.

Le poesie 1913-1957 (1957).

M. Marchione, Vimmagine tesa. La vita eVopera
di C. R. (1960). B.M.

Rebreanu, Liviu (Tirli§iua 1885; fValea Mare
1944), Rumanian novelist. The son of a Transylva-

nian village schoolmaster, he was educated partly

in Hungary and served for over a year in the

Austro-Hungpian army before migrating to the

Rumanian Kingdom. During the German occupa-

tion of Bucharest in the First World War he

sufiered considerable hardship. His first novel Ion

(1920; Eng, tr. 1961) is a story of peasant ruthless-

ness in the pursuit of land. Pddurea sptnzurafllor
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{The Forest of the Hanged, tr. A. V. Wise, 1930),

based on the fate of his brother Emii, hanged in

1917 for attempted desertion from the Austro-

Hungarian army, followed in 1922. The subject of

JRdscoala (1932; Uprising, tr. P. Grandjean and S.

Hartauer, 1964) is the peasant uprising of 1907.

His novels, which show a consistently high

standard of workmanship, are among the best in

Rumanian literature. Rebreanu excels in the

representation of village life and in the handling of

crowd scenes. His work is marred by a certain

humourlessness.

Nuvele schife (1921); Cuibui visurilor (stories;

1927); Gorila (novel; 1938). Nuvele (1957).

Fanny L. R., Cu so{ul meu (1963); A. Piru,

L, R, (Rum. and Eng. ed.; 1965); L. Raicu, X. R.

(1967). F.J.B.

Recke, Ernst Frederick Wilhelm von der
(Copenhagen 14 Vni 1848; 00I886 Anna Petrea

Frederikke Reinhard; tAalsgaarde 2 XII 1933),

Danish poet, playwright and literary scholar. His

youthful lyricd ^ama Bertran de Bom (1872) had
a great success, but his other romantic plays were
little appreciated in a realistic age. Most of his

lyrics are imitations of late Romanticism.

plays: Kong Liuvigild og bans Sonner (1878);

Archilochos (1878); Knud og Magnus (1881); Fru
Jeanna (1891); Hertuginden af Burgund (1891);

Dronning Eigra (1900); Det lukkede Land (1901);

Keiser Michael (1908); Kor^ Ortuni (1910);

Spoletos Blomst (1913).

—

averse: Lyriske Digte

(1876); Smaadigte (1883); Spredte Blomster (1885);

Kantate (1888); Gamle og nye Digte til Een (1889);

Blandede Digte (1890); Nye Digte (1900); Digte

(1911); (1931).

Joh^es Stein, E, von der R, (1934). E.B.

Redentin Easter Play, named after a monastery
near Wismar in Mecklenburg, performed about

1465, probably in Wismar, The play—-one of the

best specimens of medieval drama—is not a
complete cycle but deals mainly with the episode

of the knights by the sepulchre and ends with a
devils’ play; it is therefore actually a drama *on
the adversaries of Christ’. It is distinguished by
vivid humour and individual characterization; the

sinners who are dragged down to heU are gildsmen,

but Satan, wailing, recoils from the good priest.

Ed. C. SchrSder (1893); R. Froning, Das Drama
des Mittelalters (in J. Ktirschner, Dt, Nat-Lit.,

XrV, 1892); W. Krogmarm (1937; with complete
biblio.); Eng. tr. with good intro. A. E. Zucker
(New York, 1941).

G. Rosenhagen, *Das Redentiner Osterspiel im
Zusammenhang mit dem geistHchen Schauspiel

seiner Zeit’ in Niederdt. Jahrb., LI (192Q; H.
Rosenfdd, ‘Das Redentiner Ostenspiel—ein LU-
becker Osterspiel’ in Paul und Braunes Beitrage,

LXXIV (1952); L. Humburg, Die Stellung des

Redentiner Osterspiels in der Tradition des

mittelalterlichen geistlichen Schauspiels (1966); H.
Linke, ‘Die Teufelszenen des Redentiner Oster-

spiels’ in Niederdt. Jahrb., XC (1967). G.C.

Bedford, John (*c, 1486; tl547), English musician,

poet and dramatist, who was Master of the Chil-

dren at St Paul’s. His interlude Wit and Science

shows a mellow attitude to teaching and children,

which expresses itself in a neat allegory with sound
dramatic qualities.

Wyt and Science (ed. A. Brown, Malone Soc.,

1951).

A. Brown, ‘The play of Wit and Science* in

Philol. Quart., XXVIII (1949); J. W. Velz and
C. P. Daw, ‘Tradition and originality in Wit and
Science* in Stud, in Philol., LXV (1968).

B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Redi, Francesco (*Arezzo 18 II 1626; tPisa 1 III

1698), Italian poet, philologist and scientist. Redi
applied himself with equal success to the practice

of medicine, to scientific research (his brilliant

experiments laid the foundations of modem
biology), to philologic studies and to University

teaching of Tuscan language. His letters and
scientific works are stimulating and amusing.

One poem gave Redi greater fame than all his

other achievements—a dithyramb, in which

Bacchus comes to Tuscany to taste of its wines and

to praise them in terms inversely proportional to

his own sobriety. Variety of rhythms, verses,

rhymes and effects fill this poem with infectious

gaiety and vitality.

Osservazioni intorno alle vipere (1664; tr. Obser-

vations about Vipers, 1673); Esperienze intorno alia

generazione degli insetti (1668; Experiments on the

Generation of Insects, tr. M. Bigelow, Chicago,

1909); Osservazioni intorno agli animali viventi

(1684); Consulti medici (1726-29; ed. C. Livi,

1863) ; Bacco in Toscana (1685 ; Bacchus in Tuscany,

tr, L. Hunt, London, 1825).—Opere (7 vols, 171:^

30); Poesie (1883); Opuscoli di Storia Naturale (ed.

C. Livi, 1858).

G. Imbert, II 'Bacco in Toscana* di F. R. e la

poesia ditirambica (1890) and F. R.: Vuomo (1925);

E. Micheli-Pellegrini, F. R. letterato epoeta (1911);

U. Viviani, Vita e opere di F. R. (1924); C. A.

Madrignani, ‘La poetica di F, R.’ in Belfagor, XV
(1960) and ‘II metodo sdentifico di F. R.’ in

Rassegna della lett. ital., LXV (1961). U.L.

Reed, Isaac (London 1 1 1742; Ifibid. 5 1 1807),

English commentator and editor whose ‘first

variorum’ edition of Shakespeare* completed the

work of Johnson* and Steevens*. He amassed

valuable biographical material.

Biographia Dramatica (2 vols, 1782).

—

^edited:

Historical Memoirs ofDr Dodd (1777); Dr Dodd*s

Thoughts in Prison (1777); Dodsley*s Old Plays
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(1780); Shakespeare (21 vols, 1803).—/. R, Diaries

1762-1804 (ed. C. E. Jones, 1946).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Reed, Talbot Baines (*London 3 IV 1852; ool876

Elizabeth Jane Greer; fLondon 28 XI 1893),

English writer of stories for boys, which first

appeared in the Boy’s Own Paper and were subse-

quently republished. He also wrote A History ofthe

Old English Letter Foundries (1887) and in 1892

co-operated in launching the Bibliographical

Society.

The Adventures ofa Three-Guinea Watch (1880);

The Fifth Form at St Dominicks (1881) ; The Master

of the Shell (1887); The Cock-house at Fellsgarth

(1891). W,R.A.

Reehany (al-Rai^anI), (*Freke, Lebanon

1876; tl3 IX 1940), Syrian-American Arab
essayist, novelist and traveller. Bom of Maronite

parents, he emigrated to the U.S.A. in 1888. He
had no school education and little interest in

Arabic, but discovered his vocation when reading

an English book on Muhammad. In 1906 he
returned to the Lebanon and became a Muslim in

1923. He wrote both in English and Arabic and
was a past-master in the form of literature most
beloved by the Syrian-Americans, ‘poetry in

prose’. He advocated Westernization and religious

tolerance, and became one of the chief propagan-

dists of Arab national revival. C.R.

ENGLISH works: Makers of Modem Arabia

(1928); Ibn Sa^oud of Arabia (1928); Around the

Coasts ofArabia (1930); Arabian Peak and Desert

(1930).—A Chant ofMystics and Other Poems (tr.

of Abii ’l-'Aia’ al-Ma*arri; 1921).—novels: Khdrij

al-barim (1915); Khdlid (1911); Zanbaqat al-ghaur

(1917).

—

^essays: Ar-Raibdniyyat (3 vols, 1910-23);

At-Tatarruf wa*l-i$lab (1929); An-tumu U-shuard

(1933).

I. Krachkovsky, ‘Die Literatur der arabischen

Emigranten in Amerika’ in Le monde oriental,

XXI (1927); S. Al-Kayyali, A, R, (1960).

C.R. (M.M.B.)

Reenberg, Toger Clausen (Viborg 10 X 1656;
001685 Magdalene Broberg; fRistrup 24 VI 1742),

Danish poet. He is remembered for his literary

satires, for his amusing occasional pieces and
rhymed letters, and for his main work, Arspo'etica

(c. 1701).

Poetiske Skrifter (ed. T. R. Teilmann and B. W.
Luxdorph, 2 vols, 1769). E.B.

Reeve, Clara (Ipswich 1729; ^d. 3 XII 1807),

English novelist in the Otranto tradition, popular
in her day and influencing Mrs Radcliffe*, but
dubbed ‘tedious and insipid’ by Walpole* for her
greater adherence to probability. R.M.H.

The Champion of Virtue, a Gothic Story (1777;

repr. as The Old English Baron, 1778); The Two
Mentors (2 vols, 1783); The Schoolfor Widows (3
vols, 1791); The Progress ofRomance (an account
of contemporary fiction; 1785).

Sir Walter Scott, Memoir to The Old English

Baron (1823); J. M. S. Tompkins, The Popular
Novel 1770-1800 (1932). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Reeve, Henry (Norwich 9 DC 1813 ;
ool841 Hope

Richardson; fFoxholes, Hants 21 X 1895),

English man of letters.

Greville*s Memoirs (ed. 1874-^7),—Letters of
Charles Greville and H, R. (1924).

Sir J. K. Laughton, Life and Correspondence (2
vols, 1898). R.M.H.

Reeves, William Pember (Lyttleton, Canterbury
10n 1857 ; tLondon 15 V 1932), New Zealand poet
and essayist. Entered the House of Representatives

(1887) after farming, law and journalism; member
of the Cabinet (1891-96); Agent-General and High
Commissioner in London, and Director, London
School of Economics (1908-19).

Colonial Couplets (with G. P. Williams; 1889);

In Double Harness (with idem) 1891); New Zealand
and Other Poems (1898); The Passing of the Forest

and Other Verse (1925).—historico-political;

The Long White Cloud (1898); State Experiments

in Australia and New Zealand (1902).

Keith Sinclair, W, P. R., New Zealand Fabian

(1965). K.Sm.

Refik Halid Karay (Istanbul 15 HI 1888; Vbid.

8 Vn 1965), Turkish author. Confined to Anatolia

by the Union and Progress Party for his political

satires, he wrote there his best book, Memleket
Hikdyeleri (1910, 1940; Contes turcs, tr. Belkis

Tavad, n.d.). Later he was exiled, because of his

opposition to the nationalist movement, until

1938. His short stories have an unusual power of

description and characterization, though lacking in

human warmth. His sentimental and sensuous

novels, weak in structure, are less successful experi-

ments. He is at his best in humorous and satirical

essays.

ESSAYS : KirpininDedikleri (191 1) ; Sakin Aldanma,

Inanma, Kanma (1919); Ago Potanin hatirati

(1922); Ay Pe^inde (1920); Guguklu Saat (1920);

Tanidiklarim (1920); Deli (incl. his only

play; 1939); Bir tgim Su (1939); Bir Avug Sagma
(1939); Ilk Adim (1942); Tanriya Sikdyet (1944);

Makiyajh Kadm (1942); Vg Nesil Og Hayat (1943).

—Gurbet Hikdyeleri (short stories; 1940).

—

novels: Istanbulun tg Yuzu (1920; new ed., Istanr

bulun Bir Yuzu, 1939); Yezidin Km (1939); Qete

(1940); Surgm (1941); Anahtar (1947); Bu bizim

hayatmiz (1950); Nilgun (3 vols, 1950-60); Di§i

Grumcek (1953); Ter altinda dunya var (1953);

Bugunun saraylisi (1953); tki bin yilin sevgilid

(1954); tki cisimli kadm (1955); Kadinlar tekkesi
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(1955); Karh dagdaki ate? (1956); Dort yaprakli

yonca (1957).

O. Spies, Turkische Erzdhler der Gegenwart

(1927), Die Turkische Prosaliteratur der Gegenwart

(1943) and Erzdhler aus alter WelU I (1947); E.

Saussey, Prosateurs turcs contemporains (1935);

Hikmet Munir Ebci, Kendi yazilari He R, H.

(1943). Fl-

Regelson, Avraham (*Halusk, Byelorussia 1896),

Hebrew poet and essayist. Influenced by classical

Greek poetry and En^ish Romanticism, his style

and vocabulary are a blend of Biblical puritanism

and modem Hebrew.

Cain and Abel (poem; 1933); Talit Malei Alim

(coll, essays; New York, 1942); Massah Habubot

le-Eretz Israel (children’s story; 1935). S.A.

Reggio, Isaac Samuel {*Gorizia 19 VIII 1784;

^ibid, 29 VIII 1855), Hebrew-Italian scholar and
philosopher. Being by marriage of independent

means, he succeeded his father as unpaid rabbi of

Gorizia. He was a prolific writer contributing to

Hebrew periodicals, producing many important

books and translating the Torah and other parts

of the Old Testament into Italian. His chief work
is Ha~Torah ve-ha-Filosofiah (Vienna, 1827), an
attempt to harmonize religion with science. He
founded the rabbinical college at Padua.

Maamar Torah min Hashamayim (Vienna, 1818);

Iggerot Yashar (2 vols, Vienna, 1834-36); Maskeret

Yashar (autobiog.; 1849). S.A.

Reginald of Canterbury (^Faye-la-Vineuse c.

1030/50; tafter 1109), a Benedictine monk of St

Augustine’s, Canterbury, was a friend of Gilbert

Crispin, Hildebert* of Le Mans and Lambert of

St Bertin. In addition to prayers and epigrams he
wrote a lengthypoem on the Ufe of St Malchus, the

Syrian hermit.

Anglo^Latin Satirical Poets, II (ed. T. Wright,

1872); Analecta hymnica medii aevi, L (1907); Vita

Sancti Malchi (ed. L. R. Lind, 1942).—^F. Lieber-

mann, ‘R. von C.’ in Neues Archiv., XIII (1888).

R.R.R.

Reginald of Durham (/7. 1170), monk of Durham,
wrote lives of St Godric, the hermit of Finchale

whom he visited for the purpose, St Cuthbert and
St Oswald.

Libellus de vita et miraculis S, Godrici (ed. J.

Stevenson, 1847); Libellus de admirandis Beati
Cuthberti virtutibus (ed. J. Raine, 1835); Life ofSt
Oswald (part ed. T. Arnold in Symeonis Dunelm,
opera, 1, 1882). F.J.E.R.

R^o, Josi, pseud, of Jos6 Maria dos Reis
Pereira (Vila do Conde 1901), Portuguese poet,

playwright and novelist; founder and co-editor

of the literary review Presen$a (1927-40). His

lyrics reflect vague religious preoccupations and a
sense of frustration, of the futility of life, themes
which pass over into R6gio’s fiction.

verse: Poesias de Deus e do Diabo (1925);

Biografia (1929); As Encruzilhadas de Deus (1936);

Fado (1941); Mas Deus e grande (1945).—plays;
Benilde ou a Virgem Mae (1947); EURei Sebastido

(1949); A salvagdo do mundo (1954); Tris pegas
em um acto (1957); Filho do homem (1961).—
ncnoN.* logo da Cobra cega (1934); O princepe

com orelhas de burro (1942); A velha casa (5 vols,

1945-66); Historias de mulheres (1946).

G. Castro, Mario de Sd Carneiro, Miguel Torga,

L R, (1949); E. Lisboa, /. R. (1957); O. Lopes,

Cinco personalidades literdrias (1961). T.P.W,

Regnard, Jean FRANgois (~8 II 1655; fChlteau
de Grillon, Normandy 4 IX 1709), French drama-
tist. Of prosperous middle-class origin, Regnard
had the means to travel widely. Returning by sea

from Italy, he was captured by Algerian pirates

(1678), an adventure which he romanticized in his

novel La Provengale (ed. E. Pilon, 1920). In 1683

he bought the sinecure post of tresorier du roi and
settled in Paris (later, on his newly-acquired estate

in Normandy) to write comedies: first for the

Italian players in Paris, then for the Com6die
Frangaise. His gift for social observation {Le

Joueur, 1696; Le Ugataire universel, 1708) places

him among the successors of Moli^re'^, though his

more superficial vein is best suited to light comedy.

Arlequin homme d bonnes fortunes (1690);

Attendez-moi sous Vorme (1694); Le Bal (1696); Le
Distrait (1697); Le Retour imprdvu (1700); Les

Folies amoureases (1704).

—

CEuvres (6 vols, 1822);

CEuvres (sel ed. E. Fournier, 2 vols, 1876).

P. Toldo, ‘fitude sur le theatre de R.’ in Rev.

d’Hist. Litt. (1903-05); H. C. Lancaster, History of

French Dramatic Literature in the 17th Century, IV

(1940) and Sunset (1954); A. Calame, R. Sa vie, son

ctuvre (1960). G.B.

Regnart, Jacob: see Schein, Johann Hermann.

R6gnier, Henri Francois Joseph de (*Honfleur

28 XII 1864; ool896 Marie de Heredia; tParis 23

V 1936), French poet and novelist. He was one of

the most sensitive and talented of the lesser

Symbolists. After 1900 he concentrated largely on

prose fiction. Although he gradually detached

himself from the principles of Symbolism, its

influence remained apparent in the poetic atmos-

phere and the curious hedonism of the novels. He
was elected to the French Academy in 1911.

verse: Les lendemains (1886); Apaisement

(1886); Podmes anciens et romanesques (1890); Tel

qu*en songe (1892); Podmes 1887-1892 (1895); La
citi des eaux (1902); Le miroir des heures (1910).

—novels: La double mattresse (1900); Les amants

singuliers (1901); Le mariage de minuit (1903); La
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peur de Vamour (1907); Vescapade (1926).

—

criticism: Faces etprofits (1931),

—

CEuvres (7 vols,

1930-31).

H. Berton, H, R.: lepokte et le romancier (1910);

R. Honnert, H, R.: son ceuvre (1923); E. Buenzod,

H. de R. (1966). M.T.

R^er, Jean (?Auxerre c. 1390; oolsabeau

Chr6tien; tl468), French poet. Bailli of Auxerre

under the Duke of Burgundy, he was captured by
French partisans near Rouen in 1432. In prison he

began his Livre des Fortunes et Adversitez, the first

part of which (‘Le Livre de prison’) is a long

meditative poem interspersed with ballades^ lais

and rondels. Without great artistic merit, it is

interesting as an autobiographical document and
reveals a personality attractive because ofits devout

simplicity and its capacity for deep and true feel-

ing. The metrical form of the body of the work is

the same as that used later by Villon*.

Livre des Fortunes (ed. E. Droz, 1923 ; with good
intro.).—E. Petit, Le poite J. R. (1904). F.W.

R^gnier, Mathurin (*Chartres 21 XII 1573;

fRouen 22 X 1613), French satirical poet, hailed

as a master by Boileau* and by Boileau and
Musset* as a forerunner of Moliere* in painting

humanity and its foibles. His satires are loose and
digressive, following his personal humour and
echoing, among others, Horace* Juvenal*,

Rabelais*, Ronsard* and Desportes*, who was his

uncle. They are social, as Satire XUI (Macette), a

caricature of hypocritical piety; literary, as Satire

JJf, against Malherbe*, whose purism R6gnier

disliked; philosophic, as Satire XVII, on sadness

in love. Rdgnier also wrote short poems and
elegies and some ‘oflSdal’ verse {Inscriptions,

1610). Intended by his parents for ecclesiastical

preferment, R6gnier led a dissipated life and
achieved only a canoniy at Chartres.

Satires, I-XII (1608-09), XIH (1612), XIV-XIX
(posthumous); Macette (ed. F. Brunot, 1900);

(Euvres completes (ed. J. Plattard, 1930, rev. P.

Jourda, 1954).

M. H. Cherrier, JBibliographie de R. (1884);

J. Vianey, M. R. (1896); A. Adam, Histoire de la

literature frangaise au XVIIe siicle, I (1949).

G.B.

Reid, Forrest (Belfast 24 VI 1876; tl947), Irish

novelist, biographer and literary critic; a notable

prose stylist of mystical and romantic tempera-

ment.

Following Darkness (1912); W. B. Yeats (1915);

Apostate (1926) ; Private Road (1946). E.T.W.

Rdd, Thomas (Strachan 26 IV 1710; ool740
Elizabeth Reid; fGlasgow 7 X 1796), Scottish

philosopher; Professor at Aberdeen, 1752, and at

Glasgow, 1763. He criticized the subjective

idealism and ultimate scepticism of the Locke*-

Hume* tradition, emphasized the common con-

sciousness of men, and reasserted the reality of

mind and the external world. He was the founder

of the Scottish ‘Common Sense’ philosophical

school.

‘An Essay on Quantity’ in Philos. Trans.

(1748); An Inquiry into the Human Mind on
the Principles of Common Sense (1764); Essays on
the IntellectualPowers ofMan (1785) ; Essayson the

Active Powers of Man (1788).

—

Works (ed. Sir

William Hamilton, 2 vols, 1846); sel. in British

Empirical Philosophers (ed. A. J. Ayer and R.
Winch, 1952).

A. S. Pringle Pattison, Scottish Philosophy

(1885); A. C. Fraser, R. (1898); S. A. Grave, The
Scottish Philosophy of Common Sense (1960).

J.K.

Reid, Sir Thomas Wemyss (*Newcastle-on-iyne

29 ni 1842; ool867 Kate Thornton, ool873

Louisa Berry; fLondon 26 II 1905), English

journalist, biographer and novelist, appointed

manager of Cassell’s in 1887 and knighted in 1894.

Charlotte Bronte: a Monograph (1877; with

letters from Ellen Nussey); W. E. Forster (2 vols,

1888); Life of W. E. Gladstone (1899).—G/adfyj

Fane: a Story of Two Lives (1884); Mauleverefs

Millions: a Yorkshire Ronumce (1886).

—

Memoirs

ofSir T. W. R. (ed. S. Reid, 1905).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Reina, Casiodoro de (Granada; fafter 1581),

Spanish Biblical translator, of Moorish descent.

A Friar who became Protestant and resided in

England (1563), Strasbourg, Basle and Antwerp

(1578), his translation of the Bible (the ‘Bear

Bible’) was published at Basle (1569). He revised

the Spanish-Jewish version of Ferrara (1555) for

the Old Testament.

M, Mendndez y Pelayo, Historia de los hetero*

doxos espanoles, fv. E.M.W.

Reina, Manuel (Puente Genii, C6rdoba 1856;

^ibid. 1905), Spanish poet, A wealthy man, he
occasionally intervened in politics but livedm^y
on his estate, reading, writing and translating

Musset* beau^ully. His delicate fantasy, eroticism

and musicality made him, though on a minor scale,

one of the most original poets prior to modernism,

foreshadowing many of its innovations.

Andantes y allegros (1877); Cromos y acuarelas

(1878); La vida inquieta (1894); Poemas paganos

(1896); Robles de la selva sagrada (1906).

—

Sus
mejores versos (ed. B. Belmonte, 1928; anthol.).

E. de Oiy, M. R., estudio biogrdfico (1916); F.

Aguilar Pifial, La obra poitica de M. R. (1968).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Reinbot von Dume (fl. 1230-36), Bavarian author

of a ‘courtly’ and still dragon-less martyrdom of
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St George (source probably Latin). The stylistic

modd is Wolfram* von Eschenbach’s Willehalm,

(SeePuterich*)

Ed. F. Vetter (still important for stud, of the

legend; 1896); ed. C. von Kraus (1907).

J. E. Matzke, ‘Contributions to the history of

the legend of St G.’ in Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc.

America, XVII, XVHI (1903-04). F.P.P.

Reinig, Christa (*BerIin 6 Vm 1926), German
poet and prose writer, who until 1963 lived in East

Berlin and worked as an art-historian. Her poetry

shows the influence of Brecht’s* ballads and songs,

but none of the latter’s typical lyrical ‘gestures’

and linguistic finesse. The language of her

Gedichte (1963) is almost totally non-metapho-

rical, direct, and always dangerously close to

turning into everyday prose. Traditional and
contemporary outcast figures are frequently the

subject of her poetry.

verse: Die Steine von Finisterre (1960);

Schwabinger Marterln (1968); Schwalbe von

Olevano (1969).—Der Traum meiner Verkommen^
heit (1961) ;

Drei Schiffe (1965); Orion trat aus dem
Haus (1968). F.M.K.

Reinmar der Alter, or von Hagenau (/?. 1190-1210),

miimesinger and Viennese court poet: he is both,

notably in an elegy (a widow’s lament) on Leopold
V of Austria (1194). His patient analysis of the

situations and moods of amour courtois and his

melodies became the acknowledged pattern of
strict miimesang. Gottfried* von Strassburg and
Walther* von der Vogelweide praise his artistry

—

the latter despite a rivalry allusively reflected in

the poetiy of each. Reinmar’s range is narrow but
in Vienna at least he ousted his rival.

Die Lieder R.s des A, (ed. C. von Kraus, 1919);

Mirmesangs Fruhling (ed. K. Lachmann and
C. von Kraus, 1944); Olive Sayce, Poets of the

Miimesang (1967).

K, Burdach, R. der A, und Walther von der

Vogelweide (1929); Fr, Maurer, Die Pseudorein-

mare (1966). F.P.P,

Reinmar von Zweter 0?. V21-AT), Rhenish poet
active in Austria and Bohemia; of knightly birtih

but dependent—like Walther* von der Vogelweide,

of whose moral-didactic, religious and political

poetry he is a more worthy emulator than der
Mamer*. He wrote in support of Frederick* n
(excommunicated 1239), thereafter for Wenceslas
of Bohemia. Despite the unifonmty of his 200
stanzas he was, like der Mamer, claimed by the

MASIERSINGERS.

Ed. G. Roethe (1887); Olive Sayce, Poets of the
Miimesang (1967).

E. Boi^our, R. von Z, als politischer Dichter

(1922), F.P.P,

Reinoso, F^ux Josi (*Seville 20 XI 1772; fMadrid
27 IV 1841), Spanish poet, humanist and priest;

co-founder of the Sevillian Academia de Letras

Humanas. He is mainly remembered by his long

poem in two cantos, La inocencia perdida (1804).

Influenced by Milton’s* Paradise Lost, thh
composition, of beautiful, vigorous descriptive

stanzas, suffers by the inevitable comparison with

its model. In an interesting essay he explained his

pro-Napoleonic sympathies.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXIX (with biblio.) and
LXVIII; Obras (ed. A. Martin Villa, 2 vols, 1872-

79).—Who is the Liberator ofSpain ? An Essay (tr.

H. Wood, 1846). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Reisel, VLADiMfR (*Brod’any 19 I 1919), Slovak

poet. His early, Surrealist work shows poetic

talent of a hi^ order {yidim vsetky dni a nod,

1939; Neskutocne mesto, 1943). In later poems he

attempts to come to terms with the realities of his

time (jycdcujem ti, 1957 ; Ldska naposlednfpohVad,
1964). R.A.

Reiss-Andersen, Gunnar (*Larvik 21 Vm 1896;

001925 Tordis Castberg; t30 VII 1964), Norwegian

poet. A lyric poet, possessing considerable tech-

nical skill and elegance, whose fluency has often

been fatal to a profounder development of his

ideas. Some of his best work is to be found in his

occasional poems and his war poems, but he did

not achieve a really independent stature until

his last two collections, Usynlige seil (1956) and

Ar pd en strand (1962).

verse: Indvielsens oar (1921); Mellem leven og

Venus (1923); Solregn (1924); Kongesormens

bryllup (1926); Himmelskrift (1928);Lykkensprove

(sd. poems; 1931); Horisont (1934); Vidnesbyrd

(1936); Kampdikt fra Norge (Stockholm, 1943);

Norsk rest (ibid., 1944); Diktfra krigstiden (1945);

Prinsen av Isola og andre dikt (1949).—Samlede dikt

(1940 ; Dikt i utvalg (1964).—novels and various:

Nyt liv (1925); Spanske farver og annen kuktr

(1933).

A. Aames in Det poetiske fenomen (1963).

R.G.P.

Reitzd, Robert (Weitenau, Baden 27 I 1849;

fDetroit 31 m 1898), German-American author.

He edited the brilliant free-thou^t magazine Der

Anne Teufel (1884-98).

Mein Such (ed. M. Drescher, 1898); Des Armen

Teufels Gesammelte Schriften (ed. M. Baginski,

3 vols, 1913).

A. E. Zucker, R. R. (1917) and in Dictionary

ofAmerican Biography, 3^ (1935). E.R.

Reizen, Abraham (*Kojdanov 1875; fNew York

1953), Yiddish poet and short-stoiy writer,

emigrated to the U.S.A. (1908). He edited several
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Kterary penodicals in succession, and also a
weekly devoted mainly to Yiddish translations of
European literature. His poems have the simplicity

of folk-songs, and many of them were set to music
and achieved great popularity, as did his hundreds
of stories and sketches, describing Jewish life in

the ‘old country’ as well as in the ‘new world’.

Tsait-lieder (1901); Gezamelte schriftn (3 vols,

1908-09); coll, works (12 vols, Vilna-New York,
1924). J.S.

Rej, Mkolaj (*i:6rawno 4 II 1505; fXI 1569),

Polish writer. A country squire, self-educated

chiefly through reading, in 1546 he became a
Calvinist and was the first to write systematically

in Polish. He has been called ‘the father of Polish

literature’, but he was above all a moralist who
took an active part in political and religious

debate. Having started by writing satirical dia-

logues in verse, he based his plays tywot Jdzefa

and Kupiec on Crocus’* Comoedia sacra Joseph

(1535) and Naogeorgus’* Mercator (1540). In a
huge poem Wizerunek . . ., based on the Zodiacus

vitae (1535) by Palingenius*, he depicted a youth
in quest of a decent life. Zwierzyniec (in verse) is

a collection of epigrams some of which {Przy~

powieScUFigliki) are quite frivolous; and in a more
serious miscellaneous work, Zwierciadlo (in prose

and in verse), there is the well-known Zywot
Czlowieka poczciwego (in prose) in which he
describes the model life of a Polish squire. In
Apocalypsis and Postilla, the latter of which shows
his extensive knowledge of theology, he gives a
comprehensive explanation of the Bible. His prose

translation of David’s Psalms (1546) is excellent,

and his work has been important for the formation

of the Polish literary language.

verse: Krdtka rozprawa miqdzy trzema osobami
panem, wojtem a plebanem (1543; crit. ed. R.
Zawilifiski, 1892); Wizerunek wlasny zywota
czlowieka poczciwego (1558; crit. ed, S. Ptas^dd,
1881--88); Zwierzyniec . . , (1562; cont. among
others: Przypowieici przypadle^ pub. separately in

1577 as Figliki and repr. 1905; crit. ed. W.
Bruchnalski, 1895).—plays: tywot Jdzefa (1545;
crit. ed. R. Zawilinski, 1889); Kupiec . . . (1549;
crit. ed. R. Kotula and A. Bruckner, 1924).

—

various: Swiqtych sl6w a spraw Pahskich kronika
albo Postilla (1557; the modernized ed. by T.
Haase, 1883, bears the title Kazanie . . . albo

Postilldl; Zwierciadlo . . . (1567; new ed. by J.

Czubeck and J. Los, 2 vols, 1914); tr., Psalterz

Dawiddw (1546; repr. S. Ptaszycki, 1901).

—

Pisma
prozq i wierszem (sel. ed. A. Bruckner, 1921),

A. Bruckner, M, R. Studjum historyczne (1905;
the best work on R.) and M. R, Czlowiek i dzielo

(1922); S. Windakiewicz, M. R, z Naglowic (1895;
3rd ed, 1922); B. Chlebowskd, M. R, jako pisarz

(1905); W. Bruchnalski, RozwdJ twdrczoici

pisarskiej M, R. (1908); M. Janik, M. R, tywot i

pisma (1923). S.S. (P.H.)

Rejment, Wladyhaw STANia^Aw: see Reymont,
Wladyslaw Stanislaw.

Reljkovid, ^^tua (*Svinjar 1732; tVinkovci
1798), Croatian didactic poet. After a period in
captivity in Germany as an army oflScer, he
composed a popular narrative poem of 11 cantos
in lively doggerel, Satir iliti divji dovik (1762),
criticizing conditions in his own country and
instructing the people to raise their intellectual,

cultural, economic and social standards.

Nova slavonska i nimadka gramatika (1767); Nek
je svasta Hi sabrarge pametnih rici (1795).—Z>/Wa
(1916). V.J.

Remade d’Ardenne (*nr Mauberge 1482; tl524),
French neo-Latin poet, A lawyer, then a peda-
gogue and finally secretary to Margaret of
Burgundy, his work is heavily erudite and imitative.

Epigrams (1507); Amores (1513; addressed to
‘Jordanna’, and er^oing Horace, Propertius and
Tibullus); Palamedes (1512; a comedy, allegedly
Plautine in form).

D. Murarasu, neolatine (1928); P. Van
Tieghem, Littirature latine de la Renaissance

(1944). F.W.

Remarque, Erich Maria, pseud, of Erich Paul
Remark (*Osnabruck 22 VI 1898 ; fLocamo 25 DC
1970), German novelist. The autW of the world-
famous Im Westen nichts Neues (1928 ; All Quiet on
the Western Fronts tr. A. W. Wheen, 1929), he has
written several other novels which are similarly

distingmshed by their simple style, realism and
humanitarianism

,

Der Weg zuruck (1931 ; The RoadBack^ tr. A. W.
Wheen, 1929); Drei Kameraden (1938); Flotsam

(1941); Arc de Triomphe (1946); Der Furike Leben

(1952; Spark of Life^ tr, J, Stem, 1952); Zeit

zu leben, Zeit zu sterben (1954; A Time to Live and
a Time to Die, tr. D. Lindley, 1954); Die Nacht von

Lissabon (1962; The Night in Lisbon, tr. R.

Manheim, 1964).

Mynona [for ‘anonym(ous)’]. Hat R, wirklich

gelebt? (1929); W. K. Keiler, War and the German
Mind (1941); E, M, R, zum 70. Geburtstag (1968).

R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Remizov, Alexey Mikhailovich (*1877; tParis

1957), Russian modernist prose writer. His work
consists of realistic narratives and novels; of ex-

cellent paraphrases of Russian folk-tales,

apocrypha, legends and parables; of diaries,

recorded dreams, chronicles of the Revolution,

mystery plays, and even ofpoems written in ornate

rhythmic prose. He has much in common with

Gogol* and Dostoyevsky*, yet some of his stories

are modelled on Leskov’s* skaz (a story ‘told*

with all the individual intonations and peculiarities

of the narrator). His racy Russian is quite above
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the dictates of any grammars, and he delights in

new patterns of words and constructions.

Sochinenfya (8 vols, 1910-12); Ukrepa (1916);

Trava^Murava (1920); Ognermaya Rossiya (1921);

Vzvikhrermaya Rus* (1927); Olya (1927); Posolon*

(1930); Plyashushchiy demon (1949); Povesf o

dvukh zveryakh Ikhnelat (1950).

—

The Fifth Pesti-

lence (tr. A. Brown, 1927); The Clock (tr. J.

Coumos, 1924); On a Field ofAzure (tr. B. Scott,

1946). XL.

Renak: see Krochmal, Nachman.

Renan, (Joseph) Ernest (‘‘‘Treguier 28 II 1823;

tParis 2X 1892), French historical and theological

writer. Renan was intended for the priesthood, but

the scientific bent of his mind and doubts sown by
the ^higher criticism’ of the Bible soon detached

him from orthodox Christianity (1845). He con-

ceived himself thereafter as a sort of lay clerk, and
engaged on the study of religion ‘from the

outside’. To acquire an adequate background for

his work, he travelled in Italy, Greece and
Phoenicia. He was appointed to the College de
France in 1862, but was unable to lecture there

regularly until 1870. He was an unsuccessful

parliamentary candidate in 1869 and 1876, but was
elected to the Academy (1876). Renan approached
religion as a rationalist, but also with respectful

comprehension and a poetic appreciation for its

various historical and geographical backgrounds.

As a philosopher, he was at fnst strongly influenced

by the scientific point of view {Vavenir de la

science, wr. 1848), though he later adopted a
dilettante and sceptical attitude (Drames philoso-

phiques). His historical work is now outdated, but
the brilliance of his style, and the limpidity ofsome
of his personal writings (Souvenirs d'enfance et de

jeunesse) have kept his influence alive.

historical: Averrois et Vaverroisme (1852);

Histoire des origines du Christianisme (8 vols,

1863-83), incl.: Vie de Msus (1863; Eng. tr.

C. E. Wilbour, 1864), Saint Paul (1869), Marc
Aurele (1881); Histoire du people d"Israel (5 vols,

1887-93; Eng. tr. C. B, Pitman and D. V. Bing-

ham, 3 vols, 1888-91).

—

^essays; Drames philoso-

phiques (Caliban, 1878; Veau de Jouvence, 1880);
Vavenir de la science (1890; The Future ofScience,
tr. A. D. Vandam and C. B, Pitman, 1891).—
memoirs: Souvenirs d^enfance et de jeunesse (1883;

Recollections ofMy Youth, tr. C. B. Pitman, 1883);

Ma s(Bur Henriette (1895).

—

CEuvres cony^lites (ed.

H. Psichari, 3 vols, 1947-49).

G. Monod, Les maUres de Vhistoire (1894); P.

Lasserre, La jeunesse de R, (3 vols, 1925-32);

J. Pommier, R, (1923) andLapensde religieuse de R.

(1925); H. Psichari, R, d^apris luUmime (1937);

P. Van Tie^em, R (1948); R. Dussaud, Vetuvre

scientifique d'E, R. (1951); J. Tielrooy, E. R,: sa

vie et son otuvre (1958), M.G. ; J.P.R,

Renard, Jules (*ChaIon-sur-Mayeime 22 II 1864;

tParis 22 V 1910), French writer. He began to

contribute to the Mercure de France after 1890.

He lived almost entirely away from big towns and
brought to the description of peasants, animals and
the peace of the countryside a penetrating observa-

tion, and a style marked by extreme conciseness.

His books present a series of ‘pictures’, expressed

in short, diy phrases which are always unexpected

and contain an undercurrent of wit. In the theatre

he is remembered as the author of Foil de Carotte,

the moving story of a child victim. His Journal

intime (1935) is an invaluable ‘document’, intelli-

gent and beautifully written.

novels: Vicomifleur (1892); Histoires naturelles

(1896 and 1904; Eng. tr. T. W. Earp and G. W.
Stower, 1948); Bucoliques (1898); Le vigneron dans

sa vigne (1901); Ragotte (1908).

—

splays: Le plaisir

de rompre (1897); Le pain de menage (1899); Poll

de Carotte (1900; Carrots, tr. C. W. Stonier, 1946);

Monsieur Vernet (1903); La bigote (1909).

—

(Euvres completes (ed. Bernouard, 17 vols, 1925);

P16iade ed. (1971).

H. Badielin, /. R, (1932); L. Guichard, Veeuvre

et Vdme de X R. (2 vols, 1936) and /. R. (1961); J.

Schneider, X R. par luUmeme (1955).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Renaut, 13th-century French poet, sometimes

erroneously identified with Jean* Renart. His

romance Galeran de Bretagne, about the mis-

adventures of two lovers, combines descriptive

writing in traditionally rhetorical style with a new
psychological realism.

Galeran de Bretagne (ed, L. Foulet, 1925).

E. Hoepffner, ‘Renart ou Renaut?’ in Romania,

LXII (1936); F. Lyons, Les elements descriptifs

dans le roman d'aventure au Xllle siicle (1965).

M.F.L.

Renaut de Beaujeu, 13th-century French poet.

Distinguished by technical carelessness and

personal feeling, his work is that of a brilliant

amateur. A native of north-east France, he wrote,

besides lyric poetry, an Arthurian romance, the

Bel Incoruiu (71225); there is a 16th-century prose

version. His short Lai d^Ignaure treats the legend

of the eaten heart (Jakemes*) in a tone of light

gallantry.

Bel Inconnu and one lyric poem (ed. G. P.

Williams, 1929); Lai d'lgnaure (ed. R. Lejeune,

1938).

A. Fierz-Monnier, Initiation und Wandlung, Zur

Geschichte des altfranzdsischen Romans von

Chrdtien de Troyes zu R. de B. (1951). M.F.L.

Renaut de Montauban: see chansons de geste,

biblio.

R&pad, Leondda (*Palmi di Calabria 23 IV 1898),
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Italian novelist, playwright and journalist. A
militant Communist in his youth, Rdpaci was,

until 1926, literary critic of the Communist news-

paper Unit^. His main work is a cycle of novels,

the writing of which was interrupted during the

Fascist period, centred round a Calabrian family

called Rupe. Taccuino segreto (1940) throws an

interesting light on his views on life and literature.

novels: La came inquieta (1930); Storia dei

Rupe, I: Principio di secolo (1969) and II; Tra

guerra e rivoluzione (1970; each vol. cont. 3 novels).

J.F.C. (B.M.)

RIpide, Pedro de (*Madrid 1882; ^ibid, 1947),

Spanish writer and journalist. Until 1904 he acted

as librarian to Isabel 11, exiled in Paris. Passion-

ately interested by Madrid life and history he

became its chief chronicler. His various works-
biographies, novels, narratives and plays—written

in good prose, constitute indispensable documents

on the history of Madrid.

Del Rastro a Maravillas (1907); El Madrid de

los abuelos (1908); Costwnbres y devociones

madrilenas (1914); La Rusia de ahora (1930);

Isabel II, reina de Espana (1933).

E. G. deNora, La novela espanola contempordnea,

1(1958). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Re$ad Nuri Guntddn (^Istanbul 25 XI 1889;

tLondon 7 XII 195Q, Turkish author. The son of

an army doctor, he was educated at a French

school in Izmir and at Istanbul University. A
teacher, then an inspector ofeducation in Anatolia,

he was elected Member of Parliament. He started

as a theatrical critic and playwright. After the great

success, in 1922, of his novel Qaliku^u, in which

sentimental romance is mingled with realistic

observations of Anatolian life, he published

several similar works. From 1928 onwards, he

wrote a series of novels on social problems created

by the changes of the past decades. He writes with

ease in a polished, straightforward Turkish, at

times tending to be over-sentimental.

novels: Gizli El (1922); Qaliku^u (1922; 6th ed.

1942; Autobiography ofa Turkish Girl, tr. Sir W.
Deedes, 1950; Der Zaimkonig, tr. M. Schultz,

1943); Damga (1924); Dudaktan Kalbe (1925);

Ak^am Gme§i (1926; Afternoon Sun, tr. Sir W.
De^es, 1951); JBir Kadin Du^mam (1927); Acimak

(1928); Ye^ilGece (1929); Yaprak Dokiima (1930);

Kizilcik Dalian (1932); Gok Yuzu (1935); Eski

Hastalik (1938); Ate^ Gecesi (1940); Degirmen

(1944); Miskinler Tekkesi (1946).—short stories:

SonmU^ Yildizlar (1927); Tanrt Misafiri (1927);

Leyld He Mecnun (1928); Okgan Uler (1930).—
plays: Eski Ruya (1920); Thy Pargast (1926);

Hanger (1927); Feldket Kar§ismda Gozdagi, Eski

Borg (1931); Istikldl (1933); Hulled (1935);

Balikesir Muhasebecisi (1953).—travel: Anadolu
Notlari (2 vols, 1939-66).

E. Saussey, Prosateurs turcs contemporains

(1935); O. Spies, Die Turkische Prosaliteratur der

Gegenwart (1943); Turk^n Poyraz and Muazzez
AIpbek, R. K G. (1957). F.l.

Resende, Garcia de (Evora c, 1470; t3 11 1536),

Portuguese poet and chronicler. A genial and
talented personality whose life centred on the

Portuguese court, he was page and later secretary

to John II and retained the favour of the succeed-
ing monarchs, Manuel I and John III. In his

Cancioneiro Geral (1516), he collected and edited

a vast number of poems composed and recited as

a form of social pastime at the court (cANao-
NEiROS). His chronicle of the life of John n is

written more in the style of memoirs than of
history. Similarly, in the 300 stanzas of his

Misceldnea he recounts the notable events of the

age in which he lived.

Livro das obras de G, de R, (1545 ; 2nd ed.,

cont. the Misceldnea, 1554); Crdnica de D,
Joao IIm Biblioteca de Cldss. Port. (3 vols, 1890);

Misceldnea e variedade de histdrias, etc. (ed.

Mendes dos Remedies, 1917).

A. Braamcamp Freire, ‘G. de R.’ in Critica e

Histdria, I (1910). T.P.W.

Reshgtnikov, Fedor Mirhaylovich (''‘Ekaterin-

burg 5 IX 1841 ; tSt Petersburg 9 HI 1871), Russian

author whose novel Podlipovtsy (1864) gave a
particularly gruesome naturalistic picture of

village life in the far north. His stories of factory

workers and proletarians were allowed to be
printed (under the old regime) only in fragments.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (2 vols, 1904);

Podlipovtsy (1920; Ceux de Podlipnaia, tr. C.

Neyroud, 1927); Gumovy (1959). J.L.

Restif (or Rinp) de la Bretonne, Nicolas Edmi§

(*Sacy 23 X 1734; ool760 Anne Lebegue; fParis

3 n 1806), French novelist. A peasant’s son who
became a printer’sjourneyman, he composed some
of his books directly in print, producing some 250

volumes. His novels, designed to form an 18th-

century Comidie humaine, are broadly realistic

pictures of contemporary low life, from which he

seeks to draw moral lessons. The best known, Le
Paysan perverti (4 vols, 1770, illustrates the

demoralizing effect of the city on the virtuous

countryman. His Contemporaines catalogues the

250 occupations of women in Paris. A talent for

observation strug^es through his reformism, his

eroticism, his sentimentality and his nostalgia for

‘nature’.

Lucile, ou Les Progris de la vertu (1768); La vie

de man pire (1778; ed. G. Rouger, 1970); Les

Contemporaines (42 vols, 1780-85); La Paysarme

pervertie (1784); Monsieur Nicolas, ou Le Caur
humain devoili (16 vols, 1794-97; romanced
autobiog.).

—

CEuvres (ed. H. Bachelin, 9 vols,

1930-32).
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C. R. Dawes, R. de la B. (1946); A. Begu6, £tat

present des etudes sur R. de la B. (1948); J. Rives

Childs, R, de la R, temoignages et jugements

(1948); M. Chadoume, R, de la B. ou Le Slide

prophetique (1958); C. A. Porter, R.*s Novels

(1967). G.B.

Rettenbacher, Simon (Aignertal 1634; fFischlham

1706), Austrian Latin dramatist. He became a

Benedictine (1661), and Professor at Salzburg. The
principal representative ofBenedictine competition

with JESUITDRAMA, he wrote some 20 Latin dramas,
showing history as God’s judgement. In his vivid

and powerful works he is concerned, unlike

Avancini* to maintain versimilitude.

Selecta Dramata (1673); Deutsche Gedichte

S.R,s(piL. R. Newald, 1930).

A. Kutscher, Das Salzburger Barocktheater

(1924); E. Haller, ‘S. R.* in Heimatgaue (Linz,

1927-28); W. Flemming, Das Ordensdrama {Dt,

Lit, in Entw,-Reihen^ 1930; with text of R.’s

Demetrius); Hildegard Pfanner, Das dramatische

Werk S. R,s (1954). L.W.F.

Retz, Jean Francx>is-Paul de Gondi, Cardinal
DE (*Montmirail 20 IX 1613 ; tParis 24 VIII 1679),

Frendi politician and memorialist, was ordained

priest in 1643 and made a Cardinal in 1651. He
was a supporter of the Fronde; after its failure he
lived for ten years in exile, though later he was
occasionally employed by Louis XIV. His vivid

and sometimes penetrating memoirs are not always

reliable.

Mimoires (3 vols, 1717; crit. ed. 10 vols, 1872-

96); (Euvres (11 vols, 1870-1920).

L. Battifol, Le cardinal de R, (1927). D.H.

Reubeni, Aaron, pseud, of A. Shimshelevitz

(Poltava 2 VIII 1886), Hebrew writer. His
experiences in Russia during and after the Revolu-
tion serve as a basis for his novels. His investiga-

tions on the origin of the Semitic race

—

Shem,
Ham and Japket (Tel Aviv, 1932)—are an impor-
tant contribution to both anthropology and
Semitology.

Leylot Yeruskalayim (1957).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Re’ubeni, David (tLharena, Portugal after 1535),

Hebrew traveller and diarist, A mysterious

personality, he appeared in 1524 in Italy, declaring

himself the brother and ambassador of the king of
the tribe of Reuben. He raised Messianic hopes
among Jews, was accepted as genuine by Pope
Clement VII, but after a brilliant career was
imprisoned by Charles V and executed by the

Inquisition. His diaries describe his journey from
Arabia to Italy and his activities in Europe,

Sippur David Ha’-Re^uveni (ed. A. Neubauer,
Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles^ II, 1895; ed. A. Z.
Aeshcoly, 1940).

H. Graetz, History of the Jews, IV (1892); E.

Biberfeld, Der Reisebericht des D, R. (1892).

C.R.

Reuchlin, Johann (*Pforzheim 22 II 1455; fBad
Liebenzell 30 VI 1522), German humanist. He
studied at Basle, lectured at Tubingen, Heidelberg

and Ingolstadt, was a lawyer and diplomat and the

foremost Hebrew scholar of his day. Reuchlin

founded the study of Hebrew and (with Erasmus*)

of Greek in Germany. His Rudimenta linguae

hebraicae (1506), a lexicon and grammar, was an
epoch-matog work, his De verbo mirifico (1494)

and De arte cabbalistica (1517) profound studes in

cabbalism. His tolerant attitude to Jewish sacred

literature led to the conflict with Pfefferkom and
the publication of the Epistolae* Obscurorum

Virorum, With his two Latin plays, Hermo and
Sergius, he was a pioneer of comedy in Germany.

Sergius (1496; ed. H. Holstein, 1888); Henna

(1497; ed. idem, 1888; ed. K. Preisendanz, with

Ger. tr. Hans Sachs, 1922); De accentibus et

orthographia linguae hebraicae (1518); Briefwechsel

(ed. L. Geiger, 1875).

L. Geiger, J, R, (1871); H. Holstein, R,s

Komddien (1888); S. A. Hirsch, ‘J. R., the father

of the study of Hebrew . . .’ and ‘J. Pfefferkom

and the Battle of the Books’ in Essays (1905); H,

Dibbelt, ‘R.s griechische Studien’ in Das Gym-
nasium, XLIX (1938); J. Benzing, Bibliographie

der Schriften R,s im 15, und 16, Jahrhundert (1955);

Johannes R. 1455-1522 (ed. M. Krebs, 1956).

D.G.D.

Reuter, Christian (*Ktitten, Saxony 1665; fafter

1710), German writer. When a student he fell out

with his landlady and in revenge pilloried her as

Frau Schlampampe and her son as Schelmuffsky

in works whose realism and wit are still enjoyable.

He was sent down as a result but wrote courtly

pageants in Berlin (1703 to 1710). Schelmuffsky,

with its fresh character-drawing and amusing

incidents, parodies the picaresque novel; the

adventures are all bogus and the hero has never

left his native town.

Der ehrlichen Frau Schlampampe Krardcheit und

Tod (1686) ;
Vhonnitefemme oder die Ehrliche Frau

zu Plissine (1695; ed. W. Flemming in DL Lit, in

Entwicklungsreihen, Barockdrama, IV, 1931);

Schelmuffskys Reisebeschreibung (1696; ed. A.

SchuUerus, 1885; ed. R. Zoozmann, 1905; tr. W.
Wonderley, 1962); Letztes Denck- und Ehrenmahl

der weyland gewesenen Ehrlichen Frau Schlam-

pampe (1697); Graf Ehrenfried (1700; ed. W.
Hecht, 1961),—Lust- und Singspiele (ed. G.

Ellinger, 1890); coll, works ed. G. Witkowski

(with biog.; 2 vols, 1916); sel. ed. G. Jackel (1962;

good).

F. Zamcke, C. R, (1884); O. Deneke, Schel-

muffsky (1927); E. Dehmel, Sprache und Stil bei R,

(diss. Jena, 1929); F. J. Schneider, ‘R.s Komodien
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und die Buhne’ m Zschr. fur dt. PhiloL, LXn
(1937); H. Konig, Schelmuffsky als Typ der

harocken Bramarbasdichtungen (1947); W. Hecht,

C. R. (good biblio. ; 1966). L.W.F.

Reuter, Fritz (*Stavenhagen 7 XI 1810; ool851

Luise Kuntze; fEisenach 12 VII 1874), Low
German poet and novelist. As a member of a
German national students' organization he was in

1833 condemned to death by a Prussian court,

mitigated to 30 years’ imprisonment. Reprieved
after eight years he recovered through farm-work
in his native Mecklenburg. Political stories (in

Hi^ German) proved a failure, but he gained fame
with his Lduschen m Rimels (1853; Neue Folge^

1859) in which he retold popular anecdotes in easy-

flowing verse. There followed some verse epics

which showed Reuter’s compassion, strengthened

by his reading of Dickens*, for the poor and weak.
He reached his peak however with the novels
published in the 1860s, which made him known far

beyond the Low German regions. They are mainly
based on either his personal experiences (Ut mine
Festungstid, 1862; Ut mine Stromtid^ 3 vols, 1863-

64) or historical reminiscences of the Mecklenburg
people {Ut de Franzosentid, 1860; Ddrchl&uchting,

186Q. Reuter mostly deals with the conditions of
the lower middle class and the farmers, whose lives

were still closely interwoven. He sides with the
simple-hearted and honest against the cunning and
ruthless; and solves their problems in the spirit of
humanity and humour. This attitude was very
acceptable to his contemporaries and partly

explains his great success. However, Reuter is in

his own right one of the foremost representatives

of German humour.

De Reis* na Belligen (1855); Kein Husung (1858);
Hanne NQte m de lutte Pudel (1860); Schurr^Murr
(1861); Olle Kamellen (7 vols, 1860-68; incl.

Franzosentid^ Festungstid, Stromtid, Ddrchlduch^
ting, De mecklenbdrgschen Montecchi un Capuletti,

Oder: De Reis* na Konstantinopel); Nachgelassene
Schriften (ed. A. Wilbrandt, 2 vols, 1874-75).—
Briefe an seinen Vater (ed. F. Engel, 1896; ed. O.
Weltzien, 1913).—^Biblio. in Niederdt. J^b.,
xxn (1897), xxvni (1902), XLI (1915).—
(ed. W. Seelmann et al, 1 vols, 1905-06; new ed.,

7 vols, 1907; 12 vols, n.d.); Gesammelte Werke
md Briefe (ed. K. Batt, 8 vols, 1967).

A. Wilbrandt, R. (1890); A, Rdmer, F. F. in

semem Leben und Schaffen (1896); R. Dohse, R,

(1910); K. T. Gaedertz, F. R. (n.d.); W. Siebold,

Unser Fritzing (1935); F. Griese, F. R. (1938).—
W. Seelmann, ‘R,-Forschungen’ in Niederdt.

Jahrb., XXXVI (1910); C. Kruger, ‘Quellenfor-

schungen zu F. R.s Dichtungen und Leben’, ibid,,

XXXVm-XLH (1912r.l6); H. Eekholt, Unter-

suchungen uber die Romantechnik R,s (diss,

Munster, 1913); M. Hflhner, Der politische und
kulturgeschichtliche Hintergrund in F, R.s *Strom-‘

tid* (diss. Greifswald, 1920); H. Um&c, F. R.s

epische Entwicklung (diss. Freiburg, 1922); R.
Bender, Die hochdeutsche Urgestalt der Stromtid

(1930) ; H. Bunje, Der Humor in der niederdeutschen

Erzdhlung des Realismus (1953); K. Batt, F, R,,

Leben und Werk (1967). G.C.

Reve, Gerard Kornelis (Franoscus) van het
(*Amsterdam 14 XII 1923), Dutch novelist, story

writer and playwright. In 1947 he published the
novel, De avonden (under pseud. Simon van het
Reve), which had an impact on Dutch post-war
literature only equalled by that of the books of
W. F. Hermans*. The novel is minutely realistic

in style, focusing on ordinary people, but also

showing the psychological contradictions of
Romantic writing. The loneliness of the main
character remained an essential element of his

work. In the 1960s, having published equally

important stories, he started to write ‘letters’,

which taken together formed a personal type of
novel. They were surprisingly widely read, and are

more open confessions than his early writing.

Their central themes are religion, homosexual love,

loneliness and drunkenness. But it is with death as

the ultimate aim of life that he is primarily pre-

occupied, thus approaching even closer one of the

traditions of Romanticism.

Werther Nieland (1949); De ondergang van de

familie Boslowits (1950); The Acrobat (in Eng.;

1956); Tien vrolijke verhalen (1961); Commissaris
Fennedy (play; 1962); Op weg naar het einde

(1963); Nader tot U, (1966); A Prison Song in

Prose (1968).

‘Avondblad special no. ofPodium (194p ; W. F.

Hermans, ‘Het alziend oog in de nachtspiegel’ in

Criterium (1948); S. Vestdijk, Zuiverende kroniek

(1956); Kees Fens, De gevestigde chaos (196Q;
J. J. Oversteegen in Kees Fens et al., Literair

lustrum (1967).—interviews: H. U. J. d’Oliveira

in Scheppen riep hij gaat van Au! (1965); Bibeb in

Bibeb en Vip*s (1965). J.J.O.

Reverdy, Pierre (*Narbonne 13 IX 1889; fSoles-

mes 17 VI 1960), French poet. Reverdy’s lifelong

seardi was to attain an absolute through reality.

One of the instigators of Cubism and surrealism
(founding Nord-Sud in 1917), he held aloof from
^ese movements and retired near the famous
Benedictine Abbey at Solesmes (1926). His thickly

textured, anguished and sometimes hermetic

poetry has been collected as Plupart des temps
1915-1922 (1945) and MaMceuvre 1913-1949

(1949); and his essays, which partially reveal his

deep inward experience of mystic withdrawal into

poetiy, are essential reading.

Le gant de crin (1937); Le livre de mon bord

(1948); En vrac (1956).

J. Rousselot and M. ManoU, P. R, (1951);

‘Hommage k P. R.’ in Le Point (1961); various

authors, P. R, recueil d*hommes (1967); M. Daniel,

‘The poetry of P. R.’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., LVIH
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(1963); R. W. Greene, ‘The moralism of P. R.* in

Fr. Stud., XXI (1967). M.G.

Revett, Eldred (•?!632-38), English poet educated

at Cambridge and the Middle Temple who knew
Lovelace*. His Poems (1657) reveal a mind
attracted by the fantastic. They are at their best

when influenced by Herbert*.

Selected Poems (ed. D. M. Friedman, 1966).

H.N.D.

Revius, Jacobus (*Deventer 1586; fLeyden 15 XI
1658), Dutch poet and historian, parson at

Deventer. A rigid Calvinist, he is polemic and
passionately patriotic; his poetry sometimes is

reminiscent of the Geuzenliederem Rewrote a num-
ber of historical works, some poetry and a drama;

he was reviser to the official translation ofthe Bible.

His sonnets bear witness to a most delicate

control of the language and to the depth and force

of his unshakable, dogmatic faith; they bear

comparison with those of Vondel*; some of them
are among the best Dutch literature has produced.

HISTORICAL works: Leven van David Jorisz

(1642); Daventria illustrata (1651); Leven en

marteldood van Jan de Bakker (1652).

—

Haman
(drama; 1630).

—

averse: Overysselsche Sangen en

Dichten (1630; ed. W. A. P. Smit, 2 vols, 1930-35,

incl. previously unpub. poems); De CL psalmen

Davids eerst in Ned, dicht gebracht door P,

Dathenum ende nu gebetert door /. Revius (1660).

J. van Iperen, Kerkelij'ke historic van het Psalm--

gezang, I (1777); J. van Vloten, Het leven ende

uitgelezen Zangen en Dichten van J, R, (1863);

E. J. W. Posthumus Meyjes, /. R. (1895); G. F.

Haspels, Uit onzen bloeitijd^ de geestelijke poezie

(1909); W. A. P. Smit, De dichter R, (1928); M.
Nyhoff, ‘R. 158^1936’ in De Gids, XCIX (1936);

J. Haantjes, ‘R. en zijn Prince* in De Nieuwe
Taalgids, XLV (1952); Chr. Stapelkamp, R.-

studien (1955); J. Strengholt, ‘De geschiedenis van
een emblema’ in De Nieuwe Taalgids, LI (1958);

F. J. Warnke, European Metaphysical Poetry

(1961; with tr. of poems by R.); H. ten Harmsel,
‘J. R., Dutch Baroque poet’ in Comparative Lit.,

XV (1963). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Rey de Artieda, Micer Andres (Valencia 1549;
^ibid, 1613), Spanish dramatist and poet. He
studied law and fought at Lepanto. His only

surviving play—a four-act tragedy about the

AMANTES DE TERUEL (1581)—^is rather a clumsy
affair, but it foreshadows the plays of Lope de
Vega*. He also wrote two interesting verse letters

on the Spanish drama.

Discursos, epistolas y epigramas de Artemidoro

(1605); E. Julid Martinez, Poetas dramdticos

valencianos, I (1929),

E. Cotarelo y Mori, ‘Sobre el origen y desarro-

Uo de la leyenda de los Amantes de Teruel’ in Rev.

de Archivos, VIII (1903) ; H. Merimde, Vartdrama-
tique d Valence (Toulouse, 1913). E.M,W.

Reyes, Alfonso (*Monterrey 1889; fMexico City

1959), Mexican writer and poet whose chief work
has been in the realm of literary criticism and
histo^. He is one of the outstanding critics and
essayists writing in the Spanish language. As a
poet, he writes simple and tender verse with a due
regard for popular tradition, the poetry of a
Hispanic scholar. E.Sa.

criticism: Cuestiones estiticas (Paris, 1911);

Cartones de Madrid^ 1914-1917 (1917); Visidn de

Andhuac^ 1519 (1917; Madrid, 1923); Simpatiasy

diferenciasiSvols^ 1921-26); Cuestionesgot^orinas

(1927).—verse: Ifigenia cruel (192A); Pausa ffaris,

1926).

—

Obras completas (15 vols, 1955-63);

Selected Essays (tr. C. Ramsdell, Berkeley, 1964).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Reyles, Carlos (*Montevideo 1868; tl938);

Uruguayan novelist. A careful constructor of

plots, deeply influenced by the great French
novelists, especially the Naturalists, he created

powerful visions of contemporary life. One of his

favourite themes was the inactive intellectual

contrasted with the man or woman of action, as in

El terruno (1916). His best-known novel, however,

is El embrujo de Sevilla (1922; Castanets^ tr. J.

Leclercq, 1929) in which he departs from Natural-

ism; it is a lyrical evocation of Andalucia. J.F.

novels: Por la vida (1888); Beba (Madrid,

1894); Pr/w///vo (1896); El extraho (1897); La raza

de Cain (1900); El gaucho fiorido (1932).—

essays: La muerte del cisne (1917); Didlogos

olimpicos (1919). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Reymont (Rejment), Wladyslaw Stanislaw
(Kobiele Wielkie 7 V 1867; tWarsaw 5 XH
1925), Polish writer. Son of a country church

organist, without completing school (he left it

several times as he left his shop and trade

apprenticeships) he joined an actors’ troupe,

worked as a railway official, was a novice in a

monastery at Jasna G6ra, and later spent several

years abroad.

He began writing with short stories (1st pr.

1893). The content of many of his novels and short

stories is based on his own observations and

experiences but he gradually introduces Symbolist

elements into his prose without, however, obscur-

ing the realistic qualities of his work. The life of

the wandering stage artists he portrayed in

Komediantka and Fermenty\ life in the textile

factories of Lodz is depicted in Ziemia obiecana)

in Wampir he described the spiritualist movement,

in which he was very much interested. The prose

epic of Polish peasant life is his monumental novel,

ChlopU for which in 1924 he was awarded ffie

Nobel prize. All characteristic features of a Polish

village people, their passions, customs and ways.
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vices and virtues are presented with realism and in

a language modelled on the peasant speech. He
was less successful when he tried in the novel Rok
1794 to interpet Polish political and social life at

the close of the 18th century.

novels: Komediantka (1896; The Comedienne^

tr, E. Obecny, 1921); Fermenty (2 vols, 1897);

Spramedliwie (1899; Justice, tr. P. Cazin and A.

Jacquet, 1925); Ziemia obiecana (2 vols, 1899; The

Promised Land, tr. M. H. Dziewicld, 1927); Chlopi

(4 vols, 1904-09; The Peasants, tr. idem, 1925-

26); Wampir (1911; Der Vampir, tr. L. Richter,

1914); Rok 1794 (3 vols, 1914-19).—short

stories: Fried switem (1902); Buna (1908);

Przysiqga (1917); Zafrontem (1919; 2nd ed. under

title P^kni^ty ikwon); Bunt (1924; Die Empdrung,

tr. J. P. d’Ardeschah, 1926); Krosnowa i swiat

(1928).—various: Pielgrzymka do Jasnej Gdry

(1895; Pelirinage polonais, tr. F. L. Schoell, 1933);

Z ziemi chelmskiej (1909; UApostolat du knout en

Pologne, tr. P. Cazin, 1912).—Pw/wa (36 vols,

1930-32; new ed. Z. Szweykowski, 1950 ff.);

Dzieia wybrane (14 vols, 1955-57).

J. Krzyianowski, W. S, R, Twdrca i dzielo

(1937; the best work on R.); J. Lorentowicz,

Ladislas R, Essai sur son ceuvre (1925); F. L.

Schoell, Les Paysans de Ladislas R, (1925);

Z. Fgdkowski, W. R, Czlowiek i twdrca (1929); W.
Borowy, ‘R.’ in Slavon. and East Eur. Rev., XVI
(1937-38); M. Rzeuska, ^ChlopV R.a (1950); L.

Budrecki, W. S. R. (1953). S.S. (P.H.)

Reynold, Gonzague de (*Cressier, Fribourg 15

Vn 1880; ^ibid. 1970), Swiss humanist, historian

and critic, champion of Swiss unity and brilliant

painter of her rich and necessary diversity in Cites

et pays suisses (3 vols, 1914-20), an outstanding

work blending Mstory, geography and landscape

in an intimate, poetic vision. He finds proof of

the existence ofan esprit helvdtique in 18th-centuiy

Swiss literature: Le Doyen Bridel et les origines de

la litterature suisse romande (1909) and Bodmer et

Vdcole suisse (1912). The more recent works of this

ardent Catholic, aristocrat and traditionalist are

searching inquiries into the spiritual crisis of our

dvilization.

Charles Baudelaire (criticism; 1920).—history:

La dimocratie et la Suisse (1929; definitive ed.

1934); UEurope tragique (1934); Conscience de la

Suisse (1938); La formation deVEurope (1944-47);

Destin du Jura (1968).—Mes mimoires (1963).

G. de R, et son auvre (coll, studs; 1955),

J.P.I. (G.G.)

Reynolds, Henry (Jl, 1628-32), English poet and
critic, a fiiend of Drayton*, who addressed his

Epistle ofPoets andPoesy (1627) to him. Reynolds

lauded the Andents over the Modems in his

Mythomystes (1632; ed. J, E. Spingam in Critical

Essays of the 17th Century, 1, 1908).

B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Torquato Tasso's Aminta Englisht . . . [and] , ,

.

Ariadne's Complaint in imitation of Anguillara

(1628); The tale of Narcissus (from Anguillara,

added to Mythomystes, 1632; ed. J. R. Tutin,

1906).

D. Bush, Mythology and the Renaissance

Tradition in English Poetry (1932; rev. 1963);

J. W. H. Atkins, English Literary Criticism: The
Renascence (1947; rev. 1951). R.M.W.

Reynolds, Sir Joshua (*Plympton 16 Vn 1723;

tLondon 23 n 1792), English painter and art

critic, the first President of the Royal Academy
(1768). Closely assodated with Dr Johnson*, with

whom he founded the ‘Club*, Reynolds systema-

tized Johnson’s ideas. His annual Discourses

endowed with new life the aesthetic and literary

doctrines of imitation and tradition. R.F.

Seven Discourses (1778); The Discourses of Sir

Joshua Reynolds (ed. J. Burnet, 1842; ed. R. R.

Wark, 1959).—Collected Works (ed. E. Malone,
2 vols, 1797; ed. H. W. Beechey, 2 vols, 1835).—

Letters (ed. F. W. Hilles, 1929); Portraits by Sir

J. R. (ed. idem, 1952).

J. Northcote, Memoirs of Sir /. R. (2 vols,

1813-15); C. R. Leslie and T. Taylor, Life and
Times ofSir J. R. (2 vols, 1865); F. W. Hilles, The

Literary Career of Sir J. P. (193Q; D. Hudson,
Sir /. R.: A Personal Study (1958); E. H. Gom-
brich in Norm and Form (1966). R.F. (M.Bu.)

Rezd6, VAclav, pseud, of VAoav Vof5tAVKA

(•Pra^e 5 V 1901; ^ibid, 22 VI 1956), Czech
novelist whose post-war work illustrates the merits

and defects of ‘Sodalist Realism* as a guiding

principle of Czech literature.

Cerni svdtlo (1940); Rozhrani (1945); Ndstup

(1951); (1954). R.A.

Rhazes: see AL-Razi.

Rhetorica ad Herennium, the name given to a work
on rhetoric in four books, written c. 86-82 b.c.

and dedicated to C. Herennius (otherwise im-

known). Excepting Cato’s* De re rustica, the Ad
Herennium is the oldest complete prose work in

Latin and the first Latin manual of rhetoric. The
sources are Greek, but technical terms and
examples are Latin. Much of the material appears

also in Cicero’s*De inventione, to which its relation

is obscure. The work, attributed in MSS to

Cicero and by somemodem sdiolars to Comificius,

eqjoyed high esteem in the Middle Ages.
J.A.W.

Ed. F. Marx (2nd ed. 1923; repr. 1966); tr. H.
Caplan (1954).—J. Werner, Zur Frage nach dem
Verfasser der Herermiusrhetorik (1906),

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Riba, Carles (Barcelona 1893; ool916 Qemen-
tina Arderiu; tl959), Catalan poet, critic and
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classical scholar. Riba is a great poet within the

European Symbolist tradition; in his concentrated,

organized and intense verse, Symbolism reached

its highest point in Catalonia. Estances, his first

important work, is marked by ^eat precision of

language and thought, but is perhaps too

aesthetically remote. In his poems written in exile

following the Civil War, he turns the influence of

the classics, Goethe* and Hdlderlin* to good
account, objectivizing his own anguish to recreate

universal myths of great depth and complexity.

Beneath a highly intellectualized form lies a

passionate concern for the moral issues of patriot-

ism and human behaviour and for the personal

problems of love and ageing. He translated widely

from the classics and German, bringing a superbly

cultured mind to his works of criticism.

Estances (1919 and 1933);UIngenu Amor (1924);

Elegies de Bierville (1942); Del Joe i delFoe (1947);

Salvatge cor (1953) ;
Esbos de tres oratoris (1957).

—

Obres completes (intro. A. Terry and G. Sansone,

2 vols, 1965-68); Obra portico (Cat. and Span.;

Poems (tr. J. L. Gili, 1964). G.W.R.

Ribadaieyra, Pedro de (^Toledo 1527; tl611),

Spanish historian, biographer and religious writer.

He met Loyola* in Rome and became a Jesuit,

founding the Belgian branch of the Society in 1555.

During the reign of Maiy he visited En^and. His
life of St Ignatius is the first modem Spanish

biography; he also wrote lives of St Francis Borgia

and Diego Lainez. His history of the English

Reformation (1st ed. 1588) is eloquent and
vituperative; his narration is based on Roman
Catholic historians, such as Sanders, and first-

hand accounts from refugees. The Flos Sanctorum
—lives of the saints in the Roman calendar

arranged for daily reading—went through many
editions. He also wrote an anti-Machiavellian

treatise on the virtues of a Christian prince. His
treatise on tribulation, an ascetic work of con-
siderable merit, is typical of the Christian stoicism

of the Counter-Reformation.

Historias de la contrarreforma (1945); Obras
escogidas in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LX; Monu*
menta Ribadeneyrae (3 vols, 1920-23).

—

The life of
B, Father Ignatius ofLoyola (tr., St Omer, 161Q.

R. Lapesa, *La vida de San Ignacio del P. R.’ in

Revista de Filol. Esp., XXI (1934). E.M.W.

Ribah: see Jacob ben Asher.

Ribeiro, Aquiuno (*Carregal da Tabosa 13 IX
1885; tLisbon 27 V 1963), Portuguese novelist. In
the early years of the century he was imprisoned
for revolutionary activities, escaped, and was later

twice exiled in France, where he studied at the

Sorbonne. He finally returned to Portugal in 1932.

When opposition candidates were permitted by
the Salazar regime, he supported them.
He is the most rewarding of 20th-century

Portuguese writers for the outsider precisely

because he is the most Portuguese, concerned with
the country itself and not with literary fashions
from abroad as is commonly the case. He exalts

nature, life, instinct, vitality, resilience; he exposes
sham, hypocrisy, exploitation, brutality. He revels

in a vocabulary that is rich and sensuous to the
point of self-indulgence. In a country where pre-

historical conditions survive in the remoter
provinces alongside the cosmopolitan life of the
big towns, he explores the past in the present, not
for nostalgia, but in a quest for knowledge, to

‘diagnose who we are’, and as a tentative guide to

a still uncertain future.

Jardim das tormentas (1913); Via sinuosa (1918);

Terras do demo (1919); Estrada de Santiago

(1922); Andam faunos pelos bosques (1926); 0
homem que matou o diabo (1930); Maria Benigna

(1933); S, BonaboidOf anacoreta e mdrtir (1937);

Mdnica (1939); O arcanjo negro (1947); Volfrdmio

(1947); A casa grande de Romarigdes (1957);

Quando os lobos uivam (1959); Casa do escorpido

(1964).

—

Aldeia: terra, gente a bichos (1935); Os
avds de nossos av6s (1942).

C. Brando Chaves, A, R. (1935); E. da Rocha
Gomes, Glossario sucinto para melhor comprensdo

de A, R. (1935); M. Mendes, A. R. (1960); J.

Serrao, Temas de cultura portuguesa, II (1965);

Taborda de Vasconcelos, A, R, (1966). T.P.W.

Ribeiro, Bernardim (*Torrao 71482 ; tLisbon

1552), Portuguese novelist and poet. Of his life

Httle is known with certainty and biographical

interpretations of his Menina e Moga have proved

incapable of clarifying the problem. The inclusion

of some of his verses in the Cancioneiro Geral

(1516) indicates that he frequented the court of

Manuel I, and in 1524 he was a secretary of John

III. He later seems to have lost his reason—as the

result of a hopeless passion, according to tradition

—and died in a Lisbon hospital.

The first edition of his works (Ferrara, 1554)

contains the sentimental novel Menina e Moga,

six eclogues—^including the eclogue Crisfal, with

an ambiguous attribution of this work to Cristdvao

FalcSo*—and a number of minor poems. In the

second edition (Evora, 1557), the novel appears in

a considerably lengthened form, part at least of the

continuation being of doubtful authorship. In its

present state the plan of this work is somewhat

confused; originally conceived as a series of inter-

related narratives told by a lady, it contains

pastoral episodes along with passages which recall

the romances of chivalry, and the whole has a

strongly feminist bias. The elegiac tone of the

narrative, its subtle fusion of natural description

with the expression ofhuman grief, the penetrating

psychological interpolations of the narrator, all

lend a unique interest to this strange work, a

peculiarly Portuguese contribution to European

PASTORAL literature.
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Hystoria de Menina e Moga por Bermldim

Ribeiro . . .eassialguas Eglogassuas, etc. (Ferrara,

1554; repr. in B. R. e Cristdvao Falcdo: Obras, ed.

A. Braamcamp Freire and C. Michaelis de

Vasconcelos, 2 vols, 1923); Primeira e Segunda

Parte do Livro chamado as Saudades de B. R., com
todas suas obras (augmented ed., Evora, 1557);

Histdria de ^Menina e Moga' (ed. D. E. Groken-

berger, Obras completas (ed. A. Ribeiro

and M. Marques Braga, 2 vols, 1949-50).

T. Braga, B. R. e o bucolismo (1897); M.
Men6ndez y Pelayo, ^Menina e Moga de B. R.’ in

Origenes de la novela, I (1905); M. da Silva Gaio,

Bucolismo, B, R, (1932); A. Salgado Jdnior, A
'Menina e Moga' e o romance sentimental (1st pub.

in Labor, 1937-40). T.P.W.

Ribera y Tarragd, JuuAn (*Carcagente, Valencia

19 n 1858; tMadrid 1934), Spanish Arabic

scholar. Professor at Saragossa and Madrid
Universities. A specialist in the history of Islamic

culture in Spain, his discoveries had deep reper-

cussions in and outside Spain. Proving in his

edition of Historia de losjueces de Cordoba (1914)

and in Cancionero de Abencuzmdn (1912) that a

Romance dialect was used by Spanish mozdrabes,

he opened new lines of investigation on the origins

ofSpanish and Romance poetry. No less important

is his work on Arabo-Andalusian lyrics. His

research on Hispano-Arabic music (Musica de las

Cantigas, 1922) gave rise to great polemics on the

origin of European music.

La ensenanza entre los musulmanes espanoles

(1893); Origenes del Justicia mayor de Aragon

(1897); Lo cientifico en la historia (190Q; La
supersticidn pedagdgica (1910); Miisica aruMuza
medieval en las canciones de trovadores, troveros y
minnesinger (1923-25; Music in Ancient Arabia and
Spain, tr. E. Hague and M. Leffingwell, 1929).

R.M.N.

Ricardo, David (*London 19 IV 1772; ool793

Priscilla Wilkinson; fGatcombe Park, Glos 11 IX
1823), English political economist who, receiving

stimulus from the works of Adam Smith* and
encouraged by Mill*, wrote Principles of Political

Economy and Taxation (1817), expounding the

economic doctrines of the utihtarian school and
elaborating the theory of rent associated with his

name.

Works and Correspondence (ed. P. SrafFa and
M. H. Dobb; 11 vols, 1951-57); Minor Papers on
the Currency Question (ed. J. H. Hollander, 1932).

J. M. Keynes in Essays on Biography (1933);

0. St. Clair, A Key to R, (1957).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

^ccardo da Venosa (*Venosa c. 1200), Italian

judge, wrote between 1230 and 1233 a Latin
elegiac comedy, Liber de Paulino et Polla, for the

diversion of Frederick* 11.

RICHARD I

E. du Meril, Poesies populaires latines du moyen
&ge (1847); R. Briscese, Paolino e Polla (1903);
M. Rigillo, Paolino e Polla (1906); E. Pdrcopo,
Poesia giocosa (n.d.).

G. Fortunate, R, da V, e il suo tempo (1918).

R.R.R.

Rice, Elmer (*New York 28 IX 1892; ool915

Hazel Levy [o/ol942], ool942 Betty Field; fS V
1967), American playwright and novelist. In Street

Scene (1929), awarded the Pulitzer prize in 1929,

the characters are inhabitants of a city tenement
block, the events those of an ordinary day. The
Adding Machine (1923), an Expressionistic experi-

ment, shows the monotony and spiritual poverty

in the life of an office worker. Rice has fou^t for

various liberal causes; bis plays translate his

political views.

plays: On Trial (1914); The Home of the Free

(1917); The Subway (1929); See Naples and Die

(1930); We, the People (1933); American Landscape

(1939); Flight to the West (1941); Dream Girl

(1946).

—

^novels: A Voyage to Purilia (1930);

Imperial City: A Novel (1937); The Show Must Go
On (1950); The Grand Tour (1952); The Winner

(1954); Cue for Passion (1954).

—

The Living

Theatre (essays; 1959).—Mz/ioriry Report (auto-

biog. ; 1963). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Rice, James: see Besant, Sir WAL'mR.

Rich, Barnabe (*?Essex 1540; 1617),

English prose-writer. Rich had a long career as a

soldier, serving mainly in the Low Countries and
in Ireland. In about 1574 he turned to writing and
became a prolific (and repetitive) author of

romances and pamphlets. He lacks, however, the

polish of Lyly* and the vigour of Nashe*, and his

writings are indubitably of the second class. The
story of Apollonius and Silla (in his Farewell) is

the source of Twelfth Night.

Rich his Farewell to Militarie Profession (1581);

The strange and wonderful adventures of Don
Simonides (1581-84); Faults, Faults, and nothing

else but Faults (160Q; A Short Survey of Ireland

(1609). J.B.B.

Richard I, Lionheart (^Oxford 8 IX 1157;

tChaluz 6 IV 1199), King of England, Provencal

troubadour and French trouvdre. As the son of

Henry II of England, Count ofAiyou and Duke of

Normandy, and of Eleanor of Aquitaine and

Poitou, his education was completely French; he

never learned English properly. He spent most of

his life in France, particularly in Poitou, over

which he ruled during the lifetime of his father, at

first on behalf of his mother (the famous patroness

of troubadours and trouv^res), later alone. His

repeated revolts against the authority of his

father, his interminable feuds with the barons of

southern France and with the King of France, his
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Crusade, captivity in Germany and his brief rule

(1189-99) which was one series of wars—far from

proving a handicap, gave him every opportunity

to vent his feelings in extraordinarily vigorous

songs and sirventes, mainly political in content.

Some have come down to us in French (Poitevin),

e.g. the impressive Rotrouenge written in captivity

(1192-94), and an embittered attack on the Dalfin*^

d’Alvemha.

Les plus anciens chansomiers fianfais (ed. J.

Brakel^nn, 1896); K. Bartsch and L. Wiese,

Chrestomathie de Vancienfrangais (1913). R,R.B.

Richard de Foumival (*c. 1200; t?1260). French

ecclesiastic, physician and poet. Son of Roger de

Foumival, physician to Philip Augustus, he was
Chancellor of the cathedral at Amiens in 1246. He
wrote courtly lyrics (ed. P. Zarifopol, 1904), and
didactic works on courtly love, including Li

Conseus d'Amors (ed. W. M. McLeod in Stud, in

Philol., XXXII, 1935), La Poisanche d*Amors, and
Le Bestiaire d*Amors (ed. C. Segre, 1957). This

latter work parodies the religious bestiary, using

animal-lore to typify feminine qualities, with

application to courtly love in the first book and
with more serious moralizing intention in the

second. Richard also produced the Latin Vetula,

a curious poem, heavy with medieval didacticism,

which claims to be a sequel, by Ovid* himself, to

the Ars amatoria and the Remedia amoris. This

was translated by Jean Lefevre* of Ressons (mod.

ed. of tr. by H. Cocheiis, 1861). F.W.

Richard le Pterin: see Graindor de Douai.

Richard of St Victor (til HI 1173), of Scottish

birth, became sub-Prior of St Victor c. 1159 and
Prior in 1162. Much influenced by Hugh*, he
turned to a speculative mysticism; *he was in

meditation more than man’ (Dante). He wrote in

an original style, often obscure, but with a poetical

colouring. Among his works may be mentioned the

De quatuor gradibus violentae caritatis, the Benya-

mm mqfor, the De condiiione interioris hominis, and
the De Trinitate, F.J.E.R.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, CXCVI (1855); Les
quatre degris de la violente charite (ed. G. Dumeige,
1955); De Trinitate (ed. J. Ribaillier, Paris, 1958);

Liber exceptionum (Paris, 1958); Opuscules

thdologiques (ed. J. Ribaillier, Paris, 1967).

—

Selected Writings on Contemplation (tr. C. Kirch-

berger, 1957).

G. Dumeige, R. de 5.-K et Vidie chritienne de
Vamour (1952), Tor.

Richards, Ivor Armstrong (*Sandbach, Cheshire

26 II 1893; ool926 Dorothy Eleanor Pilley),

English critic. As a teacher he had great influence

at Cambridge, in the 19205. He examined the

creative process in art and critical principles in the
li^t of psychology, but his own literary criticism

is much more illuminating than might have been
expected from his severely pathological principles.

criticism: The Meaning ofMeaning (with C. K.
Ogden; 1923); Principles of Literary Criticism

(1924); Science and Poetry (1926); Practical

Criticism (1929); Mencius on the Mind (1932);
Coleridge on Imagination (1934); How to Read a
Page (1943) ;

Platons Republic (ed. and tr, ; 1966).—
Basic English and Its Uses (1943).

W. H. N. Hotopf, Language, Thought and
Comprehension: A Case Study of the Writings of
L A. R. (1965); J. P. Schiller, L A. Rfs Theory of
Literature (1969). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Richardson, Dorothy Miller (Abingdon, Berks

1873; csoAlan Odle; tBeckenham, Kent 17 VI
1957), EngHsh novelist. She has two remarkable
claims to distinction. (1) She is the first Engligl^

novelist who deliberately set out to reconstruct

reality as a stream of images or impressions run-

ning through the mind of one person—Miriam—
thus anticipating Joyce* and Virginia Woolf*.

(2) Hers is the feminine point of view, par excel-

lence, subtly and temperamentally shown. Lack of

form is her defect. Pilgrimage is the collective title

of her 12 novels.

Pointed Roofs (1915); Backwater (1916);

Honeycomb (1917); The Tunnel (1919); Interim

(1919); Deadlock (1921); Revolving Lights (1923);

The Trap (1925); Oberland (1927); Dawn^s Left

Hand (1931); Clear Horizon (1935); Dimple Hill

(1938).

J. C. Powys, D. M. R. (1931); C. R. Blake,

D. R. (1960). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Richardson, Henry Handel, pseud, of Ethel
Florence Lindesay Richardson (Melbourne
3 I 1870; tHastings 20 III 1946), AustraKan

novelist. Her schooldays at a Melbourne Ladies

College are closely reflected in The Getting of

Wisdom (1910) which depicts with astringent

comedy the development of a sensitive young girl.

In 1887 she went to Leipzig to study music and

returned only briefly to her country. After her

marriage in 1895 to J. G. Robertson, Professor of

German literature at the University of London,

she lived in En^and. Early stimulation by writers

such as Stendhal*, Tolstoy^ and Bjomson* influ-

enced the Naturalist direction of her writing, first

in Maurice Guest (1908), a story of a music

student’s disastrous infatuation, and then in the

Richard Mahony trilogy, a study of an unstable

Irish doctor whose fluctuating circumstances in

Australia end in his mental disintegration.

The Fortunes of Richard Mahony (1930; contin.

as The Fortunes of Richard Mcdiony, The Way
Home and Ultima Thule, sep. pub. in various eds);

End ofa Childhood and Other Stories (1934); The

Young Cosima (1939); Myself When Young

(autobiog., unfinished; 1948).
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N. Palmer, H, H, R, (1950); V, Buckley, H. H. R.

(2nd ed. 1970). F.T.M. (A.M.G.)

Richardson, Samuel (*Derbyshire 1689; ool721

Martha Wilde, ool731 Elizabeth Leake; tLondon

4 vn 1761), English novelist, by whose works the

analysis of the human heart was established as the

true theme of the novel. Richardson, a successful

printer, twice married and bereaved, was at 50

asked by brother printers to produce a ‘little

volume of letters in common style for the use of

country readers’ (published as Familiar Letters^

1741). From these grew Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded

(2 vols, 1740), followed by Pamela Married (2 vols,

1741), Clarissa: or the History ofa Young Lady (7

vols, 1748) and The History of Sir Charles

Grandison (7 vols, 1754). Richardson’s sense of

overwhelming importance of the vicissitudes of the

individual soul, his fervent piety and subtle

emotional intuition, combined to win instant

success for Pamela with a wide public hungry for

entertainment that did not affront its sense of life’s

seriousness. In Clarissa, free of the apparently

utilitarian morality of Pamela, Richardson’s genius

unfolded to the full, producing a profound study

ofa divided soul : but Grandison, written to portray

a virtuous male, failed to reach such heights.

Richardson’s inestimable influence on European
literature through the release of the sentimental

renaissance is attested by Rousseau*, Lessing*

and Goldoni*. In England, with Fielding*, he

stands at the fountainhead of one of the most
native forms of literary expression. R.M.H.

Works L. Stephen, with biog; 12 vols, 1883);

Selected Letters (ed. J. Carroll, 1964).—See also

H. Fielding, An Apology for the Life of Mrs
Shamela Andrews (1741) and The Adventures of
Joseph Andrews (1742; begun as burlesque of

Pamela),

E. Schmidt, R., Rousseau und Goethe (1875); A.
Dobson, R, at Home (1894) and R, (1902); J.

Texte, J, J, Rousseau and the Cosmopolitan Spirit in

Literature (tr. J. W. Matthews, 1899); C. L.

Thomson, S, R. (1900); B. A. Facteau, Les romans
de R. sur la sc^nefrangaise (1927); P. Dottin, S, R.

(1931); A. D. McKillop, S. R„ Printer and
Novelist (1936); K. Hornbe^, R.^s Familiar Letters

and Domestic Conduct Books (1938); W. M. Sale,

S, R,: Master Printer (1950); I. Watt, The Rise

ofthe Novel (1957). R.M.H. (M,Bu.)

Richardt, Ernst Christian (*Copenhagen 25 V
1831; cx)1865 Marie Koes Hammerich; tVemme-
tofte 18 Xn 1892), Danish poet. He took an active

part in undergraduate life at Copenhagen and
supported the movement for Scandinavian union.

He gained much popularity vdth his student songs,

his patriotic poetry, his religious lyrics, his nice

little genre pictures, and the libretto of the opera

Drot og Marsk (1878).

Smaadigte (1860); Nyere Digte (1864); Texter og

Toner (1868); Billeder og Sange (1874); Halv-

hundrede Digte (1878); Billedtexter (1879); Kan*
tater og Digte (1880); Vaar og Host (1884);

Blandede Digte (1891); Vort Land (1889).

—

Samlede Digte (3 vols, 1895); Digte i Udvalg (2

vols, 1914).

J. K. Carlsen, C. R, (1928). E.B.

Richart de SemiUi (fl. c. 1200; t^F^s), French
lyric poet. Ten poems are attributed to him, several

of these being pastourelles or related types, and
even his chansons d'amour being in the same light

and appealing vein. His work is marked through-

out by a simplicity and gracious idyllicism which

contrasts markedly with the earnest solemnity of

poets like Blondel* de Nesle or Guillaume* de

Ferriferes.

Ed. G. Steffens in Festgabe W, Foerster (1902).

F.W.

Richepin, Jean (*M6dea, Algeria 4 H 1849; fParis

2 XII 1926), French writer. Richepin studied at the

ficole Normale but later broke away from his

University connections. The theatricdly violent

verse of his Chanson des gueux (1876) caused an

outcry and brought him a short term of imprison-

ment for the work’s nihilist tendencies. He later

repented of his unconventionality, with the result

that, in his old age, he received official recognition.

verse: Les bhsphimes (1884); La mer (1886);

Formes durant la guerre (1914-18).—plays: Le
flibustier (1888); Le chemineau (1897); La glu

(1910); Thi&tre en vers (4 vols, 1919).—novels:

Les marts bizarres (1876); La glu (1881); Le pave

(1883); Miarka (1883); Fland?oche (1895).—

Selections From R, (ed. with intro, and biblio.

A. G. Cameron, New York, 1905).

A. Z6vaes, Les proems littiraires au XlXi^me

sme(\97A), M.G.; J.P.R.

Richler, Mordecai (*Montreal 27 1 1931; ool960

Florence Wood), Canadian writer of novels, film

scripts, essays and stories. Much of his best work,

marked by sardonic wit and narrative skill, is set in

the Jewish community of central Montreal where

he was raised; his often bitter satire has been

directed against many aspects of contemporary

life, including news and film industries.

Acrobats (1954); Son ofa Smaller Hero (1955);

A Choice ofEnemies (1957); The Apprenticeship of
Duddy Kravitz (1959); The Incomparable Atuk

(1963); Cocksure (1968),

—

Hunting Tigers Under

Glass (essays; 1968).

W. H. New, ‘Apprenticeship of discovery’ in

Canad. Lit., XXIX (1966). R.Su.

Richter, Hans Werner (Bansin 12 XI 1908),

German novelist. A leading writer among those

whose novels have ceased to be fiction and aim at

a true report of factual events. As the editor of

C E W L—III—O
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periodicals—e.g. Der Ruf, Die Literatur—he has

done much to encourage younger writers. He
founded Gruppe 47.

Die Geschlagenen (1949; Beyond Defeat, tr. R.

Kee, 1950); Siefielen aus Gottes Hand (1951 ; They

Fell From God's Hand, tr. G. Sainsbury, 1956);

Spuren im Sand (1953); Du sollst nicht toten (1955).

R. Lettau, Die Gruppe 47. Bericht, Kritik,

Polemik (1967). F.M.K.

Ridruejo, Dionisio (^Burgo de Osma, Soria 1912)»

Spanish poet writing in the classical tradition, but

also experimenting with free and blank verse.

Hasta la fecha (1934-1959) (1962). J.E.V.

Riehl, Wilhelm Heinrich von (Biebrich 6 V
1823 ;

tMunich 16 X 1897), German historical and
cultural writer, influenced by Arndt* and Kinkel

at Bonn, Professor of Kulturgeschichte at Munich
from 1859. His life-work was the creation of a

cultural physiognomy of the German people. His

attitude was didactic and conservative, and he used

the historical short story as a vehicle for his ideas,

showing the repercussions of great historical crises

upon humble lives. He treated music as a dominant

strand in the cultural fabric, and himself composed
songs.

Naturgeschichte des Volkes als Grundlage einer

deutschen Sozialpolitik (4 vols, 1851-69); Musika-
lische Charakterkopfe (3 vols, 1853-78); Kultur--

studien aus drei Jahrhunderten (1859); Geschichten

aus alter Zeit (2 vols, 1863 if.); Am Feierabend

(1880; incl. Burg Neideck, Eng. tr. A. H. Reiner,

1907).

—

Gesammelte Geschichten und Novellen (7

vols, 1898-1900),

V, von Geramb, W. H. R. (1954).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Riemersma, Trinus (*Ferwerd 17 V 1938), Frisian

writer, who published novels in a modem, experi-

mental manner; the most signiflcant and many-
sided author of the youngest generation in Frisian

literature.

novels: Fabryk (1964; Dutch tr. 1966); By de

hannen om ’/ df (1965); Minskrotten-rotminsken

(1966; Dutch tr. 1968); De moardner komt werom
(1967); De hite simmer (1968).^

—

short stories:

De duvel misbiteard (1967); Myn folk, myn
biminden (1970).

—

Riemersma II 26-50 (verse;

1970). K.D.

Rieti, Moses di, called Maestro Gaio (*Rieti VI
1388; t^ome c. 1460), Italian Hebrew poet and
historian, was physician to Pope Piusn and Rabbi
of Rome. His Mikdash Me'af is an imitation of

Dante’s* Commedia (Rieti introduced terza rima
into Hebrew), discussing all sciences of the period.

Part 11, canto 2, is used as a prayer by Italian

Jews. He also wrote philosophical works and a
history of the Jews (unpublished).

Me'on ha-Sho'alim Q.e. Canto II.2; Venice, c.

1585; Ital. tr. Debora Ascarelli, 1602); Mikdash
Me'at (ed. with biog. as II Dante Ebreo by J,

Goldenthal, 1851). C.R.

Rif: see Alfasi, Isaac ben Jacob.

Rlfbjerg, Klaus (*Amager 15 XII 1931; ool955

Inge Andersen), Danish novelist, playwright and
poet. He has established his position in almost
every field of contemporary Danish literature and
is today generally recognized as the leading writer

of his generation. He has also written several film

scripts.

verse: Under Vejr medmig selv (1956); Efterkrig

(1957); Konfrontation (1960); Camouflage (1961);

Voliere (1962) ; Portrcet (1963) ; Amagerdigte (1965);

Fasdrelandssange (1967); Mytologi (1970); I
Skyttens tegn (1970).

—

^novels: Den kroniske

Uskyld (1958); Operaelskeren (1966); Arkivet

(1967); Lonni og Karl (1968); Anna (Jeg) Anna
(1969); Marts 1970 (1970); Leif den Lykkelige

(\91iy,Lena Jorgensen (1971).

—

^short stories: Og
andre Historier (1964); Rejsende (1969).

—

splays:

Hva skal vi lave? (with Jesper Jensen; 1963);

Diskret Ophold (with idem\ 1964); Hvad en Mand
har Brug for (1966); Voks (1968); Torresnoren

(1969); Narrene (1971).

—

^various: BoUi-ing 64!

(1964); Rif (1961).

Th. Bredsdorff, Bare Fortcellere (1967); T.

Brostrom, K. R. (1970). E.B.

Rigaut (Richaut) de Berbezilh, i.e. Barbezieux

(c. 1170-1200), Provencal troubadour. The
medieval Proven9al biographer relates that this

poor knight after long and fruitless yearning for

his revered lady, the daughter of Jaufr6* Rudel,

abandoned her service at the instigation of her

scheming rival. Realizing his error, rueful and
contrite, he retired to a hermitage. Only when a

hundred knights and a hundred ladies had pleaded

on his behalf did his lady forgive him. Even his

contemporaries discovered in the songs of this

melancholy poet, in the studied originality of his

style, his similes from lapidaries and bestiaries, a

novel charm, which recurs in the work of his

Italian, more particularly Sicilian imitators, and in

the work of Guido Guinizelli*.

C. Chabaneau and J. Anglade, ‘Les chansons du

troubadour R. de B,’ in Rev. des langues romanes,

LX (1919); M. Braccini, R, de B., Le canzoni

(1960); A. Varvaro, R. de B., Liriche (1960).

R. Lejeune, ‘Le troubadour R. de B.’ in Melanges

Frank (1957), ‘Analyse textuelle^et histoire

litteraire: R. de B.’ in Le Moyen Age, LXVIII

(1962) and ‘La datation du troubadour R. de B.,

Questions de ddtails et question de methode’,

ibid., LXX (1964); A. Varvaro, ‘Encore sur la

datation de R. de B.’, ibid., LXX (1964).

R.R.B. (K.R.)
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Righetti, Carlo (Milan 1830; ^ibid. 3 XI 1906),

Italian patriot and irresponsible journalist, comic

writer and novelist known by the anagram of

Cletto Arrighi. Some of his plays in Milanese

dialect are still performed; his Dizionario milanese’-

italiano (1896) is useful.

Memorie (Vm soldato lombardo e memorie di

un ex-repubblicano (1865).—F. Camerini, Nuovi

profilU H (1875); G. Bolza in Ars et labor (1906).

N.K.W.

Rijndorp, Jacob van (*The Hague 8 III 1663;

001692 Anna C. de Quistana; D4 XII 1720), Dutch
actor and playwright, who trained a company of

good pupils and gave performances with them at

Brussels, Copenhagen and Danzig.

De geschaakte bruid (1690); De bruiloft van

Kloris en JRoosje (with D. Buysero; 1727); De
Hellevaart van Dokter Joan Faustus (1733).

E, F. Kossmann, Das Niederldndische Faustspiel

des 17, Jh, (1910) and Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis

van het Nederlandsche toneel (1915). J.W.W.

Rijssele, Coldn van, 15th-century Dutch poet in

the REDERiJKER tradition; lived in Brussels. He
wrote De Spiegel der Minnen (comprising six plays,

altogether 6,169 lines), the earliest bourgeois

drama in Western Europe. The theme is the un-

happy love of Dierick den Hollander, a rich

merchant’s son from Middelburg, for Katherina

Sheermertens, a poor seamstress; for its time it

shows amazing psychological insight. D. V.

Coornhert* had it printed at Haarlem in 1561

(repr. 1577 and 1617). For some time a number of

other plays were attributed to him.

Ed. M. W. Immink (1913); modem adaptations

by R. Jacobs (1958) and F. Engelen (1960).

W. van Eeghem in Rev. beige de philol. et

d’hist., XIV (1935) and Brusselse dichters, V
(1963); P. van der Meulen in Nieuwe Taalgids,

XL (1947); E. de Bock, Opstellen over C. van R, en

andere rederffkers (1958). J.J,M. (A.v.E.)

Riley, James Whitcomb (*Greenfield, Ind. 7 X
1849; tlndianapolis 22 VII 1916), American
verse-writer, he began writing verses for news-
papers in the homely Hoosier vernacular. His
songs of Mid-Western farm life won him wide
contemporary fame.

The OldSwimming-Hole^ and ^Leven More Poems
(1883); Afterwhiles (1887); The Days Gone By and
Other Poems (1895); Home-Folks (1900); Riley

Songs O’ Cheer (1905); A Hoosier Romance^ 1868

(1910); Fugitive Pieces (1914).—TAe Complete

Poetical Works (1937).

M. Dickey. The Youth ofJ, W. R. (1919) and The
Maturity of J. W, R, (1922); R. Crowder, Those

Innocent Years: The Legacy and Inheritance of a
Hero of the Victorian Era, J, W. R, (1957); P.

Revell, /. W, R, (1970). HX.C. (I.W.)

Rilke, Rainer Maria (Prague 4 XH 1875; fVal-
Mont, nr Montreux 29 XII 1926), German poet.

Continually afraid of ties, he wandered through the

world, everywhere a mere visitor. His wanderings
led him to Munich (1896), Berlin (1897), Worps-
wede (1900), Paris (1902), Rome (1903), Paris

(1905), Munich (1910), Paris (1911), Munich
(1914), Switzerland (1919). His early poetry

continues the tradition of the German folk-song,

characterized by the intensity of feeling, the

subordination of a logical course of thou^t to

sound-associations, and the preference for nature,

death, love and themaiden as motifs. The virtuosity

of rhythm and rhyme recalls Heine*. But even in

his earliest poems there is evidence of a very

personal style—the transmutation of a sequence in

time into a juxtaposition in space, the neutraliza-

tion of verbs into verbal nouns, a preference for

the present participle, and an idiosyncratic use of

enjambement. This style is maintained throughout

his work, imposing a great formal unity on a

profusion of thought. Mysticism supplanted his

original Roman Catholic beliefs, and cWacterizes

a second period of his poetry, when he believed he

had found his spiritual home in the vast Russian

plains. To this period belong, besides Geschichten

vom lieben Gott (1900-04; Stories ofGod, tr. M. D.

Herter-Norton and N. Purtscher-Wydenbruck,

1931) and Stundenbuch (1899-1903), the first

masterpieces in Buch der Bilder (1902). The years

1903-12 mark the period of happiest achievement.

Rodin and the world of sculpture, modem French

poetry and Parisian life are the decisive influences;

Neue Gedichte (2 vols, 1907-08) the crowning

work. The completion of his life’s work is marked

by hymnic poems recalling Holderlin*

—

Duineser

Elegien (1911-22; Duinese Elegies, tr. E. and V.

Sackville-West, 1930; Duino Elegies, tr. J. B.

Leishman and S. Spender, 1939) and Sonette an

Orpheus (1922; Sonnets to Orpheus, tr. J, B.

Leishman, 1936). Rilke’s poetry, the ‘Rilkean

metaphor’ in particular, has decisively influenced

the development of 20th-century European poetry.

The English poets of the 1930s have particularly

warmly acknowledged this influence. Philoso-

phical reflection, a creative and nervous sensibility,

a sense of joy, affirmation, and praise, but also a

supreme realism, are the key elements of his

poetry. ‘Verses are not, as people imagine, simply

feelings; they are experiences’, as he once put it.

Rilke’s prose seems always on the verge of passing

into verse—quite clearly and consciously in the

short masterpiece of impressionism. Die Weise von

Liebe and Tod des Cornets Christoph Rilke (1906;

The Tale ofLove and Death of Cornet Christopher

Rilke, tr. M. D. Herter-Norton, 1932); but also in

his greatest prose work, the Aufzeichnungen des

Malte Laurids Brigge (1910; Notebook of Malte

Laurids Brigge, tr, J. Linton, 1930).

verse: Larenopfer (1896); Traumgekront (1897);

Mir zur Feier (1899); Requiem (1909; Eng. tr. J. B,
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Leishman, 1935); Das Marienlehen (1913); Spate

Gedichte (1934); Formes frangais (Paris, 1935).—

prose: Worpswede (1903); Auguste Rodin (1903;

tr. J. Lemont and H. Trausil, 1919); Erzdhlungen

und Skizzen aus der Fruhzeit (1928).

—

Gesammelte

Werke (6 vols, 1927); Gesammelte Gedichte (4 vols,

1930-33) ; Gesammelte Briefs (ed. R. Sieber-Rilke

and C. Sieber, 6 vols, 1936-39); Tagebucher aus

der Fruhzeit (1943); Letters to Merline, 1919--

22 (tr. from Fr. V. M. Macdonald, 1951);

Sdmtliche Werke (ed. R, Sieber-ROke and E. Zinn,

5 vols, 1955-63).

L. Andreas-Salom6, R, M. R. (1928); F. Gun-
dolf, R, M, R. (1936); M. Betz, R, vivant (Paris.

1937); H.-E. Holthusen, R.s Sonette an Orpheus

(1937) and R, in Selhstzeugnissen und Bilddoku-

menten (1958); H. Wocke, R. in Italien (1940); H.

Salinger, An Index to the Poems of R. (Madison,

1942); E. M. Butler, R. M, R. (Cambridge, 1946);

N. Wydenbruck, R, Man and Poet (1949); E.

Buddeberg, R, M. R., eine innere Biographic (1955);

W. L. Gran, R. Creative Anguish ofa Modern Poet

(1956); G. Schroubek, Bibliographie der seit

Kriegsende erschienenen deutschsprachlichen R.-

Literatur (1957); W. Fuerst, Phases of R. (1958);

W. L. Graff, R.s lyrische Summen (1960); H. F.

Peters, R, Masks and theMan (1960) ;
B. Allemann,

Zeit und Figur beim spdten R. (1961); D. Basser-

mann, Der andere R. (1961); C, Dedeyan, R. et la

France (4 vols, 1961 ff.); E, C. Mason, R.> Europe^

and the English-Speaking World (1961); P. W.
Shaw, i?., Valiry and Yeats (1964); S. Mandel,

R, M. R.: The Poetic Instinct (1965); K. A.

Batterby, R. and France: A Study in Poetic

Development (1966); K. W. Jonas, Die Rilke-Kritik

1950-66, Insel-Almanach (1967); K, Wais, Studien

zu R,s Val6ry-0bertragungen (1967).

R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Riiski, Neofu (orig. Nikola Petrov) (*Bansko

1793; fSofia 4 1 1881), Bulgarian literary pioneer.

A monk of Rila monastery, he wrote the first

Bulgarian grammar and other works relevant to

the formation of the new literary language. He
rendered the New Testament into the vernacular

(Smyrna, 1840).

Bolgarskagramatika (Kraguevats, 1835); Hristo-

matia (Istanbul, 1852); Opissanie Rilskago Mona-
stirya (1879).—Sel. works (ed. M. Grigorov, 1926).

I, Snegarov, Prinos kwn biografiata na N. R,

(1952). Y.P.

Rimbaud, Jean Arthur (*Charleville 20 X 1854;

tMarseilles 10 XI 1891), French poet. Brought up
by his mother, whom Ifis father (an army captain)

had abandon^, Rimbaud soon revolt^ against

the harshness ofmaternal control and the stupidity

of provincial life. After a number of temporary
escapes he went to Paris in 1871, where he spent a
year in literary circles and then set off for Belgium
and London with his new friend Verlaine*,

During a quarrel in Brussels, the latter drew a
revolver and wounded him. Three months later,

Rimbaud published Une saison en enfer (1873) and
then or soon after abandoned literature for ever.

Thereafter he wandered about the world (Ger*

many, the Dutch East Indies, Egypt and Cyprus)
earning his living in many different ways and
finally settling in Abyssinia, where he engaged in

the coffee business, gun-running and the slave

trade. A tumour on the knee led to the amputation
of his leg, and he died at 37 in the hospital at

Marseilles.

Rimbaud’s earliest literary influences were

Hugo* and Baudelaire*, but in 1871 he formulated

a new poetic theory: the poet’s task is to become a
voyant or ‘seer’ and, as the result of a long

continued ‘disordering of all the senses’, to per-

ceive and describe entirely new manifestations of

the universe. Poetry becomes a revolutionary force

which transforms life. Rimbaud evoked his new
worlds, first in verse (as Bateau ivre), later in L^s

illuminations, which are part verse, part prose

poems; in these, through a series of ‘coloured

miniatures’ and astonishing visions, he projected

the pure and chaotic universe of his adolescent

genius. Une saison en enfer narrates, with com-
parable power and technique, the drama of a
consciousness which can achieve no sort of cer-

tainty, and ends by denying every artifice of the

imagination and takes refuge in practical activities.

Rimbaud has exercised immense influence upon
modem literature both because of the revolu-

tionary nature of his aesthetic theory and because

of his final repudiation of art.

Une saison en enfer (1873; crit. ed, H. de

Bouillane de Lacoste, 1941); Les illuminations

(pub. by Verlaine, 1887; crit. ed. idem, 1949);

Poisies completes (1895; crit. ed. idem, 1939);

The Drunken Boat (36 poems tr, B. HiU, 1952);

Lettres de la vie litteraire (1931).

—

(Euvres conh

plites (ed. J. Mouquet and R. de Ren6ville, 1946).

P. Berrichon, Vie d'A, R. (1897); J. M. Carr6,

La vie aventureuse d*A, R. (1926; new ed. 1949);

R. de Ren6ville, R. le voyant (1929); J. Riviere, R
(1931); B. Fondane, R. le voyou (1933); A. Dhotel,

Voeuvre logique de R. (1933); R. fitiemble and Y.

Gaucldre, R. (1950); C. A, Hackett, Le lyrisme de

R. (1938) and R. Penfant (1948); H. de Bouillane

de Lacoste, R. et le problime des Illuminations

(1949); J. Gengoux, La pensee poitique de R.

(1950); A. Adam, ‘L’6uigme des Illuminations* in

Rev. des Sciences humaines (1950); E. Starkie,

R. in Abyssinia (1937) and R. (rev. 1961); R.

fitiemble, Le mythe de R. (1952r-61); Y. Boimefoy,

R ,
par lui-mime (1961). M.G. ; J,P.R.

Rinaldo d’Aquino 07. first half of 13th century),

South Italian poet; praised by Dante* (De v«fe.

eloq., 1, xii, 8; II, v, 4). Ten canzoni are ascribed to

him, eight being in one MS, Vat. 3793, where their

position suggests that Rinaldo is among the earlier
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poets of the Sicilian school. The MS also calls

him ‘messer’, showing that he was a man of

importance in society. He was probably related to

St Thomas* Aquinas and may even have been his

brother, put to death by Frederick* II; or perhaps

a nephew, said to have held office imder Frederick

but to have later gone over to the Guelf side and

served under Charles of Anjou. His best-known

poem is the lament of a girl whose lover is leaving

for a Crusade.

Crestomazia italiana dei primi secoli (ed. E.

Monaci; 2nd ed. rev. F. Arese, 1955); La scuola

poetica siciliana, II (ed. B. Panvini, 1957); Poeti del

Duecento, I (ed. G. Contini, 1961); Early Italian

Texts (ed. C. Dionisotti and C. Grayson, 2nd ed.

1965).

F. Torraca, Studi sulla lirica italiana del Due^

cento (1902); V. De Bartholomaeis, ‘Ricerche

intorno a R. e Jacopo d’A.’ in Studi medievali, X
(1937). K.F.

Ringelnatz, Joachim, pseud, of Hans BOtticher

(Wurzen, nr Leipzig 7 VIII 1883; tBerlin 16 XI
1934), German humorous poet and painter. In his

verses he recounts the experiences of a drunken,

whoring sailor (he travelled the world as an able

seaman and his pseudonym means ‘sea-horse’) or

views the post-war German society as a cynical

and restless outsider.

Tumgedichte (1920); Kuttel Daddeldu (1923);

Allerdings (1928); Mein Leben bis zum Kriege

(autobiog.; 1931).

—

Gesammelte Gedichte (1950).

G. Schultze, In memoriam J. R, (1937); H.
Giinther, J. R. (with biblio.; 1964). K.P.

Ringmann (Philesius), Matthias (*Selestat 1482;

^ibid, 1511), Alsatian humanist, pupil of Wimp-
feling*. Translated Caesar’s* Commentarii de bello

Gallico (1508); author of a Grammaticafigurata,

Grammatica figurata (facs. ed. F. R. von Wiese,

1905).—^R. Newald, Probleme und Gestalten des

dt, Humanismus (1963). F.P.P.

Ringuet: see Paimeton, Philippe.

Ringwaldt, BartholomXus (*Frankfurt an der

Oder 1530/31 ; tLangenfeld nr Zielenzig 9 V 1599),

German poet and moralist. He wrote an impressive

play Speculum Mundi (1590) and some highly

popular works (Christliche Warnung des treuen

Eckharts, 1582-88; Die lautere Wahrheit, 1586),

depicting in powerful realistic prose the religious

struggles of the time and the fate of the damned.
He also wrote many popular Lutheran hymns.

Trostlieder (1577; in his selected hymns,
Geistliche Lieder, ed. H. Wendebourg, 1858).

F. Wegner, Die ^Christliche Warnung' des B, R.

(1909); E, Krafft, Das ^Speculum MundV des B. R.

(1915). D.G.D.

Rinser, Luise, pseud, of L. Orff (*Pitzling,

Bavaria 30 IV 1911), German novelist and short-

story writer. Her fiction is traditional in style but

uncompromising in the treatment of its themes,

religious problems and situations of conflict being

her favourite subject. Die gldsernen Ringe (1940;

Rings of Glass, tr. R. and C. Winston, 1958), a
novel in the first person, tells how a young girl

comes to terms with the world of grown-ups.

Nina (1961; originally two novels pub. 1950 and
1957; tr. idem, 1956) is an Entwicklungsroman, a
psychological novel, which portrays the precarious

life of a modern woman through letters, dialogues

and reflections.

novels: Die Stdrkeren (1948); Daniela (1953);

Der Siindenbock (1955); Die vollkommene Freude

(1962); Tobias und ich (1966).

—

Ein Bundel weisser

Narzissen (short stories; 1956).

A. Scholz, ‘Zu L. R.s “Gefangnistagebuch”*

in Ger. Quart., XL (1967). F.M.K.

Rintala, Paavo (*Viipuri 20 IX 1930; ool955 Raili

Pihkala), Finnish novelist, playwright and critic.

Since his literary debut in 1954 Rintala has been a

merciless critic of the myths surrounding certain

national figures and events. These include the

Mannerheim cult, the Lotta movement, attempts

to glorify war, and the ‘inevitability* of Finland’s

involvement in Hitler’s Barbarossa plan. His

motives and techniques of recent years have been

reminiscent of Truman Capote*. Rintala’s work
has frequently initiated public debate and contro-

versy; it is indicative of his stature that many of

his ideas and techniques have been adopted by

the post-war generation of Finnish writers and

historians.

novels: Rikasja kdyhd (1955); Lakko (1956);

Pojat (1958); Jumala on kauneus (1959); Mummoni
Ja Mannerheim (1960); Mummoni ja marsalkka

(1961); Mummon ja Marskin tarinat (1962);

Sissiluutnantti (1963; The Long Distance Patrol,

tr, M. Michael, 1967); Palvelijat hevosten seldssd

(1964; Diener auf dem Pferderucken, 1966);

Leningradin kohtalon sinfonia (1968); Paasikiven

aika (1969); Kekkosen aika (1970); Viapori 1906

(1971).—reportage: Sotilaiden ddnet (1966);

Sodan ja rauhan ddnet (1967); Napapiirin ddnet

(1969); Vietnamin kurjet (1970).—plays: Rouva

Sotaleski (1957); Kunnianosoitus Johann Sebastian

Bachille (1963).

—

children’s stories: Keskusteluja

lasten kanssa (1965).

P. Tarkka, P, R:n saamaja seurakunta (1966).

M.A.B.

Rinuccini, CiNO (*Florence c. 1350; '\ibid. 1417),

Italian poet; wool merchant. An admirer and

defender of Dante*, he composed sonnets, ballate

and canzoni in the style of Petrarch*, but his

poetry also owes much to Guido Cavalcanti* and

the older poets of the dolce stil nuovo (sulno-

VISMO).
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Eime (ed. S. Bongi, 1858); Rimatori del tardo

Trecento (ed. N. Sapegno, 1967).—^E. Li Gotti,

Restauri trecenteschi (1947). M.W.

Rinuccini, Ottavio (*Florence 20 I 1562; ^ibid,

28 III 1621), Italian poet. Created melodrama—

a

poetic ‘libretto* which took into account the

composer’s problems. His three melodramas have

a musicality, a gentleness and freshness which

make them charming works of art in their own
right.

Dajhe (1594); Euridice (1600); Ariarma (1607);

Poesie (1622).

—

Drammi per musica (ed. A. Della

Corte, 1926, 1958); ed. L, Fass6 in Teatro del

Seicento (1956).

F. Raccamadoro-Ramelli, 0, R. (1900); A.

Solerti, Gli albori del melodramma (1904); A.

Momi^iano, ‘I melodrammi del R.’ in Studi di

poesia (1938). U.L.

Rioja, Francisco de (*Seville ?1583; fMadrid

1659), Spanish poet. He was royal librarian and
chronicler of Castile, a faithful adherent of

Olivares. His poems are written in a style reminis-

cent of Herrera’s* but with a greater subtlety. The
best known are about dowers as symbols of

mutability.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXXII; Poesias (ed.

C. A. de la Barrera, 1867); Adiciones a las poesias

(ed. idem, 1872).

A. Lumsden, ‘F. de R.’ in Spanish Golden Age
Poetry and Drama (ed. E. A. Peers, 1946).

E.M.W.

Ripalda, Duque de: see Bermddez de Castro,

Salvador.

Ripley, George (*Greenfield, Mass. 3 X 1802;
xl827 Sophia Dana, col865 Mrs Louisa Schloss-

berger; tNew York 4 VII 1880), American editor,

literary critic, reformer. He organized the Brook
Farm experiment in collective living; he later

became literary critic of the New York Tribune.

A Handbook ofLiterature and the Fine Arts (with

B. Taylor; 1852); New American Cyclopaedia

(with C. A. Dana; 16 vols, 1858-63).

O. B. Frothingham, G. R, (1882); C. Crowe,
G. R.; Transcendentalist and Utopian Socialist

(1967). H.L.C. a.W.)

Rist, Johann (•Ottensen 8 III 1607; tWedel 31

VIII 1667), German poet, Lutheran pastor of
Wedel in Holstein and founder ofthe Elbschwanen-
orden, a literary society. He is chiefly known for

his hymns, of which he wrote over 600, many of

which are translated, including ‘O Ewigkeit, du
Donnerwort’ (‘Eternity, Thou Word of Fear’, tr.

E. Thring, 1874). He also wrote secular poetry of
all kinds including dramatic interludes in Low
German, pastoral, moral and some rather indiffer-

ent amatory verses. His style is sober, Opitaan
and rather heavy.

drama: Irenaromachia (1630; ed, W. Flemming
in Du Lit. in Entw.-Reihen, Barockdrama, VI,

1933); Perseus (1634); Friedewunschendes Teutsch-

land ed. H. M. Schletter, 1864); Depositio

Cornuti Typographi (1655; ed. T. Gaedertz, 188Q.
—verse: Poetischer Lust-Garte (1638); Himlische

Lieder (1643); Geistliche Poetische Schriften (2

vols, 1657-58).—prose: Rettung der Edlen Teuu
schen Hauptsprache (1642); Monatsgesprdche (6

vols, 1663-68).—Sel. works (ed. K. Goedeke and
E. Goetz, 1885); Sdmtliche Werke (ed. E. Man-
nack, 1967- ; in progr.).

T. Hansen, /. R. und seine Zeit (1879); J. Julian,

Dictionary ofHymnology (1907); O. Kern, R. ah
weltlicher Lyriker (1919); A, Jericke, R.s Monats-

gesprdche (1928); R. A. Schroder, Dichtung und

Dichter der Kirche (1936); A. Rettler, Nieder-

deutsche Literatur im Zeitalter des Barock (1949),

L.W.F.

Rist, Peter Frederik (*Copenhagen 7 VII 1844;

001874 Ida Margrethe Alvina Moller; ^ibid. 25 VI

1926), Danish novelist and historical writer. He
had a military career, taking part in the Slesvig

war. His book on the war, En Rekrutfra 64 (1889),

became very popular and is now a classic.

Fra Stovlet-Tiden (1884); Soldater (1890); Efter

Dybbol (1892); Jonathan og andre Forteellinger

(1894); Pagebreve (1898); Forteellinger og Typer

(1901) ; Lasse Mdnsson fra Skaane (1903). E.B,

Ritson, Joseph (Stockton-on-Tees 2 X 1752;

tLondon 23 IX 1803), English antiquarian,

collector of early songs, ballads and tales, whose

truculent accuracy and ill health led him to attack

Percy*, Johnson*, Warton* and other less pedantic

scholars. R.M.H.

Observations on the three first volumes of the

^History of English Poetry* [by Thomas Warton]

(1782); Select Collection of English Songs (3 vols,

1783; cont. attack on Percy’s Reliques); Remarks

Critical and Illustrative on the text and notes ofthe

last edition of Shakespeare [by Johnson and

Steevens] (1783); Cursory Criticisms (1792;

against Malone’s Shakespeare)', Scottish Songs

(2 vols, 1794); Ancient English Metrical Romances

(3 vols, 1802).

Letters (with memoir by H. Nicholas, ed. J.

Frank, 2 vols, 1833); H. A, Burd, J. R. (1916);

W. P. Ker, J. R. (1922); B. Bronson, /. R., Scholar

at Arms (2 vols, 1938). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Rittner, Tadeusz, pseud. Tomasz Czaszka

(Lw6w 31 V 1873; fGastein 20 VI 1921), Polish

novelist and playwright. Brought up in a cultured

home, he was a lawyer and an official in Vie^.
He wrote in both Polish and German. A realistic

observer and a sceptic, he took his characters from
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everyday life. In his plays there is humour and

brisk dialogue, well supported by his acquaintance

with stage technique. In his novels he combines

naturalness with psychological approach.

plays: Maszyna (1904); Wmalym domku (1904;

Das kleine Heim, 1908); Glupi Jakdb (1910; Der
dumme Jakob, 1910); Lato (1912; Sommer, 1912);

Czlowiek z budki suflera (1913; Der Mann im

Souffleurkasten, 1912); Wilki w nocy (1916; Wolfe

in der Nacht, 1914).

—

^novels: Drzwi zamkniqte

(1922; Das Zimmer des Wartens, 1918); Most
(1926; Die Brucke, 1920).

—

^short stories: Duchy

w mieicie (1921; Geister in der Stadt, 1921).—

Dziela (3 vols, 1930-31); Dramaty (196Q.

W. Grubihski, ‘T. R.’ in W moim konfesjonale

(1925); J. Schenk, ‘R.’ in Pologne Litteraire,

XXIII (1928); Z. D^bicki, ‘T. R.* in Portrety, II

(1928). S.S. (P.H.)

Rivalto, Giordano da: see Giordano da Pisa.

Rivarol, Antoine, self-styled le Comte de (*Bag-

nols, Gard 26 VI 1753; fBerlin 11 IV 1801),

French moralist. He achieved a reputation as a

wit and satirist during the last years of the old

r6gime and died in exile after the Revolution.

He has few rivals as an author of pointed maxims,

such as: ‘One does not fire bullets at ideas’. His

most substantial work, the Discours sur Vuniver-

salite de la longue frangaise (1784), contains the

notorious dictum: ‘Ce qui n’est pas clair n’est pas

fran^ais*.

Le Chou et le Navet (1782); Petit Almanack de

nos grands horrmes pour Vannie 1788 \ Petit

Dictionnaire de nos grands hommes de la Rivolution

(1790).

—

CEuvres (ed. M. de Lescure, 2nd ed. 1880).

A. Le Breton, R. (1896); R. Groos, La vraie

figure de R. (1927). G.B.

Rivas, Duque de: see Saavedra y Ramirez de
Baquedano, Angel de.

Rivaudeau, Andr^ de (Fontenay-le-Comte c.

1540; Jibid, 1580), French Protestant poet and
humanist scholar. He composed early tragedies in

Latin and French, of which only one, his Biblical

tragedy Aman, was published, in his CEuvres

poitiques (1566; ed. C. M. de Sourdeval, 1859).

It was probably acted at Poitiers in 1561.

Aman (crit. ed. K. Cameron, 1969).—^R,

Leb^gue, Le thedtre religieux en France (1929).

G.B.

Rivera, lost Eustasio (*Neiva 1889; tNew York
1928), Colombian novelist and poet. He created a
sensation with La vordgine (1924; The Vortex, tr.

E. K. James, 1935), a novel of the Amazon forests

and the exploitation oflabour by the rubber traders.

It differs from most examples of this literature of
the oppressed in containing also a further interest:

the effect of the forest on the minds of educated

ROA BASTOS

people from the capital. It is a powerful study in

psychology. Rivera also published a sonnet-
sequence of polished evocations of Colombian
landscape. E.Sa.

Tierra de promisidn (1921).—^E. Neale Silva,

Horizonte humano: Vida de /. E, R. (Wisconsin,
I960). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Rivi&re, Jacques (^Bordeaux 15 VII 1886; tPans
14 II 1925), French writer. Riviere was a friend of
Alain Fournier*, whose sister he married, and
with whom he exchanged a remarkably interesting

correspondence. He belonged to Gide’s* circle and
became editor of La Nouvelle Revue Franqaise

(1919-25). His insistence on sincerity in a writer,

his strong sympathy with spiritual things (he

became a Roman Catholic in 1913) and his

humane intelligence made him one of the great

moral influences of his generation.

criticism: hudes (1912); Vallemand (1918);

A la trace de Dieu (1925); Nouvelles etudes (1947).—^novels: Aimee (1920); Florence (1935).

—

Correspondance avec Claudel (1926); Correspond

dance avec A. Fournier (4 vols, 192^27); Corres-

pondance avec Proust (1955).

Special no. of Nouvelle Rev. fr. (1925); F.

Mauiiac, Le tourment de J, R. (1926); A. Jans, La
pensee de J. R. (1938); C. E. Magny, Histoire du

roman frangais depuis 1918 (1950); P. Beaulieu,

/.R.(1955). M.G.; J.P.R.

Rizal, lost (Calamba 19 VI 1861; fManila 30
XII 1896), Philippine novelist, poet, philologist,

ophthalmic surgeon; the first exponent of national-

ism in Asia. He studied medicine in Madrid, Paris

and Heidelberg. His two novels, written in Europe,

are the major works of Philippine literature, giving

an impression of the country and its people which
has never been equalled. They provided the main
stimulus for the Philippine revolution of 1896-98.

His finest poem. Ultimo Adids, was written in

prison on the eve of his execution by a Spanish

firing squad. Considered the national hero of the

Philippines, his works are studied in all schools

and colleges.

novels: Noli me tangere (Berlin, 1887; The
Social Cancer, tr. C. E. Derbyshire, Manila, 1913;

Eng. tr. Le6n Ma. Guerrero, London, 1961); El

filibusterismo (Ghent, 1891; The Reign of Greed,

tr, C, E, Derbyshire, Manila, 1914).—Poesias de

R. (Manila, 1946).

W. E. Retana, Vida y escritos del Dr J. R.

(Madrid, 1907); Ante Radaid, J. R., romantico

realista (anatomia literaria de *NolV y *FilV)

(Manila, 1961); Le6n Ma. Guerrero, The First

Filipino (ibid., 1963); Austin Coates, R., Philippine

Nationalist and Martyr (Oxford, 1968). A.C.

Roa Bastos, Augusto (*1917), Paraguayan writer

who has for years lived in exile in Buenos Aires.

His two rn^or works are the collection of short
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stories El trueno entre las hojas (1953) and a novel

Hijo de hombre (1959; Son ofMan, tr. R. CafFyn,
1965)

, a lyrical and mythic account of Paraguay

over a long period of its history. J.F.

Robbe-Grillet, Alain (*Brest 18 VUI 1922), French

novelist. With his scientific and technical educa-

tion, Robbe-Grillet is one of the founders and the

theoretician of the nouveau roman. The film of

Varmie dernidre d Marienbad (1961; Eng. tr. R.

Howard, 1962) first brought him fame. His novels

usually have no plot and priority is given to the

minute description of objects, with the interplay of

associations and psychological analysis. He
explains his theories in Pour m nouveau roman

(1963; Eng. tr., with Snapshots, B. Wright, 1965).

novels: Lesgommes (1953 ; Eng. tr. R. Howard,

1966)

;
Le voyeur (1955; Eng. tr. idem, 1959); La

jalousie (1957; Eng. tr. idem, 1959); Dans le

labyrinthe (1959) ; La maison de rendeZ’^vous (1965)

;

ProJet pour une revolution d New York (1970).

—

films: Vimmortelle (1963); Trans-Europ Express

(1969); VEden et aprds (1970).

B. Morisette, Les romans de R,-G, (1962); J. G.
Weightman, ‘A. R.-G.’ in Encounter, XVIII

(1962); O, Bernal, A, R,-G. and the New French

Novel (1964); J. Miesch, (1965); J. V. Alter,

La vision du monde d'A, R.-G, (Geneva, 1966).

M.G.

Robert, Gruffydd (*?Caernarvonshire 71530; fc.

1600), Welsh grammarian and prose stylist. He
was appointed Archdeacon of Anglesey in 1558

but left the country the following year and later

became confessor to Cardinal Carlo Borromeo
and canon of Milan. His ‘Welsh Grammar*, while

it includes an admirable analysis ofthe grammar of
the language, may be described as a handbook for

such Welshmen as might seek to make their native

tongue a worthy medium for the New Learning.

Imbued with the Renaissance spirit, it is an early

masterpiece of Ciceronian prose in the vernacular.

Gramadeg Cymraeg: Pt I, Dosparth Byrr ar y
Rjumn Gyntaf i Ramadeg Cymraeg (Milan, 1567;
5 other pts followed bet. 1584 and 1600; ed. G. J.

Williams, with intro., 1939).—His responsibility

for YDrych Cristianogawl(1585) isnow questioned.

Saunders Lewis, Ysgrifau Dydd Mercher (1945);
T. G. Griffith, ‘Italian humanism and Welsh
prose* in Yorkshire Celt. Stud., VI (1953-58).

B.Re.

Robert, Shaaban (bin): see Shaaban Robert.

Robert Biket, 12th-century Anglo-Norman poet.

His delightful Lai du Cor (71150), about a test of
chastity at the court of King Arthur, is considered

earlier than the work of Marie* de France.

Le Lai du Cor (ed. C. T. Erickson, 1971).

M.F.L.

Robert de Blois, 13th-century French poet. His
chief patron was Hue Tyrel, Lord of Poix (tl260).

The didactic Enseignement des princes and
Chastoiement des Dames are handbooks of polite

conduct. A moralizing tendency is present in the

Arthurian romance Beaudous (71250) and even in

the short Ovidian Floris et Liriope,

Sdmmtliche Werke (ed. J. Ulrich, 3 vols, 1889-

95).

J. H. Fox, R. de B., son ceuvre didactiqiie et

narrative (1950). M.F.L.

Robert de Borron (*?Borron nr Belfort; >7. c. 1200),

French author of a Grail romance in octosyllabic

couplets, called by modem critics Joseph d*ArU

mathie. The work was written for Gautier de

Montb61iard, Lord of Montfaucon (tl212 or

1214). The first known work to identify the Grail

with the vessel of the Last Supper, given to Joseph

of Arimathea by Christ, it is a wholly religious

work, heavy with doctrinal symbolism. In the

unique MS the Joseph is followed without a break

by the first 502 lines of a Merlin romance in verse,

the rest being extant in a prose remaniement
Robert is widely assumed to have written (or at

least projected) a verse Perceval, thus producing a

trilogy intended to portray the coming of the

Grail knight in Arthur’s reign as the fulfilment of

a redemptive process begun when the Grail was
confided to Joseph. The general view is that the

Joseph is later th^ Chretien* de Troyes* Conte del

Graal

Joseph and Merlin (ed. W. A. Nitze, 1927).

J. D. Bmce, Evolution of Arthurian Romance
(2nd ed. 1928); P. A. Becker in Zeitschrift fiir

romanische PhdloL, LV (1935; contends that

Joseph is anterior to the Conte del Graal); Didot

Perceval (ed. W. Roach, 1941); W. A. Nitze, ‘The

home of R. de B.* in Mod. Philol., XL (1943);

P. Zumthor, Merlin le prophdte (1943); P. Le
Gentil, ‘The work of R. de B.* in Arthurian

Literature in the Middle Ages (ed. R. S. Loomis,

1959). F.W.

Robert de Reims, called La Chievre, 13th-centuiy

French lyric poet. His poetry is in the style of

Richart* de Semilli. He is clearly a different person

from the Tristan poet La Chievre.

W. Mann, ‘Die Lieder des R. de R.* in

Zeitschrift fiir romanische Philol, XXIII (1899).

F.W.

Robert of Gloucester (ft. 1260-1300), English poet,

author or continuator of a metrical chronicle of

En^and (completed not earlier than 1297) from

earliest times down to 1272.

The Metrical Chronicle of R, of G. (ed. W. A.

Wright, 2 vols, 1887).—^A. Hudson, ‘R. of G. and

the antiquaries, 1550-1800* in Notes and Queries,

new ser., XVI (Sept. 1969). R.W.B. (T,F.H.)
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Roberts, Sir Charles George Douglas (*DougIas,

New Brunswick 10 I 1860; 00I88O Mary Fenety;

fToronto 26 XI 1943), Canadian poet, story

writer and novelist. His voluminous works cover

a wide range of subject-matter, forms and tech-

niques but he is now mainly noted for power of

perception in his animal stories and capacity to

evoke a visual sense of landscape in his poetry.

Orion (1880); In Divers Tones (1866); Songs of

the Common Day (1893); New York Nocturnes

(1898); Selected Poems (1936).

—

^prose: Kindred of

the Wild (1902); Watchers of the Trails (1904);

Red Fox (1905).

J. Cappon, R» and the Influences of His Time

(1905); W. J. Keith, C. G. D. R, (1969). R.Su.

Roberts, Kate (*Rhosgadfan, Caernarvonshire

13 II 1891; 001928 Morris T. Williams), Welsh
short-story writer and novelist. She graduated in

the University of Wales, taught Welsh in various

secondary schools and later (1935) became a

director of a publishing house in Denbigh. It was
in her work that the short story emerged as a major
form in Welsh literature. Most of her stories are

informed by her awareness of the relentless

struggle which ordinary people have to sustain.

The range she depicts is somewhat restricted, but

her view of life is neither parochial nor mean.

0 Gors y Bryniau (1926); Deian a Loll (1926);

Rhigolau Bywyd (1929); Laura Jones (1930);

Traed mewn Cyffion (1936); Ffair Gaeaf (1937);

Stryd y Glep (1949); Y Byw S/n Cysgu (1956);

Te yn y Grug (1959; Tea in the Heather, tr. W.
Griffith, 1968); Y L6n Wen (1960); Tywyll Heno
(1962); Hyn o Fyd (1964); Tegwch y Bore (1967);

Prynu Dol (1969).

—

A Summer Day (tr. of seL

short stories; 1946).

Crefft y Stori Fer (ed. Saunders Lewis, 1949);

K. R, (ed. B. Jones, 1969). B.Re.

Roberts, Kenneth Lewis (*Kennebunk, Me. 8 XII
1885; 001911 Anna Mosser; t21 VII 1957),

American novelist. He has done valuable research

work to show aspects of American history in a
series of novels.

Arundel (1930); The Lively Lady (1931); Rabble
in Arms (1933); Captain Caution (1934); Northwest
Passage (1937); Oliver Wiswell (1940); A K, IL
Reader (1945); I Wanted to Write (1949); The
Seventh Sense (1953). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Robertson, Thomas William (*Newark 9 I 1829;
001856 Elizabeth Taylor; tLondon 3 II 1871),

English dramatist and actor. In Caste (1867) and
later plays Robertson combined social exposure
and domestic realism.

Society (1865); Ours (1866); Play (1868); School

(1869); Af.P. (1870).

—

The Principal Dramatic
Works of T, W, R. With a Memoir by his son

(1889).

T. E. Pemberton, The Life and Writings of
r. W. R. (1893); G. B. Shaw, ‘T. W. R.’s Caste'

in Saturday Rev., LXXXIII (1897); M. Savin, R.

(1950). B.H. (M.A.)

Robertson, William (*Borthwick 19 IX 1721;
001753 Mary Nisbet; fEdinburgh 11 VI 1793),

Scottish historian of international reputation.

From 1761 till 1793 Robertson was joint minister

of Greyfriars, Edinburgh; in 1762 he was made
Principal of the University; and in 1764, Historio-

grapher-Royal. He is thorough, shrewd in judge-

ment and a good writer in the middle style.

History of Scotland during the Reigns of Queen
Mary and of James VI (1759); History of Charles

V (1769); History ofAmerica (1777); Disquisition

concerning the Knowledge which the Ancients hadof
India (1791); corresp. with Horace Walpole in

Yale ed. of Walpole, Correspondence, XV (1952).

Dugald Stewart, Life and Writings of W, R.

(1801); J. B. Black, The Art ofHistory: A Study of
Four Historians (1926). J.K.

Robinson, Clement (fl, 1566-84), English editor

and ballad-writer. Robinson’s miscellany, A
handfulofpleasant delights, was probably published

first in 1566. Its ballads seem to have been known
to Shakespeare^, and the collection was the most

popular as well as the second earliest in the

period.

A handful ofpleasant delights, containing sundry

new sonnets and delectable histories in divers kinds

ofmetre. Newly devised to the newest tunes that are

now in use, to be sung (1584; ed. Hyder Rollins,

1924). G.K.H.

Robinson, Edwin Arungton (*Head Tide, Me.
22 XII 1869; fNew York 6 IV 1935), American

poet. He grew up in Gardiner, Me., which became

the ‘Tilbuiy Town’ of his poems; was a precocious

child who wrote verses at the age of 11. His study

at Harvard was cut short by lack of money and he

was forced to take odd jobs in New York. The

Children of the Night (189'p contains his well-

known psychological portraits of Richard Cory,

Cliff Klingenhagen, Luke Havergal and others. He
was given a position in the New York Custom
House when President Theodore Roosevelt

acclaimed his poetry. After 1910 he devoted

himself entirely to writing. The Man Against the

Sky (1916) made him a national literary figure; he

was three times awarded the Pulitzer prize. His

Arthurian trilogy was widely popular; Tristram

(1927) received more response than most successful

novels. His character studies were mainly of sick

souls and of failures; he saw human life as a

tragedy in a chaotic world, but held a mystic faith

in a ‘glimmer’ of light beyond.

Captain Craig (1902; rev. ed. 1915); The Town
Down the River (1910); Van Zorn (1914); The
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Porcupine {\9\S)\Merlin{\9VT)\ The Three Taverns

(1920); Lancelot (1920); Avon's Harvest (1921);

Roman Bartholow (1923); The Man Who Died

Twice (1924); Dionysus in Doubt (1925); Sonnets

1889-1927 (1928); Fortunatus (1928); Modred: a

Fragment (1929); The Prodigal Son (1929);

Cavender's House (1929); The Glory ofthe Nightin-

gales (1930); Nicodemus (1932); Talifer (1933);

Amaranth (1934); King Jasper (1935).

—

Collected

Poems of E, A, R, (1937); Selected Letters of
E, A. R. (ed. R. Toirence, 1940).

M. Van Doren, E. A, R, (1927); !H. Hagedom,
E, A, R.: A Biography (1938); Y. Winters, E, A. R.

(1947); H. C. Franchere, E, A, R, (1968); L. O.

Coxe, E, A, R,: The Life of Poetry (1969).

H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Robinson, Henry Crabb (*Bury St Edmunds 13 HI
1775; tLondon 5 II 1867), English diarist with a

lively zest for friendship, talk, travel and ideas.

Diaryy Reminiscences and Correspondence of
H. C, jR. (ed. T. Sadler, 1869); Correspondence of
H C. R, With the Wordsworth Circle (ed. E. J.

Morley, 2 vols, 1927); C. R, on Books and Their

Writers (ed. wfe/w, 3 vols, 1938).

E. Morley, Life and Times ofH C. R. (1935).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Robinson, Lennox (*Douglas, Co. Cork 4 X 1886;

tDublin 1958), Irish dramatist. A director of the

Abbey Theatre, where over 20 of his works were
produced. Best known by his plays and at his best

in the comedy of rural or small-town Irish society,

characterized by a delicate sense of satire and of

pathos. He also wrote poems and stories.

Collected Plays (1928).—various: W, B, Yeats

(1939); Curtain Up (1942); The Oxford Book of
Irish Verse (ed., with D. MacDonagh; 1958).

Frank O’Connor, My Father's Son (1969).

E.T.W.

Robinson, Therese Alberune Louise; see Talvj.

Robl&s, Emmanuel (*Oran 4 V 1914), French
novelist and dramatist. After an unsettled early life

in North Africa, Robl^ became a war correspon-

dent and travelled widely. His proletarian novel

Travail d'homme (1942) made his reputation. His
other books, set in Algeria, depict the labours and
passions of characters at odds with fate. He has
won success in the theatre by his historical tragedy,

Montserrat (1949).

L'action (1933); La vallJe du paradis (1941); La
Marie des quatre vents (1942); Nuits sur le monde
(1944); Les hauteurs de la ville (1948); Cela
s'appellel'aurore (1952); La viriti est morte (1952);

Le Visuve (1961); La remontee du fieuve (19^); Un
printemps d'ltalie (1970).

J. L. Depierris, Entretiens avec E. M, (1967).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Rob-Ponidan, JXn (Odovd 15 VI 1902). Slovak

author and a founder-member of the Dav group

(dementis*, Novomeskj^*). His best achievement

is the epic Divnf Janko (1941), in which glorifica-

tion of the Romantic poet Janko Krdl’* was an
indirect expression of opposition to the Fascist

regime.

verse: Som . . . (1923); DemontdS (1929); Pdly

(1937); Riava neuticha {l958).^Stroje sa pohli

(novel; 1935).

St. Drug et al, L>av: Spomienky a StMe (1965),

R.A

Rocca, Gino (*Mantua 22 II 1891; fMilan 13 n
1941), Italian playwright and novelist. Rocca was

for many years dramatic critic of II popolo d’ltalia.

A streak of satire runs through his plays, many of

which are written in Venetian dialect. In II mondo

senza gamberi (1932), which with 11 terzo amante

(1928) is his best work, he argues that evil is

necessary and desirable since without it good

would not exist. His best novel is L'uragano (1919).

plays: Tragedia senza eroe (1924); 11 re povero

(1939); Teatro scelto (1967).

—

Romanzo d'un

viaggio (novel; 1937).

—

^various: Teatro del mio

tempo (1935). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Roccatagliata Ceccardi, Ceccardo (*Genoa 6 1

1872; tGenoa 3 VIII 1919), Italian poet of wild

and quixotic temperament and genius. His verse is

fragmentary and moves towards a purer style and

a more intimate and troubled lyricism or elegy.

II libro dei frammenti (1896); I sonetti e poend

(1898-1909); Sillabe ed ombre (1910-19).

L. Viani, C. R, C. (1929); C. Pellizzi in Italian

Stud. (1938); G. Mariani, ‘C. R. C.* in Poesia e

tecnica nella lirica del Novecento (1958).

N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Rocco, Wilhelm (*Bremen 22 III 1819; tHalle,

Saale 19 X 1897), Low German story writer who

describes with humour the life of the Bremen

citizen in the middle of the 19th century.

Vor veertig Jahr (1880); Scheermann & Co,

(1881) ; Kinner un ohle Lude (1882) ; Bi Grossmudder

Luhrssen (1885).

J. Beyer, ‘W. R.’ in Mitteilungen Quickbom,

XII (1918); H. Bellmer, W, R. als niederdeutscher

Dichter (1933), G.C

Rocha Pita, SebasttXo da (Salvador, Bahia 3 V
1660; tParaguagu, Bahia 2 XI 1738), Brazili^

historian and poet. A member of the Academia

Brasilica dos Esquecidos, his history of Brazil is

more memorable for its baroque and poetic

rhetoric than for its scientific qualities. It was a

main source of the topos of Brazil as an e^hly

paradise. He composed skilful conceit-ridden

poetry in the taste of the period, and contributed

to the poetic tournaments of his Academia.
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Breve compindio e narragao dofdnebre espetdculo

. . .
(Lisbon, 1709; incL some poems); Histdria da

America Portuguesa (Lisbon, 1730; 2nd ed. 1880;

4th ed. 1910); sel. poems in P. E. da Silva Ramos,
Poesia barrdca (1967).

Pref. by J. G. Gois in 2nd ed. of R. P.’s Histdria;

Pedro Calmon, Histdria da literatura Baiana

(1949). J.T.B.

Rochester, John Wilmot, Earl of (*Ditchley

11 IV 1647; 0029 1 1667 Elizabeth Malet; fWood-
stock 26 VII 1680), English courtier patron and
writer of verse, who was educated at Burford

Grammar School and Wadham College, Oxford,

contributing to University collections of verse, and
proceeding to the M.A. when aged only 14. After

three years abroad Rochester volunteered to fight

against the Dutch (1665). He became an associate

of Villiers and other notorious Restoration figures,

was an intimate of Charles II and lived with Mrs
Barry, the actress. He spent a short term in prison

for plotting to abduct his future wife, and in his life

as in his verse justified the conventional Victorian

estimate of a Restoration courtier.

Poems on Several Occasions (71680); Poems (ed,

V. de Sola Pinto, 1953); Complete Poems of /. W,
(ed. D. M. Vieth, 1968).

J. Prinz, 7. HK, Earl ofR., His Life and Writings

(1927); V. de Sola Pinto, J?., Portrait ofa Restora-

tion Poet (1935; rev. ed. Enthusiast in Wit: /, W.
Earl ofR., 1962). B.L.J. (A.N.W.)

Rod, fioouARD (*Nyon, Vaud 29 HI 1857;

tGrasse, France 29 I 1910), Swiss novelist and
critic who spent many years in Paris, where he
founded the Revue contemporaine. From 1886 to

1893 he was Professor of comparative and French
literature at the University of Geneva. After a
brief association with the Naturalistic school Rod
began his series of psychological and moral
investigations into the great problems of man’s
destiny: La course a la mart (1885) and Le sens de
la vie (1889). He excels in the analysis of human
conscience tormented by scruple and tom between
passion and duty: La vie privee de Michel Teissier

(1893 ; tr. The Private Life ofan Eminent Politician^

2 vols, 1893) and La seconde vie de Michel Teissier

(1894). His rather austere manner is in keeping
with a pessimistic outlook.

novels: Les roches blanches (1895; Eng. tr, F.

Rothwell, 1916); Ld-haut (1897); Le menage du
pasteur Naudie (1892).

—

criticism: Les iddes

morales du temps present (1891); Uaffaire 7.-7.

Rousseau (1906).

V. Giraud, Les maitres de Vheure, 11 (1914);
C. Delhorbe, E, R. (1938). J.P.I.

Rode, Edith, n6e Nebelong (*Copenhagen 23 II

1879; 00 1902 Fritz Julius August Magnussen,
OO1903 Helge Rode*; 3 IX 1956), Danish
novelist and short-story writer. She has also

written a few plays, but her intimate knowledge of
human psychology, her irony and her humour are
best displayed in her short stories.

NOVEia: Misse Wichmam (1901); Maja Engell
(1901); Gold (1902); Tilfredse Hjerter (1905);
Grazias Kasrlighed (1919); Den unge Olding (1927);
7. e, d. (1943); Ogsaa i andre Huse--(1946); Smaa
Bom og store (1950).—short stories: Kvinde
(1908); Af Kundskabens Tree (1912); Pige (1914);
Den tunge Dor (1922); Det bittersode jEble (1926);
Afrodite smiler (1929); Mennesker iMondo (1935);
Livets Ekko (1944); / Tidens Klo (1950).—
memoirs: De ire smaa Piger (1943); Der var
engang (1951); Pd Togt i Erindringen (1953); Pd
Rejse i Livet (1957). E.B.

Rode, Helge (^Copenhagen 16 X 1870; c»1903
Edith Nebelong; fFrederiksberg 23 HI 1937),

Danish poet, playwright and essayist. He spent his

childhood in Norway, where his mother lived after

her second marriage, and a year in England, before
he finally settled in Denmark. His first volume of
poems made a sensation with its mixture of naivetd
and aesthetic pantheism. Both in his poetry and
his essays he expresses a religious mysticism. In his

^amas and his criticism he has attacked modem
intellectualism, especially the agnosticism of Brau-
des* and the Darwinism of Johannes V. Jensen*.

verse: Hvide Blomster (1892); Digte (1896);

Digte, gamle og nye (1907); Ariel (1914); Den stille

Have (1922); Den vilde Rose (1931).--Udvalgte

Digte (1945).—plays: Kongesormer (189Q; Som-^

merceventyr (1897); Dansen gaar (1898); Kain og
Abel (1898); Kampene i Stefan Borgs HJem (1901);

Lamia (1901); Solsagn (1904); Komedier (2 vols,

1905); Morbus Tellermann (1907); Flugten (1909);

Grev Bonde og bans Hus (1912); Shakespeare

(1916); Det store Forlis (1917); En Mand gik ned

fra Jerusalem (1920); Moderen (1921); Theatret

(1922); Alt er godt (1928).—essays and CRmasM:
Italien (1909); Krig og Aand (1917); Regenera-

tionen i vort Aandsliv (1923); Pladsen med de

gronne Troeer (1924); Det store Ja (1926); Det
sjcelelige Gennembrud (1928).

H. J. Hansen, Dramatikeren H, R, (1948).

E.B.

Rodenbach, Albrecht (*Roeselare 27 X 1856;

1[ibid, 23 VI 1880), Flemish poet and playwright,

leader of the Catholic Flemish students’ move-
ment (BlauwvoeterieX the ‘ideal youth’. He wrote

sturdy militant poetry, mature reflective lyrics,

monumental epic poems and the romantic

nationalistic drama Gudrun which shows an acute

intuitive psychology and is still in the repertoire.

His writings have their weaknesses but are the

expression ofa passionate and intellectualistic urge

of a young titan.

Eerste gedichten (1878); Gedichten (ed. F.

Rodenbach, 2 vols, 1928).

—

Gudrun (1882; Ger.

tr. R. Hermann and J. Lochner, 1919).—^even
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(ed. R. F. Lissens, mi),’-Verzamelde werken (ed.

F. Baur, 3 vols, 1956-60).

H. Verriest, Twintig Vlaamsche koppen (1901);

L. van Puyvelde, A. R. (1908); L Oorda, De dichter

A. R. (1909); F. Rodenbach, A. R, en de

Blauwvoeterij (2 vols, 1909); J. Venneulen, A, R.

(1930); A. Westerlinck, A, R. (1958). R.F.L.

Rodenbach, Georges - Raymond - Constantin

(*Toumai 16 VII 1855; 00I888 Anna-Maria

Urbain; tParis 25 Xn 1898), Belgian poet, noveUst

and Jeune Belgique. Nostalgic, precious and in-

spired by the atmosphere of Bruges, the poetry

and novels of this brilliant young lawyer delighted

Copp6e*, Daudet* and fashionable Paris, his

adopted city.

verse: Tristesses (1879); La jeunesse blanche

(1886); Les vies encloses (1896).—novels: Bruges-

la-Morte (1892); Le carillomeur (1897).— rouet

des brumes (short stories; 1901).

G. Turquet-Milnes, Some Modern Belgian

Writers (1916). B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Rodenburg, Theodore (*Antwerp 1578; ^ibid,

1644), Dutch playwright. Much travelled and of a

haughty character, he irritated his Amsterdam
colleagues. Moreover his style was diametrically

opposed to that of the Academy. He translated

Spanish and English plays, full of emotion and
action. First a member of Het Wit Lavendel,

Rodenburg transferred his allegiance in 1617 to

De EGELANTiER and wrote in its defence Borst-

weringh, nominally his own work but actually

mainly a translation of Sidney’s* Defence of
Poesie. A.M.B.W.

pastorals: Batavierse Vrijagie-spel (X616); Den
trouwen Batavier (1617; after Guarini); Mays
Treur-bly~einde spel (1634).—plays: Hertoginne

Celia en Grave Prospero (1666), Casandra (1617),

Jaloursche Studenten (16^; all 3 after Lope de
Vega); Wraeckgierigers treurspel (1618; from the

Eng.); Rodomont en Isabella (1618); Hoecx en

Cabeljaus oft Hartogh Karel den Stouten en

Bataviana (1628; same theme as Measure for

Measure); Vrou Jacoba (1638).—Drie Christelijke

gedichten (verse; 1639),—Eglentiers-PoSten-Borst-

weringe (criticism; 1619).

A. C. LofFelt, ‘Costers Strijd met R.’ in De Gids,

XXXVm (1874); J. H. W. Unger, ‘T. R.* in

Brederoo-Album Oud-Holland, II (1885); R. A.
KoUewijn, ‘R. en Lope de Vega’ in De Gids, LV
(1891); H. E. Moltzer, Feestbundel voor M, de

Vries (1892); J. Alblas, Bibliogrctfie van T, R,

(1894); J. A. Worp, ‘Dirk R.’ in Oud-Holland,
Xin (1895); W. Zuidema, ‘T. R.’ in Tijdschr. v.

Nederl. Taal- en Lett., XXI-XXIV (1902-05); J.

Brouwer in De Letterkunde van Renaissance en

Barok (1911); S. F. Witstein, Bronnen en bewerk^

ingswijze van de ontleende gedeelten in R*s
Eglentiers Poetens BorsUweringh (1964).

AM,B.W. (R.P.M.)

Rodgers, W(illiam) R(obert) (*Belfast 1911; fll

1969), Irish poet; an excellent lyric poet of a style

akin to, but not derived from, that of Gerard

Manley Hopkins*, idiomatic and contemplative.

Awake! and Other Poems (1941); Europa and the

Bull {1951),—Collected Poems (1971).

R.McH. (E.T.W.)

Rod6, Josi Enrique (*Montevideo 15 VII 1872;

tPalermo 1 V 1917), Uruguayan author, foremost

prose writer of modernism, who represents the

passage of that movement from a purely aesthetic

preoccupation to one of high moral purpose. Rod6
feared that rising democracy would mean the

submergence of cultural values in an exclusively

materialist civilization, and in all his books, but

specially in Ariel, his most famous, he pleads for

the spiritual. This he understands as the cultivation

of the individual personality and of the intellect;

he cited the United States as a country devoted to

materialist aims and undervalues the cultural

achievements of that nation.

Ariel {1900; ed. G. Brotherston, London, 1967;

tr. F. J. Stimson, 1922); Motives de Proteo (1909;

The Motives of Proteo, tr. A. Flores, intro. H,

Havelock Ellis, 1928); El mirador de Prdspero

(1913); Cinco ensayos (Madrid, 1917); El camino

de Paros (Valencia, 1918). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Rodriguez, Claudio (*Zamora 1934), Spanish

poet, author of Don de la ebriedad (1953) and

Conjures (1958). J•E.V

.

Rodriguez, Freile Juan (*Bogotd 25 IV 1566;

t?1640), author (1636) of a chronique scandaleuse

of the itfe of his time in Santa Fe de Bogotd,

unique in Spanish-American colonial literature and

invaluable for the social history of the 16th and

17th centuries.

El Camero (first pub. 1859; tr. W. C. Atkinson,

The Conquest of New Granada, 1961).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Rodriguez de Lena, Pero: see Passo Honroso,

Libro del.

Rodriguez del Padr6n or de la Cdmara, Juan (/?.

first half of 15th century; *Padr6n; t?Corunna),

Spanish prose writer and poet. A Galician minor

noble, he may have been page to John II of Castile,

He accompanied an ecclesiastical patron to Basle,

and entered the Franciscan Order in Jerusalem c,

1441. Many stories are told of his misfortun^ as a

lover. Some of his poems were included in the

Cancionero de Baena, He also wrote a defence of

the virtues ofwomen and a treatise on nobility, and

translated Ovid*. His book of courtly love, El

siervo libre de amor, is partly autobiographical,

partly a sentimental romance. His writing shows

craftsmanship and strong feeling.
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Obras (ed. A. Paz y Meha, 1884); ‘Lieder des

J. R. del P.’ (ed. H. A. Rennert in Zeitschrift fiir

romanische PhiloL, XVII, 1893).

M. R. Lida de Malkiel, ‘J. R. P.’ in Nueva
Revista de Filol. Hisp., VI (1952), VIII (1954) and

XIV (1960); E. Dudley, ‘Court and country: the

fusion of two images of love’ in Pub. Mod. Lang.

Assoc., LXXXII (1967). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Rodriguez de Montalvo: see Montalvo, GARa
RodrIguez de.

Rodriguez Galvdn, Ignacio (*Fizayuca 22 IK
1816; fLa Habana 25 VI 1842), Mexican poet,

most of whose work is spoiled by extravagant

Romantic emphasis and by the extreme bitterness

of its spirit, the result of personal disappointments

and struggles. Nevertheless he is the author ofwhat

is usually held to be the best poem of Mexican
Romanticism, ‘La Profecia de Guatimoc’. In

elevated strain but undistinguished diction he

invokes the last Aztec ruler against the threat of

France, England and the United States, and unites,

in Biblical lament and imprecation, his private

sorrows and the public woes.

Poesias (intro. A. Rodriguez Galvan, 1851);

Obras (2 vols, 1876); Poesias (1883; with biog. by

R. B. de la Colina). E.Sa.

Rodriguez Marin, Francisco (*Osuna, Seville 27

1

1855; tMadrid 1943), Spanish writer and scholar,

academician and director of the National Library.

His original works—^poems, short stories etc.

—

are a happy combination of classicism and
Andalusian wit. However, he will always be

remembered as a Cervantist. His annotated edition

of Don Quixote (last ed. 1964) is indispensable for

the understanding of the book. R.M,N.

Cantos populares espanoles (5 vols, 1882-83); El
Loaysa de "El Celoso extremeno" (1901) ; Madrigales

y sonetos (1909).

G. M. del Rio y Rico, Biografia y bibliografia de

D, F. R, M. (1947); J. Ferndndez Martin, Biografia

y epistolario intimo de D. F. R, M, (1952).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Rodriguez-Monino, Antonio (*Calzadilla de los

Barros, Badajoz 14 III 1910; ooMaria Brey

Marino; tMadrid 1970). The most important

Spanish bibliographer of the 20th century, Monino
edited Cancioneros espanoles (10 vols, 1949-54),

Floresta, Joyas poeticas espoHolas (10 vols, 1953-

66); Las fuentes del Romancero general de 1600

(12 vols, 1957) and Romanceros espanoles de los

sighs de oro (1968- ). He also directed the

Biblioteca de erudicidn y critica and La lupa y el

escalpelo, series of erudite volumes published by

Editorial Castalia, and himself published many
volumes including the edition of the Cancionero

general of 1511 (1958) and the Suplemento al

canchnero general de Hernando de Castilla (1959).

It is difScult to overestimate the significance of his

bibliographical and critical contributions to the

development of Spanish studies.

Don Bartolome Josi Gallardo, 1776-1852 (1955);

Construccidn criticay realidad histdrica de lapoesia
espanola de los sighs XVI y XVIl (1965; tr. L. B,
Simpson, 1968); Historia de una infamia bhliogrd-^

fica. La de San Antonio de 1823 (1965); Catdhgo de
los manuscritos poeticos Castellanos existentes en la

Biblioteca de The Hispanic Society of America
(with Maria Brey Marifio; 3 vols, 1965); La Silva

de romances de Barcelona, 1561 (1969); Diccionarh
biblhgrdfico de pliegos sueltos poeticos, sigh XVI
(1970).

A, R.-M,: estudhs sobre su labor cientifica

(various authors; 1968). J.E.V.

Rodziewiczdwna, Maria, pseud. Zmogas (*Pieni-

ucha 2 n 1863; t^^elazna ?16 XI 1944), Polish

author. In her many novels, generally set in White
Russia, she voiced patriotic enthusiasm and perse<-

verance, criticism of the ways of Polish aristocrats

and reverence for true patriots. Lato leinych ludzi

(1920) is a charming novel of the young. Because of
their patriotic element and warm descriptions of

nature, her novels and short stories, though
without any significant literary value, were very

popular.

novels: Straszny dziadunio (1887; Geld and
Arbeit, tr. J. Praun, 1891); Szary proch (1889);

Dewajtis (1889; Devaytis, ]^g. tr. Count S. C. de

Soissons, 1901); Ona (1890; Sie, Ger. tr., 1892);

Anima vilis (1895 ; Eng. tr. Count S. C. de Soissons,

1900); Kqdziel(lB99; The Distaff, tr. idem, 1901).—

SHORT stories: Nowele (2 vols, 1890 and 1908);

Rupiecie (1908).—Pisma (36 vols, 1931-38),

A. Zahorska, Af. R. i jej dzida (1931); K.
Czachowski, M. R. m tie swoich powieici (1935);

J. Pu2yna, Moje wspomnierda o Rodzkwiczdwnie

(1947). S.S. (P.H.)

Roelants, Maurice (*Ghent 19 XII 1895; fSt-

Martens-Lennik 25 IV 1966), Flemish novelist,

poet and writer of short stories. His early verse was
warm-hearted and well-balanced. In the 1930s he

brought new life to Flemish novel-writing with

psychological stories centring on themes in which

values and happiness are preserved by means of

renunciation. Again attracted by poetry after the

Second World War, he wrote a baroque praise of

love, Lofder liefde (1949), and showed in Vuur en

dauw (1965; Glut und Tau, tr. H. Graef, 1967) a

dualism he had managed to control in his prose.

verse: Dekom der hutering (1918) ; Het verzaken

(1930).—novels: Komen en goon {1911 \ La visi-

teuse, tr. J. Geers, 1935); Het leven dat wij droom-

den (1931; Maria Danneels, Ger. tr. E. and F.

Augustin, 1932); Alles komt terecht (1937; Tout

s*arrange, tr. F. Maret, 1941); Gebed om een goed

einde (1944; Gebet um ein gates Ende^ tr. G.
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Heraianowski, 1955).-hshort stories: De Jazz-

speler (1928; ‘The Jazz Player’, tr. Jo Mayo in

Harvest of the Lowlands, ed. J. Greshoff, 1945);

Twee helden (1929); Altijd opnieuw (1943); Drie

romanellipsen (1943).

F. Closset, M, JR. (1946); A. van der Veen, Af. R.

(1960). R.F.L.

Roetbke, Theodore (Saginaw, Michigan 25 VI

1908; fSeattle 1 VIII 1963), American poet. Open

House (1941), with its regularity and directness of

verse-rhythm, gave no hint of the richness, inten-

sity and compression of Praise to the End (1951).

Dramatizing a quest for the self, his poetry shows

an impressive control and ranges from lyric to

meditative, from nonsense poems to dramatic

monologues.

The Lost Son and Other Poems (1948); The

Waking Poems 1933-53 (1953); Words for the

Wind: The Collected Verse of T, R. (1958); I Ami
Says the Lamb (1961).

Trial Balances (ed. Ann Winslow, 1935); M. L.

Rosenthal, The Modem Poets: A Critical IntroduC’^

tion (1960); New World Writing, XIX (ed. A.

Ostroff, 1961); R. J. Mills, Poets in Progress

(1962) and T. R. (1963). G.A.K.

Rogers, Samuel (*Stoke Newington 30 VII 1763;

tLondon 18 XII 1855), English poet, a man of

fastidious mind, benevolent heart and venomous
tongue, at whose breakfast-table men of letters

met to talk. His poems, lacking original poetic

power, show appreciation of accepted models and
a certain assiduously cultivated but passive good
taste.

Pleasures ofMemory (1792); Epistle to a Friend

(1798); Jacqueline (1814); Italy: a Poem (1822).—
Poetical Works: with Memoir (ed. E. Bell, 1856).

Recollections ofTable Talk ofS. R., with Memoir
(ed. A. Dyce, 1856; ed. M. Bishop, 1952); P. W.
Clayden, R. and his Contemporaries (1889).

R.M.H.

Rogge, Alma (*Brunswarden 24 Vn 1894;
tBremen 7 n 1969), Low German playwright and
author. She wrote character commies and short

stories and sketches centring on the lives of
peasants and small-town folk of her native Olden-
burg. In the serious play In de Mohl (1929) she
successfully grafted the technique of the natural-

istic drama upon a North German setting.

plays: Up de Freete (1917); De Aukschoons^
Schooster (1922); De Straaf (1925); Twe Kisten
Rum (1939).— (stories; 1929). G.C.

Roig, Jaume (*Valencia c, 1405; ooc. 1435 Isabel
PeUicer; ^ibid. 1478), Catalan writer. He was a
prominent doctor in Alfonso V’s court. He wrote
Lo Spill o LUbre de les Dones, also known as the

Llibre de Consells, about 1460. The book, written

in the first person, continues the medieval anti-

feminist current ; only his wife and the Virgin Mary
escape the bitter general censure. Roig’s satirical

venom, the wealth of realistic detail and his vivid,

earthy style, vrith its picaresque flavour, give the

book considerable interest; the verse form (five-

syllable lines rhyming in couplets) is well handled

but ends by becoming monotonous.

Spill (crit. ed. R. Chabds, 1905; ed. F. Almela i

Vives, 1928; Span. tr. R. Miquel y Planes, 1942).

G.W.R.

Rois de Corella, Joan (*?Gandia 1433-43;

tValencia 1497), Catalan poet, prose writer and

translator. As a humanist he brought Renaissance

influences from Italy to Catalan letters. He wrote

lives of saints and mythical Greek personages in

an elevated and rhetorical style. As a poet, his

lines, although fully in the tradition of troubadour

poet^, echoed the more sonorous rhythms of the

Italian Renaissance poets. His Oracio a la Verge

is one of the masterpieces of Catalan poetry. He
wrote Tragddia de Caldesa (in verse and prose),

Triomfde les Danes, a long poem on the life of the

Virgin, and a large number of fine and original

love poems.

Obres (ed. R. Miquel i Planas, 191 3).

J.M.B. i R. (G.W.R.)

Rojas, Fernando de (Puebla de Montalban,

Toledo; ooLeonor Alvarez; tTalavera IV 1541),

Spanish novelist of Jewish descent. According to

the prologue and acrostic verses at the beginning

of La Celestina* and to the findings of modem
scholarship, Rojas was the author of Acts II-XXI.

Sixteenth-century documents also attest his author-

ship in general terms. Whether he also wrote Act I

of the great novel still remains difficult to decide.

F. del Valle Lersundi, ‘Documentos referentes a

F. de R.’ and ‘Testamento de F. de R.’ in Revista

de Filol. Esp., XII (1925), XVI (1929); S. Gilman,

‘F. de R, as author’ and (with R. Gonzalvez) ‘The

family of F. de R.’ in Romanische Forschungen,

LXXVI (1964) and LXXVHI (1966).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Rojas, Manuel (Buenos Aires 1896), Chilean

novelist who has described the many-sided life of

his country in a series of novels and stories, based

frequently on the experiences of his own varied

career.

El hombre de los ojos azules (1926); Hombres del

sur (1926); Tonada del transeunte (verse; 1927); El

delincuente (1929); Lanchas en la bahia (1932);

Hijo de ladrdn (1951 ; Born Guilty^ tr. F. Gaynor,

1955),

—

Obras completas (1961). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Rojas, Ricardo (*Tucumdn 16 IX 1882; tl957).
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Argentinian literary critic and historian. Of his

vast output (some of it of the greatest importance

for the inten)retation of Spanish America), little

is a contribution to pure literature; but his work
indudes some interesting verse and a successful

adaptation of the Peruvian play (in Quechua),

Ollantay (1939).

verse: La victoria del hombre (1903); Los Uses

del blasdn (1911); Condoms (1920); Poesias

(1923).—history and criticism: Blasdn de Plata

(191-2); literatura argentina (4 vols, 1913 ; 8 vols,

1924-25); La argentinidad (1916); La Eurindia

(1924); El Cristo invisible (1927); Un Titdn de los

Andes (1939; cont. R.’ study of the tradition on
which Ollantay is based; the 18th-century version

of the play in Biblioteca de Cultura Peruana, I,

Paris, 1938). E.Sa.(J.F.)

Rojas Villandrando, AgustIn de (‘Madrid 1572;

t?Paredes de Nava after 1618), Spanish novelist

and dramatist. He had an adventurous life as

soldier, traveller and writer for a travelling com-
pany before he became an official notary. He wrote

one play, many dramatic prologues, a miscellany

which was suppressed by the Inquisition, and an
entertaining didogue-novel about travelling actors,

El viaje entretenido,

El buen repdblico (1611); El viaje entretenido

(m Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXI; ed. J.

Garcia Morales, 1945); El natural desdichado (ed.

J. W. Cromwell, 1939). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Rojas 2k)rrilla, Francisco de (‘Toledo 4 X 1607;

ooCatalina Yanez Trillo de Mendoza; tMadrid
23 1 1648), Spanish dramatist. He studied at

Salamanca and lived afterwards in Madrid. He was
treacherously attacked after he had acted as a
judge at a poetical competition. His play Los
bandos de Verona—^about Romeo and Juliet—was
the first to be acted in the court theatre of El Buen
Retiro (1640). Philip IV made him a Knight of

St James in 1643. As a dramatist Rojas was much
influenced by Calderdn^. His finest play, Garcia del

Castanar, has a supposed peasant hero who thinks

that the king has infringed his marital honour; he
avenges himself when he discovers his enemy’s

identity. The comedy Entre bobos anda el juego is

vigorous and amusing. Cada cual lo que le toca, an
interesting and thoughtful play, was hissed

because it gave an unconventional solution to a

problem of honour. His plots were used by French

dramatists: T. Corneille*, Scarron* and Lesage*.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LIV; Teatro [Garcia del

Castanar and Entre bobos anda el juego] (ed. F.

Ruiz Morcuende, 1917); Cada cual lo que le toca

and La vina de Nabot (ed. Am6rico Castro, 1917);

Donde ay agravios no ay celos (ed. B. Wittmann,
Geneva, 1962); Lucrecia y Tarquino (ed. R. R.

MacCurdy, 1963).

E. Cotarelo y Mori, Don F, de R, Z. (1911);

ROLAND HOLST
R. R. MacCurdy, F, de R, Z, and the Tragedy
(1958) and F. de R. Z.; bibliografia critica (1965).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Rokeach, David (Apteeker) (‘Lvov, Galicia
1914), Hebrew poet; settled in Palestine in 1934.
His first Hebrew poem, ‘Jerusalem *, was published
in the newspaper Ha-aretz (1935). He has been
widely translated.

Be-Gesher Hayeud (1939); Yamim Ashenim
(1941); Moadei Erga (1953); AVar "alei Shaham
(1958). L.Y.

Roland Holst, Adriaan (‘Amsterdam 23 V 1888),
Dutch writer, who studied at Oxford (1908-11),
edited De Gids (1920-34) and was one of the most
important writers of the anti-Nazi underground,
1940-45. His early verse was influenced by
Gorter* and Leopold*, but soon the admiration
for Shelley* and Yeats* became preponderant. For
this poet the existing world became of negative

value; the sublime was a symbol or token of a
prehistoric Celtic past of pristine greatness, of a
realm of the soul beyond this world. Roland Holst
himself points to Yeats, whose influence is both
unmistakable and misleading: the pristine elysium,

the focus of his life’s vision, is opposed to Yeats’

patriotic Celtic past; and, while for Yeats the

tragic was contained in his own personality, for

Roland Holst it consists in his conviction that the

world’s essence has perished. J.W.W.

verse: Verzen (1911); Een winter aan zee (1937);

Swordplay^ wordplay (with S. Vestdijk; 1950); In

gevaar (1958); Omtrent de grens (1960); Een
kleine schoof(1969).—Par deld les chemins (Fr. tr.

of some poems Ans and Henri Deluy, 1954).

—

prose: Deirdre en de zonen van Usnach (1920);

Over den dichter Leopold (1926); Shelley (1928);

Woest en moe (1951); Het experiment (I960);

Xbrf (aphorisms; 1967).—Verzamelde werken (coll,

works; 4 vols, 1948-49).

A, van Duinkerken, Ascese der schoonheid

(1941); H. Roland Holst et al. Over den dichter

A. R, H, (1948); G. Sotemann, A, R. H. en de

mythe van lerland (1950); W. H. Stenfert Kroese,

De mythe van A, R, H. (1951); De Gids, special

no, (May 1958); Schrijversprentenboek, I (1958).

J.J.O.

Roland Hoist-Van der Schalk, Henrietie Gover-

dina Anna (‘Noordwijk-Binnen 24 XII 1869;

001896 R. N. Roland Holst; t28 XI 1952), Dutch

poet who played an important role in political life.

As a Communist she sympathized with the Russian

Revolution; after 1925 her view of life evolved to a

form of religious socialism. Her first poems were

original ; she handled the sonnet ‘ as it had become,

not an imaginative structure but a wave of percep-

tion’ (Verwey). In her later volumes of poetry, her

verse retained the rhythmical freedom and the

preference for the ‘run-on-line’, while in vigorous
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prose she wrote theoretical works and biographies.

Not all her writings were of equal beauty of form,

but they were all parts of her life’s work, an

expression of the principle of love. Her poetry is

avowal in the highest sense.

verse: Sonnetten en verzen in terzinen geschreven

(1895); De nieuwe geboort (1903); Opwaartsche

wegen (1907); De vrouw in het woud (1912); Het

feest der gedachtenis (1915); Verzonken grenzen

(1918); Tusschen twee werelden (1923); Heldensage

(1927); Verworvenheden (1927); Vernieuwingen

(1929); Tusschen tijd en eeuwigheid (1934); De loop

is bijna volbracht (1943); Uit de diepte (1946);

Wordingen (1949).—plays: De opstandelingen

(1910); Thomas More (1912); Het offer (1921);

De kinderen (1922) ; Wij widen niet (1931); Kinderen

van dezen tijd (1931); De moeder (1932); De roep

der stad (1933); Der vrouwen weg (1933).

—

biography: Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1898); J, /.

Rousseau (1912); De held en de schare (1920); In

memoriam Herman Gorter (1928); Tolstoi (1930);

Guido Gezelle (1931); Herman Gorter (1933); Rosa
Luxemburg (1935); Kinderjaren enjeugd van R. N,

Roland Holst (1940); Romain Rolland (1946);

Gandhi (1947).—prose: Socialisme en litteratuur

(1899); Kapitaal en arbeid in de 19de eeuw (1902);

Open brief aan Maxim Gorki (1918); De vuor-

waarden tot hernieuwing der dramatische kunst

(1924); Over leven en schoonheid (1925); Het vuur

brandde voort (1949); Romankunst als levensschool

(1950).

K. F. Proost, H R, H en hoar strijd om de

gemeenschap (1937); Bernard Verhoeven, De
zielegang van H. R. H (2nd ed. 1939); M. M.
Ariens, Het jeugdwerk van H, R. H, (1943); J. P,

van Praag, H. R. H, (1946); R. Antonissen, H
Gorter en H, R, H. (with biblio.; 1946); Wim J,

Simons, H. R H (1969). J.W.W. (J.J.O,)

Rolfe, Frederick William, Baron Corvo
(London 22 VH 1860; fVenice 26 X 1913), a
versatile and eccentric English writer whose
present reputation owes much to the brilliant

biographical study by A. J. A. Symons, The
Quest for Corvo (1934). His novels are largely

personal and autobiographical. The best-known,
Hadrian the Seventh (1904), the story of an obscure

ipest who became Pope, was successfully drama-
tized by Peter Luke in 1967.

Stories Toto Told Me (1898); Don Tarquinio

(1905); The Desire andPursuit ofthe Whole (X9Z^)\

Nicholas Crabbe (1958).

C., 1860-1960 (ed. C. Woolf and B. Sewell,

1961); D, Weeks, C. (1971).—BMo. by C. Woolf
(1957; 1972). W.R.A.

Rolland, Romain (Oamecy 29 I 1866; tVezelay
30 XII 1944), Frendi writer. Romain Rolland
came of a bourgeois family living in central

France. He held a post as Professor of art history

at the Sorbonne and was a friend of Peguy^, in

whose Cahiers de la Quinzaine his novel Jfeon-

Christophe first appeared serially (1904-12). hi
1914 he was living in Switzerland, and from there

launched a series of pacifist manifestos, later

collected in Au-dessiis de la melee (1915). He was
awarded the Nobel prize in 1915. After the war he
divided his time between literature and politics.

He was the recognized representative of a revolu-

tionary and independent humanism. As a novelist

he remains memorable for his romanffleuve^ Jeon’*

Christopher which centres on the life of a musician
of genius who combines the highest qualities of

the French and the Germans. As a historian, he
was animated by a worship of great men (Michel-

angelo*, Tolstoy*, Gandhi* and, in particular,

Beethoven). He advocated the creation of a
‘people’s theatre’, and in that spirit wrote some
20 plays on the theme of revolutionary heroism.

novels: Jean-Christophe (10 vols, 1904-12;

defin. ed. 1931-34; Eng. tr. G. Cannan, 4 vols,

1910-13); Colas Breugnon (1919); Clerambault

(1920; Clerambault, or One Against All, tr. anon.,

1933); enchantee (7 vols, 1933 ; Eng. tr. B. R.

Redman, E. Stimson, Van Wyck Brooks and A. de

Alberti, 6 vols, 1927-35).—plays: Les tragedies de

lafoi (1891 and 1898); Le triomphe de la raison

(1898); Le thedtre de la Revolution: Danton (1900;

tr. B. H. Clark, 1918), Le quatorze Juillet (1902;

Eng. tr. idem, 1928), Robespierre (1939) etc.;

Lilluli (1926).

—

^various: Vie de Beethoven (1902;

tr. F. Rothwell, 1907); Vie de Michel-Ange (1906;

tr. F. Lees, 1912); Vie de Tolstoi (1911; tr. B.

MiaU, 1911); Mahatma Gandhi (1924; tr. C. D.

Groth, 1924); Peguy (2 vols, 1944); Beethoven, Les

grandes epoques criatrices (1930, 1945).

—

Journal

des anndes de guerre, 1914-19 (ed. Marie R. R.

[his widow], 1953).

P. J. Jouve, R, R, vivant (1920); S. Zweig, R, R
(1929); A. R. Levy, Uidealisme de R. R (1946);

R. Arws, R. R. (1950); J. B. Barrdre, R. R. par

luUmime (1955); J. Robichez, R. R. (1961); R.

Cheval, R. R, et VAllemagne (1963).—Cahiers R. R.

(1948- ). M.G.;J.P.R.

Rolle, Richard (*Thornton Dale, Yorks c. 1300;

tHampole, Yorks 29 IX 1349), English mystic,

hermit and writer. His canon is uncertain, but he

wrote many Latin and English devotional treatises,

scriptural commentaries and lyrics, most of them

exalting the contemplative life; he is important in

the development of English prose.

The Pricke of Conscience (now rejected from

canon; ed. R. Morris, 1863); The Psalter Trans*

latedby R. R. (ed. H. R. Branoley, 1884); Incendium

Amoris (R. Misyn’s Eng. tr. of 1435, ed. R.

Harvey, 1896; Lat. text ed. M. Deanesly, 1915);

C. Horstmann, Yorkshire Writers: R. R. ofHam-

pole and His Followers (2 vols, 1895-96); R. R.*

English Writingsied. H. E. Allen, 1931); The Melos

Amoris ofR. R. ofH, (ed. E. J. F. Aniould, 1957).

H. E. Allen, Writings Ascribed to R. R. (1927);
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F. M. M. Comper, The Life ofR, R, (1928); R. M.

Wilson, ‘Three Middle English mystics* in Essays

and Stud., IX (1956); N. Marzac, R. R. de H.

(1300-1349)' v/e et teuvres suivies du Tractatus

super Apocalypsim (1968; with biblio.).

R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Rollenbageos Georg (*Bemau 22 IV 1542;

tMagdeburg 20 V 1609), German poet and

dramatist. Pedagogue and preacher, Rollenhagen

is famous for his Froschmeuseler, a didactic but

entertaining satire on 16th-century Germany
modelled on the pseudo-Homeric Batrachomyo-

machia. He also wrote notable Lutheran dramas.

Froschmeuseler (1566, pub. 1595; ed. K.

Goedeke, 2 vols, 1876).

—

splays: Abraham (1569);

Tobias (1576; ed. J. Bolte, 1930); Spiel vom reichen

Marine und armen Lazaro (1590; ed. J. Bolte,

1929).

J. Bolte, Quellenstudien zu G. R. (1929); E.

Sobel, ‘G. R.’ in Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc., LXX
(1955). D.G.D.

Rolleston. Thomas William (*Shinrone, Co.

Offaly 1857; fHampstead 5 XII 1920), Irish poet

and scholar. He wrote notable versions of Irish

legends and his own poem ‘The Dead at Clon-

macnoise’ remains one of the most evocative of

all Irish poems.

Sea Spray (verse; 1909).—various: The High

Deeds of Finn (1910); Myths and Legends of the

Celtic Race (1911 ).—A Treasury of Irish Poetry

(ed., with Stopford Brooke; 1900). E.T.W.

Rolli, Paolo (*Rome 13 VI 1687; fTodi 20 III

1765), Italian poet and librettist; ‘Eulibio Bren-

tiatico’ in Arcadia. Living in England from 1715

to 1744, Rolli composed many operatic libretti and
played a decisive part in creating the fashionable

taste for Italian poetry and opera in London
society. A prolific author of mellifluous Arcadian

verse, in 1717 he published Le Rime, a collection

of odes, endecasillabi and canzonette, in which he

strove to capture a classical clarity of expression

by modelling his style on that of Anacreon* and
Catullus*. Other works include a collection of 95

epigrams (Marzkde in Albion) and a translation of

Milton’s* Paradise Lost (1735).

Poetici componimenti (1782); Liricke (ed. C.

Calcaterra, 1926; with important intro.).—Lirici

del Settecento (ed. M. Fubini and B. Maier, 1959;

with biblio.).

S. Fassini, II melodramma italiano a Londra

(1914); T. Vallese, P. R. in Inghilterra (1928); G. E.

Dorris, P. R. and the Italian Circle in London
(1967). M.W.

Rdlvaag, Ole Edvart (*D6nna, Helgeland,

Norway 22 IV 1876; cjol908 Jennie Berdahl;

tNorthfield, Minn. 5 XI 1931), American novelist.

His masterpiece. Giants in the Earth (1927), tells

the tragedy of Scandinavian emigrants in the

battle against the Frontier. His writings analyse

the transition from the Old World to the New.

Peder Victorious (1929); Pure Gold (1930)', Their

Father's God (1931); The Boat of Longing (1933).

T. Jorgenson and N. O. Solum, O, E, R,: A
Biography (1939). H.L.C.

Romagnosi, Giandomenico (*Salsomaggiore 11

Xn 1761; tMilan 8 VI 1835), Italian patriot and
legal writer, who inspired all the legislation of the

Regno italico. On account of his contributions to

the Conciliatore he was arrested and imprisoned,

but liberated in 1821. N.K.W.

Opere (1841-48); Scritti inediti (1862); Opuscoli

filosofici (1919); Opere scelte di R., Cattaneo e

Ferrari (with ‘Nota bio-bibliografica’; ed. E.

Sestan, 1957).

C. Cagli, G. P., la vita, i tempi, le opere (1935).

N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Romains, Jules, pseud, of Louis Farigoulb
(*Saint-Julien-Chapteuil 26 VIII 1885; fParis 14

VIH 1972), French poet, dramatist and novelist,

elected to the French Academy in 1946. After

finishing his studies in Paris at the £cole Normale
Sup6rieure (1909), he was for some years a teacher

of philosophy. His characteristic early poems. La
vie unanime (1908), were published by the small

community of writers (including Georges Duha-
mel* and Charles Vildrac*) organized in 1907 at

‘L’Abbaye’ at Cr6teil. Unanimism, the relation

of the individual to the group and of groups to

each other (defined in Manuel de deification, 1910),

forms, in its different aspects, the basis of all

Romains’ works from his early novels Mort do

quelqu'im (1911) and Les copains (1913), through

Ids plays—^the most successful of which has been

Knock, ou le triomphe de la medecine (1923)—^to

the vast Zolaesque fresco of French society

between 1908 and 1933, the 27 volumes of Les

hommes de bonne volonte (1932-48).

verse: Odes et priires (1913); Europe (1916);

Chant de dix annies (1928); Vhomme blanc (1937)

;

Pierres levees (1948).—plays: Thedtre (7 vols),

incl.: Knock (1923; Dr Knock, tr. H. Granville-

Barker, 1925); Le dictateur (1930); Donogoo-

Torika (1931); Varmie dans la ville (191p;
Cromedeyrede-Vieil (1920); Volpone (adapt, with

S. Zweig from Ben Jonson; 1928); Gr&ce encore

pour la terre (1940); Van mil (1947).

—

^novels and
PROSEWORKS : Le Bourg reginire (1906) ; Puissances

de Paris (1911); Le vin blanc de La Villette (1914);

La vision extra-retinienne (1920); Psyche, I:

Lucierme (1922), II: Le dieu des corps (1928), III:

Quand le navire (1929); The Men of Good Will (tr.

W. B. Wells and G. Hopkins, 1933 ff.); Bertrand

de Ganges (1940); Le moulin de Vhospice (1949);

Violation defrontiires (1951); Lefils de Jerphanion
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(1956); Une femme singulidre (1957); Mimoires de

Mme Chauverel (2 vols, 1959-60).‘-essays (about

20 vols): Ai-]e fait ce que fai voulu? (1964);

Four raison garder (1960-67); Lettre ouverte contre

me vaste conspiration (1966).

A. Cuisenier, R, et VUnanimisme (1935) and

Uart de R. (1948); M. L. Bidal, Les ecrivains de

VAbbaye (1938); N. Martin-Deslias, /. R. (1951);

A. Figueres, /. R. (1952); M. Berry, /. R. (1960);

A. Bourin and J. R., Connaissance de /. R. (1961).

T.W. (M.G.)

Roman, Passion de: see Autun Passion.

Roman de la Rose, French romance, begun by

Guillaume* de Lorris c. 1235, and continued by

Jean* Chopinel de Meung c. 1280.

Eds: E. Langlois (1914-24); F. Lecoy (1965- );

Eng. trs; F. S. ElUs (3 vols, 1926-28); H. W.
Robbins (1962).

C. S. Lewis, The Allegory of Love (1936); G.

Pare, Le R. de la R. et la scolastique courtoise

(1941) and Les idees et les lettres au Xllle siicle

(1947); F. W. Mueller, Der Rosenroman und der

lateinische Averroismus des 13ten Jahrhunderts

(1947); A. M. F. Gunn, The Mirror of Love

(1952); J. V. Fleming, The R. de la R, (1969).

F.W.

Romanelli, Samuel Aaron (*Mantua 19 IX 1757;

tCassale Monferato 17 X 1814), Hebrew-Italian

poet and traveller. Little is known of his up-
bringing, as he left home very early in life. He
supported himself during his wanderings by
teaching, but mostly by writing occasional songs.

However his ^eat didactic poem, Ruach Nachon
(Berlin, 1792), is of lasting value. He translated into

Italian the Jewish prayer book, and also into

Hebrew from the Italian classics.

Massa ba^Arab (Berlin, 1792; Eng. tr. S. M.
Schiller-Szinessy, 1886-87); Zimrat Arizim (poems
in honour of Napoleon; Mantua, 1807); Machaseh
Shaday (coll. Hebrew and Ital. poems; ibid,,

1808). S,A.(M.Ge.;Y.F.)

Romanes, George John (Kingston, Canada West
20 V 1848; ool879 Ethel Duncan; fOxford 23 V
1894), English man of science whose works
amplify Darwin’s* teaching. His posthumous
Thoughts on Relipon (1895) shows modification of
his early aggressive agnosticism. He endowed the
Romanes Lectures in Oxford.

Candid Examination of Theism by Physicus

(1878); Scientific Evidences of Organic Evolution

(1882); Animal Intelligence (1883); Mental
Evolution in Animals (1883); Mental Evolution in

Man (1888); Darwin and after Darwin (1892);
Mind and Motion and Monism (1895).

E. Romanes, Life and Letters ofG, J, R, (1896).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Romanov, Konstantin, Grand Duke: see K, R,

Romanov, Panteleymon Sergeyevich (*1884;

tl936), Soviet author whose novel Rus' (4 vols,

1924-36) was to be part of an ambitious plan to

depict the transition between the old and the new
Russia. Another topical problem is tackled in his

novel SobstvennosF (1933). He was an interesting

transition figure who honestly tried to adapt

himself to the demands of an entirely new era

while yet remaining rooted in the ethicd values of

the old one.

Goluboye platye (1926); Russkaya dusha (1926);

Bez cheremukhi (1927); Novaya skrizhaV (1928);

Rasskazy (1935).

—

Without Cherry Blossom (tr. L,

Zarine, 1930); Three Pairs of Silk Stockings (tr.

idem, 1931); The New Commandment (tr. V. Snow,

1933); On the Volga (tr. A. Gretton, 1934); Diary

of a Soviet Marriage (tr. J. Furnivall and R. Par-

menter, 1936). J.L.

Romanus the ‘Melodos’ {fl. 5th-6th century),

Byzantine poet, renowned for his church hymns.

These are in the form of a kontakion and owe much
to Syriac poetry, especially that of Ephrem*. With

Romanus Greek hymnography appears to have

made the change from quantitative to accented

metre which characterizes its later development.

J.M.H.

P. Maas and C. Trypanis, Sancti Romani Melodi

cantica (2 vols, 1963-70).—^E. Wellesz, A History

of Byzantine Music and Hymnography (2nd ed.

1961); K. Mitsakis, Byzantine Hymnographia

(1971). J.M.H. (R,B.)

Romberg, Johannes Christlieb Nathanael (*Alt-

Bukow, Mecklenburg 1808; fin his home on the

San Bernard River, Texas 1891), Texas-German
poet in the German classicist tradition.

Gedichte (ed. A. Wa^er, 1900).

S. Metzenthin-Raunick in Amer.-Ger. Rev.,

XII (1946). E.R.

Romein, Jan Marius (*Rotterdam 30 X 1893;

00Anna Margaretha Verschoor; fAmsterdam 16

VII 1962), Dutch historian and essa5dst. Besides

his many history books, he wrote fascinating but

reliable essays. Together with his wife, he wrote the

celebrated series, Erfiaters van onze beschaving (4

vols, 1938-40), a portrait gallery of all important

Dutchmen. In these essays, the liberal Marxist

point of view of the authors and an insight backed
by modem psychology are supported by an
efiScient, fluent style.

He was also a noted philosopher of history,

following his teacher Huizinga* though tending

more towards systematization; Theory of History

has become an important branch of history

teaching at Amsterdam University.

De dood van Nikephoros Phokas (short novel;
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1929).—history: Dostojewsky in de westersche

kritiek (1924); De lage landen bij de zee (with

Annie R.-Verschoor; 1934); Het onvoltooid

verleden (1937); In opdracht van de tijd (1946); De

biografie (1946); Tussen vrees en vrijheid (1950);

In de hof der histone (1951); Carillon der tijden

(1953); De eeuw van Azie (1956; The Asian Century,

tr. R. T. Clark, 1962); Bender en anders (1964);

Op het breukvlak van twee eeuwen (ed. Annie R.-

Verschoor, 2 vols, 1967).

DeNieuwe Stem, memorial no., XI, XII (1962);

Jacob Presser, biblio. with intro. (1963). J.J.O.

Romero, Jose Ruben (*1890; tl952), Mexican

novelist, author of a modern picaresque novel. La
Vida Mtil de Pito Perez (1938), a bitter denuncia-

tion of man’s inhumanity to man put into the

mouth of an unrepentant village drunkard.

J.F.

Mi caballo, mi perro y mi rifle (1926); Apuntes

de un lugareno (1932); Desbandada (1934); El

pueblo inocente (1934); Rosenda (1946).—Obras

completas (ed. A. Castro Leal, Mexico, 1957).

G. La Farga, La evolucidn literaria de R, R.

(1939); E. R. Moore, Novelistas de la Revolucion

mexicam: /. R, R. (1940); /. R. R, vida y obra,

bibliografia, antologia (New York, 1946).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Rompler van Ldwenhalt, Jesaias (*Dinkelsbuhl c,

1610; fafter 1672), German poet, founder of the

Aufrichtige Tannengesellschaft in Strasbourg

(1631), in opposition to the Prince of Anhalt’s

Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft and representing

a South German Protestant Baroque in opposition

to Opitz*. He also attempted spelling reforms.

Erstes Gebusch Reimgetichte (1647).—^J. H.
Scholte, ‘Wahrmund von der Tannen’ in Neo-
philologus, XXI (1936); A. H. Kiel, /. R. van L.

(diss. Amsterdam, with sel. of poems, very good;
1940) and ‘Unveroflfentlichte Briefe des J, R. van L.

an J. H. Boeder’ in Zschr. fur die Gesch, des Ober-
rheins, new ser., LIV (1943). L.W.F.

Romulus: see Phaedrus.

RoncesvaUes, Cantar de (13th century). This 100-

line Spanish epic fragment descends from the

Chfmon de Roland, and is probably of Navarrese
origin. It contains, in powerful and economical
form, CHARLEMAGNE’S lament for his dead
warriors.

R. Menendez Pidal, Tres poetas primitivos
(Buenos Aires, 1948); J. Horrent, R, &tude sur le

fragment de cantar de gesta (1951) and La Chanson
de Rolanddans les literaturesfrangaise et espagnole
du Moyen Age (1951). A.D.D.

Rondeletius, Jacobus Petri (Runnaby c. 1580;
tl662), Swedish cleric and dramatist. He became

headmaster at Sddertalje in 1613, and in 1614
wrote, for performance by his pupils, the play
Judas Redivivus (in Swedish), a didactic tragi-

comedy founded on the medieval Judas legend, but
reflecting also the influence of Asteropherus’*
Tisbe, of Plautus* and of Terence*.

Judas Redivivus (ed. G. Klemming, 1871).
G. Ljunggren, Svenska dramat intill slutet av

sjuttonde drhundradet (1864); A. Peterson, Det
svenska skoldramat (1929).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K.

Ronsard, Pierre de (Manoir de la Possonniere
nr Venddme 11 IX 1524 or 1525; fAbbey of Saint-

Cosme, Touraine 27 XII 1585), French poet,
leader of the pl^iade. Ronsard says that he was
bom on ‘Saturday, Sept. 11th, in the year of the
battle of Pavia’ (1524 O.S. or 1525 N.S.). In
neither year was this a Saturday and 2 IX 1524 or
1525 have also been proposed. He was intended for
a career of arms and diplomacy and became a page
to the Dauphin at the age of ten. With various

masters he visited Scotland, the Netherlands and
Alsace—^travels without effect on his later work.
At 18 a serious illness left him partly deaf. He
was tonsured but not ordained and turned to

literature. Intensive study under Dorat at the

College de Coqueret in company with J. A. de
Balf* and J. Du* Bellay gave him a deep know-
ledge of Greek and Latin literature, of which the

first fruits appeared in his Odes (1550 and 1552),

of Pindaric and Horatian inspiration; a little later

(1554-55) the infiuence of Amacreon* appears in

his work (H. Estienne*). Meanwhile the example
of Italian poets, particularly Petrarch*, had
inspired the first Amours (1552-53), consisting

chiefly of sonnets and addressed to Cassandre de
Salviati whom Ronsard traditionally met at a ball

at Blois and continued to adore after her marriage.

His second and third Amours (1555-56), of more
native and sensual inspiration, are addressed to

Marie, a country-girl of Anjou whose identifica-

tion (as e.g. Marie Du Pin) is only conjecture. Also

in 1555-56 Ronsard published his first Hymnes,

occasional poems in the grand manner addressed

to his friends or to the great. By 1560 ten years’

work had established him as the exponent of a new
poetry based on humanism which now replaced

any lingering medieval conceptions, and a domi-

nant figure in letters and at court. Lucrative abbeys

were granted him (Saint-Cosme, 1564; Croixvd,

1565), where he spent much of his time.

After 1560 he wrote notably: Les Discours

(1560-70), noble poems in alexandrines allied to

the earlier Hymnes and treating the wars of religion

from the Roman Catholic and national stand-

point; La Franciade (1572), an unsuccessful

mythological epic of the French monarchy, in

decasyllables, of which only four books out of 24

appeared; a group of sonnets on the death of

Marie, attached in 1578 to the earlier Amours de
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Marie, but now believed to be courtier’s poems on

the death (1574) of Marie de C16ves, the young

mistress of Henri III; and the Sonnetspour Helene

(1578), perhaps his finest work, addressed to

H616ne de Surg^res, maid-of-honour to Catherine

de Medicis.

In his last years Ronsard became detached from

the court, which favoured the younger poet

Desportes*. Tormented by arthritis, he died at

Saint-Cosme after a painful journey. Though
condemned by Malherbe* and neglected for 250

years, Ronsard again stands as the chief figure in

French Renaissance poetry, an iimovator of

immense technical virtuosity though of narrower

emotional range. He established, though he did

not introduce, the alexandrine, and with Du
Bellay fixed the form of the French sonnet. To his

main work should be added the important collec-

tions: Les Folastries (1553), Les Bocages (1550,

1554) and Elegies, Mascarades et Bergeries (1565).

His constant rearrangements of his poems compli-

cate his bibliography, studied in full in P.

Laumonier, Tableau chronologique des csuvres de

Bonsard (1911).

Les Amours (ed. H. W. and C. Weber, 1963); Le
Bocage (ed. G. Cohen, 1937); Sonnetspour Hiline

(ed. M. Smith, 1970).— CEuvres collectives (1560,

1578, 1584, 1587, etc.); (Euvres completes (ed. G.
Cohen, 2 vols, 1938, follows 1584 ed.; ed. P.

Laumonier et od», 1914 ff., authoritative); CEuvres

(ed. I. Silver, 1965 ff., follows 1587 ed.).

P. Laumonier, R., poite lyrique (1909); G,
Cohen, R., sa vie et son auvre (1924); P. Champion,
R, et son temps (1925); M. Raymond, VInfluence

de R, (1927); M. Bishop, R,, Prince ofPoets (1940);

G. Gadoffre, R. par lui-meme (1960); R. Lebdgue,

R., Vhomme etVauvre (1966); D. Stone, R.’j' Sonnet

Cycles (1966). G.B.

Roovere, Anihonis de (Bruges c. 1430; tl6 V
1482), Dutch poet in ^e rederuker tradition

(motto: ‘Den voys hoert eer an’), bricklayer by
trade and organizer of festivities, member of the

Chamber of Rhetoric De H. Geest. At the age of
17 hewas given the title ‘Prinche van rethorycken’.

From 1465 he received a special annual grant from
the town of Bruges. He practised well-nigh all the

genres of the Rederfikers. From his plays only the

Morality Quicunque vult salvus esse has been
preserved. In prose he wrote De blyde incoempste

van Vrouw Margriete van Yorck and probably also

the section 1467-82 in Die excellente crordke van

Vlaenderen, His Lof van den heylighen Sacramente

(1457) was printed in 1478 and has come down to

us in several MSS. The dialogue Van pays ende

oorloghe is known firom the editions of 1557 and
1578. Eighty years after his death his fellow-

townsman Edewaerd de Dene* published a large

anthology of his refrains (especially didactic and
religious ones, among which are some ingenious

eulogies on Virgin Mary), rondels (sourly

satirical) and other shorter pieces, under the title

Rethoricale Wercken (1562).

Gedichten van A, de R. (ed. J. J. Mak, 1955);
Blyde incoempste (ed. W. G. Brill in Rronijk v. h!

Hist. Genootschap te Utrecht, 1866); Quicunque
vult salvus esse (ed. L. Scharpe in Leuvensche
Bijdragen, IV, 1900).

G. C. van t’Hoog, A. de R. (1918) ; J. J. Mak, Uyt
lonsten Versaemt (1957); A. Viaene, ‘A. de R.
“Stadsdichter v. Brugge” (1466-1482)’ in Ad
Harenas (1960); R. Willemyns in Versl. en Med.
Vlaamse Acad. (1967); G. Stuiveling, Vakwerk
(1967); W. L. Braekman in Jaarboek De Fonteiue
(1968). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Roper, William (*Canterbury 1496; oo2 VII 1521

Margaret More; ^ibid, 4 I 1578), English biogra-

pher. Roper’s Life of Sir Thomas More, his

father-in-law, which was composed about 1535 but
published first in Paris in 1626, gives a deli^tful

picture of the More* household and is one of the

first biographies in English. J.B.B.

Ropshin, V., pseud, of Boris Savinkov (*1879;

tl926), Russian revolutionary author who played

a somewhat ambiguous political part after 1917

and eventually committed suicide. His novel,

Kon* bledny (1913; The Pale Horse, tr. Z.

Vengerova, 1917), is an interesting dissection of a
terrorist’s mind. J.L.

R0rdam, Valdemar (Dalby 23 IX 1872; ool901

Margrethe Jensine Hansen, ool938 Margaretha

Brill; fCopenhagen 14 VII 1946), Danish poet. He
was a prolific and versatile writer, the majority of

his 50 books being poems. He learnt much from

English poets, especially Swinburne* and Kipling*,

and he made some excellent translations of

Kipling, Reymont* and Pushkin*. The strong

moralizing and patriotic fervour of his lyric poetry,

which demanded sacrifices from his countrymen,

and his jingoism had a certain effect, which was

lost when he praised Hitler and the Nazis during

the occupation of Denmark. He realized his fatal

mistake and died a disappointed man.

Dansk Tunge (1901); Gudrun Dyre (1902); Den

gamle Kaptajn (3 vols, 1906-^7); Strid og

Stroengeleg (1912); Udvalgte Digte fra tyve Aar (2

vols, 1918); Afrodites Boldspil (1920); Jens Hvas til

Ulvborg (2 vols, 1922-23); Sangen om Danmark

(1923); Danmark i tusind Aar Udvalgte

Digte 1895-1940 (1966). E.B.

Rosa, Salvatore (Naples 21 VI 1615; ooLucrezia

Paolino; tKome 15 III 1673), Italian painter and

satirical poet. The often-displayed erudition in his

seven Satire is counterbalanced by their value as a

document of his times. They deal with corruption

among musicians and ecclesiastics; literary and

artistic fashions—^which he castigates; the scourge
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of war; and the polemics m which he was involved.

His letters reveal a fascinating personality.

Satire (Amsterdam [Rome], 1694; crit. ed. G. A.

Cesareo in Poesie e Lettere edite e inedite di S, R,,

2 vols, 1892); Lettere inedite di S, R, a G. B,

Ricciardi (ed. A. de Rinaldis, 1939); Poesie e

lettere inedite (ed. U. Limentani, 1950).

L. Ozzola, Vita e opere di S, R, (1908); U.
Limentani, ‘S. R. Nuovi studi e ricerche* in Ital.

Stud., VIII-IX (1953-54), Bibliografia della vita e

delle opere di S, R, (1955), ‘S. R.’ in La Satira del

Seicento (1961) and ‘S. R.: supplement alia

bibliografia’ in Forum Italicum (Mar. 1973); L.

Salerno, S. R. (1963). U.L.

Rosales, Luis (*Granada 1910), neo-classical

Spanish poet, literary critic and, with Luis

Vivanco*, dramatist.

Abril (1935); Retablo sacro del nacimento del

Senor (1940); La casa encendida (1949); Rimas
(1951) ;

El contenido del corazdn (1969). J.E.V.

Roscoe, William (*Liverpool 8 III 1753; ool781

Jane Grifiies; ^bid, 30 VI 1831), English banker,

botanist, philanthropist and author of biographical

works on the Italian Renaissance. He also wrote
against the slave trade and composed the nursery

classic ‘The Butterfly’s Ball and the Grasshopper’s

Feast’ (in The Gentleman’s Magazine, 1806).

R.M.H.

The Wrongs ofAfrica (1787) ; Life ofLorenzo de*

Medici (1796); The Life and Pontificate of Leo X
(1805); Illustrations of the Life of L, de Medici
iXm).^Poetical Works (1853).

H. Roscoe, Life of W, R, (1833); Sir C. S, Jones,

W. R. 1753-1831 (1931); W. R, of Liverpool (ed.

with life by G, Chandler, 1953).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Roscommon, Wentworth Dillon, Earl of
(Ireland 71633; ccIV 1662 Lady Frances Boyle,
ooX 1674 Isabella Matthew; fLondon I 1685),

English courtier-poet, who studied at the Protes-

tant University of Caen, travelled in France,
Germany and Italy, was skilled in linguistics and
numismatics. Returning to England on the

Restoration, Roscommon lived the life of a ‘wit’,

gambling, duelling, yet lived to form an academy
like that at Caen. A fine orator, he wrote on
translated verse, was the first critic to praise

Paradise Lost publicly, recommending blank verse
as a medium.

The Miscellaneous Works of the late Earls of
Rochester and R, (1707); Poems by the Earl ofR,
(1717; repr. Johnson, X; Anderson, VI; Chalmers,
yni).—Horace*s Art of Poetry, made English

(1680; 1684, facs. 1971); An Essay on Translated
Verse (1684; enlarged 1685 ; repr. in J. E. Spingam,
Critical Essays of the 17th Century, III, 1909;
facs. 1971).

S. Johnson, Lives, I (1781; repr. G. B. Hill, I,

1905). B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Rosenberg, Wilhelm Ludwig (*Hamm, West-
phalia 101 1850; tLillian, Ala. 301 1934), German-
American author. Driven out by the German anti-
socialist law, he continued his politics in America.

verse: Lieder und Gedichte (1881); An der
Weltenwende (1910); Krieg dem Kriege (1915);
Weltverrat und Weltgericht {X910).—Crumbleton
(drama; 1898).—various: Irrfahrten, eine soziale

Lebensgeschichte (1880); Aus dem Reiche des
Tantalus, Skizzen (1888). E.R.

Rosenpliit, Hans (=Hans Schnepperer) (Jl, c.

1430-60), brass-worker and poet of Nurnberg. He
wrote historical and political songs, lyrics, didactic
and satirical poems, Schwdnke (see schwank) and
Shrovetide plays. He perfected the didactic sub-
genre ‘Priamel*. Though much of what he wrote
is crudely vulgar, his purpose was always serious.

No complete ed.—^A. Keller, Fastnachtsspiele,

III (4 vols, 1853-58); K. Euling, Das Priamel bis

H, R. (1905); G. Ehrismann, Gesch. der dt» Liu,
final vol. (1935); H. Maschek, Lyrik des spaten

MA.S (Dt. Lit. in Entw.-^Reihen, 1939). F.P.P.

Rosenstein, Nils (Rosen) von (*Uppsala 12 Xn
1752; tStockhohn 7 VIH 1824), Swedish orator,

philosopher and dvil servant. A follower ofFrench
Enlightenment, he, at the invitation ofGustav* III,

became the first secretary of the Swedish Academy.
He was a great patron of the arts and a friend of
the leading writers of his day.

Anmdrkningar om vitterhet och smak (1787);
Fdrsok till en ofhandling om upplysningen (1793);
Samlade skrifter (ed. J. N. Tersmeden, 3 vols,

1838); N. von RJ*s brevsamling (ed. H. Schuck,
1905).

L. M. Enberg, ‘Aminnelsetal’ in Svenska
akademiens handlingar ifrin ar 1796, XI (1827);
H. Larssen, ‘R.’s avhandling om upplysningen’ in

Gemenskap (1932). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K.

Rosetti, Constantin (*Bucharest 1816; ^ibid.

1885), Rumanian politician and poet. One of the

leading figures in the 1848 revolution in Wallachia,

he was driven into exile and helped B^lcescu* to

edit Romania viitoare in Paris. He returned to

Wallachia in 1857 and took over the journal

Rom^ul, which pressed for a united Rumania.
As a young man he wrote a volume of poetry,

Ceasuri de Mulfumire (1843), which shows the

influence of French Romanticism, and he trans-

lated from Byron* Lamartine* and Hugo*.

Istoria literaturii romdne, n (1968); R. Pantazi,

C. A. R. Ginditorul (1969). D.J.D.

Roshi: see Asher ben Yechiel.
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Rosmini-Serbati, Antonio (*Rovereto 24 III 1797

;

tStresa 1 VII 1855), ItaKan philosopher, political

writer, scholar and founder of the religious Order

of the Rosminians. His Nuovo saggio sulVorigine

delle idee (1830) showed more originality than any

other Italian philosophical work since Vico’s*

death. His bold independence of thought soon

found him enemies and he retired to Stresa,

spending his last years on works of philosophy and

religion and enjoying the friendship of Manzoni*.

That his influence on Italian writers was not

greater was largely due to his cumbrous style.

Opere edite e inedite (1934 ff.); Epistolario

completo (1887-94); Le cinque piaghe della santa

Chiesa (1849; ed. C. Riva, 1966).

G. Bozzetti, A, R, nelVaspetto estetico e letterario

(1909); C. Caviglione, Bibliografia delle opere di

A. R. (1925) ; L. Bulferetti, A. R. nella Restaurazione

(1955); F. Traniello, Societd religiosa e societd

civile in R, (1966; with full biblio.).

N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Rosny, J. H., joint pseud, of Joseph-Henri Bofix

(Brussels 17 II 1856; tParis 15 H 1940) and

Justin BoMx (*Brussels 21 Vn 1859; fFaris 14 VI
1948), French novelists. The brothers signed their

novels jointly until 1908. Then they published

separately as Rosny aIn^ and Rosny jeune. Their

huge output has the most varied settings, from pre-

history to modem society, and has philosophical

and moral aspects.

Signed J, H. Rosny; Vimmolation (1887);

Vamireh (1892); Uimperieuse bonti (1^5).

—

Signed Rosny ^6: La guerre du feu (1911); La
vague rouge (1910); Les rafales (1912); La force

mystirieuse (1914); Vappel au bonheur (1919); Les

picheresses (1928).—Signed Rosnyjeune: Uaffaire

dirive (1909); Sepulchres blanchis (1913); La
courtisane passionnee (1924); La pantine (1929).

M. C. Poinsot, /. H, R. (1907); G. Cazella, R.

(1907). M.G.; J.P.R.

Ross, Martin: see Somervilie, Edith (Anna)
CEnone.

Ross, Sinclair (Prince Albert, Saskatchewan

1908), Canadian novelist and story writer who was
a bank clerk formany years in small Western towns

and now works for Royal Bank in Montreal. His

realistic studies of prairie life are highly regarded

for their psychological penetration and effective

atmosphere.

As For Me and My House (1941); The Well

(1958).—D. Stephens, ‘Wind, sun and dust’ in

Canad. Lit., XXIU (1965). R.Su.

Rossetti, Christina Georgina (London 5 XH
1830; -fibid, 29 XII 1894), English poet, daughter of

Gabriele Rossetti*. Often compared with George
Herbert*, Christina Rossetti possessed something

of the same power to express deep religious feeling

in apparently simple terms. She lived a life of self-

dedication, twice renouncing the prospect of

marriage for the sake of her faith. The passionate

southern strain in her nature found its outlet in

lyricism of great strength and subtlety. Her direct

phrasing is woven by repetition and rhyme into

patterns of exquisite melody, and a profound

sadness permeates its quiet cadences.

Goblin Market and Other Poems (1862); The

Prince's Progress (1866); A Pageant and Other

Poems (1881); Verses (1893); New Poems (1896).

—Poetical Works (with a memoir by W. M.
Rossetti, 1904).

H. T. M. Bell, C. R., a Biographical and Critical

Study (1898); D. M. Stuart, C. R, (1930); E, W.
Thomas, C. G. R. (1931); L. M. Packer, C. R,

(1963). R.F. (M.A.)

Rossetti, Gabriel Charles Dante (*London 12 V
1828; 0O1860 Elizabeth Siddal [tl862]; Wd. 9 IV

1882), English poet and painter, the son of

Gabriele Rossetti*. He was educated at King’s

College School, Cary’s Art Academy and the

Royal Academy. He later became a pupil of Ford

Madox Brown and in 1848 met Millais and Hol-

man Hunt and formed the Pre-Raphaelite Brother-

hood. In 1850 the first number of The Germ was

published, and in this journal Rossetti published

‘The Blessed Damozel’ and other poems, which

provoked Buchanan’s* attack on ‘The Fleshly

School of Poetry’. Rossetti’s poetry was perhaps

weakened by his visual preoccupation and ^
painting by his literary interests, but his best

ballads and sonnets are dramatic as well as

decorative.

Poems (1870); Ballads and Sonnets (1881); The

House ofLife, a SonneUSequence (ed. P. F. Baum,

1928).—The Collected Works ofD, G. R, (ed. W.

M. Rossetti, 2 vols, 1886); The Works ofD. G, R,

(ed. idem, 1911); D. G. R., An Anthology (ed. F. L.

Lucas, 1933),—Letters (ed. O. Dou^ty and

J. R. Wahl, 5 vols, 1965- ).

W. Sharp, D, G. R, A Recordanda Study (1882);

E. L. Cary, The R,s (1900); W. Holman Hunt,

Preraphaelitism and the Prerapkaelite Brotherhood

(2 vols, 1905); C. Davies, D, G, R, (1925); S.

Ghose, D, G. R, and Contemporary Criticism,

1849-1882 (Dijon, 1929); L. Wolff, D. G. R, (Paris,

1934); E. R. Vincent, G. R, in England (1936); 0.

Doughty, A Victorian Romantic (1949); G. H.

Flemming, R, and the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood

(1967). B.H. (M.A.)

Rossetti, Gabriele (*Vasto, Abruzzi 28 II 1783;

tLondon 24 IV 1854), Italian patriot, poet and

scholar. Exiled after the Naples revolution in 1821

which he celebrated in an ode ‘Sei pur bella con

gli astri sul crine’, he taught at King’s College,

London, and in his works Commento analitico

della Divina Commedia (1S2&-2T), Mistero deU*-
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amore platonico (1842) and Beatrice di Dante

(1842) presents Dante* as the exponent of anti-

Papalism and Church reform. Rossetti wrote

various volumes of poetry—Poesie (1806), Iddio e

Vuomo (1833), religious in inspiration as is also

VArpa eycmgelica (1852)—and patriotic lyrics.

he poesie di G, R. (ed. Carducci, 1879); Opere

inedite e rare, Poesie inedite e rare tratte dagli

autograft (ed. D. Ciampoli, 4 vols, 1929-31).

G. Perale,Uopera di G. R, (1906); R. D. Waller,

The R. Family (1932); E. R. Vincent, G. R, in

England (1930. N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Rossi, VnTORio (*Venice 3 DC 1865; fRome 18 I

1938), Italian philologist, scholar, historian and
literary critic. His later work combines the best of

both the historical and the idealistic schools of

criticism.

Storia della letteratura italiana (1900-02); Scritti

di critica letteraria (3 vols, 1930); II Quattrocento

(1933).

Un cinquantennio di studi sulla letteratura

italiana (1937); Vopera d'un maestro^ Bibliografta

ragionata degli scritti di V, R, (1938). N.K.W.

Rostand, Edmond Eugene Alexis (^Marseilles

1 IV 1868; ooRosemonde G6rard; tParis 2 XII

1918), French dramatist, elected to the French

Academy in 1902. Rostand’s early plays in verse,

Les Romanesques (1894), La princesse lointaine

(1895), and La Samaritaine (1897), all show the

rich fund of lyricism and the remarkable verbal

virtuosity which found their finest expression in

Cyrano de Bergerac (1897; tr. H. Wolfe, 1937), a
masterpiece of heroic drama on the theme of the

unrequited love of an ugly soldier-poet of the 17th

century. The hero of UAiglon (1900; tr. B.

Davenport, 1927), the tragedy of the ineffectual

son of a great soldier, is Napoleon’s son, the Due
de Reichstadt. Ckantecler (1910), in which all the

characters are animals and birds, owes much to

La* Fontaine’s Fables and Hugo’s* La forit

mouillie. Produced in 1910, it was not a success

but it was well received on its revival in 1926.

Rostand’s plays are not so much an innovation in

French poetic drama as the last exuberant blos-

soming of the Romantic drama launched by Victor

Hugo in Hernani,

La demiire nuit de Don Juan (play; 1921).

—

verse: Les musardises (1890); Le cantique de Vaile

(1922); Le vol de la Marseillaise (1922).

G. Haraszti, E, R, (1913); J. Suberville, Le
thidtre de R, (1921); A. Apest6guy, La vieprofonde

d^E, R, (1929); N. J. Premsela, E, R, (1933); J. W.
Grieve, Veeuvre dramatique de R, (1931); R.

G6rard, E. R, (1935). T.W.

Rostand, Maurice (Paris 26 V 1891; fViUe
d’Avray 21 n 1968), French poet and dramatist,

son of Edmond, wrote numerous collections of

poems and plays in verse often dealing with

historical subjects, the best of which is La gloire

(1921).

verse: Les insomnies (1913); Morbidezza (1928).

—Uhomme que fai tue (novel; 1925).--plays:
Napolion IV (1928); Le dernier Tzar (1929); Le
proems d'Oscar Wilde (1935).

P. Brisson, Le thidtre des armies folks (1943);

G. Pillement, Anthologie du thidtre frangais

contemporain, in (1948). T.W.

Rostworowski, Karol Hubert, Count (*Rybna
3 XI 1877; fCracow 4 II 1938), Polish poet and
playwright. After studying music and philosophy,

he settled in Cracow (1914). A convinced Roman
Catholic and nationalist, he is sometimes called the

Polish Mauriac*. From experimenting in natural-

ism in his first plays, he turned to psychological

dramas of ideas (Judasz z Kariothu, 1913; Kajus

Cezar Kaligula^ 1917) ia which he tried in an Ex-
pressionistic manner to throw new light on
legendary characters. In the Mystery Milosierdzie

(1920) humanity is the only actor. The naturalistic

trilogy on peasant life (Niespodzianka, 1929;

Przeprowadzka, 1930; U mety, 1932) is both tragic

and comic. Rostworowski’s main preoccupation is

man’s relationship to God.

plays: Zmartwychwstanie (1923); Antychryst

(1925); Czerwony marsz (1931).

—

averse: Zygzaki

(1932); Dramaty wybrane (1967).

R. Bergel, ‘Tradycje dramatyki ludowej w
teatrze R.’ in 2yde Teatru, IX (1920; S. Adam-
czewski, ’Drogi i bezdroza tw6rczo§ci R.’ in

Kultura, XVHI (1932); K. Czachowski, ‘R. Polish

tragic dramatist’ in Slavon. and East Eur. Rev.,

XVII (1938-39). S.S. (P.H.)

Rotgans, Lucas (AmsterdamX 1654; ooAnna A.

de Salengre; fR^omzicht, Breukelen 3 XI 1710),

Dutch poet. A patrician, he served in the army
1672-74 and afterwards went to Paris. In addition

to traditional poems he wrote the epic Wilhem III

(2 vols, 1698-1700) and the mildly realistic poem
De Boerenkermis (1708; repr. 1851), both impor-

tant despite the regular versification of his time.

J.W.W.

verse: Gedichten (1691); Poezy van verscheidene

mengelstoffen (with biog. F. Halma, 1715).

—

plays: Scilla (1711; ed. L. Strengholt, 1960;
E>ieas en Turnus (1715; ed. idem, 1959).

W. Kloos, Een daad van eenvoudige rechu

vaardigheid (1909); W. A. P. Smit, ‘R.’s epos

Wilhem de Derde* in Verslag Provinciaal Utrechts

Genootschap (1950). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Roth, Henry (Austria-Hungary 8 11 1900,

American novelist. Although he wrote only one

book, Call It Sleep (1934), which was so poorly

received that he withdrew in disgust from the

literary scene, this chronicle ofthe mental sufiermg
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and bewilderment of a Jewish child in New York,

crippled by his helplessness with the new language

and yet capable of religious vision within his own
culture, has come to be seen as one of the most

remarkable documents of immigrant life. Since his

self-imposed silence, Roth has worked as a

machinist, one-room schoolteacher and water-

fowl farmer. D.E.Mo.

Roth, Josef (*Schwabendorf nr Brody 2 VI 1894;

fParis 27 V 1939), Austrian novelist, essayist,

critic. With Musil*, Broch* and Stefan Zweig*, he

is an important chronicler of the Habsburg
monarchy. All his characters experience the

impossibility of shaking off the impersonal power
and magic of the old world, which as an ‘infection’

and inescapable dimension of the soul constantly

threatens their personal identity, notably in the

novel Radetzkymarsch (1932). Lronic detachment

from and complete abandonment to the ‘Habsburg
myth’ are both characteristic of Roth’s work. Like

many Austrian writers of his generation, he is a
skilled craftsman and stylist.

novels: Hotel Savoy (1924); Die Flucht ohne
Ende (1927); Hiob (1930); Die hmdert Tage

(1936); Die Kapuzinerkruft (1938; sequel to

Radetzkymarsch).

—

short stories: Die Legende
vom heiligen Trinker (1939); Der Leviathan

(1940).

—

^essays: Juden auf der Wanderschaft

(1926); Panoptikum (1930); Der Antichrist (1934).

—COLLECTED WORKS: Gesommelte Werke (ed. H.
Kesten, 3 vols, 1956); Romane, Erzdhlungen^

Aufsdtze (1964).

H. B611, ‘Leben und Werk J. R.s’ in Deutsche
Rundschau, LXXXIH (1957); C. Magris, ‘J. R.*

inDer Habsburgische Mythos in der dsterreichischen

Literatur (1966; tr. of Ital. ed., 1963); H. Scheible,

/. R. (1970). F.M.K.

Roth, Philip (•Newark, N.J. III 1933), American
short-story writer and novelist. His first novel.

Goodbye, Columbus (1959), a wiy portrait of a
vacation romance between students who ask more
than their limited independence can permit, was
an immediate success.A graduate ofthe University

of Chicago (1955) and teacher there immediately

afterwards, Roth has put his knowledge of the

American campus to good use.

Letting Go (1962); Portnoy's Complaint (1969).

D.E.MO.

Rothe, Johannes (tl434), German moralist,

canon of Eichstatt. Der Ritterspiegel, a stanzaic

speculum written for and with the advice of ‘noble

friends’, gives the contemporary ideal of the

Christian gentleman and soldier, the neighbour of
peasant and townsman, engaged if need be in

commerce. It owes nothing to the chivalrous epic;

it seeks its authority in the Fathers and Vegetius**

classic on military strategy.

Thuring. Chronik (ed. R. von LiJiencron, 1859);
Die hi Elisabeth (excerpt) in J. Kurschner, Du
Nat.-Liu, X (1882-89); Des rdtis czucht or Von
der stete ampten (‘ Of Civic Oflfice ’

; ed. A. Heinrich,

1913); Lob der Keuschheit (ed. H, Neumann,
1934); Ritterspiegel (ed. idem, 1936).

*

J. Petersen, Das Rittertum in der Darstellung des
J. R. (1909). F.P.P.

Rothensteiner, John Ernst (*St Louis, Mo. 7 I

1860; ^ibid. 26 IX 1936), German-American poet
and excellent translator.

verse : Hoffnung undErinnerung (1903) ; Indianer-

sommer (1906); Heliotrope (1908); Am sonnigen

Hang (1909); Lieder eines Deutschamerikaners
(1916).—translations: A German Garden of the

Heart (1934).—various: Die literarische Wirk-
samkeit der deutschamerikanischen Katholiken

(1922).

B. Wilram, J. R. der deutschamerikanische

Priestersdnger, ausgewdlilte Dichtungen (1924); F.

Bruns, ‘J. R.f in Monatshefte f. dt. Unterricht

(Wise.), XXVIII (1936). E.R,

Rothmann, Maria Elizabeth: see M. E. R.

Rotrou, Jean (^^Dreux 21 VIII 1609; Uibid,

28 VI 1650), French dramatist. He was attached as

a ‘hired author’ in succession to Hardy* to the

H6tel de Bourgogne, for which he wrote 35 known
plays. A prolific writer of comedies and romantic

or melodramatic tragi-comedies, he was P.

Corneille’s* chief competitor in the 1630s and
1640s. His best-known tragedies are Saint Genest

(acted 1645), one of the last French religious

tragedies until Racine’s* Esther (1689), Venceslas,

a drama of love and politics set in Poland, and
Cosrois, a political drama comparable to some of

Corneille’s more powerful plays. He drew heavily

on Spanish sources and in his turn was pillaged by
later dramatists including probably Racine.

comedies: Filandre (1633); Clorinde (1635); La
Belle Alphride (1636).

—

^tragedies: VHypocon-
driaque (1628; crit. ed. F. Gohin, 1924); Hercule

mourant (?1634); Agisilas de Colchos (1636);

Laure persecutee (c, 1638); Antigone (1637);

Iphigenie (1640); Bilisaire (1643); Le Veritable

Saint Genest (1645; crit. ed. T. F. Crane, New
York, 1907); Venceslas (1647; crit. ed. idem,

1907; ed. W. Leiner, Saarbrucken, 1956); Cosrods

(1648; ed. J. Scherer, 1950).

—

CEuvres (ed. VioUet-

le-Duc, 5 vols, 1820); Thidtre choisi (ed. F.

Hemon, 1883).

H. Chardon, La vie de R. (1884); H. C. Lan-

caster, A History ofFrench Dramatic Literature in

the 17th century, I, II (1929-32); Rev. d’hist. litt.

de la France, L (1950); I. Butfum, Studies in the

Baroque (Yale, 1957); J. van Baelen, R. (1965);

J. Morel, jR., dramaturge de Pambiguite (1968).

G.B.
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Roud, Gustave (*Vevey 20 IV 1897), the Franco-

Swiss Hesiod*. His works draw upon the country-

side around Jorat, which he knows so well and

where he Jives, to express fleeting moments of

hannony between the poet and world. His poems

express his search for the invisible in the very heart

of the visible. He has made fine translations from

Holderlin*, Novalis*, Rilke* and Trakl*.

icrits (coll, works; 3 vols, 1950-70).

Homtnage d G. R. (1957); P. Jaccottet, G. R,

(1968). G.G.

Rougemont, Denis I-ouis de (*Neuchatel 8 IX

1906), Swiss essayist. Professor, editor and pub-

lisher ofreviews in Switzerland and Paris, active in

a number of liberal and cultural organizations.

Since 1934, he has adhered to E. Mourner’s*

philosophy of personalism as an active member

of the Esprit movement. Famous for the publica-

tion of Vamour et VOccident (1939; Passion and

Society^ tr. M. Belgion, 1940), which threw new
light on the sources of European civilization, in

more than 20 brilliant and convincing works he

has defended spiritual values with talent, knowledge

and faith.

Politique de la personne (1934); Penser avec les

mains (1936); La part du diable (1942; Talk of the

Devil, tr. K. Raine, 1945); Vivre en Amerique

(1947); Vaventure occidentale de Vhomme (1957;

Man's Western Quest, tr. M. Belgion, 1947);

Comme toUmime: essais sur les mythes de Vamour
(1961, 1968; Eng. tr. R. Howard, 1964); Les

chances de VEurope (1962; The Meaning of
Europe, tr. A. Braley, 1965); La Suisse ou I'histoire

d'un peuple heureux (1965); Journal d'un ipoque

1926-46 (1968). M.G.

Rouget de Lisle, Claude-Joseph (*Lons-le-

Saulnier 10 V 1760; fChoisy-le-Roi 20 VI 1836),

French poet and song-writer, author of at least the

words of the first six stanzas of Le Chant de guerre

de Varmie du Rhin, composed 25/26 IV 1792,

renamed La Marseillaise after 30 VII 1792. The
final stanza (not Rouget’s) is sometimes ascribed

to the journalist L. Du Bois. The origin of the

music (rearranged 1887) has been much debated,

but Rouget’s authorship of it has not been
conclusively disproved.

Essais en vers et en prose (1797); Chantsfranpais

(1825).

H. Coutant, La Marseillaise, son histoire depuis

1792 (1919); M. Henry-Rosier, R, de L, (1937);

M. de la Fuye and E. Gu6ret, R, de L, inconnu

(1943). G.B.

Roomain, Jacques (*1907; tl944), Haitian poet,

novelist, ethnologist, essayist, civil servant,

politician and diplomat; born of an 61ite mulatto
family, educated in Europe and in the U.S.A.,

co-editor of La Revue indigene (1927), an impor-

tant modem review stressing the value of native

Haitian (including African) culture. He founded
the Haitian Communist party in 1934. His poetry,

largely in free verse, is of ardent protest and
emotional tension, based on Haitian experience.

His chief work, however, is his novels dealing with

Haitian urban and peasant life. His vigorous and
dramatic style includes Creolisms.

NOVELS : Laproie etVombre (1930) ; Lesfantoches

(1931); La montagne ensorcelee (1931); Gouver-

neurs de la rosde (his best novel; 1944; tr. Masters

of the Dew, New York, 1947).—Bow d'dbine

(verse; 1945). D.P.

Roumanille, Joseph (*Saint-R6my 8 Vm 1818;

tAvignon 24 V 1891), Provencal writer and poet.

Roumanille was the friend and instructor of

Mistral*, one of the founders of the felibrige, and

the editor of the Armana Provengau. His own
work, which took many different forms, is marked

by a lyrical gift shot through with humour. He
wrote in a homely and familiar style, and had a

markedly moral outlook and a strongly contro-

versial turn of mind.

verse: Li margarideto (1848); Li Sounjarello

(1851); Lis oubreto en vers (1862).

—

uprose: Lis

oubreto en prose (1859); Li conteprovenpau (1883);

Li Cascareleto (1883).—La part dou bon Dieu

(play; 1853).

E. Ripert, La renaissance provengale (1918) and

/, B.(1948). M.G.; J.P.R.

Roumer, Smile: see hattian literature.

Rous, Francis (*Dittisham, Devon 1579; oo?Phil-

lippa; tActon I 1659), English Puritan divine.

Rous was Provost of Eton and Speaker of the

* Little Parliament’ as well as a theologian.

The Psalms of David in English Meeter (1643);

Treatises and Meditations (1657). J.B.B.

Rousseau, Jean-Baptiste (*Paris 6 IV 1671;

tBmssels 17 III 1741), French poet and dramatist.

The son of a cobbler, he was of arrogant character

and easily made enemies. On the eve of his election

to the French Academy he was accused of slander

and obliged to leave France (1710; forgeries). He
spent the rest of his life abroad in poverty (Swit-

zerland, Vienna, Brussels, London), He excelled in

the ode on general and topical subjects (A la

Fortune, Sur la mort de Conti) and in his dignified,

rhetorical manner was one of the foremost French

serious poets of his age.

plays: Le Cafi (1694); Le Flatteur (1696); Le

Capricieux (1700).—verse: Odes, Cantates, etc.

(London, \ll%-~CEuvres (1743, 1757; ed. A. de

Latour, 1868-69).

Voltaire, Vie de J.-B. R, (1748); H. A. Grubbs,

/.-B. B. (1941). G.B.
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Rousseau, Jean-Jacques (*Geneva 28 VI 1712;

001768 Th6rdse Levasseur; fEnmenonville nr

Paris 2 Vll 1778), French writer and philosopher.

His French Calvinist ancestors came to Geneva in

1550. He lost his mother at birth and lived with his

irresponsible father, a watchmaker, who ‘edu-

cated* him by the reading of both Calvinist

sermons and romantic novels of the 17th century.

From ten to 16 the instability of his life under

various unsympathetic guardians and employers

in Geneva added to the instability of his character.

From 16 to 29 he extended the field of his wander-

ings to Savoy, Piedmont and France, becoming

converted to Catholicism out of sheer opportun-

ism, accepting the hospitality of Mme de Warens
who became his mistress. He later had a long

liaison with an uneducated woman, Th6r6se

Levasseur, whom he finally married; their five

children were abandoned to a foundling institu-

tion. Having tried many jobs and discouraged

many benefactors, he went to Paris where his

natural charm was to bring him many more
amongst the most illustrious: Fontenelle*, Mari-

vaux’*', Condillac*, Diderot* and others. In 1750,

after years of painful struggles, he won the prize

offered by the Academie de Dijon for the best

essay on Si le progres des sciences et des arts a
contribue d corrompre ou d epurer les mceurs (ed.

G. R. Havens, 194Q. Rousseau chose the paradox
which made him famous overnight: so-called

progress in letters, society, civilization has only

served to pervert the innate goodness of man.
During the next 12 years appeared all the

works which were to make him one of the most
famous writers of his time: the Discours sur

Vorigine et les fondements de Vinigaliti parmi les

hommes (1755) attacks private property; in Julie

ou la Nouvelle Hilotse (1761 ; eds : D. Momet, 1925

;

J. Pomeau, 1960), a novel in letters, the family,

the primitive unit, triumphs over the wickedness
of modem society; the Lettre d d'Alembert sur

les spectacles (1758) proclaims the corruption

which the theatre is bound to bring upon the city

of Geneva if Voltaire’s* conceptions prevail;

Smile ou de Viducation (1762; ed. F. and P. Rich-
ard, 1961) shows how man can preserve his

fundamentally good instincts, whilst in Du Contrat
social ou principes du droit politique (1762) we see

how man bom free and now in chains can regain

his lost heritage. These last two books, condemned
by the French authorities, compelled Rousseau to

flee to Switzerland where he started writing his

autobiographical Confessions^ perhaps the most
remarkable of his works (wr. 1765-70; pub. posth.,

1781-88; tr. J. M. Cohen, 1953). Disavowed by the
Genevan Protestants also, he went in I 1766
to England where David Hume* found him a
residence in Derbyshire; but he soon left, having
developed a persecution mania which marred the
last few years of his life in Paris. The Convention
in 1794 transferred his remains to the Panth6on.
Rousseau is still today the controversial figure

whose works aroused such strong passions during
his lifetime. The intuition of this visionary and his

constructive approach account for his immense
influence, both in the field of politics through the
French Revolution and in the realm of literature

through Romanticism. La Profession de foi du
Vicaire Savoyard {Smile, IV) is the most complete
spiritual testament of Rousseau’s faith, a kind of
Christian socialism based on belief in God and the

sanctity of his moral law. As a stylist Rousseau
ranks amongst the greatest.

Le Devin du village (1752); Discours sur

Veconomie politique (1755); Lettre d Christophe de

Beaumont (1763); Lettres de la Montagne (1764);

Lettres sur la legislation de la Corse (1765);

Dictionnaire de musique (1767); Considerations sw
le gouvemement de la Pologne (1772); Reveries du

promeneur solitaire (1782-90; eds: R. Niklaus,

1943; M. Raymond, 1948); Correspondance

generale (ed. T. Dufour and P. P. Plan, 20 vols,

1924-34); Correspondance (ed. R. A. Leigh, 1965

ff.).—CEuvres {computes) (ed. B. Gagnebin and M.
Raymond, 1959 ff.).

L.-J. Courtois, Chronologie critique de la vie et

des oeuvres de R. (1924); P.-M. Masson, La
religion de J,~J. R. (3 vols, 1916); A. Schinz, La
pensee de R. (2 vols, 1929); A. Cobban, R,

and the Modem State (1934); J. S. Spink, R. et

Genive (1934); C. W. Hendel, R,, Moralist

(1934); J. Gu6henno, Jean-Jacques (3 vols, 1948-

52; tr. J. G. and D, Weightman, 1967); D. Momet,
R,, Vhomme et Voeuvre (1950); F. C. Green,

R. (1955); R. Grimsley, R,, a Study in Self

Awareness (1961) and R. and the Religious

Quest (1968); G. May, R. par luUmime (1961);

J. H. Broome, R,, A Study of His Thought

(1963); L. G. Crocker, R, (1968 ff.).

J.P.L (G.B.)

Roussel, Raymond (Paris 20 I 1877; tPalermo

14 VII 1933), French poet. Of a rich family,

Roussel travelled round the world but was not of

it, being totally obsessed by the use of wit and

interplay of words. The Surrealists appreciated

this forerunner of theirs whose novels and plays

aroused shock and bewilderment. His work,

resissued in 1963, attracted the attention of the

Structuralist philosophers. One of his essays,

Comment fai ecrit certains de mes livres (1935)

explains the sources of his ideas, but the reasons

for his suicide remains a mystery.

verse: La doublure (1897); Chiquenaude (1900);

La vue (1904).

—

^novels: Impressions d'Afrique

(1910; Eng. tr. L. Foord and R. Heppenstall,

1969); Locus solus (1914); Nouvelles impressions

d'Afrique (1932).

—

^plays: L'itoile au front (1925);

La poussiire des soleils (1926).

M. Foucault, R, R. (1963); Bizarre, XXXIV-
XXXV (special nos; 1964); J. Ferry, VAfrique des

impressions (1967); J. H. Matthews, Surrealism

and the Novel (1966). M.G.
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Roossin, Andre (*Marseilles 22 I 1911), French

actor and dramatist, founder, with Louis Ducreux,

of the Rideau Gris company in Marseilles, noted

for its production of Webster’s* Duchess ofMalfi
in Paris (1937). His crazy comedy Am^stramgram

(1941) was acclaimed as a modern commedia
delVarte for the greater significance it attributed to

actors and ‘properties’ than to conventional

dramatic dialogue. Roussin has since met with

great popular success with satirical comedies of a
fantastic nature.

La petite hutte (1948; The Little Hut, adapted

N. Mitford, 1950); Les aufs de Vautruche (1948);

Him (1950); Bobosse (1950); Lorsque Venfant
parait (1951); La main de Cesar (1951); Vamour
fou (1955); Une femme qui dit la verite (1960);

Les glorieuses (1960); Un amour qui ne finit pas
(1963); La locomotive (1966); On ne sait jamais
(1970).—autobiography: Patiences et impatiences

(1953); Une contentement raisonnable (1965).

P. Surer, Le the&tre frangais contemporain

(1964); P. L. Mignon, Le thedtre d^aujourd*hui de
A Jusqu^d Z (1966). T.W. (M.G.)

Roux, Paul [Sa^tt-Pol]: see Saint-Pol-Roux.

Rovani, Giuseppe (*Milan 12 I 1818; Ifibid, 26 I

1874), Italian historical novelist and doyen of the

scapiguatura. He moved away from the heroic

and sentimental plots of the would-be followers of
Manzoni*, but even in his cyclic novel I cento anni

{1750-1850) he is far from rivalling Manzoni’s
organic presentation of society.

I cento ami (5 vols, 1859-64; ed. B. Gutierrez,

1934).

L. Russo, I narratori (1922); G. Mariani, Storia

della Scapigliatura (1967); G. Baldi, G, R. e il

problema del romanzo nelVSOO (1967); R. Tordi,

‘R. tra avanguardia e tradizione’ in Rassegna
della lett. ital. (1968). J.G.-R.

Rovetta, Girolamo (*Brescia 30 DC 1851; fMilan
8 V 1910), Italian novelist and playwright. He
wrote about 20 very popular novels of varying
types of which the best is Le lacrime delprossimo

(1888). The greatest of his historical plays, Roman-
ticismo (1901), is still staged.

E. Bevilacqua, ‘Saggio di bibliografia rovet-

tiana’ in La Lucema (192Q and G, R. (1931).

N.K,W.

Rowe, Nicholas (*Little Barford, Beds 20 VI
1674; 001698 Antonia Parsons, ool717 Anne
Devenish; fLondon 6 XII 1718), En^ish drama-
tist. He introduced into the text of his Shakespeare*
edition the stage directions reproduced in many
modem editions. He was called to the Bar, but
turned to literature on inheriting an independent
income (1692). A member of Addison’s* circle and
a friend of Pope*, he was regarded with affection

and admiration by many, despite the attacks of
Curll and his writers. Rowe employed Betterton*
to visit Stratford to collect traditions of Shake-
speare. Secretary to Queensberry (1709), Rowe
became poet laureate in 1715. His own dramas are
best represented by the tragedies Tamerlane (1702),
The Fair Penitent (1703) and Jane Shore (1714)
which held the stage throughout the century and
longer until the tradition of ‘heroic’ acting

degenerated. He writes in his own Shakespearean
style, is often moving, and his blank verse, if

mannered, is competent and acts well in the con-
vention for which he wrote. B.L.J.

Works (2 vols, 1747; with life); The Ambitious
Stepmother (1701); Tragedy of Lady Jane Gray
(1715); Three Plays {ed. J. R. Sutherland, 1929).

—

translations etc.: Boileau^s Lutrin (1708);

Shakespeare's Works (6 vols, 1709; with life);

Lucian's Pharsalia (with life; 1718).

S. Johnson, Lives ofthe Poets\ W. S. Austin and
J. Ralph, Lives ofthe Laureates (1835).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Rowlands, Samuel (*?1570; t?1630), English poet

and pamphleteer. Rowlands is an oWious succes-

sor to the Elizabethan chroniclers of low life,

Greene* and Nashe*; his first prose work is

Greene's ghost haunting cony-catchers (1602).

Characteristic of his later date is the greater

emphasis on verse satire in his work, developing

the ‘rogue’ pamphlets’ description of low life and
thieving habits into the epigrams and Theophras-

tan character-sketches of the 17th century in such

works as Look to itfor I'llstab ye (1604), The knave

of hearts (1612) and More knaves yet? (1613). A
rival of Dekker’s*, his Martin Mark-all beadle of
Bridewell (1610) is a reply to Dekker’s Belman of
London. Rowlands was ready to handle any theme

that was likely to be popular—^the romance ofGuy
of Warwick, or pious versifications of Bible

stories.

The Elizabethan Underworld (ed. A. V. Judges,

1930, 1965). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Rowley, William (*1585; tl642), English drama-

tist. Little is known of Rowley’s life beyond the

fact that he was an actor. His best work as a play-

wright was done in collaboration with Middleton*,

with whom he wrote The Changeling (acted 1623/

24). His forte was comedy, although he had some
ability to achieve tragic pathos.

A Match at Midnight (1637); All's Lost by Lust

(1630); The Changeling and The Spanish Gipsie

(both 1653; with Middleton); The Witch of
Edmonton (1658; with Dekker and Ford); The

Birth of Merlin (1662; ‘by William Shakespeare

and William Rowley’).

C. W. Stork, W. R. (1910); D. M. Robb, ‘The

canon of R.’s plays’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., XIV
(1950). J.B.B.
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Roy, Gabrielle (*Saint-Boniface, Manitoba 1909;

001947 Dr Marcel Carbotte), major Canadian

novelist. After teaching in rural areas for several

years she went to Paris to study drama (1937-39).

She returned to Montreal and eventually settled

in Quebec Gty. Her novels, set in working-class

Montreal, isolated rural sections of Western

Canada and the far North, are rich in narrative

interest and psychological insight. She has created

a gallery of distinctive and full-bodied characters,

exploring a variety ofsocial and personal problems

in life and art.

Bonheur (Toccasion (1945; The Tin Flute^ tr. H.
Josephson, 1947); Alexandre Chenevert (1954;

The Cashier, tr. H. Binsse, 1955); La montagne

secrete (1961; The Hidden Mountain, tr. idem,

1962); La route d'Altamont (1966; The Road Past

Altamont, tr. J. Marshall, 1967).

M. Genuist, La creation romanesque chez Cr. R,

(1966). R.Su.

Roy, VLADiMiR (*Kochanovce 17 IV 1885; fNov^
Smokovec 6 II 1936), Slovak poet. A Protestant

pastor who studied in Scotland, Roy was one of

the most successful Slovak neo-Romantic poets of

the generation of Krasko*, whose influence is

apparent in his work.

Bdsne (sel. poems; ed. J. Brezina, 1963).—^J.

Brezina, Bdsnik K R. (1961) R.A.

Rozanov, Mikhail Grigoryevich: see OgnSv, N.

Rozanov, Vasily Vasilyevich (Vetluga 1856;

tl919), Russian essayist. His numerous writings

(dealing mostly with sex, reli^on, Church and
family) show not only an original mind but a
highly original and personal style—a style full of
winks and inflections. His book, Legenda o velikom

inkvizitore (1890; Dostoevsky and the Legend of
the Grand Inquisitor, tr. S. E. Roberts, 1972), was
partly responsible for the revival of the interest in

Dostoyevsky* among the Russian intellectuals.

In his cult of the flesh and of the irrational he
anticipated D. H. Lawrence*, but he found his

allies in the Old Testament and even in ancient

Egypt. From 1899 onward, he was on the staff

of the conservative Novoye Vremya, but after

1917 he fell on evil days and retired to the Troitsky

monastery (now Zagorsk) near Moscow where
he wrote Apokalipsis nashego vremeni (‘The
Apocalypse of our Time’) a few months before he
died.

Sumerki prosveshcheniya (1899); Priroda i

istoriya (2nd ed. 1903); Semeyny vopros v Rossii

(1903); Okolo tserkovnykh sten (1906); Kogda
nachaVstvo ushlo (1910); Temny lik (1911);

Literaturnye izgnanniki (1913); Opavshie Ustya

(1913); Sredi khudozhnikov (1914); Uyedinermoye

(1916).— (1927), Fallen Leaves (1929;
both tr. S. S. Kotelyansky).

M. Q. Kurdyumov, O R. (1929); M. Spasovsky,

R. V poslednie gody svoyey zhizni (1935); R.
Poggioli, R. (1962). J.L.

Rdzewicz, Tadeusz (*Radomsko 9 X 1921), Polish

poet, short-story writer, playwright. Hardly any
living Polish poet had more followers thati

Rdzewicz, whose first poetry published after the

war contrasted with that of earlier decades in his

deliberate abolishment of accepted poetic conven-

tions. His diction’s similarity to prose conveys his

deep distrust in the relevance of literature for man
after the experiences of the Second World War.
In his later short stories and plays he introduces

fantastic, grotesque and absurd elements, but his

poetry (often referred to as ‘anti-poetry’) remains

his main achievement.

poetry: NiepokdJ (1947); Czerwona rqkawiczka

(1948); Piqd poematow (1950); Poemat otwarty

(1956); Glosanonima (1961); Formy (1961; poetiy

and prose); Zielona rdzalKartoteka (1961; poetry

and a play),—Formen der Unruhe, Gedichte (tr. K.

Dedecius, Munich, 1965); Faces of Anxiety,

Poems (tr. A. Czemiawski, London, 1969).—

SHORT stories: Przerwany egzamin (1960); Wycie-

czka do muzeum (1966).

—

Opowiadania wybrane

(1968).

—

In der schonsten Stadt der Welt, 6

Geschichten (tr. A. Dross, Munich, 1962).

—

splays:

Utwory dramatyczne (1966).

—

Der unterbrochene

Akt und andere Stucke (tr. I. Boll, Frankfurt,

1966).

J. Bloiiski, Poeci i inni (1956). P.H.

Rubi6 i Ors, Joaquim (*1818; tl899), Catalan

poet and scholar. Writing as ‘Lo gaiter del

Llobregat’ from 1839 onwards, he was the first

poet to write in Catalan with the deliberate inten-

tion of reviving the language; his verse consciously

looks back to the troubadour tradition. He was

prominent in the restoration of the Joes Florals of

Barcelona (1859), the poetical contest which

played an essential part in the revival of Catalan

literature. J.M.B. i R. (G.W.R.)

Rubow, Paul Viktor (*Copenhagen 9 I 1896;

001927 Kamma Skibsted, ool949 Helene Inger

Plaugmann-0pik; 'fibid, 7 IV 1972), Danish literary

scholar and critic; from 1933 Professor of com-

parative literature at Copenhagen. A brilliant

stylist, his works on Georg Brandes*, Hans

Andersen*, HolgerDrachmann* and Shakespeare*

deserve special mention.

Dansk litteroer Kritik idet 19. Aarhundrede (1921);

Saga og Pastiche (1923); H, C, Andersens Eventyr

(1927); Georg Brandes og hans Lcerere (1927);

Hippolyte Taine (1930); Georg Brandes og den

kritiske Tradition (1931); Georg Brandes* Briller

(1932); Shakespeare paa Dansk (1932); Holger

Drachmanns Ungdom (1940); Holger Drachmann

1878-97 (1945); Oehlenschldgers Arvtagere (1947);

Shakespeare i Nutidsbelysning (1948); Shakespeare

og hans samtidige (1948); Essays, Henrik
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Ibsen, The Sagas (1949); Holger Drackmann,

Sidste Aar (1950); Seren Kierkegaard (1950);

Shakespeares Hamlet (1951); Verdenslitteraturen

(1953); Klassiske og moderne Studier (1954);

Epigonerne (1956); King John (1960); Kunsten at

skrive og andre Essays (19^); Shakespeares

Sonetter (1967).

Festskrift til P, V, R, (1956). E.B.

Rucellai, Giovanni (Florence 20 X 1475; fRome
3 IV 1525), Italian poet and humanist. Nephew of

Lorenzo il Magnifico (Medici*) and member of a

literary family, he entered the Church and served

both the Medici Popes. His tragedy Rosmunda
(1515; pub. 1525), composed at the same time as

his friend Trissino’s* Sofonisba, was based likewise

on Greek tragedy, though Rucellai chose a medi-

eval subject. His paraphrase of Virgil’s* Georgies

IV, Le Api (1524; pub. 1539) is more important.

Opere (ed. G. Mazzoni, 1887; good intro.),

F. Neri, La tragedia italiana nel Cinquecento

(1904); A. Marpicati, Saggi critici (1934).

C.Dr,

Ruckert, Friedrich (*Schweinfurt 16 V 1788;

001822 Anna Luise Wiethaus-Fischer; tNeusess

nr Coburg 31 I 1866), German poet. He came
under the Romantic influence of Grimm* and
Creuzer and was introduced to Oriental studies

by Hammer-Purgstall in Vienna, when returning

from Italy in 1818. He edited Fouqu6’s* Frauen-
taschenbuch (1821-25), was Professor of Oriental

languages at Erlangen (1826) and Berlin (1841), but

retired to Neusess (1848). His verse flowed in two
placid but relentless streams, one Oriental, the

other domestic, both characterized by easy mastery

of form lacking content.

Gesammelte Gedichte (6 vols, 1834-38; sel. tr.

in Library of World's Best Literature^ ed. C. D.
Warner, 1917-18); Die Weisheit des Brahmanen (6

vols, 1836-39; Eng. tr. C. T. Brooks, 1882);

Erbaulickes und Beschauliches aus dem Morgen-
lande (2 vols, 1837-38); Rostem und Suhrab (1838);

Kindertodtenlieder (1872).—plays: Saul und David

(1843); Kaiser Heinrich IV (2 vols, 1844); Christo-

fero Colombo (2 vols, 1845).

—

Gesammelte poeti-

sche Werke (ed. H. Ruckert and D. Sauerlander,

12 vols, 1867-69); F, R., Geddehtnis und Ver-

mdchtnis (ed. G. Schneider, 1955).

L. Magon, Derjunge R, (1914); H. Prang, F. R,

(1963). H.A.P. (K,W.M.)

Rudaki, Ja'far, Abu *AbdallAh (*Rudak of

Samarkand; 1[ibid, 940/941), Persian poet, was an
esteemed companion and panegyrist of the

Samanid Na§r II (913-942). Later in life he became
blind, Rudaki is the first great poet of Islamic

Persia and has been deservedly called the father of

Persian poetry. He developed the style and
established the models followed by classical

Persian poets, especially in the Ghaznavid period.

RUDDIMAN
His surviving poems show a fine taste and mature
mind, vrith an epicurean, yet contemplative
approach.

Divan (Tehran, 1897).

H. Ethe, ‘R., der Samaniden-Dichter* in
Nachrichten von der K5nigl. Gesellschaft der
Wissenschaften zu Gottingen (with text and tr. of
poems; 1873); C. J. Pickering, ‘A Persian Chaucer’
in Nat. Rev. (1890); A. W. Jackson, Early Persian
Poetry (1920); S. Naficy, Ahvdl va Athdr-i R, (3
vols, Tehran, 1931-40); A. Gh. Mirzayef, A, A, R,
(Stalinabad, 1958). E.Y.

Rudbeckius, Johannes Johannis (*Ormesta 3 IV
1581; tV^teras 8 Vni 1646), Swedish scholar. In
1604 he became Professor of mathematics at

Uppsala, in 1611 Professor of theology there. He
was appointed Vice-Chancellor in 1613, but,

because of quarrels with Messenius*, both parties

were banned from the University in the same
year. Rudbeckius was made court preacher by
Gustav Adolf and in 1619 became Bishop of
Vasteris. He was extremely active in the service

of education and founded the first Swedish
grammar school at Vaster^s in 1623. Until 1636
he also took part in politics.

Logica (1625); Controversiae logicae (1629).

—

J. Rudbeck, Bibliotheca Rudbeckiana (1918).
B. R. Hall, J, R., en historisk-pedagogisk studie

(1911); H. Qiattingius, J, R, och hans europeiska

bakgrund (1946). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K.

Rudbeckius, Olaus (^Vasteiis 12 Xn 1630;

tUppsala 17 IX 1702), Swedish historian, scholar,

and doctor; son of Johannes Rudbeddus*. After

studies in Holland and Uppsala he became
Professor of medicine at Uppsala (1658-91). A
notable polymath, he devoted more and more
time to the study of Swedish history. In 1679
appeared the first volume of Atland eller Manheim^
in which Rudbeckius developed the idea that

Sweden is the original home of human culture.

This was a work of fantastic but brilliant imagina-
tion, which had considerable influence upon his

contemporaries, not only in Sweden.

Atland (Latin title Atlantica), II (1689), III

(1698), IV (mostly destroyed in a fire at Uppsala,

1702); Atlantica (Swed. text, ed. A. Nelson, 3 vols,

1937-47); Brev av O, R., rdrande Uppsala Univer-

sitet (ed. C. Annerstedt, 4 pts, in Uppsala Univer-
sitets teskrift, 1893-1905); Efterskord (ed. A.
Grape, ibid.^ 1930).—J. Rudbeck, Bibliotheca

RuSeckiana (1918).

G. Low, Sveriges fomtid i svensk historic-

skrivning (1908); Rudbecksstudier (1930); J.

Nordstrom, De yverbornes d (1934).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K.

Ruddiman, Thomas (Boyndie X 1674; C3ol701

Barbara Scollay, ool711 Janet Horsburgh, ool729
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Anne Smith; fEdinburgh 19 I 1757), Scottish

grammarian. He began as a schoolmaster and from

1700 was Keeper of the Advocates’ Library,

Edinburgh. In 1728 he became University printer.

His main work was his edition of Buchanan*

(2 vols, 1715), Granamticae Latinae Institutiones

(2 vols, 1725-31; 3 vols, 1740), and an edition of

Livy* (4 vols, 1751).

G. Chalmers, Life ofR, (1794). J.K.

Rudel: see Jaii&4 Rudel.

Rudnidd, Adolf (*Warsaw 19 11 1912), Polish

novelist. Having established himself in the 1930s

as a promising young writer he published after the

war some collections of shattering short stories

describing the fate of the Polish Jews, often in an

only very slightly fictionalized way. His most
important later achievement is his series of brief

essays (Niebieskie kartki, 1956 ff.) on various

subjects, expressing both his own and the spiritual

climate of his day.

novels: Szczury (1932); Do§wiadczenia (1939).

—SHORT stories: Szekspir (1948); Ucieczka z

Jasnej Polony (1949); tywe i martwe morze (1952;

The Dead and Living Sea and Other Stories, tr. J.

Zwolska, Warsaw, 1957); 50 opowiadah (1966);

Niekochana i irate opowiadania (1969).—Ascent to

Heaven (tr. H. C. Stevens, London, 1951).

P.H.

Rudolf von Ems (fl, 1220-54), Swiss poet, minis-^

terialis, serving the Lords of Montfort. A learned

and careful ‘emulator of the masters’ (Gottfried*

von Strassburg is his model). His subject is

‘great men’, his purpose didactic: he avoids

Arthurian themes. His early legends, Der gate

Gerhard (c. 1225, source unlmown) and Barlaam
und Josaphat, are his most satisfactory works.

Later works are ‘historical’: Alexander and
Wilhelm von Orleans (1230-38), and a Weltchronik

(broken off at King Solomon), of which there are

c. 80 MSS and many continuations and imitations.

Barlaam (ed. F. Pfeiffer, 1843); Der gate Gerh,

(tr. K. Simrock, 1848; ed. J. A. Asher, 1962);

summaries and excerpts in J. Kurschner, Dt, Nat-
Lit., IV (1882-89); Weltchronik (ed. G. Ehrismann,

1915); Alexander and With, von O. (ed. V. Junk,

1928-29).

G. Ehrismann, Studien uber R. von E. (1919); E.

Schroder, ‘R. von E. und sein Literaturkreis* in

Zsch. fur dt. Alt,, XVII (1930); Helmut Brackert,

R. von E. (1968). F.P.P.

Rudolf von Fenis, Count of Neuenburg ifi. 1158-

92), the first Swiss minnesinger. Most of his songs

are close adaptations (even to the placing of the

caesura) of troubadour stanzas—Folquet* de
Marseille and Peire* Vidal.

Des Mirmesangs Fruhling (ed. K. Lachmann and

C. von Kraus, 1950).—E. Baldinger, Der Minne-
sdnger GrafR. von F. (1923). F.P.P.

Rueda, Lope de (*Seville c. 1505; tCdrdoba 1565),

Spanish dramatist. He was a gold-beater, who took
to acting and writing plays. Records prove that he
acted in Valladolid (1551), before Philip II at

Benavente (1554), at the consecration of Segovia

cathedral (1558) and at Seville (Corpus Christi,

1559). His four full-length plays are close imitations

of Italian models. He also composed dramatic

pastorals and religious plays that are of little

importance. His pajoj—one-act plays—are excel-

lent: short, vivid dramatizations of folk-tales or

popular scenes in lively prose, with stock charac-

ters. Timoneda* published his works in Valencia

(1567).

Obras (ed. E. Cotarelo, 2 vols, 1908); Teatro (ed.

J. Moreno Villa, 1924; selection); Pasos completes

(1944).

A. L. Stieffel, ‘L. de R. imd das italienische

Lustspiel’ in Zeitschrift fiir romanische Philol.,

XV (1891); E. Cotarelo, L. de R. y el teatro espanol

de su tiempo (1898); V. Tus6n, L. de R., biblio-

grafia critica (1965). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Rueda, Salvador (*Benaque, Malaga 3 XII 1857;

tMdlaga 1933), Spanish poet of humble origin.

In prolific writings of uneven quality, his innova-

tions in metre, rhythm and metaphors were an

anticipation of the forms of modernismo. He out-

ran his own ability and became overshadowed by

the modernistas, but at his best he wrote brilliant

Andalusian poetry.

Cantos de la vendimia (with intro. Clarfn, 1891);

Fuente de salud (1906); Poesias completas (1911);

Mi estetica (1918).

A. Gonzdlez-BIanco, Los grandes maestros:

S. R. y Ruben Dario (1908); M. Prados y L6pez,

S. R., el poeta de la Raza (1941); D. Vdzquez

Otero, *S. R. (1960). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Ruf (Ruof, Rueff, Ruff), Jakob (*c. 1500;

tZiirich 1558), Swiss dramatist. A surgeon in

Zurich, Ruf wrote anti-Papal, moralizing plays on

Biblical themes {Joseph, Adam und Eva, Lazarus,

Geburt Christi) and a Wilhelm Tell, With their

Swiss political background and their high moral

purpose the plays are interesting social documents

and, despite diffuseness, of literary merit.

Das Buch Hiob (1535); Etter Heini uss dem

Schwizerland (1538; ed. H. M. Kottinger, 1847);

Des Herrn Weingarten (1539); Spiel von Joseph

(1540); Wilhelm Tell (1545; ed. J. Bachtold in

Schweizer Schauspiele, III, 1893); Adam und Eva

(1550; ed. H. M. Kottinger, 1848); Lazarus (1552);

Geburt Christi (1552).

R. Wildhaber, /. R. (diss. Basle, 1929); D. van

Abbe, Drama in Renaissance Germany and Switzer-

land (1961). D.G.D.
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Ruflfini, Giovanni (*Genoa 20 IX 1807; ^ibid. 3 XI

1881), Italian patriot and novelist. A follower of

Mazzini*, he went into exile in 1833, living mostly

in England and writing most of his work in

English. His best work Lorenzo Benoni (Edinburgh,

1853) is a partly autobiographical patriotic novel.

Dottor Antonio (1855; new ed. 1945), also written

in English, is still read. Rufiini also wrote the

libretto for Donizetti’s Don Pasquale,

A. Linaker, G. R. (1882); M. Pertusola, La vita

e gii scritti di G. R» (1908); G. R, e i suoi tempi:

studi e ricerche a cura del comitato per le onoranze

a G. R. (1931). N.K.W.

Rufo y Guti&rez, Juan (C6rdoba ?1547; fafter

1620), Spanish poet and writer of anecdotes. He
wrote an epic about Don John of Austria (1584),

partly based on Hurtado* de Mendoza’s history.

His ballad Los comendadores was the source of a

famous play, Los comendadores de Cdrdoba, by

Lope de Vega*. His book of anecdotes is extremely

amusing.

La Aiistriada in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXIX;
Las seiscientas apotegmas y otras obras en verso

(ed. A. G. de Amezua, 1923).

R. Ramirez de Arellano, J. R,, jurado de

Cordoba (1912); R. Foulche-Delbosc, ‘L’authen-

ticit6 de la Guerra de Granada ’ in Rev. Hispanique,

XXXV (1915). E.M.W.

Rdfus, Milan (*1928), Slovak poet. His collection

of poems Ai dozrieme (1956), with its profound
exploration of personal feelings and strong moral
sense, expressed a sharp contrast to the often

shallow and schematic poetry of the preceding

period. R.A.

Riihmkorf, Peter (*Dortmund 25X 1929), German
poet. He is a satirical, almost aggressive writer, but
his anger tends to disappear beneath the formal

brilliance of his verse. He has a talent for parody
which he applies to both traditional {Irdisches

Vergnugen in g, 1959) and contemporary poetiy

{Lyrikschlachthof). He also writes, and collects,

nursery rhymes and Lieder (songs) which show his

critical wit at its best.

Heisse Lyrik (1956); Kunststucke (1962); fiber

das Volksvermdgen (about nursery rhymes; 1967),

F.M.K.

Ruiz, Juan, Arcipresto de Htta (fc. 1350),

Spanish poet. Little is known of the life of the

Archpriest—the greatest Spanish medieval poet—
except what he himself tells us in his poetic

miscellany, the Libro de Buen Amor (1330; rev.

1343), which is almost entirely fictional. Its con-
tents are varied; unsuccessful love affairs, a
successful one, didactic exposition, burlesque

encounters with wild country girls in the moun-

tains, religious lyrics, a battle between Carnival

and Lent, Love’s triumphal entry, more love

affairs, an imprecation against death, hymns to

the Virgin, a satire against the clerics of Talavera.

Thirty-five fables and apologues (mostly Aesopic)
are related by different characters during the work.
The go-between Trotaconventos is a brilliant

creation. The seduction of Dona Endrina derives

from the 12th-century Latin comedy Pamphilus\

the liturgical parodies, the praise of small women
and the satire against the clerics are of Goliardic

inspiration. The Archpriest draws also on Proven-

cal and earlier Spanish literature, on sermon
technique, and on European traditions of fictional

autobiography; debts to the Arabic and Hebrew
literature of Spain remain unproven. There is a
constant tension in the Libro de Buen Amor
between Christian morality and enjoyment of the

world; the book’s irony, ambiguity and parody are

an attempt to reconcile these aspects. The narrative

portions are mostly in free cuaderna vIa; the

lyrics show considerable metrical variety. The Ijook

fell from favour after the mid-15th century.

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Libro de Buen Amor (ed. J. Ducamin, Toulouse,

1901; ed. G. Chiarini, Milan-Naples, 1964; ed. M.
Criado de Val and E. W. Naylor, 1965; ed. J.

Corominas, 1967; ed. and tr. R. S. Willis, Prince-

ton, 1972; The Book ofGoodLove^ tr. E. K. Kane,

Kane, Pa., 1933; tr. M. di Cesare and R. Mignani,

Albany, N.Y., 1968).

H. B. Richardson, An Etymological Vocabulary

to the X. B, A. (New Haven, 1930); F. Lecoy,

Recherches sur le L, B, A. (jParis, 1938); G. B.

Gybbon-Monypenny, ‘Autobiography in the L.

B» A, in the light of some literary comparisons’

in Bull. Hispanic Stud., XXXIV (1 957) and ‘ Estado

actual de los estudios sobre el X. B. Alin Anuario

de Estud. Medievales, III (1966); M. R. Lida de

Malkiel, Two Spanish Masterpieces: The Book of

Good Love and the Celestina (Urbana, 1961); A.

Castro, La realidad histdrica de Espaha (rev. ed.

Mexico, 1962); O. H. Green, Spain and the

Western Tradition, I (Madison, 1963); J. Guzmdn,
Una constante diddctico-moralMX. B. A. (Mexico,

1963); A. N. Zahareas, The Art of J. R, (1965);

F. Rico, ‘Sobre el origen de la autobiografia en

el X, B. A1 in Anuario de Estud, Medievales, IV

(1967); X. B, A, Studies (ed. G. B. Gybbon-

Monypenny, London, 1970). A.D.D.

Ruiz Ventura (*Salamanca 1820;

tMadrid 1881), Spanish poet; studied medicine

which he never practised; director of the Museum
of Archaeology. Much praised during his lifetime,

his subsequent oblivion is undeserved, if only

because of Elegias (1862), a collection of delicate,

intimate poems written on his daughter’s death.

He is generally good when writing in a minor key

but falls short on social or patriotic themes.

Ecos nacionales (1849); La Arcadia modema
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(1867); La leyenda de Nochebuem (1872); Las

estaciones del am (1879).

Foesias in Biblioteca Universal, LXV (1880).

R.M.N.

Ruiz de Alarcdn, Juan (*Tasco, Mexico 71581;

tMadrid 1639), Spanish dramatist. Alarcdn

studied in Mexico Gty and at Salamanca and

returned to Mexico in 1608 where he took the

degree of licentiate in laws. Back in Spain in 1615,

he eventually obtained a good post in the Council

for the Indies. His plays were written between

1615 and 1625. A careful writer, Alarc6n was more
restrained than Lope de Vega*, of whom he was
otherwise a follower. His most famous plays, La
verdad sospechosa (the immediate source of P.

Corneille’s* Le Menteur) and Las parades oyen,

show how defects like lying and slander bring

disaster to those who practise them. He wrote 24

plays. He was a hunchback, and his physical

defect made him the subject of many lampoons
from his enemies; perhaps it also led him to prefer

the cautiously duUman to the picturesque, brilliant

gallant. EQs versification is not remarkable, but his

plays are well contrived and planned and his

chmacterization has been much praised.

Obras completas (ed. A. Millares Carlo, 3 vols,

1957-68); Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XX; Teatro (ed.

A. Reyes, 1918).

L. Femindez Guerra y Orbe, /. R. de A. (1871);

A. Castro Leal, /. R. de A.^ su vida y su obra

(1943); J. Granados, /. R. de A. e il suo teatro

(1954); A. V. Ebersole, El ambiente espanol visto

por /. R. de A, (1959) ; C. O. Brenes, El sentimiento

democrdtico en el teatro de J, R. de A. (1960); W.
Poesse, Ensayo de urn bibliografia de /. R. de A.

y M. (1964). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Rukavishnikov, Ivan Sergeyevich (*1877; tl930),
Russian author whose principal novel, Proklyaty

rod (‘The Accursed Generation’), was a ruthless

criticism of the Russian merchant class to which
he himself belonged. As a poet he stood close to

the Symbolists. J.L.

Rukeyser, Muriel (New York 15 XII 1913),

American poet. Her poetry shows social and
political insight and an imaginative control of
abstruse symbolism.

verse: Theory of Flight (1935); U. S, L (1938);
Mediterranean (1938); Wake Island (1942);
Selected Poems (1951).— Orgy (novel; 196Q.
—Ihe Life of Poetry (essays; 1949).—transla-
tions: Selected Poems of Octavio Paz (1963);
Selected Poems of Gunmr Ekeloff (1967).

G.A.K.

Rulfo, Juan (*1918), Mexican writer. His first book
was a collection of short stories, El Ham en llamas

(19^; The Burning Plains, tr. G. de Schade, 1968),

which, though set in Rulfo’s native Jalisco,

transcends the regional. Often written in the form
of a monologue or dialogue from shifting points
of view, they are lyrical, tragic and sometimes
humorous accounts of violent and frustrated lives.

Pedro Pdrarm (1955; tr. L. Kemp, 1959), his only
novel, is one of the great contemporary prose
works of Latin America, a highly original descent

into the hell of Comala, a village in Jalisco whose
inhabitants are dead and whose ghostly passions

are overheard by the narrator from the voices that

linger in the air. j.F,

Rulmann, Anton (fBUckeburg 1652), or, less

probably, his brother Heinrich {^ibid, 1651),

author of the Low German collection of 50 poems,
Etlike korte und verstendlike Kling-Gedichte van

allerhand Saken (c. 1650), which in a humorous
vein describe everyday happenings. They are

remotely reminiscent of the popular schwank
tradition, but mark Rulmann as an independent

representative of what may be termed ‘popular

baroque’.

A. Leitzmann, Niederdeutsche Klinggedichte

(1928).—Gunther Muller, ‘A. R., ein Biickeburger

Barockhumanist’ in Westfalen, XXVI (1941).

G.C.

Rumi: see Maulavi, Jalal-al-DIn Muhammad,
RumI.

Rumphius, Georgius Everhardus (*Hanau 1628;

tHitoe, Amboina 15 VI 1702), German naturalist,

in the service of the Dutch East India Company
from 1652. As a ‘merchant’ he wrote severd

unequalled naturalist works, continued after his

blindness (1670) with the help of his son and

others.

D*Amboinsche rariteitkamer (1705); Het Am-
boinsche Kruidboek (7 vols, 1741-55).

P. A. Leupe, G, E. R. (1871); Rumphius-

Gedenkboek (1902) ; E. D. Merrill, An Interpretation

of R's Herbarium Amboinense (Manila, 1917);

G. Ballintijn, R. (1944). J.W.W.

Runeberg, Johan Ludvig (*Pietarsaari 5 II 1804;

001831 Fredrika Tengstrom; tPorvoo 6 V 1877),

Swedish poet of Finland. After graduating at

Turku (Abo) academy, he went to Helsinki, where

he became the centre of a literary group in 1830.

He maintained himself and his family by teaching,

journalism and authorship till 1857, when his

financial worries were ended by a national gift of

money in recognition of his services to literature.

Runeberg had begun to write in 1822 but

published nothing till 1830. His first published work

was dedicated to M. Franzdn*, who predicted a

brilliant future for him as a poet. The prediction

was amply fulfilled in later years. Runeberg’s

poetry combines classical with romantic ^d
realistic elements, the first being especially notic^

able in his form-consciousness. As a poet he is
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scholarly, patriotic, moral and optimistic. His

influence has been very great in Finland not only

on Swedish but also on Finnish literature.

verse: Dikter (3 vols, 1830-43); Algskyttare

(1832); Hanna (1836); Den gamle trddgdrds-

mdstarens brev (1837); Kung Fjalar (1844; King

Fjalar, tr. A. Bohnhof, 1904); Fdnrik Stdls sdgner

(2 vols, 1848-60; The Songs ofEnsign StdU tr. C. B.

Shaw, 1925); Nadeschda (1851); Julkvdllen (1861).

—plays: Kan ej (1863); Kungarne pd Salamis

(USiy—Samlade arbeten (8 vols, 1899-1902);

Samlade skrifter (1933-35); Samlade skrifter (ed.

0. Ahlbflck and G. Tidestrom, 1963 ff.).

C. G. Estlander, R,^s skaldskap (1902); K
Suomen kansan runoilijana (1903); H. Lindgren,

/. L, R. (1904); E. Aspelin, /. L. R, suomalaisuus

(1904); M. Talvio, /. L. R. (2nd ed. 1913); R.

Hedvall, R.^s poetiska stil (1915) and R. och hems

diktning (1931); S. Belfrage, J. L. R. i sin religidsa

utveckling (1917); 1. A. Heikel, /. 1. R. (2 vols,

1920; J. E. Stromberg, Biografiska anteckningar

om J, L. R, (4 vols, 1927-31); W. Sdderhjelm,

/. jL. R., bans lif och bans diktning (2 vols, 1929);

Y. Him, Runebergkulten (1935); G. Tidestrom,

R. som estetiker (1941); F. C. Runeberg, Anteck-

ningar om R, (1946); L. Castr6n, L. /. R.V hand-

skrifter (1949); G. Castren, /. L. R. (1950); G.
MSrtenson, Fader R. (1953); E. Brydolf, Sverige

och R. 1830-1848 (1943) and Sverige och R.

1849-1863 (1966). W.K.M. (I.S.)

Rung, Otto Christian Henrik (^Copenhagen 16

VI 1874; OO1907 Gertrud Vilhelmine Klamke;
iibid, 19 X 1945), Danish novelist and short-story

writer. Apart from a stay in the Far East he lived

mostly in Copenhagen, where he was a civil

servant The characters and milieu of Copenhagen
are his tme domain, and his psychological and
stylistic precision is found at its best in his short

stories and memoirs.

novels: Det uafvendelige (1902); Sidste Kamp
(1904); Den hvide Yacht (1906); Lonkammeret
(1912); Den lange Nat (1913); Den store Karavane

(1914); Syndere og Skalke (1918); Paradisfuglen

(1919); Da Vandene sank (1922); Den rede

Halvmaane (1923); Stjaalne Masker (1924);

Btglen med AEselererne (1924); Lykkens Omnibus
(192Q; En Pige i to Spejle (1936).—short stories:

Deserterer (1908); Skyggernes Tog (1909); Livet

farligt (1927); Rettens Sveerd (1927); Tyve og
Revere (1927); Skcelme og Skurke (1934); Retfier-

dighedens Kiosk (1944); Smitsons mcerkelige For-

vandling og andre Noveller (1946).

—

splays: Broen
(1910); Fanevagt (1918); Florian (1921); Kriminal-

sagen Helga Nordland (1930).

—

Fra min Klunketid

(memoirs; 1942).

C. Rimestad, G. R. (1924). E.B.

Ronius, Johan (*Laros 1 VI 1679; fStockholm
1 VI 1713), Swedish poet. Unable through poverty
to complete his studies at Uppsala, Runius went

to Reval in 1707 as private tutor and secretary to
the family of the Swedish governor of Estonia.
In 1710 he returned to Stockholm, earning his

living by writing occasional poetry. His work is

elegant and musical, and his religious poems
reveal a rather touching naivete.

Dudaim (3 vols, 1714, 1715, 1733); Samlade
skrifter (ed. E. Noreen, 1933 ff.).

F. Book, Stridsmdn och sdngare (1922); A.
Kjell6n in Arsskrift f6r modersmfllslaxamas
forening (1940); M. von Platen, /. R. (1954).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. a.S.)

Runyon, (Alfred) Damon (^Manhattan, Kans.
4 X 1880; 001911 Ellen Egan, ool932 Patrice del

Grande; fNew York 10 XII 1946), American
journalist and short-story writer. A leading sports

columnist, he wrote stories of the underworld,

professional athletes and Broadway operators,

marked by their use of a slang invented by himself.

His movie scripts include Lady for a Day and
Little Miss Marker.

Guys and Dolls (1932); Take It Easy (1938);

My Wife Ethel (1940); Runyon d la Carte (1944); In

Our Town (1946); Short Takes (1946). H.L.C.

Ruodlieb, the first European romance; written in

Leonine hexameters c. 1050 by a young German
noble, probably a monk of Tegemsee. The Latin

is vivid but ‘barbarous’, with many Germanisms.

The (fragmentary) story, an expanded folk-tale,

is slight, merely what happens to a young noble at

court, on the road, at home. All the more striking

are the characters (particularly young people) and
the scenes (at court, in manse, in village street).

They are ‘realistic’ and owe little to literary

convention. The picture of civilized behaviour,

formal and informal, is invaluable to the student

of later Arthurian make-believe. The poem had no
influence and remained unknown till the 19th

century.

Ed. F. Seiler (1882); F. J. E. Raby, Secular Latin

Poetry^ I (1934); Lat. text, Eng. tr. with notes

E. Zeydel (1959).—Werner Braun, Studien zum R.

(1962); P. Dronke, Poetic Individuality in the

Middle Ages (1970). F.P.P.

Ruppius, Otto (Glauchau, Saxony 1 II 1819;

tBerlin 25 VI 1864), German novelist. Fleeing a

prison sentence imposed on him for revolutionary

activities, he roamed America from 1849 to 1861.

On his return to Germany he continued his

journalistic career. His realistic novels on American
life are still readable.

Der Pedlar (1857; The Peddler^ 1877); Das
Vermdehtnis des Pedlars (1869); Geld und Geist

(1860); Eine Karriere in Amerika (1861); Der
Prairieteufel (1861; tr. Jose^ 1890); Zwei Welten

(1863; tr. Two Hemispheres, 1870).

—

Gesammelte

Werke (3rd ed., 15 vols, n.d.).

c E w L—in—f
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T. Graewert, 0, R. und der Amerikaroman im

19. Jh. (1935); L. H. Woodson, American Negro

Slavery in the Works of Friedrich Strubberg,

Friedrich Gerstdcker, and O, R. (1949), E.R.

AL-Rii$fifi, Ma'rOf (*Baghdad 1875; tl6 III 1945),

Iraqi Arab poet, mystic and literary historian.

Originally Ma*ruf bin 'ABD-AL-GHANi, he was

given the name Rusafi by his Sufi teacher Malnnud
al-Alusi. His mystic views are laid down in a/-

Shakh$iyyah al-Muhammadiyyah, which he forbade

to be published before a.d. 2000. His poetry is

mainly social and philosophical in content.

verse: Diwdn (1910); Diwdnal-R,(CBkOt 71957).

—prose: RasdHl aUta^liqdt (1944); ^Ald bob sijn

Abt'U^AW (1946).

S. A. Khulusi, ‘Ma*ruf ar-Rusafi’ in Bull.

School Oriental Stud., XIH (1950); M. 'Ali,

Muha^ardt *an R. (1954). C.R. (M.M.B.)

Ruseler, Georg (*Obenstrohe, Oldenburg 11 I

1866; tOldenburg 6 III 1920), German playwright,

imitated the classicist drama and wrote local

festival pageants, but achieved success only with a

Low German comedy.

Die Stedinger (1890); Konig Konradin (1893);

Gudrun (1897); Die Schuhe der Prinzessin (190Q;
De Doekatersdeern (later renamed De dulle Deem;
1920).

W. R. Frerichs, G. R. (diss. Greifswald, 1932),

G.C.

Rusinol, Sakixaoo (^Barcelona 1861; fAraiguez

1931), Catalan writer and painter. One of the first

to introduce into Catalan literature, and into Spain

generally, the latest artistic and literary European
trends at the turn of the century, he is probably,

with Rub6n Dario*, the most typical modernista.

Thougli a humorist by nature, he soon adopted a
sceptical and even sarcastic attitude to modemista

snobbery (and hence to his earlier work) and turned
to the traditional genres of the sainete and the

costwnbrista novel, which he approached in an
ironical detached way. Thus bis masterpiece

Vauca delsenyor Esteve (which he wrote as a novel
in 1907 and as a play in 1917) is both a satire and
an elegy of an archetypal petit-bourgeois of

Barcelona.

Obres completes (1947).

J. Pla, ‘R. i el seu temps’ in Tres artistes. R.,

Manolo, Mir (1970). J.L.M.

Ruskin, John (*London 8 II 1819; ool848 Euphe-
mia Chalmers Gray [o/ol854]; fBrantwood,
Coniston 20 1 1900), English writer. The son of a
rich wine merchant, he was educated at home and
at Oxford and was frequently taken abroad. His
mother gave him a feeling for the Authorized
Version whidh coloured all his writing. Her un-

willingness to free him from the shelter of his home
life probably diminished his achievements.

His Elements ofDrawing (1857) and Elements of
Perspective (1859) are highly thought-of today.

The first two volumes of his most famous work in

praise of Turner were anonymous: Volume I of
Modem Painters: their Superiority in the art of
landscape painting to all the Ancient Masters,

proved by examples of the True, the Beautiful and
the Intellectual from the works of modern artists,

especially from those of J. W. M. Turner, ‘by a
graduate of Oxford’, came out in 1843. After three

editions the work was completed in five volumes,

the 3rd, 4th and 5th under the author’s nanig.

Althou^ it is in his lectures and essays on social

reform—e.g. Sesame & Lilies (delivered 1864-68;

pub. 1871), The Crown of Wild Olive (186Q and
Munera Pulveris (1872)—^tiiat his views on morality

are given most direct and practical expression, all

his writings on art hammer out the ‘morality’ of

good art, the ‘rightness’ of nature. He put his

sociological principles into practice by teaching at

colleges for working men.
His life bore the marks of the upbringing which

he described in Praeterita (1885-89) without,

apparently, realizing the harm it had done him. He
was unable to stand the buffets of intimate, equal-

terms friendships; his first two love affairs came to

nothing; his marriage with Efiie Gray, sponsored

by his mother, ended in her marrying Millais after

an annulment in 1854, and his subsequent attadi-

ment to a young girl. Rose de la Touche, was not

reciprocated.

Modem Painters (3rd ed., 5 vols, 1846-60; in

small form, 2 vols, 1897); The Seven Lamps of
Architecture (1849); The King of the Golden River

(2nd ed. 1851; illus. A. Rackham, 1932); Pre-

Raphaelitism (1851); The Stones of Venice (3 vols,

1851-53); Catalogue of the Turner Sketches in the

National Gallery Part I (1857); Unto This Last

(essays on art and political economy; 1862;

orig. in Comhill Mag.); The Two Paths (1859);

Lectures on Art (delivered 1870; pub. 1870); A Joy

for Ever (1880); Poems (ed. J. O. Wright, 1894);

Giotto and his works in Padua (1900); Diaries of

R. (ed. J. Evans and J. H. WMtehouse, 3 vols,

1956-59).

J. A. MacN. Whistler, Whistler v. Ruskin (1878);

W. Smart, R. (1880); T. J. Wise and J. P. Smart,

A Bibliography of R, (1893); J. H. Whitehouse,

Vindication of R. (1900); F. Harrison, J. R.

(1902); R. G. Collingwood, Rfs Philosophy (1922);

H. E. Luxmore, The GuildofSt George (1925); H.

Gaily, R, et Vesthetique intuitive (1933); R. H.

Wilenski, /. R. (1933); G. A. Crow, R. (1936);

R. W. Livingstone, R. (1945); W. M. James, The

Order of Release (1947); K. Clark, R. at Oxford

(1947); F. Delattre, R. et Bergson (1947); P. C.

Quennell, R. (1949); J. Evans, J. R. (1954); J. D.

Rosenberg, The Darkening Glass (1961); M. Lut-

yens, Millais and the R.s (1967). R-Sk. (M.A.)
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Russell, Bertrand (Arthur Wiluam), 3rd Earl
(*Trelleck 18 V 1872; ool894 Alys Smith, ool921

Dora Black, ool936 Patricia Spence, ool952 Edith

Finch; t2 H 1970), British mathematician and
philosopher. He wrote numerous technical and
popular works on philosophy, politics and
education. He took a major part in the 20th-

century renaissance of logic and made continued

efforts to identify the methods of philosophy with

those of the sciences. He received the Nobel prize

for literature in 1950.

Principia Mathematica (with Prof. A. N.
Whitehead; 1910-13); An Introduction to Mathe-^

matical Philosophy (1919) ; The Practice and Theory

of Bolshevism (1920); On Education (1926); The
Analysis of Matter (1927); Marriage and Morals

(1929); The Conquest of Happiness (1930); The

Scientific Outlook (1931); Freedom arid Organiza--

tion 1814-1914 (1934); In Praise ofIdleness (1935);

Power (1938); An Inquiry into Meaning and Truth

(1940); A History of Western Philosophy (1945);

Human Knowledge: Its Scope and Limits (1948);

Authority and the Individual (1949); Unpopular

Essays (1950); Logic and Knowledge: Essays 1901-

50 (1956); Portraits from Memory (1956); My
Philosophical Development (1959); Wisdom of the

West (1959); Autobiography (3 vols, 1967-69).

A. Wood, B. R.: The Passionate Sceptic (1957);

H. Gottschalk, B. R, (Berlin, 1962; tr. 1965); J,

Lewis, B, R,: Philosopher and Humanist (1968);

J. Watling, B. R. (1970). H.L.C. (W.R.A.)

Russell, George William, pen-name ‘A. E.’

(Lurgan, Co. Armagh 10 IV 1867; tBoume-
mouth 17 VII 1935), Irish poet and essayist. He
was a painter of talent, an ardent theosophist,

actively interested in the co-operative movement
in Ireland, and one of the seminal forces of the

Irish literary revival. He edited The Irish States-

man, wrote for the Irish theatre and influenced

many by his writings and by his brilliant conversa-

tion. His poetry, mystical and sometimes too facile,

has many passages of contemplative charm and of

visionary intensity. R.McH.

verse: Homeward, Songs by the Way (1894); The

Earth Breath (1897) ; The Nuts ofKnowledge (1903)

;

The Divine Vision (1904); Collected Poems (1913);

Selected Poems (1935).—various: Imaginations

and Reveries (1915); The National Being (1916);

The Candle of Vision (1918); The Interpreters

(1922).

—

Letters From A, E. (ed. A. Denson, 1961).

—^A. Denson, Printed Writings by G, W, R, (1961).

George Moore, Hail and Fairwell (1914);

Darrell Figgis, A, E,: A Study of a Man and a
Nation (1916); W. K. Magee, A Memoir of A, E,

(1937); C. G. Contes, Some Less-Known Chapters

in the Life ofA. E, (1939). E.T.W.

Russell, John (ft, 1450), En^ish author of the

Boke of Nurture, a famous treatise on domestic

management in rhyming quatrains.

Ed. F. J. Furnivall in Manners and Meals in

Olden Time (1868). R.W.B.

Russo, Alecu (*1819; tla§i 1859), Rumanian
vrater. A friend ofKog^ceanu* and Alecsandri’*^,

his early work caused him to be exiled in 1846 on
political grounds. After the 1848 revolution he left

for Paris, where he published Cintarea Romdniei
(1850) in Baicescu’s’*^ Romania viitoare. This patri-

otic poem reflects the tragedy ofRumanian history

and expresses a belief in the final victory of liberty.

His early work, mainly travel journals, was
published in French and only translated into

Rumanian after his death (Piatra teiului and
Piatra corbului), both of which contain some fine

descriptions of the Rumanian countryside.

Piatra teiului (1967); Cintarea Romdniei (1969).

T. Virgolici, A, R, (1964); Istoria literaturii

romdne, H (1968). D.J.D.

Rustaveli, Shota C/7, c. 1200), the national bard of

Georgia, author of the epic Vepkhis-tqaosani (pr.

1712; good mod. ed. S. Kakabadze, Tiflis, 1927;

crit. ed. A. G. Shanidze and A. G. Baramidze,

1966; The Man in the Panther's Skin, prose tr. M.
Wardrop, 1912; verse tr. V. Urushadze, 1968). The
knightly feats of Tariel and Avtandil in quest of

the fair Nestan-Darejan serve as an allegorical

portrayal of the Georgian heroic age.

D. M. Lang, The Georgians (1966). D.M.L.

Rusticiano (or Rusitchello) da Pisa C/7, second

half of 13th century), Tuscan compiler of tales

from the ‘Breton cycle’ of Arthurian legend; his

work, written in French c. 1270, was known as

Meliadus, But Rusticiano is better known as the

amanuensis of Marco Polo*.

G. del Guerra, R. da P, (1955); see also G.

Bertoni, II Duecento (2nd ed. 1930); C. Pellegrini,

‘Relazioni fra la letteratura italiana e la letteratura

francese’ in Problemi ed Orientamenti, IV (ed. A.

Momigliano, 1948). K.F.

Rustico Filippi (*c. 1230; fbefore XH 1300),

Florentine poet. Of bourgeois Ghibelline stock,

but a friend of the Guelf Brunetto Latini*, who
dedicated a poem to him, Rustico wrote love-

soimets in the courtly style, but his fame rests on
29 sonnets in the anti-courtly or ‘comic’ manner
which he seems to have been the first to cultivate

in Italy; the manner of his more gifted younger

contemporary Cecco Angiolieri* and indeed of

substantial parts of Dante’s* Inferno—deliberately

pungent, fairly often coarse and lewd, and sharply

slanted towards caricature and vituperation.

Rustico’s coarser work, no doubt, provoked

Francesco* da Barberino to single him out

especially as a detractor of women.

Rimatori comico-realistici del Due e Trecento, I

(ed. M. Vitale, 1956); Poeti giocosi del tempo di
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Dante (ed. M. Marti, 1957); Poeti del Duecento, II

(ed. G. Contini, 1961).

S. Santangelo, Le tenzoni poetiche nella lettera-

tura italiana delle origini (1928); M. Apollonio,

Uomird e forme nella cultura italiana delle origini

(2nd ed. 1943); M. Marti, Cultura e stile nei poeti

giocosi del tempo di Dante (1954). K.F.

Rusv§, Muhammad Hadi (*1858; tl931), theo-

logian, scientist, inventor, translator, and the first

true novelist in Urdu. His Umrdo Jan Ada (1899)

is a brilliant portrait of the social life of Lucknow
in the decades spanning the revolt of 1857, told in

the form of the autobiography of a cultured

Lucknow courtesan.

Umrao Jan Add (Eng. tr. Khushwant Singh and
M. A. Husaini, 1961). R.R.

Rutebeuf (*?Champagne; fl, Paris 1250-85),

French poet. He wrote some 56 pieces: personal

poems, fabliaux^ funeral laments, a miracle play,

two saints’ lives, and a considerable number of

political poems and social satires, in which he
attacks, in a vigorous personal style, almost all

classes of French society, especially the mendicant

Orders. A man of some learning, yet he did not

make his career in Church or University. He led

the precarious, shiftless existence of the jongleur^

spending much of his time and substance in the

pleasures ofthe tavern, yet he had connections with

some of the most i^uential men of his time

(including the King’s brothers, and possibly Louis

IX himself) on whom he depended for his liveli-

hood and who no doubt hired his talent to further

their political ends. Nevertheless, hired propagan-
dist though he was, we must admire the sincerity

and the sturdy individualism of a faith which led

him consistently to champion the Crusades in a
century in which they were unpopular, and to

attack the vices of a Church whose faithfhl son he
was, as well as the courage and loyalty with which
he defended the University masters against the

powerful Friars, sparing in this quarrel not even
St Louis nor the Pope himself. Anticipating Jean*
de Meung by some 15 years, he may be considered

the first great French satirist.

(Euvres complites (ed. J. Bastin and E. Fatal,

2 vols, 1959-60); H. Lucas, Poimes de R, concern^

ant VUniversiti de Paris (1952).

L. C16dat, R. (1909). H.L.

Rutherford, Mark: see White, Wiluam Hale.

Rutherford, Samuel (*Jedburgh c. 1600; ool626

Eupham Hamilton, ool640 Jean McMath; fSt
Andrews 29 m 1661), Scottish divine; Regent in

humanity at Edinburgh 1623; Professor of
divinity at St Andrews 1639; Rector of St

Andrews 1651. The devotional quality of his

correspondence preserves this alone of his writ-

ings.

Exercitationes pro divina Gratia (1636); Lex Rex
(1644); Trial and Triumph of Faith (1645); Christ

Dying and Drawing Sinners to Himself (1647)-

Letters (1664; ed. A. A. Bonar, 1848).

T. Murray, S. R, (1828); A. Whyte, S. R. and his

Correspondents (1894); R. Gilmour, S, R. (1904)

J.K.

‘

Rutilius Namatianus, Claudius: see Namatianus,
Claudius Ruhlius.

Rutter, Joseph {fl, 1635), English poet and
dramatist, who belonged to the circle of Jonson’s*
old age and was tutor to the two sons of the

4th Earl of Dorset, at whose demand he trans-

lated Corneille’s* The Cid (2 parts, 1637-39).

The Shepherd^s Holiday, A Pastoral Tragi-

comedy (1635 ; in Dodsley’s Select Collection ofOld
English Plays, ed. W. C. Hazlitt, XII, 1875).

W. W. Greg, Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral

Drama (1906); A. Harbage, Cavalier Drama
(1936); G. E. Bentley, Jacobean and Caroline

Stage, V (1956). B.L.J. (R.M.W.)

Ruusbrocc, Jan van (*Ruusbroec nr Brussels

1293; tGroenendaal 2 XII 1381), Dutch mystic.

Ordained priest in 1317, he was chaplain to St

Gudula until 1343 when he retired to the forest of

Soignes, where he founded the Abbey of Groenen-
daal. He wrote 11 mystic treatises; in chronological

order: Vanden Rike der Gkelieven\ Die chierheitder

gheesteleker brulocht (his masterpiece); Het
Hantvingherlijn of van den blickenden steene; Het
Boec van vier becoringen; Vanden kerstenen

ghelove; Het Boec van den gheesteleken Tabernacule

(begun in Brussels, continued in Groenendaal);

Het Boec van seven sloten; De Spieghel der ewigher

salicheit (1357); Van seven Trappen; Het Boec der

hoechster Waerheit or Samuel', Het Boec vanden

Twaelf Beghinen, Van den XU Dogheden was

ascribed to him, but turned out to be the work of

Godefridus Wevel*, one of his disciples. In these

books, mainly destined for monks and written in

the best Middle Dutch prose, Ruusbroec equals

the greatest mystics of the Middle Ages. Against

the older mysticism, Ruusbroec’s represents a

consistent Trinitariaaism; against the contempo-

rary, chiefly the German, mystics, he emphasized

the empiric element. After his death he was accused

of atheism and pantheism by Jean Gerson*,

Chancellor of Paris University, against whom
Ruusbroec’s pupil, Jan van Schoonhoven*,

defended his beloved master. His works had an

enormous circulation in MS form and greatly

influenced the mysticism of the following centuries,

in the Netherlands especially H. Herp* and, by

way of Surius’ Latin translation (3 eds in mid-16th

century), the French, German, Italian and Spanish

mystics.

Ed. J. B. David (1858-68); ed. by the Ruusbroec-

Genootschap (1931-32; 2nd ed. 1944-48; contiibs
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by J. van Mierlo, D. Stracke and L. Reypens, the

great R.-specialist).—Complete Fr. tr. by the

Benedictines of Wisques (1912-30); sel. Eng. trs:

J. T. Stoddart, Ruysbroeck and the Mystics . .

.

(1894); Earle Baillie, Reflections from the Mirror

of a Mystic . . . (1905); C. E. S., Flowers of a

Mystic Garden (1912); J. Francis, The Book of the

Twelve Beguines (1913); C. A. Wynschenk, John of

Ruysbroeck, The Adornment of the Spiritual

Marriage, The Sparkling Stone, The Book of

Supreme Truth (1916); T. Arnold Hyde, The

Kingdom ofthe Lovers ofGodby Jan Ruysbroeck , .

.

(1919); E. Colledge in English Stud. (1952; on

15th-century Eng. trs). The Spiritual Espousals

(1952) and Mediaeval Netherlands Religious Liter-

ature (1965; incl. tr. of Het Hantvingherlijn),

—M. Maeterlinck, Fr. tr. of Brulocht (1889) and

‘R. Tadmirable’ in Le tresor des humbles (1896).—

W. Eichler, /. van R. ^BrulochF in oberdeutscher

Vberlieferung (1969).

V. Scully, A Mediaeval Mystic: A Short Account

of the Life and Writings of Blessed /. R. (1910);

J. van R., Leven, Werken (with extensive biblio.;

1931); A. Combes, Essai sur la critique de R. par

Gerson, I (1945); W. H. Beuken, R. en de

Middeleeuwse Mystiek (1946); A. Ampe, Kern-

problemen uit de leer van R. (4 vols, 1950-57); St.

Axters in Nationaal Biografisch Woordenboek, I

(1964); numerous arts in 0ns Geestelijk Erf (pub,

of the R.-Genootschap, Antwerp) and in Dr L.

Reypens-Album (1964). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Ruysbroeck, John of: see Ruusbroec, Jan.

Ruzzante, II: see Beolco, Angelo.

Rydberg, Abraham Viktor (*J6nk6ping 18 XII

1828; tDjursholm 21 IX 1895), Swedish poet,

writer and scholar. After a difficult childhood

Rydberg started writing for JOnkopingsbladet in

1847, and in 1849 joined Goteborgs Handelstid-

ning. He interrupted his journalistic career in the

hope of taking a degree at Lund, a venture broken

off in 1852 because of financial stress. He then

became a tutor, but returned to Gotebor^
Handelstidning in 1855 and continued there till

1876. In that year he became an extra-mural

lecturer in Gdteborg, and from 1884 to his death

was Professor of cultural history at Stockholms

Hogskola. His first original writings appeared in

serial form (Vampyren, 1848; Ett dventyr ifinska

skargdrden, 1850): they reveal his radical political

sympathies. A more practical liberalism is ex-

pressed in the novel De vandrande djdknarna

(1856), whilst Den siste atenaren (1859; The Last

Athenian, tr. W. W. Thomas, 1869), a historical

and ideological novel, puts forward his classical

and humanistic belief in Christian Platonism. His

critical work, Bibelns Idra om Kristus (1862), had

considerable importance in modifying the narrow

orthodoxy then prevalent in Sweden. After a visit

to Italy in 1874 he turned more and more to poetry

and the study of mythology. His poems {Dikter,

1828, 1891) express a high idealism, but also an in-

creasingly despairing awareness of the trends of

modem society in the machine age.

novels: Positivspelarna (1851); Fribytaren p&
Ostersjon (1857; The Freebooter of the Baltic, tr.

C. L. Broomall, 1891); Singoalla (1857; rev. ed.

1865; tr. A. Josephson, 1903); Vapensmeden

(1891).—ESSAYS AND CRITICISM: Romerska dagar

(1877); Mytologiska imdersdkningar i germansk

mytologi (2 vols, 1886-89).—Samlade skrifter (ed.

K. Warburg, 14 vols, 1896-99); Brev (3 vols,

1923-26).—For Eng. trs see N. Afzelius, Books in

English on Sweden (1951).

K. Warburg, K R., en levnadsteckning (2 vols,

1900); V. Svanberg, R*s Singoalla, en studie i bans

ungdomsdiktning (1923) and Novantiken i Den
siste atenaren (1928); 0. Holmberg, K R's
lyrik (1935); 0 . Lindberger, Prometheustanken hos

V. R, (2 vols, 1938); G. Lowendahl, Karlek och

svdrmod hos V. R. (1960); A. Forrstrom, K. R.

(1960). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K. (I.S.)

Rydel, LuaAN (*Cracow 17 V 1870; ^ibid. 8 IV

1918), Polish author. His play Zaczarowane kolo

(1900) is a decorative fairy-tale written under the

influence of G. Hauptmann’s* Die versunkene

Glocke, A master of poetic form, he was a success-

ful translator and good story teller.

Poezje (verse; 1899).—plays: Betleem polskie

(1905); Zygmunt August (1913).

—

^various: Fere-

nike i Pejsidoros (1909); Zgreckiego Jwiata (1910).

—Utwory dramatyczne (2 vols, 1902).

Z. Wasilewski, ‘L. R.’ in WspdlczeSni (1924).

S.S.

Rygier-Nalkowska, Zofia: see N^kowska, Zofia.

Ryleyev, Kondraty FEdorovich (*18 IX 1795;

tSt Petersburg 13 VII 1826), Russian civic poet

and a leader of the abortive Decembrist revolt in

1825, after which he was hanged. His narrative

poem Voynarovsky (1825) shows Byron’s* influ-

ence. Some of his revolutionary civic poems are

among the best in Russia. He was a friend of

Pushkin* and as a member of the Pushkin Pleiade

he began editing, in 1823, the important yearly

miscellany Polyarnaya Zvezda.

Sochineniya (Berlin, 1860); Sochineniya i

perepiska (1872); Sobranie sochineniy i perepiska

(1906); Stikhotvoreniya (1947).—TAe Poems of

K. F. Ryleieff(tr. T. Hart-Davies, 1887).

N. A. Kotlyarevsky, R. (1908); K. F. Ryleyev,

0 pyatipoveshennykh (1927); S. V. Shuvalov, Sem^

poetov (1927); N. A. Bestuzhev, Vospominaniya o

Ryleyeve (1931); A. G. Tseitlin, K. F, R. (1945) and

Tvorchestvo Ryleyeva (1955); K. V. Pigarev,

Zhizn' Ryleyeva (1947). J.L.
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Rymer, Thomas (The Hall, YafForth 1641;

tLondon 14 XII 1713), English antiquaiy, trans-

lator and critic. From Smelt’s school at Danby-

Wiske, Rymer went through Sidney Sussex College,

Cambridge, without a degree, to Gray’s Inn (1666)

and was called to the Bar in 1673. In 1692 he

became Historiographer Royal and in 1693 editor

of diplomatic documents and treatises. He took

his friend Leibniz’s* Codex Juris Gentium DiplO’-

maticus (1693) as a model for his Foedera, a

compilation of English State papers from the

Middle Ages to 1654, a major landmark in English

historical studies, of which 15 volumes had
appeared by his death. The major English advocate

of contemporary French neo-classicism, in 1674

he translated Rapin’s* Reflections on Aristotle's

Treatise ofPoesie, His dogmatic adherence to the

judgement of drama by the neo-classic principles

of probability, the strict application of the ‘rules’,

and a rigid concept of decorum, are expressed in

his hostile account of Elizabethan drama in The
Tragedies ofthe Last Age Consider'dandExamin'd
by the Practice ofthe Ancients andby the Common
Sense ofAllAges (1678). His emphasis on meaning-
ful plotting in drama is less remembered than his

notorious attadc on Othello as a ‘bloody farce’ in

A Short View of Tragedy (1692).

Edgari An Heroick Tragedy (1678); An Essay
Concerning Critical and Curious Learning (1698;

ed. C. A. Zimansky, 1965); Foedera (20 vols,

1704-35; ed. A. Clarke, J. Caley and F. Holbrook,

1816-19); The Critical Works of T. R. (ed. C. A.
Zimansky, 1956).

A, Hofl^err, T R.s dramatische Kritik (1908);

J. W. Atkins, English Literary Criticism 17th and
18th Centuries (1951); D. C. Dougjas, English

Scholars 1660-1730 (2nd ed. 1951); G. Watson,
The Literary Critics (1962); A. Maurocordato, La
critique classique en Angleterre de la Restauration

d la mart de Joseph Addison (1964). R.M.W.

Rymkiewicz, Jaroseaw Marek (Warsaw 13 VH
1935), Polish poet. A talented representative of the
trend in Polish poetry ofthe 1960s to return to neo-
classical form and diction, he has published highly

erudite and philosophical poetry which at times

resembles pastiche. He is a very gifted translator,

especially of Baroque literature.

poetry: Czlowiek z glowq jastrzqbia (1960);

Metcfizyka (1963); Animula (1964).—various:

Kwiat nowy staryck romanc czyli imitacje i

przeklady hispahskich romanes (196Q; Czym jest

klasycysm, Manifesty poetyckie (196*3); MyMi
rdzne o ogrodach. Dzieje Jednego toposu (1968).

P.H.

Ryum, Ulla (fFrederiksberg 4 V 1937), Danish
novelist, a leading prose writer of the 1960s.

novels: Spejl (1962); Natsangerslcen (1963);

Latterfuglen (1965).“STORIEs: Jakelnatten (1967);
Tusindskove (1969); Noget om ig&r og idag (1971)*

Th. Bredsdorif, Scere Fortcellere (1967). E.B.

Ryutei Tanehiko, pseud, of Takaya Tomohisa,
also called Takaya Hikoshiro (*Edo [^Tokyoj
1783; ^ibid, 23 VIII 1842), Japanese novelist and
essayist. A samurai in feudal service throughout
his adult life, he was at an early age interested in

painting and drama, and also in the composition of
haiku poems (Basho*). A cultured, learned m^n

,

he became the most famous writer ofhis day except

for Bakin*, though surprisingly it was not in the

more ‘literary’ genre of ‘text books’ or yomihon
but in that of illustrated books that he was most
successful. The best-known of his works is Nise

Murasaki inaka Genji (1815-42), a modernized
imitation of Genji monogatari by Murasaki*
Shikibu. His novels share with those of his

contemporaries traditional standards of moral
outlook (loyalty, revenge, filial piety) which pre-

vented realistic plots and characterization.

novels: Awa no naruto (1807); Asamagatake
omokage zoshi (1808); Nise Murasaki inaka Genji

(extract tr. in M. Revon, Anthologie de la litterature

japonaisCj 1923; summary and discussion in B.

Lewin, Japanische Chrestonmthie, I, 1965);

Ukiyogata rokumai byobu (1821; Ger. tr. P.

Kuhnel in AsobU Altjapanische Novellen^ 1923);

Kantan shokoku monogatari (1834-41).

—

^essays:

Kankon shiryd (on antiquarian subjects, 1826);

Sokushin' 6 ki (n.d.) E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Rzewuski, Henryk, Count, pseud. J. Bera
(Slawuta 3 V 1791 ; fCudndw 28 II 1866), PoKsh

novelist. He took part in the 1809 campaign, then

travelled extensively abroad. Later he became

reactionary in his social and political views and

even worked (1850) as an official of Paskiewicz

who represented Russia in Warsaw. His stories

from the 18th century depicting vividly the life of

the Polish gentry and nobility, in a form gaw^da

szlachecka, became very popular. His series of

historical novels, of which Listopad with its

psychological facts is the best, is noteworthy.

SHORT stories: Pamiqtki J, Pana Seweryna

Soplicy (4 vols, Paris, 1839; Les recits d'un vieux

gentilhomme polonais^ tr. L. Mickiewicz, 1866;

ed. Z. Szweykowski, 1928); Mieszaniny obyczajowe

... (2 vols, 1841-43).—novels: Listopad (3 vols,

1845-46; ed. K. Wojcieckowski, m3\ November,

Eng. tr. 1857); Zamek krakowski (3 vols, 1841-48;

Das Schloss von Krakau, tr. Bachmann, n.d.);

Adcan Smigielski (2 vols, 1850; Ger. tr. idem,

1859); Zaporoze (4 vols, 1854).—Dzfe/a. Powieki

historyczne (6 vols, 1877-82).

S. Tamowski, H, R. (1887); Z. Szweykowski,

Powieki historyczne H, R. (1922); J. Kn^zanow-
ski, ‘H. R.’ in Polish Romantic Literature (1930).

S.S. (P.H.)
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S
Saadiah Gaon, otherwise Sa'id ben Joseph al-

FayyuwS (*Dila? 892; fSura X 942), Hebrew

poet and writer. Banished(?) from Egypt in 915,

he settled after some wanderings in Babylonia,

where he was in 928 appointed Gaon (director)

of the Talmudic college of Sura. Deposed in 930

after a quarrel with the Exilarch (temporal head

of Babylonian Jews), he was restored in 936.

The most outstanding personality of the ‘gaonic’

age (6th-llth century), he was the first repre-

sentative of PiYYUT in Babylonia and one of the

greatest piyyut writers. His poems are involved

and obscure. He wrote an autobiographical work,

Sefer ha-Galuy^ in highly rhetorical Hebrew, with

Arabic translation, partly to serve as a model of

Hebrew composition. He was also author of the

first Hebrew dictionary and grammar (partly

preserved). He wrote in Arabic AUAmdndt waU
Vtiqddat (930; Hebrew, Emunnoth we-De*oth\ the

first and one of the most important ofphilosophical

treatments of the Jewish religion; he followed

mainly the Muslim school of scholastic theology,

the Mutakallimun (Kalam). He is also the author

of an Arabic translation and commentary of the

Old Testament, and many other works.

Siddur R. Saadiah (verse; ed. 1. Davidson, S.

Assaf and B. Joel, 1941).—philosophy: Amdndt
etc. (Arabic text ed. S. Landauer, 1880; Heb.

tr. 1st ed. Constantinople, 1562; ed. with new
Heb. tr. J. Qafih, 1970).-4Sel.: A. Altmann (1946);

The Book of Beliefs and Opinions (tr. S. Rosen-

blatt, 1948).

—

OTHER works: Saadid’s Polemic

Against Hiwi aUBalkhi (in Heb. and Eng.; ed.

and tr. I. Davidson, 1915); Ha-Egron (dictionary;

ed. N. Allony, 1969).

H. Malter, S. G., His Life and Works (1921);

much information in millenary vols (Jerusalem,

New York, Manchester, 1943); M. Ventura, La
philosophie de S, G. (1943); A. Marx, Essays in

Jewish Biography (1947); Al targum Bav S, G.
la-Torah (ed. with Eng. summary M. Zucker,

1959); R. Ecker, Die arabische Job-Obersetzung
des G. 5. (1962). C.R.

Saavedra Fajardo, Diego (Algazares, Murcia
1584; tMadrid 1648), Spanish moralist and
historian. After reading law at Salamanca he
became cypher-secretary at the Spanish embassy
in Rome. In 1631 he was appointed ambassador
there, and he was later ambassador in Germany
and a plenipotentiary at the Congress of Munster
(1643). On his return to Madrid he served as

Counsellor for the Indies.

His most famous work, the Idea de m principe

politico cristUmo (pub. Munich, 1640), is a com-
mentary on 102 emblems, after the manner of
J. B. Angermunt’s Emblemata politico (1618). Its

general tendency is anti-Machiavellian and

Catholic. It shows wide and profound learning,

and the prose is laconic and polished. Equally

well written is his Repdblica literaria^ a vision of
the arts and sciences. He also began an historical

work, the Corona gotica, which was continued by
another hand after his death. Minor works include

a panegyric of Ferdinand the Catholic and a
satire on the follies of Europe. E.M.W.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXV; Repdblica

literaria (ed. M. Serrano y Sanz, 1907; ed. V.

Garcia de Diego, 1922); Idea de m principe

politico cristiano (ed. V. Garcia de Diego, 4 vols,

1927-30).

—

Obras completas (ed. A. Gonzalez
Palencia, 1946).

—

The Commonwealth of Learning
(London, 1705); The Republic ofLetters (tr. J. E.,

1727); The Royal Politician (tr. Sir Z. Astry, 2

vols, 1700).

J. C. Dowling, El pensamiento politico-filosd^

fico de S, F. (1957); F. Murrillo Ferrol, S, R y la

politica del Barroco (1957). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Saavedra y Ramirez de Baquedano, Angel de,

Duque de Rivas (*C6rdoba 10 III 1791 ;
ooEn-

carnacidn Cueto; tMadrid 22 VI 1865), Spanish

poet and dramatist; educated at the Seminario de

Nobles in Madrid. He fought against Napoleon
and was seriously wounded. As a liberal he was
condemned to death by Ferdinand VII and went

into exile (1823-34) to London, Malta and Paris.

On his return he inherited the title, became
conservative, ambassador. Prime Minister, Chair-

man of the Council of State and director of the

Royal Academy. Although his first works showed

the influence of late neo-classicism, he became the

champion of Spanish Romanticism, encouraged

and inspired by John Hookham Frere*. Rather

than by the poem El faro de Malta (1828) the

transition is marked by El moro exposito (1834), a

narrative poem in 12 cantos based on a famous

legend (siete infantes de lara): a Walter Scott*

formula in a conventional medieval Spanish and
Moorish setting. Dedicated to Hookham Frere, it

has a famous preface by Alcald* Galiano. His

Don Alvaro o la fuerza del sino (1835) has been

called the Hemani of the Spanish stage, but in

this respect its importance has been exaggerated.

Prose and many types of verse intermingle in

this too exaggerated though powerful drama,

where not a single topic of Romanticism is absent.

Verdi used it for Ms La forza del destino. Of
more solid, permanent value are his brilliant

Romances histdricos (1841). The revival of the

ballads, initiated by Melendez* Valdes in the 18th

century, is here developed by Rivas.

Obras completas (7 vols, 1894-1904); Obras

completas (ed. J. Campos in Biblioteca de Aut.

Esp., C-CII, 1957); Romances {ed, C. Rivas Cherif,

2 vols, 1912).—‘Ode to the Lighthouse of Malta*,

tr. T. Walsh in Hispanic Anthology (New York,

1920); ‘Poems* in Ancient Spanish Ballads (ed.

J. G. Lockhart, 1823 and later eds).
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E. Funes, Don Alvaro o la fuerza del sino

(1899); N. Gonzdlez Ruiz, El duque de Rivas

(1914); ‘Azorin’, Rivas y Larra: razdn social del

romanticismo en Espana (1916); E. A. Peers,

Rivas and Romanticism in Spain (Liverpool, 1923)

and *Some observations on “El desengano en un

suefiio”* in Homenaje a Menindez Pidal, I (1925);

G. Boussagol, A. de S. due de Rivas, Sa vie, son

muvre poetique (1926); V. Cemy, ‘Quelques re-

marques sur les sentiments religieux chez Rivas et

Espronceda’ in Bull. Hispanique, XXXVI (1934).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Saba, Umberto (*Trieste 9 III 1883; tGorizia 25

VIII 1957), Italian poet, the most traditional and

accessible of modem Italian poets. Bis work has

been only slightly affected by the main poetic

movements of his time. He is a prolific writer

whose poetry is uneven in quality; his best poems
are to be found in Case e campagna and Trieste e

una donna, in 11 canzoniere (coll, poems; 1921,

def. ed. 1961), and in Parole (1934) and Mediter-

raneo (1947). Storia e cronistoria del Canzoniere

(1948; now in Prose, 1964) is Saba’s own com-
mentary on his poems.

F. Portinari, U. 5. (1963); E. Caeda, Lettura e

storia diS, {mi), B.M.

Sabadino degli Arienti, Giovanni: see Arienti,

Giovanni Sabadino.

Sabahaddin Ali (GUmiilcine, Western Thrace 12

II 1906; tKirklareli 2 IV 1948), Turkish author,

the pioneer of the social realism of the 1930s.

Educated in Istanbul and Germany; his short

stories are sketches of Anatolian peasants. His

novd Kuyucakli Yusuf (1937) powerfully portrays

life in a western Anatolian town before the First

World War.

SHORT stories: Degirmen (1935); Kdgni (1936);

Ses (1937); Yeni Dunya (1943).—novels: tgimiz^

deki $eytan (1940); Kurk Mantolu Madonna
(1943).—Dqg/ior ve Ruzgdr (verse; 1934),^Butun
eserleri (complete works; 7 vols, with intro, and
biblio., pub. Varlik, 1965-66).

O. Spies, Die turkische Prosaliteratur der

Gegenwart (1943); Ya§ar Nabi, Geng Neslin en

Guzel Hik&yeleri (1948); F. von Rummel, Funf
turkische Novellen (1948); Tahir Alangu, C«w-
huriyetten sonra hikdye ve roman, I (1959).

F.t.

Sabato, Ernesto (*1911), Argentine writer,

author of two novels, El tdnel (1948; The Outsider,

tr. H. de Onis, 1950) and Sobre Hiroes y tumbas
(1951). The latter is a violent and complex novel

of contemporary Argentina, which traces the

frustration of the Argentines to their origins in

the 19th century. Sdbato’s views on literature are

expressed in his essays, El escritor y sus fantasmas
(2nd ed. 1964). J.F.

Sabbe, Maurits (*Bruges 9 II 1873; tAntwerp
12 II 1938), Flemish novelist, playwright, critic

and literary historian. He was custodian of the

Plantin-Moretus Museum at Antwerp. A late

Romantic, he evoked the old, peaceful Bruges in

charming prose enlivened with touches of humour.
He was a student of 17th-century Dutch literature

and typography.

novels and short stories: Een Mei van

vroomheid (1903); Defilosoofvan ’/ Sashuis (1907);

De nood der Bariseele^s (1912); ’/ Pastorken van

Schaerdycke (1919; Le petit cure de Schaerdycke,

tr. W. Timmermans, 1926); ’/ Kwartet der Jacobif

nen (1920).

—

splays: Bietje (1913); Caritate (1914).

—criticism: Hetproza in de Vlaamsche letterkunde

(1909); Mozaiek (1912); Peilingen (1935).—

studies: Het leven en de werken van M, de Swaen

(1905); Uit het Plantijnsche huis (1924); De
Moretussen en hun kring (1928); Brabant in

verweer (1933).

R. Roemans, Analytische bibliographie van en

bibliographie over M, S, (1932); L. Monteyne,

De S:s (1934). R.F.L.

Sabellico, Marcantonio, properly Marcan-
TONio Coccio (Vicovaro 71436; tVenice 1506),

Italian humanist and historian. Both his Historiae

Rerum Venetarum (1487) and his universal history

in 92 books, Enneades sive Rapsodiae historiarum

(1498-1504), are rhetorical rather than critical.

Opera (2 vols, 1538); Del sito di Venezia cittd

(1502; ed. G. Meneghetti, 1957).

R. Bersi, ‘Le font! della prima decade delle

Historiae Rerum Venetarum^ in Nuovo Archivio

Veneto, XIX-XX (1910); E. Fueter, Geschichte

der neueren Historiographie (1936); C. Dionisotti,

Gli umanisti e il volgare fra Quattro e Cinquecento

(1968). C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Sabinus, Georg (*Brandenburg 23 IV 1508;

tFrankfurt an der Oder 2 XII 1560), German

neo-Latin poet. Humanist, philologist, historian

and diplomat, friend of Melanchthon*, Hessus*

and Pietro Bembo*, he wrote countless graceful

Latin poems, of which the love poems show true

feeling and sincerity. The Elegies (Elegiae, 1550)

are his best work.

Poemata (1544, 1558).

M. Toppen, Die Grundung der Universitdt

Konigsberg und das Leben Hires ersten Rektors

G, S. (with full biblio.; 1844); R. Fester, ‘Sleidan,

S., Melanchthon’ in Hist. Zeitschr., LXXXEX
(1903). D.G.D.

Sabuco y Alvarez, Miguel (*?Alcaraz; ^ibid,

1588), Spanish writer. His Nueva filosofia de la

naturaleza del hombre (1587) was published with

his daughter’s name (Oliva) on the title-page. It

treats of the interrelations between the mind, the

passions and the body, in agreeable prose. It
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contains colloquies on self-knowledge, the world,

medicine and the state.

Coloquios in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXV.—
Obras (ed. O. Cuartero, 1888).

J. M. Hidalgo, ‘Dona Oliva de S. no fu6

escritora’ in Rev. de Archives, VII (1903).

E.M.W.

Sa-Cameiro, MArio de (^Lisbon 1890; fParis

1916), Portuguese poet; an inadaptable nature,

whose short life ended in suicide. His brilliant,

highly original style is often used with great skill

to describe the pathological states of a mind in

constant danger of disintegration. This part of

his work is comparable to that of his friend

Pessoa*. At other times he sinks into a mawkish
self-indulgence reminiscent of Antdnio Nobre*.

verse: Dispersao (1914); M/c/oj de ouro (1938);

Poesias (ed. J. G. Simoes, 1946).

—

stories:

Principio (1912); A confissdo de Ltkio (1914);

Ceu emfogo (1915).

A. Casais Monteiro, ‘M. dc Sd C.’ in Considem-

goes pessoais (1933); Castro Gil, M. de Sd-C, . . .

(1949); C. Berardinelli, M. de Sd-C. (Rio de

Janeiro, 1958); M. Arlete Galhoz, Af. de S'd-C.

(1963). T.P.W.

Saccal Sarmast (*1739; tl826), author of a large

number of short mystical (S^i) poems in both

Sindhi and the Multani dialect of Puqjabi. He is

the most important writer in this genre after

Shah* Abdul Latif, and his verse is, in general,

simpler and more direct, if less rich, than that ofhis

great predecessor.

A. Bausani, Storia delle letterature del Pakistan

(1958). C.S.

Sacchetti, Franco (*?Ragusa c. 1332/34; ool354

Maria Felice Strozzi, ool383 Ghita Ghirardini,

001396 Giovanna Bruni; tFlorence VIII 1400),

Italian poet and narrative writer. After a period

abroad (1356-62) he rose high in Florentine public

life. As a pastime he wrote verse of all kinds
;
many

of his madrigals and cacce were set to music by
contemporary composers of the Florentine ars

nova, Sacchetti is remembered especially for the

Trecentonovelle (223 extant), a series of popular
tales in vigorous colloquial prose (c. 1388-795).

‘Born of a smile*, anecdotal in tone and full of
good sense, they reflect their author’s moral
sensibility and hatred of all that menaced the

liberties of Florence. The tale of Agnolo di ser

Gherardo (LXTV) contains elements which
Cervantes* used later for Don Quixote,

Rime (ed. A. Chiari, 1936); La battaglia delle

belle donne—Le lettere—Le sposizioni di Vangeli
(ed. A, Chiari, 1938); II Trecentonovelle (ed. V.
Pernicone, 1946),— (sel. ed. A. Borlen^,
1957).

SACHS
E. Li Gotti, F. 5. uomo ^discolo egrosso^ (1940);

L. Caretti, Saggio sul 5. (1951). M.W.

Sacchetti, Giannozzo (*Florence c. 1340; ^ibid, 15
X 1379), Italian poet; brother of Franco Sacchetti*.

A spiritual follower of Santa Caterina* da Siena,

he led a tumultuous life and was executed for his

p^ticipation in the revolt of the Ciompi (1378).
His 11 poems include some of great poignancy
which reveal his dramatic struggle against fortune,

his yearning for religious peace and sense of
mortal corruption.

Rime (ed. O. Sacchetti, 1948); Rimatori del

tardo Trecento (ed. N. Sapegno, 1967).

E. Li Gotti, Restauri trecenteschi (1947).

M.W.

Sachs, Hans (*Nuremberg 5 XI 1494; ool519

Kunigunde Kreutzer, ool561 Barbara Harscher;
'\ibid. 19 I 1576), German poet and dramatist.

Son of a tailor, he was apprenticed to a shoemaker
(1509), went on his ‘Wanderjahre* (1511-16),

settled down in Nuremberg as a master cobbler

(1517). A MASTERSiNGER and leading member of
the Nuremberg Singschule, he became a keen
follower of Luther* in 1523 with the publication

of Die Wittenbergische Nachtigall, a verse allegory

popularizing Luther’s doctrines. From then until

his death he produced a vast collection of Meister-

lieder^ Schwanke, dialogues, Shrovetide and other

plays based on his wide reading of the Bible,

Luther’s writings. Renaissance literature in trans-

lation and the literature of the late Middle Ages.

In over 4,000 Meisterlieder he enlivened the rigid,

conventional form with fables and witty stories.

He excelled in the dialogue {Disputation zwischen

einem Chorherrn und Schuhmacker\ the schwank
{Sanct Peter mit der Gaiss) and the Fastnachtsspiei

{Der farendt Schuler im Paradeiss, Der Baur im
Fegfewer), Written in a simple, robust language in

homely kniitelvers, full of humour, genial ob-

servation, vivid characterization, local Nuremberg
colour, a feeling for nature, and a bourgeois ethic

quite free from fanaticism or bitterness, these

works have a great variety within their limitations.

At more ambitious ‘comedies’ and ‘tragedies’

Sachs was generally less successful. Often roman-
ticized (Wagner*, Die Meistersinger von Numberg)
and over-praised, Hans Sachs remains a poet of

great charm and sympathy, a born story-teller

and a notable representative of 16th-centuiy

Nuremberg.

Sdmtliche Werke (ed. A. von Keller and E.

Goetze, 26 vols, 1870-1908); Sdmtliche Fast-

nachtsspiele (ed. E. Goetze, 7 vols, 1880-87);

Sdmtliche F^eln und Schwdnke (ed. idem and
K. Drescher, 6 vols, 1893-1913).—selections: ed.

K. Goedeke and J. Tittmann (3 vols, 2nd ed.,

1883-85); ed. B. Arnold in Dt, Nat.-Lit, (1885);

ed. P. Merker and R. Buchwald (2 vols, 1923);

ed. T. Schuhmacher (1957).— Kfer Dialogue (ed.
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R. Kohler, 1858); Numberger Meistersinger-

Frotokolle (ed. K. Drescher, 1897).

C. Schweitzer, La vie et les oeuvres de H, S,

(1887); R. Gen6e, H. S. und seine Zeit (1894);

£. Geiger, H. S. in seinen Fastnachtsspielen (1904),

H, S. in seinen Fabeln und Sckwanken (1908) and
Der Meistergesang des H, S, (1956); P, Landau,
H. S, (1924); H. Cattan^, Les Fastnachtsspiele

de H, S. (Northampton, U.S.A., 1924); W.
French, Mediaeval Civilization Illustrated by the

Fastnachtsspiele of H. S, (Gottingen, 1925); H,
von Wendler, H. S. (1953). D.G.D.

Sachs, Nelly (Berlin 10 XH 1891; tStockholm
12 V 1970), German poet, who livcii in Sweden.
Her first volume of poetry appeared as late as

1946 (In den Wohnungen des Todes). Her verse,

discovered by younger writers of the 1950s, is a
kind of religious lamentation, often prophetic

and Biblical in tone, concerned with the Jewish

predicament in modem times. She shared the

1966 Nobel prize for literature with the Jewish

poet Shmuel Agnon*.

verse: Und niemand weiss welter (1957); Flucht

und Verwandlung (1959).—collecied works:
Fahrt ins Staublose (1961); Zeichen im Sand
(poetic plays: 1962).

K. Schwedhelm, ‘Die Dichtung der N. S.* in

Jahresring (1959-60); N. S. zu Ehren (ed. W. A.
Berendsohn et aU 1966); W. A Berendsohn, Die
Dichterin judischen Schicksals N. S. (1966); O.
Lagercrantz, Versuch fiber die Lyrik der N. S.

(1967; in Swed. 1966). F.M.K.

Sadkrille, Charles and Thomas: see Dorset,

Charles Sackville, 6^: Earl of; Dorset,

Thomas Sackville, 1st Earl of.

Sacrobosco, Johannes de (fl, 1230; Halifax or
Holywood; tParis), English astronomer. From
the 13th to the 17th century his lucidly expressed

de Sphera, which draws on Ptolemy*, Macrobius*
and al-Farghani, provided Europe with its con-
ception of the material universe. He also wrote
on arithmetic. Commentaries date from 1230;
Roberts’ in 1271.

Libellus de Sphaera (eds: 1515, 1549, 1561).

L. Thomdyke, The Sphere of S. and Its Coni'-

mentators (1949). H.An. CTor.)

Sacy, Antoine-Isaac Silvestre, Baron de
(Paris 21 DC 1758; iibid, 21 II 1838), French
philologist. By the time he was 12 he could read
the Bible in Hebrew. He taught himself Syriac,

Chaldean, Arabic, Persian, Turkish—then English,

and eventually most European languages. He
became Professor of Persian at the College de
France in 1806.

Sur Vhistoire des Arabes avant Mahomet et sur

Vorigine de leur littirature (1785); Chrestomathie

Arabe (3 vols, 1806, 1826, 1827); Mimoires

d*histoire et de littirature orientales (1818)*
Expose de la religion des Druzes (1838).

’

H. Derenbourg, S, de S. (1895). H.An,

Sa*d-al-Din Varavini, 13th-centuiy Persian writer.
He rendered into Persian the Marzbdn-Ndma, a
collection of fables, short stories and anecdotes,
ethical and didactic, from an original by Marzban
ibn Rustam in Tabaristani dialect.

Marzbdn-Ndma (intro. Muhammed Qazvini
1908).

E. G. Browne, An Abridged Translation of the
History of Tabaristan (Leiden, 1905). E.Y.

Sade, Donatien Alphonse Francois, Marquis
de (*Paris 2 VI 1740; fCharenton 2 XII 1814),
French writer. Sade was an army officer until 1768,
was sentenced to death by default at Aix for a
sexual offence (1772), reprieved, but as a result

of other excesses spent 30 years in prison. He
died in a lunatic asylum. During his rare periods
of freedom, he published some of the works
composed in his cell, but the majority long re-

mained, or still are, unpublished. His work carries

the individualism of the 18th century to frenzied

heights and preaches and exemplifies with mono-
tonous obscenity the total liberty of the instincts.

Sade has exerted an almost hypnotic influence

over a number of contemporary French thinkers

and writers. (See erotic literature.)

Justine ou les malheurs de la vertu (1791 ; crit.

ed. M. Heine and J. Paulhan under title Les
infortunes de la vertu^ 1946); Aline et Valcourt

(1793); La philosophic dans le boudoir (1795);

Juliette (1797); Les 120 Journees de Sodome
(1904; crit. ed. M. Heine, 1935); Dialogue entre

un pretre et un morlbond (1926); Correspondance

(1929).-—Morceaux choisis (eds: G. Apollinaire,

1909; M. Heine, 1933; M. Nadeau, 1948; G.
Lely, 1948).

—

CEuvres computes (15 vols, 1960).

P. Klossowski, 5., mon prochain (1947); C. P,

Dawes, The Marquis de S. (1927); M. Blanchot,

Lautreamont et S. (1949); G. Gorer, The Life and
Ideas of the Marquis de S. (1953); J. L61y, Vie du

Marquis de S. (1952-57). M.G.; J.P.R.

Si de Miranda: see Miranda, Francisco de SA de.

Sa'di, MusLi9-AL-DiN, Shaikh (*Shiraz 1194;

^ibid. 1282 or 1292), Persian poet and writer,

studied at the Nizamiyya college ofBaghdad under

the patronage of Sa'd ibn ZangJ I of Fars (1195-

122Q. He travelled extensively (c. 1226-5Q, and

passed the latter part of his life in Shiraz under

the patronage of the Sulghurid rulers of Fars.

Sa'ffi is the richest and most versatile figure in

Persian literature. His Gulistdn (1258), an ethical

and humorous miscdlany in rhymed prose, is

regarded as the gem of Persian prose. In Bustdn

(1257), a moraliring poem of ^eat depth and

humanity, he combines didactic and mystical
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tendencies in Persian poetry for the first time.

His genius, however, reaches its climax in his

lyrics (ghazals). His works include, moreover,

panegyrics, didactic odes, elegies, homilies, epi-

grams, aphorisms, humorous poems and ‘facetiae*.

As a thinker and moralist, despite his moderate

fatalism, Sa'di looks upon the world with humo-
rous sympathy. His moral teachings, although

flavoured with mystical idealism, reveal a pre-

ference for practical wisdom, judging deeds by
virtue of their results. The liberality of his taste

and his wide experience of the world give a

cosmopolitan character to his ideas and judge-

ments.

Gulistan (Calcutta, 1806; tr. J. T. Platt, 1873;

Kings and Beggars, partial tr. A. J. Arberry, 1945);

Bustdn (Calcutta, 1810; tr. A. H. Edwards, 1911;

verse tr. G S. Davie, 1882); Kulliydt (ed. J. A,
Harrington, 2 vols, Calcutta, 1791-95, incl. 4

groups of lyrics: 1. Tayibdt, tr. L. W. King,

1926; 2. BaddyV, tr. idem, 1925; 3. Khavdtim;

4. Qazallydtd Qadlm\ also QasdHd, Marathi,

Bisdldt, Pand-Ndma, of doubtful authority, and
Hazliydt); new arrangement of Kulliydt (ed. M.
A. Furu^i, Tehran, 1941).---further hians-

LATEONs: W. Bacher, S,s Aphorismen and Sinnge-

dichte (1879); F. Ruckert, Aus S,s Diwan (1893);

R. Levy, Stories From S*s Bustan and Gulistan

(1928); A. J. Arberry, Immortal Rose (1948).

J. A. Harrington, intro, to ed. of Kulliydt

(above); H. Eth6, ‘Neupersisdie Litteratur’ in

W. Geiger and £. Kuhn, Grundriss der iranischen

Philologie, n (1896-1904); H. Mass6, Essai sur le

poite S, (1919); S^-^Ndma (various authors;

Tehran, 1941). E.Y.

Sadoleto, Jacopo, Cardinal (^Modena 12 YU
1477; fl^ome 18 X 1547), Italian humanist, a

conscientious Papal secretary and enthusiastic

scholar, renowned for his pure Ciceronian style

and tolerant common sense. C.Dr.

Opera omnia (Mainz, 1607; fuller ed., 4 vols,

Verona, 1737-38); De liberis recte instituendis

(1533; Eng. tr. E. T. Campagnac and K. Forbes,

1916).

A. Joly, Mtude sur J. S. (1856); G. Toffanin, II

Cinquecento (1960; with biblio.).

C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Sadoveano, Ion Marin, pseud, of Iancu-Leontb
Marinescu (Bucharest 1893; tl964), Rumanian
novelist, dramatic critic and historian. For his

principal novel, Sftr^it de veac in Bucure§ti, he
chose a theme fac^ar in Rumanian literature—

the rise of a parvenu—but he brought to it excep-

tional gifts of observation and analysis and
succeeded in creating a variety of characters

illustrating the different social, moral and psycho-

logical factors involved, and in forging a hi^y
elaborate style well suited to the minuteness of
his descriptions of persons and settings.

SAFAfilE

CRmasM: Dramd §i teatru (192®; Istoria

universald a teatrului (1942); Drama §i teatrul

religios in Evul Media (1942).—novels: Sftr§it de

veac in Bucure^ti (1944); Ion SUitu (1957).

Perpessicius, Mentiuni critice, I (1928); C.

Regman, pref. to Sfirgit de veac (1966 ed.).

F.J.B.

Sadoveanu, Mihail (Pa$cani 1880; fBucharest

1961), Rumanian author. The son of a barrister

and a servant girl, he became Director of the

National Theatre in Ia§i (1910-19), a Member of

Parliament (192® and President of the Senate

(1930-31). After the Second World War, he
aligned himself decisively with the Communists
and was appointed Vice-President of the Grand
National Assembly. In language enriched by a

savour of the Moldavian dialect he evokes in his

novels and tales the landscape, wild life and history

of his native land and creates a host of peasant

characters as memorable as they are impenetrable.

His masterpiece, the long tale Baltagul (1930),

raises the story of a peasant woman’s search for

her murdered husband to the dignity of classical

tragedy. He is more a storyteller than a formal

novelist.

Povestiri (1904); Dureri inabu^ite (1904);

Crt§ma lui Mo$ Precu (190®; Povestiri din rdzboi,

Amintirile cdprarului Gheorghifd (190®; La noi la

Vii§oara, Vremuri de bejenie (190®; Neamul
$oimdre§tilor (1915); Venea o moard pe Siret

(1923); Dumbrava minunatd (1926); fora de

dincolo de negurd (192®; Hanu Ancufei (1928);

Zodia Cancerului (1929); FrafU Jderi (1935-42);

Anii de ucenicie (memoirs; 1944); Mitrea Cocor

(experiment in Socialist Realism; 1949); Nicoard

Potcoavd (1952); Aventura in lunca Dundrii (1954).

‘Bibliografie sadovenian&’ in Steaua, XI.10

(I960).—M. Friedwagner, Af. S. (1912); S. Bratu,

M. S. (1963); C. Oopraga, M. S. (Rum. and Eng,

eds; 196®. F.J.B.

Safafik, Pavel Josef (*KobeIiarovo 13 V 1795;

tPrague 26 VI 1861), Slovak philologist and
antiquary. His association with Palack^* stimu-

lated his Slavonic enthusiasm; and he devoted his

life to the study of Slavonic philology and anti-

quities, becoming one of the leading figures in the

Czech and Slovak national revival. From 1819 to

1833 he was director of the Serbian Orthodox

school at Novi Sad. He then moved to Prague,

where he lived as a private scholar for the remain-

der of his life. While some of his work still suffers

from an uncritiGd romantic enthusiasm, he never-

theless laid the foundations of Slavonic archae-

ology and actively furthered the scholarly study

of the Slavonic languages.

Spisy (coll, works; 1862-65).—5/ovaw^^ staro-

litnosti (2 vols, 1837; Slawische Altertumer, tr.

M. von Aehrenfeld, 2 vols, 1843); Geschichte der

sudslawischen Literatur (18^); Vber den Ursprung
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und die Heimat des Glagolitismus (1858).

—

Letters ed. V. A. Francev (2 vols, 1927-28);

corresp. with Palack^ ed. V. Bechyfiovd and Z.

Hauptovd (1961).

K. Paul, P. J. S. (1961). R.A.

Sagan, Francoise, pseud, of FRANpiSE Quoirez
(Carjac 21 VI 1935), French novelist and drama-

tist. Famous at 18 for her novel Bonjour tristesse

(1945; Eng. tr. I. Ash, 1955), an impeccable psy-

chological study, tinged with a resigned pessimism.

Other short novels confirmed her exceptional gifts

for the analysis of the feminine heart, and her

classical style. After 1960 she wrote regularly and
successfully for the theatre, with worldly, bitter-

sweet comedies.

novels: Un certain sourire (1953; Eng. tr. I.

Ash, 1955); Dans un mois, dans un an (1957;

Those Without Shadows, tr. idem, 1957); Aimez-

vous Brahms? (1959; Eng. tr. P. Wiles, 1960);

Les merveilleux nuages (1961 ; Eng. tr. A. Green,

1961); La garde du cceur (1968; Eng. tr. R.
Westhoff, 1968); Un peu de soleil dans Veau froide

(1969).—plays: Les violons parfois (1962); La
robe mauve de Valentine (1963); Vecharde (1966);

Le cheval evanoui (1966).

G. Hourdin, Le cas de F. S. (1958); G. Mourgue,
F, S, (1958); ‘Do you like flounder? A talk with

F. S.* in Transatlantic Rev., IV (1960) ; A. Gismaru,
‘F. S.’s theory of complicity’ in Dalhousie Rev.

XLV.4 (1965); B. Brophy, Don^t Ever Forget

(1966). M.G.

Sagarra I Castellamau, Josep Maria de ('*'1894;

tl964), Catalan poet and dramatist. A fluent,

vigorous and prolific writer, he composed short

lyrics, long epic poems such as El Mai Cagador

(191Q and El Comte Arnau (1928; modem inter-

pretations of Catalan legends), many plays and
two novels, one of them, Vida privada, a scanda-
lous satire of the Barcelona upper class. His
facility often caused him to become diffuse or
superficial. He translated into Catalan the whole
of Shakespeare* and the Divina Commedia, and
many other works.

Obra poitica (1912-37) (1947).

—

splays:

Uestudiant i la pubilla (1921); Les veus de la terra

(1923); Margal Prior (1926); Vhostal de la Gldria

(1931).—Memdries (1954).

J.M.B. i R. (G.W.R.)

Sa’ib, MirzA Muhammad ‘AiI (*lsfahan c. 1603;
ybid. 1669), Persian poet. He spent a considerable

time in India, where he joined the court of Shah
Jahan (1628-59). On his return he was made poet
laureate by Shah ‘Abbas II (1642-67).

Sa’ib is the main exponent of the so-called

Indian style in Persian poetry. Despite his great

power of imagination, ingenuity of thought and
penetrating observation, his imagery is often

elaborate and far-fetched and his rhythms rather
languid.

Divan (Cawnpore, 1871); Kulliyat (Lucknow
1875).

H. Ethe, Catalogue of Persian MSS in the

Library of the India Office, I (1903); Shibli

Nu’mani, ShVr aWAjam, III (Lahore, 1924); 2.
Mu’tamin, intro, to Muntakhabd Askdrd Sd%
(Tehran, 1940); J. Rypka, History of Iranian

Literature (1968). E.Y.

Said Faik Abasiyanik (*Adapazari, north-western
Anatolia 23 XI 1906; tistanbul 11 V 1954),

Turkish author. He bases his compelling short

stories and sketches on the life and milieu of
simple people, workers, fishermen, vagabonds,
etc. The style, often unpolished, is, nevertheless,

very warm and forceful.

SHORT stories: Semaver (1936); Sarmg (1939);

$ahmerdan (1940); Liizumsuz Adam (1948);

Mahalle Kahvesi (1950); Havada Bulut (1951);

Kumpanya (1951); Havuzba^i (1952); Son ku§lar

(1952); Alemdaginda var bir yilan (1954); Az
gekerli (1954); Tuneldeki gocuk (1955); MMeme
kapisi (1956).

—

Un point sur la carte (sel, short

stories; tr, Sabri Esat Siyavu§gil, 1962).—novels:
Medan Mai§et Motorii (1944; later eds entitled

Bir takim insanlar); Kayip aramyor (1953).—
$imdi sevi§me vakti (verse; 1953).

—

Butiin eserleri

(complete works; 8 vols, pub. Varlik, 1965).

Tahir Alangu, Sait F, igin (1956); Muzaffer

Uyguner, Sait F.Un hayati (1959) and Sait F. A.

(1964). F.I.

Sa’idl, Ghulam-Husain (Tabriz 19 I 1936),

Persian writer. A physician by profession and

conunitted to reformist ideas, Sa'idi has exhibited

considerable literary versatility. He is at his best

in social and psychological satire and is con-

sidered the foremost Persian playwright (under

pseud. Gauhar-i Murad). He has dso published

several monographs on Persian villages and local

communities.

plays: Karbafakha dor Sangar (1960); Kalata

Gul (1961); Ddh Ldl-Bdzi (10 pantomimes; 1963);

Bihtarin Baba-yi Dunya (1966); Chub-bi-dastha-yi

Varazil (1966); Panj Ndmayiskndma . . .
(196*^;

Khdna Baushani (1967); Aye Bikulah, Aye Bakulah

(1967); Diktek va Zdviyah (1968).

—

^novels: Tup

(1968); Tars u Larz (1968).

—

short stories:

*Azadaran-i Bayal (1965); Vahimiha^yi Binishdn

(1967).—monographs: Ilkhchi (1964); Khiyav

(1966) ; AhM Havd (1967). E.Y.

Saidi bin Abdalla: see AL-Buhry, Hemedi bin

Abdalla bin Saidi bin Abdalla bin Masudi.

Saigy5, pseud, of SatO Norikiyo (*1118; fKyoto

23 in 1190), Japanese tanka poet. He gave up

court service at the age of 23 to become an
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itinerant priest, and became an outstanding poet.

lUs poetry is well known for its clearness and

simplicity, and especially for its appreciation of

nature and life.

Sankashu (date of composition uncertain;

summary in Kokusai Bunka Shinkdkai, Intro-

duction to Classic Japanese Literature^ 1948);

sel. poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, Masterpieces of

Japanese Poetry (1936); Anthology of Japanese

Literature (ed. D, L. Keene, 1955); R. H. Brower

and E, R. Miner, Japanese Court Poetry (1961);

G. Bownas and A. Thwaite, Penguin Book of
Japanese Verse (1964). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Saikaku: see Ibara Saikaku.

Saint-Amant, Marc-Antoine de G6rard, Sieur

DE, originally Antoine Girard (Rouen 1594;

t?29 XII 1661), French poet, independent, like

his friend Theophile de Viau*, of both preciosite

and classical purism. With various noble patrons

he travelled to Madrid, Rome, London, Stockholm

and Warsaw, visited America and Africa, fought

at La Rochelle and elsewhere, and enjoyed music

and the tavern. Much of his work is characterized

by verbal exuberance and baroque fantasy,

which can be found even in his Biblical epic,

Motse sauvL His Rome ridicule (1633) is an early

example of burlesque poetry.

Les visions (1628); Le passage de Gibraltar

(1640); Albion (1644); Moise sauve (1653); La
solitude (1654).

—

CEuvres completes (ed. C. L.

Livet, 2 vols, 1855; ed. J. Bailb6, 5 vols, 1970- );

CEuvrespoitiques (sel. ed. L, Verane, 1930).

J. Lagny, Bibliographie des oeuvres de S.-A.

(1960) and Le poite S.-A, (1965); F. Gourier,

Etude des oeuvres poitiques de S,~A. (Geneva,

1961). G.B.

Saint-Denys-Gameau: see Garneau, Hector de
Saint-Denys.

Sainte-Beuve, Charles Augustin (*Boulogne 23
XII 1804; tParis 13 X 1869), French critic.

Sainte-Beuve first studied medicine, but, in con-

sequence of his friendship with Hugo*, took to

literature as a declared champion ofthe Romantics
(1827-40). He fell in love with Hugo’s wife,

AdMe, and this painful episode led to a breach
with his old friend. In 1837-38 he taught at

Lausanne. From 1840 to 1848 he was curator of
the BibliothSque Mazarine, and in 1848-49 held
a professorship at Li^ge. He gave his allegiance

to the Empire and was appointed to the College
de France, where his lectures were interrupted by
the hostile demonstrations of his former liberd
friends. In 1851 he began his series of Lundis-—
weekly critical articles which appeared in the

Constitutionnel, the Moniteur and the Temps.
He became a senator in 1865 and threw in his lot

with the liberal opposition.

SAINTi^-MARTHE

Under the influence of the English ‘Lake
School’ he began by writing personal and sub-
jective poetry. He was the author of a profound
and tormented novel Volupti (1834) which reads
now as strangely modem. He is, however, best

known for the vast output of critical writing in

which he dealt with every aspect of French
literature since the Renaissance. Though declaredly

scientific and positivist (he once described literary

criticism as ‘the natural history of the human
spirit’), his chiefvalue as a critic lies in the subtlety

and liter^ skill of his approach and in the

psychological imderstanding which enabled him
to overcome his personal prejudices (frankly re-

vealed in Mes poisons), and to study with sym-
pathy many different types of experience and
writing.

verse: La vie, les poisies et les pensies de J.

Delorme (1829); Le livre dlamour (1843).

—

Volupti (noveV, crit. eds: P. Poux, 1927; M. AUem,
1934).

—

criticism: Tableau de la poisie frangaise

au 16e siicle (1827); Histoire de Port-Royal (3

vols, 1840-48; 3rd ed., 7 vols, 1867); Portraits

littiraires (1844); Portraits de femmes (1884);

Portraits contemporains (1846; new ed., 3 vols,

1869-71); Causeries du lundi (11 vols, 1851-62);

Chateaubriand et son groupe littiraire (1861; ed.

M. Allem, 2 vols, 1948); Nouveaux luneUs (13 vols,

1863-70); Premiers lundis (3 vols, 1874-75);

Tables analytiques (ed. C. Pierrot, 1881; ed. V.

Giraud, 1904); Les grands icrivains frangais (studs

from Lundis and Portraits'; 22 vols, 192^33);

CEuvres critiques (Premiers lundis and Portraits;

ed. M. Leroy, 1949).—various: Mes poisons

(1926); Correspondance ginirale (ed. J. Bonnerot,

6 vols, 1935-49).

G. Michaut, S, B. (1921); H. Br6mond, Pour

le romantisme (1924); V. Giraud, La vie secrite

de S. B. (1935); M. Allem, S. B. et Volupti (1935);

J. Bonnerot, Bibliographie de Voeuvre de S. B,

(2 vols, 1937-49); M, Leroy, Lapensie de S. B,

(1940); A, Billy, S. B. et son temps (1952); M.
Proust, Contre S, B. (1954). M.G.; J.P.R.

Sainte-Marthe, ScivoLE de (Loudun 2 n 1536;

1[ibid. 29 III 1623), French poet and Latinist, the

best-known member of a family of poets and

historians. His life centred on Poitiers, where he

held state financial offices and of which he was

twice mayor. A prolific writer, his French verse

was influenced by the piiiADE and the Latin

poets. His Latin verse, perhaps superior, includes

a didactic poem on the feeding and upbringing of

infants. La Pidotrophie.

Premiires oeuvres (1569); CEuvres milies (1573);

CEuvres poitiques (1579, 1600); Poemata (1575-

1606); De puerorum ecbtcatione ILa Pidotrophie]

(1580-84).

L. Feugto, S. de S.-M. (1854); A. J. Farmer,

Les oeuvresfrangaises deS^de iS.-M (1920).

G3.
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Saint-fivremond, Charles de Marguetel de

Saint-Denis de (*Saint-Denys-le-Guast, Cotentin

I 1616; tLondon 20 IX 1703), French writer. A
nobleman and a soldier, Saint-£vremond was

exiled in 1661, apparently for having attacked

Mazarin’s foreign policy and, except for a stay

in Holland (1665-70), spent the rest of his life in

England. Esteemed at the English court and in

the Duchess of Mazarin’s Chelsea circle, he was

buried in Westminster Abbey. He was the supreme

example of the ‘reasonable libertine’, an acute

literary critic, a philosopher of history foreshadow-

ing Montesquieu*, and the possessor before

Voltaire* of the dry, resilient prose-style of some
of France’s greatest writers.

La Comedie des Acaddmistes (wr. 1643; pub.

1650); Riflexions sur les divers genies du peuple

romain (1663); De la tragedie ancienne et modeme
(1672); Sur les podmes des anciens (1685).

—

CEuvres mMies (ed. P. Des Maizeaux, with life, 2

vols, London, 1705); CEuvres en prose (ed. R.

Temois, 1965- ); Choix d'csuvres (ed. R. de

Planhol, 3 vols, 1927).

—

Correspondance (with

Ninon de Lenclos; 1752).

W. Melville Daniels, S,-E, en Angleterre (1907);

M. Wilmotte, 5.-E. critique litteraire (1921); G.
Cohen, Le sijour de S.-E, en Hollande (1926);

A. M. Schmidt, 5.-£. ou Vhumaniste impur (1932).

G.B.

Saint-Exupiry, Antoine de (Lyon 29 VI 1900;

t31 VII 1944), French writer. The material of

Saint-Exup6ry’s work is taken directly from his

experiences as an aviator—first on commercial
lines between France and North Africa and in

South America, then as a military pilot in 1940.

He went to America after the fall of France,

returned to fly with the Allied Air Forces and
disappeared during a recoimaissance over the

Mediterranean. He was essentially a singer of the

skies, the moimtains and the desert, and embodied
a new humanism founded on action, combined
with meditation on the true values of civilization.

Courrier-Sud (1928; Southern Mail, tr. S.

Gilbert, 1933); Vol de nuit (1931; Eng. tr. idem,

1932); Terre des hommes (1939; Wind, Sand and
Stars, tr. L. Galantiere, 1939); Filote de guerre

(New York, 1942; Night Flight to Arras, tr. idem,

1942); Lettre d un otage (ibid,, 1942; Eng. tr. J.

Gerst, 1950); Le petit prince (ibid,, 1943; Eng. tr,

K. Woods, 1944); Citadelle (1948).

Special no. of Confluences (1947); L. Werth,

La vie de S,-E, (1948); L. Estang, S.~E, par luU

mime (1956); P. Chevrier, A, de S.-E, (1959);

M. Migeo, S,‘E. (1959); S,-E, (G6nies et Realit6s,

1964); C. Cate, A, de S,-E.: His Life and Times
(1971). M.G.; J.P.R.

Saint-Gelais, Mellin de (Angouldme 1491;

tParis 1558), French poet, the son or nephew of

Octovien de Saint-Gelais*. He was the court poet

of Francois I and, with Marot* first introduced
Italian modes and verse-forms into France. He
translated Trissino’s* tragedy, Sofonisba (acted

1554). His light, slender poetry was overrun by
Ronsard’s* school.

CEuvres poetiques (1574).

—

CEuvres (ed. p.

Blanchemain, 3 vols, 1880).

H. J. Molinier, M, de Saint-Gelays (1910);

P. A. Becker, M, de S,-G, (Vienna, 1924).

G.B.

Saint-Gelais, Octovien de (*1468; tl502), French
poet. After study in Paris he enjoyed a worldly life

before becoming Bishop of AngoulSme (1494).

He translated the Heroides and the whole of the

Aeneid into French verse. His best work, prose

and verse, is Le Sejourd^honneur in which rhetorical

allegory mingles with personal memories and
graceful regrets over his lost youth.

H. J. Molinier, Essai biographique et litteraire

sur O, de S,'G, (1910). M.Y.

Saint-John Perse, pseud, of Alexis L^ger (*La

Guadeloupe 31 III 1887), French poet. Alexis

Leger was trained as a diplomat, and played a not

unimportant part between 1933 and 1940 as

Secretary-General at the Quai d’Orsay. After 1945

he lived in the United States, working in the

Library of Congress at Washington. Meanwhile

he has quietly pursued a second career, that of a

poet, at first under his own name (Les &loges,

1904-08), but later under that of Saint-John

Perse. He has been influenced by both Symbolism

and Surrealism, but never to the extent of drown-

ing his own highly personal note which is passion-

ately lyrical. He accumulated, after 1924, a small

band of faithful admirers, and, with Exit (a ringing

call to a change of heart), in 1945 reached a

wider public. Nobel prize for literature 1960.

Anabase (1926; with Eng. tr. T. S. Eliot, 1930);

Exil (1945); Vents (1946); CEuvre poetique (2 vols,

1953-60); Amers (1957); Chronique (1960); Pour

Dante (1965).

M. Saillet, 5.-/. P. (1953); A. Bosquet, S,-J. P,

(1953); R. Caillois, Poitique de S,~J. P. (1954);

J. Charpier, S,-J, P, (1962). M.G.; J.P.R.

Saint-Lambert, JEAN-FRANgois de (*Nancy 26

Xn 1716; tParis 9 II 1803), French poet. A
soldier and courtier, he is fortuitously remarkable

for having inspired the affection of both Mme du

Chfitelet, Voltaire’s* friend, and Mme d’Houdetot,

the ‘Julie’ of Rousseau’s* Nouvelle Helotse, His

long pastoral poem, Les Saisons (1769), freely

modelled on James Thomson’s* Seasons (1730),

combines a measure of 18th-century sensibility

with somewhat conventional descriptions of

country scenes.

Poesies fugitives (1759); Contes (1769-70);

Mimoires sur la vie de Bolingbroke (1796); poems
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in Anthologie poitique frangais du 18e siicle (ed.

M. AUem, 1919, 1966).

E. Faguet, Histoire de la poisie frangaise, Vni,

DC (1935); M. Cameron, Uinfluence des *Saisons*

de Thomson sur la poesie descriptive en France

(1943). G.B.

Saint-Pol-Roux, pseud, of Paul Roux (Saint-

Henry 15 1 1861; tBrest 18 X 1940), French poet.

Saint-Pol-Roux, known as ‘the magnificent’, was

a somewhat eccentric figure round about the year

1900. From the places in which he lived, notably

the Ardennes and Camaret in Brittany, he amas-

sed an astonishing mythology which combined

the charm of the Middle Ages and the audacities

of the Symbolist school. At 79, he was beaten to

death in Brest by the Germans. His work is

remarkable for its great verbal eloquence and for

the richness of its imagery.

Les reposoirs de la procession (3 eds 1893-1907);

La dame d la faux (1899); La rose et les ipines du

chemin (1901); Anciennetes (1903, rev. ed. 1946);

Les feeries interieures (1907); Louise (1900;

libretto for opera by G. Charpentier).

P. T. PeUeau, S.-P.-R. le crucifli (1946); T.

Briant, (1952). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Saint-Simon, (Haude-Henri de Rouvroy, Comte
DE (Paris 17 X 1760; Wd. 19 V 1825), French

philosopher. Saint-Simon was the great-nephew

of the author of the famous Mimoires, He served

as an officer (1777), took part in the American War
of Independence, devoted himself to the study of

politics, left the army, supported the French

Revolution, and set himself to the task of building

up an ambitious social philosophy. This, under

the name of Saint-Simonism, gave birth to what
xnight almost be called a religion. His system took

its stand on the priority which should accorded

to ‘production’—and to producers, whether
manual or intellectual—over ‘capitd*. Saint-

Simon’s socialism influenced a considerable num-
ber of Romantic writers.

Mimoire sur la science de Vhomme (1813);

Vindustrie, ou discussions politiqueSt morales et

philosophiques , . . (1817); Vorganisateur (1819);

Le systdme industriel (1821); Le catechisme des

industriels (1824).—CEuvres de Saint-Simon et

d'Enfantin (ed. Dentri, 46 vols, 1863-78).

S. Charl6ty, Histoire du Saint-Simonisme (1896;

1931 ; 1965) ; C. Bougl6, Vceuvre de S,-S, (1925) ; H.
Gouhier, S,-S, Jusqu'd la Restauration (1936);

M. Dommanget, H. de S.-S, (1953); G. Gurvitch,

Les fondateurs frangais de la sociologie (1955);
D. G. Charlton, Secular Religions in France

(1963). M.G.;J.P.R.

Saint-Simon, Louis de Rouvroy, Due de (Paris
15 I 1675; 001695 Marie-Gabrielle de Durfort;

Wd* 2 III 1755), French memoir-writer. Saint-

SAKULDSf

Simon’s career may be summed up as ambition
deservedly unrewarded. He inherited from his

father a great name and influential posts, served
with distinction as a soldier (1691-1702) and
resigned with the rank of Mattre de camp because
promotion came too slowly. A haughty, critical

and intriguing courtier, he was passed over by
Louis XIV and joined the cabal which formed
round the Due de Bourgogne, heir-apparent to

the throne. After Bourgogne’s premature death,

his friendship with the Duke of Orleans brought
him membership of the council of regency during

Louis XV’s minority, a short appointment as

ambassador in Madrid (1721), then nothing more.
He vented his frustration in Ids Memoires, which
cover the period 1691-1723, part of which he had
hardly known personally. He had begun towards
1730 to annotate the Journal of Dangeau (covering

1684-1720) but, finding it of ‘an emetic flatness’,

expanded it into his own splendidly coloured

version of the events, gossip and personalities of

the French court. Unreliable as an historian, he is

unrivalled as a writer of impressionist prose who
creates rather than resurrects his subject. Banned
or clandestine during the 18th century, his memoirs
were first openly published in 1829-30.

Mdmoires (ed. A, de Boislisle and L. Lecestre, 43

vols, 1873-1931 ; ed. G. True, 1947 ff.); Plus belles

pages (ed. E. Barth61emy, 1908); Historical Me-
moirs of the Due de S,-S A Shortened Version

(tr. L. Norton et al^ 3 vols, 1967-72).

G. Boissier, S.-S. (1892); A. Le Breton, La
comidie humaine de S.-S. (1914). Gi,

Saki, pseud, of Hector Hugh Munro (*Akyab,

Burma 18 XII 1870; fin action, Beaumont Hamel
14 XI 1916), English author, of Highland stock.

He early distinguished himself as a political

satirist and sketch-writer in The Westminster

Gazette. He collaborated with F. C, Gould the

cartoonist in the gentle extravagances of The

Westminster Alice. His unique vein of fantasy and

wit found best expression in his short stories.

SHORT stories: Not So Stories (1902); Reginald

(1904); Reginald in Russia (1910); The Chronicles

ofClovis (191 1) ; Beasts and Super-Beasts (1914).

—

The Bodley Head Saki (1963).—The Unbearable

Bassington (novel; 1912).— Rise ofthe Russian

Empire (history; 1900).

E. M. Munro, biog. in The Square Egg (1924).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Sakulin, Pavel Nikitich (Samara province 1868;

tl926), Russian literary historian and critic of

the Marxian school. He was particularly anxious

to give a sociological explanation of literary styles

and genres.

Iz istorii russkogo idealizma (1913); Pushkin

i Radishchev (1920); Russkaya literatura (1926;

Die russische Literatur, 1927). J.L.
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Sala, George Augustus Henry (London 24 XI
1828; 001859 Harriet Sala, oo 1891 Bessie Stannard;

tBrighton 8 XII 1895), English novelist and

journalist, who contributed to Dickens** periodi-

cals and the Daily Telegraph.

A Journey due North (1858); Strange Adventures

of Captain Dangerous (3 vols, 1863); Quite Alone

(3 vols, 1864); Trip to Barbary (1866); Life and

Adventures of G. A. S. written by himself (2 vols,

1895).

R. Straus, S,: The Portrait of an Eminent

Victorian (1942). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Salacrou, Armand (*Rouen 9 Vni 1899), French

dramatist. Salacrou’s plays, thou^ theatrically

effective, defy definition. Their themes are as

varied as their style and composition, mingling

farce and tragedy, realism and fantasy, poetry

and music-hall back-chat. There is surrealism in

Tour d terre (1925), social satire in Uinconnue
d'Arras (1935) and VArchipel Lenoir (1948) and
stark documentary in Les nuits de la colire

(1946).

Le casseur d'assiettes (1924); Le pont de

VEurope (1927); Atlas Hdtel (1931); line femme
libre (1934); Un homme comme les autres (1936);

La terre est ronde (1938); Histoire de rire (1940);

Lesfiancis du Havre (1944); Dieu le savait (1951);

Les invitis du bon Dieu (1953); Le miroir (1955);

linefemme trop honnite (1955); Boulevard Durand
(1960); Comme les chardons (1964); La rue noire

(1967).— (8 vols, 1943- ),—essays; Les
idies de la nuit (1960); Impromptu delibiri,

Entretiens avec P. L, Mignon (1955),

Q. Pillement, Anthologie du thidtre frangais con*

temporain, 1 (1945); J. Van des Fesch, A, S, (1947);

S. Radine, Anouilh, Lenormand, S. (1951); P. H.
Simon, Tkddtre et destin: Vatheisme anxieux d*A, S.

(1959); P. L. Mignon, A, S. (1961); A. Ubersfeld,

A, S. (1970). T.W. (M.G.)

Salas Barbadillo, Alonso Jer6nimo de (Madrid
1581 ; l^ibid, 1635), Spanish novelist and dramatist.

He had a turbulent youth and suffered from
poverty in later years. His novels, influenced by
Cervantes’* Novelas ejemplares and the Celestina*,

are lively in style but coarse in feeling. His works
provided dramatic material for John Fletcher

and Scarron*. He also wrote some interludes.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXXIll; Dos novelas

{El cortesano descortes, El necio bien afortunado;

ed. F. R. de Uhag6n, 1894); La hija de la Celestina

(ed. J. L6pez Barbadillo, 2 vols, 1907); Obras
(ed. E. Cotarelo y Mori, 2 vols, 1907-09); La
peregrinacidn sabia y El sagaz Estacio (ed. F. A.
de Icaza, 1924); La casa del placer honesto (ed.

E. B. Place, Boulder, Col., 1927); El cavallero

perfecto (ed. P. Marshall, ibid,, 1949).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Salat, Hans (*Sursee 1498; ^1552 or after),

Swiss historian, poet and pamphleteer. Salat
wrote violent satires against Zwingli* (Triumphus
Herculis Helvetici, 1532), the Roman Catholic
Reformation plays Judith (1534) and Der verlorene

Sohn (1537), and a well-written, though inaccurate,

Reformationschronik (1536). Bullinger* satirized

him in Salz zum Salat (1532).

Bruder Klaus (1537 ; Volksbuch ed. J. Baechtold,

1876); Der verlorene Sohn (adapt, for modem
stage by Casar von Arx, 1935).

J. Baechtold, H, S, (life and some texts; 1876);

P. Cuoni, H, S, und sein Werk (diss. Zurich, 1938)!

D.G.D.

Salazar, Ambrosio de (*Murcia 71575), Spanish
grammarian and miscellany-writer. He went to

France where he became tutor to the Dauphdn
(later Louis XIII). He wrote dialogues on Spanish
grammar, collections of anecdotes, etc. His work
partly derives from Santa* Cruz and Mexia*.

Espejo general de gramdtica (Rouen, 1614);

Las clavellinas de recreacion (Paris, 1614); Libro

deflores diversas (ibid,, 1619); Thesoro de diversa

licion (ibid,, 1637).

A. Morel-Fatio, A. de S, et Vetude de Vespagnol

en France sous Louis XIII (1901).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Salazar, Diego de (fl, mid-16th century), Spanish

translator. He was a captain who became a

hermit. He was a partner in the translation of

Sannazaro’s* Arcadia (1549) and Boccaccio’s*

Filocolo (1546). He also translated Appian* and

imitated MacWavelli’s* Art of War (Tratado de

re militari, 1536). E.M.W.

Salazar y Torres, AgustIn de (Almazdn, Soria

28 VIII 1642; fMadrid 29 XI 1675), Spanish poet

and dramatist. He was a minor poet of some in-

genuity who was much influenced by G6ngora*

and Quevedo*.

Cythara de Apolo (1681; in Biblioteca de Aut.

Esp., XLII, XLIX).
J. Ares Montes, ‘Del otofio del gongorismo;

don A. de S. y T.’ in Revista de Filol. Esp., XLIV
(1961). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Saida, FrantiSek Xaver (*Liberec 22 XII 1867;

tPra^e 4 IV 1937), Czech critic, poet and

novelist. Saida’s writings revolutionized Czech

literary criticism. He taught his nation to view its

literature against the background of European

trends and worked indefatigably for the accept-

ance of higher, more objective critical standards.

His most influential book was ‘Spirit and Work*

(Duse a dilo, 1913), a collection of studies dealing

with Czech and European representatives of

Romanticism (in the widest sense of the term).

Dilo (coll, works; 12 vols, 1934-41; new ed.

1947 ff.).
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O. Fischer, Saldovo cesstvi (1936); F, Gotz,

F. X. S. (1937); F. Vodicka et al, F. X. S. 1867,

1937, 1967 (1968). R.A.

Salesbnry, William (*Llansannan, Denbighshire

c. 1520; ooCatrin Llwyd; 1595), Welsh

scholar. He studied in Oxford and London and
was a man of wide learning. The 1567 translation

of the New Testament into Welsh was for the most
part his work, but the pedantic orthography he
adopted has robbed him of much of the credit

this achievement deserves. His hand is also to be
discerned in the Welsh Book of Common Prayer

(1567), ascribed to Bishop Richard Davies.

Among his other works are an earlier translation

of the Epistles and Gospels appointed to be read

in churches and a Welsh-English dictionary.

OilSymwyrpen Kenibero ygyd ( 71547 ; ed. J. G,
Evans, 1902); A Dictionary in Englyshe and Welshe

(1547); The baterie of the Popes Botereulx (1550);

Kynniver llith a ban or yscrythur Ian ac a ddarlleir

yr Eccleis (1551; ed. J. Fisher, 1931); Lliver

Gweddi Gyffredin . . . (1567; ed. M. Richards and
G. Williams, 1965); Testament Newydd ... (1567;

Detholion o Destament Newydd 1567, ed. T. Parry

1967).

T. C. Edwards, ‘W. S.’s translation of the New
Testament . .

.* in Trans. Liverpool Welsh Nat.

Soc. (1885-86); D. R. Thomas, The Life and
Times of Bishop Davies and W. 5. (1902); E. L.

Evans, ‘W. S.’ in Y Lienor, XII (1933); W. A.
Mathias, ‘Gweithiau W. S.* in Jour. Welsh
Biblio. Soc., VII (1952) and chs 2 and 3 in F
Traddodiad Rhyddiaith (ed. G. Bowen, 1970);

Isaac Thomas, W, S. and His Testament (1967).

B.Re.

Salias de Toumemir, Count Evgeny Andreye-
viCH (*1840; tl908), Russian author of historical

novels which from the 1870s onwards were greatly

relished by the general reader. His most successful

novel was Pugachevtsy (1874).

Sobranie sochineniy (27 vols, 1894-1901).

—

Kiriak; or the Hut on Hen^s Legs (tr. S. Edwards,

1896). J.L.

Salimbene of Parma (*Parma c. 1221 ; fc. 1288);

Ognibene de Adamo, before he entered the Order
of St Francis. His Chronicle (from 1168 to 1287)

is a lively record of his own life as well as of the

history of his time. He draws an unfavourable

picture of Frederick* II but recognizes his genius.

The Chronicle is an invaluable source for con-

temporary Franciscan history.

Chronica (eds: O. Holder-Egger in Monumenta
Germaniae historica, Scriptores, XXXII, 1905-13;

F. Bernini in Scrittori dTtalia, 1942).

N. Scivoletto, Fra S. da P, (1950); G. G.
Coulton, From St Francis to Dante (1907).

F.J.E.R.

Salinas, Pedro (*Madrid 27 XI 1891; fBoston 4
XII 1951), Spanish poet and critic. He was lecturer

at the Sorbonne (1914-17) and at Cambridge
(1922-23). After having been Professor at Murcia
and Seville, he went to America in 1936 where he
taught at Wellesley College and at Johns Hopkins
University.

His first book of poems appeared in 1923. He
wrote delicate, conversational love poems, from
which all rhetoric was absent. The beloved endows
everyday things with new meaning. He edited

some poems of Mel6ndez* Valdes, translated the

Poema de Mio Cid (cm) into modem verse,

wrote a general work on Spanish poetry and two
excellent more detailed studies of Jorge Manrique*

(1947) and Dario* (1948; 2nd ed. 1957).

Poesias ccmpletas (ed. J. Marichal, 1956).

—

Poema del ^id (1925); Poesia junta (incl. all

earlier poem ; Buenos Aires, 1942); El contem-^

plado (Mexico 1947); Todo mds claro (Buenos

Aires, 1949).—CRiriasM: Reality and the Poet in

Spanish Poetry i altimore, 1940; 2nd ed. 1967);

Literatura espafio sigh XX (1941 ; 2nd ed. 1949);

Jorge Manrique o tradicidn y originalidad (Buenos

Aires, 1947); La poesia de Ruben Dario (ibid,,

1948).—^Trs in E. Turnbull, Contemporary Spanish

Poetry (Baltimore, 1945).

P. Darmangeat, P, S, et ^La voz a ti debida*

(1955); E. Dehennin, Passion d'absolu et tension

expressive dans Tauvre de P, S, (1957); C. Feal

Deibe, La poesia de P, S, (1965); J. Palley, La
luz no usada. La poesia de P. S, (1966); A. de

Zubizarreta, P. S,: El didlogo creador (1969).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Salinger, Jerome Davto (*New York 1919;

001953 Claire Douglas), American novelist. The

Catcher in the Rye (1951) is remarkable for its

insight into the mind of its adolescent hero,

Holden Caulfield, a modem Huck Finn. The wit,

toughness and sensitivity of the novel are typical

of Salinger’s work at its best. His characters seek

die presence of grace in life even when they know
the quest is an impossible one. The later stories

of the Glass family show odd touches of Salinger’s

old insight and humour, but lapse into a self-

indulgent coyness emphasized by the static nature

of the narrative.

For Esme—With Love and Squalor, and Other

Stories (1953); Franny and Zooey (1961); Raise

High the Roofbeam, Carpenters and Seymour: An
Introduction (1963); Hapworth 16, 1924 (1965).

F. L. Gwynn and J. L. Blotner, The Fiction of

J. D, S, (1958); /. D. S. and the Critics (ed. W. F.

Belcher and J. W. Lee, 1962); 5.: A Critical and

Personal Portrait (ed. H. A. Grunwald, 1962);

Warren French, /. D, S, (1963); Studies in J, D, S,

(ed, M. Laser and N, Fruman, 1963); If You

Really Want to Know: A Catcher Casebook (ed.

M. M. Marsden, 1963); J. E. Miller, Jr, J. D, S.

(1965). G.A.K.
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Salis-Seewis, Johann Gaudenz, Freiherr von
(Bothmar, Switzerland 16 XII 1762; ^ibid. 29 I

1834), Swiss poet. An officer in the Swiss royal

guard at Versailles, Salis resigned at the outbreak

of the French Revolution. He occupied high

administrative posts in Switzerland until his

retirement in 1817. His friend Matthisson* pub-

lished his poems, mostly delicate elegies reflecting

a sensitive mind in harmony with nature.

Gedichte (1793; ed. E. Corrodi, 1937).

A. Frey, ‘J. G. von S.-S.’ in J. Kiirschner, Dt,

Nat.-Lit,^ XLI (1889); E. Jenal, /. G. von S.-S.

(1924); A. E. Cherbuliez, Der Dichter J. G. von

1S.-5. (1935). H.B.G.

Salkey, (Felix) Andrew (Alexander) (*Col6n,

Panama 30 I 1928; c»1957 Patricia Verden),

West Indian novelist and literary critic. His fiction

is characterized by a fine dramatic sense and a

spare style that have recently turned him into a

successful writer of children’s novels such as

Earthquake (1965) and Riot (1967). His major
novels, however, seem to require more substantial

content in order to create stress within this spare-

ness of style. His consciousness of the disabling

social and political enigmas in West Indian

society, even when he sets a novel in England,

imparts interest and urgency to his work.

A Quality of Violence (1959): Escape to an
Autumn Pavement (1960); Hurricane (1964); The
Late Emancipation of Jerry Stover (1968); The
Adventures of Catullus Kelly (1969); Havana
Journal (1971).

W. I. Carr, ‘A complex fate’ in The Islands In^

Between (ed. Louis James, 1968). A.D.Dr.

Sallust (Gaius Sallushus Crispus) (*86; fc. 34
B.C.), Roman historian. Of plebeian birth, Sallust

became quaestor in 59 and tribune of the plebs

in 52. In 50 he was expelled from the Senate for

immorality but was restored to the quaestorship

by Caesar* in 49. He served under Caesar in the

civil war and became proconsul of Numidia.
Sallust retired into private life with a huge fortune,

which he spent partly in laying out the famous
Horti Sallustiani. His extant works are the

Conspiracy of Catiline and the War Against

Jugurtha. Sallust is careless in chronology and in

narrative of events but as a stylist he has enjoyed
great fame. His style is archaizing, compressed
and epigrammatic, the characters are vividly

delineated, and the speeches are marked by a high
degree of artistry. He has been accused of writing

his historical works as propaganda for the popular
party, but this view is unjust. A vile and scurrilous

atta^ upon Cicero* passing under the name of
Sallust is of doubtful authenticity; and of a larger

historicalwork (Historiarum libri TOonly fragments
remain.

Ed. A. Kurfess (1968); Appendix Sallustiana

(ed. idem, 2 pts, 1962).—Eds with comm.; Catilina

and Jugurtha (W. W, Capes, 2nd ed. 1889)*
Catilina (A. M. Cook, 1884; W. C. Summers*
1900); Jugurtha (W. C. Summers, 1902).—Fr. tr!

A. Emout (1941); tr. J. C. Rolfe (1920); S,: The
Jugurthine War and The Conspiracy of Catiline

(tr. S. A. Handford, 1963).

K. Btichner, S. (1960); R. Syme, S, (Sather
lectures, XXXIII; 1964); D. C. Earl, The Politicd
Thought of S, (1966); Latin Historians (ed. T. A,
Dorey, 1966). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Salmon, Andr^ (*Paris 4 X 1881; ^ibid, 12 HI
1969), French poet. Salmon came of a family of
artists, travelled widely, and earned his livelihood

as a journalist. His first long poem, Prikaz (1921),
is what might be called a ‘surrealist reportage’ of
the Russian Revolution, which he saw at first

hand. His later work uses such different modem
settings as Montmartre, the cinema and the war.
He has a remarkable power of evoking dream-like
scenes in a dry, precise, language.

Poimes (1905); Feeries (1907); Le calumet

(1920) ; Le manuscrit trouve dansm chapeau (1924);
Uentrepreneur d""illuminations (1921); Udge de
Vhumanite (1922); Peindre (1922); Venus dans la

balance (1926); Max Jacob (1928); Tendres
canailles (6th ed. 1921; with sequel Monstres
choisis, new ed. 1938); Odeur de poesie (1944);

Hair de la butte (1945); Les itoiles dans Vencrier

(1952); Souvenirs sans fin (1956-57).

P. Berger, 5. (1955). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Salmon, Jean, called Macrin (Loudun 1490;

001528 Guillonne Boursault; ^ibid, 1557), French
neo-Latin poet. A protege of Jean and Guillaume
Du* Bellay and a valet-de-chambre of Frangois I,

he was known to contemporaries as the ‘French
Horace’, a poet whose indolent epicureanism he
found attractive and from whom he made extensive

borrowings. His poems to Gelonis (i.e. his wife

Guillonne) enjoyed some fame.

Carmina (1530); Hymnorum libri VI (1537);

Odarum libri III (1546); Naeniarum libri III de

Gelonide Borsola uxore (1550).

J. Boulmier, ‘S. M., I’Horace frangais’ in Bull,

du Bibliophile (1870-71); P. van Tieghem, Littera-

ture latine de la Renaissance (1944). F.W.

Saltonstall, Wye (^London; fl. 1630-40), English

translator, poet and character-writer, educated at

Queen’s College, Oxford. He returned to Oxford

(1625) and tutored in French and Latin, in re-

duced circumstances. His verse and prose show ^

talent and his satire has bite.

Picturae Loquentes. Or Pictures Drawn forth in

Character (1631; with adds, 1635; ed. C. H.
Wilkinson, 1946).

B. Boyce, The Theophrastan Character in

England to 1642 (1947; repr. 1967).

B.L.J. (H.N.D.)
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Saltus, Edgar Everton (*New York 8 X 1855;

001883 Helen Read [o/o], ool894 Elsie Smith

[o/o], 001911 Marie Giles; tTarrytown, N.Y.

31 TO 1921), American novelist. He wrote

studies on Balzac* and Schopenhauer*, sensational

novels ofmurder and adultery, sweeping historical

chronicles. His mannered style shows affinities

with the Decadents of the 1890s.

Balzac (1884) ; The Philosophy ofDisenchantment

(1885); The Anatomy ofNegation (1886); Imperial

Purple (1892); The Pomps of Satan (1904); The

Perfume of Eros (1905); Oscar Wilde: An Idler's

Impression (1917); Parnassians Personally En-

countered (1923).

M. Saltus, E. S,, the Man (1925); C. Sprague,

E. S. (1968). H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Saltykov-Shchedrin, Mikhail Evgrafovich (*Tver

province 15 1 1826; t28 IV 1892), Russian satirical

author belonging to the great realistic era. He
made his debut in 1847, but he reached the height

of his creative power in the 1870s and early 1880s,

while editing the radical monthly Otechestvennye

Zapiski (‘The Fatherland’s Annals’). The bulk

of his satirical work is much too topical to be far

removed from scathing journalism. His amusing

Istoriya odnogo goroda (‘History of a Town’;

1870) and his diatribes against the bureaucrats,

landowners and the new grabbing ‘gentlemen of

Tashkent’ require a knowledge of the period to

be fully enjoyed, as do, to some extent, his

political Basni (‘Fables’; 1880-85). His undisputed

masterpiece is however his powerful novel,

Gospoda Golovlevy (1876), the chronicle of a

dehumanized gentry family declining after the

reform of 1861. ludushka the hypocrite, its

principal character, has become a nickname in

Russia. It is mainly this work that has preserved

Saltykov’s name in Russian and also in world

literature.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (12 vols, 1891-93;

other eds 1905, 1933; 20 vols, 1933-41); Pis'ma

(1925); Izbrannye sochineniya (1946).

—

Tchinov-

niks (tr. F. Aston, 1861); The Golovlev Family

(tr. A. Ridgway, 1916), A Family ofNoblemen (tr.

A, Yarmolinsky, 1916), The Golovlyov Family

(tr. N. Duddington, 1931-34); Fables (tr. V.

Volkhovsky, 1931).

A. N. Pypin, M, E. S. (1899); Y. E. Elsberg,

Mirovozzrenie i tvorchestvo Shchedrina (1936); N.
Strelsky, Saltykov and the Russian Squire (1940);

V. Kirpotin, S.-S, (1948); Ya. Elsberg, S.-S,

(1953); K. Sanine, Saltykov-Chtchedrine (Paris,

1955); V. N. Baskakov, Bibliogrqfiya literatury

o Saltykove-Shchedrine (1966). J.L.

Salutati, Lino Coluccio (*Stignano, Valdinievole

16 II 1331 ; tFlorence 4 V 1406), Italian humanist;

notary; chancellor of the Florentine Signoria

(1375-1406). A disciple of Petrarch*, Salutati

composed Latin verse, political and moral treatises

and an Epistolario. He introduced eloquentia into

chancellery correspondence, brought to light old
MSS, examined them philologically, and encour-
aged in Florence the study of Greek.

Epistolario (ed. F. Novati, 4 vols, 1891-1911);
De tyranno (ed. A. von Martin, Berlin, 1913; Eng.
tr. E. Emerton, 1925); De nobilitate legum et

medicinae and De verecundia (ed. E. Garin, 1947);

De laboribus Herculis (1951) and De seculo et

religione (1957; both ed. B. L. Ullman).
B. L, Ullman, The Humanism of C, S, (1963).

M.W.

Saluzzo, Diodata (Turin 31 VII 1775; ^ibid, 24
I 1840), Italian poet, admired by both classical

and Romantic schools. She wrote some long works
—an epic, Amazzoni (1795), two tragedies, a
romance in verse and Novelle—hat her lyrics are

her best work.

Versi (1816-17); Poesie postume (1852); Novelle

(1830).

B. Croce in Critica, XXV (1927); W. Binni,

Preromanticismo italiano (1959).

N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Salvat-Papasseit, Joan (Barcelona 1894; ^ibid,

1924), Catalan poet. A working-class and self-

taught orphan, he was brought up on the fin-de-

si^le pseudo-anarchist literature, whose influence

is reflected in the aggressive and subversive ap-

proach of his early and more or less avant-gardist

books. But, a sick man all his life, he turned

gradually towards a realistic and optimistic poetry,

concerned with everyday life and its small joys and
sorrows. He also wrote some original, sensual and
uninhibited erotic poems.

Poesies (intro. Joan Fuster, 1962). J.L.M.

SalTianus (TTrier c. 400; fMarseilles c. 480),

Christian writer. His principal work, De guber-

natione Dei, attacks contemporary worldliness,

particularly among the clergy, and gives valuable

information on 5th-century Gaul. J.A.W.

Eds: Mi^e, Patrologia Latina, Lm (1865);

C, Halm in Monumenta Germaniae historica,

Auctores antiquissimi, I (1877); F. Pauly in

Corpus scriptorum ecclesiastic. Latin., VIII (1883),

—De gubernatione Dei (tr. E. M. Saiiford, 1930).

G. Sternberg, Das Christentum des 5. Jahrh. im

Spiegel . . .des S. (1909); C. Brakman, ‘Obser-

vationes grammaticae et criticae in Salvianum’ in

Mnemosyne (1924). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Samaniego, FiLXX MarIa (Laguardia, Alava 12X
1745; ^Md. 11 VIII 1801), Spanish fabulist of

noble family, much influenced by French encyclo-

paedism. He wasted his remarkable wit in the

useless polemics of the period. His Fdbulas morales

(1781) are still widely read. Aesop*, Phaedrus*,

Juan Ruiz*, La* Fontaine and Gay* are the
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models he copied or translated with notable

ability.

Poesias in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXI; Obras

ineditas o poco conocidas (ed. E. Femdndez de

Navarrete, Vitoria, 1866).

Midn de Aprdiz, *E1 centenario de S.* in

Ilustracidn Esp. y Amer. (1901).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

AL-Samau’al, 6th-century pre-Islamic Arabic poet

of Jewish religion. According to a famous story,

the fugitive Imru’* al-Qais left in al-Samau*al’s

charge his coat of mail, which al-Samau’al refused

to deliver to the enemies of Imru’ al-Qais, even

when they kiUed his son. Hence the proverb:
*More loyal than al-Samau’al S.M.S.

Samba: see Shikitei Samba.

Samuel ha-Nagid, otherwise Samuel ben Joseph

IBN Nagdela or Nagrela (*Cordova 993;

fGranada 1055), Spanish-Hebrew poet.A business-

man, he possessed a remarkable Arabic style and
in 1027 became Vizier to King Habus of Granada.
He encouraged, taught and financially supported

many poets, and is responsible for the standards of

linguistic purity which mark the poetry of the

‘Golden Age*. His own poems are notable for

elegance rather than poetic beauty or depth; they

largely follow Arab models. His special genre was
didactic poetry. He also wrote an introduction to

the TALMUD {Mevo* ha-Talmud, 1st ed. Constan-
tinople, 1510; Clovis Talmudica^ tr. C. TEmpdreur,
1633); and works on grammar.

Diwan (ed. D. S. Sassoon, 1934); Kol Shirei

Shemuel ha-N, (ed. A, M. Haberman and M.
Abramson, 2 vols, 1947).

J. M. Millds Vallicrosa, La poesia sagrada
hebraicoespoHola (1940). C.R.

Sanal, MajdCd, Abu’l-Majd (Ghazna; ^ibid.

71150), Persian poet. At first a panegyrist of the

Ghaznavid house, he suddenly abandoned court

life for asceticism. His Jfadtqa is a mystical poem
on religion and ethics. His Divan contains odes,

short lyrics and other genres.

ffadiqat aU^aqiqa (Lucknow, 1878; 1st book
tr. and intro. J. Stephenson, Calcutta, 1911);
Sair al-*Ibdd Hdl-Md'dd (Teluran, 1937); Divan
(ibid., 1941).

J. Rypk^ History ofIranian Literature (1968).

E.y.

Sdnchez, FloRENao (*Montevideo 1875; t23 11

1910), Uruguayan playwright. Chief dramatist of
the l^ver Plate region (he worked mainly in

Buenos Aires), he left a repertory of some two
dozen pla>B, dealing with local problems, of the

realist-thesis type of Ibsen*. His main theme is the

conflict between the traditional and the modem.

La gringa (school ed. J. T. Lister and R.

Richardson, New York, 1927); Tealro complete

(intro. V. Martinez Cuitino, 1951).—RepresentO’-

tive Plays (tr. W. K. Jones, 1961).

Ruth Richardson, F. S. and the Argentine

Theatre (1933); D. Corti, F. S. (with biblio.;

1937). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Sdnchez, Miguel (*?Valladolid; tafter 1615),

Spanish poet and dramatist. Only two poems by
him have survived, a fine religious ode and a
ballad, which is quoted in Don Quixote, II, xxvi.

Two plays by him are also extant. Lope de Vega*
praised him as a predecessor; his contemporaries

called him ‘el divino*.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., X, XLIII, XXXV; La
isla bdrbara and La giiarda cuidadosa (ed. H. A.

Rennert, Boston, 1896). E.M.W.

Sdnchez, TomAs Antonio (*Ruisenada, Santander

1723; tMadrid 1802), Spanish scholar and poet
Sdnchez was the first to publish editions of the

Cantar de Mio Cid (1779), the poetry of Berceo*

(1780), the Libro de Alexandre (1782) and the

work of the Arcipreste de Hita (Ruiz*; 1790).

Coleccidn de poesfas castellanas anteriores al

sigh XV (4 vols, 1779-90). J.E.V.

Sdnchez Calavera (or wrongly Talavera), FerrAn

(fl. early 15th century), Spanish court poet who
wrote on various themes. A converted Jew, he

argued poetically with L6pez* de Ayala about

predestination and took a pessimistic and critical

view of religious and social questions. His most

famous poem, on the death of Ruy Diaz de

Mendoza, probably influenced Jorge Manrique’s*

Coplas. (See also Baena*.) E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Sdnchez de Badajoz, Diego (fTTalavera 71549),

Spanish dramatist. He was priest at Talavera

near Badajoz from 1533 to 1549. His 28 plays

consist of a strange mixture of traditional religious

allegory, anti-clerical satire and coarse buffoonery.

They were published by his nephew in 1554.

Recopilacion en metro (facs. 1929; ed. F. Weber

de Kurlat et al., Buenos Aires, 1968).

J. L6pez Prudencio, D. S. de B. (1915); B. W.
Wardropper, Introduccidn al teatro religioso del

sigh de oro (1953). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Sdndiez de Badajoz, Garci (*£cija c. 1480;

coMaria de Orellana; fafter 1534), Spanish poet.

He is said to have diedmad through an unfortunate

love affair. His poems, chiefly lovers* complaints

feelingly expressed, were much appreciated by

later poets including Herrera* and Lope de Vega*.

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

P. Gallagher, The Life and Works of G. S. de B.

(London, 1968); N. G. Round, ‘G. S. de B. and

the revaluation of canchnero poetry’ in Forum
for Mod. Lang. Stud., VI (1970). A.D,D.
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Sfinchez de las Brozas, Franoscx), known as El
Brocense (*Las Brozas, Cdceres 1523; fValladolid

1601), Spanish humanist. He was Professor of

Greek at Salamanca. His outspoken criticism of

the Vulgate caused his arrest by the Inquisition

in 1^. He died before the case was completed.

He wrote many treatises on classical subjects,

edited Virgil’s* eclogues, Ovid’s* Ibis and Persius*.

He wrote commentaries on Epictetus*, Garcilaso*

and Juan de Mena*.

De arte dicendi (1556); Verae Brevesque grama-

ticae latinae institutiones (Lyons, 1562); Opera

poetica, Obras de Garcilaso, Obras de Juan de

Mena (Geneva, 1765).

Coleccidn de documentos ineditospara la historia

de Espana, II (1843; cont. the Inquisitorial pro-

cess); Frocesos inqidsitoriales contra F. S. de L. B,

(ed. A. Tovar and M. de la Pinta Llorente, 1941).

—

Marqu6s de Morante, Biografia del M. F. S,

(1859); M. Menendez y Pelayo, Historia de los

heterodoxos espanoles. III (1889); A. F. G. Bell,

F, 5., El Brocense (Oxford, 1925). E.M.W.

Sdnchez de Vercial, Clemente: see Exenplos,

Libro de los.

Sdnchez Ferlosio, Rafael (*Rome 4 XII 1927;

ooCarmen Maria Gaite), Spanish novelist whose
first work, Industrias y andanzas de Alfanhui

(1951), is only now beginning to receive the

attention it deserves. El Jarama (1956) is his

major work, an apparently objective documentary

novel which combines re^sm with a moving use

of poetic imagery.

E. C. Riley, ‘Sobre el arte de S. F.: aspectos de

El Jarama' in Filologia, IX (1963). J.E.V.

Sancbuniathon: see forgeries, literary.

Sanctis,Francescode : seeDe Sanctis, Francesco.

Sand, George, pseud, of Amandine-Aurore-
Lucee Dupin (*Nohant 1 VII 1804; ool822

Baron Casimir Dudevant [o/o 1830]; ^ibid, 8 VI
1876), French novelist. After her early marriage

and divorce, George Sand became notorious for

her many stormy love affairs (Sandeau*, who was
responsible for her assumed name of Sand,

Musset*, with whom she broke after their stay in

Venice and who made use of their intrigue in his

Nuits, Chopin—and many others). She was a
strong feminist and openly contemptuous of

middle-class conventions. In old age, *all passion

spent’, she became known as the *kind lady of

Nohant*, and was on terms of affectionate friend-

ship with Flaubert*. Her many novels are written

with a disconcerting facility, and are varied in

their inspiration: romantic tales of forbidden

passion and social revolt, violently individualistic

in tone {Indiana, 1832; Ulia, 1833); novels with

sociological and humanitarian themes, strongly

influenced by Pierre Leroux {Le compagnon du
tour de France, 1840; Consuelo, 1842-43); stories

of the countryside (La mare au Diable, 1846);
provincial idylls {Le Marquis de Villemer, 1861);
md personal narratives {Elle et Lui, 1859). But
in whatever she wrote there sounded an un-
changing note of optimistic idealism and human
sympathy.

novels: Rose et Blanche (1831); Valentine

(1832); Jacques (1834); Mauprat (183';0; Spiridion

(1839); La Comtesse de Rudolstadt (9 vols, 1843-

45); Jeanne (8 vols, 1844); Le meunier d^Angibault

(3 vols, 1845); La mare au Diable (2 vols, 1846;
The DeviVs Pool, tr. J. M. and E. Sedgwick,

1895); Frangois le Champi (2 vols, 1846; Frangois

the Waif, tr. G. Masson, 1889); Le pichi de M.
Antoine (1847); La petite Fadette (2 vols, 1849);

Les mattres soitneurs (1852); Les beaux messieurs

de Bois Dore (1858); Jean de la Roche (1860);

Mile de la Quintinie (1863); La confession d^une

Jeunefille (1865); Monsieur Sylvestre (1866); Mile
de Merquem (1868).—plays: Frangois le Champi
(1849); Les beaux messieurs de Bois Dore (1862);

Le Marquis de Villemer (1864).—various: Le
secretaire intime (1834); Lettres d'un voyageur

(1834; 1836); Histoire de ma vie (1854; 1855).—
Correspondance (6 vols, 1882-84); Lettres d Musset
et Sainte-Beuve (1897); Souvenirs et idees (1904);

Journal intime (192Q.

—

(Euvres completes (ed.

M. Levy, 105 vols, 1868).

E. Caro, G. S. (1887); R. Downie. G. S. (1909);

S. de Loveiyoul, &ude bibliographique (1914);

C. Maurras, Les amants de Venise (1915); M. J.

Howe, The Intimate Journal of G. S, (1929);

M. Louise Pailleron, G. S. (2 vols, 1938-43);

M. Toesca, Une autre G. 5. (1945); M. L’Hopital,

La notion d'artiste chez G. S, (1945); M. Paz,

La vie d^un grand homme: G. S, (1947); J, Lamac,

G. S, revoluthnmire (1948); A. Blanc, Notre

amie G. S, (1950); A. Maurois, Ldlia ou la vie

de G. S. (1952; Eng. tr. G. Hopkins, 1953);

P. Salomon, G. S, (1955); E, Thomas, G. S. (1959).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Sandburg, Carl (Galesburg, 111, 6 I 1878;

OO1908 Lillian Steichen; t22W 1967), American

poet and biographer. The son of a Swedish immi-

grant, he grew up in a prairie town and roved

from one job to the next. His poetry of the

sprawling prairies and Mid-West industrial cities

is written in loose rhythms, homely diction inter-

spersed with exalted lyrical passages. He collected

material for 30 years for his great biography of

Lincoln.

verse: Chicago Poems (1916); Comhuskers

(1918); Smoke and Steel (1920); Slabs of the

Sunburnt West (1922); The People, Yes (1936);

Harvest Poems (1960); Wind Sor^ (1960); Honey
and Salt Selected Poems of C. 5. (ed.

Rebecca West, 1926).—biography: Abraham
Lincoln: The Prairie Years {1926); Abraham
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Lincoln: The War Years (1939).^Alway5 the

Young Strangers (1953; autobiog.).

K. W. Detzer, C. S,: A Study in Personality

and Background (1941). H.L.C. (D.E.Mo.)

Sandeau, Jules (*Aubusson 19 11 1811; fParis

24 IV 1883), French novelist and dramatist.

Sandeau began his career as a student of law. He
developed a close intimacy (1831-33) with Aurore

Dudevant, who took from him her pen-name of

George Sand*. They wrote in collaboration Rose

et Blanche (1831). His own work ranges from the

Romanticism of Madame de Sommerville (1834)

to the discreet realism of Mademoiselle de la

Seigliire (1848), his best book. He collaborated

with fimile Augier* in the theatre (Le gendre de

Monsieur Poirier, 1854; and other plays).

Les revenants (1836); Mile de Kerouare (1840);

Le Docteur Herbeau (1841); Voterease (1846);

Sacs etparchemins (1851); Im maison du Penarvan

(1858); Un debut dans la magistrature (1862).

M. Silver, /. S,, Vhomme et la vie (1937).

M.G.;J.P.R.

Sandel, Cora, pseud, of Sara Margareihe
Fabrious (*Kristiania 20 XII 1880; col913

Anders Jonsson [o/o 1922]), Norwegian novelist.

She spent her teens and early womanhood in

Troms0 in north Norway. Later she studied

painting, spent many years in Paris, and from

1921 lived mainly in Sweden. Before her d6but as

a novelist at the age of 46 she had contributed

articles and sketches to the Norwegian press, but

nothing whidi seemed to presage the immediate

success of Alberte og Jacob (1926; Alberte and

Jacoby tr. E. Rokkan, 1962). Later she wrote two
further novels with the same central character,

Alberte og friheten (1931; Alberta and Freedom,

tr. idem, 1965) and Bare Alberte (1939; Alberta

Alone, tr. idem, 1965), to make the trilogy one of

the most important works in Norwegian literature

of the inter-war years. Alberte, the artistically

gifted heroine of the series, who dreams of be-

coming a writer, is clearly based on Cora Sandel

herself, but both in period (the action takes

place some 20 years earlier) and in perspective

(often bitter-sweet and ironical) there is distance

between the authoress and her subject. Cora
Sanders literacy qualities indude a livdy capadty

for creating r^eu, an intimate but pregnant

style, and a memorable insight into the psychology

of the talented, but complex-ridden and unful-

filled woman. The type also recurs in her short

stories, and in her novel (one of her best) Kranes

konditori (1945; Krone*s Cafe, tr. E. Rokkan,

1968), which also achieved great success in a
version dramatized by Helge Krog*.

En bid sofa og andre naveller (1927); Carmen

og Maja og andre noveller (1932); Mange takk

doktor (1935); Dyr jeg har kjent (1945); Figurer

pd mark bum (1949); KJep ikke Dondi (1958;

Leech, tr. E. Rokkan, 1960); Vdrt vanskelige liv,

Noveller i utvalg (ed. O. Solumsmoen, 1960).^

Samlede verker (6 vols, 1950-51).

O. Solumsmoen, C. S,--en dikter i dnd og
sannhet (1957). R.G.P,

Sandemose, Aksel (*Nyk0bing 19 HI 1899;

00 [3rd] 1962 Karen Holbek; fCopenhagen 6 VIII

1965), Norwegian novelist, bom Nielsen of a
Danish father and aNorwegian mother (a variation

of whose name Sandermosen he adopted in 1921),

At 15 he ran away to sea and for some years

lived a jack-of-all-trades existence. His first novds

and short stories, written in Danish, deal with

life at sea, with Scandinavian pioneers in Canada,

and with the workings of primitive, instinctive

minds. In 1929 he settled in Norway and from then

on wrote in Norwegian. His novel En sjemann

gar i land (1931) makes use of a background

similar to that of his earlier work, but is much
more typical of the later Sandemose in its explora-

tion of love-hate relationships and the psychology

of murder. The ‘hero’ of the novel, Espen

Amakke, who has many features in common
with Sandemose himself, reappears in later

novels. In En flyktning krysser sitt spor (1933;

A Fugitive Crosses His Tracks, tr. E. Gay-Tifft,

1936)—one of the most remarkable Norwegian

novels of the 1930s—Espen recounts his childhood

in a search for the reasons which led him to

commit murder, including a savage attack on the

restrictiveness of die small town, called Jante,

where he was brought up. In form the novel is a

series of explorations, rather than a chronological

sequence, in which thought associations, psycho-

logy, symbolism, even mysticism all play their

part to form a remarkable conglomeration rep-

resenting the shaping forces of Espen’s inner life.

Der stod en benk i haven (1937) and Brudulje

(1938) deal with other periods of Espen’s life.

Sandemose’s digressive technique is also seen to

advantage in Vipynter oss med horn (1936; Homs
for Our Adornment, tr. E. Gay-Tiflft, 1939), aa

exploration of primitive minds on board ship,

and in Det svundne er en drem (in Swed., 1944;

in Norwegian, 1946). In the latter work different

levels of time, place and consciousness are inter-

woven in a labyrinthine mannerm the exploration

ofan apparent murder mystery in which the novel’s

fust person is somehow involved. In his later

novels Sandemose further varied the love-hate

and murder themes. Between 1951 and 1955 he

published a one-man periodical Arstidene.

Fortcellinger fra Labrador (1923); Ungdomssynd

(1924); Storme ved Jeevndogn (1924); Mand fra

Atlanten (1924); Klabautermand (1927; rev. 1932);

Ross Dane (1928); Sandemose forteller (1937);

Septemberil9Z9);Fortellingerfraandretideril940);

Ijcerehandleren (1945); Alice Atkinson og hennes

elskere (1949); Enpahnegram ay (1950); Reisen til

KJarkelvik (1954); Varulven (1958; The Werewolf^
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tr. G. Lannestock, 1966); Murene rundt Jeriko

(1960); Felicias bryllup (1961); Mytterietp& barken
Zuidersee (1963); Dans, dans, Roselill (1965).—
Verker i utvalg (8 vols, 1965-66).

J. Vseth, A, S,og Janie (1966); C.-E. Nordberg,

S. En biografi (1 967). R.G.P.

Sandgren, Gustav (*Vastra Stenby 20 VIII 1904),

Swedish novelist, poet and dramatist. One of

Fem Unga (‘Five Young Men’) who, influenced

by Freud*, D. H. Lawrence* and Walt Whitman*,
produced vitalistic, primitivistic literature. From
a working-class home and self-taught, Sandgren
deliberately offended moral and literary conven-

tions.

Du bittra brod (1935); David blir mdnniska

(1943); Liv ge oss svar (1949); Livsresa (1965).

A. Lundkvist, Jag minns mittgrbna 30-tal (1959).

I.S.

Sandoval, Prudencio de (*Valladolid 1553;

tEstella 1621), Spanish historian. He was a
Benedictine and became Bishop of Tdy and of
Pamplona. His history of Charles V is his most
famous work; he also wrote chronicles of the

reigns of Alfonso VII and of the monarchs who
preceded him. His work is inaccurate.

Historia de la vida y hechos del emperador
Carlos V (1604-06; ed. C. Seco Serrano, 3 vols,

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXXX-LXXXII);
Historia de los cinco reyes (1615); Chronica del

emperador Alfonso F7/(1600).

A, Morel-Fatio, Historiographie de Charles V
(Paris, 1913). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Sandys, George (*Bishopthorpe 2 III 1578;

tBoxhey 1644), English traveller and translator.

Sandys travelled widely in Europe and spent some
time in America as treasurer of the Virginia

Company. He is chiefly known for his translation

of Ovid’s* Metamorphoses, which marks an
important stage in the development of the heroic

couplet.

Ovid^s Metamorphosis Englished (1626); Para^
phrase upon the Psalmes, etc, (1636); Christ*

s

Passion, a Tragedy (from the Lat. of Grotius;

1640).

—

The Poetical Works of G, S, (ed. R,
Hooper, 2 vols, 1872), J.B.B,

Sanetomo: see Minamoto no Sanetomo.

Sangiro, pseud, of Andries Albertus Pienaar
(*Pretoria 23 VIII 1894), Afrikaans prose-writer.

Sangiro is the depictor of South African animal
life. He has a fluent, sonorous and witty style and
has played an important part in the development
of Afrikaans prose. Some of his works have been
translated into different European languages.

Uit Oerwoud en Vlakte (1921 ; Adventures of
a Lion Family, tr. B. and E. D. Lewis, 1923);

Op Safari (1925); Diamantkoors (1926); Simba
(1944).

P. J. and G. S. Nienaber, Die Afrikaanse Dier*
verhaal (1942). G.D. (N.D.C.)

San Jose, Fray Jer6nimo de (*Mall6n, Saragossa
71587; tSaragossa 1654), Spanish historian, bio-
grapher, letter-writer and poet. He studied with
Bartolom6 Leonardo de Argensola* and became a
Carmelite. He wrote an interesting treatise on
historiography, some entertaining letters, a history

of his order, a life of St John* of the Cross and
a number of religious poems.

Historia del Carmen descalzo (1637); ‘Dibujo del

venerable var6n fray Juan de la Cruz’ in Obras del

venerable y mistico doctor F. Juan de la Cruz
(1630 etc.); Genio de la historia (1651; 1768);
Poesias (1877); Cartas (ed. J. M. Blecua in

Archivo de filologfa aragonesa, 1, 1945).

E.M.W.

Safkaracarya (^Malabar c. a.d. 788; tKedamath
820), the greatest exponent of the Vedanta system
of philosophy, was a Brahmin by caste, and a
devotee of Shiva, ofwhom he is popularly regarded
as an incarnation. He preached the doctrine of
unqualified monism {advaita): nothing exists save

the universal spirit (Brahman), and the phenomenal
world is an illusion (maya). He founded four

monasteries (mathas) at the four extremities of
India for the propagation of his teaching, whic^
is contained in his commentaries on the TJpanishads,

the Brahmasutras and the Bhagavadgitd.

The Veddnta-SUtras With the Commentary by
Sankardcdrya (tr. H. Thibaut in Sacred Books

of the East, XXXIV, 1890, and XXVIH, 1896).—
P. Deussen, Das System des Veddnta (1920).

H.G.R. (J.E.B.G.)

Sannazaro, Jacopo, pseud. Acnus Syncerus
(Naples 28 VH 1456/58; ^ibid, 24 IV 1530),

Italian poet and humanist. The most important

influences of his youth were the years spent in the

country with his mother after his father’s early

death (1470) and his contact, when he returned

to Naples (c. 1475), with that select body of hu-

manists who, under the jovial leadership of

Pontano*, constituted the Neapolitan academy.

He served the Aragonese faithfully and even sold

his goods to accompany Frederick into exile in

France in 1501. On his return to Naples in 1504

he settled down in his villa at Mergellina to a life

of tranquil study, broken only by his champion-

ship of the beautiful Cassandra Marchese who
had been repudiated by her husband and whose
friendship he cherished until his death.

His Latin and Italian writings possessed, for his

contemporaries, the most important attributes of

a work of art : he created an idyllic world ofnature

by means ofliterary reminiscence. This is especially

true of his famous pastoral romance, VAreadM
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which exemplifies that complete absorption of

classical culture typical of writers of the full

Renaissance. Composed when Sannazaro was
still a young man (bet. 1480 and 1496; 1st pub.

1501, complete ed. 1504), its success was immediate

and lasting. It consists of 12 eclogues interspersed

with 12 prose passages, describing the life of the

shepherds of Arcadia and introducing some
personal interest and added urgency of feeling

in the character of Sincere, the author. Its origi-

nality lay in the framework ofcontinuous narrative

which enabled the singers to achieve an individua-

lity of their own and opened the way for the

pastoral drama and the pastoral novel, for Tasso*,

Guarini*, Cervantes*, Honore d’Urf(§*, Spenser*

and Sir Philip Sidney*. Both prose and poetry

are polished, dignified and musical, and have

the power to create that atmosphere of tranquil

melancholy whose charm still has some appeal for

us.

Sannazaro’s other Italian writings are of

minor importance: three rappresentazioni acted

at court, gliommeri (poetic monologues) and a

collection of Petrarchan Rime, More interesting

are his Latin works, especially the Piscatoriae^

five bucolic eclogues in which the shepherds of

Arcadia are replaced by the fishermen of Mergel-

Ima. He also wrote three books of Epigrammata
and three of Elegiae and a short religious poem
De partu Virginis in which classical mythology
and the Christian story are fused, not in an epic,

but in an act of contemplation.

It is difficult to establish an exact chronol.

for the pub. of S.’s works. Best coll, eds: Opera
omnia Latine scripta (ed. Aldus, 1535); Opera
Latine scripta (ed. J. A. Volpi, 1719; fuller ed,

J. Brookhusius, Amsterdam, 1728); Opere volgari

(ed. Volpi, 1723, cont. life by G. B. Crispo and
the Farsa of 4 Mar. 1492; ed. A. Mauro, 1961).

—

Arcadia (ed. P. Summontio, 1504; crit. ed. E.

Carrara, 1926, with biblio.); Piscatoriae (1526;

Eng. tr. Rooke, 1726; crit. ed. W. P. Mustard,
Baltimore, 1914); De partu Virginis (1526; crit.

ed. A. Altamura, 1948) ; Rime (1530).

Comprehensive biblio. in V. Rossi, II Quat-

trocento (1960) and G. M, Monti, ‘Intomo al S.

e ad un suo imitatore’ in Archivum romanicum,
XI (1927); E. P^rcopo, ‘Vita di J. S.’ [1894], ed.

G. Brognoligo in Archivio storico per le provincie

Napoletane, LVI (1931).— E. Carrara, La poesia

pastorale (1910); S. A. Sainati, La lirica latina

del rinascimento (1919); M, I, Gerhardt, La
Pastorale (in Fr.; Assen, 1950); A. Altamura,

J, 5. (1951); G. Folena, La crisi linguistica del

Quattrocento e VArcadia del S. (1952); F. Tateo,

Tradizione e realtd nelV umanesimo italiano (1967);

M. Corti, ‘II codice bucolico e VArcadia di J. S.’

in Strumenti exit., VI (1968). C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

San Pedro» Diego de {fl. late 15th century),

Spanish romance-writer and poet. Little is known

of his life. He wrote two romances of courtly

love, Arnalte y Lucenda and La edreel de Amor,
which derive from the Italian tradition (Boccac>
cio’s* Fiammetta, Enea Silvio Piccolomini*),

from Rodriguez* del Padron, the romances of
chivalry and cancionero poetry. In them we find

the idealization of the faithful lover, who either

commits suicide or retires in despair from the
world. The prose is highly rhetorical in the first,

but severely pruned in the second. Both books
were translated into French, Italian and English.

San Pedro also wrote a verse narrative of the
Crucifixion, whose great popularity continued into

the 19th century; he stresses the horrific aspects.

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Obras (ed. S. Gili Gaya, 1950; ed. K. Whinnom
and D. S. Severin, 3 vols, 1972- ).-^The Castel

of Love (tr. Lord Berners, 71540); The pretie and
wittie historie of Arnalte and Lucenda (tr. C.
Holyband, 1575).

B. W. Wardropper, ‘Allegory and the role of
El Autor in the Cdrcel de Amor" in Philol. Quart.,

XXXI (1952); K. Whinnom, ‘D. de S. P.’s

stylistic reform’ in Bull. Hispanic Stud., XXXVII
(1960); A. D. Deyermond, ‘El hombre salvaje

en la novela sentimental’ in Filologia, X (1964);

J. L. Varela, ‘Revisi6n de la novela sentimental’

in Revista de Filol. Esp., XLVIII (1965); F.

Mdrquez Villanueva, ‘C. de A„ novela politica’

in Rev. de Occidente, XIV (1966); P. Waley,

‘Love and honour in the Novelas sentimentales

of D. de S. P. and Juan de Flores’ in Bull. His-

panic Stud., XLIII (1966); R. Langbehn-Rohland,
Zur Interpretation der Romane des D, de S. P,

(Heidelberg, 1970). A.D.D.

Santa Cruz de Duenas, Melchor de (*Duenas;

fl, mid-16th century), Spanish writer of anecdotes.

His Floresta (1574) is a very amusing compilation

which contains stories of all classes of men. It was
often reprinted and frequently quoted by later

writers, and read in England and France.

Floresta espanola, I (ed. P. Oyanzuren, 1910);

ed. Soc. de Bibliofilos Esp., XXIX (1953).

E.M.W. (J.E.V,)

Santa Cruz y Espejo, Francisco Javier Euoenio
DE (*Quito 21 II 1747; Vbicl, 27 XII 1795),

Ecuadorean satirical writer. A doctor and notable

scientific spirit, Espejo is one of the outstanding

representatives of Spanish rationalism and an

important precursor of political independence. In

the Nuevo Luciano^ he goes to the root of the

deficiencies of Spanish culture, and he shows

similar independence of thought in his other

critical essays.

El nuevo Luciano de Quito (circulated in MS
1779; ed. P. A. Espinosa P61it, 1943); La ciencia

blancardina (a reply to some criticisms of Nuevo

Luciano

\

MS 1780); Cartas riobambenses (MSS;
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\l%1).—Escritos de E. (ed. F. Gonzalez Suarez,

3 vols, 1912-23); Obras de E. (ed. A. Munoz
Vernaza, 1913). E.Sa.

Santa Maria, Pablo de, originally Solomon ha-

Levi (*Burgos 1350; "fibid, 1435), Spanish theolo-

gian and historian. His education was Jewish but

St Vincent Ferrer’s preaching converted him to

Christianity (1390). He took Orders in Paris and
became Bishop of Burgos (where he had been

Chief Rabbi) in 1416. Besides a historical compila-

tion (1412) and the allegorical-historical poem
Edades del mundo (1418) in Spanish, he wrote

several works in which he used his rabbinical

knowledge for Christian Biblical exegesis.

Additiones notabiles ad has postillas Nicolai de

Lyra in totam Scripturam (Venice, 1483); ScrutU

nium Scripturarum (Rome, 1470; Burgos, 1591);

R. Foulch6-Delbosc, Cancionero Castellano del

siglo XV (Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXII).

F. Cantera Burgos, Alvar Garcia de S. M, y su

familia de converses (1951). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Santa Maria Egipciaca, Vida de, 13th-century

Spanish poem in irregular octosyllabic couplets.

This story of a beautiful prostitute who repents

and leads an ascetic life in the desert is inspired

by that of Mary Magdalene. It is effectively told,

and poetic traditions are used to point the moral

lesson. The source is a French poem, in general

faithfully followed. There are four prose versions

of the story: lOth-centuiy Hispano-Latin, 14th-

centi^ Portuguese, and 14th- and 15th-century

Castilian.

Ed. M. S. de Andr6s Castellanos (1964);

Poemas hagiogrdficos de cardeter juglaresco (ed,

M. Alvar, 1967); Estoria de S. M. E, (ed. R. M.
Walker, Exeter, 1972).

A. T. Baker, ‘La Vie de Sainte Marie VSgypt-

ierme’ in Rev. des langues romanes, LIX (1916-

17); J. W. Rees, ‘Notes on the text of the

K S, M, E,^ in Hispanic Studies in Honour of
L Gonzdlez Llubera (1959); J. R. Craddock,

‘Apuntes para el estudio de la leyenda de S. M. E.

en Espana’ in Homenaje a JRodriguez-Monino^ I

(196Q. A.D.D.

Santayana, George (‘Madrid 16 XII 1863;

tRome 27 DC 1952), Spanish-American philoso-

pher. He was the son of Spanish parents and
retained his Spanish nationality, but was brought

up in Boston and wrote in English. He studied

philosophy at Harvard, in Germany and in

England; he taught at Harvard from 1889 to

1912. His writings began with poetry. Sonnets and
Other Verses (1894) and an examination of

aesthetics. The Sense of Beauty (189©. His main
work, however, has been philosophical, written

in a rich poetic style. In the five volumes of

The Life of Reason (1905-06), he develops his

naturalistic doctrine that matter is the only

reality and shows the limitations of reason in the

various branches of man’s activity. In his later

series. The Realms of Being, he investigates the

four realms of matter, essence, spirit and truth.

His works dealing with the conflict of materialism

and idealism in American life are Philosophical

Opinion in America (1918) and Character and
Opinion in the United States (1920). His single

novel. The Last Puritan (1935), the story of a
Puritan character ‘at enmity with joy*, became a
best-seller.

Three Philosophical Poets: Lucretius, Dante,

and Goethe (1910); Egotism in German Philosophy

(1916); Soliloquies in England and Later Soliloquies

(1922); Scepticism and Animal Faith (1923);

Dialogues in Limbo (1925); Platonism and the

Spiritual Life (1927); The Realm of Essence

(1927); The Realm of Matter (1930); The Realm
of Truth (1937); The Realm of Spirit (1940);

The Idea of Christ in the Gospels (1946); Domina-
tions and Powers (1951).

—

The Works of G, S.

(14 vols, 1936-37).

—

Persons andPlaces (autobiog.

;

1946).

V. M. Ames, Proust and S.: The Aesthetic Way
ofLife (1937); G. W. Howgate, G. S. (1938); P. A.

Schilpp, The Philosophy of G. S. (1940).

H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Santeul (less correct Santeuil), Jean-Baptiste de
(Paris 12 V 1630; tDyon 5 VIII 1697), French
Latin poet. The most eminent member of the

Paris PLiiADE (with La Rue, M6nage*, Du*
Perrier, Rapin*, Commire* and Petit), Latin

translator of Corneille*, he became the unoflflcial

poet laureate of Louis XIV, whose exploits in

war and peace he celebrated. In a sonnet he
described the Great Fire of London as a retaliation

for the execution of Charles I. His hymns secured

him lasting fame as a poet, but gave rise to bitter

polemics for they were thought to be too pagan.

Bossuet* intervened on his behalf; and Saint-

Simon*, La* Bruyto and others were among his

friends.

Opera omnia (3 vols, 1729),

L. A. Montalant-Bougleux, /.-B, S. ou la

poesie latine sous Louis XIV (1855); C. A. Sainte-

Beuve, Causeries du Lundi, XII (Paris, n.d.);

J. A. Vissac, De la poisie latine en France au
siicle de Louis XIV (1862). P.T.

Santid, Aleksa (‘Mostar 27 V 1868; fibid, 2 II

1924), Serbian poet, and a prominent writer of the

nationalist movement before the First World
War, His earlier poetry was influenced by that of

Zmaj* and V. Did* but his own individuality was
to emerge in subjective, emotional and patriotic

verses which won him wide popularity.

Pesme (1891 etc.); Hasanaginica (1911).

—

Sabrana dela (coll, works; 3 vols, 1957); Izabrana

dela (ed. Dj. Gavela, 1965).

V. Djuria, A. S. (1963). V.J.
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SantHlana, ffiiGO L6pez de Mendoza, Marques
DE (*Carri6n de los Condes 19 VIII 1398; ool416

Catalina de Figueroa; fGuadalajara 25 III 1458),

Spanish poet. He was a turbulent nobleman who
combined warfare and intrigue with reading and
poetry. He captured Huelma from the Moors and

plotted against John II’s favourite, Alvaro de

Luna* Homer* Plato* Virgil* and Seneca’s*

tragedies were translated for him, and he imitated

Horace’s* Beatus ille. His Comedieta de Ponza

(1436) is a panegyric on Alfonso V of Aragon; this

and other allegorical poems, like the Infierm de los

enamorados, show Italian influence. He was the

first Castilian poet to try to naturalize the sonnet

in Spain; the result was not successful. He con-

tinued the Galician and Provengal traditions in

his shorter poems. His serranillas—^poems about

encounters with mountain girls—^are courtly and
charming. He also essayed didactic poems in his

Didlogo de Bias contra Fortuna (1448) and Pro-

verbios (1437). He wrote a prose discourse on
poetry in a letter to Pedro*, Constable of Portugal

(1449); it is the first sustained attempt at descrip-

tive criticism in Spanish. A collection of proverbs

is also attributed to him.

Obras (ed. J. Amador de los Rios, 1852);

Canciones y decires (ed. V. Garcia de Diego,

1913); Letter of the Marquis of Santillana to Don
Peter (ed. A. R. Pastor and E. Prestage, 1927);

Prose and Verse (ed. J. B. Trend, 1940).

—

The

prouerbes of Sir /. Lopez de Mendoza (tr. B.

Googe, 1579).

M. Schiff, La bibliotMque du Marquis de

Santillane (1905); R. Lapesa, Los decires narrativos

del M, de S, (1954) and La obra literaria del

M. de 5. (1957); F. Street, ‘Some reflections on

S.’s Prohemio e carta* in Mod. Lang. Rev., LII

(1957); J. Delgado, El M. de S. (Buenos Aires,

1968). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Sant Jordi, Jordi de (Valencia c. 1395; ^ibid.

c. 1424), Catalan poet. In the company of Andreu
Febrer, translator of the Divina Commedia, he

took part in Alfonso V’s first expedition against

Sardinia and Corsica; he was taken prisoner in

1423. His few surviving poems continue the

Provencal tradition in language and metre,

but are also influenced by Petrarch*. The poet

reasons about his love and his captivity, often

achieving considerable precision and concentra-

tion. His humorous account of his troubles

{Emigs) is excellent. Sant Jordi is a worthy
second to Ausi^s March* in the Valencian poetic

group of the 15th century.

Obres poitiques (crit. ed. J. Mass6 Torrents,
1902; ed. M. de Riquer, Granada, 1955).

G.W.R.

Sants KyOden, pseud, of Iwase Sei, also called
IWASE Nobuyoshi (Edo [=Tokyo] 12 IX 1761;
C01790 Kikuzono [tl792], ooU 1800 Yuri;

Ifibid. 27 X 1816), Japanese novelist and writer.

The son of a merchant, he passed a profligate

youth and started work in a shop; but as early as

1778 he took up writing short stories, speciali^g

in illustrated ‘rake’s guides’ to the demi-monde,

with which he was obviously very familiar (both

his wives had been prostitutes, but both marriages

proved highly successful). His writings became
popular, but a police prosecution in 1791 led him
to abandon pornography, and he turned to

publishing romantic novels free of coarseness. The
popularity of his books continued unabated and
in the remaining 25 years of his life he produced

several dozen novels and essays. His fiction-

writing after 1791 set a new pattern in that his

plots, instead of being based on traditional

stories, were almost entirely imaginary. He was
in fact the first modem Japanese novelist and set a

pattern which was closely followed by his pupils

Bakin*, Ryutei* Tanehiko etc. His plots were

usually exciting, sensational and closely-packed,

but his style is straightforward and clear.

E.B.C.

SHORT stories: Edo-umare uwaki no kabayaki

(1785; summary and discussion in B. Lewin,

Japanische Chrestomathie, I, 1965).—-novels:

Chushin suikoden (1798; a version of the story of

the 47 ROnin; see Takeda* Izumo); IJdonge

monogatari (1804); Sakurahime zenden akebono

zoshi (1805; Das Weib des Yoshiharu, tr. B.

Lewin, 1956); Mukashigatari inazuma hydshi

(1805; summary in K. Florenz, Geschichte der

japanischen Litteratur, 1906); Honchd suibodai

(1806); Sdchoki (1813).—essays: Kinsei kiseki

ko (1804); Kottoshu (1815). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Santob de Carridn, otherwise Rabbi §em Tob
IBN Ardutiel ben Isaac (fl, mid-14th century),

Spanish poet. He lived at Soria and probably at

C^rridn. He may have been involved in the

persecutions of Alfonso XI. In Hebrew he wrote

a hymn for Yom Kippur, a poetic debate between

pen and scissors (1345), a liturgical translation

from the Arabic and a Cabbalistic treatise. He
dedicated to Peter the Cruel his Proverbios

morales, a poem of 725 alexandrine couplets with

internal rhyme. Its sources are chiefly Biblical,

Talmudic and Arabic, but Santob draws also on

Latin and Spanish works, proverbs and everyday

life. This gnomic poetry is wise and moral, with

simple effective imagery and more than a spice

of humour.

Proverbios morales (ed. I. Gonzdlez Llubera,

Cambridge, 1947).

A. Castro, La realidad histdrica de Espana

(rev. ed., Mexico, 1962); J. H. Klausner, ‘The

historical and social milieu of S.’s Proverbios

morales* in Hispania (U.S.A.), XLVIII (1965).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Santos, Francisco (*Madrid; fl. 17th century),
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Spanish noveKst and descriptive writer. He wrote

in the picaresque tradition, but the emphasis

falls on the background, not on the anti-hero.

His most famous work, Dia y noche de Madrid,

is really a series of interesting essays on the seamy
side of Madrid life.

Obras (3 vols, 1723); Dia y noche de Madrid

in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXXIII; Costumbristas

espanoles, I (ed. E. Correa Calderdn, 1950);

El area de Noe y campana de Belilla (ed. F.

Gutitoez, 1959).

A. Valbuena Prat, La novela picaresca espaHola

(1946). E.M.W.

Sanudo, Marino, the Younger (*Venice 22 VI
1466; ^ibid, 4 IV 1536), Italian historian. For his

famous Diarii, covering the period 1496 to 1533,

he was allowed access to Venetian official docu-

ments and letters.

I Diarii (58 vols, 1879-1903); Vite del Dogi
(ed. G. Monticolo in Rerum Italicarum scriptores,

XXn.4, 1900).

G. Cozzi, ‘M. S. il giov.: dalla cronica alia

storia’ in Rivista storica ital., LXXX (1968).

CDr. (J.G.-R.)

Sanz del Rio, JuliAn (*Torrear6valo, Soria

1814; tMadrid 1869), Professor of philosophy

at Madrid University. He gave life to krausismo,

the important intellectual movement which
exercised so deep an influence on Spanish thought,

education and life till 1936. Rather ffian embodying
the philosophical ideas of Krause, krausismo

came to mean a liberal, non-confessional but

strongly ethical attitude to life. Opposed by
orthodox Catholicism, its influence is seen in the

moral asceticism and vigour of its great followers

(Giner* de los Rios; Cosslo*).

Lecciones para el sistema de la filosofia analitica

de Krause (1850); Ideal de la humanidad por la

Vida (1860); Filosofia de la muerte (1877).

J. B. Trend, The Origins of Modem Spain

(1934); L’Abb6 Pierre Jobit, Les educateurs de

VEspagne contemporaine, II (1936); V. Cacho Viu,

La Institucidn libre de ensenanza (1962).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Sanz y Sdndiez, Eulooio Florentino (Ardvalo,

Avila 11 m 1822; fMadrid 29 IV 1881), Spanish

writer. At 23 he scored a great success with Don
Francisco de Quevedo, a sober Romantic play

on the famous writer and on Philip IV*$ court

(pub. 1848). A poet of distinction, his excellent

translations of Heine* had a deep influence on
Spanish lyricists.

Narciso Alonso Cort6s, Quevedo en el teatro

y otras cosas (1930).—E. Carrdre, ‘De la vida de
un poeta’ in Dustraddn Esp. y Amcr., LXXXV
(1908); F. Zarza y Rolddn, Folleto biogr^fico

de.,. don E. F. S. ... (1910); J. M. Diez
Taboada in Rev. de Literatura, XIII (1958).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Sappho, Greek lyric poetess contemporary with

Alcaeus*, who flourished in Lesbos c. 600 b.c.

In her best-preserved poems she describes the

physical effects of sexual passion and the pain of

unrequited love. (It is impossible to be certain

whether she was a ‘Lesbian’ in the modem sense.)

She also composed poems on heroic subjects and
wedding-songs, including one which celebrates

the marriage of Hector and Andromache. The
Sapphic stanza is named after her.

E. Lobel and D. L. Page, Poetarum Lesbiorwn

fragmenta (2nd ed. 1963; complete text); D. L.

Page, S. and Alcaeus (1955; principal frags with

tr. and comm.).—^U. von Wilamowitz-Moellen-

dorfiF, S. und Simonides (1913); C. M. Bowra,

Greek Lyric Poetry (2nd ed. 1961). J.T.H.

Sarashina Nikki (‘Sarashina Diary’), Japanese

literary diary, written in 1059-60 by the daughter

(*1009; personal name unknown) of Fujiwara

Takasue. It is a delicate account of a journey from

ShimOsa to Kyoto (the capital) in 1021, a later

journey from Kyoto to Sarashina, and of various

miscellaneous events of interest.

As I Crosseda Bridge ofDreams (tr. 1. 1. Morris,

1971); Ger. tr. U. Kemper (ed. H. Hammitzsch,

1966). E.B.C. CD.E.M.)

Sarbiewski (Sarbievius), Maciej Kazimierz (*Sar-

biewo 24 II 1595; fWanaw 2 IV 1640), Polish-

Latin poet. A teacher at Jesuit schools, imitating

Horace* and Pindar*, this ‘Horatius Christianus’

wrote often in a baroque style. There were 58

editions of his works between 1625 and 1892.

Lyricorum libri IV Epodon liber unus alterqm

Epigrammatum (1631; Lyricorum libri V m 1647

ed.); Translations from Casimir S. (J. Kitchener,

1821); sel. poems tr. J. Bowring in Specimens of

the Polish Poets {lS2T).--Poemata omnia (ed. T.

Walla, 1892).

F. M. Muller, De M. C. S. Polono S. J. Horatii

imitatore (1917); T. Sinko, Poetyka S. (1918);

J. Oko, M. K, S.poeta uwienezony (1923 ; popular);

Z. Szmydtowa, O ksi^dze I Poetyki S. (1949).

S.S. (P.H.)

Sardoa, Victorien (Paris 5 IX 1831; ifibid. 8 XI
1908), French dratmtist. In spite of much un-

favourable criticism, Sardou, a disciple of Scribe*,

became one of the most popular dramatists of

his time and was elected to ffie French Academy in

1877. His plays, though superfldal, are spectaedar

and often dramatically effective. He was a meti-

culous producer and often wrote with certain

great players (Sarah Bernhardt, R6jane, Henry

Irving) in mind. ‘Sardoodledom’ was Shaw’s*
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word for Sardou and his influence in the

theatre.

Les panes de mouche (1860); Patrie (1869);

Fedora (1882); Theodora (1884); La Tosca (1887);

Madame Sans-Gene (with E. Moreau; 1893);

Robespierre (1899); Dante (1902),

—

Thedtre com-^

plet (11 vols, 1950).

J. A. Hart, S, and the S. Plays (1913); G.

Mouly, La vie prodigieuse de V, S. (1931); A.

Nicoll, World Drama (1949). T.W.

Sargeson, Frank (*Hamilton 23 III 1903), New
Zealand short-story writer, novelist, playwright.

Sargeson stories, usually of working-class people,

told through a vernacular, began to appear in the

1930s. He became themost influentialNew Zealand

writer through this mode, while himself altering

his style to suit an enlarging social range and
increasingly complex method of narration,

changing from short stories to novels. As he

grew older he became more inventive, moving
from naturalistic writing to his recent fantastic

works. His later fiction is intensely bound to

literature of the main English tradition. New
Zealand in its location but international and
calculatedly historical in its provenance.

Conversation With My Uncle and Other Sketches

(1939); A Man and His Wife (1940); When the

Wind Blows (1945; this became Pt I of / Saw in

My Dream, 1949); That Summer and Other

Stories (1946); I for One (1st pub. in Landfall,

1952; 1954); Memoirs of a Peon (1965); The

Hangover (1967); Joy of the Worm (1969); Man of
England Now (3 novellas; 1972).—Ed,, Speaking

for Ourselves (1945).

—

Wrestling With the Angel

(two plays; 1964).

—

Collected Stories (N.Z. ed,

with intro. Bill Pearson, biblio. and gloss.,

1964). K.Sm.

Sargidzhan, Amir : see Borodin, Sergey Petrovich.

Sarmiento, Domingo Faustino (*E1 Carrascal

14 II 1811; tAsuncidn 11 IX 1888), Argentinian

writer, prolific essayist and pamphleteer, deeply

Involved in the struggle against Rosas. He was
fiercely polemical, a clear and able writer, deter-

mined to use his native speech with as little regard

for academic standards as possible. By tempera-

ment an individualist, he succumbed to the full

flood of Romanticism introduced by Echeverria*.

Twice exiled to Chile, he founded the Normal
school in that country and also contributed to

newspapers. He defended Romanticism and
provoked a heated polemic with the classical-

minded Bello*, a man of much sounder under-

standing but less vehement personality. In 1845,

he published the work for which he is now best

known, Facundo (orig. Civilizacidn y barbarie;

Life in the Argentine Republic, tr. Mrs, H, Mann,
1868), in which he analysed the reasons for the

defeat in Argentina of ‘Qvilisation’ by barbaric

caudillos such as Facundo Quiroga. He also

traced the rise to power of Rosas, On the defeat
of Rosas, Sarmiento returned to the Argentine
and in 1868 was elected President, serving one
term of office.

Recuerdos de provincia (1850).

—

Ohras (52 vols

1903; Paris, 1910).

J. G. Guerra, D, F. 5., su vida y sus obras

(1910); R. Rojas, Bibliografia de S. (1911);
P. Soldan, D, F, S. (1911); L. Lugones, Historia (k
S. (1911); N. Pinilla, La polemica del Romantic
cismo (1943); A. W. Bunkley, The Life of S,

(1952); A S, Anthology (tr. S. E. Grummor, ed.

and intro. A. W. Bunkley, Princeton, 1948).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Saroyan, William (*Fresno, Calif. 31 VIII 1908;
CO 1943 Carol Marcus [o/o 1949]), American
short-story writer and playwright. In the early

1930s his short stories—^without plot, without

directed action, without denouement—^became a
huge success. A prolific writer, he has written

many whimsical and symbolic plays such as The
Time of Your Life (1939).

SHORT stories: The Daring Young Man on

the Flying Trapeze, and Other Stories (1934);

Little Children (1937); A Native American (1938);

MyName IsAram (1940) ;
Saroyan's Fables (1941)

;

The Human Comedy (1943); The Bicycle Rider

in Beverly Hills (1953); The Whole Voyald {\9S€)\

After Thirty Years: The Daring Young Man on the

Flying Trapeze (1964); Letters From 74 Rue
Taitbout or Don't Go But If You Must Say Hello to

Everybody (1969).

—

^plays: My Heart's in the

Highlands (1940); Jim Dandy (1947).

—

^novels:

Mama I L^ve You (1956); Papa You're Crazy

(1957).

—

Short Drive, Sweet Chariot (autobiog.;

1966). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Sarpi, Pietro (Venice 14 VIII 1552; Vbid, 7 I

1623), Italian ecclesiastical historian; he changed

his Christian name to Paolo when he took Holy

Orders. Sarpi was the Venetian Republic’s adviser,

in spite of excommunications and interdicts, in

its successful resistance to Pope Paul V. In his

history of the Council of Trent he showed great

lucidity and a masterly command of his subject;

his condemnation of Papal absolutism and his

indignation at ecclesiastical corruption pervade

this work.

Trattato dell' Interdetto di Paolo V (1606; crit

ed. M. D. Busnelli and G. Gambarin, together

with several minor works, 3 vols, 1940); Istoria del

Concilio Tridentino (London, 1619; crit. ed. G.

Gambarin, 1935; The Historic of the Council of

Trent, tr. Sir N. Brent, 1620).

—

Opere (24 vols,

1789-90); Scritti filosofici e teologici editi e

inediti (1951); Scritti scelti (ed. G. Da Pozzo,

1968); Opere (sel.; ed. G. and L. Cozzi, 1969).

A. Robertson, Fra P, S», the Greatest of the
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Venetians (1894); G. Getto. P. S. (1941); F. A.

Yates, ‘P. S.’s “History of the Council of Trent’”

in Jour. Warburg and Courtauld Inst. (1944);

L. Salvatorelli, ‘Le idee religiose di Fra P. S.’ in

Atti della Accad. Nazionale dei Lincei (1953);

G. Cozzi, ‘Fra P. S., I’anglicanesimo e la Historia

del Concilio Tridentino' in Nuova rivista storica

(1956); F. Seneca, La politica veneziana dopo
VInterdetto (1957); F. Chabod, La politica di

P. S. (1962). U.L.

Sarraute, Nathalie, n6e Tcherniak (*Ivanovo,

Russia 18 VII 1900), French novelist who ‘in-

vented’ the NOUVEAU ROMAN in 1938, when she

published Tropismes, In a collection of essays,

Uire du soupgon (1956; Eng. tr. with Tropismes^

1963)

, she comments on this new novel form, in

which main characters are omitted and small

facts and gestures are amassed to create a world

haunted by symbols which the reader must
decipher for hi^elf.

novels; Portrait d'un inconnii (1948; Eng. tr.

M. Jolas, 1959); Martereau (1953; Eng. tr. idem,

1964)

; Le planetarium (1959; Eng. tr. idem, 1961);

Les fruits d'or (1963; Eng. tr. idem, 1965); Entre

la vie et la mort (1968); Vous les entendez (1972).

—

plays: Le silence*, Le mensonge (1966; Eng. tr.

idem, 1969).

M. Cranaki and Y. Beleval, N. S. (1965); R.
Micha, K S, (1966); S. Sontag, Against Inter-

pretation (1967); M. Tison-Braun, N, S. (1971).

M.G.

Sarsh§r, Ratan NXth (*1846; tl902), Urdu
joumaltet and writer, whose voluminous major
work, the Tale of Azdd (1879), is a link between
the oral romances of medieval Islamic chivalry

and the novel. Its hero is little more than the

mouthpiece of Sarshar’s modernist reforming

zeal, but dialogue and descriptive writing are

excellent, and there are vivid pictures of the

contemporary Lucknow scene. R.R.

Sartorius, E.: see Schneider, Heinrich Emil.

Sartre, Jean-Paul (*Paris 21 VI 1905), French
philosopher and writer. Sartre lost his father—a
sailor—^while he was still a child. His early years

were spent at La Rochelle. He was educated at

the Lyc6e Henri IV and at the ficole Normale
Sup6rieure and placed first in the Agregation de
Philosophic. He taught at Laon and at Havre,

ending up, after an interlude at the Institut

Fran9ais in Berlin, in Paris. While in Berlin he
made the acquaintance of modem German
philosophy. After playing an active part in the

Resistance, he left the teaching profession,

travelled in the United States (1945), and since

then has devoted the whole of his time, in close

association with Simone de Beauvoir*, to writing

and to his periodical, Les Temps Modemes. In

1964 he was awarded, and refused, the Nobel prize.

and after Les mots (1964; Eng. tr. I. Clephane,

1964), he abandoned literature and devoted
himself to political and ideological activity.

As a philosopher, Sartre has been the founder
in France of existentialism. Through the medium
of one long and difficult book, Vitre et le niant

(1943), and of his essays in Les Temps Modemes
(collected under the title of Situations), he has
reached a world-wide public. His novels are

powerful, intelligent and imaginative. They show
an original technique, and their style is at once
vital and artistically accomplished. In his stories

(from Le mur, 1939, to Les chemins de la liberti)

the existentialist theme of ‘man is what he makes
himself’ even contributes to the fictional interest.

In the theatre he has been as successful with

tragedy on a classic subject {Les mouches, 1942;

The Flies, tr. S. Gilbert, 1946) as with symbolically

realistic drama {Huis-Clos, 1944; In Camera,
tr. idem, 1946) or with philosophic plays {Le

Diable et le bon Dieu, 1951; Lucifer and the Lord,

tr. K. Black, 1953). He is, as well, a penetrating

critic {Baudelaire, 1947). He has touched on many
facets of the human intelligence, and occupies a
place in the front rank of contemporary thought.

philosophy: Vimagination (1938; Eng. tr.

F. Williams, 1962); Vimaginaire (1940); Esquisse

d*une theorie des Emotions (1940; Eng. tr. P.

Mairet, 1962); Vexistentialisme est un humanisme

(1946; Eng. tr. idem, 1948); Critique de la raison

dialectique (1960; The Problem of Method, tr.

H. E. Barnes, 1963).—novels and stories:

La nausie (1938); Les chemins de la liberti (4 vols,

1945 ff., incL; Udge de raison, Eng. tr. E. Sutton,

1948; Le sursis. The Reprieve, tr. idem, 1949;

La mort dans Vdme, Iron in the Soul, tr. G. Hop-
kins, 1951).—plays and films: Morts sans sepul-

ture (1947) ; Lesjeux sontfaits (1947 ; The Chips Are
Down, tr. L. Varese, 1951); Les mains sales (1948);

Vengrenage (1948); Kean (1954); Les sequestris

d*Altona (1959; Loser Wins, tr. S. and G. Leeson,

im).—Three Plays (tr. K. Black, 1949),—

essays: Riflexions sur la question juive (1947);

Baudelaire (1947; Eng. tr. M. Tumell, 1950);

Entretiens sur la politique (1949); Jean Genet

(1951); Situations (8 vols, 1947-71); Vidiot de la

famille (Flaubert; 1971).

C. E. Magny, Les sandales d*Empedocle (1945);

R. Campbell, J,-P. S, ou un littirature philoso-

phique (1945); J. Beauffret in Confluences (1945);

F, Jeanson, Le problime moral et la pensee de S,

(1947 ; 2nd ed. 1966) and 5. par lui-mime (1956);

C. Varet, Uontologie de S. (1948); N. N. Greene,

J.-P, 5. The Existentialist Ethic (1963); J.

Houbart, Un pire denature, Essai sur la pensee
philosophique de J.-P. S. (1964); M. Wamock,
The Philosophy of S. (1965); R. Lafarge, La
pensie philosophique de J.-P, S. (1967); U. K.
MacCall, The Theatre ofJ.-P. S. (1969); M. Contat
and M. Rybalka, Les ecrits de S. (1970).

M.G.; J.P.R.
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Sarrig, Ole (*Copenhagen 27 XI 1921; ool949

Patricia Stacey, ool962 Helen Aileen Dewell),

Danish poet, a sophisticated and gifted exponent

of the lyrical break-through of the 1940s.

verse: Greme Digte (1943); Jeghuset (1944);

Mangfoldighed (1945); Digte (1945); Legende

(1946); Min Kxrlighed (1952); I Forstaden (1956);

Efterskrift (1966); Foemes Germes (1968); Rek-^

viem (1968).—prose: Tre Elegier (1948); Krisens

Billedbog (1950); Midtvejs i det tyvende Arhun-

drede (1950); Nattevagten (1951); Stenrosen

(1955); Glimt (1956); De sovende (1958); Havet

under mit Vindue (1960); Limbo (1963); Stedet

som Ucke er (1966); Stemmer i Morket (1970);

Prosadigte (1971). E.B.

Sassetti, Fejdppo (*Florence 26 IX 1540; tGoa
3 IX 1588), Italian merchant and writer. In addi-

tion to his critical writings on Dante^, he wrote

letters from India during the last five years of his

life, including some on the Indian language.

Discorso in difesa di Dante (ed. M. Rossi,

1897); Lettere con la Vita di Francesco

Ferrucci (ed. E. Camerini, 1874); Lettere scelte

(ed. G. Raya, 1932; with intro, and notes).

C.Dr.

Sassi (Sasso de Sassi), Panhlo (Modena ?1455;

tLonzano, Romagna 1527), Italian poet. Famous
as an improviser, he wrote occasional verse and
Petrarchan sonnets.

Opere (Venice, 1501).

G. Tiraboschi, Biblioteca Modenese (6 vols,

1781-86); A. d’Ancona, ‘Del secentismo nella

poesia cortigiana del secolo XV* in Fagine sparse

di letteratura e di storia (1914). C.Dr.

Sassoon, Siegfried (•Brenchley, Kent 8 IX 1886;

001933 Hester Catty; fHeytesbury, Wilts 1 IX
1967), English poet and memoirist. Having en-

joyed a privileged youth, he was profoundly

stirred by his war experiences, whose effect was
seen in moving memoirs and in his earlier poetry.

Many of his later verses, reflecting quietly intro-

spective moods or response to beauty, are distin-

guished and individual.

memoirs: Memoirs of a Fox-Hunting Man
(1928); Memoirs of an Infantry Officer (1930);

Sherston^s Frogress (1936).

—

averse: Counter-Attack

(1918) ; SatiricalFoems (1 926) ; The Heart*s Journey

(1928); Rhymed Ruminations (1940); Collected

Foems 1908-56 (1961),—Meredith (biog.; 1948).—
autobiography: The Old Century and Seven

More Years (1938); The Weald of Youth (1942);

Siegfried's Journey 1916-20 (1945).

M. Thorpe, S. S. (Leiden, 1966).—^Biblio. by
G. Keynes (1962). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Sastre, Alfonso (*Madrid 20 II 1926), Spanish
dramatist with an intense concern for social

issues. As a student Sastre established Arte
Nuevo (1945), a group which for three years

produced experimental plays. In 1950 he
joined Jose Maria de Quinto in founding the

Teatro de Agitacidn Social (T.A.S.) and, later,

the Grupo de Teatro Realista (G.T.R.). His
theory of the theatre is to be found in works such
as Dramay sociedad (1956). His plays are symbolic,

often ambiguous, and employ themes of violence

and sudden death.

Escuadra hacia la muerte (1953); La mordaza
(1954); El cuervo (1957); Muerte en el barrio

(1959). J.E.V.

Satchell, William (*London 1 II 1860; tAuckland
21 X 1942), New Zealand novelist. Educated
partly at Heidelberg, he migrated from a minor
literary milieu to northernNewZealand.Heworked
at various occupations, and is remembered now
for four novels in which local colour and Hardyish
mysticism are mixed. His plots were improbable,

his characterization uncertain.

The Land of the Lost (1902); The Toll of the

Bush (1905); The Elixir ofLife (1907); The Green-

stone Door (1914).

P. Wilson, The Maorilander (1961) and W, S,

(with chronol., crit. and sel. biblio.; 1968).

K.Sm.

Satire Menipple, an early French satirical pam-
phlet reflecting the hostility of the French bour-

geoisie to the States-General convoked by the

ultra-Catholic Ligue in 1593 to elect a new King
other than Henry of Navarre. Promoted by Jean

Leroy, a canon of Rouen, it has parts written hy
Pierre Pithou, Jean Passerat*, Nicolas Rapin*

and others. A vigorous medley of prose and

verse, it includes notably parodies of speeches by

delegates to the States-General.

Satyre Minippee (1594; ed. C. Read, 1876).

F. Giroux, La composition de la S, M. (1904).

G.B.

Sato Haruo (Shingu, Wakayama 9 IV 1892),

Japanese novelist and poet, and translator of

Chinese classical works.

Supein-inu no ie (‘The House of a Spanish Dog’,

tr. G. Saito in Modern Japanese Stories, ed. 1. 1.

Morris, 1961); Den'en no yuutsu (1919); Tokai

no yuutsu (1922; summary of this and prec. in

Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to Con-

temporary Japanese Literature, I, 1939); Jokaisen

kidan (1925; ‘The Tale of the Bridal Fan’, tr. E. G.

Seidensticker in Japan Quart., IX.3, 1962);

Kikusui monogatari (1935; summary in Kokusai

Bunka Shinkokai, op, cit,, II, 1959).—poetry:

Sel. poems tr. in: T. Ninomiya and D. J. Enright,

The Foetry ofLiving Japan (1957); G. Bownas and

A. Thwaite, Penguin Book of Japanese Verse

(1964). E.B.C. (P.E.M.)
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Satomi Ton, pseud, of Yamanouchi Hideo
(Yokohama 14 VII 1888), Japanese novelist,

like his younger brother Arishima* Takeo.

E.B.C.

Haha to ko (1914); Kawammi no oto (1921;

‘Le bruit des vagues de la riviere’, tr. S. Elisseev

in Neuf nouvelles japomises, 1924); Tajo busshin

(1922-23; summary in Kokusai Bunka ShinkOkai,

Introduction to Contemporary Japanese Literature

1, 1939); Tsubaki (1923; ‘The Camellia*, tr. E. G.
Seidensticker in Modern Japanese Stories, ed.

I. L Morris, 1961); Migoto na shubun (1947;

summary in Kokusai Bunka Shinkbkai, op, cit,^

n, 1959). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Satta, Sebastiano (*Nuoro 21 V 1867; 1[ibid, 29

XI 1914), Italian poet, regarded by Sardinians

as their national bard. !lffis poetry is often shallow

and his diction stilted, but in rare moments,
especially in Canti Barbaricini (1910), he captures

the primitive epic grandeur of the island’s lonely

mountains and shepherds, or the anguish of
Sardinia’s, and the world’s, poor and oppressed,

as well as private griefs and solaces.

Versi ribelli (1893); nella Terra dei Nuraghes

(1893); Canti del salto e della tanca (1924; with

Canti Barbaricini, in Canti, 1955). J.G.-R.

Battler, Otto (*Emmendingen, Baden 4 III 1872;

fNew York 15 III 1950), German-American
author. Prominently active in the trade union
movement, he was best known as contributor

to the New York Volkszeitung and as editor of
Solidarity, official organ of the Workmen’s
Benefit Fund of the U.S.A.

verse: New York md die Welt (1913); Krieg
{19H).--‘Lockende Welt {mXohiogr, 1931).

[S. Schocken], *0. S.’ in Solidarity, Eng. ed.,

XLV (1950). E.R.

Satyrus (3rd century b.c.), Greek biographer from
Calliatis Pontica, best Imown from a papyrus
fragment of his Life of Euripides, an anecdotal

work in dialogue form which draws freely on
passages in the plays and in contemporary comedy.
He is also credited with a work on Characters

(part of ‘The Rake’ survives). The historian

Satyrus who wrote On the Demes ofAlexandria is

unlikely to be the same person.

C. MfiUer, Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum,
in (1849); Life of Euripides in Oxyrhynchus
Papyri, IX (1912; no. 1176); ed. G. Airighetti

(with intro, and comm.; 1964); Demes of Alex-

andria in Oxyrhynchus Papyri, XXVII (1962;
no. 2465). E.W.H.

Sauer (Saur, Sower), Cedmstoph (*Laasphe on
the Lahn 1693; ooMaria Christina?; tGerman-
town. Pa. 25 IX 1758), German-American printer

and editor. He piint^ a German Bible in 1743,

the first edition of the Scriptures printed in the

Western hemisphere in a European language. He
edited Der Hoch-Deutsch Pensylvanische

Geschicht-Schreiber, oder Sammlung wichtiger

Nachiichten aus dem Natur- und Kirchen-Reich

(1739 ff.) and Der Hoch-Deutsch Americanische
Calendar (1739 ff.), through which he directed the

thinking of the ^erican-German population of
the 13 colonies for two decades.

G. H. Genzmer, ‘Sower, Christopher’ in

Dictionary of American Biography, XVII (1935);

F. Reichmann, C. S,, an Annotated Bibliography

(1943). E.R.

Sava, St (fc. 1174; tTmovo 1235), Serbian

chronicler, the first Archbishop of Serbia. His
biography of his father Stefan Nemanja (the

first ruler of the united Serbian provinces) contains

a simple yet moving account of his death. St Sava
is renowned as a promoter of education.

Stare srpske biografije (1924; cont. mod.
Serbo-Croatian version of S.’s work); Stefan

Nemapja nach den Viten des hi. Sava und Stefans

des Erstgekronten (tr. with notes S. Hafner, 1962);

V. Gligori6, h naJe knjiievnosti feudalnog doba
(sel. with notes; 1968); Stare srpske biografije

(ed. D. Bogdanovid, 1969). V.J.

Savage, Richard (fc. 1697; fBristol 1 VOI 1743),

English poet and dramatist. An opportunist,

distinguished largely by his association with

Pope* and Johnson* and by an unsubstantiated

claim to noble birth. Savage is at his best in satire

(‘Author to Be Let’, for instance) but his comedies,

tragedies and poems escape mediocrity by virtue

of their vigour and fiuency. B.H.

plays: Love in a Veil (1718); Sir Thomas
Overbury (1723).

—

averse: Miscellaneous Poems
(1726); The Wanderer {m9).’-Works (2 vols,

1775); Poetical Works (^, with notes C. Trapy,

1962).

S. Johnson, An Account of the Life of Mr
R. S. (1744); S. V. Makower, R. S.: A Mystery
in Biography (1909); C. Tracy, The Artificial

Bastard: A Biography ofR. S. (1953).

B.H. CM.BU.)

Savard, Felix Antoine (*Quebec City 31 VIH
1896), Canadian cleric and vmter. He ^ew upon
his experiences in Abitibi for the authentic settings

of his books, which are poetic novels or prose

poems extolling conservative nationalist feeling

and religious tradition. He also wrote sketdies,

reminiscences, poetry and drama.

Menaud, maitre-draveur (1937; Boss of the

River, tr. A. SuUivan, 1947); VAbatis (1943);

La minuit (1948); Martin et le pauvre (1959).

A. Major, FM. S, (1968). R.Su.

Savich, OvADY, Soviet author. His main work is
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his novel Voobrazhayemy sobesednik (‘The

Imaginary Interlocutor’; 1928). Its irrational

character is reminiscent of both Tolstoy* and
Dostoyevsky*.

Po kholstyanoy zemle (1923); Plovuchiy ostrov

(1927); My i oni (anthol. about France, ed. with

Ilya Ehrenburg; 1932). J.L.

Savile, George, 1st Marquess of Halifax
(Thornhill, Yorks 11 XI 1633; oo29 XII 1656

Dorothy Spencer; fLondon 5 IV 1695), English

politician and prose-writer. Having lived in

France and Italy from XII 1647 to 1650 or 1654,

Halifax was involved in all the chief events from
the Restoration until his death. He figures as

Jotham in Dryden’s* Absalom and Achitopkel,

his greatest achievement being the triumph over

Shaftesbury [Cooper*] in the rejection of the

Exclusion Bill (1680). A pleasant companion,

brilliant in conversation, Halifax’s prose is

accurate and pungent, wittily ironical, often

aphoristic as in his excellent Character of Charles

II (not published until 1750). Associating with

Pepys*, he was interested in the navy, advocated

compulsory education at the public cost, and was a

Christian though sceptical.

Life and Letters . . . With his Works (ed. H. C.

Foxcroft, 1898); The Complete Works (ed. J. P.

Kenyon, 1969).

—

Advice to a Daughter (1688;

ed. B. Dobr6e, 1927); The Character ofa Trimmer
(circ. in MS, 1684; pub. 1688).—H. C. Foxcroft,

A Character of ^ The Trimmer* (1946).

B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Savile, Sir Henry (*Bradley, nr Halifax 30 XI
1549; ooc. 1592 Margaret Dacres; fEton 19 11

1621/22), English scholar, immensely learned in

profane literature. A mathematician and Greek
scholar who founded Professorships of geometry

and astronomy, he was Warden of Merton
College, Oxford (1585) and, though not ordained,

Provost of Eton (159Q, where he set up a press

which printed his great edition of St John*
Chrysostom.

Power bookes of the Histories of Cornelius

Tacitus (tr.; 1591).

—

Rerum Anglicarum scriptores

(1596); Xenophon, Cyropaedia (1613); Chryso-

stom, Works (8 vols, 1610-12). B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Savinio, Alberto, pseud, of Andrea de Chirico

(Athens 25 VHI 1891; tRome 6 IV 1952),

Italian painter, musician, novelist, essayist and
playwri^t. By virtue of his remarkable versatility

Savinio occupies a unique position in modem
Italian culture. Brother of the Italian painter

Giorgio de Chirico, he lived as a young man
first in Germany, where he studied composition

under Max Reger, and later in Paris, where he
was the friend of Apollinaire* and Max Jacob*.

He was associated with Cardarelli’s* review Ijx

Ronda. He is an original writer, Tutta la vita

(1945) being his most characteristic work.

J.F.C. (B.M.)

narrative: La casa ispirata (1925); Achille

innamorato (1938); Infanzia di Nivasio Dolcemare
(1941).—plays: Capitano Ulisse (1934); Alcesti

di Samuele (1949).—various: Dico a te Clio

(1940) ; Ascolto il tuo cuore^ cittd (1 944). B.M,

Savlnkov, Boris: see Ropshin, V.

Saviozzo: see Serdini, Simone.

Savonarola, Girolamo (*Ferrara 21 IX 1452;

tFlorence 23 V 1498), Italian preacher and re-

former. Savonarola’s early years were spent at

Ferrara where his father was physician to the

Este family. Even as a young man he was op-

pressed by the corruption and vanity of the world,

as his two Latin poems De ruina mundi (1472) and
De ruina ecclesiae (1475) testify. In 1475 he left

Ferrara secretly to join the Dominican Order at

Bologna, whence he was transferred in 1482 to

the convent of San Marco at Florence. Then, at

the centre of Renaissance culture and in the

middle of what Guicciardini* later described as a
golden age, he began his series of dark prophetic

sermons with their constant theme of the corrup-

tion of Christendom soon to be justly punished

so that the Church might be born again to a new
life. Except for the years 1487-90 he continued to

preach on these lines to crowds of ecstatic followers

until his death.

His religious ideals naturally led him into

politics, but he unfortunately made common
cause with the invader Charles VIII of France,

whom he saw as God’s instrument for the scourg-

ing and renewal of the Church. Savonarola was

the inspiration behind the ‘popular republic* set

up in Florence, with Christ as spiritual king, after

Piero de’ Medici’s surrender to the French in

1494; but after the French withdrawal from

Italy Savonarola’s defiance of Rome even in the

face of excommunication brought about his

downfall in 1498 as a result of factional intrigue,

and he was burnt at the stake as a heretic.

Savonarola has been variously hailed as a

prophet and martyr in the cause of religious and

political reform, and condemned for unorthodoxy.

His failure has been explained as an anachronistic

attempt to return to the Middle Ages, but his

writings, sermons, treatises and poems bear witii^s

to the sincerity of his ideals, while the vivid

fervour of his style goes far to explain the extra-

ordinary hold which his eloquence maintained

over the people of Florence.

P. Ginori Conti, Bibliografia delle opere di S'.,

I (1939); M. Ferrara, Bibliografia savonaroliam

il95%),^Predicke italiane ai Fiorentini (I and H
ed. F. Cognasso, 1930; III ed. R. Palmarocchi,

1933-35; covers 1494-9©; Lettere (ed. R. Ridolfi,
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1933); Prediche e scritti (ed. M. Ferrara, 1930,

1952; good sel., full biblio. and essay on S.’s

influence on art and lit.); Trattato circa il reggU

mento della cittd di Firenze (ed. G. F. Romanello,

1954); Poesie (ed. M. Martelli, 1968).—Edizione

Nazionale of S.’s works (directed R. Ridolfi,

12 vols, 1955- ).

P. Villari, Storia di G, S. (2nd ed., 2 vols,

1887-88; Life and Times of 5., tr. L. Villari,

1888); P. Luotto, II vero S. e il S. di L, Pastor

(1897); L. Pastor, Geschichte der Pdpste, III

(7th ed. 1924); G. Schnitzer, S. (2 vols, 1924);

Studi Savonaroliani (1935); G. Spini, ‘Introdu-

zione al S.’ in Belfagor, III (1948); R. Ridolfi,

Vita di G. S, (2 vols, 1952; Eng. tr. C. Grayson,

1959); E. Garin, Ritratti di umanisti (1967).

C.Dr. (J.G..R.)

Saxo Grammaticus, 12th-centuty Danish historical

writer. Nothing is known of him, but it is known

that his great work, Gesta Danorum, must have

been written between 1185 and 1222. Of its 16

books the first nine cover prehistoric Danish

antiquity: Christianity was now so firmly estab-

lished in Denmark that even a member of the

clergy (as Saxo presumably was) could afford to

record these pagan legends and heroic poems.

Some of them date back (e.g. the legend of Uffe)

to the 4th century, and those about the skjoldunger

(the first legendary kings) to the 7th-llth cen-

turies. Almost identical names appear in Beowulf^,

which is set among the *Sea-Danes’. One of the

stories is the legend of Amleth, which was used

by Shakespeare* in Hamlet, These first nine books

of Saxo have little historical value but are unique

in their highly dramatic quality—rendered in

eloquent Latin which must often have contrasted

unfavourably with the brief, saga-like style of the

original legends.

In Saxo’s chronicle three heroic poems stand

out, in which it is sometimes possible to discern

the originals, the oldest known poetry ofDenmark.

Bjarkemaalet is an incitement to war; Ingjalds-

kvadet is in praise of the old warlike spirit;

Hagbard and Signe is a tragic, but unsenfimental

love story against a background of family feuds.

Saxo’s purpose when he wrote his history was to

demonstrate to the world that Denmark was an

ancient country with old traditions. He was

inspired by a patriotism centred on the King

as the symbol of national unity. His history is

Denmark’s first contribution to world literature.

Gesta Danorum (1st ed. Paris, 1514; 2 vols,

1931-48; The First Nine Books of the Danish

History ofS, G., tr. O. Elton, 1894).

Angers-Fragmentet of et Haandskrift af S. G,

(ed. C. Bruun, 1879); A, Olrik, Kilderne til

S,s Oldhistorie (2 vols, 1892-94); C. Weibull,

S, (1915); C. Behrend, R. Paulli and C. S. Petersen,

Apoteker Sibbersens Saxobog (1927) ;
H. Schneider,

Germanische Heldensage (2 vols, 1928-34);

SAYERS

V. Madsen, Et Saxoproblem (1930) and Om den
nye Udgave af S.’s Danmarks Historic (1936).

—

J. Plumtree, Observations on Hamlet, and on the

motives which most probably induced Shakespeare
to fix upon the story of Amleth from the Danish
Chronicle of S. G, for the plot of that tragedy

(1796); R. G. Latham, Two Dissertations on the

Hamlet of S. G, and Shakespear (1872); Kemp
Malone, The Literary History of Hamlet (1923);

Sir I. Gollancz, The Sources of Hamlet (1926).

E.B.

Sayat-Nova, pseud, of Harutehun (*Tiflis c,

1712; tl795), Armenian minstrel. He started life

as a weaver, composed many songs in Armenian,
Azeri Turkish and Georgian which he sang to

his own accompaniment on the saz, and became
the court minstrel of King Erekle II of Georgia.

Retiring after his wife’s death to a monastery

(1770), he was killed by Shah Agha Muhammad’s
troops who sought to suppress a Georgian
rebellion, having reputedly refused to renounce

his faith with the improvised East Turkish verses

Qikmanam kilisadan, ddnmanam Isadan (‘I shall

not leave the Church, I shall not turn from Jesus ’).

Only 161 of his songs have been preserved, mainly

love-songs. He dwells on the ambiguity and pre-

cariousness of the human condition, the ills of

the world, the joys and pains of love and one’s duty

to love God, honour, the poor, the stranger.

His imagery, derived from jewels, precious metals,

silks and brocade, is somewhat artificial,

perhaps typical of any 18th-century court poet.

His language is the vernacular of his time and
region, full of Persian and Turkish loan-words.

His songs have a fresh and poignant beauty,

and many (e.g. There Is None Like Thee\ Whence

Comest Thou, Wandering Nightingale ?) are

still frequently performed.

Ed. G. Akhverdian (Moscow, 1852).—Sel.

tr. Z. C. Boyadjian, Armenian Legends and Poems

(1916; 1958); Fr. trs: A. Tchobanian, Les trou-

vires armeniens (1906); L.-A. Marcel in Cahiers

du Sud, CCCXLII (1957); Russ, trs: V. Y. Briusov,

Poeziya Armenii (Moscow, 1916); S.^N, (Erevan,

1963).

S.-N, (ed. M. S. Hasrathian, Erevan, 1963).

C.J.F.D.

Sayers, Dorothy Leigh (*Oxford 13 VI 1893;

001926 Atherton Fleming; fWitham, Essex 18

Xn 1957), English detective novelist and play-

wright. She has written well-devised and exciting

detective novels several of which through clever

characterization and description have the merits

of novels of character; also, successful plays for

stage and wireless, mostly on religious themes.

DETECTIVE NOVELS: Clouds of Witness (1926);

Strong Poison (1930); The Five Red Herrings

(1931); Murder Must Advertise (1933); The Nine

Tailors (1934); Gaudy Night (1935); Busman's

c E w L—m—g
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Honeymoon (1937).—plays: The Zeal of Thy

House (1937); The Devil to Pay (1939); The Man
Bom to be King (1943); The Just Vengeance

(1946).

—

^essays: The Mind of the Maker (1941);

Unpopular Opinions (1946); Introductory Papers

on Dante (1954).—Tr., Dante, Inferno (1949),

Purgatorio (1955), Paradiso (part; 1962).

F. Wolcken, Der literarische Mord (1953).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

AL-Sayyab, Badr Shakir (*Jaykiir, Iraq 1926;

fBaghdad 1964), Iraqi Arab poet, who gained

wide fame throughout the Arab world. He began

as a romantic poet, a follower of the Egyptian

‘All Mabmud T^*» then embraced Socialist

Realism, thereby suffering as a result of his

Communist activities, but subsequently became
disillusioned with Communism and turned to

Symbolist poetry, in which under the influence

of modem English poetry, especially T. S. Eliot*

he resorted to the use of mythology. He helped

to spread the new form of Arabic verse which

departs from the traditional Arabic metres.

verse: Azhdr dhdbila (1947); Asafir (1950);

Haffiar aUqubur (1952); al~Mumis al-amyd'

(1954); aUAsliha wa'l~a(fdl (1954); Unshudat

al-matar (1960); aUMcCbad aUgharfq (1962);

Manzil al<iqndn (1963); Shandshil ibnat aU
ghalabi (1965); Iqbal (1965).

—

Anthologie de la

littirature arabe contemporaine: La poesie (tr.

Luc Norin and fidouard Tarabay, Paris, 1967).

S. Jargy, ‘Pontes arabes d’avant-garde’ in

Orient, XVIII (1961) and XXI (1962); P. Minganti,

‘B. S. S.’ in Annali dell’Istituto Universitario

Oiientale di Napoli, XIV (1964); M. A. Khouri
and H. Algar, ‘Modem Arabic poetry* in Jour.

Arabic Lit., I (1970). M.M.B.

Sbarbaro, Camillo (*Santa Margherita Ligure 12

I 1888; tSavona 31 X 1967), Italian poet and
prose-writer, a member of La Voce group. After

the metrical experiments of the Futurists and the

sentimentalism of the crepuscular poets (Goz-
zano*), there is a certain sobriety about Sbarbaro’s

poetry which paves the way for Montale*.

poetry: Pianissime (1914; rev. ed. 1954);

Rimanenze (1955); Primizie (1958); Poesie (1961).

—uprose: Trucioli (1920; defin. ed. 1948); Scampoli

(1960). B.M.

Scaliger, Juuus Caesar (•Padua or Riva 1484;

001529 Andiette de Roques-Lobejac; fAgen 21

X 1558), Italian humanist, critic and physician.

A typical man of the Renaissance, Scaliger fought

with distinction in the Franco-Italian wars,

became a Franciscan Friar, returned to soldiering,

then settled down as physician to the Bishop
of Agen, married and had 15 children, the tenth

of whom was the great classical scholar Joseph
Justus Scauger (1540-1609). He studied omni-
vorously throughout his life and engaged in

violent controversy with Erasmus*, as the cham-
pion of the Ciceronians, with E. Dolet and
Rabelais*. All his writings are in Latin. His
Poetices libri septem (1561), which interpreted

in simplified and dogmatic form the literary

theories of Aristotle*, had a formative effect on
French classical literature and particularly on
tragedy (e.g. the doctrine of the unities). For
nearly a century French critics knew Aristotle

chiefly through Scaliger.

A. Magen, Documents sur /. C. S', et sa famille

(1873); E. Lintilhac, De J, C. Scaligeri poetice

(1887); G. B. Saintsbury, History of Criticism

in Europe, II (1902); R. Bray, Formation de la

doctrine classique en France (1927); W. F. Paterson,

Three Centuries of French Poetic Theory (Ann
Arbor, 1935). G.B,

Scarron, Paul ('^Paris 4 VII 1610; ool652

Frangoise d’Aubign6; ^ibid, 7 X 1660), French
writer. After an exuberant youth Scarron became
a cripple (1638), allegedly through plunging into

the icy river Sarthe at Le Mans in carnival-time.

In Paris he acquired great popularity as a broad-

humoured poet and wit, married the future

Mme de Maintenon and died of his infirmities.

His work reflects a love of humorous exaggera-

tion based largely on Spanish models. His Roman
comique, one of the few realistic novels of the

period, deals with the adventures of a troupe of

strolling players. His parody of the Aeneid and his

other anti-heroic poems made him the foremost

French exponent of burlesque. His comedies,

also derived from Spain, are masterpieces of the

ridiculous, expressed in ingeniously exuberant

dialogue.

verse: Les CEuvres burlesques (1643-51);

Typhon ou la Gigantomachie (1644); Virgile

travesti (1648-59; ed. V. Foumel, 1858); Epitres

chagrines (1659); Poisies diverses (ed. M. Cauchie,

1948).—Xe Roman comique (novel; 1651-57;

ed. V. Fournel, 1857).

—

splays: Jodelet, ou Le

Maitre Valet (1643); Jodelet duelliste (1645);

Don Japhet d!*Armenie (1647; ed. R. Garapon,

1967); Le Marquis ridicule (1655); La Fausse

Apparence (1657).

—

CEuvres (ed. A. A. Bruzen de

la Martini6re, 10 vols, Amsterdam, 1737).

P. Morillot, S. et le genre burlesque (1888);

E. Magne, S, et son milieu (1923); L. Giraud-

Badin, Bibliographie genirale des osuvres de 5.

(1924); H. C. Lancaster, History of French

Dramatic Literature in the 17th Century, II (1932);

R. Garapon, La fantaisie verbale et le comique

dans le thedtre frangais (1957); F. Bar, Le genre

burlesque en France au XVIIe sUcle, &tude de

style (1960). G.B.

Sceve, Maurice (*?Lyons 71501 ; ^’libid, c, 1560),

French poet. The leader of the Lyons poets,

through whom Italian Renaissance poetry first

reached France, Sc^ve was the earliest and most
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accomplished French exponent of petrarchism.

His chief work, Delie, is a long collection of

dizains (ten-line stanzas on four rhymes) hymning

a platonic mistress, partly identifiable with Per-

nette du* Guillet. He also wrote an eclogue.

La Saulsaye, and Microcosme, a long philosophic

and religious poem inspired by the Book of

Genesis. Sceve’s subtle and difficult work was long

obscured by the more accessible poetry of the

PLEiADE, which it preceded; he has enjoyed a
recent revival. Little is known of his life and
nothing definite of his last years.

Delie, object de la plus haulte vertu (1544; com-
plete in A.-M, Schmidt, Pontes du XVle siicle,

1953; crit. eds: E. Parturier, 1916; I. D. McFar-
lane, 1966); Saulsaye, iglogue de la vie solitaire

(1547); Microcosme (1562).—CEii/vrej poetiques

completes (ed. P. Gu6gan, 1927).

A. Baur, M. S. et la Renaissance lyonnaise

(190Q; H. Chamard, Les origines de la poesie

frangaise de la Renaissance (1920); V. L. Saulnier,

Af. S, (2 vols, 1948); P. Boutang, Commentaire

sur 49 dizains (1953). G.B.

Schadk, Hans Egede (*Sengel0se 2 II 1820;

001854 Fanny Vendela Armida Hebbe; tSchlan-

genbad, nr Frankfurt 20 VII 1859), Danish
novelist. He took his degree in law at Copenhagen
and for a period took an active interest in politics.

His only novel is an analysis of excessive day-

dreaming, full of witty satire against contem-

porary literary fashion.

Phantasterne (1857; ed. with intro. H. Hertel,

1970); Sandhed med Modification (ed. with intro.

idem, 1968).

—

Breve (1959).

Omkring Phantasterne (ed. H. Hertel, 1969).

E.B.

Schade, Jens August (*Skive 20 I 1903), Danish

poet. His poetry is a highly original mixture of

grotesque humorism, outspoken eroticism and
cosmic surrealism. Even his prose is clearly

written by a poet.

verse: Den levende Violin (1926); Sjov i Dan-
mark (1928); Hjertebogen (1930); Jordens Ansigt

(1932); Karlighed og Kildevand (1936); Ktellinge-

digte (1944); Jordens storste Lykke (1949); Til en

uartig Pige (1949); Schades Hej'sang (1958);

Schades erotiske Univers (1967).

—

Udvalgte Digte

(1962).—prose: Den himmelske Elskov pd Jorden

(1931); En mcerkelig Aften i Verdens Historie

(1933); En eneste stor Hemmelighed (1937);

Kommode-Tyven (1939); Verdenshistorier (1940);

Karlighedens Symfoni (1942); Mermesker modes,

og sod Musik opstdr i Hj'erter (1944); Jeg er

tosset efter dig (1945); Schade-Dramatik (2 vols,

1963-^6); Danmarksrejse (1970).

V. Schade, Den lyse Digter S. (1963), E.B.

Schac^man, Johannes Aloysius Maria (^Tub-

bergen 2 III 1844; tRome 21 I 1903), Dutch
priest-poet and statesman-journalist. He wrote

oratorical poetry and admired Da'*^ Costa.

Parijs (1872); Napoleon (1873); Aya Sophia

(1886); Menschen en boeken (5 vols, 1893-1905);

Chronica over staatkunde en letteren (3 vols,

1901-03).

J. Persijn, /. A. M, S, (3 vols, 1912-16); Seerp

Anema, Eerherstel voor S.'s Aya Sophia (1918);

G. Brom, S. (with biblio. ; 1936). J.W.W.

SchSfer, Wilhelm (Ottrau 20 I 1868; t^ber-
lingen 19 I 1952), German writer of anecdotes,

novelist and essayist. His work is characterized

by a neo-classic prose style, a sense of humour
and strong nationalism. He revived an old literary

genre—the anecdote.

Der Lebenstag eines Menschenfreundes (Pesta-

lozzi novel; 1915); Die dreizehn Bucher der

deutschen Seele (1922); Der Hauptmann von

Kopenick (novel; 1930); Hundert Histdrchen

(1940).

—

Gesamtausgabe der Novellen (1943);

Gesamtausgabe der Anekdoten (3 vols, 1943).

C. Hofer, W.-S.-Bibliographie (2 vols, 1937-

43); G. K. Eten, StU und Weltbild in S.s Anek-

doten (1938). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Schandorph, Sophus Christian Frederik (*Ring-

sted 8 V 1836; ool867 Ida Sofie Branner; fPrede-

riksberg 1 1 1901), Danish novelist and short-story

writer; teacher in Copenhagen. His early poetry

is of very little importance, but he gained a wide

reputation as a leading realist, with his novels

and short stories, of which only very few have
survived.

Fortcellinger (2 vols, 1901); Romaner, Folkeud-

gave (6 vols, 1904-05).

Georg Brandes, Det moderne Gennembruds

Mcendiim), E.B.

Schaper, Edzard (*Ostrowo, Posen 30 IX 1908),

German novelist, journalist, author of many
short stories and books on religion. Having fled

from the Nazis and the Russians, who sentenced

him to death for his journalistic activity, he lived

in Scandinavia, accepted Finnish citizenship in

1944, before finally settling in Switzerland. Con-
verted to Roman Catholicism in 1951, he has

since established himself as one of the leading

Catholic writers in German,

novels: Die sterbende Kirche (1935, 1953);

Der Henker (1940); Die Freiheit des Gefangenen

(1950); Macht und Freiheit (1961).

—

short
stories: Stern uber der Grenze (1950; Star Over

the Frontier, tr. I. and F. McHugh, 1960); Das
Tier (1958; The Dancing Bear, tr. N. Denny,

1961); Dragonergeschichte (1963).

—

other works:
Das Leben Jesu (1936); Burger in Zeit undEwigkeit
(autobiog.; 195^.

M. Wehrli, ‘Zum Werk E, S.s’ in Schweizer
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Monatshefte (1950); E. Heimgartner, Die Erzah-

lungen E, S.'s (1958); W. Grenzmann, ‘E. S.’ in

Dichtung und Glaube (1960). F.M.K.

Schatc, Zevi (*Romny, Ukraine 24 XII 1890;

tnr Jaifa 1921), Hebrew novelist and poet. His

early poetry and stories are in Russian. In Pales-

tine, however, influenced by Brenner*, he began

writing in Hebrew. He wrote the first Hebrew
poems in the modern ‘Sephardic’ prosody. His

short stories gave first-hand accounts of the

Palestinian pioneers. His longer story, Batyah^

was adapted for the Palestinian theatre.

Al Gevul ha-Dmama (coll, short stories; 1929).

S.A.(M.Ge.;Y.F.)

Schede (Schedius), Paul; see Melissus, Paulus.

Scheffauer, Herman George, pseud. R. L.

Orchella (San Francisco 3 II 1878; fBerlin

6 X 1927), German-American author and trans-

lator.

Das Land Gottes (1923); The New Vision in

the German Arts (1924); Das geistige Amerika
von heute (1924); Wenn ich Deutscher ware!

(1925); Das Champagnerschiff (1925). E.R.

Scheffel, Josef Viktor von (*Karlsruhe 16 II

1826; 001864 Karoline von Malsen [o/o 1867];

'^ibid. 9 IV 18860, German poet and novelist. He
became increasingly restless and melancholic.

Having studied law, he wished to paint, but wrote
three popular favourites: the narrative poem
Der Trompeter von Sdckingen^ whose gaudy
sweetness finally became hackneyed; Ekkehard,

where his own emotional experience enlivened

remote historical material; and Gaudeamus, a
collection of drinking-songs.

Der Trompeter von Sdckingen (1854 ; 332nd
ed. 1921; Eng. tr. J. Beck and L. Lorimer, 1893);

Ekkehard (1862; 224th ed. 1921; Eng. tr. S.

Delffs, 1867); Gaudeamus, Lieder aus dem Engern
md Weitern (1868; Eng. tr. C. G. Leland, 1872);

Bergpsalmen (1870; Eng. tr. F. B. Briinnow,
1882).

—

Gesammelte Werke (ed. F. Panzer, 4 vols,

1919); Lebensbild in Briefen (ed. W. Klinke,

1948).

J. Proelss, S.s Leben und Dichten (1887);

Jahrbuch des S.-Bundes (1890 ff.); W. Klinke,

S. Lebensbild in Briefen (1947).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Schehade, Georges (*Alexandria 2 XI 1907),

Lebanese poet and dramatist, writing in French.

His Poisies 0, 1938; II, 1948; III, 1949), collected

into one slim volume (1952), are sparkling and
richly textured. This interweaving of images
inspired by Surrealism, and by the East where he
has dways lived, has also given rise to poetic and
subtle plays whose verbal inventiveness is tem-
pered by delicacy and gentleness.

poeiry: Poesies V (1970).—plays: Monsieur
Bob'le (1951); La soiree des proverbes (1954);

Histoire de Vasco (1956); Les violettes (I960)*

Le voyage (1961); Vemigre de Brisbane (1965).

Cahiers de la Compagnie Renaud-Barrault
IV (1954), XVII (1956) and XXXIV (1961)1

G. Bounoure, Marelles sur le parvis (1958);

L. Pronko, ‘Poetry and priority, the theatre of

G. S.’ in Fr. Rev., XXVL5 (1958); J. P. Richard,

Onze etudes sur la poesie moderne (1964); J.

Silenicks, ‘G. S., the transfiguration of a poetic

theatre’ in Mod. Drama, X.2 (1967). M.G.

Schein, Johann Hermann (*Grunhain 20 I

1586; tLeipzig 19 XI 1630), German composer
and poet, who set his own poems to music in the

Italian style and introduced native baroque
elements into the poetry of the ‘Gesellschaftslied’

of which, with Jacob Regnart (fc. 1600) and
Hans Leo Hassler (1564-1612), he was one of the

principal musical exponents.

Venuskrdnzlein (1609); Musica boscareccia

(1621-43); Diletti pastorali, Hirtenlust (1624).—

Complete works (ed. A. Priifer, 7 vols, 1901-19).

A. Prufer, J. H. S. (1895) and /. H. S. und

das weltliche deutsche Lied des 17, Jh, (1908);

Gunther Mtiller, Geschichte des deutschen Liedes

(1925); W. Brauer, ‘Jacob Regnart, J. H. S.

und die Anfdnge des deutschen Barock’ in

Dichtung und Volkstum, XVII (1939); A. Adrio,

‘J. H. S.’ in F. Blume, Die Musik in Geschichte

und Gegenwart, II (biblio.; 1963), L.W.F,

Schelling, Friedrich Wilhelm (*Leonberg 27

1 1775 ;
0026 VI 1803 Caroline Schlegel*; fRagaz

20 VIII 1854), German Romantic philosopher. He
studied theology at the University of Tubingen in

the renowned Tubinger Stift, together with

Hdlderlin* and Hegel*. In 1798, recommended by

Goethe* and Fichte*, he lectured at Jena where

he was closely linked with the Romantic circle.

Professorships at Wiirzburg, Munich and Berlin

followed. The philosophic spokesman of Romantic

thought and ideals, Schelling has become the

father of existential tendencies at work in modem
art. He came near to making a religion of art,

which he considered as the ultimate blend of

nature and spirit. He composed verse, but his

philosophy itself was the creation of poetic

imagination, an organic process of inner experi-

ence and intuition which coincides with the

evolutionary drive of the universe. Contemporary

preoccupation with the human subconscious and

the collective unconscious has led to a signifi^t

revival of Schelling’s basic tenets. This is especially

true of the relative importance he attaches to beir^

and thinking: ‘I am, therefore I think* as opposed

to Descartes’* ‘I think, therefore lam’.

Das Verhdltnis der bildenden Kunste zur Natur

(1807; Eng. tr. J. E. Cabot, 1913-15); Philoso^

phische XJntersuchungen uber das Wesen der
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menschlichen Freiheit (1809; Eng. tr. J. Gutmann,

1936); Zur Geschichte der neueren Philosophie

(1826 if.); System des tranzendentalen Idealismus

(1890; facs. 1924; Eng. tr. T. Davison, 1871).

—

Vber die Gottheiten von Samothrake (1815;

tr. F. de Wolfe Bolman in The Ages of the Worlds

1942); SdmtUche Werke (ed. K. F. A. Schelling,

14 vols, 1856-61 ; ed. M. Schroter, 6 vols, 6 supps,

1927-56, 2nd ed. 1956- ); Gedichte (ed. E.

Schmidt, 1913); Briefe und Dokumente (ed. H.
Fuhrmans, 1962- ).

J. Knittermeyer, S, und die romantische Schule

(1929); H. Fuhrmans, S,s letzte Philosophie

(1940); K. T. Bluth, ‘The revival of S.’ in Horizon,

XII.69 (1945); H. Zeltner, S, (1954); E. Benz, S,

(1955); K. Jaspers, S, (1955); S.-Studien (ed. A. M.
Koktanek, 1965).—G. Schneeberger, F, IV, J,

von S. Bibliographie (1954). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Schendel, Arthur Francois Emile van (Dja-
karta 5 III 1874; 00 1902 Bertha Jacoba Zimmer-
man, 00 1908 Annie de Boers; fAmsterdam
11 IX 1946), Dutch poet, story writer and pri-

marily novelist. His first novel, Drogon (1896),

immediately proved him a master. He never

followed fasUonable trends. Beginning with

romantic short novels set in the Italian Middle
Ages, he later turned to Dutch subject-matter,

when he lived in Italy: religious guilt feelings,

landscape and life in a small town. His impressively

numerous novels present a personal interpretation

of ‘the Dutch fate*. His style is straightforward

and efficient, yet poetical; his psychology refined,

though perhaps slightly too restrained, lacking

any kind of biological directness.

prose: Een zwerver verliefd (1904); Een zwerver

verdwaald (1907); De schoone jacht (1908); De
berg van droomen (1913); Verhalen (1917); Der
liefde bloesems (1921); Angiolino en de lente

(1923); Merona, een edelman (1927); Fratilamur

(1928); Florentijnsche verhalen (1929); Hetfregat-
schip Johanna Maria (1930; Eng. tr. Brian Downs,
1935); Jan Compagnie (1932); De waterman (1933;

Eng. tr, Neline C. Clegg, 1963); Herinneringen

van een dommen jongen (1934); Een Hollandsch

drama (1935; The House in Haarlem^ tr, M. S.

Stephens, 1939); Nachtgedaanten (1938); De
wereld een dansfeest (1938); Anders en eender

(1939); De zeven tuinen (1939); Mijnheer Oberon
en mevrouw (1940); Het spel der natuur (1942);

Het oude huis (1946); Voorbijgaande schaduwen

(1948); Een zindelijke wereld (1950); De pleizier-

vaart (1951).—Pawdbrm (play; 1919); De Neder^^

landen (verse; 1945); Herdenkingen (verse with

prose; 1950).

Menno ter Braak, In gesprek met de vorigen

(1938); J. GreshofF, Over A. van S, (1942); R,

Pulinckx, A, van S, (1944); F. Batten et al.,

Lof van A, van S, (1945); G. H. ’s-Gravesande,

A, van S. (with biblio.; 1949); G. Stuiveling,

Steekproeven (1950); J. Noe, A. van S. (1961);

F. W. van Heerikhuizen, Het werk van A. van S,

(1961); H. P. A. van Eyck, Mededelingsvormen

biJA, vans. (1965), J.J.O.

Scherenberg, Christian Friedrich (*Stettin 5 V
1798; tZehlendorf, Berlin 9 IX 1881), German
poet. After a varied career as an actor, man-of-
aifairs and official he became the centre and hero
of the Berlin Uterary society, Tunnel fiber der

Spree. As the representative type and personifica-

tion of the inspired poet he was made immortal
in Theodor Fontane’s* S, und das literarische

Berlin 1840-60 (1885). He reached the summit of

his poetic achievement with his verse-play Waterloo

(1848). But even before he reached old age he was
unjustly forgotten or, at least, overlooked. As a
minor but highly-gifted poet he deserves resurrec-

tion and recognition even in our time.

Vermischte Gedichte (1845); Ligny (1846);

Leuthen (1852); Abukir, die Schlacht am Nil

(1856); Hohenfriedberg (1^68),—Ausgewdhlte

Dichtungen (ed. H. Spiero, 1914); Metrical

Translations and Poems (sel. tr. F. H. Hedge and
A. L. Wister, 1888).

R. Ulich, S, (1915). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Scherfig, Hans (Copenhagen 8 IV 1905; ool931

Elisabeth Karlinsky), Danish novelist and essayist.

He was an artist long before he began to write, and

the charming jungle fantasies in his paintings have

gained much admiration. He is the elegant

satirist among contemporary Danish novelists, and
all his novels, always ffisguised as detective stories,

are full of acid satire. Thus Det forsomte Foraar

(1940) is a witty attack on the stupidity of secon-

dary-school education, and Idealister (1945;

The Idealists, tr. N. Walford, 1949) ridicules the

many idealistic sects, each with its own easy

remedy for improving the world. In his essays he

expresses an intellectual Communism.

novels: Den dode Mand (1937); Den forsvundne

Fuldmcegtig (1938); Skorpionen (1953); Frydenholm

(1962); Den fortabte Abe (19W).

—

^essays: Dan-^

mark i Lys og Skygge (1947); Biologisk Besattelse

(1948); Hellas (1949); Rejse i Sovjetunionen

(1951); Paa vej ind i vandmanden (1951); Den
gloende Drage over Roskilde (1959); Tre Digtere

(1963); En Boggave (1965); Naturens Verden

(1965); Dommen (1971); Morgenredens Land
(1971). E.B.

Schermer, Lucas (Haarlem 5 DC 1688; ^ibid,

10 11 1711), Dutch poet. During his unfinished

studies and subsequent years of illness he wrote

traditional pastorals, country songs and occasional

poems with m3rthological figures, repeatedly

distinguished by passages of poetical beauty.

J.W.W.

plays: Atalante in den hof van Kalidon (1711);

Meleager en Atalante (1712; ed. C. M. Geerars,
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\966).-^Gedichten (verse; with biog. P. Vlaming,

1712).

W. Kloos, Een daad van eenvoudige rechu

vaardigheid (1909); M. M. Prinsen, De idylle in

de 18e eeuw (1934). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Schickele, Ren£ (*Oberehnheim, Alsace 4 VIII

1883; tSanary, France 31 I 1940), German
novelist, poet and essayist. Part French, part

German, prophet of a united Europe, he fought

against war and national prejudice with French

esprit and German Grundlichkeit, His best-known

work is the novel trilogy Das Erbe am Rhein (3

vols, 1926-31 ; tr. H. Waller, I, Maria Cappom\ II,

The Heart of Alsace^ 1928-29).

Werke (ed. H. Kesten, 3 vols. 1960-61).

R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Schildt, Ernst Runar (*Helsingfors 26 X 1888;

29 IX 1925), Finnish-Swedish prose writer

and dramatist. Of middle-class origin, he inherited

melancholic tendencies from his father, and com-
mitted suicide in spite of considerable success as

an author. Even in his earliest stories he showed
notable mastery of form and style (e.g. Den
segrande Eros, 1912), modelled on Hjalmar

Sdderberg*, and, as he matured, while retaining

these powers, he treated a wider range of subjects

with increasing depth.

stories: Asmodeus och de tretton sjdlarna

(1915); Regnbdgen (1916); Rormbruden (1917);

Perdita (1918); Hemkomsten (1919); Haxskogen
(1920).--plays: Galgmamen (1922; ‘The Gallows

Man*, tr. in Scandinavian Plays of the XXth
Century^ 1, 1924); Den stora rollen (1923); Lycko-

riddaren (1923).

—

Samlade skrifter (6 vols, 1926).

G. Castr6n, R, S, (1927); H. Soderhjelm,

Forfattareprofiler (1938); H. Cederlof, Stilstudier

i R, S.s novellistik (1967). B.M.E.M. a.S.)

Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich (Mar-
bach 10 XI 1759; C3O1790 Charlotte von Lengefeld;

tWeimar 9 V 1805), German dramatist. Schiller

wished to enter the Church but was conscripted

in 1773 into Duke Karl Eugen of Wurttemberg’s

military academy, where he remained until 1780.

Die Rduber (1781) expresses the tension of this

long restraint. It aroused the anger of Karl

Eugen, who forbade Schiller (now a regimental

doctor in Stuttgart) to write further. Schiller

therefore fled in 1782 to Mannheim, then to

Bauerbach. After a winter at Bauerbach, where he
wrote Kabale and Liebe (1784) and began Don
Carlos (1787), Schiller returned to Mannheim as

salaried dramatist in 1783. From a hopeless love

affair he escaped in 1785 to Leipzig, where Gott-

fried Komer, father of the poet Theodor K6mer^,
offered him hospitality. After finishing Don Carlos

Schiller visited Weimar and in 1789 accepted a
Chair of history at Jena University. After a severe

illness (1791) he received a substantial grant from

Prince Augustenburg and Count Schimmelmann
which he utilized to study Kant’s* philosophy.

In 1794, after years of antipathy, a friendship

began between Schiller and Goethe*, who en-

couraged Schiller to resume creative writing. The
later plays followed quickly and Schiller was
working on Demetrius (unfinished, 1805) when he
died. His last years, outwardly uneventful, were
a triumph of will-power and intellect over disease

and physical wealmess.

Schiller’s career falls into three periods. He
was a writer of sturm und drang (1781-84),

expressing social criticism in quasi-realistic terms.

From 1785 to 1796 he was mainly a historian and a
philosopher. From 1796 until his death Schiller

wrote mature verse plays, all exhibiting tense

dramatic situations, noble rhetoric, sharp charac-

terization and an exalted conception of the drama.

In philosophy he was largely Kantian, but in

aesthetics he maintained that psychological

equilibrium is the aim of art. His historical works,

though conscientious, reveal the rhetorical

dramatist.

plays: Die Verschwdrung des Fiesco (1782);

Wallenstein (1798); Maria Stuart (1800); Die

Jungfrau von Orleans (1801); Die Braut von

Messina (1803); Wilhelm Tell (1804).

—

averse:

Anthologie aufdas Jahr 1782 (1781); Xenien (with

Goethe; 1796); Gedichte (2 vols, 180(M)3).—

novels: Der Verbrecher aus Infamie (1786;

as Der Verbrecher aus verlorener Ehre, 1802);

Der Geisterseher (1787-89).—historical: Ge-

schichte des Abfalls der vereinigten Niederlande

(1788); Geschichte des dreissigjdhrigen Krieges

(1790-92); Belagerung von Antwerpen (1794).—

philosophical: Ober den Grand des Vergnugens

an tragischen Gegenstdnden (1792); Vber die

tragische Kunst (1792); Vber Anmut und Wurde

(1793); Ober das Pathetische (1793); Ober die

dsthetische Erziehung des Menschen (1795);

Ober naive und sentimentalische Dichtung (1795-

96); Ober das Erhabene (1801); Ober den Gebrauch

des Chors in der Tragddie (1803).

—

^works:

Sdmtliche Werke (ed. C. G. K5mer, 12 vols,

1812-15); Sdkular-Ausgabe (ed. E. von der Hellen,

16 vols, 1904-05); Horenausgdbe (ed. C. Schudde-

kopf and C. Hofer, 22 vols, 1910-26); National^

ausgabe (ed. J. Petersen and G, Fricke, 44 vols,

1943- ; 16 pub. by 1969); Sdmtliche Werke (ed.

G. Fricke and H. G. Gdpfert, 5 vols, 1958- ).—

letters: Schillers Briefs (ed. F. Jonas, 7 vols,

1892r-96); Briefwechsel zwischen Goethe und 5.

(ed. G. Graf and A. Leitzmann, 3 vols, 1912);

Schillers Briefwechsel mit Kdrner (ed. K. Goedeke

and L. Geiger, 1893); Briefwechsel zwischen 5.

und Wilhelm von Humboldt (ed. A. Leitzmann,

1900).

C. G. Komer, S.s Leben (1812); T. Carlyle,

The Life of F, S. (1925); C. von Wolzogen,

S.s Leben (1830); K. Berger, 5. (2 vols, 1905-09);

J. G. Robertson, 5. After a Century (1906);
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L. Bellermaim, S.s Dramen (2 vols, 1911); E.

Kiihnemann, 5. (1927); F. Strich, S. (1928);

H. Cysarz, S. (1934); R. Buchwald, S, (2 vols,

1937; new ed. 1959; W. Witte, 5. (1949); H. B.

Garland, S. (1949) and S, the Dramatic Writer

(1969); B. von Wiese, S, (1959); G. Storz, Der
Dichter F. S, (1959); E. Staiger, S. (1967).

H.B.G.

Schimmel, Hendrik Jan (*The Hague 30 VI 1823;

001865 Anna M. Kalff, ool873 Louise M. A.
KalfF; tBussum 14 XI 1906), Dutch novelist,

playwright, critic and poet; founder of Het
Nederlandsch Tooneel (1875), of outstanding

importance because of his dramas and his leading

role in theatrical matters. After a hard youth he
ended as director of the Amsterdamsche Crediet

Mij. Between 1851 and 1867 he was co-director

of De Gids, from 1854 editor also of Nederland

and from 1891 of Elsevier’s Maandschrift. His

first dramas were characterized by Romantic
pathos ;

finally he found a more realistic style in his

historical plays, based on pungent dalogue.

His fame mainly rests on his historical novels,

not always sound psychologically but clever and
well-balanced, based on detailed study of the

period.

verse: Verspreide gedichten (1852); Nieuwe
gedichten (1857); Herfstloover (1871).—plays:

Twee Tudors (1847); Joan Woutersz (1847);

Giovanni di Procida (1848); Oranje en Nederland

(1849); Napoleon Bonaparte (1851); Schuld en

boete (1852); Het kind van stoat (1859); Struensee

(1868); De kat van de Tower (1880); Dramatische

werken (3 vols, 1884-85).

—

^novels: Bonaparte

en zifn tijd (1853); De eerste dag eens nieuwen

levens (2 vols, 1855); Een Haagsche /offer (1856);

Mary Hollis (3 vols, 1860; Eng. tr. A. V. W.
Bikkers, 1872); Mylady Carlisle (4 vols, 1864);

Het gezin van baas van Ommeren (2 vols, 1870);

Sinjeur Semeyns (3 vols, 1875); De Kaptein van de

lijfgarde (1888; tr. The Lifeguardsman, 1896).

E. J. Potgieter, ‘Hollandsche dramatische

poezie* in Studien en Schetsen, I (1879); C.

Busken Huet, Litterarische Fantasien en Kritieken,

II, XV (1881-88); H. Robbers, H J, S. (1907);

J. Prinsen J.Lzn., De oude en de nieuwe historische

roman in Nederland (1919); B. Huimingher,

Het dramatische werk van H J, S, (1931); Jkvr.

C. M. de Beaufort, De historische romans en

novellen van H /. 5. (1943). J.W.W.

ScWaf, Johannes (*Querfurt 21 VI 1862; Wd, 1

II 1941), German playwright and novelist;

pioneer of German Naturalism of which, in co-

operation with Arno Holz*, he wrote the first

model works. He soon lost interest, however,

always starting on new ideas, never coming to a

conclusion. His short works like In Dingsda

(1892) and Fruhling (1896), idyllic sketches in

lyric prose, are his best

plays: Die Familie Selicke (with A. Holz;

1890); Meister Olze (1892).—novels: Das dritte

Reich (1900); Am toten Punkt (1909); Mutter

Lise (1914); Die Wandlung (1922).—verse:

Helldunkel (1899); Sommerlied (1905).

—

Aus meU
nem Leben (autobiog.; 1941); Grashalme (tr. of

W. Whitman, Leaves of Grass\ 1968).

J, S, Leben und Werk (ed. L, Bate et aL» 1933);

L. Hempe, J. S.^Bibliographie (1938); S. Berger,

/. S, (1941). R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Schlegel, August Wilhelm von (*Hanover 6 IX
1767; 001796 Caroline Bdhmer [o/o 1803],

001818 Sophie Paulus; fBonn 12 V 1845), German
translator, critic, poet and Orientalist. A nephew
of J. E. Schlegel* he was fostered at Gottingen by

Burger* and, after tutoring in Amsterdam,
went to Jena (1796), where he wrote for Schiller’s*

Horen till quarrels followed. After a period of

Berlin lectures he became Mme de Stall’s*

literary adviser and moved chiefly in her orbit

till her death in 1817. He studied Sanskrit in

Paris (1816-17) and as Professor in Bonn (1818)

founded a Sanskrit press. With interpretative

rather than creative gifts, he systematized and
popularized—where his brother originated—

Romantic theory. His major contributions to

literature were his translations of Shakespeare*

(1797-1810; 4 vols. 1967).

Vber dramatische Kunst und Literatur (3 vols,

1809-11; Eng. J. Black, 1815); Poetische Werke

(2 vols, 1811); Kritische Schriften (2 vols. 1828);

Sdmtliche Werke (ed. E. Booking, 12 vols, 1846-

47); CEuvres icrites en frangais (3 vols, 1846);

Vorlesungen uber schone Literatur und Kunst

(ed. J. Minor, 1884); Briefe von und an A, W,
Schlegel (ed. J. K6mer, 2 vols, 1930); Kritische

Schriften und Briefe (ed. E. Lohner, 1962- ).

B. von Brentano, A. W, 5. (1943, 1949); P. de

Pange, S, et Mme de Stael (1938; Ger. tr. 1940,

6th ed. 1949); G. Toynbee, A, W. S*s Lectures

on German Literature (ed. H. G. Fiedler, 1944);

M. E. Atkinson, A, W, S, as a Translator of
Shakespeare (1958). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Schlegel, Caroline (*G6ttingen 2 IX 1763;

001784 J. F. W. Bdhmer [tl788], ool796 A. W,
Schlegel [o/o 1803], oo26 VI 1803 F. W. Schelling;

tMaulbronn 7 IX 1809), German Romantic,

daughter of the Orientalist J. D. Michaelis.

Widowed at 25, she became entangled with

revolutionaries in Mainz, fell into difficulties,

married A. W. Schlegel* out of gratitude for his

protection, but left him for Schelling*. She

inspired Schlegel’s Shakespeare* translations, col-

laborated in the Athenaum etc., but her brilliance

chiefly spent itself in conversation and letter-

writing.

Caroline: Briefe aus der Fruhromantik (ed. E.

Schmidt, 2 vols, 1913); Caroline. Leben in ihren

Briefen (ed. R. Huch, 1914).
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M. Schauer, C. S.-Schelling (1922); T. von

During, K. S* (1942); K. Kern, Vom Genius der

Liebe: Frauenschicksale der Romantik (1939);

G. F. Ritchie, C. S.-Schelling in Wahrheit und

Dichtung (1968). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Schlegel, Dorothea, n6e Mendelssohn (*Berlin

24 X 1763; ool783 Simon Veit [o/o 1799], ool804

Friedrich Schlegel; fFrankfurt-am-Main 3 VIII

1839), German Romantic, daughter of Moses
Mendelssohn*. A moving spirit among the early

Romantics, she left Simon Veit for F. Schlegel*,

whom she married 1804; jointly converted to

Roman Catholicism 1808. Her one novel remained

unfinished, but her spirited letters have made her

one of the great women letter-writers.

Florentin (1801); Sammlung romantischer Dick-

tungen des Mittelalters (ed., with F. Schlegel;

2 vols, 1804); Lother und Mailer^ eine Ritter-

geschichte (1805); Briefs von und an F, und D,

S. (ed. J. Kdmer, 1926); Krisenjahre der FrRhro-

mantik (ed. iVfe/w, 2 vols, 1936-3'^.

J. M. Raich, D. von 5. (2 vols, 1881); F. Deibel,

D, S, als Schrifstellerin (1905); H. Finke, Ober
Friedrich und D, S. (1918). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Schlegel, Friedrich von (Hanover 10 III 1772;
001804 Dorothea Veit; t^resden 12 I 1829),

German writer, critic and Orientalist, younger
brother ofA. W. Schlegel*. Having escaped from a
business career, he studied classical antiquity at

Leipzig, showing outstanding brilliance. Alternat-

ing between Berlin and Jena (1796-*1800), his

ideas inspired the Romantics. He edited Das
AthenSum (1798-1800) with his brother, and
stimulated others. His tragedy Alarcos (1802) and
his erotic novel Lucinde (1799) showed his own
creative weakness, though his verse had more
life than his brother’s. Disagreement between
their wives separated the brothers after 1800.

In Paris (1802) F. Schlegel mastered Sanskrit,

making important contributions to comparative
philology and Oriental studies, and in 1808

became a Roman Catholic, thereafter living in

Vienna. He was a key figure in the development of
the modem spirit. Even at an early stage he turned

his attention to all European and extra-European

literatures, realized their interdependence, pro-

duced the first standard work on the language and
wisdom of the Indian and founded modem
literary criticism and literary history in Germany.
His later studies of general and art history,

philosophy, theology and science impelled him to

strive for European integration.

Lucinde (1799; Eng. tr. P. B. Thomas, 1913-15);

Vber die neuere Geschichte (1811; Eng. tr. L.

Purcell and R. H. Whitelock, 1849); Geschichte

der alten und neuen Literatur (2 vols, 1815; Eng,

tr. J. G. Lockhart, 1818) ; Philosophic der Geschichte

(2 vols, 1829; Eng. tr. J. B. Robertson, 1835).

—

Sdmtliche Werke (15 vols, Kritische Ausgabe

(ed. E. Behler et al, 35 vols, 1958- ).—F. S, und
Novalis (letters; ed. M. Preitz, 1957).

J. Kdmer, F. S.s philosophische Lehrjahre

(1935); E. Behler, F. S, (1966); W. Weiland, Der
junge F. S. (1968). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Schlegel, Johann Elias (*Meissen 17 I 1719;

tSoro, Denmark 13 VIII 1749), German dramatist!

Schlegel was among Gottsched’s* followers at

Leipzig, but afterwards joined the opposing
faction (‘Bremer Beitrager’). In 1748 he became a
teacher at the Danish Ritterakademie. His
tragedies are on the French model as approved
by Gottsched, but in his criticism he shows an
unexpected appreciation of Shakespearean drama.

tragedies: Hermann (1741); Canut (1743).

—comedies: Der geschdftige Mussiggdnger (1741);

Der Triumph der guten Frauen (1748).—critical:

Vergleichung Shakespeares und Andreas Gryphs

(1742); Gedanken zur Aufnahme des ddnischen

Theaters (1749).

—

Werke (5 vols, 1761-70; sel.

ed. F. Muncker in J. Kurschner, Dt, Nat.-Lit.,

XLIV, 1889); Asthetische und dramaturgische

Schriften (ed. J. von Antoniewicz, 1887).

E. Wolff, /. F. S. (1889); E. M. Wilkinson,

/. E. S, as a German Pioneer in Aesthetics (1945);

J. Salzbrunn, /. F. F. (1957). H.B.G.

Schleiermacher, Friedrich Daniel Ernst (Bres-

lau 21 XI 1768; ooHenriette von Willich-Muhlen-

fels; tBerlin 12 II 1834), German theologian.

Brought up a Moravian, he broke away in 1786

and studied theology and philosophy at Halle;

was preacher at the Berlin Charity 1796, when

he was influenced by F, Schlegel*; Professor in

Halle (1804) and Berlin (1810). His defence of

Schlegel’s Lucinde shows how intimately he was

linked with the Romantics. In Vber die Religion

he formulated the Romantic view of religion as an

essentially personal matter—the poetry of the

soul—where Christian doctrine was of lesser

importance. His influential eloquence did much to

bring about the end of the enughtenment.

Vber die Religion (1799; Eng. tr, J. Oman,

1892); Monologen (1800; Eng. tr. H. L. Friess,

1926); Die Weihnachtsfeier (1806; Eng. tr. W.
Hastie, 1890).

—

Sdmtliche Werke (30 vols, 1834-

64); Briefwechsel mit seiner Braut (ed. H. Meisner,

1919).

W. Dilthey, S,s Leben (1870; ed. H. Mulert,

1922); H. Meisner, F. als Mensch, Familien-

und Freundesbriefe (2 vols, 1922) and F.j Lehrjahre

(ed. H. Mulert, 1934); A, von Ungem-Stemberg,

Freiheit und Wirklichkeit (1931); B. Bartelheimer,

F. und die gegenwdrtige S.-Kritik (1931); J. A.

Chapman, An Introduction to F. (1932); R.

Odebrecht, F.j System der Asthetik (1932); H.

Mulert, F. und die Gegenwart (1934); R. Brandt,

The Philosophy of F. F. (1941); P. H. J0rgensen,

Die Ethik S.s (1959); R. Niebuhr, F. on Christ and

Religion (1964), H.A.P. (K.W.M.)
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Schlumberger, Jean (*Guebwiller 26 V 1877;

fParis 25 X 1968), French novelist and essayist.

By birth an Alsatian Protestant, Schlumberger

was a friend of Gide*, whose psychological

curiosity and moral preoccupations he shared.

But with him this state of mental disquiet usually

falls into a pattern of tranquillity, thanks to a

moral sense, which relates him to the ‘heroic*

tradition of Corneille*. His style is quiet and
disciplined, and the natural nobility of his charac-

ter shows itself at its best in his finest novel,

Saint-Saturnin (1931), the tragic story of a family.

novels: Vinquidte patemite (1913); Un homme
heureux (1921); Uenfant qui s'accuse (1927);

Les yeux de 18 ans (1928); Histoire de 4 potters

(1935).

—

^essays: Plaisir d Corneille (1936);

Jalons (1941); Nouveaux jalons (1943); Passim

(1955); Madeleine et Andre Gide (1956).

M. Delcourt, /. S’. (1945); C. E. Magny,
Histoire du roman frangais depuis 1918 (1950).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Schmidt, Arno (*Hamburg 18 I 1910), German
novelist, essayist, critic, translator. He is the

most radical and most controversial of Germany’s
avant-garde traditionalists. According to him the

ENLIGHTENMENT, ROMANTICISM, and EXPRESSIONISM

provide a source for his own formal experiments.

He is a master of language games, cherishes

mathematical puzzles and philological oddities,

and in his most effective writings combines a

naive belief in the all-powerful magic of language

with a calculated contempt for his readers. He
has translated works by Fenimore Cooper*,

Poe*, Faulkner*, Pietro di Donato, and Peter

Fleming.

novels: Aus dem Leben eines Fauns (1953);

Das steineme Herz (1956); Die Gelehrtenrepublik

(1957); Nobodadd/s Kinder (trilogy; 1963).

—

OTHER works: Kosmas (1955); Fouqui (biog.;

1958); Berechnungen I und II (1959); Trommler
beim Zaren (1966); Der Triton mit dem Sonnen-

schirm (radio-essays; 1969).

K. Schumann, ‘Dichtung Oder Bluff?’ in

Eckart, XXVII (1958); K. Schauder, ‘A. S.s

experimentelle Prosa* in Neue deutsche Hefte,

XCIX (1964); M. Reich-Ranicki, ‘A. S.s Werk
Oder Eine Selfmadeworld in Halbtrauer’ in

Literatur der kleinen Schritte (1967). F.M.K.

Sdimidt-Barrien, Heinrich (*Uthlede nr Bremen
19 I 1902), Low German writer and playwright.

He writes psychological novels of suspense, his

best being the story of an East Prussian refugee

woman (fie frdmde Fro^ 1952), and satirical

comedies. He has adapted some of his works as

radio plays and talks. He has been a strong

advocate of poetry and of the theoretical value

of Low German as a poetic language.

short novels: De Windmuller (1948); De

Spaasmaker (1960); De Moorkeerl (1968).

—

plays: Klocken von guntsiet (1953); Nachtvagels

(1964); Wi armen Armen (1964). G.C.

Schmidt Degener, F. (^Rotterdam 10 XII 1881;

tAmsterdam 21 XI 1941), Dutch poet and
essayist. His poetry shows affinities with that of
his friend Paul Valery*. He wrote essays on
literature (Flaubert*, J. H. Leopold*) and art

(Rembrandt, Jan Steen). He was director of the

Amsterdam State Museum, the Rijksmuseum.

essays: Phoenix (1942); Het blijvend beeld der

Hollandse kunst (1949); Rembrandt (1950).

—

De
poort van Ishtar (play and coll, verse; 1945).

J.J.O.

Schmitthemier, Adolf (*Neckarbischofsheim 24

V 1854; tHeidelberg 22 1 1907), German novelist.

Das deutsche Herz (1908) was his contribution to

the historical novel, a vogue which was then just

coming to an end. His short stories, however,

with their fine and roguish descriptions of people,

are of more lasting appeal. R.W.L.

Novellen (1896); Leonie (1899); Neue Novellen

(1907); Vergessene Kinder (1910); Treuherzige

Geschichten (1912).

—

Das Tagebuch meines

Urgrossvaters (ed. H. Daur, 1908).

E. Frommel, A. S, (1924). R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Schnabel, Johann Gottfried, pseud. Gisander
(Sandersdorf nr Bitterfeld 7 XI 1692; tafter

1750), German novelist. Schnabel is known to

have served as a surgeon in the War of the Spanish

Succession and then to have settled in Stolberg.

His novel Die Insel Felsenburg (4 vols, 1731-43),

influenced by Robinson Crusoe^ embodies in its

combination of individualistic adventurousness

and middle-class quietism two important aspects

of the age.

Der im Irrgarten der Liebe herumtaumelnde

Cavalier (1738).—^A. Stem, Der Dichter der Insel

Felsenburg (1893); F. Briiggemann, Utopie und
Robinsonade (1914). H.B.G.

Schnauffer, Karl Heinrich (*Heimsheim, Wurt-
temberg 4 VII 1822; ooV 1851 Elise Wilhelmine

Moos; tBaltimore, Ohio 4 IX 1854), German-
American poet, influenced by B6ranger* and
Freiligrath*. He foimded the Baltimore Wecker.

verse: Todtenkrdnze (1850); Lieder und Gedichte

aus dem Nachlasse (1879).

—

2 poems tr. in L. D.
Smith, Flowers from Foreign Fields (1895).

—

Kdnig Karl 1. oder Cromwell und die englische

Revolution (drama; 1854).

A. E. Zucker in Dictionary of American Bio-

graphy, XVI (1935); D. Cunz, ‘Carl H. S.s

literarische Versuche’ in Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc,

Amer., LDC (1944). E.R.

Schneider, Heinrich Emil, pseud. E. Sartorius
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CMuhlberg, Elbe 29 I 1839; fHoboken. NJ.
1928), German-American poet, successively book-

seller, pastor and journalist.

verse: Aus der Tornistermappe eines preus-

sischen Freimlligen (1864); Das Wort der Wahrheit

(1879); Die Psalmen in Sonetten (1881); Das Lied

vom Prinzen Friedrich Carl (1885); Von St Louis

nach Bremen (1885); Gedichte (1886).

—

^drama:

Isabella auf dem Nurnberger Reichstag (1880);

Ulfila (1882).—-stories: Aus den Jugenderin-

nerungen eines alten Holzpantoffels (1882).

—

Waldpot von Bassenheim (epic; \%M),—Memoiren
eines Kosmopoliten (1887). E.R.

Schneider, Reinhold (Baden-Baden 13 V 1903;

tFreiburg im Breisgau 6 IV 1958), German poet,

essayist and short-story writer. A Roman Catholic,

he tried to interpret history in relation to God.
Sonnet, short story and essay were his favourite

forms; history (including the present) and litera-

ture (with striking reinterpretations of classic

authors) his main subjects.

verse: Sonette (1939); Die neuen Turme (1946);

Apokalypse (1946); Herz am Erdsaume (1947);

Sonette (1955).— Poems*, tr. E. Peters in Ger. Life

and Letters, HI (1949).--essays: Auf Wegen
deutscher Geschichte (1934); Der Dichter vor

der Geschichte (1943); Ddmonie und Verkldrung

(1948); Gelebtes Wort (1961),’-^Ausgewdhlte Werke
(sel. works; 4 vols, 1953).

L. Bossle, Utopie und Wirklichkeit im politischen

Denken von R. S* (1965); B. Scherer, lYagik vor

dem Kreuz: Leben und Geisteswelt R, S,s (1966).

R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Schneur, Salkind Zalman (Sklov 1886; t20 II

1959), Hebrew and Yiddish author and critic,

considered the greatest Hebrew poet of his day.

His formal education was very short since, at 14,

he was already among the young poet-apprentices

in Bialik’s* circle in Odessa. His early poems
appeared in various Hebrew periodicals in Odessa.
He soon left for Warsaw and Vilna, the two
literary centres of that time. About 1908 he went
to Switzerland, where he started his series Beharim,
and then to Paris, where he read philosophy and
literature at the Sorbonne. But his restless tempera-
ment drew him to travel and he toured Europe and
North Africa. At the outbreak of the First World
War he was interned in Berlin as a citizen of an
enemy country; he succeeded,’ however, in

escaping to Scandinavia and thence to America.
His best-known poems include ‘Pirkay Yaar*
(‘The Chapter by the Forest’) and ‘Vilna *.

Im Shkiatt Hachamah (Warsaw, 1907); Vilna

(New York, 1920 ;
2nd illustr. ed., Berlin, 1923);

Bamayzar (Warsaw, 1923); Gesharim (Berlin,

1924); Noach Pandra (novel; Eng. tr. J. Leftwich,

193Q.—Complete works (10 vols, Tel Aviv, in

progr.). S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Schnitzler, Arthur (*Vienna 15 V 1862; ^ihid,

21 X 1931), Austrian playwri^t and novelist!

The futility of life, the decadent mood of

siicle Vienna, physical love and its subconscious

aspects are expressed with wit and melancholy
in his dramatic sketches and some of his short

stories. Schnitzler is a skilful psychologist and
subtle moralist.

plays: Anatol (1893; Eng. tr. H. Granville-

Barker, 1911); Liebelei (1896; The Reckoning^

tr. G. I. Colbron, 1907); Reigen (1900; Hands
Around, tr. L. D. Edwards and F. L. Glaser,

1920; filmed as La Ronde, 1950); Professor

Bernhardi (1912; Eng. tr. 1927).—novels: Der
Weg ins Freie (1908; The Road to the Open,
tr. H. B. Samuel, 1923); Therese (1928; Theresa:

The Chronicle of a Woman^s Life, tr. W. A.
Drake, 1928).—short stories: Dr Graesler,

Badearzt (1917; Eng. tr. E. C. Slade, 1923);

Casanovas Heimfahrt (1918; Casanova^s Home-
coming, tr. E. and C. Paul, 1921); Fraulein Else

(1924; Eng. tr. F. H. Lyon, 1925); Traumnovelle

(1925; Rhapsody: A Dream Novel, tr. O. P.

Schinnerer, 1927).—collected works: Gesam-

melte Werke (11 vols, 1912-28); Gesammelte

Schriften (6 vols, 1928-29); Gesammelte Erzdh-

lungen (1950); Meisterdramen (1955); Die erzdh-

lenden Schriften (2 vols, 1961); Die dramatischen

Werke (2 vols, 1962).

—

Jugend in Wien (autobiog.;

ed. T. Nickl and H. Schnitzler, 1968).

J. Korner, A, S,s Gestalten und Probleme

(1921); W. Heine, Der Kampf urn den Reigen

(1922); Olga Schnitzler, Spiegelbild der Freund-

schaft (1962); C. E. Schorske, ‘Politics and the

psyche in fin-de-siicle Vienna: S. and Hofmanns-

thal* in Amer. Hist. Rev., LXVI (1961); H.

Politzer, ‘A. S.: poetry of psychology* in Mod.

Lang. Notes. LXXVIII (1963); G. Baumann.

A, S. (1965); R. H. Allen, An Annotated A. S.

Bibliography (1966); G. Just, Ironie und Senti-

mentalitdt in den erzahlenden Dichtungen A, S,s

(1968). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Schnurre, Wolfdietrich (Frankfurt 22 VIH

1920), German writer and satirist. He served in

the army (1939-45) and then returned to Berlin

where he had grown up. In 1947 he helped to

found the Gruppe 47, remaining a member until

1951. His writing has avant-garde and somewhat

experimental tendencies, his satire is biting, and

he has frequently attacked the ‘cold war’ and in

particular the Berlin Wall.

verse: Kassiber (1956); Abendldndler (1957).—

RADIO plays: Stimmen uber dem Fluss (1953);

Das Haus am See (1954); Spreezimmer mobliert

(1955); Die Gldsernen (I960).—novels: Als Vaters

Bart noch rot war (1958); Das Los unserer Stadt

(1959).

—

Man sollte dagegen sein (stories; 1960).

G. von Wilpert, Deutsches Dichterlexikon

(1963); H. Kunisch, Handbuch der deutschen

Gegenwartsliteratur (1967), D.E.
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Scholz, Wilhelm von (*Berlin 15 VII 1874),
German playwright, novelist and poet. He took,
with Paul Ernst*, a leading part in the neo-classic

revival of the German drama, influenced by
Hebbel* and Maeterlinck*. For him fate, not
character, was the important part of a tragedy and
was interpreted in mystic terms, as in his most
successful play Der Wettlauf mit dem Schatten

(1921). His less esoteric prose works were of more
general and more lasting appeal.

plays: Meroe (1906); Die Feinde (1917);
Die glaserne Frau (1924); Welttheater, Vier

Schauspiele nach Calderon (1943).

—

stories: Die
Unwirklichen (1916); Die Gefdhrten (1937); Das
Inwendige (sel. stories; 1959).—novels: Perpetua

(1926); Theodor Dorn (1966).—verse: Spiel in

Luften (1936); Ausgewdhlte Gedichte (1953).—
autobiography: Mein Leben (1934); Lebens-
landschaft (1943); Mein Theater (1964).

—

^essays:

Gedanken zum Drama (2 vols, 1905, 1915); Der
ZufalU eine Vorform des Schicksals (1924).—
Gesammelte Werke (5 vols, 1919-24).

A. M. Reis, W, von S, Studien zu seiner Weltan-
schauung (1939). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Schonaeus (Schoon or de Schoone), Cornelis
(Gouda 1541; fHaarlem 23 XI 1611), Dutch
educationist, neo-Latin poet and playwright,
studied at Louvain and became teacher at the
Latin school at Haarlem in 1569, making it

famous as its headmaster (from 1575). In addition

to a Latin grammar he wrote, in the manner of
Terence*, a number of dramata scholastica,

namely on sacred subjects (e.g. Tobaeus, Nehemias,
Saulus conversus, Nadman, Josephus, Susanna,
Daniel, Triumphus Christi) and farces (e.g. Cunae,
Vitulus, Dyscoli), The great success of these plays,

some of which were repeatedly reprinted and
translated into Dutch and German, earned Him
the name of ‘Terentius Christianus*.

C. J. Gonnet, ‘C. S. en eenige zijner Haar-
lemsche vrienden* in Bijdrage v. de Geschiedenis
v. h. Bisdom Haarlem (1881); A, H. Garrer, S,,

Bijdrage tot de geschiedenis der Latijnsche school
te Haarlem (1889); J. A. Worp, Geschiedenis van
het Drama en het tooneel in Nederland, I (1904); G.
Ellinger, Geschichte der neulateinischen Lyrik in

den Niederlanden (1933). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Schoolmester, De : see Linde Jansz, Gerrit van de.

Schoonhoven, Jan van ( tGroenendaal, nr Brussels

1431), Dutch writer. Entering the monastery of
the Canons Regular at Groenendaal c, 1377, he
later became its sub-prior. He defended his Prior,

Jan van Ruusbroec*, against Gerson’s* accusation
of atheism and pantheism. He also wrote a
number of tracts (including the famous De
passione Domini) and several letters, including

some to his cousin Simon which became famous.

J.J.M.

Works listed in J. G. R. Acquoy, Het klooster

te Windesheim en zijn invloed, El (1875-80); nearly
all of them still exist in MSS, scattered over the

Netherlands, England and Germany; the same
applies to the many trs, esp. in Dutch and Ger.
One complete letter to Simon in De Katholiek
(1884-85) and the Middle Dutch tr. of Sermoen
van de Gulden Berch in Bijdrage v. de Geschiedenis
V. h. Bisdom Haarlem, XXX (1906).

W. de Vreese in Biographie Nationale de Bel-

gique, XXI (1913); Dom J. Huyben in 0ns
Geestelijk Erf, VI (1932); W. de Roy, ibid.

(1945); A. Combes, Essai sur la critique de Buys-
broeck par Gerson, I: Introduction critique et

dossier documentaire (1945); A. Ampe in Rev.
d’histoire eccl6siastique, LV (1960).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Schopenhauer, Arthur (Danzig 22 I 1788;

tFrankfurt-am-Main 20 IX 1860), German
philosopher. His mother was the novelist Johanna
Schopenhauer. He spent much of his boyhood in

France and England, went into business, but after

his father’s suicide (1805) resumed his studies:

in Berlin (1811) he found Fichte* disappointing.

He worked out his own philosophy in Dresden
(1814-18), became a tutor in Berlin (1820),

was unnoticed and soon gave up, after 1831

living in misogynistic seclusion at Frankfurt. His
system—in which will is at once the mainspring

of the universe and essentially wicked—attracted
little attention till the 1850s, when its unreMeved

pessimism was in tune with the prevailing mood.
His style and modernity, together with the special

place he accorded to the arts, increased its appeal,

and its influence—^notably upon Wagner*,
Nietzsche*, Thomas Maim*, Gide*—^was of

incalculable signiflcance.

Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung (1818; Eng.

tr. R. B. Haldane and J. Kemp, 3 vols, 1883;

Eng. tr, E. F. J. Payne, 2 vols, 1958); Vber den

Widen in der Natur (1836; Eng. tr. 1900); Parerga

und Paralipomena (1851; Eng. tr. T, B. Saunders,

1891).—Kr/Ywc/fe Gesamtausgabe (ed. P. Deussen,

15 vols, 1911 flf.); Reisetagebucher 1802-04 (ed.

C. von Gwinner, 1923); Der junge S., Aphorismen

und Tagebuchbldtter (ed. A. Hubscher, 1938).

—

SELECTED TRANSLATIONS: The Basis of Morality

(tr. A, B. Bullock, 1903); Selected Essays of S.

(tr. T. B. Saunders, 1951) ; Essays on the Freedom of
the Will (tr. K. Kolenda, 1960); The Will to Live.

Selected Writings of A. S. (ed, R. Taylor, 1962).

H. Zimmem, A. S. His Life and Philosophy

(1876, 1932); V. J. McGill, S. (New York, 1931);

W. Schneider, S. (1937); Thomas Mann, S. (1938);

F. Copleston, A. S., Philosopher of Pessimism

(1946); H, M. Wolff, A. S.—hundert Jahre spdter

(I960); P. Gardiner, S. (Eng. tr. 1963).—S.-Jahrb.

(1912 flf.). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Schottel, Justus Georg (Einbeck 23 VI 1612;
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tWolfenbiittel 25 X 1676), German writer,

linguist and diplomat at the court of Brunswick-

WolfenbUttel. His philological works sum up the

theories of the period and formulate rules. He
is aware of the importance of earlier linguistic

periods and follows the usage of Luther* and

Opitz*. His approach is basically mechanistic and

classificatory, but his work was the basis of

future work in German grammar and philology.

His poetry, though neat and characteristic of the

period, is of minor importance.

Lamentatio Germaniae Exspirantis (verse; 1640;

ed. E. Voss in Jour. Germanic PhiloL, VII,

1907); Teutsche Sprachkmst (1641); Der Teutschen

Sprach Einleitimg (1642); Friedens Sieg (drama;

1642; ed. F. Koldewey, 1900); Fruchtbringender

Lustgarte (1647; repr. ed. M. Burkhard, 1967);

Ausfuhrliche Arbeit von der Teutschen Haupt

Sprache (his main work; 1663 ; repr. ed. W. Hecht,

1967); Sittenkunst oder Wollebenskunst (1669);

Horrendum bellum grammaticale Teutonum anti-

quissimorum (1673); Manuductio ad Ortho-

graphiam et etymologiam in lingua Germanica

(1676).

A. Schmarsow, Leibniz und S. (1877); M. H.

Jellinek, Geschichte der neuhochdeutschen Gram-

matik (1913); P. Hankamer, Die Sprache, ihr

Begriffund ihre Deutung im 16, und 17. Jh. (1927);

F. Gundolf, ‘S.* in Festschrift F. Panzer (1930);

B. Marckwardt, Geschichte der deutschen Poetik,

I (193*^; B. Walter-Schulze-M6bius, Friedens-

sehnsucht und Kriegsabschluss in der deutschen

Dichtungzum 1650 (diss. Breslau, 1940). L.W.F.

Schreiber, Lady Charlotte Elizabeth, daughter

of the 9th Earl of Lindsey (UflSngton House,

Lines 19 V 1812; oo29 VII 1833 Josiah John

Guest, oolO IV 1855 Charles Schreiber; fCanford

Manor, Dorset 15 1 1895), English translator and

collector, who achieved literary fame with her

publication of the mabinogion. This took place

after her marriage to Guest, the Merthyr industrial-

ist, had brought her into touch with Welsh litera-

ture. She was assisted in her translation of this

Welsh classic by Tegid, Camhuanawc and other

Welsh writers; and she achieved a very happy

rendering.

Fans and Fan Leaves, collected and described

(2 vols, 1888-90); Playiim Cards of Various

Ages and Countries (3 vols, \Z92-95).—Journal,

1869-85 (ed. M. J. Guest, 2 vols, 1911); Extracts

From the Journal of Lady C. S., 1833-52 (ed.

Earl of Bessborough, 1950); Extracts . . .,
1853-91

(ed. idem, 1952).

D. R. Phillips, Lady Charlotte Guest and the

Mabinogion (1921). C.P.

Schreiner, Olive Emiue Albertina (Witte-

bergen Mission Station, Cape Province 24 III

1855; C301894 Samuel Cron Cronwright; fCape

Town 11 Xn 1920), South African novdist and

short-story writer. The daughter of a missionary,

for several years she earned her living as a gover-

ness in South Africa, but she lived in England

from 1881 to 1889. The publication of The Story

ofan African Farm in 1883 brought her fame and

the friendship of many notable people, including

especially Havelock Ellis*.

novels: Trooper Peter Halket of Mashonaland

(1897); From Man to Man (1926); Undine (1928).—

SHORT stories: Dreams (1891); Dream Life and

Real Life (1893); Stories, Dreams and Allegories

(1920).—POLmCAL AND SOCIAL WRITINGS; An
English South African's View of the Situation

(1899); A Letter on the Jew (190Q; Closer Union

(1909); Woman and Labour (1911); Thoughts on

South Africa (1923).

—

The Letters of 0. S. (1924).

S. C. Cronwright-Schreiner, The Life of O. S.

(1924); V. Buchanan Gould, Not Without Honor

(1948); J. Meintjes, O. S. Portrait of a South

African Woman (1965). E.R.S. (U.La.)

Schroder, Rudolf Alexander (*Bremen 26 I

1878; tBad Wiessee 22 VIII 1962), German poet,

translator and essayist. A friend and collaborator

of O. J. Bierbaum*, Rudolf Borchardt*, H. von

Hofmannsthal*, and co-founder of the periodical

Die Insel (1899-1902), basis of the distinguished

Inselverlag. A scholar and outstanding critic, he

has been called ‘the last of German humanists’.

His translations from Greek, Latin, French and

English have opened new vistas. Protestant faith

informs his creative work which comprises

Die weltlichen Gedichte (1940) and Die geistlichen

Gedichte (1949), the latter containing re-creations

of 16th-century hymn forms.

verse: Empedokles (1900); Spruche in Reimen

(1900); Elysium (1906); Mitte des Lebens (1930);

Ballade vom Wandersmann (1937); KreuzgesprSch

(1939); Der Mann und das Jahr (1946); Auf dem

Heimweg (1946); Weihnachtslieder (1946); Gute

Nacht (1947).—essays: Dichtung und Dichter der

Kirche (193Q; Reden und Aufsdtze (2 vols, 1939);

Christentum und Humanismus (1946).—auto-

biography: Aus Kindheit und Jugend (1935);

Abendstunde, Ein Selbstbildnis in Gesprdchen

(ed. L. Besch, 1960); Freundeswort. Briefwechsel

mit S. Stehmann (X962).—Gesammelte Werke

(1952- ).

Werke und Tage. Festschrift (1938); L. Denk-

haus, R. A. S. (1947); K. Berger, Die Dichtung

R. A. S.s (1954); R. Adolf, R. A. S. (1958).-

S.-Bibliographie (1952). R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Schubart, Christian Friedrich Daniel (*Ober-

sontheim 24 III 1739; tStuttgart 10 X 1791),

German poet. Schubart, after a wild youth,

became in 1769 organist in Ludwigsburg, but his

conduct led to banishment. In Augsburg he

published Die deutsche Chronik (1774-77), a

forerunner of the modem newspaper. In 1777

he was enticed to Wurttemberg and imprisoned at
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Hohenasperg without trial for ten years because

of a libel on the Duke. On his release he was
restored to favour. Apart from realistic rural

poetry, Schubart wrote Die FUrstengrufU a poem
condemning the abuse of despotic power,

Sdmtliche Gedichte (2 vols, 1785-80; Gesam~

melte Schriften (8 vols, 1839-40); sel. ed. A. Sauer

in J. Kurschner, Dt, Nat.-Lit., LXXXI (1883);

sel. ed. K. Gaiser (with biog.; 1929).

K. M. Klob, S. (1908); T. Jager, C. S. (1913).

H.B.G.

Schiick, John Henrik Emil (Stockholm 2 XI
1855; ^ibid. 3 X 1947), Swedish cultural and
literary historian; lecturer at Uppsala 1882,

Professor at Lund 1890, at Uppsala 1898, retired

1920, Rector Uppsala University 1905-18, member
of the Swedish Academy 1913. An extremely

industrious and productive writer, he exercised

influence by writing rather than by teaching. He
employed the historical approach to literary and
cultural problems, laying especial stress upon
background.

Illustrerad svensk litteraturhistoria (with K.
Warburg; 1896; 3rd ed. 1926-30, in which S.

rewrote all W.’s parts ; still the standard authority);

Gustaf III (1904); En dventyrare (L. Wivallius;

1918); Shakespeare och hans tid (2 vols, 1916);

Messenius (1920); Allman litteraturhistoria (6 vols,

1919-25); Elis Schroderheim (1942).

N. Afzelius, Bibliografi dver H. 5. (1936).

B,M.E,M.; A.H.J.K, (I.S.)

Schuere, Jacob van der, 17th-century Flemish

writer, settled at Haarlem, where he taught

French, was a friend of Carel van Mander* and
contributor to Nederduytschen Helicon (1610) with

19 poems. He also wrote Bewerking van de

Tristium ofte truerdichten van P. Ovidius Nazo
(1612),

J. te Winkel, ‘Over den Nederduytschen

Helicon’ in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en Lett.,

XVIII (1899). A.M.B.W.

Schulman, Kalman (Bykhov, Byelorussia 19 VIH
1819; tVilna 15 I 1899), Hebrew historian and
author.As an original writer Schulman is unimport-

ant buthe has done usefulworkwith his adaptations
and translations. His translation of Les Mystires

de Paris by Eugene Sue* introduced the Romantic
movement into Jewish literature,

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Schupp, Johann Balthasar (*Giessen 1 III 1610;

tHamburg 26 X 1661), German poet, chiefly

known for his religious verse and anti-courtly

polemical, didactic and satirical writings. He was a

Lutheran preacher with wide knowledge of the

world and a representative of the Landgrave of

Hesse at the Munster peace conference (1647).

His work shows simple, sincerepiety and a straight-

forward and forcefid, though often over-estimated,

prose style.

Morgen- und Abendlieder (1643); Lekrreiche

Schriften (1663); Der FYeund in der Not (1657;

ed. W. Braune, 1878); Streitschriften (sel. ed,

C. Vogt, 2 vols, 1910-11); Corinna (ed idem,

1911).

J. Liihmann, /. B, S., Beitrdge zu einer Wurdi-

gang (1908); C. Vogt, ‘Zur Lebensgeschichte

J. B. S.s’ in Euphorion, XVI (1909), XXI (1914);

H. E. Wichert, /. B. S. and the Baroque Satire in

Germany (New York, 1952; good). L.W.F.

Schurek, Paul (Hamburg 2 1 1890; ^ibid. 22 V
1962), Low German playwright. His comedies

successfully achieve the ‘Low German folk-

comedy’ demanded by Bossdoif*. Their setting is

usually the small-town lower middle class, the

world of the ‘little man’. Beside the tradition of

the Low German comedy, Molidre*, Holberg*,

Gogol* and Ernst Barlach* have stimulated

Schurek.

plays: Stratenmusik (1921); Snider Ndrig

(1927); Lmkenlarm (1929); Pott will heiraden

(1932); Kasper kwnmt na Huus (1932); Tulipantjes

(193®; Ulenspeegel (1957).—stories: Duvel m
Dichter (1920); Snaksche Geschichten (1922).

—

novels: De rode Heben (1921); Das Leben geht

weiter (1940).—various: Begegnungen mit Barlach

(194®.
G. Cordes, ‘Tragik und Humor in der Mundart-

dichtung’ in Euphorion, LXI (1967). G.C

Sdiurer, Fedde (Drachten 25 Vn 1898; fHeeren-

veen 19 HI 1968), Frisian poet. He advocated the

use of Frisian in law-courts. During the Second

World War he published illegally poems to aid

the Resistance movement. Editor-in-chief of the

daily newspaper Friese Koerier (1946-63);

Member of the Dutch Parliament for the Labour

Party (1956-63). In 1945 he founded the litwary

periodical De Tsjeme. A virtuoso and many-sided

lyrical, religious and satiric poet, he translated the

Psalms and poems of Heine*, Rilke* and John

Donne* His lyrical Biblici drama Simson

(1947) enriched Frisian dramatic literature.

Fersen (192®; Utflecht (1930; 2nd ed. 193®;

Op alle winen (193®; Fan twa wallen (1940);

Vox Humana (1949^ Fingerprinten (195®;

Efter it nijs (196®; De gitaer by it boek (1966;

1969).—jD^ bisleine spegel (autobiog.; 1969).

A. Wadman, Frieslands Dichters (1949);

E. Howard Harris, The Literature of Friesland

(195®; J. Piebenga, Koarte Skiednis fan de

Fryske Skriftekermisse (2nd ed. 1957).

W.E.C. (K.D,)

Schnrman, Anna Maru van: see Sdbuurmans,

Anna Maria.
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Schutze, Martin (*Mecklenburg 21 XII 1866;

tWoodstock, N.Y. 19 VII 1950), German-

American scholar and poet. He anticipated and

corrected much of the New Criticism.

verse: Crux Aetatis and Other Poems (1904);

Songs and Poems (1914).—tragedies: Hero

and Leander (1908); Judith (1910).—criticism:

Studies in German Romanticism (1907); Academic

Illusions in the Field of Letters and Arts (1933).

H. Bluhm in Monatshefte fur dt. Unterricht

(Wise.), XL (1950). E.R.

Schuurmans, Anna Maria (*Cologne 1607;

tWieuwerd 1678), Dutch philologist, in her time

a linguistic wonder, admired by Cats* and

Huygens*, a religious zealot, pupil of Voetius,

follower of Jean de Labadie.

Uitbreiding over de drie eerste Capittels van

Genesis and Geestelijk huwelijk van Chr. met de

Gelovigen (1732); Heylige Gesangen (1675; from

the Fr.); Bedenckingen over de toekomst van

Christi Koningryck,—Opuscula (ed. F. Spanheim,

1648).

G. D. J. Schotel, A, M, van S. (1853); P.

Tschackert, A. M. van S., der Stem von Utrecht^

die Jungerin Labadies (1876); H. Birch, A, van S.

(London, 1909); A. M. H. Douma, A. M, van

S. (1924). A.M.B.W.

Schwab, Gustav Benjamin (*Stuttgart 19 VI
1792; ybid, 4 XI 1850), German poet, studied

theology at Tubingen, where he formed a life-long

friendship with Uhland* and Kerner*. Sociable

and attractive, he formed the link between the

Swabian circle and the outer world, fostered

Lenau* and edited the Musenalmanach with

Chamisso* (1833-38). He realized that as a poet

he was at best a talented follower of Uhland. A
few of his songs and ballads are widely known,
and his classical legends are read in German
nurseries. K.W.M.

Neues deutsches allgemeines CommerS” und
Liederbuch (1815); Gedichte (2 vols, 1828-29);

Deutsche Volksbucher (3 vols, 1836-37); Die
schonsten Geschichten und Sagen (2 vols, 1836-37);

Wanderungen durch Schwaben (1837); Schillers

Leben (3 vols, 1840); Die schdnsten Sagen des

klassischen Altertums (3 vols, 1838-40).

W. Schulze, S. als Balladendichter (1914);

G. Storz, Schwdbische Romantik (1967).

H,A.P. (K.W,M.)

Schwartz, Delmore (Brooklyn, N.Y. 8 XII
1913; til VII 1966), American poet, critic and
short-story writer. An inventive poet whose early

promise was not fulfilled through an over-allusive

and indulgent tone in his later work.

In Dreams Begin Responsibilities (1938); Shenan-

doah (1941); The World Is a Wedding (1947);

Vaudeville for a Princess (1950); Summer Know-

ledge: New and Selected Poems (1959); Successful

Love and Other Stories (1962). G.A.K.

Schwarzmann, Lev Isaakovich: see Shestov

Lev.

Schwieger, Jacob: see Stieler, Kaspar von.

Scott, Alexander (c. 1520; Ifc. 1585), Scottish

poet, whose work is preserved in the Bannatyne
MS. A melodious and ingenious lyrist in the

medieval genres; ‘the Anacreon of old Scottish

poetry’ (Pinkerton*).

Poems (ed. A. K. Donald, 1902; ed, A. Scott,

1953). J.K.

Scott, Duncan Campbell (*Ottawa 2 VIII 1862;

001894 Belle Warner Botsford [tl929], ool931

Elise Aylen; tl9 XII 1947), Canadian poet and
story writer whose work in the Government
Department of Indian Affairs (1879-1932) pro-

vided material for sensitive, often profound, and

realistic portrayals of the North American Indian;

noted also for the descriptive and rhythmic

qualities of his work.

Magic House (1893); Labour and the Angel

(1898); New World Lyrics and Ballads (1905);

Poems (1926) ;
Circle ofAffection (1947).—stories:

In the Village of Viger (1896); Witching of Elspie

(1923).

D. Pacey, ‘D. C. S.* in Ten Canadian Poets

(1958); A. J. M. Smith, ‘D. C. S.’ in Our Living

Tradition (ed. R. L. McDougall, 1959). R.Su.

Scott, Frances Reginald (Quebec City I Vin

1899; 001928 Marian Mildred Dale), Canadian

poet and authority on constitutional law. Pro-

fessor (from 1928) and Dean (1961-64) of McGill

University law faculty. Chairman of the C.C.F.

(Socialist Party) in Canada (1942-50). With

A. J. M. Smith* he was a moving force in the

emergence of modem Canadian poetry; his work

is noted for brilliant wit, sensitivity to social

justice and keen satire.

Overture (1945); Events and Signals (1954);

Eye of the Needle (1957); Signature (1964);

Selected Poems {\%^.--St-Denys-Garneau and

Anne Hebert (tr.; 1962).—prose: Canada Today

(1938); Canada and the United States (1941).

R. Skelton, ‘Poet of the middle slopes’ and

A. J. M. Smith, ‘F. R. S. and some of his poetry*

in Canad. Lit., XXXI (1967). R.Su.

Scott, Gabriel (Leith, Scotland 8 III 1874;

00 [2nd] 1918 Birgit Gabrielsen; fArendal 9 VII

1958), Norwegian novelist, poet and playwright. A
prolific writer, who has become especially identi-

fied with Sorlandet (southern Norway), Scott is

noted for his historical novels, Jembyrden (1915)

and Enok Rubens levnedslob (1917). In Kilden
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his idyllic quality, which elsewhere is rather pale

and facile, is expressed in lyric prose of a high

order. A mystical-religious element is also apparent

in much of Scott’s production, especially in the

historical novel Helgenen (1936; rev. 1946).

It also includes excellent short stories and novels

of folk life and very popular children’s stories.

verse: Digte (1894); Siv (1903); Sverdliljer

(1912); Arringer (1945).—-plays: Himmeluret

(1905); Babels taarn (1910).—novels and various :

Jagt journalen (1901); Xante Pose (1904); Hoi-

Icender-Jonas (1908); Kari kveldsmat (1913;

Kari: A Story of Kari Supper From Lindeland,

Norway^ tr. A. Barstad, 1931); Jernbyrden (1915;

rev. 1945; The Burden of Iron, tr. K. Miethe and

W. Katzin, 1935); Kilden (1918; Markus, the

Fisherman, tr. S. and R. Bateson, 1931); Vind-

holmens beskrivelse (1919); Det gyldne evangelium

(1921 ; The Golden Gospel, tr. W. Worster,

1928); Hyrden (1927); Stien eller Kristofer med
kvisten (1925; rev. 1946); Sven morgendugg (1926;

rev. 1946); Font (2 vols, 1928-30); Josefa (1930);

Barkefletteren (1931); Alkejcegeren (1933); Skipper

Terkelsens levnedslop (1935); Helgenen (1936;

rev. 1946); Ferdinand (1937); De vergelose (1938);

En dram om en drom (3 vols, 1940-47); Ferge-

mannen (1952).

—

Utvalgte romaner (8 vols, 1961-

62).

A. Beisland, G, S,: En Sorlands dikter (1949).

R.G.P.

Scott, Michael (*Cowlairs, Glasgow 30 X 1789;

001818 Margaret Bogle; tGlasgow 7 XI 1835),

Scottish journalist. Scott sought his fortune in

Jamaica in 1806 and returned to Glasgow in

1822. He contributed ‘Tom Cringle’s Log*,

a tale of the Caribbean, to Blackwood’s Magazine

in 1829-33; and ‘The Cruise of the Midge’ to

the same journal in 1834-35. Both were repub-

lished in 1836.

Sir G. Douglas, The Blackwood Group (1897).

J.K.

Scott, Sm Walter (Edinburgh 15 VIII 1771;

001797 Charlotte Margaret Carpenter [tl6 V
1826]; tAbbotsford 21 IX 1832), Scottish

novelist, poet and historian. Scott was educated

at the High School and University, Edinburgh,

and called to the Bar in 1792. In the next years he

made many journeys into the Borders collecting

ballads and legends; and in 1799 was made
Sheriff of Selkirkshire. In 1812 he went to live at

Abbotsford, Melrose, where he gradually deve-

loped a farm-house into a small mansion. He was
created baronet in 1819. Ballantyne’s printing

business, in which he had been a partner since

1809, crashed in 1826; and for the rest of his life

Scott worked with great courage to clear his heavy

debts. In the collection of texts, critical and
historical introductions, and the erudite com-
mentary of the Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border

(3 vols, 1802-4)3; ed. T. F. Henderson, 1902),

Scott laid the foundations of ballad scholarship;

he produced a valuable edition of Swift (1814),

and his Dryden (1808) remains the most delightful

if not the most reliable edition; in his Lives of the

Novelists there is much first-rate criticism. Despite

verbal and structural faults, his narrative poems
contain much beautiful description of nature,

fine sentiment, and above all the flash and spirit

of battle action; some of the introductory verse

epistles in Marmion are excellent in their kind;

and he reaches greatness in his lyrics, particularly

those in the novels. Scott is pre-eminent among
British novelists in the range of his sympathies,

in his blend of realistic character-sketch and high

adventure, in a powerful historical imagination

firmly based on immense learning, in a capacity

for exciting action, in the supernatural and
macabre, pathos and kindly humour. He inherited

the machinery and character-conventions of the

18th century; his plots are often clumsy and con-

fused; his type-figures are bloodless and uninter-

esting offspring of the romance and the sentimental

novel. But in the delineation of eccentrics and
comic characters, and the men and women of the

Scottish peasantry, he is brilliantly successful in

both description and dialogue. Scott created the

historical novel, strongly affected historical

writing and approach at home and influenced

19th-century French fiction. His best work is in the

literary re-creation of the 17th- and 18th-century

Scottish scene.

The Chase: William and Helen (tr. from BUrger;

1796); Goetz of Berlichingen (tr. from Goethe;

1799); Apology for Tales of Terror (1799); The
Eve ofSt John (1800); The Lay ofthe Last Minstrel

(1805); Ballads and Lyrical Pieces (1806); Mar-
mion: A Tale of Flodden Field (1808); The Lady

of the Lake (1810); Don Roderick (1811); Rokeby

(1813); The Bridal of Triermain (1813); Waverley

(1814); Border Antiquities ofEngland and Scotland

(1814-17); essays on ‘Chivalry’ and ‘Romance’

contrib. to Encyclopedia Britannica (1814, 1822);

Guy Mannering (1815); The Lord of the Isles

(1815); PauVs Letters to his Kinsfolk (1815);

The Antiquary (1816); The Black Dwarf (18IQ;
Old Mortality (1816); Harold the Dauntless (1817);

Rob Roy (1818); The Heart of Midlothian (1818);

The Bride of Lammermoor (1819); A Legend of
Montrose (1819); Ivanhoe (1820); The Monastery

(1820); The Abbot (1820); Miscellaneous Poems

(1820); Kenilworth (1821); Lives of the Novelists

(Ballantyne’s Novelists’ Libr., 1821-24; repr.

World’s Classics, 1906); The Pirate (1822);

The Fortunes of Nigel (1822); Peveril of the Peak

(1822); Halidon Hill (1822); Quentin Durward

(1823); Redgauntlet (1824); St Ronan's Well

(1824); The Betrothed (1825); The Talisman

(1825); Woodstock (1826); The Highland Widow,

Two Drovers, and The Surgeon's Daughter {Chron-

icles of the Canongate, I, 1827); The Life of
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Napoleon Buonaparte (1827); Miscellaneous Prose

Works (1827); Tales of a Grandfather (4 vols,

1828-30); St Valentine's Day: or The Fair Maid
of Perth {Chronicles of the Canongate^ II, 1828);

Arme of Geierstein (1829); History of Scotland

(1829-30); Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft

(1830); Essays on Ballad Poetry (1830); Count

Robert of Paris (1832); Castle Dangerous (1832);

Poems (1854).—Standard ed. of the Waverley

Novels is perhaps the Border Edition (with intro,

and notes by Andrew Lang, 48 vols, 1892-94).

—

Journal (ed. D. Douglas, 2 vols, 1890; re-ed. J. G.
Tait, 3 vols, 1939-46, 1 vol. 1950; ed. E. Anderson,

1972).—Xe/rerj (ed. H. J. C. Grierson et al.^

12 vols, 1932-37; centenary ed.); corresp. with

Maturin (ed- F. C. Ratchford andW. H. McCarthy,
1937).—^Biblio. of the poems in Trans. Edinburgh
Biblio. Soc. (1937); J. C. Corson, Bibliography of
Sir W. S, (1943).

James Hogg, The Domestic Manners and Private

Life ofSir W. S, (1834); J. G. Lockhart, Memoirs
of the Life of Sir W. S., Bart (7 vols, 1837-38);

Andrew Lang, Life ofSir W. S, (1906); A. Caplan,

The Bibliography of Sir W. 5. (1928).—Some
recent criticism: G. Lukdcs, The Historical Novel
(Eng. tr. 1961); D. Davie, The Poetry ofSir W. S.

(1961); 1. Jack, English Literature 1815-1832

(1963); C. O. Parsons, Witchcraft and Demonology
in S.'s Fiction (1964); A. M. Clark, Sir W. S.:

The Formative Years (1969); A. O. J. Cockshut,
The Achievement of W. S. (1969); R. C. Gordon,
Under Which King?... The Scottish Waverley
Novels (1969). J.K.

Scribe, Augustin EugIne (*Paris 24 XII 1791;
^ibid. 20n 1861), French dramatist, elected to the
French Academy in 1854. Working mostly in

collaboration, Scribe turned out plays and opera
libretti on a wholesale scale. By creating the
‘well-made play’, constructing plot and organizing
action to perfection (though sometimes at the
expense of character), often using contemporary
themes and always well-written, up-to-date
dialogue, Scribe exercised a widespread influence

on European drama by providing playwrights
with a formula adaptable to many different

subjects,

plays: Une nuit de la garde nationale (1815);
Une chatne (1842); Un verre d'eau (1842); Adrienne
Lecouvreur (in collab. with Legouve; 1849);
Bertrand et Raton (1849).

—

opera ubretti:
La muette de Portici (1828); Fra Diavolo (1830);
Robert le Diable (1831); La Juive (1835); Les
Huguenots (1836).—(Euvres completes (76 vols,

1874-85).

E. Legouv6, E. S. (1874); L. Allard, La comidie
de rruBurs en loanee au XlXe siicle, I: De Picard d
S. (1923); N, G. Arvin, E. S. and the French
Theatre (192A).

, T.W.

Scriverius, Petrus (Haarlem 12 1 1576; tLeiden

30 IV 1660), Dutch scholar and poet in Latin and
Dutch, friend of Heinsius*, lived as a man of
leisure at Leiden. He edited classical authors and
translated poetry by Heinsius (for whose Neder--

duytsche Poemata he wrote the introduction).

He was a purist in language and his influence on
the younger generation was great.

Saturnalia (Lat. eulogy on tobacco; 1630);
Beschrijvinghe van Oud-Batavien (1612); Laure-
Kranz voor Laurens Koster v. Haarlem (inch in

S. Ampzing, Lof der stad Haarlem, 1628); Het
oude Goudtsche Kronyksken (1663).

S. Doeksen, Gedichten van P. S. (with bioe.*

1738). A.M.B.W,
*

Scudery, Georges de (*Le Havre 22 VIII 1601;

tParis 14 V 1667), French writer. The elder

brother of Madeleine de Scudery*, he wrote

independently light love-poetry, an epic poem
{Alaric), and numerous plays, including pastorals,

comedies, tragedies, and tragi-comedies, nearly

all mediocre. His Observations sur le Cid (1637)

criticized Corneille’s* play in the name ofAristotle*
and verisimilitude and led to the intervention of

the French Academy in the discussion.

plays: La comedie des comediens (1632);

La Mart de Cesar (1635); UAmour tyrannique

(1639); Arminius (1644).

—

averse: Poesies diverses

(1649); Alaric, ou Rome vaincue (1654).—Apologie

du thidtre (crit.; 1639).

C. Clerc, Un Matamore des lettres, G. de S.

(1929). G.B.

Scud6ry, Madeleine de (Le Havre 1607; tParis

2 VI 1701), French novelist. Of upper middle-

class origin, she became a social force towards

1650, when she succeeded Mme de Rambouillet

as the leading Parisian literary hostess. Her

multi-volume novels, with their pseudo-historical

characters, refined still further the cult of senti-

mental analysis established by d’Urfe* in UAstrie\

they were also popular for the veiled portraits

of contemporaries which they contained. Her

brother Georges, under whosename they appeared,

collaborated in them to an undetermined extent;

but the dominant hand was certainly Madeleine’s.

Ibraham ou Vlllustre Bassa (4 vols, 1641);

Artamine ou le Grand Cyrus (10 vols, 1649-53);

Cldlie, histoire romaine (10 vols, 1654-60);

Isabelle Grimaldi (n.d.; ed. E. Seilliere, 1923).

M. Magendie, Le roman frangais au 17e siicle

(1932); C. Aragonnes, M. de S. reine du Tendre

(1934) ; A. Adam, Histoire de la littdraturefrangaise

au XVIIe siicle, II (1951). G.B.

Scully, William Charles (Dublin 29 X 1855;

tKimberley 1943), South African poet, novelist and

short-story writer. Scully went to South Africa

in 1867 and was successively shepherd, diamond

digpr, civil servant and magistrate. His work,

which has never been adequately appreciated,
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shows deep understanding of the complex struc-

ture of South Africa.

verse: The Wreck ofthe ‘ Grosvenor* (Lovedale,

1886); Poems (1892).—^hort stories: Kafir Stories

(1895); The White Hecatomb (1897); By Veldt and

Kopje (1907).—novels: Between Sun and Sand

(1898); A Vendetta of the Desert (1898); The

Harrow (1921); Daniel Vananda (1923).—auto-

biography: Reminiscences of a South African

Pioneer (1912); Further Reminiscences of a South

African Pioneer (1913).

—

Lodges in the Wilderness

(travel; 1914). E.R.S.

Scylitzes: see John Scylitzes.

Sdan, formerly Stock, Dov (*Brody, Galicia 1902),

Hebrew author. He started writing in Polish but

soon changed to Hebrew. He published a collection

of Hebrew songs in 1921. He is an authority on
Yiddish and Yiddish literature. His first prose

book Mimkhos Hayaldut (1938) became a classic.

Bemaagal Haneurim (1946); Avnei Bochan

(essays; 1951); Avnei Safah (1957); Al Shay Agnon

(1959); Galgal Hamoadim (1964).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Seafarer: see Exeter Book.

Sealsfield, Charles, pseud, of Karl Anton
PosTL (*Poppitz nr Znaim, Moravia 3 III 1793;

tnr Solothum, Switzerland 26 V 1864), German
novelist. Giving up his vocation as a priest, he left

for America in 1823 and there adopted his new
name. Sealsfield’s well-written ‘ethnographical*

novels and travel books present an accurate picture

of American life before the Gvil War from a

consistently democratic point of view.

novels: Der Legitime und die Republikaner

(1833; tr. ‘The Americans and the Aborigines* in

Blackwood’s Mag., LIX, 1846); Der Virey und die

Aristokraten (1834; tr. ‘The Viceroy and the

Aristocracy’, ibid.^ LVH, 1845); Pflanzerleben

(1836; tr. ibid,^ LIV, 1843); Die deutsch-ameri-

kanischen Wahlverwandtschaften (1839; tr. Ramble-

ton» 1844); Das Kajutenbuch (1841; tr. The Cabin

Book, 1844).—various: The United States of
North America As They Are . . . (1827); The

Americans As They Are . . . (1828).

—

Gesammelte

Werke (18 vols, 1844-46).

A. B. Faust, C. 5. . . . His Influence Upon

American Literature (1892); B. A. Uhlendorf,

‘C. S., ethnic and national problems in his works*

in Jahrb. Dt.-Amer. hist. Ges. Illinois, XX-XXI
(1920-21); W. P. Dallmann, The Spirit ofAmerica

as Interpreted in the Works of C. S'. (1935); O.

Heller and Th. H. Leon, C. S.: Bibliography (1939);

E. Castle, Der grosse Unbekannte, das Leben von

C. S. (1952). E.R.

Se’ami Motoktyo: see Ze’ami Motokiyo.

Sebastian, Mihail (*Braila 1907; fBucharest

1945), Rumanian dramatist and novelist. After
studies in France he returned to Rumania and
engaged in journalism. His first comedy was per-

formed in 1938. OfJewish family, he was forbidden
to publish during the war years and worked as a
schoolmaster. His early death in a motor accident

deprived Rumanian literature of its most promis-
ing dramatic talent since Caragiale*. In his plays

fantasy illuminates reality and the dreamers possess

a wisdom denied to the worldlings.

novels and stories: Ora^ul cu salcimi (1931);

Femei (1931); Fragmente dintr-un carnet gasit

(1932); De doud mii de ani (1934); Cum am devenit

huligan (1935); Accidental (1940).—plays: Jocul

de-a vacanfa (1936) ; Steauafdrdnume (1943) ; Insula

(unfinished; 1944); Ultima ord (1944); Nopfifdrd
lund (based on John Steinbeck’s The Moon is

Down*, 1945).

B. Elvin, Teatrul lui M. S. (1955); V. Mindra,
intro, to Opere alese (1962); C. B^tazar, Con-
temporan cu ei (1962). F.J.B.

Sebillet Qess correctly Sibilet), Thomas (*?Paris

1512; ^ibid. 1589), French critic and translator,

notably of the Iphigenia at Aulis of Euripides*

(1549). His chiefwork, an Art Poetique expounding
the literary doctrines of Marot* and his generation,

was attacked in Du* Bellay’s Deffence et Illustra-

tion de la langue frangoise.

Art Poetique Frangois (1548; ed. F. Gaiife,

1910, 1932); H. de Noo, T S, et son Art Poitique

Frangois rapprochis de la Deffence et Illustration

(Utrecht, 1927). G.B.

Secundus, Janus, or Joannes Nicolai or Everardi

(*The Hague 14 XI 1511; tDoomik 24 IX 1536),

neo-Latin poet, son of Nicolaas Everardi (from

1528 President of the Great Council at Malines)

and Elisabeth de Blioul. He read law at Bourges

and was secretary first to Cardinal Joannes

Tavera, Archbishop of Toledo, and later to George

van Egmond, Bishop of Utrecht. He wrote

Elegiae, Basia, Epigrammata, Odae, Epistolae,

Funera, Silvae and a travelogue, Itineraria, His

most famous work is Basia, translated into many
tongues; the incomparable passionate love-lyric

has fascinated everyone anew through the ages.

J.J.M.

Opera omnia (ed. P. Burman Sr and P. Bosscha,

2 vols, 1821); Eng. ed. of Basia F. A. Wri^t (with

other love poems; 1930).

D. Crane, /. S, (1931); G. EUinger, Geschichte

der neulateinischen Lyrik in den Niederlanden

(1933); J. P. Guepin, In een moeilijke houding

geschreven (1969).—Biblio. by K. Jacoby in

Philobiblon, VHI (1935), J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Sedaine, Michel (Paris 4 VH 1719; tl7 V 1797),

French dramatist and poet. After working as a
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stonemason he succeeded as a dramatist and

librettist, particularly for the light operas of

Monsigny and Gretiy. His Le philosophe sans le

savoir (1765), a modern drama of family life, was

almost the only successful example of the drame

bourgeois,

Poisies fugitives (verse; 1750).—!^ Gageure

imprevue (play; 1768).—libretti: Rose et Colas

(1764); Les Sabots (1768); Le Diserteur (1769);

Richard Ccsur de Lion (1784).

—

CEuvres (1826).

L. Gunther, Vasuvre dramatique de S, (1908);

G. Gaiffe, Le drame en France au XVIIIe siicle

(1910); R. Niklaus, A Literary History of France:

The XVIIIth Century (1970). G.B.

Sedley, Sir Charles (^London in 1639; co ibid.

9 II 1657 Katherine Savage; fHampstead VIII

1701), English courtier-poet and dramatist, noted

as a ‘wit*. His manner of life made him notorious

after the Restoration, but he later reformed. In

Parliament from 1668, he was first of the Court

party but became a Whig. Sedley’s comedies show
the grace which marks his lyrics, where as a
metrist he is outstanding. His translations are

often superb. B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

The Mulberry Garden (1668); Antony and
Cleopatra (1677; facs. 1969; rev. as Beauty the

Conqueror, 1702); Bellamira (1687); The Grumbler

(1719).

—

The Poetical and Dramatic Works (ed.

V. de S. Pinto, 2 vols, 1928).

V. de S, Pinto, Sir C. S, (1927).

J.R.B. (H.N.D.)

Sedulius, 5th-century Christian Latin poet. The
Carmen Paschale, in hexameters, is a version of the

history of the New Testament, The diction is

simple and vivid, in contrast to the prose version,

the Paschale opus. Also extant are two hymns in

honour of Christ.

Opera omnia (ed. J. Huemer in Corpus scriptorum

ecclesiastic. Latin., X, 1885).

J. Huemer, De Sedulii poetae vita et scriptis

(1878); F. J. E. Raby, Christian Latin Poetry

(1927; corr. ed. 1953); F. Corsaro, La lingua di

Sedulio (1949). A.J.D.

Sedulius Scottus, 9th-century Irish scholar, settled

in Lidge in 848 under the patronage of Bishop

Hartgar, founding an Irish colony which had great

cultural importance. His occasional poems show
his Irish humour and love of good things. He
became a kind of court poet to the Emperors
Lothar and Charles the Bald. For the former he
wrote his Liber de rectoribus Christianis in verse

and prose, F.J.E.R.

S. Hellmann, S. S. (1906); Monumenta Ger’-

maniac historica, Poeti Latini aevi Carolini, HI. 1

(1886).— F. Kenney, Sources for the Early

History of Ireland (1929); R. Dtichting, S. S.:

seine Dichtungen (1968). F.J,E.R. (Tor.)

Seeberg, Peter Ejnar Lauritzen (*SkrydstruD
22 VI 1925; ool952 Hanne Ellen Ludvigsen),
Danish novelist. His first novel reflects his own
wartime experience in a German concentration
camp. Samuel Beckett* is an important influence

in his later works.

novels: Bipersonerne (1956); Fugls Fade (1957);

Hyrder (1970).—Eftersogningen og andre Noveller

(stories; 1962).

Th. Bredsdorif, Scere Fortcellere (1957). E.B.

Seebohm, Frederic (*Bradford 22 XI 1833;

001857 Mary Exton; tHitchin 6 II 1912); English
historian, interested in social organization.

The Oxford Reformers (1867); The English

Village Community (1883); The Tribal System in

Wales (1895); Tribal Custom in Anglo-Saxon Im
(1902). R.M.H.

Seedorff Pedersen, Hans Hartvig Otto (*Aarhus

12 VIII 1892; ool919 Karen Else Gothe Voeler),

Danish poet, one of the first generation ofpost-war

poets. The elegant grace and charm of many of his

poems made him much more generally known and

beloved than most of the others, but there is often

also a certain superficiality and sometimes versi-

fication seems to come too easily to him. Eros and

Bacchus are his gods, and Drachmann* and

Aarestrup* his prophets.

Vinlov og Vedbend (1916); Hyben (1917); Ha
Danmark til Dvina (1918); Modfremmede Stjerner

(1919); De syngende Palmer (1921); Stjterneskud

(192\y,IDagningen (1927); Sorgenfris (1928);

En lystelig Visebog (1930); Sorgertfri synger (1932);

Udvalgte Digte (3 vols, 1942; new ed. 1952).—

Gennem Barndommens Gade (memoirs; 1958).

A. Hjort-Mouritzen, H. H. S. Digter og Trouha-

dour (1950). E.B.

Seeley, Sir John Robert (London 10 IX 1834;

001869 Maty Phillott; tCambridge 13 I 1895),

English political historian and author of Ecce

Homo (1865; pub. anon.) which, presenting only

the humanity of Christ, profoundly stirred religious

circles.

Life and Times ofStein (1878); Natural Religion

(1882); The Expansion of England (1883); Growth

ofBritish Foreign Policy (2 vols, 1895 ; with memoir

by G. W. Prothero). R.M.H.

Seemann, August (Gross-Roge, Mecklenburg 14

IX 1872; tYser canal 2 VII 1916). Low German

lyrical poet. He tried, often successfully, to adapt

the forms of Symbolism and Expressionism to the

Low German language.

Heitblicken (1902); Anddu (1905); Tweilicht

(1907); Vierblatt (1909); Hdnn^n (1910); Bever^

nadeln (1913); Dreieinigkeit (1915). G.C.

Seferis, Giorgos (Smyrna 29 II 1900; ool941
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Maria Zannou; t20 IX 1971), Greek poet and

critic. Nobel prize for literature 1963. Greek

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 1926-62 (ambassador

to Great Britain 1957-62). One of the major poets

of his generation, Seferis in his early poems
experimented with a kind of ‘pure’ poetry in the

manner of Valery*, and it was only with Mythis-

torema (1935), after absorbing the influences of

Pound* and Eliot*, that he found his mature voice

with a freer, more natural mode of expression,

simple, undecorated and direct. It is a richly

traditional voice in which Heraclitan and Stoic

undertones combine with images and echoes from

all phases of Greek history, ancient, Byzantine and
post-Byzantine to give an ever-deepening comment
on the human predicament among the inhuman
conditions of the modem world. In addition to his

poetry Seferis has also written a number of essays,

mostly on literary themes, in which his wide learn-

ing is matched by rare critical acumen and
sensibility.

Poiemata 1924-1955 (1965); Tria kryfa poie-

mata (1966); Dokimes (essays; Poems (tr.

R. Warner, 1960); Collected Poems 1924-1955

(tr. E. Keeley and P. Sherrard, 1969); Three Secret

Poems (tr. W. Kaiser, 1969); On the Greek Style

(essays; tr. R. Warner, 1966); Poesie (Ital. tr. F. M.
Pontani, 1963); Po^mes (tr. J. Lacarriere, 1964).

A. Karantonis, O poiitis G. S, (1931); Yia ton

Seferi (ed. G. P. Savidis, 1961); G. K. Katsimbalis,

Vivliografia G. S. (1961). P.O.A.S.

S6galen, Victor (*Brest 14 I 1878; fHuelgoat

21 V 1919), French poet and novelist. A ship’s

doctor, he spent his short life in the Paciflc and the

Far East, and fell under their spell. He was also

influenced by Nietzsche*, the Symbolists, and
modern art. His writing is closely textured, concise,

with a note of originality and reserve which

transcends its framework of exoticism and intro-

duces us to the depths of an inner world. Although
his poems aremore hermetic than those ofClaudel*

or Saint-John* Perse, Steles (64 free-verse poems;
pub. Peking, 1912; crit. ed. 1963) tends to place

him on their level.

poetry: Peintures (1916; 1929); Odes (1926;

followed by TibeU 1963).—novels: Les irrane-

moriaux (1907; 1956); Rene Leys (1921; 1950);

£quipe^ voyage au pays du reel (1929); Lettres de

Chine (1967).

Cahiers du Sud, special no. (1948); H. Bouillier,

K S. (1961); J. L. B6douin, K. S, (1964). M.G.

Segedin, Petar (Zmovo, Kordula 8 VII 1909),

Croatian novelist and prose writer. Segedin studied

at Dubrovnik and Zagreb and held a number of

responsible literary positions before the war. He
spent some time in Paris after the war as Yugoslav
cultural attach^. He began publishing before the

war in Krleza’s* journal PeCat under the pen name
ofPetar KRuiid, but his main works were his two

post-war novels which marked a new direction

for Croatian prose in the short but bleak era of
socialist realism. Both are impressive psychological

studies, one of a young boy’s religious fanaticism,

the other of loneliness, and they also show the

author’s deep understanding of his native Dalmatia
with the traditions and the backwardness of its

society. Segedin has also written some war stories

and some dealing with the hidden traumatic after-

effects of war on individuals, but nothing as

penetrating as his two early novels.

novels: Djeca bozja (1946; 1960); Osamljenici

(1947; 1961).

—

^stories: Mrtvo more (1953);

Proza (1953); Na istom putu (1963); OrfeJ u maloj

baSti (1964).—essays: Na putu (1953; 1962);

Eseji (1956); Susreti (1962). B.J.

Segher Dengotgaf, Flemish poet who, early in the

13th centuiy, adapted two episodes from the

Roman de Troie by Benoit* de Sainte Maure
{Tpaerlement van Troyen and Die Sevenste Strijt)

and added an introduction, Tprieel van Troyen,

Oudvlaemsche Gedichten (ed. J. P. Blommaert,

1838); ed. N. de Pauw and E. Gailliard in J. van

Maerlant’s Istory van Troyen^ III-IV (1890);

Tprieel van Troyen (ed. G. C. de Waard and
G. C. Dupuis, 2nd ed. 1966).

J. A. N. Knuttel in De Gids (1938); W. P.

Gerritsen and F. C. van Gestel in Handelingen 28,

Nederl Filologencongr, (1964). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Seghers, Anna, pseud, of Netty Radvanyi
(Mainz 19 XI 1900), German novelist and short-

story writer. SinceW return from exile in 1947

she has lived in East Berlin. Always a politically

engaged writer, her theme is human suffering,

persecution and the political upheavals of our time.

Her novel Das siebte Kreuz (1942; Eng. tr. J. A.

Galston, 1943) describes the flight of seven

prisoners from a German concentration camp and

the death of six of them on crosses on recapture.

Another important novel. Transit (1943; tr. wfew,

1945), describes the plight of German refugees.

novels: Die Rettung (1937); Die Toten bleiben

Jung (1949 ; Eng. tr. 1950) ; Die Entscheidung (1959)

;

Das Vertrauen (1968).— Kraft der Schwachen

(9 stories; 1965).—cx)LLEcnED works: Gesammelte

Werke (8 vols, 1951); Der Bienenstock (short

stories; 3 vols, 1963).

P. Rilla, *Die Erzahlerin A. S.’ in Sinn und Form,
II (1950); W. Merklin, ‘A. S.’ in Frankfurter Hefte,

VII (1952); J. Scholz, A, S, Leben und Werk (1960);

S. Hermlin, ‘A. S.’ in Sinn und Form, XII (I960);

F. Albrecht, Die Erzahlerin A, S. 1926-32 (1965);

I. Diersen, S-Studien: Interpretationen von Werken

aus den Jdhren 1926-35 (1965); M. Triesch,

‘Martyrdom and Everlasting Life: two stories by

A. S.’ in Studies in Short Fiction^ HI (1966); Kurt

Batt, ‘Unmittelbarkeit und Praxis. Zur Sstheti-

schen Position von A. S,’ in Positionen (ed. W,
Mittenzwei, Leipzig, 1969). F.M.K,
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Segniy Bernardo (*Florence 1504; ^ibid. 13 IV

1558), Italian historian. From 1535 he worked for

the Medici. A classical scholar, he made several

translations from Aristotle* and is remembered

for his Istorie Florentine 1527-55 and his Vita di

Niccolo Capponi (1547)—first published together in

1723.

M. Lupo-Gentile, ‘Studi sulla storiografia

fiorentina alia corte di Cosimo, I’ in Annali della

Reale Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, XIX
(1905). B.R.

Segrais, Jean Regnault de (*Caen 22 VIII

1624; ^ibid. 24 III 1701), French writer. He trans-

lated Virgil* and wrote pleasant pastoral poetry.

While secretary to the Duchess of Montpensier

(1648-72) he collected the character-sketches com-

posed in her salons so helping to launch the vogue

of ‘portraits’. He signed Mme de La* Fayette’s

novel, Zaide^ in which he perhaps collaborated.

His short story Floridon (1657) told the story of

Bajazet 15 years before Racine*.

verse: Athis (1653); Poesies diverses (1658);

CEuvres diverses (Amsterdam, 1723).

—

^prose:

Nouvelles frangaises (1657); Histoire romanesque

de Don Juan d*Autriche (1659); ed.. Divers por-^

traits (1659) and La Galerie des peintures (1663;

ed. E. de Barth61emy, 1860); Segraisiana (1721).

W. T. Tipping, /. R. de S. (1933). G.B.

Segura, Manuel Ascensio (*Lima 1805; "fibid,

1871), Peruvian playwright, author ofa dozen light

plays in the comedy ofmanners style. Segura’s first

play was staged in 1839. Eleven are contained in

Artkulos, poesias y comedias (1886). Two others

were written in collaboration with Ricardo Palma*.

E.Sa.

Sei ShOnagon, pseud. (*966 or 967; t?after 1013),

Japanese writer and poet. The daughter of a poet,

Kiyohara no Motosuke (her personal name may
have been Nakiko), in 991 she entered the service

of the Empress Sadako (tlOOO). Her Makura no

sdshi (c. 1000-15) is a miscellany which was the

first of many works of Japanese literature known
as zuihitsu or ‘following the pen’; it is an account

of impressions and events of the years 991 to 1000,

sometimes in diary form, sometimes grouped by
subject. Details of her subsequent l^e are not

recorded, though it is believed that she retired to a

Buddhist nunnery.

Sei ShOnagon was familiar with Chinese

literature, and her book shows a keen intellect,

strong personality, epigrammatic wit and clearly-

defined opinions. The wide raxige of the subjects

mentioned gives a clear picture of contemporary

court life, even though matters outside the court are

rarely included. The style of the book is flexible,

lively, vivid and poetical. E.B.C.

The Pillow Book of S. S. (complete tr, I. I.

Morris, 2 vols, 1967); The Pillow-Book of S, S
(sei. tr. A. Waley, 1928; extracts in Anthology of
Japanese Literature^ ed. D. L. Keene, 1955); The
Sketch Book of the Lady S. S, (diff. sei. tr. N.
Kobayashi, 1930); Les notes de chevet de Sii S,
(complete tr. A. Beaujard, 1934; repr. 196Q*
Das Kopfkissenbuch (tr. M. Watanabe, 1952).

A. Beaujard, Sei 5., son temps et son ceime

(1934); I. I. Morris, The World of the Shining
Prince (1964). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Seidel, Heinrich (*Perlin, Mecklenburg 25 VI
1842; tOrosslichterfelde nr Berlin 7 XI 1906),

German novelist. Originally an engineer, he began
writing in 1874 and made it his profession in 1880.

The hero, Leberecht Huhnchen, first appeared in a
story in 1882 and proved such a success that he
became the central figure of many new stories

which finally were integrated into one novel, a
work of humour, human kindness and naive

optimism.

leberecht Huhnchen (1900; Eng. tr, A. Wemer-
Spanhoofd, 1913-15).

—

Gesammelte Schriften (20

vols, 1888-1907); Gesammelte Werke (5 vols,

1925). R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Seidel, Ina (*Halle 15 IX 1885; coHeinrich

Wolfgang Seidel), novelist and poet, the represen-

tative Protestant woman writer in German. Her
sufferings through illness impelled her to write

poetry and inspired her best work—the novel Das
Wunschkind (1930; The Wish Child, tr. G. Dunning-

Gribble, 1935), a moving portrait of womanhood.

Das Labyrinth (1922; tr. O. Williams, 1932);

Sterne der Heimkehr (1923); Der Weg ohne wdd
(1933); Lennacker (1938); Gesammelte Gedichte

(1937); Das unverwesliche Erbe (1954); Gedichte

(poems 1905-55; 1955); Michaela (1959).

C. di San Lazzaro, 7. iS*. (1938); K. A. Horst,

7. 5., Wesen und Werk (with biblio.; 195Q; W.
Dress, Das Problem des Protestantismus: Zu 7. S,5

Buchern (1958). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Seifert, Jaroslav (Prague 23 IX 1901), Czech

poet. From his early ‘proletarian’ poetry MJsto v

slzdch (‘A City in Tears’; 1920) Seifert passed to

the ‘poetistic’ school of Nezval*, Na vlndch

r. S. F. (‘On Wireless Waves’ ; 1925), only to show

a maturer style in the melodious personal lyrics of

JRuce VenuSiny (‘Hands of Venus’; 1936). A new

and deeper note came into his poetry with the

impact of the Czech national tragedy after 1938

(Zhasnite svetla, 1938; Svitlem odJnd, 1940). In

1965, after ten years’ silence, Koncert na ostrovS

expressed acceptance of the tragic reality of life.

7)//<? (1956fr.). R.A.

Sekulid, Isidora (*Mosorin, BaCka 16 n 1877;

tBelgrade 5 IV 1958), Serbian writer, esteemed

particularly for the re^stic and aesthetic value of

her critical essays.
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Saputnici (1913); Pisma iz NorveSke (1914);

Hronikapalanackog groblja (1940).—essays:

tiSki tremci i razmisljanja (3 vols, 1941-43); Mir i

nemir (1957); Eseji (2 vols, 1961); Teme (1962).

S* Markovid, /. S'. (1969). V.J.

Selander, Nils Sten Edvard (*Stockholm 1 VH
1891; ^ibid, 8 IV 1957), Swedish poet, journalist

and naturalist; literary and dramatic critic to

Svenska Dagbladet since 1936. Best known for his

lyrics, which render moods and themes from daily

life in realistic, almost conversational idiom.

verse: Vers och visor (1916); Var Herres hage

(1923); Sommarnatten (1941); Dikter fr&n 25 dr

(1945); Avsked (1957).

—

uprose: Mark och mdrutis-

kor (1937); Den grona jorden (1941).—essays:

Pegaser och Kdpphdstar (1950); Det levande

landskapet i Sverige (1955); Mark och rymd (post-

humous work; 1958).

S. Lindroth, ‘Humanisten S.* in Presens (1936);

0. Hedberg, S'. S. Intrddestal i Svenska akademien

(1957). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K. O-S.)

Selby, Hubert, Jr (*Brooklyn, N.Y. 23 VII 1928),

American novelist. He served from 1944 to 1946

in the U.S. Merchant Marine, where he un-

doubtedly encountered much of the toughness to

be found in his first novel, Last Exit to Brooklyn

(1964). 'This book was prosecuted for obscenity in

both the U.S.A. and England where it was at first

not recognized that Selby’s holding a mirror up to

nature entailed much of his squalid circumstance

and degraded language. D.E.Mo.

Selden, John (Salvington 16 XII 1584; fLondon
30 XI 1654), English antiquary and constitutional

lawyer. Selden was educated at Chichester School
and Hart Hall, Oxford, and became a Bencher of
the Inner Temple. He entered Parliament in 1623

and took part in many debates on constitutional

matters. He won considerable renown as an
Oriental scholar, particularly as an expositor of

rabbinical law. His vigorous and delightful Table

Talk^ collected during the last 20 years of his life

by his secretary Richard Milward, was published
in 1689. G.K.H.

Titles of Honour (1614); De Diis Syris (1617);

History of Tithes (1618); Marmora Arundeliana

(1624); Mare Clausum (1635); De Jure Naturali

(1640).

—

Opera omnia (ed. D. Wilkins, 3 vols,

1726); Table Talk (ed. Sir F. Pollock, 1927).

G.K.H. (C.B.)

Selgas y Carrasco, Jos£ (*Lorca, Murcia 1822;

tMadrid 1882), Spanish writer. He had to abandon
his studies for priesthood in order to support his

family.Agoodjournalist and a mediocre novelist, it

is for his poetry that he is remembered. Primavera
(1850) and Estio (1882) show a reaction against

exaggerated Romanticism and there is considerable

delicacy of treatment in his poems. R.M.N.

Obras (13 vols, 1882-94).

—

Flores y espinas

(1883); La manzana de oro (serial novel; 6 vols,

1872).

E. Diaz de Revenga, Estudio sobre S, (1915).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Selimovid, Mehmed (*Tu2la 26 IV 1910), Serbian
novelist and prose writer. Before the war Selimovid
studied in Belgrade and worked as a teacher in

Tuzla. He fought with the Partisans during the
war and in 1944 was a member of the Belgrade War
Crimes Committee. From 1947 he taught at the

University of Sarajevo, was drama director of the
Bosnian National Theatre there and since then has
been chief editor with the Svjetlost publishing

house. He began publishing war stories in 1951
and a novel, Tisine^ followed in 1961, but by far

his greatest achievement is the novel Dervis i smrt

(1966). It is an admirable account of a strong man
obsessed with death and vengeance and corrupted
at last by power. It offers a fearsome insight into

the declining Turkish administrative and religious

systems in Sarajevo, and a startling psychological

analysis of the workings of the Muslim mind. Like
Andric’s* novels, its thematic references to death,

vengeance, oppression and the corruption ofpower
go far outside the novel’s concrete setting.

stories: Prva 6eta (1951); Tudja zemlja (1962);

Magla i mjesedina (1965). B.J.

Sel’vinsky, Ilya ("'Simferopol 1899), Soviet poet

and one-timeleader ofthe ‘constructivist ’ school of

literature which aimed at organizing the pattern of

a poem exclusively in accordance with its subject.

Ulyalayevshchina (1927); Zapiski poeta (1928);

Pushtorg (1929); Pao-Pao (1932); Deklaratsiya

prav (1933); RytsaP loam (1939); Liriki i drama

(1947); Izbramye proizvedeniya (1953). J.L.

Selvon, Samuel (Dickson) ("'San Fernando,

Trinidad 20 V 1923; ool947 Draupadi Persaud,

cx}1963 Althea Nesta Daroux), West Indian

novelist and perhaps the most popular short-story

writer m Trinidad in the 1940s. He migrated to

England in 1950, and his work gained in signi-

ficance by being set partly in the West Indies and
partly in London, His work is popular for the

genial humour that allows him to interpret com-
passionately the peasant and illiterate levels of

West Indian life. But he is equally important for

the perceptiveness of that interpretation and his

complete mastery of West Indian Creole as the

ideal narrative medium, as shown in his first novel,

A Brighter Sun (1952). This is a tender evocation of

the emergence of a married teenage rural East

Indian couple into adult life in a suburban cosmo-
politan society shaken by traumatic events.

The Lonely Londoners (1956); Ways of Sunlight

(1957); The Housing Lark (1965); The Plains of
Caroniiim). A.D.Dr.
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Semadeni, Jon (*Vna 30 V 1910), Raeto-Romansch

author. Founder (1944) of the theatrical company

La culissa and the most important Romansch
dramatist. Beginning with realistic plays he has

turned, like Eliot* and Anouilh*, to recreating the

past in terms of contemporary human problems.

His prose poem. La jurada (with Ger. tr., 1967),

daringly blends the real and the fantastic. He was

joint-founder with Biert* and Rauch* of the

satirical cabaret La panaglia (1953).

plays: La famiglia Rubar (1941); Chispar

Rentsch (1944); La s-cMrdum dal sulai (1949);

Vn guader chim quadra (1959) ; II bal da la schocca

cotschna (1960); Vuman derschader (1962).

R.R.B.

Semb&ne Ousmane (*Zingumchor, Senegal 8 I

1923), Francophone African novelist. Sembdne has

had a varied career as fisherman in Senegal, soldier

during the Second World War, and docker and
trade-union leader in Marseilles. His novels reflect

his experiences and, rare among Francophone
African writers, evoke the lives of Africans caught

up in the urbanization and industrialization of

Africa.

Le docker noir (1956); O pays, mon beau peuple

(1957); Les bouts de bois de Dieu (1960; God^s Bits

of Wood, tr. F. Price, 1962); Voltalque (1962);

VHarmattan (1964); Vehi~Ciosane, suivi du
Mandat (1965; The Money-Order, with White
Genesis, tr. C. Wake, 1972).

J. I. Gleason, This Africa (1965); A, C. Brench,

The Novelists* Inheritance in French Africa (1967).

C.W.

SemgnoY, Sergey Alexandrovich (*1893), Soviet

author of proletarian origin, writing documentary
narratives and novels. His best-known works are

Golod and Natalya Tarpova (1927), the portrait

of an active Communist woman against the back-
ground of the NEP period.

Golod (1922; La faim, tr. B. Parain, 1927);

Edinitsa v millione (1922); Da, vinoven (1925);

Rasprava (1929). J.L.

Semonides, Greek iambic poet (late 7th century

B.C.), bom in Samos, lived in Amorgos. The
surviving fragments have a deeply pessimistic tone

;

the longest compares different types of women to

different animals, sow, vixen, bitch, she-ass, mare,

ape, bee.

J. M. Edmonds, Elegy andIambus, II (1931 ; with
tr.). J.T.H.

Semper, Johannes (*Tuhalaane, Viljandimaa 22
III 1892; tTallinn 21 II 1970), Estonian poet,

novelist and playwright. After studies in St

Petersburg and Moscow Semper spent several years

abroad. Having voiced anti-German views in the

1930s he had t j fl^ $ to Russia in 1941 to escape the

Nazi occupation. He returned after the war an
exponent of Socialist Realism and held senior

posts in the Estonian Writers’ Union. The influence

of French and Russian Symbolism evident in his

early poetry never wholly disappeared, and his

treatment of the problems experienced by intel-

lectuals both in their own social sphere and outside

reveals a subtle appreciation of psychology.

Semper’s travelogues, verse and prolific transla-

tions introduced many Western European ideas

into Estonian literature during the years between
the two World Wars.

verse: Pierrot (1917); Jaljed liival (1920); Viis

meelt (1926); Pdike rentslis (1930); Tuuleratas

(1936); Ei vaikida saa (1943); Kuidas elaksid?

(1958).—short stories and novels: Hiina kett

(1918); Armukadedus (1934) ; Kivi kivipddle (1939);

Punased nelgid (1955; Rote Nelken, tr. A. Baer,

1960).

—

plays: Murrang (1949); Inimesed risU

tuultes (1960).

—

^travel: Risti-rdsti Idbi Euroopa

(1935); Louna Risti all (1937).

—

Matk minevikku

(memoirs, 1969).

—

Valitud teosed (sel. works;

8 vols, 1962-70).

A. Magi, Estonian Literature (1968); E. Nirk,

‘J. S.* in Estonian Literature (1970). M.A.B.

Sempill of Beltrces, a family of Scottish poets.

Sir James (*1566; tl626) was an intimate of

James* VI, a pupil of George Buchanan*, and

Scottish ambassador to England (1599) and

France (1601); he is the author of three tracts and

a verse dialogue, The Packman^s Paternoster, or

A Picktooth for the Pope,

His son Robert (c. 1595-iC. 1665), who fought

on the Royalist side in the Civil War, is the author

of the celebrated elegy on Habbie Simson, The

Piper of Kilbarchan, a spirited early example of a

semi-humorous Scots genre.

Robert’s son Francis (c. 1616-82) lived a

colourful life as a laird and completed the family’s

poetic record with a number ofmerry and vigorous

ballads, including Maggie Lauder, She Rose and

Let Me In, Hallow Fair and The Blythsome Bridal,

The S, Ballads (ed. J. Paterson, 1849). J.K.

Sem Tob ibn Ardutiel ben Isaac, Rabbi: see Santob

de Carridn.

Senancour, Etienne Ptvert de (*Paris 16 XI 1770;

tSaint Cloud 10 1 1846), French writer. Senancour

was a spiritual child of the 18th-century ‘enlighten-

ment’. On the outbreak of the Revolution he fled

to Switzerland; after an unfortunate marriage he

returned in 1804 to Paris where he led an obscure

existence as a journalist. His best-known book is

Obermann, sl novel written in the form of letters,

which describes, in lyrical vein, a mood of Welt-

schmerz no less deep, though more intellectually

lucid, than that of Chateaubriand’s* Reni,

Riveries sur la nature primitive de Vhomme

(1799; crit. ed, J. Merlant, 1910); Obermam



(1804; enlarged 2nd ed., 1833 ; crit. ed. G. Michaut,

1910; prec. by Journal intime d'Obermann, crit. ed.

A. Monglond, 3 vols, 1948); Observations sur le

ginie du Christianisme (181Q; Aldomen (ed, A.
Monglond, 1925); DeVamour (1925).

J. Merlant, *9. (1907); G. Michaut, S,, ses amis

et ses ennemis (1909); A. Monglond, Vies pre-

romantiques (1925), Le mariage et la vieillesse de S,

(1933) and Le journal intime d^Obermam (1947);

A. Finot, 5. ou le myopathique (1947).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Senddbar {Libro de los enganos e los asayamientos

de las mugeres; 1253), Spanish collection of
fabliaux: 26 very humorous tales of female decep-

tions, set in a frame-story. The book was trans-

lated from the Arabic by order of Prince Fadrique,

brother of Alfonso'*^ X of Castile. There are later

versions in Spanish and other European languages.

(See also Johannes* de Alta Silva).

Versiones castellanas del S, (ed. A. Gonzdlez
Palencia, 1946); Libro de los engoHos (ed. J. E.

Keller, Chapel Hill, N.C., 1959; The Book of the

Wiles of Women, tr. idem, ibid,, 1956).

D. Comparetti, Researches Respecting the Book
of Sindibad (London, 1882); G. T. Artola,

*Sindibad in medieval Spanish’ in Mod. Lang.
Notes, LXXI (1956); B. E, Perry, ‘The origin of
the Book ofSindbad’ in Fabula, III (1959-60).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Sender, Ram6n (*Huesca 1902), Spanish writer.

He interrupted his studies of law in favour of a
literary career and fought in the Civil War as a
Republican, going afterwards to America. With
Imdn (1930)—a vivid chronicle of the Moroccan
campaign—he scored a great success, repeated in

several subsequent books. A vigorous, realistic

writer, sensitive to social problems and to their

impact on man, he eqjoys abroad a greater reputa-

tion than in his own country. R.M.N.

Imdn (1930; Earmarked for Hell, tr. J. Cleugh,

1934); El problema religioso en Mexico (1928); El
Verbo se hizo sexo (1931); Siete domingos rojos

(1932; Seven RedSundays, tr. P. C. Mitchell, 1936);

Mr Witt en el Cantdn (1935; Mr Witt Among the

Rebels, tr. idem, 1937); Contraataque (1938;

Counter Attack in Spain, tr. idem, 1937); The War
in Spain (tr. idem, 1937); El lugar del hombre
(1939); Epitalamio delprieto Trinidad (1942; Dark
Wedding, tr. E. Clark, 1943); La Jornada (novel in

4 parts), I: Crdnica del alba (1942; Chronicle of
Dawn, tr. W, R. Trask, 1945), II: Hipogrifo violento

(195©, ni; La quinta Julieta (1957), IV: Los
laureles de Anselmo (1958); El rey y la reina (1947;
tr. The King and Queen, 1949) ; La esfera (1947 ; The
Sphere, tr. F. Giovanelli, 1950); El verdugo afable

(1952; The Affable Hangman, tr. F. Hail, 1954).

F. Carrasquer, ^Imdn* y la novela histdrica de

R. J, S, (Zaandyk, 1968 ; 2nd ed., London, 1970).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)
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Seneca the Elder (*Corduba, Spain, c. 55 b.c.;

tA.D. 37/41), Roman rhetorician, father of
Seneca* the philosopher, and grandfather of
Lucan*. Towards the end of his life he wrote down
from memory a collection of brilliant extracts from
famous rhetoricians on standard school themes
with his own observations on the speakers. Seneca
is valuable not only as an interesting and incisive

literary critic, but as a source ofinformation on the
rhetorical schools. His style is strong and manly,
showing a transitional stage between Gceronian
orotundity and Silver-Age sententiousness.

Eds: A. Kiessling (1872; repr. 1967); H. J.

Muller (1887; repr. 1963); Suasoriae (ed. with tr.

and comm. W. A. Edward, 1928).

H. Bomecque, Les declamations et les decla-

mateurs d*apris Senique lepire (1902; repr. 1967);

A. Gwynn, Roman Education From Cicero to

Quintilian (1926); S. F. Bonner, Roman Declama-
tion (1949). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus, the Younger, son of the

elder Seneca (*Corduba c. 4 b.c.; tA.D. 65). He
studied rhetoric and philosophy in Rome, became
quaestor under Caligula, but was banished to

Corsica by Claudius in 41 for suspected complicity

in the adultery of Julia Livilla. Recalled in 49, he

was made praetor and entrusted with the education

of Nero. For the first five years of Nero’s reign he

exercised a salutary restraint on the young

emperor, but intrigues of his enemies brought

about his dismissal (62). Being accused of com-
plicity in Piso’s conspiracy, he committed suicide.

Seneca’s works comprise (1) ten prose works

transmitted to us imder the inappropriate title of

Dialogi, (2) some other longish prose works,

(3) 124 Epistulae morales to Lucilius, (4) the

Apocolocyntosis (‘Pumpkinification’ of Claudius),

(5) nine tragedies. Of the first group the Consolatio

odMarciam is the most readable; of the second, the

De beneficiis is the most imposing, although

tediously detailed. The Naturales quaestiones,

probably from Stoic sources, deals with striking

natural phenomena and is unique in this genre in

Latin literature. In the third group Seneca directs a

young friend’s philosophizing. The Apocolocyn-

tosis is a skit upon Claudius’ deification written to

please Nero. The tragedies exhibit unnatural

sentiment expressed in frigid bombast and are

enlivened by scenes of exaggerated suffering and

slaughter. Their influence upon Renaissance

tragedy was paramount. It is easy to condemn

Seneca for his inconsistencies—a millionaire who
praises the simple life, a busy politician who
praises retirement. But there is much in his

character that claims esteem, and the hazards of

life as Nero’s prime minister made philosophic

consistency difiicult. J.A.W.

Dialogorum libri XII (ed. E. Hermes, 1905, repr.

1969; Bks 10-12 ed, with comm. J. D. Duff, 1915;

Moral Essays, tr. J. W. Basore, 3 vols, 1932-35);
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De beneficiis and De dementia (ed. C. Hosius, 2nd

ed. 1914, repr. 1969; tr. J. W. Basore, op, cit,)\

Naturales quaestiones (ed. A. Gercke, 1907, repr.

1967; Physical Science in the Tiim ofNero, tr. with

comm. J. Clarke and A. Geikie, 1910); Epistulae

morales (eds: L. D. Reynolds, 2 vols, 1965; O.

Hense, 2nd ed. 1914; Select Letters, ed. with comm.

W. C. Summers, 1910; tr. R. M. Gummere, 3 vols,

1917-25; S,: Letters From a Stoic, sel. tr. R.

Campbell, 1969); Apocolocyntosis (ed. F. Biicheler

and W. Heraeus, with Petronius*, 6th ed. 1922,

repr. 1958; trs. A. P. Ball, with comm., 1902;

W. H. D. Rouse, 1913); tragedies (eds: R. Peiper

and G. Richter, 2nd ed. 1902; H. Moricca, 3 vols,

1947; Three Tragedies of S,, ed. with comm.
H. M. Kingery, 1905, repr. 1966; tr. F. J. Miller,

2 vols, 1916-17; S.: Four Tragedies and Octavia,

tr. E. F. Watling, 1966).

F. Holland, S. (1920); A. Bourgery, Senique

prosateur (1922); C. W. Mendell, Our S, (1941;

repr. 1968); P. Grimal, Senique, sa vie, son oeuvre,

avec un exposi de sa philosophie (1948; 3rd ed. rev.

1966,)—A. D. Godley, Senecan Tragedy (1912);

F. L. Lucas, S. and Elizabethan Tragedy (1922).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Senghor, Leopold S^dar (*Joal, Senegal 9 X
1906), Francophone African poet, essayist and
statesman. Educated in Dakar, at the Lyc^e Louis

Le Grand in Paris and at the Sorbonne, where he

obtained his agrigation in 1935, Senghor was
mobilized at the outbreak of war in 1939 and was
subsequently a prisoner-of-war. In 1945, he pub-

lished his first volume of poetry and entered

politics, rapidly rising to a position of leadership,

both as depute in the French Parliament and as

leader of the majority party in Senegal. For Sen-

ior the writing of poetry and political commit-
ment were interdependent, the one activity

constantly illuminating and justifying the other.

Also linked with his career as poet-politician was
the promotion of the concept of negritude. In

1960 Senghor became the President of the indepen-

dent Republic of Senegal, and in 1961 he published

his last volume of poems to date, all written before

1960.

Senghor has dominated the Francophone
African literary scene since 1945. To some extent

this has been due to his role as political leader and
to the notoriety of his concept of Negritude, but

there can be no doubt about the outstanding

quality of his poetry. The theme ofthe new African

culture with its roots in the cultural traditions of

Africa runs through all his work, but his poetry is

held together primarily by the figure of the poet as

the spokesman of his people. Senghor seems to

have found his style from the outset, adopting the

Biblical verset line favoured by Paul Claudel* and
Saint-John* Perse, but it has grown in suppleness

and assurance as Senghor himselfhas become more
confident in his double role as poet and political

leader. His imagery is strongly visual, often sur-

realistic in effect, drawing freely on the African
past and the African natural environment. Critics

have often noted the combination of rhetoric and
sensuality in his poetry. Senghor does not seem to

have had many imitators, but his moral influence

on contemporary African literature has been
considerable.

verse: Chants d'ombre (1945); Hosties noires

(1948); Chants pour Naett (1950); Ethiopiques

(1956); Nocturnes (1961 ;
tr. J. Reed and C. Wake,

1969).—^Ed., Anthologie de la nouvelle podsie nigre

et malgache i\9^Z),-^Podmes (coll.; 1964).—
Liberte /. Negritude et Humanisme (prose; 1964).—
Selected Poems (tr. J. Reed and C. WaJce, 1964);

Prose and Poetry (tr. idem, 1965).

A. Guibert, L, S, S, (1961); G. Moore, Seven

African Writers (1962); L. Kesteloot, Lesicrivains

noirs de langue frangaise (1962); H. de Leusse,

L, S, S, VAfricain (1967); S. O. Mezu, L. S, S. et

la defense et illustration de la civilisation noire

(1968); E. Milcent and M. Sorde, L.-S, S, et la

naissance de PAfrique moderne (1969); I. L
Markowitz, S. and the Politics ofNegritude (1970),

C.W.

SenkOTsky, Osip Ivanovich, occasional pseud.

Baron Brambeus (*1800; tl859), Russian jour-

nalist, editor and critic of the unscrupulous time-

serving variety. From 1834 he edited the important

Biblioteka dlya chteniya (‘Library for Reading’).

In his lack of principles he was matched by his two

confrires, Bulgarin* and Grech*—a triumvirate

responsible for many an unsavoury feature of

Russian journalism.

Sobranie sochineniy (9 vols, 1858-59).

V. Kaverin, Istoriya Osipa Senkovskogo (1929).

J.L.

Senoa, August (*Zagreb 14 XI 1838; ^ibid, 13

XII 1881), Croatian poet, novelist, critic, drama-

tist. He studied in Prague and Zagreb, devoting

himself in the latter city to the theatre, journalism

and literature. He became an influential mouth-

piece of middle-class liberalism, Croat nationalism

and Slav brotherhood, and of the belief in educa-

tion and progress, but his literary authority was

challenged towards the end of his life by writers of

the ‘young* school. He played an important part

in the formative period of Croatian literature,

striving to free the theatre from German influence

and develop national themes and style. His best

works are his historical novels, through which he

sought to arouse national consciousness, and whidi

give a vivid picture of medieval and 18th-centuiy

Croatia.

novels: Zlatarevo zlato (1872); Seljadka bum

(1876); Prosjak Luka (lS19),Sabrana djela (coll,

works; 20 vols, 1931-35). V.J.

S&aryii: see Kara! SenryO.
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Sepulveda, Juan Gin6s de (*Pozoblanco, nr

C6rdoba 71490; ^ibid, 71573), Spanish humanist.

He studied at Cdrdoba, Alcald and Bologna.

His Latin was excellent and he wrote histories of

Charles V and the early years of Philip II. Besides

translating Aristotle’s* Politics, he had a famous
controversy with Las* Casas. He also attacked

Erasmus*. His minor works include many letters

to other humanists.

Opera (4 vols, 1780); ‘Democrates alter* (ed.

and tr. M. Menendez y Pelayo in Boletin de la

Real Acad, de la Historia, XXI, 1892).

A. F. G. Bell, J. G. de S, (1924). E.M.W.

Serafimovich, Alexander, pseud, of Alexander
Serafimovich Popov (*1863; tl949); Russian

author of Cossack origin and one-time member of

Gorky’s* Znanie group of writers. He specialized

in stories, but his present reputation rests mainly on

his novel, Zhelezny potok (1924; The Iron Flood,

tr. anon., 1935), dealing with the Civil War in the

Caucasus. The book has become a Soviet classic.

Sochineniya (6 vols, 1911-13); Gorod i stepi

(1923); Rasskazy (1935); Voyennye rasskazy

(1936); Izbrarmye priozvedeniya (1947); Sobranie

sochineniy (10 vols, 1940-48).

A. Kurilenkov, A, S. (1950), J.L.

Serao, Matdlde (Patras, Greece 7 III 1856;

fNaples 24 VII 1927), Italian journalist and novel-

ist who wrote about 40 novels besides founding and
directing a newspaper—II Giomo—at Naples

and contributing to many others. Her output was
vast but uneven, and the execution slipshod. Some
of the best novels are II romanzo della fanciulla

(1886), La ballerina (1899), Suor Giovanna della

Croce (1901) and II paese di Cuccagna (1890),

where the subject-matter is drawn mainly from the

humbler walto of Neapolitan life.

M. S', (anthol.; ed. with good intro. P. Pancrazi,

2 vols, 1944).

P. Pancrazi, Scrittorl italiani dal Carducci al

D'Annunzio (1937); A. Banti, M, S. (1965).—
A. Vallone, ‘Bibliografia di M. S.’ in Quadrivio

(1939). N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Sercambi, Giovanni (*Lucca 18 II 1348; Jibid.

27 V 1424), Italian writer, soldier and politician.

Sercambi wrote the Chroniche delle cose di Lucca

(11^1423) and the Monito, a programme for

political, military and economic government
address^ to the Guinigi signoria. He also com-
posed 155 realistic, fabulous and licentious novelle

set in a framework suggested by the Decameron
and varying in style between a colloquial and a
literary idiom.

Chroniche (ed. S. Bongi, 3 vols, 1892); Novelle

(ed. R. Renier, 1889); Prosatori volgari del

Quattrocento (ed, C, Varese, 1955; with biblio);

G. Beretta, Contributo all*opera novellistica di G, S,
con il testo di 14 novelle inedite (1968).

L. Di Franda, La novellistica (1924); G.
Petrocchi, ‘II novelliere medievale del S.’ in

Convivium, I (1949); L. Russo, ‘Ser Giovanni
Fiorentino e G. S.’ in Belfagor, XI (195Q.

M.W.

Serdini, Simone, called II Saviozzo (*Siena c.

1360; tToscanella c, 1420), Italian poet. Leaving
Siena in 1389, Serdini passed a wretched life of
semce at various Italian courts; he committed
suicide in prison. He composed love lyrics,

political adulations addressed to the Visconti,

bitter disperate cursing fortune (Le 'nfastidite

labbia) and moralistic poems. These abound in

mythological comparisons and reminiscences of
the Divina Commedia; at times there is a psycho-
logical artfulness derived from Petrarch*.

Rime (crit. ed. E. Pasquini, 1965); Rimatori del

tardo Trecento (ed. N. Sapegno, 1967).

G. Volpi, ‘La vita e le rime di S. S.’ in Giomale
storico della lett. ital., XV (1890). M.W,

Sereni, Vittorio (Luino 27 VII 1913), Italian poet

and critic, a member, albeit very independent, of

the second generation of ‘hermetic* poets. For-

merly a schoolteacher, he now works for the

publishing house ofMondadori. He becameknown
with Diario d*Algeria (1947), mostly written while

a prisoner of war in North Africa.

Poesie (1942); Gli immediati dintorni (1962);

Gli strumenti umani (1965). B.M.

Sergeyev-Tsensky, Sergey Nikolayevich (1876;

tCrimea 1945), Russian author. In his early

narratives he tackled the irrational side of existence

in a style full of mannerisms and verbal orna-

mentation. After 1917 he became more direct and
disciplined, especially in his ambitious but unfin-

ished series of novels entitled Preobrazhenie

(‘Transfiguration’), a magnificent series of 17

novels and narratives describing the eve of the

First World War, the war and the period after

1917. He also wrote an excellent historical novel

about the Crimean War, Sevastopolskaya strada

(3 vols, 1939-40).

Sad (1906); Chudo (1923); Valya (1926);

Michel Lermontov (1933); Mayak v tumane (1935);

Iskal, vsegda iskal (1935); Slovo o polkakk

tsarskikh (1935); Brusilovskiy proryv (1944;

Brusilov's Breakthrough, tr. H. Altschuler, 1945);

Pushki vydvigayut {l9A4).—Izbrannoe (1957);

Sobranie sochineniy (12 vols, 1967).

S,-T, V zhizni i tvorchestve (ed. A. V. Pryamkov,

1963). J.L.

Sdrgio, Ant6nio (Damfio, Portuguese India

1883), Portuguese critic, historian and essayist. In

his essays he brings a penetrating, well-disciplined
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minH to bear on a large varirty of sutaects : history,

literature, education, political economy etc. A
humanist and a liberal, his balancedjudgement and

clarity of thought and expression are in strong

contrast with the vagueness and misplaced lyricism

that vitiated so much Portuguese criticism until

very recently.

Rimas (1908); Notas sobre Antero de Quental

(1909); Bmios (8 vols, 1920-58); O tkseja^

(1924); Bosqu^o da histdria de Portugal (1923;

A Sketch of the History of Portugal, tr. C. J. dos

Santos, 1928).

V. MagalhSies de Vilhena, A. S', e a filosofia

(1961) and A. S. (1964). T.P.W.

fiarimnn, Zaccama Angelo (Venice 9 XI 1709;

^ibid. 21 X 1784), Italian prose vvriter, poet,

publisher and man of letters. Of wealthy Armenian

merchant family settled in Venice since the 17ih

century; educated at the Collegio dei^ Nobili,

Bologna. Seriman wrote the Viaggi di Enrico

Wanton (1749-64), a witty and perceptive satire of

the contemporary scene cast, in the manner of

Swift* and Desfontaines. in the popular literal

form of an imaginary voyage to the Paese delle

Scimie and the Regno dei Cinocefali, situated in the

uncharted regions of the Terra Australis Incognita.

His other works, all published anonymously,

include a prose translation from Pope* (Saggio

sopra Vuomo, 1765), libretti for the opera seria

(Caio Marzio Coriolano, 1747) and the opera buffa

(II matrimonio per astuzia, 1771), a cantata (La

Reggia de Calipso, 1769), satirical almanachs

(Almamcco ad uso de* PedantU 1767; Almanacco

erudito, 1783), and the philosophical poem

Aristippo (1744), concerning the nature of happi-

ness and spiritual tranquillity.

Viaggi di Enrico Wanton (4 vols, 1764; ed. B.

Gamba, 6 vols, 1824-25).

D. M. White, Z. S. (1961).—G. B. Marchesi,

Romanzieri e romanzi italiani del Settecento (1903);

G. Ortolani, Voci e yisioni del Settecento veneziano

(1926); M. Parent!, Un rommzo italiano del

Settecento: Saggio bibliografico su Z. S. (1948).

M.W.

Serlo of Bayeux (*1050; tlll3-22), French canon

of Bayeux and Avranches, mo^ of Mont-St-

Michel, was a noted writer of satiric epigrams and

invectives.

Anglo-Latin Satirical Poets (ed. T. Wright, 2

vols, 1872).

W. B. Sedgwick, ‘The textual criticism of

medieval Latin poets’ in Speculum, V (1930); M.
Manitius, Geschichte der lateinischen Literatur des

Mittelalters, III (1931); J. de Ghellinck, Uessor de

la litterature latine au Xlle siicle, II (1946);

F. J. E. Raby, History of Secular Latin Poetry in

the Middle Ages, H (1957). R.R.R.

Sara, Naroso SAenz DfEz (Madrid 1830;

^ibid. 1877), Spanish playwright. After failing at

the military academy he lived a gay, bohemianlife.

His production oscillated between Romanticism,

plays of historical reconstruction, such as El reloj

de San Pldcido, and portrayal of contemporary

characters and customs as in El amor y la Gaceta,

iDon Tomas! and, above all, La calle de la Montera

(1859).

Leyendas, cuentos y poesias (IZIT).

N. Alonso Cortes, ‘N. S.’ in Rev. de la Biblio-

teca, Archivo y Museo del Ayuntamiento de

Madrid (1930) and Quevedo en el teatro y otras

COSOS (1930). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Serra, Renato (*Cesena 5 XII 1884; tPodgora20

VII 1915), Italian critic and essayist. He contributed

to La Voce, in which was published in IV 1915

his celebrated Esame di coscienza di un letterato.

Serra was an independent critic who preferred to

describe himself as ‘a reader’.

Scrim (2 vols, 1938); Epistolario (1934).

E. Raimondi, Illettore diprovincia, R. S. (1964);

S. Briosi, R. S. (1968). B.M.

Service, Robert William (*Preston, Eng. 16 I

1874; 001913 Germaine Bourgoin; t H IX 1958),

Canadian novelist and verse writer. His rough

frontier verses gained him immense popularity.

verses: Songs ofa Sourdough (1907); Rhymes of

a Rolling Stone (1912); Ballads of a Bohemian

(1920); Songs of a Sun-Lover (1949).—Compfe/e

Poetical Works (5 vols, 1927).—novels: The

Pretender (1914); The Roughneck (1923); The

House ofFear (1927). H.L.C. (D.E.Mo.)

Servius (Maurus S. Honoratus) (late 4th century

A.D.), Latin grammarian whose commentary on

Virgil* is the most valuable exegetical work of

antiquity that has been preserved. The commenta^

exists in a long and a short form; the material

found only in the former being known as the

Daniel Servius, after its first editor. The Daniel

Servius is too learned to come from the pen of a

7th-century monk (the theory of Thilo) and is

explained by Rand as being selected from the com-

mentary of Aelius Donatus*. Servius shows wide

and varied learning, and writes a clear, although

not perfectly classical, Latin. J.A.W.

Ed. G. Thilo and H. Hagen (3 vols, 1878-1902;

repr. 1961); ed. E. K. Rand et al (Harvard ed.), in

progr. : II (Aeneid, 1-2; 1946; reviewed E. Fraem

in Jour. Roman Stud., XXXVIII-XXXIX,

1948-49). Ill (Aeneid, 3-5 ; 1965).

H. Georgii, Die antike Aeneiskritik aus aen

Scholien und anderen Quellen hergestellt (1891).

Settembrini, Luigi (*Naples 17 IV 1813 ;
1[ibid. 450

187Q, Italian patriot and man of letters. He hela
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several Chairs of literature, the one at Naples from

1861 until his death. A liberal, he spent many years

in Bourbon gaols, where (before being spectacu-

larly rescued) he translated Lucian*, whom he saw

as a kindred free-thinking spirit.

Passionately and admirably high-minded, he

does not emerge as a profound thinker either in his

political pamphlets or in his Lezioni di letteratura

italiana (3 vols, 1866-72; ed. G. Innamorati, 2

vols, 1964), dominated by his concept of a con-

tinual duel between enlightened free-thinkers and
religious, especially Jesuit, obscurantism. Never-

theless, Settembrini’s observations on literature

are often illuminating. His warmth and directness

are evident in all his works, but nowhere more so

than in his autobiography, JRicordanze della mia
vita, and in his private letters.

Protesta del popolo delle Due Sicilie (1847);

Opere di Luciano voltate in italiano (3 vols, 1861-

62); II Novellino di Masuccio Salernitano (1874);

Ricordanze della mia vita (2 vols, 1879-80; ed.

with other Scritti autobiografici, with good intro,

and biblio. M. Themelly, 1961); Lettere dalV

ergastolo (ed. idem, 1962).

A. Omodeo, *L. S.’ in Figure e passioni del

Risorgimento italiano (1945). J.G.-R.

Settle, Elkanah (Dunstable 1 II 1647/48;

ooLondon 28 II 1673/74 Mary Warner; fLondon
12 II 1723/24), English poet, pamphleteer and
dramatist whose clash with Diyden* brought

him as Doeg into Absalom and Achitophel, and
who is ridiculed in various places by Pope*.

His Cambyses and Empress of Morocco won him
a reputation for heroic tragedy equal to Dryden’s,

but with a transference of Rochester’s* patronage

he gradually lost ground. Joining the Whigs,
Settle wrote The Female Prelate, a well-written

play as such, though outrageous in its invective.

Settle is a playwright who, despite his bombast
and exuberant style, understood the theatre,

especially the use of machines and sceneiy. It was
probably he who adapted Shakespeare’s* A
Midsummer Night's Dream for Henry Purcell as

The Fairy Queen (1692; facs. 1969).

B.L.J. (H.N.D,)

Cambyses, King ofPersia (1671) ;
The Empress of

Morocco (1673; in Five Heroic Plays, ed. B.

Dobree, 1960); Ibrahim, The Illustrious Basso

(1677; ‘Preface to Ibrahim*, ed. H. MacDonald,
repr. 1947); Absalom Senior; or Achitophel

Transpos'd (against Dryden; 1682); Notorious

Imposter and Diego Redivivus (1692; ed. S. Peter-

son, 1958); The Complete Memoirs of , . . Will

Morrell (1694; ed. idem in The Counterfeit Lady
Unveiled, 1961).

F. C. Brown, E, S,: His Life and Works (1910);
E. G. Fletcher, ‘Biblio. of E. S.’ in Notes and
Queries, CLXIV (1933); R. E. Moore, Henry
Purcell and the Restoration Theatre (1961).

J.R.B. (H.N.D.)

Seume, Johann Gottfried (*Poserna nr Weissen-

fels 29 1 1763 ; fTeplitz 13 VI 1810), German writer.

While a student, Seume was kidnapped into the

Hessian forces leased to England for the American
war. On his return he deserted, narrowly escaping

execution (1783). He served in the Russian army
(1793-96) and then made walking tours in Europe,

the descriptions of which are his chief works.

Gedichte (1801); Spaziergang nack Syrakus

(1802); Mein Sommer im Jahre 1805 (1807).

—

Werke (12 vols, 1826); Prosaschriften (ed. W.
Kraft, 1962).

O. Plauer and C. Reissmann, J, G, S, (1898);

K. A. Findeisen, /. G. S, (1938). H.B.G.

Seuse, Heinrich (*Oberlingen c. 1295; fUlna

1366), Dominican mystic, author of the first

German prose autobiography (completed c, 1362):

a stylized account of his ‘progress* and ascetic

practices. More influential was his Buchlein der

ewigen Weisheit (1328; tr. with modifications as

Horologium Sapientiae, c. 1333): a dialogue

between eternal wisdom (Christ) and the servant, of

which hundreds of copies exist. His rhapsodic

prose and vivid imagery (from minnesang and the

Canticle) mitigate the gross sentimentality of some

of his outpourings.

Deutsche Schriften (ed. K. Bihlmeyer, 1907, repr.

1961; modernized W. Lehmann, 1911); Horo^

logium Sapientiae (ed. K. Richstatter, 1929).

—

The Life ofthe Servant and Little Book ofEternal

Wisdom (tr. J. M, Clark, 1952 and 1953).

W. Preger, Geschichte der dt, Mystik im MA,,

II (1893); H. Wichgraf, ‘Suso’s Hor. Sap. in

England’ in Archiv f. d. Studium d. neueren

Sprachen, CLXDC (1936); J. M. Clark, The Great

German Mystics (1949); E. Colledge in Dominican

Stud., VI (1953). F.P.P.

Slverin, Fernand (*Grand-Manil 4 II 1867;

00 1904 Edith Luytens; fGhent 4 IX 1931),

Belgian poet, critic and Jeune Belgique writer;

Professor of literature at Ghent University. His

poetry, largely classical in form, is imbued with a

gentle melancholy. Nature, seen through a l^e
of mysticism and sentimentality, is his principal

inspiration.

verse; Le lys (1888); La solitude heureuse (1904);

La source au fond des bois (1924); Poimes (1930).

—Thiodore Weustenraad (ciit.; 1914).

P. Champagne, Essai sur la poesie de F, S,

(1923). B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Severyanin, Igor, pseud, of Igor Vasilyevich

LotarMv (*1887; tl942), Russian modernist poet

and self-styled ‘ego-futurist* whose volume,

Kubok gromokipyashchiy (‘The Thunder-Seething

Goblet’; 1913), was a poetic best-seller of the

period. Gifted with rhythm and melody, he tried

to create a genre of his own, ceXLe&poeza, After a
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period of intense popularity just before 1914, his

talent declined. He died in exile.

Zlatolira (1914); Cr^me de violettes (1919);

Tragediya Titana (1923); Klassicheskie rozy

(1931). J.L.

SevignS, Marie de Rabutin-Chant^, Marquise

DE (*Paris 5 II 1626; cx)1644 Henri, Marquis de

S6vign6; tGrignan 17 IV 1696), French letter-

writer. She was the grand-daughter of Jeanne de

Chantal, later canonized. Her unsatisfactory

marriage ended with her husband’s death in a

duel (1651), and she was left, relatively impover-

ished, to bring up her children, the improvident

Charles and the intelligent Fran^oise-Marguerite,

who married (1669) the Comte de Grignan,

Lieutenant-General of Provence. Partly for

economy, partly through taste, Mme de Sevign6

spent much time in the country—either at Libry

with her beloved uncle, the Abb6 Christophe de

Coulanges, or with her daughter in Provence, or

on her own estate at Les Rochers, Brittany. When
in Paris she lived, after 1677, in the H6tel Carna-

valet. Cultured, vivacious, with an underlying

seriousness, she belong to the second rank of the

aristocracy, having access to the court, though

little influence there. Most of her letters, of which

some 1,500 survive, were wiitten to her relatives,

particularly Mme de Grignan, and to such friends

as De Rete*, Pomponne and Mme de La* Fayette.

They form a fascinating running commentary on
public and private life in the grand siicle^ and are

written with a warm spontaneity which only lacks

a certain finesse.

Lettres (ed. L. Monmerqu6 and P. Mesnard, 14

vols and album, 1862-67; ed. G. Gailly, 3 vols,

1953-57).

C. A. Sainte-Beuve, Portraits de femmes (1829);

J. Aldis, Mme de S, (London, 1907); A. Hallays,

Mme de S, (1921); J. Lemoine, Mme de 5., sa

famille et ses amis (1927); Mme Saint-Rene

Taillandier, Mme de S, et safille (1938). G.B.

Sewall, Samuel (*Bishopstoke, England 28 HI
1652; C01675 Hannah Hull, ool719 Mrs Abigail

Tilley, cx)1722 Mary Shrimpton; fBoston 1 1 1730),

American diarist and merchant, the ‘Puritan

Pepys*, who kept a diary recording petty gossip as

well as important affairs.

Proposals Touching the Accomplishment of
Prophecies (1713); Diary of S, S, (1878-82).

N. H. Chamberlain, S. S. and the World He
Lived In (1897); O. E. Winslow, S, S. of Boston

(1964). H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Seward, Aima (*Eyam, Derby. 12 XH 1747;

tLichfield 25 HI 1809), ‘the swan of Lichfield’,

English versifier and letter-writer, friend of Mrs
Piozzi* and Hayley*. R.M.H.

Poetical Works (ed. Walter Scott, 3 vols, 1810);

Letters (6 vols, ^Louisa: a poetical novel

(1784); Variety: a collection of Essays (1788)*

Memoir ofDr Darwin (1804).
*

H. Wickham, Journal and Correspondence of
T. Sedgwick Whalley (2 vols, 1863); E. V. Lucas,
A Swan and Her Friends (1907); M. Ashmun, The
Singing Swan (her acquaintance with Johnson and
Boswell; 1931); H. Pearson, The Swan ofLichfield

(1936). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Sewell, Anna (*Yarmouth 30 III 1820; flV 1878),

English author whose one work. Black Beauty

(1877), autobiography of a horse, is a widely

translated children’s classic.

M. Bayly, Life and Letters of Mrs S. (mother

of Anna; 1889). R.M.H.

Sewer: see Maciejowski, Ignacy.

Sexton, Anne Harvey (*Newton, Mass. 9 XI
1928; 00 1948 Alfred Sexton), American poet.

Like Sylvia Plath*, she is largely a confessional

poet and her poetry covers a similar area ofmental
breakdown and recovery in hospital. Her use of

autobiographical detail and family history reflects

the use of a similar technique by Robert Lowell*

and W. D. Snodgrass*.

To Bedlam and Part Way Back (1960); AH My
Pretty Ones (1962); Live or Die (1966); Love

Poems (1969). G.A.K.

Sextus Empiricus (late 2nd century a.d.), Greek

doctor and Sceptical philosopher. His Outlines

of Pyrrhonism gives an account of Scepticism,

with criticisms of other systems: the criticisms are

enlarged in Against the Dogmatists and Against the

Schoolmasters (Adversus Mathematicos), His own

philosophy is unimportant, but he provides useful

evidence on the philosophies he discusses.

Ed. R. G. Bury (with tr.; 4 vols, 1933).

C. Stough, Greek Skepticism (1969). D.J.F.

Seyfullina, Lydia Nikolayevna (*1889; tl954),

Soviet author whose novels Pravonarushiteli

(1921), Peregnoy (1923) and Virineya (1924),

dealing with the various effects of the Revolution,

made a strong impression in the early phase of

Soviet fiction. She is a good observer of village

poverty, but with melodramatic propensities and

a taste for erotic realism.

Sobranie sochineniy (6 vols, 1926-31); /r-

brannoye (1948). J.L.

Shaaban Robert (*1911 Tanga [Tanzania]; \H)ii

20 VI 1962), Swahili poet, essayist and novelist

(Shaaban was his personal name, Robert his

father’s name). He was a railway official in the East

African Railways and Harbours until 1961;

member of the Interterritorial Swahili Committee

for Tanganyika from 1948 and chairman from

1961; secretary of the Society for the Promotion
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of the Swahili Language from 1951 ; O.B.E. (1961).

Although his father was a Christian, Shaaban

returned to Islam, the religion of his Yao ancestors.

He was liked by all who met him for his wisdom

and courtesy. All his works are strongly philoso-

phical in content, even his fiction.

poetry: Marudi Mema (‘Good Return’; 1952);

Insha na Mashairi (‘Essays and Poems’; Tanga,

1959); Almasi za Afrika (Diamonds ofAfrica^ with

Eng. tr. John Allen, Nairobi, 1960); Pambo la

Lugha (‘Ornament of the Language’; Johannes-

burg, 1960); Utenzi wa Vita vya Uhuru (‘The Epic

of the War of Freedom’; 1967); Ashiki Kitabu

Hiki (‘Love This Book’; 1968); Mwafrika Aimba
(‘The African Sings’; 1969).—novels: Kusa-

dikika (‘To be Believable’; Edinburgh, 1951;

repr. 1960); Adili na Nduguze (‘Just and His
Brothers’; 1961); Kufikirika (‘Conceivability’;

1967); Siku ya Watenzi Wote (‘The Day of All

the Actors’; 1968); Utubora Mkulima (‘Mr
Excellence, the Farmer’; 1968).—essays: Masomo
Yenye Adili (‘Lessons of Righteousness’; Nairobi,

1959); Kielezo cha Insha (‘Introduction to Essay

Writing’; Johannesburg, 1961).— Yangu
(‘My Life’; autobiog.; 1949); Siti Bind Saad
(biog.; Tanganyika, 1958).—Omar Khayyam (tr.

of FitzGerald’s tr. ; 1952). J.Kn.

AL-Shabbi, Abu’l-Qasim (*Tozeur, Tunisia 1909;

tTunis 1934), Tunisian Arab poet. Educated at

iho traditional Islamic Zaituna mosque, he knew
no European language, but through translations

and the writings of the American Arab authors he
absorbed much of the spirit of Western Romanti-
cism. His poetry, some ofwhich is ofrare beauty, is

intensely personal and rich in imagery.

Aghani al-bayat (verse; 1955).

A. J. Arberry, Modem Arabic Poetry (1950);

M. F. Ghazi, ‘Le milieu zitounien et la formation
d’A. S.’ in Cahiers de Tunisie, VII (1959); A.
Ghedira, ‘Essai d’une biographie d’A. S.* in

Arabica, VI (1959); M. A. Khouri and H. Algar,

‘Modern Arabic poetry’ in Jour. Arabic Lit., I

(1970). M.M.B.

Shabistari, MabmOd, Shaikh (*Shabistar; fur
Tabriz 1320), Persian mystic and poet. Little of
his life is known. His best-known work, Gulshan-i

(1317), a concise but comprehensive expres-

sion of his mystical doctrine, was composed in

reply to a series of 15 questions on Sufism.

Gulshan-i Rdz (Pesth, 1838; The Rose Garden

of Mystery, ed. and tr. E. Whinfield, 1880; The
Dialogue of the Gulshan-i Rdz, verse tr. E. A.
Johnson, 1887; F. Lederer, The Secret Rose
Garden, 1920). E.Y,

Shadbolt, Maurice Franos Richard (*Auckland
1932), New Zealand short-story writer, novelist.

A journalist and free-lance writer, he also worked

for a time in documentary films as a director and
script writer. Applauded at first for his sense of
scene, he was slow to develop the most successful
part of his talent, comedy. This, for a country
short of tradition in comedy and still short of
writers with such a sense, could be a most healthy
development.

The New Zealanders (1959); Summer Fires and
Winter Country (1963); Among the Cinders (1965);
The Presence of Music (3 novellas; 1967); This
Summer's Dolphin (1969); An Ear of the Dragon
(1971).—travel: New Zealand: Gift of the Sea
(with Brian Brake; 1963); Isles of the South
Pacific (with Olaf Ruhen; 1968). K.Sm.

Shadwell, Thomas (*Santon Hall, Norfolk 1641/42;
001663/67 Anne Gibbs; tLondon 19 XI 1692),

English dramatist. He went from Bury St Edmunds
to Gonville and Caius, Cambridge, and to the

Middle Temple (1658) without a degree. After

travel abroad he lived in London, becoming
acquainted with literary figures of Restoration

society such as the Howards*, whom he satirizes in

The Sullen Lovers (1668). Shadwell claimed, with

some justification, to write in the comic tradition

of Ben Jonson*, ridiculing idiosyncrasy as well as

flaying vice. His plots are well constructed, his

characters realistic; while a lesser dramatist, his

work could have more immediate effect than

Jonson’s owing to the small society supporting the

stage, in which an object of satire could be

personally identified. Dryden* disliked The

Virtuoso (1676) and his satire of Shadwell in

MacFlecknoe (1682, but wr. earlier) not only

led to a bitter literary feud, but has also prejudiced

posterity against the alleged poet of dullness.

Shadwell translated and adapted Moli^re*,

adapted Shakespeare* and was something of a

musician. He was interested in opera and experi-

mented with theatrical machinery. In 1688 he

succeeded his rival as poet laureate and Historio-

grapher Royal and wrote odes which do more

to justify Dryden’s allegations.

Complete Works (ed. M. Summers, 5 vols, 1927).

—Epsom-Wells (1673) and The Volunteer (1693;

both ed. D. M. Walmsley, 1930); The Tempest

(from the Dryden-Davenant adapt, of Shakes-

peare; 1674; facs. 1969; repr. in C. Spencer, Five

Restoration Adaptations of Shakespeare, 1965);

The Virtuoso (1676; ed. M. H, Nicolson and D.

Rodes, 1966); The Libertine (1676; in The Theatre

ofDon Juan, ed. O. Mandel, 1963).

A. S. Borgmann, T, S,: His Life and Comedies

(1928); M. W. Alssid, T S. (1967).

B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Shaftesbury, Earl of: see Cooper, Anthony
Ashley.

Shaginyan, Marietta Sergeyevna (*1888),

Soviet author. During the nep period she tried to
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introduce the ‘ ideological’ detective novel, and

her most interesting work of this kind is K. i K,

(1929), about a vanished Soviet Commissar.

Her Hydrocentral (1931) is one of the convincing

Five-Year-Plan novels, about the building of

collective enterprise.

Orientalia (1922); Izbrannye rasskazy (1927);

Dnevniki (1932); Sobranie sochineniy (4 vols,

1935); Taras Shevchenko (194Q; Sobranie sochi-

neniy (6 vols, 1956). J.L.

Shah Abdul Lafif, of Bhit in Sind (1689; tn52),

the leading poet in the Sindhi language. He draws

his inspiration from Persian sources, and his Risdlo

has been described as a classic of imaginative

literature.

H. T. Sorley, S, A. L. ofBhit (1940).

H.G.R. (C.S.)

Shahar, David (*Jerusalem 1926), Hebrew
novelist. He excels in both the short-story and the

novel form. He was an innovator in both style and
themes in the late 1950s.

Al Halomot (X955)\ Yereah Hadevash Vehazahav

(1959); Keisar (1960); Magid Atidoth (1966);

Hekhal Hakelim Hashevurim (1969). L.Y.

Shah-Nama (SHAn-Ni^H) (‘Book of the Kings’),

the Persian national epic, written by the poet

Firdausi* and consisting of about 60,000 verses

in couplet form. Shdh-Ndma, for its antiquity,

purity of language and outstanding literary merit,

is considered the greatest monument of the Persian

language, and its author the unrivalled epic poet

of Persia. Shah-Ndma deals with the rise of the

&st legendary dynasty of the Persian empire, the

golden age under Jamshid, 1,000 years of cruel rule

by the tyrant Zahhak, the restoration of national

sovereignty under FiridQn, the protracted struggle

between Iran and Turan, the exploits and herculean

feats of Rustam the Persian national hero, the

invasion of Alexander the great, the subsequent

disintegration of the country and, finally, the rise

and fall of the national Sasanian empire. The latter

part of Shdh-Ndma, dealing with the Sasanian

empire (a.d. 224-652), is of great value to the

historian. Shdh-Ndma has enjoyed unbroken
popularity among Persians for about 1,000 years,

and owing to the poetical genius of Firdausi has

completely overshadowed numerous previous and
subsequent attempts to compose a work of its kind.

Eds: T. Macan (Calcutta, 1829); J. Mohl (Paris,

1813-68); A. Vullers (Leiden, 1877-84); Borukhim
CTehran, 1943-46); E. Bertels et al, (8 vols,

Moscow, 1961-72; in progr.).— of the Kings

(tr. J. Atkinson, 1832); metrical tr. A. G. and
E. Warner (9 vols, 1905-24); The Epic of the

Kings (abr. prose tr. R. Levy, 1967); Le livre des

rois (tr. J. Mohl, 7 vols, 1876-78).

F. Wolff, Glossar zu Firdosis Schahname;

Verskonkordanz der Schahname (2 vols, 1935).
I. Afshar, Kitdb-shindsi-yi Firdausi (1968)!

’

E.Y.

Shahnon Ahmad: see Indonesian and mauysian
LITERATURES.

Shahriyar, Muhammad Husain (*Tabriz 1904)

Persian lyric poet, originally studied medicine

but finally entered the civil service in Tehran.

His poems, tender and plaintive, are remarkable
for their sincerity and depth of feeling.

Divdn (4 pts, 1949-58). E.Y.

Shakespeare, Wiluam (~ Stratford-upon-Avon

26 IV 1564; ccibid. after 27 XI 1582 Anne Hatha-

way; t Ibid. 23 IV 1616), English actor, poet and

dramatist. Son of a glover who, before falling into

debt, became high bailiff of Stratford. Possibly

educated at the Grammar School in Stratford.

Daughter Susanna was baptized 26 V 1583,

followed by twins Hamnet and Judith 2 II 1585.

Nothing more is known until the playwright

Robert Greene* immoderately attacked Shakes-

peare for supposed plagiarism as an ‘upstart

crow* {Groatsworth of Wit^ 1592), confirming

Shakespeare’s position in London as actor and

playwright. From 1594 he wrote and acted for the

Chamberlain’s Men at The Theatre, and when its

timbers were pulled down to build the Globe on

the Bankside in 1598, Shakespeare was made a

shareholder. The company became the King’s Men

on the accession of James* I, and took over the

private Blackfriars’ theatre in 1608. Shakespeare

lodged, apparently without his family, at various

addresses in London, while making substantial

purchases of property in and around his native

town (New Place, second largest dwelling in

Stratford, was bought in 1597). His personal life

was marred by the deaths of his son (1596), his

father (1601), and his mother (1608), but his elder

daughter made a good marriage to Dr John Hall in

1607. Shakespeare may have retired to Stratford

about 1610, continuing to write until 1613. The

cause of his death in 1616 is unknown.
The exact canon and chronology of the works is

problematic. Thirty-seven plays, two narrative

poems and a sonnet collection are confidently

ascribed. Verms and Adonis (1593) and The Rape

of Lucrece (1594), both dedicated to Henry

Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton, were

composed during the closure of the theatres for

plague between 1592 and 1594, and the Sormete

(published, probably without Shakespeare’s con-

sent, in 1609) may also date from this period.

Twenty plays were first published in cheap quarto

editions: six in a textually corrupt form; 12 with

relatively good texts, printed perhaps from

Shakespeare’s ‘foul papers* or a scribal copy; ^d
two plays {Romeo, Hamlet) first in a bad, then in a

good quarto version. Except for Pericles (1609),
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these and 17 others previously unpublished were

included by Heminge (Heming*) and Condell in

the posthumous First Folio of 1623. Malone*

(1778) tried to establish an order of composition

using Meres’* list in Palladis Tamia (1598) and the

pre-publication entries in the Stationers’ Register.

Subsequent attempts suggest an experimental

phase from perhaps 1584 to 1594 {Comedy of
Errors, Taming of the Shrew, Two Gentlemen of
Verona, Love's Labour's Lost; 1, 2, 3 Henry VI,

Richard III; Titus Andronicus); a preponderance

of English histories and romantic comedies from
1594 to 1599 {Midsummer Night'sDream, Merchant

of Venice, Merry Wives of Windsor, Much Ado
about Nothing, As You Like It; Richard II, King

John, 1, 2 Henry IV, Henry V; Romeo and Juliet);

mainly tragedies and Roman histories between

1599 and 1608 {Twelfth Night, Troilus and Cressida,

Measure for Measure, All's Well that Ends Well;

Julius Caesar, Hamlet, Othello, Timon of Athens,

King Lear, Macbeth, Antony and Cleopatra,

Coriolanus); and the so-called ‘romances’ between

1608 and 1613 {Pericles, Cymbeline, The Winter's

Tale, The Tempest, Henry VHI).

As there is no evidence that Shakespeare

prepared any ofhis plays for publication, a primary

task has always been to establish an authentic

text for each play, as close as possible to what the

author wrote. The process was begun by Nicholas

Rowe* in his edition and life (6 vols, 1709), using

the derivative Fourth Folio (1685) but achieving

many successful emendations and setting a pattern

of modernization for many of his 18th-century

successors, notably Theobald* (7 vols, 1733), who
first seriously consulted the quartos and investi-

gated Shakespeare’s sources in Holinshed* and
Plutarch*; Capell (10 vols, 1768), who established

the principle that the earliest surviving text should,

where possible, provide the basis for an edition;

and Malone (10 vols, 1790), whose detailed research

into contemporary records is still a foundation

for modem scholarship. This essentially eclectic

tradition was continued into the 19th century

with three Variorums (1803, 1813, 1821) culminat-

ing in H. H. Furness’s New Variorum (1871- ),

and in the Cambridge edition of Wright, Clark,

and Glover (9 vols, 1863-66) with its standard

one-volume oflFspring, the Globe (1864). The
increasing precision of bibliographical studies

in this century, particularly in elucidating the

process of transmission from MS to print, has
led to a greater editorial reliance on the good
quartos, as instanced by the separate volumes
of the New Cambridge edition (1921-66), the

New Arden (1951- ), and Peter Alexander’s

one-volume edition of the complete works (1951).

Hinman’s remarkable analysis of the printing and
proof-reading of the First Folio (1963) has enabled
recent editors to ascertain more accurately the

degree of compositorial intervention in that text

(see MECHANICAL AIDS TO LnERABY CRmCBM).
The theatrical tradition of performing adapted

versions, especially following the Restoration in

1660, itself threatened the text. Davenant* added
‘operatic’ witches to Macbeth (1663); Dryden*
and Davenant gave Miranda a sister in The
Tempest (1667); Tate* ended King Lear happily

(1681); Cibber* incorporated material from other

histories into Richard III (1700). Not until the

restorations made by Macready and Phelps in the

middle of the 19th century was this practice

seriously halted. Actors dominated the representa-

tion of Shakespeare and became identified with
particular roles: Garrick* with Richard III;

Edmund Kean with Othello; Sarah Siddons with
Lady Macbeth. The taste for spectacle was satisfied

by Charles Kean’s elaborate historical reconstruc-

tions between 1852 and 1859, and later (until 1905)

by Henry Irving. The return early in this century

to a platform stage and simplicity of decor (started

by Poel with the Elizabethan Stage Society in

1894) has since been succeeded by a plethora of

experimental reinterpretations, often in terms of

currently fashionable theatrical theories, such as

the Epic, the Cmel, the Absurd. The attendant

growth of directorial responsibility has led not

only to brilliant revivals of neglected plays and
the exploitation of Shakespeare as an instrument

of cultural prestige, but occasionally to renewed
textual distortion.

Most earlier critics (including Ben Jonson*,

Dryden, Dr Johnson*) acknowledged Shakes-

peare’s inventive genius and his truthfulness to

nature while noticing defects of construction,

verbal excess, or lack of clear moral purpose in his

plays. Only the rigid application of neo-classical

rules (as in Rymer’s* Short View, 1693) resulted in

total condemnation. Isolated essays such as

Morgann’s* on Falstaff (1777) and Whiter’s* on
imagery (1794) anticipate modem investigations,

but the prevaidng tone of 19th-centuiy criticism

(even as exemplified by Coleridge*, Lamb* or

Hazlitt*) is eulogistic, praising Shakespeare’spoetic

power and psychological insight rather than his

theatrical skill. Dowden (1875) began the attempt,

since partly discredited, to trace Shakespeare’s

mental development from within the plays. There

has been a reaction against Bradley’s Shakespearean

Tragedy (1904) for its supposed treatment of plays

as novels, and characters as real people; Granville-

Barker* based his Prefaces (1927-47) firmly upon
theatrical experience; E. E. Stoll {Art and Artifice

in S., 1933) stressed purely dramatic conventions.

The primacy of language, above all of imagery and

metaphor, has been asserted by critics as disparate

as L. C. Knights {How Many Children Had Lady
Macbeth?, 1933), Caroline Spurgeon {Shakes--

peare's Imagery and What It Tells Us, 1935), and

G. Wilson Knight {The Wheel ofFire, 1930), while

T. S. Eliot* {Selected Essays, 1932) affirmed the

aesthetic unity and continuity of all Shakespeare’s

work. There is now an explosion of professional

academic criticism, preoccupied with critical

methodology,increasingly detailed and specialized,
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applying to the plays a knowledge of Elizabethan

life and culture, extrapolating from umelated

studies such as myth or psycho-analysis. The
particular emphasis changes—^recent critics have

revalued the comedies—but the ori^al concerns

remain: Shakespeare’s concentration upon rela-

tively few basic situations (usuipation, male

friendship and heterosexual jealousy, social order

attacked by psychopathic behaviour, the division

and reconciliation of families); the tension between

his spontaneous creativity and literary artifice; his

profound knowledge of human character and the

apparent absence of moral or didactic intentions;

his associative linguistic virtuosity, encompassing

lyric sublimity and bawdy; the synthesizing quality

of his imagination, selecting materials from many
sources, integrating them into dramatic patterns

of human and cosmic order; the elusiveness of the

artist’s personality. Scholars have effectively docu-

mented his place in his own age; laymen continue

to respond to him as to a contemporary, a mirror

of permanent truths.

biography: E. K. Chambers, W, S.: A Study of
Facts and Problems (2 vols, 1930); E. I. Fripp,

15., Man and Artist (2 vols, 1938; reissued 1964);

S. Schoenbaum, S*s Lives (1970).—^Gen. intros
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A. Nicoll, S. (1952); M. M. Reese, S.: His World
and His Work (1953); P. Queimell, S*: The Poet

and His Background (1963); A. L. Rowse, W. S,

(1963); P. Alexander, 5. (1964); J. Wain, The
Living World ofS, (1964).

authorship: The S, Apocrypha (ed. C. F, T.

Brooke, 1908); B. Maxwell, Studies in the S,

Apocrypha (1956); W. F. and E. S. Friedman, The
Shakespearean Ciphers Examined Q951)\ K. Muir,
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Claimants (1962).
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(1947; rev. 1968); W, H. Thomson, S's Charac-
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S.'s Names: A Pronouncing Dictionary (1959);

5., The Writer and His Work (gen. ed. B. Dobree,
1964); F. E. Halliday, A S. Companion (1964);

A S. Encyclopedia (ed. O. J. Campbell and E. G.
Quinn, 1966); M. Spevack, A Complete and
Systematic Concordance (6 vols, 1968-70); T. H.
Howard-Hill, Oxford S. Concordances (1969- );

A New Companion to S. Studies (ed. K. Muir and S.

Schoenbaum, 1971).—Periodicals incl.: S.-Jahr-

buch (since 1964 in an East and West Ger. ed.); S.

Survey; S. Quarterly; The S. Newsletter; ’ s!

Studies.

editions: Facs. incl.: S. Quartos in Collotype

Facsimile (ed. W. W. Greg and C. Hinman,
1939- ) ; S.'sPoems ...A Facsimileofthe Earliest
Editions (with pref. L. Martz and E. M. Waith,

1964); The Norton Facsimile, The First Folio of
S. (prep. C. Hinman, 1968).—The poems and some
quarto plays are available from the Scolar Press;

adaptations and stage versions repr. Commarket
Reprints (gen. ed. H. N. Davies, 1969- ).—Crit,
ed. ser. incl. The New Variorum (ed. H. H. Furness,

H. H. Furness, Jr, et al., 1871- ); The New
Cambridge (ed. Sir A. T. Quiller-Couch, J. D.

Wilson, et al, 1921-66); The New Arden (gen. eds

U. Ellis-Fermor, H. F. Brooks and H. Jenkins,

1951- ); The London S. (ed. J. J. Munro, intro.

G. W. G. Wickham, 6 vols, 1958); The Signet

Classic S. (gen. ed. S. Barnet, 1963-68); The New
Penguin S. (gen. ed. T. J. B. Spencer, 1967- ).—
One-vol. eds; G. L. Kittredge (1936); P. Alexander

(1951); H. Craig (1951); C. J. Sisson (1954); The

Pelican S. (gen. ed. A. Harbage, 1969).

textual problems: A. W. Pollard, S.'s Fight

With the Pirates (1917; reissued with S.'s Hand in

the Play of Sir Thomas More, 1967); R. B.

McKerrow, Prolegomena for the Oxford S. (1939);

W. W. Greg, The Editorial Problem in S. (1942;

rev. 1951, 1954) and The S. First Folio (1955);

A. Walker, Textual Problems of the First Folio

(1953); F. Bowers, On Editing S. and the Elizabe-

than Dramatists (1955) and Bibliography and

Textual Criticism (1964); C. J. Sisson, New
Readings in S. (2 vols, 1956); C. Hinman, The

Printing and Proof-Reading of the First Folio of

S. (2 vols, 1963); E. A. J. Honigmann, The

Stability of S.'s Text (1965); F. P. Wilson, S. and

the New Bibliography (ed. H. Gardner, 1970);

T. H. Howard-Hill, Shakespearian Bibliography

and Textual Criticism. A Bibliography (1971).

background: J. D. Wilson, Life in S.'s England

(1911; 1968); S.'s England (ed. S. Lee and C. T.

Onions, 2 vols, 1916): H. Craig, The Enchanted

Glass (1936); T. W. Baldwin, W. S.'s Petty School

(1943) and W. S.'s Small Latine and Lesse Greeke

(2 vols, 1944); E. M. W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan

World Picture (1943); J. B. Bamborough, The

Little World of Man (1952); The Age of S. (ed.

B. Ford, 1955).

sources: W. G. Boswell-Stone, S.'s Holinshed

(1896; ed. I. Gollancz, 1907); H. R. D. Anders,

S.'s Books (1904); R. M. Noble, S.'s Biblical

Knowledge (1935); E. C. Pettet, S. and the Romance

'Tradition (1949); V. K. Whitaker, S.'s Use of

Learning (1953); F. P. Wilson, Marlowe and the

Early S. (1953); G. Bullough, Narrative and

Dramatic Sources of S. (7 vols, 1957-72); K.

Muir, S.'s Sources (1957); T. W. Baldwin, On the

Literary Genetics of S.'s Plays 1592-1594 (1959);

R. Hosley, S.'s Holinshed (1968); T. J. B. Spencer,
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S'.’j Plutarch (1964) and Elizabethan Love Stories

(1968); J. W. Velz, S. and the Classical Tradition

(1968); G. W. G. Wickham, Dramatic Heri-

tage (1969); R. A. Brower, Hero and Saint: S,

and the Graeco-Roman Heroic Tradition (1971);

K. F. Thompson, Modesty and Cunning: S's Use

ofLiterary Tradition (1971).

theatre: G. C. D. Odell, S.—From Betterton to

Irving (2 vols, 1920); E. K. Chambers, The Eliza-

bethan Stage (4 vols, 1923); H. Spencer, S, Im-

proved (1927); A. Harbage, S,^s Audience (1941);

A. C. Sprague, S, and the Actors (1944) and
Shakespearian Players and Performances (1953);

C. B. Hogan, S, in the Theatre 1701-1800 (2 vols,

1952-57); C. W. Hodges, The Globe Restored

(1953; rev. 1968); I. Smith, S7s Globe Playhouse

(1956) and S7s Blackfriars Playhouse (1964); A.
Nagler, S7s Stage (1958); L. Hotson, S7s Wooden
0 (1959); B. Beckerman, S, at the Globe: 1599-

1609 (1962); B. Joseph, Acting S, (1962); G. W. G.
Wickham, Early English Stages^ II: 1576-1660

(1963-72); G. W. Knight, Shakespearian Produc-

tion (1964); J. C. Trewin, S. on the English Stage

1900-1964 (1964); C. H. Shattuck, The S. Prompt-

books (1965); Five Restoration Adaptations of S.

(ed. C. Spencer, 1965); J. R. Brown, S*s Plays in

Performance (1966); J. L. Styan, S,^s Stagecraft

(1967).

SPECIALIST studies: C. W. Scott-Giles, S7s
Heraldry (1950); P. A. Jorgensen, S7s Military

World (1956); W. M. Merchant, S, and the Artist

(1959); R. M. Frye, S, and Christian Doctrine

(1963); A. A. Falconer, 5. and the Sea (1964);

N. N. Holland, Psychoanalysis and S. (1966);

G. W. Keeton, S7s Legal and Political Back-

ground (1967); I. I. Edgar, *9., Medicine and
Psychiatry (1970); R. Manvell, 5. and the Film

(1971).

criticism: Hists inch : J. Munro, The S, Allusion-

Book (2 vols, rev. E. K. Chambers, 1932) ;
A. Ralli,

A History ofShakespearian Criticism (2 vols, 1932)

;

L. Marder, His Exits and His Entrances (1964);

A. M. Eastman, A Short History of Shakes-

pearean Criticism (1968); P. Murray, The Shakes-

pearean Scene: Some Twentieth-Century Per-

spectives (1969).—Ser. offering a range of crit.:

Barnes and Noble Focus Books; Discussions of
Literature (gen. ed. J. H. Summers, n.d.); Stratford-

upon-Avon Stud. (gen. eds M. Bradbury and D. J.

Palmer, 1969- ); Stud, in Eng. Lit. (gen. ed.

D. Daiches, 1961- ); Twentieth Century Views

(gen. ed. M. Mack, 1962- ); The Penguin S.

Library (gen. ed. T. J. B. Spencer, 1964- ); The
Casebook Series (gen. ed. A. E. Dyson, 1968- ).

—

Other anthols inch : D. N. Smith (ed.), Eighteenth

Century Essays on S, (1903; rev. 1963) and S,

Criticism: A Selection (1916); A. Ridler (ed.), S,

Criticism: 1919-1935 (1936) and S, Criticism:

1935-1960 (1963); S. and His Critics (ed. F. E.

Halliday, 1949; 1958); S'.; Modern Essays in

Criticism (ed. L. F. Dean, 1957; rev. 1967);

S. in Europe (ed. O. Le Winter, 1963; 1970);

Studies in S. (ed. P. Alexander, 1964); S. in a
Changing World A. Kettle, 1964); Approaches
to S, (ed. N. Rabkin, 1964); His Infinite Variety:

Major S. Criticism Since Johnson (ed. P. N. Siegel,

19^); Four Centuries of Shakespearian Criticism

(ed. F. Kermode, 1965).—Gen. crit. inch: M.
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Sir John Falstaff{Xlll\ ed. D, A. Fineman, 1972;

W. Whiter, A Specimen of a Commentary on S,

(1794; ed. A. Over and M. Bell, 1967); W. HazUtt,

The CharactersofS7s Plays (1817) ; A. B. Jameson,
S7s Heroines (1832); E. Dowden, S,: A Critical

Study ofhis Mind and Art (1 875) ; L. L. Schucking,

Character Problems in S,*s Plays (1922); H. Gran-
ville-Barker, Prefaces to S. (5 ser., 1927-47; paper,

4 vols, 1963); Coleridge's Shakespearean Criticism

(ed. T. M. Raysor, 2 vols, 1930; rev. 1960);

T. Spencer, S. and the Nature of Man (1942);

O. J. Campbell, S:s Satire (1943); E. A. Arm-
strong, S's Imagination (1946); T. W. Baldwin,

S*s Five-Act Structure (1947); M. Joseph, S. and
the Arts ofLanguage (1947); S. L. Bethell, S. and
the Popular Dramatic Tradition (1948); D. A.
Stauffer, S7s World of Images (1949); J. I. M.
Stewart, Character and Motive in S, (1949); M. C.

Bradbrook, S. and Elizabethan Poetry (1951);

W. H. Clemen, The Development of S7s Imagery

(1951); A. Sewell, Character and Society in S,

(1951); B. I. Evans, The Language of S7s Plays

(1952); A. Harbage, S, and the Rival Traditions

(1952); H. Kdkeritz, S:s Pronunciation (1953);

P. Cruttwell, The Shakespearean Moment (1954);

F. E. Halliday, The Poetry of S*s Plays (1954);

M. M. Mahooi S7s Wordplay (1957); J. Vyvyan,
The Shakespearean Ethic (1959); U. Mlis-Fermor,

S, the Dramatist (ed. K. Muir, 1961); A. P.

Rossiter, Angel With Horns (1961); H. M. Hulme,
Explorations in S7s Dramatic Language (1962);

A. Righter, S. and the Idea of the Play (1962);

Shaw on S, (ed. E. Wilson, 1962); N. Coghill,

S7s Professional Skills (1964); J. Kott, S, Our
Contemporary (1964; rev. 1967); P. J. Seng, The
Vocal Songs in the Plays of S, (1967); P. W. Ed-
wards, S, and the Confines of Art (1968); Dr
Johnson on S. (ed. A. Sherbo, 2 vols, 1968); D.
Traversi, An Approach to S. (2 vols, 1968-69); B.

Vickers, The Artistry ofS's Prose (1 968) ; E. Jones,

Scenic Form in S. (1971); F. Kermode, 5,, Spenser

^

Donne (1971).—On the early comedies: E.

Welsford, The Fool (1935); H. B. Charlton,

Shakespearean Comedy (1938); G. Gordon,
Shakespearian Comedy (1944); J. Palmer, Comic
Characters of S. (1946); T. M. Parrott, Shakes-

pearean Comedy (1949); L. Hotson, S7s Motley

(1952); R. H. Goldsmith, Wise Fools in S, (1955);

J. R. Brown, S. and His Comedies (1957; enl.

1962); C. L. Barber, S:s Festive Comedy (1959);

B. Evans, S's Comedies (1960); J. D. Wilson,

S*s Happy Comedies (1962); R. G. Hunter, S, and
the Comedy ofForgiveness (1965).—On the middle

comedies: W. W. Lawrence, S7s Problem Comedies

(1931); E. M. W. TiUyard, S.'s Problem Plays

C E W L—-III—R
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(1950); E. Schanzer, The Problem Plays of S.

(incL 2 Roman plays; 1963); W. B. Toole, S*s

Problem Plays (1966).—On the later comedies:

E. M. W. TiUyard, S.'s Last Plays (1938); G. W.
Knight, The Crown of Life (1947); D. Traversi,

S.: The Last Phase (1954).—^Eng. histories: E. M.
W. Tillyard, S:s History Plays (1944); J. Palmer,

Political Characters of S. (1945); L. B. Campbell,

S.'s Histories: Mirrors of Elizabethan Policy

(1947); I. Ribner, The English History Play in the

Age of S. (1957; rev. 1965); D. Traversi, S. From
Richardn to Henry K(1957); M. M. Reese, The
Cease ofMajesty (1961).—Roman histories : M. W.
MacCallum, S.'s Roman Plays and Their Back^

ground (1910); G. W. Knight, The Imperial Theme
(1931); M. Charney, S.'s Roman Plays (1961);

D. Traversi, S.: The Roman Plays (1963).—The
tragedies: C. Lamb, On the Tragedies ofS. (1811);

A. C. Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy (1904);

L. B. Campbell, S.'s Tragic Heroes (1930); J. D.
Wilson, What Happens in Hamlet (1935); H. B.

Charlton, Shakespearian Tragedy (1948); J. F.

Danby, S.'s Doctrine of Nature: A Study of King
Lear (1949); E. Jones, Hamlet and Oedipus (1949);

W. Famham, S.'s Tragic Frontier (1950); C.
Leech, S.'s Tragedies (1950); H. N. Paul, The
Royal Play ofMacbeth (1950); D. G. James, The
Dream ofLearning (1951); P. Alexander, Hamlet
Father and Son (1955); R. Speaight, Nature in

Shakespearian Tragedy (195^; G. R. Elliot,

Dramatic Providence in Macbeth (1958); B,
Spivack, S. and the Allegory of Evil (1958); H.
Levin, The Question of Hamlet (1959); I. Ribner,
Patterns in Shakespearean Tragedy (I960); W.
Rosen, S. and the Craft of Tragedy (1960); J.

Holloway, The Story of the Night: Studies in S.'s

Major Tragedies {X961)\ M. Rosenberg, TheMasks
of Othello (1961); F. W. Stemfeld, Music in

Shakespearean Tragedy (1963); M. Mack, King
Lear in Our Time (1965); M. Weitz, Hamlet and
the Philosophy ofLiterary Criticism (1965); W. R.
Elton, King Lear and the Gods (1966); N. Frye,

Fools of Time: Studies in Shakespearean Tragedy

(1967); N. Brooke, S.'s Early Tragedies (1968);
D. Bartholomeusz, Macbeth and the Players

(1969); N. Alexander, Poison, Play and Duel
(1971),—Poems: T. W, Baldwin, On the Literary

Genetics of S.'s Poems and Sonnets (1950); E.
Hubler, The Sense of S.'s Sonnets (1952) and The
Riddle of S.'s Sonnets (1962); G. W. Kni^t, The
Mutual Flame (1955); J. W. Lever, The Elizabethan

Love Sonnet (1956); J. B. Leishman, Themes and
Variations in S.'s Sonnets (1961); W. H. Matchett,
The Phoenix and the Turtle (1965); B. Stirling,

The S. Sonnet Order: Poems and Groups (1968),

T.P.M.

ShakhoYskoy, Prince Alexander Alexandrovich
(24 IV 1777; t22 I 1846), Russian playwright,

a prolific author of comedies, satires and farces.

Written exclusively for the stage, they were of no
great literary merit.

M. Paushkin, Stary russkiy vodeviV (1937).

J.L.

Shalom, Sh(apiro) (*Poland 19 XII 1905),

Hebrew poet, was educated in Germany and
went to Palestine in 1922. He wrote poems,

short stories, plays and literary criticisms, of which
the most successful were his symbolic poems.

Yoman Ba-Galil (1932; Storm Over Galilee, tr.

B. Rabin, 1967); Sefer Hashirim Ve-Hasonetot

(1940); On Ben Peleh (Eng. facing Heb.; 1963);

Sefer Hai Roi (1963); Machteret Hashir (1971).-^

Tr., Shakespeare’s sonnets (1943).—Coll, works

(9 vols, 1971). Y.H. (M.Ge.: Y.F.)

Shamir, Moshe (*Safed 1921), Hebrew novelist

and playwright; a member of kibbutz Mishmar
Ha-emek (1941-47); was in the Palmach (1944-

46). His first novel, Hu Halach Basadoth (1948),

won him a place amongst the young guard of

Hebrew writers, and his position was further

strengthened by the appearance of his historical

novel, Melech Basar Vedam (1954; tr. The King

of Flesh and Blood, 1958). His novel Bemo Yadov

(1951) portrays a realistic and autobiographical

situation, while his Hayai Jm Yishmael (1969; tr.

My Life With Ishmael, 1970) is a political state-

ment justifying his sympathy with the Greater

Israel movement.

Kivsath Harash (historical novel; 1957).

L.Y.

AL-Shanfara (c. 600), pre-Islamic Arabic poet.

He was an outlaw and one of the ‘swift runners*

of the Arabs. Most famous is his splendid

Ldmiyat al-'Arab (‘The Poem Rhymed in I, of the

Arabs’), where he describes the hardships of his

solitary life in the desert.

G. Hughes, Lamijat ul-Arab (1896). S.M.S.

Shao Yung (DFan-yang 1011; fLo-yang 1077),

Chinese philosopher and poet. Shao never accepted

public office but lived humbly as a teacher. His

influence upon contemporary politics and philo-

sophy was considerable; he numbered Ssu-ma*

Kuang, Chang* Tsai, Ch'eng* Hao and Ch*Sng*I

among his pupils and friends. He propounded a

numerical explanation of phenomena, built upon

the I-ching. His poetry is also mainly philosophical

in content.

Huang~chi ching-shih shu (tr. W.-T. Chan in A
Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 1963).—

I-ch'uan chUjang chi (coll, verse; pref. dated 106Q.

Fung Yu-lan, A History of Chinese Philosophy,

n (tr. D. Bodde, 1953). A.R.D.

Shapiro, Karl (Baltimore, Md. 10 XI 1913),

American poet and critic. A teacher at Johns

Hopkins and California Universities, editor of

Poetry (1950-56), Shapiro in his own verse and
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criticism has done much to re-stress the technical

aspects of creating poetry.

verse: Poems (1935); Person^ Place and Thing

(1942); Essay on Rime (1945); Poems of a Jew

(1958).

—

criticism: Prose Keys to Modern Poetry

(1962) ; A Prosody Handbook (1964). D.£.Mo.

Shapiro, Konstantin, also Asher or Abba
(Grodno 1 XII 1839; fSt Petersburg 1900),

Hebrew poet. Quarrelling with his father, he ran

away penniless to St Petersburg, where he finally

became the photographer of the Tsarist court.

He published, in Russian, an album of Russian

writers with biographies. He accepted the Russian

Orthodox creed, a step which he bitterly regretted.

It greatly influenced his lyrics in which is felt all the

despair and longing for a lost world. His best-

known poem is Birkat Hanairot.

Sel. poems (ed. J. Fichman, Warsaw, 1911).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Shapiro, Lamed (*Rshimtslev, Ukraine 1878;

tNew York 1948), Yiddish novelist and essayist.

A modernist in style, his powerful eye-witness

descriptions of the Tsarist pogroms caused a stir.

He introduced to Yiddish literature sea-stories and
stories describing immigrant life in the U.S.A.

He translated into Yiddish works by Hugo*,
Scott*, Dickens* and Kipling*.

Der tselem (1909); OifiCn yam (1910); New-
Yorkish etc.

—

The Jewish Government and Other

Stories (tr. Curt Leviant, New York, 1970).

J.S.

ShaVani, •Abd-al-Wahhab (*1492; fCairo 1565),

Muslim Arao theosophist, earned his living as a

weaver and witnessed the Ottoman occupation of

Egypt, which he deplored. He wrote on many
subjects, his best-known works being an epitome

of Ibn* al-*Arabi’s ‘Meccan Revelations’; a
biographical history of the Sufis; and an auto-

biographical work describing his many personal

virtues ‘ad maiorem Dei ^oriam*. His main thesis

was the compatibility of mysticism with dogmatic

theology. Often childishly credulous, his style was
simple and his spirit one of humanity and tolera-

tion.

Lawdqih al-Anwar fi Tabaqat al Akhyar (1881);

Kitdb al-Kibrit Al-Abmar ft Bayan *Ulum al-

Shaikh al-Akbar (1888); Lafd'if al-Minan w*

al-Akhldq (1903); al-Mizun al-Kubrd (1940).

C. Field, Mystics and Saints of Islam (1910);

J. Schacht, ‘Al-Sha*rani’ in Encyclopaedia of
Islam^ IV (1934); A. J. Arberry, Sqfism (1950).

W.A.elK.(R.WJ.A.)

Sharar, Abdul Halim (*1860; tl926), pioneer of

the Urdu historical novel, extolling the past glories

of Islam (e.g. Flora Florinda, 1899); he also wrote

social novels, including one attackiag the purdah

system (JBadr un Nisd ki Musibat, 71897), and tales

exposing iniquities of the rulers of the Indian

princely states; and he was one of the pioneers of

modem popularjournalism. A famous series of his

articles paints an unrivalled picture of old Lucknow
(Guzashta Lakhnau, 1914-16). R.R.

Sharp, William: see Macleod, Fiona.

Sharpham, Edward (Colehanger, East Allington,

Devon VII 1576; fLondon 1608), English drama-
tist. His Fleire, very like Marston’s* Parasitaster,

was written for the Children of Blackfriars.

Sharpham writes good theatrical prose dialogue,

entertaining and fiuid.

The Fleire (1607 ; ed. H. Nibbe in Bang’s Materi-

alen, XXXVI, 1912); Cupid's Whirligig (1607; ed.

A. NicoU, 1926).

M. W. Sampson, ‘The plays of E. S.* in Studies

in Language and Literature in Celebration of
J. M, Hart (1910); C. Leech, ‘The plays of E. S.’

in Rev. Eng, Stud., XI (1935). B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Sha Ting, pseud, ofYang T'ung-fang (*An-hsien,

Szechwan 1905), Chinese novelist and short-story

writer, began his career in the League of Left-Wing

Writers (1931), and continued to publish through-

out the post-1949 period until denounced in the

Cultural Revolution (1966). With the Szechwanese

countryside as the characteristic background of his

fiction, he can be regarded as a successful regional

novelist.

Sha Ting hsuan-chi (sel. short stories; 1959; 5

stories tr. in Chinese Lit., 1957, No. 2, 1961,

No. 6 and 1964, No. 10). A.R.D.

Shauqi, A^jmad (*Cairo 1868; tl3 X 1932),

Egyptian Arab poet, dramatist and novelist. Bom
of noble parents, he spent most of his life in

government service and was close to the court.

From 1914 to 1919 he was banished from Egj^t

and Kved at Barcelona. His poetry is in strict

classical taste and language, often moving m
extravagant hyperbole; most of it is of a patriotic

character. In his plays he imitated Corneille*.

His novels are historical romances. C.R.

verse: Al-Shauqiyydt (3 vols, 1898-1936);

Duwd al-*Arab (1933; tr. Po^me historique . . .

,

1895).—plays; *Ali bek al-Kabfr (1894); Majnun

Layla (1916; Eng. tr. A. J. Arberry, 1933); Ma^ra*

Kliyubatra (1929); Qambtz (1931); *Antarah

(1932); Amirat al-Andalus (1932).—novels:

'Adhrd^ al-Hind (1897); Dali wa-Taimdn (1899;

based on G. Ebers, Eine dgyptische Kdnigstochter);

Waraqdt al-A$ (1914).

H. P6r^, ‘A. S.’ in Annales de I’lnstitut d’Etudes

Orientales, Algiers, n (1936); A. J. Arberry,

‘H^fi? Ibrahim and S.’ in Jour. Roy. Asiat. Soc.

(1937); A. Z. Abushady, ‘S., Hafiz and Matran, the

three leading neo-classical poets of contemporary

Egypt’ in Middle Eastern Afifairs, ni (1952);
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S. Dayf, S,, shd^ir al~asr al-bodtth (1953); J. M.
Landau, Studies in the Arab Theater and Cinema

(1958); S. Dahan, ‘Descriptive and erotic themes

in the poetry of S.’ in Rev. de I’Acad. arabe de
Damas, XXXIV (1959); M. M. Badawi, ‘Al-Hilal,

moon or poet’ in Jour. Arabic Lit., n (1971).

CR. (M.M.B.)

Shaw, George Bernard (*Dublin 26 VII 1856;

001898 Charlotte Payne-Townshend [tl944];

tAyot Saint Lawrence, Herts 3 XI 1950), Irish

dramatist, novelist and propagandist. He was
educated at Wesley College, Dublin, and received

some training in music and painting at home;
emigrated to London 1876; nine years ofhackwork
and of unsuccessful novel-writing followed. He
began to come into prominence as a music critic

(‘Como di Bassetto’), drama critic and book-
reviewer and as an enthusiastic propagandist for

socialism. In 1884 he founded the Fabian Society.

He began play-writing about 1892; about 1904 his

plays began to be acted regularly and from 1910 to

draw large audiences in London and New York.
In 1925 he was awarded the Nobel prize for

literature. He wrote almost to the end of his days

and left his fortune to set up a fund charged with

investigating the establishment of a new alpha-

betical system.

In his plays and their renowned prefaces Shaw
was a brilliantly stimulating writer, gifted with a
Swiftian irony and a mastery of clear and witty

prose. Chiefly interested in ‘the struggle between
human vitality and the artificial system of mor-
ality’, he at once overturned old conventions and
suggested new ideals. He regarded himself as a
tragic writer perpetually tripped up by a comic one
and deliberately concentrated upon remediable

human suffering, a fact which may impair the

lasting power of all but his greatest plays.

R.McH.

plays: Plays Pleasant {Arms and the Man;
Candida; The Man of Destiny; You Never Can
Tell] and Unpleasant {Widowers^ Houses; The
Philanderer; Mrs Warren^s Profession] (1898);

Three Plays for Puritans [The Devil^s Disciple;

Caesar and Cleopatra; Captain Brasshound^s

Conversion] (1900); Man and Superman (1901-03);

John BulVs Other Island (1904); Major Barbara

(1905); The Doctor*s Dilemma (190Q; The
Shewir^-'Up ofBlanco Posnet (1909); Fanny*s First

Play (1910); Androcles and the Lion (1911);

Overruled and Pygmalion (1912); Heartbreak

House (1913-16); Back to Methusaleh (1921); St

Joan (1923); The Apple Cart (1929); On the Rocks

(1933); Geneva (1938); In Good King Charles*

s

Golden Days (1939).—novels: An Unsocial

Socialist (1884); Cashel Byron*s Profession (1885-

86); The Irrational Knot (1885-87); Love Among
the Artists (1887-88).—various: The Quint-

essence of Ibserdsm (1891); Our Theatre in the

Nineties (diamat. crit.; 1895-98; 3 vols, in Col-

lected Works, 1932); The Perfect Wagnerite
The Intelligent Woman*s Guide to Socialism (1928)*;

The Adventures of the Black Girl in Her Search
for God (1932); Everybody*s Political Whafs What
(1944).—letters: Ellen Terry and B. S.: A
Correspondence (ed. C. St John, 1931); Corre^

spondence Between S, and Mrs Patrick Campbell
(ed. A. Dent, 1952); B, S.*s Letters to Granville-

Barker (ed. C. B. Purdom, 1956); Collected

Letters (ed. Dan H. Laurence, 1965-72).—colleo
TiONs: 5. on Theatre (ed. E. J. West, 1958); S, on
Shakespeare (ed. E. Wilson, 1961); The Matter
With Ireland (ed. D. H. Green and Dan H.
Laurence, 1962); Platform and Pulpit (ed. Dan H.
Laurence, 1962).

—

Collected Works (33 vols,

1931-34); Complete Plays (X vol., 1965); Complete
Prefaces (1 vol., 1965).

H. Pearson, B. S. (1942; rev. ed. 1961); C. E. M.
Joad, S. (1949); E. Bentley, B, S. (1950; 2nd ed.

1967); D. MacCarthy, S. (1951); A. C. Ward,
B, S. (1951); S, and Society (ed. C. E. M. Joad,

1953); G, B, S.: A Critical Survey (ed. L. Kronen-
berger, 1953); A. Henderson, G, B. S'.: Man of
the Century (1956); M. Meisel, S. and the 19th-

Century Theatre (1963); G. B, S, (ed. R. J. Kauf-

man, 1965); A. M. Gibbs, S. (1969).

R.McH. (E.T.W.)

Shaw, Henry Wheeler, wrote under pseud.

Josh Billinos (^Lanesboro, Mass. 21 IV 1818;

001845 Zilpha Bradford; fMonterey, Calif. 14 X
1885), American humorist. He is best in his

‘affurisms’, blending folk wisdom with mellow

irony. He lectured with great success, using a dead-

pan technique.

Josh Billings: His Sayings (1865); Farmer^

s

Allminax (annually, 1869-80); Josh Billings: His

Works, Complete (1888).

C. Clemens, Josh Billings: Yankee Humorist

(1932). H.C.L. a.W.)

Shcherbatov, Prince Mikhail Mikhailovich

(1733; tl790), Russian historian and didactic

author. His Istoriya rossiyskaya (7 vols, 1771-74),

is of mudi smaller interest than his pamphlet,

Povrezhdenie nravov v Rossii (‘On the Decline of

Morals in Russia*)—a virulent attack on Peter’s*

reforms and on the corruption they brought into

Russia, beginning with the lewd Empresses after

Peter’s reign. He can be regarded as a forerunner

of the Slavophils.

Raznye sochineniya (1860).

—

Vber die Sitten-

verderbnis in Russland (ed. K. Stahlin and S.

Jakobson, 1925).

M. D., Russkiy sotsiaVny roman XVIII veka

(1900). J.L.

Shcherbina, Nikolay FMdorovich (Don province

2 Xn 1821 ; tlO V 1869), Russian poet who found

his principal inspiration in classical Greece. A
Parnassian by nature, he cared only for art and bis
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own ideal of beauty at a time when utilitarian

civic poetry was in demand.

Stikhotvoreniya (2 vols, 1857); Polnoye sobranie

sochineniy (1873); AVbom ipokhondrika (1929).

J.L.

Shchipachov, Stepan Petrovich (*1899), Soviet

poet mainly of the ‘engaged’ school, whose
excellent epic poem Pavlik Morozov (1951)

enhanced his fame, as did his Dotnik v Sushenskom^

about the cottage in which Lenin* lived during his

exile in Siberia.

V. V. Dementyev, S, S. (1951). JX.

Sheffield, John, Earl of Mulgrave, Marquis of
Normanby, Duke of Buckingham and Nor-
MANBY (*London 7 IV 1648; ool8 III 1686/87
Ursula Stawel, ool2 III 1698/99 Katherine Noel,
c3o7 II 1713/14 Catherine Annesley; tLondon
24 II 1720/21), English poet, soldier, Jacobite

statesman, friend and patron of Dryden* and
Pope*. In his Essay on Poetry (1682; ed. J. E.
Spingam, Critical Essays of the 17th Century,

II, 1908-09) he gave expression to the new Augus-
tan literary standards, and in his rewriting Julius

Caesar as two plays, Julius Caesar and Marcus
Brutus (repr. M. Wilding, 1970), he regularized

Shakespeare* according to the neo-classic unities

and decorum. His verse Essay on Satire (1689;
wr. 1675) gives a satirical account of contemporary
satirists.

Works (ed. A. Pope, 2 vols, 1723); sel. in

(1933) and V. de S. Pinto, Restoration

Carnival (1954).

T. Cibber, Lives of the Poets, III (1753); S.

Johnson, Lives of the Poets, II (1779-81); G.
Sherburn, The Early Career of Alexander Pope
(1934); J. H. Wilson, The Court Wits of the

Restoration (1948). R.M.W.

Shehu, The: see Usuman dan Fodio.

Sheller-Mikhaylov, Alexander Konstantinovich
(*St Petersburg 30 VII 1838; Wd. 21 XI 1900),

Russian novelist with a radical turn of mind,
partly influenced by Dickens* and Thackeray*.

Although not a great creative artist, he helped to

shape the younger generation of his period in the

progressive spirit of the 1860s.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (15 vols, 1894).

A. I. Faresov, A. K, S, (1901). J.L.

Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, n6e Godwin
(*Somers Town 30 VIII 1797; 00I8I6 Percy

Bysshe Shelley*; fLondon 1 II 1851), English

writer. In 1814 she eloped with Shelley, and in

1816, when he was freed by the death of his wife,

they married. After his death in 1822 she returned

to England and devoted her time to the editing of

Shelley’s literary remains. Frankenstein, her best-

SHELLEY
known work, is an extraordinary cross between the
novel of terror and a Godwinian tract. B.H.

Frankenstein or the Modern Prometheus (1818;
anon.); The Last Man (3 vols, 1826); Tales and
Stories by M. W. S, (ed. R. Garnett, 1891).—
Letters of M. 5. (ed. F. L. Jones, 2 vols, 1944);
M. S's Journal (ed. idem, 1947).

M. Spark, Child of Light (1951); E. Nitchie,
M, S, (1953); E. Bigland, M. S. (1959).

B.H. (K.W.)

Shelley, Percy Bysshe (*Field Place, nr Horsham
4 VIII 1792; 00I8II Harriet Westbrook, 00I8I6
Mary Godwin; tldrowned] Gulf of Spezia 8 VII
1822), English poet. Shelley’s career as author and
revolutionary began with the publication of The
Necessity ofAtheism when he was an undergradu-
ate at Oxford. After being expelled for refusing to
deny his share (with Hogg*) in the authorship
Shelley’s next rash act was his marriage. This came
to an end when he left England with Mary Godwin
in 1814, and he spent most of his remaining years

abroad, mainly in Italy. He and Edward Williams
sailed to Leghorn to welcome Leigh Hunt* in the

summer of 1822 and on the return journey the

Ariel was lost in the Gulf of Spezia. Shelley’s body
was washed up at Viareggio and cremated.

His poems, like his life, contain a strange blend

of the practical and the mystical: his many visions

of the millennium, for instance, are set out partly

in terms of a community of perfect love, partly

in terms of republicanism and vegetarianism. An-
other result of Shelley’s practical sense was his

adoption of plain style and crude caricature when
he wrote the vigorous political hymns which were

intended for a popular audience. But his poetic

power lies in the impassioned lyricism which sus-

tains his magnificent odes and which relieves the

didactic and analytical material of Epipsychidion

or The Triumph of Life, The roots of Shelley’s

claim that poets are the unacknowledged legis-

lators of the world are poignantly revealed in his

own poetry. ‘Poetry makes immortal all that is

best and most beautiful in the world’ he writes;

and ‘Poetry redeems from decay the visitations

of the divinity in man’. And the power of his

poetry to fill the mind with exaltation, with a

‘wondrous sympathy’ and a sense of the ‘inter-

penetration of a diviner nature’ carries conviction

of the absolute moral good on which all legislation

for mankind must rest.

verse: Queen Mab, a PhilosophicalPoem (1813);

The Cenci, A tragedy in five acts (Italy, 1819);

Prometheus Unbound (1820); Epipsychidion (1821);

Adonais (Pisa, 1821).

—

The Works ofP, B, S, (ed.

Mary W. Shelley, 2 pts, 1847); The Complete

Works ofP, B. S, (ed. R. Ingpen and W. E. Peck,

10 vols, 1926-30).

—

uprose: The Prose Works of

P, B, S. (ed. H. B. Forman, 4 vols, 1880); S7s

Prose (ed. D. L. Clark, 1954); Letters of P, B, S,

(ed. F. L. Jones, 2 vols, 1964).
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R. Browning, Essay on S, (orig. pref. to The

Letters of P, B, S. [mainly spurious], 1852); T. J.

Hogg, The Life ofS, (2 vols, 1858); E. J. Trelawny,

Recollections of the Last Days of S, and Byron

(1858; ed. E. Dowden, 1906); T. L. Peacock,

Memoirsof5. (Works [1934], VIII) ; J. A. Symonds,

S, (1878); H, Read, In Defence of S. and Other

Essays (1936); N. I. White, S. (2 vols, 1940); E.

Blunden, S.: A Life Story (194Q; C. Baker, S,'s

Major Poetry (1948) ; N. Rogers, S, at Work (1956)

;

D. King-Hele, S. His Thought and Work (1960).

B.H. (K.W.)

Shemtob Palqniera: see Falaguera, Shemtob.

Shin Chi-chi (DWu-hsien 8th century), Chinese

short-story writer. Shen followed a normal and

largely undistinguished official career. He was

appointed a compiler in the History Office (c. 784)

and compiled the official records for the period

780-783, His short stories stand at the beginning

of a great advance in Tang fiction; Chin-chung

chi and Jin-shih chuan are among the best Chinese

tales of the marvellous.

ChSn-chung chi (‘The Magic Pillow’, tr. C. C.

Wang in Traditional Chinese Tales, 1944); Jen-

shih chuan (tr. idem, ibid.). A.R.D.

Shin Fu (DYfian-ho 26 XII 1763), Chinese writer.

Shin worked mainly as a secretary, although at

times he sought a livelihood from business or

painting (for which he had some reputation). He
is known solely for his sensitive part-autobio-

graphical, part-reflective Pushing liu-chi, of

which only the first four chapters are extant.

Pushing liu-chi (1877; ‘Six Chapters of a

Floating Life’, tr. Lin Yutang in Tien Hsia

Monthly, I, 1935, repr. in The Wisdom of China,

1942). A.R,D.

Shin TI-ch'ien (DCh'ang-chou, Kiangsu 24 XII
1673; X 1769), Chinese poet and literary critic.

Shin gained his doctorate late in life (1739), but

thereafter enjoyed the favour of Emperor Ch*ien-

lung. In opposition to Yuan* Mei he maintained

that poetry should have a moral purpose and that

formal strictness was important. He compiled
Kushih yuan (1725) and other anthologies to

illustrate his views.

Shihshuo tsui-yu (literary criticism; 1731).

—

Kuei-yu shih-win cKao (coll, works; 1767).

A.R.D.

Shin Ts‘uNG-wfiN (*Flng-huaug, Hunan 1903),

Chinese writer, had a military and rural back-
ground which colours many of his worls. After

going to Peking to study (1922) he established

himself as a writer and was accepted into the
ranks of the Crescent Society. At the same time
he was a close friend of Ting* Ling and her

husband Hu Yeh-p'in. A prolific writer, his works
ran to some 35 volumes by 1935. Though the most
successful portrayer of the common people in

rural China, he published no fiction after 1949.

14 short stories tr. Ching Ti and R. Payne.
The Chinese Earth (1947).

C. T. Hsia, A History ofModern Chinese Piction

1917-1957 (1961 ; inch biblio. of Shin’s works).

A.R.D.

Shin YilEH or ShIn Yo (DWu-k’ang 441 ; t513),

Chinese scholar and poet. Shin served under the

Sung and Ch’i dynasties, and was a supporter

of Hsiao Yen who became first Emperor of the

Liang dynasty (502), receiving noble rank and
high office from him. Although he compiled

histories of the Chin, Sung and Ch’i dynasties,

only his Sung history (Sungshu) has survived.

The section on music in this work is of great

importance for the history of the yueh-fu (poetry

written to music). He was particularly interested

in musical and poetical theory and is supposed to

have been the first to formulate the distinction of

‘tones’ in Chinese sounds and to indicate certain

tonal combinations to be avoided in poetry. Of
his own poetry much has been lost.

Tr. of Shin’s works preserved in the anthology

Win-hsuan in E. von Zach, Die chinesische

Anthologie (2 vols. Harvard, 1958). A.R.D,

Shenhar, formerly Shenberg, Yitzchak (*Pros-

kurov 21 II 1902; fJerusalem 18 IV 1957),

Hebrew author, went to Palestine after the First

World War. He wrote short stories on the life

of the Jews in Russia before and during the

Revolution. His Israeli stories are mostly shrewd

psychological analyses of those who cannot adjust

themselves to the new life. His sensitive and ludd

style combines introspection with an Imagist

precision of expression. He was one of the best

translators from European literature into Hebrew.

Beshiva Derachim (1954); Sipurei Y. S. (3 vols,

1960). C.K.(M.Ge.;Y.F.)

Shenstone, William (*Hales Owen, Worcs;

^13 XI 1714; tLeasowes 11 II 1763), English

poet and essayist. Johnson’s* contemporary at

Oxford, Shenstone early retired to his little estate,

Leasowes, to cultivate Us gardens, friendships and

poetry. In Dodsley* he found a publisher for

The Schoolmistress (1742), Pastoral Ballad (1755)

and other poems, and his essays on poetry, the

inconvenience of a small fortune and the function

of ‘ruinated structures’ in landscape gardening.

Though daringly artless at times and of a fresher

sentiment for nature than is usual in his age,

Shenstone’s poetic impulse lacked the vitality to

break with contemporary poetic artifices.

R.M.H.

Poems on various occasions (1737); Judgment of
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Hercules (1741).

—

Works in Verse and Prose (2

vols, 1764; III, Letters, ed. R. Dodsley with Life,

1769; ed. G. Gilfillan, Life, 1854); Shenstone's

Miscellany, 1759-63 (ed. I. A. Gordon, 1952).

A. Hazeltine, A Study of W, S, and His Critics

(1918); M. Williams, W. S,: A Chapter in 18th

Century Taste (1935) and Letters (1939); A. R.

Humphreys, W, S, (1937); D. Mallon, Letters

(1939). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Shepard, Thomas (*Towcester, Eng. 5 XI 1605;

001632 Margaret Touteville, ool637 Joanna

Hooker, ool647 Margaret Boradel; fCambridge,

Mass. 25 VIII 1649), American theologian. He
used homely metaphors in the Puritan manner;

his The Sincere Convert (1640) ran through 20

editions.

New Englands Lamentation for Old Englands

Present Errors (1645); The Clear Sunshine of the

Gospel (1648).

—

The Autobiography of T S. (ed.

N. Adams, 1832).

J. A. Albro. The Life ofT S, (1847).

H.L.C.

Sherburne, Sir Edward (^London 18 IX 1618;

^ibid, 4 IX 1702), English Roman Catholic poet

and translator. He became clerk to the ordinance

in 1642, was imprisoned and then joined the

Royalist army, becoming commissionary general

at Oxford till 1646. Sherburne regained his office

in 1660. He was a very capable translator.

B.L.J.

Poems (1651; ed. A. Chalmers in The Works

of the English Poets, VI, 1810; as Miscellaneous

Poems, 1819; ed. F. J. van Beeck, 1961).-~r/ze

Tragedies ofL, Annaeus Seneca (tr.; 1701),

B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Sheridan, Richard Brinsley (*Dublin 30 X 1751

;

0013 IV 1773 Elizabeth Linley, ool795 Esther

Ogle; tLondon 7 VII 1816), Irish dramatist and

orator. Educated at Dublin and Harrow; his

family’s residing at Bath gave him an early oppor-

tunity of studying the behaviour of polite society.

He settled in London (1774) with his wife, whom
he had married after a romantic courtship,

involving an elopement and two duels with a rival.

He studied law but left it to write for the stage,

on which his success was rapid. He became a

shareholder in Drury Lane Theatre 1776; manager

1776-1809. Sheridan entered English public life

as M.P. for Stafford 1780; became Under-

secretary of State 1782, Privy Councillor and

Treasurer of the Navy 1799. His speeches on

Irish affairs and on the impeachment of Warren

Hastings were especially notable.

Sheridan’s brilliant comedies The Rivals (1775)

and The School for Scandal (1777) are classics

of the stage, full of witty dialogue, excellent

situations and immortal characters. With Gold-

smith’*^, Sheridan marks a return to real humour

SHESTOV

and life and a reaction against moralizing and
sentimental comedy. R.McH.

plays: St Patrick's Day (1775); The Critic

{\119y, Pizarro (1798); The Stranger (1798).—
The Duenna (comic opera; 1775); A Trip to

Scarborough (adapt, from Vanbrugh; 1777).

—

Plays and Poems of R. B, S. (ed. R. Crompton
Rhodes, 3 vols, 1928).

—

Speeches of S, (1798).

T. Moore, Memoirs ofS. (5th ed., 2 vols, 1827);

R. C. Rhodes, Harlequin S. (1933); L. Gibbs, S,

(1947); 0. Sherwin, Uncorking Old Sherry (1960);

J. Dulck, Les comedies de R. R. S, (Paris, 1962).

R.McH. (E.T.W.)

Sherira Gaon, otherwise Sherira ben JJanina

(Pumbeditha c. 900; \ibid, c, 1000), Iraqi Hebrew
religious writer and historian; gaon (head of the

Talmudical college) ofPumbeditha 968-998. Many
of his responsa (replies to legal questions) in

Arabic, Hebrew and Aramaic are preserved. A
letter of his, recounting the history of Talmudic

scholarship, is the chief source for the period.

Iggeret R, Sherira (1566; ed. B. Lewin, 1921;

tpitre historique de R, Scherira Gaon, tr. L.

Landau, 1904). C.R.

Sherwood, Mary Martha, n6e Butt (^Stanford,

Worcs 6 V 1775; ool803 Henry Sherwood;

tTwickenham 22 DC 1851), English philanthropist,

writer of tracts and moral stories, the best-known

being History ofthe Fairchild Family (3 pts, 1818-

47).

M. Tabor, Pioneer Women, HI (1925); N. G.

Royde-Smith, The State ofMind ofMrs 5. (1946).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Sherwood, Robert Emmet (New Rochelle, N.Y.

4 IV 1896; ool922 Mary Brandon [o/o 1934],

001935 Madeline Connelly; tl4 XI 1955), Ameri-

can playwright. Sherwood first attracted attention

with his historical comedy The Road to Rome
(1927) and in the 1930s won a Pulitzer prize twice.

IdioPs Delight (1936) is the best example of

Sherwood’s compassionate irony as he investigates

the behaviour of a group of differing personalities

under the threat of approaching war and the

passing of a social order.

This Is New York (1931); Reunion in Vienna

(1932); The Petrified Forest (1935); Abe Lincoln

in Illinois (1939); There Shall Be No Night (1941);

Small War on Murray Hill (1957).

J, M. Brown, Two on the Aisle (1938) and The

Worlds of R. E, S, (1965); W. L. Dusenberry,

The Theme of Loneliness in Modern American

Drama (1960); J. Gassner, Theatre at the Cross-

roads ^960); R, Shuman, JR. E, S, (1964).

G.A.K.

Shestov, Lev, pseud, ofLev Isaakovich Schwarz-

MANN (*1866; tl938), Russian philosopher and
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author. Influenced by Dostoyevsky* and Nietz-

sche*, he became a Mephistophelian opponent

of all idealistic systems from Socrates* to Kant*.

From 1916 onwards, and especially during his

ej^e in France, he became interested in religion.

Yet the god he sought was—not unlike Franz

Kafka’s* god—beyond all human standards of

good and evil. His early phase was noted for

three books: Dobro v uchenii Tolstogo i Nietzsche

(‘The Good in the Teaching of T. and N.’; 1900),

Dostoyevsky i Nietzsche: filosofiya tragedii (1901)

and Apofeoz bezpochvennosti (‘An Apotheosis of

Rootlessness’), also for his earlier onslaught on
Brandes* d propos of Shakespeare*. In his sub-

sequent books Shestov came close to ‘existentialist’

thought, and one of his last works was a study of

Kierkegaard* (1939).

Shakespeare i ego kritik Brandes (1898); Vlast^

klyuchey (Potestas Clavium) (1923); Na vesakh

lova (1929).

—

Anton Chekhov and Other Essays

(tr. S. Koteliansky and J. M. Murry, 1915); All

Thirds Are Possible (tr. S. Koteliansky, 1920);

In Job's Balance (tr. C. Coventry and C. A.

Macartney, 1932); Athines et Jerusalem (tr. B.

Schloezer, 1938). J.L.

Shevchenko, Taras (*Morintsy 9 HI 1814; fSt

Petersburg 10 III 1861), Ukrainian poet. A serf

by birth, he had a singularly unhappy childhood.

At the age of 17 he came in his master’s retinue to

St Petersburg, and a year later was apprenticed

to an artisan, where, by accident, his artistic talent

was discovered. The painter Bryullov and the poet

Zhukovsky* bought his freedom, and he entered

the Academy ofArt in 1838. While studying paint-

ing, he discovered his poetic gift, and his first book
of verse, Kobzar (‘The Minstrel’), appeared in

1840. There followed numerous poems in which he
combined his own poetic genius with that of his

people whose mouthpiece he became. In 1846 he
joined the secret ‘Brotherhood of Cyril and
Methodius’ advocating a free and democratic
union of all Slavs. The next year the Brotherhood
was denounced, and he was sentenced for his

unpublished works, such as the anti-Tsaiist anti-

imperialist poems Son (*A Dream’; 1844) and
Kavkaz (1845), to penal army service in Central

Asia, whence he returned only ten years later.

Undaunted by his trials, he continued to write,

and when he died he was the acknowledged
national poet of the Ukraine.

Povne zibrannya tvoriv (10 vols, incl. paintings,

1939-64; 6 vols, 1963-64); The Poet of Ukraine
(tr. and intro. C. Manning, 1945); ‘Autobiography’
in Ukr. Rev., VIII (1961); Song out of Darkness
(tr. with biblio. V. Rich, 1961); Selected Works
(incl. prose; Moscow, 1964); Poetical Works (tr.

C. Andrusyshen and W. Kirkconnell, 1964),

A, Jensen, 71 Sch, Ein ukrainisches Dichterleben

(1916); I. Franko, ‘T. Sh.’ in Slavon. Rev., Ill

(1924); D. Doroshenko, T, Sh, (pref. R, Seton-

Watson, Prague, 1936); W. K. Matthews, T. S,

(1951); G. S. N. Luckyj, ‘Sh. studies one century

after the poet’s death’ in Amer. Slavic Rev., XXI
(1962); J. S, 1814-1861, A Symposium (ed, V.

Mijakovs’kyj and G. Y. Shevelov, The Hague,

1962)

; r, Sh,: The Bard of People"s Freedom

(1962); I. Z. Boiko et al, T, Sh, Bibliografiya

literaturypro zhyttya i tvorchist" 1839-1959 (2 vols,

1963)

; M. Rylsky and A. Deitch, 71 Sh, A Bio-

graphical Sketch (Kiev, 1964); O. Kravchenyuk,

‘Sh. biblio. in Eng.’ in Suchasnist’, IV (1964); T, S,

Sein Leben und sein Werk (ed. J. Bojko and E.

Koschmieder, with biblio., 1965); and arts by

various authors in: Slavon. and East Eur. Rev.,

XXXIV (1955), XL (1961) ; Ukr. Quart., I (1945). V
(1949), XII (1956), XVI (1960); Ukr. Rev., VIII

(1961), IX (1962), XI (1964). V.S.

Shiels, George (*Co. Antrim 1886; ^ibid. 1949),

Irish dramatist; from 1921 over 20 of his plays

were produced at the Abbey Theatre, Dublin.

One of Ireland’s most popular playwrights, he

specialized in the comedy of Irish small-town life.

Paul Twyning (1922); Professor Tim (1925);

The New Gossoon (1930); The Passing Day (193Q;

The Bugged Path (1940). E.T.W.

Shiga Naoya (*Ishinomaki, Miyagi 20 II 1883;

t21 X 1971), Japanese author. His early efforts

were not outstanding, and in 1913 he gave up

literary activity. Persuaded in 1917 by Mushano
koji* Saneatsu to resume it, he soon became

famous for a succession ofnovels and short stories.

His literary prominence was due partly to his ludd

and clear style, which was imitated by later

writers, and partly to his approach which, while

not avoiding a resdistic presentation of unpleasant

facts or complex psychological situations, dealt

with them in a spirit of humanitarian idealism.

He was regarded as one of the most brilliant

Japanese writers of the early 20th century.

Aru asa (1908); Kamisori (1910; ‘The Razor*,

tr. F. Mathy in Monumenta Nipponica, XIII.3-4,

1957); Han no hanzai (1913; ‘Han’s Crime’, tr,

I. I. Morris in Japan Quart., II, 1955, Harper’s

Bazaar, Nov. 1956, and Modern Japanese Litera-

ture, ed. D. L. Keene, 1956 ;
‘ Le crime dujongleur’,

tr. S. Elisseev in Neuf nouvelles japonaises, 1924);

Seibei to hyotan (1913; ‘The Artist’, tr. I. I.

Morris in Japan Quart., II, 1955, and Modern

Japanese Stories, 1961); Wakai (1917; summary
in T. Kunitomo, Japanese Literature Since 1868,

1938); Kinosaki nite (1917; ‘At Kinosaki’, tr.

E. G. Seidensticker in Keene, op, cit,y, Kozo no

Kamisama (1920; tr. M. Y. Matsudaira in The,

Heart Is Alone, ed. R. N. McKinnon, 1957);

Abya koro (1922; summary in Kokusai Bunka
ShinkOkai, Introduction to Contemporary Japanese

Literature, I, 1939); other trs in: S. filiss6ev,

Le Jardin des pivoines (1927); A. L. Sadler,

Selections From Modem Japanese Writers (Sydney,
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; S. G. Brickley, The Writing of Idiomatic

English (Tokyo, 1951); other refs in Modern
Japanese Stories (ed. I. L Morris, 1961).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Shiki: see Masaoka Shiki.

Shikibu: see Murasaki Shikibu.

Shikitei Samba, pseud, of Kikuchi Hisanori, also

called Kikuchi Taisuke (*Edo [= Tokyo] 1776;

^ibid. 28 1 1822), Japanese novelist and humorous

writer. Apprenticed in a bookshop in his youth,

he showed, in spite of a poor education, great

interest in books. His first book was published

in 1794 when he was only 18, and from then

onwards he became a fluent writer. No fewer than

138 works are credited to him. He had a cheerful

and convivial personality, and his premature

death was ascribed to Ms addiction to drink.

Among Ms writings by far the most famous is

Ukiyoburo, a series ofhumorous dialogues between

people attending a public bath-house. The book

was regarded by Ms contemporaries as one of the

‘Four great books of Japan’, the other three

being Bakin’s* Hakkenden^ TaneMko’s* Nise

Murasaki inaka Genji, and Jippensha* Ikku’s

HizaJcurige (on the last of wMch it is to a certain

extent mod^ed). E.B.C.

Ukiyoburo (1809-11; summary in Kokusai

Bunka SMnkol^, Introduction to Classic Japanese

Literature^ 1948); summary and discussion in B.

Lewin, Japanische Chrestomathie, 1965); Shijuhachi

kuse (1811); Ukiyodoko (1811-12); Kokon hyaku"

baka (1812). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Shimazaki TOson, pseud, of Shimazaki Haruki
(Kamisaka, Nagano 17 II 1872; ool899 Hata

Fuyuko [tl911], ool928 Kato Shizuko; t22 VHI

1943)

, Japanese poet, novelist and essayist. A
schoolteacher by profession, he became in-

terested in new literary movements and in 1897

published a collection of poetry wMch attracted

favourable attention. Giving up poetry, he turned

to novel-writing, in wMch he gained very great

success. He was prominent among modem
Japanese writers, showing a steadily developing

outlook through Ms long literary life, moving

from Romantic poetry to Naturalist and finally

to autobiograpMcal novel-writing.

verse: Wakanashu (1897; summary in Kokusai

Bunka Shinkfikai, Introduction to Classic Japanese

Literature, 1948).—G. Bonneau, Lyrisme du

temps present (1935); Modem Japanese Literature

(ed. D. L. Keene, 1956); T. Ninomiya and D. J.

Enright, The Poetry of Living Japan (1957); G.

Bownas and A. Thwaite, Penguin Book ofJapanese

Verse (1964).

—

^novels: Hakai (1906; ‘The

Broken Commandment’, extract tr. E. G. Seiden-

sticker in Modern Japanese Literature, ed. D. L.

Keene, 1956); Haru (1908); le (1909-11; summary

of tMs and two prec. in T. Kunitomo, Japanese

Literature Since 1868, 1938); Arashi (1926);

Yoake mae (1929-35; summary of tMs and prec.

in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to

Contemporary Japanese Literature, 1, 1939).

J. Roggendorf, ‘S. T., a maker of the modem
Japanese novel’ in Monumenta Nipponica (1951);

E. McClellan, ‘The novels of S. T.’ in Harvard
Jour. Asiat. Stud., XXIV (1962-63) and Two
Japanese Novelists: Soseki and T (1969).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Shimoni (Shimonowitz), David (*Bobroyisk 28

Vni 1886; tTel Aviv 10 XII 1956), Hebrew poet,

emigrated to Palestine. He wrote elegies, ballads,

fables and satires, but he is most noted for Ms
Israeli Idylls in the manner of Tohemichowsky’s*
Crimean Idylls. Sadness, shrewdness and a gentle

love for people, landscapes and animals are the

characteristic features of Ms poetry.

Bahashai (1945); Poems (1952-54); Idylls (Eng.

facing Heb. text; Jerusalem, 1957).

Y.H. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Shtnkokinshu (‘The New Kokinshu\ Japanese

poetical anthology, ordered in 1201 by the Em-
peror Gotoba, compiled in 1206 by Fujiwara*

no Sadaie and five others, and revised in 1210

and subsequently. It is usually considered the

most significant of the 20 imperi^y-commissioned

anthologies after KokinshU^, and it was the

largest up to that date, containing 1,975 tanka

poems. Their technique is MgMy developed and
refined, their style often sensuous and symbolistic;

a common mood evoked is one of loneliness,

with overtones of sadness but an effect of great

beauty.

Sel. poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, Masterpieces o

Japanese Poetry, I (1936); Kokusai Bunka
Shinkokai, Introduction to Classic Japanese Litera-

ture (1948); R. H. Brower and E. R. Miner,

Japanese Court Poetry (with outstanding crit.

assessment; 1961); G. Bownas and A. Thwaite,

Penguin Book ofJapanese Verse (1964).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Shirinsky-Shikhmatov, Prince Sergey (*1783;

tl837), Russian poet who resisted Karamzin’s*

reforms of literary language and clung to the

ornately archaic style in wMch he wrote Ms
principal work, the ‘lyrical epic’, Petr Velikiy

(‘Peter the Great’; 1810). J.L.

Shirley, James (London 18 IX 1596; ool623

Frances; ^ibid. 29 X 1666), English poet and

dramatist, educated at Merchant Taylors’ School,

Oxford and Cambridge. He took Orders, but was

converted to Roman Catholicism and became a

schoolmaster. He came to London about 1625

and began writing plays. In the Civil War he was

a Royalist; he and Ms wife died as a result of
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shock and exposure in the Great Fire of London.

Shirley wrote about 40 plays and is one of the

best and best-known of the Caroline dramatists.

He has a light touch in comedy, and in tragedy

retains the Elizabethan gift of rising on occasion

to powerful dramatic poetry.

Poems (1646).

—

The Wittie Faire OnBf A
Comedie (1633); The Bird in A Cage, a comedie

(1633); The Traytor, a Tragedie (1635); The Maides

Revenge, a Tragedie (1639); The Constant Maid, a
Comedie (1640); The Cardinal (1652; wr. 1641).—

Dramatic Works and Poems (ed. W. Gifford and
A. Dyce, 1833).

A. H. Mason, /. S., Dramatist (1915).

Shirley, John (c. 1366; t21 X 1456), English

‘anthologist’ of the important works of Chaucer*,

Lydgate*, Trevisa* etc., who apparently lent (or

hired) out his anthologies or ‘commonplace
books*.

H. S. Bennett, Chaucer and the 15th Century

(1947). R.W.B.

SbishkoT, Admiral Alexander Semenovich
(*1754; tl841), Russian author and leader of the

conservative group of poets, Beseda lyubiteley

russkogo slova (‘The Colloquy of the Lovers of

Russian Speech’). He was the principal opponent

of Karamzin’s* modernization of the literary

language. Karamzin’s adherents, young Pushkin*

included, formed in 1815 the literary circle

Arzamas with the special purpose of ridiculing the

Shishkovites.

Razsuzhdenie o starom i novom sloge (1803);

Zapiski, mneniya iperepiska Adm. A, S. Shiskkova

(1870). J.L.

Shishkoy, Vyacheslav Yakovlevich (*1873;

tl945), Russian author. His reputation began to

rise in 1923 when his novel Vataga appeared. His

most ambitious and vivid book is, however,

Emelyan Pugachov (1943-44), a historical novel

about the rising of the Ural Cossacks against

Catherine* II.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (12 vols, 1927-29);

Vgryum reka (1933); Izbrannoye (1947).

—

Children

ofDarkness (tr.; 1936); La Horde (tr. A. Beucler,

1938).

M. G. Maizel’, V. S. (1935); V. M. Bakhmetyev,

V. S. (1947); A. A. Bogdanova, V. S. (1953).

J.L.

Shishmanov, Dimitur (*Sofia 11 VI 1889; ^ibid, 2

II 1945), Bulgarian author. His European travels

gave him a range of cosmopolitan and urban

themes unusual in Bulgarian literature. A gifted

realist writer and admirw of the Greek classical

heritage, he was executed as an anti-Communist.

Deputat Stoyanov (1920); *High Life* (1920);
Buntovnik (1921); Stranni hora (1924); Koshmarut
(1927); Panair v Starodol (1930); Blyanove kray
Akropola (1937); Zograf Pavel (1939). V.P.

Shishmanov, Ivan (*Svishtov 22 VI 1862; tOsIo
22 V 1923), Bulgarian literary scholar and his-

torian. Educated in Vienna, Geneva and Leipzig,

he became Professor of literature at Sofia Univer-

sity in 1894 and Minister of Education 1903-07,

having founded in 1889 that unique corpus of

Bulgarian lore, Sbomik za narodnite umotvorenia.

In this and the Academy Sbomik he published his

many fine monographs which gave Bulgarian

humanities a European standing. Few have done

more to encourage writers and promote education

and literature in Bulgaria.

Stari putuvaniya prez Bulgaria (1891); Pessenta

za murtviya brat (1894); Slavyanski selishta v Krit

(1897); Proizhoda na prabulgarite (1900); Bratya

Miladinovi (1912); Paissy (1914); T. Shevchenko

(1914); Bulgarskoto vuzrajdane (1916); Rakovski

(1918); Novi studii (1926); /, Vazov: spomeni i

dokumenti (1930).

M. Arnaudov, Sbomik v chest na L S. (1920).

V.P.

Shklovsky, Victor Borisovich (*1893), Soviet

author, critic, literary theoretician and supporter

of the ‘formalist* school which regarded a poem
as but a sum of stylistic devices. A great admirer

and champion of Steme*, he wrote his own
‘sentimental journey’ (SentimentaVnoye puteshesu

vie, 1923), describing his experiences during the

Revolution and the Civil War.

Pushkin i Steme (1923); Khod konya (1923);

Zoo Hi pis'ma ne o lyubvi (1923); 0 teorii prozy

(1925); Materialy i stiV v romane Vva Tolstogo

^Voyna i mir^ (1928); O Mayakovskom (1940);

O masterakh starinnykh (1953); Zametki o proze

russkikh Klassikov (1953). J.L.

Shlonsky, Avraham (Krukov 6 III 1900),

Hebrew poet, went to Palestine in 1921. His

poems (Gilboa, 1927) sing ecstatically of soil,

fertility, work, and the budding body of man.

In 1925 he co-edited with Steinman* a literary

periodical which was the first revolt in modem
Hebrew literature. His Avnei Bohu revolutionized

Hebrew poetry. Shlonsky has translated from

Pushkin,* Shakespeare*, De* Coster, Romain

RoUand* and modem Russian poetry.

Shirim (2 vols, 1954); Avnei Gevil (1965); M/-

Shirei Ha-Prozdor Ha-Aroch (1968),

C.K. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

ShmelSv, Ivan Sergeyevich (*1875; tl950),

Russian author whose fibrst great success was a

pathetic narrative about an old waiter and his

family, Chelovek iz restorana (1910). After the
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Revolution he lived abroad where he was active

in literature. One of his novels in particular,

Solntse mertvykh (1923; The Sun of the Dead, tr.

C, J. Hogarth, 1927), gives a well-ni^t apocalyptic

picture of the Civil War in the Crimea.

Rasskazy (8 vols, 1910-16); Eto bylo (1923);

Neupivayemaya chasha (1924); Istoriya lyubovnaya

(1929); Bogomolye (2nd ed. 1948); Leto Gospodne

(1948).—27wr Which Happened (tr. C. J. Hogarth,

1924). J.L.

Shne’ur Zalman of Ladi or Ladier (*Lyozna 1747;

fPyen 28 XII 1812), Russian Hebrew mystical

writer. A follower of the Hasidic movement
founded by the Ba'al* Shem Tov, he objected to

its cult of miracle-workers and neglect ofTalmudic
learning. He founded the Habad sect, with i

systematized pantheistic doctrine and * scientific’

mysticism, achieved by a re-interpretation of the

CABBALAH as taught by Isaac Luria*. He also

composed a system of Jewish law and ritual, a

counteipart to Joseph Karo’s* Shulchan *Arukh.

The Habad sect still exists and is headed by
descendants of Shne’ur Zalman.

Tanya (1796; tr. N. Mindal, 1962).

J. Unna, ‘R. Senior Salman aus Ladi’ in

Festschrift ... 2). Hoffmann (1914); S. A. Horodez-

ky, Leaders of ffassidism (1928); S. M. Dubnow,
Geschichte des Chassidismus, II (1931); G. G.
Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism

(1946); M. Buber, hasidism (1948). C,R.

Shoiman, Gershon (*Orsha 28 II 1880), Hebrew
writer. After three years’ service in the Russian

army he lived in Austria, and after the Nazi

annexation went to Palestine. His characters are

refugees, the miserable and the sick, all yearning

for love. His shrewd and unromantic approach

was a great innovation in Hebrew literature, and

it helped his generation to interpret its own chaos.

C.K. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Kol Kitvei S, (4 vols, 1960). M.Ge. ; Y.F.

Shoham, Mahtyahu (M. Poliakewitch) (War-
saw 1890; 1[ibid, 4 VII 1937), Hebrew author.

Little is known of his life. His early lyrics drew

the attention of the foremost Hebrew critics; his

poems are noted for their pure Biblical language

and spirit. He also wrote plays on Biblical subjects.

Baiaam (1934); Yericho (1934); Eiohy Barzel

Lo Taashelach', Tzor Yerushalayim, S.A.

Sholem Aleichem, pseud, of Sholem Rabinovitch

(Poltava, Ukraine 18 II 1859; fNew York 13 V
1916), Yiddish humorous writer; with Mendele*

and Peretz*, a classic ofmodem Yiddish literature.

At 21 he became a rabbi, but after two years

devoted himself entirely to writing. He moved to

Kiev, inheriting a great fortune from his father-in-

law, which he spent in speculative shares and in

SHORTHOUSE
publishing and encouraging young writers. In
1905 he left Russia and, for h^th reasons, lived

in Switzerland, making extensive lecture tours in

Europe and in America, where he settled in 1914.

He contrasts the earth- and tradition-bound Jew
with the luft-mentch (‘the man who lives on thin

air’). The successful musical Fiddler on the Roof
is based on some of the stories of his major
character, Tevye der Milchiker (‘the milk-man’).
Many of his stories take the form of monologues,
rich in idiom often lost in translation. He is widely
anthologized and translated into European and
Asian languages.

Stempeniu (1888; Eng. tr. H. Berman, 1913);
Der freilekher seder—a zamlung humoreskes, Oder
unfunkn (1913); S, A.’s verk (14 vols, 1908-14).—
Kkaye-Odom (autobiog.; 3 vols, 1920).

—

Jewish
Children (tr. H. Berman, 1920); The Old Country

(tr. J. and F. Butwin, 1946); Inside Kasrilevke

(tr. I. Goldstick, 1949); Tevye*s Daughters (tr.

F. Butwin, 1949); Wandering Star (tr. idem, 1952);
Adventures of Mottel, the Cantoris Son (tr. T.

Kahane, 1953); The Great Fair (tr. idem, 1955);
The Bewitched Tailor (tr. B. Isaacs, Moscow,
1956); Stories and Satires (tr. C. Leviant, 1959);

Collected Stories (2 vols, 1965); Old Country

Tales (ed. and tr. C. Leviant, 1966).

5. A. Panorama (anthology and essays; ed. M.
W. Grafstein, 1948). J,S.

Sholokhov, Mikhail Alexandrovich (*1905),

Soviet author whose novel Tikhiy Don (3 vols,

1928-33, additional vol, 1940; I and II, And
Quiet Flows The Don, tr. S. Garry, 1934; III

and IV, The Don Flows Home to the Sea, tr. idem,

1940) written in the tradition of Tolstoy’s* War
and Peace, sold over five million copies. His next

novel, Podnyataya tselina (1932-33; Virgin Soil

Upturned, tr. S. Garry, 1935), deals with the

same Cossacks during the collectivization of the

village farming. In one of his later books, Oni
srazhalis* za rodinu (‘They Fought for Their

Country*; 1944), we see them again during the

trials of the German invasion. Sholokhov’s por-

traiture is sure and vivid, his language is fluent,

and in spite ofhis tendency towards sensationalism,

his observation is reliable enough to confer to

his writings considerable documentary value. He
is among the most popular writers of Soviet

Russia, and was awarded the Nobel prize for

literature in 1965.

Sobranie sochineniy (7 vols, 1956-59); Slovo o

rodine (1966).

V. Goffenshefer, M, S, (1940); I. G. Lezhnev,

M, S, (1948) and Realizm Sholokhova (1948);

E. J. Simmons, Russian Fiction and Soviet Ideology

(1958). J.L,

Shorthoose, Joseph Henry (Birmingham 9 IX
1834; 001857 Sarah Scott; Wd. 4 IH 1903),

English novelist whose one notable novel gave
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the High Anglicanism, mysticism and royalism of

the Tractarians a 17th-century setting.

John Inglesant (privately pr. 1880; 2 vols, 1881);

Life, Letters and Literary Remains (ed, S. Short-

house, 2 vols, 1905). R.F.

Shoyo: see Tsubouchi Shoyo.

Shtencil, Avrom Nuchem (*Celadsz [Poland]

1897), Yiddish poet, essayist and editor of a

literary monthly, Loshn un Lebn (‘Language and

Life’). He lived in Germany for some years before

settling in En^and (1935). His early poetry

showed originality in form and imagery, his later

work became more traditional and nostalgic.

Der Kreis fun Saturn (1932); Dos Fisherdorf

(1933); Fun der vait (1934); Fun der heym (1936);

Epl (1937); Londoner Sonetn (1937); Hakn-kraits

(1938); Di royte armey (1942); Yiddish (1942);

Yerusholayim (1948). J.S.

Shtem, Sholem (*Tischewitz [Poland] 1906),

Yiddish poet and essayist. Living in Canada from

1927, he introduced Canadian motifs into Yiddish

poetry, along with the long narrative poem.

Noentkayt (1929); Es likhtiky (1941); Inderfri

(1945) ;
In Kanada (1953). J.S.

Shukrf, 'Abd-al-Rahman (*Port Said, Egypt

1886; tAlexandria 1958), Egyptian Arab poet,

strongly influenced by English Romanticism. In

his poetry, which represents a transition from
neo-classicism to Romanticism, and in his book
of Confessions published under a pseudonym
(1916) he expresses the malaise of the Egyptian

intellectual early in the century.

Diwdn A. S, (verse; 1960).

Muhammad MandQr, aUShVr aUmi^rl ba^da

Shauqi (1955); A. M. K. al-Zubaidi, ‘The Diwan
school’ in Jour. Arabic Lit., I (1970). M.M.B.

Shunzet: see Fujiwara no Shunzei.

Sibbes, Richard (*Tostock, Suffolk 1577; fLon-
don 5 VII 1635), Puritan divine. Educated at

Bury St Edmunds Grammar School and St John’s

College, Cambridge, he became Master of St

Catherine’s Hall in 1626. He was celebrated for

the sermons he gave as preacher of Gray’s Inn,

and also wrote verse.

The Saints Cordials (1629); The Bruised Reed
andSmoaking Flax (1630) ; The Churches Visitation

(1634).

—

Complete Works (ed. A. B. Grosart, 6

vols, 1862-63). J.B.B.

Sidgwidk, Henry (Skipton 31 V 1838; c3ol876

Eleanor Balfour; fTerling 28 VIII 1900), English

writer on philosophy, political economy and
politics. Professor of moral philosophy at Cam-
bridge 1883-1900. R.M.H.

Ethics of Conformity and Subscription (1870);
Principles of Political Economy (1883); Scope and
Method of Economic Science (1885); Outlines of
History of Ethics (1886); Elements of Politics

(1891).

A, S. and E. M. Sidgwick, Memoir (1906); F. H.
Hayward, Ethical Philosophy of S. (1901); W. C.
Harvard, H, S. and Later Utilitarian Political

Philosophy (1959). R.M,H. (M.A.)

Sidney, Mary: see Herbert, Mary, Countess of
Pembroke.

Sidney, Sir Philip (*Penshurst 30 XI 1554; oo20

IX 1583 Frances Walsingham; fArnhem, Holland
17 X 1586), English soldier, diplomat, courtier,

prose-writer, critic and poet. Educated at Shrews-

bury School (1564) and Christ Church, Oxford
(1568-71), he travelled in France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy and the Netherlands (1572-75),

Presented to the Queen at Kenilworth (VII 1576),

he won favour, became ambassador to the

Emperor and Elector Palatine (1577), and wrote

The Lady of May to entertain Elizabeth at

Wanstead (1578). Retiring to Wilton after his

quarrel with Oxford* (1579) and an unfortunate

memorandum on the projected marriage with

Anjou (1580), Sidney wrote The Arcadia (1590)

for his sister. I^ighted in 1 583, hebecame governor
of Flushing in 1585, and was mortally wounded at

Arnhem after his courtier’s sense of honour had
led him to doff his leg-armour. Sidney’s Defence

of Poesie (1595) expresses the traditional Renais-

sance honouring of an art which can inspire and
delight by creative imagining. His Arcadia, long

regarded as an epic, contributes to the develop-

ment of the prose of Congreve* and Jane Austen*;

in his verse, particularly the sonnets of Astrophel

and Stella (1591), a fine imagination works through

a perfect technique of language.

B.L.J. Cr.P.M.)

The Prose Works ofSir P, S. (ed. A. Feuillerat,

4 vols, 1912, 1962); The Poems of Sir P. S. (ed.

W. A. Ringler, 1962).

—

An Apologie for Poetrie

(1595; ed. G. T. Shepherd, 1965).

Fulke Greville, Life of Sir P. S. (1652; ed. N.

Smith, 1907); M. W. Wallace, Life of Sir P. S.

(1915); M. Wilson, Sir P. 5. (1931); M. S. Gold-

man, Sir P. S, and the Arcadia (1934); K, 0.

Myrick, Sir P. S, as a Literary Craftsman (1935,

1965); J. F. Danby, Poets on Fortune's Hill (1952);

J. Buxton, Sir P. S. and the English Renaissance

(1954, 19^); J. A. Van Dorsten, Poets, Patrons

and Professors (1962); W. R. Davis and R. A.

Lanham, «S.’j Arcadia (1965). J.R.B. (T.P.M.)

Sidonius Apollinaris, Gaius Sollius Modestus
(Lyons c. 430; tAuvergne c. 488), Christian Latin

writer. Of noble family, Sidonius succeeded in

retainmg the favour of three successive Emperors,

Avilus, Majorian and Anthemius, upon each of
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whom he pronounced a panegyric. As Bishop of
Auvergne he opposed the Goths, but after 475
found favour with King Ernie. His works (prin-

cipally letters and poems) have little literary merit,

although they are invaluable for the sketch they

draw of contemporary manners and customs.

Eds: C. Liitjohann in Monumenta Germaniae
historica, Auctores antiquissimi, XVIII (1887;

with biog. by T. Mommsen); P. Mohr (1895);

trs of letters: W. B. Anderson (with poems; 2
vols, 1936-65); O. M. Dalton (freely tr.; 2 vols,

1915).

C. E. Stevens, S. A. and His Age (1933); A.
Loyen, Sidoine Apollinaire et Vesprit precieux en

Gaule (1943). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Sienkiewicz, Henryk (Adam Aleksander Prus),

pseud. Litwos (*Wola Okrzejska 5 V 1846;

tVevey 15 XI 1916), Polish author. Of country
gentry, he finished his University studies of litera-

ture and history in 1870; in 1876-78 he travelled

in the U.S.A. and in 1905 he was awarded the

Nobel prize.

He started his literary career in 1869 by writing

critical articles in the Positivist spirit; but in his

short stories (from 1875) and later in his novels

he gave more voice to the emotions. In his his*

torical trilogy {Ogniem i mieczem, Potop^ Pan
Wolodyjowski), the subject of which was taken
from 17th-century Poland, by means of the colour-

ful plot, vividness of the narrative and some
patriotic pride he at once conquered Polish
readers, though he met some Positivist criticism.

His historical novel Quo Vadis? (3 vols, 1896;
Eng. tr. J. Curtin, 1898) gained him international

fame, whereas his psychological novel with a
contemporary subject, Bez dogmata (1891), made
him knovm in European intellectual circles and
must be considered his most important literary

achievement. Most of his short stories, sketches

and letters are masterpieces of their land. In
everything he wrote Sienkiewicz was a master of
composition and a good stylist. Though not deep,
he makes easy and entertaining reading.

novels: Na mame (1872; In Vain, tr. J. Curtin,

1889); Ogniem i mieczem (4 vols, 1884; With
Fire and Sword, tr. idem, 1895); Potop (6 vols,

1886; The Deluge, tr. idem, 2 vols, 1895); Pan
Wolodyjowski (3 vols, 1887-88; Pan Michael, tr.

idem, 1895); Bez dogmata (1891; Without Dogma,
tr. I. Young, 1893); Rodzina Polanieckich (3 vols,

1895; Children of the Soil, tr. J. Curtin, 1895);

Krzyzacy (4 vols, 1900; The Teutonic Knights,

Eng. tr., 1943); Na polu chwafy (1906; On the

Field of Glory, tr. J. Curtin, 1906); Wiry (2 vols,

1910; Whirlpools, tr. M. A. Drezmal, 1910); W
pustyni i w puszczy (2 vols, 1911; In Desert and
Wilderness, tr. idem, 1912, repr. 1945); Legiony
(1913-14, unfinished; Die Legionen, tr. A. von
Guttry, 1917).

SHORT stories: Story shtga (1875); Hania (1876);

Selim Mirza (1876); Szkice wqglem (1877); Z
pamiqtnikapoznahskiego nauczyciela (1879); Janko
Muzykant (1879); Niewola tatarska (1880); Za
chlebem (1881); Przez stepy (1882); Bartek
zwyci^zca (1882); Latamik (1882); Sachem (1883);

Jamiol (1893); Dwie Iqki (1908).—Eng. trs in

Yanko the Musician and Other Stories (tr. J.

Curtin, 1893) and Tales From H, S. (ed. M. M.
Gardner, 1931).—feuuxetons: Listy z podrozy

(1876-78); Listy z Afiyki (1892; Reisebriefe aus
Afrika und Amerika, tr. S. Piaezek, 1927).

Pisma (81 vols, 1899-1906; ed. J. Kr2yzanowski,
1950 ff.); Pisma zapomniane i niewydane (ed. I.

Chrzanowski, 1922); Dziela (60 vols, 1948-55).

S. Lam, H. S. Cechy i elementy twdrczosci

(1924); Wiadomoki Literac., XLHI (1924); M.
M. Gardner, The Patriot Novelist ofPoland, H. S.

(1926); K. Czachowski, H. S. Obraz tworczoici

(1931); I. Chrzanowski, H. S. Szkic literacki

(1933); K. Wojdechowski, H S. (3rd ed. 1935);

K. W. ZawodzMski, Stulecie trdjcy powieiciopisa-

rzy (1947); W. Lednidd, H. S. (1946; Eng. tr..

New York, 1948) and H. S. A Retrospective Syn-

thesis (The Hague, 1960); J. Krzyzanowski, H. S,

Kalendarz zycia i twdrczoSci (1956) and H. S,

zywot I sprawy (1966); A. Stawar, Pisarstwo H. S.

(1960); Marya Kosko, Un ^bestseller' 1900. Quo
Vadis? (Paris, 1960). S.S. (P.H.)

Sieroszewski, Waclaw, pseud. Sirko and K.
Bagrynowski (*W61ka Koriowska 21 Vin 1858;

tWarsaw 20 IV 1945), Polish author, and ethno-

grapher. After some technical education he was
imprisoned and sent to Siberia for his participa-

tion in workers’ activity; there he stayed till 1900.

In 1902-03 he travelled in Japan and in 1905,

again imprisoned, fled abroad. He served with the

Polish legions and participated in the 1920 cam-
paign against the Bolsheviks. In 1933 he became
the president of the Polish Academy of Literature.

He started to write when still in Siberia. Later

he used material from Tibet (Dalaj Lama), Korea
(Ol-Soni Kisafi), Japan (Milosd samuraja), China
(Powiesci chiAskie), Caucasus {Risztati), Mada-
gascar (Beniowski and its sequel Ocean). In Pan
Twardost-Twardowski (2 vob, 1930) he draws

from the Polish folk-tales. His talent, enthusiasm,

deep humanitarian feeling and sympathy for the

dispossessed give his exotic novels and short

stories great charm.

novels: Na kresach lasdw (1894; Sur la lisiire

des forits, tr. M. de Rakow^, 1929); Risztau

(1899); Ucieezka (1904; A Flight From Siberia,

Eng. tr. 1909); Ol-Soni-KisaA (1906; La danseuse

corienne, tr. J. Faury-Doguisn6 and J. A. Teslar,

1938); Zamorski di^el (1909; Yang-Hun-Tsy, le

diable itranger, tr. B. Kozakiewicz, 1909); Beniow-

ski (1916); Ocean (1917); MiloSd samuraja (1926;

L*amour du Samourai, tr. A. Morzkowska, 1932);

Dakd Lama (2 vols, 1927; Ger. tr, J. M. Schubert,

1928).—SHORT stories: W matni (1897); Brzask
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(1900; pub. as Dm n^dzy^ 1904; ‘Im tiefsten

Elend’, tr. M. Sutzem in Sibirische Erzdhlmgen,

1903); Powiesci chiAskie (1903); Malzenstwo

(1909; Amours d'exiles, tr. G. de Nussac and S.

Duval, 1923); Nowele (1914).—various: Korea

(1905; Ger. tr. S. Goldenring, n.d.); Za krqgiem

polamym (1926; ‘Au delk du cercle polaire*, tr.

in A trovers le ddsert blanc, n.d.); Wdrdd kos*

matych ludzi (1926; ‘Chez les Ainos poilus’, tr.

ibid,)\ Cejlon (1930); Wrazenia z Anglii (1931).—
Pisma (14 vols, 1922-26); Dziela (20 vols, 1958-

63).

Z. D^bicki, ‘W. S.’ in Portrety, I (1927); Z. L.

Zaleski, ‘V. S.’ in Attitudes et destinies (1932);

K. Czachowski, W, S. Zycie i twdrczoic (1938).

S.S. (P.H.)

Siete Mantes de Lara: see siete infantes de lara.

Sigea, Luisa: see forgeries, literary.

Sigebert of Gembloux (*after 1030; t5 X 1112),

monk at Metz and Gembloux. Besides biographies,

lives of saints and a history of the monastery of

Gembloux, he wrote a long world chronicle (381-

1112) and a De viris illustribus up to his own time
and including a notice of his own career.

Migne, Patrologia Latina^ CLX (1854); Chrono-
graphia sive Chronica (ed. L. C. Bethmann in

Monumenta Germaniae historical Scriptores^ VI,

1844); Gesta abbatum Gemblacensium (ed. G. H.
Pertz, ibid., VIII, 1848). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Sigogne(s), Charles-Timol^on de Beauxoncles
DE (*1560; tDieppe 16 IV 1611), French poet.

A political intriguer, often in trouble, he fought
in the wars of religion, procured a mistress for

Henri IV, and became Governor of Dieppe. His
satirical verse, published in contemporary antho-
logies, was directed against contemporaries and
marked by exuberant verbal fantasy and outspoken
coarseness.

CEuvres satyriques (ed. F. Fleuret and L. Perceau,

1920).

A. Adam, Histoire de la littirature frangaise

au XVlIe siicle, I (1949). G.B.

Sigonio, Carlo (Modena c. 1520; fPonte Basso
28 VIII 1584), Italian historian and humanist. His
most interesting work is a history of Italy from
570 to 1200, De regno Italiae (1574).

Opera omnia (1732; with life by L. A. Muratori).

C.Dr.

Sigourney, Lydia, n6e Huntley (*Norwich, Conn.
1 IX 1791; 001819 Charles Sigourney; fHartford,
Conn. 10 VI 1865), American poet and journalist.

Her poems were a blend of sentimentality, pro-
priety and elegance. She was the most widely
read American poet before Longfellow^.

Moral Pieces in Prose and Verse (1815); Poems
Religious and Elegiac (1841); Pleasant Memories
ofPleasant Lands (1 842) ; Letters ofLife (autobiog.

;

1866).

G. S. Haight, Mrs S,, The Sweet Singer of
Hartford (19^0). H.L.C.

Siguei^a, Fray Josi§ de (*Sigiienza ?1544; fEl
Escorial 1606), Spanish historian and religious

writer. He became a Hieronimite Friar in 1567,
succeeded Arias* Montano as librarian at the
Escorial and was Prior there when he died. The
first part of his history of his Order consists of
the life of St Jerome*, the second of later history,

including a long account of the building and
furnishing of the great monastery. It is a model of
Spanish prose and contains much material of
importance for the religious and artistic history

of Spain. He also wrote a life of Christ.

Historia de la Orden de San Jerdnimo (Nueva
Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., VIII, XII); La historia

del Rey de los reyes (ed. L. Villalba Munoz, 3

vols, 1917).

Amdrico Castro, Aspectos del vivir hispdnico

(Santiago de Chile, 1949). E.M.W.

Siguenza y G6ngora, Carlos de (*Mexico City

1645; ^ibid. 1700), Mexican scholar and writer.

He made contributions to the science and historio-

^aphy of his day, but as a writer his interest lies

in his chronicles and in his Infortunios de Alonso
Ramirez, which approaches the boundary of

narrative fiction. His poetry is of the late, debased
Gongorist school; he was related to the Spanish
poet and was a contemporary and friend of Sor
Juana In6s de la Cruz:*.

Primavera Indiana (1668; 1683); Triumpko
parthenico (1683); Orientalplaneta (1700).

—

Obras
(with stud. F. P6rez Salazar, 1927); Relaciones

histdricas (ed. Romero de Terreros, 1940; cont.

biog. of Alonso Ramirez and extract from his

chronicle); E. Abreu G6mez, C. de S., Poemas
(Madrid, 1931 ; text and stud.).

1. A. Leonard, Don C. de S., a Mexican Savant

(Berkeley, 1929), E.Sa.

Siguijdiissoii, J6hann (*Laxam:^ri 19 VI 1880;

001912 Ingeborg Biom; fCopenhagen 31 VIII

1919), Icelandic dramatist. Of wealthy family,

Sigurjonsson was educated at Reykjavik Grammar
School and Copenhagen University, where he
broke off his studies to become a dramatist. He
achieved great success with his Bjcerg-EJvind,

which caused some critics to rank him amongst
the greatest Scandinavian dramatists. With the

exception of the early Dr Rung (1905), his themes

are Romantic-historical, and he wrote almost

entirely in Danish. His qualities include a keen
sense of the dramatic, a profound grasp of

psydiology and a polished style.
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verse: Smaadigte (1920).

—

plays: Bondinn d

Hraimi (1908; ‘The Hraun Fann’); BJarg-Ejvind

og hans Hustru (1911; ‘Eyvind of the Hills*, this

and prec. tr. H. K. Schanche in Modem Icelandic

Plays, 1916); 0nsket (1915; Loftur, tr. J. Young
and E. Arkwright, 1939; ‘The Wish’, tr. E. Haugen
in Fire and Ice, 1967); Logneren (1917); Bit

(ed. G. Gunnarsson, 2 vols, 1940^1).

K. Albertsson. ‘J. S.’ in Skirnir, XCIV (1920);

A. Moller, ‘Islandsk Digtning i nyeste Tid og

Danmark’ in Hovedtrcek av Nordisk Digtning i

Nytiden (ed. E. Skovrup, 1921); C. M. Woel,

‘J. S.’ in Litteraere Tidsbilleder, I (1930); H. Told-

berg, /. 5. (1965). R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Sikelianos, Angelos (*Levkada 15 III 1884;

001906 Eva Palmer, ool940 Anna Karamani;

tAthens 19 IV 1951), Greek poet. Sikelianos

combined great sensitivity and response to natural

beauty with an austere visionary power, and
already his early work, Alafroiskiotos (‘The Seer’;

1909), a long lyrical poem celebrating the world

of his native island, is imbued with what might

be called a deep mythological sense of human life

and destiny. He sought for the roots of his vision-

ary outlook first in the folk tradition of modern
Greece and then, behind this, in the Platonic and
Neo-Platonic tradition, in Orphic theology and
in the spiritual literature of ancient India, although

in later years particularly he was to rediscover

this traditional wisdom in the Orthodox Christian

tradition. With the help of his first wife, Eva
Palmer (1874-1952), he initiated the Delphic Idea,

a movement intended to promote an intellectual

revival in Greece and beyond; and it was as part

of the programme of this movement that together

they organized two Delphic Festivals (1927, 1930).

Sikelianos’ later poetry, as exemplified in such

poems as lera odos (‘The Sacred Way’) and
Agrafon (‘Unwritten’), is increasingly sombre,

even tragic in tone, although he never lost his

faith in the possibility of man’s spiritual rebirth,

and his lyrical gift remained with him to the end.

verse: Prologos sti zoi (4 vols, 1915-18); Stikhi

(1920); To Pascha ton Ellinon (1922); O dithyram-

VOS tou rodou (1932); Akritika (1942); Antidoro

(1943); Lyrikos vios (3 vols, 1946-47).

—

Thymeli

(plays; 3 vols, 1950-55).—prose: Auguste Rodin

(1911); Periklis Giannopoulos (1922); Anoikio

gramma sto Vasilia (1922); Delfiki ekklisi (1927);

7b Delfiko panepistimio (1929); I Delfiki enosi

(1932); Kostis Palamas (1943).

G. K. Katsimbalis, Vivliografia A, S. (1946;

supp., 1952); E. P. Papanoutsos, Palamas,

Kavafis, S, (1949); P. Sherrard, The Marble

Threshing-Floor (195Q. P.O.A.S.

Silfverstolpe, Gunnar Mascoll (*Stora Asby 21

I 1893; tl942), Swedish poet and critic; civil

servant, art and literary critic to Stockholms

Tidning 1926; member of Swedish Academy 1941.

shlanpM
Like his friend Selander*, he rendered moods of
everyday life, but country rather than town
moods, in tradtional language and rhythms.

Arvet (1919); Vardag (1926); Efterdt (1932);
Hemland (1940).

—

Samlade dikter (1942).

En bok om G. M. S. (1944) ; S. Kjersen, G. M. S.

(1943). B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. (I.S.)

Silius Italicus, Tebertus Cahus Asconius (*c.

A.D. 25; fNapIes c. 101), Latin epic poet. His
conduct as consul under Nero (68) tarnished his

good name, which was, however, restored after

his proconsular administration of Asia (77) under
Vespasian. His years of retirement on his estates

in Campania, devoted to literary pursuits, were
terminated by his suicide by starvation to escape

an incurable disease.

His epic, the Punka, in which he is indebted

to Virgil* and Livy* embellishes the Second
Punic War with all the traditional epic machinery.

It is commonly described as the longest and worst

poem of Latin literature, but many of his similes

and shorter passages show Silius to have been
not entirely devoid of poetic skill.

Punka (ed. with comm. N. E. Lemaire, 2 vols,

1823; tr. J. D. Duff, 2 vols, 1934).

H. E. Butler, Post-Augustan Poetry (1909); J.

Nicol, The Historical and Geographical Sources

Used by S. L (1936); M. von Albrecht, S. L:
Freiheit und Gebunderiheit rdmischer Epik (1964).

A.J.D.

Silkiner, Benjamin Nachum (Wileika, Lithuania

1 II 71882; tU.S.A. 6 XI 1933), Hebrew poet and

lexicographer. Emigrating in his early youth to the

U.S.A., he was influenced by America, though his

songs are distinguished by a tone of bis own. He
translated Shakespeare* into Hebrew.

Mul Ohel Timora (1910).—Coll, poems (1927).

S.A.

SillanpaS, Frans Eemil (*Hameenkyr6 16 IX
1888; CXD1916 Sigrid Maria Salomaki, C30l939 Ann
Armia von Hertzen; tHelsinki 3 V 1964), Finnish

novelist and short-story writer. He studied natural

science at Helsinki University for several years,

then turned to literature and published his first

stories in the press. Eldma Ja aurinko (1916; Im
vie et le soleil, tr. J.-L. Perret, 1943), his first

novel, attracted attention by its qualities of style

and approach. The great novels Meek Heritage

and Fallen Asleep While Young illustrate these at

a mature level. SiilanpSa was an idealist as well

as a realist, and though his bias was mainly bio-

logical, he was a good psychologist. The poetic

element in his make-up is most evident in his

stories, which are also formally more finished than

his novels. He was awarded the Nobel prize in

1939.

NOVEis AND STORIES : Ihmislapsia eldmdn saatossa
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(1917); Hurskas kurjiius (1919; Meek Heritage^

tr. A. Matson, 1938); Enkelten suojatit (1923);

Hiltu Ja Ragnar (1923); Maan tasalta (1924);

Tdllinmdki (1925); Kiitos hetkistd^ Herra . .

.

(1929); Nuorena nukkunut (1931; Fallen Asleep

While Young, tr. A. Matson, 1933); Miehen tie

Fines Mannes Weg, \ Ihmiset suviyossd

(1934; People in the Summer Night, tr. A. Blair,

1966); Viidestoista (1936); Elokuu (1941); Ihmise-

Ion ihanuus ja kurjuus (1945; Schonheit und Elend

des Lebens, tr. A. Kaestlin-Burjam, 1947).

—

MEMOIRS : Poika eli eldmdnsd (1953); Pdivdkorkeim^

millaan (X95€)r-Kootut teokset (coll, works; 12

vols, 1932-50).

T. Vaaskivi, F, E. S, (1937); A. Matson,

Romaanitaide (1947); E. Linkomies, F, E. S,

(1948); R. Koskimies, F. E. S. (1948); S. Sihvola, F.

E, S:n teosten kddmdkset (1956); A. Ojala, Koh-
talon toteuttaminen (1959). W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Silone, Ignazio (*Pescina dei Marsi, Abruzzi I V
1900; 001944 Darina Laracy), Italian novelist and
journalist. Silone helped found the Italian Com-
munist party in 1921, but left it in 1930. During
the 1930s his anti-Fascist novels, vwitten in exile,

won him fame in Europe and America, but they

made little impact when published in Italy after

the war. Silone played an active part in post-war

Italian politics for a time, and edited the daily

Avanti! and the review Tempo presente. He has

only recently won recognition in Italy. In recent

works he has explored the concept of community;
the inspiration of his works is moral and religious

as well as political.

novels: Fontamara (Ztirich, 1930, in Ger.; 1st

Ital. ed. 1934; tr. G. David and E. Mosbadier,

1934); Brot und Wein (Ziiiich, 1937; Bread and
Wine, tr. idem, 1937; pub. as Vino e pane, 1955,

Bread and Wine, tr. H. Fergusson, 1964); Der
Samen unterm Schnee (Zurich, 1940; pub. as II

seme sotto la neve, 1945; The Seed Beneath the

Snow, tr. F. Frenaye, 1946); Una manciata di

more (1952; A Handful of Blackberries, tr. D.
Silone, 1954); II segreto di Luca (1956; tr. The

Secret ofLuca, 1959).—drama; Ed egli si nascose

(Zurich, 1944; And He Did Hide Himself, tr. D.
Laracy, 1946); Havventura di un povero cristiano

(1968).

—

general: Der Fascismus: seine Entste-

hung und seine Entwicklung (Zurich, 1934); La
scelta dei compagni (1954); Uscita di sicurezza

(1965; tr. Emergency Exit, 1969). B.M.

Silva, Antonio de: see BermMez, J£r6nimo.

Sava, Ant6nio Jos6 da (*Rio de Janeiro 1705;

tLisbon 17 X 1739), Portuguese playwright. He
achieved repute as a writer of comedies for a

popular Lisbon theatre. The literary merit of his

plays—often based on mythological subjects and
performed by puppets—^is not high, but the action

is quick and varied and the dialogue often amusing.

Silva’s celebrity is partly due to the tragic circum-
stances of his death: arrested by order of the
Inquisition in 1737 on a charge of practising

Judaism, he was later strangled and his body
burnt at an auto-da-fe.

Vida do grande D, Quixote e do gordo Sancho
Panga (1733; ed. J. Mendes dos Remedies, 1905);
Encantos de Medeia (1736); Variedades de Proteu

(1737); Guerras do Alecrim e Mangerona (1737;
ed. J. Mendes dos Remedies, 1905).—TTiearm dfe

Antdnio Josi (O Judeu) (ed. J. Ribeiro, 4 vols,

Rio de Janeiro, 1911); Obras completas (4 vols*

1957-59).

T. Braga, O Poeta Judeu e a Inquisigdo (1901);
J. L. de Azevedo, ‘A. J. da S.* in Portugdlia, I

(1925-26); C. H. Freches, ‘Introduction au
theatre du Judeu’ in Bull. d’Hist. du Theatre
Portugais, I (Lisbon, 1950; see also II, 1951).

T.P.W.

Silva, Feliciano de (*Ciudad Rodrigo ?1492;
^Vbid. 71558), Spanish novelist and romance
writer. A skilled exploiter of literary fashions, who
wrote several continuations of the adventures of
the AMADfs family: Lisuarte de Grecia (1514),

Amadis de Grecia (1530), Don Florisel de Niquea

(1532-51), and an autobiographical Suefio, which
describes a love-affair with a Jewish girl. His
imitation of La Celestina* is his best work. Cer-

vantes* mocked his absurd style.

Segunda comedia de Celestina (ed. J. A. de
Balenchena, 1871).

H. Thomas, Spanish and Portuguese Romances
of Chivalry (1920); N. Alonso Cortes, ‘F. de S.*

in Boletin de la Real Acad. Esp., XX (1933).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Silva, Jos6 Asunci6n (•Bogota 27 XI 1865; t24
V 1896), Colombian poet. Of extreme sensibility,

he excelled in the expression of subtle states of

feeling in verse of imusually delicate rhythm. The
most famous are the ‘Nocturnes’ which are

remarkable for their musicality. He was greatly

influenced by French poets and felt himseif

isolated in the narrow society and limited horizons

of his own country. He had an unfortunate career

and died by his own hand. Despite the smallness

of his output he must be reckoned one of the

most outstanding lyrical poets in the Spanish

language in the 19th century.

Poesias (Bogota, 1886; ed. M. de Unamuno,
Barcelona, 1908); Poesias completas: seguidas de

prosas completas (Madrid, 1952). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Silva, Lufs Augusto Rebelo da (*1822; tl871),

Portuguese novelist and historian. He cultivated

the historical novel in the manner of Alexandre

Herculano* and, like the latter, turned later in life

to history proper. William Beckford* is the chief

character of the novel Ldgrimas e tesouros (1863).
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novels: Rausso por Homfzio (1842-43); Odio

velho mo cansa (1848); A tiltima corrida de touros

em Salvaterra (1848; The Last Royal Bull-Fight

at Salvaterra^ tr. E. Prestage, 1909); A Mocidade

de D, Jodo V (1852).

—

^history: Histdria de

Portugal nos seculos XVII e XVIII (5 vols, 1860-

71); Vardes Ilustres (1870).

—

Obras completas

(28 vols, 1907-09).

T. Braga, ‘R. da S.’ in As modernas ideias m
literatura portuguesa (1892). T.P.W.

Silvestre, Gregorio (*Lisbon 71520; fGranada

1569), Spanish poet. He was protected by the

Feria family and became organist at Granada
Cathedral, where he was a friend of Barahona*

de Soto. At first he upheld the national metres

against Garcilaso*; later he adopted the Italian

ones. His poems include two interesting fables,

old-fashioned love poems, a gloss on Jorge

Manrique’s* Coplas and some good religious verse.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXXII, XXXV;
Poesias (sel. ed. A. Marin Ocete, 1938).

A. Marin Ocete, G, S. (1939). E.M.W.

Simard, Jean (*Quebec City 17 VIII 1916; ool955

C61ine Chartier), Canadian novelist, essayist,

dramatist and translator. He has been on the

editorial committee of the journal Liberty, radio

producer for six years and a Professor at the

&ole des Beaux-Arts of Montreal since 1940.

His satires against Canadian bourgeois values are

rich in wit and allusion, and his essays reveal wide

intellectual and cultural interests.

Filix (1947); Hdtel de la Reine (1949); Mon fils

pourtant heureux (1956); Les sentiers de la nuit

(1959).

—

Vange interdit (drama; 1961),

L.-P. Cormier, *J. S. et la satire du milieu

canadien’ in Culture, XIX (1958), R.Su.

Simenon, Georges Joseph Christian, pen-name
of Georges Sim (Lidge 13 II 1903; ool950

Denise Quimet), Belgian-born novelist.A precursor

of the ‘Absurde’ school, he revised the entire

approach to the detective story. He has published

200 volumes of which 74 are devoted to the police

officer Maigret, a series translated into 45 lan-

guages.

novels: Au Pont des Arches (1920); Vaffaire

Sainte Fiacre (1932); Chez les Flarmnds (1932);

Maigret (1934); Les Pitard (1935); Les demoiselles

de Concameau (1936); Le testament Donadieu

(1937); Vhomme qui regardait passer les trains

(1938); Les nouvelles enquites de Maigret (1944);

Lefils (1957; The Son» tr. D. Woodward, 1958);

Le train (1960; Trains^ tr. R. Baldick, 1961).

—

Le roman de Vhorrane (essay; 1960).

—

CEuvres

completes (Lausanne, 1967 ff.).

A. Parinaud, Conmissance de G, S. (1957);

B. de Fallois, 5. (1961). J.C.D. ; M.G.

Simi6, Novak (*Vare§ 14 1 1906), Croatian novelist

and prose writer. An economics graduate of

Zagreb, Simic is an editor of thejournal Republika.

He began publishing as early as 1927 and his first

writing dealt with contemporary Sarajevo, its

atmosphere, traditions and nostalgia for the gran-

deur of the past. Later he wrote of the war and
the occupation in MiSkovici and finally an urban

novel attempting to treat some of the social

problems of an industrial society. He has a gift

for both lyrical atmosphere-description and direct

narration but he is far more at home in dealing

with his native Bosnian background than with the

evils of a dehumanizing society or with character

study on a grand scale. For this reason his most

authentic writing is to be found in his short

stories.

novels: Vodnjak (1938; reworked in 1948 and
1956 eds as Brkidi iz Bara); Miskovci (1949);

Druga Obala (1952); Brada i kumiri (1955).—

stories: Nepoznata Bosm (1936); Suton TaSlihana

(1937); Isa zavjesa (1946); Zakoni i ognjevi (1947);

Proljede (1952); LJubav Stjepam Obrdalja (1958).

B.J.

Simion, IJtefan (*?; tl656), Metropolitan of

Transylvania. He supervised the first complete

translation of the New Testament into Rumanian,

which was printed at Alba lulia in 1648. The

preface, signed by §tefan, stresses the need for a

standard written Rumanian, and the translation

itself is one of the first attempts to satisfy this

need.

G. F. Tepelea, ‘Clteva precizari in legSturS cu

izvoarele §i glosele Noului Testament de la Be-

grad* in Limba romana, III (1963); G. Iva§cul

Istoria literaturii rorndne, 1 (1969). D.J.D.

Simms, William Gdlmore (•Charleston, S.C. 17

rV 1806; xl826 Anna Giles, ool836 Chevillette

Roach; Ifibid. 11 VI 1870), American poet, critic

and novelist. During his boyhood he became

familiar with the heroic legends of the Frontier

and the revolution in the South, which provided

material for his later romantic novels. His most

popular work, The Yemassee (1835), relates an

exciting South Carolina ‘border romance’ and

gives a fictional study of the Indian less indealized

than Cooper’s* portraits.

verse: Atalantis (1832); Areytos; or. Songs of

the South (1846).—novels: Guy Rivers (1834);

The Partisan (1835); Mellichampe (1836); Charle-

mont (1856).

—

Works of W. G, S, (20 vols, 1853-

66) ; The Letters ofW, G. S, (ed. M. C. S. Oliphant,

A. T. Odell and T. C. D. Eaves, 5 vols, 1952-56);

The Writings of W, G, S, (ed. J. C. Guilds and

J. B. Meriweather, 1969- ).

W. P. Trent, W. G. S. (1892); E. W. Parks,

W, G,S, as a Literary Critic (1962).

H.L.C. (I.W.)

Simocattes; see Theophylact Simocattes.
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Simon, Claude (*Taiiaiiarive 10 X 1913), French

novelist. Simon’s work has evolved as a footnote

to history, ancient, modern or imaginary (JLe

route des Flandres, 1960; Eng. tr. R. Howard,

1962), but these events are solely a basis for long

analyses which aim at conveying the passage of

time. Influenced by Marcel Proust’*^, having

affinities with the nouveau roman in his amassing

of concrete details and minute observation, his

work, despite its deliberate ‘literary-ness*, is

conscious of the tragedy of, and questions the

purpose of human destiny.

novels: Le iricheur (1946); Gulliver (1952);

Le sacre du printemps (1954); Vherbe (1958; Eng.

tr. R. Howard, 1961); Le palace (1962; Eng. tr.

zVfe/M, 1964); Histoire (1967; Eng. tr. idem, 1969);

La bataille de Pkarsale (1969).

—

La separation

(plays; 1963).

—

Orion aveugle (essays; 1970).

L. Janvier, Une parole exigeante (1964); R.

Jean, La litterature et le reel (1965); V. Mercier,

‘C. S.: Order and disorder’ in Shenandoah,

XVII.4 (1966). M.G.

Simon Duran: see Duran, Simeon ben ?emah.

SImoni, Renato (*Verona 5 IX 1875; fMilan 5

VII 1952), Italian playwright and dramatic critic.

Although the author of only four plays (tragi-

comedies and tragedies written in the Veneto

dialect and acted in the 1900s), Simoni is important

as a precursor of the psychological drama of the

20th century, and in particular of Pirandello*.

With G. Adami he wrote the libretto for Puccini’s

TurandoU As a dramatic critic he relies more on
his innate sense of theatre than on any critical

system.

plays: La vedova (1906); Congedo (1912);

Tramonto (1914); Carlo Gozzi (1914).

—

Trenta

ami di cronaca drammatica (criticism; 5 vols,

1951-60). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Simonides, Greek poet from Ceos (c. 556-468

B.c.) of great versatility. His choral lyrics comprise

epinicia (songs for athletic victors) of the kind

later composed by Bacchylides* and Pindar* and
threnoi (dirges), including a eulogy of the Greeks
who died at Thermopylae. He also wrote drinking-

songs and a large number of epigrams.

D. L. Page, Poetae melici Graeci (1962); J. M,
Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, II (1924; with tr.).

—

U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Sappho und S,

(1913); C. M. Bowra, Early Greek Elegists (1938)

and Greek Lyric Poetry (2nd ed., 1961); B. Gentili,

Simonide (1959). J.T.H.

Simonides, Simon: see Szymonowicz, Szymon.

Simonov, Konstantin (Kirill) Mikhailovich
(*1915), Soviet author. He made his mark during
the Second World War with his patriotic and love

poetry, as well as with his Stalingrad novel, Dni i

noclii (1944; Days and Nights, tr. J. Fineberg,

1945; tr. J. Barnes, New York, 1945), describing

the horrors of the siege. His Voycnnye dnevniki

(‘War Diaries’; 1945) show an amazing variety of
experiences. As dramatist he scored his greatest

success with his war play, Russkie lyudi (1942;
The Russians, tr. G. Shelley, 1944). Among his

later works, his Stalingrad novel Soldatami ne
rozhdayutsya (1966) aroused considerable attention.

Izbrannoe (1948); Stikhi, Pyesy, Rasskazy

(1949); Pyesy (1954); Sobranie sochineniy (6 vols,

1966-68).

—

The Whole World Over (tr. T. Schnee,

1947).

L. Lazarev, Dramaturgiya K. Simonova (1952),

J.L.

Simons, Jozef (*Oelegem 21 V 1888; tTurnhout
20 1 1948), Flemish novelist and poet. He mainly
wrote novels of country life, inspired by the

simple folk of the ‘Kempen’, but also produced a
nationalist novel, Eer Vlaanderen vergaat (1927;

Flandern stirb nicht, tr. U. Zierow, 1937), which
became very popular.

novels: Bonifacius Suykerbuyck (1919); Dientje

Goris (1935).—SHORT stories: De laatste flesch

(1930; Kerle und Kopfe, tr. Fr. Fromme, 1940);

Harslucht (1933; Resines, tr. A, Van de Putte,

1937).—Ro/ire garve (verse; 1943).— Perzawc/d!?

werken (10 vols, 1963).

L. Sourie, /. S, (1947); M. Verheecke, /. S.,

verteller, zanger, Kempenaar (1963). R.F.L.

Simovid, Ljubomir (*Titovo U2ice 2 XII 1935),

Serbian poet. A graduate of Belgrade, Simovid

now works for television. He began publishing

poetry while still a student in journals like Delo
and Vidici and he wrote both humorous and direct

poetry as well as satire. He is perhaps the most
consistent of the third post-war generation in

Belgrade and recently he has begun to experiment

with a more philosophical style which, like Popa*
and Pavlovic*, derives from a profound interest

and involvement in his country’s past.

verse: Slovenske elegije (1958); Veseli grobovi

(1961); Poslednja zemlja (1964); Slemovi (1967).

B.J.

Simond de Freine (*1145; tl217), Anglo-Norman
poet. Canon of Hereford, he addressed Latin

verses to his friend, Giraldus* Cambrensis, His

Roman de Philosophic renders freely Boethius’*

Consolatio, while his Vie de Saint Georges con-

tains some new material.

(Euvres (ed. J. E. Matzke, 1909). M.F.L.

Simunovid, Dinko (*Knin 1 IX 1873; fZagreb 3

VIII 1933), Croatian writer. His novels and short

stories are lyrical in style, local in spirit and themes,

and have psychological interest.
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Mrkodol (1909); Tudjinac (1911); Porodica

Vincid {\92y),—Sabrana djela (coll, works; 2

vols, 1930). V.J.

§inasi, Ibrahim (*Istaiibul 1826; Wd. 13 DC
1871), Turkish author and pioneer of Western

culture. Son of an army officer, he entered the

artillery office and was later sent to France for

five years. On his return, he devoted himself to

journalism and wrote articles on political, econo-

mic and social problems. The founder of the

Western school of literature (Tanzimat), he in-

spired and greatly encouraged Namik Kemal*.

He made the first verse translations from French

poets, wrote the first Turkish play and pioneered

private journalism. His style is simple and to the

point.

verse: Terciane-i Manzume (1858, 1860);

Muntahabat-i Efar (1862, 1870); Divm-i (3rd

ed. 1885).

—

Sair evlenmesi (plays; 1860).

—

various: Durub-i Emsald Osmaniye (1863; 3rd

ed. with Ebuzziya’s adds, 1885); Mimtahabat-i

Tasvird Efkdr (3 vols, 1885-94).

Ahmed Rasim, (1926); Mehmet Kaplan,

‘§inasi*nin Tiirk §iirinde yaptigi yenilik’ in Turk

dill ve edebiyati dergisU II (1947); Ahmet Hamdi
Tanpmar, XIX asir Turk edebiyati tarihi (2nd ed.

1956); Omer Faruk Akiin, ‘S.* in Islam Ansik-

bpedisi, XII (1968); Hikmet Dizdaroglu, $, (1970).

F.I.

j^incai, Gheorghe (*1754; tl816), Transylvanian

historian and philologist, one of the leading mem-
bers of Scoala ardeleana (the Transylvanian

school). He studied theology at Blaj, Rome and
Vienna and between 1782 and 1794 was director

of primary education in Transylvania. During
his studies abroad he collected a vast amount of

material and for 34 years he worked on his

Hronica Romdnilor, This seeks to establish beyond
doubt the Latin origin of the Rumanians and was
published posthumously in 1853.

Hronica Romdnilory I (1967), II and III (1969).

M. Tomu§, G, (1965); G. Iva§cu, Istoria

literaturii rorndne^ I (1969). E).J.D.

Sinclair, Lister (Bombay 9 I 1921; ool942

Alice Mather), Canadian playwright, mainly
known through radio drama.

A Play on Words and Other Radio Plays (1948);

The Blood Is Strong (195Q; Socrates (1957).

M.H.M.M. (R.Su.)

Sinclair, Upton Beall (Baltimore, Md. 20 DC
1878; cx)1900 Meta Fuller [o/o 1911], col913

Mary Kimbrough; t25 XI 1968), American
novelist. The Jungle (1901), written after an
investigation of the Chicago stockyards, became
a best-seller and provoked reform in tiie meat-

packing industry. His many propagandist novels
and documentary studies dramatically exposed the
evils in various aspects of American life; his
series of Lanny Budd novels give a Marxian in-

terpretation of events from the First World War
to the aftermath of the Second. An active reformer
as well as critic, he is one of America’s most read
authors abroad.

novels: The Metropolis (1908); The Money-
changers (1908); King Coal (1917); The Story ofa
Patriot (1920); Oill (1927); Co-op: A Novel of
Living Together (1936); World*s End (1940);
Dragon's Teeth (1942); Presidential Agent (1944);
A World to Win (1946); Presidential Mission

(1947); 0 Shepherd^ SpeakI (1949).—political
AND social studies: The Industrial Republic

(1907); The Profits of Religion (1918); The Brass
Check: A Study of American Journalism (1919);

The Goose-Step: A Study of American Education

(1923); Money WritesI (1927); The Book of Love
(1934).

—

American Outpost: A Book ofReminiscen-
ces (autobiog.; 1932).

—

XJ. S. Anthology (1947).

F. Dell, U, S,: A Study in Social Protest (1927).

H.L.C. a.w.)

Singer, Isaac Bashevis (*Rad^min [Poland] 14

VII 1904), Yiddish novelist and short-story

writer. The younger brother of the novelist I. J.

Singer*, he started writing in Hebrew but later

became a journalist for the Yiddish daily press.

In 1935 he emigrated to the U.S.A. where he
continued as a journalist while publishing short

stories and long novels. He also translated several

European works into Yiddish including Thomas
Mann’s* The Magic Mountain, His short stories

combine the exotic with the eccentric, old-world

imagery with modernistic symbolism, creating an
atmosphere of ambiguity and doubt. His style is

concise and realistic but his appeal for Yiddish

readers is lessened by his lack of social motivation.

His longer novels, in the form of family chronicles,

are outstanding for their skilful narrative and

sense of history. He also wrote some diildren’s

stories.

novels: The Family Moskat (tr. A. H. Gross,

1950); Satan in Goray (tr. J. Sloan, 1955); The

Magician ofLublin (tr. E. Gottlieb and J. Singer,

1961)

; The Slave (tr. 1. B. S. with C. Hemley,

1962)

; The Fearsome Irm (tr. I. B. S. with E.

Shub, 1967); The Manor (tr. J. Singer and E.

Gottlieb, 1968); The Estate (tr. E. Shub et al^

1970).—short stories: The Spinoza of Market

Street (1962); Gimpel the Fool (tr. Saul Bellow

et al,^ 1966); Selected Short Stories (ed. I. Howe,

1966); The Seance and Other Stories (1970); A
Friend of Kafka (1972).—//? My Father's Court

(autobiog.; tr. C. Kleiaermann-Goldstein et al.^

1966). J.S.

Singer, Israel Joshua (Bilgoraj [Poland] 30 XI
1893; tLos Angeles 10 H 1944), Yiddish novelist.
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a leader of the ‘modems*. Ofan orthodox rabbini-

cal family, he left his father’s house, aged 18, to

work as a machinist and a clerk in Warsaw, at

the same time studying Polish, Russian and

German. After the Russian Revolution (1917) he

began writing in Kiev. In 1921 he returned to

Warsaw, and during the inter-war years became

an important novelist. In 1933 he emigrated to

the U.S.A. He wrote several massive social and

historical novels, some of which have been

successfully dramatized. In his novels he intro-

duced into Yiddish story-telling verbal economy
combined with well-defined structure. His work

has been widely translated into Hebrew and

several other languages.

Erdrvey (1922); Perl un andere dertseilungen

(1922); Leym-groobn (1922); Oifmyer erd (1923);

Oif fremder erd (1925); Shtool un aim (1927;

Blood Harvest, tr. M. Carr, 1935); Yoshe Kalb

(1932; The Sinner, tr. M. Samuel, 1933, reissued

as Yoshe Kalb, intro. Isaac Bashevis S., 1965);

Di brider Ashkenazi (novel in 3 pts; 1936; The

Brothers Ashkenazi, tr. M. Samuel, 1936); Khaver

Nakhmen (1938; dramat. by I. J. S.; East ofEden,

tr. M. Samuel, 1939). J.S.

Singh) Khushwant (*1915), Indian novelist,

historian and editor of The Illustrated Weekly of

India. He was educated in Delhi, Lahore and
London where he was called to the Bar. A frequent

contributor to newspapers and journals, he wrote

several scholarly works about the Sikhs, notably

A History ofthe Sikhs (1, 1963 ; 11, 1966), and has

written of the tragedy resulting from the partition

of India in his novel Train to Pakistan (1956).

C.D.N.

Sinisgalli, Leonardo (*Montemurro, Potenza 9

III 1908), Italian poet and essayist. He trained as

an electrical engineer and has worked in adver-

tising. As a poet he belongs to the later generation

of the ‘hermetic* group (hermeticism); he evokes

childhood and his native Lucania.

poetry: 18 poesie (1936); Vidi le muse (1943);

La vigna vecchia (1952); Poesie di ieri (1931-56)

(1966).—prose: Furor mathematicus (1944; en-

larged ed. 1950); Belliboschi (1948); Archimede, i

tuoi lumi, i tuoi lemmil (1968). B.M.

Sidn Cent (fl, c. 1400-30), Welsh poet. Most of

the 18 poems in cywydd metre now ascribed to

him are on religious themes such as the vanity

of this world, the uncertainty of life and the

certainty of death and judgment. The scepticism

which informs his work was directly opposed to

the dominant heroic tradition of medieval Welsh
poetry.

Cywyddau lolo Goch ac Eraill (ed. H. Lewis,

T. Roberts and I. Williams, 1925).

Saunders Lewis, Braslun o Hanes Llenyddiaeth

Gymraeg, I (1932). B.Re.

Sipihri, Suhrab (*Qum 1928), Persian poet and

artist. His strongly imagist poems combine a

tender lyricism and a serene, almost mystical

delight in simple things.

Marg-i Rang (1951); Zindigi-yi Khabha (1953);

Avdr-i Aftdb (1961); Siday4 Pdy-i Ab (1965);

Hajm4 Sabz (1967).

R. Barahini, Tala dar Mes (2nd ed. 1968);

E. N. ’Ala’, Suvar va Asbdb . .
. (1969). E.Y.

Sisenna, Lucius Cornelius (*c. 120; t67 b.c.),

Roman historian, wrote a history of the Social

and Civil Wars, probably up to the death of Sulla.

His work, written in an old-fashioned style,

abandoned the annalistic method. He also trans-

lated the Milesiaca of Aristides of Miletus.

Frags in H. Peter, Historicorum Romanorum

reliquiae, I (2nd ed. 1914; repr. J. Rroymann and

W. Schaub, 1967, with biblio. from 1900).—C.
Cali, ‘La vita e le opere di L. Cornelio S.’ in

Studi letterari (1898); Latin Historians (ed. T. A
Dorey, 1966). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Sismondi, Sismondo Gian Carlo Leonardo (de*)

(Geneva 9 V 1773; fHanley. England 25 VI

1842), Swiss historian, scholar and economist who
adopted the name and nationality of his supposed

Italian ancestors. A close friend of Mme de

Stael*, and also of Vieusseux* and Capponi*, he

promoted Romantic ideas in his Histoire des

littiratures du midi de VEurope (4 vols, 1813) and

the idea of Italian freedom in the Histoire des

rdpubliques italiennes au moyen &ge (16 vols,

1807-18), which provoked Manzoni* into coun-

tering his criticisms of the Church. He married

an Englishwoman on his second visit to England

in 1818-19. What he saw of the Industrial Revolu-

tion there led him to abandon laissez-faire notions

in his Nouveaux principes d*economie politique

(1819), where he made recommendations far

ahead of his time for legislation to protect the

workers.

Epistolario (ed. C. Pellegrini, 4 vols, 1933-54);

Opuscoli politici (ed. U. Marcelli, 1954); Recher-

ches sur les constitutions des peoples libres (ed. M.

Minerbi, 1965).

J. R. De Salis, 5., 1773-1842: la vie et Vaiuvre

d'm cosmopolite philosophe (1932); R. Jeandeau,

S. , pricurseur de la legislation sociale contempo-

raine (1913); F. Bariola, Un amico dellTtalia e

degli Italiani (1921); H. Grossman, S. de 5. et

ses theories dconomiques (Warsaw, 1924); Mao-

Lan Tuan, S, de S. as an Economist (1927); R.

Ramat, S, e il mito di Ginevra (1936); Studi su

S. G. C. L, S, per il primo centenario della sm
morte (1945); A. Omodeo, several essays on S. in

Il senso della storia (1955); C. Cordi6, ‘S.* in

Cultura e scuola, V (biblio. raisonn6e; 1966).

J.G.-R.

Sitwell, Edith (Scarborough 7 IX 1887; fLondon
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9 XII 1964), English poet and critic. Fearlessly

talcing gay images from contemporary life, Edith

Sitwell in her first phase was fanciful, inventive,

mischievous, musical, enchanting in her verse.

In her second phase she began to respond to the

more grave realities of life, and the grim and the

terrible break into her fancy (as in Gold Coast

Customs, 1929). In her third phase came a broaden-

ing of sympathy, a deepening of imagination, a

power of poetic vision made significant by

reflection—with no loss of brilliant imagery or

verbal felicity. Her poems were recited con-

currently with the playing of William Walton’s

Fagade in the 1930s.

verse: The Mother (1915); Clowns'* Houses

(1918); The Wooden Pegasus (1920); Elegy on

Dead Fashion (1926); The Canticle of the Rose

(1949); Fagade and Other Poems (1950).

—

Collected Poems (1957).

—

crhicism: Poetry and

Criticism (1925); Aspects ofModern Poetry (1934);

A Notebook on William Shakespeare (1948).

—

biography: Alexander Pope (1930); The English

Eccentrics (1933; 1958); Victoria of England

(1936); Fanfare for Elizabeth (1946).

—

Taken Care

0/(autobiog. ; 1965).

Celebrations for E, S, (ed. J. G. Villa, 1948);

G. Singleton, E, S, (1960); E. Salter, The Last

Years of a Rebel: A Memoir of E, S, (1967); J.

Lehmann, A Nest of Tigers (1968).—^Biblio. by

R. Fifoot (1963 ; 1971). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Sitwell, Sir Osbert, Bt (London 6 XII 1892;

titaly 4 V 1969), English man of letters, brother of

Edith and Sacheverell, With every socid and intel-

lectual opportunity to become a dilettante. Sir

Osbert avoided it by sound taste and hard work.

His novels and stories are elegant, brilliant in

observation of character and scene, and of a deli-

cate satirical wit. His series of autobiographical

bools vividly recreate the people and scenes of his

past.

SHORT stories: Triple Fugue (1924); Open the

DoorI (1941); Collected Stories (1953).

—

^novels:

Before the Bombardment (1926); The Man Who
Lost Himself im9y. Miracle on Sinai (1933).—

autobiography: Left Hand, Right Hand! (1944);

The Scarlet Tree (1946); Great Morning (194'^;

Laughter in the Next Room (1948); Noble Essences

(1950).

—

Collected Satires andPoems (verse; 1931).

R. Fulford, O. S. (1951); J. Lehmann, A Nest

of Tigers (1968).—Biblio. by R. Fifoot (1963;

1971). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Sitwell, Sir Sacheverell, Bt (*Scarborough 15

XI 1897; 001925 Georgia Doble), En^sh novelist

and prose writer. His poetry, reflective, descriptive,

personal, in traditional metres, was an agreeable

and elegant contribution to the literature of the

1920s. The best of his prose is likely to be more

memorable, revealing a fine sensibility to archi-

tecture and the historic atmosphere of European

places visited by him. His book The Gothick North
(3 vols, 1929-30) had qualities of the medieval
tapestry it described.

poems: The People*s Palace (1918); The Hundred
and One Harlequins (1922); The Cyder Feast

(1927); Canons of Giant Art (1933).—
Poems (1936).—prose: Southern Baroque Art
(1924); German Baroque Art (1927); Far From My
Home (1931); Liszt (1934); Dance of the Quick
and the Dead (1936); Edinburgh (with Francis

Bamford; 1938); Splendours and Miseries (1943);

The Hunters tmd the Hunted (1947); Journey to

the Ends of Time, I (1959); Morics, Nuns and
Monasteries (1965); Southern Baroque Revisited

(1967); Gothic Europe (1969).

J. Lehmann, A Nest of Tigers (1968).—BMo.
by R. Fifoot (1963; 1971). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Siwertz, Sigfrid (*Stockholm 24 1 1882), Swedish

poet, dramatist and prose writer. The pessimism

of his early poems was modified by the infiuence

of Bergson’s* philosophy, and the fldneur types

found in his stories become ‘activists’, as in

Eldens dtersken (1916). His weightiest novel,

Selambs (1920; Downstream, tr. E. Classen, 1922),

deals with a war-profiteering family in Stockholm.

He is a very popular and lucid writer.

verse: Gatans drdmmar (1905); Ekotemplet

(1930); Minnas (1937); Samlade dikter (1944).

—

prose: Margot (1906); Det gamla (1909); Malar*

pirater (1911); Enfiandr (1914) ; Det stora varuhuset

(1926; GoldnmCs, tr. E. Gee Nash, 1929); Jonas

och draken (1928); Det skedde i Liechtenstein

(1961); Minuets kapriser (1963); Episodemas hus

(1968).—plays: Trions brollop (1930); Tvd tids*

dramer (1933).

S. Stolpe, S, S. (1933); I. Soivio, Symbolerna i

S, S.s prosa (1966).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. a.S.)

Six, Jan (*14 I 1618; ooMargarite Tulp; t28 V
17(W), Dutch playwright and patron of Vondel*

and Rembrandt; Burgomaster of Amsterdam in

1691. Vondel wrote a poem on Six’s marriage.

What little Six wrote shows him as a man of taste

who produced beautiful poetry in Verscheyde

Nederduytsche Gedichten (2 vols, 1651-53; II de-

dicated to Six by the publisher, G. Brandt*).

A,M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

plays: Medea (with etching by Rembrandt;

1648); Onschuld {VS€2).

G. Penon, Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis der

Nederl letterkunde (2 vols, 1881); J. F. M. Sterck,

Oorkonden over Vondel en zijn kring (1918).

A.M.B.W.

Sixtinus, Suffridus, or Sjoerd Sytzes (tAmster-

dam 1649), Dutch playwright, wrote an allegorical

play with which Coster* in 1617 inaugurated his

academy (Apollo, 1617) and a tragi-comical sequel
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to Hooft’s* Geeraert van Velsen, Geraert van

Velsen Ujdende (1628).

Jan Wagenaar, Amsterdam, 11 (1760-67); C. N.
Wybrands, Het Amsterdamsch Tooneel 1617-1772

(1873); J. A. Worp, Geschiedenis van den Amster^

damschen Schouwburg 1496-1772 (1920).

A.M.B.W.

Six van Chandelier, Johan (*Amsterdam 1 in
1620; ^ibid, 14 II 1695), Dutch poet. As a spice

merchant he travelled extensively through Italy,

France, Spain, England. His poetry, which in'

eludes love poems, occasional poems, and travel

impressions, is predominantly realistic and des-

criptive, and shows a subtle sense of humour and
irony.

Poesy (1657).

G. A. van Es, Poesy van /. S, van Ch. (anthol.

with intro, and notes; 1953); L. C. Michels,

‘Nader commentaar op S. van Ch.’ in Tijdschr.

v. Nederl. Taal- en Letterk,, LXXIV (1956); P.

Minderaa, ‘Beedelmusyk te Thoulouse’ in OpsteU

len en voordrachten uit mijn hoogleraarstijd (1964).

R.P.M.

Sjoberg, Birger (*Vanersborg 6 XII 1885;

tVaxjO 30 IV 1929), Swedish poet, novelist and
composer. He began as assistant in an iron-

monger’s shop, then worked as a journalist

(Stockholms Tidningen; Haisingborgs-Posten)

1906-25. His first and most famous book of
poetry, Fridas bok (1922), contains ironic idylls

of Swedish provincid life, the songs set to music
by the poet himself. His novel, Kvartetten som
sprdngdes (1924), also treats of provincial life.

The later collection of poetry, Kriser och kransar

(1920, reveals a tense and pessimistic attitude to

life.

Fridas bok, II (1929); Minnenfrdnjorden (1940).

—Skrifter (ed. F. B5ok, 5 vols, 1929); Samlade
dikter (1940.

R. Malm, Diktarvdrld och verklighet hos R S.

(1930); G. A. Nilsson, R R och F-ida (1943); A.
Hallstrdm, Lilia Paris^ kulisser (1955); H. af

Petersen, Om R R (1950; G* Axberger, Lilia

Paris' undergdng (1960).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. (I.S.)

Sjoberg, Erik, pseud. Vitalis (*Ludgo 14 1 1794;

tStockholm 4 III 1828), Swedish poet. Bom in

poor circumstances, he struggled his way to a
good education and published his first poems in

1819. He was a Romantic idealist, who nevertheless

refused to associate with the ‘Fosforister’ and
proudly rejected offers of help. Himself sick and
poor, he cultivated a dream-world in his poetry,

but also wrote satire and polemics.

Samlade dikter (ed. E. Geljer, 1828); Samlade
skrifter (ed. A. Werin, 2 vols, 1926-32); Dikter
i urval (ed, B. Risberg, 1929).

V. Palmblad in Svenskt biografiskt lexicon, XIV
(1847); C. L. Ostergren, Om K, harts liv och
diktning (1869); G. Ljunggren, Skalden V, (1875);

F. Book, Svensk vardag (1922) and Fern portrait

(1929). B.M.E.M.;A.H.J.K.

Skabichevsky, Alexander Mikhaylovich (*1838;

tl910), Russian literary historian and journalist

vidth the radical outlook of the 1860s and 1870s.

His works on Russian literature, censorship and
the evolution of Russian social ideas enjoyed great

popularity among the intellectuals.

Belletristy-narodniki (1888); Istoriya noveyshey

russkoy literatury (1891) ; Ocherkipo istorii russkoy

tsenzury (1S92); Literaturnye vospominaniya (1928),

J.L.

Skalbe, Karlis (*Vecpiebalga canton 7 XI 1879;

OO1905 Lizete Erdmane; tStockholm 14 IV 1945),

Latvian poet and short-story writer. The supreme

attraction of Skalbe’s writing is in the purity and
simplicity of his language, which is in complete

accord with the delicacy of his intuitions and the

moral clarity of his outlook. W.K.M.

verse: Cietumnieka sap^i (1901); Kad dbeles

zied (1904); Zemes dumos (1906); Velu laikd

(1906); Emigranta dziesmas (1909); Sirds un saule

(1911); Saptui un teikas (1912); Daugavas viltji

(1918); Peclaika (1923); Vakara ugunis (1926);

Zales dveda (1931).

—

^stories: Ziemas pasakas

(1914); Pasaka par vecako delu (1924); Mam
bernibas dienu menesis (1926); Mates leienda

(1928); Mulka laime (1932); Gafa pupa (1937).-

Kopoti raksti (coll, works; ed. P. Ermanis, 10 vols,

1938-39; ed. Lizete Skalbe, 1952 ff.).—Verse tr.

in W. K. Matthews, Tricolour Sun (1936); Pussy's

Water Mill (tr. idem, 2nd ed. 1952).

J. Veselis, Pardomu gramata (193Q; R. Egle,

K, S.s dzejas maksla (1939); J. Sudrabkalns, K, R
pasakas (1959). W.K.M. (H.Le.)

Skalla-Gru!flfia»n,EGiLL()7. 10th century; ooAsgerS-

ur Bjamardottir), Icelandic poet. Egill was bom
and brought up in Iceland, but lived abroad on

his poetry and his weapons for some time; he

was in the service of King Athelstan of Wessex

about the year 937. In Norway he fell foul of

King Eric Blood-axe but later, when Eric was

King in York and had the poet at his mercy,

Egill placated him with a poem in his honour

{Hgfudlausn, ‘Head-redemption’). The S^a of

Egill is an exciting narrative in unassuming but

polished prose, with citation of much verse by

Egill. The saga, obviously unreliable as a historical

source, is thought by most people nowadays to

have been written by Snorri Sturluson*. EgiU’s

poetry is distinguished by powerful imagination

and individually creative kennings (scalds). His

Sonatorrek, on the death of a young son by

drowning, offers a self-revelation unique in Norse

literature.
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F. J6nsson, Skjaldedigtning, I (1912); Egils saga

Skalla-Grimssonar (ed. S. Nordal, 1933); L. M.
Hollander, The Scalds (1945; with Eng. tr.);

E. A. Kock, Skaldediktningen, I (1946); EgiTs

Saga (tr. Gvvyn Jones, 1960). R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Skarbek, Fryderyk, Count (*ToruA 15 11 1792;

fWarsaw 25 IX 1866), Polish novelist. The leading

Polish economist of his day, he also wrote come-

dies and historical works. His main literary

achievement, however, is his novels which renew

the traditional 18th-century Polish novel by

introducing contemporary Western European

elements often borrowed from Scott* and Sterne*.

novels: Podrdzy bez celu (1824); Damian
Ruszczyc{X^2iy,iycie . . . Faustyna Feliksa Dodo-

sihskiego (1838).

W. Szubert, Studia o F. S, ]ako ekonomUcie

(1954); K. Bartoszydski, O powiesciach F, S,

(1963). P.H.

Skarga (orig. Pow^ski), Piotr (*Gr6jec II 1536;

fCracow 27 IX 1612), Polish writer. Of a burgher

family, he became a Jesuit in 1569. From 1571

his time was devoted to teaching (in 1579 as head

of the academy of Vilna) and charity. In 1588 he

became a court preacher and had great political

influence as an ardent and exceedingly intolerant

proponent of the Counter-Reformation. In his

devotional and other writings his magnificent

language rises to its peak in Kazania Sejmowe

(which in their present form were never spoken),

full of patriotism, criticism of social and politicd

abuses and prophetic warnings; these later made
him a legendary patriotic figure.

iywoty Swi^tych (1579); Kazania na niedziele i

Swi^ta (1595); Kazania Sejmowe (1597; Les ser-

mons politiques [Sermons de Didte, 1597], tr. A.

Berga, 1916; ed. S. Kot, 1925),—Wybdr pism (ed,

A. Januszewski, 1912); Fisma wszystkie (4 vols,

1923-2®.

A. Berga, Un pridicateur d la cour de Pologne

sous Sigismond III, Pierre S, (191®; Ks. A.

Otwinowski, Dziela X, P, S. Spis bibliograficzny

(1916); T. Mitana, Religijnosd X, P. S, (1922); S.

Windakiewicz, P. S, (1925), S.S. (P,H.)

Skeat, Walter William (*London 21 XI 1835;

tCambridge 6 X 1912), Engjish philologist,

I^ofessor of Anglo-Saxon at Cambridge, founder

of the English Dialect Society.

Standard eds of Piers Plowman (1867-8®,

Anglo-Saxon Gospels (1871-87), Mljric^s Lives

of the Saints (1881-1900), Chaucer (1894-97).—

Etymological Dictionary (rev. ed. 1910).

M.V.D. (M.A.)

Skeel, Mogens (*Tryggev3elde 15 VII 1650;

001679 Baroness Helle Helene Rosenkrantz;

tLingen, Westphalia 5 VIII 1694), Danish poet

and playwri^t. He was Danish minister in

Brandenburg, Paris and London, where he pro-
tested against Robert Molesworth’s Account of
Denmark (1694). He is remembered as the author
of a satirical play, directed against the newly
created nobility in Denmark, and influenced by
Molidre*.

Grevens og Friherrens Komedie (1675).

S. Birket-Smith, Studier paa det gamle danske
Skuespils Omraade (1883). E.B.

Skelton, John (*c, 1460; fWestminster 21 VI
1529), English poet. Skelton entered the service

of Henry VII in 1488 as poet and panegyrist.

From 1497 till 1502 he was tutor to the future

Henry* VIII. He was official apologist for the

King by 1512, though resolute in opposition to

Wolsey, against whom many of his satires are

directed. He was the most considerable poet of

his day, but the value of his verse is difficult to

assess, perhaps because of its transitional qualities,

at once medieval and modem. The rhythmic

vitality of his work makes it tremendously effective

as poetical pamphleteering. G.K.H.

Magnyfycence (1533; ed. R. L. Ramsay, 1908);

Phyllyp Sparowe (c. 1545).

—

Poetical Works (ed.

A. Dyce, 2 vols, 1843; ed. P. Henderson, mod,
spelling, 1931).

L. J. Lloyd, /. S. (1938); H. L. R. Edwards, S.

The Life and Times ofan Early Tudor Poet (1949);

A. R. Heiserman, S, and Satire (1961). S. E.

Fish, /, S:s Poetry (1965); W. O. Harris, Sjs
Magnificence and the Cardinal Virtue Tradition

(1965). J.R.B. (C.B.)

Skinner, John (Birse 3 X 1721; ool741 Grace

Hunter; tAberdeen 16 IV 1807), Scottish poet.

From 1742 a priest of the Episcopal Church,

Skinner was a victim of Hanoverian pillaging

after the 1745 rebellion. He wrote An Ecclesiastical

History of Scotland (1788) and a number of

spirited songs in the vemac^ar, of which the best

Imown is Tullochgorum.

Poems (1809), J.K,

Skitalets, pen-name of Stepan Gavrilovich

Petrov (*"1868; tl941), Russian author and

member of Gorin’s* Znanie group. Writing about

the village and the decaying intelligentsia (after

1905), he reached his maturity round 1910. After

1917 he wrote some interesting memoirs and

reminiscences.

Sobranie sochineniy (6 vols, 1916-19); Dom
Chemovykh (1935); Etapy (1937); Izbrannye rass-

kazy (1939),—PMican and Serf (tr. J. K. M.
Shirazi, 190®; The Czar's Charter (tr. P. L.,

1907).

—

Vospominaniya (1923), J.L,

Skjoldb<»^ J(H1AN Martinus (*0sl0s 27 IV

1861; 001883 Mariana Dorthea Nielsen, ool902

Louise Eleonore Christiane Abenth; tAalborg 22
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II 1936), Danish poet, novelist and short-story

writer. He was the son of a Jutland smallholder.

In 1875 he went to a teachers’ training college,

and for some years he was a village schoolmaster,

until he finally settled as a writer. Both in his

poetry and in his prose he expresses the feelings

and sentiments of the Danish smallholder.

novels: En Stridsmand (1896); Kragehuset

(1899); Gyldholm (1902); Bjcerregaarden (1904);

Sara (1906); Per Holt (1912); Nye Mcend (1917).—
SHORT stories: I Skyggen (1893); Almue (1900);

Ensomme Folk (1909); Skyer og Solglimt (1923).

—

Romaner og Fortxllinger (4 vols, 1921); Udvalgte

Fortcellinger (2 vols, I91\)r—Dynces-Digte (verse;

1915).

—

^essays: Udmarksfolkene (1912); Arbejdets

Personlighedsvcerdi (1920); JBrydningstider (1934).

—

Min Mindebog (memoirs; 2 vols, 1934-35).

K. K. Nicolaisen, /. S, (1918); V. Bitsch, /. S.

(1936); Ejnar Thomsen, /. S, (1937); A. F.

Schmidt, /. S, (1938). E.B.

Skobelev, Alexander Sergeyevich: see Neverov,

Alexander.

Skram, (Bertha) Amalie, n6e Alver (*Bergen 22
VIII 1846; 00 [2nd] 1884 Erik Skram; tCop®n-
hagen 15 III 1905), Norwegian novelist. An
unhappy childhood and an early and unsuccessful

marriage to a sea-captain provided much of the

background for her later literary work which,

apart from some articles and short stories, she

inaugurated with the novel Constance Ring (1885).

Its criticism of male sexual mores and the intimacy

of its depiction of female sexuality caused it to be
stamped as immoral. In later novels the intensely

confessional nature of her work became even
more marked; as did her frankness in depicting

the problems of the emotionally frigid woman.
However, the pessimism and determinism which
always hangs over her work (she was much
influenced by the Danish writer J. P. Jacobsen*)

achieve monumental proportions in the cycle of

novels Hellemyrsfolket (4 vols, 1887-98), the

gloomy but passionately told saga of a family

doomed to go under. Her literary style lacks

polish and is often ponderous and grey, but at her

best she had considerable descriptive talent,

especially for depicting life in Bergen and at sea,

and a capacity for fluent narrative.

plays: Fjosldmennesker (with E. Skram; 1889);

Agnete (1893).—novels and various: Lucie

(1888); Bornefortcellinger (1890); Kjcerlighed i Nord
og Syd (1891; cont.: Bon og Anfiegtelse, 1885;

Knud Tandberg, 1886; Fru Inis, 1891); Forraadt

(1892; cont.: Madam Hojers Lejefolk, 1883;

Karens Jul, 1885; In Asiam profectus esU 1890;

Forraadt, 1892); Professor Hieronimus (1895; Eng.

tr. A. Stronach and G. B. Jacobi, 1899); Paa Set,

Jorgen (1895); Sommer (1898); Julehelg (1900);

Mennesker (1905).

—

^articles: Om ^Albertine*

(1887); Landsforreedere (1901).—iVife/fem slagene

(letters; ed. E. Kielland, 1955),—Samlede verk^r

(6 vols, 1946).

A. Tiberg, A. S. som kunstner og menneske
(1910); B. Krane, A, S, og kvinnens problem
(1951) and A. S,s diktning (1961). R.G.P.

Skvorecky, Josef (*Nachod 27 IX 1924), Czech
novelist. His novel Zbabilci (wr. 1949; pub. 1958)
is a portrayal of the end of the Second World War
in a Czech provincial town which in its starkly

realistic tone and language, making much use of
slang and vulgarisms, ran counter to oflGlcial

taste and was for a time withdrawn from circu-

lation. A similar mode of disenchantment pervades
his later work, especially Konec nylonoviho viku

(1967), which deals with young people in Prague
after 1948. R.A.

Sladek, Josef Vaclav (*Zbiroh 27 X 1845; f/h/d.

28 VI 1912), Czech poet. After studying in

Prague he spent two years in the U.S.A. (1868-70)

and then became a teacher of English in Prague.

In the struggle between ‘national’ and ‘cosmo-

politan’ schools in the Czech literary world of the

late 19th century Sladek occupies a conciliatory

position. In the aims of his poetry and in its

traditional simplicity of form he belonged to the

national school; but his stay in the En^ish-

speaking world gave him a profound appreciation

of English literature which he introduced to his

compatriots, notably in his translation of the

majority of the plays of Shakespeare*.

Bdsnicke dilo (ed. A. Vyskodil, 5 vols, 1945).--

Trs of Shakespeare (6 vols, 1959-64).

F. Strejdek, J, V, S,, jak HI, pracoval a trpil

(2nd ed. 1948).—J. Polak, /. V, S., bdsnik domova

(1945). R.A.

Slddkovic, Andrej, pseud, of Ondrej Braxatoris

(*Krupina 30 III 1820; tRadvan 20 IV 1872),

Slovak poet. A contemporary and disciple of

Stfir*, Slddkovic wrote the first representative

poems in the new standard Slovak that Stiir had

established. His Marina (1846), a love-story whose

idealized heroine owes something to Kollo’s*

Mina, is indebted in form and style to Pusl^in’s*

Evgeny Onegin, For modern readers the incidental

descriptions of Slovak life are the most attractive

element in the poem. In its time it was a remarkable

achievement for a young poet writing in a language

without a tradition. His historical epic Detvon

(1853) is less striking.

Dielo (ed. C. Kraus, 2 vols, 1961).

C. Kraus, A, S, (1962). R.A.

Slamnig, Ivan (*Metkovic 1930), Croatian poet

and prose writer. Slanmig lectures in comparative

literature at Zagreb University and teanslates

from English, French and Russian. His poetry

shows evidence of the influence of Anglo-Saxon

writers of the 1950s in its directness and clarity
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of expression, and its use of colloquial language.

He is characterized by his anti-poetic, semi-

humorous, semi-pathetic treatment of historic

moments and events which are seen as ordinary

everyday happenings.

poetoy: Odron (1956); Aleja posle svecanosti

(1956); Naronska siesta (1963); Monografije

(1965); Limb (1968).

—

^stories: Neprijatel] (1959);

Povratnik s mjeseca (1964). BJ.

Slataper, Sopio (*Trieste 14 VII 1888; fPodgora

3 XII 1915), Italian writer. He contributed to La
Voce and II resto del Carlino a series of articles

on literary, but also political, questions, especially

Irredentism, on which he also published I conftni

necessari alVItalia (1915). His best-known piece

of creative writing is the autobiographical tale

llmio Carso (1912).

Scritti letterari e critici (1920); Gli scritti

politici (1925); Epistolario (1950).

A. M. Mutterle, 5. S, (1965). B.M.

Slater, Francis Carey (nr Alice, Cape Province

15 VIII 1876; fCape Town 3 IX 1958), South

African poet, novelist, short-story writer and
anthologist. The great-grandson of an 1820

settler, most of his working life was spent in the

service of a South African bank. He grew up with

an intimate knowledge of the Xhosas of the

Eastern Cape and in the lyrics of Dark Folk

(1936) gave the best interpretation of their life

yet written. The Karroo (1924), Drought (1929) and
The Trek (1938) are also well-constructed, imagi-

native accounts of aspects of South African life.

verse: Footpaths Thro^ the Veld (1905); From
Mimosa Land (1910); Calls Across the Sea (1917);

Settlers and Sunbirds (1919); Selected Poems

(1947); Veld Patriarch (1949).

—

stories: The

Sunburnt South (1908); The Secret Veld (1931).

—

The Shining River (novel; 1925).—anthologies:

The Centenary Book of South African Verse

(1925); The New Centenary Book of South African

Verse (1945). E.R.S.

Slauerhoff, Jan Jacob (*Leeuwarden 15 IX 1898;

ooDaija Collin [o/o]; fHilversum 5 X 1936),

Dutch poet and novelist. In a deliberately un-

adorned, often irritable and ironical style, he

wrote on romantic subjects: sea travels, and risky

adventures in unknown territories. At the same
time, however, there is a conscious longing for

protection and security. Thus his work shows an
uncommon tension between 19th-century Roman-
ticism and modem psychological insight.

prose: Het lente-eiland (1930); Schuim en asch

(1930); Het verboden rijk (1932).

—

Archipel (verse;

1923); Jan Pietersz Coen (play; 1931).—Coll.

worl«: Gedichten (3 vols, 1940-41); Proza (4 vols,

1941-54).

E, du Perron, Tegenonderzoek (1933) and

Verzameld werk, 11 (1955); Groot-Nederland,

special no. (1936); C. van Wessem, S.-herinneringen

(1938) and iS., een levensbeschrijving (1940); G.
H. ’s-Gravesande, Bibliografie (1940); Proloog,

special no. (1946); F. C. Terborgh, S., herinneringen

en brieven (1949); Arthur Lehning, Brieven van S,

(1955); H. van den Bergh, Schip achter het boeg-

beeld (1958); C. J. Kelk, Het leven van S. (1959);

Schrijvers prentenboeky VI (1961); S. Vestdijk,

Gestalten tegenover mij (1961); L. J. E. Fessard,

/. 5*. (1898-1936)y Vhomme et Vmvre (1964).

J.J.O.

Slaveykov, Pencho (Tryavna 27 IV 1866; fComo
Brunate, Italy 28 V 1912), Bulgarian poet and
literary figure, son of Petko Slaveykov*. Inspired

by Heine* in his early lyrics ‘Maiden’s Tears*

{Momini sulzU 1885-88), he joined A. Konstan-

tinov* in translating Russian poetry. He studied in

Leipzig (1892-98), composing there ‘epic songs’

in which inter alia he sought the essence of

European genius through such figures as Pro-

metheus, Beethoven, Michelangelo*, Shelley* and

Lenau*. His learning and literary acumen com-

bined with Krustev’s* to create the journal

Missul and its circle of ‘individualist’ writers. To
seek European standards beyond Bulgarian

national terms of reference (within which Vazov*

and his predecessors mostly worked) marked a

new era in Bulgarian literature. A disciple of

Nietzsche*, whose philosophy influenced his poem
‘Shadow of the Superman’ and his allegorical

autobiographical anthology ‘On the Isle of the

Blessed* {Na ostrova na blajenitey 1910), he

rejected Zola’s* Naturalist emphasis on ‘the beast

in man* in favour of the quest for humanity that

he admired in Pushkin* and the Russian 19th-

century novelists. He was equally eloquent in his

rejection of publicist and ‘party’ writing as being,

even when not distorted, a restricted glimpse of

the grand variety ofhuman life to be found directly

and splendidly presented in folk literature. This

last inspired his poem ‘The Carollers’ (Koledari)y

ballads and the folk-song anthology ‘Book of

Songs’ {Kniga za pesnite, 1917). Though attacked

for using foreign themes, he expressed profound

spiritual patriotism in his unfinished epic ‘Song

of Blood’ (Kurvava pessen, 1913) on the April

1876 rising. The criticism that his poetry was

weighed down by philosophy has some truth but

ignores such lyrics as ‘A Dream of Happiness’

(Sun za shtastiey 1907). He also wrote on Bulgarian

literature, folk-lore and German poetry with

refreshing candour and insight. He was crippled

for life by an accident in youth, and physical pain

combined with private anguish to make him a

martyr-poet in a Bulgarian tradition he himself

recognized in his poems ‘Bacho Kiro’ and ‘Poet’.

His life and works remain an inspiration to

Bulgarian writers.

Epicheski pesni (2 vols, 1896-98); Blyanove
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(1898).—Coll, works (ed. B. Penev, 7 vols, 1929;

8 vols, 1958-59).

K. Krustev, Mladi i stari (1907); A. T. Balan,

P. S. (1913); B. Yotsov, P. 5. (1919); M. Belcheva,

Begli spomeni (1923); T. Minkov, Poeziata m
P, S, (1936); M. Nikolov, P. S. (1939); S. Slavey-

kov, A 5. biograficheski ocherk (1955); Yubileen

sbornik: 100 godini P. 5. (1966). V.P.

Slaveykov, Petko (*Tumovo 17 XI 1828; fSofia

1 Vll 1895), Bulgarian poet and journalist. As a

Bulgarian teacher hounded by Greek clergy he

began collecting Bulgarian folk-lore and material

of all kinds to be used in his calendars, songbooks

and various journals, notably his newspapers

Gayda (1863--67) and Makedonia (1866-73).

Through these he built up a new Bulgarian reading

public and marshalled its support in the anti-

Phanariot struggle for an independent Bulgarian

Church. In 1862 he was commissioned by the

American Bible Society to translate the New
Testament; his use of the vernacular of central

and eastern Bulgaria proved an important step in

standardizing the modern literary language. He
was the first considerable poet ofmodern Bulgarian

literature. He escaped from Stara Zagora in 1876,

losing his library and priceless collection in the

holocaust there. After the liberation (1878) he
helped found the Democratic Party and opposed
the policies of Prince Alexander of Battenberg,

editing newspapers, notably Tumovska Konsti-

tutsia (Plovdiv, 1884).

Smesna Kitka (Bucharest, 1852); Vesselushka

(1857); Pesnopoyka (Istanbul, 1870); Pesni

(Turaovo, 1879); ‘Avtobiografia* in Bulgarski

pregled (Aug. 1895),--Complete works (2 vols,

1954-55; 10 vols, 1963- ).

P. P. Slaveykov, Pisma na P, S, (1909); Y,
Trifonov, P, S, (1915); R. Slaveykov, P, S. 1827--

1927 (1927); S. Russakiev, P. S, i ruskata literatura

(1956); P, Dindcov, P. P. S,—tvorcheski put

(1956); S. Slaveykov, Dyado S. (1957) and P. S.

biografichen ocherk (1958). V.P.

SlariSek, MnivoJ (’''Cakovec, nr Medjimuije 24
X 1929), Croatian poet and critic. SlaviCek gra-

duated in Zagreb (1954) and worked as a teacher

and a librarian before turning to literature. He is

essentially a lyric poet in a modem humanist

vein, marked by a restrained tone and a con-

ciseness of expression which is a break with earlier

Croatian lyric tradition.

verse: Zaustavljena pregrst (1954); Dcdeka

pokrajina (1957); Modro ye£e (1959); Predak

(1963); Nocni autobus Hi naredni dio cjeline

(1964); Izmedju (1965). B.J.

Slavid, loAN (Jiria 1848; tPanciu 1925), Ru-
manian writer. He studied at Budapest and then

Vienna where he became a friend of Eminescu*,
who introduced him to the literary circle Junimea.

Together with Eminescu and Caragiale* he
worked for the paper Timpul and in 1884 edited
Tribuna, in which he advocated popular realism
in literature based on peasant life. His short story

Popa Tanda, an example of this, is set in Transyl-

vania and relates how a priest solves the economic
problems of his village. The stories collected in the

volumes Nuvele din popor (1881) and Pddureanca

(1884) are all episodes from rural life. His most
successful novel Mara (1894) is a love drama
which takes place in a provincial town and
presents a faithful tableau of contemporary urban
society.

Ger. tr. of short stories in M. Kremnitz,

Rumdnische Mdrchen (1882).—^P. Marcea, /. S,

(1967); D. Vatamaniuc, /. S. (1968), I. S, $i lumea

prin care a trecut (1968) and /. S,: Opera literard

(1970). D.J,D.

Sleeckx, Jan Lambrecht Domien (*Antwerp 2

II 1818; tLiege 13 X 1901), Flemish novelist,

short-story writer, playwright and essayist, one

of the founders of the newspaper Vlaemsch
Belgie (1844), leader of the realistic movement
opposing the idealizing tendency of Romanticism.

His novels on life among sailors and his animal

stories are conspicuous for their observation and

humour. In his mature novels, Tybaerts en Cie

(1867) and De plannen van Peerjan (1868), he

portrays narrow-minded small-town people and

greedy peasants.

In V Schipperskwartier (1861); Dirk Meyer

(1864).

—

Op V Eksterlaer (essay; 1863),—plays;

he Kraenkinders (1852); Grdtry (1862).

—

Volledige

werken (17 vols, 1877-85).

F. van Veerdeghem, Levensbericht (1902); L
Baekelmans, Vier Vlaamscheprozaschrijvers (1931).

R.F.L.

Sleidan, Johann Ph^ipson (*Schleiden 1506;

fStrasbourg 31 X 1556), German historian, edu-

cated mainly in France, which he left in 1542

because of his Reforming sympathies. He was an

accomplished Latin writer; his two main worb
were both popular and influential.

De Statu Religionis et Reipublicae Carolo Quinto

Caesare Commentarii (1555; best ed. J, G. Boehm,

3 vols, 1785-86); De Quatuor Summis Imperils . .

.

libri tres (1556).

W. Friedensbourg, /. S, (1935). D.H.

Sleptsov, Vasily Alexeyevich (*Voronezh pro-

vince 1836; tSerdobsk 1878), Russian author of

fine realistic stories about peasant life. He was a

follower ofChemyshevsky*, under whose influence

he wrote his own radical novel, Trudnoye vremya

(1865 and 1922).

Sochineniya (2 vols, 1932-33). J.L.

Sl^u^in, FEekmi Nikiforovich (*Yaroslav
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province 1783; tl848), Russian peasant-poet. His

first volume of poems appeared in 1826 and

contained some excellent pictures of village life

and of nature. He became known as the ‘Russian

Theocritus’ and, although his talent deteriorated,

he found followers among the peasants.

Dosugi seVskago zhitelya (1826); Chetyre

vremeni goda russkago poselyamina (1830);

Novye dosugi seVskago zhitelya (1834).

I. S. Remezov, F. N. S, (1884). J.L.

Slessor, Kenneth (Orange, New South Wales

27 III 1901 ; tSydney 29 VI 1971), Australian poet.

The development of his sensuous pictorial in-

tellectuality, previously manifested in period-

costume themes, is exemplified in ‘Five Visions

of Captain Cook’, and its sceptical philosophic

outcome appears most notably in the elegy. Five

Bells (1939). His various lyrical experiments use

modem elements with originality to vivify the

older technique. F.T.M.

Poems (2nd ed. 1962); Bread and Wine (essays;

1970). A.M.G.

Slonimski, Antoni, pseud. Pro-Rok (Warsaw
15 X 1895), Polish author. He studied painting,

was co-founder of the ‘Skamander’ group and
began as a writer of Expressionistic poetry. A
gifted poet, under the infiuence of the great

Romanticists, and a vitriolic foe of bigotry and
obscurantism, he is a master of form and style.

verse: Sonety (1918); Parada (1920); Alarm
(1940 ; 5th ed. Wiek klqski) ; Popiol i wiatr (London,

1942); Wiersze 1958-63 (1963).—novels: Teatrw
wiqzieniu (1922); Dwa kohce Swiata (1937).

—

comedies: Rodzina (1934); Murzyn warszawski

(1935).—various: Moja podrdz do Rosji (1932;

MMre et grandeur de la Russie rouge^ tr. M.
Rakowska, 1935); M^tne Iby (1928); Wspom^
nieniach warszawskich (1957); Zalatwione odmo-
wine (2 vols, 1962-64).

M. Dqbrowska, ‘O A. S. slow kilka’ in Wiado-
moid Liter., CXXXIV (1926); K. W. Zawodzinski,

‘A. S.’ in Przeglqd Warsz., CXVH (1932); A.

Kowalczykowa, Liryki S, 1918-35 (1967).

S.S. (P.H.)

Slonimsky, Mikhail Leonidovich (St Petersburg

1897; tl972), Soviet author; his first collection of

stories appeared in 1922. His novel Lavrovy (1926)

describes the fate of two intelligentsia families

during the war and revolution. Foma Kleshnev

(1931) is a continuation of the same theme.

Sochineniya (4 vols, 1930-33); Sredniy prospekt

(1927); Povesti i rasskazy (1937); Pervye gody

(1949); Izbrannye proivedeniya (2 vols, 1958).

N. Lugovtsov, M. S. (1966). J.L.

Sloves, Chaim (*Biatystok [Poland] 1905),

Yiddish playwright and essayist. He participated

in the revolutionary movement in pre-war Poland
and, during the Second World War, in the French
Resistance; has lived in Paris since 1926. He
obtained a doctorate of law at the Sorbonne and
has written a three-volume work on international

law. His plays deal mainly with historical themes
and have been performed in several languages.
He edited for a time a French literary quarterly,

Domaine Yidich (Paris, 1958- ).

Nekome-nemmer (1947); HomorCs mapoole
(1947); Di Yonah's un der valfish (1952); Der ksav

fun rekhts oiflinks (1954); Baroukhfun Amsterdam
(1956); Di milkhome fun Got (1963); Tsen brider

zainen mirgeven (1965); /« un aroom (essays; 1970).

J.S.

Slovo 0 Polka Igoreve (The Lay of Igor’s Cam-
paign), the finest poetic monument of Old
Russian literature. Its subject is the unfortunate

expedition of Prince Igor Svyatoslavich against

the nomadic tribe of the Polovtsy in 1185, his

defeat, captivity and escape. Written in fine

rhythinical prose after the Byzantine pattern, it

is full of poetic beauty. Some passages have the

magic and freshness of folk-songs. The work
represents a mixture of Christian and pagan

elements, of a spontaneous feeling of nature and

also of political harangues imbued with a valiant

patriotic spirit. It must have been written by one

of the Prince’s warriors some time about 1187.

The MS (early 16th century) was discovered by

Count A. I. Musin-Pushkin and first published in

1800. The original MS perished in the Moscow
conflagration (1812), but a copy of it made for

Catherine* II remains. There have been some

doubts as to Slovaks authenticity (the most recent

from A. Mazon). Authoritative opinion is now
decidedly in favour of its genuineness (but see

forgeries, literary).

Slovo 0 polku Igoreve (ed. N. K. Gudziy and

P. Skosyrev, 1938); La Geste du Prince Igor (text

and trs into Fr, mod. Russ., Eng. and Polish,

made and comm, by H. Gr6goire, R. Jakobson

and M. Szeftel, New York, 1948); The Tale of the

Armament of Igor (text and [not always reliable]

Eng. tr. L. A. Magnus, 1915).

E. V. Barsov, S. o p, L (3 pts, 1887-89); V. N.

Perets, K izucheniyu Slova o polku Igoreve (1926;

with biblio.); A. Mazon, Le S, d’lgor (1940);

5. o p. L (ed. S. K. Shambinago, 1940); S. o, p. L

(ed. L. A. Dmitriev, Acad, of U.S.S.R., 1954).

J.L.

Slowacki, Juuusz (*Krzemieniec 4 IX 1809;

tParis 3 IV 1849), Polish author. The son of a

cultured family, he was brought up in feminine

surroundings and quite early fell deeply in love

with a girl much older than himself. After the

failure of the November revolution of 1831 he

stayed in Switzerland (1832-36), toured Italy,

Greece and the Middle East (1836-38) and in 1839
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went to Paris where he renewed his acquaintance

with A. Mickiewicz* though they finally fell out.

In 1842 he became a follower of a mystic, A.

Towiafiski, who exerted great influence on him

and his literary work. On 28 VI 1927 hB body

was brought from France and buried in Cracow

cathedral.

A born poet, Slowacki gave a genuine poetic

imprint to everything he wrote in verse or m
prose. Sensitive to many literary influences, to

several of his poems (Hugo [1830], ZmijUf Jon

BieleckU Mnich, Arab) he gave the Byronic im-

print and his Podroz do Ziemi Swi^teJ and

Beniowski recall Don Juan in character. W
Szwajcarii is an unsurpassed love poem and

OJciec zadztimionych a brilliant psychological

study of paternal suffering. His greatest poem

Krdl Duck (unfipoished) is conceived in the spirit

of a messianic mysticism and based on the belief

in metempsychosis. His lyrics are masterpieces.

Several of his poetic dramas show the influence of

Shakespeare* (Maria Stuart, Kordian, Balladyna,

Mazepa, Lilia Weneda, the last of which is one

of the best European Romantic dramas) or, after

1842, of Calderdn* (Ksiqdz Marek, Sen srebrny

Salomei), His prose works (Anhelli, Genesis z

ducha, letters, in particular those written to his

mother) read like poems in prose. Slowacki’s

achievements made him a model for poets of the

*Young Poland’ and their successors.

(crit. ed. M. Kridl, 1924).^Dziela (crit. ed. B.

Gubrynowicz and W. Hahn, 10 vols, 1909; ed. M.
Kridl and L. Piwifiski, 24 vols, 1930-31; ed. J.

Krzyzanowski, 14 vols, 1952); CSuvres completes

(prose tr. V. Gasztowtt, 2 vols, 1870, 3rd vol,

1911); (Euvres choisies (tr. J. Mien, 2 pts, 1875).—

Dziela (14 vols, \9S9),—Pamiqtnik (memoirs;

crit. ed. H. Biegeleisen, 1901).—correspondence;

Listy (ed. L. Meyet, 2 vols, 1899, III, 1915, ed. M.

Kridl; new ed. L. Piwifiski, 3 vols, 1931-32);

Korespondencja J, S. (2 vols, 1962-63).

J. Kleiner, /. S. Dzieje twdrczosci (4 vols,

1919-27; the best book on S.); J. Matuszewski,

S. i nowa sztuka (1903); G. Sarrazin, ‘J. S.’ in

Les grands poites romantiques de Pologne (2nd

ed. 1920) ; G. Maver, Saggi criticisu Julio S. (1925);

W. Lednicki, Jules S, (1927); G. Bychowski,

S. i jego dusza, Studium psychoanalityczne (1930);

J. Krzyzanowski, ‘J. S.’ in Polish Bomantic

Literature (1930); E. Krakowski, ‘S.’ in Trois

destins tragiques . . . (1931); G. Maver, ‘J. S.* in

Slavon. and East Eur. Rev., XXVIII (1949); J, S,

(1809-49) Ksi^ga zbiorowa w stulecie zgonu

(London, 1951; a collective work); M. Kridl,

The Lyric Poems of J, S, (The Hague, 1958); J.

Bourrily, La vie et les auvres de /. 5. (Paris,

1960); E. Sawrymowicz, Kalendarz zycia i twdrcz-

osci J, S. (1960); T. Sivert, S, na scenach polskkh

(1963); B. Zakrzewski, Sqdy wspolczesnych o

twdrczoSci S» 1826-62 (1963). S.S. (P.H.)

verse: Poezye (3 vols, Paris, 1832-33); Poema

Piasta Dantyszka . . . o piekle (ibid,, 1839); Trzy

poemata (ibid,, 1839); Beniowski (Leipzig, 1840;

Fr. tr. V. Gasztowtt, 1907; ed. with intro, and

comm. J. Kleiner, 1929); Krdl Duch (1847; crit.

ed. with comm. J. G. Pawlikowski, 2 vols, 1925);

Do autora trzech psalmdw (1848; crit. ed. with

comm, as Odpowiedi na psalmy przyszlodci, M.

Kridl, 1928); Podrdz do Ziemi Swi^teJ z Neapolu

(crit. ed. idem, 1924).—plays: Mindowe (1833; in

Poezye, II); Maria Stuart (1833); Kordian (Paris,

1834; Ger. tr. A. Berson, 1887); Balladyna (ibid,,

1839; Fr, tr. V. Gasztowtt, 1894); Mazepa (ibid,,

1840; Mazeppa, tr. C. Dolenga Wells et al,, 1930;

ed. with intro, and comm. B. Gubrynowicz, 1924);

Lilia Weneda (Paris, 1840; Fr. tr. J. Mien, 1878);

Ksiqdz Marek (ibid,, 1843; Le p^re Marek, tr. V.

Gasztowtt in Bull. Polon., CCXXV-CCXXXVI,
1907-08); Sen Srebrny Salomei (Paris, 1844; Le

songe d^argent de Salomee, tr. idem, in /. iS. (Euvres,

1911; ed. with intro, and comm. S. Turowski,

1923); Agezyhus (ed, J. H. Rychter, 1884);

Samuel Zborowski (crit. ed. H. Biegeleisen, 1903;

ed. with intro, and comm. S. Cywinski, 1928);

Zawisza Czarny (crit. ed. A. Gorski, 1906);

Beatryks Cenci (1909 ;
Fr. tr, Z. Rulikowski, n.d.)

;

Fantazy (1909); Horsztyhski (1909); Zlota Czaszka

(1909).

—

various: Anhelli (Paris, 1838; Eng. tr.

D. P. Radin, 1930); Genesis z ducha (\814\ La

genkse par Esprit, tr. J. Dunin Karwicki, 1926;

crit. ed. W. Lutoslawski, 1903); Le Roi de Ladawa

Sluchevsky, Konstantin Konstantinovich

(1837; tl904), Russian poet whose introspective

and philosophic turn ofmind was rather indifferent

to the ‘civic* slogans of the day. He became duly

appreciated (by the Symbolists) only towards the

end of his life, but as his creative talent was not

always matched by an adequate poetic technique,

he has been called the ‘torso of a genius*. Apart

from poetry he wrote stories and polemical

articles.

Sochineniya (6 vols, 1898-99); Pesni iz ugolka

(1902). J-L.

Sluyter, Willem (*Neede 22 III 1627; C30l662

Margaretha Sybille Hoornaerts; tZwolle XII

1673), Dutch religious poet, studied theology

under Voetius at Utrecht, parson at Eibergen.

His fluent poetry, glorifying country life, vvas veiy

popular. In the second year of his mapiage his

wife died when only 24 years old. This he des^

cribed in Christelijke Doodsbetrachting (1667).

A.M.B.W.

Psalmen, Lofsangen en geestelijke liedekem

(1661); Gesangen van Heylige en Godvruchtige

Stoffe (1661); Eensaem Huysen Winterleven

(1668); Lofsangh der Heilige Maegd Maria and

Triumpheerende Christus (1669) ;
Buytenleven (1670;

ed. F. C. Kok, 1958); Jeremia's Klaegliederen op

dicht- en sangmate (1672).

J. J. Thomson, Religieuse poSzie (1915); H. w.
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Heuvel, IV. S. van Eibergen (1919) ; K. Heeroma,

‘De datering van S.’s gedichten’ in Tijdschr. v.

Nederl. Taal- en Lett., LXXIIT (1955); K.

Heeroma, ‘S.’s Buitenleven’ in De Nieuwe
Taalgids, LII (1959); L. Strengholt, ‘S. imitator’,

ibid., LIII (1960); C. Blokland, W. S. (1965).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Smart, Christopher (*Shipbourne, nr Tunbridge

11 IV 1722; 001753 Anna Maria Carnan; things

Bench 21 V 1771), English poet. Helped by the

generosity of the Duchess of Cleveland, Smart
eventually became a Fellow of Pembroke Hall,

Oxford, then turned to journalism. He was handi-

capped by poverty and madness but anticipated

the generd verdict when he saw ‘shivers of genius’

in his poetry. B.H.

A Song to David (1763); Hymns for the Amuse-
ment of Children (1775); Poems, etc. (2 vols,

1791); A Song to David, and Other Poems (ed.

E. Blunden, 1924); The Collected Poems of C. S.

(ed. N. Callan, 2 vols, 1949); Jubilate Agno (ed.

W. H. Bond, 1954).

K. A. Mackenzie, C. S., Sa vie et ses oeuvres

(1925); E. G. Ainsworth and C. E. Noyes, C. S.

(1943); C. Devlin. Poor Kit S. (1961); A. Sherbo,

C. S,, Scholar of the University (1967); M. Dearn-
ley. The Poetry of C. S. (1968). B.H. (M.Bu.)

Smectymnuus, pseudonym, derived from their

initials, under which Stephen Marshal, Edmund
Calamy, Thomas Young, Matthew Newcomen
and William Spurstowe published their tract

attacking episcopacy (1641). Bishop Hall’s* reply

was met by Milton’s* Animadversions upon the

Remonstrants Defence against Smectymnuus (1641)

and his Apology against a pamphlet . . . (1642).

Smedley, Francis Edward (*Great Marlow 4 X
1818; London 1 V 1864), English novelist whose
works, rich in comedy, are permeated by a love

of sports and the open air.

Frank Fairlegh: or Scenes from the Life of a
Private Pupil (1850; 2nd ed. illus. Cruikshank);

Lewis Arundel: or the Railroad ofLife (1852; illus.

Phiz); Harry Coverdale^s Courtship (1855); Mirth
andMetre, by two Merry Men (1855 ; with Edmund
Yates); Gathered Leaves (1865, with pref. E.

Yates). R.M.H.

Smdken, Jan, alias Jan de Baertmaeker (*c.

1450; tl517), Dutch poet in the rederuker
tradition, from 1485 town poet of Brussels. He
was a prolific writer of mediocre topical works,

including a play on the birth of Charles V in

1500, a poem on the snow statues at Brussels in

1511 and a description of the festival of the

Golden Fleece in 1516. His seven plays on the

Seven Sorrows, written in collaboration with Jan

Pertcheval*, are lost. J,J.M.

Dwonder van claren ijse en snee (ed. R. Pennink
and D. Th. Enklaar, 1946); the Golden Fleece

poem (ed. G. Degroote, 194Q.—Ascribed to him
are 4 poems on Margaret of Austria, and Philip

the Handsome (1496“97), the Joyeuse Entree of

Charles V at Bruges (1515) and the plays Hoe
Mars en Venus tsaemen boeleerden and Vanden H,
Sacramente vander Nyeuwervaert.

J. J. Mak in Jaarboek van de Fonteine (1950);

A. Maas in Levende Talen (1970).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Smilansky, Mosm (*Ukraine 1874; fTel Aviv 6

X 1953), Hebrew author, went to Palestine in

1890. His stories include descriptions of the

early days of Jewish settlement, and remain a
literary monument to the pioneering spirit. He
also wrote picturesque, romantic and legendary

stories about the Arabs, under the pen-name
Hawaja Musa.

Bnei Arav (1911; 1964); Ba-Aravah (1947);

Bahar Ubagai (1948); Mishpahat Ha-Adamah
(1953).

—

Palestine Caravan (London, 1935).

C.K. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Smiles, Samuel (^Haddington 23 XII 1812;

001843 Sarah Holmes; fLondon 16 IV 1904),

English social reformer, author of biographies

and works designed to promote working-class

education, ofwhich Selfhelp achieved phenomenal

success.

Lives of the Engineers (5 vols, 1874); Men of

Invention and Industry (1884).

—

Selfhelp, with

illustrations of Character and Conduct (1859);

Character (1871); Thrift (1875); Duty (1880); Life

and Labour Autobiography (ed. T.

Mackay, 1905).

Sarah Tytler, Three Generations (1911).

R.M.H.

Smil Fl^ka z Pardubic a Rychmburka (^before

1350; tl402), Czech poet. Smil, a Bohemian

nobleman, was the writer of an allegorical poem,

‘The New Council’ {Novd rada), probably written

in 1378 and revised in 1394, in which a ‘parlia-

ment’ of birds and beasts is used to support the

cause of the Bohemian feudal magnates against

the Crown. Some scholars attribute other didactic

poems to Smil.

Novd rada (ed. J. Danhelka, 1950); Staroceske

satiry Hradeckeho rukopisu a Smilovy Skoly (ed.

J. Hrabak, 1962).

J. B. Capek, ‘Die Ironie des S. F.’ in Slavische

Rundschau, X (1936); J. Hrabdk, Smilova Skola

(1941). RA.

Smirnenski, Hristo, pseud, of H. Izmirliev

(Kukush, Macedonia 30 IX 1898; tGorna

Banya hosp. 18 VI 1923), Bulgarian poet. He
wrote some memorable Symbolist verse, but is
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better known as Bulgaria's first considerable Com-

munist poet. With D. Polyanov he edited and

contributed to left-wing and comic periodicals after

the First World War, notably Bulgaran, Baraban,

Cherven smyakh, Rabotnicheski vestnik and his

own Maskarad (1922-23). He died from tuber-

culosis.

Raznokalibreni vuzdishki (1918); Da bade den

(1922); Zimni vecheri (1923).—Coll, works (4

vols, 1958-60).

Sbomik spomeni H. S, (1955); N. Izmirliev,

JET. S. letopis (1961). V.P.

Smith, Adam (Kirkcaldy 5 VI 1723; tEdinburgh

17 VII 1790), Scottish political economist. Edu-

cated at Glasgow University and Balliol College,

Oxford, Smith was appointed Professor of logic

at Glasgow in 1751 and Professor of moral

philosophy in 1752. He travelled to France as

tutor to the 3rd Duke of Buccleuch in 1763-65.

He was a member of Dr Johnson’s* literary club

in London, and was elected Rector of Glasgow

University in 1787. He made some contributions

to ethics, but his major work was The Wealth of

Nations* He isolated facts and treated them

scientifically for the first time; he emphasized the

importance of natural liberty in the acquisition

of wealth, as opposed to the artificial restriction

of trade by government; and laid the basis of the

system of free trade.

The Theory of Moral Sentiments to which

is added a Dissertation on the Origin of Languages

(1759); An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of
the Wealth ofNations (2 vols, 1776; ed. E. Cann^,
1904); Essays on Philosophical Subjects (with

memoir by Dugald Stewart, 1795); Lectures on

Justice, Police, Revenue and Arms . . . reported

by a student in 1763 (ed. E. Cannan, 1896); Lectures

on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres . . . reported by a

student in 1762-63 (ed. J. M. Lothian, 1963).

—

B. Franldin and F, Cordasco, A, S.: A Biblio-

graphical Checklist . . . 1876-1950 (1950).

W. R. Scott, A. S, as Student and Professor

(1937, 1966); C. R, Fay, A, S, and the Scotland

ofHis Day (1956); J. Rae, Life ofA. S* (1965).

J.K.

Smith, Alexander (Kilmarnock 31 Xn 1830;

001857 Flora Macdonald; fWardie, Midlothian

5 1 1867), Scottish poet, essayist, journalist and
secretary to Edinburgh University. He was one
of the group of poets nicknamed ^Spasmodic*.

Poems (1853); Sonnets on the War (with S.

Dobell; 1855); Oty Poems (1857); Edwin ofDeira

(1861).

G. GilfiUan, Galleries of Literary Portraits, I

(1856); T. Brisbane, The Early Years of A* S*

(1869); H. B. Grimsditch, *A. S., poet and essayist’

in London Mercury, Xn (1925^; ‘A. S.’ in Times
lit Supp. (25 Dec. 1930). B.H. (M.A.)

Smith, Arthur James Marshall (Montreal 8

XI 1902; 00 1927 Jean Robins), Canadian poet,

scholar, anthologist and Professor of English. With

F. R. Scott*, he is a chief motivating force in the

development of modern Canadian poetry; his

work is marked by careful craftsmanship, intellec-

tual depth and effective use of imagery and

symbolism.

News of the Phoenix (1943); A Sort of Ecstasy

(1954); Collected Poems (1962); Poems New and

Collected (1967).—anthologies: Book of Cana-

dian Poetry (1943); Seven Centuries of Verse

(1947); Blasted Pine (with F. R. Scott; 1957);

Oxford Book of Canadian Verse (1960); Masks of

Fiction (1961).

E. Bimey et al., ’Salute to A. J. M. S.* in

Canad. Lit., XV (1963). R.Su,

Smith, Charlotte, n6e Turner (London 4 V
1749; 001765 Benjamin Smith; tTetford 28 X
1806), English poet and novelist. R.M.H.

Elegiac Sonnets and other Essays (1784);

Emmeline, the Orphan of the Castle (4 vols,

1788); Celestina (4 vols, 1792); The Old Manor

House (4 vols, 1793; ed. A. H. Ehrenpreis, 1969);

Conversations introducing poetry (for the use of

children; 2 vols, 1804).

A. K. Elwood, Memoirs of the literary ladies of

England, I (1843); Life of M. R. Mitford (ed. A.

G. L’Estrange, 1870); J. M. S. Tompkins, The

Popular Novel, 1770-1800 (1932); F. Hilbish,

C. S*, Poet and Novelist (1941).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Smith, Edmund (?Hanley or TTenbury 1672;

tHartham, Wilts VII 1710), English poet and

dramatist, educated at Westminster and Christ

Church, Oxford. Handsome but careless of dress

he was nicknamed ‘Captain Rag’, and although

academically brilliant, delivering the Bodley ora-

tion in 1701, he was sent down for misconduct.

Snndth’s tragedy Phaedra and Hippolitus was

praised by the critics despite failure with the

audience.

The Works ...of Mr. Smith (1714; 1719;

1729).—Samuel Johnson, Lives, II (ed. G, Birk-

beck Hill, 1905). B.L.J.

Smith, Henry (Withcote, Leics 1550; tHusband’s

Bosworth 4 VII 1591), Puritan divine. Smith was

educated at Lincoln College, Oxford and became

lecturer at St Clement Danes (1587), A celebrated

preacher, he drew large congregations until ill-

health compelled him to retire.

Collected Sermons (1592); Selection From the

Sermons (ed, John Brown, 1908). J.B.B.

Smith, Horace, baptized Horatio (London 31

XII 1779; oolSlO, 00I8I8 Miss Ford; tTunbridge

Wells 12 VII 1849), English humorist and novelist,
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co-author with his brother James (1775-1839) of

Rejected Addresses, a series of parodies of con-

temporary poets writing on the reopening of

Drury Lane Theatre.

Poetical Works (2 vols, RejectedAddres-

ses, or the new Theatrum Poetarum (1812); Horace

in London by the Authors of Rejected Addresses

(1813).

A. H, Beavan, James and H, S. (1899).

R.M.H.

Smith, Iain Crichton (*Isle of Lewis 1 I 1928),

Scottish poet and novelist, using both Gaelic

and English, a versatile and prolific writer, who
observes closely and unerringly the details of

ordinary life and then intuitively and imaginatively

transmutes them so that they become symbols of

a wider reality.

Thistles and Roses (1961); The Law and the

Grace (1965); From Bourgeois Land (1969).

—

Selected Poems (1970).

—

^novels: Consider the

Lilies (1968); The Last Summer (1969).—Survival

Without Error (short stories; 1970).—Ben Dorain

(tr.; 1969). W.R.A.

Smith, John (*Willoughby, Eng. 1579/80; ^Ply-

mouth, Mass. 21 VI 1631), American annalist

and romancer. An Elizabethan soldier of fortune,

he relates his famous rescue by Pocahontas in

the Generali Historie of Virginia, New England,

etc. (1624).

A True Relation of, , , Virginia (1608); New
England Trials (1620).—Travels and Works of
Captain /. 5. (ed. E. Arber, 1884).

J. G. Fletcher, /. S,—Also Pocahontas (1928);

P. L. Barbour, The Three Worlds of Captain /. S,

(1964). H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Smith, Pauline (*Oudtshoom, Cape 2 IV 1882;

fBroadstairs, Kent 29 1 1959), South African short-

story writer and novelist, who spent her early

years in the Little Karroo, around the small

town of Oudtshoorn, once famous as the centre of
the ostrich-farming industry. Later, in England,

she won the friendship of Arnold Bennett^. Her
output is small but of high quality. Of her ex-

quisite stories of Afrikaner life. The Pain, which
&st gained notice for her, is pre-eminent.

stories: The Little Karroo (1925); Platkops

Children (1935).—T/ie Beadle (novel; 1926);

.4[mold] B[ennett] (biog.; 1933).

G. Haresnape, P. 5. (1970). E.R.S. (U.La.)

Smith, Stevie (*Hu11 1903; fAshburton, Devon 7
m 1971), English poet and novelist. She contri-

buted poems, short stories and book criticism to

many literary journals and some of her poems
have been set to music by Elisabeth Lutyens and
by Stanley Bates. Her Novel on Yellow Paper

(1936), shrewd, caustic, comic, solemn, written in

the half-formed style of a sophisticated child,

instantly attracted and deserved attention. Her
poems, for all this cheekiness, are astonishing
apostrophes to life and the universe.

novels: Over the Frontier (1938); The Holiday
(1949).—poems: A Good Time Was Had by All
(1937); Tender Only to One (1938); Mother, What
IsMan ? (1942); Harold's Leap (1950); Not Waving
but Drowning (1957); Selected Poems (1962); The
Frog Prince (1966). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Smith, Sydney, canon of St Paul’s (*Woodford
3 VI 1771; 00 1800 Catherine Pybus; fLondon 22
II 1845), English clergyman, co-founder of
Edinburgh Review, and famous for exuberantly
humorous talk. As Peter Plymley he urged the
cause of Roman Catholic emancipation.

Letters of Peter Plymley, Essays and Speeches
(with intro, by H. Morley, 1886); Works (4 vols,

1839^); The Letters ofS. S. (ed. N. C. Smith,
2 vols, 1953); Selected Writings of S, S', (ed. W.
H. Auden, 1956).

Lady Holland, Memoir (ed. Mrs Austin, 1855);
Hesketh Pearson, The Smith of Smiths (1948);
G. Bullett, S. S. A Biography and a Selection

(1951). R.M.H. (K.W.)

Smith, Sydney Goodsir (*Wellington, New
Zealand 26 X 1915; ool938 Marion Elise Welsh),

Scottish poet and critic. He writes verse in

^Lallans’ (the S3mthetic language of file Scottish

renaissance) but also explores the universal

range of subject and emotion. His novel Carotid

Cornucopias (1947; rev. 1964) is a ‘Rabelaisian-

cum-Joycean extravaganza’.

verse: Skail Wind (1941); The Wanderer (1943);

The Deevil's Waltz (1946); Under the Eildon Tree

(1948); So Late Into the Night (1952); Cokkils

(1953); Orpheus and Eurydice (1955); Figs and
Thistles (1959); Kynd Kittock's Land (1965).—
The Wallace (pl&y; I960).— Short Introduction

to Scottish Literature (1951).

H. MacDiarmid, S. G, S. (1963); Akros, X
(1969). G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

Smith, Sir Thomas (^Saffron Walden 23 Xn
1513; tTheydon Mount, Essex 12 VIII 1577),

English scholar and statesman. At Cambridge,

Smith wrote tracts on linguistics. His Common-
wealth ofEngland (1586) is a concise, detaOed and
unemotional account of the law and government

of the land in 1565.

De recta et emendata linguae Graecae pronun-

tiatione (1568); De recta et emendata linguae

Anglicae scriptione dialogue (1568); De republica

Anglorum, The manner of government ,, .of
England (1583; ed. L. Alston and F. W. Maitland,

1906).

M. Dewar, Sir T. S. (1964). G.K.H. (C.B.)
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Smith, Wentworth (/7. 1601-23), English drama-

tist. He is known from Henslowe’s diary to have

collaborated in many plays. One surviving play

(by ‘W. Smith’) is regularly attributed to him.

The Hector of Germany (1615). G.K.H.

Smith, William (Jl, 1596), English poet, an

avowed disciple of Spenser*. A sonnet of his

was included in The Phoenix-nest (1595) and the

poem Corins Dreame in England's Helicon (1600;

1614).

Chloris (1596 ; sonnets ; ed. Sir S. Lee, Elizabethan

Sonnets, II, 1904). B.L.J.

Smits, Dirk (*Rotterdam 20 VI 1702; ooKomelia

Kloribus; tHellevoetsluis 25 IV 1752), Dutch
poet, wrote melodious topographical and arcadian

verse; typical exponent of the unsophisticated

poetry of the Dichtgenootschappen.

Israels Baalfegorsdienst of gestrafte wellust

(play; 1737).—verse: Gedichten (1740); De
Rottestroom (1750); Nagelaten gedichten (3 vols,

with biog. N. Versteeg, 1753-64).

A. de Jager, 2). S. herdacht (1852); W. Kloos,

Een daad van eenvoudige rechtvaardigheid (1909);

A. Schillings, ‘D. S.’ in Rotterdams Jaarboekje

(1920). J.W.W.

Smolenskin, Perez (*Monastyrshchma 25 II 1842;

fMeran 1 11 1885), Hebrew author and leader of

the Jewish National Progressive Movement. He
wandered restlessly throughout Russia, and in

Odessa he started publishing essays and stories

in the weekly Ha-Melitz. He finally settled in

Vienna as a proof reader and manager of a great

Hebrew printing works. There he founded his

famous periodical Ha-Shachar (‘the Dawn*). In

this he published serially his great novel Hatohe
Bedarke Hachayim (3 vols, 1868-70; 2nd ed., 4
vols, 1876), a tod of veiled autobiography, and
also besides novels and literary criticism, bis two
great treatises Am Olam and Et LataaU His last

novel, Kevurat Chamor (‘The Burial of an Ass’),

is regarded as his best.

Sifrei P. ben M, S, (ed. L. Rosenthal, 1887 ff.).

R. Brainin, P. 5. (2 vols, 1896); C. H. Freund-
lich, P. S'., Life and Thought (New York, 1965),

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Smollett, Tobias George (*Dalquhum III 1721;

001747 Anne Lascelles; fLeghom 17 IX 1771),

Scottish novelist. Educated at Glasgow University,

Smollett was apprenticed to an apothecary;

qualified in medicine in London, 1739; served as

a ship’s surgeon; and settled in London in 1743

as medical man, journalist and novelist. He spent

1763-65 abroad and left England finally, an
invalid, in 1768. His early life, his travels and his

experiences at sea, provided him with a rich

variety of scenes and characters for his novels. A
master of the picaresque, Smollett throws together

a host of eccentrics, rakes, knaves, buffoons, fools

and ‘originals’, draws them out in strong, vivid

lines which often run to hilarious caricature, and
thrusts them into adventure after adventure with

a zest and a disregard for probability which make
him one of the greatest comic novelists in English.

He is a story-teller of inexhaustible invention and
wit, ranging in style from the grand to the familiar,

drawing for comic effect on dialect, and excellent

in the ludicrous and the macabre. Observant,

malicious, and a fine prose writer, Smollett is

often a keen satirist ofmen, manners and fashions.

His faults are coarseness, excessive ferocity and

prejudice, shallowness in characterization and a

defective sense of literary form.

Advice (1746) and Reproof (1747; verse satires);

The Adventures of Roderick Random (1748); tr.

of Lesage, Gil Bias (1749); The Adventures of

Peregrine Pickle (1751; ed. J. L. Clifford, 1964);

Ferdinand, Count Fathom (1753); tr. of Don

Quixote (1755); parts of An Universal History (44

vols, 1759-66); contrib. to The Critical Rev.

(1756-59); The Compleat History of England.,

.

to 1748 (4 vols, 1757-58); The Reprisal: A Comedy

(1757); ed.. The Works of M, de Voltaire: Tram^

lated (38 vols, 1761-74); The Adventures of Sir

Launcelot Greaves (1762); ed.. The Briton (1762-

63); Travels through France and Italy (1766; ed.

T. Seccombe, 1907); The History and Adventures

of an Atom (1769); The Expedition of Humphry

Clinker (1771; ed. L. M. Knapp, 1966).-Coll.

works (8 vols, 1776; 6 vols, 1790; ed. R. Anderson,

6 vols, 1796; ed. G. Saintsbury, 12 vols, 1895).—

Letters (ed. E. S. Noyes, 1926).

Lewis Melville, Life and Letters of T. S. (1926);

L. L. Martz, The Later Career of T 5. (1942);

G. M. Kahrl, T. S. Traveler-Novelist (1945); F.

W. Boege, S7s Reputation as a Novelist (1947);

L. M. Knapp, T S., Doctor ofMen and Manners

(1949) ; M. A. Goldberg, S, arid the Scottish School

(1959); D. Bruce, Radical Doctors (1964); A.

Parreaux, S:s London (1965). J.K.

Smrek, JAn, pseud, of JAn Cietek (*Zemianske

Lieskovo 16 III 1898), Slovak poet; one of the

leading Slovak poets after 1918. As editor of the

journal Eldn (Prague 1930-38, Bratislava 1939-47)

he decisively influenced and encourag^ young

Slovak writers. His own work, showing some

influence ofSymbolism (Krasko*, Ady*), expre^es

a vitalistic optimism, strongly marked by eroticism.

The experience of the war brought a darker note

into his poems. Silent for some years after 1945,

he returned to literary activity with poems of

mature reflection, still dominated by the life of

the senses. His translations, especially those from

Ady (1950), are among his finest work.

Coll, poems: Knihy slnedne, Knihy nod planfch

(1963); Knihy podjesenni (1964), R*A.
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Smuul, JuHAN(*Muhu 18 II 1922; ooD. Vaarandi;

fl3 IV 1971), Estonian poet and playwright. Re-

turning to Estonia from Russia after the war,

Smuul became a professional writer and from 1953

was chairman of his country’s Writer’s Union.

The first Estonian to abandon Socialist Realism,

his style is free and colourful. He rejects Com-
munist ideology as the solution to all problems,

and even characters transgressing official policy

receive sympathetic treatment. Especially impor-

tant is his play Lea (1960) which is about a

Communist sheltered from the Germans by a

religious girl. As the author of travelogues Smuul

is the successor of F. Tuglas*.

verse: Karm noorus (1946); Tormi poeg (1947);

Et dmapmd ditseksid (1951); Luuletused. Poemid

(1953); Mere ja taeva vahel (1959).—prose: Kirjad

Sdgedate kulast (1955); Muhulaste imelikudjiihfu-

mised Tallinna jimbelilaulupeol (1957); Mine
raamat (1959; Antarctica Ahoy!, tr. D. Skvirsky,

1963); Polkovniku lesk (1968).—plays: Atlandi

ookean (1957); KihnuJdnn ehk metskapten (1965;

Per mlde Kapitdn, tr. J. Elperin and K. Eiden,

1967).

E. Nirk, ‘J. S.’ in Estonian Literature (1970).

M.A.B.

Sneedorff, Jens Schelderup (*Sor0 22 VIII

1724; 001752 Inger Andrea Lous, ool757 011e-

gaard Vilhelmine Thestrup; tCopenhagen 5 VI
1764), Danish essayist. His essays, letters, scholarly

publications and translations are among the best

oftheperiod ofEnlightenment in Danish literature.

From 1761 he edited Den patriotiske Tilskuer, in

which he discussed contemporary social, political

and aesthetic questions. His prose style has had a
considerable influence in Danish literature.

Om den borgerlige Regiering (1757); Fortsettelse

afBabues Syn (1759); Breve (1759); Sinaa Skrivter

(2 vols, 1770).

—

Samtlige Skrivter (9 vols, 1775-

77).

K. F. Plesner, /. 5. 5. (1930). E.B.

Snellman, Johan Vilhelm (*Stockholm 12 V
1806; tKirkkonummi 4 VII 1881), Finnish-

Swedish philosopher and statesman. He went to

Finl^d in 1813, became lecturer in philosophy at

Helsingfors 1835 and a member of Runeberg’s*
‘Lordagssallskap*. He worked in Sweden and
Germany and was, in philosophy, identified with
the Hegdian left. He was headmaster at Kuopio
(1843-49) and campaigned vigorously in the press

for the use of the Finnish language. In 1856 he
became Professor of ethics at Helsingfors, and in

1863 head of the Finnish Treasury. His vigorous

Finnish (not Swedish) nationalism had much
influence on the policy of the Finnish party, and
his name is still revered.

Filosofisk elementarkurs (3 vols, 1837-40);

Versuch einer spekulativen Entwicklung der Idee

der Personlichkeit (1841); Loren om staten (1842);
Tyskland (1842); Fyra giftermdl (1842; short
stories),—Samlade arbeten (10 vols, 1892-98).

T. Rein, /. V. S. (1904). B.M.E.M.

Snieders, August (*Bladel 8 V 1825; fBorgerhout
19 XI 1904), Flemish novelist and short-stoiy
writer, was editor of the Handelsblad van Antwer-
pen, the leadirig journalist of his time. He was a
rival of Conscience* in the field of the historical

novel; he wrote novels of country life which are
still read; well-constructed, fascinating novels in
an Antwerp setting, spiced with humour and
satire; and excellent sketches.

His brother Jan Renier (*Bladel 22 XI 1812;

fTumhout 9 IV 1888) wrote country novels in the

style of Conscience.

novels: De gasthuisnon (1855; Isidore, la sceur

hospitalise, tr. G. Lebrocquy, 1878); Op den

toren (1869; Les Sans-Culottes, tr. G. Lebrocquy,

1871; Auf dem Thurme, tr. F. Schnettler, 1872);

De Speelduivel (1870); Alleen in de wereld (1880;

Ger. tr. Allein in der Welt, 1883); De nachtraven

(1884).

—

^SHORT stories: Jan Scharesliep (1867);

Sneeuwvlokske (1878); Fata Morgana (1887); Dit

zijn Sniderien (1893).

—

Volledige werken (20 vols,

1876-86; 49 vols, 1924-34).

J. Persyn, A. S. en zijn tijd (3 vols, 1925-26);

R. Sterkens, De letterkunde in de Antwerpsche

Kempen van 1830 tot 1900 (1935). R.F.L.

Snodgrass, William DeWitt (*Wilkmsburg, Pa.

5 I 1926), American poet. One of the American

poet-academics (he has taught at Cornell, Wayne,

Syracuse and other Universities), Snodgrass has

much in common with his elders, Lowell* and

Berryman*. Like theirs his verse is intricate,

sometimes even elegant, and yet finds its driving

force from the cataloguing of the disasters of the

poet’s personal life.

HearPs Needle (1959); After Experience (1968).

D.E.MO.

Snoilsky, Carl Johan Gustaf, Count (Stock-

holm 8 IX 1841; ^ibid, 19 V 1903), Swedish poet

and diplomat.Amember of ‘Namnlosa Sallskapet
*

at Uppsala, he published his first poetry under a

pseudonym in 1861. His work diplomat

stimulated him to write colourful lyric poetry in

elegant form about Italy, Spain etc. As a result

of his divorce he left the diplomatic service in

1879 and settled abroad (first Florence, then

Dresden), His second marriage called forth a

second creative period in his poetry. He returned

to Sweden in 1889 and became head librarian

in the royal library, Stockholm. His earlier liberal

sympathies had by that time changed into staunch

conservatism. Snoilsky, like Heidenstam*, at one

time hoped to become the Swedish national poet.

S&nger och berdttelser (under pseud. Sven

c E w L—in—

s
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TrSst; 1863); Dikter (1869); Sonetter (1871); Nya
dikter, 1879-1880 (1881); Dikter, tredje samlingen

(1883); Svenska bilder (1886); Dikter, fjdrde

samlingen (1887).

—

Samlade dikter (5 vols, 1903-

04); Minnesteckningar och andra uppsatser (1904);

Snoilsky, ett dikturval (ed. H. Olsson, 1942); C.

Snoilsky och hans vdnner (2 vols, 1917-18; letters).

K. Warburg, C. 5. (1905); O. Levertin, Diktare

och drommare (1898) and Svenska gestalter (1903);

F. Book, ‘S.’s sociala diktning’ in Svenska

studier (1913) and H. Larsson’s reply in Forum
(1916); E. Gosse, ‘C. S. and some recent Swedish

poets* in Portraits and Sketches (1918); H. Olsson,

Den unge S. (1941). B.M.RM.; A.H.J.K.

Snorri Sturluson: see Sturluson, Snorri.

Snow, Charles Percy, Lord Snow (*Leicester

15 X 1905; 00 1950 Pamela Hansford Johnson),

English scientist and novelist, writes with intel-

lectual passion of the problems of power and
morality in contemporary society. Eleven of his

novels, from Strangers and Brothers (1940) to

Last Things (1970), form a sequence offering an
almost documentary presentation of English

social history from 1925; perhaps the best are

The Masters (1951), The Affair (1960) and
Corridors of Power (1964). The Two Cultures and
the Scientific Revolution (1959) was a controversial

pamphlet which provoked a notable rejoinder

from F. R. Leavis* (1962).

F. R. Karl, C. P. S,: The Politics of Conscience

(1963); J. Thale. C. P. 5. (1964); R. Rabinovitz,

The Reaction Against Experiment in the English

Novel, 1950-60 (1967). W.R.A.

Snyder, Gary Sherman (*San Francisco 8 V
1930; 001967 Masa Uehara), American poet. His

interest in mythology and his experience of

forestry work are both echoed in his poetry.

‘The Mythms of my poems follow the rhythms

of the physical work Fm doing*, he commented,
and his b^t work yokes together rugged images

of rituals involved with the felt life of a locale.

Riprap (1959); Myths and Texts (1960); Six Sec-

tions From Mountains and Rivers Without End
(1965); A Range of Poems (1966); The Back
Country (1968); Earth House Hold (1969).

G,A.K.

SoboF, Andrey Mikhailovich (*1888; tl92Q,
Russian author. His most typical book was his

collection of stories, Oblon^i (1923), a weird

mixture of the fantastic and the real on the part

of a sensitive mind who, for all his will, was
unable to believe in the Revolution. There are

interesting psychological dissections in his works,

some of which were influenced by L. Andreyev*.

He committed suicide.

Sobranie sochineniy (4 vols, 1926-27). J.L,

Sobolev, Leonid Sergeyevich (*1898; fll 1971),

Soviet author, writing mainly about sailors and
naval operations.

KapitaVny remont (1933; Storm Warning, tr,

A. Freemantle, 1935); Morskaya dusha (1943;
The Soul ofthe Sea, tr. N. Orloff, 1946); Dorogami
pobed (1944).

V. Vishnevsky, ‘Korni tvorchestva L. Soboleva’

in Znamya, I (1934). j.L.

Socrates (*Athens 469; ooXanthippe; ^ibid, 399

B.C.), Greek philosopher. He was the son of

Sophroniscus, a sculptor, and Phaenarete, a mid-

wife. He earned a reputation for hardiness and
courage in battle, but took no more part than he
could help in Athenian public life. He wrote

nothing himself; all our knowledge of him and
his teaching depends on conflicting reports in

the dialogues of his pupils Plato* and Xenophon*
and other sources.

Socrates had no systematic doctrine to teach,

but sought conversations with others, particularly

young men, in order to exhibit the unsure founda-

tions on which current notions of morality and

society were built, and to point the way towards

more adequate standards. ‘Virtue is knowledge’;

he did not claim to have this knowledge himself

but tried to show the need for knowledge by re-

vealing his own and others’ ignorance.

He was put on trial for introducing new deities

and corrupting the young, and was executed. His

influence on Plato and the noble ideas for which

he was prepared to die make him one of the great

figures of Greek philosophy.

W. D. Ross, Aristotle's Metaphysics (1924);

A. Di6s, Autour de Platon, I (1927); G. C. Field,

Plato and His Contemporaries (1930); R. Hack-

forth. The Composition of Platons Apology (1933);

R. W. Livingstone, Portrait of S. (1940); 0.

Gigon, S., sein Bild in Dichtung und Geschichte

(1947); V. de MagaMes-Vilhena, Le problime de

S. (1952) and 5. et la legende platonicienne (1952);

C. J. de Vogel, ‘The present state of the Socratic

problem’ in Phronesis, I (1955); L. Vers6nyi,

Socratic Humanism (1963); W. K. C, Guthrie,

A History of Greek Philosophy, III (1969; best

intro.); The Philosophy of S, (ed. G. Vlastos,

1971). D.J.F.

Socrates Scholasticus (*Constantinople; fi, first

half 5th century), Greek historian. His Ecclesiasti-

cal History, in seven books, continues the history of

Eusebius* from 305 to 439. A sober and honest

historian, who usually names his sources, Socrates

preserves many valuable documents.

The Ecclesiastical History of S, (ed. R. Hussey,

re-ed. W. Bright, 1893; tr. A. C. Zenos, 189p.-

F. Geppert, Die Quellen des Kirchenhistorikers

S. S. (1898). R.B.

Sodenkamp, Andr^e Brussels 18 VI 1906; ool2
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n 1938 Camille Libotte); of Dutch ancestry, this

most typical French-speaking woman poet became

a Belgian citizen in 1923. Her slow harmonious

verse and rich colourful images reveal a feminine

approach to the masterpieces of Flemish painting

and an intimate commimion with fauna, flora and

soil of Brabant.

Des oiseaux a tes Uvres (1950); Sainte Terre

(1954); Les Dieux obscure (1959); Femmes des

longs matins (1965); A riverderci Italia (1965).

J.C.D.

Soderberg, Hjalmar (*Stockholm 2 VII 1869;

tCopenhagen 14 X 1941), Swedish writer. He
began as a civil servant, then tried journalism,

and turned author in 1895, when he published a

novel, Fdrvillelser, the franlmess of which shocked

his contemporaries. With the masterly short

stories Historietter (1898), and the partly auto-

biographical novel Martin Bircks ungdom (1901;

Martin Birch's Youths tr. C. W. Stork, 1930), he
established his reputation as a prose writer of

boldness but of great elegance. In Doktor Glas

(1905; Doctor Glas^ tr. P. Britten Austin, 1963)

he takes up the controversial subject of the right

to kill for altruistic purposes: the story, like nearly

all Soderberg’s work, is set in Stockholm, which

he describes with lyrical beauty. His prose style

reflects the influence of Anatole France*, Herman
Bang* and J. P. Jacobsen*. He is a sceptical,

pessimistic, but ironic writer: in his later work
(essays) he becomes more and more critical of

Christianity, Of his plays, Gertrud (1906) is the

most successful. He settled in Copenhagen in

1917, his second wife being Danish.

Den allvarsamma leken (novel; 1912).

—

Selected

Short Stories (tr. C. W. Stork, 1935).—plays:

Aftonstjdrnan (1912); Odestimmen (1922).

—

Hjdr-

tats oro (diary-aphorisms; 1909).—essays: Jesus

Barabbas (1928); Den forvandlade Messias (1932);

Sista boken (1942),

—

Samlade verk (ed. H. Fried-

lander and T. Soderberg, 10 vols, 1943-44).

H. Friedlander, En H. SMbliografi (1944);

S. Stolpe, H. S, (1934); L. Kjellberg, Stildrag i

H, S:s Forvillelser och Martin Bircks ungdom

(1937); B. Bergman, H. S. (Svenska Akademiens
Minnesteckningar, 1951); S. Ruin, H. S:s Gertrud

(1962); B. Holmback, Det lekfulla allvaret (1969).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. (I.S.)

Sddergran, Eorra Irene (*Leningrad 4 IV 1892;

tRaivola 24 VI 1923), Finnish-Swedish poet and
prose writer. She was educated in a German
school at Leningrad, German being the first

language in which she attempted verse-making.

At the age of 16 she developed consumption—
the disease which eventually killed her. In 1918,

as a result of the Russian Revolution, her family

lost their fortune, and she spent the last five years

of her life with her mother at Raivola (Karelia),

in growing poverty and weakness but in surprising

poetic and intellectual activity. With her first

volume, Dikter (1916), she introduced Expression-

ism into Finnish-Swedish (and Swedish) literature

and was, to begin with, generally misunderstood
by the critics. The influence of Nietzsche* (spurring

her to proud self-assertion) is very marked in her

bold, passionate writing up to 1920 (September^

lyran, 1918); from 1920 to 1922 she was silent,

after having turned from Nietzsche, in search of

a metaphysical faith, towards Christianity. Her
last lyrics, published posthumously, attained a
new, limpid, but intense harmony. Sodergran has

been the greatest single native influence on
Finnish-Swedish literature since Runeberg*.

verse: Rosenaltaret (1919); Framtidens skugga

(1920) ; Landet som icke dr (ed. H. Olsson, 1925).

—

Brokiga lakttagelser (aphorisms; 1919).

—

Min lyra

(sel. poems; intro. J. Hemmer, 1929); Samlade
dikter (intro. H. Olsson, 1940); Samlade dikter

(ed. G. Tidestrom, 1949); Dikter 1906-1909 (with

intro, and comm. O. Enckell, 1961).

—

Seven

Swedish Poets (sel. poems tr. F. Fleischer, 1963).

O. Enckell, Esteticism och nietzscheanism i E.

Sddergrans lyrik (1949); G. Tidestrom, E, S.

(1949; new ed. 1960). B.M.E.M. O-S.)

Soderhjelm, Jarl Werner (*Viipuri 26 VII 1859;

tHelsinki 16 I 1931), Finnish-Swedish scholar,

critic and diplomat, became Professor at Helsing-

fors of Romance philology (1889), of Germanic
and Romance philology (1898) and of comparative

literature (1913). When Finland became a republic,

Soderhjelm was appointed Finnish minister in

Sweden (1919-29). As critic he exercised consider-

able influence on both Swedish and Finnish

literature.

K, A, Tavastjerna (1900); /. L, Runeberg (2

vols, 1904-06); Italiensk rendssans (with his

brother; 1907); O Levertin (2 vols, 1914-17);

Aboromantiken (1915); Utklipp om bocker (3 vols,

1916-20); Skrifter (10 vols, 1924-25).

G. Castr6n, ‘Minnestal over W. S.’ in Finska

Vetenskapssocietetens &rsbok (1934).

B.M.E.M.

SofSci, Ardengo (Rignano sull’Amo 7 IV 1879;

tForte dei Marmi 1964), Italian painter, poet

and critic. After living in Paris (1903-07), where

he met Apollinaire*, Picasso and Max Jacob*

and participated in the Cubist movement, Soffici

became an ardent supporter of Marinetti’s*

futurism and in 1913 helped Papini* to found the

Florentine review Lacerba. Later he adopted a
more traditional approach to art. In 1932 he

was awarded the Mussolini prize for painting.

Although his work is full of extravagance (espe-

cially during the Futurist period), it is redeemed

by flashes of brilliance and great vitality. Giornale

di bordo (1915) is often considered his b^t work.

verse: Bihf-^I8—Simultaneitch-~Chimismi li-
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rici (1915; a typical Futurist title); Marsia e

Apollo (coll, poems; 1938).—criticism: Statue e

fantocci (1919); Ricordi di vita artistica e lettemria

(1931); Vultimo tempo (1939).—general: Lem-

monio Boreo (1912); Kobilek (1918); Salti nel

tempo {\9^),~-Autoritratto d'artista italiano nel

quadro del suo tempo (autobiog.; 4 vols, 1951-55).

—Opere (7 vols, 1959-68).

M. Richter, La formazione ftancese di A. S,

1900-1914 (1969). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Sofrony Vrachanski (Bishop Sofrony of Vratsa;

orig. Stoyko Vladislavov) (Kotel c. 1739;

t?Bucharest c. 1813), Bulgarian literary pioneer.

He upheld Bulgarian culture against Greek incur-

sions, first by copying and disseminating Paissy’s*

Istoria^ then in his translation miscellanies and

pedagogical work. Life under the Turks is vividly

portrayed in his ‘Life* (Jitie), a milestone in the

transition from traditional hagiography to personal

autobiography and secular literature. In 1803 he

fled to Bucharest, where he compiled his ‘Sunday

Homilies’, soon widely enjoyed as the ‘Sofronie’,

Bulgarian literature’s first printed book.

Pouchenia (1802); Jiiie i stradania greshnago

Sofroniya (Bucharest, 1804; 1st pr. 1861); Kiriako-

dromion Hi Nedelnik (= ‘Sofronie’; Rimnik,

1806); Teatron politikon V.P.

Sogi, pseud, of Iida, personal name unknown
(*1421; tl502), Japanese poet. A Zen priest, like

his master Shinkei, he was the most famous writer

of renga, ‘linked verse’, in which successive half-

tanka were composed by different poets. A classic

example of ‘linked verse’ (which was established

as a serious art-form by Nijo* Yoshiraoto) is the

Minase sangin hyakuin, a 100-link sequence com-
posed at Minase in 1488 by Sogi and two of his

pupils, SochS and Shohaku. E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Minase sangin hyakuin (complete tr. K. Yasuda,

1956; first half tr. D. L. Keene in Anthology of
Japanese Literature, 1955; discussion in B, Lewin,

Japanische Chrestomathie, 1965).—^W. Naumann,
Shinkei in seiner Bedeutung fur die japanische

Kettendichtung (1967). D.E.M.

S0iberg, Harry (Ringkobing 13 VI 1880;
00 1909 Inger Marie Jensen Ipsen, col913 Helene
Storm; tCopenhagen 2 I 1954), Danish novelist

and short-stoiy writer. Apprentice to a book-
binder at Aarhus, he was an eager socialist

agitator. His novels contain faithful and reliable

descriptions of Jutland peasants and fishermen,

with whose milieu and way of thinking he is

thoroughly familiar.

novels: Under Kampen (2 vols, 1907-08);

Folket ved Havet (1908); Lykkebarnet (2 vols,

1911-12); Hjemlig Jord{mAy, Foran Livets Port

(1916); Lyset (1918); De Levendes Land (1920);

Sokongen (3 vols, 1926-30; The Sea King, tr.

E. Bjorkman, 1928); En Kvindes Kamp (2 vols

1938); En Borneflok vokser op (1949); Pd Vej

mod Tiden (1952).—short stories: 0de Egne
(1906); AfJordens Slcegt (1910, 1945); Savn (1921);

Fra HJertets Krinkelkroge (1932); Mange Slags

Folk (1943).

R. Gandrup, H. 5. (1955). E.B.

Soin, pseud, of Nishiyama Toyokazu (*Yat-

sushiro, Higo 1605; tOsaka 5 V 1682), Japanese

poet. One of the predecessors of Basho* in

haiku and haikai poetry, he broke away from the

style of Matsunaga* Teitoku and started a new
school (called the Danrin school), using a free

and loose style and a wide vocabulary, though apt

to descend into vulgarity.

Sel. poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, An Anthology

ofHaiku (1932); R. H. Blyth, A History ofHaiku,
I (1963). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

S5kan, pseud, of Shina Norishige, also known as

Yamazaki Sokan (*Omi 1465; t7 XI 1553),

Japanese haiku poet. A Buddhist hermit, Sokan

was the first to develop the opening poems
(hokku) of linked-verse sequences into the inde-

pendent form later called haiku. His poems are

mostly witty and humorous.

Shinsen inu tsukuba shu (c. 1539; discussion in

B. Lewin, Japanische Chrestomathie, 1965); sel.

poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, An Anthology of

Haiku (1932); R. H. Blyth, A History of Haiku,

I (1963). E.B.C. CD.E.M.)

Sokolow, Nahum (*Wyszogrod nr Piock 10 I

1859; tLondon 18 V 1936), Hebrew critic

and biographer. As a boy of ten, he was already

famous as a great Talmudist, and in his ’teens he

wrote articles in several languages. He compiled

an English grammar in Hebrew for Jewish im-

migrants to America. His first book was Simt

Olam le-Am Olam (1878). He contributed fre-

quently to all the important Hebrew and Jewish

periodicals all over the world. A noted publicist

and journalist, he wrote many books, but his

masterpiece is Ishim, portraits of Hebrew writers

and national leaders (3 vols, 1935; new ed.,

3 vols, 1958-61). He also edited the literary

journals Ha-Asif, Ha-Zefirah, Ha-Olam and Sefer

Hashanah, and a bibliographical dictionary of

Hebrew writers. S.A, (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Soler, Frederic (*Barcelona 1839; ^ibid. 1895),

Catalan dramatist. Under the pseudonym SERAif

Pitarra, he started writing as a hobby, in the

tradition of the popular theatre, parodies of

Romantic drama, in which he modced the group

of poets of the Joes Florals and used, in opposi-

tion to their archaizing language, the dialect of

the Barcelonese common people. Their success

made him take up writing as a profession. He soon

sensed the great demand, from the rising Catalan
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bourgeoisie, for a ‘cultural’ theatre in its own
language and wrote Les joies de la Moser (1866).

The play’s success was decisive: the anti-Romantic
parodist Serafi Pitarra was transformed into the

serious dramatist Frederic Soler. For over 25
years, until the advent of Guimera* he mono-
polized the Catalan theatre with many typically

Romantic historical dramas and comedies, thus

becoming the father of modem Catalan bourgeois
theatre and one of the most representative figures

of that conservative Renaixenga he had so wittily

mocked.

Teatre selecte (1954). J.L.M.

Solger, Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand (*Schwedt 28
XI 1780; tBerlin 25 X 1819), German philosopher,

influenced by Spinoza*, Schelling*, the mystics

and Fichte; he became Professor of philosophy,

Berlin (1811), specializing in aesthetics. His critical

powers were recognized by Goethe*, and his ideas

influenced the Romantics. His concept of irony is

still relevant today.

Erwin, vier Gesprdche uber das Schone und die

Kunst (1815); Philosophische Gesprdche (1817);

Nachgelassene Schriften und Briefwechsel (ed. L.

Tieck and F. von Raumer, 2 vols, 1826); Vor-

lesungen Uber die Asthetik (ed. K. W. L. Heyse,

1829); Briefwechsel mit L, Tieck (ed. P. Matenko,
New York, 1933).

J. Heller, S,s Philosophie der ironischen Dialektik

(1928); M. Boucher, S*, esthetique etphilosophie de

lapresence (1934); R. Wildbolz, Derphilosophische
Dialog als literarisches Kunstwerk (1952).

H.A,P. (K,W.M.)

Solger, Reinhold Ernst FriedrichKarl (*Stettin

17 VII 1817; 0019 II 1848 Ad^le Marie B6mere;

tWashington 11 I 1866), distinguished German-
American author. He also took a prominent part

in Republican politics under Lincoln.

Anton in Amerika (novel; 1862; ed. E. Eber-
mayer, 1928).—various: The States System of
Europe (ed. P. R. Willans, 1854); Memorial of the
Schleswig-Holstein Question (1862).

A. E. Zucker in Dictionary of American Bio-

graphy, XVII (1935). E.R.

Solinus, Gaius Julius, 3rd-century Latin encyclo-

paedist, whose Collectanea rerum memorabilium
is a compilation of geographical information from
Pliny’s* Natural History and from Pomponius
Mela*.Although an unprincipled plagiarist, Solinus

was popular in the Middle Ages for his brevity.

Ed. T. Mommsen (2nd ed. 1895; repr. 1958);

C. Salmasius, Exercitationes Plinianae in C, J.

Solini Polyhistora (1629; often repr., last at

Leipzig, 1777; still of value).

—

The Excellent and
Pleasant Worke of C. J. Solinus (tr. A. Golding,

1587; facs. ed. intro. G. Kish, 1955).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Solis, Antonio de (*Alcald de Henares 1610;

tMadrid 19 IV 1686), Spanish poet, dramatist

and historian. He studied at Salamanca and later

became a secretary to the Count of Oropesa. He
took Orders when he was 56. His poetry is minor:
imitations of Gongora* burlesque fables, occa-

sional verses. He wrote 12 full-length plays and
a number of interludes; his dramatic talent was
considerable, though not of the first rank. His
history of the conquest of Mexico is more famous
for its prose style than for any other quality.

Plays in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XLVII;
Historia de la conquista de Mixico (ibid., XXVIII;
tr. T. Townsend, 1724); Amor y obligacidn (ed.

E. Julid Martinez, 1930); Varias poesias sagradas

y profanas (ed. M. Sdnchez Regueira, 1968).

L. Arocena, A. de S, Cronista indiano (1963).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Soljan, Antun (*Belgrade 1 XII 1932), Croatian

novelist, prose writer, poet and critic. One of
the foremost figures of the Zagreb middle genera-

tion, Soljan graduated in English and German
and has translated widely from these languages.

His own poetry is close to that of Slamnig* and
Mihalic* but more personal, more emotionally

involved and less tinged with irony. His prose

is in the modem American mould, written in

simplified, colloquial language, modernist in

technique and preoccupied with the theme of

the inner life of the individual contrasted with the

demands and contradictions of modem society.

He writes mainly of the restlessness and ennui of

the young post-war generation but he can also

produce fine lyrical prose full of atmosphere and
evocative association. He is a regular critical

reviewer of new books, and has been an editor

of thejournals Medjutim, Krugovi and Kqjiievnik.

verse: Na rubu svijeta (195Q; Izvan fokusa

(1957); Gartlic za cos kratiti (1965); Gazela i

durge pjesme (1970).

—

^novels: Izadajice (1961,

1963); Kratki izlet (1965).

—

stories: Specijalni

izaslanici (1957); Deset kratkih prica za moju
generaciju (196Q.—essays: Knjifevnost i publika

(1961); Trogodisnja kronika poezije srpske i

hrvatske (1967).—anthologies: Americka lirika

(with Slamnig; 1952); Suvremena engleska poezija

(with idem; 1956); 100 najvecih djela svjetske

knjizevnosti (1962); Antologija hrvatske poezije

(with N. Milidevic; 1966); Antologija hrvatske

poezije XX stoljeca (with S. Mih^d and J.

Pupacic; 1966); 100 odbranih novela svjetske

knjiSevnosti (1967); 100 najlepsik svjetskih bajki

(1969). B.J.

Sollogub (Sollohub), Count Vladimir Alexan-
drovich (*St Petersburg 8 VIII 1813; fHomburg
5 VII 1882), Russian author of narratives, vaude-

villes and valuable literary reminiscences. His

Tarantas (1845; Eng. tr. F. von Rosenstrauch,

1850), partly modelled on Gogol’s* Dead Souls,
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was a great success. So was his satirical comedy

Chinovnik (1856).

Sochineniya (5 vols, 1855-56); Vospominaniya

(1887); Sobachka (1933). J.L.

Sologub, Fedor, pseud, of Fedor Kuz’mich

Teternikov (*St Petersburg 1863; ^ibid. 1927),

Russian poet, playwright and novelist of the

decadent-symbolist school. His mother was a

servant, but he obtained some education and

became a teacher in a provincial town the atmo-

sphere of which he rendered in his two early

novels, Tyazhelye my (1896) and Melkiy bes

(1907), as well as in a number of his stories. A
perfect craftsman in poetry and prose, Sologub

was essentially a gloomy neo-Romantic decadent

who rejected the visible world as ugly and vulgar,

always opposing it to the world of beauty of

man^s imagination. Sologub’s Manichaean aver-

sion to reality, combined with a somewhat per-

verted eroticism, took the shape of a morbid

aesthetic fantasy in his trilogy in prose, Tvorimaya

legenda^ whose hero Trirodov is both a satanist and
a modern Prospero. After the Revolution he

became an internal emigre and, judging by his last

novel, Zaklinaternitsa zmey (1921), lost much of

his former creative power.

Sobranie sochineniy (19 vols, 1913-14).

—

The
Sweet-Scented Name (ed. S. Graham, 1915); The
Old House and Other Tales (tr. J. Cournos, 1915);

The Created Legend (tr. idem, 1916); Little Tales

(tr. idem, 1917); The Little Demon (tr. idem and
R. Aldington, 1916).

Y. M. Steklov, O tvorchestve Sologuba (1908);

A. A. Izmailov, Literaturny Olimp (1911). J.L,

Solomon ben Isaac: see Rashi.

Solomos, Dionysios (*Zante IV 1798; fCorfu 21

II 1857), Greek poet. Son of an Italianate Count
and a Greek servant-girl, he was educated in Italy

(1808-18) and wrote his earliest poems in Italian.

On returning to Zante he was persuaded by
Spyridon Trikoupis (1788-1873) to write in the

spoken tongue of Greece (1822). His patriotic

Yrrmos eis tin eleftherian (‘Hynm to Liberty’)

followed in 1823 and a long ode on the death of

Byron* in 1824-25. On his migration to Corfu

(1828) his patriotic fervour gave place to an
attempt to express a religious vision of life in

which the leading idea is that spiritual enlighten-

ment and inner freedom are achieved only through

a process of self-sunender which is likened to

death. At the same time, under the influence of

German writers like Schiller*, he sought to

deepen his understanding of poetic form. The
poetry in which he tried to express his mature
thought consists of a number of unfinished works.

The finest of these, Eleftheroi poliorkimenoi, was
modelled three times over during a period of 20
years (up till 1844) and exists only in fragments.

His dramatic power is displayed in the also

fragmentary Lambros, partly published in 1833*

and his lyrical gift in Kritikos (1833). In the end
his passion for perfection of form and expression,

combined with habitual intemperance, proved too

much for him; and in his last years he wrote
little but Italian prose summaries of ideal poems
which he never composed. Only Porfyras (1849),

which was once complete, deserves mention for

the symbolism and music of individual lines.

Solomos was the first great poet of modern
Greece. Combining with his studies in Italian

literature an increasing love for and knowledge
of Greek folk-poetry and Cretan Renaissance

literature, he possessed also a musical ear and a
lyrical fancy of the first order. He established the

demotic as the poetic language of modem Greece;

and the little which he left has enormously in-

fluenced Greek poetry from his own day to ours.

verse: Ta evriskomena (ed. I. Polylas, 1859);

Ta Italika poiemata (ed. with Greek tr. G. Kalos-

gouros, 1921); Gynaika tis Zakynthos (ed. L.

Politis, 1944); Apanta, A: Poiemata (ed. idem,

1948)

.

—

^letters: Grammata ton Solomon kai tis

miteras ton (ed. L. Politis in Nea Estia, XXIX-
XXX, 1941); Anekdota keimena ton Solomon

(ed. idem in Anglo-Hellenike Epitheoresis, IV,

1949)

.

—

Apanta, B: Italika (poiemata kai pez^
(ed. L. Politis. 1955).

Gyro sto Solomo (essays by various hands; 2

vols, 1925-27); Ph. Michalopoulos. D. S. (1931);

N. Tomadakis, Vivliografia Dionysiou Solomon

(1934); R. Jenkins, i>. S. (1940); P. Sherrard, The

Marble Threshing-Floor (1956); L. Politis, Gyro

sto Solomo (1958). R.J.H.J. (P.O.A.S.)

Solon, Athenian poet and statesman (7th century

B.C.). The poems, some in elegiacs, some in iam-

bics, of the great reformer and legislator are

intimately bound up with his political life. In the

longest extant poem, Solon broods on the true

blessings of life and the relationship of gods to

men.

J. M. Edmonds, Elegy and Iambus, I (1931;

with tr.); T. Hudson-Williams, Early Greek Elegy

(1926; with comm.).—^I. Linforth, S, the Athenian

(1919); C. M. Bowra, Early Greek Elegists (1938);

W. Jaeger. Paideia, I (4th ed. 1959). J.T.H.

SolovySv, Evgeny Andreyevich, also wrote under

the pseud. AndreyMvich (*1863; tl905), Russian

critic and literary historian with a sociological

approach. Besides some articles and literary

monographs (on Belinsky*, Herzen*, Gorky*,

Goncharov*, Turgenev*, Chekhov*, Tolstoy*),

his most valuable book is Opyt filosofii russkoy

literatury (1905 ; 2nd ed. 1922), which still deserves

to be recommended to any serious student of the

subject. J.L.

SolovySv, Sergey Mikhaylovich (*Moscow 5 V
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1820; ^ibid. 4 X 1879), Russian historian, father

of the philosopher and poet Vladimir Solovyev*.

Istoriya Rossii s drevneyshikh vremen (29 vols,

1851-79, another vol. 1882); Kurs russkoy istorii

(2nd ed., 2 vols, 1898).

P. V. Bezobrazov, 5. M, S. (1894); N. L.

Rubinstein, Russkaya istoriografiya (1941 ). J.L.

Solovyev, Vladdvhr Alexandrovich (*1907),

Soviet playwright. His first play, Lichnaya zhizrC,

appeared in 1934. He came into his own, though,

during the Second World War when his two

patriotic historical plays, one about Kutuzov,

FeVdmarshal Kutuzov (1940), and the other about

Ivan* the Terrible, Velikiy GosudaF (1945), won
two consecutive Stalin prizes.

Pyesy (1950). J.L.

Solovyev, Vladimir Sergeyevich (*Moscow 16 I

1853; tnr Moscow 31 VII 1900), Russian philo-

sopher and poet, strongly idealistic and with

mystical propensities. Influenced by Western

philosophy, Christian thought and certain gnostic

elements, he tried to reconcile philosophic,

scientific and religious thought in an organic

synthesis which would ‘bring all elements of

human existence—individual and social—into the

light relation with the ultimate principle of all

life, and through it and in it also to a Immonious
relation with each other*. He first became a

lecturer in philosophy at Moscow University, but

in 1877 he left for St Petersburg where he lectured

until 1881. Suspended for his liberal views, he

continued his activities as a free-lance philosopher,

poet and pamphleteer. He was moreover a

champion of the reunion of the Churches to which

effect he wrote La Russie et V£glise universelle

(1889). He can be considered a link between

Dostoyevsky* and the Russian modernists. Thin-

kers such as Berdyayev*, Bulgakov* and others

were profoundly affected by Solovyev’s thought.

And as for modem Russian poetry, both Bely*

and Blok* bear the stamp of Solovyev’s visionary

nature.

Stikhotvoreniya (1891; 1921); Pis*ma (4 vols,

1908-1 1) ; Sobranie sochineniy (10 vols, 191 1-14).

—

Stikhotvoreniya (1902).—The Justification of the

Good (tr. N. Duddington, 1915); War, Progress

and History (tr, A. Bakshy, 1915); Plato (tr. R.

Gill, 1935); Godmanhood (tr. P. Zouboff, 1944);

The Meaning ofLove (tr. J. Marshal, 1946); Russia

and the Universal Church (tr. H. Rees, 1948); A
Solovyev Anthology (tr. N. Duddington, 1950).

E. L. Radlov, V, S. (1913); E. Trubetskoy,

Mirosozertsanie Solovyeva (1913); d’Herbigny,

V, S, (1918; 1934); G. Sacke, Solowjews Ge-

schichtsphilosophie (1929); A. Kozhevnikov, Die

Geschichtsphilosophie W, Solowjews (1930); D.
Stremoukhov, V, Soloviev et son (euvre messianique

(1935); N. M. Zernov, Three Russian Prophets

(1944); F. Muckermann, W. S. (1945); V. V.

Zen’kovsky, Istoriya russkoy filosofii (1948); K. V.

Mochul’sky. V, S, (1951). J.L.

Solzhenitsyn, Alexander Isayevich (*1918), Soviet

author who, in 1945, was arrested for his criticism

of Stalin and spent years in labour camps until

his release after Stalin’s death. His documentary
narrative, Odin den* v zhizni Ivana Denisovicha

(One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, tr. R.
Parker and R. Hingley, 1963), describes his per-

sonal suffering in one such camp. His next two
documentary novels, V kruge pervom (The First

Circle, tr. M. Guybon, 1968) and Rakovy korpus

(Cancer Ward, tr. N. Bethell and D. Burg, 1968)

are also based on personal experiences. The first

is a description of a labour camp for specialist

scientists who work under strict supervision, but

whose ordeals are slightly milder than those of

the ordinary prisoners—^like the ordeals in the

first circle of Dante’s* Inferno which gives the

novel its name; it abounds in fine portraitures and
also in critic^ passages, including a satirical

sketch of Stalin. Tlie second novel is a magnificent

account of the author’s stay as a cancer patient

in a town in Russian Asia. Neither of these two
novels was published in Russia, but both were

printed in Milan and translated into several lan-

guages. His latest novel Avgust chetyrnadtsatogo

(‘August 1914’, Pt 1) was also banned in the

Soviet Union and appeared abroad (Paris, 1971).

It deals with the inefficiency of the Tsarist army
command and the first Russian defeat in East

Prussia. Solzhenitsyn, winner of the Nobel prize

(1970), now enjoys international fame as a repre-

sentative of Russian realism at its best.

Dva rasskaza (1963).—For the Goodofthe Cause
(tr. D. Floyd and M. Hayward, 19^); August

1914 (tr. M. Glenny, 1972). J.L.

Somaize, Antoine Baudeau de (fl. 1660), French

dramatist and wit, long considered as a source-

historian of the Precieuses. His two Dictionnaires

describe precieux personalities and list their

favourite expressions. His works, contemporary

with Moliere’s* Precieuses Ridicules, are now seen

to contain much exaggeration and parody.

Le Grand Dictiormaire des Pretieuses (1660;

1661); Les Veritables Pretieuses (1660; comedy).

—(Euvres (ed. C. L. Livet, 2 vols, 1856).

R. Bray, La preciosite et les precieux (1948),

G.B.

Someren, Johannes Cornelis van (*Dordrecht 3

VII 1622 ;
001648 Elisabeth Vervoom [tl657];

t/h/c/. 12 XII 1676), Dutch poet, one of the

foremost of the Dorffi-echt circle round Cats*. He
wrote four dramas in Cats’ manner. His poetry

was collected in Uytspanning der Vernuften (1660).

H. Smilde, Jacob Cats in Dordrecht (1938).

A.M.B.W.
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Somerville^ Edith (Anna) (Enone (*Corfu 2 V
1858; tCastle Tovi^nshend, Co. Cork 8 X 1949),

Irish novelist. Her earlier pseudonym was ‘Geilles

Herring*. In 1886 she began collaborating in

story-writing with her cousin Violet Martin
(pseud. Martin Ross; Ross House, Co. Galway
11 VI 1862; tCork 21 XII 1915), after whose
death she retained their joint pseudonym of

‘Somerville and Ross’. Of their numerous works,

the most popular was Some Experiences of an

Irish RM, (1899); the best was The Real Charlotte

(1894).

SOMERVILLE AND ROSs: An Irish Cousin (1889);

Naboth's Vineyard (1891); Through Connemara in

a Governess Cart (1893); The Silver Fox (1897);

All on the Irish Shore (1903); Some Irish Yesterdays

(1906) ; Further Experiences ofan Irish RM. (1908).

Maurice Collis, S. and R, (1968); Violet Powell,

The Irish Cousins (1970). R.McH. (E.T.W.)

Somerville or Somervile, William (*Colwich,

Staffs 2 IX 1675; ool708 Mary Bethell; tEdstone
17 VII 1742), English poet whose works on
country joys include a long blank-verse treatise

on hunting with loyal and Oriental digressions.

R.M.H.

The Two Springs, A Fable (1725); The Chace, a
Poem (1735); Hobbinol, or the Rural Games (1740);

Field Sports (1742); The Wicker Chair, a Burlesque

Poem (1802).~-Poe/icc/ Works (2 vols, 1766).

S. Johnson, Lives of the Poets, III (1781); E.

Sanford, Life (pref. to Works, 1819).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Somner, William ('^Canterbury 5 XI 1598; oo3

times; liibid, 30 III 1669), English historian,

medievalist and Anglo-Saxon scholar. Somner
was one of the great 17th-centuiy founders of
historiography.

The Antiquities of Canterbury (1640; 1703); A
Treatise of the Roman Ports and Forts in Kent
(ed. J. Brome, with notes by E. Gibson and Life

by W. Kennett, 1693); A Treatise of Gavelkind

(1660; 1726, with Kennett’s Life),—Dictionarium

Saxonico-Latino-Anglicum (1659; ed. with adds
T. Benson et al, 1701).

D. Douglas, English Scholars (2nd ed. 1951).

B.LJ. (A.N.W.)

Somoza Munoz, Jos£ (Piedrahita, Avila 20 X
1781 ; ^ibid, 4 X 1852), Spanish poet and essayist;

friend ofthefamousDuchess ofAlba, ofMelendez*
Vald6s, Quintana* and Jovellanos*. In 1829 he
retired to his family castle. He wrote some very
fine sonnets in pre-Romantic style and excellent

prose descriptions of 18th-century Spain, many
of them masterpieces of their kind.

Obras en prosa y verso (ed. J. R. Lomba, 1904);

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXVII.

E. Ochoa, Apuntes para una biblioteca de

escritores espaholes contempordneos (Paris, 1840).

R.M.N.

Snnderby, Knud (*Esbjerg 10 VII 1909; ool940

Ingeborg Marie Johansen; fThy 8 VIII 196^
Danish essayist, novelist and playwright. His first

book concerns a young group of sophisticated,

promiscuous bourgeois; but behind this anti-

sentimental fagade they are sensitive and embar-

rassed. Being a remarkably fine stylist he cultivated

the artistic essay, writing some of the finest

Danish prose of his generation. Among his plays

En Kvinde er overfiedig (1942; ‘A Woman Too
Many’, tr. A. I. Roughton in Contemporary Danish

Plays, 1955) is particularly outstanding.

novels: Midt i en Jazztid (1931); To Mennesker

modes (1932); En Kvinde er overflodig (1935); De
kolde Flammer (1940); Den usynlige Hcer (1945).—

essays: Gronlandsk Sommer (1941); Forsvundne

Somre (1946); Hvidtjornen (1950); Gensyn med
Havet (1958); Samlede Essays (1961); De bid

Glimt (1964); De danske Havne (1969); Danmark^

skortet (1970).—plays: Krista (1947); Hjertets

Renhed (1949); Kvindernes Opror (1955); Gardin

for dbent Vindue (1969).

Tingene, K, S, in memoriam (1966). E.B.

Sop, Nikola (*Jajce 19 VIII 1904), Croatian poet

and classical scholar. His earlier works include

translations of Latin classics and of poems in

Latin by early Croatian poets. His intimate, sub-

jective lyrics, sometimes introducing Jesus as a

simple man in everyday life, have great appeal.

Among his more recent works are longer ‘space

poems* describing people living and drifting in

space, and dramas which have been successfully

broadcast.

Pjesme siromaSnog sina (1926); Isus i moja sjena

(1934); Tajanstvena prela (1943); Kucice u svemiru

(1957; ‘Cottages in Space’, tr. B. Brusar and W. H.

Auden in Encounter, 1969); Astralije (1961);

Nedohod(1969).

A. Buttler-Moscon, ‘N. S., ein Dichter aus

Bosniens Konigstadt* in Neue Ordnung, CLXIX

(1944). V.J.

Sophocles (*Athens 497/496; ^ibid, 406/405 b.c.),

Athenian tragic poet. He wrote 123 plays ^d
won 18 victories at the City Dionysia, the festival

at which three tragedians competed annually pre-

senting four plays each. The fourth play was

norm^y a satyr play; papyrus fragments of half

a Sophoclean satyr play, Icfmeutai, were discovered

in 1907. Seven tragedies survive complete and

short fragments of many other plays. Sophocles

also wrote paeans and elegies, and a prose treatise

On the Chorus, He won his first tragic victory in

468 with Triptolemus, Of the extant plays Ajax

and Antigone are probably the earliest; Philoctetes

(409) and Oedipus Coloneus (produced posthu-
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mously in 401) are the latest. Trachiniae and
Oedipus Tyrannus may be placed between 435

and 425, and Electra some years later. Sophocles

increased the actors in tragedy from two to three

and the chorus from twelve to fifteen. All the

extant plays are complete in themselves, but

Sophocles probably wrote at least one connected

trilogy, Telepheia, in his earliest period. He served

as general with Pericles in 441/440, and as treasurer

of the Athenian empire; he was intimately in-

volved in the cult of the medical god Asclepius

and honoured as a hero of the cult after his death.

Neither Aeschylus* nor Euripides* played such a

prominent part in civic life; Sophocles, who came
from a wealthy family, was at home among the

leading statesmen and intellectuals of the Athenian

enlightenment. By his contemporaries he was
judged to be a man of serene temperament, and
modem scholars have often held that his work
displays a conservative attitude, especially towards

religion. His characters rarely express ideas as

challenging as those favoured by Euripides, but his

plays display a subtle and sometimes sympathetic

awareness of new beliefs about man and society.

Oracles provide part of the dramatic framework in

many of the plays. But the gods almost never speak

or interfere directly. Sometimes Sophocles poses

a fundamental moral dilemma, as in Antigone

where the heroine’s principles condSict with the

laws of the state, or in Philoctetes which raises

sharply a problem of bad means employed for

good ends. Such issues, in Sophoclean tragedy,

arise directly from the dramatic situation in which

he places his leading characters, outstanding and
passionate individuals like Oedipus and Electra,

who are too proud and high-principled to accept

the security which weaker personalities otFer them.

Sophocles’ characters are a little larger than life-

size, as Aristotle* said the tragic hero should be,

but they are more recognizable as people than

those of Aeschylus, and the chorus plays a much
less significant part. Sometimes it gives a lyrical

commentary on the preceding action, heightening

an atmosphere of fear or hope; it may overtly

side with the main character {Electra, Ajax) or

change sides in the course of the play {Antigone),

The structure and outcome of the plays vary

considerably. In Antigone, Ajax and Trachiniae

the chief character dies long before the end and
the remaining action is devoted to the fortunes of

characters responsible in some way for the hero-

(ine)’$ death. Oedipus Tyrannus slowly reveals the

downfall of a great man who dominates the

action throughout. In the remaining plays the

main characters defeat their enemies before the

final outcome but the trials through which they

have to pass make the audience fear for their

well-being which is assured only after it seemed
impossible. Pathos, pessimism, human folly and
grandeur, the terrifying network of destiny, and
circumstances only imperfectly understood by
men, these are the attitudes and material of

Sophocles’ tragedies. They are works of the
hipest art, expressed in a poetic style which is

refined, deeply moving and perfectly adapted to

the thought. Sophocles* dramatic greatness has
never been questioned, and in the 20th century
he has inspired the work of Cocteau*, Anouilh*
and Stravinsky.

editions: a. C. Pearson (1923); A. Mazon and
P. Dain (1955-60; with Fr. tr.); A. C. Pearson,
The Fragments of S. (1917; with comm.); D. L.
Page, Greek Literary Papyri (1942).--commen-
tary: R. C. Jebb (1896-1908; with tr.).—trans-
lations: In The Complete Greek Tragedies (ed.

R. Lattimore and D. Grene, 1959); G. G. A.
Murray (1911^8); E. F. Watling (1947-53).

C. M. Bowra, Sophoclean Tragedy (1944); K.
Reinhardt, 5. (1948); C. H. Whitman, .S'. (1951);

A. J. A. Waldock, S. the Dramatist (1952); G. M.
Kirkwood, A Study of Sophoclean Drama (1958);

B. Knox, The Heroic Temper (1963); A. A. Long,
Language and Thought in S, (1968); T. B. L.

Webster, An Introduction to S, (2nd ed. 1969).

A.A.L.

Sophron {ft, Syracuse, second half 5th century

B.C.), Greek mime-writer, whose ‘Men’s Mimes*
and ‘Women’s Mimes’ in rhythmical prose

established a literary form for presenting scenes

and characters from everyday life. He was widely

read in antiquity and much admired by Plato*;

his literary influence, though attested for Theo-
critus*, remains indeterminable.

G. Kaibel, Comicorum Graecorum fragmenta,

I (1899; repr, with adds 1958); A. Olivieri,

Frammenti della commedia greca, II (2nd ed.

1947; with Ital. comm.); D. L. Page, Greek
Literary Papyri, I (3rd ed. 1950).

G. Norwood, Greek Comedy (1931); M. Pinto

Colombo, 7/ mimo di Sofrone e di Senarco (1934);

A. S. F. Gow, Theocritus (2nd ed. 1952).

E.W.H.

Sophronius (Damascus; t638). Patriarch of

Jerusalem (634), Byzantine hagiographer, poet and
and homilist; friend of John* Moschus whose
work he completed and published. He wrote

against the Monotheletes, as weU as sermons and
poetry for Church festivals. The Vita Mariae

Aegyptiacae appears to have been wrongly attri-

buted to him. IBs Vita SS, Cyri et loannis survives.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, LXXXVII, 3 (1860;

with Lat. tr.); B. Altaner, Patrologie (Freiburg,

1960).

Th. Nissen, ‘Sophronios-Studien’ in Byzan-

tinische Zeitschrift, XXXVII (1937) and X>bQX
(1939). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Sorbul, Mihail, pseud, of M. Smolsky (*Boto§ani

1885; tBucharest 1966), Rumanian playwright,

author of over 20 plays, the best of which are

Letopi§eti (1908), a historical play in verse.
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Patima ro?ie (191Q, a somewhat sensational

drama whose heroine spurns one lover out of

wounded pride and shoots another to assert her

superiority over him, and Dezertorul (1919), a

tragi-comedy of marital honour set in the petit-

bourgeois world of the Bucharest periphery, and

precariously poised between dignity and farce.

The plays are well constructed and theatrically

effective. Sorbul also wrote novels, which are

negligible.

Teatru (2 vols, intro. FI. Tomea, 1956).—^E.

Lovinescu, Critice, III and IV (rev. eds 1927,

1928) ;
T. Vianu, Jurnal (1961). F.J.B.

SordelOlo) di Goito (Jl, c. 1225-70), Provenfal

troubadour, bom near Mantua of an impoverished

noble Italian family. Compromised by his abduc-

tion of Countess Cunizza da Romano, the wife

of his own overlord, the Duke of San Bonifazio,

he fled to Treviso, then to Spain and Portugal. In

Provence he won the favour of Blacatz and of

Barral de Baux, the Lords of Marseilles; Anally

of Charles of Anjou, whom he followed in 1266

to Italy and who granted him a fief in the Abruzzi.

His poetry is as varied as his career. His cansos

(Tamor have little of the originality of his sirventes

and of the famous, impassioned and deeply

moving planh on the death of Blacatz, whom the

poet reckons amongst the bravest hearts. Dante*
made Sordel the immortal symbol of Italian

patriotism (Purg., 6).

C. De Lollis, Vita e poesie di S. di G. (1896; 2nd
ed. 1969); G. Bertoni, ‘Nuove rime di S. di G.’ in

Giornale storico della lett. ital., XXXVIII (1901)

and I trovatori d'Italia (1915); M. Boni, S'., Le
poesie (1954).

G. Bertoni and A. Jeanroy, ‘Un duel po6tique

au Xllle siecle’ in Annales du Midi, XXVIII
(1916); J. Salvat, ‘S., troubadour italien du Xllle

si^le’ and ‘L’ort dels trobaires, Le “Planh” de S.’

in Le Gai Saber, CCXCVII (1961).

R.R.B. (K.R.)

Sorel, Charles, Sieur de Souvigny (Paris c.

1600; ^ibid. V HI 1674), French novelist, dis-

tinguished by the humorous realism of his work,
which easily turned to parody. His Histoire

comique de Francion is a picaresque novel, des-

cribing often fantastic adventures in low society.

His Berger extravagant (1627) parodies d’Urf6*s*

VAstree; in this early ‘burlesque’ work a young
Parisian merchant, novel-sated and love-sick,

turns shepherd on the banks of the real Seine.

The influence of Don Quixote is perceptible.

La vraie histoire comique de Francion (1623; ed.

E. Roy, 4 vols, 1924-31).

E. Roy, C, S. (1891); A. Adam, Histoire de la

litterature frangaise au XVIIe siicle, I (1949);

F. E. Sutcliffe, Le realisme de C. S. (1965),

G.B.

Sorel, Georges (Cherbourg 2 XI 1847*

tBoulogne-sur-Seine 30 VIII 1922), French
political writer. An engineer who devoted all his

intellectual strength to extolling the working class

in contrast to the decadent bourgeoisie, Sorel was
at first Marxist, but later split away from the

parties of the Left which he condemned for their

‘reformism’ and preached revolutionary violence.

His Reflexions sur la violence (1908; Eng. tr. T. E.

Hulme, 1916; with intro, by E. A. Shils, 1950)

had some influence upon political extremists,

notably Mussolini* who recognized Sorel as his

master, and even Lenin*.

La ruine du monde antique (1898); Introduction

d Veconomic moderne (1903); Les illusions L
progris (1908); La decomposition du Marxism
(1908; tr. in 1. L. Horowitz, Radicalism and

Revolt Against Reason, 1961); Matdriaux pourune
theorie du proletariat (1919).

G. Pirou, G. S. (1927); P. Lasserre, G. S,\

theoricien de Vimperialisme (1928); R. Humphrey,
G. jS. (1951); P. Andreu, Notre maitre Monsieur

S. (1953); M. Curtis, Three Against the Third

Republic (1959); I. L. Horowitz, Radicalism and

Revolt Against Reason (1961); G. Goriely, h
pluralisme dramatique de G. S. (1962); J. E
Meisel, The Genesis of G. S. (1966). M.G.

Sorensen, Villy (Frederiksberg 13 I 1929),

Danish short-story writer and essayist. He studid

philosophy and psychology at Copenhagen and

Freiburg and is influenced by Andersen*, Kierke-

gaard*, Nietzsche* and Kafka*—and has written

about all of them. He has written three volumes

of highly original tales.

SHORT stories: Scere Historier (1953; Strar^e

Stories, tr. M. Neiiendam, 1956); Ufarlige His^

torier (1955); Formynderfortcellinger (1964).—

essays: Digters og Dcemoner (1959); Hverken^

eller (1961); Nietzsche (1963); Kafkas Digtning

(1968); Mellem Fortid og Fremtid (1969).

Th. Bredsdorff, Scere Fortcellere (1967). E.B.

Sorescu, Marin (Bulze§ti 1936), Rumanian poet.

After reading philology at Ia§i University he

joined the staff of the review Luceaf^rul pd then

went to work as a script-writer in the fitai industry.

The cynicism, sarcasm and macabre humour of

his verse, with its blunt and forthright style,

conveys the stark reality of modem life and

makes him one of the most original, if contro-

versial, figures in post-war Rumanian poetry.

Singur printre poefi (1964); Poeme (1965);

Moartea Ceasului (1966); Tineretea lui Don

Quijote (1968); Unde fugim de acasd (1968);

Tugifi (1970); O aripd §i un picior (1970).—N.

Manolescu, ‘Cronica literara* in Contemporanul

(21 Aug. 1970); G. Calinescu, ‘Cronica optimis-

tului’, ibid. (23 Oct. 1970). D.J.D.

Sorge, Reinhard Johannes (Berlin-Rixdorf 29

1
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1892; tAblaincourt on the Somme 20 VII 1916),

German playwright and poet. Enthusiasm for

the philosophy of Nietzsche* and the plays of

Strindberg* led him, aged 19, to write the first

drama of German literary expressionism—

Bettler, eine dramatische Sendung (1912). It was

a prototype in its humanistic pathos, use of

character types, loose structure. He believed in

the poet as prophet and the stage as pulpit. Mystic

visions led in 1913 to his conversion to Catholic-

ism. The war and his death cut short his preparation

for the priesthood and experiments in religious

drama.

Werke (3 vols, 1962-67).

M. Rockenbach, R, /. S, (1923); S. M. Sorge,

R, J, 5., Unser Weg (1927); H. Grossrieder,

S.s ^Bettler^ (1939); E. Kawa, R. /. S. (1949);

W. Hiillen, ‘Der Expressionismus und R. J. S.*

in Begegnung, V (1950). K.P.

Soseki: see Natsume Soseki.

Soto de Rojas, Pedro (Granada 1585; ^Ibid.

1658), Spanish poet. He was a canon at Granada

cathedral. He admired G6ngora* under whose

influence he wrote a poem called ‘Paradise shut

to the many, gardens open to the few’ (1652). His

earlier works are less bizarre. He was the most

talented of G6ngora’s imitators.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XLII; G. Diego,

Antologia poitica en honor de Gdngora (1927);

Obras (ed. A. Gallego Morell, 1950).

A. Gallego Morell, P. 5, de R. (1948); E.

Orozco Diaz, Introduccidn a un poema barroco

granadino (De las ^Soledades* gongorinas al

^Paraiso ’ de S. de R.) (1955). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Souda Lexicon: see Suidas,

Soupault, Philippe (*Chaville 2 VIII 1897),

French poet and novelist. Soupault was one of

the founders of surrealism. In collaboration with

Breton* he wrote Les champs magnetiques (1920),

and, later, on his own, a nuinber of poems,

influenced by Apollinaire*, in which he made use

of a technique based on dream-fantasy. His

novels, which are traditional in form, describe

the social and moral disintegration of the years

1920-30.

verse: Westwego (1922); Georgia (1924);

Poesies completes (1937).—novels: Les frkres

Durandeau (1924); Le grand homme (1929),

—

essays: Labiche (1946); Lautreamont (1946).

H. J. Dupuy, P. 5. (1957). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Soiister, Raymond (Toronto, Ontario 15 1 1921;

001947 Rosalia Lena Geralde), Canadian poet

and editor, whose best work is characterized by

epigrammatic and often ironic observations on

aspects of urban life.

Dream That Is Dying (1945); City Hall Street

(1951); Walking Death (1954); Local Pride (1962);

Colour of the Times (1964).

L. Dudek, ‘Groundhog among the stars* in

Canad. Lit, XXn (1964). R.Su.

Soutar, William (Perth 28 IV 1898; fBid. 15

X 1943), Scottish poet. He joined the Navy in

1916, but was at Edinburgh University 1919-23.

Spinal trouble, the result of war-time food

poisoning, confined him to bed for the rest of

his life. He wrote extensively in Scots and English.

His most characteristic poems are those in Scots

for children; they combine simple rhythm, a full-

blooded dialect and quaint humour.

Seeds in the Wind (1933; rev. 1943); The

Solitary Way (1934); Brief Words (1935); Poems

in Scots (1935); A Handful of Earth (193Q;

Riddles in Scots (1937); In the Time of Tyrants

(1939); But the Earth Abideth (1943); The Expec-

tant Silence (1944).^—Collected Poems (ed. H.

MacDiarmid, 1948); Poems in Scots and English

(ed. W. R. Aitken, 1961).— ofa DyingMan
(ed. A. Scott, 1954).

A. Scott, 5//// Xi/fe (1958).

G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

South, Robert (London 4 K 1634; ^ibid. 8

VI 1716), English preacher. Less urbane than

Tillotson*, South in his ‘witty’ preaching smooth^

away nevertheless much of the turgid ‘wit’ of his

Renaissance predecessors.

W. F. Mitchell, English Pulpit Oratory (1932);

I. Simon, Three Restoration Divines (1967); James

Sutherland, English Literature of the Late 17th

Century (1969). G.K.H.

Southern, Terry (Alvarado, Texas I V 1928;

001958 Carol Kaufman), American novelist. Best

known for his parody of a pornographic novel

Candy (1958), and his effective screenplay Dr

Strangelove (1963). His black comedy shows a

professional glibness and lack of depth, to borrow

his own phrase, mere Flash and Filigree (1958).

fiction: The Magic Christian (1959).—-screen-

plays: The Loved One (1963; with Christopher

Isherwood); Easy Rider (1968); End of the Road

(\96Z),^Writers in Revolt (anthol.; ed., with

Alexander Trocchi; 1960). G.A.K.

Southeme, Thomas (Oxmanstown, Dublin 1660;

tLondon 26 V 1746), Irish dramatist. He was

educated at Dublin and Oxford Universities;

studied law in London, where he met Diyden*

,

who encouraged him and wrote the prologue for

his first play. Among his plays are The Fatal

Marriage (1694) and Oronooko (1696), adapted

from the novel by Mrs Aphra Behn*. These are

generally shallow, though they were very success-

ful in their day.
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Plays (3 vols, 1774).—J. W. Dodds, T. S,:

Dramatist (1933). E.T.W.

Southey, Robert (*Bristol 12 Vni 1774; ool795

Edith Flicker, ool839 Caroline Bowles; tKeswick

21 III 1843), English poet and prose-writer who,

after sharing Coleridge’s* early Pantisocratic

ardours at Oxford, settled at Greta Hall, Keswick,

to a life of literary hard labour. In 1813 he was

made poet laureate. A daring metrical experi-

menter in his day, he wrote long narrative poems
in unrhymed or intricately-rhymed stanzas and

in blank verse. His laureate Vision of Judgement

(1821) provoked Byron’s* satire of the same title.

Poetical Works (coll, by himself; 10 vols,

1837-38).—NARRATIVE VERSE.* Thalaba the Des^

troyer (2 vols, 1801); Modoc (2 vols, 1805);

Curse of Kehama (1810).—prose: Letters from
England: by Don Manuel Alvarez Espriella (3 vols,

1807); Ufe of Nelson (2 vols, 1813); Life and
Correspondence (ed. C. Southey, 6 vols, 1849-50);

New Letters ofS* (ed. K. Curry, 2 vols, 1965).

E. Dowden, S, (1874); J. Simmons, S, (1945);

G. D. Camall, S. and His Age (1960).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Southwell, Robert (*1561; tTybum 1595),

English poet. Studying abroad, Southwell became
a Jesuit (1578) and a priest (1584). After practising

as a priest in England (1586-92), he was executed

as a traitor. Southwell’s devotional prose is

somewhat mannered, but the simple diction and
bold conceits of his best poetry anticipate the

Metaphysical style, especially that of Crashaw*.

Saint Peters Complaynt (1595); Mceonice (1595);

A Foure-Fould Meditation of the foure last things

(1606; ed. C. Edmonds, 1895); S, Peters Complaint

and Saint Mary Magdalens Funerall Teares (St.

Omer, 1616).-^Poetical Works (ed. W. B. Turn-
bull, 1856); Complete Poems (ed. A. B. Grosart,

1872); The Book ofR, S, (ed. C. M. Hood, 1926);

The Poems of R, S, (ed. J, H. Macdon^d and
N. P. Brown, 1967).—prose: Marie Magdalens
funerall teares (1594); The Triumphs over Death

(1595); An Humble Supplication to Her Majestie

(1595); A short Rule of Good Life (?London,

1598); An Epistle of Comfort (Paris, 71604).

—

Prose Works (ed. W. J. Walter, 1828).

A. Possoz, Vie du Pire S, (186Q; M. Praz,

‘R. S.’s St Petefs Complaint and its Italian

source’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., XIX (1924); R. A.
Morton, An Appreciation of R, S, (1929); P.

Janelle, R, S. the Writer (Clermont-Ferrand,

1935); C. Devlin, The Life of R S,, Poet and
Martyr (1956). W.A.A.

Sova, ANTONfN (Pacov 26 n 1864; ^ibid, 16

Vni 1928), Czech poet and novelist. One of the

foremost Gzedi poets of the early 20th century,

Sova replaced the rhetorical style of Vrchlick^
and Cedh* by lyrical poetry of a subtler texture,

using both free and stanzaic metrical structures

to convey the impressions of an intense personal
experience. His contribution to the development
of the Czech poetic language was considerable.

Spisy (20 vols, 1936-38; crit. ed. 1959 ff.).

L. N. Zvefina, A, S,, studie jeho bdsnickiho

vfvoje (1919); F. X. Saida in Duse a dilo (1913).

R.A.

Sower, Christoph(er): see Sauer, Christoph.

Soya, Carl Erik Martin (*Copenhagen 30 X
1896; 001919 Esther Saettem, ool925 Agnes
Augusta Zaar), Danish playwright, novelist and

short-story writer. He is a prolific and versatile

writer of witty short stories, of satirical plays, and

of one important novel, Min Farmors Hus (1943;

Grandmother's House, tr. C. Hansen, 1966).

His best achievement is the dramatic trilogy which

he wrote between 1940 and 1944, in which, like

Ibsen*, he poses the problems without solving

them. But it is his technique and his dialogue

which are fascinating, very rarely his ideas.

plays: Parasitterne (1929); Hvem er jeg?

(1932); Den leende Jomfru (1934); Lord Nelson

Icegger Figenbladet (1934); Umbabumba (1935);

Chas (1938); Brudstykker af et Monster (1940);

To Traade (1943 ; ‘Two Threads’, tr. P. N.Furbank

and E. Bredsdorif in Contemporary Danish Plays,

1955); 30 Aars Henstand (1944); Trois nocturnes

(1946); Efter (1947); Frit Valg (1948); Love med

korset (1950; ‘Lion With Corset’, tr. B. Knudsen

in Five Modern Scandinavian Plays, 1971); I den

lyse Nat (1956); Petersen i Dodsriget (1957);

Vraggods (1965); Brevet—^t Levnedslob (196Q;

To Komedier (1966); Familien Kristensen (1970).—

novels: En Geest (1941); Sytten (3 vols, 1953-54;

Seventeen, tr. C. Malmberg, 1961).—short

stories: Ganske almindelige Mennesker (1930); hg
kunde nemt ta' 100 Kroner (1931); Smaa venlige

Smaafisk (1940); Hvis Tilvcerelsen keder Dem

(1952); Blodrodt og Blegrodt (1955); Fra mt

Spejlkabinet (1956); Vintergeekken (1956); Trylle^

doren (1957); Tilegnet Boccaccio (1959); Potteskdr

(1970).

O. Lundbo, S, (1944); Festskrift til S. (1946);

N. B. Wamberg, S. (1966). EJB.

Soyinka, Wole (*Abeokuta, Nigeria, 13 Vn
1934), Nigerian dramatist, poet and novdist.

Soyinka graduated from University Colley

Ibadan, and Leeds University. He worked wiA

the Royal Court Theatre, returned to Nigma in

1960, formed two theatre groups, was imprisoned

during the dvil war, and is now Director of

drama, Ibadan University.

An inventive and exuberant writer, his African

themes and adaptations of Yoruba speech have

brought him world-wide recognition as a dramatist

who owes as much to African as to Europe^

traditions in his analysis of man’s relationship
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with his fellows, the past, and life and death, as

in The Road and the poem Idanre. Soyinka’s

earnest social commitment has shown both in

his actions and in his plays, poems, and the

angry, but sprawling, novel The Interpreters (1965).

plays: Three Plays (1963); Five Plays (1964);

The Road (1965) ; KongVs Harvest (1967) ; Madmen
and Specialists (1971).

—

Idanre and Other Poems
(1967); The Forest ofa Thousand Daemons (1968;

tr. of D. O. Fagunwa’s* novel Ogboju gd^ ninu

igbo irmmalg, 1938). A.R.

Sozomenus, Salamanes Hermeias (*Bethelia nr

Gaza; fl, first half 5th century), Greek historian,

advocate in Constantinople. He wrote two works

on Church history, of which only the second,

treating events from 324 to 425, survives. Largely

dependent on Socrates* Scholasticus, Sozomenus
is less critical and gives much space to anecdote

and legend.

The Ecclesiastical History of S. (ed. R. Hussey
and J. Barrow, 3 vols, 1860); Migne, Patrologia

Graeca, LXVII (1859; with Lat. tr.).—Tr. C. D.
Hartranft (1891).

G. Schoo, Die Qiiellen des Kirchenhistorikers 5.

(1911). R.B.

Spaak, Paul (*Brussels 5 VII 1870; ool894 Marie
Janson; ^ibid. 8 V 1936), Belgian dramatist, poet

and critic. Love of Flanders pervades all his work.

His lyric masterpiece, Kaatje (1908), is a stage

transposition of Flemish genre painting.

plays: a Damme en Flandre (1912); Baldus et

Josina (1912).

—

averse: Voyages vers mon pays

(1907); Poemes (1937).

—

criticism: Vhistoire

lUtiraire (1902). B.M.W.

Spagnoli, Giovan Battista: see Mantovano,
Battista.

Spangenberg, Cyriacus (*Nordhausen 7 VI 1528;

fStrasbourg 10 II 1604), German moralist and
poet. Lutheran pastor, friend of Luther* and
Melanchthon* he wrote moralizing tracts, ser-

mons and chronicles. His hymns and dramas are

still read with interest and respect.

Formularbuchlein (1555; ed. H. Rembe, 1897);

Christliches Gesangsbuchlein (1568); Mansfeldische

Chronica (1572; ed. E. Leers and C. Ruhlmann,
2 vols, 1912-13); Von dem Cananeischen Weiblein

(play; 1589); Briefwechsel (ed. H. Rembe, 1887).

J. G. Leuckfeld, C. S, (1712); W. Herrmann,
‘Die Lutherpredi^en des C. S.* in Mansfelder

Blatter, XXXDC (1935). D.G.D.

Spark, Muriel (*Edinburgh 1918; ool937 [o/o]),

novelist and critic, who writes with a wry wit

and a cool detached air. After a number of critical

studies—Mary Shelley* Emily Bronte*, John
Masefield*—and editions of the letters of first

two (partly in collaboration with Derek Stanford),
the novels began with Memento Mori (1959).

Collected Poems, I (1967).— Ballad of
Peckham Rye (1960); The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie (1961); The Girls of Slender Means (1963);
The Public Image (1968).

D. Stanford, M. S. (1963); K. Malkoflf, M. S,

(1968). W.R.A.

Spedding, James (*Mirehouse, Cumberland 26 VI
1808; tLondon 9 HI 1881), English man of
letters whose devoted labours in re-evaluating

Bacon’s* life and editing his works were described

by Carlyle* as the ‘hugest and faithfullest bit of
literary navvy work in this generation*.

Evenings with a Reviewer (an examination of
Macaulay’s essay on Bacon; with Life by G. S.

Venables, 1848); ed., Bacon's Works (7 vols,

1857-59); Bacon's Letters and Life (7 vols, 1861-

74).

H. K. Baker, Bacon's Vindication (1939; on
J. S.’s Evenings with a Reviewer). R.M.H.

Speed, John (*Farringdon, Cheshire 1552; ool582

?Susanna; QLondon 28 VII 1629), English his-

torian and cartographer. Speed was brought up
as a tailor, but about 1608 began to publish

maps of various counties in England and Wales.

He was encouraged by Camden*, Cotton* and
others of the Society of Antiquaries, of which he
became a member, to write The Historie of Great
Britaine (1611).

Theatre of the Empire of Great Britaine (maps;

1611); Genealogies recorded in Sacred Scripture

(n.d. [1640]). J.B.B.

Spee Yon Langenfeld, Friedrich (*Kaiserworth

25 II 1591; tTrier 17 VHI 1635), German poet,

entered the Society of Jesus in 1610. He was
appointed confessor to persons convicted of

witchcraft in the diocese of Wurzburg (1627) and
in two years had to escort to the stake 200 persons

of whose innocence he was convinced. On leaving

Wurzburg he published anonymously his Cautio

Criminalis (1631), the first successful work against

the persecution of witches. He is one of the few

Jesuit poets of the period who have not left a

single drama. His work was lyrical and his

Trutznachtigall (pub. 1649), with its sincere mys-

tical piety, its spiritual pastoral game vdth the

‘spouse of Jesus’ and its popular and neat,

though un-Opitzian, rhythms, has both charm

and power. It appealed to Frie^ch Schlegel* and

Clemens Brentano*

Cautio criminalis (Ger. tr. J. F. Ritter, 1939);

TrutZ’-Nachtigall (crit. ed. G. O. Arlt, 1936);

GuMenes Tugendbuch (1649; crit. ed. A. Weinrich,

1908); Sdmtliche Schriften (ed. E. Rosenfeld, 3

vols, 1960 ff.).

0. HOlscher, F. S. von L, (1871); H. Cardauns,
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F, von S. (1884); J. B. Diel, F. von S. (1901); J.

Julian, Dictionary of Hymnology (rev. ed. 1907);

J. Schoenenberg, Die Metrik S.s (diss. Marburg,

1911); W. Kosch, F. S, (1921); 1. Martens, ‘Die

Natur in den Dichtungen S.s* in Euphorion,

XXVI (1925); V. Moser, ‘S.s Lautlehre* in Zschr.

fur dt. Philol., XLVI (1914); A. Heusler, Deutsche

Versgeschichte, III (1927); E. Schroder, ‘S.s Cautio

Criminalist in Literaturwiss. Jahrb. der Gorres-

gesellschaft, III (1928); H. Zwetsloot, F. von S, iind

die Hexenprozesse (1954); Eric Jacobsen, Die

Metamorphosen der Liebe (1954); P. Reilly, ‘Notes

on F, S.’s Cautio Criminalis* in Mod. Lang.

Review, LI (1956); Emmy Rosenfeld, F. S. von L.

(1958) and Neue Studien zur Lyrik F. von S. (1963)

;

J. B. Neveux, ‘F. von S. et la society de son temps’

in fitudes Germaniques, XIX (1964). L.W.F.

Spegel, Hakvin (*Ronneby 14 VI 1645; fWppsala
17 IV 1714), Swedish Archbishop, poet and

scholar. After travelling abroad, Spegel was made
court preacher in 1671. In 1685 he became Bishop

of Skara, in 1691 of Linkoping, and in 1711

Archbishop of Sweden. He wrote many hymns
and much religious poetry, as well as religious

history, and was a well-known philologist.

Guds werk och hwila (1685; religious epic);

Thet dppna och tillslutna Paradiset (1705), Thet

dtervundna Paradiset (1711; both paraphrases of

Milton); Glossarium Sveogothicum (1712).

—

Atskil-

liga poetiska skriffter (ed. C. F. Broucman, 1745;

incomplete).

H. W. Tottie, 5. som kateket och homilet (1890);

J. Helander, 5.*j liv och gSrning intill 1693

(1899); B. Olsson, S^s Guds Werk och Hwila

(1963). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K. p.S.)

Spelman, Sir Henry (*Congham, Norfolk 1564;

0014 IV 1590 Eleanor L’Estrange; QLondon 14

X 1641), English ecclesiastical lawyer, historian,

M.P. and antiquary. He was interested particularly

in Church history and the history of legal terms,

De non temerandis ecclesiis (1613); Concilia^

Decreta, Leges, Constitutiones, in Re Ecclesiarum

orbis Britamici (1639; 1664); Of the Law Terms

(1684). J.B.B.

Spence, Joseph (*Kingsclere 25 IV 1699; tByfleet

20 VIII 1768), English anecdotist and man of

letters, A friend of Pope*, he recorded conversa-

tion of him and his circle and left a collection,

Anecdotes, used by Johnson*, Malone* and others

before its publication in 1820 by John Murray and
S. W. Singer simultaneously (Singer’s, with a

memoir, is the better). R.M.H.

An Essay on Pope^s Odyssey: in which some
particular Beauties and Blemishes of that work are

considered (1726); Polymetis: or an Enquiry con-

cerning the agreement between the Works of the

Roman Poets and the Remains of the Antient

Artists (1747).

—

Observations, Anecdotes and Cha.
racters of Books and Men (ed. J. M. Osborn 2

vols, 1966).

O. Ruffhead, Life of Pope (1769); A. Wright
/. S, A Critical Biography (1950).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Spencer, Herbert (*Derby 27 IV 1820; fBrighton

8 XII 1903), English philosopher whose main
work, A System of Synthetic Philosophy (1862),

aimed at co-ordinating in one vast design, ani-

mated by a single first principle, the complete

knowledge of his age. A railway engineer by early

training, with short periods at other professions,

Spencer’s appointment in 1848 as sub-editor of

The Economist gave scope to his real bent. The
extreme individualism of his Social Statics (1851)

brought him fame that was considerably widened

by his Education (1861), advocating the claims of

science in schools. In 1860 he issued the pro-

gramme of his Synthetic Philosophy, the separate

works of which, on biology, sociology, psychology

and ethics took him until 1896. Attuned to the

evolutionary outlook of the later 19th century, his

philosophy was acclaimed by the English-speal^g

world.

Essays, scientific, political and speculative (3

vols, 1858-74); Principles ofBiology (2 vols, 1864-

67); Principles of Psychology (2 vols, 1870-72);

Principles ofSociology (3 vols, 1876-96); Principles

of Ethics (2 vols, 1879-93); The Man versus the

State (1884); Factors of Organic Evolution (1887);

Autobiography (2 vols, 1904).

D. Duncan, Life and Letters ofH. 5. (with full

biblio.; 1908).—J. A. Thomson, H. S. (1906);

E, Ferri, Socialisme et science positive (1934); J.

Rumney, H. SJs Sociology (with biblio; 1934);

R. C. K, Ensor, Some Reflections on H, S.'s

Doctrine (1946); J. Burrow in Evolution and

Society (1966). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Spender, Stephen (*London 28 II 1909; c3ol936

Agnes Marie Inez Pearn, ool941 Natasha Litvin),

English poet. In the 1930s he was one of the

‘modern poets’, who, professing Communism,

set out to revitalize the form and substance of

poetry. His humanity, tender percipience and

delicate imagery have given a poignant beauty to

much of his early and more mature verse, and his

development continues.

verse: Twenty Poems (1930); Poems (1933);

Vienna (1934); Poems for Spain (1939); The Stdl

Centre (1939); Ruins and Visions (1942); Poems of

Dedication (1947); The Edge ofBeing (1949); The

Generous Days (1971).

—

^fiction: The Burning

Cactus (1936); The Backward Son (1940).—

criticism: The Destructive Element (1935); The

Creative Element (1953); The Struggle of the

Modem (1963); The Year of the Young Rebels

(l969).’^World Within World (zxxtohiog.; 1951).

Dilys Powell, Descent From Parnassus (1934);
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R. A. Scott-James, Fifty Years of English Litera-

ture, 1900-1950 (1951); A. Ross, Poetry 1945-1950

(1951). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Spengler, Oswald (*Blankenburg 29 V 1880;

tMunich 8 V 1936), German philosopher. His

major work. The Decline of the West, is an
attempt to present a universal history; according

to it all civilizations have a life-cycle corresponding

to any other living organism. They are bom, they

mature, and they must die. With a wealth of

illustration from the past Spengler tries to prove

his case. In spite of glaring inaccuracies and
exaggerations the book has undoubtedly an
imaginative scope of vast dimensions so that he
has been the foremost and most influential of

German philosophers in modem Europe. In his

later writings he laboured the point that Man
has become the slave of his mind, and what he
would prefer to intellectual solutions of our pre-

dicament is a relapse to simpler, more primitive

forms of life. In Man and the Machine Age he
urges men to resemble as much as possible "the

beast of prey* as being the highest form of free

life. It has nothing to do with reason or expediency

and still less with sentiments of pity or a desire

for peace. The whole content and meaning of life

derives from danger and war, and this constitutes

the highest human activity. In his last book he
prophesied two centuries of world wars and
stated once again his view of history: a play of

forces in which one factor alone remains decisive

—power; the rest is talk, morality, day-dreaming,

ideology.

Der Vntergang des Abendlandes (2 vols, 1919-

22; Eng, tr. C. F. Atkinson, 1926-28); Preussen-

turn und Socialismus (1920); Der Mensch und die

Technik (1931 ; Eng, tr. C. F. Atkinson, 1932) ; Jahre

der Entscheidung (1933; The Hour of Decision, tr.

idem, 1934); Urfragen (1965); Fruhzeit der Welt-

geschichte (incl. biblio.; 1966); Selected Essays

(1967).

H. S. Hughes, O. 5. (New York and London,

1952); E. Stutz, O, S,alspolitischer Denker 1X95%)',

A. Bdtzer, (9. S,s Bedeutung fur die Gegenwart

(1959). K.W.M.

Spenser, Edmund (*London c. 1552; oo71579

Machabyas ?Chylde, ool594 Elizabeth Boyle;

liibid. 13 I 1599), English poet. Spenser’s literary

career began early with translations from Petrarch*

and Du* Bellay, and at Cambridge (1569-76) he
found in Gabriel Harvey* a stimulating, if pug-

nacious, critic with whom he discussed his projects

and first drafts of poems. Most of his life, after a

brief period in the household of the Earl of

Leicester, was spent in government service in

Ireland where he first went in 1580 as secretary to

Lord Grey, Elizabeth’s Deputy. He settled at

Kilcolman, returning finally when his estate was
overrun in leone’s rebellion (1598). Spenser’s

SPENSER

friends included Sidney* and Raleigh* whose
visit to him and their voyage together to England
is recorded in Colin Clouts Come home againe

(1595).

Spenser’s first independent work. The Shep-

heardes Calender (1579), has great historical

significance since it established the new ideas of
European poetry in the vernacular. More impor-
tant, it established a new poet, whose mastery of

harmonious versification was to carry him far

beyond the limitations of the pastoral form he
here adopted. The introduction of archaisms and
dialect in it was strongly criticized by Sidney but

they are justified by the nature of Spenser’s mind
and art. His later sonnets, lyrics and satirical and
narrative verse develop along the lines fore-

shadowed in the 1579 volume, Epithalamion being

the most distinguished fulfilment of its promise.

In The Faerie Queene, his most ambitious work,

Spenser expressed a many-sided conception of the

Renaissance virtue of ‘magnificence’ through the

allegorical use of chivalric romance; though un-

finished and curiously remote in material and
manner, the poem yet celebrates the Elizabethan

world and reflects its intellectual, moral, religious

and political preoccupations. Spenser was a poet

by nature; his inexhaustible pictorial richness and

rhythmical subtlety have proved a continuous

source of imaginative inspiration to later poets

and readers.

verse: a Theatre, wherein be represented the

miseries and calamities that follow the Voluptuous

Worldings (cont. anon, trs by S. ; 1569); The Faerie

Queene, Bks I-IH (1590); Complaints (1591);

Daphnaida (1591); Amoretti and Epithalamion

(1595); The Faerie Queene, Bks I-VI (2 vols,

1596) ; Fowre Hymnes (1596); Prothalamion (1596);

The Faerie Queene, Bks I-VI and a fragment of

Bk VII (1609).—prose: Three Proper, and wittie,

familiar Letters (by Gabriel Harvey and E. S.;

1580); A View of the Present State of Ireland

(1633).

—

collections: Poetical Works (ed. J. C,

Smith and E. de Selincourt, 3 vols, 1909-10);

Works (omits Faerie Queene', ed. W, L. Renwick,

4 vols, 1928-34); Works (ed. E. Greenlaw, C. G.

Osgood, and F. M. Padelford, Variorum ed.,

9 vols, 1932-49).

T. Warton, Observations on The Faerie Queene

(1754); W. Hazlitt, Lectures on the English Poets

(1818); R. W. Church, S, (1879); W. L. Renwick,

E, S, (1925); E, Legouis, E, S. (1926); P. Henley,

S. in Ireland (192S); H. S. V. Jones, A S. Handbook

(1930); E. Greenlaw, Studies in S's Historical

Allegory (1932); B. E. C. Davis, E, S. (1933);

Janet Spens, SXs Faerie Queene, an Interpretation

(1934); H. Stein, Studies in SXs Complaints (1934);

C. S. Lewis, The Allegory of Love (1936) and

English Literature in the I6th Century (1954); J. W.
Bennett, The Evolution ofthe Faerie Queene (1942);

A. C. Judson, The Life ofE, 5. (1945); L. Bradner,

E, S. and The Faerie Queene (1948); J. Arthur,
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On the Poetry of S. and the Form of Romances

(1956); A. C. Hamilton, The Structure ofAllegory

in the Faerie Queen (1961); R. Freeman, E. S.

(1957; rev. 1962) and The Faerie Queen: A Com-
panionfor the Reader (1970); G. Hough, A Preface

to the Faerie Queen (1962) ; T. T. Rushe, The Kindly

Flame (1964); K. Williams, Faerie Queen

(1966); D. Cheney, S's Image ofNature (1966);

P. J. Alpers, The Poetry of the Faerie Queen

(1967) and ed., E. S. A Critical Anthology (1969);

M. Evans, S*s Anatomy of Heroism: A Commen-
tary on the Faerie Queen (1970). R.F.

Sperber, ManIs (*Zablotov, Galicia 12 XII 1905),

Franco-German writer now resident in Paris. He
joined the Communist party soon after the First

World War but left it in 1937. During this period

he had studied psychology under Alfred Adler.

Between 1940 and 1951 he wrote his famous
trilogy Wie eine Trane im Ozean consisting of Der
verbrannte Dornbusch (1949), Tiefer als der Abgriind

(1950) and Die verlorene Bucht (1953). It first

appeared in France, and then, in 1961, in Germany.
It shows thedevelopment ofEuropean Communism
via the Spanish Civil War, the collapse of France

to the post-1945 Stalin era and the tragic fate of

those who possess a political conscience.

Die Achillesferse (essays; 1960).

J. Bloch-Michel, ‘Interview mit M. S.’ in Der
Monat, XI.130 (1958-59); E. W. Herd, ‘Wie eine

Trane im Ozean’ in Ger. Life and Letters, new
ser., XVI (Jan. 1963). D.E.

Speroni, Sperone (*Padua 1500; tl588), Italian

humanist and critic. His contemporaries regarded

Speroni above all as an orator and philosopher;

today his work as a critic is considered more
interesting. He spent most of his life at Padua
where he had studied under Pomponazzi* and is

one of the chief representatives of the Aristotelian

school of philosophy and criticism which flourished

there. He wrote numerous dialogues including one
on language, Delle lingue (1542), in which he
followed Bembo’s* ideas on the importance of the

vernacular. It was extensively used by Du*
Bellay in his Deffense et Illustration de la langue

frangoise (1549). His tragedy Canace (1542) in

which he tried to follow the Aristotelian precepts

of arousing pity and horror gave rise to a literary

controversy which lasted until the end of the

century. C.Dr.

I dUdoghi (Aldus, 1542); Dialoghi delle lingue e

delVinvenzione (ed. G. De Robertis, 1912); Opera
(5 vols, 1740; with life by M. Forcellini).

F. Neri, La tragedia italiana nel Cinquecento

(1904); P. Villey, Les sources italiennes de la

Deffense de Du Bellay (1908); A, Fano, S, S,

(1909, 1, cont. life; II never pub.); F. Cammaro-
sano. La vite e le opere di S. S, (1920); G. Toffanin,

La fine delTumanesimo (1920); B. Weinberg, A
History ofLiterary Criticism in the Italian Renais-

sance (1961); M. Marti, ‘S. retore e prosatore’ in

Dal certo al vero (1962); F. Bruni, ‘S. S. e I’Acca-

demia degli Infiammali’ in Filologia e letteratura,

XIII (1967). C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Spervogel (12th century). The earliest collection

of German didactic poetry is transmitted under
this name, which covers certainly two poets, a
generation apart. The ‘Elder Spervogel’ or
‘Spervogel Anonymous’ (or ‘Herger’ or ‘Kerling’
—^names taken from stanzas in which the minstrel

probably refers to himself in the third person)

treats the hazardous life of the itinerant poet, the

bounty of patrons (amongst whom Walther von
Hausen—see Friedrich* von Hausen) ; he has also a
series of admonitory fables and simple religious

stanzas. The younger poet is less rugged; he
favours gnomic worldly wisdom, generalizations

on morality. Both precede the period of court

literature. In all: about 50 poems of one stanza

(seven lines extended to eight by the younger poet).

Des Minnesangs Fruhling (ed. K. Lachmann and
C. von Kraus, 1950); Der deutsche Mumesang (cd.

H. Fromm in Wege der Forschung, XV, 1 966).

O. Griiters, ‘Der Anonyme Sp.-Herger’ in Paul

und Braunes Beitrage, LXV (1942). F.P.P.

Speusippus (t339 B.c.), Greek philosopher,

Plato’s* nephew and successor as head of the

Academy. He was more interested than Plato in

natural science, and wrote on biology; works of

his on mathematics and ethics are also mentioned.

There are very few surviving fragments of his

large output.

F. W. A. Mullach, Fragmenta philosophorum

Graecorum (1860-81).

E. Zeller, Plato and the Older Academy (1888);

P. Lang, De Speusippi Academici scriptis (1911);

W. D. Ross, Aristotle's Metaphysics, I (1924); H.
Cherniss, The Riddle of the Early Academy (1945).

D.J.F.

Sphrantzes: see George Phrantzes.

Spiegel, Henric Laurens (*Amsterdam 11 III

1549; 00 1 X 1578 Brechtje ten Berg, ool4 VIII

1602 Dieuwertje van Markeii; fAlkmaar 4 I

1612), Dutch poet, prose writer and playwright

(device: ‘Deugd verheugt’), dedicated his life to

literature as a man of leisure. In his country house,

Meerhuizen, on the Amstel he gathered his art-

loving friends among whom Roemer Visscher*,

Coornhert* and Jan van Hout* took first place.

He was a member and for a short time leader of

the EGELANTiER and the principal author of Twe-

spraeck (1584; with preface by Coornhert), a

Dutch grammar, soon followed by an ars rhetorica;

he also collaborated on Dousa’s* edition of Melis

Stoke’s* Rijmkroniek, In his youth he wrote

poetry in the rederijker tradition (e.g. Lof van

het Dansen), after 1578 his poetry is exclusively
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in the new metre (preferably alexandrines). This

more mature work includes the drama Numa ofte

Amptsweijgheringe (after Plutarch*), Zeegbaaks

Lofsang (on the defeat of the Armada in 1588),

Lieden op 7 Voder 0ns and his main work Hert-

spiegheU monistic ethics written in a spirit antici-

pating Spinoza* (pr. 1694).

H, L. S,'s Hertspieghel en andere zedeschriften

(ed. P. Vlaming, 1723); latest ed. of the first three

songs of the Hertspieghel^ A. C. de Jong (1930);

juvenilia in Roemer Visscher’s Brabbeling (1614,

1669); Numa (ed. F. A. Stoett in Tijdschr. v.

Nederl. Taal- en Letterk., XXI, 1902; ed. N. van

der Laan in Noordnederlandse Rederijkersspelen^

1941) ; Zeegbaaks Lofsang (ed. G. Kalff in Tijdschr.

V. Nederl. Taal- en Letterk., VI, 1886); Twe-

spraack (ed. K. Kooiman, 1913; with Ruygh--

bewerp, Kort begrip and Rederijck-Kimst^ ed. W. J.

H. Caron, 1962); Lieden op Vader 0ns (ed. G.

Degroote, 1956).

A. Verwey, H, L. S, (1919); J. P. Buisman, De
ethische denkbeelden van H, L. S, (1935); P.

Minderaa, Opstellen en voordrachten uit mijn

hoogleraarstijd (1964); K. Kooiman in Tijdschr. v.

Nederl. Taal- en Letterk., LXXXIII (1967).

J.J.M. (A.v.E.)

Spielhagen, Friedrich (*Magdeburg 24 II 1829;

tBerlin 25 II 1911), German novelist and critic.

An actor, teacher, journalist and active partisan

in the democratic movements who lived as a

writer in Berlin. His voluminous novels attempted

what Fontane*, Schnitzler* and Thomas Mann*
later on achieved—the realistic portrayal ofideas as

represented by people. He failed to realize that

the new subjects could not be treated in classical

prose and that problems and ideas cease to be

interesting when not closely interwoven with the

narrative.

. novels: Problematische Naturen (4 vols, 1861;

Eng. tr. M. S. De Vere, 1869); Durch Nacht zum
Licht (4 vols, 1862; Eng, tr. idem, 1870); Hammer
und Amboss (5 vols, 1869; Eng. tr. W. H. Browne,

1870); Sturmflut (3 vols, 1877; Eng. tr. S. E. A.

Stephenson, 1877).

—

critical works: Beitrdge

zur Theorie und Tecknik des Romans (1883, 1967);

Neue Beitrdge zur Theorie und Technik der Epik

und Dramatik (1898).

—

Finder und Erfinder

(autobiog.; 2 vols, 1890).

—

Sdmtliche Romane (29

vols, 1895-1904).

M. Geller, S,s Theorie und Praxis des Romans
(1917); E. Mensch, Er lebt noch immerl (1929).

R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Spiess, Henry (*Geneva 12 VI 1876; Vbid. 27 I

1940), Swiss poet. His strong lyrical temperament
enabled him to make his own the influence of the

PARNASSIANS (as in Rimes d^audience, 1903;

augmented ed. 1917), of Verlaine* (as in Le
Silence des heures, 1904; defin. ed. 1913), and
above all of such Symbolists as Jammes*, Maeter-

linck* and Rodenbach*. His works express the

alternating joys and anxieties of the poet and have

a musicality and evocative power new to his

country. With Simplement (1922) and Chambre

haute (1928) Spiess turned from the disappoint-

ments of human love to divine love and afterwards

fell silent.

Le visage amhigu (1915); VAmour offense

(1917); Saison divine (1920).

R.-L. Piachaud, Trois poetes, Tavan, Duchosal,

S, (1917); Vahe Godel, H. S, po^te survivant

(1963). J.P.I. (G.G.)

Sninoza, Baruch, from 1656 Benedictus (Am-
sterdam 24 XI 1632; tThe Hague 21 XI 1677),

Jewish-Dutch philosopher. Son of Portuguese-

Jewish parents, he was educated in the rabbinical

school at Amsterdam where Manaruch ben Israel

and Morteira were the leading teachers. He
proved a brilliant pupil, but soon came to adopt

heretical opinions, and in 1656 the Synagogue
banned him, and Morteira, in conjunction with

the Protestant ministers, induced the town council

to banish him from Amsterdam. He soon returned

and gathered around him a circle of friends and
disciples from among the younger Mennonites

and the liberal Protestant sect of Collegianten. In

1660 he went to live in Rijnsburg and later lived

at Voorburg and The Hague. He had some private

means but preferred to live a simple though by
no means ascetic life. He and some of his circle

were politically sympathetic to the party of Jan
de Witt, from whom Spinoza received a pension,

and the Tractatus Theologico-Politicus, published

anonymously in 1670, was written in support of

their views. In this book Spinoza supported

religious toleration and advocated the use of

critical, rationalistic methods in the study of the

Bible. Spinoza’s authorship of this heterodox work
soon became known, and after the murder of the

brothers de Witt it was suppressed. Spinoza
corresponded with leading thinkers of the age

and received (but refused) a call to the Chair of

philosophy at Heidelberg University, Yet he was
a devout man; the ‘Amor intellectualis Dei’ is

the highest felicity: the Deity loves itself in us.

Dissatisfied with Descartes’* metaphysics, in

which a transcendent creator was regarded as the

source of two radically different types of substance,
thinking substance and extended substance,

Spinoza claimed to prove that there can only be
one substance, that this substance is God, that

God is immanent in nature, that thought and
extension are not substances but those two of the

infinite attributes of God accessible to human
understanding, and that what seem to be particular

minds and bodies are modes of God. These views,

along with his account of how the few may attain

salvation by self-knowledge and knowledge of

their dependence on ‘Deus sive Natura’, at first

gained for Spinoza the epithet of ‘atheist’. A
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change in this estimate of him was effected by
Lessing*, Herder* and Goethe*. The last-named

was aware of a spiritual kinship with Spinoza, as

were also the Dutch poets Verwey* and Van
Eyck*

Spinoza’s leading work, the Ethics^ was not

published until after his death. The Short Treatise

on God, Man and Human Welfare, a very early

work (probably written between 1658 and 1660

in admirably plain, clear Dutch prose of a sur-

prisingly modern style), was not discovered and
published until 1852.

Opera posthuma (ed. Lodewijk Meyer, 1677;

cont. : Ethica ; De intellectus emendatione; Tractatus

politicus; approx. 80 Epistolae); Opera quotquot

reperta sunt (ed. J. Van Vloten and P, Land, 2 vols,

1882-83; cont., in addition to the above: Renati

Descartes Principia Philosophiae; Cogitata Meta-^

physical Stelkonstige reeckening van den Regen'*

boog\ Reeckening van Kanssen', Korte verhandeling

van God, de Mensch en deszelfs Welstand).—S*s
Short Treatise on God, Man and His Well-Being

(tr. A. Wolf, with comm, and life, 1910); The
Correspondence ofS. (tr. idem, 1928); S, The Chief
Works (tr. and intro. R. H. M. Elwes, 2 vols, 1951);

The Political Works (ed. A. G. Wemham, 1958).

H. H. Joachim, A Study of the Ethics of S.

(1901) and S*^s Tractatus de Intellectus emenda-

tione, a Commentary (1940); R. MacKeon, The
Philosophy of S. (1928); Leon Roth, S, (1929);

H. F. Hallett, Aeternitas. A Spinozistic Study

(1930) and Benedict de S. (1957); H. A. Wolfson,
The Philosophy ofS, Unfolding the Latent Processes

of His Reasoning (2 vols, 1934); D. Sidney, The
Psychology and Ethics of S, (1940); E. S6rouya,

S,, sa vie, sa philosophic (1947); S. Hampshire, S,

(1956) ; W. R. Valentiner, Rembrandt andS. (1957);

L. Balet, Rembrandt and S. (1962); A. S. Oko, The
S, Bibliography (1964); L, S. Feuer, 5. and the Rise

ofLiberalism (1964). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Spitteler, Carl, pseud. Carl Feldc Tandem
(Liestal 24 IV 1845; tLucerne 29 XII 1924),

Swiss poet and essayist. He appears as a Niet-

zschean rebel in the hymnic prose epic Prometheus
und Epimetheus (1881; tr. J. F. Muirhead, 1931);

as a Romantic poet in Glockenlieder (1906); as a
satirical journalist in Lachende Wahrheiten (1898;

Eng. tr. J. F. Muirhead, 1927); as a strict Naturalist

in the novel Conrad der Leutnant (1898); and as

all these blended together in Olympischer Fruhling

(2 vols, 1900-10). The latter is a weird Iliad of the

20th century, in which men populate Olympus
and the gods become Swiss citizens. The creator

of some magnificent verse, he received the Nobel
prize in 1919.

Sdmtliche Werke (ed. G. Bohnenblust, H.
Altwegg and R. Faesi, 11 vols, 1945-58).

R. Gottschalk, S, (1928); R. Faesi, S.s Weg und
Werk (1933) and S, als Seher und Zeitgenosse

(1945); J. Frankel, 5. (1945); G. Bohnenblust,

C. S, (1946); W, Stauffacher, S,s Lyrik (1950);

K. Loosli, Erinnerungen an C, S, (1956); P.

Baur, Zur Bewertung von S,s Poesie (1964).

R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Spolverini, Giambattista (*Verona 25 VI 1695;

001733 Savina Trissino; '\ibid, 24 XI 1762),

Italian poet. Of noble family, Spolverini devoted

himself largely to the wise administration of his

country estates at Campeggio and to the com-
position of La coltivazione del riso (1758), a long

didactic poem in endecasillabi inspired by Luigi

Alamanni* and the Georgies of Virgil*.

Ed. I. Casarotti (1810); ed. V. Mistruzzi (1929).

L. M. Zina, Della poesia didascalica a Verona

nel Settecento (1907); V. Mistruzzi, ‘Intomo a
La coltivazione del riso* in Giomale storico della

lett. ital., C (1932). M.W.

Sponde, Jean de (*Maul6on, Basses P5Tenees

1557; tBordeaux 18 III 1595), French humanist

and poet. He was a Protestant converted to

Roman Catholicism. He edited Aristotle* and
Hesiod* and translated Homer* into Latin. His

slender poetic production (sonnets on love and
death, songs, religious poems) well represents early

French baroque verse.

Meditations sur les Psaumes, avec un essai de

podmes chritiens (1588; ed. A. Boase, 1953);

Poesies (ed. F. Ruchon and A. Boase, 1949).

G.B.

Sprat, Thomas (Beauminster 1635; fBromley

20 V 1713), English divine, apologist for the

scientific movement and wit. Sprat is said to have

assisted Buckingham in the composition of The

Rehearsal. Much quoted is the passage in his

History demanding a ‘close, naked, natural way
of speaking’—^words which (like much else in

Sprat’s life) look forward to the Enlightenment.

Observations on M. de Sorbier*s Voyage into

England (with Evelyn; 1665); History ofthe Royal

Society ofLondon (1667). G.K.H.

Spurgeon, Charles Haddon (*Kelvedon, Essex

19 VI 1834; ool856 Susannah Thompson; fMen-
tone 31 1 1892), English preacher of such popu-

larity that the Metropolitan Tabernacle was

built to house his vast congregation.

The Saint and his Saviour (1857); John Plough-

man's Talks (1869); My Sermon Notes (1884-87);

Autobiography (4 vols, 1897-98); Letters (ed. by

his son, 1923).

H. J. Cowell, C. S. (1950); D. Kyles, The

Story of C. S. (1934). R.M.H, (M.A.)

Srdmek, FRA^^A (*Sobotka 19 I 1877; fPrague 1

VII 1952), Czech poet and novelist. Srdmek’s

genius was essentially lyrical; and his most
characteristic and successful poetical work is to
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be found in a number of collections published

during and after the First World War: Splav

(1916); Bdsne (1926); Move bdsne (1928). The
sensuous vitality that characterizes these poems
also pervades the novels that many consider his

best work; most noteworthy are Stnbrny vitr

(1910) and Telo (1919).

Spisy (10 vols, 1951-60).—J. Knap, F. S. (1937);

F. Burianek, Ndrodni iim^lec F. S. (1960).

R.A.

Sremac, Stevan (*Senta 11 XI 1855; tSoko-

Banja 12 VII 1906), Serbian novelist, fought in

the 1876-78 campaign against the Turks; became
a schoolmaster in Nis and Belgrade. His diverting

novels and short stories are based on shrewd

observation of national types, sensitivity to

regional differences, and sympathy with endearing

individual idiosyncrasies. His best works are

masterpieces of kindly satire. In undistinguished

semi-historical stories he reveals a conservative

and traditionalist outlook.

Ivkova slava (1895); Limunacija na selu (1896);

Pop Cira i pop Spira (1898); Vukadin (1903); Kir

Geras (1908); Iz kiijiga starostavnih (short stories;

1903-09).—Celokupna dela (coll, w'orks; 7 vols,

1935). V.J.

Ssd-k'ung T‘u (DYu-hsiang 837; *f908), Chinese

poet and essayist. Ssu-k'ung gave up his official

career (begun c. 870) after the capture of the

capital by rebels (880) and thereafter remained in

retirement. He is chiefly remembered for his

‘Twenty-Four Modes of Poetry’ (£rh-shih-s$&

shih‘p"in; tr. H.-Y. and G. Yang in Chinese Lit.,

1963, No. 7), which is regarded as an important

document in the history of criticism.

Ssu-k'ung Piao-sheng wen-chi (coll, works).

A.R.D.

Ssu-ma Ch'iEN (*Lung-m8n 7145; 1flS6 B.c.),

Chinese historian. Ssu-ma set out in his 20th year

on a tour of central and eastern China, which was
of great importance for his later historical work.

He visited the sites connected with the legendary

early emperors and inspected the relics of Confu-

cius* in Lu. In 108 he succeeded his father, Ssu-ma

T*an, as grand scribe (responsible for the calendar),

and took a leading part in the calendar reform of

104. He aroused the emperor’s anger (98) by
defending the defeated general Li Ling, and

suffered castration. Later, however, he was given

the important post of chief palace secretary.

Ssu-ma wrote the first comprehensive history

of China from the earliest times to his own day.

(The work had been begun by his father.) The
form which he adopted, with some slight modifi-

cations by Pan* Ku, became standard for the later

dynastic histories. He has been criticized for the

inclusion of much that was legend or fictional

ssCr-MA

history. However, since in many cases he compiled

directly from written sources (including poetry)

he has preserved much early literature. Indeed

his work deserves to be considered as literature as

much as history. For later ‘old’ style {ku-win)

writers his Shih-chi was a most important model.

Shih-chi (orig. title, Tai-shih kung shu\ Chs
1-47 tr. E. Chavannes, Les memoires historiques

de Se-ma TsUen, 5 vols, 1895-1905; 65 chs tr.

B. Watson, Records of the Grand Historian of
China, 2 vols, 1961).

B. Watson, Ssu-ma Ch‘ien: Grand Historian of
China (1958). A.R.D.

Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju (*Ch'6ng-tu c. 179; tMao-ling

117 B.C.), Chinese poet. Ssu-ma first served at the

court of Emperor Ching (157-141) but left to

join Mei* Sheng at the court of Liang. After King
Hsiao’s death (144) he went to Lin-ch'iung,

Szechwan, where he eloped with Cho Wen-chun,

daughter of a rich merchant. He later received a

court post from Emperor Wu (141-87) on account

of his literary fame.

Of Ssu-ma's work much is lost. Of 29 fu-

poems known to have existed, only six remain;

four prose pieces complete his extant works. His

fu-pocm& exerted great influence on later fu-

poetry and prose by their immense vocabulary,

stylistic parallelism and extended subject range.

Though the richness of his language presents great

difficulties to the translator, he must be reckoned

among China’s greatest poets.

Tzu-hsu fu, Shang-lin fu, Ai Chln-Srh-shih fii,

Ta-jen fu and prose pieces contained in Shih-chi,

ch. 117, tr. in B. Watson, Records of the Grand

Historian of China, II (1961); E. von Zach, Die

chinesische Anthologie (2 vols, Harvard, 1958).

Y. Hervouet, Un poite de cour sous les Han:

Sseu-ma Siang-jou (1964). A.R.D.

Ssfi-ma Kuang (DHsia-hsien 17 XI 1019; fK'ai-

f8ng 11 X 1086), Chinese historian. Ssii-ma, who
had, as a scholar, an influential position at court,

was a prominent opponent of the reforms ofWang*
An-shih. From 1071 he lived in retirement at

Lo-yang. He was recalled in 1085 and spent the

last year of his life in rescinding all Wang’s

measures. TzU-chih Pung-chien, a chronological

history from 403 b.c. to a.d. 959, was compiled

with a few collaborators over a period of 19 years.

It was intended as an ‘aid’ to government. Both

stylistically (it is written in a direct, unomamented

prose) and in presentation it is among China’s

finest historical writings. Besides studies of the

classics and other ancient books, he left a small

unfinished mystical treatise (CKien-hsu) on the

model of Yang* Hsiung’s Tai-hsuan ching.

history: TzU-chih Pimg-chien (completed 1084;

Chs 58-68 tr. R. de Crespigny, The Last of the

Han, 1969; Chs 69-78 tr. A. Fang, The Chronicle
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of the Three Kingdoms^ 220-265^ 2 vols, 1952-

€S).Ssihma Win-kung wen-chi (coll. lit. works).

E. G. Pulleyblank, ‘Chinese historical writing:

Liu Chih-chi and Ssu-ma Kuang’ in Historians of
China and Japan (ed. with W. G. Beasley; 1961).

A.R.D.

St-: see Saint-.

Stabili, Francesco, called Cecco d’Ascou
(*?AscoU 1269; fFlorence 16 IX 1327), Italian

poet. A member of the medical school at Bologna
University, he was expelled for heresy (1324)

and later burned by the Inquisition. Stabili wrote
Latin astrological works (fie principiis astrologiae)

and an incomplete Italian poem, the Acerba. In
this didactic encyclopaedic compilation of natural

science and moral philosophy Stabili denigrates

the Divina Commedia and substitutes his ‘science’

for the ‘vanities’ of Dante*

UAcerba (ed. A. Crespi, 1927).—M. Alessan-

drini, C. d'A. (1955). M.W.

Stadler, Ernst Maria Richard (*Colmar, Alsace
11 Vni 1883; tZandvoorde, nr Ypres 30 X 1914),

German poet, with He3m* and Trakl* the most
significant early Expressionist poet. His poetry of
revolt in the name of life, Der Aufbruch (1914),

contrasts starkly with his early lyrics imitating

Hofm^sthal* and George*, Prdludien (1905).

His critical work, 1910-14, documents the rise of
the new literary movement, while his translations

ofthe French Catholic poets, P^guy* andJammes*,
introduced their work to Germany. At the out-
break of war he was Professor-elect of German at

Toronto.

Dichtungen (2 vols, with biblio., 1954).

H. Naumann, E. S. (1920); D. W. Schumann,
‘E. S, and German Expressionism’ in Jour, Eng.
and Germanic PhiloL, XXK (1930); K. L.
Schneider, Der bildhafte Ausdruck in den Dick-
tungen G, Heyms, G, Irakis and E, S,s (1961);
K. Edschmid, ‘E. S.* in Dt, Akad. fur Sprache und
Dichtung Jahrb. (1964). K.P.

Stagl, Madame de, n6e Germaine Necker (Paris
22 IV 1766; ool786 Baron de StaSl-Holstein

[o/o 1797], 001811 Albert de Rocca Itl818];
tPaiis 14 VII 1817), French writer. Madame de
Stael was the dau^ter of Louis XVI’s finance
minister, Necker. She lived through the Revolution,
maintained a salon in the Rue du Bac (1795) and
made a name for herself as critic, philosopher and
novelist. In 1803, as the result of a quarrel with
Bonaparte, she had to leave Paris. She lived at

Coppet, in Switzerland, travelled in Germany
between 1803 and 1808, and in Italy on two
separate occasions (1804^5 and again in 1816).

Napoleon prevented her from publishing De
VAllemagne in 1810. In 1812 she fled to En^and
by way of Austria, Russia and Sweden. She was
for a long time closely associated with Benjamin

Constant* and secretly contracted a second mar-
riage with a young Swiss officer.

Her novels are rapturous and passionate

(fielphine, 1802; Corinne, 1817) and have a
strong feminist tinge. Her critical work, De la

littirature (1800), sets out to explain literary

production in terms of climate and social back-
ground. De VAllemagne (1813), highly sympathetic

to German idealism, revealed the writers of
Germany to a French audience and paved the

way to French Romanticism.

Lettres sur les ecrits et le caractire de

Rousseau (1788; tr. 1789); Dix ans d'exil (1821;

ed. P. Gautier, 1904).

—

(Euvres complies (17

vols, 1820-21); CEuvres completes (ed. Didot, 3

vols, 1836).

Lady Blennerhassett, Madame de S. et son

temps (Ger., Berlin, 1887-89; Fr. tr. 1890); D. G.
Larg,Mme de S.: Her Life as Revealed in Her Work
(1926) and Mme de S, (2 vols, 1926-28); P.

Gautier, Mme de S, et Napoleon (1903 and 1933);

J. Mistier, Mme de S, et Maurice O'Donnell

(1926); Comtesse J. de Pange, Auguste Schlegel

et Mme de S. (1938); P. Kohler, Mme de S. et

ses amis (1952); R. Escarpit, VAngleterre dans
Voeuvre de Mme de S. (1954); J. C. Herold,

G. V. de S, (1962); Germaine Andrews, A Portrait

ofMme de S, (1964). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Staff, Leopold (*Lw6w 14 XI 1878; tSkarzysko-
Kamienna 31V 1957), Polish poet and playwright.

His diversified poetry was first influenced by the

Symbolists, expressing a Nietzschean affirmation of

life. Later he expressed a philosophical poetic

‘theory of beauty’ in polished neo-classical

verse which made him the older master for the

young Skamander group in the 1920s. His
subsequent ‘Franciscan’ affirmation of life was
reflected in a simpler, more colloquial manner of

writing which is also seen in his post-war work.

He has greatly influenced modern Polish poetry.

P.H.

verse: Sny o pot^dze (1901); Ptakom niebieskim

(1905); Uimiechy godzin (1910); Ucho igielne

(1928); Wysokie drzewa (1932); Martwa pogoda

(194Q; Wilkina (1954); Dziewi^cmuz (1957).

—

plays: Skarb (1904); Lo samo (1912).

—

Pisma (20

vols, 1931-34); Poezje (sel. ed. M. Jastrun, 3 vols,

1949-50); Poezje zebrane (2 vols, 1967).

W. Borowy, ‘ L. S.* in Slavon. and East Eur. Rev.,

XI (1932); Ksi^ga pamiqtkowa ku czci L. S. (ed.

J. W. Gomulicki and J. Tuwim, 1949) ; I. Maciejew-
ska, L. iS. Lwowski okres twdrczoici (1965); J.

Kwiatkowski, XJpodstaw liryki L, S, (1966).

S.S. (P.H.)

Stafifeldt, Adolph Wilhelm Schack von (*RUgen
28 m 1769; tSlesvig 26 XII 1826), Danish poet.

Although descended from a German family he
felt a burning love for Denmark. The first poet of
the Romantic school in Denmark, he was com-
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pletely isolated and had very little appreciation in

his own time, possibly because he was com-
paratively unsuccessful in introducing German
Romanticism into Danish soil. The abstract and
metaphysical character of much of his poetry

makes it unreadable today, but a handful of

sensitive and beautiful poems remain.

Digte (1804); Nye Digte (1808).

—

Samlede Digte

(2 vols, 1843).

C. Molbech, Digteren A. W, 5. S, (1851);

Samlinger til S's Levnet (ed. F. L. Liebenberg, 2
vols, 1847-51); H. Stangerup, 5. S, (1940).

E.B.

Stagnelius, Erik Johan (*Gardslosa, Oland 14 X
1793; tStockholra 3 IV 1823), Swedish poet and
dramatist. Son of the Bishop of Kalmar, Stagnelius

became a civil servant. In 1814 he began to suffer

from a heart disease; to mitigate its effects he
drank and probably drugged, and led a solitary,

manic-depressive life in Stockholm. Beginning

(while a schoolboy) as a Gustavian poet soaked
in the classics, he became a Romantic who wrote

opera, tragedy, lyric and epic poetry. Under the

influence of theosophy and German Romantic
philosophy he developed mystical religious views;

then, in the tragedy Bacclianterna (1822), he re-

vealed a humanist, Christian Hellenism, couched
in the most emotional terms. He was perpetually

tom between idealism and sensual eroticism, but

the conflicts were expressed with a lucidity and
mastery of language which distinguished him
among the Swedish Romantic writers and made
him the most influential of them on succeeding

generations.

Wladimir den store (1817; epic); Liljor i Saron
och Martyrerna (1821; lyric poems and drama);

Sigurd Ring (1816 or 1817; drama); Wisbur

(prob. 1818; ^ama); Samlade skrifter (ed. L.

Hammarskdld, 3 vols, 1824-26, rev. C. Eichhorn,

6th ed. 1868; ed. F, Book, 5 vols, 1911-19).

A. Nilsson, Svensk romantik (1916) and Krono^

logien i S. diktning (1926); F. Book, S, (1919) and
S', an eng&ng (1942); S. Cederblad, Studier i Stag-

nelii romantik (1923); O. Holmberg, Sex kapitel

om S. (1941 ;) S. Malmstrom, Studier over stilen

i S.s lyrik (1961); S. Bergsten, En Stagnelius-

bibliografi (1965) and Erotikern S, (1966).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K,

Stamatov, Georgi (*Tiraspol 25 V 1869; fSofia

9 XI 1962), Bulgarian writer. Brought up in

Russia, he read law in Geneva. As a Bulgarian

judge he opposed capital punishment. His ‘natu-

ralist* stories are ironical, often bitter pictures of
town life.

Izbrani ochertsi (1905); Skitsi (1915); Paladini

(1924); Razkazi (2 vols, 1929-30); Prashinki

(1934).—Coll, works (2 vols, 1961).

I. Meshekov, (7. S. (1936). V.P.

Stamm, Karl (*Wadenswil 29 HI 1890; Wd. 21

III 1919), Swiss poet. Like so many other Swiss

writers he was a schoolteacher. His style shows
some affinities with Expressionistic lyrics and he
has been called the oifly Swiss Expressionist of

distinction. But one cannot overlook the more
subdued tones of his poems, a tender feeling for

the wonders of nature and a deeply personal

involvement in problems of religion and meta-
physics.

Das Hohelied (1913); Der Aufbruch des Herzens
(1919).

—

Dichtungen. Gesamtausgabe (ed. E. Gub-
ler, 2 vols, 1920).

W. Gunther, ‘K. S.’ in Dichter der neueren

Schweiz, H (1968). H.B.

Stampa, Gaspara (*Padua c. 1523; tVenice 23

IV 1554), Italian poet. Her father, a rich jewel

merchant, died when Gasparina was still a child

and she left Padua with her sister Cassandra and
her brother Baldassare and went to Venice. A
talented trio in both music and poetry, they soon
secured an entry into Venetian society. From then

on the story of Gasparina’s tragic life is related in

her Canzoniere. The great passion of her life was
for a cultured nobleman, Collaltino di Collalto,

who deserted her after three years. She tried to

console herself with other lovers but never really

recovered from the blow. Critics dispute as to

whether Gasparina were a courtesan or not but

whatever she was there is no denying the passionate

and sensual sincerity of her love poems and the

anguish of her grief when Colldtino left her.

There is little of the professional prostitute in her

touching abandon nor in the fact (which stands

out so clearly) that Collaltino was the only man
she ever really loved. Her style is inspired from
Petrarch* but petrarchism with her is not an
artifice but the natural medium for expressing her

tormented feelings.

Rime (1554; crit. ed. A. Salza, 1927),

G. A. Cesareo, G. S., donna e poetessa (1920);

L. Pompilj, Gasparina (1936); G. Toffanin, II

Cinquecento (1960; with biblio.).

C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Stancu, Zaharia (*Salcia, nr Ro§iorii de Vede
1902), Rumanian novelist, publicist and poet.

The son of poor peasants, he had a hard up-
bringing, which he draws on extensively in his

books. He has cultivated a rhythmic^ prose

style based largely on repetition and echoes,

which either charms or exasperates. He has also

written pleasing verse.

Poeme simple (coll, verse; 1957).—novels:
Dinamita (1933); Descidt (1948 and 1960);

Duldi (1952); Florile pdmintului (1954); Jocul cu
moartea (1962); Rdddcinile stnt amare (5 vols,

1958-59); Pddurea nebund (1963).

—

Zile de lagdr

(memoirs; 1945).
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D. Micu and N. Manolescu, Liieratura roni^nd

de azi (1965). F.J.B.

Stanescu, Nichtta (*1933), one of the most

promising of the post-war Rumanian poets.

Sensul iubirii (1960); O viziune a sentimentelor

(1964); Dreptul la timp (1965); 11 Elegii (1966);

Oul sfera (1967); Alfa (1967); Laus Ptolomei

(1968); Necuvintele (1969); In dulcele stil clasic

{Xm),-Poezn (sel. ; 1970). F.J.B.

Stanev, Eme-ian (*Tumovo 19 II 1907), Bulgarian

writer. Fondness for wild life and hunting is often

reflected in his stories. Kradetsut na praskovi

(1948; ‘The Peach Thief*, tr, R. Pridham and
Jean Morris in The Peach Thief and Other Bui’-

garian Stories, 1968), a tragic vignette of Bulgarian

malaise at the close of the First World War, has
been effectively filmed.

Primamlivi blyassutsi (1938); Vulchi noshti

(1943); Delnitsi i praznitsi (1945); Kogato skrejut

se topi (1950); Sled lova (1954); Imn Kondarev
(1958); Legenda za Sibin (1968); Antichrist

(1970).—Sel. works (1957 ; 1959). V.P.

Stankovic, Borisav (*Vranje 22 III 1876; fBelgrade
22 X 1927), Serbian novelist and dramatist.

Studied law in Belgrade and entered the civil

service. His works are concerned with the period
of transitioii, in South Serbia, from the ‘Turkish*
times (Vranje was liberated from Turkish rule in

1878) to the new conditions; his nostalgia for the
semi-Oriental past colours his writing and explains
the erotic element in his psychological studies.

His novel Nedista krv, the tragedy of a woman,
secretly passionate and proud, yet submissive,
sacrificed to the greed of men, is an outstanding
work in Serbian literature.

Bo^ji ljudi (stories; 1902); KoStana (drama;
1907); Start dani (stories; 1911); Nedista krv
(1911; Sophka, tr. A. Brown, 1932).Sabrana
dela (coll, works; 6 vols, 1966). V.J.

Stanley, Arthur Penrhyn (*Alderley 13 XII
1815; 001863 Lady Augusta Bruce; tLondon 18
VII 1881), English clergyman. Dean of Westmin-
ster, disciple of Thomas Arnold* and writer in the
cause of liberal theology.

Memorials of Canterbury (1854); Sinai and
Palestine (1856); Essays (1870); Christian Insti-

tutions (1881).

—

Life and Correspondence ofThomas
Arnold (2 vols, 1844).

G. G. Bradley, Recollections ofA, P. S, (1883);
R. E. Prothero, Life and Correspondence of Dean
S, (1893) and Letters and Verses ofDean S. (1895);
H. H. Bolitho, A Victorian Dean (1930).

R.M.H.

Stanley, Thomas (*Cumberlow 1625; oo8 V 1648
Dorothy Enyron; fLondon 12 IV 1678), English

poet and patron of poets, who went to Pembroke
Hall, Cambridge in 1639, aged 13. An excellent

classical scholar and modern linguist, he translated

from Latin and edited Aeschylus*. Stanley’s

History of Philosophy (1655-62) was long a stan-

dard work.

Poems and Translations (1647, etc.; ed. G. M.
Crump, 1962). B.L.J. (A.N.W.)

Stanoiu, Damian (*1893 ; tl956), Rumanian author
of novels and tales relating with humour and erudi-

tion the human frailties of monks.

Cdlugdri fi ispite (tales; 1928); Necazurile

pdrintelui Ghedeon (1928); Duhovnicul fnaicilor

(1929); Alegere de starefd (1932); Ucenicii sf-lui

Antonie (1933); Demomtl liii Codin (1934); Eros
in mandstire (1935); Furtund in iad (tales; 1942);
Aniintiri din mindstire (1962).—Perpessicius, Meth
tiuni critice, II and V (1934, 1946); G. Calinescu,

Istoria literaturii romdne (1941). F.J.B.

Stanyhurst, Richard (*DubIin 1547; ool578

Jane Barnewall, ool584 Helen Copley; tBrussels

1618), English scholar, historian and poet. Al-

though of some importance as a historian of

Ireland, Stanyhurst is only remembered for his

attempt to translate Virgil* 'nto English quantita-

tive metre.

The first foure Bookes of Virgil his JEneis

(Leiden, 1582); A Treatise Conteining a plains

and perfect description of Ireland (in Holinshed’s

Chronicles, II, 1577); De rebus in Hibernia gestis

(Antwerp, 1584); De vita S, Patricii Hyberniae
Apostoli (ibid,, 1587). J.B.B.

Stanyukovich, Konstantin Mikhaylovich (*Se-

bastopol 1844; tl903), Russian naval officer who
turned author and wrote narratives and novels in

the radical spirit of the 1860s and 1870s.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (13 vols, 1904; 12
vols, 1906-07); Morskie rasskazy (6 vols, 1940-
43).—Afo/i Overboard (tr. A. M. Williams, 1945).

J.L.

Stapleton, Sir Robert (*Carlton by Snaith, Yorks
71605; tLondon VII 1669), English playwright
and translator. Trained abroad as a Benedictine,
Stapleton deserted the cloister for the court of
Charles 1. He wrote his very competent translations

during enforced retirement under the Common-
wealth and his four plays—baroque fantasies in

the heroic manner—in the years 1653-69.

translation: Juvenals Sixteen Satyrs (1647).

—

plays: The Slighted Maid (1663); The Tragedy
ofHero and Leander (1669),

M. Summers, The Playhouse ofPepys (1935).

G.K.H.

Staring, Antonie Christiaan Wynand (Gen-
dringen 24 I 1767; ool791 Everdine M. van
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L5ben Sels, ool798 Johanna A. Ch. van der
Muelen; fDe Wildenborch 8 VIII 1840), Dutch
poet. For 50 years he devoted himself to studying
economics, agriculture and literature at his

country estate De Wildenborch. His first poems
had the sentimental pathos of the period; like

all his work, they were later altered and improved.
The influence of Feith* and German poets was
succeeded by that of Huygens*, and Staring
became the most terse and witty narrative poet of
the age with few but pure nature lyrics. J.W.W.

verse: Mijn eerste proeve in poezij (1786);
Dicht-oeffening (1791); Gedichten (2 vols, 1820);
Nieuwe gedichten (1827); Winterloof (1832);
Gedichten (4 vols, 1836-37).—prose: Schetsen

(1816); Kleine verhalen (1837).

—

Brieven van Mr,
A, C. W. S, (ed. G. E. Opstelten, 1916).

E. J. Potgieter in Kritische Studien, I (1875); C.
Busken Huet in Litterarische Fantasien en Kritie-^

ken, I (1881); J. Koopmans, ‘S.’s Christendom*
in Taal en Letteren, X (1900); A. Zijderveld, De
romancepoezie in Noord-Nederland van 1780 tot

1830 (1915); C. S. Jolmers, S, als verhalend dichter

(1918); Tj. Sterringa, ‘S. als navolger van Wieland’
in De Nieuwe Tallgids, XIX (1925); J. Haantjes,
‘S. en de Belgische Opstand’, ibid,, XXXVII
(1943); G. Kalff, ‘Brieven van S.’ in Vragen des
Tijds, XLII (1932); J. M. de Vries, Teksten en
Varianten van A, C. W, S, (1958).

J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Stark, Freya Madeline (*Paris 31 1 1893; ool947
Stewart Perowne), English author of travel books.
A linguist, interested in archaeology but more in

people and adventure, she made many journeys
unaccompanied by Europeans in little-known

parts of Persia and Arabia, and has described them
with energy, sensitiveness and humour.

The Valleys of the Assassins (1934); The
Southern Gates of Arabia (1936); Seen in the

Hadhramaut (1938); A Winter in Arabia (1940);
Letters From Syria (1942); East Is West (1945);
Perseus in the Wind (1948); Traveller's Prelude

(1950); Beyond Euphrates (1951); The Coast of
Incense (1953); Ionic (1954); Dust in the Lion's
Paw (1961); Rome on the Euphrates (1966); The
Zodiac Arch (1968); The Minaret ofDjam (1970).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Starkey, James Sullivan, pseud. Seumas O’Sulu-
VAN (*Dublin 1879; ^ibid. 1958), Irish poet. He
was prominent during the Irish literaiy revival,

wrote for The Irish Homestead and The United
Irishman and acted with early Irish theatre-groups.

Editor of Tower Press booklets, he founded and
edited the Dublin Magazine from 1923; he has
gone on quietly adding to his poems, whose
delicate, wandering rhythms, communicating a
subtle, mystical vision, are the result of a very
deliberate craft. He is also a notable essayist.

R.McH.

verse: Collected Poems (1940); Dublin Poems
(1946),—essays: Impressions (1912); Mud and
Purple (1917); Essays and Recollections (1944).

Alan Denson, ‘Checklist’ in Dublin Mag.
(1968). E.T.W.

Starowolski, Szymon (*Starowola 1588; flV 1656),

Polish-Latin writer. As a young man and then as

a tutor of aristocrats he travelled in western

Europe; later he became a priest and preacher in

Cracow cathedral. He was a savant, a patriot

and a man of common sense in politics. He wrote

the first survey of the history of Polish literature.

Scriptorum Polonicorum Hecatontas . . . (1625);

De Claris oratoribus Sarmatiae (1628); Declamatio

contra obtrectatores Poloniae (1631); Polonia . .

.

(1632); Lament utrapionej matki Korony Polskiej

(c. 1650; ed. K. Turowski, 1859).

H. Pi?tka, Poglqdy filozoficznoprawne S, S,

(1925). S.S. (P.H.)

Starter, Jan Jansz (*London or Amsterdam
1594; coNieske Heynisdr; tGermany 1626),

Dutch poet, lived at Amsterdam between 1607

and 1614, where he was a member of the egelan-
TiER, then at Leeuwarden, where he founded a
Chamber of Rhetoric; the Protestant minister

Bogerman made his life in the town impossible.

He studied at Franeker and was a soldier in

Mansfeld’s army, wrote two tragi-comedies.

Timbre de Cardoue (1618) and Daraide (1618),

which almost equal Brederode*, a number of fan-

farces, Klucht van een advocaat en een boer (1618),

Klucht van Jan Soetekauw (1621), and many
songs, partly after English examples: De friesche

Lusthof (1621; ed. J. H. Brouwer, 1966), and
finished Brederode’s Angeniet, He is a master of
the impersonal community song; his technique is

of great virtuosity.

H, E. Moltzer, ‘S.’s tooneelspelen’ in Studien

en Schetsen (1881); A. E. H. Swaen, ‘De Engelsche
invloed op S.’ in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en Lett.,

XVI (1897), XXI (1902), XXIV (1905), XXV
(1906); XXIX (1910), LVII (1938); M. M.
Kleerkooper, ‘Engelsche gedichten door S.

nagevolgd’ in Taal en Lett., XII (1902), ‘S.’s

laatste levensjaren’, ibid,, XIII (1903) and Biblio-

graphie van S,'s werken (1911); W. A. P. Smit,

‘Een aanvulling op de bibliogr^e van Breeroo’s

en S.’s werken* in Het Boek (1927); F. R. Coers,

Liederen van Groot~Nederland{l9‘iG)\ G. Schreiner,

‘J. J. S,* in De Gids, XCIX (1936); J. H. Brouwer,
J. J, S, (with complete biblio.; 1939); J. H.
Kruizinga, ‘Het avontuurlijk leven van J. J. S.*

in Haagsch Maandblad (1944); W. J. C. Buiten-

dijk, ‘Het zedelijk en godsdienstig level van J. J.

S.* in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en Lett., LXX
(1952); A. G. H. Bachrach, ‘J. S., Engeland en
Nederland in 17e eeuw’ in Levende Talen (1957);

J. de Rruys, ‘Rondom S.* in De Nieuwe Taalgids,

LIV (1961). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)
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StaSek, Antal, pseud, of ANTONfN Zeman
(*Stanov6 1843; tPrague 1931), Czech novelist

and poet. His best-known work is contained in

his novels, many of which deal with the national

and social struggles of 19th-century Bohemia,

V temnfch virech (3 vols, 1900); Na rozhrani

(2 vols, 1908); Vybrani spisy (10 vols, 1955-64).

K. PoMk, 0 A. S. (1951). R.A.

Staszic, Stanislaw Wawrzynbec (*Pila c. 6 XI
1755; fWarsaw 20 I 1826), Polish political writer

and poet. Of burgher family, he became a priest

but without vocation. After three years’ scientific

study in Germany and France he became tutor

to the sons of Zamojski and travelled with them
to Vienna and Italy. In his political treatises he

showed himself a wise democrat and a realistic

and progressive politician. His work O ziemio-

rddztwie Karpatdw (1815) is the first important

geological work in Polish. His huge poem Rod
ludzki treats the evolution ofmankind in a typical-

ly rationalistic way.

Uwagi nad zyciem Zamojskiego (1787; ed. S.

Czamowski, 1926); Przestrogi dla Folski (1790;

Wamungen fur Polen, Ger. tr. 1794; ed. S.

Czamowski, 1926).

—

averse: Rdd ludzkU poema
dydaktyczne (3 vols, 1816-20, in Dziela, VII-

IX).

—

Dziennik podrozy . . . 1771-91 (ed. A.

Kraushar, 2 vols, 1903); Dziennik podrdzy . .

.

1789-1805 (crit. ed. Cz. Le^niewski, 1931).

—

Dzieia (9 vols, 1816-20).

W. Hahn, S, S, zywot i dzieia (1926); Cz.

Le^niewski, 5. S. Jego zycie i ideologia w dobie

Polski niepodleglej (1926); 5. S. Ksiqga zbiorowa

(ed, Z. Kukulski, 1926-28); B. Szacka, O historio-

zofie S. S. (1964); S. S, (1966). S.S. (P.H.)

Statius, PuBLros Papinius (*Naples c. a.d. 45;

^ibid, c, 96), Latin poet. Much of Statius’ life is

blown through the five books of occasional

poems, published at intervals from 92 onwards,

the Silvae, Settling at Rome, he married Claudia,

a widow with one daughter: their only adopted
son died young. Through his public recitations he
became known and was finally admitted to the

court of Domitian. Later he retired to his native

dty.

The 32 poems of the Silvae, in hexameters with

the exceptions of six pieces in lyric metres, show
considerable fluency and polish; perhaps the finest

is the short address to Sleep. Twelve years were
devoted to the composition of the Thebais, an
epic poem in 12 books (pub. c. 92) on the legendary

fratricidal strife of Oedipus’ sons Polynices and
Eteocles. Statius adheres closely to the traditional

epic structure and constant use is made of divine

intervention. Virgil* is imitated both in language

and incident. There is much mythological lore,

and his rhetorical tendency is sometimes excessive.

His bold use of language is effective and he has

outstanding pictorial and descriptive powers. In
the Middle Ages the poem was held in high esteem.

Another epic poem, the Achilleis, was cut

short in the second book by the poet’s death:

an epic on Domitian’s campaigns is among his

lost works.

Achilleis (ed. with comm. O. A. W. Dilke,

1954); Silvae (ed. with comm. F. Vollmer, 1898;

repr. in prep.); Thebais (ed. H. W. Garrod, 1906).

—Opera omnia (ed. A, Klotz, 3 vols, 1908-26;

tr. J. H. Mozley, 2 vols, 1928).

L. Legras, Stude sur la Thebaide de Stace (1905);

H. E. Butler, Post-Augustan Poetry (1909); W. R.
Hardie, ‘Virgil, S. and Dante’ in Jour. Roman
Stud. (1916); W. Schetter, Untersuchmgen zur

epischen Kunst des S. (1960); H. Cancik, Unter-

suchmgen zur lyrischen Kunst des . S. (1965).

A.J.D.

Stavenhagen, Fritz (•‘‘Hamburg 18 IX 1876;

ybid, 9 V 1906), Low German playwright.

Originally influenced by the naturalism prevailing

on the Berlin stage, later impressed by the Vienna
fairy-tale comedy and probably also by Wedekind*,
he finally evolved a native realism of his own which
made him the creator of the modern Low German
drama. His first plays

—

Jurgen Piepers and Der
Lotse (both 1901)—are tragedies dealing with the

problem of youth v. old age: Madder Mews
(1904), technically his most naturalistic play, is

based on the tragic conflicts resulting from a
narrow concept of honour. Blunt realism is

mixed with symbolic and fairy-tale features in

De dutsche Michel (1905); here as in Stavenhagen’s

last play, De rage Hoff (1906), social problems are

resolved in a healthy laughter. He also wrote

Grau und golden: Hamburger Geschichten and
Skizzen (1904).

A. Bartels, F. S, (1907); J. Plate, F. S. als

niederdeutscher Dramatiker (diss. Munster, 1923);

C. Stolle, F. S,s ^Madder Mews^ (diss. Marburg,

1926); A. Becker, S. und seine Stellung in der

Entwicklung des deutschen Dramas (1927); W. J.

Schroder, F. S.s Bauernkomodie ^De dutsche

MicheP (1935) and F. 5., Leben und Werk (1937);

H. Quistorf and G. H. J. Scholz, Richard Ohnsorg

und die Niederdeutsche Buhne Hamburg (1948);

J. Arp, Der Mensch in der niederdeutschen Komodie
(1964). G.C.

Stead, Christina Ellen (Rockdale, New South

Wales 17 VII 1902), Australian novelist. She went
to Europe in 1928, and, married to an American
novelist, William Blake (W. J. Black), in 1937

settled in the U.S.A. Her connection with Australia

is apparent only in Seven Poor Men of Sydney

(1934) and the earlier part of For Love Alone

(1944). Both books typify a somewhat psychologic-

^ly fantastic and even occasionally rhetorical

elaboration. F.T.M.
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House of All Nations (1938); The Man Who
Loved Children (1941); Letty Fox^ Her Luck

(1946); A Little Tea, A Little Chat (1948); Cotter^

s

England (1967); The Puzzleheaded Girl (1967).

R. G. Geering, C. S. (1969).

F.T.M. (A.M.G.)

Stecchetti, Lorenzo, pseud, of Olindo Guerrini
(Forli 4 X 1845; tBologna 21 X 1916), Italian

poet. Provocatively macabre and outrageous in

Postwna (1877), and entertaining in his parody of

Rapisardi’s* Giobbe (1882) and other burlesques,

Stecchetti’s talent is supei^cial, and in his more
realistic verse, sensual or emotional, he masters a

smooth matter-of-factness ideally calculated to

appeal to the contemporary reading public. He
wrote an important monograph La vita e le

opere di G. C. Croce (1879).

Polemica e Nova polemica (1879); Rime di

Argia Sbolenfi (1897); Rime (1903).

L. Lodi, L. S. (1881); B. Pinchetti, La lirica

italiana dal Carducci al D'Annunzio (1928).

J.G.-R.

Steele, Sir Richard (^Dublin 12 III 1672;
00 1705 Margaret Stretch, ool707 Mary Scurlock;

tLlangunnor 1 IX 1729), essayist. Educated at

Charterhouse and Oxford, he served in the

British army and was knighted for political

services in 1715. Of fluctuating fortunes and
temperament, he was wild and careless but

generous and humane. He had some slight success

as a playwright. He founded The Tatler, 1709;

with Addison* edited The Spectator from 1711.

The essays by which he is best remembered were
written for these papers. Steele, who was essen-

tially a moralist, regarded the periodical essay as

an instrument of ethical instruction. The reform

of taste which he helped to effect was largely due
to his engagingly humorous and manly style,

excellent observation and live character-sketches.

R.McH.

essays: The Tatler (1709-11; ed. G. G. Aitken,

4 vols, 1898-99); The Spectator (1711-12; ed.

D. F. Bond, 5 vols, 1965); The Englishman (1713-

15; ed. R. Blanchard, 1955); Periodical Journalism,

1714-16 (ed. idem, 1959); The Theatre (1720;

(ed. J. Loftis, 1962).

—

^miscellaneous: The
Christian Hero (1701; ed. R. Blanchard, 1932);

Tracts and Pamphlets {gd, idem, 1944); Occasional

Verse (ed. idem, 1952).—plays: The Funeral

(1701); The Lying Lover (1704); The Tender

Husband (1705); The Conscious Lovers (1722).

—

Correspondence (ed. R. Blanchard, 1968).

William Hazlitt, English Comic Writers (1819);

J. Loftis, S', at Drury Lane (1952); A. R. Hum-
phreys, S,, Addison and Their Periodical Essays

(1959); C. Winton, Captain S.: The Early Career

ofR, S, (1964); R. P. Bond. The Tatler (1972).

E.T.W.

stefAnsson

Steele, Wilbur Daniel (*Greensboro, N.C. 17

III 1886; 001913 Margaret Thurston, ool932 Mrs
Norma Mitchell Talbot; t26 V 1970), American

short-story writer and playwright. He intended to

be a painter, but began writing and won high

recognition for his short stories. He has written

several plays with his second wife.

novels: Storm (1914); Isles of the Blest (1924);

Diamond Wedding (1950).—short stories: Land's

End (1918); The Man Who Saw Through Heaven

(1927); Tower of Sand (1929).

—

^plays: The

Terrible Woman (1925); Post Road (with N.
Mitchell; 1934); How Beautiful With Shoes (with

A. Brown; 1935). H.L.C.

Steendam, Jacob (*Kniphausen 1615; fDjakarta

1673), Dutch colonial poet, lived in New Nether-

land and the Dutch East Indies. In Amsterdam he

belonged to Jan Zoets’* circle. He was influenced

by Cats*. He is reputed to be the earliest poet of

the U.S.A. and the Dutch East Indies.

De distelvink (1650); Klacht van Nieuw-

Amsterdam in Nieuw-Ned. tot haar Moeder

(1659); *t Lof van Nieuw-Ned, (1661); Lofdicht

op de stad Batavia (1670).

H. C. Murphy, Anthology of New-Netherland

(1865) and /. S,, a Memoir of the First Poet in

New-Netherland, With His Poems Descriptive of
the Colony (1861); S. Kalff, ‘Over J. S.* in Indische

Gids (1907); J. Koopmans, ‘J. S.’ in De Nieuwe
Taalgids, XIII-XIV (1919-20).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Steevens, George (*London 10 V 1736; fHamp-
stead 22 I 1800), English scholar who sought to

restore a sound Shakespearean text by reprinting

quartos and, encouraged by Johnson*, annotated

editions of Shakespeare* in 1773 and 1778. He
later worked with Isaac Reed*, to whom he be-

queathed his unpublished notes. R.M.H.

Reprints of twenty Shakespeare quartos (4 vols,

pr. 1766); Shakespeare's Works (10 vols, 1773);

Six Old Plays on which Shakespeare founded his

Measure for Measure, Com, of Errors, Taming,

King John, Henry IV and V, King Lear (2 vols,

1779). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Stefani, Marchionne: see Marchioime di Coppo
DI Stefano BuONAIUn.

Stefdnsson, DavId (Fagrisk6gur, EyjafjorSur 21

1

1895; tAkureyri 1 III 1964), Icelandic poet and
dramatist. He was much abroad in his youth, but

settled in Akureyri, where he was a librarian,

from 1925. He is probably the most popular of

20th-centuiy Icelandic poets. His inspiration is

often Icelandic folk-lore. Originality of thought,

mastery of form, and a simple, personal style

characterize his best work. He discarded much of

the traditional trappings of Icelandic verse. Apart
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from his lyric poetry, the novel S6lon Islandus

(2 vols, 1940) and the play Gulina hlidid (1941) are

most significant works.

verse: Svartar fjadrir (1919); Kvcedi (1922);

Kvedjwr (1924); kvcedi (1929); / byggdum

(1933); Ad nordan (1936); Kycedasafn (3 vols,

1943); iVy kvcedabdk (1947); Avarp fjallkonunnar

(1954); LJddfrd lidnu sumri (1956); Iddgun (1960).

—SPLAYS AND prose: Munkamir d Mddruvdllum

(1925); Gullm hlidid (1941; ‘The Golden Gate*,

tr, G. M. Gathome-Hardy in Fire and Ice^ Three

Icelandic Plays, intro. E. Haugen, 1967); Vopn
gudanm (1944); Landid gleymda (1956); Malt
mdl(1963).

S. GuOmundsson, ‘D. S. fimmtugur* in Heidnar

hugvekjur og mannaminni (1946); K. Eldjdrn,

‘D. S: in Skimir, CXXIX (1955).

R.G.P. (P.G.R)

Stefdnsson, J6n: see Gjallandi, I>orgils.

Steffen, Albert (*Murgenthal 10 XII 1884;

tDornach 13 VII 1963), Swiss dramatist, novelist

and essayist. He studied natural sciences in

Lausanne and philosophy and history at the

Universities of Zurich, Berlin and Munich. A
follower of Rudolf Steiner and his anthroposophy,

he became, after the death of Steiner in 1925, the

leader of the movement, which has its head-

quarters in Dornach, Switzerland. He made his

prolific literary activity serve the development of

theosophy, emphasizing its belief in the spiritual

essence of human existence and the capability of

men to leaven all social and political institutions

with the ethics of mutual understanding and
brotherly love.

plays: Der Auszug aus Aegypten (1916); Die
Manichder (1916); Das Viergetier (1924); Der
Chef des Generalstabs (1927); Der Sturz des AntU
Christ (1927); Friedenstragodie (1936); Pestalozzi

(1939); Alexanders Wandlung (1953).

—

^novels:

Ott, Alois ufid Werelsche (1907); Die Bestimnmng
der Roheit (1912); Sibylla Mariana (1917); Sucher
nach sich selbst (1931); Oase der Menschlichkeit

(1954).

R. J. Hofrichter, ‘A. S,’ in Three Poets and
Reality (1942); F. Hiebel, A, S. Die Dichtung als

schone Wissenschaft (1960), H.B.

Steffens, Henrich (*Stavanger 2 V 1773; ool803

Hanna Reichardt; fBerlin 13 II 1845), Danish-
Norwegian philosopher. He went to school in

Denmark and studied at Copenhagen. He became
acquainted with Goethe* and the Jena Roman-
ticists in Germany and preached the new ideas

in 1802 in Copenhagen, where he was mainly
responsible for the conversion of Oehlenschlager*.

Steffens lived permanently in Germany after 1804,

as Professor of Halle, Breslau and (from 1832)

Berlin, and his many philosophical and religious

works are written in German.

phiia)SOPHy: Beytrdge zur imtern Naturgeschichte

der Erde (1801); Indledning til philosophiske

Forelcesninger (1803); Grundzuge der philosophi-

schen Naturwissenschaft (1806); Ueber die Idee der

Universitdten (1809); Die gegenwdrtige Zeit (2
vols, 1817); Anthropologie (2 vols, 1832); Pole^

mische Blatter (2 vols, 1829-35); Christliche

Religionsphilosophie (2 vols, 1839); Nachgelassene

Schriften (1846).

—

^novels: Die Familien IValseth

und Leith (3 vols, 1827); Die vier Norweger (4 vols,

1928).

—

^memoirs: Was ich erlebte (10 vols, 1840-

45; The Story ofmy Career, tr. W. L. Gage, 1863).

M. Tietzen, Zur Erinnerung an H. S. (1871); R.
Petersen, H. S. (1881); F. Karsen, S.s Romane
(1908); H. Beyer, Henrik Wergeland og H, 5.

(1920); E. Huesmann, 5. in seinen Beziehungen zur

deutschen Frukromantik (1930); E. Achterberg, H,
S, und die Idee des Volkes (1938); I. Moller, H S.

(1948). E.B.

Stehr, Hermann (*Habelschwerdt 16 II 1864;

tOberschreiberhau 11 IX 1940), German novelist.

He was about 50 before he retired from being a
village schoolmaster and devoted himself entirely

to writing. At the age of 53 he published his

masterpiece, one of the great novels of modern
German literature, Der Heiligenhof(2 vols, 1918)

—

Silesian mysticism reinterpreted, a search for

divine harmony in a world of dissonance, des-

cribed in realistic rustic language.

Gesammelte Werke (12 vols, 1927-36).

H S. (ed. W. Meridies, 1924); Das H’^S.^Buch

(ed. H. C. Kaergel, 1934); W. Milch, H S.

(1934); W. Baumgart, H 5. (1941; 3rd ed. 1943);

W. Meridies, H S, (1964) and Wege zu H S.

(1964); H S. (ed. F. Richter, 1964).

R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Stein, Gertrude (Allegheny, Pa. 3 II 1874;

tParis, France 27 VII 1946), American writer.

She studied psychology and medicine in America
before settling in Paris where she met Picasso,

Matisse and their contemporaries. A wealthy art-

collector, she transferred theories of abstract art

to her writing. Three Lives caught the rhythms

of three nearly inarticulate minds by its simplicity

of language and subtle repetition of phrases to

accent emotional experience. If her own later

experimental writing is often turgid and mono-
tonous, she had a marked influence on the

writing of younger American expatriates to whom
she gave the name ‘lost generation*. The Auto-

biography of Alice B. Toklas (1933) tells her own
life story through the fictionalized persona of her

companion, who later gave her own account.

Three Lives: Stories of the Good Anna, Melanc-

tha, and the Gentle Lena (1909); Tender Buttons:

Objects, Food, Rooms (1914); The Making of
Americans (1925); Matisse, Picasso, and G. S,,

with Two Shorter Stories (1933); Four Saints in

Three Acts (1934); Everybody's Autobiography
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(1937); Brewsie and Willie (1946); Four in America
(1947).

—

Selected Writings (ed. C. Van Vechten,

1946); Unpublished Writings of G, S. (8 vols,

1951-58).

B. Imbs, Confessions of Another Young Man
(1936); E. Wilson, AxeVs Castle (1931); E.

Sprigge, G. S.: Her Life and Work (1957); J. M.
Brinnin, The Third Rose: G. S. and Her World
(1959); A. B. Toklas, What Is Remembered (1963);

A. Stewart, G. S, and the Present (1967).

H.L.C (D.S.R.W.)

Steinbeck, John Ernst (*SaIinas, Cal. 27 II

1902; 00 1930 Carol Henning [o/o 1943], ool943

Gwyn Conger; t20 XII 1968), American novelist

and short-story writer. He depicted the life in his

native California in varying tones; the picaresque

story of Monterey paisanos. Tortilla Flat (1935),

was followed by the grim novel of a labour strike.

In Dubious Battle (1936). His concern with

migratory farm labourers led to The Grapes of
Wrath (1939), the epic of a family from the dust

bowl seeking work and human dignity in Cali-

fornia. Steinbeck felt strongly for those excluded

from American prosperity, sometimes, as in

Cannery Row (1945), being led to an adulation

of the idyllic communal life led by bums and
prostitutes. Nevertheless his novels provide a
powerful testament to the suffering and endurance
of the poor during the Depression Years.

novels: Cup of Gold (1929); The Pastures of
Heaven (1932); To a God Unknown (1933); Of
Mice and Men (1937); The Moon Is Down (1942);

The Wayward Bus (1947); East of Eden (1952);

Sweet Thursday (1954); The Short Reign of
Pippin IV (1957).

—

The Long Valley (stories;

1938).

Warren French, /. S, (1961). D.E.Mo.

Steinberg or Steinbarg, Eliezer (*Lipkany, Bess-

arabia 1880; tCzernowitz 1932), Yiddish poet,

a highly original author of rhymed fables. He
lived for a time in the Argentine, returning to his

home country as leader of a Yiddish cultural

and educational centre in Czemowitz after

the First World War. He founded a theatrical

studio there and wrote and directed plays for

children.

AlefBeys (1921); Di maaselekh fun Bereyshis

(1923); Durkh di briln (1928). J.S.

Steinberg, Yaakov (Byelaya Tserkov, Ukraine
1887; tTel Aviv 22 VI 1947), Hebrew poet,

novelist and essayist. He left his native town very
early for Odessa, to ask Bialik* for guidance and
encouragement. His first book of poems (Warsaw,
1904) had been praised by the Hebrew critics,

who saw in Steinberg a new and original poet.

His style is Biblical. He also wrote in Yiddish.

Complete works (Tel Aviv, 1937 ff.).

S.A. (M.G.; Y.F.)

Steinberg, Yehuda (*Lipkany 1863; tOdessa 10

III 1908), Hebrew novelist and fabulist. He
distinguished himself as a Hebrew grammarian

and wrote a grammar for Hebrew schools. For
his school in Lipkany he wrote a collection of

fables and parables, Bayir u-Bayaar (1896) and
soon became the most sought-after contributor

to all important Hebrew periodicals. His short

stories are unique both for their language and
powers of description. His best books are the two
collections ofstories and dialogues ofthe Hassidim,

and the tale of a Jewish conscript of the time of

Nicholas 1.

Bayamim Hahaim (In Those Days, tr. G.
Jeshurun, Philadelphia, 1915); The Breakfast of
the Birds (tr. E. Solis-Cohen, Jr, ibid., 1917); Kol
Kitvei y. S. (1959). S.A. (M.G.; Y.F.)

Steiner, George (*Paris 23 IV 1926), American
scholar and short-story writer (naturalized 1944).

A man intimate with many cultures and scholastic

techniques, Steiner showed in his Anno Domini

(1964) a talent as a short-story writer equal to his

scholarship. (See also anthologies.)

criticism: Tolstoy or Dostoyevsky (1959); The
Death of Tragedy (1961); Language and Silence

(1967). D.E.MO.

Steingrimsson, J6n (*I>verd, Blonduhlid 10 IX
1728; 001753 I>6runn Hannesddttir; fPrestbakki

k Sidu 11 VIII 1791), Icelandic autobiographer.

After being educated at the Cathedral School at

H61ar and living through hard years as a farmer

and fisherman, he became parson and rural dean
in Skaftafellss3^sla in south Iceland. He lived

through the devastating eruptions of 1783 and
the following years of hardship, and left descrip-

tions of them both in a separate monograph and
in the autobiography for which he is chiefly

remembered as a literary figure. This graphic

account of his life, at once frank, humorous and
pious, is of great psychological and historical

interest.

AEvisaga J. S. (1913-36; 1945). P.G.F.

SteinhSwel, Heinrich (*1412; fUlm 1482),

German humanist; studied in Vienna and Padua;
medical practitioner in Ulm and Esslingen. He
translated, modifying freely, inter alia: Geoffrey

[Godfrey*] of Viterbo’s Appolonius (1461),

Boccaccio’s* De Claris mulieribus (1473) and
(Aretino’s Latin version [Francesco Accolti*])

Guiscardo e Sigismunde (1473). His Aesop (fables

from Avianus*, Rumicius, anecdotes of Petrus*

Alfonsi, Bracciolini*-Poggio, etc,; 1476; ed H.
Osterley, 1873) is his most successful work.

Complete list of works in A. von Keller, S.s

Decameron (wrongly ascribed to S.; 1860); De
Claris mulieribus (ed. K. Drescher, 1865); Aesop
(ed. E. Vouilltoe, 1922).
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Keller’s intro, is substantial; see also M. O’C,

Walshe, Medieval German Literature (1962).

F.P.P.

Steinman, ELffiZER (*Podolia 1892; tl970),

Hebrew writer. As a child he studied in Kishinev

and learnt both Russian and Hebrew. He was

close to the Hasidic movement, to which he

devoted much of his later writing. He began

writing for Hebrew journals around 1909, and

also published translations of world literature.

He lived periodically in Odessa, the centre of

Hebrew literature. lie was unique amongst his

contemporary Hebrew writers in heralding the

Revolution and in seeking a synthesis of Com-
munism and Hebraism. But he left Russia dis-

illusioned in 1920, and finally settled in Palestine

in 1924. He started the Hebrew periodical Kethu-

bim with the poet A. Shlomsky* in 1926. He
published an enormous number of stories, me-
moirs, autobiographical and critical works, and
anthologies of Rabbinic and Hasidic thought.

Gam ha-hasiduth (adapted anthoL; 1959);

Ha-har ha-yaroq (stories, 1965); Be-er na Talmud
(adapted anthol. ; 1965-67). L.Y.

Steinmar, von Klingnau, Eertholo (fl. 1270-

80), Swiss poet, ministerialis to Walther von Klin-

gen.Some of his 14 songs are latter-day minnesang;

in others, more drastic travesty of its conventions

than in Hadlaub*, with cheerfully earthy homage
to sturdy wenches followed through the fields or

into the loft. His ’hayseed’ Dawn Song is a gem.

He also wrote verses in praise of autumn Muttony
and drinking.

K. Bartsch, Die schw, Minnesanger (1886); H.
Maschek, Lyrik des spdten MA,s (1939); Olive

Sayce, Foets of the Minnesang (1967).—R.
Meissner, B, St, von Kl. und seine Lieder (1886).

F.P.P.

Steinn Steinarr, pseud, of Adalsteinn Krist-

MUNDssoN (*Laugaland, Isafjardars^sla 13 X
1908; 1*25 V 1958), Icelandic poet. After a poor
childhood in the country, he came to Reykjavik

in the Depression, scraped a living and became a

Communist. His tet poems were fiercely political

and idealistic, but his succeeding work showed
deepening pessimism and increasing preoccupation

with form. His nihilism and his departure from the

traditions of Icelandic verse have had a very strong

influence on younger poets.

Raudur loginn brann (1934); Ljdd (1937); Spor {

sandi (1940); Ferd an fyrirheits (1942); Timinn og
vatnid (1948); Kvcedasafn og greinar (ed. K.
Karlsson, 1964). P.G.F.

Stendhal, pseud, of Marie-Henri Beyle (Gre-
noble 23 I 1783; tParis 22 III 1842), French
novelist. His dislike of provincial society was the

beginning of his revolt against all social classes

which had a decisive influence on his life and work.
He went to Paris in 1799 intending to enter the
ficole Polytechnique, but found the preparation

for the examination too much trouble. Through
the influence of his cousin, Pierre Daru, he
obtained a commission in the dragoons. He took
part in Napoleon’s second Italian campaign, but
in spite of his enthusiasm for the army it has been
established that he was never a combatant. He
soon resigned his commission, but returned to

the army as a non-combatant officer during the

Russian campaign. He lived in Italy from 1814
to 1821, when he was made to leave by the
Austrian police because of his relations with the

Italian patriots. He was appointed French consul

at Civitavecchia in 1830 and held the post until

his death.

The principal factors in liis make-up were
logique—a love of mathematics and the philoso-

phers of the Enlightenment—and espagnolisme,

the passionate temperament that he claimed to

have inherited from Italian ancestors. It is pre-

cisely the combination of acute psychological

insight with a remarkably delicate sensibility

which gives his work its enduring appeal. His
three greatest novels are all studies of the political

situation from different angles. The heroes, who
are partial portraits of the novelist, are all ‘out-

siders* at odds with society. In them he created a

new psychological type which altered the whole
perspective of the European novel.

novels: Armance (1827; Eng. tr. C. K. Scott-

Moncrieff, 1928); Le Rouge et le Noir (1830;

Scarlet and Blacky tr. idem^ 1926); La Chartreuse

de Parme (1839; The Charterhouse of Parma, tr.

idem, 1926); Lam/e/ (1889; tr. T. W. Earp, 1951);

Lucien Leuwen (1894, 1926-27; I: The Green

Huntsman, II: The Telegraph, tr. H. L. R. Edwards,

1951).—^NOUVELLEs: UAbbesse de Castro (1839;

enlarged ed., Nouvelles inedites, 1855; The Abbess

of Castro and Other Stories, tr. C. K. Scott-

Moncrieff, 1926); Romans et nouvelles (1854).

—

miscellaneous: Vies de Haydn, de Mozart et de

Mitastase (1814; tr. and ed. R. N. Coe, 1972);

Histoire de la peinture en Italie (1817); Rome,
Naples et Florence (1817, 1826; tr. R. N. Coe,

1959); De TAmour (1822; On Love, tr. V. Holland,

1928); Racine et Shakespeare (1823, 1825); Vie de

Rossini (1823; tr. R. N. Coe, 1970); Promenades

dans Rome (1829; A Roman Journal, tr. and ed.

H. Chevalier, 1959); Memoires d^un touriste (1838);

Voyage dans le Midi de la France (1854, 1927; tr.

E. Abbott, 1971); La vie de Henri Brulard (1894;

tr. C. A. Phillips, 1925); Souvenirs d'egotisme

(1892; Memoirs of an Egotist, tr. T. W. Earp,

1949); Journal (5 vols, 1923-34; The Private

Diaries ofS,, tr. and ed. R. Sage, 1955); Napoleon

(1929).—CEuvres complktes (ed. H. Martineau, 79

vols, 1927-37).

D. Gunnell, S, et VAngleterre (1909; Selected
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Journalism From the English Reviews by S. With

Translations of Other Critical Writings^ tr. and ed.

G. Strickland, 1959); L. Blum, S, et le Beylisme

(1914); P. Arbelet, La Jemesse de S. (2 vols,

1919); J. Prevost, La Creation chez S, (1942;

1951); H. Martineau, UCEuvre de S, (1945, 1966);

M. Josephson, S, or the Pursuit of Happiness

(1946); M. Bardiche, S, romancier (1947); M.
Tumell, The Novel in France (1950) and The Art of
French Fiction (1959); A. Caraccio, S, Vhomme et

Vceuvre (excellent manual; 1951, 1963; Eng. tr. D.
Bagley, 1965); J. P. Richard, Litterature et

sensation (1954); G. Blin, S. et les problimes du
roman (1954) and S', et les probUmes de la person-

nalite (1958); R. M. Adams, S. Notes on a Novelist

(1959); S. A Collection of Critical Essays (1962);

F. W. J. Hemmings, S. (1964); V. Brombert, S.;

Fiction and the Themes ofFreedom (1968).

M.T.

Stephan, ‘Magister’ (/7. Dorpat [Tartu] c. 1360-

70), Low German didactic poet; probably teacher

at the cathedral school. His adaptation of Jacobus

de Cessolis’ Book of Chess is more independent

than any other German version (Konrad* von
Ammenhusen). Although addressed to the nobility,

it pays special attention to the middle class, with

whom it still found favour a century later (1st pr.

LUbeck c, 1499). His adaptation of the Disticha^

Catonis also shows originality.

Dat schakspil to dude (c. 1499; new ed. W.
Schliiter, 1889); Mittelniederdeutscher Cato (ed.

P. Graffunder in Niederdt. Jahrb., XXIII and
XXV, 1898-99).

P. Zimmermann, ‘Meister S.s Schachbuch* in

Niederdt. KorrespondenzbL, IX (1884); C. T.

Saul, Studien zu Meister S.s Schachbuch (diss.

Munster, 1926); W. Mitzka, ‘Die deutschen

Catodichtungen des Mittelalters’ in Zeitschrift

ftir deutsche PhiloL, LIV (1929). G.C,

Stephansson, Stephan Gudmundsson (*Kirk-

juhdll, Skagafjordur 3X 1853; ooHelga J6nsd6ttir;

tMarkerville, Canada 10 VIII 1927), Icelandic-

Canadian poet. Of poor parents, he emigrated

with his family to America in 1873 and finally

settled in Alberta where he lived as a farmer for

the rest of his life. His poems touch a wide range
of subjects, personal and political, domestic and
international. His vast vocabulary and thoroughly

individual outlook make him in some ways a
‘difficult’ poet. Throughout he appears as an
upright man whose passionate feelings, even when
bitter, never affect Ids uprightness.

verse: Oti d viSavangi (1894); A ferd og flugi

(1900); Andvokur (6 vols, 1909-38; 2nd ed. 1953-

58); Kolbeinslag (1914); Heimleidis (1917);

Vigslddi (1920); Andvokur. J)rval (ed. S. Nordal,

1939); UrvalsljdS (ed. Hulda, 1945).—prose:
Brefog ritgerdir (4 vols, 1938-48).

W. Kirkconnell, ‘C^ada’s leading poet’ in

Univ. Toronto Quart., V (1936); F. S. Crawley,

‘The greatest poet of the Western world: S. G. S.’

in Scand. Stud, and Notes, XV (1938-39); S,

Nordal, S. G. S. Madurinn og skdldid (1959).

R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Stephen, Sir James Fitzjames (*London 3 III

1829; 001855 Mary Cunningham; flpswich 11

III 1894), English judge and writer on legal

subjects, contributor to the Pall Mall Gazette

and Saturday Review.

General View of the Criminal Law (1863);

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity (1873); History of the

Criminal Law of England (1883); The Story of
Nuncomar and the Impeachment of Sir Elijah

Impey (2 vols, 1885); Horae Sabbaticae (1892;

contribs to Saturday Review).

Sir Leslie Stephen [brother]. Life of Sir J. F. S.

(1895); L. Radzinowicz, Sir J. F. S. (1957).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Stephen, Sir Leslie (^London 28 XI 1832; ool867

Harriet Thackeray, ool878 Julia Duckworth;

t/5/d. 22 II 1904), English man of letters and
mountaineer, first editor of The Dictionary of
National Biography. See bloomsbury group.

Peaks, Passes and Glaciers (2 vols, 1861-62);

Playground of Europe (1871); Essays on Free

Thinking and Plain Speaking (1873); Hours in a
Library (1874, 1876, 1879); History of English

Thought in the Eighteenth Century (2 vols, 1876);

The Science of Ethics (1882).

—

Johnson (1878);

Pope (1880); Swift (1882).

F. W. Maitland, Life and Works of L. S.

(1906); J, D. Wilson, L. S. and Matthew Arnold
as Critics of Wordsworth (1939); N. G. Annan, S.

(1951) ; J. Gross, Rise andFalloftheMan ofLetters
(1969). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Stephens, James (^Dublin 1882; fLondon 26
XII 1950), Irish poet and novelist. He was bom of
poor parents and was self-educated. When a clerk

in Dublin he was discovered by George William
Russell*. After the success of his two best books
The Crock of Gold (1912) and Deirdre (1923) he
lectured in the U.S.A. in 1925 and 1935. A writer

of the greatest originality, his fiction is a curious

blend of realism and fantasy in which gods and
tinkers, children and talking animals, philosophers

and policemen rub shoulders. His own philosophy

is mystical and pantheistic, full of naive and
subtle wisdom. His lyrics, often based on Irish

originals, are mostly spontaneous and charming.

In his later years he was a successful broadcaster

with the B.B.C.

verse: Collected Poems (1926; 2nd ed. 1954).

—

NOVELS AND STORIES: The Charwoman*s Daughter

(1912); Here Are Ladies (1913); The DemUGods
(1914); Irish Fairy Tales (1920); In the Land of
Youth (1924); Etched in Moonlight (1928).

—
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various: The Insurrection in Dublin (1916).

—

J, S,:

A Selection (ed. L. Frankenbey, 1962); James^

Seumas^ Jacques (ed. idem, 1964).

B. Bramsback, /. S. (Uppsala, 1959); Hilary

Pyle, J. S. (1965; incl. biblio.). E.T.W.

Stephens, John (Jl, 1615), English satirist and
lawyer, who shows sharpness of observation in

his book of essays and character-sketches (the

third in English), a work mainly concerned with

brief comments on current vices.

Satirical essays, characters and others, or

accurate and quick descriptions, fitted to the life

of their subjects (1615).

B. Boyce, The Theophrastan Character in

England {mil G.K.H.

Stepney, George (*Westminster 1663; fChelsea

15 IX 1707), English diplomat, member of the

Kit Kat Club, called ‘one of the finest poets of

his time’ by Sir Erasmus Philips. Very learned and
admired by Addison*, Stepney produced a trans-

lation of Juvenal’s* eighth satire for Dryden’s*

1693 translation.

Poems (1701; ed. Johnson, XII; Anderson, VI;
Chalmers, VIU).

H. T. Swedenberg, Jr, ‘G. S., My Lord Dorset’s

Boy’ in Huntington Libr. Quart. (1946).

B.L.J. (A.N.W.)

Stepnyak or Stepniak, S., pseud, of Sergey
Mikhaylovich Kravchinsky (*1852; tl895),

Russian terrorist who fled abroad and wrote

—

mostly in English—about the conditions and the

revolutionary movement in his country.

La Russia sotterranea (in Ital. 1882; in Eng.

1883; in Russ. 1893); Audrey Kozhukhov (in Eng.
as The Career of a Nihilist, 1889; in Russ. 1898,

1921); Russia under the Tsars (2 vols, 1885); The
Russian Peasantry (2 vols, 1895); King Stork and
King Log (stud, of contemporary Russia; 2 vols,

1895).

L. G. Deich, 5. M, K (1919). J.L.

Stere, Constantin (*Cerepcau, Bessarabia 1865;

tBucov, nr Ploie§ti 1936), Rumanian publicist

and novelist. After a prolonged period of exile in

Siberia imposed by the Tsarist government, he
fled to Rumania in 1892 and created the Poporanist
movement, dedicated to the welfare of the peasan-
try. In 1906 he was co-founder of the review
Via$a rom^neasca. His novel In preajma revolufiei

(8 vols, 1931-36), a thinly disguised account of
his life and times, is a moving document influenced

in manner by the Russian masters.

L. Leoneanu, Portrete literare politice (1935);
E, Lovinescu, Istoria literaturii romdne contemn

porane, 1900-1937 (1937); G. CS.linescu, Istoria

literaturii romdne (1941). F.J.B.

Sterling, George (*Sag Harbor, N.Y. 1 XII
1869; 001896 Caroline Rand [o/o 1915]; fSan
Francisco, Calif. 17 XI 1926), American poet.

A San Francisco bohemian, he was strongly

influenced by Ambrose Bierce* and wrote flam-

boyant poems of the West.

The Testimony of the Suns and Other Poems
(1903); A Wine of Wizardry (1909); The House

of Orchids and Other Poems (1911); Thirty-Five

Sonnets (1917); After Sunset (1939).—Selected

Poems (1923),—Robinson Jeffers: The Man and
the Artist (1926). H.L.C.

Sterne, Laurence (*Clonmel, Co. Tipperary 24

XI 1713; oo30 III 1741 Hiza Lumley; tLondon
18 III 1768), English novelist. He was the son of

an English army officer stationed in Ireland; was
educated in Halifax, Yorks, and at Cambridge
University; worked as a parson in Sutton and
Coxwold, where he completed his novel Tristram

Shandy. In 1762 he travelled in France, the result

being his Sentimental Journey (1768). He also

published several volumes of sermons. His literary

importance rests mainly on Tristram Shandy, a

novel of excellent character-drawing and cultivated

eccentricity, in which the narrative technique both

parodies and reflects post-Lockcan theories about

the process of thought. Its deliberate irrelevancy

and oddity give Sterne’s narrative style a very

individual stamp. Both novels, with their emphasis

upon sentiment, initiated a reaction against the

intellectuality of the Augustans. Modern writers

influenced by his style include James Joyce*; it

has a certain affinity with that of Rabelais*; but

the quality of Sterne’s humour, which is prurient,

is very different.

The Life and Opinion of Tristram Shandy (9

pts, 1760-67; ed. I. Watt, 1965, and G. Petrie,

1967); Sentimental Journey (2 vols, 1768; ed.

G. D. Stout, 1967; ed. I. Jack, 1968); Lettersfrom

Yorick to Eliza (1773); Sterne's Letters to his

Friends on Various Occasions (1775); Letters of

L. S. to his most intimate friends (1775); Original

Letters never before published (ed. W. D. Cooper,

1844); Unpublished Letters ofL. S. (ed. J. Murray,

1^561—Works (ed. W. L. Cross, 12 vols, 1904);

Letters (ed. L. P. Curtis, 1934).

W. M. Thackeray, ‘S. and Goldsmith’ in The

English Humorists (1853); P. Fitzgerald, Life of
L. S. (2 vols, 1864); W. L. Cross, Life and Times

ofL. S. (1909; rev. 1925 and 1929); W. Sichel, S.

(to which is added Journal to Eliza; 1910); L.

Melville, Life and Letters of L. S. (2 vols, 1911);

P. Quennsll, Four Portraits (1945); E. N. Dilworth,

Unsentimental Journey ofL. S, (1948) ; J. Traugott,

L. S:s World (1954); H. Fluch^re, Z. S. (in Fr.

1961; tr. B. Bray, 1965); L. Hartley, L. S. in

the 20th Century (annotated biblio.; 1966).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Stemheim, Carl (*Leipzig 1 IV 1878; tBrussels 3
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XI 1942), German dramatist and prose writer, a
Jewish banker’s son. He rejected his early experi-

ments in Naturalist, neo-Romantic and Symbolist

drama, and in Die Hosen (1910) and the series of

virulently anti-bourgeois plays which rapidly

followed produced satirical chronicles of the

smugly materialist, brutally rationalist and weakly
conformist society of Wilhelminian Germany,
written in terse, unpoetic language and elegantly

plotted in a way that parodied the well-made play.

The best of these comedies are: Die Kassette

(1911), Burger Schippel (1913), Der Snob (1914),

1913 (1915), Tabula Rasa (1916) and Das Fossil

(1922)—^all later collected as Aus dem burgerlichen

Heldenleben (tr. Scenes From the Heroic Life ofthe
Middle Classes, ed. J. M. Ritchie, 1970, incl.

‘The Bloomers’, ‘Paul Schippel, Esq.’, ‘The Snob’,
‘1913’ and ‘The Fossil’; tr. of Die Kassette, ‘The
Strong Box’ in An Anthology of German Expres-

sionist Drama, ed. W. H. Sokel, 1963). Stemheim’s
plays lead directly to Brecht*. Dandy and scourge

ofconventional society, he saw himselfin Stendhal*

and Wilde*, and in others whose works he adapted
for the stage—Moli^re*, Prevost*, Klinger*

Diderot*, Maupassant* and Flaubert*. From
1930 until his death he lived in a palace near

Brussels, a prey to nervous depression. His
works were banned in Germany in 1933. In the

1960s he has been rediscovered as the German
Moli^re, a title he always claimed.

Die Schide von Uznach, oder Neue Sachlichkeit

(plays; 1926; origin of ‘New Objectivity’ as a
term to describe German literature of the mid-
1920s).

—

Gesammeite Werke (6 vols, 1962-65);
Gesamtwerk (8 vols, 1963- ).

W. Paulsen, ‘C, S. : Das Ende des Immoralismus’
in Akzente, III (1956); R. Beckley, ‘C, S.* in

German Men of Letters, H (ed. A. Natan, 1963);
H. Karasek, C. S. (1965); W. Wendler, C. S.:

Weltvorstellung und Kunstprinzipien (1966); M.
Sebald, C. S. (1969). K,P.

Sternhoid, Thomas (*?Southampton; t23 VIII
1549), English writer and M.P., famous for his

metrical versions of the Psalms, which had great

popularity and established common measure
(the metre of Chevy Chase) as a conventional
vepe-form for psalms and hymns. He held a
minor position at the court of Henry* VIII.

Certayne Psalmes chosen out of the Psalter of
David (1549). J,B.B.

Sterry, Peter (*London IX 1613; coll 1641
Frances Asheworth; ^ibid. 19 XI 1672), English
divine of great imaginative power and learning,

whose sermons have been acclaimed for their

warmth and strength as prose. First a Cambridge
PJatonist, but latterly more mystical in his doctrine
of will, Sterry sat in the Westminster assembly
(1643) and was chaplain to Cromwell.

A Discourse ofthe Freedom ofthe Will (1675).

V. de Sola Pinto, P. S., Platonist and Puritan

(with sel, incl. verse tr. of Boethius, De Consola-

tione Philosophiae, III, ix; 1934).

B.L.J. (H.N.D.)

Stesichorus, Greek lyric poet from Sicily (prob.

6th century b.c.), wrote choral songs narrating

legendary incidents, often comiected with the

Trojan War or the exploits of Heracles: e.g. a

Palinodia (‘Recantation’), which asserts that

HELEN did not go to Troy after all, and a Geryoneis,

D. L. Page, Lyrica Graeca selecta (with new
frags of Geryoneis in the Addenda; 1968); J. M.
Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, II (1924; with tr.).

—

C. M. Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry (2nd ed. 1961).

J.T.H.

Stethatus: see Nicetas Stetfaatus.

Stevens, Wallace (*Reading, Pa. 2 X 1879;

tHartford 2 vni 1955), American poet. He was
educated at Harvard and afterwards led an

unusual double life working for an insurance

company in Hartford, Conn, and writing a poetry

both jewelled and exact. Although his poems
began appearing in 1913, he was reluctant to

publish a volume until ten years later. Harmonium

(1923) is a surprisingly mature yet inventive first

book. It combines short ‘dandified’ Imagistic

poems with wittily ironic exercises based on
Elizabethan blank verse and with lengthy verse

meditations, such as thefamous ‘Sunday Morning

in the Wordsworthian tradition. Later works such

as Ideas of Order (1936) and The Man With the

Blue Guitar (1937) gained more acclaim, and

Stevens had made a reputation as a handler of

exotic images in diction decidedly French in its

origins. But this was no mere trifling with aesthetic

values, and a concern with the complex relations

of art to life marries style and meaning in his best

work. Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction (1942),

finally linking an individual use of symbol with

abstract but penetrative language, has claims to

be the most achieved long poem in English of

recent times. Stevens’ feeling for modem man,
alienated from religious meaning and myth
while seeking validity for his intimations of

lasting beauty, gives his work a metaphysical

force undiminished in his last poems. EQs essays,

influenced by Paul Val6ry*, are equally taut and
perceptive in their analyses of the interdependence

of re^ty and the imagination.

poetry: Parts of a World (1942); Transport to

Summer (1947); The Auroras of Autumn (1950);

Collected Poems (1954).

—

uprose: The Necessary

Angel (1951); Opus Posthumous (1957); Letters of
W. S. (ed. Holly Stevens, 1966),

W, V. O’Connor, The Shaping Spirit, A Study

of W, S, (1950); R. Pack, W. S., An Approach to

His Poetry and Thought (1958); F. Kermode,
W. S, (1960). D.E,Mo,
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Stevenson, Robert Louis Balfour (*E(iinburgh

13 XI 1850; OO1880 Fanny Van de Grift; tSamoa
3 XII 1894), Scottish man of letters. He was

called to the Scottish Bar in 1875, but turned to

writing, and made a reputation early with mis-

cellaneous essays contributed to The Comhill

Magazine (1876-82). Ill-health and a natural

wanderlust took Stevenson much away from home
in his 20s and 30s; in 1888 he set out for the

South Seas, where he settled and died.

A man of burning energy and enthusiasm, he

applied himself unsparingly to a great variety of

literary tasks. He was, despite a somewhat

obtrusive morality, a good lyric poet, especially

in nostalgic moods. He assiduously developed

one of the most graceful, varied and resilient of

English prose styles; and yet he is never merely

a stylist. His essays have all the charm of a rich,

generous, humorous personality openly displayed;

and in criticism he is lively, penetrating and
refreshingly unacademic. His most popular work
is his adventure fiction; in Treasure Island (1883;

serial 1881-82), Catriona (1893) and The Master

of Ballantrae (1889) he gave a new artistic quality

and depth to a minor type of novel. In The

Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886)

and the eloquent vernacular Thrown Janet he

made notable contributions to the supernatural

tale; and in the unfinished Weir of Hermiston

(1896), with its assured handling of Scots, its

sense of atmosphere and setting, and its appre-

ciation of the Scots mind and heart, there is the

unfulfilled promise of a great national novelist.

There a fine style and an artistic sympathy are at

last applied to a worthy theme.

An Inland Voyage (1878); Picturesque Notes on
Edinburgh (1878); Travels with a Donkey in the

Cevermes (1879); Virginibus Puerisque (1881);

Familiar Studies of Men and Books (1882); New
Arabian Nights (2 vols, 1882); The Silverado

Squatters (1883); Prince Otto (1885); More New
Arabian Nights (1885); A Child^s Garden of Verses

(1885); Kidnapped (1886); The Merry Men^ and
other Tales (1887 ; incl. ‘Thrawn Janet’); Memories
and Portraits (1887); Underwoods (1887); Memoir
of Fleeming Jenkin (1888); The Black Arrow
(1888; serial 1883); The Wrong Box (with Lloyd
Osborne; 1888); Father Damien: an Open Letter

(1890); The South Seas (1890); Ballads (1891);

Across the Plains, with other Memories and Essays
(1892); The Wrecker (with Osborne; 1892); Three

P/uyj(withW. E. Henley; im)\ IslandNights^ En-
tertainments (1893); The Ebb Tide (with Osborne;

1894); Vailima Letters (1895); Fables (1896);

Songs of Travel (1896); St Ives (completed by
A. T. Quiller-Couch, 1897); Collected Poems (ed.

J. A. Smith, 1951); Our Samoan Adventure (ed.

C. Neider, 195S),—Letters (ed. Sidney Colvin, 2
vols, 1899); Letters to Charles Baxter (ed. J.

De L. Ferguson and M. Waingrow, 195©.

—

Works (Edinburgh ed., 28 vols, 1894-98; Vailima

ed., 26 vols, 1922-23; Tusitala ed., 35 vols, 1923).—^W. F. Prideaux, A Bibliography of the Works of
jR. L. S, (1903; rev. 1917); G. L. McKay, A S.

Library (6 vols, 1951-65).

Graham Balfour, The Life of R, X. 5. (2 vols,

1901).-—Sir Walter Raleigh, R. L, S. (1895);

J. A. Steuart, R. L, S,, Man and Writer (2 vols,

1924); D. Daiches, R. L, S.: A Revaluation

(1947); M. Elwin, The Strange Case of R, L. S,

(1950); J. Hampden, The S. Companion (1950);

R. Aldington, Portrait of a Rebel (1957); E. N.
Caldwell, Last Witness for R, X. S. (1960); R,
Kiely, R, X. 5. and the Fiction of Adventure

1964). J.K.

Stevenson, William (*Hunswick, Durham IX
1546; tDurham 1575), English playwright.

Stevenson is the most likely of several claimants to

the authorship of Gammer Gurtons Needle—the

first English comedy in which classical influence

is completely digested. G.K.H.

A right pithy, pleasant and merry comedy:
entitled Gammer Gurtons needle. Played in

Chrisfs College in Cambridge. Made by Mr. S.

Mr. of Art (1575; ed. H. F. B. Brett-Smith,

1920).

B. Spivack, Shakespeare and the Allegory ofEvil

(1958); F. P. Wilson, The English Drama 1485-

1585 (1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Stevin, Simon (*Bruges 1548; fLeiden or The
Hague 1620), Dutch physicist, mathematician,

civil and military engineer. In 1592 he became
Prince Maurice’s adviser, head of civil works
and quartermaster general, and earned great

fame with various inventions (sailing wagon,

inclined plane, parallelogram of forces, law of

communicating vessels, decimal fractions, etc.).

As the author of a number of treatises on these

subjects he contributed greatly to the improve-

ment of Dutch as a scientific and technical

language.

Dialectike ofte Bewijsconst (1585); Vita politica

(1590); Wisconstighe gedachtenissen (1605-08;

Lat. tr., Hypomnemata mathematica; incomplete

Fr. tr., Memoires mathematiques).—CEuvres mathe-

matiques (ed. A. Girard, 2 vols, 1634); The Princi-

pal Works ofS. S. (ed. E. Crone, E. J. Dijksterhuis,

R. J. Forbes et al., 6 vols, 1955-66).

W. van der Woude and P. J. Blok in Nieuw

Nederlandsch Biografisch Wordenboek, V (1921);

H. Bosmans in Biographic Nationale de Belgique,

XXIII (1921-24); G. Sarton in Isis (1934); J. and

A. Romein, Erflaters van onze beschaving, I

(1938); E. J. Dijksterhuis, 5. 5. (1943); D. J.

Struik, Het land van S. en Huygens (1958).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Stewart, Douglas Alexander (*Eltham, New
Zealand 6 V 1913), Australian poet and dramatist;

Hteraiy editor of the Sydney Bulletin (1940-61).
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His lyrical versatility includes legendary themes

such as those used with colourful effect in his

verse plays.

The Flesh and the Spirit (essays; 1948); Collected

Poems^ 1936-67 (1967).

—

splays : Four Plays (1958);
Fisheris Ghost (1960).

J. McAuley, ‘D. S.* in The Literature of Aus^

tralia (ed. G. Dutton, 1964); N. Keesing, D, S,

(1965). A.M.G.

Stewart, Dugald (*Edinbur^ 22 XI 1753;

001783 Helen Bannatyne, ool790 Helen D’Arcy;

^ibid, 11 VI 1828), Scottish philosopher. With his

father, joint Professor of mathematics at Edin-

burgh, 1775; appointed Professor of moral

philosophy in 1785. He resigned in 1820. He
exercised a strong influence on Scottish thought

in his day. He was, philosophically, a disciple of

Reid*. Despite a clear and eloquent prose style,

his work has now only a historical interest,

since he applied himself to current philosophical

controversies.

Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind
(1792); Outlines of Moral Philosophy (1794);

Account of the Life and Writings of Thomas Reid

(1802); Philosophical Essays (1810); The Philoso-‘

phy of the Active and Moral Powers (1828).

—

Works (ed. Sir W. Hamilton, 11 vols, 1854-60).

S. A. Grave, The Scottish Philosophy ofCommon
Sense (1960). J.K.

Stiien, Hams Christensen (*Roskilde 25 XI
1544; 001567 ?, ool602 Elline Olufsdatter, ool607

Kirstine Andersdatter; tMalmS 1610), Danish

poet. He was headmaster of the grammar school

at Elsinore, and later clergyman at Mahno. He
is the author of one school-play, Kortvending,

and of various edifying leaflets, but it is for his

religious poetry that he is remembered.

En liden Haandbog (1578); En liden Vandrebog

(1588).

C. J. Brandt, Salmedigteren H C, S. (1888);

C. S. Petersen and H. Brix, H. C. S„ af bans

Vandrebog (1914); E. Frandsen, H C. S, (1932).

E.B.

Stieler, Kaspar von (*Erfurt 1 HI 1632; ^ibid, 24

VI 1707), German poet. After much wandering

he served in the Brandenburg army in the Swedish

war, but left in 1657 for further travelling. He
returned in 1661, occupied several administrative

posts and retired in 1689 to settle in Erfurt and
practise law. He is chiefly known for his brilliant

volume of youthful poems, Gehamschte Venus

(1660). Published under the name of Feudor der
Dorfferer, it was long attributed to the Holstein

parson Jacob Schwieger, though it has the

spontaneity and formal grace of the English

Cavalier lyrists. On attaining rank and respect-

ability, Stieler produced works of piety and

manuals of official correspondence. His Teutsche

Sekretariatkunst (1673) determined the form of

German correspondence for two generations. His

Sprachschatz aspired to be a dictionary parallel

to J. G. Schottel’s* German grammar.

Die Gehamschte Venus von Filidor dem Dorfferer

(1660; repr. 1968; crit. ed. T. Raehse [ascribed to

Jacob Schwieger], 1880); Dichtkunst des Spaten

(1669; extracts pub. J. Bolte, 1926); Der Teutsche

Advokat (1678); 10 works of piety, e.g. Der

bussfertige Sunder (1679); Bellemperie (drama

based on a Dutch version of T. Kyd*s Spanish

Tragedy

\

1680); Willmuth (allegorical comedy;

1680); Der Teutschen Sprache Stammbaum und

Fortwachs oder Teutscher Sprachschatz (1691 ;
repr.

as Vol. I of coll, works, ed. S. Sonderegger, 1968).

A. Koster, Der Dichter der Geharnschten Venus

(1897; brilliant); C. Hofer, Die Rudolstddter

Festspiele 1665-7 und ihr Dichter (with biblio.

of K. S.; 1904); W. Eiermann, ‘S. als Dichter der

Geharnschten Venus* in Zschr. fiir dt. PhiloL,

XLII (1910); H. Gunter, ‘S. in Danzig’ in Mitteil-

ungen des Westpreussischen Geschichtsvereins,

XI (1912) ; B. Marckwardt, Geschichte der deutschen

Poetik, I (1937); G. Ising, Die deutsche Sprache

in den Worterbuchern M, Kramers und K. S,

(1956); H. Zeman, K, S., Versuch einer Monogra-

phie (diss. Vienna, 1965). L.W.F.

Stiemhiclm, Georg, originally Olofsson, took

name of Lilia in 1614, ennobled as S. 1631

(Wika 7 VIII 1598; t22 IV 1672), Swedish poet,

philosopher, philologist, scientist and lawyer. He
wrote lyrics, sonnets, and ballets for court pre-

sentation, but is particularly remembered for his

vigorous didactic epic in hexameters, Hercules

(wr. 1647; pr. 1658). He did a great deal to

raise the profession of poet in popular esteem

and has been called *the father of the Swedish

art of poetry*. In philosophy he was a Platonist

and an adversary of Aristotle*: he was influenced,

too, by Stoicism and German mysticism (Paracel-

sus*). He was also much concerned with theology

and comparative philology.

Heroisk Fdgnesdng (1643); Heroisk Jubelsdng

(1644); Then fdngne Cupitdo (1649), Fredsafl

(1649), Parnassus triumphans (1651; these last

3 are ballets); Musae Suethizantes (2 vols,

1668); Samlade skrifter (ed. J. Nordstrom and

P. Wieselgren, 1924 ff.); Hercules (crit. ed. E.

Noreen, 1936); Stiernhielms filosofiska fragment

(ed. J. Nordstrdm, 1924).

S. Ek, ‘Till Mgan om Hercules tv& versioner*

in Samlaren (1915); A. Friberg, Den svenske

Hercules (1945); P. Wieselgren, G. 5. (1948);

C, I. StShle, ‘Sprdkteori och ordval i S.s forfat-

tarskap’ in Arkiv for nordisk filologi (1951).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. a.S.)

Stiemstedt, Marika (^Stockholm 12 I 1879;

tTyringe 25X 1954), Swedish novelist, Stiemstedt’s

C E W L—in~T
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upper-class background dictated some of her

themes, but social and political interests greatly

expanded her range. This is specially noticeable

in von Sneckenstroms (1924), describing the

situation of a Roman Catholic family in Pro-

testant Sweden, and even more in the complex
problems of Froken Liwin (1925). Though not
very profound, Stiernstedt has considerable

narrative skill and a perceptive grasp of her

subject.

Samlade romaner (12 vols, 1934-35); Spegling

i en skdrva (1936); Attentat i Paris (1942); Banket-

ten (1947); Bland mdnmskor (sel. short stories;

1954).

S. Ahlgren, Orfeus ifolkhemmet (1938).

C.H.K. a.s.)

Sdfter, Adalbert (*Oberplan, Bohemia 23 X
1805; 001837 Amalie Mohaupt; fLinz 28 1 1868),

Austrian writer. The son of a linen-weaver, he
studied law in Vienna, but was more interested

in painting—he was an accomplished landscape-

painter—mathematics and natural science.

Timidity preventing his taking the final examina-
tions, he gave lessons in the best houses (Metter-

nich’s etc.) and met Grillparzer*, Lenau* and
Griin*. Becoming a school inspector in Linz,

1850, he longed for Vienna and after prolonged
suffering from ill-health finally committed suicide.

Der Kondor owed its publication to chance, a
friend’s child having removed the manuscript
from his pocket; but soon he took his mission
with extreme seriousness: few writers reached his

exacting standard of moral worth. He held that

the quietest virtues (resignation) and the humblest
destinies were the most heroic, and in nature too
the unspectacular was the truly great. Art must
be intimate if it is to be a personally meaningful
possession; what is intimidating cannot be lived

with. The value of his work lies in its style, his

descriptions of nature, and the rendering of the
harmony l^tween man and landscape. Characteri-

zation is simple, but details of life and of natural
beauty are described with emotional intensity.

Studien (6 vols, 1844-50; 2 vols, 1968; sel. tr.

M. Norman, Rural Life in Austria and Hungary,
1850); Bergkristall (1845; Eng. tr. E. Mayer and
M. Moore, 1945).

—

Historisch-kritische Gesamt-
aitsgabe (ed. A. Sauer, G. Wilhelm et a/., 24
vols, 1901-60); Unverdffentlichtes (ed. M. von
Sellner and L. Franz, 1940); Erzdhlungen in der
Urfassung (ed. M. Stefl, 3 vols, 1952).—
wahlte Briefe (ed. M. Enzinger, 1947).

J. Aprent, A. S. (1869, 1955); W. Kosch, A, S.
und die Romantik (1905; 3rd ed. 1946) and A, S.
als Mensch, Kunstler, Dkhter und Erzieher (1952);
U. Roedl. A, S. (1936, 1958); E. Staiger, S. als

Dichter der Ehrfwrcht (1943, 1967); K. Privat,

A, S. Sein Leben in Selbstzeugnissen, Briefen und
Berichten (1946); A. Blackall, A, S, A Critical

Study (1948); A. S,s Leben und Werk in Briefen

und Dokiimenten (ed. K. G. Fischer, 1962); E.
Frank, Liebe zu S, (1968).—E. Eisenmeier, a[ 5.-
Bibliographie (1964).—A. S.-Almanach (2 vols.

1947, 1953); S.-Jahrb. (1949 ff.); Vierteljahrs-

schrift des A. S.-Instituts (1952 ff.).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Stigen, Terje (*Kjelvik 28 VI 1922; ool947 Inger
Gihbsson), Norwegian novelist. A prolific writer
with a straightforward and engaging narrative
style whose production includes richly charac-
terized and humorously told tales of Norwegian
folk life, an exciting novel of the Occupation of
Norway {Timer i grenseland, 1966), and novels
with a historical setting. He is at his best in the
four connected short stories Vindstille underveis

(1956), and the novel Let flyktige hjerte (1967).
Stigen’s narrative verve is often combined with an
engaging lyrical quality which goes deepest when
he is dealing with an inhibited or corrupted
emotional life.

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: To dogn (1950);
Skygger pd mitt hjerte (1952); Nokkel til ukjent
rom (1953); For solnedgang (1954); Frode Bud-
btereren (1957); Asmimd Armodsons saga (1958);
Stjernoy (1959); Elskere (1960); KJxrlighet (1962);
Glasskulen (1963); Til ytterste skjcer (1964);
Krystallstjernen (1965); De iente lys (1968).

O, 0ysleb0 in Etterkrigsprofiler (1957).

R.G.P.

Stigliani, Tommaso (*Matera 1573; tRome 1651),
Italian poet. He led the polemic against Marino’s*
Adone* His epic poem 11 Mondo Nuovo (about the
discovery ofAmerica) has no great poetic qualities.

Rime (1601-23); II Mondo Nuovo (unfinished,

1617; complete ed. 1628); VOcchiale (1627).

M. Menghini, T S. (1892); F. Croce, Tre
momenti del barocco letterario italiano (1966).

U.L.

Stijl, Simon (*HarUngen 25 II 1731; Vbid, 24 V
1804), Dutch physician, historian, poet and play-

wright; chairman of the committee for the con-

stitution in the national council. Stijl was a good
stylist, musician, amateur actor and orator.

verse: Lierzang aan Melpomene (1769); Op
den algemeenen vrede (1802); Nagelaten gedichten

en toneelpoezy (1835); Mengelpoezy (2 vols,

1837).

—

uprose: Opkomst en bloei der Vereenigde

Nederlanden (1774); ‘Leven van Jan Punt’ in

Levensbeschrifving van eenige voornaame meest
NederL mannen en vroumn (1782).

—

splays: De
vryer naar de kunst (1753); Krispijn philosoof

(1754; ed. Cath. Ypes, 1955); De Mityleners

(1768).

C. Busken Huet, ‘De patriotten en S. S.’ in

Litt. Fantasien en Kritieken, IX (1881-88); C. Bake,
‘S. S. en zijn De opkomsf in Vragen van den
Dag, XLVII (1932). J.W.W.
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Stijns, Reimond (*Mullem 10 V 1850; tBrussels

12 Xn 1905), Flemish novelist and short-story

writer. In collaboration with Isidoor Teirlinck
(1851-1934) he wrote romantic sketches, short

stories, plays and a political, anti-Catholic novel

Arm Vlaanderen (1884), showing occasional

dashes of Naturalism. In the stories and novels

which he later wrote independently there is a

stronger emphasis on Naturalism. His master-

piece Hard labeur (1904) is a purely Naturalistic

novel.

novels: Ruwe liefde (1887); In de ton (1891).

L. Baekelmans, Vier Vlaamsche prozaschrijvers

(1931). R.F.L.

Stillfried, Felix, pseud, of Adolf Brandt
(*Fahrbinde, Mecklenburg 26 IX 1851 ; fRostock
5 VI 1910), Low German writer who, in the wake
of Reuter*, gave good descriptions and charac-

terizations of rural life in MecMenburg.

De Wilhelmshdger KdsterUkT (2 pts, 1887-88);

Ut Sloss un Katen (1890; new ed. Durten Blanck,

1903); Hack un Pluck (1900).

—

In Lust un Leed

(1896; poems).

E. Brandes, ‘F. S.’ in Mitteilungen Quickbom, V
(1911); H. Klenz, F. S. (1911); G. Ballschmieter,

A. B. (diss. Rostock, 1921). G.C.

Stilo Praeconinus, Lucius Aeuus (*c. 150; fc.

70 B.C.), the first great Roman grammarian, wrote
on the Carmina Saliorum, on the language of the

Twelve Tables and on Ennius*, Lucilius* and
Plautus*. He drew up a canon of 25 authentic

Plautine plays, out of 130 then current. Varro*
and Cicero* were among his students.

H. Funaioli, Grammaticorum Romanorum frag’-

menta (1907 ; repr. 1969). J.A.W.

Stinde, Julius (*Kirchniichel, Holstein 28 Vm
1841 ; tOlsberg, Westphalia 5 VIII 1905), German
writer and playwright. He began with Low
German comedies and short stories, but his

reputation rests on his High German novels

centred on the typical Berlin family of Buchholz.

comedies: Hamburger Leiden (1875); Die
Nachtigall aus dem Bdckergang (1875); Tante

Lotte (1875).

—

UPn Knick (short stories; 1894).

—^novels: In eisemer Faust (1874); Buchholzens

in Italien (1883); Die Familie Buchholz (3 pts,

1884-86); Frau Wilhelmine Buchholz^ Memoiren
(1895). G.C.

Stirling, Sir William Alexander, Earl of
(*Alvac. 1567; ool604 Janet Erskine; tLondon 12

IX 1640), Scottish poet. Knighted in 1609; re-

ceived Nova Scotia from James* VI, 1621 ; Secre-

tary of State 1626; raised to the peerage 1630.

Stirling was a writer of conventional love-lyrics,

moral and reflective poems, and undramatic
tragedies.

Recreations with the Muses (coll, poems; 1637;

repr. 3 vols, 1870); Anacrisis (1711); Register of
Royal Letters (ed. with memoir by C. Rogers,

1885); Poetical Works (ed. L. E. Kastner and
H. B. Charlton, 2 vols, 1921-29).

T. H. McGrail, Sir W, A.: A Biographical

Study (1940). J.K.

Stitn;^, TomAs: see Tomd$ ze Stitn6ho.

Stobaeus, John, 5th-century (?) Greek anthologist.

His work consists of extracts on various topics,

mainly philosophical, and was much used by
medieval scholars. It was originally arranged in

four books, but was later regrouped into the

Eclogae and the Florilegium. It preserves citations

from earlier literature no longer extant.

Ed. T. Gaisford {Eclogae^ 1822; Florilegium^

1850); ed. C. Wachsmuth and O. Hense (1884-

1912). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Stock, Dov: see Sdan, Dov.

Stodola, Ivan (*Liptovsk^ Sv. MikuldS 10 III

1888), Slovak dramatist. His satirical social

comedies, in particular, were very successful in

the inter-war period.

NdS pan minister (1926); Jolko Puclk a jeho

kariera (1931); Cigdnda (1933).

—

Divadelni hry

(coll, plays; 2 vols, 1956-57). R.A.

Stoke, Meus, 13th-century Dutch chronicler,

clerk in the treasury and chancellory of Count
William HI. He probably wrote Rijmkroniek, a
verse chronicle of the county of Holland, 689-

1305, partly (up to 1205) adapted from Chronicon

Egmundanum,

First ed. J. v. d. Does and H. Lz. Spiegel (1591);

latest ed. W. G. Brill in Werken van het Hist.

Genootschap, new ser., XL, XLII (1885).

J. te Winkel, ‘Het karakter en de staatkundige

denkbeelden van M. S.’ in Hist. Avonden, I

(1896) and Ontwikkelingsgang d, Nederl, Lett., I

(2nd ed. 1922); S. Hofker, De Tool van M. S.

(1908); J. Romein, Geschiedenis van de Noord-
nederlandsche geschiedschrijving in de Middeleeur

wen (1932); H. C. Peeters, De Rijmkroniek van

Holland, hoar auteur en M. S. (1966); H. Bruch
in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en Letterk., LXXXIV
(1968). J.J.M, (A.V.E.)

Stolberg-Stolberg, Christian, Grafzu(*Hamburg
15 X 1748; tEckemforde 18 1 1821), German poet.

With his brother Friedrich Leopold, Christian

Stolberg was educated at Halle and Gottingen,

where he joined the hainbund. In 1775 the

brothers toured Switzerland with Goethe*.
Christian spent his life after 1777 in the adminis-

tration of Schleswig and Holstein. Beginning as a
revolutionary and an adherent of sturm und
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DRANG, he later became a classicist, translating

Greek authors.

Gedichte (with Friedrich; 1779); Der Bruder C.

und F. Stolberg gesammelte Werke (20 vols, 1820-

25).

E. Schmidt, ‘C. Stolberg’ in Allgemeine deutsche

Biographie, XXKWl (1893). H.B.G.

Stolberg-Stolberg, Friedrich Leopold, Graf zu
(Bramstedt 7 XI 1750; tOsnabriick 5 XII 1819),

German poet, brother of Christian. The more
exuberant of the two brothers, Friedrich moved
from angry denunciation of tyrants to extreme

clerical reaction after he became a Roman Catholic

in 1800.

Freiheitsgesang aus dem 20. Jahrhundert (1775);

Beise in Deutschland, der Schweiz, Italien und
Sizilien (1794).

J. Janssen, F, L. S. (2 vols, 1877); W. Keiper,

F. L. Stolbergs Jugendpoesie (1893); H. Cardauns,

F. L. Graf zu S. (1920); O. Hellinghaus, F. L.

Grafzu S. (1920). H.B.G.

Storer, Thomas (*London 1571; l^ibid. XI 1604),

English poet. Storer is known only for his verse

life of Cardinal Wolsey, in 241 seven-line stanzas,

based on Cavendish* and Holinshed*.

The Life and Death ofThomas Wolsey, Cardinall

(1599). J.B.B.

Storm, Edvard (*Vaage 21 VIII 1749; fCopen-
hagen 29 IX 1794), Danish-Norwegian poet.

After education in Norway, he settled in Denmark,
becoming a headmaster in Copenhagen. Among
the pupils he influenced was Oehlenschiager*.

Storm’s early poems are in Norwegian dialect,

but he later became an imitator of Ewald*. Herr
Sinclar is his best-known poem.

Bneger (1774); Adskilligt paa Vers (1775);

Indfodsretten (1778); Samlede Digte (1785).

—

Digte (ed. A. E. Boye, 1832),

F. Nygaard, Efterslcegtsselskabet og E. S,

(1886). E.B.

Storm, Theodor Woldsen (*Husum 14 IX 1817;
001846 Constanze Esmarch [tl865], 00I866
Dorothea Jensen; tHademarschen 4 VII 1888),

German poet and writer of novellen. A Husum
patrician, Storm studied law at Kiel where he
became the friend of Theodor and Tycho Momm-
sen, with whom he published his first poems;
he then settled as a lawyer in Husum (1843), but
was exiled for his sympathies in the Schleswig-

Holstein risings. He was a legal official in Potsdam
and Heiligenstadt (1853-64), returning after the

Prussian victory over the Danes to Husum,
where he became provincial governor. His works
were singularly ui^ed. He believed that lyrics

should speak straight to the heart, not the head,

and his earlier stories are lyrical in mood: nostal-

gically reminiscent, they tell of personal, particu-

larly family, relationships in Husum. After 1870,

though his range was unaltered, the stories

strengthened and deepened as he explored their

tragic and universal potentialities. Immensee

(1852; Eng. tr. H. Clark, 1863) is typical of his

fost manner, Der Schimmelreiter (1888; Eng. tr.

J. Wright, 1964) of his second.

Aquis Submersus (1877; Eng. tr. J. Millar,

1910); Eekenhof (1880; tr. idem, 1908).—Bne/-
wechsel mit Keller (ed. A. Koster, 1904); Kritische

Ausgabe (ed. idem, 8 vols, 1919-20); Briefe (ed.

G. Storm, 4 vols, 1915-17); Briejwechsel mit

Morike (ed. H, W. Rath, 1921); S.s Leben in

Briefen (ed. B. Loets, 1945).

G. Storm, 71 S. (2 vols, 1912); F. Stuckert, T. S.,

der Dichter in seinem Werk (1940; 3rd ed. 1966)

and T. S. (1955); E. O. Woolley, Studies in S,

'(1942); L. Prinzivalli, T S. (Palermo, 1958);

C. A. Bernd, T. S's Craft ofFiction (1963, 1966);

E. A. McCormick, T. S."s Novellen: Essays on

Literary Technique (1964); P. Goldammer, T. S,

(1968).—H.-E. Teitge, T. S. Bibliographie (1967).—
Schriften der T. S.-Gesellschaft (1952 ff.).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Storni, Alfonsina (*Ticino, Switzerland 29 V
1892; fBuenos Aires 11 V 1938), Argentinian

poet. Her verse-form and her emotional approach
are fully in the modernista tradition. But apart

from the novelty of a feminine psychology ex-

pressed in that particular poetic mode, she gives,

by means of extreme intelligence, a fresh twist to

the well-worn sentiments of love and desolation.

E.Sa.

La inquietud del rosal (1916); El duke demo

(1918; new ed. 1920); Irremediablemente (1919);

Languidez (1920); Ocre (1925; new ed. 1927).—

Obra poetica (1952). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Story, William Wetmore (Salem, Mass. 12 II

1819; 001843 Emelyn Eldredge; fVallombrosa,

Italy 7 X 1895), American poet and essayist,

who became a sculptor.

Roba di Roma (1862); Vallombrosa (1881);

Excursions in Art arid Letters (1891).

Henry James, W. W. S, and His Friends (2 vols,

1902). H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Stout, Rex Todhunter (Noblesville, Ind. 1 XII

1886; 001916 Fay Kennedy [o/ol933], ool933

Pola Hoffman), American detective-story writer.

He invented the sleuth Nero Wolfe and his ‘leg-

man’ Archie Goodwin. Wolfe’s activities are seen

in more serious light in The Doorbell Rang (1966)

when he tangles with the F.B.I.

Fer-de-Lance (1934); The President Vanishes

(1934); The Hand in the Glove (1937); Some
Buried Caesar (1939); Double for Death (1939);

Black Orchids (1942); Before Midnight (1955);
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If Death Ever Slept (1957); Gambit (1962); Trio

for Blunt Instruments (1964); Death of a Dude
(1969). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Stow, John (*London 71525; co?Elizabeth; ^ibid,

6 IV 1605), English historian and antiquarian.

Stow was brought up as a tailor, but from 1560
onwards devoted himself to collecting documents
and compiling records. He is the best known of
the Elizabethan antiquaries.

The Workes of Geoffrey Chaucer (1561);

Summarie of Englyshe Chronicles (1565); The
Chronicles ofEngland (1580); A Survey ofLondon
(1598; ed. C. L. Kingsford, 2 vols, 1908-27).

J.B.B.

Stow, (Julian) Randolph (*Geraldton, Western
Australia 28 XI 1935), Australian novelist and
poet; brought up on a station near Geraldton.
His writings reflect his wide experience as a
University teacher, mission station worker in

northern Western Australia, and an anthropologist

in New Guinea. In his novels, landscape is inti-

mately interwoven with the emotional and spiritual

condition of the human characters. A recurrent

concern is the predicament of isolated individuals

seeking love, permanence and religious truth amid
the chaos of violent human passions. His poems
range in form from the satire to the reflective lyric.

novels: a Haunted Land (1956); The Bystander

(1957); To the Islands (1958); Tourmaline (1963);

The Merry-go-round in the Sea (1965); Midnite
(children’s book; 1967).—verse: Act One (1957);

Outrider (1962); A Counterfeit Silence (1969).

G. Dutton ‘The search for permanence in the

novels of R. S.’ in Jour. Conunonwealth Lit.

(1965); W. H. New, ‘Outsider looking out: the

novels of R. S.’ in Critique, IX. 1 (1967).

A,M.a

Stowe, Harriet, nee Beecher (*Litchfield, Conn.
14 VI 1811; CO 1836 Calvin Stowe; fFlorida 1

VII 1896), American novelist. Dau^ter of a
New England clergyman, she was raised under
strict Puritan discipline. Her first novel Uncle

Tom^s Cabin (1852) became w'orld-famous not for

its artistic qualities but for its vivid humanitarian
message against slavery. Dred, a subsequent anti-

slavery novel, did not have the same popular
appeal. Her novels of the mind and manners of
New England village folk show her capacity for

sharp genre painting.

Dred: A Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp
(1856); The Minister's Wooing (1859); The Pearl

of Orr's Island (1862); Oldtown Folks (1869);

Lady Byron Vindicated (1870); Sam Lawson's
Oldtown Fireside Stories (1872); Poganuc People

{im).—The Writings ofH. B. S. (16 vols, 1896).

C. Gilbertson, H B, S. (1937); F. Wilson,

Crusader in Crinoline: The Life ofH, B, S, (1941);

C. H. Foster, The Rungless Ladder: H, B, S, and
New England Puritanism (1954); J. R. Adams,
H. B. S. (1963); E. Wagenknecht, H. B. S.: The
Known and the Unknown (1965); A. C. Crozier,

The Novels ofH B. B. (1969). H.L.C. (I.W.)

StoyanoY, Lyudmil, pseud, of Georgi Zlatarev
(*Dospat 6 II 1888), Bulgarian author. With
Trayanov* he edited the Symbolist monthly
Hyperion till 1923. Always opposed to Tsar

Ferdinand, he then joined the ‘proletarian’

writers, the turning-point on his ‘road to realism’

being Milosurdieto na Marsa (1923). A productive

and versatile writer, he has published, besides his

verse stories, novels, biographical novels, some
literary criticism and autobiography. Since the

Second World War he has been a chairman of the

Writers’ Union and an Academician.

Videnia (1914); Mech i slovo (1917); Apolon i

Midas (1923); Gibelta na Rakovitsa (1924);

Pramayka (1925); Svyataya svetih (1926); Bich

boji (1927); Jenski dushi (1929); Levski (1930);

Benkovski (1930); Stamboliyski (1931); Holera

(1935); Mehed Sinap (1935); Zazoryavane (1945);

Jultata zvezda (1957).—Sel. works (6 vols, 1954-

55).

Yubileen sbornik L, S, (1944). V.P.

StoyanoY, Zahary (*Kotel 4 VI 1851; tParis 2
IX 1889), Bulgarian biographer and memoirist.

He spent his nomadic youth among Dobruja
shepherds and later with Bulgarian revolutionaries

preparing the 1876 uprising. The heroic legend of
this owes much to his ‘eye-witness accounts* and
biographies.

Benkovski (1882); Levski (1883); L. Karavelov

and Chetite v Bulgaria (1885); H Botev (1888);

Zapiskipo bulgarskite vustaniya (3 vols, 1884-92),

S. Zaimov, Minaloto (1895); A. Balabanov,
Edin klassik (1927), V.P.

Strabo (*Amaseia, Pontus c. 63 b.c.; fc. a.d. 19),

Greek geographer, travelled widely, accompanying
Aelius Gallus on Ms Arabian expedition in 24 b.c.

His Geography is a systematic description of the

then known world, with historical and mythologi-

cal digressions. Careful though Strabo ^was in

using his sources, his work marks a serious retro-

gression from the mathematical geography of
Eratosthenes*; but it is a mine of information on
the life of the Hellenistic and Roman world.

A. Meineke, Strdbonisgeographical vols, 1852-

53; repr. 1915-25); H. C. Hamilton and W.
Falconer, B.; The Geography (3 vols, 1854-57;
repr. 1892-93, 1912); H. L. Jones, B..* Geography
(with tr.; 8 vols, 1917-33); F, Lasserre, Strabon:
Geographie (in progr.; 196^ ).

E. H. Warmington, Greek Geography (1934);
H. F. Tozer, History of Ancient Geography (2nd
ed. M. Cary, 1935); J. O. Thomson, History of
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Ancient Geography (1948); C. Aujac, Strahon et

la science de son temps (1966). R.B.

Strachey, Giles Lytton (*London 1 HI 1880;

tHam Spray House, nr Hungerford 21 I 1932),

English biographer and critic. Having produced

some balanced studies of French literature and

English 18th-century literature, he discovered his

mitier in biography. To be brief; to exclude the

redundant; to concentrate on essentials; to pro-

duce a work of art—that, for him, was biography,

and in his hands it was lucid, subtle, elegant,

ironic, disillusioning.

Landmarks in French Literature (1912); Eminent

Victorians (1918); Queen Victoria (1921); Books

and Characters^ French and English (1922);

Elizabeth and Essex (1928); Portraits in Miniature

(1931); Characters and Commentaries (1933);

Ermyntrude and Esmeralda: an Entertainment

(1969).

J. K, Johnstone, The Bloomsbury Group (1954);

C. R. Sanders, L, S,: His Mind and Art (1957);

M. Holroyd, JL. S. (2 vols, 1967-68).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Strakhov, Nikolay Nikolayevich (*Belgorod

1828; tSt Petersburg 1896), Russian critic, a

friend of Tolstoy* and the earliest biographer of

Dostoyevsky*. Although sympathizing with the

aesthetic trend, he yet avoided the ‘art for art’s

sake* dogma. As a critic he was more acute than

consistent.

Vospominaniya o Dostoyevskom (1883); Kriti-

cheskie statyi (2 vols, 1901-4)2). J.L.

Strandberg, Carl Vilhelm August, pseud.

Taus Quaus (*Sti^omta 16 1 1818; tStockholm
5 n 1877), Swedish poet and journalist. He
published his first poems in 1835 and became
especially known for his rhetorical odes in

support of ‘Scandinavianism’ in the 1840s; later

his poems, though still patriotic and liberal in

sentiment, became more realistic in tone. He
translated Byron’s* Don Juan and other works,

and Young German writers.

Nyare tysk lyrik i svensk dversUttning (2 vols,

1844); Sdnger i pansar (1845); Vilda rosor (1848);

Dikter (1854-61); Samlade Vitterhetsarbeten (5

vols, 1877-78); Samlade Vitterhetsarbeten (ed.

R. G. Berg, 6 vols, 1917-20).

P. Hallstrom, C. V. A. S, (1915); B. Tarschys,

Talis Qualis, studentpoeten, Miljb- och idihistoriska

studier (1949). B.M.E.M.; A.HJ.K.

Straparola, Gianfrancesco (*c, 1480/1500; tafter

1557), Italian prose writer. His popular collection

of short stories Le piacevoli notti (1550-53; crit.

ed. G. Rua, 1927) is interesting for its introduction

of fairy stories. He also produced a mediocre

Canzoniere (1508).

G. Boscardi, ‘Le novelle di G. F. S.’ in Rassegna
Lucchese (1952); G. Bdrberi Squarotti, ‘Problemi

di tecnica narrativa cinqueceiitesca: lo S.’ in

Sigma, V (1965). C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Strashimirov, Anton (*Vama 15 VII 1872; tSofia

7 XII 1937), Bulgarian author. As a village teacher

he started writing stories on peasant life and
always retained his interest in Bulgarian ethno-

graphy and sociology, e.g. Kniga za bulgarite

(1917). He actively espoused the Macedonian
cause in his journals Reform! (1900) and Kultumo
edinstvo (Salonica, 1908) and plays Otvud (1906)

and Robi (1929); in 1911 he became an M.P.
He edited various periodicals, e.g. Nablyudatel

(1910), Nashi dni (1921) and Vedrina (1926-27),

and collaborated in others, notably Demokrati-

cheski pregled (with Vlaykov*), always encourag-

ing young writers. His sense of drama and the

picturesque is sometimes marred by roughness of

style, but his versatility and literary vitality are

undeniable. He finally published biographies of

P. Karavelov (Reformatorut, 1934), of S. Stam-

bolov (DiktatoruU 1935) and of himself {TvorchesU

VO ijivot, 1930).

Smyakh i sulzi (1897); Smutno vreme (1899);

Vampir (1902); Essenni dni (1902); Na krustoput

(1904); Sreshta (1904); Svekurva (1907); Voyni i

osvobojdenie (1913).

—

Antologia A, S. (Min. of

Educ., 1922); coll, works (7 vols, 1961-63).

Yubileen sbornik A, S, (1931); D. B. Mitov,

A. S, (1959). V.P.

Strauss, Emil (*Pfor2heim 31 I 1866; fFreiburg

im Breisgau 10 VIII 1960), German novelist.

The tragic school story Freund Hein (1902) had
a sensational success; the historical novel Der
nackte Mann (1912) and the novel of peasant life

Das Riesenspielzeug (1934) were widely acclaimed.

But his short stories deserve first place, especially

Der Schleier (1931).

SHORT stories: Menschenwege (1898); Hans
und Crete (1909); Der Spiegel (1918); Dreiklang

(1949).

—

Vaterland (play; 1924).

—

Gesammelte

Werke(m9ff,).
F. Endres, E. S. (1936); B. von Heiseler, E, S.

zum 85. Geburtstag (1951). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Streuvels, Stun, pen-name of Frank Lateur
(Heule 3 X 1871; flngooigem 15 VIH 1969),

Flemish novelist and short-story writer, one of

the great masters of Dutch prose, a nephew of

Guido Gezelle*. His tales are set in the West
Flanders countryside and villages, but his imagi-

nation often gives a visionary quality to the

simple, monotonous life. Initially, under the

influence of the Russians and the Scandinavians,

he experienced a sombre period (from Lenteleven

to Langs de wegeii)\ man, a primitive creature,

bound to the earth, is at the mercy of the whims
of formidable nature. Gradually man assumes
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greater importance in Streuvels’ work and in his

masterpiece, De vlaschaard, a certain equilibrium

between nature and man is attained: the role of

nature remains considerable but man in his turn

becomes a source of action and drama. After De
vlaschaard Streuvels concentrated on character-

drawing and on psychological conflict, with less

happy results. A second masterpiece is his short

story Het leven en de dood in den ast, a tale inter-

weaving reality and dream, a pinnacle in his

extensive production of short stories among
which De oogst, Het woud, De bomen, Het ker-^

stekind were already remarkable. Possessing crea-

tive talent on a grand scale, he enriched literature

with monumental lyrical frescos, epic descriptions

of man’s struggle with the elements of nature and
with fate, and various silhouettes of children and
sturdy peasants. He has succeeded in synthesiring

a cosmic and sometimes visionary world of his

own in which man and nature are welded into an
intimate unity.

novels: Langs de wegen (1902; Old Jan, tr.

E. Crankshaw, 1936); Minnehandel (1904; Liebes--

spiel in Flandern, tr. A. Valeton, 1936); De
vlaschaard (1907; filmed 1942; Le champ de lin,

tr. J. de Zangr6 and J. Borginon, 1943); Dorpslucht

(1914--15); Prutske (1922; Poucette, tr. B. Colin,

1934); De teleurgang van den Waterhoek (1927;

Le declin du Waterhoek, tr. idem, 1943); Alma
met de vlassen haren (1931); Levensbloesem

(1937; Des Lebens Blutezeit, tr. H. P. Kovari,

1949).—SHORT stories: Lenteleven (1899; The
Path of Life, tr. A. Teixeira de Mattos, 1915);

Zomerland (1900); Zonnetij (1900; incl. ‘De oogst’,

Vaoikt, tr. G. Knopfif, 1928); Doodendans (1901);

Dagen (1903); Dorpsgeheimen (1904); Openlucht

(1905); Stille avonden (1905); Het uitzicht der

dingen (1906); Najaar (1909); Het kerstekind

(1911; Venfant de NoH, tr. G, d’Ys, 1935); Het
glorierijke licht (1912); Werkmenschen (1926; incl.

‘Het leven en de dood in den ast’. Die Manner am
feurigen Ofen, tr. W, Ackermann, 1936); Kerst-

wake (1928 ;
Letzte Nacht, tr. H. Schmtilling, 1933).

—AUTOBIOGRAPHY .* Heule (1942) ; Avelghem (1946)

;

Ingoyghem (1951, 1957); In levenden lijve (1966).

A. de Bidder, 5. S. (2nd ed. 1908); Das S.~

Such (ed A. Spemann, 1941); F. de Pillecyn, S, S,

(2nd ed. 1943) and S. S. (1958; 5th ed. 1964);

E. Janssen, S. S, en zijn Vlaschaard (194Q;
A. Demedts, S, S. (1955); H. Speliers, Omtrent S.

(1968). R.F.L.

Stribling, Thomas Sigismund (*Clifton, Tenn. 4
III 1881; 0O1930 Luella Kloss; fS VII 1965),

American novelist. He writes of Southern life

with a bitterly realistic touch. The Store, second

in his historical trilogy of an Alabama country

town, won the Pulitzer prize in 1932.

Teeftallow (1926); Bright Metal (1928); The
Forge (1931); Unfinished Cathedral (1934); These

Bars ofFlesh (1938). H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

DER Strieker (fl. 1215-50), Rhenish itinerant poet,

sometime in Austria. Early works are an attempt

at Arthurian romance {Daniel von dem bluhenden

Tal, c. 121^ and an extremely popular moderni-

zation of the Rolandslied of Pfaflfe Konrad*
(more than 40 MSS). More characteristic (and

influential) are his realistic tales, e.g. of a parson

turned trickster {Pfaffe Amis, some of whose
exploits Till Eulenspiegel* inherits). He also

wrote parables (bispel), and monitory tales in-

cluding Die Gauhuimer, defending the oppressed

peasantry.

Karl der Grosse (ed. K. Bartsch, 1857; rev. D.
Kartschoke, 1965); Der Pfaffe Amis (ed. H.
Lambel in Erzdhlungen und Schwdnke, 1872, 1883);

Daniel (ed. G. Rosenhagen, 1894); for Bispel and
Spruche see C. von Kraus, Mittelhochdt. Ubungs-

buch (1926); various colls ed. in Altdt, Text-

bibliothek, XXXV (1934), LIII-LIV (1960).

Clair Baier, Der Bauer in der Dichtung des S,

(1938); exhaustive treatment in H. de Boor, Die

dt. Lit, im spaten MA, (1962). F.P.P.

Strieker, Johann (*Grobe, Holstein c. 1540;

tLiibeck 23 I 1598), Low German dramatist.

A Lutheran pastor, he wrote De Dudesche Schlo-

mer (1584), an ‘Everyman’ play directed against

the excesses of the Holstein aristocracy. Drama-
tically effective, with excellent characterization

and deep religious feeling, it is an outstanding

Reformation drama.

Geistliche Comddie vom erbdrmlichen Falle

Adams und Evae (Low German version 1570, lost;

High German tr. 1602); De Dudesche Schldmer

(ed. J. Bolte, 1889; ed. A. E. Berger in Dt, Lit,

in Entw,-‘Reihen, VI, 1936),

K. Goedeke, Everyman, Homulus und Hekastus

(1865); R. Sprenger, ‘Zu J. S.’ in Niederdt. Jahrb.,

XV (1890). D.G.D.

Strindberg, Johan August (*Stockholm 22 I

1849; 14 V 1912), Swedish dramatist,

novelist, short-story writer, poet and critic. Son
of a steamship agent and a woman who had at

one time been a waitress (a fact which obsessed

him and led him to entitle his main autobio-

graphical work TJanstekvinnans Son, 1886; The

Son ofa Servant, tr. E. Sprinchom, 1966). Strind-

berg passed an imhappy childhood. He studied

intermittently at Uppsala, but never took a
degree; financial troubles drove him to take up
schoolmastering, tutoring and then journalism

(1872-74). In 1874 he became an assistant in the

Royal library at Stockholm and in the following

year he met Siri von Essen, wife of Captain
Wrangel of the Swedish Guards; on 31 Xn
1877 he married her. The marriage, thougji based

on passionate love, was stormy and ultimately

catastrophic, and ended in a divorce, initiated

by Strindberg, in I 1891. Already before his

marriage Strindberg had begun publishing his
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first literary works: the first worth mention was

the prose-drama Fritdnkaren (1870). The historical

drama Master Olof (1st version 1872; Master

Olof tr. C D. Locock and J. Bulman, 1931),

influenced by Ibsen’s* Brandand by Shakespeare*,

is, however, his first really mature production,

and opens a new epoch in Swedish drama: but

the work wliich really made his name was the

novel Roda Rummet (1879; Tiie Red Room, tr.

E. Sprigge, 1967), a series of satirical impression-

istic episodes exposing the rackets in contemporary

Stockiiolm. Det Nya Riket (1882), an even fiercer

satire, had a great succh de scandale, and in 1883

Strindberg and his wife quitted Sweden for six

years, during which they led a wandering life on
the Continent. In 1884, however, Strindberg was
obliged to return temporarily, for a passage in

one of his short stories, Giftas (1884; Married,

tr. E. Schleussner, 1913), led to his being prosecuted

for blasphemy: he was acquitted but the episode

greatly increased his already existing tendency to

mental instability; he imagined, inter alia, that

there was a conspiracy against him of feminists,

who had won Siri over to their side. His pre-

occupation with the conflict between the sexes

recurs in work after work of the following years

such as the naturalistic dramas Fadren (1887;

The Father), Froken Julie (1888; Miss Julie) and
Fodringsdgare (1889; Creditors, all tr. M. Meyer
in A, Strindberg, The Plays, I, 1964), the second

volume of Giftas (1886) and the autobiographical

Le Plaidoyer d"un Fou (1887-88; The Confessions

of a Fool, tr. E. Schleussner, rev. E. Sprinchorn,

1967). Strindberg’s second novel, Hemsoborna
(1887; The People of Hemsd, tr. E. Harley

Schubert, 1959), one of his best works, though
little known outside Sweden, deals with life in

the Stockholm archipelago, one of his happiest

sources of inspiration. Strindberg returned to

Sweden, after an extraordinarily productive but

most unhappy period in his life, in 1889; dogged
by financial cares, tormented by the loss of his

children after the divorce, he became even more
miserable, and in 1892 managed to get abroad

again, this time to Berlin. Here he met his sec-

ond wife, the young Austrian journalist Frieda

Uhl, whom he married in IV 1893. This marriage

was even more disastrous than the first, and
ended, in I 1895, in another divorce. During
this period Strindberg persistently occupied

himself with scientific and alchemical studies: in

Paris (1894-96) he experienced the worst of all

his mental upheavals, the so-called ‘Inferno

crisis’, which he described in Inferno (1897;

Inferno, tr. M. Sandbach, 1962) and Legender

(1898; Legends: Autobiographical Sketches, tr.

anon., 1912). He returned to Sweden in the autumn
of 1896. The works which he now produced,

of which the most important is the symbolical

play Till Damaskus (I and II, 1898; III, 1904;

To Damascus I, II and III, tr. A. Paulson, 1965)

reflect his preoccupation with religion and

reveal a strong tendency to Swedenborgian-
coloured mysticism: his new conception of God
and Man inspired, too, his new series of historical

plays, of which he wrote four in the one year
1899. In 1901 he married for the third (and last)

time: his new wife was a young Norwegian
actress, Harriet Bosse. This marriage, too, was
unsuccessful and was dissolved in XI 1904;
it did, however, lead to a new period of creative

activity, out of which emerged the plays Dodsdan-
sen (1901 ; The Dance of Death, tr. E. Sprigge,

I960), Kronbruden (1902; The Bridal Crown, tr.

E. Bjorkman, 1916), Drbmspelet (1902; A Dream
Play, tr. V. Anderson, 1964), as well as the

charming lyrical little autobiographical work
Ensam (1903). He also wrote historical short

stories and the two scurrilous novels Gdtiska

Rummen (1904) and Svarta Fanor (1904; pub.

1907). Then came his ‘Kammarspel’, written for

‘Intima Teatern’, an enterprise begun by Strind-

berg and August Faick in partnership: of the

chamber plays, the Maetcriinckian Ovdder (1907;

The Storm) and Spoksonaten (1907; The Ghost

Sonata, both tr. M. Meyer in A, S., The Plays, I,

1964), Strindberg’s most fantastic work (and one
of his most disillusioned), are the most notable.

He spent the last years of his life in a flat in

Drottninggatan, which he named ‘Bid Tornet’

(‘The Blue Tower’) and where he lived in great

and deliberate isolation. He continued to pour out

writings of the most various kinds, the most
important being the aphoristic Blda Bocker

(1907-12), and his last, autobiographical-sym-

bolical play Stora Landsvdgen (1909; ‘The Great

Highway’, tr. A. Paulson in Modern Scandinavian

Plays, 1954). He died of cancer, greatly mourned
by the people of Sweden (who saw him as a
champion of freedom and radical ideas) and,

throughout his life, ignored by the Swedish

Academy. Though not Sweden's only great writer

(as he is so often considered outside that country),

he is undoubtedly the most remarkable of all: in

Europe he has exercised great influence as a bold

experimenter with dramatic forms, while to Swedes
he appears especially notable for his phenomenal
vitality and vigour, and for his brilliant use of

language. B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K. (l.S.)

Samlade skrifter (ed. J. Landquist, 55 vols,

1911-21); Skrifter av A. S. (ed. G. Brandell,

1945-46); Brev (ed. T. Eklund, 1948 ff.); Det
sjunkande Hellas (ed. E. Gamby, 1960); Ur
Ockulta dagboken (sel. from unpub. diary; ed.

T. Eklund, 1963; From an Occult Diary. Mar^
riage with H. Bosse, ed. with intro, idem, tr.

M. Sandbach, 1965); Klostret (ed. C. G. Bjur-

strom, 1966; The Cloister, tr. M. Sandbach,

1969).—For details of Eng. trs. see N, Afzelius,

Books in English on Sweden (Stockholm, 1951)

and Suecana Extranea 1900—(Swed. Inst.).

C. L. Schleich, Erinnerungen an S. (1917); E.

Heden, S., en Ledtrdd vid studiet av hans verk
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(1921); K. Jaspers, 5. und Van Gogh (1922); M.
Lamm, S.s Dramer (2 vols, 1924>2Q, S, och
makterna (1936) and S. (2 vols, 1940-42); W. L.

Dahlstrom, S's Dramatic Expressionism (1930);

J. Mortensen, S. som Jag minnes honom (1931);

A. Jolivet, Le thedtre de S. (1931); J. Bulman, S,

and Shakespeare (1933); G. 0116n, S,s 1900-

talslyrik (1941) and S,s dramatik (1948; rev. 1961

and 1966); W. Berendsohn, Strindbergsproblem

(1946), S.s sista levnadsdr (1948) and A. S.s

skdrgdrds och Stockholmsskildringar (1962); H,
Jacobsen, S. og hans forste Hustru (1946); T.

Eklund, Tjdnstekvinnans son (1948); M. Gravier,

S. et le thedtre moderne (1949); E. Sprigge, The
Strange Life of A. S. (1949); B. Mortensen and
B. W. Downs, S. an Introduction to His Life and
Work (1949; new ed. 1965); G. Brandell, S.s

Infernokris (1950) ; A. Hagsten, Den unge S. (2 vols,

1951); H. Lindstrom, HJdrnomas kamp (1952);

C. R. Smedmark, Mdster Olofoch Rdda rummet
(1952); N. Norman, Den unge S. och vdckel-

serorelsen (1953); D. Norrman, S.s skilsmdssa

frdn Siri von Essen (1953); S. Ahlstrom, S.s

erovring av Paris (1956); S.-G. Edquist, Sam-
hdllets fiende. En studie i S.s anarkism till och med
Tjdnstekvinnans son (1961); B. G. Madsen, S.s

Naturalistic Theatre (1962); K.-A. Karncll, S.s

bildsprdk (1962); E. Poulenard, A. S. Romancier
et nouvelliste (1962); W. Johnson, S. and the

Historical Drama (1963).—G. Lindstrom, ‘S.

Studies’ in Scandinavica (1963); S. Rinman, *Tio

te Strindbergsforskning’ in Meddelanden frdn

Strindbergsallskapet (1968; good biblio.). l.S.

Stringer, Arthur John Arbuthnott (Chatham,
Ontario 26 II 1874; ool900 Jobyna Howland,
001914 Margaret Stringer; tl950), prolific Cana-
dian writer of popular lyrics and light fiction,

much of which is set in the prairie West.

Hephaestus and Other Poems (1902); Prairie

Wife (1915); The Prairie Omnibus (1920); City

ofPeril (1923); The Mud Lark (1932); The Life of
Rupert Brooke (1948).

V. Lauriston, A. S. (1941). M.H.M.M.

Stritar, Josbp (*Podsmreka, Carniola 6 III 1836;

tRogaSka Slatina, Styria 25 XI 1923), Slovene

poet, novelist and critic. In poetic theory and
practice an anachronistic representative of the

Romantic agony, combining the views of Rous-
seau* and Schopenhauer* he proclaimed the role

of poetry as both herald and healer of universal

grief. In Dunajski soneti (‘Viennese Sonnets’;

1872), PreSernova pisma iz Elizije (‘PreSeren’s

Letters From Elysium’; 1872) and his novel

Sodnikovi (1878) he came near to critical realism;

in his novel Zorin (1870) he created a Slovene

variant of Goethe’s* Werther, and in Gospod
Mirodolski (1876) a Slovene Vicar of Wakefield,

Later, fearing a world-wide social upheaval, he
devoted himself to popular education and litera-

ture for young people.

Pesmi (1869); Pasji pogovori (1870); Triglavan

s Posavja (1870); Dunajske elegije (1876); Raja

(1876); Rosana (1877); Pod lipo (1895); Zimski

veceri (1902); Lesniki (1906).

—

Zbrano delo (coll,

works; 10 vols, 1953-57).

I. Prijatelj, S.jeva antologija (1919); J. PogaCnik,

S.jev literami nazor (1963). A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Strittmatter, Erwin (*Spremberg 14 VIII 1912),

East German novelist, dramatist and short-

story writer. His numerous professions included

that of a baker, waiter, stable-boy, chauffeur and
factory worker, and he draws on his experiences

in his novels. His first play Katzgraben (1952)

was produced by Brecht*. He has been awarded

many prizes in East Germany for his novels on
workers and peasants and their acceptance of the

new order.

novels: Ochsenkutscher (1950); Tinko (1954);

Der Wundertdter (1957); Ole Bienkopp (1963).

—

Die Holldnderbraut (plays; 1960).

—

short stories:

Schulzenhofer Kramkalender (1966); Ein Dienstag

im September (1970).

R. Andrews, ‘Re-education through literature:

S.’s Tinko' in Ger. Life and Letters, new ser.,

XIV (Apr. 1961); Schriftsteller der Gegenwart,

III (double voL, on Adam Scharrer and S.;

1962); U. Roisch, ‘Zu S.s Ole Bienkopp' in

Deutsch als Fremdsprache, II.3 (1965). D.E.

Strode, Wiluam (*Plympton, Devon 1602;

tOxford 11 III 1645), English poet and dramatist.

Educated at Westminster School and Christ

Church, Oxford, Strode took Holy Orders and
pursued an academic career. His one play was
performed before Charles I and his Queen at

Oxford on 29 VIH 1636, with music by Henry
Lawes.

The Floatir^ Island (pr. 1655).

—

Poetical Works
(ed. B. Dobell, 1907). J.B.B.

Strong, Leonard Alfred George (*Plymouth

1896; cx)1926 Dorothea Tryce; tl7 VIII 1958),

Irish novelist and poet; settled in London in

1933. He has written clear, perceptive novels,

several based upon his youth in England and
Ireland. R.McH.

Selected Poems (1931).

—

^novels: Dewer Rides

(1929); The Garden (1931); Sea Wall (1933).—

stories: The English Captain (1929); Tuesday

Afternoon (1935); The Travellers (X9^5).

E.T.W.

Stroupeznicky, Ladislav (Cerhonice 6 I 1850;

tPrague 11 VlII 1892), Czech dramatist, best

remembered for his play of South Bohemian
peasant life, ‘Our Swaggerers’ {Nasi furianti^

1887). R.A.

Strozzi, Ercole (*Ferrara 71473; 5/6 VI
1508), Italian poet, son ofTito Vespasiano Strozzi*.
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His Latin elegies show an extraordinaiy facility

and command of language. Married to the

beautiful Barbara Torelli*, he was mysteriously

murdered.

Strozzipoetae pater etfilius (pub. Aldus, 1513).

C.Dr.

Strozzi, Trro Vespasiano (*Ferrara 1424; Wd.
30 Vin 1505), Italian poet and administrator.

His family came to Ferrara from Florence early

in the 15th century. He had a distinguished career

under three Este princes but is remembered for

his Latin poetry, especially his exquisitely elegant

elegies.

R. Albrecht, J. V, S. (1891).

CDr. (J.G.-R.)

Stnibberg, Friedrich Armand (Kassel 18 IH
1806; oo5 VI 1866 Antoinette Sattler; tGeln-

hausen 3 IV 1889), German novelist. He stayed

in the United States from 1837 and led a stormy

life of adventure. He returned to Europe in 1854
and embarked upon a fertile but sdll stormy
career as a writer of entertaining novels embodying
a liberal point of view; they form valuable source

material for American history.

autobiography: Amerikanische Jagdr und
Reiseabenteuer aus meinem Leben in den we5t^‘

lichen Indianergebieten (1858); Bis in die Wildniss

(4 vols, 1858); Aus ArmatuVs Frontierleben (3 vols,

1867); Friedrichsburg, die Colonie des deutschen

Furstenvereins in Texas (2 vols, 1867).—novels:
Scenen aus den Kdmpfen der Mexikaner und
Nordamerikaner (1859); Sklaverei in Amerika oder
Schwarzes Blut (3 vols, 1862); In SUd-Carolina

und auf dem Schlachtfelde von Langensalza (4
vols, 1869); Der Krdsus von Philadelphia (4 vols,

l^lOy^Ausgewdhlte Romane (7 vols, 1894-96).

—

Die Quadrone (play; 1885).

P. A. Barba, Life and Works ofF, A, S. (1913);

L. A. Woodson, American Negro Slavery in the

Works of F. 5., Friedrich Gerstdcker, and Otto
Ruppius (1949). E.R.

Strug, Andrzej, pseud, of Tadeusz Galecki
(*Konstantyn6wka 28 XI 1871; fWarsaw 9
XII 1937), Polish novelist. For his early social

and political work he was exiled to Archangel;
after his return he participated in the 1905-06

revolution, fled to Paris and from 1914 served with

Polish legions. A consistent Socialist, he protested

against the 1926 coup d^itat of Pihudski. His
characters are real and he portrays them with

psychological insist. In Pieniqdz (1921) and
Miliardy (1933) he depicted the pressure of
capitalism. His style is simple and unrhetorical.

novels: Ludzie podziemni (3 series, 1908-09);

Ze wpomnieA starego sympatyka (IW); Jutro

(1909); Dzieje Jednego pocisku (1910; Geschichte

einer Bombe^ tr, E. Frisch, 1912); Portret (1913);

Znak za wiemq sluzbq (1920); Mogila nieznanego

zolnierza (1922); Kronika Swieciechowska (1923);

Fortuna kasjera Spiewankiewicza (1928); idlty

krzyz (1932-33).—short stories: Klucz otchlani

(1929).—Pwwa (20 vols, 1930-31; ed. H. Szyper,

1947).

Z. Dqbicki, ‘A. S.’ in Portrety, I (1927); Z. L.

Zaleski, ‘A. S.’ in Attitudes et destinies (1932);

Wiadomosci Literac., X (1938); S. Sandler, A, S,

wsrod ludni podziemnych (1959); Wspomnienia o

A, S. (1965). S.S. (P.H.)

Stryjkowski, Julian (Stiyj 27 IV 1905), Polish

novelist. His major works are concerned with the

old-fashioned Jewish communities in the small

towns of Galicia before the First World War and
continue the tradition of the documentary Polish

novel dealing with Jewish themes. They may be
considered the finest and at the same time the

final achievement of this genre.

novels: Bieg do Fragald (1951; Der Lauf nach

Fragalla^ tr. A. and R. Flierl, Berlin, 1953);

Glosy w ciemnoici (1956; Les voix dans les

tinibres^ tr. V. Acher&s, Paris, 1957); Czarna

rdza (1962); Austeria (1966; The Inn, tr. C.

Wieniewska, 1972).

—

Imiq wlasne (short stories;

1961),—Pozegnanie z Italiq (essays; 1954).

P.H.

Strype, John (Houndsditch 1 XI 1643; coSusan-

nah Lowe; fHackney 2 XII 1737), English

historian and biographer; he was educated at

St Paul's School and Jesus College, Cambridge,

and took Holy Orders. He accumulated many
documents from the Elizabethan age, on whidi

he based his lives, and also continued the work of

Stow*.

Memorials of Thomas Cranmer (2 pts, 1694; ed,

P. E. Barnes, 2 vols, 1853); The History of the

Life and Acts of Edmund Grindal (1710); The

Life and Acts ofMatthew Parker (1710); The Life

and Acts of John Whitgift (1718); A Survey of the

Cities of London and Westminster by John Stow^

Corrected, Improved . , . and brought down from
the year 1633 to the present time (1720); Annals

ofthe Reformation in England (3 vols, 1735-37).

J.B.B.

Stub, Ambrosius Christoffersen (Gummerup
1705; 001735 Mette Cathrine Schousboe; fRibe

15 Vn 1758), Danish poet. He was a fine lyric

poet, unrecognized in his own lifetime, whose
tra^c fate it was to become jester to the wealthy

squires of Denmark. The fraction of his poems
that have survived are mainly religious and

moralizing arias or occasional pieces, witty im-

provised epigrams, or drinking songs. In many
ways his poetry is suggestive of Robert Herrick*.

Stub died in utter poverty.

Behind the 18th-century artificiality of meta-

phors and similes and other stylistic finery, there
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is a genuine love of nature in Stub’s poetty, a
sense of personal experience, and a vivacious,

graceful tone which has kept alive the best of

his poems,

Digte (ed. K. Elfelt, 1941); Samlede Digte (ed.

H. Fonsmark, 1961).

H. Brix, A. S, (1960). E.B.

Stubbs or Stubbes, Philip (c. 1555; csoLondon

6 IX 1586 Katherine Emmes; t^* 1610), English

Puritan pamphleteer, who was at O?cford and
Cambridge but took no degree. After traversing a
great deal of the country he published The
Anatomy of Abuses which successfully went into

four editions between 1583 and 1595, and involved

him in the Marprelate controversy. Even more
popular was A Crystal Glass for Christian Women
(1591).

The Anatomie of Abuses (1583; repr. F. J.

Fumivall, 1877-79); The Second Part (1583;

repr. idem^ 1882); A Christal Glasse for Christian

Women (1591; partially repr. idem, 1879).

T. P. Pearson, ‘The composition and develop-

ment of P. S.’s Anatomie ofAbuses' in Mod. Lang.

Rev., LVI (1961). B.LJ. (T.P,M.)

Stubbs, William, Bishop of Oxford (*Knares-

borou^ 21 VI 1825; ool859 Catherine Dellar;

fCuddesdon 22 IV 1901), English historian,

Regius Professor of modern history at Oxford.

Select Characters and other illustrations of
English Constitutional History (1866); Constitu^

tional History of England (3 vols, 1873-78);

Letters of W, S. (ed. W. H, Hutton, with full

biblio., 1904); Historical Introductions to the Rolls

Series (ed. A, Massall, 1902),

J. G. Edwards, W. S. (1952). R.M.H. (M.A,)

Stubenberg, Johann Wilhelm von (*Nov6 Mesto/
Neustadt an der Mettau 22 IV 1619; tVienna 15

II 1663), Austrian poet and Protestant country

gentleman, member of a close-knit circle including

WolfgangvonHohberg*, in contact with Catharina

Regina von Greififenberg*, the Numberg poets,

especially Birken* and Harsdorffer*, and a mem-
ber of the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft. His

translations from French (Mme de Scud6iy’s^

Clelie, 1664), Italian (three works by G, F.

Loredano, two by G. B. Marino*) and English

(two works by Francis Bacon*) authors were
important.

Egon Cohn, Gesellschaftsideale und GeselU

schaftsroman des 17, Jahrhunderts (1921); O.
Brunner, Adeliges Landleben und europdischer

Geist (1949); Martin Bircher, /. W, von S. undsein

Freundeskreis (with biog., biblio.; 1968).

L.W.F.

Studkenberg, Vigoo Henbik Foo (*Vridsl0selille

17 IX 1863; ool887 Ingeborg Pamperin, ool904

SXtJR

Oara Holb0U; fFrederiksberg 6 XH 1905),

Danish poet. In his student years he became
acquainted with J0rgensen* and Claussen*, and,

with his first wife, became the centre of the

Danish Symbolist poets of the 1890s. He was
influenced by Maeterlinck*, and in his prose tales

by Turgenev* and Dostoyevsky*. His chief

inspirations are his love for his mother and his

wife and his feeling for nature. His stories and
tales are mostly forgotten now, but his poems
have a subtle beauty.

verse: Digte (1886); Den vilde Jceger (1894);

Flyvende Sommer (1898); Sne (1901); Aarsens Tid

(1905); Sidste Digte (1906); Udvalgte Digte (1954).

—stories: I Gennembrud (1888); Messias (1889);

Fagre Ord (1895); Valravn (1896); Sol (1897);

Hjemfalden (1898); Asmadaus (1899); Vejbred

(1899; By the Wayside, tr. U. Hook, 1917).

—

Breve (ed. J. Andersen, 1946).

C. C. Lassen, V. S, (1923); J. Andersen, K 5.

og hans Samtid (2 vols, 1944). E.B.

Stukalov, Nikolay Fedorovich: see Pogodin,

Nikolay.

Stuniga, Lope de: see Estuniga, Lope Oruz de.

Stuparich, Giani (*Trieste 4 IV 1891; fRome 7

IV 1961), Italian short-story writer, poet and
novelist. After serving as an officer in the First

World War, Stuparich became a schoolmaster.

His early fiction is introspective and autobio-

graphical; his most mature work belongs to the

1940s: Ulsola (1942) is considered to be his best

work.

ncnoN: Racconti (1929); Donne nella vita di

Stefano Premuda (1932); Nuovi racconti (1935);

Ritornerarmo (1941); Notte sul porto (1942);

Simone (1953).—verse: Poesie (1956).—general;

Colloqui con ndo fratello (1925); Guerra del *15

(1931); Trieste nei miei ricordi (1948); Ricordi

istrUsni (1961). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Stfir, L’UDOvfr (*Uhrovec 29 X 1815; fModra
12 I 1856), Slovak philologist, critic and poet.

Stfir, the founder of the modem Slovak literary

language, became a leading figure in the intellectud

life of Slovakia even in his student days at Bratis-

lava where he enthusiastically propagated the

‘Slavonic idea* in the spirit of KoUdr*. After two
years at Halle (1838-40), where he eagerly assimi-

lated the philosophy of Hegel*, he returned to

Bratislava and took up the strug^e for the Slovak

language and culture against the official policy of

Magyarization. In collaboration with his friends

J. M. Hurban* and M. M. Hod^* he elaborated a
literary language based on the dialects of central

Slova^a. The first article in the new language

appeared in the periodical Nitra in 1844; and its

theoretical basis was provided in an important

treatise Ndre<3a slovenskuo alebo potreba pisadja
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V tomto ndredi (‘The Slovak Dialect or the Neces-

sity of Writing in That Dialect’) and a grammar,

Nduka redi slovenskej, both published in 1846.

Sttir spent the years after 1849 in seclusion and

was pessimistic as to the future of the language

he had propagated; nevertheless, it soon gained

acceptance and in most essentials the standard

Slovak of today is based on it.

Dielo (6 vols, 1954-59).

L\ S,: 2ivot a dielo 1815-1856 (1956).—J. V.

Ormis, Bibliografia L\ S. (1958). R.A.

Sturluson, Snorri (*1178; ooll99 Herdis Bessa-

ddttir, 001233 Hallveig Ormsddttir; t23 IX 1241),

Icelandic saga writer and poet, the most dis-

tinguished figure in the Norse literary world,

celebrated for his sagas of the Norwegian Kings,

Heimskringla^ and as author of the prose Edda
(edda). His father was a minor chieftain, and on
his mother’s side he was descended from the

scalds Egill Skalla-Grimsson* and Markus Skegg-

jason. He was adopted by the powerful J6n
Loptsson, whose home at Oddi in south Iceland

was the principal centre of learning and culture

in the country. Here Snorri learnt much of the

Norwegian Kings and their history. A marriage

at the age of 20 brought him riches and power
which, urged on by ambition, he developed and
extended until he became one of the most powerful

men in Iceland. In 1218 and 1237 he visited

Norway. During his first visit he appears to have

dissuaded Duke Skfili from an attack on Iceland

by promising to act as his agent on his return.

He did nothing, however, and, at the time of his

second visit, strife amongst the Icelandic chieftains

had made his position very difficult. Finally he
became involved in Skfili’s rebellion which

occurred shortly after he had left Norway; King
H^on had him killed by his enemies in Iceland.

Snorri was a man of complex personality and
wide learning. He was twice Law Speaker of

Iceland, and his knowledge of Norse mythology,

histoiy and poetry was probably unique. In

addition to the works mentioned above, the

authorship of Egill SkaJla-Grimsson’s saga is

plausibly attributed to him. As a saga writer

Snorri’s work is distinguished by a high degree of

objectivity, rationalism and, although his reliability

must always be carefully tested, a critical use of

the sources available. His literary qualities include

a polished style, lively and dramatic character-

ization and an effective use of conversation.

Heimskringla, Ndregs konunga sggur (ed. F,

J6nsson, 4 vols, 1893-1901; ed. B. Adibjarn-

axson in Islenzk fomrit, XXVI-XXVIII, 1941-

51; Eng. trs: S. Laing, 3 vols, 1844, rev. ed., 3

vols, 1961-64; W. Morris and E. Magntisson, 4
vols, 1893-1905; E. Monsen and A. H. Smith,

1932).

S. Notdal, S. S. (1920); F. Paasche, S. S, og
Sturlungeme (1922). R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Sturm, Johannes (*Schleiden 1507; fStrasbourg

1589), German educationist; convert to Lutheran-

ism, founded the Gymnasium at Strasbourg

(1539). His public lectures on rhetoric and dialectic

and his sponsorship of the classical ideal led to the

foundation of the University.

Charles Schmidt, La vie et les travaux de /. S,

(1855); G. Meyer, Die Entwicklimg der Strassb,

Univ, (1926); Classicae Epistolae (ed. with tr. J.

Rott, 1938). F.P.P.

Sturzen-Becker (before 1855 Sturtzenbecher),
Oscar Patrik, pseud. Orvar Odd (^Stockholm
28 XI 1811; tHalsingborg 16 II 1869), Swedish
poet and prose writer. He worked with extreme

energy for the causes of democracy and ‘Scandi-

navianism’, lived in Paris (1838-39), and in

Copenhagen (1844-47 and 1854-63), edited

Oresunds Posten (1847-55) in Halsingborg, where
he spent the last years of his life, and contributed

over many years to Aftonbladet. He had a witty

and elegant style, much influenced by Heine* and
by French caiiseurs.

prose: Tre septemberdagar i Stockholm (1834);

Ur Stockholmslifvet (1844); Hinsidan Simdet
Danska epistlar (1846); Den skandinaviska frdgan

, , ,af Arnliot Gellina (1856); La Veranda, Valda

feuilletoner (1861); Samlade ax (1868).—verse:

Min fattiga sdngmd, Foetiska forsok (1844).

—

Valda skrifter (ed. G. Ljunggren, 3 vols, 1880-82).

A. Blanche, Minnesbilder (1870-76); R. Sturzen-

Becker, O, P. S-.-B. (2 vols, 1911-12); O. Sylwan,

‘S.-B. och Skandinavismen’ in Studier iilldgnade

JRT. Warburg (1912) and O. Jdrfattarskap

(1919). B.M.E.M.;A.H.J.K.

Styron, William (*Newport News, Va., 11 VI
1925 ;

00 1953 Rose Burgunder), American novelist.

Lie Down in Darkness (1951) has a certain kinship

with Faulkner’s* As I Lay Dying, but lacks the

taut power of The Long March (1953). The
recognition of horror, waste and evil in the more
gothic Set This House on Fire (1960) is further

exemplified by his fictional re-creation of Nat
Turner’s slave rebellion in The Confessions ofNat
Turner (1967). G.A.K.

Su CHfi (•Mei-shan 1039; fYin-chang 25 X 1112),

Chinese poet, essayist and scholar. Su received

his first important post in the financial bureau set

up (1069) to implement the reform policy of

Wang* An-shih, but soon became critical of the

latter and was transferred from the capital. He
returned to prominence after 1085, becoming a
member of the grand council (1091). He was
banished (1097) after the restoration of Wang’s
party, but pardoned in 1100. Though a major
writer, Su is overshadowed as a poet by his

brother Su* Shih, and as a prose-writer by both
his brother and his father Su* Hsun. He is more
austere and academic than either.
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COLLECTED LITERARY WORKS: Luan~ch*ing chi

(1091); LuanrcKing hou-chi (1106); Luan-ch^ing
san-chi (1111).—Lin Yutang, The Gay Genius
(1947). A,R.D.

Su HsOn (DMei-shan 1009; fK'ai-fSng 1066),
Chinese essayist. He failed to pass the state

examinations but late in life (1060) obtained a
minor official post at the capital through his

writings. Later he was appointed to assist in the
compilation of a history of the emperors of the
reigning Sung dynasty. Like his two sons, Su*
Shih and Su* CM, he was among those writers

through whose influence the ‘old-style* (ku-wiri)

prose, modelled on classical and Han period
authors, achieved dominance. His strength lies in

discursive essays on historical and political sub-
jects in which he often evinces a vigorous partisan-
ship.

Chia-yu chi (coll, works; sel. tr. G. Margouli^
in Le Kou-wen chinois, 1925).—Lin Yutang, The
Gay Genius (1947). A.R.D.

Su Man-shu. Man-shu is the religious name of
Su Chien (*Yokohama 28 IX 1884; fShanghai 2
V 1918), Chinese poet, novelist and essayist. Su’s
mother was a Japanese and the problems of his

mixed parentage made him attempt to build a
legend of himself in his autobiographical ‘Lone
Swan*. From 1902 he associated with leading
revolutionaries and contributed to revolutionary
newspapers. He was an early translator of Western
poetry and besides ‘Lone Swan’ wrote five other
short novds, poems and works on Buddhist
subjects. He became a monk in 1904.

novel: Tuan-hung ling-yen chi (first pub. in
Shanghai newspaper, 1912; The Lone Swan, tr.

G. K. Leung, Shanghai, 1924; Der wunde Schwan,
tr. A. von Rottauscher, 1947).

—

Su Man-shu
cKuan-chi (coll, works; 5 vols, 1930-31).
H. McAleavy, Su Man-shu: a Sino-Japanese

Genius (1960). A.R.D,

Su Shih, or Su Tung-p'o (*Mei-shan 8 I 1037;
tCh*ang-chou 24 VIII 1101), Chinese poet and
essayist. Su’s ofOicial career and his whole life were
greatly affected by his membership of the group
which opposed the reform measures ofWang*An-
shih. His opposition eventually caused his banish-
ment to Huang-chou (1080-84). With the reversal
of Wang’s policies, Su returned to court and inter-

mittently occupied important posts. After the
restoration of the reform party by Emperor
ChS-tsung he was banished to Hui-chou (1094)
and later to Hainan (1097), but pardoned in 1100.
Su was not only an outstancfing literary figure

but also a great calligrapher and painter. The
number of his extant works is very great, both in
prose and verse of all types. His finest poems have
an effortless diction (he did not hesitate to use
vernacular words); their imagery is simple but

strongly evocative. He made an especial contribu-

tion to rz'«-poetiy by widening its subject range.

In prose, while he composed excellent descriptive

or reflective essays, he also wrote powerfully

upon current political and religious controversies.

Tung-p^o chi (coll, works); sel. trs: C. D. Le
Gros Clark, Selections From the Works of Su
Tung-p'o (1931) and The Prose Poetry of Su
Tung-p'o (1935); Ch*u Ta-kao, Chinese Lyrics

(1937); B. Watson. Su Tung-p'o (1965).

Lin Yutang, The Gay Genius (1947); K.
Yoshikawa, An Introduction to Sung Poetry (tr.

B. Watson, 1967). A.R.D.

Suarez, Francisco (*Granada 1548; fLisbon

1617), Spanish theologian and politick theorist.

He studied at Salamanca, became a Jesuit and
taught in Spanish Universities and at Rome. His

philosophy was Thomistic. In his Defensio

catholicae fidei he attacked the notion of the

divine right of kings.

Opera (26 vols, Paris, 1856-61); Selections (ed.

J. B. Scott, 1944).

O. Gierke, Natural Law and Theory of Society

(1934); R. Wilenius, The Social and Political

Theory ofF, S. (1963), E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Sudrez de Figueroa, Crist6bal (^Valladolid

71571; t?Lecce 71631), Spanish poet, prose-

writer and novelist. He was a disgruntled lawyer

who attacked many of his literary contemporaries.

He wrote an epic about Roncesvalles [Charle-

magne] and a pastoral novel and translated

Guarini*. His best book, El pasagero, recounts

the animated conversation of four travellers about
many aspects of early 17th-century life,

Elpasagero (ed. F. Rodriguez Marin, 1913).

J. P. Wickersham Crawford, The Life and Works
of C. S. de F. (1907). E.M.W.

Suchenwirt, Peter (^, c. 1350-9^, Austrian

itinerant poet (as his name advertises), finally

awarded a house in Vienna. His versified obit-

uaries, chronicle of Albrecht Hi’s Prussian

campaign (an unconscious indictment), heraldic,

moral-didactic, allegorical and religious poems
are dull reading now.

Ed. E. Primisser (1827); sdections in J. Klirsdi-

ner, Dt, Nat-Lit, XI and Xn (1882^-89); more
recent identifications in G. Ehrismann, Gesch.

der dt Lit , ,.des MA.s (1935)-—F. Kratochwil,
Der osterr. Didaktiker P, S. (1871); O. Weber,
P. S. (1937). F.P.P.

Sudding, Sm John (*Twickenham n 1608/09;

fParis 1642), English courtier poet and dramatist,

renowned for his grace and esprit as man and
writer. He was abroad from 71628 to 1632, accom-
panied the Marquess of Hamilton with the
armies of Gustavus Adolphus and was kni^t^
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on his return. Suckling’s work was popular at

court. In 1637 he wrote his prose Account of

Religion by Reason. Raising a troop at his own
expense against the Scots in 1639, he sat for

Bramber in the Long Parliament (1640), took

part in the plot to free Strafford (1641) and fled

to France, either committing suicide or becoming

the victim of a contrived accident.

The Complete Works of Sir J. S. (ed. A. H.
Thompson, 1910; repr. 1964); Sir J. SJ's Poems
and Letters From MS (ed. H. Berry, 1960).

B.L.J. (A.N.W.)

Suda Lexicon: see Suidas.

Sudermann, Hermann (*Matziken, East Prussia

30 IX 1857; fBerlin 21 XI 1928), German play-

wright and novelist. From his first play. Die

Ehre (1890; Eng. tr. H. R. Baukhage, 1915), he
dominated the German stage for nearly 20 years;

a clever and effective literary craftsman, he was
equally successful in his novels.

plays: Heimat (1893; Magda, tr. C. Sykes,

1907; also filmed); Schmetterlingsschlacht (1895;

Eng. tr. A. H. Schwarz, 1914); Gluck im Winkel

(1896; The Vale of Content, tr. W. E. Leonard,

1915); Die drei Reiherfedern (1899; Eng. tr. H.
T, Porter, 1900); Johannisfeuer (1900; Eng. tr.

C. and H. T. Porter, 1904).

—

novels: Frau Sorge

(1887; tr. B. Overbeck, 1891); Der Katzensteg

(1890; Regine, tr. H. E. Miller, 1894); Der tolle

Professor (1926; Eng. tr. I. Leighton and O. P.

Schdnnerer, 1928); Die Frau des Steffen Tromholt

(1928; Eng. tr. E. and C. Paul, \929).-^Dramatische

Werke (6 vols, 1923); Romane und Novellen (10

vols, 1930).

K. Busse, H. 5., sein Wesen und sein Werk
(1927); I. Leux, H. S. (1931); H. S. (ed. T. Duglor,

1958). R,W.L. (K.W.M.)

Sudraka, a Hindu prince, the reputed author of

the Sanskrit drama, Mrcchakafikd, about a
merchant’s love for a courtesan. An outstanding

play, it gives vivid pictures of town life in ancient

India. J.E.B.G.

Sue, EuofeNE Joseph Marie (*Paris 20 I 1804;

tAnnecy 3 VIII 1857), French novelist. A former
naval surgeon, Sue first won fame and fortune by
his serial novels with a seafaring background, but

his greatest successes were Les mystires de Paris

(1842-43) and Le Juif errant (1844-45), in which
he championed Socialism and anti-clericalism

through his startling accounts of the underworld
of Paris.

Plick et Plock (1831); Les sept pichis capitaux

(1847-49); Les mystires du peuple (1849-56).

E. de Mirecourt, E. S, (1855); P. Ginisty, E. S.

(1929); N. Atkinson, E, S, et le roman feuilleton

(1930); J. L. Bory, E. S., le roi du roman populaire

(1962). T.W.

Suetonius (Gaius S. Tranquillus) (*c. 70; tc.

140), Roman historian, for some time a pleader,

aftcnvards Hadrian’s* confidential secretary. His

later life was spent in retirement. His works were
mainly grammatical and biographical. The
greatest extant is De vita Caesariim, 12 imperial

biographies from Julius Caesar* to Domitian,

drawn from good sources and uniformly arranged,

each life ending with an account of the person

and character of its subject. The style of Suetonius

is unpretentious and often pedestrian. The
scandalous character of many of the anecdotes

has caused Suetonius to be considered a man of

prurient mind; but he wrote conscientiously what
he found in his sources. A great collection of

literary biography {J>e viris illustribus) survives

only in fragments, although the notes on writers

in Jerome’s* Chronicon are largely drawn from it.

A long list of other works of Suetonius is given in

Saidas'^.

Eds: De vita Caesarum (M. Ihm, 1933; repr.

1967); other works (A. Reiiferscheid, 1860); De
grammaticis et rhetoribus (G. Brugnoli, 1963).

—

Eds of Lives with comm.: Julius (H. E. Butler

and M. Cary, 1927); Augustus (E. S. Shuckburgh,

1896; M. Adams, 1939); Vespasianus (A. W.
Braithwaite, 1927); Bks VII and VIII (Calba to

Domitian', G. W. Mooney, with comm, and tr.,

1930).—^Trs: J. C. Rolfe, De vita Caesarum (2

vols, 1914); R. Graves, S.i The Twelve Caesars

(1957).

A. Mac6, Etude sur Suetone (1900); D. R.

Stuart, Epochs of Greek and Roman Biography

(1928) ; W. Steidle, Sueton imddie antike Biographie

(1951); Latin Biography (ed. T. A. Dorey, 1967).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Suger (*0. 1081; tli51), French prelate, diplomat

and historian. Abbot of St Denis from about 1122.

During the Second Crusade he acted as regent of

the kingdom and on several occasions was sent

to Rome by Louis VI. His works include a pane-

gyric on Louis and two treatises describing the

rebuilding of St Denis, which are of exceptional

importance for the history ofmedieval architecture.

(Euvres completes (ed. A. Lecoy de la Marche,

1867) ; On the Abbey Church of St-Denis and Its

Art Treasures (ed., tr. and annot. E. Panofsky,

1946).—M. Aubert, S, (St Wandrille, 1951).

R.R.R.

Suhravardi, Ya^ya, SHmXB-AL-DiN (*1153-55;

tAleppo 1191), Persian philosopher and mystic,

put to death by orthodox Muslims. He wrote

engagingly in Arabic and Persian. His metaphysics

of light has influenced Middle Eastern mystical

thought.

ffikmat al-Ishrdq (Tehran, 1898); Risdlat al-

Tshq (intro. O. Spies, Stuttgart, 1934); Three

Treatises on Mysticism . . .
(text and Eng. tr. idem
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and S. K. Khatak, ibid,y 1935); As Suhravardi

opera metaphysica et mystica (ed. H. Corbin, I,

Istanbul, 1945; II, Tehran, 1952); Ahvdl al-

Tufuliyya and Riizi bd Jamdat-i SuMn (Tehran,

1937).

C. de Vaux, *La philosophie illuminative

d’apr^ S.’ in Jour. Asiatique, IX (1902); M.
Iqbal, The Development of Metaphysics in Persia

(1908); H. Corbin, Les motifs zoroastriens dans la

philosophie de S. (Tehran, 1946); S. H. Nasr,

Three Muslim Sages (1964). E.Y.

Suidas, the name given to a Greek Lexicon

probably compiled about 1000 by one or more
authors. It is thought that the work was originally

called ‘The Suda’ (he Souda), There is at present

no agreed interpretation of the meaning of *Suda’.
The work is an invaluable mine of information

on ancient history and literature, particularly for

its citations from Greek works now lost.

Lexicon Suidae (ed. A. Adler, 5 vols, 1928-38).

F. D61ger, ‘Zur SoOda-Frage’ in Byzantinische

Zeitschrift, XXXVIH (1938). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Suits, Gustav (*V6imu 30 XI 1883; ooAino
Thauv6n; t23 V 1956), Estonian poet, critic and
scholar; Professor of Estonian and comparative
literature at Tartu University from 1921 to 1944,

when he fled to Stockholm on the eve of the

second Soviet aimexation of Estonia, and joined

the staff of the Nobel Institute.

Suits was active in both poetry and literary

criticism, but the exacting standards he set himseiif

severely limited his production. He began his

career early this century as the leading spirit of
the ‘Young Estonia’ movement and the pro-

tagonist of European culture, and he attracted

attention and applause with the technical brilliance

and patriotic fervour of Elu tuli (‘The Fire of
Life’; 1905). There is a loss of fervour, but
considerable gain in experience and verbal skill

in the later volumes, which culminate in the

intricacies and wisdom of Tuli ja tuul (1950;
Flames on the Wind, tr. W. K. Matthews, 1953).

As a critic Suits was scrupulous, scholarly, pungent
and discriminating.

verse: Tuulemaa (1913); Ohvrisuits (1920);

Lapse simd (1922); Kdik on kokku unendgu (1922);

Aastate aknal (1933); Kogutud luuletused (coll,

poems; 1938).—essays: Noor-Eesti ndlvakult

(1931).—Verse tr. in W. K. Matthews, Anthology

ofModem Estonian Poetry (1953).

W. K. Matthews, ‘The background and poetry
of G. S.’ in Amer. Slavic and E. Eur. Rev., IX
(1905); A. Thauv6n-Suits, G. S:u noorus (1964).

W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Sukhovo-Kobylin, Alexander Vasilyevich (Mos-
cow province 1817; tl903), Russian playwright.

His three plays, the picaresque comedy Svad^ba
Krechinskogo (1855), Delo (1869) and Smerp

Tarelkina (1869), are remarkable for their con-

densed plot and consummate stage-craft. All

three plays are permanent favourites with Russian

audiences.

Trilogiya (1927); Pifma (1934).

L. P. Grossman, Prestuplenie Sukhovo-Kobylina

(1927); V. Grossman, Delo Sukhovo-Kobylina

(1936). J.L.

Suleyman Celebi (Bursa; "fibid. 1422), Turkish

poet. The son of a vizier, he remained in his

home town and was imam of the Cheat Mosque.
His only work, the Mevlid, is an unrivalled master-

piece of religious literature in Turkish. It relates

the birth of the Prophet, his miracles, heavenly

journey and his dea^. Written in a simple and
sincere style, permeated with strong religious

emotion, it became a classic and is recited upon
ritual occasions, especially to commemorate the

dead. Though reminiscent in form, metre and
sometimes expression of the worl^ of Sultan

Veled and A$ik Pa§a, it differs from these in its

strict orthodoxy. Several poets attempted pane-

gyrics inspired by this work, but without success.

Musahhah Mevlidd serif (ed. Riza, 1902; The
Mevlidi Sherif tr. F. Lyman MacCallum, 1937;

Suleyman TschelebVs Lobgedicht auf die Geburt

des Propheten, tr. 1. Engelke, 1926); Vesiletu'n'-

necat (ed. Ahmet Ate§, 1954).

Neda Pekolcay, Islamt Turk ebediyati (1967)

and ‘S. Q* in Islam AnsiklopedisU XI (1967).

F.t

Sully Prudhomme, pseud, of Ren^ Francois
Prudhomme (*Paris 16 HI 1839; tChatenay 7

IX 1907), French poet and essayist. I^dhomme’s
early studies in science were cut short by eye

trouble. After a Parnassian phase as a poet, he
discovered his true medium to be that of the short

philosophical, didactic and symbolic poem,
inspired by the spirit of positivism. The simplidty

and neatness of his conceptions brought him
immense popularity and the Nobel prize (1901).

In his last years, darkened by paralysis, he wrote

a number of critical and philosophical essays.

verse: Stances et poimes (1865); Les epreuves

(1866); Les solitudes (1869); Les destins (1872);

La J^ance (1874); La justice (1878); Le prisme

(1886); Le bonheur (1888); Spaves (1908).

—

essays: Testament poetique (1901); La vraie

religion selon Pascal (1905); Psychologic du libre

arbitre (1907).

—

various: De la nature des choses

(tr. from Lucretius; 1869); Journal intime (1922).

E. Zyromski, 5. P. (1907); H. Morice, Uesthiti-

que de S. P, (1920); E. Estfeve, S. P, poite senti-^

mental (1925); P, Flottes, S. P. (1930).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Sulpida, two Latin woman poets: (1) Niece and
ward of Messalla (64 b.c.-a.d. 8), author of six
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short charming and unaffected elegies (= Tibullus

4. 7-12) on her passion for Cerinthus. These are

unique in their reflection of the freedom enjoyed

by young women of the upper classes at Rome in

the Augustan age.

In eds of Tibullus*.—^P. Rasi, Um poetessa del

secolo di Augusta (1913); G. Luck, The Latin

Love-Elegy (2nd ed. 1969).

(2) Wife of Calenus, praised by Martial* as an

author of chaste love. Only one fragment of her

love poetry is extant; the hexameter satire which

laments the state of Rome under Domitian is

wrongly attributed to her.

W. Morel, Fragmenta poetarum Latinorum

(1927; repr. 1963); A. Baehrens, Poetae Latini

minorest V (1883). A.J.D.

Sumarokov, Alexander Petrovich (*Finland 4

VI 1718; tMoscow 1 IX 1777), Russian play-

Wright in the French pseudo-classic tradition.

Having begun with fables, satires and para-

phrases of folk-songs, he wrote (from 1749 on-

wards) nine tragedies which now have mainly

historical value. He even adapted Shakespeare’s*

Hamlet to the pseudo-classic style and gave it a
respectable and happy ending. His comedies, too,

were imitations of French models. With the

actor Fedor Volkov he established in St Petersburg

in 1756 the first permanent theatre in Russia,

whose director he became. Vain and jealous of

his fame, he was the first Russian to live by his

pen.

Poltwye sobranle sochineniy (ID vols, 1781).

—

Demetrius the Impostor (tr. 1806).

N. N. Bulich, iS. i sovremermaya emu kritika

(1854); V. I. Pokrovsky, A. F. S. (1911); P. N.
Berkov, A. P. S. (1949). J.L.

Sumbatov, Prince Alexander Ivanovich (1857;
fI927), Russian dramatist whose plays—^mostly

on topical social themes and problems—followed
the realistic tradition of Ostrovsky* and the

satirical indictments of Gogol*. His theatrical

name was Yuzhin.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (3 vols, 1901);

Vospomincmiya (1941).

P. N. Sakulin, Teatr Sumbatova (1927); E. M.
Beskin, A, L Yuzhin-S, (1936). J.L.

Simdman, Per Olof (*Stockholm 4 IX 1922;
001948 UIla-Britt Jansson), Swedish novelist.

Sundman is a behaviourist, showing the reactions

of isolated characters in a dramatic situation.

His method is evocative but inconclusive: he
investigates a situation, reporting objectively

diaracters’ actions and gestures, but leaves the

reader to draw his own conclusions.

Jdgarna (1957); Undersdkningen (1958); Ex-
peditionen (1962; The Expedition^ tr. M. Sandbach,

1967); Sokarna (1963); Tvd dagar, tvd natter

(1965; Two Days, Two Nights, tr. A. Blair, 1969);

Ingenjdr Andrees luftfard (1967; The Flight of the

Eagle, tr. M. Sandbach, 1970). LS.

Sunesen, Anders (*c. 1167; tivo 24 VI 1228),

Danish poet. He belonged to one of the most
important noble families of Denmark, studied

for several years abroad (Paris, Bologna, Oxford)

and was for a time Royal Chancellor. In 1201

he succeeded Absalon as Archbishop at Lund,

until he retired in 1223. He is remembered for

his impressive Latin poem, Hexaemeron, in which

he described the Creation and the ecclesiastical

dogmas in more than 8,000 hexameters.

Andreae Sunonis filii archiepiscopi Lundensis

Hexaemeron librl XII (ed. M. C. Gertz, 1892).

P. E. Miiiler, Vita Andreae Sunonis (1830); F.

Hammerich, En Skolastiker og Bibeltheolog fra

Norden (1865); A. Kabell, Om A. S,*s Sekvenser

(1958). E.B.

Sung Ch'i (DAn-Iu 998; tl061), Chinese scholar,

prose-writer and poet. Sung had a major share

in the compilation of the ‘New History of the

T*ang Dynasty’ (1045-60). He was an excellent

ku-win prose stylist and contributed to the success

of the northern Sung ku-wen movement. He also

wrote some fine rz'w-poetry.

Sung Chii^-win chi, A.R.D.

Sung CraH-wiN (DFSn-chou ?656; tKuei-chou

712), Chinese poet. Sung was an adherent of

Empress Wu’s favourite Chang I-chih. He was

banished when the latter lost power (705) but

secretly returned to the capital and got a new
appointment by intrigue. He was later charged

with bribery and forced to commit suicide. He
is associated with Sh8n Ch'iian-ch'i (?650-?714),

who was also a member of Chang I-chih’s party,

as co-founder of the ‘regulated’ verse-form, /«-

shih, A.R.D.

Sung Lien (DP'u-chiang 1310; fNanking 1381),

Chinese essayist and scholar. Sung enjoyed great

favour from Emperor T*ai-tsu (1368-98) and his

heir-apparent, and held many important oflScial

academic posts. He was considered the foremost

man of letters of his time and became a model for

later prose writing.

Sung Hsueh-shih cKuan-chi (coll, works); Sung
Ching-lien wei-k^o chi (supp.; 1655). A.R.D.

Sung YO {fl, 3rd century b.c.), Chinese poet.

Sung, a native of the state of Ch*u, is said to have
been a pupil ofCh'ti*Yuan and, like him, a minister

of Ch’u. He seems to be little more than a name
to which certain poems could be conveniently

ascribed. The few statements about his life are

perhaps only an echo of the ‘Ch'ii Yuan’ legend.
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The ascribed poems, some of which are excellent

if exotic, show no homogeneity. The Chiu-pien

and Chao-hun (contained in the anthology CKu~
tzu) are distinct in form from the /«-poems, and
also from each other. Nor are the ^-poems of a
kind.

ASCRIBED poems: Chiu-pien\ Chao-hun (both tr.

D. Hawkes in CKu Tz^u: The Songs of the South,

1959); Fengfu (‘Sung Yu’s Defence’, tr. A, Waley
in The Temple, 1923); Kao-t’angfu (tr. idem, ibid.);

Ta-yen fu (‘Big Words’, part. tr. idem, ibid.y,

Teng-fu-tzu hao-se fu (‘Master Teng-T'u’, part,

tr. idem in 170 Chinese Poems, 1918); Fing fu
(‘The Man-Wind and the Woman-Wind’, tr.

idem, ibid.) ; Shen-nufu (‘The Song ofthe Goddess ’,

tr. E. Erkes in T’oung pao, XXV, 1927).

A.R.D.

Sung YOn (6th century a.d.), Chinese Buddhist

monk. Sung was sent by Empress Hu in 518 with

other monks to study and collect Buddhist

scriptures in India. An account of the journey,

drawn from his own records, is preserved in Xo-
yang chia-loat chi, Ch. 5 (547).

‘Voyage de Song Yun dans TUdyana et le

Gandhara’, tr. E. Chavannes in Bull, ficole

frangaise d’extreme-orient. III (1903); tr. S. Beal

in Buddhist Records of the Western World, I

(1906). A.R.D.

Sun-tzfi, title of Sun Wu (6th century b.c.),

traditional author of the Chinese military classic

Sun-tzU. The problem of authorship and date is

very complex. In the 1st century b.c. there appear

to have been extant two worl^, one ascribed to

Sun Wu and the other to Sun Pin, a general of

the 4th century B.c. The relation of the present

book to either is not clear but its contents may
date from the 3rd century b.c.

Trs: L. Giles, Sun Tzu on the Art of War
(1910); S. B. Griffith, Sun Tzu: the Art of War
(1963). A.R,D.

Supervielle, Jules (*Montevideo 16 I 1884;

tParis 17 III 1960), French author. Supervielle

was educated in Paris. His later life was divided

between France and South America, where

during the war he wrote his very beautiful Poimes

de la France malheureuse (1939-41). He was at

first much influenced by Symbolist theory, but,

with the publication of Gravitations (1925),

developed a hi^y personal gift. The climate of

his mind was one of acceptance and flickering

tenderness. He sings of the body and the inner

life of the spirit, and of the unity of both with

the cosmos. He has also written some delightful

stories for children and several fairy plays.

verse: Brumes du passi (1900); Les poimes de

Vamour triste (1919); Le forgot innocent (1930);

Les amis inconnus (1934); La fable du monde

(1938); Choix de poimes (1947); Oublieuse

memoire (1949); Naissance (1951).

—

^novels and
stories: Vhomme de la pampa (1923); Le voleur

d'enfants (1926; The ColoneVs Children, tr. A.
Pryce Jones, 1950); Uenfant de la haute met
(1931 ; The Ox and Ass at the Manger, part. tr. D.
Starke, 1932); Uarche de Noe (1938); Premiers

pas de Vunivers (1950).

—

splays: La belle au bois

(1932); Bolivar (1936); Sheherazade (1939); Le
voleur d'enfants (1949); Robinson (1963).

C. Senechal, /. S. (1939); C. Roy, S. (1949);

R. fitiemble, S. (1960); J. A. Hiddleton, Vunivers

deS.(X965). M.G.; J.P.R.

Surkov, Alexey Alexandrovich (*1899), Soviet

poet of peasant origin. His poetry—mostly
‘engaged’—became very popular during the

Second World War.

Izbrannye stikhi (1936; new ed. 1947); Rossiya

karayushchaya (1944); Miru-mirl (1951); Sobranie

sochineniy (4 vols, 1965-66). J.L.

Surrey, Earl of: see Howard, Henry.

Surtees, Robert Smith (*Durham 1803; ool841

Elizabeth Fenwick; fBrighton 16 III 1864),

English writer of novels of sporting life, rich in

coiTdc dialogue and odd human types lending

themselves to illustration by Cruikshank, Phiz etc.

In 1831 Surtees started The New Sporting Maga-
zine, in which Mr Jorrocks, a type of Cockney
sportsman, first appeared.

Jorrocks* Jaunts and Jollities, or the Hunting,

Racing, Driving, Sailing, Eating, Eccentric and
Extravagant Exploits of that renowned Sporting

Citizen, Mr John Jorrocks of St Botolph lane

and Great Coram Street, with illustrations by

Phiz (1838; with Life, 1869); Hillingdon Hall, or

the Cockney Squire (1845); Hawbuck Grange

(1847); Mr Spongers Sporting Tour (1853);

Handley Cross, or Mr Jorrocks* Hunt (1854);

Ask Mamma: or the Richest Commoner in England

(1858); Plain or Ringlets? (1860); Mr Romford's

Hounds (1865).

—

Novels (10 vols, 1930).

F. Watson, R, S. S.: a Critical Study (1933);

A, Steel, Jorrocks*s England (1932); R. L. Collins,

A Jorrocks Handbook (1964). R.M.H. (M,A.)

Suso: see Seuse, Heinrich.

Sossaneau, Hubert (*Soissons 1512), French

philologist and neo-Latin poet.

poems: Perom obsessa (1536; on the siege of

Pdronne); Epigrams (1536); Ludorum libri (1538).

—grammatical works: Connubium adverbiorum

(?); De ratione componendorum carminum (1534);

Dictionarium Ciceronianum (1536). F.W.

Sutcliff, Rosemary (*1920), one of Britain’s

best writers ofhistorical novels, intended for young

people, but attractive to all ages. She has written
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of various periods, but particularly of Romano-
British society, 2smThe Eagle ofthe Ninth (1954).

In her books historical and indeed archaeological

accuracy is joined to a deep imaginative sym-

pathy for her characters and a slightly mannered

but very readable style.

FOR YOUNG readers: The Queen Elizabeth

Story (1950); The Lantern Bearers (1959); The

Mark of the Horse Lord (1965); A Circlet of Oak
Leaves (1968).—for older readers: Lady in

Waiting (195Q; The Rider of the White Horse

(1959); Sword at Sunset (1963); The Flowers of
Adonis (1969),

—

Rudyard Kipling (criticism; 1960).

M. Meek, R. S. (1962). W.R.A.

Suttner, Bertha von, n6e Countess Kinsky
(Prague 9 VI 1843; ool876 novelist Arthur

Gundaccar, Freiherr von Suttner; fVienna 21

VI 1914), Austrian novelist. She strove to pro-

mote peace, and shocked her contemporaries by
her novel Die Waffen nieder. It was, however,

the impact of this novel which caused Alfred

Nobel to devote part of his fortune to founding

the Nobel prize for peace which Bertha von
Suttner herself was the jfirst to receive in 1905.

novels: Die Waffen nieder (2 vols, 1889; ^Lay
down your arms\ the Autobiography of Martha v.

Tilling^ tr. T. Holmes, 1892; best tr.); Einsam
und arm (2 vols, 1896).— Kampf urn die Ver-

meidung des Weltkrieges, ges. Aufsdtze (ed. A. H.
Fried, 2 vols, 1917).

A. H. Fried, B. von S, (1908); E. Key, Florence

Nightingale und B, von S, (1919); I. Reicka, B,

von S. (1952). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Sutzkever, Abraham (Smargon, Lithuania 1913),

Yiddish poet and essayist. He spent his early

childhood in Siberia as a war evacuee, and his

youth in Vilno, where he became a leader of the

‘Young Vilno’ group of Yiddish writers. He
lived through the Nazi occupation of the city and
joined the Partisans; after the war he settled in

Israel. He became editor of the Yiddish literary

magazine,DiGoldene Keyt (‘The Golden Chain’),

founded 1949. His poetry reflects both the des-

truction of Jewish life in Eastern Europe and its

rebirth in Israel, and blends traditional with

highly personal imagery while at the same time

preserving the rigid structure of classical Slavonic

patterns.

Lieder (1937); Valdigs (1940); Difestung(194S);
Lieder fun geto (194Q ; Yiddishe gass (1948); Di
geheym-shtot (Tel Aviv, 1948); In foyer vogn

(1952); Siberia (Jerusalem, 1953; also in Heb.;
Eng. tr. J. Sonntag, illus. Marc Chagall, 1961);

Fun drai veltn (anthology; Buenos Aires, 1953);

Ode tsu der toW (1955); Oazis (1963); Firkantike

oisies un mofsim (1968); Lieder fun yam hamoves

(1968); Tsaitike peynemer (1970).—Foerw/ie verk

(2 vols, 1963).

Yoivel-bukh (essays by 29 authors; Tel Aviv,

1963). J.S.

Suvorin, Alexey Sergeyevich (*Voronezh pro-

vince 1833; tl911), Russian author, playwright,

publisher, founder and editor of the conservative

daily Novoye Vremya. Although not a prominent
writer, he was important because of his contacts

with, and the help he offered to, other writers,

e.g. Chekhov* and V. Rozanov*. His most
valuable work is his Dnevnik (‘Diary’; 1917,

1923).

D. I. Abramovich, Pis^ma russkikh pisateley k
A, S. Suvorinu (1927); Journal intime de A, S,

(tr. M. Lichnevsky, 1927). J.L.

Svantner, Frantisek (Bystrd 29 I 1912; tl950),

Slovak novelist. One of the most promising post-

war Slovak novelists, Svantner’s career was pre-

maturely cut short. The somewhat lyrical style

of his first novel Nevesta hoV (1946) gave way to

a somewhat more realistic manner in his chronicle

of 20th-century Slovakia 2ivot bez konca (195Q,

R.A.

Svensson, J6n StefAn (*M66ruvellir, Horgdrdalur
16 XI 1857; tCoIogne 16 X 1944), Icelandic

story writer. Svensson, offered a free education by
Roman Catholic missionaries in Iceland, studied

at Amiens, and at Universities in France, Belgium
and Holland. Subsequently he taught and preached

in Denmark. In 1912, after an illness, he gave up
teaching and produced the first of a long series

of Normi books, written in German and con-

taining memories of his youth. Subsequently

translated into many languages, they became
extremely popular with boys all over the world,

Et Ridt germem Island (1908); Nonnu Erlebnisse

eines Jungen Islanders (1913); Nonni og Manni
(1914; Lost in the Arctic^ tr. M. Bodkin, 1927);

Sonnentage (1915); Die Stadt am Meer (1922);

R^cits Islandais (1924); Abenteuer auf den Inseln

(1927); Auf Skipaldn (1928); Die Feuerinsel im
Nordmeer (1933); Nonni Erzdhlt (1936).

H. Hannesson, ‘Nonni Attraedur’ in Eimreidin,

XLHI (1937). R.G.P.

SvdtUL, Karouna, pseud, ofJohanna Mu^AkovA,
n6e RottovA (*Prague 24 II 1830; 1[ibid, 7 IX
1899), Czech novelist. Born of a nationally

mixedfamily and brought up amid the Germanized
Pra^e bourgeoisie, Svetld actively accepted Czech
nationality only after her marriage. Her early

writings show the influence of the ideas of the

Young Germany movement, especially as regards

the emancipation of woman. Her best work,

however, is contained in the novels that describe

the countryside of north Bohemia from which
her family orginated.

Vesnickf roman (1867); KIH u potoka (1868);
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Kant&rcice (1869).

—

Vybrane spisy (8 vols, 1954-

59). .
J. Spiadk, K. S. (1962). R.A.

Svevo, ITALO, pseud, of Ettore Schmitz (*Trieste

19 XII 1861; 001896 Livia Veneziani; tMotta di

Livenza 13 IX 1928), Italian novelist. Svevo’s

first novels, Una vita (1892; A Life, tr. A. Colqu-

houn, 1963) and Senilitd (1898; As a Man Grows
Older, tr. B. De Zoete, 1932), went unnoticed,

and it was not until the 1920s, through the good
oflSces of James Joyce*, who knew Svevo in

Trieste, and Montale*, that Svevo achieved any
sort of recognition. He is now considered to be
Italy’s finest psychological novelist.

Svevo has great insight and a remarkable gift

for analysis and irony, both verbal and situational.

His first novel relates the life and suicide of a

young baxfic clerk who fails to adjust to the

realities of life, his second the story of a man
who tries to impose on life his own day-dreams.

After a gap of 25 years, Svevo published La
coscienza di Zeno (1923; Confessions of Zeno, tr.

B. De Zoete, 1930), a comic masterpiece in which

Zeno Cosini tells his own story, but in such a

way as to reveal to the reader his capacity for

self-deception. This novel is one of the first to

make direct use of Freudian theories. The con-

cepts of health, illness and the inability to establish

personal relationships are the recurrent themes of

Svevo’s work; Svevo himself is the detached,

ironical observer, moving from condemnation in

his early work to indulgent comprehension in his

later fiction.

Svevo also wrote plays, not however considered

his best work, essays and short stories.

Opera omnia (5 vols, 1966-69).

P. N. Furbank, L S, The Man and the Writer

(1966; best intro, in Eng.); B. Maier, Lapersonalitd

e Vopera di I. S. (rev, ed, 1965); S. Maxia, Lettura

diL S. (1965); Essays on L S, (ed. T. Staley, 1969).

B.M.

Swaanenburg, Willem van (*Goes c. 1675;

tAmsterdam 1728), Dutch poet, prose writer and
landscape painter; a remarkable artist in his day
who endeavoured to break away from both the

intellectual and the burlesque poetry of his time.

Parnas of de zanggodinnen van een schilder

(1724); De herboore Oudheit (1725); Arlequin

Distelateur of de overgehaalde Nouvelles (1725);

De vervrolijkende Momus (1727).

C. H. P. Meyer, Pieter Langendijk (1891);

E. A. Serrarens, ‘W. van S.’ in De Gids, XCIV
(1936). J.W.W.

Swaen, Michiel de (*Dunkirk 29 I 1654; col678

Anna Damart; Ifibid, 3 V 1707), Flemish poet,

surgeon at Dunkirk. In his youth fond of the

stage, he later wrote mainly devotional poetry:

Het Leven en de Dood van onzen Saligmaker Jezus

Christus (1684; pr. 1767); Zedelycke Rymwercken

en Christelycke Gedachten (1722). He also wrote

a theoretical work on poetry, Neder-Duitsche

Digtkonde (c. 1700). He was influenced by Cats*

and Poirters* and admired Vondel* whom he

imitated, but he modelled his plays on the French

classics. His play, De verheerlyckte Schoenlapper

ofte de gecroonde Leersse (peif. 1688; pr. 1718),

is still stageable. Further plays: two translations

of Corneille’s* Le Cid; a Mystery play, De
Mensch^Wording (1686); Martely ende doot van

de H. Maget Martelaresse Catharina (1702); De
Zedelycke Doodt van Keyzer Corel den Vyfden

(1707) and in De Heliconsche Echo (tournament of

1700, sponsored by the Drie Santinnen at Bruges),

Werken (ed. V. Celen, 6 vols, 1928-34).

M. Sabbe, Het leven en de Werken van Af. de S,

(1905); V. Celen, ‘Een Tijdgenoot van Vondd’
in Liber Amicoritm B. H» Molkenboer (1939);

W. J. C. Buitendijk, Het Calvinisme in de Spiegel

V. d, ZuidnederL Litt. der Contra-Reformatie (1942)

;

V. Celen, ‘M. de S., de dichter van De Mensch-

Wording?’ in Hand. ZuidnederL Maatsch. v. Taal,

Lett, en Gesch., Ill (1948-49) ; J. F. Vanderheyden,

‘M. de S.’s Di^onde, A. Dacier en P. Corneille:

Een bronnenonderzoek’ in Versl. en Med. Koninkl.

Vlaamse Acad. (1954); V. Celen, ‘M. de S.’ in

De Tafelronde, II (1955). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Swedberg .Jesper (*nr Falun 28 VIII 1653;

tSkara 26 VII 1735), Swedish Bishop, hymn-
writer and philologist. He became court preacher

to Charles XI and in 1692 Professor of theology

at Uppsala. He was largely responsible for the

hymn-book of 1694 (which was suppressed) and
that of 1695. He wrote a number of original

hymns and translated many others. In 1702 he

became Bishop of Skara. He played some part

(as a traditionalist) in politics and was partly

responsible for sending Swedish clergy to Delaware

in 1696-97. He also worked for a reformed

spelling of Swedish and wrote a Swedish grammar
as well as a vivid autobiography.

Schibboleth, Svenska sprdkets rycht och rich-

tighet (1716); Grammatica suecana, en svensk

grammatica (1722); Psalmer av S, in P. Hanselli,

Samlade vitterhetsarbeten av sv, Jorfattare, XV
(1871); Levernesbeskrivning (ed, G. Wetterberg,

1941; 1st pub.).

H. W. Tottie, /. jS.’j lifoch verksamhet (2 vols,

1885-86); M. Lamm, Swedenborg (1915); E. N,
Tigerstedt, ‘J. S. som satiriker’ in Nordisk

Tidskrift (1948). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K.

Swedenborg, Emanuel (’^‘Stockholm 29 I 1688;

tLondon 29 HI 1772), Swedish scientist, mathe-

matician, philosopher and mystic. Son of Bishop

J. Swedberg* of Skara, Swedenborg—-as he was
called after being ennobled in 1719—was educated

at Uppsala and in 1710 travelled to England

and other countries. Returning to Sweden in
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1714, he became assessor at the Bergskollegium

(department of mines) in 1716 and wrote a large

number of scientific and mathematical works.

He spent much time abroad, and in 1734 produced

his Opera philosophica et mineralia, in which he

developed a sort of spiritualism, quite new in his

writings. Between 1743 and 1745 he experienced

a mental and religious crisis, left the Bergskolle-

gium in 1747 and subsequently led a lonely life,

travelling much, partly for the purpose of getting

his books published, as this could not be done

in Sweden. In his crisis he saw visions of angels

and believed he was in direct contact with the

spiritual world; and above all, in 1745, while in

London, he *saw' Christ, who commanded him
to write and interpret the Bible’s true spiritual

content. His subsequent works, while contairiing

many elements derived from his scientific training,

are prophetic and mystical. Among the most

important of them are: Arcana coelestia (1749-

56), Vera Christiana religio (1771) and Doctrina

vitae pro Nova Hierosolyma (1763). Swedenborg
had nothing to do with the subsequent foundation

of the Swedenborgian Church, which was set up
by his followers.

A. H. Stroh and G. Ekelof, Kronologisk

Fdrteckning over E, Swedenborgs skrifter (1910;

supp. by A. Holmberg, 1937); Urval av Sweden-

borgs religidsa skrifter (orig. Latin texts tr. into

Swed. H. Bergstedt, ed. M. Lamm, 1925); Sex
minnesvdrda berdttelser ur vishetens fornojelse

(1948).

A. Sundelin, Swedenborgianismens historia i

Sverige (1886); M, Lamm, 5., en studie over hans

utveckling till mystiker och andeskddare (1915)

and Upplysningstidens Romantik (1918-20; this

deals especially with S. as literary artist and
visionary); E. Kleen, S, (2 vols, 1917-19; incl.

biblio, of crit. works on S.); R. Lagerborg,

Fallet S. (1924; psycho-pathological point of

view); A. Viatte, Les sources occultes du roman-
tisme (2 vols, 1928); H. de Geymiiller and H.
Driesch, S. und die ubersinnliche Welt (1936;

psychological); E. Briem, ‘Fran skilda tider’ in

Studier tilldgnade H. Holmquist (1938); E. Benz,

‘Immanuel [sic] S. als geistiger Wegbahner des

deutschen Idealismus und der deutschen Roman-
tik’ in Deutsche Vierteljahrschrift fur Literatur-

wissensdiaft und Geistesgeschichte (1941) and S.

in Deutschland (1947); S. Toksvig, E, S. (1948;
popular biog. in Eng.); F. Horn, Schelling und S,

(1954); I. Johnson, S,s skapelsedikt De cultu et

Amore Dei (1961). B.M.E.M. ; A.HJ.K. QlS.)

Sweet, Henry (*London 1845; ool887 Mary
Birch; fOxford 30 IV 1912), English phonetician

and comparative philologist. Reader in phonetics

at Oxford.

History of English Sounds from the Earliest

Period (1874); Anglo-Saxon Reader (1876); Hand-
book of Phonetics (1877); The Oldest English

Texts (1885); A New English Grammar (1892);

The History of Language (1890); The Sounds of
English (1908). R.M.H.

Swi^tochowski, Aleksander, pseud. WtADYstAw
Okoi^ski (*Stoczek 18 I 1849; tWarsaw 25 IV

1938), Polish author. He preached positivism in

his weekly Prawda for 20 years (from 1881) as

well as in his literary works. Defender of demo-
cratic ideals and human rights, he believed in

eternal progress of mankind through love (Duchy),

Because the majority of his literary works are

vehicles for his doctrines they are too bookish and

their characters anaemic, but his language and
style are masterly and the dialogues vivid and rich

in antitheses.

novels: Drygalowie (1914); Nal^cze (1929);

Twinko (1936).

—

splays : Niesmiertelnedusze (1876)

;

Duchy (1909).—SHORT stories: Damian Capenko,

Chawa Rubin, Karl Krug (1879, in O zycie; Ger.

tr. A. Weiss in Polnisches Novellenbuch, 1906).

—

various: Utopia w rozwoju historycznym (1910);

trddla moralnosci (1912); Historia chlopdw

polskich (2 vols, 1925-28).

—

Pisma (8 vols, 1896-

1900); Pisma wybrane (1951).

H. Galle, A, 5. jako beletrysta (1902); Z.

D^bicki, ‘A. S.’ in Portrety, I (1927); Z. Szwey-

kowski, *A. S.* in Slavon. and East Eur. Rev.,

XIX (1939-40); J. Rudzki, S. (1963).

S.S. (P.H.)

Swift, Jonathan (*Dublin 30 XI 1667; Wd. 19

X 1745), Irish novelist, satirist, poet and pam-
phleteer. Educated at Kilkenny School and at

Trinity College, Dublin, in 1689 he became secre-

tary to Sir William Temple*; he was Anglican

curate at Kilroot, Co. Antrim and at Laracor, Co.

Meath and became Dean of St Patrick’s (1713-45).

He first rose to fame as a writer on literary,

political and religious affairs. His tract The

Conduct of the Allies (1711) marked the transfer

of his allegiance from the Whigs to the Tories

and, by helping to overturn the Whig ministry,

won him great political influence in England. Cut
off from power by Queen Anne’s death (1714),

Swift wrote on Irish affairs; his Drapier Letters

(1724) defeated the project of ‘Wood’s halfpence’

and made Swift a popular idol, posthumously

identified with Irish nationalism and the policy

of Sinn Fein.

Swift was the master prose-satirist of his

century. He was Diyden’s* cousin and the friend

of Pope* and other fellow-members of the

Scriblerus Club. GullivePs Travels (1726), his

famous satire upon mankind, and all his work is

characterized by originality, clarity and incisive

force.

The riddle of Swift, his exact relationship with

Esther Johnson (Stella), the natural daughter of

his patron, Sir William Temple, who left her in

his charge, and Esther van Homrigh (Vanessa),

his pupil who was in love with him, is reflected in
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his Journal to Stella and in his poem Cadenus &.

Vanessa^ but remains unsolved. R.McH.

Prose Works (ed. Hubert Davis, 14 vols, 1939-

68): Poems (ed. Harold Williams, 3 vols, 1937;

2nd ed. 1958); Correspondence (ed. idem^ 5 vols,

1963-65).—L. A. Landa and J. E. Tobin, /. S'.:

A List of Critical Studies 1895-1945 (1945); J. J.

Stathis, Bibliography ofS, Studies 1945-65 (196'^.

W. B. Ewald, The Masks of J. S, (1954); L. A.
Landa, S. and the Church of Ireland (1954);

R. Quintana, S.; An Introduction (1955); I.

Ehrenpreis, The Personality of /. S, (1958) and
S. the Man, His Works and the Age (2 vols, 1962,

1967); D. Johnston, In Search of S. (1959); E.

Rosenheim, S, and the Satirises Art (1963); H. J.

Davis, J, S. (1964); M. Voigt, S. and the 20th

Century (1964); Fair Liberty Was All His Cry (ed.

A. N. Jefifares, 1967); D. Donoghue, /. S. (1969).

E.T.W.

Swinburne, Algernon Charles (*London 5 IV
1837; tPutney 10 IV 1909), English poet. He was
educated at Eton and Balliol but had to leave

both for unsatisfactory conduct, though he re-

tained the friendship ofJowett*, thefamous Master
of Balliol. In 1860 he came to London and joined

the circle of William Morris* and D. G. Rossetti*.

Atalanta in Calydon (1865) roused great expecta-

tions but Poems and Ballads (1866) revealed an
obsession with sexual passion which was thought

to be the result of imagination rather than ex-

perience. A diversionary attempt by friends to

interest him in Mazzini’s* republican ideals led

to Songs before Sunrise (1871). Eight years later,

his health undermined by fits and solitary dimking

bouts, he was taken into the house of Theodore
Watts-Dunton at Putney, restored to health and
for the rest of his life protected and cherished.

Though he wrote much prose and many plays

—

three, of which Chastelard (1865) is the best,

were inspired by Mary Queen of Scots—it is the

lyrics that fashioned Swinburne’s reputation.

Unfortunately when they no longer shocked they

ceased to charm, and neglect followed. But,

despite diffusion and occasional monotony, he
remains secure among the inspired singers and,

though he sometimes walked in dark places, he

left brightness behind.

The Queen Mother and Rosamond, 2Vo Plays

(1860); Poems and Ballads (1866); William Bldke

(prose; 1868); Bothwell (1874); George Chapman:
A Critical Essay (1875); Essays and Studies

(1875); Poems and Ballads, 2nd ser. (1878);

Mary Stuart (1881); Tristram ofLyonesse (1882);

Poems and Ballads, 3rd ser. (1889); Astrophel

(1894); Autobiographical Notes (1920).

—

Works
(ed. E. Gosse and T. Wise, 20 vols, 1925-27; for

the biblio. see J. Carter and G. Pollard, An
Enquiry, etc., 1934); Hyperion, etc. (ed. G.
Lafourcade, 1921),—Letters (ed. C. Y. Lang,

1959-62).

E. Gosse, S, (1917); G. Lafourcade, A Literary

Biography (1932); H. Nicolson, S, and Baudelaire

(1930); J. O. Fuller, S, (1968); S.: The Critical

Heritage (ed. C. K. Hyder, 1970).

M.V.D. (M.A.)

Sylvain, Georges: see Haitian literature.

Sylvanus Urban: see Cave, Edward.

Sylvester, Joshua (?Medway region of Kent
1563; oo?Mary; fMiddleburg, HoUand 28 IX
1618), English poet and translator of Du* Bartas

and other scriptural epics; secretary in the service

of the Merchant Adventurers from 1613. His

translation ofDu Btrtas had a pervasive influence

during the 17th cenaury.

The Complete Works ofJ, S, (ed. A. B. Grosart,

2 vols, 1880; repr. 1967). G.RS. (A.N.W.)

Symeon Magistros and Logothetes is the name
under which a Byzantine world chronicle 901-948

is sometimes found. Symeon Logothetes v/es

probably one of a number of historical compilers

and continuators working on an anonymous
chronicle known as the Epitome, J.M.H.

Chronographia (under Leo Grammaticus’ name):
ed. I. Bekker (1842; with Lat. tr.); Migne,
Patrologia Graeca, CVin (1863; with Lat. tr.).

G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica (2nd ed. 1958),

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Symeon Metaphrastes Qf. end of lOth-llth

century), Byzantine hagiographer. He compiled

a collection of hagiographical material, much of
which he rewrote in a more rhetorical style to suit

the fashion of his day.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXTV-CXVI (1864;

with Lat. tr.). J.M.H.

Symeon the New Theologian (*949; tl022),

Byzantine mystic. This monk and Abbot exercised

great influence in his own day over both laymen
and monks, but was not popular among the

secular clergy. His sermons on monastic reforms

have survived together with his ascetical and
mystical writings and his poems in popular
accentual verse, all of which were much used in

the Greek and Slavonic Orthodox Churches and
still are. His life was written by Nicetas* Stethatus.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXX (1864; in-

complete; Lat. only of some works); Orathnes
(ed. and tr. J. M. Hussey and B. Krivocheine,

1954); Chapttresthiologiques,gnostiquesetpratiques

(ed. J, Darrouzte, 1957; with Fr. tr.); Catechises

(ed. B. Krivocheine, 3 vols, 1963-65; with Fr. tr.);

Trades theologiques et ethiques (ed. J. Darrouz^,
2 vols, 1966-67; vwth Fr. tr.).

J. M. Hussey, Church and Learning in the

Byzantine Empire (1937). J.M.H. CR.B.)
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RymmflghuS
j QuiNTUS AURELIUS (*C. 340; "fc.

402), Roman orator and letter-writer, was the

last great champion of paganism. As urban

prefect (384-385) he led the pagan party un-

successfully in a struggle against the influence of

Ambrose^: but the success of the Christian party

did not drive Symmachus out of public life. He
became consul in 391 and spent the remaining

years of his life in literary activity. Extant works

are letters in ten books, and fragments of speeches.

Eds: Mi^e, Patrologia Latina, XVIII (1848);

O, Seeck in Monumenta Germaniae historica,

Auctores antiquissimi, VI (1883).

T. R. Glover, Life and Letters in the 4th Century

(1901); D. M. Robinson, ‘An analysis of the

pagan revival of the late 4th century, with special

reference to S.* in Trans, and Proc. Amer. Philol.

Assoc. (1915). J.A.W.(J.D.)

Symonds, John Addington (*Bristol 5 X 1840;

001864 Janet North; fRome 19 IV 1893), English

poet, critic and historian of the aesthetic school.

I& diffuse gifts respond best to the discipline of

translation.

THANSLATiONs: Sonnets of Michael Angelo and
Campanella (1878); Benvenuto Cellini (1888);

Wine, Women and Song (medieval Latin students*

songs; 1884).

—

History of the Italian Renaissance

(7 vols, 1875-86).—verse: Many Moods (1878);

New and Old (1880); Animi Figure (1882).

—

CRmasM: In the Key of Blue (1893); Essays,

speculative and suggestive (2 vols, 1890; with

pref. H. F. Brown, 1907); Sketches and Studies in

Italy and Greece (ed. idem, 3 vols, 1898).

H. F. Brown, Life ofJ, A. S, (1895); A. Symons,
/• A, S,: Studies in Prose and Verse (1904);

B. M. Brahm, Die italienische Renaissance in dem
englischen Geistesleben des 19, Jahrhunderts,

insbesondere bei J, Buskin und J, A, S, (1932);

P. M. Grosskurth, S, (1964). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Symons, Arthur (*Wales 28 n 1865; ool901

Rhoda Bowser; tWittersham 22 1 1945), English

critic and poet, a member of the Rhymers* Club
and editor of The Savoy (1896). A student of
Preach Symbolism, influenced by Walter Pater*,

he did not fulfil the promise of his early poems, but

wrote books of criticism which, on congenial

subjects, revealed hhi discriminating taste and
sensitive response to impressions.

CRmasM;: An Introduction to the Study of
Broming (188Q; Studies in Two Literatures (1897);

Aubrey Beards^ (1898); The Symbolist Movement
in Uterature (1899); WUliam Blake (1907); The
Romantic Movement in English Poetry (1909);

Charles Baudelaire (1920).—Co//acfe«f Poems (2

vols, 1902).

T. E. Welby, A, S, (1925); R. Lhombreaud, A.
S, (1963). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

SynccUns; see George the SyncellusL

Synesius (*Pentapolis, Cyrenaica c. 370; fc. 414),

Greek writer, of an eminent pagan family,

studied Neo-Platonic philosophy at Alexandria
under Hypatia and also at Athens: married a
Christian wife in Alexandria; about 410, after

much hesitation, he allowed himself to be con-
secrated Bishop of Ptolemais, though not yet

baptized. Author of 156 letters, of a number of
philosophical and historical treatises, and of ten

hymns showing a strange blend of Neo-Platonism
and Christianity.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, LXVI (1859; with
Lat. tr.); R. Hercher, Epistolographi Graeci

(1873); N. Terzaghi, Synesii Cyrenensis hymni
(1939) and Synesii Cyrenensis opuscula (1944).—
A. Fitzgerald (tr.). The Letters of S, (1926) and
The Essays and Hymns of S, (2 vols, 1930).

J. C. Pando, The Life and Times of S, of C.

(1940); C. Lacombrade, S. de C, helUne et

Chretien (1951); H. I. Marrou in The Conflict

Between Paganism and Christianity (ed. A. D.
Momigliano, 1963). R.B.

Synge, John Millington (*Rathfarnham, Co.
Dublin 16 IV 1871; tDublin 24 III 1909), Irish

dramatist and poet. He came of Anglo-Irish

Wicklow stock and graduated at Trinity College,

Dublin in 1892. Interested in natural history and
in a musical career, he travelled in Germany and
France. While studying French literature in

Paris, where he was for a time secretary to the

French mythologist, de Joubainville, he met
W. B. Yeats*, who urged him to seek inspiration

in the Aran Islands. It was mainly from Aran,

Wicklow and Kerry that Synge drew the material

for his notebooks, articles and plays. His plays,

first produced at the Abbey Theatre 1903-10,

established him as Ireland’s leading dramatist.

He died of cancer before he could complete the

revision of his last play, Deirdre of the Sorrows

(1909).

Synge worked close to the realities of Irish

speech, whether Gaelic or Irish-English, and of

the Irish imagination, handling both with insight

and a fine sense of form and colour. From the

stark simplicity of Riders to the Sea (1904) to

the high comedy of The Playboy of the Western

World (1907) and the natural poetic dignity of

Deirdre, he displays the variety and range of a

great dramatic poet with a continuous preference

for the imaginative element in life. His prose

writings and his renderings of Petrarch* into Irish-

En^h help towards an understanding of his

artistic method.

flays: In the Shadow of the Glen (1903); The

Well of the Saints (1905); The Tinkers Wedding

(1908).—various: The Aran Islands (1907); In

Wicklow and West Kerry (1908); Poems and
Translations (1909).

—

Collected Works (4 vols,

ed. R. Skelton et al„ 1962-68).

W. B. Yeats, /. M, S. and the Ireland of His
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Time (1911); Daniel Corkery, 5. and Anglo-Irish novels: Segitseg! (1925); Miert (1939).—5. D,
Literature (1931); A. D. Estill, The Sources of S.

(1939); J. Setterquist, Ibsen and the Beginnings of
Anglo-Irish Drama, 1: J. M, S. (1951); U. Ellis-

Fermor, The Irish Dramatic Movement (2nd ed.

1954); D. H. Green and E. M. Stephens, J. M. S.

(1959); Alan Price, S» and Anglo-Irish Drama
(1961); E. Coxhead, J. M. S. and Lady Gregory

(1962); Sunshine and the Moon^s Delight (ed. S. B.

Bushrui, 1972). R.McH. (E.T.W.)

Syrokomla, Wladyslaw, pseud, of Lijdwik

KoNDRATOWiEZ (*Smolh6w 29 IX 1823; fWilno
15 IX 1862), Polish poet and playwright. A prolific

writer, he gained great popularity with his realistic

poetry which at times contained biting satire

and criticism of the harsh treatment of the poor,

serf-bound peasants. His posthumous cycle of

poems Melodic z domu oblqkanych (Poezje ostat-

niej godziny, 1862) has great literary value, but

probably most important are his translations of

the Renaissance Polish Latin poets, Przeklady

poetdw polsko-lacihskich epoki zygmmtomkiej (6

vols, 1851-53), P.H.

Wrodzony JanDebor6g{\854 ; ed. J. Kiyzanowski,

1925); Margier (1855); K^s chleba (185Q; Janko
Cmentarnik (1857; Hans von Friedhof tr. M.
Morgenroth, 1897); Ulas (1858); Gaw^dy i rymy
ulotne (6 vols, 1853-61).— (ed. W. Korotyn-

ski, 10 vols, 1872).

T. Pini, W, S. ijego utwory (1901); S. Cywinski,

S, cziowiek i twdrca (1923; offprint from S.’s

Wybdr poezji, 3 vols, 1923). S.S. (P.H.)

Syv, Peder Pedersen (*Syv, nr Roskilde 22 n
1631 ;

00 1664 Karen Andersdatter Hoff; fHellested

17 II 1702), Danish linguist and grammarian.

He was a headmaster, later a clergyman, and was

appointed Philologus regius linguae Danicae, One
of the founders of the scholarly study of the

Danish language, especially with his Nogle

Betcenkninger om det Cimbriske Sprog (1663) and

his Danish grammar, he collected two volumes

of proverbs and 100 previously unprinted medieval

ballads.

Den danske Sprog-Kunst eller Grammatica

(1685); Prove paa en Dansk og Latinsk Ord-Bog

(1692).—collections: Almindelige Danske Ord-

Sproge og korte Lcerdomme (2 vols, 1682-88);

200 Viser om Konger, Kemper oc Andre (1695).

F. Winkel Horn, P. 5. (1878). E.B.

Szabd, Dezs6 (*Kolozsvdr 10 VII 1879; fBudapest

5 I 1945), Hungarian novelist, short-story writer

and publicist. Szab6’s Az elsodort falu (1919), a

highly emotional novel on the tragic fate of the

Hungarian race, made him a prophetic figure

between the two World Wars. His romantic

views of the peasants and racial theories were

couched in a powerful rhetorical style which had

great influence in Hungary.

dsszegyUjtdtt munkdi (coll, works, 16 vols, 192Q;
Az egesz Idtdhatdr (3 vols, 1939).

L. Fiilep, ‘S. D. reg6nye’ in Nyugat (1919);

J. Rem6nyi, ‘D, S.’ in Slavon. Rev.,X>^ (1946);

P. Nagy, S. D. (1964). G.F.C.

Szab6, L6RINC (Miskolc 31 IE 1900; ool921

Kldra Mikes; fBudapest 3 X 1957), Hungarian
poet. Szab6 elevated everyday language to a
poetic level and combined with this a strict

economy of style. Noted for his intellectual

approach to verse, he wrote a highly individual

verse autobiography (Tucsdkzene, 1947), and was
a brilliant translator.

Orok bardtaink (translations; 2 vols, 1941-48).
—S. L. osszegy&jtdtt versei (1960).

L. N6meth, ‘S. L.* in Nyugat (1931); G. Haldsz,

‘S. L.’, ibid. (1933, 1935, 1938); J. Rem6nyi, ‘L.

S., contemporary Hungarian poet’ in The Western
Rev., XIV (1950); L. Kabdebd, S. L. Idzado

evtizede (1970). G.F.C.

Szaniawski, Jerzy (*10 n 188Q, Polish author.

He began by writing short stories in 1912. In his

dramas bas^ on internal conflicts there is a high

idealism, symbolism and economy in the use of

words.

plays: Murzyn (1917); Papierowy kochanek

(1920); Ewa (1921); Ptak (1923); Lekkoduch

(1923); ieglarz (1927); Adwokat i rdze (1929);

FortepUm &931); Most (1933).—short stories:

Miloi6 i rzeczy powazne (1924); Lgarze pod Zlotq

Kotwicq (1928).—memoirs: W poblizu teatru

(1956).

—

D:djela zebrane (3 vols, 1958).

H. Drzewiecki, ‘S. jako nowelista’ in Wia-

domosci Literac., CCXVII (1928); J. Lorentowicz,
‘ J. S.* in Wspdlczesny teatr polski, II (1935).

S.S. (P.H.)

Szarzyfiski, Mncc«AJ S?p (*nr Lw6w c. 1550;

tl581), Polish poet. Little is known about his

short life. He left one collection ofpoetry published

posthumously which has established him as a

leading lyrical poet. In many respects akin to the

work of the English Metaphysical poets, his

verses are intellectual and some religious poetry

almost mystical. His syntax is deliberately com-

plex, imitating Latin. He is considered a pre-

cursor of the Polish Baroque for the artificial

but also dynamic qualities of his style and the

obsessiveness of certain motifs.

Bytmy albo wiersze polskie . . . (1601; ed. T.

Sinko, 1928; ed. J. Sokdiowska, 1957).

T. Sinko, ‘Pogafiskie i chrze§cijafiskie wzo^
M. S. S.’ in Echo klasyczne w literaturze polskie}

(1923); J. Hofiski, M. S. S. a poczqtki polskiego

baroku (1967). S.S. (P.H.)

Sz6p, Ern6 (Huszt 30 VI 1884; fBudapest 2 X
1953), Hungarian poet, playwri^t and novelist.
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In his lyric verse, Sz6p views the world with

childlike wonder. Romantic and often sentimental,

he uses simple and frequently colloquial language

to achieve his effect. His novels and plays also

incline to impressionism.

verse: Versek (1902); Snekeskonyv (1911).

—

plays: Mdjus (1920; In May^ tr. J. Szebenyei,

1925); Azra (1930); Szivdobogds (1936).— a
kezed (coll, verse; 1957).

A. Kardtson, ‘E. S. et rdmerveillement impres-

sioniste’ in Le Symbolisme en Hongrie (1969).

G.F.C.

Szerb, Antal (*Budapest 1 V 1901; fBalf 27 I

1945), Hungarian essayist, critic and novelist.

One of the outstanding essayists of his generation,

Szerb had an encyclopaedic knowledge of litera-

ture. His justly renowned Magyar irodalomtdrtenet

(1934) was a history of Hungarian literature based

on sociological divisions, a thought-provoking

work of brilliant portraits and sound aesthetic

judgements which broke away from the narrow
positivism of his predecessors. His novels and
short stories are largely experiments in these

genres, ranging from a mystical detective story

A Pendragon legenda (1934; The Pendragon Legend,

tr. L. Haldpy, 1964) to a psychological study

Utas 4s holdvildg (1937) and a brilliant satire

VIL Oliver (1966).

essays: Gondolatok a kdnyvtdrban (1946, 1971);

A vardszld eltdri pdlcdjdt (1948).— vildgirodalom

tdrtenete (3 vols, 1941).

I. S6t6r, *S. A.’, intro, to Magyar irodalomr

tdrtinet (1958 ed.); Gy, Poszler, 5. A. pdlyakez-

dese (1965). G.F.C.

Szymborska, Wislawa (Bnin 2 VII 1923),

Polish poet. Her very skilful and concise poems
have established her as the leading contemporary
Polish woman poet. She employs abundant and
sophisticated irony in her intellectual and philo-

sophical poetry as well as in her love poetry, which
represents a renewal of this genre in Polish

literature.

Dlaczego zyjemy (1952); Wolauie do Yeti

(1957); Sol (1962); Sto pociech (1967).

—

Wiersze

wybrane (1964). P.H.

Szymonowicz (Simonides), Szymon (*Lw6w 24 X
1558; tCzarniqcin 5 V 1629), Polish and Latin

poet, playwright and translator. Of burgher origin,

he was knighted in 1590, took the name Bendonski
and in 1593 organized Zamojski’s academy.
His writings in Latin (two dramas among others)

gained him European fame, but his importance

for Polish literature is in his collection of idylls,

Sielanki (1614), modelled on Theocritus* and
Virgil*. Here he introduced into Polish vernacular

literature a genre which became very popular.

Some of the idylls give surprisingly realistic

pictures of everyday village life.

plays: Castiis Joseph (1587); Pcnthesilea (1618;

ed. W. Hahn, 1895).—verse: Sielanki (1614;

sel. poems tr. J. Bowring in Specimens of
Polish Poetry, 1821; crit. ed. J. Los, 1914,

1921).

—

Opera omnia (1772; Lat. works only);

Sielanki i pozostale wiersze polskie (ed. J. Peic,

1964).

L. Szyperski, De S, 5. vita, ingenio, poesi

dissertatio (1865); K. J. Heck, 5. S, Jego zywot i

dziela (3 pts, 1901-03). S.S. (P.H.)
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T
Ta'abbata Sharran {fl, c. 600), pre-Islamic Arabic

poet, was counted as one of the ‘swift runners’ of

ancient Arabia, like al-Shanfara*, whom he

resembles in his character.

C. Lyall, ‘Four poems by T. S., the brigand

poet’ in Jour. Roy. Asiat. Soc. (1918). S.M.S.

AL-Tabari, Abu Ja'far Muhammad ibn JarIr

(*Amul ?839; tBaghdad 16 II 923), Arab historian

and theologian. He travelled and studied in

Egypt and Syria and in Mesopotamia, particularly

in the schools of Basra and Kufah. He wrote

Koranic exegesis (tafstr) and was a fiercely inde-

pendent interpreter of Muslim law, though his

attempts to found an independent ‘rite’ (jnadhhab)

proved without effect after his death. His fame

rests on an annalistically arranged universal

history, the first comprehensive one of its kind to

survive. He covers events between the Creation and

A.D. 915, sometimes recording contradictory

accounts. With its peculiar accuracy, it is an

indispensable source for early Islamic history.

Ta^rikh aURusul w-al-Muluk (ed. M. J. de

Goeje et al, 15 vols, Leiden, 1879-1901 ;
Chronique

d'abou Djafar Mohammad Tabari, I, tr. L. Bubeux,

1836; Chronique de Tabari, Bal'ami’s Persian

summary tr. H. Zotenberg, 4 vols, 1867-74);

JdmV al-Baydnfi Tafstr aUQur'dn (30 vols, 1904-

10),

G. Sarton, Introduction to the History ofScience,

I (1927); H. A. R. Gibb, ‘Ta’rikh’ in A Shorter

Encyclopaedia ofIslam (Leiden, 1953). G.T.S.

Tablada, Juan lost (*1871; tl945), Mexican

poet. His first book appeared in 1899, an example

of modernism; thereafter he passed through every

new movement of poetic fashion that took place

in Spanish poetry.

El florilegio (1891-1897) (1899; Paris, 1904); Al

sol y bajo la luna (1918); Un dia (1919); Li~Po y
otros poemas (1920); Eljarro de flares (1920); La

feria (1928). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Tablic, Bohuslav (*Ceskd Brezovd before 6 IX

1769; tKostoln6 Moravee 23 1 1832), Slovak poet

and historian. His moralizing and patriotic poems,

written in Czech, were of some importance in the

Slovak national revival. He was one of the earliest

translators of English literature into Czech

(Shakespeare’s* Hamlet, Pope*, Goldsmith*, etc.),

Poezye (4 vols, 1806-12); Anglicke miizy v

deskoslovenskem odivu (1831), R.A.

Tacitus, Publius Cornelius (*c. 55; t?120),

Roman historian. He was praetor in 83 and

consul suffectus in 97. His Dialogus de oratoribus.

TADDANOVIC

concerned with the decline in oratory from
Republican standards, concludes that democracy

is the only breeding-ground of eloquence. The
Vita Agricolae is a laudatory account of the

character and achievements of his father-in-law.

The De origine et situ Germaniae describes the

simplicity and stem morality of the Germans,

with severe reflections upon Roman luxury. The
Historiae narrates in detail the history of the

principate from the death of Nero. In the sur-

viving four and a half books we have a picture of

civil strife incomparable in narrative power and
portrayal of character. Yet even here Tacitus

has not reached the height of his powers. His

last work, the Armales, from 14 to 68, in 16 books

(ofwhich Bks 7 to 10 are lost and 16 is incomplete),

shows a mastery of style and method unsurpassed

among historians. Tacitus spares no detail of

crime or suffering, yet for all his gloom he is no
misanthrope: his heart warms to an example of

courage or fidelity in a society inimical to virtue.

His style is compressed and epigrammatic, with

striking and unusual expressions on every page. His

debt to Virgil* is great without being obvious.

Yet the outstanding feature is the moral earnest-

ness and elevation of his work, which gives him

a unique place among Roman historians.

J.A.W.

editions: C. D. Fisher, Annales (1906) and

Historiae (1911); H. Fumeaux, Opera minora

(1900; Germania and Agricola rev. J. G. C.

Anderson, 1938); E. Koestermann, Armales (1965),

Historiae (1969) and Opera minora (1964).—

With comm.: H. Furneaux, Annales, I-VI (2nd

ed. 1896) and, with H. F. Pelham and C. D.

Fisher, XI-XVI (1907); W. A. Spooner, Historiae

(1891); A. Gudeman, Dialogus (2nd ed. 1914);

J. G. C. Anderson, Germania (1938); R. M.
Ogilvie and Sir Ian Richmond, Agricola (1967).

—

translations: Loeb Libr. (Dialogus, W. Peterson,

1914; Germania and Agricola, M. Hutton, 1914;

Historiae, C. H. Moore, 1926-31; Annales, J.

Jackson, 1936); H. Mattingly, T,: On Britain and

Germany (1948); M. Grant, T: The Annals of
Imperial Rome (1956); K. Wellesley, T: The

Histories (1964).

G. Boissier, Tacite (1903 ; 4th ed. 1923 ; T. and

Other Roman Studies, tr. W. G. Hutchinson, 1906);

B. Walker, The Annals of T, (1952; 2nd ed. 1960);

C. W. Mendell, T: The Man and His Work

(1957); E. Ldfstedt, ‘T. as an historian’ and

‘The style of T.’ in Roman Literary Portraits

(1958); Sir Ronald Syme, T. (2 vols, 1958) and

Ten Studies in T (1970); D. R. Dudley, The

World of T. (1968); T. (ed. T. A. Dorey, 1969).

J.D.

Tadijanovic, Dragutin (*Rastusje, nr Slavonski

Brod 4 XI 1905), Croatian lyric poet, of peasant

origin. Studied forestry, but turned to the study of

literature and to writing and editing, and was

appointed director of the Institute of Literature
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of the Yugoslav Academy in Zagreb. His poems

are subjective, sensitive and sincere, often betraying

nostalgia for the life and people of his village

childhood; they are simple and rhythmical, and

have a direct appeal.

Lirika (1931); Sunce nod oranicama (1933);

Dani djetinjstva (1937); Pjesme (1951); Intimna

izloSba crteia iz Raba (1955).

—

Blagdan ietve

(coll, poems; 1956); Srebrne svirale (sel. poems;

1960); Prsten (sel. poems; 1965).

Umberto Urbani, ‘Le poesie di Dr. T.’ in II

Corriere di Trieste (12 Mar. 1957); Jure KaStelan,

‘Vizija harmonije. O pjesniSkom djelu Dragutina

Tadijanovida’ in Kolo, VII.10 (1969); Ljerka

Matutinovid, Pjesnicka rijec Dragutina TadU

janovica (1970). V.J.

Tafur, Pero (*?Seville before 1410; fCordoba c.

1480), Spanish travel-writer. He fought on the

frontier against the Moors. From 1436 to 1439

he travelled in Europe and the Mediterranean.

His account of his journeys, written long after-

wards, is lively and includes some amusing local

legends.

Las andangas e viajes (ed. J. M. Ramos, 1934;

Travels and Adventures 14B5-‘1439i tr. M. Letts,

1926).

J. Vives, ‘Andangas e viajes de un hidalgo

espanol . .
.’ in Gesammelte Aufsatze zur Kul-

turgeschichte Spaniens, VII (1938); F. Meregalli,

Cronisti e viaggiatori castigliani del Quattrocento

(Milan-Varese, 1957). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Tagore, Sir Rabindranath (*Calcutta 7 V 1861;

^ibid. 7 VIII 1941), poet, dramatist and novelist.

He was the son of Maharshi Devendranath
Tagore. The Tagores were a famous family of

religious and social reformers, artists and musi-

cians. Rabindranath was brought up in a literary

atmosphere, his favourite reading being the old

Vaishnava poets of Bengal, and Shelley* and
Keats* in English. In 1877 he paid a short visit

to England. He began writing Bengali lyrics at a
very early age, and in 1890 he published his first

volume of poetry, Mdnasi (‘The Mind’s Embodi-
ment’). From 1891 to 1895 he was the chief

contributor to SadhanS, a prominent Bengali

literaiy journal. To the same period belongs his

earlier group of dramas, Chitrdngadd (1892),

Sacrifice, King and Queen, and Mdlini, and two
collections of lyrics entitled Chitrd (‘Beauty’;

1895), and Sdndr Tori (‘Golden Boat’; 1895).

Chitrd contains some of his finest work; Edward
Thompson considers ‘Urbasi’, an enchantingpoem
whose theme is the heavenly nymph who dances
before the gods and is the ideal of eternal beauty,

to be not only the most perfect in Bengali literature,

but one of the world’s masterpieces. Volumes of
verse followed regularly, though they did not
command the approval of the pundits, who
preferred the cumbrous and Sanskritized style

of the 19th century to Tagore’s chalit bhdshd or

colloquial Bengali. In 1901 he founded at Bolpur

his famous retreat Shantiniketan (‘The Abode of

Peace’) where Indian youths could be educated

according to traditional ideals. Gord (1908) is a
powerful novel which has been compared with

Kipling’s* Kim. In 1909 he published a collection

of lyrics under the title Gitdnjali (‘Handful of

Songs’), and in the following year The King of the

Dark Chamber, a profoundly moving drama. In

1912 he again visited England, taking with him
an English translation of Gitdnjali. Its greatness

was at once recognized by W. B. Yeats* and
William Rothenstein, and on its appearance

(1913) it took Europe and America by storm.

Tagore received the Nobel prize in 1913 and was
knighted in 1914. In 1914 appeared Bdldka (‘A

Flight of Wild Cranes’), which many critics prefer

to the more famous Gitdnjali, and in 1916 another

novel. Home and the World. Tagore spent much
of the latter half of his life in travel, in the course

of which he visited the United States and nearly

every country in Europe and Asia. He essayed

almost every form of poetry, but he will go down
to posterity mainly as a lyric poet. In this sphere

he stands with Kalidasa* and Kabir*, but fully to

appreciate him, he must be read in his original

Bengali rather than in his somewhat banal English

versions of his poems.

verse: The Gardener (1912); The Crescent

Moon (1912).

—

^dramas: The Post Office (1912);

Phdlguni (‘Cycle of Spring’; 1915); Mukta Dhdra
(‘Free Current’; 1922).

E. J. Thompson, R. T. His Life and Work
(1921) and R. T., Poet and Dramatist (rev. ed.

1948) ; E. Rhys, R. T. (191 5) ; Marjorie Sykes, R. T.

(1943); J. C. Ghosh, Bengali Literature, ch. 5

(1948); K. R. Kripalani, R. T., a Biography

(1962). H.G.R. (B.N.M.)

Taha, ’AlI Mahmud (*Mansura, Egypt 1902;

tCairo 1949), Egyptian Arab romantic poet

whose work is marked by its lyricism and sug-

gestive imagery.

verse: al-Malldb aUtdHh (1934); Laydlt aU

malldb aUtdHh (1941); Arwdb wa ashbdb (1942);

Zahr wa khamr (1943); al-Shauq aWdHd (1945);

Sharq wa gharb (1947).

A. J. Arberry, Modern Arabic Poetry (1950);

Suhayl Ayyub, A. M. T., shVr wa dirdsa (Damas-
cus, 1962). M.M.B.

Taha Husain (nr MaghSgha, Upper Egypt 14 XI
1889), Egyptian Arab novelist, essayist and literary

historian. Of farming stock, he became blind in

childhood. He went to al-Azhar University at the

age of 13 and subsequently studied in Cairo and
Paris. In 1925 he became Professor of Arabic

literature at Cairo University, in 1942 Rector of

Alexandria University, and in 1950 Minister of

Education. He is the foremost humanist and
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modernist in contemporary E^t- In his literary

studies he propounds a critical approach to

tradition. His novels are partly symbolic, partly

romantic presentations of the early history of

Islam. C.R.

autobiography: AUAyyam (pt 1, 1929, An
Egyptian Childhood, tr. E. H. Paxton, 1932; pt 2,

1939, The Stream ofDays, tr. H. Wayment, 1943);

FiH-$aif (1933); Min ba-id (1935); Mudhakkirdt

T. H. (1967).-—NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: Adib

(1935; Adib, on aventure occidentale, tr. A. and M.
Taha Husein, 1960); Al~qa?r aUinasbur (1936);

*Ald hdmish as-sirah (3 vols, 1937-46); al-^Hubb al-

DaT (1937-38); al-karawdn (1941; Uappel
duKaraouan, tr. R. Francis, 1947); Abldm Shahra-

zdd (1943); Shajarat aUbu^s (19^; Varbre de la

misire, tr. G. Wiet, 1946); Al-Wa*d aUhaqq (1950;

filmed 1951); Jannat al-bayawdn (1950); AUMu-^

*azzabunfl"l-ar4 (Sidon, 1950).—literary history

AND criticism: Dhikrd AbVl-Ald^ (1914); Qa4dt

aUfikr (1925; Leaders of Thought, tr. H. A. Lutfi,

Beirut, 1932); ^7-5/kV aUJdhili (1926); AUAdab
aUJdhili (1927); Ma* al-Mutanabbl (2 vols, 1936);

Mustaqbal al-thaqdfah fi Mi?r (2 vols, 1939-44;

The Future of Culture in Egypt, tr. S. Glazer,

1954); $aut Barfs (2 vols, 1943); Alwdn (1952);

*Alt wa banuhu (1953); Khisdm wa naqd (1955);

Naqd wa I^ldh (195Q; Riblat al-rabV waU-^aif

(1957); Min adabind al-mu'd$ir (1958); mir*dt

aUIsldm (1959); Min laghw aUsaif (1959);

Absatk (1959); al-Shaikhan (I960).— ataly-

tique et critique de la philosophie d^Ibn Khaldoun

(1919); ‘Tendances religieuses dans la litt6rature

6gyptienne d’aujourd’hui* in VIslam et TOccident
(1947).

R. Francis, T. H, romancier (1945); F. Gabrieli,

‘Taha Husein, umanista egiziano* in Oriente

Modemo, XXX (1950); P. Cachia, T, H. His

Place in the Egyptian Literary Renaissance (1956);

A. H. Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age:

1798-1939 (1962); T. H (pub. Istituto Universi-

tario Orientale, Naples, 1964); Dar al-Hilal, T, H,

kamd ydrifuhu kuttSb *cqrihi (n.d.).

C.R. (M.M.B.)

Tahureaa, Jacques (*Le Mans 1527; tl555),

French poet. He was one of the most promising

of Ronsard’s* group of young poets and excelled

particularly in li^t love poetry. His sceptical

Dialogues show another aspect. Had he lived, a

considerable name might have been added to the

PlilADE.

Premiires poisies (1554); Sonnets, Odes et

Mignardises de VAdmirie (1554; ed. P. Blandie-

main, 1870); Oraison au roi (1555); Les Dialogues

(1595).

H. Chardon, Vie de T (1885); E. Besch, ‘J. T.’

in Rev. du 16e si6cle (1919). G.B.

1777), Chinese scholar and philosopher. In spite

of numerous attempts Tai never succeeded in

passing the final state examination.^ However, as

a scholar of established reputation, he was

appointed (1773) a compiler of the Ssu-k*u

ch*uan-shu (Chi* Yun). His interests lay chiefly

in textual criticism, phonetics and mathematics.

Unlike most other Ch'ing dynasty scholars he

proceeded from his studies to propound a rational-

ist philosophy in violent opposition to orthodox

Confucian thought. This attracted little attention

until the present century.

PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS: Yuan-shan (wr. 1776;

Tai Chinas Inquiry Into Goodness, tr. Cheng Chung-
ying, 1971); Ming-tzd tzU-ishu-ching (first title Hsu-

yen, wr. c. 1770; re-ed. c. 1776; sel. tr. W.-T. Chan
in A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 1963).

—

CRITICAL AND OTHER STUDIES : K‘ao-kung chiTu-shu

(1755); Ch*u Yuan fu chu (1760); Shing-yun k*ao

(1769); Sheng-lei piao (1777); Fang-yen shu-ching

(c, 1777).—COLLECTED WORKS: Tai-shih i-shu (c.

1777-79); Tai Tung-yuan chi (1792); Tai Tung-

yuan hsien-shing-cKiian-chi (1936).

Biblio. of Tai’s philos. in W.-T. Chan, An
Outline and an Annotated Bibliography of Chinese

Philosophy (1969). A.R.D.

Taiheiki (‘Chronicle of the Great Pacification’),

Japanese military novel describing the period

1318-67, a time of civil war between the imperial

court, supported by the general Kusunoki Masa-

shige, and the Kamakura sho^nate. Its authorship

is generally ascribed to a priest, Kojima (tl3 VI

1374); a first version (or perhaps another work of

the same name) seems to have existed before 1352,

but the present version may be ascribed to

between 1367 and 1374. Apparent insertions and

inconsistencies suggest later revisions by other

hands. This is hi^y likely, since the work was

commonly recited for public entertainment. It

was very popular, and its stories and characters

often appear in later literature. Its style, although

containing some rhetorical ornamentation, is

usually straightforward, lucid and vigorous and

has been much imitated. It sometimes has a

rhythmical form similar to poetry.

Small part tr. W. G. Aston in A History of
Japanese Literature (1907); major part tr. in

H. C. McCullough, The T:A Chronicle ofMedieval

Japan (1959); partial Ger. tr. K. Koike, ‘Kusunoki

MasasMge, Ausztige aus dem T.’ in Monumenta
Nipponica, IV (1941). E.B.C. (D.E.M,)

Tailor, Robert (Jl, 1614), English dramatist. He
is the author of The Hog hath lost his Pearl

0614), said to have suggested the plot of The

Orphan to Otway* and thought to have been a
lampoon on the then Lord Mayor of London.

G.K.H.

Tai CHfiN (DHsiu-ning 19 I 1724; fPeking 1 VH Taimiir, Ma^mOd (Cairo 16 VI 1894), Egyptian
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Arab short-story writer and dramatist. He con-

tinues the genre, created by his brother Mu^jam-

MAD (1892-1921), of stories from the life of the

Egyptian lower classes and fellaheen. These stories

are of great social interest. He wrote also numerous

plays and novels.

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES.* 6 StorieS tf. G.

Widmer in Die Welt des Islams, XIII (1926);

Les amours de Sdmi (1938); La fille dii Diable

(tr. G. Wiet, 1942); Le courtier de la mart et

autres contes egyptiens (Paris, 1951); Nidd'al-

Majhul (The Call of the Unknown, tr. H. Horan,

1964); Tales From Egyptian Life (tr. D. Johnson-

Davies, Cairo, n.d.).—plays: Al-Makhba^ raqm

13 (1941); Qanabil (1943); al-Yaiim Khamr (1949);

Ashtar min Iblls (1953).—ltierary CRmasM:
Maldmib wa-^ghu^un (1950); Dirdsdt fi*l~qissa waH
masrab (n.d.).

K. Schoonover, ‘Contemporary Egyptian au-

thors, III: M. T. and the Arabic short story’ in

Muslim World, XLVII (1957); J. M. Landau,

Studies in the Arab Theatre and Cinema (1958).

C.R. (M.M.B.)

Taine, Hippolyte Adolphe (*Vou2iers 21 IV
1828; tParis 9 III 1893), French philosopher and
essayist. Taine had a brilliant career at the Ecole

Normale Superieure, but found that, as a result

of his unorthodox views, all University doors were

closed to him. He submitted a thesis, however
(La Fontaine et ses fables), and received his

doctorate. He travelled much in Europe, became
famous and was appointed Professor at the

ficole des Beaux Arts (1864-83). Taine’s deter-

minist and sensationalist philosophy took a

backward leap, across the intervening period of

Romanticism, to join hands with the French and
English thinkers of the 18th century (Locke*,

Hume*, Condillac*). It set itself up in strong

opposition to the eclectic spiritual doctrines of

Victor Cousin* and reduced the life of ‘conscious-

ness’ to a sequence of sensations and images.

Applying these views to the history of literature

and of the fine arts, Taine found a universally

applicable explanation in his theory of race,

environment, the historic moment and the domi-
nant ability, or faculte maitresse. He was a writer

of powerful, if abstract and somewhat over-

formalized, intellect, and his influence on the

positivist generation—^in particular, on Zola*

—

was profound. He was also the author of a pessi-

mistic and reactionary history of France in recent

times (Les origines de la France contemporaine,

1875, 1894).

PHILOSOPHY, ETC.: Essai sur Tite-Live (1856);

Les philosophes classiques du XIXe siicle en France

(1857); La Fontaine et ses fables (1860); Histoire

de la litterature anglaise (5 vols, 1864-69; Eng. tr.

H. van Laun, New York, 1879); Philosophie de

Fart (1865); De VJdeal dans Part (1867); De
VIntelligence (2 vols, 1870).—various; Voyage aux

Pyrenees (1855); Vie et opinions de M. Frangois

Thomas Grindorge (1868); Notes sur VAngleterre

(1872; Eng. tr. E. Hyams, 1957); Carnets de

voyage (1896); Correspondance (4 ser., 1903-07).

-—Life and Letters ofH. T (tr. R. L. Devonshire,

3 vols, 1902-08).

J. Monod, Les maitres de Vhistoire (1894); F. C.

Roe, T et VAngleterre (1924); V. Giraud, T,

(1928); A. Chevrillon, T, formation de sa pensee

(1932); M. Leroy, T (1933); K. de Shaepdryver,

r., essai surVunite de sapensee (1938); G. Liotard,

Uerreur de T (1949); F. Mclin, Les idees politiques

de T (1949); A. Cresson, H. T, sa vie, son csuvre,

sa philosophie (1951); S. J. Kahn, Science and
Aesthetic Judgement, A Study in T,^s Critical

Method (1953). M.G. ; J.P.R.

Takeda Izumo, pseud, of Takeda Kiyosada
(Osaka 1691; 1[ibid, 25 XI 1756), Japanese

dramatist and producer (son of Takeda Izumo
the elder, 1647-1727, well-known puppet-operator,

also known as Izumo no jo and Omi no jo, who
in 1705 became manager of the Takemoto puppet-

theatre company). On the death of Chikamatsu*
Monzaemon in 1725, Takeda succeeded him as

playwright for the Takemoto company. Of 33

jdruri (puppet) plays he wrote, only 11 were

entirely his own work, the remainder being

written in collaboration with others, notably

with Miyoshi Shoraku and Namiki* Senryu (or

Sosuke); but his share clearly predominated.

Many of his plays were so popular that they were

later produced as kabuki for the regular theatre.

His play Sugawara denju tenarai kagami had a

very long run, but was eclipsed by his Chhshingura

(probably the most famous of all Japanese plays),

a version in eleven acts of the story of the notorious

vendetta of the *47 Ronin’ (a theme taken by

John Masefield* for his play The Faithful), Al-

though his style of composition is less effective

than Chikamatsu’s, his technique and construction

are superior.

Sugawara denju tenarai kagami (1746; summary
in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to

Classic Japanese Literature, 1948; ‘The House of

Sugawara’, tr. E. Ernst in Three Japanese Plays

From the Traditional Theatre, 1959; partial tr.

M. C. Marcus, The Pine-Tree, 1916; 4th act tr.

J. Inouye, Terakoya [The Village School], 1889;

4th act tr. K. Florenz in Japanische Dramen,

1900); Yoshitsune sembonzakura (1747; summary
in Z. Kincaid, Kabuki, the Popular Stage of
Japan, 1925); Kanadehon chushingura (1748;

Chiushingura, or the Loyal League, tr. F. V.

Dickins, 1930; [more accurate] Chushingura, or

Forty-Seven Ronin, tr. J. Inouye, 1937); detailed

summaries of all these plays in: A. S. and G. M.
Halford, The Kabuki Handbook (1956); F. Bowers,

Japanese Theatre (1952).

S. Shioya, Chushingura: An Exposition (1940).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)
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Taketori Monogatara, also called Taketori m
okina no monogatari (‘The Story of the Bamboo-
Gatherer’), is perhaps the earliest extant work of

Japanese fiction. Both its authorship and date are

uncertain, but most scholars ascribe a date

between 850 and 920. Its plot resembles a fairy

story, telling of the unsuccessful efforts of five

noblemen and, later, the emperor himself, to woo
a beautiful maiden, who finally proves to be no
mortal, but a maiden from the moon, whither she

returns. Many of the ideas in the story come from
Chinese and Buddhist sources. The style is un-

developed and simple, in contrast to the polished

elegance of compositions of a century later, but

is nevertheless attractive for its very straight-

forwardness. The author’s treatment is lively and
humorous. The book is still very popular in

Japan. It was followed in the 10th century by
other stories containing fairy-tale or fantastic

elements, such as Utsubo* monogatan.

‘T. M.: The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter’, tr.

D. L. Keene in Monumenta Nipponica, XI
(1956; best Eng. tr.); tr. F. V. Dickins in Jour.

Roy. Asiat. Soc., new scr., XIX (1887; rev. and
improved in Primitive and Medievai Japanese

Texts, 1906); tr. E. R. Miller (1889); ‘Le conte du
coupeur de bambous’, tr. R. Seiffert in Bull.

Maison Franco-Japonaise, new sen, II (1952);

*Der Bambussammler’, tr. M. Shimada and E.

W. Mohr in Nippon, 1.2 (1935).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Takizawa Bakin: see Bakin.

Takuboku: see Ishikawa Takuboku.

Talavera, Archpriest of: see Martinez de Toledo,

Alfonso.

Talev, Dimitur (*Prilep, Macedonia 4 IX 1898;

tSofia 20 X 1966), Bulgarian historical novelist.

At first mainly a story-writer, he concentrated

after the Second World War on re-creating the

life and times of his 19th-century forebears in a
series of novels which follow a Prespa family’s

fortunes. In them he did for Macedonia what
Vazov* did for Bulgaria in establishing a national

mystique, receiving for this high literary honour.

He wrote on other Bulgarian historical themes

such as Palssy*, the Miladinovs*, Tsar Samuil,

and the Chiprovtsi Catholic rising, but never with

quite the same success.

Usilni godini (1928-30); Razkazi (1935; 1937;

1938; 1942); tetralogy, I: Jelezniyat svetilnik

(1952), H: Ilinden (1953), III: Prespanskite kamr
bani (1954), IV: Glassovete vi chuvam (1966);

Chiprovtsi vustana (1953); Samuil (1958); Bratyata

ot Struma (1962).

—

Razkazi i povesti 1927-1960

(1962).
—‘The Last Journey’, tr. in R. Pridham

and Jean Morris, The Peach Thief and Other

Bulgarian Stories (1968). V,P.

tamasi

Talfourd, Sir Thomas Noon (*Reading 26 V
1795; 001822 Rachel Rutt; fStafford 13 III

1854), English judge, critic and dramatist, author
of a successful tragedy. Ion, and devoted friend

and literary executor of Lamb*. The Copyright
Act of 1842 was due to his initiative, being based
upon measures (subsequently amended) which he
had introduced when M.P. in 1837.

Letters of Charles Lamb (with life; 1837);

Final Memorials of Charles Lamb (1848).—/(0«, a
Tragedy in Five Acts (1835); Athenian Captive

(1838); Glencoe (1840).

—

Dramatic Works of Sir

T. N. T (1852).

C. Dickens, ‘The late Mr Justice T.’ in House-
hold Words (25 Mar. 1854); R. Newdick, The First

Life and Letters of C. Lamb: A Study ofT N, T,

as Editor and Biographer (1935).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Taliesin {fl, middle or late 6th century), Welsh
poet. A note in the Historia Britonum of Nennius*
names him as a 6th-century British poet, while

the poets of medieval Wales regarded him as

their great exemplar. The Book of Taliesin, a
manuscript of the 14th century, includes poems
which have been interpreted as parts of a saga

with Taliesin as its hero and also 12 poems

—

eulogies and elegies—which seem to be the

authentic work of a 6th-centuiy author.

Canu T. (ed. Ifor Williams, 1960); The Poems
ofT (Eng. ed. J. E. C. WilHams, 1968).

J. Morris-Jones, ‘T,’ in Y Cymmrodor, XXVIII
(1918). B.Re.

TalvJ, pseud, of Therese Albbrtine Louise

Robinson, n6e von Jakob (Halle 26 I 1797;

oo7 VIII 1828 Edward Robinson; fHamburg 13

IV 1870), German-American novelist and historian

who must be singled out for her originality.

novels: Lifers Discipline (1850); Heloise or The
Unrevealed Secret (1850); Die Auswanderer (1852;

The Exiles, 1853).

—

Gesammelte Novellen (ed,

Mary Robinson, 1874).

—

^various: Volkslieder der

Serben (1825-26); Versuch einer Charakteristik

der Volkslieder Germanischer Nationen, mit einer

Vbersicht der Lieder aussereuropdischer Volker-

schaften (1840; ‘Popular Poetry of the Teutonic

Nations’ in North Amer. Rev., 1836); Die
Undchtheit der Lieder Ossians und des Mac-
pherson*schen insbesondere (1840); Geschichte der

Colonisation von Neu-England (1847; tr. W.
Hazlitt, 1852); Historical View of the Languages
and Literature of the Slavic Nations (1850).

I. E. Voigt, ‘Life and works of Therese Robin-

son’ in Jahrbuch Dt.-Amer. hist. Ges. Illinois,

Xni (1913); E. A. Kubler in Dictionary of
American Biography, XVI (1935). E,R.

Tamdsi, Aron (Farkaslaka 20 IX 1897; fBuda-
pest 26 V 1966), Hungarian novddst, short-story
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writer and playwright. Born and bred a Szekcly,

Tamisi aeated the Szekely type in his Abel

series. Hints of the folk-tale and myth occur

frequently in his works, all of which bear the

mark of his own local genius.

novels: Abel a rengetegben (1932; Abel Alone,

tr. M. Kuttna, 1966); Abel az orszdgban (1933);

Abel Amerikdban (1934); Zold Ag (1948); Bdlcso

isbagoly (1953); Vadrozsa dga (1967).

—

Osszegyuj-

tott novelldi (2 vols, 1967).

E. Katona, ‘A. T.’ in Nouvelle Rev. de Hongrie

(1934); G. Feja, T, A. (1967); J. Izsdk, T. A.

(1969). G.F.C.

Tamayo y Bans, Manuel (*Madrid 15 IX 1829;

00Amalia Mdiquez; 20 VI 1898), Spanish

dramatist; of a family of distinguished actors.

In 1870 he ceased writing, became director of the

national library and permanent secretary of the

Royal Academy. Post-Romanticism, enriched by a

good knowledge of European drama, inspired

his historical plays, of which La locum de amor

(1855) and La ricahembra (1854) were the most
successful. Less important are liis plays on
religious and moral themes. Tamayo’s master-

piece, however, is his striking Vn drama nuevo

(186'7). Set in Elizabethan England and the

Shakespeare stage, the ‘play within the play*

technique is here used as a superb device, closer

to Pirandello* than to his predecessors.

Obras (4 vols, 1898-1900); Obras completas

(1947).— New Drama (tr. G. D. Fitzgerald and
T. H. Guild, New York, 1915).

B. de Tannenberg, Un dramaturge espagnoL

M, T. y B. (1898) ;
N. Siscars y Salvadd, Don M. T.

y B, Estudio critico^biogrdfico (1906); N. H.
Tayler, Las fuentes del teatro de T, y B. (1959);

R. Esquer Torres, El teatro de T. y B. (1965) and
Un aspecto desconocido de T, y B.\ su obra lirica

(1968), R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Xamenaga Shunsut, pseud, of Sasaki Sadataka
(*Edo [=: Tokyo] 1789; ^ibid. 11 11 1844), Japanese
novelist. At first a bookseller, he became a pupil

of Shikitei* Samba. His first book was published

in 1821, but he did not gain prominence until his

Shunshoku umegoyomi appeared in 1832-33.

Among his numerous novels the best-known is

Iroha bunko, a version of the stor>" of the 47
Ronin. Although much of his material was porno-
graphic (he was imprisoned in 1842 for this

reason), his plots are natural and realistic.

Shunshoku umegoyomi (summary and discussion

in B. Lewin, Japanische Chrestomathie, 1965);

Iroha bunko (1836-41; The Loyal Ronins, An
historical Romance, tr. E, Greey and S. Saito,

1880). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Tamminga, Douwe Annes (*Winsum 22 XI 1909),

Frisian writer, the most distinguished poet of his

generation, a ‘word magician’ with a finecommand

of Frisian idiom in his lyrics and ballads; staff-

member of the Frisian Academy at Leeuwarden,
member of the editorial board of De Tsjerne, the

leading literary periodical (1946-68). Tamminga
has translated some of Andersen’s* fairy tales,

Poe’s* ‘The Raven’ and Dylan’s ‘A Winter’s Tale’

(in De Tsjerne, 1961).

verse: Brandaris (1939); Balladen en Lieten

(1942); It griene jier (1943); Nije Gedichten

(1945); Floedmerk (1965); In Memoriam (1968).

A. Wadman, Frieslands Dickers (1949); E.

Howard Harris, The Literature of Friesland

(1956); J. Piebenga, Koarte Skiednisfan de Fryske

Skriftekennisse (2nd ed. 1957); Ndt oan skeaven,

Ta de 60ste jierdeifan D, A, T. (1969). K.D.

Tammsaare, A. H., pen-name of Anton Hansen
(*AIbu canton 30 I 1878; fTallinn 1 III 1940),

Estonian novelist, short-story writer and play-

wright. Having been schooled locally and in

Tartu, Tammsaare first worked on newspapers,

then studied law at Tartu University. In 1911 he

fell ill of consumption, and after a slow recovery

applied himself to literature. As an author he

began with naturalistic stories of village life in

1907, but soon turned to impressionistic psycho-

logical studies of the intelligentsia. He extended

the scope of his studies into the near past and
by degrees produced his masterpiece, Tode Ja

digits (‘Truth and Justice’; 5 vols, 1926-33), in

which romanticism and realism are blended in a

unified style. His standpoint is naturalistic and his

basis is biological rather than psychological. In

his analyses of character he prefers the exceptional

to the typical. This is true also of his Biblical play

Juudit (‘Judith’; 1921). The stroi^est influences

on him have come from the Scandinavian and the

Russian novel, which have given him his taste for

large canvases, character studies and social prob-

lems. As a writer of short stories Tammsaare
shows himself master of a spirited and flexible

style, rather more disciplined that that of his

novels. He ably translated G. B. Shaw* and

Joseph Conrad*.

novels: Korboja peremees (1922; Der Bauer

von Korboja, tr. A. Graf, 1958); Elu ja armastus

(1934); Ma armastasin sakslast (1935).

—

^short

stories: Raha^auk (1907); Uurimisel (1907);

Pikad sammud (1908); Noored hinged (1909); Vie

piiri (1910); Varjundid (1917); Kdrbes (1917);

Jutused (3 vols, 1959-62).

—

^play: Kuningal on

kulm (1936).

—

^miniatures: Vanad ja noored

(1913); Poiss ja liblik (1915); Pdialpoiss (1923;

Der Daumling, 1936).

—

essays: Keelest ja luulest

(1915); Sojamotted (1919); Sic transit (1924).

F. Tuglas, A. H, T. (1919); M. Sillaots, A. H. T.

looming (1927); K. Mihkla, A. H, T, elutee ja

looming (1938); E. Judas, Russian Influences on

Estonian Literature (1941); H. Siimisker, A, H, T,

(1962); H. Puhvel, A, H. T. elu ja loomingu

varasem periood (1 966). W.K.M, (M.A,B.)
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Tammuz, Binyamin (‘Ukraine 1919), Hebrew
novelist and journalist; at present literary editor

of Ha-aretz; an outstanding personality in the

group of Ratosh’s* Turim. His intimate and
authentic stories, Holot zahav (1950), deal mainly

with early childhood impressions; some are also

reproving in tone. His later stories, Began Naul

(1957), uncover the defects and deficiencies of the

Bohemian society. His trilogy, Hayei Elyakum,

BesofMa-arav and Elyakum, and SeferHahazayoth

(1969) is an account in the first person of the

wayward behaviour and disturbed consciousness

of a particular individual in flight from himself

and his environment.

Ya*akob and Ha-pardes (novels; 1971). L.Y.

T'an SsO-T*UNG (DLiu-yang 10 III 1865; fPeking

28 IX 1898), Chinese reformer, was a leader, in

Hunan, of the late 19th-century reform movement
(K*ang* Yu-wei). He served in the Grand Council

during the last days of the ‘Hundred Days’
reform and was executed when Empress Tz'ii-hsi

resumed power. He was later honoured as a

martyr. In his philosophical Jen-hsueh (1898) he
drew upon Confucian, Buddhist and Christian

doctrines.

Tan Liu-yang ch'uan-chi (complete works;

1925).—^Biblio. of Jen-hsueh in W.-T. Chan, An
Outline and an Annotated Bibliography of Chinese

Philosophy (1969). A.R.D.

Tanehiko: see Ryutei Tanehiko.

T‘ang Hsien-tsu (*Lin-ch*uan 24 IX 1550; ^ibid,

29 VII 1616), Chinese dramatist, T'ang, after

gaining his doctorate in 1583, rose by 1589 to be
a secretary in the Board of Ceremonies but was
degraded in 1591 to a minor provincial post in

Kwangtung, because of an address to the throne

which offended. From 1593 he was a district

magistrate in Chekiang, and in 1598 he retired.

As a romantic dramatist, however, he achieved

great success and influence. Four of his five sur-

viving plays draw their plots from T'ang-dynasty

short stories but the fifth, Huan-hun chi (often

entitled Mu-tan t^ing, ‘Peony Pavilion*), seems to

have been originally conceived. It gained a
popularity which has endured until the present

day. He also left very extensive verse and prose

works (definitive ed. 1962).

TzUrhsiao chi (c. 1578; 2nd version, TzU-ch^ai chU

c. 1587); Huan-hun chi (1598; Die Ruckkehr der

Seele^ tr. V. Hundhausen, 1937; part tr. H.-Y.

and G. Yang in Chinese Lit., 1960, No. 1); Nan-
k'o chi (1600) ; Han-tan chi (1601). A.R.D.

Taniguchi Buson: see Boson,

Tanizaki Jun’ichiro (‘Tokyo 24 VII 1886; ooIV

1931 FurukawaTomiko; tYugawara 30 VII 1965),

Japanese novelist and dramatist. In 1908 he

entered Tokyo Imperial University but left in

1910 before graduating, having already made a
mark by his maiden novel Shisei, This and the

numerous novels which followed showed a
uniform tendency, which gained him great

popularity, to arrest the reader’s attention by
presenting scenes which stimulated by their

beauty, originality or ugliness. Following the

example of Baudelaire* Wilde* and Poe* he
went to every extreme of sensuality, grotesqueness,

mystery and violence to provide gripping themes.

From 1922 to 1925 he turned to play-writing,

but then returned to fiction. His style developed a

richness and fluency akin to that of classical

texts; he devoted many years to composing and
later revising a much-admired version in modem
Japanese of Genji monogatari by Murasaki*
Shikibu. He was not interested only in the Heian
period, however; indeed, the perfect symbol of

the traditional Japan which he valued is the

Tokugawa-period puppet theatre described at

length in his Tade kuu mushU a novel which
beautifully illustrates the ambivalence of the

modem Japanese, uncertain whether to favour

the old or the new. For Tanizaki, the year 1923

was in a sense a turning-point, for after the great

earthquake in Tokyo he moved to West Japan,

the home of the old culture. (This is the scene of

his long novel Sasameyuki, an account of an old-

established merchant family written during and
after the war as a nostalgic evocation of a way of

life dear to Tanizaki’s heart and now gone.) To
some extent, after his move from Tokyo, Tani-

zaki’s plots became more mellow and his treat-

ment more subdued. Yet the propensity to shock
remained; his short novel Kagi (1956) created a
national sensation with its startling frank account

in diary form of the relations between an elderly

man, who fears the onset of impotence, and his

wife. (This preoccupation with sex is found
throughout Tanizaki’s work, a common under-

lying motive in his stories being a man’s search

for or fascination with some unattainable femme
fatale,) It was widely anticipated that Tanizaki

would be the first Japanese to win the Nobel prize

for literature, but in the event it was Kawabata*
Yasunari, three years after Tanizaki’s death.

novels: Shisei (1909; ‘Tattoo’, tr. 1. 1. Morris

in Modern Japanese Stories^ 1961 ; ‘The Tattooer’,

tr. H. Hibbett in Seven Japanese Tales, 1963 ; Fr.

tr. S. filiss6ev in Neuf nouvelles Japonaises, 1924);

Himitsu (1910; Fr. tr. S. £liss6ev in Lejardin des

pivoines, 1927); Otsuya-goroshi (1915; A Spring-

time Case, tr. Z. Iwado, 1927); Chijin no ai (1924;

summary in T. Kunitomo, Japanese Literature

Since 1868, 1938); Tade kuu mushi (1929; sum-
mary in Kokusai Bunka Shinkdkai, Introduction

to Contemporary Japanese Literature, I, 1939;

Some Prefer Nettles, tr. E. G. Seidensticker,

1955); Ashikari (1932); Shunkinsho (1933; tr.

with prec. R. Humpherson and Y. Okita, The
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Story of Shunkin, 1936; *A Portrait of S.’, tr. H.

Hibbett, op. cit,; tr. with prec. Kikou Yamata,

Deux amours cruelles^ c. 1960; ‘Der FrUhlings-

harfe’, tr. W. Donat in Die funfstockige Fagode,

1960); Sasameyuki (1943-48; The Makioka

Sisters, tr. E. G. Seidensticker, 1957; Quatre

smrs, ti\ G. Renondeau, 1964; Die Schwestern

Makioka, tr. S. Yatsushiro and U. Hengst, 1964);

Shosho Shigemoto no haha (1950; summary in

Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, op. cit., II, 1959;

*The Mother of Captain Shigemoto’, extract tr.

E, G. Seidensticker in Modern Japanese Literature,

ed. D. L. Keene, 1956); Kagi (1956; The Key, tr.

H. Hibbett, 1961; La confession impudique, tr.

G. Renondeau, 1963); Futen rojin nikki (1962;

Diary of a Mad Old Man, tr. H. Hibbett, 1965;

Journal d*un vieux fou, tr. G. Renondeau, 1967;

Tagebuch eines alien Narren, tr. O. Beni, 1966).

—

plays: Ai siireba koso (1922; Puisqueje Taime, tr.

C. Jacob, 1925); Eien no guzo (1922; Fr. tr. J.

Maruyama, 1928); Mimiyo to Aizen (1924; Fr.

tr. idem, 1928).—essay: Mei raisan (1934; ‘In

Praise of Shadows’, tr. E. G. Seidensticker in

Japan Quart., I.l, 1954, and Atlantic Monthly,

Jan. 1955). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Tannahill, Robert (*Paisley 3 VI 1774; ’\ibid. 17

V 1810), Scottish poet, who turned out a large

number of songs and ballads from a weaver’s

workshop. Some of these, insipid and sentimental

in tone, remain popular in rural Scotland.

Poems and Songs (1807; ed, D. Semple, 1876).

J.K.

Tanner, Thomas, Bishop of St Asaph (*Market

Lavington, Wilts 25 1 1674; ool707 Rose Moore,
00Frances Preston, ool733 Elizabeth Scottowe;

tOxford 14 XII 1735), English antiquary whose
reluctance to publish his own notable researches

extended to Wood’s* deathbed gift of the con-

tinuation of Athenae Oxonienses (eventually

incorp. in 2nd ed. 1721). His extensive Wiltshire

collections (still unpub.) were presented to the

Bodleian Library (1751), to which he had be-

queathed books and MSS (incl. Sancroft’s Irish

materials: The Tanner Letters, ed. C. MacNeill,

1943).

Notitia monastica (X695y, Bibliotheca Britannico-

Hibernica (posth. ed. David Wilkins, 1748).

D. Dou^as, English Scholars 1660-1730 (2nd

ed, 1951), J.B.-B.

DER Tannh^user (fl. 1230-70), professional minne-

singer and hero of a legend. His identity is still

debated—there are several Tannhausen. After

successes in Austria (with Duke Frederick II ‘der

Streitbare’) he had to take to the road. He wrote
mainly Tanzlieder and -leiche, a characteristic

feature of which is a sudden transition from a
serious half(encomium ofa patron, for example) to

a ballade, with the fun, but not the bitterness, of

Neidhart*. Some songs satirize amour courtois.

Zest, humour, virtuosity—one penitent song
caused the 13th-century Venusberg legend to be
fathered on him: he deserved better. The legend is

roughly the same as in Richard Wagner’s* opera;

there are German ballad versions from the mid-
14th century.

Ed. S. Singer (1922); ed. J. Siebert (with ample
comm., incl. the ‘Busslieder’ attrib. to T., and
texts to illustrate the growth of the legend; 1934).

Ph. S. Barto, T. and the Mount of Venus (1916);

F. Rostock, Dichterheldensage (1925); J. Meier,

Dt. Balladen, I (Dt. Lit. in Entw.-Reihen, 1935);

H. de Boor, Die hofische Lit. 1170-1250 (1953).

F.P.P.

Tansillo, Luigi (*Venosa 1510; tTeano 1 Xn 1568),

Italian poet. He saw action against the Turks in the

service of the Viceroy of Naples and later became
Capitano di Giustizia at Gaeta. A prolific writer of

lyrical genius, his love sonnets, pervaded by a
sentiment akin to romanticism, are outstanding

in their inspiration. Feeling for nature permeates

his ‘Vendemmiatore’ and ‘Clorida’; his ‘Stanze’,

narrating the hazards of the sea, and his 24

Cupitoli are rich in personal experience. La Balia

and II Podere are classical in aspiration, but Le
lagrime di San Pietro (1585) is an unsuccessful

attempt to create a great Christian epic.

Capitoli giocosi e satirici di L. T. editi ed inediti

(ed. S. Volpicella, 1887); Uegloga e i poemetti di

L. T. (ed. F. Flamini, 1893); II Canzoniere edito ed

inedito (ed. E. Percopo, 1926); 11 Podere (ed. D.

Massetani, 1958); La Balia (Eng. tr, W. Roscoe,

1798); Poemetti (ed. C. Capuccio, 1954).

G. Rosalba, Nuovi documenti siilla vita di L, T.

(1903); M. Tansillo, L. T. nella vita e nella poesia

(1939); D. Coppola, Profih di L. T. (1939); B.

Croce, Poesia popolare e poesia d'arte (3rd ed.

1952). P.McN.

T'ao Ch’ien or T*ao YOan-mino (OCh’ai-sang

365; Yibid. All), Chinese poet and essayist. Tao
became associated in popular imagination vrith a

hatred (which he certainly had) of the constraint

of an official career and its speedy abandonment,

through his famous Kuei-ch^udai tz*ii (‘Return

Home! ’). He appears, however, to have been for a

number of years in other posts before giving up

his magistracy at P*8ng-ts8 after only 80 days*

tenure (405). Thereafter he declined public appoint-

ments and lived a simple rural life.

His surviving works consist of some 150 poems

and a few prose pieces. (Like most famous early

Chinese authors he has had a number of lat«

works fathered upon him.) A large number of his

poems can be approximately dated and the bulk of

these fall within the last 20 years of his life. His

finest poems are in the five-word metre, in which

he wrote with great simplicity and spontaneity.

His intellectual position was neither completely
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Confucian nor completely Taoist, He was deeply

moved by nature, which aroused in him a sense of

mystery. His was one of the most profound in-

fluences in Chinese poetry. Of his prose works,

TaO’-hua yuan chi (‘Tale of the Peach-Blossom
Spring’) and his autobiographical Wu-liu hsien-

sheng chuan (‘The Gentleman of the Five Willows’)

are among the most famous Chinese prose-pieces,

though their extreme brevity must make them
appear slight to a Western reader.

Tao Ching’chieh chi (coll, works); The Poetry of
Too Ch'ien (tr. J. R. Hightower, 1970).—J. R.
Hightower, ‘The fu of Tao Ch'ien* in Harvard
Jour. Asiat. Stud., XVII (1954). A.R.D.

Tarasov-Rodionov, Alexander Ignatyevich
(*1888), Soviet author whose novel Shokolad

(1922; Chocolate^ tr. C. Malamuth, 1933) aroused
much controversy by its theme: the shooting of an
innocent Party member in order to placate the

opinion of the masses. His next big novel, FevraV
1917 (1928; February 1917, tr. W. Drake, 1931),

was the first part of a trilogy about the Revolution

;

soon after its publication the author became silent.

Tyazhelye shagi (1927-33). J.L.

Tarchetti, Iginio Ugo (*S. Salvatore, Monferrato
29 VI 1841 ; fMilan 25 HI 1869), Italian writer of
the SCAPIGLIATURA, an outsider on the fringe of
society both in his style of life and in his miserable

death through tuberculosis. Army life turned him
to anti-militarism, expressed in the novel Una
nobile follia (1867). Both this and his unfinished

novel Fosca, his short stories and the poems of

Disjecta (1879) are often unearthly and macabre,

but their style is often crude.

Tutte le opere (ed. E. Ghidetti, 2 vols, 1967).

R. Scaglia, Bibliografia di /. U, T. (1927); E.

Ghidetti, T, e la Scapigliatura lombarda (1968).

J.G.-R.

Tarkington, Newton Booth (*Indianapolis, Ind.

29 VII 1869; C5ol902 Laurel Fletcher [o/o 1911],

001912 Susannah Robinson; ^ibid, 19 V 1946),

American novelist. Many of his writings have a

Hoosier setting. His humorous novels, especially

Penrod (1914) and Seventeen (1916), remain popu-
lar as juvenile fiction.

The Gentletnan from Indiana (1899); Monsieur

Beaucaire (1900); Alice Adams (1921); Growth
(trilogy, 1927: The Turmoil, 1915; The Magnificent

Ambersons, 1918; The Midlander, 1923); Little

Orvie (1934).

A. D. Dickinson, B, T, (1926). H.L.C.

Tarle, Evgeniy Viktorivich (*1874, tl955),

Soviet historian whose essentially patriotic trend

in the treatment of Russian history was substituted

for the former trend represented by M. N.

Pokrovsky (1868-1932) which was based ex-

clusively on the class struggle.

Zapad i Rossiya {1918); Krymskaya voyna (1944;

new ed. 2 vols, 1950); Chesmenskiy boy i pervaya

russkaya ekspeditsiya v Arkhipelag 1769-74 (1945);

Admiral Ushakov na Sredizemnom more (1948);

Talleyrand {1948).—Bonaparte (tr. J. Cournos,

1937); Napoleon's Invasion of Russia 1812 (tr.

G. M., 1942). J.L.

Tarrega, Francisco Agustin (*Segorbe 71554;

tValencia 1602), Spanish dramatist. He studied at

Salamanca and was canon of Valencia cathedral

from 1584. His ten surviving plays include religious

and historical dramas and comedies of intrigue.

He used plots like those of Italian novelle. His

theatre represents a half-way house between

Virues’* and that of Lope de Vega* and Guillen

de Castro*.

E. Julia Martinez, Poetas dramdticos valen-

cianos, I (1929; incl. texts).

H. Merimee, Vart dramatique d Valencia (1913);

R. Froldi, L, de V. y la formacion de la comedia

(1968). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Tarsia, Galeazzo di (*Naples c. 1520; tl553),

Italian poet. Lord of Belmonte, he wrote con-

ventional verse for Vittoria Colonna*, but wooed
and lamented Camilla Carafa in sonnets of

originality and feeling.

II Canzoniere di G. di T. (ed. F. Bartelli, 1888);

Rime (ed. D. Ponchiroli, 1951).

F. Bartelli, Note biografiche: G, di T (1906);

E. Bonora, ‘Rime di G. di T.’ in Belfagor, VI
(1951); L. Baldacci, ‘Sul testo di G. di T.’ in

Convivium (1952); B. Croce, Poesia popolare e

poesia d'arte (3rd ed. 1952). P.McN.

Tasso, Bernardo (Bergamo 11 XI 1493; exjPorzia

de’ Rossi; tOstiglia 5 IX 1569), Italian poet. In the

course of an unsettled life he served Ferrante

Sanseverino, Prince of Salerno, whom he followed

into exile in 1552; adorned the court ofGuidobaldo
II, Duke of Urbino; and died, governor of

Ostiglia, in the service of Guglidmo Gonzaga,
Duke of Mantua. Bembo’s* influence is appreci-

able in his lyrics, which are Petrarchistic with a
difference; his Odi (1560) and Salmi (1560) are

Horatian, his Favolo di Piramo e Tisbe Ovidian;

the letters which he published are of considerable

interest. His most pretentious work is the epic

Amadigi di Gaula (1560), based on Garci Ord6iiez

de Montalvo’s* prose Amadis de Gaula. Attempt-

ing to accommodate Ariosto’s* practice to

Aristotle’s* theory, it is vast, serious and unread-

able. But Bernardo’s greatest gift to literature is

his son, Torquato, who finished and published

Floridante (1587), an amplification of an episode

from Amadigi.

Rime (1560; ed. P. A. Serassi, 2 vols, 1749);

Ragionamento della poesia (1562); Letter

e

(ed.

A. F. Seghezzi, 2 vols, 1733; 3rd vol. ed. P. A.
Serassi, 1751); Amadigi (ed. idem, 2 vols, 1755;

C E W L—IIl—U
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ed. G. Antonelli, 3 vols, 1832); Lettere inedite

(ed. G. Ravelli, 1889); Floridante (ed. M. Catalano,

1931).

P. D. Pasolini, I genitori di Torquato Tasso

(1895); F. Foffano, *// Floridante di B. T.’ in

Archivio storico lombardo, XX (1895) and
^UAmadigi di Gaula di B. T.’ in Giomale storico

della lett. ital., XXV (1895); F. Pintor, Delle

liriche diB, T (1899); E. Williamson, B, T (1951);

G. Cerboni Baiardi, La lirica di B. T. (1966).

P.McN.

Tasso, Torquato (*Sorrento 11 III 1544; fRome
25 rv 1595), Italian poet. Son of Bernardo Tasso*,

he received his early education from the Jesuits at

Naples, joining his exiled father at Rome in 1554,

and in 1557 at Pesaro, where he first manifested

poetic genius. Sent to study at Padua, he neglected

Jaw for literature and published liis first epic,

Rinaldo (1562). Three years later he entered the

brilliant world of Ferrara, first in the service of

Cardinal Luigi d’Este (in whose suite he visited

Paris in 1570) and later as court poet to the

Cardinal’s brother, Alfonso II. Torquato’s talents

and gallantry captivated the Estes, whom he

charmed with Aminta (1573; pub. 1580) and
immortalized in Gerusalemme Liberata (1575).

But the sunshine of success was short-lived; hardly

was his epic completed before an uneasy con-

science working upon an unstable mind wrought
the first shadow of insanity. In 1577 an act of

violence earned him mild detention. Escaping by
night, he trudged to his sister’s house in Sorrento;

but in 1579 the lure of Alfonso’s court brought him
back to Ferrara, where, after a frenzied outburst,

he was incarcerated in the hospital of St Anne.
Here he remained for seven years of mental tor-

ment, hallucination and feverish literary activity.

In 1580 the conditions of his confinement were
relaxed and in 1586 he was released. Retiring to

Mantua, he published Torrismondo (1587); but

although his industiy was unflagging, the vein of
his inspiration had run out. His restless spirit

dragged him across Italy: from Loreto to Rome,
from Rome to Naples, and from Naples back to

Rome. Here he enjoyed Papal protection and
laboured at the revision of his masterpiece:

Gerusalemme Conquistata appeared in 1593, But
madness waxed as genius waned, and he died in

the monastery of Sant’Onofrio on the Janiculum.

In its carefree scepticism, Aminta mirrors

Tasso’s happiest mood. Since Virgil* and Theo-
critus* no purer pastoral idyll had been conceived

than this drama of Aminta’s love for Silvia. The
very simplicity of its plot heightens the warmth
and freshness of its inspiration. Here, as in all

Tasso’s poetry, the essential theme is love; an
demental sensuousness pervades Arcadia, and
nature herself is described in erotic verse both
imaginative and musical.

Itwas Tasso’s aim to give Italy an epic conceived
in the classical maimer yet retaining the enchant-

ment of the materia cavalleresca. Of such an epic

Rinaldo is the earnest and Conquistata the ghost.

An unsuccessful compromise between Aristotle’s*

theory and Ariosto’s* practice, Rinaldo combines
unity of hero with multiplicity of action; but the

unity achieved is Jess poetic than literary, and the

interest lies in the lyrical episodes which abound.

In Conquistata, a suicidal revision undertaken to

salve the conscience and appease the academies,

the finest flower of his fancy lies crushed between
Aristotle and the Inquisition.

Tasso’s aim is achieved in Gerusalemme Liberata,

the greatest poem of the Counter-Reformation,

and for long the most popular work of Italian

literature. His subject, the recovery of Jerusalem

in the First Crusade, is both historical and
Christian; but neither history nor Christianity

provides the dominating motive of his poetry. It is

from the stress of human emotions, impotent

against destiny, that Tasso’s genius creates the

world of lyrical sentiment in which his heroes and
heroines slay and are slain, and in which his lovers

suffer the fatality of love. The noblest triumphs

of his imagination—Erminia amongst the shep-

herds: Clorinda’s death at the hands of Tancred:

Armida’s enchanted garden: Rinaldo’s ascent of

Mount Olivet—are episodic, for his poetry is

purest when his fantasy is least fettered by his-

torical, literary or orthodox preoccupations. At
such moments Tasso is capable of great feeling,

conveyed more by the atmosphere of words than

by their meaning, and of a religious sentiment

which is not found in his heavy handling of the

supernatural, but in his attitude to powers and
passions greater than himself.

In Tasso’s remaining works, the prose style of his

dialogues and letters has been much admired; his

Discorsi (1587) are indispensable to a right under-

standing of his attitude to his own poetry. His

lyrics are always elegant, seldom excellent; his

Torrismondo makes tedious reading. His religious

poems are solid monuments to the tragedy of

exhausted genius, for Tasso ’had the misfortune

to outlive himself’.

Opere (eds: L. Caretti, 1957- ; G. Pctrocchi,

1961; B. Maier, 5 vols, 1963- ); Rinaldo (1562;

ed. L. Bonfigli, 1936; tr. J. Hoole, 1792); Aminta

(1580; eds: B. T. Sozzi, 1957; L. Caretti, 1961;

C. Varese, 1962; L. Fasso, 5th ed. 1963; tr. A.

Fraunce, 1591); Gerusalemme Liberata (1st pub.

incomplete as II Goffredo by C. Malespini, pirated

ed., Venice, 1580; 1st authorized ed. F, Bonn^,

Ferrara, 1581 ; mod. crit. eds: L. Caretti, 1961; G.

Getto, 2nd ed. 1962; E. Raimondi, 1963; tr. E.

Fairfax, 1600, mod. ed. 1962); Gerusalemme
Conquistata (ed. L. Bonfigli, 2 vols, 1934); Prose

(eds: F. Flora, 1935; E. Mazzali, 1959); Poesie

(ed. F. Flora, 1952); Dialoghi (ed. E. Raimondi, 4

vols, 1958); Discorsi delVarte poetica e del poema
eroico (ed. L. Poma, 1964); Latin poems in Car-

mina Latina (ed. A. Martini, 1895).
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A. Solerti, Vita di T, T, (3 vols, 1895); R. Ramat,
Lettura del T, minore (1953); B. T. Sozzi, Studi sul

71 (1954) and Nuovi studi sul T, (1963) ; E. Mazzali,

Cultura epoesia nelVopera di T. T, (1957); F. Pool,

Desiderio e realtd nella poesia del T. (1960);

L. Caretti, Ariosto e T, (1961); E. Donadoni, T, T.,

saggio critico (5th ed. 1963); G. Petrocchi, La
poesia di T, T, (1963); C. P. Brand, T, T,: A Study

of the Poet and His Contribution to English

Literature (1965); A. Tortoreto, Rassegna biblio-

grafica dei recenti studi tassiani (1965); G. Getto,

Interpretazione del T, (rev. ed. 1967); M. Fubini,

*VAminta intermezzo alia tragedia della Liberata'

in Giomale storico della lett. ital., CXLIV (1968).

P.McN.

Tassoni, Alessandro (*Modena 28 IX 1565;

"fWid, 25 IV 1635), Italian poet, literary critic and

political writer. During a life spent in the service of

Princes and Cardinals, Tassoni gave vent to his

witty, pungent, satirical and paradoxical turn of

mind in a number of prose works. His masterpiece

is a heroi-comic poem. La Secchia Rapita—

a

superimposition of imaginary adventures on to a

basis of historical fact, with a double purpose: of

satirizing contemporary men and situations and
of exciting the reader’s laughter. Tassoni’s humour
is often, though not always, still effective.

Considerazioni sopra le Rime del Petrarca

(1609); Pensieri Diversi (1610); Filippiche (1615);

La Secchia Rapita (Paris, 1622; The Trophy-

Bucket, tr. M. Ozell, 1713 ;
The Rape ofthe Bucket,

tr. J. Atkinson, 2 vols, 1825); Rime (1711); Lettere

(2 vols, 1901-10).

—

Prose politiche e morali (2 vols,

1930); Opere (1942).

J. Cooper Walker, Memoirs of A, T (1815);

G. Rossi, Studi e ricerche tassoniane (1904);

Miscellanea tassoniana di studi storici e letterari (ed.

T. Casini and V. Santi, 1908); V. Santi, La Storia

nella ^Secchia Rapita^ (2 vols, 1909); G. Reichen-

bach, A. r, (1931); V. Rossi, A, T (1931); G.
Bertoni, A. T (1935); ‘Tassoniana’ in Atti e

memorie della Deputazione di Storia Patria per le

antiche provincie modenesi, XII (1960); Studi

Tassoniani (1966); E. Loos, A. T,s 'La Secchia

Rapita' und das Problem des heroisch-komischen

Epos (1967). U.L.

Tatarka, Dominik (*Drienove 14 III 1913), Slovak

novelist. After his very successful portrayal of the

Slovak state during the Second World War,
Farskd republika (1948), Tatarka succumbed to the

prevailing fashion of a superficial ‘Socialist

Realism’ (prutni letd, 1955). Later work shows a

revival of his natural narrative talent (Rozhovory

bez konca, 1959), and Dimon suhlasu (1963) is an
indictment of the attitudes and events of the

1950s. R.A.

Tate, Allen John Orley (*Winchester, Ky.
19 Xl 1899; ool924 Caroline Gordon* [o/o],

CO1959 Isabella Gardner [o/o], col966 Helen

Heinz), American poet, novelist, critic and

biographer. A member of the Fugitive and
Agrarian groups, Tate, though acutely conscious

of his Southern heritage, has never restricted

himself to mere regional writing. His poetry has a

restraint, tact and wit indicative of his classical

knowledge but also reveals a psychological tension

in its harshness of diction and violence of imagery.

His novel The Fathers (1938) provides a subtle and
disturbing analysis of a torment of the spirit. His

literary and social criticism shows great wit and
insight and reveals Tate’s distrust of modern
society yet his refusal to retire before it.

verse: Poems 1928-31 (1932); The Mediterra-

nean and Other Poems (1935) ; Sonnets at Christmas

(1941); The Vigil of Venus (1943); The Winter

Sea (1944); Poems (I960).—biographies: Stone-

wall Jackson: The Good Soldier (1928); Jefferson

Davis: His Rise and Fall (1929).

—

^essays: Re-

actionary Essays on Poetry and Ideas (1936);

Reason in Madness (1947); The Hovering Fly

(1948) ; On the Limits ofPoetry (1948) ;
The Forlorn

Demon (1953); Essays of Four Decades (1969).

J. M. Bradbury, The Fugitives (1958); L. Cowan,
The Fugitive Group (1959); ‘Homage to A. T.’

in Sewanee Rev., LXVII (1959); F. Kermode,
Puzzles and Epiphanies (1962); R. K. Meiners, The

Last Alternatives: A Study of the Works of A. T,

(1963); G. Hemphill, A, T (1964). G.A.K.

Tate, Nahum (Dublin 1652; fLondon 12 VIII

1715), English poet and dramatist, educated at

Belfast and Trinity College, Dublin; settled in

London 1672; poet laureate 1692-1715. He was a

mediocre poet who collaborated with Dryden* in

Absalom and Achitophel, Part II. His dramatic

adaptations included a popular version, with a

happy ending, of King Lear (1687). He also wrote

the libretto for Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas, a
metrical version of the psalms with Brady, and the

celebrated carol ‘While Shepherds Watched Their

Flocks by Night’.

Brutus ofAlba (1678); Poems (1684); Panaceor—
a Poem upon Tea (1700).

H. F. S. Thomas, The Life and Works of N. T.

(1934). E.T.W.

Tatham, John (fl, 1632-64), English poet and
dramatist. Tatham appears to have succe^ed John
Taylor* as ‘City Poet’, and provided the annual

City pageants from 1657 to 1664. He also wrote a
few plays for the theatre and minor verse of a
Metaphysical kind.

verse: Fancies Theater (1640); Ostella (1650).

—

Dramatic Works (ed. J. Maidment and W. H.
Logan, 1879). J.B.B.

Tatishdiev, Vasily Nikitich (*Pskov province

16 IV 1686; fMoscow province 15 VII 1750),

Russian historian. His Istoriya Gosudarstva

Rossiyskogo (4 vols, 1768-74; 5th vol. 1848),
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written on critical and pragmatic lines, was the first

creditable introduction to the study of Russian

history.

Dukhovnaya (1773; The Testament of T., tr.

J. Martinof, 1860); Ferepiska V, N, Tatishcheva

(1951). J.L.

Tauler, Johannes (*c. 1300; fStrasbourg 1371),

German Dominican, active in Basle until about

1346, thereafter in Strasbourg. In liis German
sermons (80 preserved) he adapts the thought and

simplifies the idiom of the mystics for the proper

instruction of the simpler devout. Amongst spuria

are a Vita and Meditations on the Passion.

Eds: F. Vetter (1910); A. L. Corin (1924-29).—

Modernized W. Lehmann (2 vols, 1923).

J. M. Clark, The Great German Mystics (1949).

F.P.P.

Tausen, Hans (*Birkende 1494; col 527 ?Dorothea,

001538 Ane Andersdatter; tRibc 11 XI 1561),

Danish theological and polemical author. Den-
mark’s first Reformer, he was converted to Lutheran

ideas at Wittenberg, and formed the first Lutheran

congregation at Viborg. In 1542 he became Bishop

of Ribe. Tausen translated parts of the Old
Testament, wrote a collection of sermons and
hymns and proved himself to be the most gifted

spokesman of the Reformation.

Hans Tausens Smaaskrifter (1870); Hans
Tausens Overscettelse af de fern Moseboger (1932);

Hans Tausens Postil (2 vols, 1934).

M. Christensen, H. T. (1942). E.B.

Tavallalf, FirIdOn (^Shiraz 1917), Persian poet,

parodist and satirical writer. Among the pioneers

of the modern movement in Persian poetry, he

combined fresh imagery and free verse forms with

polished diction; his latest works, however, return

to the style of the classical lyric.

AUTafd?n (1946); Rciba (1951); Karavdn (1952);

mfah (1962); PCiyah (1966). E.Y.

Taverner, Richard (*Brisley, Norfolk 71505;

tWood Eaton, Staffs 14 VII 1575), English

Reformer and author. He seems to have produced
his edition of the English Bible and other religious,

educational and moral works protected by Thomas
Cromwell in the cause of the English Reformation.

Commonplaces of Scripture orderly set forth

(1538); The Most Sacred Bible, which is the Holy
Scripture, containing the old and new testament,

translated in to English [by Tyndale and Coverdale],

and newly recognised with great diligence after the

mostfaithful exemplars by Richard Taverner (1539).

G.K.H.

Tawney, Richard Henry (Calcutta 30 XI 1880;
col909 Annette Beveridge; tl-ondon 16 I 1962),

British economic historian and lecturer. He played

an important part in the Workers’ Educational

Association and was Professor of economic history

at London University from 1931 to 1949.

The Agrarian Problem in the Sixteenth Century

(1912); English Economic History: Selected

Documents (with A. E. Bland et a!.-, 1914); The
Acquisitive Society (1921); Religion and the Rise of
Capitalism (1926); Equality (1931); Land and
Labour in China (1933).

—

The Radical Tradition

(1964).

Essays in the Economic and Social History of
Tudor and Stuart England in Honour of R. H, T.

(ed. F. J. Fisher, 1961). H.L.C. (W.R.A.)

Tayama Katat, pseud, of Tayama Rokuya
(Tatebayashi, Gumma 22 I 1872; ool 1899 Ota
Risako; fTokyo 13 V 1930), Japanese author of

the Naturalist school. Although his first novel

appeared in 1891, he first gained recognition with
Futon in 1907 and the autobiographical trilogy Sei,

Tsuma and En in 1908-09. His plots usually stress

the harshness and cruel realities of life, but in later

years his themes were mellower.

Futon (1907 ; summary in T. Kunitomo, Japanese

Literature Since 1868, 1938); Ippeisotsii (1908;

‘One Soldier’, tr. G. W. Sargent in Modern
Japanese Literature, ed. D. L. Keene, 1956; tr.

W. E. Naff in The Heart Is Alone, ed. R. N.
McKinnon, 1957); Sei (1908); Tsuma (1908);

En (1909; summary of trilogy in Kunitomo,
op. cit.y, Zansetsu (1917-18; summary in Kokusai
Bunka ShinkOkai, Introduction to Contemporary
Japanese Literature, 1, 1939). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Taylor, Bayard (*Kenneth Square, Pa. 11 1 1825;

00 1850 Mary Agnew, ool857 Marie Hansen;
fBerlin 19 XII 1878), American novelist, play-

wright, poet and historian. He wrote poems based

on his wanderings in Europe and the Orient. His

short stories deal with the (juaker surroundings of

his boyhood ; several novels present realistic studies

of village life.

verse: Views Afoot; or, Europe Seen with

Knapsack and Staff (1846); Poems of the Orient

(1855).

—

novels: Hannah Thurston: A Story of
American Life (1863); The Story of Kennett

(1866).

—

splays: The Prophet (1874); Prince

Deukalion (1878).

—

The Dramatic Works of B. T.

(1880); The Poetical Works ofB. T. (1880),

R. C, Beatty, B. T: Laureate of the Gilded Age
(1936). H.L.C. a.W.)

Taylor, Edward (*Leicestershire, Eng. c. 1645;

001674 Elizabeth Fitch, ool692 Ruth Wyllys;

tWestfield, Mass. 24 VI 1729), American poet. A
Puritan minister, he combined rich and striking

imagery with homely diction after the manner of

the Metaphysicals. Though his conceits are some-

times over-ingenious, he fuses religious feeling and
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creative imagination in meditative poems with a
success unequalled in America in his period. His
work was unpublished at his own request;

only in 1937 were his manuscripts critically

examined.

The Poetical Works ofE, T. (ed. T. H. Johnson,

1939); The Poems of E, T (ed. D. E. Stanford,

1960).

P. Miller and T. H. Johnson, The Puritans

(1938); N. S. Grabo, E. T (1962).

H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Taylor, Sir Henry (*Bishop Middleham,
Durham 18 X 1800; ool839 Theodosia Spring
Rice; tBoumemouth 27 III 1886), En^ish
^amatist, poet and essayist, whose Elizabethan-

inspired Philip Van Artevelde (1834) has greater

psychological than theatrical value. R.M.H.

The Statesman (1836; intro. L. Silberman,

1957); Works (5 vols, 1877-78); Autobiography

(2 vols, 1885); Correspondence (ed. E. Dowden,
1888).

J. B. Bilderbeck, Sir H. T, and His Drama of
Ph, van A, (1877). R.M.H. (K.W.)

Taylor, Jeremy, Bishop of Down and Connor
(Cambridge VIII 1613; ooUppingham 27 V 1639
Phoebe Langsdale, oobefore 1665 Joanna Bridges;

tLisbum 13 VIII 1667), English clergyman, re-

nowned for his sermons and other prose. Educated
at Gonville and Caius (1626-35), his substitute

preaching at St Paul’s moved Laud to send him to

Oxford (Fellow of All Souls 1636). After varying
fortune in the Civil War (he was chaplain to the

King’s household), Taylor lived at Golden Grove
in Carmarthenshire until he went to Lisburn
(1658).

The Whole Works (ed. R. Heber, 1822; rev.

C. P. Eden, 1847-54).—ifo/y Living (1650; ed.

A. R. Waller, 1900); Holy Dying (1651),

—

Poems
and Verse Translations (ed. A. B. Grosart, 1870).

—

The Golden Grove (sel. prose; ed. L. P. Smith,

1930); The House of Understanding (ed. M. Gest,

1954).

Sister M. S. Antoine, The Rhetoric of /. T.'s

Prose (1946); C. J. Stranks, Life and Writings of
J. T. (1952); H. Trevor Hughes, The Piety off T.

(I960). B.L.J, (A.N.W.)

Taylor, John (*Gloucester 24 VIII 1580; ooAlice?;

tLondon XII 1653), English poet and pamphleteer,
usually known as ‘the water-poet’. Taylor was sent

to the grammar school in Gloucester, but proving
a poor scholar was taken away, apprenticed to a
waterman and pressed into the navy. Discharged
with a lame leg, he became a waterman on the

Thames, supplementing his earnings by writing.

He wrote a multitude of works in prose and verse,

including descriptions of his various journeys (one
to Bohemia). He was a well-known ‘character’.

During the Civil War he kept an inn in Oxford and

afterwards another in London. His writing is

uneducated and crude but vigorous and often

diverting.

All the Works of J. T., the Water Poet (1630;

repr. Spenser Soc., 1868-69); Works of J, T the

Water-Poet not included in the Folio volume of
1630 (Spenser Soc., 1870-78).

W. Thorp, ‘J. T. the water poet’ in Texas Rev.,

VIII (1922). J.B.B.

Taylor, Willum (*Norwich 7 XI 1765; Ifibid, 5 III

1836), English man of letters, translator and
contributor to the periodicals of articles stimulat-

ing English interest in German literature.

translations: Lessing, Nathan the Wise (1791);

Goethe, Iphigenia in Tauris (1793); Burger,

Leonore (1796).

—

Tales of Yore (3 vols, 1810);

English Synonyms discriminated (1813); Historic

Survey of German Poetry (3 vols, 1823-30).

J. W. Robberds, Life and Writings of the late

W. T, of Norwich (2 vols, 1843; incl. corresp.

with Southey); G. Herzfeld, W. T von Norwich^

eine Studie uber den Einfluss der neueren deutschen

Litteratur in England (1897); M. A. Christensen,

‘T. of Norwich and the Higher Criticism’ in

Jour. Hist, of Ideas, XX (1959).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Tchekhov, Anton Pavlovich: see Chekhov,

Anton Pavlovich.

Tchemichowsky, Shaul (*Mikhailovka, Crimea
1875; fTel Aviv 1943), Hebrew poet. He was not

brought up in the traditional Jewish way but was
educated in Russian schools, pursuing his studies

at German and Swiss Universities. As a doctor, he
practised first in Russia and from 1931 in Palestine.

His first poems were published when he was still a

student: his poetical activity continued till his

death, and in old age he found the courage to

change from Ashkenazi pronunciation to that of

the Sephardi. He is unique in Hebrew poetry for

the sensuous beauty of his love lyrics and nature

poems. He sang of a fleeting love that knows no
disappointment and is always ready to make way
for a newer love. After the love lyrics came the

pantheistic songs addressed to heathen gods,

Chezionoth Neviei Ha-Sheker, He was nicknamed
the ‘Hellene’ and the ‘Heathen’, but he sang of

Biblical and Jewish historical themes, preferring

scenes of battle, of courage and of heroism, as in

Baruch Mi-Magenza. He also wrote Idylls,

describing the life of the Jews in Crimea. He wrote
stories, but his prose never rose to the stature of his

poetry. He is unrivalled as a translator, especially

in the accomplished, metrically true, translations

of gilgamesh and kalevala, and even more of
Homer’s* Iliad and Odyssey, Y.H.

J. Klausner, S, T, (1947); B. Kurzweil, Bialik

we-T, (1964); E. Silberschlag, S, T, (London,
1968). M.Ge.; Y.F.
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Teasdale, Sara (*St Louis, Mo. 8 VIII 1884;

001914 Ernst Filsinger [o/o 1929]; tNew York
29 1 1933), American poet. She became known for

her lyrics, which, almost bare of imagery and

metaphor, articulate moods rather than meta-

physical speculation.

Helen of Troy and Other Poems (1911); Rivers

to the Sea (1915); Love Songs (1917); Flame and

Shadow (1920); Dark of the Moon (1926); Strange

Victory (1933).

—

The Collected Poems of S. T,

(1937). H.L.C.

Tebaldeo, Antonio (*Ferrara 4 XI 1463 ; fRome
1 537), Italian poet who Latinized his name Tebaldi
into Tebaldeo. Tutor to Isabella d’Este and secre-

tary to Lucrezia Borgia, he went to Rome during

Leo X’s pontificate and enjoyed Papal patronage.

Here the sack of 1527, described in his letters,

reduced him to the penury in which he died.

Tebaldeo wrote pastoral eclogues, terza rima

epistles, and numerous sonnets in the exaggerated

style dubbed ‘secentismo anticipato*. Mistaking

artifice for art, his facile imitation of Petrarch* too

often degenerated into caricature. Concern for

Italy inspired better verse than love for Flavia,

whilst his Latin epigrams were much admired. His

poems were published without his consent by J.

Tebaldi in 1498.

Soneti e capitoli de misser A. T (1500); VOpere
d'amore (1550); Nuove rime volgari di A, T (ed.

U. Renda, 1910); Poeti estensi del rinascimento

(ed. S. Pasquazi, 1966).

A. Luzio and R. Renier, *La coltura e le

relazioni letterarie di Isabella d’Este Gonzaga’ in

Giomale storico della lett. ital., XXXV (1900);

A, D’Ancona, ‘Del secentismo nella poesia

cortigiana del secolo XV’ in Pagine sparse (2nd ed.

1914); G. de Lisa, Un rimatore cortigiano del

Quattrocento (1928); S. Pasquazi, Umanesimo
ferrarese: A. T, e T, Bendedei (1955) and
Rinascimento ferrarese (1957). P.McN.

Tecchi, Bonaventura (*Bagnoregio 11 II 1896;

tRome 30 III 1968), Italian novelist, short-story

writer and literary critic. Tecchi’s realism and
psychological insight are seen to best advantage

in the long short stoiy, a form that he has culti-

vated. Idilli moravi (1939) contains his impressions

of Czechoslovakia, where he taught Italian

literature from 1933 to 1937. As a critic he has

concentrated chiefly on modern German literature.

novels: 1 Villatduri (1935); Giovani amici

(1940); Visola appassionato (1945); Gli egoisti

(1959); Gli onesti (1965),—nSHORT stories: II

vento tra le case (1928V, Tre storie d^amore (1931).

—Scrittori tedeschi del ^900 (criticism; 1941).

J.F.C. (B.M.)

Tedaldi, Pberaccio (Florence c. 1290; t<?-1350),

Italian poet. Of merchant stock; twice married.

he led a dissipated wandering life. Castellan of
Montopoli (1328). Tedaldi wrote 43 gay, moral and
political sonnets; largely autobiographical in

content, these express (in the familiar and realistic

style of Cccco Angiolieri*) his love of money, his

misery, remorse and repentance, and hatred of his

wife.

Le Rime (ed. S. Morpurgo, 1885); Poeti giocosi

del tempo di Dante (ed. M. Marti, 1956); Rimatori
comico-realistici del Due e Trecento (ed. M. Vitale,

1956).

M. Marti, Cidtura e stile nei poeti giocosi del

tempo di Dante (1953). M.W.

Teffy or Teffi, pseud, of Nadezhda Alexeyevna
Buchinskaya (*1876; tl952), Russian author of
humorous stories and sketches. Many of them
appeared in the periodical Satiricon. Her poetry

had much in common with Symbolism. After 1917

she lived abroad and took an active part in emigr6

literature.

Yumoristicheskie rasskazy (2nd ed., 2 vols,

1911); Dym bez ognya (1914); Nezhivoy zver*

(1916); Rasskazy (1922); Vospominaniya (1932);

Vse o lyubvi (1946). J.L.

Tegner, Esaias (*Kyrkcrud 13 XI 1782; fOstrabo
2 XI 1846), Swedish Bishop, scholar, poet and
orator. After his father’s death at the rectory in

Kyrkerud, Tegn6r was sent in 1793 to become
assistant to the Crown bailiff Branting and early

manifested his brilliance. Thanks to Branting’s

assistance he was enabled to accompany his older

brother to his tutoring post in 1796, and so he

received some regular schooling. Another employer
of his brother, Myhrman of Ramen, helped him to

begin studying at Lund University in 1799. He
shone as a scholar, and in 1803 became a lecturer

in aesthetics. In 1806 he married Anna Myhrman,
a daughter of his patron, in 1810 was appointed

Professor, and two years later was given a Chair of

Greek. He was ordained the same year (largely

because a clerical stipend would eke out the

inadequate University salary and so permit him to

support his large family), and remained at Lund
until 1826, dominating academic life with the

brilliance and wit which are reflected in his letters,

and leading the intellectual circle known as

Harbarget. In 1824 he had been called to the

Bishopric of Vaxjd (his acceptance was largely

based on financial considerations) and his life

after 1826 was mainly given up to his diocesan and
parliamentary responsibilities. His youthful liber-

alism yielded more and more to conservatism, and
at the Riksdag of 1840 he angrily defended the

ageing Karl XIV Johan against the Liberal

opposition. The melancholia and instability which

had early manifested themselves now broke out

into madness. Partially cured in 1841, he carried

out his duties until his death. While Tegn6r had
started writing poetry before 1799 and produced
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intermittently until the last years of his life, the

period of his most important activity may be said

to fall between 1808, when he wrote Krigss&ngfor

skdnska lantvdrnet, and 1825, when he completed

Frithiofs Saga (tr. W. Strong, 1833), a romance
cycle on an old Icelandic theme which consolidated

and extended the popularity he had won by Svea in

1811. He was elected a member of the Swedish

Academy in 1818, but though both the Old School

and the New strove to enrol him as a partisan in

the literary battle he maintained an independent

attitude. He inherited the Gustavian tradition with

its elegance and rhetoric, but (like the Fosforister)

was much influenced by German idealistic

philosophy, especially by Kant* and Schiller*,

though he condemned the obscurantism of the

Swedish Romantics (see the oration Tal vidjubel-

festen, 1817). His forte is the lucid forceful

philosophic lyric, in which his mastery of both

language and metre are revealed, as in Epilog vid

magisterpromotionen (1820), but he also wrote

passionate and beautiful love poems, and delightful

occasional verses.

verse; Sdng till solen (1813); Hjdlten (1813);

Nattvardsbarnen (1820; The Children of the Lord's

Supper, tr. H. W. Longfellow, 1842); Axel{im\
tr. R. G. Latham, 1837); Vid Svenska Akademiens

femtidra mirmeshogtid (1836).

—

uprose: Opuscula

Latina (1875); Filosofiska och Estetiska skrifter

(ed. A. Nilsson and B. Moller, 1913).—Samlade
Skrifter (ed. C. W. Bottiger, 7 vols, 1847-51);

Samlade Skrifter (incl. letters; ed. E. Wrangel and
F. Book, 10 vols, 1918-25); E. T,s brev (ed. N.
Palmborg, 1953- ); Samlade dikter (ed. F. B66k
et aL, 1964- ).—^For Eng. trs see N. Afzelius,

Books in English on Sweden (Stockholm, 1951) and
Suecana Extranea 1900- (Swed. Inst.).

G, Brandes, E. T, (1876); O. Levertin, Svenska

Gestalter (1903) and Essayer, I (1907); E. Wrangel,

T's karlekssaga (1916), Rdmen och Tegndrminnet

(1917) and T. i Lund (2 vols, 1932); B. GadeHus,
Skapande fantasi och sjuka skalder (1927); A.
Nilsson, T, och Uppsalafilosofien (1934); G.
Hedin, *T.’s uppfattning om klassiskt och roman-
tiskt’ in Gdteborgs Hogskolas Arsskrift (1935);

M. Gravier, T, et la France (1942); Tegndrstudier

tilldgnade A, Werin (1942); F. Book, E. T, (2 vols,

1946-47); T. Sond6n, ‘T.’s psykiska ohalsa* in

Lunds Universitets Arsskrift (1946); P. Sandblom,
Ts kroppsliga ohalsa (1951); C. R Goransson,
Bishop T i traditionen och verkligheten (1959).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. O-S.)

Teichner, Heinrich der (Jl, 1350-77), Viennese

didactic poet, praised for his rectitude and piety

by Peter Suchenwirt*. He wrote some 700 poems,
addressed particularly to the middle classes. (He
disapproves of the nobility, jousting etc.) A sober
critic and earnest teacher, ofconsiderable influence
on later didactic poetry.

Ed., I (poems 1-282; 1953).—^Index of all

TEIRLINCK

identified poems, H. Niewohner in Zschr. f. dt.

Alt., LXVIII-LXIX (1931-32).

Th. G. von Karajan, Vber H, der T (1955).

F.P.P.

Teika: see Fujiwara no Teika.

Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre (*Sarcenat, Puy-de-

Ddme 1 V 1881 ; fNew York 10 IV 1955), French

philosopher. He became a Jesuit in 1899, and was
ordained a priest in 1911 ;

simultaneously with his

theological studies in Paris he acquired an excellent

grounding in palaeontology and geology. He then

dedicated his researches to China, where he lived

(1923-46), also joining scientific expeditions to

South-E^t Asia, Indonesia and Africa. His most

notable discovery was the famous ‘Pekin Man’
at Chou-kou-tien. Eventually he went to New York
where he became a member of the Wenner-Gren
Foundation for Anthropological Reseai’ch.

His philosophical work, which was not author-

ized for publication by the Society of Jesus, was
only revealed after his death {Lephinomine humain

(1955; The Phenomenon ofMan, tr. B. Wall et aL,

1959) and aroused world-wide interest. He
integrated into Christianity the most advanced

discoveries of modern science, finding in evolution

a mid-point between the ‘biosphere’ of the

materialists and the ‘noosphere’ of the believers,

thus upsetting all traditional dogmas, and orientat-

ing the Church towards a modernism the conse-

quences of which are incalculable.

La messe sur le monde (1923); Le milieu divin

(1926-27); Le cwur de la matidre (1950); La
Christique (1955).—(Euvres completes (Editions du
Seuil, 1955- ).

C. Tresmontant, Introduction d la pensie de

T de C. (1956); C. Cu6not, P. T de C. (1958-66);

H. de Lubac, Lapensee religieuse de T. de C. (1962)

;

J. Onimus, P. T, de C, sa vie, son osuvre (1964);

M. Barth61emy-Madaule, La personne et le drdme
humain chez T de C. (1967); D. Paulin, T. de C.;

essai de bibliographie (Quebec, 1967); Cahiers de
I’Assoc. des Amis de P. T. de C. (1958- ).

M.G.

Teirlinck, Herman (*St Jans-Molenbeek 24 II

1879; tBeersel-Lot 4 II 1967), Flemish novelist,

short-story writer and playwright. His writings

include fantastic country tales, impressionistic

descriptions (Zon, 1906), sophisticated novels in

the manner of Anatole France’s* dilettantism

(e.g. Mijnheer Serjanszoon and Het ivoren aapje)

and more restrained vitalistic works. His last

work, Zelfportret ofhetgalgemaal, is a particularly

convincing novel written in the second person. In

the 1920s he was a leading figure among the

Expressionistic dramatists. An aesthete who
succeeds in clothing a striking imagination and
sophisticated sensuousness in a compelling style.

novels: Mijnheer Serjanszoon, orator didacticus
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(1908); Met ivoren aapje (1909; Das Elfenbein-

ajSfcheny tr. S. Ruttgers, 1927); De leemen torens

(with K. van de Woestijne; 1928); Maria Speer-

malie (1941; Fr. tr. H. Piette, 1943); Het gevecht

met de Engel (1952); Zelfportret of het galgemaal

(1955; The Man in the Mirror, tr. J. Brockway,

1963).

—

^SHORT stories: De wonderbare wereld

(1902); Het stille gesternte (1903); De doolage

(1905); Johan Doxa (1917; Jean Doxa, Fr. tr.

J. de Herdt, 1931).—plays: De vertraagde film

(1922); Ik dien (1924); De man zander lijf{X92S)\

De ekster op de galg (1931); Versmoorde goden

imif-^Verzarneld werk (8 vols, 1955-67).

J. Kuypers, H T. (1923); Gedetikboek H. T.

(1929); P. Minderaa, H. T (1959); Th. Oegema
van der Wal, H, T (1965). R.F.L.

Teirlinck, Isidoor: see Stijns, Reimond.

Teishitsu, pseud ofYasuhara Masaakira (*Kyoto
1610; "fibid, 14 XII 1673), Japanese haiku poet.

A pupil of Teitoku, he was one of the precedessors

ofBasho*. His reputation rests on what is generally

acknowledged to be the best haiku poem ever

written. E.B.C.

Sel. poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, An Anthology

ofHaiku (1932); R. H. Blyth, A History ofHaiku,
1 (1963); G. Bownas and A. Thwaite, Penguin
Book of Japanese Verse (1964).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Teitoku: see Matsunaga Teitoku.

Telesio, Antonio, Latinized Thylesius (Cosenza
1482; ^ibid, 1534), Italian writer, A distinguished

humanist, and uncle of Bernardino Telesio*, he
taught in Florence, Milan and Rome, where
Medicean patronage procured him the Chair of
Latin. After the sack of 1527 he retired to Venice,
where he was appointed official historian to the
Republic, but returned to Cosenza to die. Besides
his treatises De coloribus (1528) and De coronis, his

epistles, orations and classical commentaries,
Telesio wrote Latin lyrics of irreproachable
elegance in the manner of Horace* and Catullus*,

and Imber aureus (1529), a tragedy in which the
world of Greek mythology is sympathetically

portrayed.

Antonii Thylesii Consentini poemata (1524);
Opera (ed. F. Daniel, 1762); Carmina et epistolae

(1808).

A. Pagano, ‘L’opera poetica di A. T.’ in Misc,
Torraca (1922) and A, T. (1935). P.McN.

Telesio, Bernardino (*Cosenza 1509; 1[ibid,

2 X 1588), Italian philosopher. Heading the

philosophical revolt from a priori scholasticism,

his treatise De rerum natura (1586) propounded a
system of thought which foreshadowed later

empirical method.

De rerum natura juxta propria principia (crit.

ed. V. Spampanato, 3 vols, 1910-23; ed. L. De
Franco, 1, 1965).

G. Gentile, E. T (1911); N. C. Van Deusen,
T the First of the Moderns (1932); G. Soleri, T,

(1945); P. O. Kristeller, Eight Philosophers of the

Italian Renaissance (1964). P.McN.

Tellez, Fray Gabriel: see Tirso de Molina.

Temple, Sir William (*London 6 IV 1628;
coibid. 25 XII 1654 Dorothy Osborne*; tMoor
Park 27 I 1698/99), English statesman, critic and
patron of letters, educated at Emmanuel College,

Cambridge. Apart from his love-story, Temple is

best known for his Essay upon Ancient and Modern
Learning which concentrated English attention on
the Battle of the Books. He also wrote in his youth
a romance. The Disastrous Chances of Love and
Fortune,

The Works of Sir W, T. (1720 etc.); Essays on
Ancient and Modern Learning (ed. J. E. Spingarn,

1909); Letters of Dorothy Osborne to W, T, (ed.

G. C. Moore Smith, 1928; repr. 1968); The Early

Essays and Romances (ed. idem, 1931); Five

Miscellaneous Essays (ed. S. H. Monk, 1963).

C. Marburg, Sir W. T. (1929).

B.L.J. (A.N.W.)

Tcnali Rama or Ramakr^na, 17th-century Telugu

poet at the court of Vehkatapati Raja; he was a

celebrated buffoon who also, in serious vein,

composed a Vaisoavite epic, Pdip^urangamd-

hatmyamu, J.R.M.

Tenca, Carlo (*Milan 19 X 1816; Vbid, 4 IX
1883), Italian patriot and literary critic, editor of

the periodical II Crepuscolo from 1850 to 1859.

He started the move away from the Risorgimento

attitude which tended to judge literature narrowly

by its patriotic fervour: instead he stressed the

primacy of purely artistic criteria and the artist’s

freedom both in subject and style. At the same time

he fostered the growth of realism, calling on
literature to recover its dignity and a sense of

purpose by reflecting contemporary realities and
the evolving consciousness of the Italian people,

and thus raise the nation to a new level of civili-

zation.

Prose e poesie scelte (1888); Giomalismo e

letteratura nelVOttocento (ed. with good intro. G.
Scalia, 1959).

A. D’Ancona, ‘C. T.’ in Varietd storiche e

letterarie (1885); B. Croce, Storia della storigrafia

italiana nel sec, XIX, II (1921); L. Jannuzzi, *//

Crepuscolo' e la cultura lombarda (1850-59)

(1966); A. Palermo, C. T, Un decennio di attivitd

(1838-48) (1967); G. Pirodda, Mazzini e T, Per
una storia della critica romantica (1968).

J.G.-R.

Tengnagel, Matthijs Gansneb (*Amsterdam 1613

;

t?1672), Dutch poet, disciple of Huygens*, but
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coarser. In Amsterdamsche Lindebladen (1640) he
satirizes actors and playwrights. In a later work,

variously ascribed to him and the poet Naeranus,

De Geest van T. in d'andere Werelt bij de ver~

storvene poeten (1652), Tengnagel’s ghost again

criticizes everything in connection with the stage.

He wrote a farce, Frick in 7 Feur-huis (1643), and
a prose story, Leven van Konstance (1643),

Amsterdamsche Maneschijn (poems; 1640) and the

play De Spaensche Heidin (1643). In 7 Amster-

damsch Minnebeeckie are printed three songs of

his. A.M.B.W.

Alle de Wercken (ed. J. J. Oversteegen, 1969).

J. H. W. Unger, ‘M. G. T.’ in Oud-Holland, I

(1883); J. A. Worp, ‘M. G. T.’s geest’ in Tijdscbr.

V. Nederl. Taal- en Lett., XXXIV (1915); J. J.

Oversteegen, ‘Zes hoofden rollen in T.’s O/i-

bekende Voerman van ’t Schou-burgh^ in Merlyn,

IV (1966). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Tennant, Kylie, pseud, of Mrs L. C. Rodd
(*Manly, New South Wales 12 HI 1912), Austra-

lian novelist. She describes urban life realistically

and with humour.

Tiburon (1935); Foveaux (1939); The Battlers

(1941); Ride on Stranger (1943); Lost Haven
(1945); Australia^ Her Story (1953); The Honey
Flow (1956); Tell Morning This (1967).

M. Dick, The Novels ofK. T (1966).

F.T.M. (A.M.G.)

Tennyson, Alfred, 1st Lord (Somersby, Lines

6 VIII 1809; 00 1850 Emily Sellwood; fAldworth,
Haslemere 6 X 1892), English poet. In his father’s

rectory Tennyson developed the fine sensibility to

natural beauty which is one of the principal

qualities of his work. Poetically he was heir to the

Romantics, but his early volumes were stamped
already with his own individuality: his peculiar

delicacy of phrase, subtlety of metrical effect,

melancholy and occasional morbidity of tone

emerge clearly through a style primarily influenced

by Keats*. At Cambridge he joined a group of

brilliant young men, one of whom, Arthur
Hallam, was to be in life his closest friend and in

death his deepest inspiration. In Memoriam is,

however, more than a profoundly moving elegy

in the English tradition: it reflects also the conflict

of faith and doubt of the Victorian age. Here, as

elsewhere, Tennyson expressed contemporary
sdentifle and philosophic interests, even attaining

in Locksley Hall to prophetic vision.

The 1842 Poems assured his succession to

Wordsworth* as poet laureate (1850) by revealing

his versatility. Tennyson could speak for the nation

and its sovereign on great occasions. His subse-

quent reputation has suffered from his presentation

of the ARTHURIAN LEGEND in terms of Victorian

morality and from the period flavour of his

domestic narratives and of his dialect and
humorous pieces. His best dramatic work is not

in his plays but in the ‘mono-drama’ Maud, where

characters and events come to life in the varied

moods of passion and tenderness in the speaker.

But Tennyson’s enduring fame rests on his lyrics

and classical poems. The boldness and originality

of his metrical experiments and his consummate
mastery of a poet’s technical resources gave each

theme and each shade of emotion its perfect

rhythmical and musical form. It is with equal

felicity that he ranges from the delicate nostalgia

of ‘Tears, Idle Tears’ to the marvellous grandeur

of ‘To Virgil’. R.F.

verse: Poems by Two Brothers (1827); Poems,

chiefly Lyrical (1830); Poems (1832); Poems (2

vols, 1842; ed. A. M. D. Hughes, 1914); The

Princess (1847); In Memoriam (1850); Ode on the

Death of the Duke of Wellington (1852); The

Charge of the Light Brigade (1854); Maud and

Other Poems (1855); The Idylls of the King (1859;

enlarged 1869, 1872, 1885); Enoch Arden (1864);

Lucretius (1870); The Revenge (1878); Ballads and

Other Poems (1880); Tiresias and Other Poems

(1885); Locksley Hall, Sixty Years After (1886);

Demeter and Other Poems (1889); The Death of

Oenone and Other Poems (1892); The Early

Poems of T. (ed. J. C. Collins, 1900); The Sup»

pressed Poems of T, (ed. J. C. Thompson, 1904);

Unpublished Early Poems (ed. Charles Tennyson,

1931); The Poems of T (ed. C. Ricks, 1969).—

drama: Queen Mary (1875); Harold (1876);

Becket (1884); etc.

—

The Devil and the Lady (in

Juvenilia, ed. Charles Tennyson, 19ZV).--Collected

Works (ed. Hallam Tennyson, with author’s notes,

Eversley ed., 9 vols, 1907-08).

W. Bagehot, ‘Wordsworth, T. and Browning’

in Nat. Rev. (1864; repr. in Literary Studies,

1879); Hallam Tennyson [son], Alfred Lord T.,

A Memoir (2 vols, 1897) and ed., T, and His

Friends (1911); Charles Tennyson [grandson],

Alfred Lord T. (1949); Aime Ritchie, Records of
T,, Ruskin and Browning (1892); Andrew Lang, T,

(1901); A, C. Bradley, A Commentary on T*s In

Memoriam (1^1) and ‘The reaction against T.’

(1917; in A Miscellany, 1929); A. C. Lyall, T.

(1902) ; T. R. Lounsbury, The Life and Times of T,,

1809-1850 (1915); H. Nicolson, T, (1923); E. D.
H. Johnson, The Alien Vision in Victorian Poetry

(1952); E. F. Shannon, T and the Reviewers

1827-51 (1952); J. Killham, T. and ‘ The Princess*

(1958); J. H. Buckley, T.: the Growth of a Poet

(I960); C. de L. Ryals, Theme and Symbol in TJs

Poems to 1850 (1964). R.F. (K.W.)

Tennyson (from 1830: Turner), Charles (’'‘Somers-

by, Lines 4 Vn 1808; ool836 Louisa Sellwood;

•fCheltenham 25 IV 1879), English poet, brother of

Alfred, whose reflective, well-wrought verses, often

in sonnet form, ixurror the incidents and thoughts

of country vicarage life.

Poems by Two Brothers (with Alfred; 1827);
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Sonnets and Fugitive Pieces (1830); Small

Tableaux {\%SS),--Collected Sonnets^ Old and
New (ed. Hallam T., with intro. J. Spedding, 1898).

H. D. Rawnsley, Memories of the Ts (1912);

H. Nicolson, T’s Two Brothers (1947).

R.M.H.

Tennyson, Frederick (*Louth 5 VI 1807; ool839

Maria Giuliotti; tKensington 26 II 1898), English

poet, brother of Alfred, in whom the family

lyrical gift, allied to a love of the mystical, found
expression in poems of classical inspiration.

Poems by Two Brothers (Charles and Alfred;

F. contrib. 4; 1827); Days and Hours (1854); The
Isles of Greece (1890); Daphne (1891); Shorter

Poems (ed. C. Tennyson, 1913).

See also biblio. to prec. art.

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Teodoreanu, Alexandru O., nicknamed Pastorel
(Dorohoi 1894; tl964), Rumanian humorist and
bon vivant, author ofcomic sketches and a racy skit

on a Moldavian chronicle.

Hronicul Mdscdriciului Vuldtuc (1928); Mid
satisfacfii (1931); Un pore de dine (1933); Bercu
Leibovid (1935). F.J.B.

Teodoreanu, Ionel (*Ia§i 1897; fBucharest 1954),

Rumanian novelist, brother ofA. O. Teodoreanu*.
In spite of a tendency to whimsy and abuse of
metaphor, his studies of children, particularly those

on the threshold of adolescence, are sensitive and
finely observed.

NOVELS, ETC.: Ulifa copilSriei (1923); La
medeleni (3 vols, 1925-27); Turnul Milenei {192Z)\

Bal mascot (1929); Fata din Zlatoust (1931); Golia

(1933); Crdciimul de la Silvestri (1934); Lorelei

(1935); Area lid Noe (1936); Fimdacul Varlaamului

(1938); Tudor Ceaiir Alcaz (1940-43); Hai Diridam
(1946).—reminiscences: In casa bunicilor (1938);
Ce a vdzut Hie Piini^oard (1940); Intoarcerea in

timp (1941); Masa umbrelor (1947).

G. Ibraileanu, Scriitori romdni fi strdini (1926);
Perpessicius, Menfiuni critice, I-V (1928-46);
E. Lovinescu, Istoria literaturii romdne contemr
porane, 1900-1937 (1937); I, Negoijescu, Scriitori

moderni (1966); N. Ciobanu, /. J. (1970).

F.J.B.

Teodosije, 14th-century Serbian chronicler. His
biography of St Sava*, based on one by another
monk, Domentijan, is one of the first Serbian
works of literary value—simple, graphic and
dramatic.

Stare srpske biografije (ed. M. Ba§ic, 1924;

cont. mod. Serbo-Croatian version of T.’s works);
V, Gligoric, Iz naSe knjilevnosti feudalnog doba
(1968; sel. with notes); Stare srpske biografije (ed.

D. Bogdanovid, 1969).

Dj. Sp, Radojidid, Start srpski knjizevnici XIV-

XVII veka (arts and essays; 1942) and Antologija

stare srpske knjizevnosti XI-XVIII veka (anthol.*

I960). V.J.

’

Terence (Publics Terentius Afer) (*Carthage

?195; 1 159 B.C.), Roman comic dramatist, a man
of local African rather than Semitic stock, brought
to Rome as a slave in obscure circumstances and
given an aristocratic type of education. Six
comedies based on Attic originals, four by
Menander* and two by Apollodorus* of Carystus,

were produced under his name at festivals between
166 and 160. It was suggested at the time that

certain aristocratic youths with whom Terence
associated had some part in the writing of them.
Contemporary poets attacked Terence for the

freedom with which he translated his Attic originals

and the meanness of his verbal style. Audiences
walked out, preferring to watch gladiators or
tightrope-walkers. Terence himself claimed to be
writing in the tradition of the great dramatic poets

of the past, Naevius*, Plautus* and Ennius*, and
to prefer an entertaining scenic elTect to literal

accuracy of translation. He boasted of the ‘purity’

of his Latin style. Only the Etinuchus among his

plays had much success in the actual theatre.

Students of the language, however, admired him
greatly and his plays became from the late Republic
onwards part of the syllabus of literary education,

while those of other poets, even Plautus, were
neglected.

Like his predecessors Terence sometimes
inserted scenes from other plays into the one he

was adapting but was perhaps as a rule a much
more faithful translator. He reduced the amount of

music accompanying monologue and dialogue and
avoided the polymetric variety of Plautus. He kept

violent stage action to a minimum and rarely

introduced anachronistic and undramatic refer-

ences to Roman institutions and things. On the

other hand he made the speech of his personages

much closer to that employed in the conversation

of upper-class Romans.
Terence’s plays were much read in the Middle

Ages and have had a wide literary influence in

modern times, writers as diverse as Moliere* and
P. G, Wodehouse* finding inspiration in him.

Crit. ed. R. Kauer, W. M. Lindsay and O.

Skutsch (1958); comm. S. G. Aslimore (1908);

important individual comms: K. Dziatzko,

Phormio (4th ed. E. Hauler, 1913) and Adelphoe

(2nd ed. 1903); P. Fabia, Eimuchus (1895); G. P.

Shipp, Andria (2nd ed. 1961).—Eng. trs.: J.

Sargeaunt (1912); F. Perry (1929).

G. Jachmann, ‘Terentius (36)’ in A. Pauly, G.

Wissowa et aL^ Real-Encyclopddie der classischen

Altertumswissenschaft, VA.1, 598 ff. (1934); H.

Haffter, XJntersuchungen zur altlateinischen Dichter-

sprache (1934); J. Strauss, Terenz und Menander

(1955). H.D.J.

Teresa of Jesus, Saint, religious name of Teresa
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SAnchez de CepedayAhumada (*?Gotarrendura,
nr Avila 1515; tAlba de Tonnes 1582), Spanish
mystic. Her grandfather, Juan Sdnchez, confessed
to Jewish practices in Toledo, 1485. As a child she
ran away from home to seek martyrdom among
the Moors. She professed as a Carmelite at Avila
in 1534 and founded her first convent there in

1562. Despite opposition she founded other con-
vents and took part with St John* of the Cross in

reforming her Order. Nothing dismayed her in her
struggle against ill-health and ecclesiastical enmity.
Her autobiography and the relations of her

spiritual experiences, written for her confessors, are
mainly concerned with her personal religious life.

The JVay ofPerfection is a guide to the nuns in the
convent she founded at Avila. Las moradas (‘The
Dwelling-Places’) is a mystical treatise in which
she conducts the reader through seven chambers
of prayer to spiritual union with God. The Book
ofFoundations is a lively account of the difSculties

she had to overcome in founding the religious

houses of the Reformed Discalced Carmelites in

different Spanish towns. She also wrote some
minor treatises: Conceptos del amor de Dios, a
reply to a spiritual challenge, maxims, etc. Much
of her correspondence has been preserved; it bears
witness to her piety, charm and energy.

Her reading consisted almost entirely of
devotional works: St Augustine*, St Gregory*,
Osuna*, the Imitation of Christ, Ludolf of Saxony
and the Bible. Her style was unaffected by literary

usage; it contains popular idioms, wonderfully
revealing images drawn from daily life and intense

expressions of her love of God and for mankind.
At times her syntax is irregular and her meaning
obscure, but generally her prose is clear, vivid and
strong. Her verse is less interesting. Crashaw*
addressed three fine poems to her; with him we
can praise her ‘angelical height of speculation’,

her ‘masculine courage of performance*.

Obras (ed. P. Silverio de Santa Teresa, 9 vols,

1922); Obras completas (ed. L. SantuUano, n.d.);

Obras completas (ed. Fr. O. del Nino Jesiis and
Fr. E. de la Madre de Dios, 2nd ed. 1967).—M.
Jim6nez Salas, Santa T, de /, Bibliografia funda^
mental (1962).

—

Las moradas (ed. T. Navarro
Tomds, 1910, 1916); Camino de perfeccidn (ed.

J. M. Aguado, 2 vols, 1929, 1942); Libro de las

fundaciones (ed. idem, 2 vols, 1940).—7%^ lyf of
the Mother Teresa of Jesus (tr. W. M[alone],
Antwerp, 1611); The Flaming Hart {tr.T, Matthew,
ibid., 1642); Complete Works (tr. E. A. Peers, 3

vols, 1946); Letters (tr. idem, 2 vols, 1951).

G. Cunninghame Graham, Santa Teresa (1894);
R. Hoornaert, Sainte Thirise, ecrivain (Paris,

1922, 1925; Brussels, 1940; Saint Teresa in Her
Writings, tr. J. Leonard, 1931); G. Etchegoyen,
UAmour divin (1923); R. Mendndez Pidal, ‘El

estilo de Santa Teresa’ in La lengua de Cristdbal

Coldn (1942); E. A. Peers, Studies of the Spanish
Mystics (1927) and Mother of Carmel (1945;

194Q; M. Auclair, Saint T. of A. (1953); J.

Papasogli, Santa T. de A. (1957).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Terkelsen, Soren (oo1639 Elsebe Christophers-

datter; tl656 or 1657), Danish poet. Mainly a
translator, notably of Opitz*, Voigtlander* and
d’Urfd*, he introduced the fashion of pastoral

poetry inDenmark by translating from the German
d’Urfd’s famous novel Astree, and a series of

pastoral poems.

Dend Hyrdinde Astrea (1645); Astree Siunge-

Choer (3 vols, 1648-54). E.B.

Terpander, Greek poet from Lesbos (7th century

B.C.) who was said to have composed lyrics at

Sparta. The genuineness even of the few fragments

that survive is disputed.

J. M. Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, I (2nd ed. 1928;

with tr. and testimonia). J.T.H.

Terrazas, Francisco de (*1525; t?1600), Mexican
poet, author of fragments of an epic on the

Conquest of Mexico. His lyric poetry is in the

Petrarchan tradition.

Poesias (ed. J. Castro Leal, 1941).—Garcia

Icazbalceta, F. de T, y otros poetas del sigh XVI
(Madrid, 1962). J.F.

Tersteegen, Gerhard (Mfirs 25 XI 1697;

tMuhlheim, Ruhr 3 III 1769), German religious

poet; the most important hynm-writer of the

German Reformed Church. His mysticism allies

him to Angelus* Silesius. John Wesley* translated

many of his hymns.

Geistliches Blumengartlein (1729; many eds);

Der Fronvnen Lotterie (1732); Erbauliche Verse

der Madame Guion (1749); coll, works (8 vols,

1844); sel. W. Nigg (with letters; 1938).

J. Julian, Dictionary of Hymnology (1907);

H. Forsthoff, Die Mystik in Ts Liedern (diss.

Bonn, 1918); G. Wolter, T.s geistliche Lyrik (diss.

Marburg, 1929); H. Blanknagele, T. als reiigidser

Erzieher (1934); A. Loschhom, T. (1946).

L.W.F.

Tertullian (Quintus Seftimius Florens Tertul^
LiANUs) (Carthage c. 160; ^ibid, c. 220), Christian

writer. He practised as a pleader and became
converted to Christianity probably c. 195, embrac-
ing with eagerness the Montanist heresy. His
numerous writings show wide reading in Latin and
Greek and arouse admiration for his boldness in

defence of an unpopular creed, although their

style is obscure and barbarous. The Apologeticus

and the De spectaculis are the most favourable

specimens and effectively attack the ambiguous
official attitude towards Christianity. J.A.W.

Migne, Patrologia Latina, I-II (1879, 1844);
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ed. A. ReifTerscheid, G. Wissowa, E. Kroymann
et ah in Corpus scriptorum ecclesiastic, Latin. ^ XX
and scattered later vols to LXXVI (1890-1957);

De anima (ed. with intro, and comm. J. H.

Waszink, 1947); Apologeticus (ed. J. E. B. Mayor
with tr. A. Souter, 1917; Apology^ tr. E. J. Daley,

1950).—Trs: T. R. Glover (1931); E. Evans

(1948-64).

T. D. Barnes, T. A Historical and Literary

Study (1971). J.A.W. (J.D.)

Tesselschade, Maria Visscher (*25 III 1594;

ooXI 1623 A. Crombalch [t24 VI 1634]; t20 VI

1649), Dutch poet, younger daughter of Roemer
Visscher*, who gave her the sobriquet Tesselschade.

Her excellent education and universal talents yet do

not exalt her to the rank of genius. She wrote some
beautiful poems and charming letters to Hooft*,

Huygens* van Baerle* and other friends of the

MUiDERKRiNO whom she inspired by her persona-

lity. She tolerated Huygens’ coarse jokes about her

conversion and deserved Brederode’s* adoration,

Hooft’s friendship and Vondel’s* respectful

poems to ‘Eusebia’.

One song pub. in Minneplicht ende kuysheyts^

kamp (1625); other poems in Verscheyde Neder-

duytsche Gedichten (1659).

J. Scheltema, Anna en M. J., de dochters van

Roemer Visscher (1808); E. Gosse, *M. T.* in

Studies in the Literature ofNorthern Europe (1 879)

;

G. de Rudder, De Tessela Romeria (1900); J. F. M.
Sterck, ‘Vondel, Eusebia, T.’ in Van onzen Tijd,

XI (1911),‘Tessalica’ in Tqdschr. v. Nederl. Taal-

en Lett., XL (1921) and Hoofdstukken over Vondel
en zijn Kring (1923); J, A, Worp, Een onwaerdeer^

lycke vrouw (1918); C. Bruining, *M. T. V.’ in

Onze Eeuw, XVII (1919); A. Verwey, ‘T.’ in

Froza, V (1922); P. Brachin, ‘T., femmesavante* in

jStudes de littirature nierlandaise (1955).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Tessin, Carl Gustaf, Count (*1695; tl770), son
of the architect Nicodemus Tessin the younger,

Swedish statesman and patron ofculture. A leading

diplomat and politician from 1720 till 1761,

Tessin acted as tutor to Gustav* HI while he was
Crown Prince. A noted art connoisseur and col-

lector, he ruined himself fmancially, so that his

collections largely came into public ownership;

he was a patron of Linn6* and others.

En gammal mans bref till en spM prints (1751);

En dldre mans bref till en stadigare prints (1753);

C. G, T. dagbok, 1757 (1824); Dagbok, 1748-1752

(ed. S. Leijonhufvud, 1915),—Skrifter (ed. G.
Frunck, 1882-83).—For Eng. trs see N. Afzelius,

Books in English on Sweden (Stockholm, 1951).

S. Leijonhufvud in Ord och bild (1906 and 1931)

and Omkring C. G, T. (2 vols, 1917-18); W. Holst,

C. <?. T, (1936). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K.

Testi, Fulvio (*Ferrara 23 VIH 1593; ool614

Anna Leni; fModena 28 VIII 1646), Italian lyric

poet. He served the Dukes of Este until his restless-

ness and ambition induced him to plot against

them. He was imprisoned and died shortly after-

wards from natural causes. As a poet he began in

the wake of Marino*, but soon, following

Chiabrera’s* example, turned to imitation of

classical antiquity, and achieved at times a choice

and lofty style, praised by Leopardi*. Testi’s fame
was much enhanced by his fervent patriotic poems
addressed to Charles Emmanuel I of Savoy.

Rime (1613; with adds, 1617); Poesie Liriche

(1627-48); Lettere (ed. M. L. Doglio, 3 vols, 1967);

many unpub. letters ed. Varini in Studi Secen-

teschi, XII (1972) and XHI il9iy),—Raccolta

generale delle poesie (1653).

G. Tiraboschi, Vita di F. T, (1780); E. Massano,
Vita di F. T, (1900); A. Zamboni, F. T, (1939).

U.L.

Teternikov, Fedor Kuz’mich: see Sologub, Fedor.

Tetmajer, Kazimierz Przerwa (Ludzimierz 12 II

1865; tWarsaw 18 I 1940), Polish author. The
leading poet of the first phase of Polish modernism
(Mloda Polska), his work is typical of the European

fin de sidcle. Most important are the two volumes

of poetry of 1893 and 1898. He shocked his

contemporaries with strikingly sensual and erotic

poetry. His preoccupation with the folk-lore of the

Tatra mountains is expressed in his verses and in

the tales in dialect (Na Skalnym Podhalu), He also

wrote some feverishly emotional prose works

reminiscent of Przybyszewski*. He became

mentally ill soon after the First World War.

verse: Poezje (7 series, 1891-1912); Erotyki

(1905).—short stories: Ksiqdz Piotr (1894;

‘Father Peter’, tr. A. F. Tait in Slavon. and East

Eur. Rev., XVI, 1937-38); Na Skalnym Podhalu

(7 ser., .1903-12; Tales of the Tatras, tr. H. E.

Kennedy and Z. Umifiska, 1941).—novels:

Aniol imierci (2 vols, 1898; UAngelo della morte^

tr. M, Grigoriena and M. Visetti, 1930); Panm
Mery (1901); Rt61 Andrzej (1909; Konig Andreas^

tr. C. Lodygowski, 1914) and sequel Grafal (1910);

Koniec epopei (3 vols, 1913-16).

—

splays: Rewolueja

(1906; Die Revolution, tr. E. Goldscheider, 1907);

Judasz (1917).—Poezje (4 vols, 1923); Wybdr

poezji (1936); Poezje wybrane (1968).

A. Mazanowski, K. P. T. (1911); Z. Wasilewski,

Wspdlczesni (1924); Z. Dqbicki, ‘K. P. T.’ in

Portrety, I (1927). S.S. (P.H.)

Thackeray, William Makepeace (Calcutta 18

VII 1811 ; 001836 Isabella Shawe; fLondon 24 XII

1863), English novelist. His birth in India, his

schooling in London and Cambridge (where began

his friendship with Edward FitzGerald* and

William Henry Brookfield), his living abroad,

largely affected his choice of scenes and the

personages of his fiction. Until Vanity Fair
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(1847-48) he used pseudonyms and, though
writing mainly small things, was working towards

fiction on a large scale: the new practice of pub-

lishing novels in monthly parts enabled him to

achieve this; no other novel in monthly parts

reached a higher number than Pendemis and The

Virginians, which reached 24. Even the work of his

apprenticeship has many signs of greatness: he was
a bom story-teller—the loss of his fortune in 1833

may have helped him to become the voluminous

great writer he was born to be. His ideal from the

start was the sound one of a flowing and hurrying

simplicity of narrative, and it is by that means that

his subtlety as well as his streng^ and tenderness

is conveyed; his style has the unaffected spon-

taneous grace of good conversation. Like other

novelists he draws for many of his personages on
his memory of people he knew. It has been thought

that he did not transform them enough in the pro-

cess of transferring them into his books. But the

transformation was as complete as the caricatures

of himself, introduced as illustrations in some of

his books—^he was an accomplished draughtsman.

When we have noted the place of his friends in his

fiction, we are still left with a thousand figures the

originals of which are unknown—^Thackeray bears

down his critics by the sheer amount ofhis writings,

which are always buoyant and never turgid or

pretentious. The emotional colour of his work is as

delicate as that of Henry James*. Those who hold

it to be cynical are no more perceptive than those

who hold it to be sentimental. He is a brilliant

satirist but a kindly one, and where his pathos is

deepest it is not wi&out touches of astringency. In

his personal life the insanity of his wife from 1840

onwards threw him on the kindness of his friends

—^in particular his mother, Mrs Brookfield and
SallyBaxter—and led him to cultivate the pleasures

afforded him by his daughters. Now that most of

his letters are collected, we can appreciate the

fascinating agility and ceaseless felicity, of bis

day-to-day writing which, in slightly more formal

shape, makes the Roundabout Papers (1860-63)

perhaps the finest collection of essays in the

language.

The Yellowplush Correspondence (1837); Cathe-

rine (1839-40)); The Paris Sketch Book (1840);

The Second Funeral ofNapoleon (1841); Hie Irish

Sketch Book (1843); Barry Lyndon (1844); Notes

ofa Journey from Comhill to Grand Cairo (1846);

The Book ofSnobs (1846); Pendennis (1848; com-
pleted 1850); Rebecca and Rowena (1849); Henry
Esmond (1852); The English Humourists (1853);

The Newcomes (1853; completed 1855); The Rose
and the Ring (1854); The Virginians (1857; com-
pleted 1859); The Four Georges (1860); Lovel the

Widower (1860); Philip (1861; completed 1862);

Denis Duval (1863; never completed); Letters and
Private Papers (ed. G. N. Ray, 1945-46).

H. A. Taine, Histoire de la litterature anglaise, V
(1859); W. C. Roscoe, Poems and Essays (2 vols,

1860); A. Trollope, T. (1879); W. C. Brownell,

Victorian Prose Masters (1902); A. T, Quiller-

Couch, Charles Dickens and Other Victorians

(1925); G. Saintsbuiy, A Consideration of T
(1931); J. W. Dodds, T, A Critical Portrait

(1941); G. N. Ray, ‘Vanity Fair’ in Trans. Roy.
Soc. of Lit., new sen, (1950), The Buried

Life (1952) and T (2 vols, 1955-58); G. Tillotson,

J. the Novelist (1954); J. Loofbourow, T, and the

Form of Fiction (1964); T: The Critical Heritage

(ed. G. Tillotson and D. Hawes, 1968).

G.T. (M.A.)

Thales of Miletus in Ionia, the first Greek
philosopher. His date is uncertain, but he predicted

the solar eclipse of 585 b.c. He wrote nothing

himselfand was variously reported by later writers.

He began the structure of Greek cosmology by
seeking the material from which the world was
formed, and decided on water, probably because

water seemed to have life and movement in it.

He was thus the first to offer a universal explana-

tion of the cosmos based on observation and
reasoning.

H. Diels, Die Fragments der Vorsokratiker, I (6th

ed. 1951 ; Ancilla to the Pre-Socratic Philosophers,

tr. K. Freeman, 1948).

R. G. Collingwood, The Idea of Nature (1945);

J. Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy (4th ed. 1945);

W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy,

I (1962). D.J.F.

Theer, Otakar (Czemowitz 16 II 1880; fPrague
20 XII 1917), Czech poet. A talented lyric poet,

strongly influenced by O. Bfezina* and the Sym-
bolist tradition, his promising work was cut short

by an early death.

Dilo (ed. A. Novdk and A. M. Pi§a, 3 vols,

1930-31).

A. M. PiSa, O. T (2 vols, 1928-33). R.A.

Themistius (*Paphlagonia c. 317; 388), Greek
rhetorician and philosopher. He taught rhetoric in

Constantinople from c, 345, and became senator,

Prefect of the dty 383-384, and tutor of the future

Emperor Arcadius. Author of 34 speeches, which
provide interesting evidence for pagan political

thought in thecentury of the victory ofChristianity,

and of paraphrases of certain works of Aristotle*.

Orationes (ed. W. Dindorf, 1832; ed. H.
Schenkl and G. Downey, 2 vols, 1965-71); Para-

phrases (ed. M. Wallies et aL in Commentaria in

Aristotelem Graeca, 1903).

L. M6ridier, Le philosophe T devant Vopinion

de ses contemporains (1906); V. Valdenberg, ‘Les

discours politiques de T. dans leur rapport avec
I’antiquitd’ in I^zantion, I (1924); H. F, Bouchery,
Bijdrage tot de studie van T*s leven en persoonlig-

heid (1934-35) and T in LibanW brieven (1936);

G. Dagron, ‘L’empire remain d’orient au IVe
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siecle et les traditions politiques de ThelMnisme.

Le t6moignage de Themistios’ in Travaux et

Memoires du Centre de Recherche d’Hist. et

Civilisation Byzantines, III (1968; major stud.).

R.B.

Theobald, Lewis (^Sittingbourne 1688; fLondon
18 IX 1744), English editor of Shakespeare* who
for his Shakespeare Restored^ critizing Pope’s*

edition, was made the first hero of The Dunciad,

Shakespeare Restored and Theobald’s own subse-

quent edition of Shakespeare (1733) show acumen,

taste and scholarship, equipping him as an out-

standing textual critic. He also wrote plays, trans-

lated Sophocles* and did hack work for the

theatre.

Shakespeare Restored: or^ a Specimen of many
Errors, as well committed, as unamended by Mr
Pope, in his late Edition ofthis Poet (1726); Double

Falsehood (1727; prob. by T. himself, based on old

play).

R. F. Jones, L. T., With Some Unpublished

Letters (1919). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Theocritus (*Syracuse 320-300 b.c.), Greek pastoral

poet. He studied under Philetas* in Cos, unsuccess-

fully appealed to Hiero II of Syracuse for patronage

in 275 and successfully to Ptolemy Philadelphus,

and was in Alexandria before 270. Later he was
probably again in Cos. His poems are partly

pastorals, partly dramatic representations of city

life, partly mythological. The pastoral theme is

inspired by genuine love of the countiy, now far

distant from the Greeks who lived in Alexandria.

But he is also a learned Alexandrian poet drawing
on literary sources (e.g. Philoxenus* for the

Cyclops, and Sophron* for the Adonis feast).

Nevertheless he achieves freshness and im-
mediacy. T.B.L.W.

A. S. F. Gow, T. (2 vols, with tr. and comm.,
2nd ed. 1952) and The Greek Bucolic Poets (tr.;

1953). A.H.G.

Theodore Balsamon (*ConstantinopIe; fl, second
half 12th century). Bishop of Antioch. He wrote a
much-used commentary on the canons of the

great Church Councils, and his work contains

valuable information on many aspects ofByzantine

life.

Syntagma XIV titulorum (and other works; ed.

G. A. Ralli and M. Potli, II~III, 1852-53); Migne,
Patrologia Graeca, CXIX (1864), CXXXVII-
CXXXVin (1865; all with Lat. tr.).

E. Herman, ‘B.’ in Dictionnaire de droit cano-

nique, II (ed. R, Naz, 1937; exceUent art. with

biblio.). J.M.H.

Theodore Gazes (*Thessalonica c. 1370; tl475),

Byzantine humanist who settled in Italy and wrote
on the early history of the Turks in a letter ad-

dressed to Francesco Filelfo*.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CLXI (1866; with

Lat. tr.). J.M.H.

Theodoren Lascaris, Byzantine Emperor 1254-58,

son of John III Vatatzes and pupil of Nicephorus*

Blemmydes. He left letters, orations and theo-

logical writings.

Epistulae (ed. N. Festa, 1898). J.M.H.

Theodore Metochites (*1260; tl332), Byzantine

statesman and scholar. He wrote on philosophy,

rhetoric, astronomy, ancient literature and also

left letters and poetry. It was in his household that

Nicephorus* Gregoras was a student. He founded
the monastery of the Chora and when misfortune

befell him, he retired there as a monk. Much of his

work remains impublished. J.M.H.

Miscellanea (ed. C.-G. Muller and T. Kiessling,

1821); poetry ed. M. Treu (1895); R. Guilland,

‘Les poesies inedites de Theodore Metochite’ in

&udes byzantines (1959).

Ch. Diehl, Etudes byzantines (1905) ; I. SevCenko,

itudes siir la polemique entre Theodore Metochite

et Nicephore Choumnos (1962). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Theodore of Mopsucstia (*Antioch; 428),

Greek ecclesiastical writer, pupil of Libanius* and
Diodorus of Tarsus, friend of John* Chrysostom;

Bishop of Mopsuestia from 392. Author of many
exegetic and dogmatic works, surviving largely in

excerpts or Syriac translations. He is a thorough-

going adherent of the Antiochene school of literal

and historical interpretation. Long suspect as a

forerunner of Nestorianism, he was anathematized

in 553.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, LXVI (with Lat. tr.;

1859; very incomplete); H. B. Swete, Theodori

Mopsuesteni episcopi in epistolas Pauli commentariU

The Latin Version with the Greek Fragments (2

vols, 1880-82); J. B. Chabot, Commentarius

Theodori Mopsuesteni in Evangelium S, Johannis,

Versio Syriaca, I (1897; all published); Commen-
tary of r. ofM. on the Nicene Creed (1933 ; Syriac

and Eng.); Commentary ofT ofM. on the Lord's

Prayer and Sacraments (1933 ; Syriac and Eng.).

L. Pirot, Uceuvre exegetique de T. de Af. (1913);

L. Patterson, T, ofM. andModern Thought (1926);

H. Lietzmann, Die Liturgie des T, von M. (1934);

R. Devreesse, Essai sur T. de M. (1948). R.B.

Theodore Prodromus, sometimes called Ptocho-
PRODROMUS, ‘Poor Prodromus’ (til 66), Byzantine

writer and poet. He frequented the courts of

John II Comnenus and Manuel I and lost no
opportunity for presenting poems and addresses to

all in authority, constantly bemoaning his poverty.

He had on occasion a lively and satirical turn of

mind, and both poetry and prose works are

valuable sources for contemporary social and
political life. Some of his writings are in the

vernacular and not all have yet been published.
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Works attributed to him cover a wide range, from

a novel in verse {Rodanthe and Dosicles) to satire

after the model of Lucian* and religious poetry.

J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXXXIII (with Lat.

tr.; 1864); Catomyomachia (ed. P. Markakos,

1955); Der byzantinische Katz-Mduse-Krieg (ed.

H. Hunger, 1968); D. C. Hesseling and H. Pemot,
Formes prodromiques en grec vulgaire (1910).

S. D. Papadimitriu, Feodor Prodrom (Odessa,

1905); A. P. Kazhdan in Vizantiiskii Vremennik,

XXIV (1964). J.M.H.(R.B.)

Theodoret (*Antioch c. 393 ; t458), Greek Christian

writer, Bishop of Cyrrhus in Syria. Author ofmany
exegetic, apologetic, historical and dogmatic works
as well as homilies and letters. An adherent of the

Antiochene school, he is lucid and factual in his

exegesis. His Ecclesiastical History continues that

of Eusebius* up to 428.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca^ LXXX-LXXXIV
(1859-60); J. Raeder, Theodoreti Graecarum

affectionum curatio (1904); L. Parmentier, T,:

Kirchengeschichte (1911); Y. Azema, Theodoret de

Cyr. Correspondance (2 vols, 1955-64).

—

The

Ecclesiastical History^ Dialogues^ and Letters of T.

(tr. B. Jackson, 1892).

A. Giildenpenning, Die Kirchengeschichte des

T. von Kyrrhos: eine Untersuchmg ihrer Quellen

(1889); K. Gunther, T. von Cyrus und die Kdmpfe
in der orientalischen Kirche (1913); E. Schwartz,

Zur Schriftstellerei Ts (Sitzungsberichte der

Bayerischen Akad. der Wissenschaften, 1922, No.

1); M. M. Wagner, ‘A chapter in Byzantine

epistolography: the letters of T. of Cyrus’ in

Dumbarton Oaks Papers, IV (1948); Y. Az6ma,
Theodoret de Cyr d^apris sa correspondance (1952);

P. Canivet, Histoire d’une entreprise apologetique

au Ve siicle (1957). R.B.

Theodore the Studlte (*759; Byzantine

theologian. He became Abbot of the important

Studite house in Constantinople but was exiled

for his violent iconophile views. After his death he
was canonized. He left numerous writings, mainly

sermons and letters and some poetry, all of which
reveal him as an inspired interpreter of the

monastic way of life. J.M.H.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, XCIX (1860; with

Lat. tr.); A. Mai and J. Cozza-Luzi, Nova Patrum
bibliotheca^ VIII-IX (1877-88); E. Auvray, Theo-

dori parva catechesis (1891); poems ed. P. Speck

(1968).

A. Gardner, T, of Stadium (1905; now needs

revision); I. Hausherr, Saint Thiodore Studite:

Vhonvne etVasckte (1926; with biblio.).

J.M.H. (R.B,)

Theodulf of Orleans (*North Spain c. 760; fc. 821),

Carolingian poet of Gothic race. Widely read in

the Latin classics, the Fathers and the Christian

Latin poets, he became one of the brightest

ornaments of the court of Charlemagne, who
made him Bishop of Orleans and employed him as

a missus dominicus. Under Louis the Pious he was

imprisoned, and in his prison he is said to have

composed his Palm Sunday poem Gloria, laus et

honor, part of which became a processional hymn.

His poems carry on the rhetorical tradition and are

valuable historical and cultural documents,

especially Ad Carolum regem and Versus contra

iudices.

Ed. E. Dummler in Monumenta Germaniae

historica, Poeti Latini aevi Carolini, I (1881);

Analecta hymnica medii aevi, L (1907); Migne,

Patrologia Latina, CV (1851).

C. Cuissard, Theodulfe, eviqued*Orleans (1892),

F.J.E.R.

Theodulus Monachus: see Thomas Magistros.

Theognis, Greek elegiac poet from Megara (6th

century b.c.). A large collection of short poems

(some certainly spurious) has come down under

his name. Maxims of general application (often

addressed to a certain Cyrnus) are found together

with verses of a political colouring: the latter seek

to protect the privileges of the aristocracy against

democratic encroachments.

Eds: D. Young (1961); J. M. Edmonds, Elegy

and Iambus (1931; with tr.); T. Hudson-Williams,

The Elegies of T, (1910; with comm.); M. L.

West, Iambi et elegi Graeci, I (1971).

J. Kroll, T Interpretationen (1936); C. M.
Bowra, Early Greek Elegists (1938). J.T.H.

Theophanes ‘the Confessor’ (t818), Byzantine

historian. He entered the monastery he had
founded near Sigriane on the sea of Marmora. He
opposed Leo V’s iconoclastic policy and was
therefore exiled to Samothrace. EKs Chrono-

graphia, written c. 810-815 to complete the work

of his friend George* Syncellus, covers the period

284-813. It is particularly valuable for the 7th and

8th centuries because it appears to draw on
sourcesnow lost, and for the period ofTheophanes’

own life when it is probably to some extent based

on oral evidence. In style he stands mid-way

between classical and popular Greek. A Latin

translation was made c. 873-875 by the Papal

librarian Anastasius. In both the Greek and the

Latin worlds Theophanes was much used by

later chroniclers.

Chronographia (crit. ed. C. de Boor, 2 vols,

1883-85); Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CVIII

(1863; with Lat. tr.); L. Breyer, Bilderstreit und
Arabersturm in Byzanz (1957; part. Ger. tr.).

G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica (2nd ed. 1958).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Theophanes Continuatus, the title of a work
apparently commissioned by the 10th-century
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Byzantine Emperor Constantine* VII Porphyro-

genitus. The first four books, continuing Theo-

phanes* from 813 to 867, and Bk V on Basil I

(867-886) are strongly pro-Macedonian, and Bk V
appears to have been written by Constantine

himself. Bk VI, 886-961 (where it breaks off

abruptly), drawing largely on Georgius Con-
tinuatus, is pro-Lecapenid and was probably

commissioned later in Nicephorus II Phocas*

reign. J.M.H.

Ed. 1. Bekker (1838; with Lat. tr.); Migne,

Patrologia Graeca^ CIX (1863; with Lat. tr.).

H. G. Nickels, ‘The Continuatio Theophanis* in

Trans, and Proc. Amer. Philol. Assoc., LXVIII

(1937); R. J. H. Jenkins, ‘The classical background

of the Scriptores post Theophanem* in Dumbarton
Oaks Papers, VIII (1954); G. Moravcsik, Byzan-*

tinoturcica (2nd ed. 1958). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Theophrastus of Eresus (*c. 370; tc. 286 b.c.),

Greek philosopher. He went to Athens before the

death of Plato*, but soon afterwards joined

Aristotle* in Assos and Mitylene: he became
Aristotle's most notable pupil and succeeded him
as head of the Peripatetic school in 323/322. He
wrote a great deal, on all the subjects studied by his

master. The surviving works include Metaphysics,

Enquiry Into Plants, Aetiology of Plants and some
minor scientific treatises; the Characters, his most
readable book, is a collection of descriptions of

typical bad characters. His history of physics

survives in quotations and provides good evidence

for the views ofearly philosophers. After Aristotle’s

CTeative enterprise, what was needed was consoli-

dation and detailed research: this was admirably

supplied by Theophrastus’ diligent scholarship.

H. Diels, Doxographi Graeci (1879); Characters

(ed. idem, 1910; ed. with tr. J. M. Edmonds,
1929); Historia plantariim (ed. with tr. A. F. Hort,

2 vols, 1916); Metaphysics (ed. and tr. W. D. Ross
and F. H. Fobes, 1929); De lapidibus (ed. D. E.

Eichholz, 1965).—Coll, texts (ed. F. Wimmer,
1854-64).

O. Regenbogen, ‘T. von Eresos’ in A. Pauly,

G. Wissowa et al, ReaUEncyclopddie der classic

schen Altertumswissenschaft, supp. V (1950; most
complete account),—O. Navarre, Caractires de

Theophraste (1924); R. Walzer, Magna Moralia

iind aristotelische Ethik (1929); G. Senn, Entwick-

lung der biologischen Forschungsmetkode in der

Antike (1933); F. Dirlmeier, Die Oikeiosis-Lehre

Theophrasts (1937); R. Stromberg, Theophrastea

(1937); I. M. Bochenski, La logique de Theophraste

(1947); P. Steinmetz, Die Physik des Theophrast

(1964). D.J.F.

Theophylact of Bulgaria (Theophylact Hephaes-

tus) (tc. 1118), Archbishop of Ochrida, Byzantine

scholar. He was tutor to Michael VIPs son and
later (perhaps in Alexius I Comnenus’ reign) head

of the Bulgarian Church. His writings include

theological commentaries, poems, letters and
speeches. They are important for Bulgarian histoiy

and for their reflection of the learning and interests

of an educated Byzantine of the late 11th century.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXXIII-CXXVI
(1864; with Lat. tr.).

A. Leroy-Molinghen, ‘Prolegomenes a une
edition critique des “Lettres”’ in Byzantion, XIII

(1938); G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica (2nd ed.

1958); P. Gautier, ‘ Le discours de Theophylacte de
Bulgarie a I’autocrator Alexis I Comn^ne’ in Rev.

des fitudes Byzantines, XX (1962).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Theophylact Simocattes (fl, first half 7th century),

Byzantine historian. According to Photius* he was
a high ofiSicial under Heraclius. His letters and
Quaestiones physicae are in the nature of youthful
exercises. His History covers Maurice’s reign

(582-602). He had access to official documents and
used contemporary oral evidence and, in spite of

an antiquarian flavour and a weakness for tall

stories, his work is of considerable historical value.

J.M.H.

Crit. ed. C. de Boor (1887); ed. I. Bekker

(1834; with Lat. tr.); Quaestiones physicae (ed. L.

Massa Positano, 1953).

O. Veh, Untersuchiingen zit dem byzantinischen

Historiker Tlu S, (1957); G. Moravcsik, Byzantino^

turcica (2nd ed. 1958). J.M.H. (R.B.)

Theopompus (*Chios 376 B.c.), Greek historian,

pupil in Athens of Isocrates*. Author of Hellenica,

continuing Thucydides* from 410 to 394,

Philippica, a discursive account of the Greek world
in the time of Philip II of Macedonia, and minor

works, all surviving in excerpts. Combining pathos

with rhetoric, he sought to win the emotional

participation of the reader in the events recounted.

F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen

Historiker, IIB and IID (1929-30).

E. Meyer, T: Hellenika (1909); W. Schranz,

T: Philippika (1912); A. Momi^iano, ‘Studi sulla

storiografia ... I: Teopompo’ in Rivista di filol.,

LIX (1931); W. R. Connor, T. and Fifth Century

Athens (1968). R.B.

Theriault, Yves (Quebec 28 XI 1915; oo21 IV

1942 Germaine Blanche!), Canadian novelist and

story-writer. His first book ofshort stories attracted

immediate attention by its power of tragic sym-

bolism, its characters being rather embodiments of

primitive instincts than persons. This symbolic

quality has continued, but with increasing attention

to clwacter-drawing, in subsequent books, in

which there is a growing sense of irony. Th6riault

is a prolific writer, in English as well as French, and

has explored a wide variety of subject-matter

including the problems of ethnic groups such as

Indians, Eskimos and Jews.
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Contes pour un homme seal (1944); La fille laide

(1950); Le dompteur d'ours (1951); Les vendeurs du
temple (1951); Aaron (1954); Agaguk (1958; tr.

M. Chapin, 1963); Ashini (1960; tr. Mem^ 1961);

Les commettants de Caridad (1961); Amour au
gout de mer (1961); La rose de pierre (1964);

Vappelante (1967).

J. Menard, ‘Y. T. ou revolution d’un romancier’

in Rev. Dominicaine, LXVI (1960).

B.K.S. (R.Su.)

Thirio, Adrien, pseud, of Adrien Theruult
(*Saint-Modeste, Quebec 15 VIII 1925), Canadian
novelist, critic, story writer and Professor. Editor

of the annual review of literary activities Livres et

Auteurs quebecois and of two anthologies of

French-Canadian literature.

Les braves annees (1953); La soif et le mirage

(1960); Mes beaux meurtres (1961); Le printemps

qui pleure (1962); Un palen chez les pingouins

(1970).

—

criticism: Jules Fournier^ Journaliste de

combat (1955) ; Le mors auxflanc (1965). R.Su.

Thespis (Jl, 6th century b.c.), the first Athenian

tragic poet. He won a victory c. 534 but stories

connect him with Solon* (c. 560). He is credited

with the introduction of actor and masks into a
performance previously wholly choral.

M.L.C.; T.B.L.W.

Bruno Snell, Tragicorum Graecorum fragmenta,

I (1971).—^A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb,

Tragedy and Comedy (2nd ed. 1962). E.W.H.

Thibaut IV, Count of Champagne and Brie

(?30 V 1201; t?Pamplona 7 VII 1253), French
poet. A member of the league of nobles who
opposed the Queen-Mother, Blanche de Castile,

after the death of Louis VIII in 1226, he soon
deserted his associates. He succeeded his maternal

uncle on the throne of Navarre in 1234 and led the

Crusade of 1239. The view, once popular, that he
was in love with Blanche rests on very slender

foundations. His poetry, written mainly after 1234,

consists of courtly lyrics in the conventional

genres, with a few religious poems (chansons de

croisade, serventois and songs to the Virgin) in

addition. Some 60 poems are extant. A writer of

considerable ease and fluency, thoroughly con-

ventional in form and substance, and writing at a
time when allegorical personification was invading

the lyric, Thibaut is perhaps the most representative

of the 13th-centuiy poets.

A. Wallenskold, Les chansons de T, de C. (1925).

H. Petersen Dyggve, Onomastique des trouvires

(1934). F.W,

Thibaut de Blaison (first mention 1206; t21 III/l

XII 1229), French lyric poet from Blaison (Maine-

et-Loire). An important political figure, he was at

the siege of Calatrava in 1212 and is mentioned as

seneschal of Poitou in 1227. His 13 extant poems
(five without name of author) include tvfopastour^

elles, two chansons de mal-mariee and eight

chansons d^amour which, although conventional in

sentiment, are as a whole light and melodious,

using as they do refrains and short metres.

Eds: J. Brakelmann in Lesplus anciens chanson-

niers frangais, II (1896); A. Pinguet, Les chansons

et pastourelles de Thibaud de B, (1930).

P. Paris in Histoire litteraire de la France,

XXIII (1856); H. Petersen Dyggve, Onomastique

des trouvires (1934). F.W.

Ndrekssaga: see nibelungenued, text and biblio.

Thierry, Jacques Nicolas Augustin (Blois 10 V
1795; tParis 22 V 1856), French historian. Thierry

was born in modest circumstances, educated at the

ficole Normale, acted as secretary to Saint-Simon*,

and engaged in journalism before devoting himself

to history. In 1826 he became blind, but his wife’s

devoted help enabled him to continue his work
until he died. He was the author of a theory based

on racial antagonisms, which he considerably

modified in later life. He had a fondness for

dramatic episode and for primitive simplicities, as

well as a strong feeling for the picturesque aspects

of history which makes him one of the great

Romantic historians.

Dix ans etudes historiques (1834); Histoire de

la conquite de VAngleterrepar les Normands (1825)

;

Becits des temps merovingiens (1840); Essai sur

Vhistoire de la formation et des progr^s du Tiers

£tat (1853).—CEuvres completes (9 vols, 1883).

A. Augustin Thierry, A, T. (1922); A. Dupront,

A, T. (1935). M.G.; J.P.R.

Thierry of Chartres (*before 1155), brother of the

famous Platonist Bernard of Chartres, whose
writings have not survived, was Chancellor of the

school of Chartres (1141). His Heptateuchon is a
manual of teaching of the liberal arts, which
included the study of classical authors. His De
septem diebus et sex operum distinctionibus is an
attempt to reconcile Genesis with Plato’s* Timaeus

and the commentary of Chalcidius. He also wrote

commentaries on Boethius*.

Ed. B. Haur6au as ‘De sex dierum operibus’ in

Notices et extraits de quelques MSS latins de la

Bibliothique Nationale, I (1890); commentaries ed.

N. M. Haring in Archives d’hist. doctrinale et

litt6raire (1956, 1958, 1960).

J. M. Parent, La doctrine de la creation dans

Vecole de Chartres (1938); P. Delhaye in Mediaeval
Stud., XI (1949). F.J.E.R. aor.)

Thijm: see Alberdingk Thijm.

Thoby-Marcelin, Philippe (*1904), Haitian poet

and novelist. Influenced by P. J. Toulet* and
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Apollinaire*, he is a love and nature poet. His

novels, written in collaboration with his brother,

Pierre Marcelin, are mainly about peasant life

with social comment. They have been much
admired by the American critic Edmund Wilson*.

verse: La negresse adolescente (1932); Dialogue

avec la femme endormie (1941); Lago-Lago (intro.

Valery Larbaud, 1943); A fonds perdu (Paris,

1953).-—novels: Canape-Vert (New York, 1944;

Eng. tr. under same title, ibid,^ 1944); La bite de

Musseau (ibid.^ 1946; with intro. Edmund Wilson,

London, 1951); Le crayon de Dieu (1952; tr. The

Pencil of God, Cambridge, Mass, and London,

1951); Tousleshommessontfoils(Nm York, 1970;

tr. All Men Are Mad, intro. Edmund Wilson,

m,, 1970). D.P.

Thoma, Ludwig (*Oberammergau 21 I 1867;

tRottach 26 VIII 1921), German humorist, prose

writer and poet. Editor of the outstanding German
periodical Simplirissimus, he was an ingenious

creator of comic Bavarian types, a master of

naughty verse in the tradition of Wilhelm Busch*,

and a brilliant narrator of humorous episodes.

Moral (comedy; 1909; tr. H. Bernstein, 1909).

—

autobiography; Eritmerungen (1919); Ein Leben
in Briefen (1963).

—

Gesammelte Werke (ed. A.
Knaus, 8 vols, 1956).

F. Dehnow, L. T. (1925); E. Hederer, L. T
(1941); R. Zierch, L. T (1964); G. Thumser, L. T
und seine Welt (1966). R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Thomas (author of Honi), 12th-century Anglo-
Norman poet (no certain biography). His romance
of Horn may be based ultimately on English or

Scandinavian tradition, but as he tells it it is a
highly romanticized epic in the Old French style

exploiting the theme of ‘exile and return* and
bringing in many of the stock motifs used in the

French literature of the time.

Ed. M. K, Pope (2 vols; I, text, 1955; II, intro.,

rev. and completed T. B. W. Reid, 1964).

W. H. Schofield, ‘The story of Horn and
Rimenheld’ in Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc, Amer.,
XVIII (1903); M, K. Pope, ‘The romance of Horn
and King Horn^ in Medium Aevum, XXV (1956);

S. Hofer, ‘Horn et Rimel’ in Romanische
Forschungen, LXX (1958). F.W.

Thomas (author of Tristan), 12th-century French
poet who wrote in England, possibly at the court

of Henry II. The concluding episodes of his Tristan

are still extant, and a good idea of the lost portion

can be formed from three foreign adaptations—the

Norse Tristramssaga (13th century), the poem of

Gottfried* von Strassburg and the Middle English

Sir Tristrem, He adapts the archetypal version of

the Tristan poem for a coiutly audience. Strongly

influenced in technique by Wace*, he makes the

story illustrate the ideal of constancy in love.

Laboured dialectical analyses by a character of his

own attitude in a given situation are characteristic

of the extant portions of the poem. The style is

somewhat stiff and heavy, contrasting markedly
with the melodious fluency of Gottfried. The poem
is posterior to Wace’s Brut and almost certainly

earlier than the Cligis of Chretien* de Troyes. (See
also TRISTAN AND ISEULT.)

Ed. B. Wind (1960); J. Bedier, Le roman de
Tristanpar T (2 vols, 1902-~05 ; with reconstruction

of the lost portion); Eng. tr. (completed from
Tristramssaga) R. S. Loomis (1931).

R. S. Loomis, ‘Tristan and the house of
Anjou’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., XVII (1922); M. D.
Legge in Anglo-Norman Literature (1963). F.W.

Thomas, Dylan Marlais (*Swansea 27 X 1914;
001936 Caitlin Macnamara; tSt Vincent’s Hospi-
tal, New York 9 XI 1953), Anglo-Welsh poet and
writer. Left Swansea for London as a young man
and there found fellow avant-garde artists. Later

he returned to Wales, to Laugharne and a tem-
porary security. A heavy, sociable drinker, this

trait was cruelly exposed by his fame, and resulted

in his early death while on a successful poetry-

reading tour in America. His poetry was energized

by his concern with the process of life and death,

his ‘womb-tomb’ obsession. Language, too, he
regarded as having its own energy and life, and
poetry was that organic form produced by the

breeding of images. Acutely sensitive to the sug-

gestiveness of words and the rhetorical flourishes

of sound, he was also a master-craftsman and
painstaking worker. His labour was always for

clarity, and it was in that direction that his poetry

moved after the obscurity of some of his early

work.

His play Under Milk Wood (1954), full of

dazzling language, shrewdness of observation, and
warmth of sentiment, was an instant and world-

wide success. His short stories reveal, explore and
tap the source of his literary power—his childhood
in a Welsh seaside town. He is a very powerful

and arresting voice among recent British poets.

verse: Eighteen Poems (1934); Twenty-Five

Poems (1936); Deaths and Entrances (1946);

Collected Poems (1952).

—

Adventures in the Skin

Trade (novel; 1955).

—

^stories: The Map of Love
(incl. poems; 1939); Portrait of the Artist as a

Young Dog (1940); A Prospect of the Sea (ed.

Daniel Jones, 1955).

—

The Doctor and the Devils

(film scenario; 1953).

—

Quite Early One Morning
(broadcasts; pref. Aneurin Talfan Davies, 1954).—

Selected Letters (ed. C. FitzGibbon, 1966);

Letters to Vernon Watkins (ed. Vernon Watkins,

1957); Poet in the Making: The Notebooks of
D. T, (ed. Ralph Maud, 1968).—J5br/y Prose

Writings (ed. W. Davies, 1972).

H. Treece, D. T.: ^Dog Among the Fairies'

(1949); E. Olson, The Poetry of D, T (1954);

J. A. Ralph, D. 71; A Bibliography (1956); Caitlin
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Thomas, Leftover Life to Kill (1957); D, 71; The

Legend and the Poet (ed. E. W. Tedlock, 1960);

J. M. Brinnin, Casebook on D, T. (1960); D.

Holbrook, Llareggub Revisited (1962); W. York
Tindall, A Readers Guide to D, T, (1962); R.

Maud, Entrances to D, T,^s Poetry (1963) and D. T.

in Print (1971); H. H. Kleinman, The Religious

Sonnets ofD. T (1963); J. Ackerman, D. T: Life

and Work (1964); C. FitzGibbon, The Life of
D, T, (1965); D, T Collection of Critical Essays

(ed. C. B. Cox, 1966); W. T. Moynihan, The Craft

and Art ofD. T, (196Q; D. Cleverdon, The Growth

of Under Milk Wood (1969). M.W.T.

Thomas, Gwyn (*Rhondda 1913), Anglo-Welsh
novelist and short-story writer. Once Spanish

teacher in Barry, South Wales, but now totally

involved in writing. He is a magnificent comic
writer of enormous verbal ingenuity and imagina-

tive inventiveness. Much of his best work comes
from his experience of the cosmopolitan vitality

and the grim depression of the Rhondda of his

youth. He is a brilliant spontaneous talker and
lecturer.

The Keep (play; 1962).

—

^novels: The Dark
Philosophers (1946); The Alone to the Alone (1947);

All Things Betray Thee (1949); The World Cannot
Hear You (1951); Now Lead Us Home (1952); A
Frost on My Frolic (1953); The Stranger at My
Side (1954); A Point of Order (1956); The Love
Man (1958).—SHORT stories: Where Did I Put
My Pity? (1946); Gazooka (1957); Ring Delirium

123 (1960).

Glyn Jones, The Dragon Has Two Tongues

(1968). M.W.T.

Thomas, Johann, pseuds, Matthias Jonsohn,

J. Mostain (*Leipzig 1624; ool662 Marie Elisa-

beth von Bonn; fAltenburg 1679), German poet.

After a successful career as Professor of law at

Jena he became a diplomat and finally Chancellor

of the Duchy of Saxe-Altenburg. His literary

importance rests on his pastoral novel Damon und
Lisille (1663), a delightful and individual precursor

of the 18th-century novel of sincere feeling. It

renders in stylized form his own love for his wife

(Lisille = Elisabeth) in a manner unique in Ger-
man baroque literature.

Keuscher Liebes-Beschreybung von Damon und
der Lisillen (1663; 2nd ed. 1665; repr. ed, H.
Singer and H. Gronemeyer, 1966).

K. Winkler, *Ein lange vergessener Meister-

roman des dt. Barocks und sein Verfasser’ in

Verhandlungen des Historischen Vereins fur

Oberpfalz und Regensburg, XCIV (1953); Herbert
Singer, Der dt, Roman zwischen Barock und
Rokoko (1963). L.W.F,

Thomas, (Philip) Edward (^Lambeth 3 III 1878;
C301899 Helen Noble; tin action Arras 9 IV 1917),

English poet and critic. During most of his short

career he was condemned to writing books to

order for a living, but wrote always with literary

taste about poets and with feeling about nature.

Killed in the War, he left poems whose lyrical

beautyand passion greatly enhanced his reputation.

Collected Poems (1917; ed. Walter de la Mare,

1920, \92%),—The South Country (1909); Richard

Jefferies: His Life and Work (1909); Swinburne, a
Critical Study (1912).—-autobiography: The

Childhood of E, T, (1938); Letters From E. T, to

Gordon Bottomley (1968).

Helen Thomas, As It Was (1926) and World

Without End (1931).—H. Coombes, E. T, (1956);

E. Farjeon, E, T,: The Last Four Years (1958);

W. Cooke, E, T.: A Critical Biography (1970).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Thomas, Ronald Stuart (*Cardiif 1913), Anglo-

Welsh poet. He learned Welsh as an adult, and has

been vicar first of Manafon, then of Eglwysfach,

and now of Aberdaron. Critics were slow to

recognize the quality of his eloquent, austere

poetry. He writes of the elemental struggle for

existence of the Welsh hill-farmer and of the

Welsh nation, and ruthlessly examines their

conditions of existence.

poetry: Song at the YeaPs Turning (1955);

Poetry for Supper (1958); Tares (1961); The

Bread of Truth (1963); Pieta (1966); Not That He
Brought Flowers (1968).—Sel. poems in Penguin

Modern Poets, I (1962).

Gwyn Jones, ‘The new Anglo-Welsh writers* in

The Welsh Anvil, I (1949); C. Price, ‘The poetry

of R, S. T.’, ibid,, IV (1952); M. Merchant,

‘R. S. T. since 1950’ in Crit. Quart., II.4 (1960);

R. George Thomas, R. S, T, (Writers and Their

Works, CLXVI; 1964), ‘The poetry of R. S. T.’

in Rev. Eng. Lit., III.4 (1962) and ‘Humanus
Sum; a second look at R. S. T.* in Anglo-Welsh
Rev., XVIIL42 (1968). M.W.T.

Thomas a Kempis, actually Thomas Hemerken
(*Kempen, Rhineland c. 1380; t25 VII 1471),

Dutch mystic, author of the Imitatio Christi, A
pupil at the chapter school at Deventer at the age

of 12, Thomas soon came under the spiritual

guidance of Florens Radewijns*. In 1399 he went
to the monastery of the Canons Regular, St

Agnietenberg near Zwolle; in 1406 he entered the

Order and in 1413 or 1414 was ordained priest.

Except for an interruption of three years on ac-

count of the Utrecht schism (1429-32) he lived

there until his death.

Thomas’ writings are among the most widely

circulated ascetic literature; they have been trans-

lated into well-nigh every European language and
the number of their editions surpasses 3,000. This

success is due to the poetic qualities of his prose,

but more especially to the contents, which show
both true devotion and deep psychological insight.

AlthoughThomas has written a number of spiritual
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poems he is known to us chiefly as a prose writer,

having written tracts {Soliloquium artimae, Hortulus

rosarum, Vallis liliorum), meditations, sermons,

biographies (of Geert Groote*, Florens Radewijns

etc.), a chronicle of the monastery of St Agnieten-

berg and one short work in Middle Dutch: Van

goede woerden to horen ende die to spreken,

Thomas’ main work is De imitatione Christi,

after the Bible the most widely circulated Christian

religious book. Within a few years after its first

appearance it was known all over Europe. Ever

since the 17th century its authorship has been a

subject of bitter controversies. It has been variously

ascribed to Joh. Gersen of Vercelli (defended again

lately), Jean Gerson*, Chancellor of Paris Uni-

versity, and to Geert Groote. Although the latter

candidature, for the first time defended by Jacobus

van Ginneken, has found adherents, the case for

Thomas’ authorship has in fact only been strength-

ened by this controversy.

Opera omnia (ed. M. J. Pohl, 1907-22).

—

The
Founders of the New Devotion (biogs tr. J. P.

Arthur, 1905); The Imitation of Christ (tr. L.

Sherley-Price, 1953); Middle Dutch tr. (ed. with

intro, and notes C. C. de Bruin, 1954).

A. de Backer, Essai bibliographique sur le livre

De imitatione Christi (1864; repr. 1966).—^L. M. J.

Delaiss6, Le manuscrit autographs de T a K. et

imitation de Jesus-Chrisf (2 vols, 1956); J.

Huyben and P. Debogne, Vauteur ou les auteurs

de rimitation (1957). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Thomas Aquinas, St (*Roccasecca, S. Italy

1224/25; tFossannova 7 HI 1274), perhaps the

greatest of Christian theologians. Bom into the

feudal nobility—his father was Count of Aquino
—Thomas, after attending the University of

Naples, to the displeasure of his family became a
Dominican Friar (1243/44). He studied under
Albertus* Magnus at Cologne, and then, at Paris

in 1252, began his own career as a teacher. Called

in 1259 to teach in the Papal Curia, he greatly

extended, in this period, his mastery ofAristotelian
philosophy, with the aid of fresh translations made
from the Greek by his fellow-Friar William of
Moerbeke*. Returning to Paris in 1268, he found
his powers stretched to the utmost by a wave of
Aveiroistic rationalism in the University. The next

three years brought his thought to maturity. After

a brief interlude at Naples he was called to attend

the Council of Lyons, but died on the way.
The bulk of St Thomas’ work (all in Latin)

consists of expositions and discussions of Christian

teaching and commentaries on Aristotle*. Con-
sidered as literature it represents, as a whole,

scholastic Latin at its finest, while his mastery of
medieval Latin verse-forms is shown in the hymns
he composed for the oflSce of Corpus Christi. The
authenticity of an Italian soimet ascribed to him
is doubtful.

Opera omnia (official ‘Leonine’ ed., Rome,

1882 E,),^Quaestiones disputatae (Paris, 1926 ff.);

Aristotelian commentaries (Turin, 1926-34);

Siimma contra Gentiles (repr. from ‘Leonine’ ed.

Rome, 1934); Opuscula, etc. (Paris, 1949 ff.);

Summa theologiae (general ed. T. Gilby, with trs,

London, 1963 ff.; best ed. for Eng. readers).

E. Gilson, Le Thomisme (5th ed. 1948; Eng. tr.,

with valuable ‘catalogue’ of T.’s works by I.

Eschmann, The Christian Philosophy of St T. A.,

1957); M. D. Chenu, Introduction d Vetude de

St T. d^A, (1950); A. Walz, St T. Ar. A Bio^

graphical Study (Eng. tr., 1951); K. Foster, The

Life of St T A.: Biographical Documents (1959);

V. J. Bourke, A' Search for Wisdom (1965).

K.F.

Thomasin von Zerclsere, or de Cerclaria (c. 1185-

1238), canon of Aquileia, Italian author of the

first comprehensive moral philosophy for the

German nobility, Der wdlsche Cast (1215-16;

15,000 lines). Its programme of education and

speculum are essentially practical; more learned

(Bible, Cicero*, Boethius*, William* of Conches)

is the review of virtues and vices. Digressions on
German romance (‘fictions’, but useful for the

unschooled), and on Walther* von der Vogelweide

(whose anti-Papal poems Thomasin regrets). He
was often copied and influential. (See Freidank*;

Hugo* von Trimberg.)

Ed. H. Ruckert (1852; repr. 1965).

H. Teske, Th. von Z., der Mami imd sein Werk

(1933); J. Muller, Studien zur Ethik und Meta^

physik des Th, von Z. (1935); F. W. von Kries,

Textkritische Untersuchimg (1967). F.P.P.

Thomas Magistros, or Theodulus Monachus
from his monastic name {fl, 13th-14th centuries),

Byzantine scholar of the literary circles of

Andronicus II Palaeologus. His main work was a

philological text-book; he also left scholia on
classical authors, orations and letters.

Migne, Patrologia Graeca, CXLV (1865; with

Lat. tr.); Ecloga vocum Atticarum (ed. F. Ritschl,

1832).

J. Irigoin, Histoire du texts de Pindar

e

(1952);

A, Turyn, Studies in the Manuscript Tradition of

the Tragedies of Sophocles (1952) and The Byzan-

tine Manuscript Tradition of the Tragedies of

Euripides (1957); A. Tuilier, Recherches critiques

sur la tradition du texts d'Ewripide (1968).

J.M.H. (R.B.)

Thomas of Cantimpre (*Leuw St-Pierre 1201;

tl5 V 1272), Dominican preacher and theologian,

studied at Cologne under Albertus* Magnus. His

activities extended into Germany, Belgium and

France. In addition to several works on philosophy,

theology and hagiography, he wrote an encyclo-

paedia on the nature and properties of creatures

entitled De natura rerum and an allegorical treatise

on bees, called Bonum universale de apibus.
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Eine altfranzdsische moralisierende Bearbeitung

des Liber de monstruosis hominibus Orientis aus

T. von C,s De Naturis Rerum (ed. A. Hilka, 1933);

P. Kirsch, Des T, von C, Buck der Wunder und
denkwurdigen Vorbilder (1875).

A. Kaufman, T, von Chantimpre (1899); L.

Thorndike, A History ofMagic and Experimental

Science^ II (1923); G. Sarton, Introduction to the

History of Science^ II (1931); P. Aiken, ‘The

animal history of Albertus Magnus and T. of C.*

in Speculum, XXII (1947); A. C. Crombie,

Medieval and Early Modern Science (2nd rev. ed.,

2 vols, 1959). R.R.R.

Thomas of Celano (*Celano c. 1200; 1255),

joined the Franciscans in 1215 and in 1221 went

to Germany, where he became deputy provincial

minister. On his return to Italy, Gregory IX asked

him to write the official life of St Francis*. The
result was the Legenda prima, written under

definite instructions, with significant omissions

(1229-30). In 1244 a second life was commissioned,

and Celano now felt himself free to write ‘from

the point of view of one who wished to see the

ideals and wishes of St Francis carried out to the

letter* (Moorman). He is probably the author of

the Dies Irae, which was adopted by the Church as

the Sequence in the Mass for the Dead. He also

composed a treatise on the miracles of St Francis

and two Sequences in his honour. F.J.E.R.

5. Francisci Assisiensis vita et miracula auctore

Fr, Thoma de C. (ed. E. Alen^on, 1906; ed.

Franciscans of Quaracchi, Analecta Franciscana^

X, 1926-41); The Lives of S, Francis of Assisi by
Brother T of C. (tr. A, G. Ferrers Howell, 1908).

F. Ermini, II ^Dies Irae* (1928); J. R. H. Moor-
man, The Sources for the Life of S. Francis of
Assisi (1940). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Thomas Simonsson: see Tomas Simonsson.

Thomas the Rhymer: see Erceldoune, Thomas of.

Thomisson, Hans (Hygum 1 III 1532; ool561

Margrethe Lauridsdatter, ool563 Magdalene
Madsdatter; fCopenhagen 22 IX 1573), Danish
hymnist. Headmaster at Ribe and later Dean in

Copenhagen, he edited a well-arranged and
beautifully printed hymn-book, to which he himself
contributed various hymns, original as well as

translations; it was used for the next 130 years.

Den danske Psalmebog, tilsammenset offH T,

(1569; facs. ed. 1933). E.B.

Thompson, Francis (*Preston 18 XII 1859;

tLondon 13 XI 1907), English poet and author of

a few posthumously published prose works,

including an Essay on Shelley (1909). His poetry,

for which he often employs irregular Pindaric

measures, shows profound mystical experience.

R.M.H.

Works (ed. W. Meynell, 3 vols, 1911),—Poems
(1893 ;

incl. ‘The Hound of Heaven’); Sister Songs

(1895); New Poems (1897); Life of St Ignatius

Loyola (1909); Life and Labours ofSt John Baptist

de la Salle (1911).

W. Blunt. F. T. (1907); G. A. Beacock, F. T.

(1912); E. MeyneU, Life ofF. T. (1913); R. M6groz,

F. T (1927); V. F. MacNabb, F. T. and Other

Essays (1935); P. van K. Thompson, T. (1961).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Thomsen, GrImur I>orgr1msson (*Bessasta6ir

15 V 1820; OO1870 Jakobina J6nsd6ttir; pbid. 27

XI 1896), Icelandic poet. The son of a jeweller,

Thomsen studied at Copenhagen and obtained a

degree for a thesis on Byron*. From 1847 to 1866

he served in the Danish Foreign Office. In 1867 he

settled down in Iceland, became a member of the

Althing and was, for a time, editor of Isafold.

His many poems on historical incidents and
persons, often with telling symbolic significance,

are most impressive. Heroism is his favourite

theme,which he depicts in rugged language through

powerfully drawn situations and characters.

Ljddmeeli (1880, 1895, 1906; ed. S. Jdnsson,

2 vols, 1934; ed. S. Nordal, 1969).

S.Nordal, ‘G. T.’ in Eimreidin, XXIX (1923);

R. Beck, ‘G. T.—A pioneer Byron student* in

Jour. Eng. and Germanic PhiloL, XXVII (1928);

B. Kristjdnsson, Um ljddmeeli G, T. (1935).

R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Thomson, James (*Ednam 7 IX 1700; fRichmond
27 VIII 1748), Scottish poet. After some training

as a divinity student at Edinburgh University, he
left for London and a literary career. His poems
earned him the patronage of Lyttelton* and he

spent the last decade of his life moving in literary

and social circles. His dramatic work is feeble; but

there is some delightful poetry in his Spenserian

imitation. The Castle ofIndolence (1748; ed. A. D.
McKillop, 1961), and good blank verse in Liberty,

His best work is The Seasons (particularly before

Lyttelton helped to revise it)—a four-book blank-

verse review ofthe year, rich in natural description,

with reflective Egressions, which powerfully

influenced not only Bums* and Wordsworth*, but

also Continental descriptive poets. His Ection is

Latinate and Miltomc; he Esplays the scientific

and philosophical interests of his day; and the

poems contain much finely detailed and sensitive

description of rural scenes in many moods.

Winter (1726), Summer (1727), Spring (1728),

pub. with Autumn as The Seasons (1730; rev. ed.

1744); verse contributions to J. Ralph’s Miscellany

(1729); Sophonisba (1730); Liberty; a Poem in five

Parts, I-m (1735), IV-V (1736); The Masque
of Alfred (wiE Mallet; 1740; contains ‘Rule!

Britannia*); Tancred and Sigismunda (1745);

Coriolanus im9),-^Works (2 vols, 1730-36, 1738;

ed. Lord L:^telton, 4 vols, 1750); Poetical Works
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(ed. J. Logie Robertson, 1908); Letters and Docu-

ments (ed. A. D. McKillop, 1958).

M. M. Cameron, VInfluence des Saisons ..,en

France 1759-1810 (1927); A. D. McKillop, The

Background of T's Seasons (1942); M. Nicolson,

Newton Demands the Muse (1946); D. Grant, /. T
(1951); P. M. Spacks, The Varied God: A Critical

Study ofthe Seasons (1959); R. Cohen, The Art of

Discrimination . . . The Seasons and the Language

of Criticism (1964). J.K.

Thomson, James, pseud. *B. V.’ or ‘Bysshe

Vanous’ (*Port Glasgow 23 XI 1834; tLondon
3 VI 1882), Scottish poet. He spent a wandering and

ill-fortuned life as army schoolmaster, clerk, min-

ing agent in America, and journalist. Much of his

verse was contributed to The National Reformer

(1860-75). In The City of Dreadful Night (1874),

a poem of 21 sections in a variety of stanza-forms,

he expresses a profound melancholy and despair

with intensity and poetic power. Other poems,

e.g. ‘ Sunday at Hampstead’, show him in a lighter

vein.

The City of Dreadful Night and other Poems
(1880); Vane'*s Story (1881); Essays and Phantasies

(1881); A Voice from the Nile (with memoir by

B. Dobell, 1884); Poetical Works {td. idem^ 1895);

Biographical and Critical Studies (1896); Poems
and Some Letters (ed. A. Ridler, 1963).

I. Walker, /. T. (B. V.): A Critical Study (1950);

C. Vachaut, /. T (Paris, 1964); K. H. Byron, The

Pessimism ofL T (R K) (1965); W. D. Schaefer,

/. r. (R K.): Beyofid ^The OYy’ (1965). J.K.

Thorarensen, Bjarni VigfOsson (*Brautarholt

30 XII 1786; ool820 Hildur Bogaddttir; fModru-
vellir 24 VIII 1841), Icelandic poet. Thorarensen

came from a family of means and became a judge

and, in 1833, governor of north and east Iceland.

As a student in Copenhagen he came under the

influence of Steffens* and Oehlenschlager* and
devoted much of his time to literature. On his

return to Iceland in 1811 he championed the new
Romanticism and became the first great writer of

the new era of Icelandic literature. His production,

which was limited to one slight volume, includes

patriotic, nature, satirical and elevated love

poems, R.G.P.

Kvadi (1847, 1884); l7rvalsljdd (1934; with

introductory essay by K. Albertson); Ljddmceli

(ed. J. Helgason, 2 vols, 1935).

I>. Gislason, ‘B. T.’ in L6gr6tta, XXVE (1932);

R. Beck, ‘B. T.—Iceland’s pioneer Romanticist’ in

Scand. Stud, and Notes, XV (1938); S. Gudmunds-
son in Samti6 og saga. 111 (1946).

R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Thorbecke, Johan Rudolf (Zwolle 14 I 1798;

001836 Adelheid Solger; tThe Hague 4 V 1872),

Dutch liberal statesman and prose writer; Pro-

fessor at Ghent (1825), at Leiden (1831), drafted

the Dutch Constitution (1848) and was Prime
Minister in three Cabinets.

Aanteekeningen op de Grondwet (1839); Histo-

rische Schetsen (1860); Parlementaire Rede-
voeringen (11 vols, 1900-12).

Th. C. L. Wijnmalen, ‘J. R. T. Eene Biblio-

graphie’ in Levensberichten Maatschappij Nederl
Letterk. (1875). J.W.W.

I>6rdarson, I>6rbergur (*Hali in Sudursveit

12 III 1888; 001932 Margret J6nsd6ttir), Icelandic

essayist, poet and biographer. A farmer’s son,

I>6r6arson studied at the University of Iceland and
became interested in Oriental philosophy, theo-

sophy and spiritualism; finally he became an
ardent socialist. His first poems, Hdlfir skdsdlar

(1915), were at once noteworthy for their originality

and for the revolt they represented against the

current Romanticism. His essays Ljds dr austri

(1919) were influenced by his study of Oriental

philosophy, and in 1924, when he had turned to

socialism, appeared the most important of his

essays, Bref til Ldru, containing an often vitriolic

satire on a wide variety of subjects. Their publica-

tion resulted in his being deprived of his post as a
teacher. As belles-lettres they are outstanding and
have exercised a profound influence on the

development of modern Icelandic prose. His six-

volume biography of Rev. Arni l>6rarinsson is

outstandingly entertaining.

verse: Spaks mantis spjarir (1917); Hvitlr

hrafnar (1922).

—

^prose: Pistilimi skrifadi (1933);

Rauda hcettan (1935); Islenzkur adall (1938);

Ofvitinn (2 vols, 1940-41); AEfisaga Arna

Porarinssonar (6 vols, 1945-50); Sdlmurinn wn
bidmid (2 vols, 1954-55); Ritgerdir (2 vols, 1960);

/ Unuhusi (1962); Einar riki (2 vols, 1967-68).

S. Einarsson, P, P. fimmtugiir (1939).

R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Thoreau, Henry David (*Concord, Mass. 12 VII

1817 ;
^ibid. 6 V 1862), American poet and essayist.

After graduation from Harvard in 1837 he tried

teaching but considered his effort a failure.

Emerson* at this time led Concord’s intellectual

and spiritual life; Thoreau became his friend,

joined the Transcendental Club and contributed

to The Dial. A Week on the ConcordandMerrimack
Rivers (1849) records in his pungent style an actual

journey taken with his brother. His dramatic

residence for two years in a cabin on Walden Pond
resulted in Walden; or. Life in the Woods (1854),

a remarkable symbolic study of Thoreau’s

experiment to discover the limits of his awareness.

He published his insurgent essay. On The Duty of

Civil Disobedience (1849), backing his decision not

to pay taxes to a government which sanctioned

slavery. He helped runaway slaves and supported

John Brown with vigorous anti-slavery speeches.

His poetry is crowded with images, rugged and

uneven.
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Excursions (1863); The Maine Woods (1864);
Cape Cod (1865); A Yankee in Canada^ with

Anti-Slavery and Reform Papers (1866); Early
Spring in Massachusetts (1881); Familiar Letters

ofH. D. T (1894); Poems ofNature (1895).—7%^
Heart of T.^s Journals (ed. O. Shepard, 1927);
The Writings ofH D, T (20 vols, 1906); Collected

Poems of H, T, (ed. C. Bode, 1943); The Corre-
spondence of H, D. T (ed. W. Harding and
C. Bode, 1958).

H. S. Canby, T (1939); B. Atkinson, H. T.,

The Cosmic Yankee (1927); F. O. Matthiessen,
American Renaissance (1941); J. L. Shanley, The
Makir^ of Walden (1957); P. Miller, Consciousness
in Concord S. Paul, The Shores ofAmerica:
T:s Inward Exploration (1958); W. Harding, The
Days ofH. T (1965); C. R. Anderson, The Magic
Circle of Walden (1968); The Recognition ofT (ed.

W. SUck, 1969). H.L.C. a.W.)

Thoresby, Ralph (*Leeds 16 VIII 1658; Wd-
16 X 1725), English antiquarian. His Ducatus
Leodiensis (1691; ed. T. D. Whitaker, 1816), a
topography of the town and parish of Leeds,
with copious genealogies, was the first important
work on Yorkshire antiquities to be published.

Diary and Correspondence (ed. J. Hunter,
4 vols, 1830-32). G.K.H.

t>orgilsson, Aw (*1067; t9 XI 1148), Icelandic

historian, priest and chieftain. He was the founder
of historical writing in Icelandic. In his Islendinga-

bdk (‘Book of the Icelanders ’) he relates the history

of his country from the time of settlement, c. 870,

until 1120. In an earlier lost edition he had also

included information on the reigns of the Kings
of Norway, and this was of great importance for

12th- and 13th-century historians in Norway and
Iceland. Ari was a sober and critical recorder but
his style shows he was a pioneer in vernacular
literary composition, P.G.F.

Islendingabdk (ed. F. J6nsson, 1930); The Book
of the Icelanders (ed. and tr. H. Hermannsson,
1930); Islendingabdk, Landndmabdk (ed. J. Bene-
diktsson, 1968).

E. Hagnell, Are frode (1938); E. Arn6rsson,
Ari frddi (1942); B. Sigfusson, Um Islendingabdk

(1944). R.G.P. (P.G,F.)

Thorild, Thomas (*Svartaborg 18 IV 1759;
tGreifswald 1 X 1808), Swedish poet, critic and
optimistic pantheistic philosopher. Bom Thor6n,
he changed his name in 1785 (Thorild = Thors
eld, ‘Thor’s fire’). After studies at Lund and work
as a tutor, he entered the literary field in Stockholm
by competing, in 1781, for a prize offered by the
society Utile Dulci, with a poem, Passionerna, in

unrhymed hexameters. This work led to a pro-
longed controversy with Kellgren* concerning the

nature of poetry, form, the relative importance of
imagination and reason, etc. It was interrupted by

Thorild’s studies at Uppsala (1787-88) and his

journey to England (1788-90), but was continued

in the prose manifesto En critik dfver critiker

(1791). Thorild was first imprisoned, then ban-

ished, for his views on freedom, after the murder
of Gustav* III (1792), and settled in Greifswald,

where he became librarian and Professor in 1795.

In Dithyramb (1786) he successfully combines
feeling and form: but often his work, whether in

prose or verse, is marred by excess of emotion,

which makes him fragmentary and incoherent. In
his admiration for German and English poetry, in

his cult of the ‘genius’, he is one of the principal

Swedish forerunners of Romanticism. He founded

(1784) and ran the periodicalDen Nya Granskaren.

prose: Om det allmdnna fdrstdndets fiihet

(1792); Om upplysningens princip (1793); Rdtt,

eller alia samhdllens eviga lag (1795).

—

averse:

Straffsdngen, eller Nytt fdrsdk till orimmad vers

(1785); Harmen (1787); Gothamannasdnger (1793,

1805-^6; pub. 1819).—Samlade skrifter (ed. E.

Geijer, 1819-35, incomplete; ed. P. Hanselli, 1874,

incomplete; ed. S. Arvidson, 1932 ff.); Thorilds

brev (ed. L. Weibull and A. Karitz, 1899; in-

complete).

B. von Beskow, ‘Om den estetiska betydelsen

av T.’s strid mot Kellgren och Leopold’ in Svenska
Akademiens handlinger, XLVIII (1873); Till T,*s

minne (various authors; 1908); F. Book, ‘T.’ in

Stridsmdn och sdngare (1910); C. Marcus, ‘Ndgra
Thorildsdikter’ in Studier til Warburg (1912); A.
Karitz, Tankelinjer hos T, (1913); A. Nilsson, T,

(1915); R. G. Berg, Litterdrkritik (1916); M.
Lamm, Upplysningstidens romantik, 11 (1920); S.

Arvidson, Den unge T, (1931) and T, och den

franska revolutionen (1938); R. Fridholm, T, och
antiken (1940); E. Cassirer, T*s Stellung in der

Geistesgeschichte des 18, Jh. (1941); O. Hellin,

Religionsproblemet hos T, (1947); A. Nyman,
Exilens filosofi (1956).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. (1,S.)

l>orHksson, J6n (*Seldrdalur 13 XII 1744; fBaegisd

21 X 1819), Icelandic poet. He was educated at

Skilholt and ordained in 1768, but for various

reasons he did not get a living until 1788. He was a
prolific and popular composer of occasional verse,

elegies and hymns but is most famous for his trans-

lations of foreign poems, especially Milton’s*

Paradise Lost, Both the subject-matter of such
poems and the forms he used contributed greatly

to a renewal of Icelandic poetry in the early 19th

century.

Paradisarmissa (1828); Messias (1834-38);

Islenzk Ljddabdk (ed J. SigurSsson, 2 vols, 1842-

43); LJddnueli (ed. A. Bjomsson, 1956).

R. Beck, J. P, Icelandic Translator ofPope and
Milton (1957). P.G.F.

Thornton, Bonnell (*London 11 1724; ool764

Sylvia Brathwaite; ]ibid, 9 V 1768), English
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miscellaneous writer and wit, who started The

Connoisseur with George Colman* the elder and

diverted Johnson* and the Nonsense Club with his

jokes, practical and literary.

An Ode on St Caecilia^s Day, adapted to the

Antient British Mitsick: the Salt Box, the Jew's

Harp, the Marrow Bones and Cleavers, the Hum
Strum or Hurdy Gurdy (1749; set to music and

performed at Ranelagh); Comedies of Plautus (2

vols, 1767; not all his own work).

R. E. Tickell, Thomas Tickell and the ISth-^

Century Poets . . .
(cont. unpub. letters and poems

;

1931). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Thoroddsen, J6n I>6rdarson (*Reykh61ar, Bar6a-

strbnd 5 X 1819; ool854 Kristin I>orvaldsd6ttir;

tLeird 8 III 1868), Icelandic novelist and poet. Of
good family, he became prefect in the districts of

BarSastrdnd and Borgarfjordur, and a member
of the Althing, In the literary field he towers over

his contemporaries and immediate successors and
is to be regarded as the father of the modern
Icelandic novel, with Piltur og stulka (1850) as the

pioneer work in this respect. Here he reveals

affinities with Scott*, but humorous characteriza-

tion is his great virtue. Thoroddsen also wrote

lyric poems of merit, although they are far less

important than his fiction. Most representative are

6, fogur er vor fdsturjord, Rokkvisa, Vorid er

komidand Vdggukvadi,

verse: Veidijbr, gamanrima (1865); Kvcedi (1871

;

1919); tlrvalsljdd (1944).—novels and various:

Piltur og stiiJka (1850; Lad and Lass, tr. A. M.
Reeves, 1890); Madur og kona (1876).

—

Skdld-^

sogur Jdns Thoroddsens (ed. S. J. Porsteinsson,

2 vols, 1942).

S. J. l>orsteiasson, /. T. og skdldsdgur bans (2

vols, 1943), R.G.P. (P.G.F.)

Thoroton, Robert (*Car Colston, Notts 1623;

1678), English antiquary. His Antiquities of
Nottinghamshire (1677) remains a principal source

of local knowledge. G.K.H.

Thorpe, William (Ji, early 15th century), English

prose writer and Lollard who set down an account

of his examination for heresy (1407) before the

Archbishop of Canterbury,

Examination (ed. A, W, Pollard, with modern-
ized spelling, in 15th-Century Prose and Verse,

1903). R.W.B.

Thorsteinsson, SxEiNGRfMUR (*Amarstapi, Snss-

fellsness^sla 19 V 1831; ool858 Lydia Wilstrup,

00 1890 GudriOur Eiriksd6ttir; fReykjavik 21 VIII

1913), Icelandic poet. The son of a provincial

governor, Thorsteinsson grew up in a literary and
cultivated home. He studied law and classical

philology at Copenhagen, but also developed wide
literary interests. He remained in Copenhagen

writing and teaching until 1872 and later taught in

Reykjavik until his death. As a Romantic poet his

themes were patriotism, nature and love, and his

poems have always been extremely popular. He is,

however, even more significant as a great cultural

influence in Iceland, particularly through his first-

rate translations of Goethe*, Schiller*, Tegn6r*
and Byron*; and, most important, of the Arabian
Nights and Shakespeare's* King Lear.

Gilsbakka-ljod (1877; A Glenside Lay, tr, R.
Fjeldsted, \920y,Lj6dm<sli{m\, 1893, 1910, 1925;

Heildardtgdfafrumsaminnaljoda, 1958); Crvalsljdd

(ed. A. Thorsteinsson, 1939).

J. C. Poestion, S. T, Ein isldndischer Dichter

und Kulturbringer (1912). R.G.P, (P.G.F.)

Thovez, Enrico (*Turin 10 XI 1869; ^ibid, 16 II

1925), Italian poet, critic and painter. He advocated

a return to the classical tradition, as exemplified

by Leopardi*. In his verse he attempts to carry out

his precepts. The polemical tone of his writings

gave offence, especially II pastore, il gregge e la

zampogna (1910). Perhaps his most important

achievement was to introduce American literature

into Italy, and he was one of the first to appreciate

Ungaretti*.

verse: II poema dclVadolescenza (1901); Poemi
d'amore e di morte (1922), B.M.

Thrale, Mrs: see Piozzi, Hester Lynch.

Thrasybulus: see Huet, Conrad Busken.

Thrasymachus OP Chalcedon (J7. c. 430-400 b.c.,

probably at Athens), Greek sophist and rhetori-

cian, is portrayed by Plato* {Republic, i) as defend-

ing the thesis that justice is simply the interest of

the strong. By using a simpler style (thou^
combined with rhythmic effects) he helped to free

oratory from the confined formalism of Gorgias*.

J.H.K.

H. Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, 11

(6th ed, 1951); L, Radermacher, Artium Scriptores

(Vienna, 1951).

O. Navarre, Essai sur la rhetorique grecque

avant Aristote (1900); E. Norden, Die antike

Kunstprosa (2 vols, 1898; repr. 1909); J. F.

Dobson, The Greek Orators (1919); A. and M.
Croiset, Histoire de la iitterature grecque, IV

(1947). J.H.K. (S.U.)

Thucydides (*before 454; fc. 399 B.C.), Athenian

historian, l^obably a member of the Philaid

family, to which Miltiades and Cimon belonged.

As a general defeated by the Spartan Brasidas at

Amphipolis in Thrace (424), he was exiled from

Athens and spent the next 20 years partly on his

Thracian estates and partly travelling in Pelo-

ponnesian-controlled or neutral territory, but

returned to Athens after 404.
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His history of the Peloponnesian War, in eight

books, treats events from 433 to 411. The work is

incomplete, having presumably been interrupted

by the author’s death.

Influenced alike by the sophists’ radical criticism

of the old ways of thought and by the methods of

the Hippocratic doctors, Thucydides’ approach to

history is thoroughly rationalistic. All men, he

believes, tend naturally to self-defence and self-

aggrandizement. But in response to the stimulus of

environment men and communities develop new
characteristics, which may turn their individualism

towards more social forms of conduct. Events fall

into two classes, those resulting from purposive

action based upon knowledge, and those indepen-

dent of man’s will and often beyond his imder-

standing. Thus history, though inflnitely variable,

has recurring features and is in some degree

predictable. A work of history which enables these

recurring features to be recognized for what they

are, as a medical casebook helps a practising

doctor, is ‘a thing of value for ever’.

The brilliance of Periclean Athens and the

wavering leadership of the oligarchs led Thucy-
dides to break with the traditions of his class. An
admirer of the Periclean democracy, he judges

subsequent Athenian history from its standpoint.

Repelled by the sharpening class conflicts, he could

not follow the more radical democrats.

His seriousness of purpose and the care which
he took to obtain accurate information make him
most trustworthy in matters of fact. The two
questions with which Thucydidean scholarship is

most concerned are that of the unity of the work
and that of the speeches. Did he write his history

as a whole after the war or did he write it bit by
bit as events occurred? Does it thus reflect a
single point of view or a series of changing ones?

Opinion today inclines to a unitary view. Agree-

ment is general that the speeches do correspond

to real speeches, and most would agree that,

where he had good information, he reproduces

the main arguments actually used; elsewhere he
may have put into the mouth of a speaker the

arguments which his experience suggested such a
man would use on such an occasion.

Esteemed in later antiquity and by the Byzan-
tines for his style rather than for his content,

Thucydides was made known to the West in

Laurentius Valla’s* Latin translation of 1452;

17th-century England knew him and appreciated

him in Thomas Hobbes’* translation of 1629.

He had great influence on Niebuhr* and Ranke*
and through them on 19th-century European
historiography. Today he is more than any other

the ‘historian’s historian’.

H. Stuart Jones and J. E. Powell, Thucydidis

Historiae (2nd ed., 2 vols, 1942); A. W. Gomme
et al, A Historical Commentary on 71 (4 vols,

1945-70); C. F. Smith, T, (4 vols, 1919-23; with
tr.); C. Hude, Scholia in Thucydidem (1927).

F. M. Comford, 7. Mythistoricus (1907);

W. R. M. Lamb, Clio Enthroned: A Study of
Prose Form in T. (1914); C. F. Abbott, T,: Study

in Historical Reality (1925); F. Taeger, T. (1925);

E. Taubler, Die Archdologie des T. (1927); E.

Schwartz, Das Geschichtswerk des T, (2nd ed.

1929); C. N. Cochrane. T. and the Science of
History (1929); A. W. Gomme, Essays in Greek

History and Literature (1937); J. H. Finley, 7.

(1942) and Tlwee Essays on 7. (1967); G. B.

Grundy, 7. and the History of His Age (2nd ed.,

2 vols, 1948); D. Grene, Man in His Pride: A
Study in the Political Philosophy of Plato and 7.

(1950); J. de Romilly, Histoire et raison chez

Thucydide (1956) and 7. and Athenian Imperialism

(Eng. tr. 1963); H. D. Westlake, Individuals in 7.

(1968). R.B.

Thiimmel, Moritz August von (*Sch6nefeld nr

Leipzig 27 V 1738; tCoburg 26 X 1817), German
poet and novelist. From 1761 to 1783 Thiimmel

was a high official in the Duchy of Coburg. In his

last years he travelled extensively. His books unite

whimsical sentiment with half-concealed sensuality

after the manner of Sterne*. His principal work is

the Reise,

Wilhelmine (novel; 1764); Die Inokulation der

Liebe (verse; 1771); Reise in die mittdglichen

Provinzen Frankreichs (1791-1805).

—

Sdmtliche

Werke (with biog. J. von Gruner; 7 vols, 1812-20).

H.B.G.

Thurber, James Grover (*Columbus, Ohio 8 XII

1896; t2 XI 1961), American humorist. Much of

his work appeared in the New Yorker magazine
accompanied by his own fantastic cartoons. His
work unites realism with fantasy producinga manic
comedy. Thurber suggested lhat most men live

‘lives of noisy desperation’; this adaptation of

Thoreau’s* famous comment illustrates that sense

of reduction and threat which he found in modem
life and which is contained in even his most whim-
sical work. His character Walter Mitty has become
a modem ‘t3^e’ in his attempts to escape into

his ‘secret life’.

Is Sex Necessary? (with E. B. White; 1929);

The Owl in the Attic and Other Perplexities (1931);

The Seal in the Bedroom and Other Predicaments

(1932) ;MyLife andHard Times (1933) ; The Middle

AgedMan on the Flying Trapeze (1935); Fablesfor

Our Time and Famous Poems Illustrated (1940);

The Thurber Carnival (1945); The White Deer

(1945); The Thurber Album (1952); Thurber

Country (1953); Thurber*s Dogs (1955); Fables for

Our Time (1956); The Wonderful O (London,

1958); Lanterns and Lances (1961); Credos and
Curios (1962); Thurber & Company (1966).

N. Yates, The American Humorist: Conscience

ofthe Twentieth Century (1964). G.A.K.

Thwaites, Edward (*Ravensworth, Westmorland
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1667; t?Oxford 1711), English Anglo-Saxon

scholar. At Oxford Thwaites came under the

influence of Hickes* (whose Thesaurus he revised)

and became a prime mover in the Oxford revival

of Old English studies.

Heptateuchus [iEIfric], Liber Job [frag., iEIfric],

Evangelium Nicodemi and Historiae Judith frag-^

mentum (the poem printed as prose; 1698).

G.K.H.

Thynne, Francis (*Erith, Kent 1545; ccElizabeth

dela Rivers; tClerkenwell Green XI 1608), English

historic and emblematic writer; studied at Lin-

coln’s Inn, was created Lancaster Herald. He
revised Holinshed’s* Chronicle together with John
Stow* and others.

Animadversions (criticism; 1599; ed. F. J.

Furnivall, Early Eng. Text Soc., 1875, 1965);

Emblemes and Epigrames (verse; 1600; ed. ideni^

ibid., 1876). J.J.Y.L. (T.P.M.)

Tiberianus (fl. c. a.d. 335), Latin poet known
chiefly for a beautiful poem on nature, in trochaic

metre, the Antnis ibat\ he was imitated by Auso-
nius* and Prudentius*.

Tr. J. W. and A. M, Duff in Minor Latin Poets

(1934). A.J.D.

Tibullus, Albius (*c. 54; fl^B.c.), Latin elegiac

poet, of whose life little is known. He was a friend

of Horace* and a leading member of the literary

circle of Messalla. His poems were inspired by his

love for the woman he celebrates as Delia, a young
man, Marathus, and the greedy courtesan Neme-
sis, his friendship with Messalla and his longing
for the calm ofrural life. In one poem only (1.7) is a
national note sounded. Tibullus’ depth ofsentiment
expressed with a natural ease of diction, and his

versification, graceful and melodious if not of
Ovidian perfection, combine to make him the most
charming of the Augustan elegiac poets.

Book 3 (divided by some editors into 3 and 4)
contains other poetic works of the circle. Most
notable of these are the bombastic Panegyricus
Messallae, the elegies of Lygdamus, and elegies

some addressed to, some written by, Sulpicia*.

Eds with comm. : K. F. Smith (1913 ; repr. 1964);
G. Heyne (4th ed. 1817; repr. 1969).—Tr. J. P.

Postgate (1912).

W. Y. Sellar, Horace and the Elegiac Poets

(1892); A. Cartault, Tibulle et les auteurs du
Corpus Tibulliamm (1909); K. Witte, Geschichte
der rdmischen Elegie, I: T. (1924); M, Schuster,

Tibull-Studien (1930; 1968); G, Luck, The Latin

Love Elegy (2nd ed. 1969). A.J.D.

Tidiell, Thomas (*Bridekirk 1686; ool726 Clotilda

Eustace; fBath 23 IV 1740), English verse-writer

and man of letters, friend and panegyrist of
Addison*, who charged him with the authentic
edition of his works.

First Book ofHomePs Iliad (1715); Epistle Jrom
a Lady in England to a Gentleman at Avignon
(1717); Works of Joseph Addison (ed.; 4 vols

1721); Kensington Garden (1722).

R. E. Tickell, T. T. and the 18th-Century Poets
(cont. unpub. letters and poems; 1931).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Ticknor, George (*Boston 1 VIII 1791; ool821

Anna Eliot; ^ibid. 26 I 1871), American scholar.

Harvard Professor of modern languages, he is

remembered for his History of Spanish Literature

(1849).

Life of William Hickling Prescott (1864);...
General Lafayette (1825).

A. Ticknor and G. S. Hillard, Life, Letters and
Journals of G. T. (1876); D. B. Tyack, G. T. and
the Boston Brahmins (1967). H.L.C. (I.W.)

Tteck, Ludwig (*BerIin 31 V 1773 ; ool798 Amalie
Alberti; ^bid. 28 IV 1853), German writer. The
talented and precocious Tieck’s first ambition was
to become an actor, which may partly explain his

extreme adaptability. Though an important literary

figure, he excelled in no single field. Beginning as

his schoolmaster’s ‘ghost’, by 1794 he was writing

rationalist stories to order for Nicolai’s* Strauss-

federn. With Wackeivoder* he originated much
of the Romantic idiom, and, joining the Schlegels*

in Jena (1799), put their theories into practice. To
him we owe the earliest examples of the Romantic

short story {Der blonde Eckbert, 1796) and the

Romantic satirical play. Genoveva and Octavianus

were fruitful but undraniatic attempts at Romantic

drama. His middle period was mainly devoted to

criticism, scholarship, theatrical production and

literary salvage (e.g. Kleist’s* works), and he

completed A. W. Schlegel’s Shakespeare* trans-

lations. Living in Dresden (1819-42), he took up

the NOVELLE where Goethe* left it, developing it

both as the historical story and as criticism of

contemporary life and art.

Phantasus (3 vols, 1812-16; Eng. tr. J. C. Hare,

J. A. Froude et al., 1845); Gedichte (3 vols, 1821-

23; facs. 1967); Der Aufruhr in den Cevermen

(1826; Eng. tr. Mme Burette, 1845); Vittoria

Accorombona (2 vols, 1840; tr. The Roman Matron,

m5).----Schriften (28 vols. 1828-54); Kritische

Schriften (4 vols, 1848-52); Briefwechsel mit den

Brudem Schlegel (ed. H. Liidecke, 1930).

E. H. Zeydel, T. and England (1931) and L. T.,

the German Romanticist (1935); R. Lieske, Tj
Abwendung von der Romantik (1933, 1967); R.

Minder, Un poite romantique allemand: L. T.

(1936); P. Matenko, L. T. and America (1954);

M. Thalmann, L. T, der romantische Weltmann

aus Berlin (1955) and L. T., *‘Der Heilige von

Dresden^ (1960); J. Trainer, L, T. From Gothic

to Romantic (1964). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

T'iai Chien (orig. name Tung Tien-chien)
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(Wu-hu, Anhwei 1916), Chinese poet, began
writing under the influence of the Crescent group,

but developed a characteristic short ‘drum-beat’

line in his first collections (1935-36).

Sel. trs in: R. Payne, Contemporary Chinese

Poetry (1947); K.-Y. KUu, Twentieth Century

Chinese Poetry (1963). A.R.D.

T*ien Han (*Ch*ang-sha 13 IH 1898), Chinese

dramatist. T*ien’s enthusiasm for the drama goes

back to his schooldays and his student days in

Japan. He was a founder of the Creation Society

(1921) and published two plays in Creation

Quarterly, first issue. Later he directed the

important South China Society (1927) and was a

founder of the League of Left-Wing Dramatists

(1931). Up to 1937 he wrote and staged many
plays as well as writing for films. In the war years

he began to revise Peking operas for modem
staging and continued these experiments after

1949. He came under major attack in the Cultural

Revolution (1966). A.R.D.

AL-Xijani, Yusuf Bashir (*Omdurman, Sudan

1912; ^ibid, 1937), Sudanese Arab poet, who
became influenced by the Arab Romantics and
produced deeply personal and sometimes mystical

poetry.

Ishrdqa (verse; pub. posth.).

—

Anthologie de la

litterature arabe contemporaine: La poesie (tr.

Luc Norin and Edouard Tarabay, Paris, 1967).

M.M.B.

Tikhonov, Nikolay Semenovich (*1896), Soviet

poet whose striking talent matured under several

influences—^from Gumilev* to Mayakovsky* and
Pasternak*. One of his conspicuous themes is a

virile affirmation of life. For his war poems,

Kirov s nami, dealing with the siege of Leningrad,

he was awarded the Stalin prize. He has also

published a number of stories.

Stikhotvoreniya (1932); Rasskazy (1935); Iz~

brcamoye (1948); Povesti i rasskazy (1948);

Sobranie sochineniy (6 vols, 1959); Dvoinaya

raduga (1964).

N. Kovarsky, N. T. (1935); 1. Grinberg, N, T.

(1952). J.L.

Till Eulenspiegel: see Eulenspiegel, Tux.

Tillotson, John (*Sowerby 1630; fLondon 22 XI
1694), Archbishop of Canterbury. The easy

elegance of his sermons was taken as a model for

the ‘reformed’ preaching of the post-Restoration

period. The turgid style of the previous generation

was broken down into simpler and clearer forms

more suitable for the age of reason.

Sermons ([54] 1696; ed. R. Barker [some 250],

14 vols, 1695-1704); The Golden Book of T. (ed.

J. Moflfatt, 1926).

G. Locke, r.: A Study in 17th Century Literature

(1954); I. Simon, Three Restoration Divines (1967);

James Sutherland, English Literature in the Late

17th Century (1969). G.K.H. (M.Bu.)

Tilschovd, Anna Maria (*Prague 11 XI 1873;

tDobfis 18 VI 1957), Czech novelist. Her most
successful work portrays the Prague society of the

19th and 20th centuries.

Stard rodina (1916); Synovi (1918); Vykoupeni

(1923); Orli hnizdo (1942).

—

Sebrane spisy (1959

ff.).

K. Krejci, A. M. T (1959). R.A.

Timaeus (*c. 346; fc. 250 b.c.), Greek historian.

Son of Andromachus, the founder of Tauro-

menium in Sicily; spent 50 years in exile in Athens.

His history of Sicily to about 264, long-winded and
rhetorical, was nevertheless based on solid research

and was much drawn upon later.

F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen

Historiker, IIEB (1950).

P. Scheller, De Hellenistica historiae conscri-

bendae ratione (1911); T. S. Brown, T, of
Tauromenium (1958). R.B.

Timmanna, 16th-century Telugu poet at the court

of iCrspadevaraya*, and author of Pdrijdtdpa-

harapamu. Having unwisely given a pdrijdta flower

(Nyctanthes arbor-tristis L.) to but one of his

consorts, Rukmipl, the god Krishna is scolded

furiously by the other, SatyabhamE. To placate

her, he goes up to Indra’s heaven and steals a
heavenly pdrijdta tree for her, precipitating a battle

between himself and Indra’s army, in which he

and Satyabhama are victorious. J.R.M.

Timmermans, Feldc (*Lier 5 VII 1886; fLier 24

1

1947), Flemish novelist, short-story writer, play-

wright and poet. Self-educated, he was a draughts-

man and painter as well as a 'writer. He dominated

Flemish prose in the period between Streuvels* and
Walschap*. His Pallieter (1916; Eng. tr. C. B.

Bodde, 1924) is a panegyric of life in the form of a
series of nature scenes, linked together by a
personage, Pallieter, who is a type in the portrait-

gallery of world literature: not a pagan hedonist,

but one who glorifies creation as a reflection of

God; 19 years later he repeated this in Boereth

psalm, this time a laudatory discourse upon man
rather than upon nature, man being represented

by the peasant Wortel, who lives in the chiaro-

scuro of joy, happiness, work, affliction, sorrow

and death and whose existence is ennobled by his

strong faith in God. Between Pallieter and Boeren-

psalm he wrote a number of works which, though
unequal in merit, are fascinating by their variety;

restrained verse and short stories, tales full of

atmosphere, anecdotal novels, fresh narratives,

mostly in a popular folk-lore strain, romanticized

biographies of Bruegel, St Francis* and Brouwer,
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popular plays etc., all originating from an un-

quenchable, Goethean ‘Lust zu fabulieren* and

written in plastic, succulent language.

novels: Het Kindeke Jezus in Vlaanderen (1917;

The Christ Child in Flanders^ tr. E. C. Briefs, 1960);

Anna-Marie (1921; Fr. tr. Mme Cludts, 1946);

De pastoor uit den bloeyenden mjngaerdt (1924;

Der Pfarrer vom bluhenden Weinberg, tr. P.

Mertens, 1927); Pieter Bruegel (1928; Droll Peter,

tr. M. C. Darnton and W. J. Paul, 1930); De harp

yan Sint-Franciscus (1932; The Harp of Saint

Francis, tr. M. Bird, 1949); Boerenpsalm (1935;

Psaume paysan, tr. B. Colin, 1942); De familie

Hernat (1941 ; Die Familie Hernat, tr. P. Mertens,

1943); Adriaan Brouwer (1948; Ger. tr. B. Loets,

1952).

—

SHORT stories: Schemeringen van de dood

(1910); De zeer schoone uren van Juffrouw Sym-
forosa, begijntjen (1918; Les tres belles heures de

Mademoiselle Symphorose, beguine, tr. R. Kervyn
de Marcke ten Driessche, 1931); Driekoningen-

tryptiek (1923; The Triptych of the Three Kings,

tr. H. L. Ripperger, 1936); Het keerseken in den

lanteern (1924; Das Licht in der Laterne, tr. A.
Valeton-Hoos, 1926); Ik zag Cecilia komen (1938;

Ich sak Cdcilie kommen, tr. P. Mertens, 1938);

Minneke Poes (1943; Minneke Pus, Ger. tr. K.
Jacobs, 1950).

—

splays: En waarde ster bleef stille

staan (1925; Et ou Vetoile s*arreta, tr. W. Timmer-
mans, 1928); Leontientje (1926).

—

Adagio (verse;

1947; Ger. tr. G. Hermanowski, 1949).

T. Rutten, F. T (1928); M. E. Tralbaut, Zo
was de Fee (1947); E. van der Hallen, F. T, (1948);

S. Streicher, T, der ewige Poet (1948); K. Jacobs,

F. T (1949); R. Veremans et al, Herinneringen

aan F. T, (1950); Lia Timmermans, MiJn vader

(1951); J. de Ceulaer, F. T, (1959); L. Vercammen,
Vijftigjaar Pallieter (1966). R.F.L.

Timodes (fl, c. 340-315 b.c.), poet of Athenian
Middle Comedy, of whom 27 plays are known by
title. He is a late exponent of personal attack in

comedy, notably against Demosthenes’*^ and
Hyperides*; in Orestautokleides, Autoclides as

Orestes takes refuge not from Furies, as in

Aeschylus*, but from hetairai,

T, Kock, Comicorum Atticorum fragmenta, II

(1884); J. M. Edmonds, Fragments of Attic

Comedy, II (1959; with tr.).—T. B. L. Webster,

Studies in Later Greek Comedy (2nd ed. 1970).

E.W.H.

Timofeyev, Ivan, 17th-centuiy Russian scribe

and author of a somewhat rhetorical yet reliable

chronicle (written in the 1630s) of the ‘troubled

times’ at the end of the 16th and the beginning

of the 17th century,

S. F. Platonov, Drevne-russkie skazaniya i

povesti o smutnom vremeni kak istoricheskiy

istochnik (1888). J.L.

Ximoneda, Juan de (*?Valencia; ^ibid, 1583),

Spanish publisher, dramatist and jest-book writer.

He published plays by Lope de Rueda* Alonso

de la Vega* and himself, three entertaining books
of anecdotes and a collection of romances. His

prose plays derive from Italian sources and trans-

lations of Plautus*. He wrote two autos sacra-

mentales and revived four by other writers.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., II, III, LVIII; Obras

(ed. E. Julia Martinez, 3 vols, 1947-48); The

Aucto del Castillo de Emaus and the Aucto de la

Iglcsia (ed. and tr. M. E. Johnson, Iowa, 1933);

El patraiiuelo (ed. F. Ruiz Morcuende, 1930);

Sobremesa de caminantes (facs. of 1569; ed. M.
Garcia Moreno, 1917).

H. Merimee, Uart dramatique d Valencia (1913).

E.M.W.

Timotheas, Greek lyric poet from Miletus (*c. 450;

fc. 360 B.C.), friend of Euripides*. The longest

surviving fragment comes from The Persians, a

nome (perhaps partly monodic, partly choral)

which depicts episodes of the battle of Salamis.

D. L. Page, Poetae Melici Graeci (1962); J. M.
Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, III (2nd ed. 1940; with

tr.); U. von Wilamowitz-Moelicndorff, Timotheos:

Die Parser (1903; with comm.). J.T.H.

Timrava, pseud, of Bo2ena SlanCi'kovA (Polich-

no 2 X 1867; fLuacncc 27 XI 1951), Slovak

novelist and dramatist. Her realistic stories of

Slovak provincial life arc among the outstanding

achievements of 20th-century Slovak prose

writing.

Zobranespisy (1955 A. Mraz, Oslovensk^ch

realistickfeh prozaikocli (1956). R.A.

Timrod, Henry (Charleston, S.C. 8 XII 1828;

c»1864 Kate Goodwin; fColumbia, S.C. 6 X
1867), American poet. He attended the University

of Georgia, enlisted in the Confederate army but

was soon given a medical discharge. With ‘A

Cry to Arms’, ‘Carolina* and other war poems he

became the laureate of the Confederacy.

Poems (1860); The Collected Poetns ofH, T, (ed.

E. W. and A. W. Parks, 1965).

G. A. Wauchope, H. T, Man and Poet (1915);

V. P. Clare, Harp ofthe South (1936); E. W. Parks,

H T. (1964). H.L.C. (I.W.)

Tindale, or Tyndale, William (*1484; fexecuted

Vilvorde 6 VIII 1536), translator of the Bible.

Tyndale studied at Oirford and Cambridge when

the influence of the New Learning was strong.

Wishing to translate the Bible into the vernacular,

he went to the Continent. He became a Zwinglian

and engaged in controversy with Sir Thomas
More*.

translations: New Testament (Worms, 1525

and 1526; ed. G. Offor, 1836); Pentateuch

(?Antwerp, 1530; ed. J. I, Mompert, New York,
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1884); Jomh {?Antwerp, ?1531; facs. ed. F. Fiy,

Bristol, 1863).-~other works: The Obedience

ofa Christen Man (?Antwerp, 1528; ed. R. Lovett,

1888); The Practyse ofPrelates (?Antwerp, 1530).

M. T. Pattison, The History of the English

Bible (1894) ; A. W. Pollard, Records ofthe English
Bible {m\), J.B.B.

Ting Ling, pseud, of Chiang Ping-chih (*Li-ling,

Hunan 1907), Chinese short-story writer and
novelist. Ting Ling, the best-known Communist
woman writer, achieved notice with the publication

of her first story (1927). Her novel of land reform

Tai-yang chao tsai Sang~kan ho shang (1948; The
Sun Shines Over the Sangkan River, tr. H.-Y. and
G. Yang, Peking, 1954), gained a Stalin Prize in

1951, but after increasing attacks she was expelled

from the Party as a ‘rightist’ in 1958.

SHORT-STORY COLLECTIONS! Tsai hei-an chung

(1928); Tko nu-J^n (1930); Twai chi (1936); Wo
tsai ffsia~ts*un ti shih-hou (1943; When I Was in

Sha Chuan and Other Stories, tr. Kung Pu-sheng,

Bombay, 1946).

—

^novels: WeUhu (1930); Shui

(1933; part. tr. in E. Snow, Living China, 1936).

M. Goldman, Literary Dissent in Communist
China (1967). A.R.D.

Tippmann, Hugo Karl (*Duppan, Bohemia 13

III 1875; tNewYork4VI 1942), German-American
poet, founder of short-lived magazines. His spirited

ballads (Amerikanische Balladen und andere

Gedichte, 1942) immortalize American historical

figures of German descent.

E. Posselt, ‘The story of an American poet’ in

Amer.-Ger. Rev., XVII. 1 (1950), E.R.

Tiraboschi, Girolamo (Bergamo 18 XII 1731;

tModena 3 VI 1794), Italian scholar and prose

writer. Jesuit; Professor of eloquence in the Brera

schools, Milan (1755); director of the Biblioteca

Estense, Modena (1770). Tiraboschi wrote a Storia

della letteratura italiana (13 vols, 1772-82; 9 vols,

1787-94), an erudite compilation describing ‘the

origin and development of all the sciences in

Italy’ from Etruscan times until 1700. His other

works include a vast correspondence andjournalis-
tic activity, the Biblioteca modenese (6 vols,

1781-86) and Notizie dei pittori, scultori, incisori e

architetti natii degli stati del duca di Modena
(1786).

Dal Muratori al Cesarotti, IV: Critici e storici

della poesia e delle arti nel secondo Settecento

(ed. E. Bigi, 1960; biblio.).—M. Laterza, G. T:
Vita e opere (1921); V. Cian, ‘G. T.’ in Memorie
della Reale Accad. d Modena (1933). M.W.

Tiro, Marcus Tullius (*103 b.c.; t4 b.c.),

Cicero’s’*' freedman and secretary. He edited many
of Cicero’s works, wrote his life and invented a
system of shorthand, now commonly called ‘notae

Tironianae’. The letters of Book 16 of Cicero’s

Ad familiares are, with one exception, addressed

to Tiro, by Cicero or by members of his family.

P. Mitzschke, M. T T. (1875); F. Ruess,

Ueber die Tachygraphie der Rdmer (1879).

J.A.W, (J.D.)

Tirso de Molina, pseud, of Gabriel Tellez

(Madrid 71580; fSoria 1648), Spanish dramatist

and novelist. He studied at Alcala and took his

vows as a Mercenary Friar at Guadalajara in 1601.

He lived in Toledo (1614), Santo Domingo
(1615-18), Salamanca (1626) and Barcelona

(1632-39). His five volumes of plays appeared

between 1624 and 1633; his two miscellanies in

1621 and 1635. He also wrote an impublished

history of his Order.

Tirso followed Lope de Vega’s* methods as a
dramatist in his (780) plays. In cloak-and-sword

plays his originality consisted in his feminine

psychology, rapidity of movement and realistic

dialogue. His chronicle play La prudencia en la

mujer is one of the best in Spanish. He also wrote

magnificent Biblical and religious dramas, includ-

ing, possibly, the masterpiece El condenado* por
desconfiado. His most famous work is El burlador

de Sevilla y convidado de piedra (before 1630), the

first play about don juan, powerful, but carelessly

written.

Tirso’s first miscellany Los cigarrales de Toledo

contains an interesting defence of the popular

theatre, two excellent plays and some rather

mediocre novels. The second is religious—Defe/Var

aprovechando. His prose is sometimes over-

elaborate, but he wrote one famous, if rather

brutal, story—‘Los tres maridos burlados’ in Los
cigarrales,

Comedias (Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., V, LVIII;

Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., IV, I>0; Obras

dramdticas completas (ed. B. de los Rios, 3 vols,

1946, 1952, 1958); Obras, I {El Burlador de Sevilla,

El vergonzoso en palacio; ed. A. Castro, 1910, rev.

ed. 1922), II {El amor medico, Averiguelo Vargas;

ed. A. Zamora Vicente and M. J. Canellada, 1947).

—Don Gil de las calzas verdes (ed. B. P. Bourland,

New York, 1910); Los cigarrales de Toledo (ed. V.

Said Armesto, 1913); La villana de Vallecas (ed. S.

W. Brown, CWcago, 1934) ; Marta lapiadosa (ed. E.

Julid Martinez, 1943); La prudencia en la mujer

(ed. A. H. Bushee and L. Stafford, Mexico, 1948);

La Santa Juana (ed. A. del Campo, 1948); Deleytar

aprovechando (1635; 1677; 176^; Por el sotano y el

torno (ed. A. Zamora Vicente, 1949); La patrona

de las musas (ed. R. Froldi, 1959); La villana de

Vallecas (ed. J. Lemartinel and G. Zomana, 1964);

La venganza de Tamar (ed. A. K. G. Paterson,

1969).

R. Mendndez Kdal, Estudios literarios (1920;

1938); A. H. Bushee, Three Centuries of T, de M,
(1939); E. Gij6n Zapata, El humor en T, de M,
(1959); A, Urtiaga, El indiano en la dramdtica de
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IT. de M, (1965); K. Vossler, Lecciones sobre

T, de M. (1965); A. Nougue, Vcsuvre en prose de

T. de M, (n.d.) E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Tirumurai: see nayaumar.

T!ruya]]uvar (c. 2nd century a.d.) was according to

tradition a weaver living in southern India. He was

the reputed author of the Kuralt a collection of

1330 moral maxims written in the Tamil language.

Others assert that Tiruvalluvar is not a name but a

title borne by religious teachers of the lower

castes. The Rural has been called the Tamil Veda

and described as ‘the most venerated and popular

book south of the Godavari ... the literary

treasure, the poetic mouthpiece, the highest type

of verbal and moral excellence among the Tainil

people’.

H. A. Popley, The Sacred Rural (1931).

H.G.R. (J.R.M.)

Tishbi: see Bachur, Elijah.

Tisias {fl. c. 440 B.c.), Sicilian Greek rhetorician,

pupil of Corax’*^ and pioneer in forensic oratory.

He divided the speech into four parts—introduc-

tion, narrative, proof and conclusion—and
established argument from probability as the

dominant form of proof. Like Corax, he probably

published handbooks, which may have included

standard arguments (loci communes) for use in the

different sections of the speech. These innovations

became permanent features of Athenian oratory,

whence they were transmitted to Roman and later

Greek oratory,

Biblio. as for Corax*. S.U.

TiSma, Aleksandar (*HorgoS 161 1924), Serbian

novelist and prose writer. A graduate of Belgrade,

TiSma is now director of the Matica Srpska

publishing house and an editor of Letopis Matice

srpske. His prose is concerned with the problems

of the post-war young generation and the psy-

chology of violence. He has also written poetry,

novels: Za ernom devojkom (1969).—stories:

Rrivice (1961); Nasilje (1965). B.J.

Titinius (first half of 2nd century b.c.), perhaps the

first writer of fabulae togatae (comedies set in

Italian country towns). Fragments of about 15 of

these survive. Varro* ranked his ability at

character-drawing on the same level as Terence’s*.

O. Ribbeck, Comicorim Romanorum fragmenta

(3rd ed. 1898).—F. Leo, Geschichte der romischen

Literatur (1913), H.D.J.

Tocqueville, Alexis de (Verneuil 29 VII 1805;

tCannes 16 IV 1859), French politician and
historian, retired in 1851 from politics. He was a
remarkable observer and critic in his Democratie

en Amerique (a country he had visited in 1832) and
profoundly original in his Ancien Regime, in some
ways the most mature historical work of the 19th
century.

De la Democratie en Amerique (2 vols, 1835;
tr. H. Reeve, 2 vols, 1835); VAncien Regime et

la Revolution frangaise (1856; tr. idem, 1856).

—CEuvres completes (9 vols, 1860-65; defin. ed.

J.-P. Mayer, 1952 if.); Souvenirs (2 vols, 1893;

Eng. tr. A. Teixeira de Mattos, 1902).

E. d’Eichtal, A, de T, et la democratie liberale

(1897); J.-P. Mayer, A Prophet of the Mass Age:
A Study ofA. de T. (1939); G. W. Pierson, T, and
Beaumont in America (1938). D.H.

Todorov, Petko (*EIena 26 IX 1879; tGcneva
14 II 1916), Bulgarian idyll-writer and playwright.

He became a gifted member of the ‘Missul circle*

(Krustev*) after studying in Toulouse, Berlin and
Leipzig, where he met Pencho Slaveykov* who
stimulated his interest in folk-lore. Influenced by
J. Schlaf*, he combined this with his individualist

philosophy to write a series of ‘idylls’ in his own
style of poetic prose. His plays also present such

motifs in a setting of the patriarchal rural tra-

dition.

Idilii (1906); Drami (1910); Shvyanite v bulgar^

skata literatura (1944).—Coll, works (ed. N.

Furnajiev et aL, 3 vols, 1957-58). V.P.

Toepffer, Rodolphe (*Gcneva 31 I 1799; liibid,

8 VI 1846), Swiss novelist and art critic. Early

compelled by weak eyesight to give up painting,

he set up a cosmopolitan boys’ school in 1824 and

later gave lively accounts of the school’s expedi-

tions in the Alps in the Voyages en Zigzag (1844)

and Nouveaux voyages en Zigzag (1854). In 1832

he became Professor of literature at the Academic

de Geneve and started writing his nouvelles which

unite humour and sensitive observation and

express the love for his native city from which this

kindly family man and teacher rarely stirred. He
also wrote stories in the form of a scries of cari-

catures, precursors of the strip-cartoon, M.
Vieux-Bois, M, Crepin, M, Cryptograme, Docteur

Festus,

SHORT stories: La bibliotMque de mon oncle

(1832); Nouvelles genevoises (1841).— presbytire

(novel; 2 vols, 1839); Reflexions et menus propos

d*un peintre genevois (1848); Nouvelles, romans,

albums et inedits (Skira ed,, 1943).

P. Chaponni^re, Notre T, (1930).

J.P.I. (G.G.)

Tofte, Robert (fLondon I 1620), English son-

neteer and translator. Tofte’s Petrarchan sequences

Laura and Alba (containing a reference to Love's

Labour's Lost) are presented as the results of

travels in France and Italy. Most of the poems are

translated from these languages. The rest of his

works are avowed translations.
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Laura: the toys of a traveller (1597; ed. Sir

Sidney Lee, Elizabethan Sonnets, II, 1904); Alba,

the months mind of a melancholy lover (1598; ed.

A. B. Grosart, 1880); Orlando Innamorato (from
Boiardo; first 3 bks, 1598). G.K.H,

Tokuda Shusei, pseud, of Tokuda Matsuo
(Kanazawa, Ishikawa 1 II 1872; flS XI 1943),

Japanese novelist of the Naturalist school.

Ashiato (1910); Kabi (1911); Tadare (1913;
summary of these 3 in T. Kunitomo, Japanese
Literature Since 1868, 1938); Shi ni shitashimu

(1933; summary in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai,
Introduction to Contemporary Japanese Literature,

I, 1939); Kunsho (1935; ‘The Decoration’, tr. 1. 1.

Morris in Modern Japanese Stories, 1961);
Shukuzu (1941; summary in Kokusai Bunka
Shinkokai, op, cit, II, 1959). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Tolentino, Nicolau: see Almeida, Nicolau
Tolentino de.

Tolkien, John Ronald Reuel (*3 I 1892; ool916
Edith Bratt), English scholar, and author of a
series of books in which he has created a whole
new mythology, completely credible and en-

thralling. The story of the Hobbits and the affairs

of Middle Earth begins in The Hobbit (1937), but
it is the imaginative power of the trilogy The Lord
of the Rings (The Fellowship of the Ring, 1954;
The Two Towers, 1954; The Return of the King,

1955) that has won the allegiance of his devoted
readers.

Eds of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight (1925)
and Beowulf(l9^),—Farmer Giles ofHam (1949);
The Adventures of Tom Bombadil (1962); Smith
of Wootton Major (1967).

English and Medieval Studies Presented to

J, R, R, T, (1962); T and the Critics (ed. N. D.
Isaacs, 1968); Shadows of Imagination: the

Fantasies of C. S. Lewis, /. R. R, T and Charles

Williams (ed. M. R. Hillegas, 1969); C. R.
Stimpson, /. R, R, T (1970). W.R.A.

Tollens, Hendrik Franciscus Caroluszoon
(*24 IX 1780; 00I8OO Gerbranda C. Rivier;

t21 X 1856), Dutch poet and business-man, self-

educated, started as a sentimental rhymer and
playwright and developed into a much admired
descriptive and homely poet whose deliberate

simplicity sometimes achieved a fine sincerity.

J.W.W.

plays: De bruiloft (1799); Konstantijn (1800).

—

verse: Proeve van minnezangen en idyllen (3 vols,

1800-03); Gedichten (3 vols, 1808-15); Tafereel

van de overwintering der Hollanders op Nova
Zembla (1819; ed. G. W. Huygens, 1964; The
Hollanders in Nova Zembla, tr. D. van Pelt, 1882);

Laatste gedichten (1848-53).

—

Gezamenlijke dicht-

werken (12 vols, 1855-57).

G. D, J. Schotel, T en zijn tijd (1860); C.

Busken Huet, Litterarische Fantasien en Kritieken,

VI (1881-88); W. G. C Byvanck in De Gids

(1898); J. Valckenier Suringar in Rotterdamsch
Jaarboekje (1923); D. Ban, ‘Vier overwinteringen

op Nova Zembla’ in De Nieuwe Taalgids, XXXII
(1938); W. J. M. A. Asselbergs, Tussen Vosmaer
en T, (1968). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Toller, Ernst (Samotschin 1 XII 1893; fNew
York 22 V 1939), German playwright. His radical

pacifist and Marxist convictions were poured out

in vivid abrupt language, and he became a repre-

sentative spokesman of Impressionist drama.

Das Schwalbenbuch (verse; 1924; Eng, tr. A.
Dukes, 1924); Eine Jugend in Deutschland (auto-

biog.; 1933; Eng. tr. E. Crankshaw, 1934).—
SELECTED TRANSLATIONS: Seveu Ploys (1935); No
More Peace! (tr. E. Crankshaw and W. H. Auden,
1937); Pastor Hall (1939).

—

Ausgewdhlte Schriften

(ed. B. Uhse and B. Kaiser, 1959); Prosa, Briefe,

Dramen, Gedichte (1961).

H. Liebermann, E, T (in Yiddish, 1924; Span,

tr. 1936; Ger. tr. 1939); W. A. Willibrand, E. T,
Product of Two Revolutions (1941) and E, T and
His Ideology (1945); T. Dorst, T (1968).

R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Tolomei, Claudio (*Siena 1492; tRome 1555157),

Italian writer. Exil^ from Siena in 1526, he lived

in Rome, Piacenza and Padua; recalled to Siena,

he held high office and was nominated ambassador
to France. A writer ofsonnets and no mean orator,

he opposed Trissino’s* orthographical reforms in

II Polito, and in 11 Cesano championed Tuscan
usage in the language controversy. His Regole

anticipated Carducci* in attempting to apply

classical metres to Italian.

II Polito (pub. under name of A. Franci; 1525);

Versi e regole della nuova poesia toscana (1539);

Delle lettere diM, C, T libri sette (1547) ; II Cesano

(1555; ed. G. Antimaco in G. Daelli’s Biblioteca

rara, 1864); Lirici del Cinquecento (ed. L. Baldacci,

1957).

G. Carducci, La poesia Barbara nei secoli

XV e XVI (1881); P. L. Sbaragli, C. T,: la vita e le

opere (1939). P.McN.

Tolstoy, Count Alexey Konstanitnovich (*St

Petersburg 24 VIII 1817; 1*28 IX 1875), Russian
author. As a poet he was an eclectic and polished

‘Parnassian’, with a humorous vein—e.g. Kuz'ma
Prutkov, a well-known collection of nonsense verse

and parodies (written in collaboration with the two
brothers Zhemchuzhnikov). But he also wrote fine

poems on tragic and religious themes. His
‘Shakespearean’ dramatic trilogy, Smerf Ivana
Groznogo (1866), Tsar' Fedor (1868) and Tsar'

Boris (1870), is in blank verse and has good
characterization. Less satisfactory and now some-
what dated is his historical romance, Knyaz'
Serebryany, from the times of Ivan* the Terrible.
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Polnoye sobrmie sochineniy (4 vols, 1910-11);

Drarmticheskaya trilogiya (1939).

—

Prince Sere-

brermi (tr. Pr. Galitzine, 1874; Prince Serebryani,

tr. I. H. Curtis, 1892; A Prince of Outlaws^ tr.

C. A. Manning, 1927); The Death of Ivan the

Terrible (tr. I. H. Harrison, 1869; tr. A. Hayes,

1926; tr. G. R. Noyes, 1933); Czar Fyodor

Ivanovich (tr. J. Covan, 1923; tr. A. Hayes, 1924).

A. A. Kondratyev, Graf A. K, T. (1912);

A. Girondelle, Le poite A. T, (1912); biogs

by: A. Starchevsky (1935); R. Messer (1939)

J.L.

Tolstoy, Count Alexey Nikolayevich (*1882;

tMoscow 1945), Russian author who, after a spell

abroad, returned to Soviet Russia (in 1923) and

became one of the most prominent figures in

Soviet fiction. His first book of stories appeared in

1910, but he wrote his best works after the

Revolution. His range is wide: narratives of the

decaying gentry; Wellsian romance (Aelita^ 1924);

delightful autobiographic fragments in Detstvo

Nikity (1921; Nikita^s Childhood, tr. V. L. Dutt,

1945); a splendid panorama of war and revolution

in his trilogy, Khozhdenie po mukam (1921-41);

a grotesquely satirical picture of emigre life in

Priklyucheniya Nevzorova Hi Ibikus (1925); and a

vivid reconstruction ofa past epoch in his historical

novel Peter I parts, 1929, 1933, 1945); also some
shorter stories. He is the author of several plays

—

two of them about Ivan* the Terrible (1945).

During the Second World War he concentrated on
anti-German propaganda and patriotic pam-
phleteering.

Izbrannyeproizvedeniya (1945); Polnoye sobranie

sochineniy (15 vols, 1946-53); Petr Pervy (1947);

Khozhdenie po mukam (new ed., 2 vols, 1950).

—

Sobranie sochineniy (1958-61).

—

Imperial Majesty

(tr, H, Ch. Matheson, 1932); Darkness and Dawn
(tr. E. Bone and E. Burns, 1936; as Road to

Calvary, 1945); Peter the Great (tr. idem, 1936);

The Death Box (tr. B. G, Guerney, 1936); Bread

(tr. S. Garry, 1938); Daredevils (tr. L. Fromberg,

1942); My Country (tr. idem, 1943); Russian Tales

for Children (tr. E. Shimanskaya, 1944); The

Golden Key (tr. E. Hartley, 1947).

I. I. Veksler, A, N, T (1948); B. Shcherbina,

A. N. T (1956). J.L.

Tolstoy, Count Lev Nikolayevich (Yasnaya
Polyana 28 VIII 1828; oo23 IX 1862; fAstapovo

7 XI 1910), Russian author. Coming of aristocratic

landowning stock, he had all he needed for a quiet

rural existence, but his restless character tossed

him between all sorts of experiences, contrasts and
contradictions. He gave up his University studies,

became a soldier among the primitive Caucasian

Cossacks, travelled abroad, experimented with

education (on Rousseauesque lines). But, however
successful he was as a creative artist, he could never
rid himself of the fundamental cleavage which can

be traced in the whole of his life and work. On the
one hand he was capable of enjoying (and describ-

ing) life in its instinctive full-blooded aspects with a
gusto rare among ordinary mortals. Yet behind
his spontaneous love of life there lurked in him
all the time the brooding moralizing seeker for that

ultimate meaning which would justify existence

in the teeth of death. It was in fact death as the
negation of life, the meaninglessness of death, that

filled liim with fear and anguish, urging him on to

intensify his quest even at the expense of his art.

The dividing line was his Ispoved' (‘Confession’),

written about 1879 and first published at Geneva in

1882. After that date the moralist in him took the

upper hand. Out of a simplified Sermon on the

Mount and his own Rousseauesque aversion to all

civilization Tolstoy now constructed that puritanic

and in essence anarchic would-be Christiania

which became known as Tolstoyanism. As he was
anxious to practise it in his own house, he had
frequent misunderstandings with his wife, from
whom he eventually escaped. During that dramatic

flight he caught pneumonia and died at a little

railway station in central Russia.

As a writer Tolstoy made his debut in Sovre-

mennik in 1852 with his Detstvo—the first part

of his more or less autobiographic trilogy. This

work aroused immediate attention by its freshness,

truthfulness and plastic power. He enhanced his

reputation by a number of other narratives, among
which his unfinished novel Kazaki (1862) is of

particular interest, in so far as the How of the story

is repeatedly interrupted by the broodings of

Tolstoy the seeker and the moralist. The same can

be said of his Voyna i mir (‘War and Peace*;

1862-69)—that magnificent cross-section of the

entire Russian nation during one of its critical

periods. Here Tolstoy’s own moral quest and
vexation of the spirit have been convincingly

projected into his two doubles, Prince Andrey and

Pierre Bezukhov. The conflict is more strongly

marked in Anna Karenina (1875-77), a novel

about the Russian manor and Russian society as

Tolstoy saw them after he had happily married and

settled for good on his estate of Yasnaya Polyana.

But this time Tolstoy’s alter ego, the externally

happy and prosperous squire Levin, is almost

driven to suicide by his inability to find that mean-

ing of life without which he cannot accept life

itself. In the end this meaning (in the formula of

universal love and brotherhood) is revealed to him

by the wisdom of a simple, illiterate peasant.

The next logical step was Tolstoy’s ‘conversion’,

so poignantly described in his own Confession.

For a number of years Tolstoy now kept pouring

out theological and moral pamphlets, admonitions

and indictments, to the dismay of dl those who
admired his artistic genius. But Tolstoy’s creative

vitality was strong enough to produce a number of

literary masterpieces even after his conversion:

Smert' Ivana Ilyicha (3886), the naturalistic

peasant drama Vlasf t"my (1886), Khozyain i



rabotnik (1895), the splendid Caucasian narrative

Hadji Murad (1901). The most interesting work of

that period is however his last long novel, Vos-

kresenie (1899), with its mixture of the powerful

artistic and the dry, didactic aspects of Tolstoy.

While reading it, one cannot help feeling that

Tolstoy the moralist and the prophet has little to

give to our generation, whereas Tolstoy the artist

remains and will remain among the greatest.

Numerous eds of T.’s works, among the more
recent being: Sobranie khudozhestvennykh proiz-

vedeniy (12 vols, 1948); Polnoye sobranie sochineniy

(1949 ff.).

—

^translations: Centenary Edition of
Tjs Works (ed. A. Maude, tr. mainly A. and L.

Maude, 21 vols, 1928-37); Tales of Army Life

(tr. idemy 1935); Tales by T, (tr. idem^ 1936);

Anna Karenina (tr. R. Edmonds, 1954).

D. Merezhkovsky, T, i Dostoyevsky (2 vols,

1901-

02); V. Zelinsky, Russkaya kriticheskaya

literatura o proizvedeniyakh Tolstogo (8 vols,

1902-

12); Lev Shestov, Dobro i zlo v uchenii

Tolstogo i Nietzsche (1907, 1923); Ivanov-

Razumnik, L, T, (1910); A. L. Volynsky, L. T.

(1910); K. N. Leontyev, O romanakh Tolstogo

(1911); R. Rolland, Vie de T (1911); V. Veresayev,

O Dostoyevskom i Tolstom (1913); M. Gorky,
Vospominaniya o Tolstom (1919); A. B. Golden-
veizer, Vblizi Tolstogo (2 vols, 1922-23); L. L.

Tolstoy, La virite sur man p^re (1923); M. A.
Aldanov, Zagadka Tolstogo (1923); D. Makovicky,
Yasnopolyanskie zapiski (1923); P. J. Biryukov,

L. N. T. (4 vols, 1923); H. Fausset, T. (1927);

N. N. Gusev, Zhizn* Uva Tolstogo (1927), Letopis*

zhizni i tvorchestva Tolstogo (1936) and L, N, T,

(1954); B, Eichenbaum, L. T (1928); Sofya A.
Tolstaya, Dnevniki (1928; The Diary of Tjs Wife,

tr. A. Werth, 1928); M. N. Rozanov, Rousseau i

T (1928); V. B. Shklovsky, Materialy i stiV v

romane Voina i mir (1928); V. F. Bulgakov,

Tragediya Tolstogo (1928); A. Maude, The Life

of T, (2 vols, 1929-30) and The Final Struggle

(1936); A. I. Nazarov, T, the Inconstant Genius

(1930); S. M. Breitburg, Literatura o Tolstom

poslednikh let (1931); Countess A. Tolstoy, The
Tragedy of T, (tr. E. Varneck, 1933); L. Dillon,

Count L. T, (1934); M. V. Muratov, T i Chertkov

(1934); V. Pozner, T est mort (1935); G. E. H.
Abraham, T (1935); I. A. Bunin, Osvobozhdenie

Tolstogo (1937); F. V. Buslayev, Korrespondenty

Tolstogo (1940); L. Derrick, T, (1944); J. Lavrin,

T, (1944; New York, 1969); M. Kues, T, vivant

(1945); I. I. Polner, T and His Wife (1946); E.

Simmons, L, T, (1946, 1949); P. Boyer, Chez T,

(1950); F. Porche, Portrait psychologique de T,

(1949); T V russkoy kritike (ed. S. P. Bychkov,

1952); H. Troyat, Tolstoi (1965; Eng. tr. N.
Amphoux, 1968). J.L.

Toman, Karel, pseud, of AntonIn BernA§ek
(*Kokovice 25 II 1877; fPrague 12 VI 1946),

Czech poet. Influenced in his early days by the

[631] TOMiS ZE SltlNEHO

^e aestheticism of the Czech decadents, he developed

)f in his later poetry a melodious, emotionally subtle

y- manner, often successfully treating patriotic

j1 themes.

Dtto (1956-57).
" J. Hora, K. T. (1935); F. Buridnek, K. T. (1963).

Tomashevsky, Boris Viktorovich (*1890), Soviet

e critic, editor, theoretician of literature and

> specialist in Pushkin*. With Zhirmunsky*, Shklov-

y sky* Brik* and Eichenbaum* he belonged in the

early 1920s to the formalist group whose
members approached literary works from the

’e angle of style and form.

» Teoriya literatury, Poetika (1927). J.L.

Tomasi di Lampedusa, Giuseppe (*Palermo 23 XII
^ 1896; ooBaroness Alessandra Wolff-Stomersee;

\\ tRome 26 VII 1957), Italian novelist. His only

novel, II gattopardo (1958 ; The Leopard, tr. A.

^ Colquhoun, 1960), written in the last few years of
’

his life, was the result ofyears of meditation. It was
^ published posthumously and soon became an

international best-seller. It is a historical novel set

» in Sicily between 1860 and the turn of the century
" and is an interpretation both of Sicily and of the
'* Risorgimento. Tomasi di Lampedusa also wrote

short stories {Racconti, 1961 ; Two Stories and a
» Memory, tr. A. Colquhoun, 1962).

\
Opere (1965).

-* A. Vitello, I Gattopardi di Domafugata (1963).

;
B.M.

Tomas or Thomas Simonsson (*c. 1380; tl443),

/ Swedish Bishop, poet and politician. He studied

i;
abroad, was a supporter of Ihe reforms introduced

by the Council ofBasle, and in 1429 became Bishop
I ofStrdngnas. In 1439 he took part in the deposition

9 of King Erik and in this connection wrote the

s first poem in Swedish of which the author is

^ known, Frihetsvisan, the form of which is tradi-

9 tional and the contents topical. He also wrote an
allegorical poem on the subject of loyalty.

^ Poems printed for the first time in Scriptores

rerum svecicarum (ed. E. Geijer and J. H. Schroder,
' 1828; repr. G. Klemming in Svenska medeU
^ tidsdikter och rim, 1887-89).
» E. Hjarne, ‘Biskop T. av StrangnSs visa om
^ striden for Sveiiges frihet’ in Historisk tidskrift

for Finland (1919); L. Sjodin, ‘Biskop T.* foster-

;
lands- och frihets-k^lek* in Historisk tidskrift

’•

(1925); E, Lonnrot, ‘Biskop T.* frihetsvisa’ in

» Scania (1931); G, Carlsson, Biskop T av
• StrSngms (1955). B.M.E.M. ; A.H.J.K. (I.S.)

Tomd§ ze Stitneho, or TomAS STfiNf (*Stitn6

c c. 1333; tPrague between 1401 and 1409), Czech

, moralist. A member of the minor nobility, Stitn^

i studied at Prague University, spent some years

CF w I—iir—

X
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on his provincial estate and finally (from 1381)

sold his landed property and lived in Prague.

His theological works (many of them written for

the instruction of his children) show little origin-

ality in content but are noteworthy in that they

are written in Czech. Stitn^ is thus one of the

first prose-writers of Czech literature and in this

sense is a forerunner of the 15th-century Czech

Reformation with its insistence on the importance

of the vernacular.

Sect besedni (ed. M. Hattala, 1897); Kni^ky

Sestery o obecnfch v^cech kfest*anskych (ed. K. J.

Erben, 1852); &eci nedelni a svdtecni (ed. J.

Straka, 1929); Knihy naudenie kresfanskiJio

(ed. A. J. Vrt’dtko, 1873); Barlaam a Josafat

(ed. F. Simek, 1946); Kniiky o hre sachove a
jine (ed. idem, 1956); Sbornik vysehradskfi

(ed. F. Rygdnek, 1960-69).

J. Gebauer, 0 zivoti a spisich T. ze S. (1923).

R.A.

Tomkis, Thomas (fl. 1607), University dramatist,

English-born. His plays are among the best

academic productions of the period, written in

fluent verse full of pleasant reminiscences of earlier

English poetry.

Lingua: or the combat of the tongue and the

five senses for superiority (1607; repr. R. Dodsley,

Old Plays, rev. W. Hazlitt, IX; Tudor Facs.

Texts, 1913); Albumazar (1615; repr. Dodsley-
HazHtt, XI). G.K.H.

Tommaseo, Niccol6 (*Sebenico, Dalmatia 9 X
1802; tFlorence 1 V 1874), Italian scholar and
writer who lived by his pen, in his time an impor-
tant literary and political figure, a radical Catholic

who hoped for a spiritual regeneration of society

and wrote many moralizing works to further this

end. His output was vast and varied and he made
passionate attacks on many great contemporary
writers; but his undisciplined yet categorical mind
never achieved great depth or originality of
thought, even in his work on the language,

Tuscan but popular in direction, which includes

his still useful Nuovo dizionario de* sinonimi

della lingua italiana (1830) and the Dizionario

della lingua italiana (7 vols, 1858-79), written

when he was blind. The tortured mixture of

sensuality and spirituality characteristic of his life

pervades the novel Fede e bellezza (1840), which
shocked many readers, as well as his historical

novels, autobiographic^ prose, lyrics and narra-

tive poems. Though often forced in style and
feeling, they include some of the best work of

their era.

Tommaseo is perhaps most successful as a
translator of folk-poetry, in Canti popolari

toscani, corsi, illirici, greci (1841-42), and of

Latin poets and the Bible, adhering closely to the

texture of his originals.

Numerous sels of T.’s work, several by himself;

Opere (ed. M. Puppo, 2 vols, 1968; the fullest,

with a good biblio.).— (1920; 1st

pub. as Opuscoli inediti difra Girolamo Savonarola
Paris, \%lS)\IlDucad'Atene {ibid., l^Ziy,Memork
poetiche (1838; crit. ed. M. Pccoraro, 1964);
Studii filosofici (4 vols, 1840); Iskrice (in Serbo-
Croat, Zagreb, 1844; N. T.’s Ital. tr., Scintille);

N. T. and G. Capponi, Carteggio inedito dal

1833 al 1874 (4 vols, 1911-32); N. T. and G. P.

Vieusseux, Carteggio inedito, 1: 1825-1834 (1956).
—3 vols of the Edizione Nazionale of T.’s works
have appeared.

R. Ciampini, Vita di N. T. (1945); M. Fubini,

‘Vita e poesia del T.’ in Romanticismo italiana

(1953; 4th ed. 1968). J.G.-R.

Tompa, MihAly (*Rimaszombat 28 IX 1817;
C301849 Emilia Zsoldos; tHanva 30 VII 1868),

Hungarian poet. During a life of illness and
melancholy Tompa claimed recognition from
Petofi* and Arany*. His poetry consists of

romantic lyrics, verse myths and legends, and a

few narrative poems. He is at his greatest as a

nature poet.

Nepregek es monddk (1846); T. M. versei

(2 vols, 1847-54).

—

T. M. mimkdi (ed. J. Levay,

4 vols, 1902-05).

M. Lengyel, T. M. elete es milvei (1906);

L. Keky, T. M. (1912). G.F.C.

Tone, Theobald Wolfe (*Dublin 20 VI 1763;

001785 Matilda Witherington; "^ibid. 19 XI
1798), Irish revolutionary and political writer;

educated at Trinity College, Dublin; barrister;

founder of the Society of United Irishmen. A
Protestant himself, he produced An Argument on

behalf of the Catholics of Ireland in 1791. His

political aim was to create a united nation which
would cut across all barriers of class or creed.

Fighting in the nationalist cause he attempted to

enlist French aid, was captured and died in prison.

Tone was one of the founders of Irish democratic

republicanism and his writings have influenced

Irish political writing into the 20th century.

Autobiography and Writings (ed. William Tone,

2 vols, 1826); Autobiography (abr. S. O’Faolain,

1937).—Frank MacDermot, T. W. T. (1939).

E.T.W.

Tonnis, Jan, 17th-century Dutch playwright,

Professor of Hebrew at Coster’s* academy,

wrote a Joseph trilogy, Josephus Droef- en Ely-

Eynd^ spel (1639), which Vondel* must have

known. However, the only classical element is the

chorus. A.M.B.W.

W. A. P. Smit, Van Pascka tot Noah, I (1956).

R.P.M.

Tony: see Bergmann, Anton.

Xooke, originally Horne, John (*Westminster
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25 yi_1736; fWimbledon 18 m 1812), English
politician of turbulent career and pioneer philolo-

gist, forwhom this science subserved his nominalist
philosophy. He emphasized the importance of
Gothic and Old English studies. R.M.H.

The Petition of an Englishman (1765); Oration
,, ,at a Meeting of the Freeholders of Middlesex
(1769); The Diversions of Parley (1786 and
1798; philol. work).

A. Stephens, Memoirs of /. H, T, (2 vols,

1813); J. A. Graham, Memoirs ofT.,. with his

Speeches and Writings (1828); M. C. Yarborough,
J, H, T (1920; H. Aaisleff, The Study of Lan-^

guage in England, 1780-1860 (1967).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Topelius, Zacharias (KuddnSs 14 I 1818;
001845 Emilie Lindquist; tSipoo 12 HI 1898),
Swedish poet, novelist and short-story writer of
Finland. The son of the folk-loiist Zacharias
TopeliiM the elder, he received an excellent

education, studying under Runeberg* in Helsinki
and graduating in 1840. He taught at the Helsinki
Lycaeum and later became a Professor and
Rector of Helsinki University. Topelius published
his early verse in 1845 and after that was prolific

in various fields, including those of children’s

literature, memoirs, travel literature and scholar-

ship. He resembles Runeberg in his optimism,
idealism, ethical interests and love of Finland.
All his works have been translated into Finnish.

verse: Ljungblommor (3 vols, 1845-54); Nya
blad (1870); LJung (1889).—^noveu and stories:

Hertiginnan afFinland(lS50);Fciltskdmsberdttelser
(1853-64; The Surgeon^s Stories, tr. S. Borg and
M. A. Brown, 5 vols, 1872-74); Vinterqvdllar

(1880-97); Planetemas skyddslingar (1886); Ljun^
gars saga (1896).—plays: Efter femtio dr (1851);
Kung Karls jakt (1852); Regina von Emmeritz
(1854); Hangos oga (1867); Prinsessan af Cypem
(1881).

—

children’s books: Sagor (3 vols, 1847-

49); Naturens bok (1856); Ldsningfor barn (8 vols,

1865-96; Fairy Tales From Finland, tr. E. R.
Christie, 1896); Boken om vdrt land (1875);
Evangelium for barnen (1893).—miscellaneous
prose: Soderom Ostersjon (1856-57); Londonbref
(1860); Dagbocker (diaries; 4 vols, 1918-24);
Sjdlvbiografiska anteckningar (1922),—Samlade
skrifter (coll, writings; 34 vols, 1904-07).

E. G. Palm6n, Z. T, oman ajan arvostelussa

(1899); E. Vest, Z. T. (1906); V. Vasenius, Z. T
(6 vols, 1912-33); S. Lagerlof, Z. T. (1920);
E. N. Tigerstedt, T-studier (1943); M. Gran6r,
Z. r.’ kdrlekslyrik (1946); K. Laurent, T. saturu-
noilijana (1947); P. B. Nyberg, Z. T. (2 vols,

1950); B. Lunelund-Gronroos, Z. T*.’ tryckte
skrifter (1954) and T sagor pd utldndska sprdk
(1950. W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Topirceanu, Gheorghe (*Bucharest 1886; tla§i

1937), Rumanian poet and humorist, author of

clever verse parodies and of prose reminiscences

of war experiences.

verse: Balade vesele (1910; Parodii originale

(1916; 3rd ed. 1927); Balade vesele §i triste

(1920; 4th ed. 1931); Migdale amare (1928);

Postume (1938).

—

Opere alese (intro. A. Sandu-
lescu, 1959).

—

uprose: Amintiri din luptele de la

Turtucaia (1918); Scrisori fdrd adresd (1930;

3rd ed. 1934); Pirin^Planina (1930.
A. Sandulescu, G, T, (1958); Otilia Cazimir,

Prietenii mei scriitori (1960); C. Oopraga, G, T
(1960. F.J.B.

Toplady, Augustus Montague (*Famham 4 XI
1740; fLondon 14 Vni 1778), English divine,

apologist of Calvinism and writer of hymns,
including ‘Rock of Ages’.

Memoirs (1778); Works (with memoir by W.
Row; 1794); Historic Proof of the Doctrinal

Calvinism of the Church of England (2 vols,

1774); Psalms and Hymns (1776, etc.).

T. Wright, Life of A, M, T. (1911).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Tops0e, Vilhelm Christian Sigurd (*Skelsk0r
5 X 1840; 001868 Augusta Pauline Kirstine Peter-

son; tSkodsborg 11 VII 1881), Danish novelist

and short-story writer; editor of the Copenhagen
paper Dagbladet from 1872. As a creative writer

he was infiuenced in style and technique by
Dickens* and Thackeray*. In spite of his realism

he was disliked by Georg Brandes* and his circle,

because of his conservative views. He depicts

contemporary life with subtle irony,

novels: Jason med det gyldne Skind (1870;
Slagne Folk (1892).—short stories: Skizzer

af Xox (1863); I Solskin (1867); Nutidsbilleder

(1878); Fra Studiebogen (1879); Samlede For--

teellinger (3 vols, 1891).—essays and various:

Fra Schweitz og Frankrig (1871); Fra Amerika
(1872); Politiske Portrcetstudier (1878).

—

Udvalgte

Skrifter (2 vols, 1923).

V. Andersen, V. T (1922). E.B.

Torelli-Benedetti, Barbara (*Parma 21 II 1546;

ooG. P. Benedetti; fafter 1598), Italian poet. Her
pastoral drama Partenia in bla^ verse and five

acts is contemporaneous with Pastor Fido and
derives from Aminta,

Partenia remains in MS in Cremona.—One
sonnet in Componimenti poetici delle pid illustri

rimatrici d*ogni secolo (ed. L. Bergalli, 1720.
G. Zonta, ‘La “Partenia” di B. T.-B.’ in

Rassegna bibliografica della lett. ital., XIV (1900.

P.McN.

Torelli-Strozzi, Barbara (1475; c3ol491 Ercole

Bentivoglio, ool508 Ercole Strozzi*; tBologna
17 XI 1533), Italian poet. Her second husband’s
mysterious murder evoked one of the most
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moving sonnets in the Italian language. The

attribution of this sonnet is, however, disputed.

Lirici del Cinquecento (ed. L. Baldacci, 1957).

M. Catalano, ‘La tragica morte di Ercole

Strozzi e il sonetto di B, T,’ in Archivum roman-

icum, X (1926); M. A. Mortara, ‘La morte di

Ercole Strozzi poeta ferrarese’ in La Rassegna,

4th ser., XXXVI (1928); L. Falchi, ‘Per un

sonetto attribuito a B. T.’, ibid.^ XXXVII (1929).

P.McN.

Torga, Miguel, pseud, of Adolfo Correia da
Rocha (*S. Martinho de Anta 1907), Portuguese

poet, short-story writer and playwright. His

verse offers a somewhat abstract affirmation of

human values which already indicates a state of

crisis. He is at his best in the short story, particu-

larly in those dealing with his own backward

province of Trds-os-Montes. Vindima (1945),

his only novel, is a harrowing tale of exploitation

and disaster in the Douro wine-producing country.

Bichos (1940) is a set of humorous animal stories.

verse: Ansiedade (1928); Rampa (1930);

Tn'huto (1931); Abismo (1932); O outro livro de

Job (1936); Lamentagdo (1943); Odes (1945);

Libertapdo (1945); Nihil sibi (1948); Cantico do

homem (1950); Orfeu rebelde (1958); Camara
ardente (1963).—prose: Pdo dzinio (1931);

A criagdo do mundo (3 vols, 1937-38); Didrio

(9 vols, 1941-64); Montmiha (1941); Rua (1942);

Novos contos da monimtha (1944).

—

^plays:

Terra firme; Mar (1941).

Castro Gil, Mdrio de Sd-Carneiro, M, T.,

Josd Rigio (1949); E. Louren^o, O desespero

humanisia de M, T, (1955); J. de Melo, M. T,

(1960). T.P.W.

Torhottt, Martijn van, 13th-century Dutch poet,

monk of Eename near Oudenaerde. He reveals

himself as the poet of Vander Biechten in the

colophon of a MS at Oudenaerde. Some also

ascribe to him the extensive and remarkable poem
Van den levene ons heren and even all the works
(mainly hagiographies) in theMSmentioned above.

J. van Mierlo, ‘M. van T.’ in Versl. en Med.
Vlaamse Acad. (1938-39); W. H. Beuken in

Album Philologicum .,.Th, Baader (1939); J. A. N.
Knuttel in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Ta^- en Letterk.,

LXIV (1946); Vanden levene ons Heren (ed. W. H.
Beuken, 2 vols, 1968), J.J.M. (A.v.E.)

Torneros, Adolf (Eskilstuna 24 XII 1794;

tUppsala 20 1 1839), Swedish author and scholar.

Tdrneros was Professor of aesthetics at Uppsala

1829-32 and Professor of Latin there 1832-39, a

friend of Atterbom* and an adherent of the

Romantic Fosforister. His literary style was
influenced by Sterne* and Jean* Paul: his best-

known writings are his accounts Qargely in letter

form) of travel, especially in Sdderraanland, which
reflect his aesthetic contemplative nature.

Bref och dagboksanteckningar (ed. E. A,

Schi'oder, with biog. by P. Atterbom, 2 vols,

1840-42; new ed. J. Landquist, 2 vols, 1925);

Sommarodysse (cd. N. Afzelius, 1932).

O. Ostergren, Stilistiska studier i TJ sprdk

(1905); M. Montgomery-Silfvertolpe, Memoarer

(4 vols, 1908-11); S. Siwertz, A, T. Forsdk till ett

portrait (1961). B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. (I.S.)

Torquemada, Antonio de (/I. mid-16th century),

Spanish miscellany-writer. His satirical colloquies

(1553) contain much information about 16th-

century life. His Jardin (1570) is a miscellany of

popular and learned wisdom. His influence, like

Mexia’s*, was considerable in Spain and abroad.

He also wrote a novel of chivalry, Don Olivante

de Laura (1564).

Jardin de flores curiosas (ed. A. G. de Amezda,

1943; Eng. tr., The Spanish Mandeuile of miracles^

1600) ; Coloqidos satiricos (in Nueva Biblioteca de

Aut. Esp., VII). E.M.W.

Torre, Alfonso de la (J7. mid-15th century),

Spanish prose-writer and poet. He studied at

Salamanca. His Vision deleitable (late 1430s) is an

allegorical encyclopaedia which draws on late

classical, Arabic and Jewish sources. Though

no source is later than the 12th century, the

Vision remained popular until the mid-17th

(Ital. tr. by Delfino, 1556; retr. into Span. 1663).

Vision deleitable in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp.,

XXXVI.
J. P. Wickersham Crawford, ‘The Visidn delect-

able of A. de la T. and Maimonides’ in Pub. Mod,

Lang. Assoc., XXVIII (1913) and ‘The seven liberal

arts in the Visidn deleitable of A. de la T.’ in

Romanic Rev., IV (1913). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Torre, FRANasco de la (fl, mid-16th century),

Spanish poet. Nothing is known of his life. Ihe

poems were ready for publication before 1594.

Quevedo* published the first edition in 1631 to

counteract gongorism. The poems are elegant,

Italianate sormets, odes and eclogues. The poet

has been falsely identified with Alfonso de la

Torre* and with Quevedo himself.

Obras (facs. ed. New York, 1903); Poedas

(ed. A. Zamora Vicente, 1944).

J. P. Wickersham Crawford, ‘F. de la T. y sus

poesias* in Homenaje a Ratndn Menindez Pidalt

II (1925). E.M.W.

Torre, Guillermo de (Madrid 1900; ooNorah

Borges), Spanish writer. After studying law at

Madrid University he became the leader of the

avant-garde literary movement of ultraismo (Mani-

fiesto vertical ultraista, 1920; Hilices^ 1923).

His book Literaturas europeas de vanguardia

(1925) is very valuable for the understanding of

this period. He was co-founder of the influential

literary review La Gaceta Literaria (1927). More
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recently his most outstanding publications have

been Problemdtica de la literatura (1951), La
metamorfosis de Proteo (1956) and El fiel de la

balanza (1961).

N. Jimenez, ‘G. de T. y la nueva poesia* in

America, IX (Quito, 1934). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Torres Bodet, Jaime (*1902), Mexican poet who
has advanced from simple, intimate verse to a

brilliant, but sometimes over-clever, manipulation

of images.

Fervor (1918); El corazon delirante (1922);

Condones (1922); La casa (1923); Nuevas con-

dones (1923); Los dias (1923); Poemas (1924);

Biombo (1925); Destierro (1930); Cripta (1937).

—

Poesia de /. T. B. (1965). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Torres Naharro, Bartolom^ de (*nr Badajoz;

t?1524), Spanish poet and dramatist. He was a

priest who had endured shipwreck and captivity

by the Moors. He lived in Rome, where his plays

were acted, and in Naples, where his Propalladia,

a collection of seven plays, was printed in 1517.

Two more plays appeared in later editions. The
preface emphasizes the importance of fitness in

drama, quotes Horace* and Cicero*, and divides

comedies into the realistic and the fantastic. His

two realistic plays vividly describe life in the army
and in a great household. The fantastic include

Himenea (whose source is La Celestina*) in

which an angry brother portrays Spanish dramatic

honour for the fiirst time. This is ^e first Spanish

cloak-and-sword play. In others he introduces

characters who speak in Valencian, dog-Latin and
Italian. His works were included in the Index of

1559, but they were reissued in an intelligently

expurgated edition in 1573.

Propalladia (ed. M, Canete and M. Men6ndez

y Pelayo, 2 vols, 1880-1900); Propalladia and
Other Works (ed. J. E. Gillet and O. H. Green,

Bryn Mawr, 4 vols, 1943-61); Tres comedias

(ed. H. L6pez Morales, New York, 1965).

J. E. Gillet, ‘T. N. and the Spanish drama of

the 16th century’ in Estudios eruditos in memoriam
de Adolfo Bonilla y San Martin, II (1930; contin.

in Hispanic Rev., V, 1937); J. P. W. Crawford,

Spanish Drama Before Lope de Vega (1937).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Torres Villarroel, Diego de (Salamanca 1693;

Vbid. 19 VI 1770), Spanish writer and poet. He
studied the humanities at Salamanca. Hermit,

soldier, alchemist, dancer and bullfighter, he
ended by qualifying in medicine, becoming Pro-

fessor of mathematics at Salamanca, and finally

taking religious Orders in 1745. He died honoured
by the whole nation.

The amazing ups and downs of his life are told

in his famous Vida (1743-58), witty, cynical

confessions written in an easy style with superb

narrative; a remarkable autobiography which

put an end to the picaresque novel. Voracious,

disorderly reading of mathematics and philosophy

led to curious semi-scientific books on the philo-

sopher’s stone and other strange subjects; and
above all to his Gran Piscator, begun in 1721

and continued throughout his life. The fulfilment

of a few of his prophecies gave him a nation-wide

popularity. As a social satire of the period his

burlesque poetry is almost equal to Quevedo’s*.

In it popular and culto elements are beautifully

combined. Among other works he wrote a very

fine biography of Sor Gregoria de Santa Teresa

(1738) and a series of sketches of Madrid life

—

Suenos, 1743—of great literary and historical

value.

Obras completas (15 vols, 1794-99); Vida,

ascendenda, nadmiento, crianza y aventuras del

doctor don D. de T, V., escrita por el mismo (with

pref. by F. de Onis in Clds. Cast., VII); Visiones

y visitas de T. con don Francisco de Quevedo por

la Corte (ed. R. P. Sebold, ibid,, \96€),-^Poesias

in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LXI.

A. Garcia Boiza, Don D, T, de V, (1911) and
Nuevos datos sobre don D, T, de V, (1918); J.

Entrambasaguas, ‘Un memorial autobiografico

de T. V.’ in Boletin de la Real Acad. Esp., XVIII

(1931); A. Berenguer Carisomo, El doctor D, T.

de V, o elpicaro universal (1964).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Torti, Giovanni (*Milan 24 VI 1774; fGenoa
15 n 1852), Italian scholar and poet, a friend and
admirer of Parini* but also esteemed by Manzoni*
and Grossi*; best known for his Epistola sui

Sepolcri di Ugo Foscolo e di Ippolito Pindemonte

(1808).

Poesie complete (1853).

E. G. Bellorini, ‘G. T.’ in Studi di lett. ital.,

Vn (1907) and VIH (1908). N.K.W.

Toshiyori: see Minamoto no Toshiyori.

T5son: see Shimazaki Toson.

Tostado, El: see Madrigal, Alfonso de.

Toth, ArpAd (*Arad 14 IV 1886; fBudapest

7 XI 1928), Hungarian author. Both in his original

lyrics and in his translations, T6th displayed an
unusual mastery of language and poetic form.

The sheer beauty and pathos of his works made
him outstanding in an age of literary experiment.

verse: Hajnali szerendd (1913); Lelektdl lelekig

(1928),—r. A. osszes versei (coll, verse; ed. L.

Szabd, 1935); T. A, dsszes mdvei (ed. L. Kardos,

4 vols, 1964-69).

L. Kardos, T, A, (1955); G. Makay, T A,

(1968). G.F.C.

Totius, pseud, of Jacob Daniel du Toit (*Paarl,

Cape Colony 21 II 1877; C30l903 Maria Postma;
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tPotchefstroom 1 VII 1953), Afrikaans poet. He
grew up in an atmosphere of national awakening,

in which his father was a leading figure. He was

chaplain with Boer commandos during the South

African War and from 1911 to 1949 was Professor

of theology at Potchefstroom and leading church-

man of the Dutch Reformed Church. He played

a great part in the translation of the Bible into

Afrikaans. He is essentially a lyric poet, even in

his treatment of epic subjects. His poetry is not

rich in imagery or in musical and rhythmic beauty

but is of a moving, child-like simplicity and
directness. His writings show the infiuence of the

Flemish poet Gezelle*. G.D.

Coll, works (8 vols, 1960-62).—verse: By die

Monument (1909); Wilgerboombogies (1912);

Rachel (1913); Kinderverse (1920); Passieblomme

(1934); Uit Banker Afrika (1936); Skemering

(1948).—prose: Ds, S. J. du T. in Weg en Werk
(1917); Bybellande Deurreis (1945).

L. J. du Plessis, T. in sy Verse (1924); C. M.
van den Heever, Die Digter T, (1932) and Keiir

uit die Gedigte van T, (1941); T. T. Cloete, Die
Wereld is ons Waning nie (1936) and T*. (1961);

G. Dekker, T. as Psalmberymer (1938); P. J.

Nienaber, T., Digter en Profeet (1948).

G.D. (N.D.C.)

Tottel, Richard (^Exeter c. 1530; tWiston,

Pemb. VII 1593), English printer. Tottel printed

the first miscellany of English lyric verse (now
always known by his name) and thus set the

fashion in courtly lyric, for poets as well as

printers, for the rest of the century, Shakespeare*
mentions Tottel’s ‘Book of Songs and Sonnets’

in The Merry Wives of Windsor,

Songs and Sonnets (1557; ed. H. E. Rollins,

1928, 1965). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Toulet, Paul Jean (Pau 5 VI 1867; tGu6thaiy
6 IX 1920), French poet and novelist. Toulet’s

parents came from Mauritius. His chief work is

a collection of short poems marked by their

brilliantly ingenious versification {Les contrerimes^

1921). The same virtuosity shows in his novels

—

witty and sensitive accounts of the often licentious

manners of the France of 1900.

novels: Monsieur du Paur^ homme public

(1898); Le mariage de Don Qukhotte (1901);

Les tendres minages (1904); Mon amie Nane
(1905); La jeunefille verte (1920); Les demoiselles

La Mortague (1923).—various: Les contes de

Behanzigue (1920); Notes de litteratwre (1926);

Lettres d soi-mSme (1927).

T. DerSme, En rivant d T. (1927); P. O. Walzer,

P. r, (1949), M.G.;J.P.R.

Tourg^ Albion Winegar (*Williamsfield, Ohio
2 V 1838; ool863 Emma Kilbourne; tBordeaux,

France 21 V 1905), American novelist, A Union
officer in the Civil War, he later became a radical

Reconstructiomst m the South. Though the

plots of his novels were often romantic, his

fiction was seriously concerned with racial and
political tensions in the South during the Civil

War and Reconstruction.

*Toinette (1874); A FooPs Errand (1879);

Figs and Thistles (1879); Bricks Without Straw

(1880); The Invisible Empire (1883); Hot Plough-

shares (1883); Pactolus Prime (1890).

R. F, Dibble, A, W, T. (1921); T. L. Gross,

A, W. T (1963); D. H. Olsen, Carpetbagger'

s

Crusade: The Life ofA, W. T (1965). I.W.

Tourneur, Cyril (*c. 1575; fKinsale, Ireland

28 II 1626), English poet and dramatist. An
imitator of Marston*, both in his satirical poem
The Transformed Metamorphosis and in his

tragedies, Tourneur shows in The Revenger's

Tragedy (1607; issued anonymously but probably

his) a burning intensity in his vision of evil

which is almost unique in English drama. The
Atheist's Tragedy (1611) is a work of less brilliance

but is not without its own brooding view of the

world and a certain clumsy effectiveness.

G.K.H.

The Revenger's Tragedie (ed. G. B. Harrison,

1934; ed. R. A. Foakes, 1966); Ute Atheist's

Tragedy (ed. Irving Ribncr, 1964).—P/ay^ and
Poems (ed. J. C. Collins, 2 vols, 1878); Complete

Works (ed. A. Nicoll, 1930).

T. S. Eliot, ‘C. T.’ in Elizabethan Essays

(1934); U. M. Ellis-Fermor, ‘The imagery of

The Revenger's Tragedie and The Atheist's

Tragedie' in Mod. Lang. Rev. (1935); P. B.

Murray, A Study ofC. T (1964). J.R.B. (C.B.)

Toussaint, (Anna Louisa) Geertruida: see

Bosboom-Toussaint, Anna Louisa Geertruida.

Toussaint van Boelaere, Fernand Victor (*Ander-

lecht 19 n 1875; tBrussels 30 IV 1947), Hemish
short-stoiy writer, essayist, critic and poet. His

themes included country and town stories, dream-

stories and hedonistic fantasies. A tragic note is

often apparent in the austere style of his excellent

prose. In accordance with his opinion that art is a

condensation and crystallization of experience, his

interest was focused upon the short stoiy.

Landelijk minnespel (1910); De bloeiende

verwachting (1913); Petruskens einde (1917);

Het gesprek in Tractoria (1923; Le dialogue dams

un music-hall^ tr. B. Colin, 1931); De zUveren

vruchtenschaal (1924); De Peruviaansche reis

(1925); Turren (1935); De doode die zich niet

verhing (1937); Het Barceloneesche avontuur

(1944); Drie rozen van den struik (1945); Mallorca

en de nymfen (1946); Zwart en good (1948).—

essays and criticism: Zurkel en blauwe lavendel

(1926); Litterair scheepsjournaal (3 vols, 1938-4Q;

Gear van bukshout (1940).

—

averse: Latere bekenr

terns (1909); De gouden oogst (1944).
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R. Roemans, Analytische bibliographic van

en over F. V. T. van B, (1936); Album Amicorum
F, K T. van B. (1946). R.F.L.

Towneley (or Wakefield) Cycle. The dual designa-

tion of this cycle of Miracle plays derives from
circumstances surrounding its unique MS. Found
in the library of the Towneley family at Towneley
Hall, Lancs, it is reputed to have originated from
Woodkirk Abbey near Wakefield and is now in

the Huntington Library in California. Records of

the Burgess Court in Wakefield, however, prove

that a Corpus Christi Cycle existed belonging to

the trade guilds of that city of which there is no
trace unless the Towneley MS is accepted as

being that cycle, a supposition strongly supported

by topographical references in The Flay of the

Fall and the Secunda Pastorum,

The MS is of the mid-15th century, but some
of the plays are of earlier origins. Modem scholar-

ship asserts that the 32 plays in the full cycle

comprise three distinct styles: at some time c, 1390

Wakefield borrowed and copied the York*

Cycle as it then stood (first and second styles) in

toto, and when the present MS was compiled

extensive local redactions were incorporated

(third style). The latter, characterized by use of a

nine-line stanza, are known as the work of ‘the

Wakefield Master’ and are distinguished by

disregard of convention, humour and fierce socid

criticism.

The Cycle was suppressed in 1576. It was revived

at the Mermaid Theatre, London (1961), at the

Derby Playhouse and in Derby Cathedral (1968)

and at Bretton Hall, near Wakefield (1967).

Ed. G. England and A. W. PoUard (1897;

repr. 1966).

L. Wann, ‘A new examination of the MS of

the T. Plays’ in Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc., XLIII

(1928); A. C. Cawley, The Wakefield Pageants

in the T. C. (1958). G.W.

Townshend, Aurelian ('"not later than 1583;

oo?London before 1623 Anne Wythies; t?London
c, 1646-47), English poet and writer of masques
performed at Court (1632), who was employed
abroad by Cecil (1603) and accompanied Sir E.

Herbert* to Paris (1608).

Poems and Masks (ed. E. K. Chambers, 1912).

G. C. M. Smith, ‘A. T.’ in Mod. Lang. Rev.,

XII (1917); Times Lit. Supp. (23 Oct. 1924).

B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Toynbee, Arnold Joseph (“"14 IV 1889), English

scholar. Professor of history. University ofLondon
and Director of Studies at the Royal Institute of

International Affairs (1925-55), editor of an ex-

tensive series on British foreign policy. His

writings embrace classical scholarship, politics,

history, religion and travel, his masterwork being

A Study of History ff-m, 1934; IV-VI, 1939;

VII-X, 1954; XI, 1958; XH, 1961). As one man’s

prophetic vision of the human universe this

monumentally erudite survey of 21 civilizations,

attacked in detail by professional historians, has

found a widespread response in readers at large.

M. Popper, A Bibliography of the Works in

English of A. T 1910-1954 (1955).—^ Study of
History (abr. D. C. Somerwell, I-VI, 1946, VII-X,

1957; illus. ed., abr. A. J. T. with J. Caplan, 1 voL,

1972); for crit. see: T and History (ed. M. F.

Ashley Montagu, Boston, 1956); The Intent ofT's
History (ed. E. T. Gargan, Chicago, 1961).

J.B.-B.

Tozzi, Federigo (’"Siena 1 I 1883; fRome 21

III 1920), Italian writer who won posthumous
acclaim for his novel Tre croci (1920). An often

needy provincial, he founded the short-lived

Catholic cultural periodical La Torre before

moving to Rome. Despite some crudities, Tozzi’s

nervous style and starkly haunting concreteness

in his stories and in other largely autobiographical

novels like Bestie (1917) and Con gli occhi chiusi

(1918) evoke a sense of damnation hanging over

his provincial world and its inhabitants.

Opere complete (1943-60).

P. Cesarini, Vita di F. T. (1935); E. De Michelis,

Saggio su F T (1936). J.G.-R.

Traherne, Thomas (*Hereford c. 1 III 1637/28 II

1639; tTeddington c. 27 IX/X 1674), English

mystical religious prose writer and poet. Educated
at Brasenose College, Oxford, presented to the

living of Credenhill (1657), he became chaplain to

Sir Orlando Bridgeman (1669) who took him to

Teddington. Traherne’s simple, clear prose is

best in sentences, weakest in its development in

paragraphs; his verse, often intense in its sim-

plicity, nevertheless fails sometimes by lack of

discipline. He is inspired in both verse and prose

with a radiant certainty of the goodness of the

Creator and of the Creation. Despite his learning

and devotion he strikes some modern minds as

naively idealistic, unaware of, rather than tran-

scending, evil. B.L.J.

Centuries, Poems and Thanksgivings (ed. H. M.
Margoliouth, 2 vols, 1958; ed. A. Ridler, 1966).

J. B. Leishman, Metaphysical Poets (1934);

G. I. Wade, T. T (1944); K. W. Salter, T T
(1964); A. L. Clements, The Mystical Poetry of
T, T (1969); S. Stewart, The Expanded Voice

(1970). J.R.B. (A.N.W.)

Trakl, Georg ('"Salzburg 3 II 1887; fCracow
3 XI 1914), Austrian poet, A hypersensitive,

pathologically suffering man, he needed the help

of alcohol and drugs, which ended his life pre-

maturely. Death and decay are the main subjects

of his poetry, which constitutes one of the most
striking formal achievements in German. His
system of colours, sounds, and ciphers creates a
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logic of its own, assuring the precise impact of

the imagery. Trakl has been called many things—

Impressionist, Expressionist, Imagist, Surrealist.

Despite his small output, he is a major modern
poet.

Gedichte (1913); Die Dichtungen (coll, poems;
ed. K. Rock, 1919); Gesang des Abgeschiedenen

(sel. poems; 1932); Aiis goldenem Kelch (early

poems; 1939, 1951); Offenbanmg and Untergang

(prose poems; 1948).

—

collected works: Gesam-
melte Werke (ed, W. Schneditz, 3 vols, 1948-51);

Dichtungen, histonsch-kritiscfie Gesamfausgabe (ed.

W. Killy and H. Skleiiar, 2 vols, 1969).—Decline;
12 Poems (tr. M. Hamburger, 1952); 20 Poems
ofG. T. (tr. J. Wright and R. Bly, 1961).

T. Spoerri, G. T. (1954); E. Lachmann, Kreia
und Abend: Fine Interpretation der Dichtungen

G. T.S (1954); W. Ritzer, T.-Bibliographie (1956);

H. Goldmann, Katabasis: Fine tiefenpsychologische

Stiidie zur Symbolik der Dichtungen T.s (1957);

L. Dietz, Die lyrische Form G. T.s (1959); W.
Killy, Vber G. T. (1960); T. S. Casey, Manshape
That Shone: An Interpretation of T. (1964);

O. Basil, G. T. in Selbstzeiignissen und Bilddoku-

menten (1965); U. Jaspersen, G. T. (1965); E. E.

George, ‘On seeing and hearing the poem: an
experiment with T.’s “Afra”’ in Orbis Liltcrarum,

XXI (1966); Frinnerufig an G. T. (3rd enlarged cd.

1966); R. Blass, Die Dichtung G. T.s (1968);

H. G. Kemper, G. T.s Fntwurfe (1970).

R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Trancoso, Gon^jalo Fernandes (*c. 1520;

fc. 1596), Portuguese short-story writer. He
began to write his collection of moral tales at the

time of the Lisbon plague of 1569, in which he
lost his wife and children. Many of his 38 stories

are directly based on Italian novelle from Boc-
caccio* to Bandello*; attractively written, they
constitute the only instance of this genre in

classical Portuguese literature.

Contos e histdrias de proveito e exemplo (I, II,

1575; HI, 1596; complete ed. 1624; ed. A. dos
Campos, Antologia portugiiesa: T., 1921).

M. Menendez y Pelayo, ‘Cuentos portugueses

de G. F. T.’ in Origenes de la novela, II (1907).

T.P.W.

Tfanovsk:^, Jifti, Latinized Georgius Tranoscius
(rain 27 III 1592; tLiptovsk? Sv. Mikul^
29 V 1637), Czech author of Czech and Latin

poems who died as an exile in Slovakia. He is

best remembered for his Cithara Sanctorum
(Levoda, 1636), a collection of Czech Protestant

hymns (by himself and others) which gained

great popularity, especially in Slovakia.

/. T.: Sbornik k 300. v^roSi kanciondlu Cithara

sanctorum (1936); J. Curovid, tivotopis Juraja

Tranovskeho (1942). R.A.

Transtromer, Tomas G5sta (Stockholm 15 IV

1931; 001958 Monica Bladh), Swedish poet with a
sense of wonder at life. His rich imagery is concen-
trated and strictly controlled and his verse seems
deceptively simple.

17 dikter (1954); Hemlighetcr pd vdgen (1958)’
Den halvfdrdiga himlen (1962); Kianger och spdr
(1966). LS.

Trausti, Jon, pseud, of Gudmundur MagntIjsson
(*Rif, Melrakkasletta 12 II 1873; col 898 GuSnin
Sigurdardottir; tReykjavik 18 XI 191 8L Icelandic
novelist and poet. Of a poor family of cottars,

Jon Trausti was for several years a farm-hand
and fisherman. Later he became a printer. In
1896 he visited Copenhagen to study the theatre

and from 1898 he lived in Reykjavik, engaging in a
variety of occupations until his untimely death
from Spanish influenza. After having produced
two volumes of well-formed but not particularly

important verse and an unsuccessful play, he
found his true genre in the novel and the short

story. His themes are social and historical, set in

rural Iceland.

Trausti’s literary qualities include considerable

power of characterization and a narrative talent

which only occasionally flags. His attitude to the

problems he poses is well-balanced, conservative

and manly, and is perhaps best characterized by

his pen-name, ‘Stalwart John’.

verse: Heima og erlendis (1899); Islandsvisur

(1903); Kvcedabdk (1922).—plays: Teitur (1903);

Dottir Farads (1914).—novels and various:

Ferdaminningar (1905); Halla (1906); Leysing

(1907); Heidarb:^lid (4 vols, 1908-11); Borgir

(1909); Smdsdgur (2 vols, 1909-12); Sogur fid

Skaftdreldi (2 vols, 1912-13); Gddir stofijar

(1914-15); Tvesr gatnlar sogur (1916); Bessi gamli

(1918); Samtiningur (1920); Ferdasogur (1930);

Ritsafn (ed. S. Einarsson, 8 vols, 1939-46; wi&
biog.). R.G.P.

Traven, Bruno, prob. pseud, for Berick Traven
Torsvan (*Chicago 5 III 1890; tMexico City 27 III

1969), Mexican-German writer. Actor and pacifist

in Germany, he participated in the Munich
communistic revolt of 1918-19. He fled to Mexico
in 1923. His stories about the American West

became popular with socialist readers.

stories: Der Schatz der Sierra Madre (1927;

tr. The Treasure of the Sierra Madre, 1935);

Das Totenschiff (WO*, tr. The Death Ship, 1934);

Die BaumwoUpflucker (1931; tr. The Cottonr

Pickers, 1956).

R. Recknagel, ‘Der Emporer B. T.’ in Wei-

marer Beitr^ge (1963); anon, in New York Times

(27 Mar. 1969). E.R.

Travers, Gian (*Zuoz 1483; Vbid. 1563), Rffito-

Romansch poet and dramatist. Born of a distin-

guished Engadine family, he played a prominent
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r61e in the political life of his country, becoming
the leading statesman of the Grisons. An adherent

of the Reformation, in his Chianzun dalla guerra

dagl Chiastd da Mus (wr. 1527), a vigorous and
rough-hewn action poem, he gives a vivid account

of his policy and his struggle to retain the lands

subject to the Grisons. It is the earliest literary

monument in Romansch which has come down
to us. Travers’ Biblical dramas, the first Raeto-

Romansch attempts in the genre, derive from
Latin and German models.

La Chianzun dalla guerra dagl Chiasti da

Mus in Annalas da la Soc, Retorum., LVI (1942).

—

plays: La Histoargia dalg bio Patriarch Joseph

(perf. 1534); La Histoargia dalg filg pertz (perf.

1542); La Chianzun da Joseph Vg filg da Jakob

(perf. 71548; ed. J. Ulrich in Rcetoromanische

Chrestomathie, 1883, and C. Decurtins, ibid,,

1900). R.R.B.

Traversari, Ambrogio (St Ambrose of Camal-
DOLi) (*Portico, Florence 16 IX 1386; fFlorence

21 X 1439), Italian scholar and general of the

Camaldolese Order, translated many of the Greek
Fathers into humanist Latin. Employed by the

Papacy at the Councils of Basle and Florence and
on monastic reform which he described in his

Hodoeporicon,

Hodoeporicon (Lucca, 1678); Epistolae et

orationes (Florence, 1759).

A. Dini-Traversari, A, T. e suoi tempi (1912);

G. G. Coulton, Five Centuries of Religion, IV
(1950). D.H.

Trayanov, Teodor (*Pazarjik 30 I 1882; fSofia

15 I 1945), Bulgarian poet. Having studied in

Vienna and served in his legation there, he became
the laureate of Bulgarian Symbolist poetry,

founding with L. Stoyanov* its journal Hyperion

and editing it during 1922-32. An enigmatic and
introvert figure, he wrote verse often complex but

of compelling strength and musicality, especially

when concerned with his favourite theme of the

rodina (*homeland’).

Regina Mortua (1908); Hi?nni i baladi (1911);

Bulgarski baladi (1921); Romantichnipesni (1923);

Pessen na pesnite (1923); Osvobodeniyat chovek

(1929); Panteon (1934).

M. Benarova, T, i negoviya mir (1926); G.

Tsanev, Ot simbolizwn kum realizum (1948).

V,P.

Traz, Robert de (*Paris 14 V 1884; fNice 9 I

1951), Swiss novelist, essayist and critic; educated

in Paris. A Protestant preoccupied with the com-
plexity of moral problems and a penetrating

analyst of inner conflicts. He was director of La
Voile latine (1905-10), Les Feufilets (1911-13)

and La Revue de Geneve (1920-30).

La puritaine et Vamour (1917); Fiangailles
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(1922); Vecorchi (1927); A la poursuite du vent

(1932); Les heures de silence (1934; Silent Hours,

tr. D. M. Richardson, 1934); Vornbre et le soleil

(1942); La blessure secrite (1944).

—

CRmcasM:
Alfred de Vigny (1928); Vesprit de GenAve (1929;

The Spirit of Geneva, tr. F.-A. Kindler, 1935);

Le pouvoir des fables (1935); La famille Bronte

(1939); Pferre Lori (1948).

Le souvenir de R, de T. (1952). J.P.I. (G.G.)

Trede, Paul (*Brockdorf, Holstein 19 VIII 1829;

tBremen 29 VI 1908), Low German writer. He
resembles Fehrs* in his simplicity of language,

terseness of composition and depth of psychology.

Abel (1880); Lena Ellerbrok (1884); Brock-

dorper Lud, Allerhand plattdutsche Stuckschens

(1890).

E. Porksen, ‘P. T.* in Niedersachsen, DC
(1904); L. Schroder in Mitteilungen Quickbom,
II (1908). G.C.

Tredyakovsky, Vasily Kirillovich (*Astrakhan

9 n 1703; tSt Petersburg 6 VIII 1769), Russian

pseudo-classic poet, chiefly remembered as the

first, in 1735, to advocate replacing the syllabic

metre in Russian poetry by the more suitable

tonic metre with regular accented feet—a reform

put into practice by his younger contemporary

Lomonosov*.

Sochineniya i perevody (2 vols, 1752); Stikho-

tvoreniya (1935).

A. S. Orlov, XVm vek (1935). J.L.

Treitschke, Heinrich von (^Dresden 15 IX 1834;

fBerlin 28 IV 1890, German historian, taught

from 1874 at Berlin. An active politician and
journalist, Treitschke’s works, though founded

on much research, were intended to support the

Prussian programme of German unification. His

brilliant style gave Treitschke much contemporary

influence, but he had few scholarly disciples.

Deutsche Geschichte im XIX, Jahrhundert

(5 vols, 1879-94; Eng. tr., 7 vols, 1915-18);

Historische und Politische Aufsdtze (4 vols, 1865-

97).

T. Schiemann, T.s Lehr- und Wanderjahre

(1896); H. von Petersdorff in deutsche

Biographie, LV (1910); H. W. C. Davis, Political

Thought ofH. von T. (1914). D.H.

Trelawny, Edward John (*London XI 1792;

001813 Caroline Addison [o/o 1819], ool823

Tersitza Kamenou [o/o 1826]; fSompting nr
Worthing 13 VIII 1881; DRome), English writer

and adventurer.

The Adventures of a Younger Son (3 vols,

1831); Recollections of the Last Days of Shelley

and Byron (1858; rev. as Records of Shelley,

Byron and the Author, 1878).

—

The Letters of
E, J, T. (ed. H. B. Forman, 1910).
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H. J. Massingham, The Friend of Shelley

(1930); R. G. Grylls, T. (1950). B.H. (K.W.)

Trembecki, Stanislaw (*nr Proszowice ?1735;

tTulczyn 12 XII 1812), Polish poet. A member
of the country gentry, he stayed till 1768 in Paris

and Italy. Returning to Poland he became King
Poniatowski’s secretary and accompanied him to

Petersburg; there he found a protector in Count
Potocki of Tulczyn. A very weak character, he

was a good stylist in his poems which are mostly

occasional verses and in which he followed French

classical poetry. Twelve fables in the style of

La* Fontaine and a descriptive poem Zofidwka

are his best achievements. He translated two
comedies of Voltaire*.

Sofidwka sposohem topograficznym opisana

(1800; Fr. tr. A. De Legarde, 1815; ed. W.
Jankowski, 1925); Poezye (3 vols, 1819-20);

Pisma (2 vols, 1883); Pisma mzystkie (2 vols,

1953); Listy (2 vols, 1954).

Cl. Backvis, Un grand poite polonais dii XVIIIe
siicley S, T (1937; the best work on S. T.);

H. Biegeleisen, Charakteristik T.s (1882); E.

Rabowicz, 5. T. w swietle nowych zrddel (1965).

S.S. (P.H.)

Trenev, Konstantin Andreyevich (*1878; tl945),

Soviet author and playwright. He wrote several

volumes of short stories, but his outstanding

success was Lyubov^ Yarovaya (1926), a tense

drama about the Civil War. His comedy Zhend
(1928) is against the nep, whereas in Na beregu

Nevy (1937) he deals with the part played by
Lenin* in 1917. One of his plays, Anna Luchinina

(1941), discusses Soviet ethics.

Vladyka (1928); Izbrannye proizvedniya (2 vols,

1955).

—

In a Cossack Village^ and Other Stories

(tr. J. A. Atkinson, 1946).

B. Val’be, ‘O tvorchestve Treneva’ in Novy
Mir, IX (1939); E. D. Surkov, X. A, T. (1953).

J.L.

Tres Keys d’Orient, Libre dels, 13th-century

Spanish poem in the same metre as the Vida de

Santa* Maria Egipciaca and preserved in the

same MS. This poem draws on the apocryphal

Gospels to tell of the childhood miracle that

prepared for the salvation of the Good Thief at

the Crucifixion. The poem is short but is con-

structed with great skill.

Libro de la infancia y muerte de Jesds (ed. M.
Alvar, 1965, and in Poemas hagiogrdficos de cardc-

ter juglaresco, 1967).—^M. Chaplin, ‘The episode of
the robbers in the Libre T. R. O* in Bull. Hispanic

Stud., XLIV (1967). A.D.D.

Tretyakov, Sergey Mikhailovich (*1892), Soviet

poet from the Far East and author of the propa-

ganda play, Rychi, Kitay (Roar^ China, tr. F.

Polianovska and B. Nixon, 1931). He was associ-

ated with Mayakovsky’s* periodical lef and
advocated—in contrast to the literature offiction—
‘literature of mere facts’.

Literatura fakta (ed. N. Chuzhak, 1929).

J.L.

Trevelyan, George Macaulay (Stratford-on-

Avon 16 II 1876; 00 1904 Janet Penrose Ward;
tCambridge 21 VII 1962), English historian. For
him the historian’s task has been, not that of
science, but to reconstruct the human life of the

past, and reveal it through the imagination,

‘pursuing the fact and fastening upon it’. He has
been most powerful when describing great causes

and liberal ideals (as in the Garibaldi books,

1907-11) or discovering the human life of the

people (as in his English Social History, 1942).

history: English in the Age of Wycliffe (1899);

England Under the Stuarts (1904); Clio (1913);

British History in the Nineteenth Century (1922);

History of England (1926); England Under Queen
Anne (3 vols, 1930-34).—biography: Sir George

Otto Trevelyan (1932); Grey of Fallodon (1937).—
An Autobiography (1949).

J. H. Plumb, G. M. T. (1951); Studies in Social

History: a Tribute to G. M. T. (ed. idem, 1955);

O. Chadwick, Freedom and the Historian (1969).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R,A.)

Trevisa, John of (*Cornwall ?c. 1342; fBerkeley,

Glos. 1402), vicar of Berkeley, English translator

of Latin works, principally Higden’s* Poly-

chronicon and Bartholomaeus* Anglicus’ De
proprietatibus rerum; he sometimes added original

material.

Polychronicon Ranulphi Higden (inch T.’s

tr.; ed. C. Babington and J. R. Lumby; 9 vols,

1865-86); T,''s Dialogus etc, (ed. A. J. Peny,

1925).—D. C. Fowler, ‘New light on J. T.’ in

Traditio, XVIII (1962). R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Triewald, Samuel (Stockholm 1 V 1688; tKiel

23 1 1743), Swedish poet, critic and civil servant.

His poems, written in his youth, are mainly satires

and epigrams, often translated from French

models. A great admirer of Boileau*, he is chiefly

remembered for his attempts to introduce French

classical standards into Sweden.

Ldrespdn uti svenska skaldekonsten (ed. L,

Salvius, 1756; repr. in P. Hanselli, Samlade Vitter-

hetsarbeten, XVIII, 1856-78).

M. Lamm, ‘S. T.’s liv och diktning’ in Samlaren

(1907); A. Blanck in Bellman vid skiljevdgen

(1941); C. Fehrman, Kyrkogdrdsromantik (1954).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K. (I.S.)

Trigo, Felipe (*Villanueva de la Serena, Badajoz

13 II 1864; tMadrid 2 IX 1916), Spanish novelist.

An army doctor, he abandoned his profession to

become a writer. Influenced by French naturalism
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and D’Annunzio*, his works delight in eroticism;

hence his popular success. However, to accuse

him of sheer pornography is unfair; voluptuous-

ness may be analysed with scientific precision

but his aim is always artistic and even moral.

Las ingenuas (1901); La sed de amar (1902);

Alma en los labios (1902); La bruta (1904); Sor
demonio (1905); La clave (1907); El medico rural

(1912).

M. Abril, F. r.; Exposicion y glosa de su

filosofla, su moral, su arte, su estilo (1917); H.
Peseux-Richard, ‘Un romancier espagnol’ in

Rev. Hispanique, XXVIII (1913); A. J. Watkins,

Eroticism in the Novels of F, J. (1954); J. P. Ton,

F. T., estudio critico de sus obras novelescas

(1952). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Trigueros, CAndido MarIa (Orgaz, Toledo

1763; tMadrid 71801), Spanish philosophical

poet, author of a continuation of Cervantes’*

La Galatea, and dramatist. Trigueros reworked
several Golden Age plays according to the tenets

of the 18th-century stage.

El poeta fildsofo (1774-78); PoesUxs (1776);

La riada (1784); Los enamorados o Galatea y sus

bodas (1798). J.E.V.

Trilling, Lionel (•New York 4 VII 1905; ool929

Diana Rubin), American critic and novelist.

Professor of English at Columbia; advisory

editor of the Kenyon Review and of the Partisan

Review. Noted for the urbanity and sensitivity of

his criticism.

CRTnosM: Matthew Arnold (1939); F. M.
Forster (1943); The Liberal Imagination: Essays

on Literature and Society (1950); The Opposing

Self (1955); Freud and the Crisis of our Culture

(1955); A Gathering of Fugitives (1956); Beyond
Culture (1965); The Experience of Literature

(1967).—The Middle of the Journey (novel;

1947). H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Trillo y Figueroa, Francisco de (•La Coruna
71615; t?1665), Spanish poet, emulating G6n-
gora* in light verse, and author of the unsuccessful

epic poem Neapolisea (1651).

Poesias varias, herdicas, satiricas y amorosas

(1652); Obras (ed. A. Gallego Morell, 1951).

A. Gallego Morell, F. y Juan de T. y F. (1950).

J.E.V.

^Trilussa’, pseud, of Carlo Alberto Salustri

(•Rome 26 X 1871; Vbid, 21 XH 1950), ItaHan

poet. His verse is nearly all written in Roman
dialect and is essentially Roman in inspiration.

He is both a moralist and satirist and is justly

famous for his fables, modelled on those ofAesop*,
and for his epigrams.

Ommini e bestie (1908); Nove poesie (1910);

Lupi e agnelli (1919); Le cose (1922); La gente
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(1927); Lo specchio e altre poesie (1938); Acqua

e vino (1944); Tutte le poesie (1951).

Silvio D’Amico, T. (1925). J.F.C. (M.B.)

Trimmer, Sarah, n6e Kirby (*Ipswich 6 I 1741;

001762 James Trimmer; tBrentford 15 XII 1810),

English author of mord and religious books for

the young.

Fabulous Histories (1786; subsequently issued

as History of the Pobinsy, The Two Farmers:

an Exemplary Tale (1787); The Oeconomy of
Charity (2 vols, 1787); Reflections upon the EducU’-

tion of Children in Charity Schools (1792).

Anon., Life and Writings of Mrs T (2 vols,

1814; cont. her private journal); C. L. Balfour,

A Sketch ofMrs T. (1854). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Triolet, Elsa, pseud, of Elsa Brk, so called

after her first husband (•Moscow 25 IX 1896;

tSaint-Amoult-en-Yvelines 16 V 1970), French

novelist. Of Russian origin, she was sister-in-law

to Mayakovsky*. Besides first-rate translations

and introductions to the works of several Russian

authors, notably Chekhov*, she wrote her first

three books in Russian. Her meeting in Paris

with the then Surrealist Louis Aragon*, whom
she married, was for both the turning-point in

their lives. She began to write in French with

Bonsoir, Thirkse (1937) and during the Second

World War fought with Aragon in the Resistance

i]Le premier accroc coiite deux cents francs, 1945;

A Fine of200 Francs, tr. anon., 1949). She was a

militant Communist crusading for an art which

would be both free and committed, enriched with

all sorts of psychological and poetic undertones.

Her language is light and clear, with great purity

of style.

novels: a Tahiti (1925); Mille regrets (1942);

Le cheval blanc (1943; Eng. tr. M. Savill, 1951);

Les amants d^Avignon (1943); Arme Marie (1952;

incl. Personne ne rriaime, 1946, and Les fantdmes

armis, 1947); Uinspecteur des ruines (1948;

Eng, tr. N. Cameron, 1952); Le monument

(1957); VQge de nylon, I: Roses d credit, II:

Luna park (1959), III: Udme (1963); Les manU
gances (1962); Le grand jamais (1965); ikcoutez

voir (1969).—CEuvres romanesques croisees d*E,

T, etAragon (32 vols, 1964- ).

—

^essays : numerous
studs on Russ, lit; La muse en mots (1969).

J. Madaule, Ce que dit E, (1961); Europe,

special no. (1967). M.G.

Tripathi, Govardhanram Madhavram (*1855;

tl907), Gujartri novelist, poet and pedant;

author of the huge novel Sarasvaticandra (1887-

1901). I.R.

Trissino, Giangioroio (•Vicenza 8 VII 1478;

tRome 8 Xll 1550), Italian writer, philologist

and literary reformer whose Hellenizing influence

was partly responsible for the re-orientation of
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ItaUan literature during the 16th century. Con-

cerned to break the romance tradition and exalt

the epic as the supreme literary genre, he laboured

for 20 years to give his country, inVItalia liberata

dai Go// (1547-48), a serious national poem worthy

of Homer’s* Iliad. Written in blank hendeca-

syllabic verse, it is meticulously historical, realistic

and didactic; but, being preposterously unpoetical,

is deservedly forgotten. La Sophonisba (1524),

the first ‘regular’ tragedy in modern literature,

embodied certain orthographical reforms (pro-

posed in an Epistola) wtdch aroused literary

hostility. His II Castellano (1529) further vexed

the QUEsnoNE della lingua by introducing

Dante* (whose De vulgari eloquentia he discovered,

published in translation, and misinterpreted)

to support his contention that the literary medium
was neither Florentine nor Tuscan, but Italian.

Besides / Simillimi (1548), a comedy modelled on
Plautus’s* MenaechmU he wrote indifferent lyrics,

eclogues and an Arte poetica (1529). Trissino’s

importance lies rather in the influence he exerted

on the writings of others than in any excellence

in his own. Favoured by Leo X, Clement VII and
Paul III, he undertook important diplomatic

missions, dividing his life between Vicenza,

Padua, Murano and Rome.

Tutte le opere di Giovan Giorgio Trissino

gentiluomo vicentino non pin raccolte (ed. S.

Maffei, 2 vols, 1729); G. Daelli, Biblioteca rara

[II Castellano and I Simillimi] (18^); La Sofonisba

(ed. A. Scarpa, 1950); Scritti scelti (ed. idem^

1950; with biblio.).

B. Morsolin, G. T. (2nd ed. 1894); F. Ermini,

UItalia liberata di G. T, (1895); G. Marchese,

Studio sulla Sofonisba del T. (1897); A. Scarpa,

G. r. poeta d^amore (1934); G. Tofifanin, II

Cinquecento (4th ed, 1950); B. Croce, Poesia

popolare e poesia d^arte (3rd ed. 1952); M. Vitale,

La questione della lingua (1960). P.McN.

Tristan PHermite, pseud, of Francois L’hermiib,

SiEUR DU SouER (Chateau du Solier c. 1601;

tParis 7 IX 1655), French poet and dramatist.

In his youth he served various noble patrons

with small success, as described in his romanced
autobiographical novel Le Page disgracie (1643;

ed, A. Dietrich, 1898). In 1621-35 he was attached

to Gaston d’Orleans, Louis XIII’s brother, before

becoming a seemingly independent writer. He
then produced the plays which are the most im-

portant part of his work. Notable among them are

Mariane (1636; ed, J. Madeleine, 1939), an early

regular tragedy, La Mart de Senique (1643; ed.

idem, 1919), a Roman tragedy reminiscent of

Corneille*, La Mart de Chrispe (1645), which has

a similar story to Racine’s* Ph^dre, and a tragi-

comedy rich in characterization, La Folk du sage

(71642; ed. idem, 1936), The partly personal lyric

qualities which distinguish Tristan’s love-poetry

are also evident in some of his plays.

poetry: Les Plaintes d^Acante (1633); Les
Amours (1638); La Lyre (1641); Vers herotques

(1648).

—

Selections (eds: J. Madeleine, 1909;

P. Camo, 1925; P. A. Wadsworth, 1962).—
tragedies: Panthee (1937); La Mart du Grand
Osman (1647).

—

Le Parasite (comedy; 1653;

ed. J. Madeleine, 1934).

—

Amaryllis (pastoral;

1652).

N. M. Bernardin, Un precurseiir de Racine,

r. UH. (1895); H. C. Lancaster, A History of
French Dramatic Literature in the XVIIth Century,

II (1932); A. Carriat, F., ou Veloge d"im poite

(1955); D. Dalla Valle, II teatro di T. UH. (Turin,

1964). G.B.

Tritheim (Trithemius), Johann von, pseud, of

J. VON Heidenberg (*Trittenheim nr Trier 1 II

1462; tWurzburg 13 XII 1516), prolific German
historian. He was a man of vast energy, from
1485 Abbot of Sponheim (to which he bequeathed
his large collection of books). Partisan forgery

of sources mars his historical works {Armales

Hirsaugienses, 1514; Catalogus illustrium virortim

Germaniae, 1491); his ‘Annals of the Franks’ was
not completed. He also worked on code systems.

J. Silbernagel, /. T. (2nd ed. 1885); F. W. E.

Roth, Studien zum /. T. Jiibeljahr (1916); R. W.
Seton-Watson in Tudor Studies ... A. F. Pollard

(1924); L. W. Spitz, Religious Renaissance of the

German Humanists (1963). F.P.P.

Troelstra, Piter Jelles (*Lecuwarden 20 IV
1860; tThe Hague 12 V 1930), Frisian poet and
political leader, one of the founders of the Dutch
Socialist party. He compiled a popular song-book
{Nij Frysk Lieteboek) and wrote political works
in Dutch as well as lyrical poems in Frisian; the

latter were collected in Rispinge (3rd ed. 1945).

A. Wadman, Frieslands Dichters (1949);

E. Howard Harris, The Literature of Friesland

(1956); J. Piebenga, Koarte Skiednis fan de

Fryske Skriftekennisse (2nd ed. 1957). K.D.

Trogus, Pompeius {fl. c. a.d. 10), Roman historian,

compiled from Greek sources, particularly

Timagenes, the first Roman universal history,

which he named Historiae Philippicae. The Prologi

of individual books survive, and Justin’s* epitome

preserves the main outline. J .A.W.

Prologi in F. Ruhl’s ed. of Justin (1886; rev.

O. Seel, 1935).

R. B. Steele, ‘P. T. and Justinus’ in Amer. Jour.

Philol. (1917); A. Momigliano in Athenaeum
(1934); M. Rambaud, ‘Salluste et Trogue-

Pompee’ in Rev. des etudes latines (1948).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Trollope, Anthony (*London 24 IV 1815;

001844 Rose Heseltine; Wd. 6 XII 1882), English

author who, in defining the main work of the
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novelist as ‘the creation of human beings in whose
existence one is forced to believe’, defined his own
peculiar excellence. His early novels were written in

Ireland where, as a civil servant employed in the

Post Office, his native zest for life was gradually

asserting itself after the poverty, loneliness and
harstmess of his schooldays. The sombre Irish

novels, unnoticed by the critics, were followed by
The Warden (1855), Barchester Towers (1857) and
the other Barsetshire novels, six in all, concluding

with Last Chronicle of Barset (1867). In these, his

most popular works, Trollope portrayed a social

class and an environment—a cathedral town and its

clergy—^with a vision showing profound apprecia-

tion of the normal in human conduct, character

and conversation. His literary reputation made, he
settled at Waltham Cross and later in London,
writing his 250 words a quarter of an hour from
5 a.m. till breakfast time. In his next series, of six

political novels, including Phineas Finn (1869) and
The Prime Minister (1876), he showed the same
power of evoking a complete world. He wrote in

all over 40 novels, of which The Three Clerks

(1858) describes his early civil service experience,

many articles for periodicals and short stories, and
an Autobiography that ruined his sales by its un-
compromising avowal that, apart from the satis-

faction and self-esteem authorship gave him, he
wrote for money. R.M.H,

The Macdermots of Ballycloran (1847); The
Kellys and the O'Kellys (1848).

—

chronicles of
barsetshire: Doctor Thome (1858); Framley
Parsonage (1861); The Small House at Allingham
(1864).-—pouncAL novels: Can You Forgive Her?
(1864); The Eustace Diamonds (1873); Phineas

Redux (1876); The Duke's Children (1880).—other
novels: Orley Farm (1862); He Knew He Was
Right ilZ69y, The Vicar ofBulhampton The
Way We Live Now (1875); Is He Popenjoy?

(1878); Ayala's Angel (1881).—short stories:

Tales ofAll Countries (1861 and 1863); Why Frau
Frohmann raisedher Prices (1882).

—

Autobiography

(intro. M. Sadleir, 1923).

—

The Oxford Trollope

(ed. M. Sadleir and F. Page, 1948).—Lertew (ed.

B. A. Booth, 1951).

T. H. S. Escott, A, T., His Works^ Associates

and Literary Originals (with biblio.; 1913); H.
James, A, T, A Partial Portrait (1888); G. Saints-

bury. Three Mid-Century Novelists (1895); L.

Stephen, Studies of a Biographer

^

IV (1902);

M. Sadleir, A. T A Commentary (1927) and T, A
Bibliography (1928); Hugh Walpole, A. T (1928);

A, O. J. Cockshut, r. (1955). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Trollope, Frances, n6e Milton (*StapIeton, nr

Bristol 10 III 1780, ool809 Thomas Anthony
Trollope; fPIorence 6 X 1863), English writer,

mother of Anthony, who, beginning to write at 52

to restore the fa]^y fortunes, produced 115

successful novels and travel bool^.

Domestic Manners of the Americans (1832;

TROYAT

with intro. M. Sadleir, 1927); Vicar of Wrexhill

(1837); Widow Bamaby (1838).

F. E. Trollope, F. TL, her Life and Literary

Work (1895); U. Pope-Hennessy, Three English

Women in America (1929). R.M.H.

Trommius, Abraham (*Groningen 23 VIII 1633;

t29 V 1719), Dutch parson and poet.

Nederlandsche concordantie (3 vols, 1672-91);

Sachte verbeteringe der Psalm-rijmen Datheni

(1695). J.W.W.

Trotsky, Leon, pseud, of Lev Bronstein (*XI

1879; tCoyoackn, Mexico 21 VIII 1940), Russian

revolutionary. As critic from a Marxist angle he
took part in the literary controversy after 1917, and

his Literatura i revolyutsiya (1923; Literature and

Revolution, tr. R. Strunsky, 1925), was a landmark

in early Soviet criticism. He, like Lenin*, opposed

the cultural and literary monopoly of the prolet-

cuLT. He introduced the niclmame fellow-

traveller (poputchik) and remained a mouthpiece

of the moderate right-wing Marxist criticism, as

distinct from such left-wing extremists as Aver-

bakh* and Gorbachgv.

Sochineniya (15 vols, 1925-27); Moya zhizn'

(2 vols, Problems ofLife (tr. Z. Vengerova,

1924); The History of the Russian Revolution (tr.

M. Eastman, 1934); The Revolution Betrayed (tr.

idem, 1937). J.L.

Trotzig, BiRonTA, n6e Kjell£n (Gothenburg 11

IX 1929; 001949 Ulf Trotzig), Swedish novelist.

Her works show with great intensity the almost

unbearable suffering to which man is exposed for

the sake of love and rdigion. She often heightens

the effect by setting the works in turbulent periods

of history.

De utsatta (1957); En berdttelse frdn kusten

(1961); Levande och ddda (1964); Sveket (1966);

Ordgranser (1968). I.S.

Troya, Count Carlo (*Naples 7 VI 1784; ^ibid,

28 VII 1858), Italian patriot, historian and scholar.

His literary fame rests on II veltro allegorico di

Dante (1825; new ed. 1936) and II veltro allegorico

deiGhibellini^mi).

G. Del Giudice, C. T,, vita pubblica e privata,

studi, opere (1899); B. Croce, Storia della storio-

grafia italiana nel sec, XIX (1930). N.K.W.

Troyat, Henri, pseud, ofLev Tarassov (*Moscow
1 XI 1911), French novelist. After several well-

written R^st novds iVAraigrte, 1938) Troyat

rediscovered his Russian roots, taking as bis theme
the history of his family and of the land where he
was bom: Tant que la terre durera (193Q. Con-
vinced that he could achieve profundity only by
writing with the same breadth and scale of vision

as Tolstoy*, he composed a number ofmajor works
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devoted alternately to France—L^j semailles et les

moissons (5 vols, 1959-62; part, trs L. Duplaix,

1957, M. V. Dodge, 1958); Les Eygletiire (3 vols,

1965-67)—and to Russia— lumiere des justcs

(5 vols, 1959-62; Eng. tr. G. E. Abbott, 1962); Les

heritiers de Vavenir (3 vols, 1968-70). His bio-

graphies of major Russian writers are sound and

well written. Member of the Academie Fran^aise

(1959).

novels: Faux-Jour (1935); Le vivier (1935);

Grandeur nature (1936; One Minus Two, tr. J.

Whitall, 1938); Im tite sur les epaules (1938);

Strangers sur la terre (1850; Eng. tr. A. Hinton,

1958); La neige en deuil (1950); Une extreme amitii

(1963).

—

^biographies: Dostoievsky (1950; Fire--

brand, tr. N. Guterman, 1946); Vetrange destin de

Lermontov (1952); Pouchkine (1953; Eng. tr. R. T.

Weaver, 1951) ; Tolstoi(1965

;

Eng. tr. N. Amphoux,
1968).—^PLAYs: Les vivants (1946); Sebastien

(1949); Madame d'Arches a dit peut~etre (1952).

M.G.

Trubar, Primo2 (*Raseica, south of Ljubljana

1508; tDerendingen, Wurttemberg 25 Vll 1586),

Reformer and founder of Slovene literature. His

works are partly translations, partly compilations

of the most important theological, ritual and
organizational texts for the Slovene Protestant

Church. He also wrote some original polemics.

He encouraged and guided a number of colla-

borators, and also worked for the propagation
of the Protestant religion among the Croats
and Serbs, for he hoped that with the aid of the

pure gospel in the South Slavonic languages it

would prove possible to win over even the Turks
to Protestantism and European culture.

Catechismus (1550); Novi testament (1557-77;
2nd ed. 1582); Cerkovna ordninga (1564); Psalter

Davidov (1566); Enipsalmi, ta cell catechismus . .

.

stare inu nove krSUanske pejsni (1567; many other
eds); Hisna postila (1595).

Mirko Rupel, ‘Primus Truber’ in Sudosteuropa-

Schriften, V (1965); Abhandlungen uber die

Slowenische Reformation (ed, B. BerSic, Munich,
1968). A.S. (tr, H.Le.)

Trubetskoy, Prince Evgeny Nikolayevich
(*1862; tl920), Russian philosophic-religious

writer and follower of Vladimir Solovyev*. Besides

many essays, articles and pamphlets, he wrote,

while in exile, a book of memoirs, Vospominaniya
(1922).

Mirosozertsanie Solovyeva (2 vols, 1913).

J.L.

Trueba y Cossio, JoaquIn Telesforo de (Santan-
der 1798; tParis 1835), Spanish writer. After

studying in London and Paris, he became a
diplomat. For political reasons he emigrated to

England (1823). His main works were written and
published in English: The Romance of History.

Spain (1827), a good rendering of old Spanish

legends, and historical novels which were praised

by Walter Scott*.

Gomez Arias (1828); The Castilian (1828);

The Exquisites (1831); Call again to-morrow (play;

1832); Paris and London (1831).

M. Menendez y Pelayo, Estudios criticos sobre

escritores montaheses (1876); V. Llorens Castillo,

Liberales y romdnticos (1954).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Trueba y de la Quintana, Antonio de (Monte-
llano, Vizcaya 24 XII 1819; tBilbao 10 III 1889),

Spanish writer of humble origin; self-educatei

The secret of his success lies in the exact portrayal

of the types, landscapes and customs of his Basque

country (Libros de Cantares, de Montanas, Cuentos,

etc.). When he steps outside this local realism his

excessive sentimentality makes his books painful

reading.

Obras (11 vols, 1905-24); Obras escogidas (ed.

M. Rubinos, 3 vols, 1944-45).

A. Gonzalez Blanco, A. de T.: su vida y sus

obras (1914); G. Mujica, T. Su significacion en la

moderna literatura vasca (1914).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Trumbull, John (*Westbury, Conn. 13 IV 1750;

001776 Sarah Hubbard; tDetroit, Mich. 11 V
1831), American poet. Most important of the

‘Hartford Wits’, he wrote M'Fingal, based on

Hudibras, satirizing the Tories in the Revolution,

The Progress of Dulness (1772); M^Fingal:

A Modern Epic Poem (1775-82).—The Poetical

Works ofJ. T. (2 vols, 1820).

A. Cowie, J. T.: Connecticut Wit (1936).

H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Tsang K'o-chia (*Chu-ch*eng, Shantung 1905),

Chinese poet, published more than 20 volumes of

poetry, beginning with Lo-yin (1934). Possessing

considerable technical skill, his poems of the

1930s and 1940s are a realistic chronicle of the

sufferings ofcommon people in social disorder and

war.

Sel. trs in: R. Payne, Contemporary Chinese

Poetry (1947); K.-Y. Hsu, Twentieth Century

Chinese Poetry (1963). A.R.D.

Ts*ao Chan, or Ts'ao Hsueh-Ch*in (*?Nanking

c. 1715; tPeking 12 II 1763), Chinese novelist.

For three generations the Ts'ao family had been

superintendents of the imperial textile factory at

Nanking and had thereby amassed great wealth.

In 1728 however all their property was confiscated

by imperial order. Only a small residence in

Peking was returned and thither the family moved
to live in great poverty. The vicissitudes of his

family inspired Ts'ao’s great novel, Hiing-lou

ming. He had written 80 chapters when he died.
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but it was still incomplete. (The first printed

edition [1792] contained 120 chapters, and it has

been held that 40 chapters were added by Kao O.

Recent MS discoveries have cast doubt on this

view.) This story of the declme of a great house

with the tragic romance of the heir and his con-

sumptive cousin as its central theme is remarkable

for masterly characterization. The fifty or more
major characters are all sharply drawn without

impairing the unity of the whole. Exhibiting the

most perfect style among all the older novels,

Huftg-lou meng has been an important model for

the modern vernacular-literature movement.

Hung4ou meng (1792; partial trs: Wang Chi-

chen, Dream of the Red Chamber^ 1929, rev. ed.

1958; F. Kuhn, Der Traum der roten Kammer,

1932; tr. [from Ger.] F. and I. McHugh, The Dream

ofthe Red Chamber^ 1958).

Wu Shih-ch'ang, On the Red Chamber Dream
(1961); C. T. Hsia, The Classic Chinese Novel

(1968). A.R.D.

Ts*ao Chih (*192; tl7 XII 232), Chinese poet and
essayist. Ts*ao was the third son of Ts'ao* Ts'ao

and younger brother of Ts*ao* P*ei. He at first

received great affection from his father but later

lost his favour. His relations with his brother were

embittered by jealous quarrels which increased

when Ts'ao P*ei became Emperor (220). He was
granted a series of small fiefs, finally being given

the title of King of Ch*en (232). The growing

unhappiness of his life may be seen in his poetry.

He is indeed China’s first great writer of true per-

sonal poetry. Some 150 of his poems are extant,

including ku-shih, /«-poems and song-libretti.

More than 100 of his prose pieces have also been

preserved.

Ch*in Ssu-wang chi (coll, works; sel, trs in;

E. von 2^ch, Die chinesische Anthologie, 2 vols.

Harvard, 1958; G. W. Kent, Worlds of Dust and

Jade, 1969). A.R.D.

Ts'ao P*Ei (*187; fLo-yang 29 VI 226), Chinese

poet and essayist. The eldest son of Ts*ao* Ts*ao,

he succeeded to his father’s fief of Wei and to his

office as first minister of Emperor Hsien in 220.

He immediately deposed Hsien and proclaimed

himself Emperor WSn of the Wei dynasty. He
also followed his father’s example of literary

patronage. Although he did not achieve the great

fame of his younger brother Ts*ao* Chih, there

are among his extant poems (both songs and

spoken verse) a number of great lyrical power and

feeling. His essay TienAun is the earliest attempt in

China to discuss literature from an aesthetic

standpoint.

Wei Win-ti chi (coll, works; sel. tr. in Die chin-

esische Anthologie, 2 vols. Harvard, 1958).

A.R.D.

Ts’ao Ts'ao (DCh'iao 155; III 220), Chinese

general and poet. Ts“ao was one of the generals

who got power in the collapse ofthe central govern-

ment during the later years of the 2nd century.

By 204 he had possession of the northern provinces

which under his son became the empire of Wei.

(Ts’ao himself remained nominally Prime Minister

under Emperor Hsien.) He had a great love of

literature and was an important patron of poetry.

His son, Ts*ao* Chih, became one of the greatest

poets. He himself left a number of songs of a

simple, vigorous character.

Wei Wii-ti chi (coll, works); trs of poems:
D. von der Steinen, ‘Poems of Ts’ao Ts'ao’ in

Monumenta Serica, IV (1939); E. Balazs, ‘Two
Songs by Ts'ao Ts'ao’ in Chinese Civilization and
Bureaucracy (1964). A.R.D.

Ts’ao Yii, pseud of Wan Chia-pao (*Ch'ien-

chiang, Hupei 1910), Chinese dramatist. After

studying Western literature at Tsinghua Urdver-

sity, Ts'ao Yii achieved an immediate success with

his first play, Lei-yu (wr. 1933). Following this with

Jih-ch^u (1935) and Yuan-yeh (1936; the three

are known as ‘Ts'ao Yu’s Trilogy’), he established

himself as China’s foremost dramatist. He suc-

ceeded in translating the technique of Western

drama to the Chinese stage. His themes are gener-

ally large in conception, treated ideologically with

great complexity of dialogue and action.

Lei-yu {Thunderstorm, tr. Wang Tso-liang and
A. C. Barnes, Peking, 1958); Jih-ch*u {Sunrise,

tr. A. C. Barnes, ibid,, 1960); Shui-pien (1940);

Pei-ching Jen (1941); Chia (1941; ‘Family’, part,

tr. G. Begley in Life and Letters, LX, 1949);

Ch*iao (1947); Ming-lang-ti fien (1956); Tan-chien

p'ien (with others; 1962). A.R.D.

Tscherning, Andreas (*Bunzlau 18 XI 1611;

tRostock 27 IX 1659), German poet, distantly

related to Opitz?*, whose poetic theories he,

together with Augustus Buchner* defended and
extended. He was Professor of poetry at Rostock,

and his extensive correspondence is important

background material to German baroque litera-

ture. Though his poetiy was influenced by Opitz,

Heinsius* and Buchner, he introduced new
metrical forms. His Centuria Proverbiorum Alis

(1641) is the first German translation from
Arabic.

Deutscher Gedichte Fruling (1642); Vortrab des

Sommers (1655); Unvorgreiffliches Bedencken Uber

etliche Missbrduch in der deutschen Schreib- und
Sprachkunst (1659).

H. H. Borcherdt, A. T. (1912); B. Marckwardt,

Geschichte der deutschen Poetik, I (1937).

L.W.F.

Tschudi, Aegidius or Gilo (*Glarus 5 11 1505;

tz6/d. 28 n 1572), Swiss historian. A keen Roman
Catholic, Tschudi figured in the ‘Tschudi war’,

1559-64; he was the first Swiss historian to use
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original documents and MSS and dominated

Swiss historiography up to the 19th century. He
popularized the tell legend, and Schiller* drew
on him for his Wilhelm Tell,

Geschichte des 2, Kappelerkrieges (1531; pub.

1826); Die urallt warhafftig Alpisch Khetia (1538);

Helvetische Chronik (1000-1470) (ed. J. Iselin, 2

vols, 1734-36); Vom Fegflir (ed. I. A. Knowles,

1924).

F. Gallati, G, T, und die dltere Geschichte des

Landes Glarus (1938); F. Gundolf, Anfdnge
deutscher Geschichtschreibung (1938). D.G.D.

Ts'Sn Shen [Ts*feN Ts*an] (*Nan-yang 715; t770),
Chinese poet. Like Kao* Shih, with whom he is

commonly coupled, Ts*6n saw service in frontier

commands (749-751 and 754-756). His service

took him far into Central Asia and the graphic

poems of this experience are unusual in T'ang
poetry, as well as of great historical interest.

Ts^^n Chia-chou chi (coll, works; sel. tr. in A.
Waley, ‘A Chinese poet in Central Asia’ in

History Today, I, Nov, 1951). A.R.D.

TsSng Kung (DNan-fSng 1019; tl083), Chinese
prose writer. After passing the examinations (1057)

Ts6ng was for eight years a compiler in the history

office. Afterwards he held a series of local

governorships in which he gained a great reputa-

tion for just administration. He was unable to

accept the reform policy of Wang* An-shih, who
had been his great friend, but again held appoint-

ments in the capital from 1080. Regarded as one
of the great Sung prose-masters and a model for

later writing, the thought and content of his work
are dominated by his austere Confucianism. He
avoided all stylistic ornament.

Yuan-fSng lei-kao (1085; coll, works; sel. tr.

F, E. A. Krause, ‘Ts6ng Kung: Ein Beitrag aus
der Literatur der Sung-Zeit’ in Heidelberger
Akten der Von Portheim Stiftung, Sinologie, I,

1922). A.R.D.

TsSng Kuo-fan (DHsiang-hsiang 26 XI 1811;
tNanking 12 III 1872), Chinese statesman and
man of letters. Ts8ng, by his suppression of the

Taiping Rebellion, preserved the life ofthe Manchu
dynasty for a further 50 years. Naturally con-
servative (which is the gravamen of later criticism

of him), he tended in thought towards the Sung
school, which gained greatly from his support, as

did the ‘T'ung-ch'6ng’ prose school (Yao* Nai),

which he eulogized. Yet by the depth of his very
diverse writings and their clear style, he attained

an undoubted literary stature.

Tsing Win-ching kung ch^uan^chi (coll, works;
1876).

W. J. Hail, Tsing Kuo-fan and the Taiping

Rebellion (1927); H. Wilhelm, ‘The background
of TsSng Kuo-fan’s ideology’ in Asiatische

Studien, III (1949); M. C. Wright, The Last Stand

of Chinese Conservatism (1957). A.R.D.

Tserkovski, Tsanko (also pseud. T. Bakalov)
(*Byala Cherkva 16 X 1869; tSofia 2 V 1926),

Bulgarian writer. Enchanted by folk-lore and the

pastoral idyll, he created the Musina village

‘commune’ and dedicated his life and works to the

peasantry. A founder of the Agrarian Union
(which soon became Bulgaria’s largest political

party), he was a minister in A. Stamboliyski’s

government (1919-23). When it fell, he was twice

imprisoned, writing then his last two works.

Pechalni chassove (1892, 1895); Ruja (1904);

Polskipesni (1905); Halosnik (1908); Izgunkite na
surtseto (1926); Pisma ot zatvora (1932).—Coll,

works (ed. N. Atanassov, 3 vols, 1947).

N. Atanassov. T. T.: Jivot i literaturna deynost

(1921); Yubileen sbornik (1922). V.P.

Tso SsO (DLin-tzu ?250; tChi-chou ?305),

Chinese poet. Tso went to the capital, Lo-yang,

when his sister became a lady-in-waiting. His
‘Three Capitals’ (San-tufu\ the work of ten years,

was so greatly acclaimed by the metropolitan

literati that it is said that the price of paper rose

because of the number of copies made. It is

regrettable that so few of Tso’s poems have

survived, for he was a writer of great skill and some
imagination.

San-tu fu (tr. E. von Zach, with other poems
preserved in the anthology Wen-hsuan, in Die

chinesische Anthologies 2 vols, Harvard, 1958).

A.R.D,

Tsubouchi Sh6y6, pseud, of Tsubouchi YuzO
(*Ota, Gifu 22 VI 1859; tAtami 28 II 1935),

Japanese novelist, dramatist, critic and translator.

After graduating in 1883 at Tokyo Imperial

University, where he had made a special study of

English literature, he became lecturer in the uni-

versity which later became Waseda University

(where he remained for over 50 years). Two years

later he published Shdsetsu shinzuU a work of

criticism (inspired by the example of English

novelists) advocating more realistic and rational

literary principles; he followed it with Tosei shosei

katagi (1885), a humorous novel in a pioneering

style, as being a specimen of his principles.

In 1891 he founded Waseda Bungaku, which

became an important literary periodical; and at

about the same time turned his attention to drama.

After careful study of Japanese, Chinese and
European play-writing, he produced in the

following years a number of excellent plays, among
which the best known are Kiri hitohOs Shinkyoku

Urashima and En no gyoja. In these his indebted-

ness to Shakespeare* is often clear, and from 1907

to 1928 he was engaged in preparing a complete

Japanese translation of Shakespeare. His influence

on Japanese fiction-writing and drama was
considerable. E.B.C.
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criticism: Shosetsu shinzui (‘The Essence of the

Novel’; preface tr. in Modern Japanese Literature,

ed. D. L. Keene, 1956; extracts tr. with discussion

in M. G. Ryan, Japan's First Modern Novel:

Ukigumo of Fiitabatei Shimei, 1967).

—

Saikun

(novel; 1889).

—

splays: Kiri hitoha (1896; summary
in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to

Classic Japanese Literature, 1948); Shinkyoku

Urashima (1904; Fr. tr. T. Yoshiye in Bull. Soc.

Franco-Japonaise, XLVIII, 1921); En no gyoja

(1916; VErmite, tr. idem, 1920).

Ito Sei, ‘Modern Japanese literature. III:

pioneers of the new literature’ in Japan Quart.,

II.2 (1955). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Ts*ui Shu (DWei-hsien, Hopei 19 IX 1740;

tChang-t6 4 III 1816), Chinese historian, spent his

life in difficulty and frequent poverty. The critical

methods which he presented in K'ao-hsin lu were

in advance of his time, though it was one of great

progress in scholarship. This work, containing 12

studies on early Chinese histories and other books,

was written and revised over a period of 30 years

(1783-1814). Much of his writings might not have

survived but for the efforts of his admirer CKtn
Lin-ho to have them printed.

Ts‘ui Tung-pi Ushu (coll, works; 1824-25;

definitive ed. 1936; one essay, Ching-lun, ‘The

Place of Acquiescence in Conflict’, tr. A. W.
Hummel in T*ien Hsia Monthly, 1940). A.R.D.

Tsurayuki: see Ki no Tsurayuki.

Tsuruya Namboku, pseud, of Tsuruya Inosuke

(Edo [«Tokyo] 1755; Wd. 22 .XII 1829),

Japanese playwright, author of well over 100 plays.

He was the fourth holder of the name Tsuruya

Namboku,

Osome Hisamatsu ukina no yomiuri (1813);

Tokaidd yotsuya kaidan (1825; ‘The Ghost of

Yotsuya’, summary in A. S, and G. M. Halford,

The Kabuki Handbook, 1956). B.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Tsutsumi Chunagon Monogatari (‘The Tales of

Tsutsumi Chunagon’), Japanese collection of ten

short stories, by various unknown authors,

probably compiled between 1100 and 1200, though

the only datable story was written about 1055;

they are among the world’s earliest short stories,

and are notable for the unexpectedly comic

elements introduced into otherwise typical Heian

stories.

Complete trs: E. O. Reischauer and J. K.

Yamagiwa in Translations From Early Japanese

Literature (1951); The T C. M.; A Collection of
11th Century Stories ofJapan (tr. U. Hirano, 1963);

extracts tr. in: A. Waley, The Lady Who Loved

Insects (1929; repr. in Anthology of Japanese

Literature, ed, D. L. Keene, 1955); Selections From
Japanese Literature (ed. F. J. Daniels, 1959);

extracts tr. O. Beni is Der Kirschblutenzweig

(1965).—D. Beni, ‘T. C. M.* in Monumenta
Nipponica, III (1940). E.B.C. (D.E,M.)

Tsvetayeva, Marina Ivanovna (*1892; tl938),

Russian modernist poet. After the publication of

her first book, Stikhi (‘Verses’; 1910), she deve-

loped her craftsmanship, partially influenced by

Pasternak*. Her poems have unusual verve, a great

variety of rhythms, and the inflection of the folk-

song. In 1922 she left Russia, but she returned and

couGunitted suicide.

Tsar'^Devitsa (1922); Posle Rossii (1922); Psik~

heya (1923) ; Kniga stikhov (1923) ;
Molodets (1924);

PovesP o Sonechke (1937); Proza (New York,

1953). J.L.

Tsyganov, Nikolay Grigoryevich (*1797; tl831),

Russian poet. He was bom a serf, but became an

actor and finally achieved fame as a self-made poet

in the folk-style. Some of his poems became

folk-songs. J-L.

Tu Fu (nChing-chao 712; fiir T*an-chou 770),

Chinese poet. Tu failed to pass the official examina-

tions (736) and spent the next years travelling in

the north-eastern provinces or at Lo-yang. He met

Li* Po, who made a great personal impression on

him, at Ch*6n-Iiu (K'ai-fSng) in 744. In 746 he

returned to Ch*ang-an in a second attempt to

secure an official post. This he finally achieved in

755, just before the disastrous revolt of An Lu-

shan, during which he suffered in the general

distress. In 760 he went to live at Ch*6ng-tu, where

he enjoyed the patronage of the Governor-General

Yen Wu. His last years from 765 were mainly spent

in travel.

Tu’s poetry directly reflected his surroundings

and the circumstances of his life. Thus the tone of

poems from different periods is very different.

His war poems, written at the time of the An
Lu-shan revolt, reveal an intense sympathy. In

general he shows far greater concern for the

human situation of his time than does his great

contemporary Li Po. Yet he is also more intellec-

tual than Li and is a more typical representative of

the great age of Tang poetry. His influence,

particularly his immediate influence, was much
greater. His best poems are in the seven-word

‘regulated’ metre (Id^shih) or in the five-word freer

‘old’ metre.

Tu Kung‘pu chi (coll, works); Tu Fu's Gedichte

(tr. E. von 2^ch, 2 vols. Harvard, 1952); F.

Ayscough, Tu Fu (1929) and Travels ofa Chinese

Poet (1932); W. Hung, Tu Fu, China's Greatest

Poet (1952); A. R. Davis, Tu Fu (1971).

A.R.D.

Tu Mu (aWan-nien 803; t853), Chinese poet and

prose-writer. Tu followed a normal official career

(828 onwards), finally achieving a fairly high post

in the Grand Secretariat. Stylistically his work
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occupies an intermediate position between the

8th-cenlury writers with their greater emphasis

on content and the aesthetic tendency of the 9th

century, although in general it stands nearer the

former.

Tu Fan-ch*uan chi (coll, works); sel. trs in: W.
Bynner, The Jade Mountain (1929); G. Margoulies,

Anthologie raisonee de la litterature chinoise (1948);

E. von Zach, Han Yu's Poetisclie Werke (Harvard,

1952); A. C. Graham, Poems of the Late Tang
(1965). A.R.D.

Tubbe, Henry (*Southampton 1618; tl655),

English poet, educated at Cambridge, who wrote

verse epistles, elegies, epigrams, and hymns. He has

little originality but some ingenuity.

Meditations Divine & Moral! (1659; 1682; sel.

ed. G. C. Moore Smith, 1915). J.J.Y.L.

Tucholsky, Kurt, pseuds. Theobald Tiger, Peter

Panter, Ignaz Wrobel, Kaspar Hauser (*Berlin

9 1 1890; tHindas, Sweden 21 XII 1935), German
satirical prose writer and poet. A brilliant journalist

and a fearless fighter for his socialist and pacifist

convictions. The high standard of the left-wingjour-

nal Die Weltbuhne (edited by Carl von Ossietzsky

who was awarded the Nobel prize for peace in

1935) was due to contributors like Tucholsky, a

master of the short, pointed essay, a satirist of

great power and verve.

Tucholsky-^ganz anders (1958); Morgen wieder?

(ed. F. J. Raddatz, 1964); Wenn die Igel in der

Abendstunde, Gedichte^ Lieder^ Ckangons (ed.

idem, 1968).

—

Gesammelte Werke (ed. idem and
M. Gerold-Tucholsky, 4 vols, 1960-62).—selected
translations: The World Is a Comedy, Anthology

(tr. H. Zohn, 1957); Whatlf?Satirical Writings

(tr. idem and K. F. Ross, 1967).

H. Prescher, K, T (1959); K.-P. Schulz, K, T
(1959), R.W.L. (K,W.M.)

Tucker, Abraham (*London 2 IX 1705; ool736

Dorotliy Barker; fBetchworth Castle, nr Dorking
20 XI 1774), English philosopher, writer of dis-

cursive, good-humoured works on human nature

that charmed Hazlitt* into abridging them.

Freewill, Foreknowledge and Fate: by Edward
Search (1763); The Light ofNaturepursued (7 vols,

1768-78); Works (with Life by Sir H. Mildmay;
2nd ed., 7 vols, 1805); Works (an abridgement; ed.

A. R. Waller and A, Glover, 1902). R.M.H,

Tucker, Nathaniel Beverley (*Chesterfield Co.,

Va. 6 IX 1784; ooMary Coalter, ooEliza Taylor,

0O1830 Lucy Anne Smith; tWinchester, Va. 26

Vni 1851), American novelist and essayist. In his

novels he developed the symbol of the cavalier in

the South.

George Balcombe (1836); The Partisan Leader:

A Tale ofthe Future (1836).

C. Bridenbaugh in Dictionary of American
Biography (1936). H.L.C.

Tuckerman, Frederick Goddard (*Boston 4 II

1821; CO 1847 Hannah Jones; i'Grecnficld, Mass.
9 V 1873), American poet. Shy and reclusive by
nature, he neither sought nor acliicvcd popular
recognition. But his introspective, gloomy and
sometimes disturbing poems were highly valued

by Emerson*, Longfellow* and Tennyson*, and
his reputation is now steadily increasing.

Poems (1860).

—

The Complete Poems ofF, G, T.

(ed. M. S. Momaday, 1965).

Y. Winters, Maule's Curse (1938); S. A. Golden,

F, G. T (1966). I.W.

Tuckerman, Henry Theodore ('^‘Boston 20 IV
1813 ; fNew York 17 XII 1871). American essayist,

critic and minor poet. His books of essays and
travel sketches are marked by their quiet optimism

and his sentimental Poems (1851) were mildly

popular. Cousin of Frederick Goddard Tuckerman.

Italian Sketch Book (1835); Thoughts on the

Poets (1840); Leaves From the Diary ofa Dreamer

(1853); America and Her Commentators . .
. (1864);

Book of the Artists: American Artist Lije (1867).

N. F. Adkins in Dictionary of American Bich

graphy (1936). l.W.

Tudur Aled (*Llansannan, Denbighshire c. 1465;

tCarmarthen 1526), Welsh poet. He was of noble

birth, being a nephew—and a pupil—of Dafydd*
ab Edmwnd. He sang the praises of those in

authority, both ecclesiastic and lay, among them
Sir Rhys ap Thomas, champion of Henry Tudor.

A man of many accomplishments and a great

master of the traditional modes of eulogy, solicita-

tion and elegy, he was a leading figure in the

Caerwys eisteddfod of 1523, Vigour and com-
pression mark his awdlau (odes), his englynion

(quatrains) and his scores of cywyddau, the latter

including, besides the types mentioned, love poems,

fiyting poems and moral exhortations to patrons.

He excels in exact descriptive metaphors and in

epigrammatic observations on men and affairs.

Gwaith T A. (ed. T. Gwynn Jones, 2 vols, 1926).

Saunders Lewis, ‘T. A.’ in Efrydiau Catholig, I

(1946). B.Re.

AL-TugbraT (Isfahan 1061; tll21), Arabic poet,

was Vizier of one of the Seljuk rulers. A poem by

him, called Ldmiyat al-Ajam (‘Poem Rhyming
in L of the Persians’), was widely known among
the Arabs and much studied by early European
Arabists.

Eng. trs.: L. C. Chappelow (1758); J. D.

Carlyle, Specimens of Arabian Poetry (1796; 2nd
ed. 1840). S.M.S.

Xuglas, Friedebert, pseud, ofFriedebert Mihkel-
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SON (*Ahja manor 2 III 1886; tl5 IV 1971),

Estonian novelist, short-story writer and critic.

Tuglas went to school with Suits* in Tartu and
joined him as a leader of the Young Estonia

movement. As a member of the Social Democratic
Party he lived in exile after the failure of the 1905

revolution. He became the leading Estonian literary

critic from 1918 to 1944 and was the first editor of

the literary periodical Looming (‘Creation’). After

Suits left Estonia, Tuglas succeeded him as Pro-

fessor at Tartu University and became a member
of the Soviet Estonian Academy of Sciences.

Tuglas’ initial realism soon gave way to impres-

sionism and fantasy, but he did not discard his

realist technique, though this is obscured by self-

consciousness and a coloured vocabulary recalling

Oscar Wilde’s*. He reached the peak of his art in

the short story. As a critic Tuglas is cautious,

objective, a subtle psychologist and the master of a
style that is entirely unmannered. He has written

vivid travel-books and reminiscences.

SHORT stories: Hingemaa (1906); Kahekesi

(1908); Liivakell (1913); Saatus (1917); Arthur

Valdes (1918); Raskiise vaim (1920); Poeetja idioot

(1924); Hingede rdndamine (1925); Kuldne rongas

(1936; Der goldene Reifen, 1961).

—

^novels: Felix

Ormusson (1915); Vdike Illimar I (1937; Illimar^

tr. F. Schwarz, 1959).—travel books: Teekond
Hispaania (1918); Teekond Pohja-Aafrika (3 vols,

1928-30).—ESSAYS AND MONOGRAPHS: Julton Liiv

(1914); A. H. Tammsaare (1919); Malt Metsanurk

(1919); William Shakespeare (1920); Henrik Ibsen

inmesena (1920) ; Ado Grenzsteinilahkumine (1926)

;

Juhan Liiv: Eluja looming (1927); Karl Rumor-Ast
(1930),—LITERARY CRITICISM: Aja kaja (1919);

Marginaalia (1921); Kirjanduslik pdevaraamat

(1921); Eesti kirjanduse selts (1932); Kriitika (8

vols, 1935-36).

—

memoirs: Noorusmalestused

(1940); MdlestusediXm),
A. Kallas, ‘An Estonian novelist: F. T.’ in

Slavon. Rev., VI (1927); P. Viires, F. T: eluja

looming (1937); H, Jurman et al., F. T. Metoodilisi

ja bibliograafilisimaterjale raamatukogudele (1966)

;

N. Andresen, F. T (1968). W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Tuinman, Carolus (Maastricht; ~19 XI 1659;

tMiddelburg 5 XI 1728), Dutch parson, poet and
philologist, wrote sever^ charming poems,

verse: Meander (1706); Zielsverlustiging (1716);

Nederduytsche poezij (2 vols, 1718-28); Beginselen

van hemelwerk (1720).

—

Fakkel der nederduytsche

taale (2 vols, 1722-31). J.W.W.

Tukaram (*nr Poona 1608; tl649), the most
popular of all the Marathi poet saints. He is said

to have written over 4,000 abhangas, short hymn-
like poems of religious devotion mainly addressed

to the god Vithoba of Pandharpur.

N. Macnicol, Psalms of the Marathd Saints

(1923); G. A. Deleuiy, Psaumes dupelerin (1956).

H.G,R. a.R.)

Tuke, Sir Samuel (*c, 1620; ooMaiy Guldeford,
00Mary Sheldon; fLondon 26 1 1673/74), English
dramatist who entered Gray’s Inn in 1635, Tuke
fought and commanded as a Royalist. In Paris

during the Commonwealth, he became one of the

firat members of the Royal Society on his return.

His Adventures of Five Hours, adapted from a
Spanish source, is full of incident and ‘heroic’

quality.

The Adventures ofFive Hours (1663 ; 1664 ; 1671

;

ed. A. E. H. Swaen, 1927).

E. S. De Beer in Notes and Queries, CLXI (1931).

B.L.J. (A.N.W.)

Tukur, Muhammadu: see Muhammadu Tukur.

Tullin, Christian BRAxn^NN (Kristiania 6 VII
1728 ;

00 1760 Mette Kruchow; Vbid. 21 I 1765),

Danish-Norwegian poet. He studied theology at

Copenhagen and graduated in 1748. The same year

he went back to his native town where he settled

permanently, for a time as a clergyman, but
eventually as the owner of a factory. As a poet he is

influenced by Pope*, Thomson* and Young*.
Best known is Majdagen (‘The May Day’), a
descriptive poem.

Skrifter (3 vols, 1770-73); Breve (ed. O. G.
Lundh and H. J. Huitfeldt, 1861).

F, Bull, Fra Holberg til Nordal Brun (1916); H.
Noreng, C. F. F. (1951). E.B.

Tulsi Das (*1543; tl623), a Vaishnava in the

tradition of Ramananda and perhaps the most
famous Hindi religious poet. His most important

work is the Rdmcharita Mdnasa (‘Lake of the

Deeds of Rama’), a vernacular version of the

ramayai^a. It is written in eastern Hindi and has

been described as the bible of90 million Hindus.

W. D. P. Hill, The Holy Lake of the Acts of
Ram (Oxford, 1953); F. R. Allchin, Kavitavali

(London, 1964) and The Petition to Ram {ibid,,

1966). S.C.R.W,

Tumas, Juozas; see Vaizgantas.

Tung Chung-shu (DKuang-ch’uan c. 179; fMao-
ling c 104 B.C.), Chinese scholar, Tung was
appointed an academician {pO’-shih) under Em-
peror Ching (157-141), as a specialist in CKun-cKiu

studies. During Emperor Wu’s reign he was for

short periods Chancellor, first (c. 140) to the King

of CWang-tu, and later (c. 124) to the King of

Chiao-hsi. Much of his life was spent as a scholar

and teacher. Tung occupies a position of great

importance in the development of Confucianism

as a state religion. The great master of the Kirng-

yang school of interpretation of the CKun-cKiu

(confucian classics), he combined a view of the

CKun-cKiu as a political document applicable to

all times, with the theories ofthe ‘Yin-yang’ school

which explained all phenomena as governed by
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fixed laws. On this basis he erected a comprehen-

sive political, ethical and cosmological system

which set forth the interrelation of man and

nature. His thought is known from Ch"un-ch*iu

fan4u (probably compiled from his surviving

writings some centuries after his death) and from

his replies to edicts of Emperor Wu, preserved in

his biography in Pan'*^ Ku’s Han Shu,

Ch^im-cKiu fan4u (part tr. K. Woo, Les trois

theories politiques du TcKouen Ts^ieou^ 1932; tr.

anon, in Lectures Chinoises, I, Peking, 1945);

replies to Wu’s edicts tr. in W. Seufert, ‘Urkunden
zur staatlichen Neuordnung unter der Han-
Dynastie* in Mitteilungen des Seminars fiir

orientalische Sprachen, XXIII-XXV (1922).

O. Franke, Studien zur Geschichte des kon-

fuzianischen Dogmas und der chinesischen Stoats-

religion (1920); Fung Yu-lan, A History ofChinese
Philosophy, II (tr. D. Bodde, 1953); further biblio.

in W.-T. Chan, An Outline arid an Annotated

Bibliography of Chinese Philosophy (1969).

A.R.D.

Tuppo, Francesco del, 15th-century Italian

writer in Naples. Published in 1485 a vernacular

version of Aesop’s* fables, remarkable for its

idiomatic Neapolitan and for the confirmatio

exemplaris accompanying each fable.

VEsopo di F, del T. (ed. C. de LoUis, 1886).

L. di Francia, Novellistica, I (1924); A. Mauro,
F. del T. e il suo ^Esopo' (1926); G. Petrocchi,

Masuccio Guardati e la narrativa napoletana del

Quattrocento (1953). P.McN.

Turberville, George (*1540; tl598), English poet,

educated at Winchester, New College and the

Inns of Court. His poems are marked by a rough
but strong rhythm, and he was regarded by later

Elizabethan poets as one of the pioneers of their

craft.

verse: Epitaphes, Epigrams, Songs and Sonets

(1567).—translations: The Heroycall Epistles . .

.

of Publius Ovidius Naso (1567); The Eglogs of
Mantuan turned into English yerse (1567); Tragy-

call Tales (1587; from Boccaccio).—prose: The
Booke ofFaulconrie or Hauking (1575); The Noble
Art of Venerie (1575). J.B.B.

Turgenev, Ivan Sergeyevich (Orel 28 X 1818;

fBougival, nr Paris 3 IX 1883), Russian author.

Born into a family oflanded gentry, he suffered as a
child from his mother’s despotic character. He
graduated in St Petersburg and went to Berlin

wherehe strengthened both his Western sympathies
and his liberal views. In literature he first emerged
with his tale in verse Parasha (1843) before

adopting prose as his true medium. In 1847 he
published in Sovremennik the first of those

stories of a sportsman which, in 1852, appeared
in book form as Zapiski okhotnika—one of
the best eaiiy contributions to the natural

SCHOOL of fiction championed by Belinsky*. Full

of impressionist landscape motifs, the sketches

are a series of portraits of peasants and land-

owners. These are shown against the background
of serfdom not in terms of propaganda but

exclusively in terms of art, which made them all the

more effective. It is said that the future Tsar

Alexander II was so impressed by them that he

became determined to abolish serfdom (which

he did in 1861).

Turgenev’s other works can be divided between
novels, stories and ten plays, one of which—
Mesyats v derevne, ‘A Month in the Country

—

enjoys a worldwide reputation. His novels are

among the artistically most perfect and best con-

structed in Russian literature. His favourite topic

is gentry life and the Russian iisad^ba or country-

house of the period, and his general mood is of

autumnal melancholy: as if springing from the

impending doom of a class, already knowing itself

to be ‘superfluous’. The hero of his first novel,

Rudin (1855), is a typical ‘superfluous man’ and a

pathetically helpless bundle of frustrations.

Lavretsky, the principal character of Dvoryanskoe

gnezdo (1858), is another passive failure. In

Nakanune (1860) and then more convincingly in

Bazarov, the hero of his best novel, Ottsy i deii

(1861), Turgenev tried to show what an active

man, such as the period was waiting for, could be

like. Yet here, too, as in his other novels, including

Dym (1867) and Nov^ (1870), the end is one of

frustration.

Written in beautiful mellow language, these

works show a superb narrative sense and an

amazing interplay of characters, with an invariable

balance between truth and poetry, between obser-

vation and imaginative intuition. The same can be

said of his stories, most of which are among the

finest in European literature. In his delicate

impressionism, in his art of conjuring up atmo-

sphere, as well as in his peculiar cult of failure,

Turgenev anticipated Chekhov*. Like Pushkin*

in Evgeny Onegin, he was particularly fond of

confronting a weak man with a strong woman.
And he was at his best when rendering the evasive

nuances and caprices of love—^partly because all

through his adult life he was in love with the

famous singer, Mme Vlardot, whom he followed

(as a loyal friend) all over Europe, finally dying

near her, a tired and disappointed man. Yet at

the time of his death he was still the best known
and most appreciated Russian author abroad.

Moreover, through his wide contacts and friend-

ships outside Russia (especially in France), he did

more for a literary rapprochement between Russia

and the West than any other writer of that period.

Sobranie sochineniy (12 vols, 1898; another ed.,

1928-34); Izbrannoye (1944); Sobranie sochineniy

(11 vols, 1949).—translations: The Novels of

L T. (tr. C. Garnett, 17 vols, 1919-23); The Plays

of L T (tr. M. S. Mandell, 1924); Hamlet and
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Don Quixote (tr. R. Nichols, 1930); Three Plays

(tr. C. Garnett, 1934); Fathers arid Children (tr.

R. Hare, 1947); A Nobleman's Nest (tr. idem^

1947); Smoke (tr. N. Duddington, 1949); First

Love (tr. I. Berlin, 1950); Rudin (tr. A. Brown,

1950); A Sportsman's Notebook (tr. C. and N.
Hepburn, 1950); Fathers and Sons (tr. G. Reavey,

1950); On the Eve (tr. G. Gardiner, 1950; tr. M.
Budberg, 1950); Poems in Prose (Russ, and Eng.;

tr. C. Garnett and R. Rees, 1951).

Dostoyevsky i T, Perepiska (1928); J5. P, Botkin

i I. S. T, Perepiska (1930); Neizdannye pis'ma

(2 vols, 1937); G. Flaubert, Lettres inedites d T
(1946); /. T: Nouvelle correspondance inddite, I

(ed. A. Zwigilsky, 1972).

V. Zelinsky, Kriticheskaya literatura o Turgeneve

(1918) and in Literaturnoye nasledstvo, XXXI,
XXXII (1937).

Biogs and studs by : D.N. Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky
(1904); V. I. Pokrovsky (1905); A. E. Gruzinsky

(1918); E. A. Solovyev (1922); E. K. Semenov
(1930); B. Zaitsev (1930, 1949); A. Remi20v(1933);
L. Brodsky (1940); N. P. Antsiferov (1947).— la
Ft. or Eng. : E. Haumant (1906) ; E. Garnett (1917);

A. Yarmolinsky (1926); A. Maurois (1931); J.

A. T. Lloyd (1942); D. Magarshak (1954).

P. Sakulin, Na grani dvukh kul'tur (1918);

Turgenevskiy sbornik (ed. A. F. Koni, 1921);

y. Nikol’sky, T. i Dostoyevsky (1921); I. M.
Grevs, T. i Polina Viardot (1927); A. Ostrovsky,

T. V zapiskakh sovremennikov (1929); A. Mazon,
Manuscrits parisiens d'L T. (1930); H. Hersh-
kowitz. Democratic Ideas in T's Works (1932);

M. K. Kleman, Letopis' zhizni i tvorchestva L S.

Turgeneva (1934); R. A. Gettmann, T. in England
and America (1941); T. v russkoy kritike

(ed. K. I. Bonetsky, 1953); R. Freeborn, T.

—

The Novelist's Novelist (1960); A. Fitzlyon, The
Price of Genius (biog. of Pauline Viardot; 1964).

J.L.

Turgot,Anne-Robert-Jacques,Baron de l*Aulne
(•Paris 10 V 1727; Wd^ 20 III 1781), French
economist, who became Minister of Finance
(1775-76), but failed to cany through his enlight-

ened programme of economic reform. He con-
tributed to the Encyclopedie. His Reflexions sur la

formation et la distribution des richesses (1766), an
early work of political economy, expounds the

doctrine of the physiocrats, that the land is the

ultimate source of all wealth.

Lettres sur la tolerance (1753-54).

—

(Euvres (ed.

G. ScheUe. 5 vols, 1913-23).

G. Schelle, T. (1909); D. Dakin, T. and the

Ancien Regime (1939); R, L. Meek, The Economics
of Physiocracy (1963). G.B.

Turmeda, Anselm (Mallorca 1352; tTunis c,

1430), Catalan writer; a Franciscan who went to

Tunis and renounced his faith. He wrote homilies

(Llibre de bans amonestaments), satirical cobles^

prophecies and a defence of Islam. His most

famous work, La disputa de Vase^ known only in

French translation (1417), is imitated from the

Arabic; it shows the cynic^ nature of the age and
was banned by the Inquisition.

*La Disputa d’un asne’ (ed. R. Foulchd-Delbosc
in Rev. Hispanique, XXIV, 1911); Obres menors
(ed. M. Olivar, 1927).

J. Miret y Sans, ‘Vida de Fr. A. T.* in Rev.

Hispanique, XXIV (1911); A. Calvet, Fr. A. T.,

heterodoxo espoHol (1914); M. Asin Palacios, ‘El

original drabe de la Disputa del asno contra Fr.

A. T.' in Rev. de filol. esp., I (1914); Ideari d'A. T.

(ed. J. Marfany, 1965). G.W.R.

Tomer, Charles Tennyson: see Tennyson,

Charles.

Tomer, Frederick Jackson (•Portage, Wise.

14 XI 1861; 001889 Carolina Sherwood; fPasa-

dena, Calif. 14 III 1932), American historian. In a
paper delivered in 1893 to the American Historical

Association he argued that the dominant factor in

American history was the existence of free un-

settled land to the West from 1620 until about

1890. This ‘Frontier Thesis* found a ready

response in the American imagination (frontier).

The Rise oftheNew West (1906); The Frontier in

American History (1920).

H. N. Smith, Virgin Land: The American West

as Symbol and Myth (1950). D.S.R.W.

Turoldos: see Charlemagne, legend of.

Turpilios, Sextus (fSinuessa 103 b.c.), Roman
comic poet. Fragments of about 13 versions of

Attic comedies survive. At least one was still

performed on the stage in Geero’s* day.

L. Rychlewska, Turpilii comicifiagmenta (1962).

H.D.J.

PSEUDO-Turpin: see Charlemagne, legend of.

Tusser, Thomas (•Rivenhall, Essex 1524; ooAmy
Moon; tLondon 3 V 1580), English agriculturalist,

educated at Eton and Kizig’s College, Cambridge.

He began as a musician and singer, but turned to

farming. Despite the advice he offered others, he
was unsuccessful and died in debt.

A hundreth good points of hmbandrie (1557);

Five hundreth good pointes of husbandrie (1573;

ed. W. Payne and S. J. Heritage, 1878); Foure

bookes of husbandrie (1577). J.B.B.

Tutuola,Amos (Abeokuta, Nigeria 1920), Nigerian

novelist. With only primary education, Tutuola

became a bladcsmith, a coppersmith, then a
Labour Ministry messenger. After his jQrst book
was published, the Nigerian Broadcasting Cor-

poration appointed him storekeeper at Ibadan.

His unoi^odox English is much affected by
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Yoruba grammar and syntax. Although his books

were acdaimed abroad, as much for mere quaint-

ness as for narrative skill and originality, many
Nigerians scorned his ‘uneducated* English and

‘plagiarizing* of folk-tales. Influenced by Fagun-

wa*s* Yoruba stories (though he avoids moraliz-

ing), by Bunyan’'^ and official English and

journalese, he nevertheless handles African myths

with genuine originality.

The Palm-Wine Drinkard and His Dead Palm-

Wine Tapster in the Deads' Town (1952); My Life

in the Bush of Ghosts (1954); Simbi and the Satyr

of the Dark Jungle (1955); The Brave African

Huntress (1958); Feather Woman of the Jungle

(1962); Ajaiyi and His Inherited Poverty (1967).

A.R.

Tuwim, JuLUN (*L6dz 13 IX 1894; fZakopane
27 XII 1953), Polish poet. The leading poet and
co-founder of the ‘Skamander* group, he strongly

opposed the Symbolist poetry of Mloda Polska

in his early work. Inspired partly by German
Expressionism and Russian futurism, he created a
poetic diction using colloquial language. His early

ebullient optimism gradually changed and his often

grotesque satires from the 1930s reflect his liberal

political convictions. At the same time he became
preoccupied with the problem of the connection

between language and cultural tradition, and
introduced into his poetry extreme, but mostly
successful, linguistic experiments, expecially neo-

logisms. His poems for children, written just

before the Second World War, have become
classics in Polish literature. He was an excellent

translator, especially of Russian poetry. P.H.

verse: Czyhanie na Boga (1918); Sokrates
tahczqcy (1920); Siddma jesieh (1922); Slowa w
krwi (1926); Biblia cygahska (1933); JRzecz

czamoleska (1929); Jarmark rymdw (1934); Zielefi

(1936); Kwiaty polskie (1949; 1950).—various:
lakomotywa, JRzepka^ Ptasie Radio (1938; The
Locomotive^ adapt. B. Gutteridge and W. J.

Peace, 1940).— poezji 1919-^1939 (1947).

A. Wylez^ka, Jeunes poites polonais (1926);
J. Stodwki, J, T. Bibliografia (1959); M.
Glowiflsld, Poetyka T a polska tradycja literacka

(1962); Wspomnienia o J, T. (1963); M. iywow,
T, (1963); R. Sielnikoff, Ze studidw nadjqzykiem

J. T (1968). S.S. (P.H.)

Tuy, Lucas de: see Lucas of T6y.

Tvardovsky, Alexander Trifonovich (*1910;

tMoscow 18 XII 1971), Soviet poet whose
‘engaged’ narrative poem, Strana Muravia (1934-

36), written in the folk tone, is in the tradition of
Nelorasov’s* Konm na Rusi zhiF khorosko; only
here the picaresque roamer is a peasant who vainly

sedcs a country in which there are no collective

farms. During the war Tvardovsky wrote his

famous Vasily Terkin (1941-45), the portrait of a

peasant soldier during the war with Hitler. It

consists of a long series of episodes showing the

commonsense humour and all those moods which

were likely to make a simple soldier endure the

trials of that war. Written in the language of the

people, this was the most successful poetic work
ofthe war period. Tvardovsky’s post-war optimism

came out in his collection Za dalyu daV (1953).

Vasily Terkin (1949); Kniga liriki (1949);

Stikhotvoreniya ipoemy (1954).

B. Alexandrov, Lyudi i knigi (1950); M. Met-

chenko, Lektsii po istorrii russkoy sovetskoy

titeratury. III (1953). J.L.

Twain, Mark: see Mark Twain.

Twardowski, Samuel ze Skrzypny (^on Lutynia

river c. 1600; tl661), Polish poet. A leading Polish

Baroque poet, he described historical events and

customs realistically and vividly in his massive epic

chronicles. His analysis of changes of emotion in

the idyll Daphnis, is skilful, elegant and typically

Baroque as is his account of the clashes between

heavenly and earthly love in Nadobna Pasgualina,

probably an adaptation of an unknown Spanish

poem. P.H.

verse: Przewazna legaeja . . . Zbaraskiego

(1633); Szczgsliwa moskiewska wyprawa Wlady-

slawa /K. . . (1634); Daphnis drzewem bobkowym

... (1638); Satyr na twarz Rzeczypospolitej (16^);
Nadobna Pasqualina (1655; ed. R. Poliak, 1926);

Wojna domowa z Kozaki i Tatary . , , (1681).—

Poezje (1861).

K. Thieberger, S. von Skrzypna T. (1898); S.

Turowski, S. ze S, T, ijego poezja na tie wspolczes-

nem (1909); R. Fiszerowna, 5. T, jako poeta

barokowy (1931). S.S.

Twm o’r Nant: see Edwards, Thomas.

Twyne, Brian (*Lewes 1579; tOxford 14 VI 1644),

English antiquary. Twyne was the first archivist

and historian of Oxford University. His copious

collections formed the basis of Wood’s* History

and Armais. G.K.H.

Twyne, Thomas (*Canterbury 1543; fLewes 1 Vin
1613), English translator. Besides Englishing

several topographical works Twyne completed

Phaer’s* translation of the Aeneid (1573).

G.K.H.

Tyigaraja (*1767; tl847). Although bom in

Timvariir in Tamilnad, this Vaispava devotee is

renowned in South Indian music for his Telugu
kirtanas, devotional songs in praise of Rama, the

god-hero of vernacular versions of the rAmayana.
He also composed two musical dramas on
Vaispava themes. J.R.M.

Tyard, Pontus de (*Chateau de Bissey-suar-Fley,
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nr M§con 1521; fBragny-sur-Sadne 23 IX 1605),

French poet. He began as a disciple of Maurice

Scdve’*^ {Erreurs amoureuses), then became associ-

ated with Ronsard*. He forms a link, personally

and aesthetically, between the neo-Petrarchism of

the Lyons poets and the broader humanism of the

PL^IADE, of which he was a member. His prose

Discours philosophiques (1587) are imbued with

Platonism and discuss poetry, music, metaphysics,

astrology. Tyard was an important Burgundian

figure and Bishop of Chalon-sur-Sa6ne (1578-89).

Les Erreurs amoureuses (1549, 1551, 1555; crit.

ed. J. A. McClelland, 1967); CEuvres poetiques

(1573).

—

CEuvres (ed. C. Marty-Laveaux, 1875);

CEuvres poetiques completes (ed. J. C. Lapp, 1966).

A. Jeandet, P, de T. (1860); J. Vianey, Le
Petrarquisme en France (1909); R. V. Merrill,

‘Platonism in P. de T.’s Erreurs Amoureuses* in

Mod. Philol. (1937); K. M. Hall, P. de T, and His
^Discours philosophiques* (1963). G.B.

Tyl, Josef KajetAn (*Kutnd Hora 4 II 1808;

tPlzen 11 VII 1856), Czech dramatist. He devoted

his life as actor, producer and playwright to the

establishment and maintenance of a Czech
theatrical tradition with a vernacular repertoire.

His plays are of little lasting merit, but were of

immense importance in the formation of the

modem Czech theatre. Best remembered are his

popular farces and dramatized faiiy tales, e.g.

‘The Fair* (Fidlovacka^ 1834), ‘The Bagpiper of

Strakonice’ (Strakonickf dud&K 1847), In FzVflb-

vacka Tyl introduced the song which was to

become the Czech national anthem, ‘Kde domov
mtjr (‘Where Is My Home?’).

Spisy (ed. V. StSpanek et al, 25 vols, 1952 ff.).—

M. KaCer and M. Otruba, Tv&rci cesta 7. K. J.

(1961 ; with biblio.). R.A.

Tyler, Royall (*Boston 18 VII 1757; ool794

Mary Palmer; tBrattleboro, Vt. 26 VIII 1826),

American playwright, novelist and poet. The
Contrast (1790), the first American comedy to be
produced, presents a Yankee rustic and embodies
American ideals. The Algerine Captive (1797) is a
picaresque novel.

The Yankey in London (1809).

—

Four Plays by

JR, T. (ed. H. T. Brown et al„ 1941); The Verse of
R, T, (ed. M. B. Peladeau, 1968).

G. T. Tanselle, R, T, (1967).

H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Tyndale, William: see Tindale, Wiluam.

Tynyanov, Yury Nikolayevich (*1894; tl944),

Soviet author of literary-historical novels, begin-

ning with Kyukhlya (1925)—^the nickname of the

poet and friend of Pushkin*, Kuchelbecker*. This

well-documented biographic romancie shows a

cool detachment, a keen psychological sense, and
the authentic setting of the age described. I^ya-

nov’s second and even better novel, Smert* Vazir

JMiukhtara (1929; Death and Diplomacy in Persia,

tr. A. Brown, 1938), is about the playwright and
diplomat Griboyedov* who, in 1829, had been

torn to pieces by a fanatical Persian mob in Tehran.

His third novel of the same kind, Pushkin (1936-

37), full of meticulous detail, remained unfinished.

Tynyanov was one of those who set the fashion

for the modernized historical novel, so prominent

in subsequent Soviet literature. As a member of

the FORMALIST group of critics, he wrote several

studies and stories, and took part in the literary

controversy then in vogue.

Problema stikhotvornogo yazyka (1924); >4r-

khaisty i novatory (1929); Rasskazy (1935).

L. Tsyrlin, T-belletrist (1935). J.L.

Tyrtaeus, Greek elegiac poet (7th century b.c.),

wrote poems summoning the Spartans to battle

and extolling the glories of war.

J. M. Edmonds, Elegy and Iambus, I (1931 ; with

tr.); T. Hudson-Williams, JEarly Greek Elegy

(1926; with comm.); C. Prato (1968; with comm.).

C. M. Bowra, Early Greek Elegists (1938); W.
Jaeger, Paideia, I (4th ed. 1959). J.T.H.

Tyrwhitt, Thomas (*London 27 III 1730; hibid.

15 VIII 1786), English antiquarian scholar and
grammarian, through whose researches the rules

of Chaucer’s* prosody became known to the 18th

century. Through linguistic knowledge he detected

Chatterton’s* Rowley forgeries.

Observationsand Conjectures upon some Passages

ofShakespeare (1766; pub. anon.); Poems supposed
to have been written at Bristol by Thomas Rowley
and others ,,, 1777); Vindication of the

Appendix to the Poems called Rowley (1782); The
Canterbury Tales of Chaucer (with essay, notes

and glossary; 5 vols, 1775-78).

J. Nichols, Illustrations of Literary History

(8 vols, 1817-58) and Literary Anecdotes, HI (1812).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Tyutchev, Fedor Ivanovich (*Orel province

23 XI 1803; fSt Petersburg 15 VII 1873), Russian

poet, a precursor of Symbolism. He made his

d6but in Pushkin’s* Sovremennik in 1836-37,

after which there was a long period of silence

—

partly because he spent a number of years in

diplomatic service in Turin and Munich, and partly

because the age was growing much too utilitarian

to care for his kind of poetry. Dostoyevsky* once
called Tyutchev the ‘first poet-philosopher’ in

Russian literature, and not without reason, since

his poetry shows a deeply felt pantheistic attitude

towards^eworld (partly influenced by Schelling’s*

Naturphilosophie). Yet behind the external order

of the cosmos Tyutchev suspected an ever-

threatening dark chaos, and this irrational

‘nocturnal’ aspect of the world he expressed in

haunting symbols. Another group of his best
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lyrics reflects the tragic love he had (from 1850

onwards) for Mile Denisyeva who was associated

with his daughters’ education. In politics he was a

conservative Slavophil and patriot, and wrote

several political verses, and in his French pamphlet.

La Russie et la revolution (1849), extolled Russia

as the only giant capable of stemming the revo-

lutionary tide coming from the ‘contaminated’

West.

Sochineniya Tyutcheva (2nd ed. 1900); Stikhot-

voreniya (1921); Polnoye sobranie stikhotvoreniy

(1933, 1939).— Lermontov^ T (tr. V.

Nabokov, 1947).

D. D. Yazykov, K L T (1904); L. P. Grossman,

Tri sovremennika (1922); G. 1. Chulkov, Letopis*

zhizni i tvorchestva T. (1933); D. Stremoukhov,

La poesie et Videologic de T (1937). J.L.

Tzara, Tristan, pseud, of Sami Rosenstock

(*Moine§ti, Rumania 4 IV 1896; fParis 25 XII

1963), French poet. In 1916 Tzara founded the

‘Dada’ group in Zurich. In 1919 he brought his

ideas to Paris and gained the support of such

young avant-garde poets as Breton* and Aragon*,

who later (1922) left him to found the Surrealist

movement (surrealism). He finally abandoned his

experiments in the ‘disintegration’ of language and

placed his natural lyrical gifts at the service of

‘engaged’ literature.

La premiere avcnture celeste dc M. Antipyrine

(1916); Sept manifestes dada (1920); Mouchoir de

nuages (1925); Vhomme approximatif (1930); Oil

boivent les hups (1932); VAntitete (1933); Grains

et issues (1935); Le cmir d gaz (1938); La fuite

(1947); Morccaux choisis (1947); Le surrealisme et

Vapres-guerre (1947); Lampisteries (1963).

R. Lacote, T. T. (1952); M. Sanouillet, Dada d

Paris {1965). M.G.;J.P.R.

Tzetzes: see John Tzetzes.
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*Ubaid Zakanl, Ni^am-al-DIn (*Qazvm 1300;

tl371), Persian poet and satirist. He lived in

Qazvin and Shiraz, visited Baghdad and held a

judicial post for some time in Qazvin, but died in

poverty. 'Ubaid is the unequalled master of

parody and social satire, in which he frequently

uses obscene language. His serious poetry is written

in a pure and elegant style.

Mimtakhab aULafa'if (inch ‘Akhlaq al-Ashraf’,

1340, ‘Sad pand’, 1350, and ‘TaVifat’, ed. M. H.

Ferte, Constantinople, 1885); Mush it Gurbah

(ascribed to *U.; Tehran, 1930; Rais Against Cats,

tr. M. Farzad, 1945); Divan (intro. *A. Iqbal,

Tehran, 1942). E.Y.

Uberti, Fazio [Bonifazio] degli (*?Pisa c.

1305/09; t?Verona c. 1367), Italian poet. A
Ghibelline of illustrious Florentine family, he lived

in exile at various Italian courts. Uberti wrote love

poetry, robust political canzoni and the Dim-
mondo (c. 1346-67), an allegorical treatise in terza

rime inspired by the Divina Commedia. A rich

source of legendary tales, this unfinished work

describes the author’s moral conversion (c. 1348)

in terms of a fantastic journey through Europe,

Africa and part of Asia.

n Dittamondo e le Rime (crit. ed. G. Corsi, 2

vols, 1952); Poeti minori del Trecento (ed. N.

Sapegno, 1952); Poesia del Duecento e del Trecento

(ed. C. Muscetta and P. Rivalta, 1956).

A. Pellizzarri, II Dittamondo e la Divina Com-
mecia (1905); B. Croce, ‘F, degli U.’ in Poesia

popolare e poesia d^arte (1933).—C. E. Witmore,

‘F. degli U. as a lyric poet’ in Romanic Rev., V
(1914). M.W.

Uc de Saint Circ (c. 1217-53), Provencal trouba-

dour. Born in the neighbourhood of Arles, he led

an unhappy life as a minstrel. The 15 elegant songs

which have come down to us form a love story

—

of the faithful minstrel-lover and his faithless lady.

He imitates Raimon* de Miraval, to whom he is

perhaps superior in formal skill. His sirventes and

tensos, a biography of Bemart* de Ventadorn—he
may have written others—stamp him as a pro-

fessional court poet; the Provencal grammar ofUc
Faidit, Donatz provengals, was ascribed to him.

A. Jeanroy and J. J. Salverda de Grave, Poesies

de U. de S, C. (1913). R.R.B.

Udall, Nicholas (*1505; tl556), English play-

wright. Udall was headmaster of Eton (1534-41),

patronized by Edward VI and Mary, and ap-

pointed headmaster of Westminster (1554). His

Ralph Roister Doister, the first English comedy,

combines native humour and pathos with the

structure and type-characters of Roman comedy.

Ralph Roister Doister (wr. c. 1553; pub. 71567;

ed. W. W. Greg, 1935; ed. G. Scheurweghs,

Louvain, 1939).

C. M. Gayley, ‘An historical view of the

beginnings of English comedy’ in Representative

English Comedies, I (1903); W. H. Williams,

‘Ralph Roister Doister’ in Eng. Studien, XXXVI,
XXXVII (1906-07); D. L. Maulsby, ‘The relation

between U.’s Roister Doister and the comedies of

Terence and Plautus’, ibid,, XXXVIII (1907);

J. Hinton, ‘The source of Ralph Roister Doister*

in Med. Philol., XI (1913); T. W. Baldwin and

M. C. Linthicum, ‘The date of Ralf Roister

Doister’ in Philol. Quart., VI (1927); M. Chitty,

‘N. U.’ in Times Lit. Supp. (22 July 1939).

W.A.A.

Ueda Akinari (*Sonezaki, Osaka 1734; ool760

Ueyama Tama; fKyoto 8 VIII 1809), Japanese

writer, scholar and poet. The son of an unknown
father and a prostitute, he was adopted into a rich

family and lived an idle life until 1756, when he

started studying literature. His first book came out

in 1766 and his masterpiece Ugetsu monogatari in

1776. After 1771, in addition to his literary work,

he studied and then practised medicine, but gave

this up in 1788 to devote himself to writing. His

last years were lonely and miserable: he lived in

poverty, affected by blindness and an increasingly

unsociable nature. Although his scholarly works

on Chinese and Japanese literature are of high

value, his novels are his main literary achievement.

His stories usually have grotesque and super-

natural plots, presented sincerely and con-

vincingly. E.B.C.

Ugetsu monogatari: ‘Tales of a Clouded Moon’,

5 of the 9 stories tr. W. Whitehouse in Monumenta
Nipponica, I (1938), IV (1941); another story tr. in

Selections From Japanese Literature (ed. F. J.

Daniels, 1959); remainder tr. E. D. Saunders in

Monumenta Nipponica, XXI (1966); ‘The

Chrysanthemum Tryst’, 1 story tr. Louis Allen

in Durham Univ. Jour., new ser., XXVIII.2

(1967); Contes de pluie et de lune (complete tr.

R, Seiffert, 1956).

P. Humbertclaude, ‘Essai sur la vie et I’oeuvre

de U. A.’ in Monumenta Nipponica, III-V (1940-

42); J. Araki, ‘A critical approach to the Ugetsu

monogatarV, ibid,, XXII (1967).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Ugarte, Manuel (*Buenos Aires 1878; tl951),

Argentinian political journalist and short-story

writer whose fame in the former field rests on his

militant attitude against North American im-

perialism. In this respect he coincided with the

later developments of modernism. As a short-story

writer he has achieved distinction with some col-

lected volumes that have been appreciated abroad.

Cuentos de la Pampa (1903); Ciientos argentinos

(1908); Elporvenir de la America latina (Valencia,
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1911); El destino de un continente (Madrid, 1923;

The Destiny ofa Continent, tr. C. A, Phillips, 1925).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

UghelH, Ferdinando (*Florence 21 III 1595;

tRome 16 V 1670), Cistercian scholar, author of a

history of the Italian Church by dioceses, widely

imitated in other countries.

Italia sacra (9 vols, 1643-62; ed. N. Coleti,

10 vols, 1717-22). D.H.

UgrinoY, Pavle, pseud, of Vasilije Popovic

(*Mol nr Subotica 15 IV 1926), Serbian novelist

and prose writer. After fighting with the Partisans

as a boy from 1944, Ugrinov studied economics at

Belgrade before changing to the Drama Academy.
He has worked in most of the Belgrade theatres,

including Atelje 212, the avant-garde theatre of

which he was one of the founders. His prose is

close to the French nouvelle vague style, modernist,

descriptive, plastic with an almost complete

absence of direct narration and apparent cohesion.

He also writes plays for radio and television.

novels: Odlazak (1958); Vrt (1967); Elementi

(1968); Senzacije (1970). B.J.

Uguccione da Lodi (fl. first half of 13th century),

north Italian religious poet, wrote two long didac-

tic poems (the Libro) on sin and Hell and Heaven.
Nothing is certainly known of his life; he may have
had a leaning to heresy. The poems, written in

northern dialect, are of philological rather than
literary interest.

Ed. R. Broggini in Studj romanzi, XXXII
(1956); see also Crestomazia italiana dei primi

secoli (ed. E. Monaci; 2nd ed. rev. F, Arese, 1955);

Early Italian Texts (ed. C. Dionisotti and C.

Grayson, 2nd ed. 1965).

E. Levi, U, da L, e iprimordi dellapoesia italiana

(1928). K.F.

Uhland, Ludwig (*Tubingen 26 IV 1787; ool820

Emilie Vischer; ^ibid. 13 XI 1862), German poet.

He and his friend Justus Kerner* formed the

nucleus of the Swabian circle of poets, whose
original impulse came from the Heidelberg

Romantics. He developed rapidly during his study

of medieval MSS in Paris (1810-11). His creative

period lasted from 1804 to 1817, after which his

energies were increasingly diverted to German
literary studies of the Middle Ages, particularly

ofthe MiNNESANG (Professor at Tubingen 1824-33),

and furthering democratic ideals in German
politics. Historical sense was also the basis of his

impersonal poetry, which, at its best, echoes the

popular ballad and Volkslied. His historical plays,

tliough unforgotten, are now dated.

Sdmtliche Werke (ed. H. Fischer, 6 vols, 1892);

Tagebuch (ed. J. Hartmann, 1893); Gedichte (crit.

ed. idem and E. Schmidt, 2 vols, 1898); Brief-

>vec/we/(ed. J. Hartmann, 4 vols, 1911-16).—

and Ballads of U, (tr. W. W. Skeat, 1864).

H. Schneider, U. (1920) and U.s Gedichte tinddas

deutsche MittelaIter (1921, 1967); H. Maschek,
U, als Schwabe (1930); E. Wohihaupt, U, (1955);

G. Schwarz, L. U, (1964). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Ujejski, Kornel (*Beremiany 12 IX 1823;

tPawldw 19 IX 1897), Polish poet and playwright.

His patriotic feelings were influenced by great

Polish Romantic poets with whom he came into

early contact. Social and political events in Poland

at that time found a lugubrious expression in his

patriotic and high-sounding poems. His hymn
Zdymem pozarow, to which Nikorowicz set music,

became for some time almost a national anthem.

Maraton (1847; ed. M. Janik, 1906); Skargi

Jeremiego (1847); Melodic biblijne (1852); Tluma-

czenia Szopena (1866; Worte zit Chopin, tr. H.

Monat, n.d.); Skargi Jeremiego Cz^sc driiga (1893).

—Poezye (Leipzig, 1866); Pisma wybrane (1955).

—Gcr. tr. sel. poems in E. Bett, Bibliothek der

Gesamtlitteratur (1886).

A. B^dzkiewicz, K, U, Zarys biografiezno-

krytyezny (1893); K. Wroblcwski, A'. U, (1902);

M. Wyslouchowa, A. U. Jego zycie i pisma (1906).

S.S. (P.H.)

Ujevic, Augustin [‘Tin’] (*Vrgorac, Dalmatia

5 VII 1891; tZagreb 12 XI 1955), Croatian poet.

A bohemian character, standing outside all the

Yugoslav literary movements of his time on
account of the plaintive, personal and powerfully

original quality of his lyricism and his exceptional

mastery of the resources of the language. He was

an active Socialist, an erudite essayist and trans-

lator.

poems: Lelek sebra (1920); Kolajna (1926); Auto

na korzu (1932); 2edan kamen na studencu (1954).

—^essays: Nedjela maloljetnih (1931); Ljudi za

vratima gostionice (1938).

—

Sabrana djela (coll,

works; 17 vols, 1963-67); Izabrana djela (sel.

works; ed. D. Tadijanovid, 1965).

A. Marinkovid, Svetkovine poezije. O Tinu

Ujevicu (1961). V.J.

Uji Shui Monogatari, a Japanese collection of

nearly 200 Buddhist and secular tales second in

importance only to the much larger Konjaku*

monogatari, and compiled by an unknown com-
piler, probably in the early 13th century, though it

may contain later interpolations. It has a close but

obscure relationship to Konjaku
\

it appears to

have developed out of a now lost work by Mina-

moto no Takakuni which (or some form of which)

may have been one source for that monumental
colloction.

Detailed study and complete tr. in D. E. Mills,

A Collection of Tales From Uji (1970); partial tr.

J. S. Forster in Monumenta Nipponica, XX.1-2
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(1965); two stories tr. R. H. Brower in Anthology

of Japanese Literature (ed. D. L. Keene, 1955).

D.E.M.

Ulfilas: see Wulfila.

Ulloa y Pereira, Luis (*Toro 1584; ^ibid, 1674),

Spanish poet and memoir-writer. He was favoured

by Olivares and became corregidor of Leon. His

most famous poem is about Alfonso VIII and
Raquel, the Jewess of Toledo. His minor poems
are not remarkable. He also wrote a defence of the

popular theatre and memoirs of the life of his

brother. E.M.W,

Obras, prosas y versos (1674); Biblioteca de

Aut. Esp., XXIX; Memorias familiares y literarias

(ed. M. Artigas, 1925).

J. Garda Araez, Don L. de U, y P. (1952).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Ulrich von dem Tlirlin {fl, 1261-69), Carinthian

burgher poet who, following hints in Wolfram*
von Eschenbach’s Willehalm, added a pre-histoiy

of some 10,000 lines, which in revisions by his own
and later hands enjoyed popularity; the 15th-

century prose version transmits the continuous

story. (See Ulrich* von Tiirheim.)

Ed. S. Singer (1893). F.P.P.

Ulrich von Gutenberg (Jl. 1172-1200), minnesinger

of noble Alsatian family; was remembered as an
early master in the art of the leich, but in the

example preserved preoccupation with metrical

pattern has reduced him to commonplaces. His

other songs are dull. He was influenced by
Friedrich* von Hausen.

Mirmesangs Fruhling (ed. K. Lachman and C.

von Kraus, 1950); H. de Boor, Die hofische Lit,

1170-1250 (1953). F.P.P.

Ulrich von Lichtenstein (c. 1200-75), Styrian noble,

whose verse autobiography (Frauendienst^ 1255) is

our best guide to the reality behind later minne-
sang: a few episodes from his impressive official

career, but the full story of his fantastic behaviour

from early youth to middle age in the name of

amour courtois. It includes his lyrics up to 1255

(he wrote about 60), many spirited, but courtly

Tanzlieder and two dawn songs (tageued).

(Ludwig Tieck*, Frauendienst , . ,

,

1812, is an
adaptation.) His Frauenbuch (1257) is in the main a

dispute between a knight and a lady on the decay

of chivalry.

Ed. K. Lachmann (1841); Frauendienst (ed. R.
Bechstein, 1888); Olive Sayce, The Poets of the

Minnesang (1967).

K. Knorr. Vber U. von L. (1875); W. Brecht,

‘U. von L. als Lyriker’ in Zschr. f. dt. Alt.,

XLIX (1908); K. L. Schneider, ‘Die Selbst-

darstellung’ in Festgabe U, Pretzel (1963).

F.P.P.

Ulrich von Singenberg, ‘der Truchsess von St

Gallen* {fl, 1209-28), Svriss minnesinger. He
imitates and parodies Walther* von der Vogel-
weide’s Spruche\ in addition, conventional Minne--

lieder and Tagelieder, His robust tone heralds

later Swiss developments. (See Steinmar*; Had-
laub*.)

Ed. W. Wackernagel and M. Rieger, Walther

von der Vogelweide nebst U, von S. (1862); Dt,

Liederdichter (ed. K. Bartsch and W. Golther,

1929).—^L. Wolff in W. Stammler, Die dt. Lit, des

MA,s, Verfasserlex,, IV (1951-52). F.P.P.

Ulrich von Tiirheim {fl, 1235-50), German poet

of noble family who enjoyed the favour of King
Henry, son of Frederick* 11. Of his Cliges (based

on Chr6tien* de Troyes) there is only a fragment

(60 lines). He attempted sequels to Gottfried* von
Strassburg’s Tristan (2,300 lines based on Eilhart*

von Oberg) and Wolfram* von Eschenbach’s

Willehalm (36,000 lines based on chansons de

geste of the Guillaume d’Orange cycle [chansons

DE geste]). (See Heinrich* von Freiberg; Ulrich*

von dem Tiirlin.)

Cliges frag, in Zschr. f. dt. Alt., XXXII (1888);

Willehalm (= RennewarU ed. A. Hubner, 1938).

—

H. F. Massmann in Tristan und Isolde (1843);

H. de Boor, Die hofische Lit, 1170-1250 (1953).

F.P.P.

Ulrich von Winterstetten (fl, 1241-80), Swabian
knight (son ofKonrad von W., a patron of Rudolf*

von Ems): minnesinger—even after 1258, when
canon of Augsburg. More notable than his

Minnelieder are his Tanzlieder: flirtatious ex-

changes between girl and gallant, with lively

rhythm and refrain, reminiscent of Neidhart* and
Tannhfluser*, but without their venom or their

virtuosity.

Ed. J. Minor, Die Leiche und Lieder U, Schenks

von Winterstetten (1882); Dt, Liederdichter (ed.

K. Bartsch and W. Golther, 1929).

G. Muller in Zschr. f. dt. Alt., LX (1923) and
Dt. Vierteljahrsschr., I (1923); A. Selge, Studien

uber U, von W, (1929). F.P.P.

Ulrich von Zatzikhoven (*Zatzikon, Switzerland;

fl, c, 1200), Swiss poet (icapellanus of Thurgau).

Translated and so preserved a version of the

adventures of Lancelot C in the possession ofHugh
of Morville’—one of Richard* Lionheart’s

hostages); it and Chretien* de Troyes’ Chevalier

de la Charete have a common source. Within

German literature Ulrich’s Lanzelet is an anachro-

nism which was largely ignored; the prose ‘Lance-

lots ’ of latercenturies are based on the French prose
of c, 1225.

Ed. K. A. Hayn (1845; repr. with intro, and
biblio. F. Norman, 1965); R. Kluge, LanceloU

I, II (prose version; 1948, 1963); Eng. tr. K. G. T,

Webster (1951).
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Rosemary Combridge, ‘The problems of a new
edition . . .

’ in F. Ganz and W. Scliroder,

Probleme mittelalterlicher Vberlieferung (1968).

F.P.P.

*Umar ibn Abi Rabi'a {fl. 7th-8th century),

Arabic poet. A member of the merchant aristo-

cracy of Mecca, of the tribe of Quraish, he lived

the life of a rich gentleman in Mecca and Medina.

In contrast to contemporary poets like al-

Farazdaq* and Jarir*, filled with the tribal spirit

of ancient Arabia, *Umar is the pioneer of a new
poetry. His subject is love; he describes his

experiences in gracious verses and in an easily

flowing language.

P. Schwarz, "Umar ibn Abi Rebi"a (1st 5 poems
of his Diwan ed. with Ger. tr. and biog.; 1893)

and "Umars Leben, Dichtung, Sprache md Metrik

(1909; last fasc. of Der Diwan des "Umar ibn Abi

Rebi"a, 1901-09). S.M.S.

Uma^a ibn AbFl-^alt (fl. c. 600), pre-Islamic

Arabic poet, was one of those Arabs who under

the influence of Judaism and Christianity adopted

a monotheistic faith. Most of the poems attributed

to him, treating Biblical subjects, arc, however,

undoubtedly later Muslim forgeries.

H. H. Brau, “Umaiya b. Abi’l-§alt’ in Encyclo-

paedia ofIslam, IV (Isl ed. 1934). S.M.S.

Umezaki Haruo (*Fukuoka 15 II 1915; tl9 VII

1965), Japanese novelist. A graduate of Tokyo
Imperial University in Japanese literature, he
served during the Second World War in a naval

signals unit in Kyushu. He was mentally unstable

for much of his life and died of cirrhosis of the

liver. His last novel, published in 1965, concerns a

man who escapes from a Tokyo mental hospital

to revisit the scenes of his wartime duty in Kyushu.
He was much concerned with the bleakness of life

in modern society and the unhappiness of ordinary

people. His sympathy for them and his hatred of

harsh military discipline emerge very clearly from
his story Sakurajima (based on his own experience),

about life during the closing weeks of the war in a

naval signals unit at Sakurajima, a volcanic island

off Kagoshima.

Sakurajima (1946; summary in Kokusai Bunka
Shinkokai, Introduction to Contemporary Japanese

Literature, II, 1959; tr. D. E. Mills in The Shadow

of Sunrise, ed. S. Saeki, 1966); Rinshd (1948; ‘A
Round in Three Parts’, tr. C. Royston in Japan
Quart., IV.4, 1968); 5. no senaka (1952; ‘The
Birthmark on S.’s Back’, tr. idem, ibid., XVT.l,

1969). D,E,M.

Unamuno y Jugo, Miguel de (*Bilbao 29 IX
1864; ooConcha LizArraga; tSalamanca 31 XII

1936), Spanish thinker. He was for over 40 years

Spain’s most powerful personality but always

shook off followers and walked alone. He was

exiled (1924-30) by the dictator Primo de Rivera,

became member of the Republican constituent

Cortes, and took Franco’s side at the outbreak of

the Civil War, only to raise his voice against it.

Professor of Greek (and intermittently Rector) at

Salamanca and a voracious reader in several

languages, he was mainly concerned with the wide

synthesis ofculture as it centres upon the individual

man with whom he identified himself.

The main body of his thought deals with the

problem of death. In man’s conscious or sub-

conscious longing for eternal life, for the preserva-

tion of his personality, Unamuno sees the origin

of all religions and the spur of all individual

endeavour. The impossibility of reconciling this

vital human longing with scientific knowledge
gives rise to man’s ‘agony’, his feeling of tragedy

in life, because life and reason are antithetical, one
affirming what the other denies (see his famous Del
sentimiento trdgico de la vida and La agonia del

Cristianismo). This theme inspires and conditions

all Unamuno’s production. Thus his excellent

novels (Niebla; Tres novelas ejemplares\ San
Manuel Bueno, mdrtir), stripped of all superfluous

details, become huge philosophical and psycho-

logical skeletons, concerned exclusively with

human doubts, passions and anxieties. Much of

modern existentialism is foreshadowed in them.

Springing as they do from inner feelings, Una-
muno’s thoughts find superb condensation in his

noble, manly poems. Among these ‘El Cristo de

Velazquez’ (1920) is considered his masterpiece.

It has often been compared with Blake*. As a

dramatist he is less successful; his plays utilize the

same themes, but the language is rhetorical and the

presentation reminiscent of 19th-century drama-

tists (Soledad, wr. 1921; El otro, wr. 1926; El

hermano Juan, wr. 1934). His passionate concern

for Spain appears in various analyses of Spain’s

cultural heritage and eventual decay; and also in

powerful descriptions of landscape.

Obras completas (cd. M. Garcia Blanco, 15

vols, 1958, 10 vols, 1968-70); Teatro completo (ed.

idem, 1959).

—

Paz en la guerra (novel; 1897); Vida

de Don Quijote y Sancho (1905; Life of Don
Quixote and Sancho, tr. H. P. Earle, 1927; Our
Lord Don Quixote, tr. A. Kerrigan, 1968); Mi
religion .v otros ensayos (1910); For tterras de

Portugal y Espaha (1911); Rosario de sonetos

liricos (1911); Del sentimiento trdgico de la vida

(1912; The Tragic Sense of Life in Men and
Peoples, tr, J. E, C. Flitch, 1921); Contra esto y
aquello (1912); Niebla (1914; Mist, A Tragi-Comic

Novel, tr. W. Fite, 1929); Ensayos (7 vols, 1916-18;

Essays and Soliloquies, tr. with intro. J. E. C.

Flitch, 1925); Abel Sanchez (1917); El Cristo de

Velazquez (1920; The Christ of Velazquez, tr.

E. L. Turnbull, 1951); Tres novelas ejemplares

(1921; Three Exemplary Novels, tr, A. Flores,

1930); Teresa (1923); La agonia del Cristianismo

(1924; The Agony of Christianity, tr. P. Loving,
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1928); De Fuerteventura a Paris (Paris, 1926);

Como se hace una novela (1927); Romances del

destierro (1928); San Manuel Bueno^ marHr, y tres

historias mas (1933 ;
with Eng. Ir., 1957); La ciudad

de Henoc (1941); Antologia poetica (1942; intro.

L. Vivanco).

J. Marias, M. de U. (1943); A. Barea, U,

(Cambridge, 1952); C. Claveria, Temas de U.

(1953); S. Serrano Poncela, El pensamiento de U.

(1953); M. Garcia Blanco, Don M, de U, y sus

poesias (1954); C. Blanco Aguinaga, C/., teorico del

lenguaje (1954), and El U. contemplativo (1959);

J. Ferrater Mora, U., bosquejo de una filosofia

(1957) and V. A Philosophy of Tragedy (1962);

P, G. Earle, U. and English Literature (I960);

M. T. Rudd, The Lone Heretic (1963); J. M.
Zavala, U. y su teatro de conciencia (1963); A.

Money, La creacion de los personajes en las

novelas de U. (1963); M. J. Valdes, Death in the

Literature of U, (1964); M. Lain, La palabra en U.

(1964); Spanish Thought and Letters in the 20th

Century (ed. G. Bleiberg and E. I. Fox, 1966);

P. Hie, C/., An Existential View of Selfand Society

(1967); J. Rubia Barcia and M. A. Zeitlin, U.

Creator and Creation (1967). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Uncle Remus: see Harris, Joel Chandler.

Under, Marie (*Tallinn 27 III 1883; ool902

K. Hacker, oo]924 A. Adson), Estonian poet.

Under the influence of neo-Romanticism she

began her literary career with her erotic Sonetid

(‘Sonnets’; 1917), remarkable for its vitality and
formal competence. By 1920 her egocentricity was
giving way to an interest in social and moral
problems (cf. Verivalla, ‘Bleeding Wound*, 1920)

and she had fallen under the passing influence of

Expressionism. With Hadl varjust (1927; Stimme
aus dem Schatten, tr. H. Stock, 1949), which
reflects the effects of a serious illness, and subse-

quent collections she reached full maturity: her

verse was now formally perfect, intellectually and
emotionally balanced and among the best of its

kind. Besides lyrics she has written ballads of

notable narrative power. She has translated from
Baudelaire*, Rimbaud*, Maeterlinck*, Ibsen*,

Rilke* and the German Expressionists.

verse: Eeloitseng (1918); Sinine puri (1918);

Pdrisosa (1923); Rodm iihest ilusastpdevast (1928);

Omevarjutus (1929); Lageda taeva all (1930);

Kivi sudmnelt (1935); Ja liha sai sdnaks (1936);

Mureliku suuga (1942); Sonasild (1945); Sudamik

(1957); Kogutud luuletused (coll, poems; 1958).

—Verse tr. W. K. Matthews in Anthology of
Modern Estonian Poetry (1953) and Child ofMan
(1955).

I. Vask, ‘The main tradition of Estonian poetry’

in Estonian Poetry and Language (1965); A. Magi,

Estonian Literature (1968) ; Eestikirjanduse ajalugu,

III (ed. E. Sogel, 1969); E. Nirk, ‘M. U.’ in

Estonian Literature (1970). W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Underdowne, Thomas (j7. 1566-87), English trans-

lator. Underdowne’s translation of Heliodorus’*

jEthiopica (from the Latin version of S. Warsze-

wicki), in vigorous rhythmical prose, is thought to

have influenced Sidney’s* Arcadia,

An ^Ethiopian Historic (71569; ed. W. E. Henley,

1895); Ovid his Invective against Ibis (1569).

J.B.B.

Undset, Sigrid (*Kalundborg, Denmark 20 V
1882; 001912 Anders Svarstad [o/ol925]; tOslo

10 VI 1949), Norwegian novelist. Her father was a

well-known Norwegian archaeologist who aroused

an interest in the past in her while she was still a

child. His death when she was 11 caused her

education to be curtailed, and for ten years she

worked in an office in Christiania. Her fet novel

Fru Martha Oulie (1907) pinpointed a theme which

was to recur in her work: the tribulations of the

sexually delinquent woman. She went to Rome in

1909 on a travelling scholarship, and became a

full-time writer. She achieved her first real success

with Jenny (1911; Eng. tr. W. Emme, 1921), a

sympathetic and at times moving testament of

artistic youth, for which she drew on her own
experiences of Christiania and Rome. Other novels

and short-stories exploring the love and conjugal

problems of idealistically inclined women followed.

In the early 1920s she achieved world fame with

the historical trilogy Kristin Lavransdatter, set in

14th-century Norway; it was followed by the less

important Olav Audunsson series. Basically, the

problems in these works, though treated in

greater depth and enunciated through much
more freely-drawn characters, are of the same

personal and domestic kinds as in her novels with

modern settings, but interwoven in masterly

fashion with the historical material, of which she

had an encyclopaedic knowledge. Subsequently

she wrote a number of novels with a modern
setting, strongly marked in the problems they pose

by her conversion to Roman Catholicism in 1924.

Sigrid Undset’s work always has great moral

earnestness and, right from the start, the religious

solution does not seem to be veiy far away. At

times it has a cloying domesticity, and wordiness

makes for density of texture, but her work has an

impressive cumulative effect. She was awarded the

Nobel prize for literature in 1928.

Ungdom (verse; 1910).

—

I Grdlysningen (play;

1908; pub. 1968).—novels and various: Den

lykkelige alder (1908); Viga-Ljot og Vigdis (1910;

Gunner's Daughter, tr. A. G. Chater, 1936);

Fattige skjabner (1912); Vaaren (1914); FortceU

linger om kong Arthur og ridderne av det runde

bord (1915); Splinten av troldspeilet (1917; Images

in the Mirror, tr. A. G. Chater, 1938); De kloge

jomfruer (1918); Kristin Lavransdatter (3 vols,

1920-22; Eng. tr. C. Archer and J. S. Scott, 1 vol.,

1930, 3 vols, 1969); Vaarskyer (1921); Olav

Audunssen (4 vols, 1925-27; The Master of
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Hestviken, tr. A. G. Chater, 1934); Etapper (1929;

Stages on the Road, tr. idem, 1934); Cymnadenia

(1929; The Wild Orchid, tr. idem, 1931); Den
brtsndende busk (2 vols, 1930; The Burning Bush,

tr. idem, 1932); Ida Elisabeth (1932; Eng. tr. idem,

1933); Etapper. Ny rtekke (1933); Elieve aar (1934;

The Longest Years, tr. idem, 1935); Den trofaste

hustru (1936; The Faithful Wife, tr. idem, 1937);

Norske helgener (1937; Saga of Saints, tr. [from

MS] E. C. Ramsden, 1934); Selvportretter og

landskapsbilleder (1938; Men, Women and Places,

tr. A. G. Chater, 1939); Madame Dorthea (1939;

Eng. tr. idem, 1941); Happy Times in Norway (tr.

Joran Birkeland, 1943; Lykkelige dager, 1947);

Return to the Future (tr. H. C. K. Nseseth, 1942;

Tilbake tilfremtiden, 1945); Sigurd and His Brave

Companions (in Eng., 1943; Sigurd og bans tapre

venner, 1966); Catherina av Siena (1951); Artikler

og talerfra krigstiden (ed. A. H. Winsnes, 1952).

—

Middelalder-Romaner (10 vols, 1949); Romaner og

fortellinger fra nutiden (10 vols, 1949).

N. R. Anker, Min veim S. U. (1946); A. H.
Winsnes, S. U., En studie i kristen realisms (1949;

Eng. tr. P. G. Foote, 1953); E. Steen, Kristin Lav-

ransdatter (1959); N. Deschamps, S. U. on la morale

de la passion (Montreal, 1966); A. Gustavson in

Six Scandinavian Novelists (1968). R.G.P.

Ungaretti, Giuseppe (*Alexandria 10 II 1888;

tMilan 3 VI 1970), Italian poet. His Egyptian

background provides the images, and his quest for

roots the themes, ofmuch of his poetry, the form of

which is at first influenced by his education in Paris,

where he came under the influence of Apollinaire*.

He did not visit Italy until 1914. After the war he
worked as a journalist, and from 1936 to 1942 he
taught Italian literature in Brazil, returning in the

latter year to hold until 1962 a Chair of Italian

literature in Rome.
He first became known for his war poems,

published in II porto sepolto (limited ed., 1916;

1919). VAllegria (1931) contains most of his early

poems, which in spite of their brevity, metrical

experiments and the absence of punctuation, are

very accessible. Sentimento del tempo (1933), more
abstract in language, is Ungaretti’s first volume of

‘hermetic’ poetry. II dolore (1947), inspired by the

death of his son and by the war, is possibly his

most directly moving work. La terra promessa

(1950), based on the theme of life as a quest,

taking up ideas present in his earliest work, re-

mains unfinished.

All Ungaretti’s poetry is autobiographical in

inspiration, and he gave to his work the collective

title of Vita d"un uomo (Life of a Man, tr. A.

Mandelbaum, 1956). He has also translated from
Gdngora*, Blake*, Racine* and Shakespeare*.

Poesie disperse (1945); Un grido e paesaggi

(1952); II taccuino del vecchio (1960).

—

Vita d'un

uomo, Tutte le poesie (1969),

L. Rebay, Le origini della poesia di G, U. (1962);

F. Portinari, G, U. (1967); L. Piccioni, Vita diun
poeta: G. U. (1970). B.M.

Unico Aretino: see Accolti, Bernardo.

Unruh, Fritz von (^Koblenz 10 V 1885; t28 XI
1970), German playwright and novelist. Originally

a professional soldier, he began with plays about a
soldier’s problems; the actual experience of war
made him an ardent pacifist propounding his

belief in symbolic Expressionist dramas and prose.

R.W.L. (K.P.)

plays: Offiziere (1911); Louis Ferdinand, Prinz

von Preussen (1913); Ein Geschlecht (1917);

Platz (1920); Bonaparte (1927; Eng. tr. 1928).—
Dramen (1960).

A. Kronacher, F, von U. (1946); W. Kiichler,

F. von U. (1949); F. von U. Rebell und VerkCmder

(ed. F. Rasche, 1960); W. F. Mainland, ‘F. von
U.* in German Men of Letters, III (ed. A. Natan,

1964). K.P.

*Un§uri, Hasan Abu’l-Qasim (*Balkh; t?i049),

Persian poet, was poet laureate to Sultan Mahmud
of Ghazna (998-1030), who enriched him; he
afterwards praised Mahmud’s son Mas*ud (1030-

40). Three romances ascribed to *Un§uri are lost.

His Divan contains mainly panegyrics. He writes

in a dignified and forceful style, more reasoned and
less exaggerated than those of later panegyrists.

Divan (Tehran, 1881).

C. Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian MSS in the

British Museum, supp. (1895); J. Rypka, History

of Iranian Literature (1968). E.Y.

Updike, John (*Shillington, Pa. 18 III 1932;

001953 Mary Pennington), American short-story

writer and novelist. One of the virtuosi of modem
American writing, Updike proved in his second

novel Rabbit, Run (1960) that his stylistic pre-

occupations could nevertheless show a man
admirable in his refusal to accept compromise.

His best-selling Couples (1968), a novel of an

adulterous tightly-knit community, presents a

preoccupation with oral sex through a Paterian

richness of imagery and cadence.

novels: The Poorhouse Fair (1959); The

Centaur (1963); Ofthe Farm (1965); Rabbit Redux
(1972).—short stories: The Same Door (1959);

Pigeon Feathers (1962); The Music School (1966).

D.E.MO.

Upits, Andreis (Skriveri 5 XII 1877; tRiga XII

1970), Latvian novelist, playwright and literary

critic. A peasant’s son, self-taught, he became a

qualified teacher in 1896 and taught in elementary

schools in and around Riga from 1897 to 1908,

after which he devoted himself to writing. In his

early works he described the peasant’s struggle to

own his own plot. After his early period of
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‘peasant idealism’ (Uplts’ own term; 1901-05) he
embarked on his trilogy RobezniekU one of the

best-known works in Latvian literature, in which

the break-up of the old patriarchal order in village

life at the beginning of the 20th century and subse-

quent social upheavals are reflected in the clironicle

of the Robezniek brothers, Martin, the working-

class hero, and Jan, the shallow petit-bourgeois

hypocrite. Upits’ copious output also includes

histories of Latvian (1911) and world literature

(1930-34), and a number of historical novels,

including Zala zeme (‘The Green Land’; 1945),

an account of 19th-century Latvian village life for

which he was awarded a Soviet State prize, and
Plaisa makoj^os (‘Break in the Clouds’; 1951),

which dealt with the labour movement in 19th-

centuiy Latvia.

novels: Robe2niek trilogy: Jauni avoti (1909);

Zida tikld (1912); Ziemela vejs (1921); sequels:

Jdt}a Robeznieka pdrndksana (1932); J. R,ka nave

(1933).

—

Outside Paradise and Other Stories (tr.

T. Zalite, ed. R. Daglish, Moscow, 1960).

M. J. Kalve, A. U, (Moscow. 1957). H.Le.

Urabe Kenko: see Yoshida Kenko.

Urban, Milo (*Rabcice 24 VIII 1904), Slovak

novelist, and perhaps the most successful in the

period 1918-39. His trilogy portrayed with keen

realism and deep sympathy the life of a Slovak

village, first under Hungarian rule and then in the

Czechoslovak Republic. The picture of the

deadening tyranny of Magyar domination in

Slovakia during the First World War (2ivfi bid) is

more successful than the attempt (in Hmly na

dsvite, 1930, and V osidldch^ 1940) to depict the

difficulties and vicissitudes of the young Czecho-

slovak Republic. In the Second World War Urban
was active as a journalist in the service of the

Slovak Fascist state. After many years of silence,

he resumed his chronicle of Slovak life, now view-

ing the events of the war period from the Com-
munist point of view {Zhasnute svetldy 1957; Kto

seje Victor

f

1966).

bid (1927; Ger. tr.. Die lebende Peitsche^

1931). R.A.

Urbicius: see Maurice.

Ureche, Grigore (*Moldavia c. 1590; tl647),

Moldavian chronicler. He studied at Lwow, where

he read Polish and Latin annals on which he

partly based his Letopiseful Tdrii Moldovei

CChronicle of Moldavia’), the earliest surviving

Rumanian chronicle. This work covers the period

1359-1594 and is the first non-religious work in

Rumanian. Although it betrays in many places the

influence of Latin syntax it is nevertheless notable

for its fluidity of style.

Letopiseful Tdrii Moldovei (ed. P. Panaitescu,

1958; ed. L. Onu, 1967).—G. Iva§cu, Istoria litera-

tiirii rorndne, I (1969). D.J.D.

Urf6, Honors d’ (*Mars:illes 11 II 1567; 00I6OO
Diane de Chateaumorand; tVillefranche-sur-Mer

1 VI 1625), French novelist. Through his mother
d’Urf6 was of noble blood and spent much of his

life in the service of his relative, the Duke of
Savoy. He wrote pastoral and religious verse, but

his great work was the Astree, a pastoral romance
inspired by such Spanish and Italian models as

Amadis de Gaula, Montemayor’s* Diana and
Guarini’s* Pastor Fido. It traces through many
vicissitudes and digressions the love-story (set in

‘Gaul in the time of the Druids’) of the shepherd

Celadon and the shepherdess Astr6e. After

d’Urfd’s death, the Astree was completed (Part V)
by his secretary Baro. It was immensely popular

throughout the 17th century and provided society

with an art of courtship and a stylistic model for

galant conversation. It idealized woman and
etherealized love, and provided a storehouse of

sentiments and of themes on which later novelists

and dramatists constantly drew.

VAstrde, ou par plusieurs histoires et sous

personnes de bergers et d'autres sont diduits les

divers effets de Vhonnite amitie (Pt I, 1607; II,

1610; III, 1619; IV and V. 1627; ed. H. Vaganay,
1925-28).

O. C. Reure, JT. d^U. (1910); M. Magendie,

VAstree (1929) and Le roman frangais au XVIIe
siicle (1932). G.B.

*UrfI, Muhammad, JamAl-al-DIn (*Shiraz;

tLahore VIII 1591), Persian poet who emigrated

to India. His poetry, written under Akbar Shah
(1556-1605), while revealing a perceptive and
original mind, is somewhat heavy.

Divan (Cawnpore, 1880; Selections From UrfVs

Qasidas, tr. Abdus-Salam, Calcutta, 1879);

Kulliydt (Cawnpore, 1880).

E. J. W. Gibb, History of Ottoman Poetry, I

(1900); Shibli Nu'mani, ShVr al-Ajam, III (1924);

M. A, Ghani, History of Persian Language and
Literature at the Mughal Court, 111 (Allahabad,

1930). E.Y.

Urmuz (or Hormuz), pseud, of D. Demeirescu-
Buzau (according to some authorities Dimitrie

Ionescu-BuzXu) (*Curtea de Arge§ 1883; tfeui-

cide] Bucharest 1923), a forerunner of the Dada-
ists. He is one of a line of Rumanian writers—of

whom Tristan Tzara* and Eugene Ionesco* are the

best known—who have used the absurd as a m^'or
literary device.

Separately pub. prose pieces, Pilnia gi Stamate,

Ismail §i Turnavitu, Gayk, etc., coll, in Algazy &,

Grummer (1930).

Sa$a Pans, Sadismul adevdrului (1936); G.
Caiinescu, Istoria literaturii romdne (1941); G.
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Ciprian, Cutia cu maimute (1942); O. S. CrohmSl-

niceanu in Contemporanul (13 Jan. 1967).

F.J.B.

Urquhart, Sir Thomas (*Cromarty 1611; fabroad

c, 1660), Scottish author, translator and a militant

Royalist, educated at Aberdeen. Urquhart was

variously learned and original in mind. He trans-

lated the first three books of Rabelais* in a highly

distinctive style; racy, eccentric in diction, man-
nered and embellished, conveying the spirit and
quality of Rabelais despite extravagant paraphrase

and addition, it is the last elaborate example of the

early Scots prose tradition.

Epigrams Divine and Moral (1641); Trissoteras:

or a most Exquisite Table for resolving Triangles

(1645); Tlavroxpovo'xavov: or, A Peculiar Prompt

tuary of Time . . . deducing the true Pedigree of the

Urquharts ... since the Creation (1652); The

Discovery of a most exquisite Jewel (1652; inch

Life ofthe Admirable Crichton, ed. H. Miles, 1927);

The Works ofMr Francis Rabelais, now faithfully

translated (L-lh 1653, III, 1693; ed. C. Whibley,

3 vols, 1900); Logopandecteision: Or an Intro-

duction to the Universal Language (1653).

—

Works
(Maitland Club, 1834); Selections (ed. J. Purvcs,

1942).

J. Willcock, Sir T U. of Cromartie (1899);

H. Brown, Rabelais in English Literature (1933);

[anon.] A Challenge From Sir T. U. of Cromartie

(1948); F. C. Roe, Sir T U and Rabelais (1957).

J.K.

Urrea, Jer6nimo Jimenez de (*EpiIa nr Saragossa;

t?1565), Spanish poet, translator and prose writer;

soldier and councillor to Philip II. He wrote a

padded paraphrase of Acuna’s* translation of

Le Chevalier delibere and a bad translation of

Ariosto*. His dialogue about military honour and
his novel of chivalry have some merit.

Orlando furioso . . . traducido en romance Cas-

tellano (Lyons, 1550, etc.); Discurso de la vida

humana y aventuras del Caballero determinado

(Antwerp and Medina del Campo, 1555); Didlogo

de la verdadera honra militar (Venice, 1566);

Primera parte del libro del invencible Caballero don
Clarisel de las Flores (Seville, 1879).

J. Borao, Noticia de Don Gerdnimo de £/. y de

su novela caballeresca (1886); C. Claveria, Le
Chevalier delibere de Olivier de la Marche y sus

versiones espanolas (1950). E.M.W.

Urrea, Pedro Manuel Jimenez de: see Jim4nez de

Urrea, Pedro Manuel.

Urzidil, Johannes (Prague 3 n 1896; fRome 3

XI 1970), German-American writer. He emigrated

to the United States in 1941. He was a close friend

of Kafka*.

narratives: Der Trauermantel (1945); Die
verlorene Geliebte (1956); Das Prager Triptychon

(I960).—various: Das Gluck der Gegenwart,

Goethes Amerikabild (1958); Goethe in Bohmen
(2nd enlarged ed. 1965); Da geht Kafka (essays*

1965).

A. von Gronicka, ‘ J. U.’ in Wort in der Zeit, II

(1956); W. Formann, ‘J. U.’ in Sudetendeutsche

Dichtung heute (1960); H. Ahl, *J. U.’ in Litera-

rische Portraits (1962); G. Trapp, Die Prosa J, U.s

(1967). E.R.

Usigli, Rodolfo (*1905), Mexican dramatist who
created a Shavian style of drama at a period when
theatre was virtually non-existent in Mexico. Some
early plays satirize Mexican political life, especially

Tres comedias impoUticas (1933-35) and El

gesticulador (1937). He also wrote many plays

exposing the hypocrisy of middle-class society, the

most successful of which was Jano es ima muchacha
(1952). Many critics regard two historical dramas.

Corona de sombras (1943; Crown of Shadows, tr.

W. F. Stirling, 1946) and Corona de luz (1965), as

his most important works. Usigli has also written

on the theatre in Mexico en el tcatro (1932) and
Itinerario del autor dramdtico (1947).

Teatro completo (Mexico, 1963). J.F.

Usk, Thomas (t4 III 1388), English author of

The Testament ofLove, once ascribed to Chaucer*,

an allegorical prose work concerning courtly and
divine love.

Chaucerian and Other Pieces (ed. W. W. Skeat,

1897).

C. S. Lewis, The Allegory ofLove (1936); S. K.

Heninger, ‘The Margarite-Pearl allegory in

T. U.’s Testament of Love'* in Speculum, XXXU
(1957). R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Uslar Pletri, Arturo (*1905), Venezuelan author

of two important historical novels. Las lanzas

coloradas (1931; The Red Lances, tr. H. de Onis,

1963) and El camino de El Dorado (1947). He has

also published a collection of short stories, Treinta

hombres y sus sombras (1949), and a novel of con-

temporary Venezuelan life, Un retrato en la

geografia (1962). J.F.

Uspensky, Gleb Ivanovich (*Tula 13 X 1840;

tSt Petersburg 1902), one of the principal ‘popu-

list’ authors in Russian literature. A commoner by

birth, he was familiar not only with peasants but

also with the suburban lower classes whom he

described in his Nravy rasteryayevoy ulitsy (1866).

His main interest, however, was in village life,

which is excellently depicted in his best novel

VlasP zemli (‘The Power of the Soil’; 1882).

Unlike many other ‘populists’, he refused to

idealize the peasant or ignore the disintegration

of the village under the impact of capitalism.

Endowed with unusual moral sensitiveness, he

scrutinized the problems of his country from an

ethical angle, but he found little to comfort him.

He committed suicide.
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Polnoye sobranie sochimniy (6th ed., 6 vols,

1908; another ed. pub. by the Academy in 14 vols,

1940-54); Nesohrannye proizvedeniya (1936);
Rasskazy i ocherki (1944).

O. F. Miller, C?. I, U, (1889); G. I. Novopolin,
U. (1903); I. Kubikov, U. (1925); V. E. Cheshikhin,

U, (1929); A. S. Glinka, U, (1935) and, with A.
Leman, U. (1939); N. A. Glagolev, t/. (1953);

I. Ryadov, U, (1954). J.L.

Usque, Samuel, 16th-century Portuguese writer.

Of his life practically nothing is known. The son
of Spanish Jews, he seems to have been born in

Portugal towards the end of the 15th century,

apparently emigrating later to Italy. His Con-
solagao as Tribulagdes de Israel was published

(1553) at the Jewish press in Ferrara by another
distinguished member of the family, Abraham
Usque. The work is a powerful protest against the

persecutions suffered by the Jews from the earliest

times down to the 16th century, and takes the form
of three pastoral dialogues: Ycabo (Jacob) re-

counts in moving lamentations the sufferings of the
Jewish race, being comforted by Numeo (Nahum)
and Zicareo (Zachariah) who foretell the end of

his tribulations and Israefs approaching triumph
over her enemies.

Consolagdo ds Tribidagoes de Israel (ed. J.

Mendes dos Remedios, 3 vols, 1906-08X
C. Roth, ‘The Marrano press at Ferrara* in

Mod. Lang. Rev., XXXVIII (1943). T.P.W.

Ussel: see Eble, Gui, Peire and Elias d’Ussel.

Usteri, Johann Martin (Ziirich 12 IV 1763;

tRapperswyl 29 VII 1827), Swiss poet. At first in

commerce, Usteri occupied various public offices

in Zurich from 1803 until his death. Of his poems
(written in High German and in dialect) Freut

each des Lebens is widely known.

Dichtungen in Versen und Prosa (ed. D, Hess,

3 vols, 1831).—A. Nageli, /. M. U. (1907).

H.B.G.

Usuman dan Fodio, the Shehu (*Maratta 15 XII
1754; tSokoto, Nigeria 20 IV 1817), a Fulani

scholar and Muslim revivalist who led a successful

holy war in Hausaland. He composed prose works
in Arabic and verse in Arabic and Fulfulde. His
original compositions in Hausa are limited but

several Fulfulde poems were later rendered into

Hausa (Isa* dan Usuman) and are now widely

attributed to him: Tabban hakikan (‘For Certain’),

Wakokin Hausa (Zaria, 1957), a religious homily,

and Manama'are (Ibid., n.d.), a panegyric to the

Prophet Muhammad.

Extrs tr. in Mervyn Hiskett, Hausa Islamic

Verse: Its Sources and Development Prior to 1920

(thesis, London, 1969). M.H.

U Tam’si, Gerald F6lix Tchicaya (*Mpili,

Moyen Congo 1931), Francophone African poet.

Tchicaya U Tam’si spent his childhood in the

Middle Congo, and went to France in 1946, where
he completed his education and where he has since

remained.

U Tam’si’s is the most outstanding poetic talent

to have emerged in Francophone Africa since

Senghor*. The surrealism characteristic of his style

and of his imagery makes much of his poetry

obscure, often impenetrable. Recurring imagery

and a delight in punning provide the unity of each

volume. There is an intensely personal and
emotional quality about U Tam’si’s poetry which
gives it its distinctive quality.

Le mauvais sang (1955); Feu de brousse (1957;

Brush Fire, tr. Sangodare Akanji, Ibadan, 1964);

A triche-cesur (1960); Epitome (1962); Le ventre

(1964); Arc musical (1969).

—

Selected Poems (tr.

G. Moore, 1970).

African Literature in the Universities (ed. G.
Moore, Ibadan, 1965). C.W.

Utsubo Monogatari, a long but somewhat dis-

jointed Japanese novel, written by an unknown
author probably some time between 850 and
1000. Some sections are fantastic in the vein of

Taketori^ monogatari, others are more realistic,

but still far inferior to Genji monogatari (Mura-
saki* Shikibu).

Section tr. W. G. Aston in A History ofJapanese
Literature (1907); some other sections tr. E. A.

Cranston, ‘Atemiya’ in Monumenta Nipponica,

XXII (1969). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Uylenbroeck, Pieter Johannes (Amsterdam 7

XII 1748; Vbid. 16 XII 1808), Dutch publisher,

bookseller and poet. His shop was a centre for

writers, some of whose poems he published in

Kleine dichterlijke handschriften (20 vols, 1788-

1809). He wrote the plays Wilhelmina van Blond-

heim (1777) and Teunis en Teuntje (1783),

P. G. Witsen Geysbeek in Biographisch, Antholo-

gisch en Critisch Woordenboek, V (1824); H. H.
Klijn, Nagelaten en verspreide gedichten en redevoe-

ringen (1856). J.W.W.

Uyttenbogaert, Johannes (*Utrecht 1557; fThe
Hague 1644), Dutch theologian, leader of the

Remonstrants after Arminius’ death. Court

Preacher to Prince Maurice, had to flee to France,

founded the Remonstrant brotherhood, returned

to the Netherlands in 1626. He was an eloquent

preacher. A.M.B.W.

Remonstrantie (1610); Nader Vertoog (1617);

I^eerredenen

H. C. Rogge, /. U. en zijn tijdi? vols, 1874-76);

A. H. Haentjens, Fragment uit de geschiedenis van

de Remonstrantse Broederschap (1959).

A.M.B.W. (R.P,M.)

c E w L—m—
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V
Vacarescu, Iancu (*1791 ; tl863), Rumanian poet,

and son, grandson and nephew of poets (Alecu,

lenachita and Nicolae Vacarescu). He was a

leading figure in the political and literary move-

ments of his age. His poetry marks an advance in

flexibility of expression and range of verse forms.

Poezii alese (1830); Colectie din poeziile d-lui

marelui logofdt L V. (1848).

—

Poefii Vdcdre§ti:

Versuri alese (ed. E. Piru, 1961).

A. Piru, Poetii Vdcdre§ti (1967). E.A.C.

Vacarescu, Ienachita (*1740; tl797), Wallachian

historian, philologist and poet, author of one of

the first printed Rumanian grammars (1787). A
boyar and diplomat, he wrote a history of the

Ottoman Empire and a collection of love poems
in the Anacreontic style of the period.

Poetii Vaedre^ti: Versuri alese {td. E. Piru, 1961).

P. Papadopol, Poetii Vdedre^ti: Viafa fz opera

lor poetied (1940); G. Iva§cu, Istoria literaliirii

romdnet 1 (1969). D.J.D.

Vadianus, Latinized name of Joachtm von Watt
(*St GaU 30 XII 1484; Vbld. 6 IV 1551), Swiss

humanist. Reformer and historian. Founded the

Evangelical Church in St Gall, edited classical

texts, wrote important historical works, especially

the Chronik der Abie von St Gallen (1529),

/. von W, Deutsche Hist. Schriften (ed. E.

Gotzinger, 3 vols, 1875-79); Briefsammlung (ed.

E. Arbenz and H, Wartmann, 7 vols, 1892-1913).

W. Naf, J. von W. (1944 ff.); D. F. Rittmeyer,

V.-Bildnisse (1948); C. Bonoraud, Aus V.s

Freundes- und Schulerkreis in Wien (Vadian

Studien, VIII; 1965). D.G.D.

Vaemewijck, Marcus van (*Ghent 21 XII 1516;

^ibid. 20 II 1569), Dutch poet and writer, entirely

self-educated. He became a factor of the Chamber
of Rhetoric, Marien Teeren, and also sat on the

town council. He wrote a Cronycke van Vlaenderen

int corte (1557) and Vlaemsche Audvremdigheydt

(1560), in ballad form, from the scholarly view-

point as unimportant as his Spieghel der Neder-

landscher Audtheyt (1568; called Historic van

Belgis in later eds). More important is his Historie

van... Carolus de Vijfste (1561), but his best work
is Van die Beroerlijeke Tijden in die Nederlanden en

voornamelijk in Ghendt (1566-68) which—^together

with many of his other writings—^was first pub-

lished three centuries later.

Beroerlijeke Tijden (ed. F. Van der Haeghen,

5 vols, 1872-81); M. van V. (anthol. in Fr. tr. S.

Bergmans, 1946).

P, Blommaert, De Nederduitsche schryvers van

Gera (1861); Bibliotheca Belgica^ 1st ser., V

59-72 (1880-90); V. Fris, Bibliographic de Gand,
no. 352 (2 vols, 1 921) ;

W. Watcrschoot in Jaarboek
De Fontcine (1966). J.J.M. (A.v.E.)

Vahshi Bafqi (*Bafq; *11845), Persian poet,

extolled the Safavid Tahmasb I (1524-76), but is

best known for his tender lyrical poems and his

elegies on Shi'ite martyrs.

Shirin u Farhad (Tehran, 1847); Khiild-i Barin

(Calcutta, 1861); Divan (Tehran, 1956).

C. Rieu, Catalogue of Persian MSS in the

British Museum, 11(1881). E.Y.

Vailland, Roger (*Acy-le-Multien 16 X 1907;

fMeilionnas 12 V 1965), French novelist. Vailland

dallied with surrealism (co-founder of Le Grand
Jeu, 1928), was in turn journalist, traveller,

Resistance fighter (Drdle de j'eu, 1945; Playing

With Fire, tr. G. Hopkins, 1948), member of the

Communist party (1952-56), and finally devoted

himself entirely to literature, and occasionally to

the cinema, in a desire for unrestrained creativity

tempered by light-hearted mockery. His work,

once marked by the doctrine of Social Realism

{325.000 francs, 1955), finally revealed a resolutely

agnostic, libertarian spirit; loving life, keeping a

clear cool outlook, sensitive to beauty and intelli-

gence. His dynamic style recalls his acknowledged

masters, Choderlos* de Laclos and Stendhal*.

CEuvres completes (14 vols, 1967-68).

—

novels:

Les mauvais coups (1948; The Turn of the Wheel,

tr. P. Wiles, 1962); Bon pied, bon ail (1950);

Unjeune homme seal (1951); La hi (1957; Eng. tr.

idem, 1958); La fete (1960; The Sovereigns, tr.

idem, I960); La truite (1964; The Young Trout,

tr. idem, 1965).

—

^plays: Heloise et Abelard {I950y,

Le Colonel Forster plaidera coupable (1952);

Monsieur Jean (1958),

—

^essays: Esquisses pour

le portrait dii vrai libertin (1946); Laclos (1953);

£Joge du Cardinal de Bernis (1956); Le regardfroid

(1963).

—

Journal (1968); Lettres a safamille (1972).

M.G.

Vaillant: see Chastellain, Pierre.

Vai^gantas, pseud, of Juozas Tumas (*Svedasai

parish 8 IX 1869 ; -fKaunas 29 IV 1933), Lithuanian

novelist, short-story writer, critic and publicist. He
went to school in Daugavpils (Latvia) and Kaunas,

and was ordained in 1893; he travelled widely in

Europe and the U.S.A., and when independent

Lithuania was established in 1918, returned home
and devoted himself to the cause of national

culture. His first efforts as a writer go back to the

Au§ra period, but he did not produce his best-

known work {Pragiedruliai, 3 vols) till 1918-26.

He wrote in Polish and Russian as well as in

Lithuanian and was markedly influenced by the

Polish and Russian classics. His writings are more
important from a cultural than from a literary

standpoint.
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NOVELS AND STORIES: Rimai ir nerimai (1914);

Dedesir dedienes book: Aplink

Baltija (1919).

—

Rastai (works; 10 vols, 1922 fi.).

A. Jakstas, Uzgesq Siburiai (1930); J. Am-
brazevi£ius, V. (1936). W.K.M. (H.Le.)

Vajansky, Svetozar Hurban (*Hlbok6 16 1 1847;

tTurciansky Sv. Martin 17 VllI 1916), Slovak poet

and novelist. The son of J. M. Hurban* he
published under the name of Vajansky, first as a
pseudonym, later as a pendant to his original

surname. Educated in Germany and Hungary,

Vajansky entered on a legal career, but after taking

part in the Austro-Hungarian occupation of Bosnia

in 1878 he turned to journalism and devoted

himself from then on to the propagation of the

Slovak national cause and to literary work—two
activities which for him were closely interwoven.

His lyrical poetry, beginning with the striking

collection Tatry a more (1879), expanded the

horizons of Slovak verse, especially in the realm

of form. In philosophy and political outlook an
uncompromising Slavophile, who looked for

salvation for his people at the hands of their

Russian brothers, Vajansky nevertheless accepted

Western, especially German, influences on his

versification. His novels portray with effective

realism the position of the Slovak gentry with its

conflicting loyalties to the Hungarian state and the

Slovak people. His most successful prose work
was the novel Suchd ratolesV (1884).

Sobrane diela (coll, works; 18 vols, 1905 ff.);

V:^ber z poezie (poems; ed. S. Smatldk, 1956).

A. MatuSka, V, proziak (1946). R.A.

Vajda, JAnos (Pest 8 V 1827; oo 1880 Rdza Bartos

;

tBudapest 17 I 1897), Hungarian poet and

essayist. A lonely and melancholy lyricist, Vajda

kept apart from the mainstream of Hungarian

verse after 1849, and gained scant recognition in

his lifetime. In his philosophical poems and even

more in his passionate love poems, he anticipated

Ady*.

verse: Kdltemenyek (1856); (fjabb koltemenyek

(1876),—-various: Gnbirdlat (Leipzig, 1862).

—

Osszes muvei (crit. ed. 1969- ).

M. Rubinyi, K /. (1922); A. Komlos, V. /.

(1954). G.F.C

Valaniius, Motiejus (*nr Salantai 16 II 1801;

tVamiai 17 V 1875), Lithuanian historian and
story-writer. He became a Professor at the theo-

logical academies in Vilna and St Petersburg, but

returned home to Vamiai in 1850 and was con-

secrated Bishop of Samogitia. Interested in the

moral and intellectual welfare of his compatriots,

he wrote mainly didactic stories in his native

dialect. As an author he is the pioneer of realism in

Lithuanian literature and has a keen sense of

humour.

stories: iyvatai sventiijn (1858); Vaikii knygele

vald£s

(1864); 2emaidin patarlis (1867); Poaugusitf

zmonili knygele (1868); Palangos Juze (1869);

Antano tretininko pasakojimai (1872).

—

^history:

iemaiciii vyskupysti (1848).

—

Rastai (works; ed

J. Balcikonis, 1931).

A. Alekna, temai6iti vyskupas M. V, (1922).

W.K,M. (H.Le.)

Valdelomar, AbrahAn (*Pisco 1888; tl919),

Peruvian prose writer who recorded, in a delicate

style, and with idealistic approach, the old legends

of the Incas.

Con la argelina al viento (1910); La Mariscala

(1914); El Caballero Carmelo (1918); Belmonte,

el trdgico (1918); Los hijos del sol (1921).

—

Obra
poetica (1958). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Vald6s, Alfonso de (*Cuenca ?1490; fVienna

1532), Spanish prose-writer. He held a post in the

Spanish chancellery, became Latin secretary to

Charles V in 1526, and corresponded with Eras-

mus*, Peter Martyr [Vermigli*] and Sepijlveda*.

He died of the plague. His two dialogues are lively

in style and show the strong influence of Erasmus.

That on the sack of Rome (1527) led to a contro-

versy with Castiglione*. The other is an imitation

of Lucian* which satirizes hypocrisy and advocates

evangelical piety.

Didlogo de las cosas ocurridas in Roma (ed.

J. F. Montesinos, 1928; tr. The sacke of Rooms
exsequuted by the Emperour Charles army, 1590);

Didlogo de Mercurio y Cardn (ed. idem, 1929).

M. Men^ndez y Pelayo, Historia de Ips hetero-

doxos espanoles, IV; M. Bataillon, Srasme et

VEspagne (1937). E.M.W.

Valdes (Valdesius), Juan de (Cuenca 71490;

tNaples 1541), Spanish theologian and philologist;

brother of Alfonso. He knew Greek and Hebrew
and corresponded with Erasmus*. In 1531 he went

to Italy where he resided in Naples, and led a

select group of Protestants, who believed in

justification by faith but never tried to leave the

Roman Church. He translated portions of the

Epistles and Psalms and wrote theological treatises,

including a commentary on St Matthew. These

works, which are well written, partly derive from

German mystics (Eckhart* and Tauler*). The
Didlogo de la lengua is of more general interest:

Valdes stresses the importance of a natural style,

of choosing properly between different forms of

words and ofthe merits of various Spanish authors.

He owed something to Bembo’s* Prose, The work
remained unpublished until 1737. It is both a useful

historical record of the Spanish of about 1530 and

an intelligent, aristocratic treatise on how to

make the language a more subtle instrument.

E.M.W.

Didlogo de doctrina cristiana (facs. ed., Coimbra,

1925; ed. Fliedner, 1929; ed. Stochall, Buenos

Aires, 1946); Alfabeto cristiano (Ital., Venice,
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1546; Span. ed. L. de Usoz, London, 1860); Episto-

la de San Pablo a los Romanos (Venice, 1556; cd.

idem, Madrid, 1856); Le cento et died divine

considerationi (Basle, 1550; Span. ed. idem,

Madrid, 1855, 1862; London, 1863); ElEvangelio

segun San Mateo (ed. idem, 1880); Didlogo de la

lengua (ed. J. F. Montesinos, best ed., 1928); Cartas

ineditas de J. de K al Cardenal Gonzaga (ed. idem,

1931).—translations: The hundred and ten

considerations (tr. N. Ferrer, 1638; tr. J. Betts in

B. B. Wiffen, Life and Writings of J. de V,, 1865);

XVII Opusculos (tr. J. Betts, 1882).

M. Menendez y Pelayo, Historia de Iqs hetero-

doxos espaholes, IV.4; M. Bataillon, Erasme et

VEspagne (1937); D. de Santa Teresa, J. de V.

(Rome, 1957); D. Ricart, J. de V. y elpensamiento

religioso europeo en los sighs XVI y XVII (1958).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Valdivielso, Jose de (*Toledo 1560; fMadrid

1638), Spanish poet and dramatist. He was chap-

lain to the Archbishop of Toledo. His epic on St

Joseph (71604) has few modem readers. His

religious lyrics are excellent; he infused real feeling

into the conventional models of Ledesma*. His

autos also contain excellent poetry. He licensed for

the press many of his contemporaries’ works of

literature.

Doce autos sacramentales v dos comedias divinas

(1622); Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXIX, XXXV.
LVIII; Romancero espiritual {td. M. Mir, 1880).

J. M. Aguirre, J. de F. y la poesia religiosa

tradicional (1965). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Valdombre: see Grignon, Claude Henrx.

Vdlek, Miroslav (*1929), Slovak poet, Vdlek, who
became Slovak Minister of Culture on the federali-

zation of Czechoslovakia in 1969, came to notice

as a poet in the early 1960s with a series ofvolumes
{potyky, 1959; PriPazlivosP, 1961 ; Nepokoj, 1963)
in which personal emotions are intertwined with
the anxieties induced by the actual and potential

catastrophes of our age. R.A.

Valencia, Guillermo (*Popayan 20 X 1873;

tl943), Colombian poet who followed on J. A.
Silva* in the modernista movement (modernism),

concentrating on the Parnassian element therein,

and entirely cut off from its later developments. He
possessed an impressive command of form, and his

verse is to be reckoned among the most perfect

written in Spanish in modern times. His themes are

chases vues, exotic scenes, philosophical attitudes;

he excelled as a translator.

Ritas (1898; enlarged, London, 1914).

—

Catay
(tr. from Fr. of F. Toussaint from the orig.

Chinese; 1929).

—

Obras poeticas completas (1948;

3rd ed., Madrid, 1955), E.Sa. (J.F.)

Valenrod, Reuben (Russia 2 II 1899), Hebrew
writer, who describes Jewish life in America.

Badyota Hashlishit (short stories; Tel Aviv,

1937); Bekimg Ha Mishpachah (New York, 1939);

Ki Phana Yom (Tel Aviv, 1946); Bein Homot
(New York, 1953); Bc-ein Dor (1953).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Valente, Jose Angfl (*Orensc 1929), Spanish poet,

author of A modo de esperanza (1955) and Poetnas

aLdzaro{m\). J.E.V.

Valentijn, Francois (*Dordrccht 17 IV 1666;

CO 1692 Cornelia Snaats; tTlic Hague 6 VIII 1727),

Dutch parson, geographer and historian; went to

Indonesia as a preacher; student of the Malay
language; wrote encyclopaedic travel books with

valuable source material.

Oudt en Niemv Oost-Indiai (5 vols, 1724-26).

J.W.W.

Valentijn en Namcloos, a so-called ‘Oriental’

romance, the fragmentary 14th-century Middle
Dutch verse version of which—presumably after

a French original, now lost—is still recognizable

in a Middle Low German translation. The
romance is built on the theme of the scpartited

twin brothers who after many adventures meet
again.

Middle Dutch fragments: cd. G. KallT, Middel-

nederl Epische Fragmcntcn (1886); cd. W. de

Vreese in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Tual- en Letterk.,

XI (1892); the Middle Low German romance ed.

W. Seelmann (1884).—G. J. Dieperink, Studien

zum Valentin und N. (1933). J.J.M.

Valera, Qpriano de (*SeviIle 71532; fafter 1602),

Spanish polemist and translator. He was a monk
who turned Protestant and lived in England, where

he printed his Spanish New Testament (1596).

His version is a revision of Reina’s*. His contro-

versial works are lively but abusive. He also trans-

lated Calvin’s* Institutions,

Tratado del Papa y de la Misa (London, 1588;

ed. Usoz, 1847); Tratado para confirmar los pobres

cativos de Berberia (ibid., 1594; ed. idem, 1854);

El Testamento Nuevo (ibid,, 1596); A todos los

fieles de la nacion espahola (ibid., 1597; ed. idem,

1858); La Biblia (Amsterdam, 1602; frequently

repr. in rev. eds); Two treatises (tr. J. Golbume,
1600).

M. Men6ndez y Pelayo, Historia de los hetero-

doxos espartoles, IV. E.M.W.

Valera, Mosen Diego de (*Cuenca 1412; fPuerio

de Santa Maria 71488), Spanish chronicler, letter-

writer and poet. He had an adventurous life, and

his picturesque character is well revealed in his

letters. He summarized the history of Spain from

diverse sources, and chronicled two contemporary

reigns; his didactic works include Defensa de

virtuosos mugeres. His style in both prose and

verse is good.
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Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., CXVI; Epistolas etc.

(ed. J. A. de Balcnchana, 1878); Cronica de los

Keyes CatoUcos (ed. J. de M. Carriazo, 1927);

Memorial de diversas hazanas (ed. idem^ 1941).

L. de Torre y Franco-Romero, ‘M. D. de V.: su

vida y obras’ in Bolctin de la Real Acad. Hist.,

LXIV (1914); C. Real dc la Riva, ‘Un mentor del

siglo XV: D. de V. y sus epistolas ’ in Rev. de Lite-

ratura, XX (1961). E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Valerand de la Varenne (*Abbeville; fl. c. 1500),

neo-Latin epic poet. His most famous work is an

epic on Joan of Arc.

De Gestis Joanne Virgims (1516; ed. E. Prarond,

1889).—^D. Murarasu, La poesie neolatine (1928).

F.W.

Valera y Alcala-Galiano, Juan (*Cabra, C6rdoba
18 X 1824; coDolores Delavat; tMadrid 18 IV

1905), Spanish novelist and man of letters, nephew
ofAlcaU’*' Galiano. He studied law at Granada and

Madrid Universities, entered diplomacy in 1847

and held various posts in Europe and America.

A man of considerable culture and refined taste,

well-read in Greek and Latin, he slowly elaborated

—through letter-writing—a literary style which is

considered one of the best in 19th-century Spain:

harmonious without oratory, clear and concise,

sparkling with subtle irony. This suited perfectly

his amiable, sceptic, worldly character. His

incisive mind is at its best when discussing Spanish

or world classics, art and literary genres. When
dealing with his contemporaries, excessive polite-

ness generally killed the critic in him {Estudios

criticos sobre literatura^ 1864; Disertaciones y
Juicios literariosy 1878). Later in life he became a

novelist, and as such is generally overrated. In his

first and most famous novel, Eepita Jimenez

(1874)—^half written in letter form—a seminarist’s

mysticism melts away at the first contact with

profane love; but this never reaches the level of

real psychological conflict. To present this or his

other novels as deep psychological studies is quite

misleading. His conception of the novel as ‘poetry

rather than story’ and ‘more beautiful than

reality* produces good narrative, and a subtle

idealization of Andalusian life, but when applied

to character and emotions the risk of woolliness is

not always avoided. The writer is excellent, the

novelist weak. Of his many first-rate translations

Longus** Dafnisy Cloe stands out as a masterpiece

of superb rendering.

Obras completas (2 vols, 1942).

—

Pepita Jimenez

(ed. M. Azana in Cldsicos Castellanos, 1927 ; tr,

M. J. Serrano, 1891); Epistolario de Valera y
Menendez y Pelayo (1930); Correspondencia (ed.

C. C. DeCoster, 1956); Obras desconocidas (ed.

idem, 1965); Articulos de "El Contempordneo' (ed.

idem, 1966).—-Eng. trs; M. J. Serrano, Dona Luz

(1891) and Comendador Mendoza (1893); Clara

BeU, Don BrauHo (1892).

M. Azana, ‘V. en Rusia* in Nosotros (Buenos

Aires, 1926), La novela de Pepita Jimenez (1927)

and V. in Italia (1929); E. Fishtine, Don J. V., the

Critic (Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1933); J. Krynen,

Uesthetisme de /. V, (1946); A. Jimenez, /. V. y la

Generacion de 1868 (1956); J. F. Montesinos,

V. o la ficcion libre (1957); R. E. Lott, "Sigh de

oro^ Tradition and Modern Adolescent Psychology

in "Pepita Jimenez' (1958); C. Bravo Villasante,

Biografia de D. J, K (1959); A. Zamora Romera,

D. J, V. (1966); M. Bermejo Marcos, A J. K,

critico literario (1968). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Valeri, Diego (*Padua 25 I 1887), Italian poet. A
lyric poet of sensitivity and delicacy, whose

musical, limpid verse, mainly inspired by the

beauty and colour of Venice, has been much
influenced by Verlaine* and the ‘crepuscular*

poets (Gozzano*). He is an authority on French

literature.

verse: Poesie vecchie e nuove (1930); Scherzo e

finale (1937); Tempo die muore (1942); Terzo

tempo (1950); IIflauto a due camie (1958).—prose:

Saggi e note di letteraturafrancese moderna (1940);

Guida sentimentale di Venezia (1942).

V. Zambon, La poesia di D. V. (1968).

J.F.C. (B.M.)

Valeriano, Pierio, properly Giovanni Pietro delle

Fosse (*Belluno 3 II 1477; fPadua VI 1558), Italian

humanist and poet. Scholar and priest, he was

tutor to Ippolito and Alessandro de’ Medici in

Rome and possibly taught Vasari* in Florence.

He wrote love poetry and works of scholarship in

Latin and an interesting Dialogo della Volgar

Lingua (c. 1516) in which he maintains that the

literary language should be based on the broader

Italian used by the ruling class in the various

Italian states, rather than on the local idiom of

Florence.

Amorum Libri (1549); Hieroglyphica (1552);

Dialogo della Volgar Lingua (1620).

L. Alpago-Novello, ‘Spigolature Vaticane di

argomento bellunese’ in Archivio Veneto Tri-

dentino, IX (1926); G. Bustico, ‘Due umanisti

veneti: Urbano Bolzanio e P.V.’ in Civilti

Moderna (1932). C.Dr, (J.G.-R.)

Valerius, Adrianus (*Middelburg; fVeere 1625),

Dutch poet, contributed to De Zeeuwsche Nachte-

gael (1623). He owes his fame to his collection of

historical songs on the events of the first years of

the war of independence, which he published with

their tunes. A.M.B.W.

De Nederlandsche Gedenck-Clanck (1626; ed.

P. J. Meertens, N. B. Tenhaeff and A. Komter-

Kuipers, 1942); W. J. C. Buitendijk, Nederlandse

Strijdzangen uit de 16e en de eerste helft der 17

e

eeuw (1954). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Valerius, Johan David (*1776; tl852), Swedish
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poet, singer. In 1797 Valerius became a singer at

the Royal Theatre, later secretary and also trans-

lated plays for its repertoire. Subsequently he

became a civil servant. His poetry consists for the

most part of didactic verse or of songs, often

drinking songs: he is essentially a derivative poet,

but in his day was both popular and successful. He
was an opponent of the Romantic writers.

yisor och s&ngstycken (2 vols, 1809-11; repr.

1878); Vitterhetsjorsok (1831); Samlade vitter-

hetsarbeten (ed. with biog. B. von Beskow, 2 vols,

1855).

F. Book in Fern portrait (1929).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K.

Valerius Antias, Roman historian, composed about

50 B.c. a history of Rome from the beginnings to

his own time, in at least 75 books. His work was
annalistic in method and rhetorical in style. Its

numerous inaccuracies are rebuked by Livy*, who
nevertheless used it extensively J.A.W.

Frags in H. Peter, Historicorum Rotmnorum
reliquiae^ I (2nd ed. 1914; repr. J. Kroymann and
W. Schaub, 1967, with biblio. from 1900).—P. G.
Walsh, Livy: His Historical Aims and Methods
(1961); Latin Historians (ed. T. A. Dorcy, 1966).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Valerius Flaccus (Gaius V. F. Balbus Setinus)

(tc. A.D. 92/93), Latin epic poet of whose life little

is known. His only known and extant work is an
epic poem, the Argonautica^ on the quest of the

Golden Fleece, already treated by Apollonius*
Rhodius and Varro* Atacinus; the work was
interrupted by the poet’s death. Like the other
post-Augustan epic poets, Valerius is strongly

influenced by Virgil*. The debt to Apollonius is not
so great, and Valerius shows originality in his

incidents and in the psychological insight with
which his characters, especially those of Jason and
Medea, are depicted.

Ed. O. Kramer (1913; repr. 1967); ed. E. Court-
ney (1970); ed, with comm. P. Langen (1897; repr.

1964).

W. C. Summers, A Study of the Argonautica

(1894); H, E. Butler, Post-Augustan Poetry (1909);
R. W. Garson, ‘Observations on . .

.

Argonautica^
in Class. Quart. (1964-65). A.J.D.

Valerius Maximus {ft, a.d. 30), Roman historian,

compiled a handbook ofexamples for rhetoricians,

in which virtues and vices are classified and illus-

trated by examples first Roman, then foreign. The
style varies according to the fidelity with which he
copied his sources, principally Cicero* and Livy*.

Ed, C. Kempf (2nd ed. 1888; repr. 1966; incl.

Paris and Nepotianus, late epitoraators).

—

R. Helm, ‘V. M., Seneca, und die “Exempla-
sammlung” ’ in Hermes (1939). J.A.W.

Val6ry, Paul (Sdte 30 IX 1871; ool900 Jeannie

Gobillard; tParis 20 VII 1945), French poet,
essayist and critic. Valery went to Paris at the age
of 20 and fell under the spell of Mallarme*. He first

became well known however by two prose works,
the Introduction d la methode de Leonard de Vinci

(1895) which portrays the ideal human being
capable of realizing every possibility of the human
spirit, but who wastes his life in chimerical pro-
jects; and Monsieur Teste (1896) which proved by
his methodical refusal of fame and his ‘murderous
lucidity’ how an artist can refuse to produce
(‘realisation’ is ‘decheance’). After many years’

silence the poem ‘La jeune Parque’ (1917) brought
him immediate fame. This was followed by poems
collected in the slim volume Charmes (1922) which
contains the great meditations on the themes of
love and death: ‘Le serpent’, ‘La Pythie’, and
above all, ‘Le cimetiere marin’. After Charmes
Valery wrote chiefly in prose: Eupalinos (1923)

which studies man as the frontier between matter

and spirit, acute critical essays {Variete) and
aphorisms on literature and art.

He believed that poetry is the contrary of what
is generally called literature and is above all music.

With his haunting melody of language he combined
an astonishing gift for mingling abstractions with

concrete pictures, thus revivifying poetic imagery.

He professes an unwavering mistrust of the

spontaneous and an interest only in the spectacle

of a mind’s functioning. His poetry is the fruit of

philosophical meditation on body and spirit and
their intimate relationship. Though sceptical

and somewhat disillusioned his final message
is a call to action in the freshening breeze.

G.M.T.

Album de vers anciens (1920); Poisies (1942).

—

prose: La soiree avec Monsieur Teste (1896);

Variete (5 vols, 1924-44); Propos sur Vintelligence

(1925); Choses tues (1930); Videe ftxe (1932);

Degas, Danse, Dessin (1938); Mauvaises pensees

(1942); Correspondance Andre Gide-P, V, 1890-

1942 (ed. R. Mallet, 1955); Cahiers (29 vols,

1957-61).

—

CEuvres completes (12 vols, 1931-52).

A. Thibaudet, P, V. (1923); E. Noulet, P, V,

(1938; 1951); P. O. Walzer, La poesie de V, (1953);

F. Scarfe, The Art ofP, V, (1954).

G.M.T. (M.T.)

Valla, Lorenzo [della] (*Rome 1407; ^bid, 1

VIII 1457), Italian humanist. Valla has been called

the ^eatest representative of the spirit of criticism

and innovation in Italian 15th-century humanism.
By a scientific and accurate study of original

texts he struck at the roots of scholastic and
medieval tradition and thus based his conception

of man’s intellectual independence on philological

evidence. No one was safe from his attacks. After

writing against the work of the jurist, Bartolo da
Sassoferrato, he was forced in 1433 to leave Pavia

where he had held the Chair of rhetoric. He went
to Naples in the service of Alfonso of Aragon and
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remained there until he returned to Rome in 1448.

While in Naples he attacked Aristotelian dialectic

in his Dialecticae (1439), demonstrated the falsity

of the Donation of Constantine and attacked the

temporal power of the Church in De Constantini

Donatione (1440) and produced his greatest work,

the Eleganliarum Linguae Latinae (1444), a treatise

on style and grammar which attempted to restore

Latin to its classical purity. In his philosophical

works, De Voluptate ac Vero Bono (1432) and De
libero Arbitrio, he attacked Stoicism and formu-

lated an Epicurean philosophy which could be

reconciled with Christianity. His life was em-
bittered by violent polemics with other humanists

especially Poggio [Bracciolini*] and Panormita
[Beccadelli*].

Elegantiarum Latinae Linguae (1471; 59 eds

before 1536); De libero arbitrio (1482; crit. ed.

M. Anfossi, 1934); Dialecticae libri tres (1499);

Historiarum Ferdinandi Regis Aragonae (1521);

De falso credito et ementita Constantini donatione

(1570).—Crit. eds: C. B. Coleman (1922; with Eng.

tr.); W. Schwan (Leipzig, 1928); Opera (Basle,

1540, 1543).

—

Opere (crit. ed. R Garin, with

biblio., 2 vols, 1962).

G. Mancini, Vita di X. V. (1891); L. Barozzi and
R. Sabbadini, Studi sul Panormita e sul K (1891);

J. H. Whitfield, Petrarch and the Renascence

(1949); G. Saitta, ll pensiero italiano nelVUman-
esimo e nel Rinascimento^ I (1949); P. O. Kristeller,

Eight Philosophers ofthe Italian Renaissance (1965).

C.Dr, (J.G.-R.)

Vallabhacharya (*1478; tl530), a Telugu Brahmin
from Benares who founded a highly influential

Krishnaite sect in the Braj area, and founded a
school of philosophy called Shuddhadvaita. His

son ViTTHAL Nath founded the A^tachap, or

group of eight Hindi poets, all of merit, and all

devotees of Krishna. Of these the most outstanding

were the blind Surdas, author of the Sur Sagara,

a huge collection of Krishnaite lyrics in Braj

Bha§a, and Nand Das. S,C.R.W.

Vallathol (VAit-^AXOL Narayaisia MenOn): see

INDIAN literatures: Malayalam,

Valle-Incl^, Ram6n MarIa del (Villanueva de

Arosa 28 X 1866; ooJosefina Blanco; fSantiago

de Compostela 5 I 1936), Spanish novelist, poet

and dramatist. He studied law in Santiago and for

a year was a journalist in Mexico. After 1895 he
lived mainly in Madrid. Witty, quick-tempered—it
cost him an arm—he led an independent, eccentric

life full of nobility and pride.

Valle-Inclan achieved notoriety with the four

Sonatas (1902-05), works offin-de-siicle decadence

recounted in a sophisticated and mannered style.

His native Galicia figures in short stories and in

Flor de santidad (1904), a poetic and yet brutal

legend in which a peasant girl gives herself to a pil-

grim, thinking him to be Christ. A trilogy of his-

torical novels centres round the Carlist Wars
(1908-09), but more important are the three

Comedias bdrbaras (1907, 1908, 1922), novels in

dialogue form that reveal a growing interest in the

dehumanization of character and a powerful use of

language. Valle’s constant interest in the theatre is

reflected not only in the early poetic plays, but in

the original esperpentos of the 1920s, a form in

which plot, character and language are twisted and
deformed into a bitter attack on contemporary
society. The puppet plays an important part in

Valle’s dehumanization. These short dramatic

pieces and the novels which Valle wrote in the late

1920s and early 1930s are his most important work
and have earned the respect of writers of the

present day. Tirana Banderas (1926) is located in a

Spanish-American setting and describes the fall ofa

hideous tyrant and the corruption of the society in

which he enjoys power; in the novels of the Ruedo
iberico (two completed novels and several frag-

ments survive from a projected trilogy of trilogies),

Valle turns to the Peninsula and unmercifully

satirizes the Spain of Isabel II, the strength of his

attack deriving from his choice of significant detail,

carefully counterpoised construction, constant

dehumanization and mordant choice of vocabu-

lary. A similar stylistic evolution is to be observed

in his poetical works.

Obras completas (2 vols, 1942).
—‘The Dragon’s

Head’ (tr. M. Haywood Brown in Poet Lore,

1918); ‘Captain’s Honour’ (tr. anon, in Old
World, 1923); The Pleasant Memoirs ofthe Marquis
de Bradomin (tr. M. Haywood Brown and T.

Walsh, 1924).

M. Fernandez Almagro, Vida y literatura de

V, L (1944); A. Zamora Vicente, Las sonatas de

R, del V,-L (1951) and La realidad esperpintica

(1969); W. L. Fichter, Publicaciones periddicas de

V. L anteriores a 1895 (1952); J. Rubia Barcia, A
Bibliography and Iconography of K-/. (1960);

Cuademos hispanoamericanos, nos. 199-200

(1966); J. Marias, K-/. en el *Ruedo Wdrico*

(1967); A. Zahareas, R, del K-J., An Appraisal of
His Life and Works (1968); M. E. March, Forma e

idea de los *esperpentos' de K-/. (1969); E. Speratti-

Pinero, De *Sonata de otono' al *esperpento*

(London, 1969). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Vallejo, C£sar (*Santiago de Chuco 1892; tParis

1938), one of the greatest of Latin American poets.

This cholo was born of a humble but united family,

living in the remote provinces, and separation

from them became one of the major themes of his

poetry. In his first collection, Los heraldos negros

(1919), therewere still traces ofmodernist influence,

but there was already an original break with

poetic forms. His ‘Nostalgias imperiales’ evoked

the Indian of Peru, but this was not a vein that he
was to exploit. Trike (1922), a collection that in-

cluded radical, experimental poetry, wasa complete
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rupture with tradition. Some of the poems were

written in prison where he spent some months

accused, apparently unjustly, of inciting to riot.

Others show the profounder effect on him of his

mother’s death. In the poems in which syntax is

ruptured and parts of speech torn out of their

usual functions, he presents a dialectic between

human aspirations and the limitations of man’s

condition. In 1923 he left for Paris, and except for

trips to Russia and Spain, remained there until his

death. As a member of the Communist party, he

tried to break out of an elite view of literature and

write for the theatre. He also published an un-

successful novel, Tungsteno (1931). During the

Spanish Civil War, he published Espana aparta de

mi este cdliz but the edition was lost and this and
his Poemas humanas (1939; Human Poems, tr.

Clayton Eshleman, 1969) were published post-

humously. These later poems are obsessed by
death, the absurdity of existence and the gro-

tesqueness of any attempt to bring dignity and
purpose into life.

Escalas megalografiadas (1922); Rusia (1931).

—

Obra poetica complete (Lima, 1968).

Luis Mongui6, C. K {1892-1938): vida y obra

(New York, 1952); J. Higgins, C. K An Anthology

of His Poetry (1970) and Visidn del hombre y de

la vida en las liltimas obras poeticas de C. K
(Mexico, 1970); Aproximaciones a C. K (ed. A.
Flores, 2 vols. New York, 1971). J.F.

Valles, Jules (*Le Puy-en-Velay 11 VI 1832;

fParis 14 XI 1885), French novelist. Valles has told

the story of his adventurous life as a revolutionary

journalist in his trilogy Jacques Vingtras, of which
the climax is the Paris Commune (1871). He was
an anarchist, a Communard and a realist novelist,

with a bitter and incisive manner of writing.

Les refractaires (1865); La rue (1866); Les
enfants dupeuple (1879) ; Jacques Vingtras:Uenfant

(1879), Le bachelier (1881), Linsurge (1886); Les
chroniques de Vliomme masque (1882); La rue d
Londres (1883); Mazes (1894); Les blouses (1919);

Souvenirs (1932); Le tableau de Paris (1932); Le
Proscrit (1950).

U. Rouchon, La vie bruyante de J, V, (2 vols,

1932; 1938); M. L, Hirsch, /. K Vinsurge (1949);
Europe, special no. (1957). M.G.; J.P.R.

Valle y Caviedes, Juan del (*Porcuna, Spain 1652
or 1654; tLima ?1692), Peruvian author of various
humorous poems, chiefly a series of highly satirical

verses on the medical men and other social types of
Lima. Towards the end of his life, his verses

become melancholy and there are one or two that

finely express a religious sentiment.

Obras (best ed. Vargas Ugarte in Cldsicos peru-
anos, 1947; in Coleccidn de documentos literarios

del Peru ... V, ed. M. de Odriozola, 1873; and in

Fior de Academies, 1899). E.Sa,

Valmiki (2nd century B.c.), author of the
RAMAVAiyA.

Van Bruggen, Jochfm (Groede, Holland 29 IX
1881; CO1905 Maria Pctronclla Oosthuizen;
tMagaliesburg 22 V 1957), Afrikaans novelist!

After taking part in the South African War he
made a living as a country schoolteacher, tobacco
dealer and farmer, thus gaining an intimate know-
ledge of his impoverished and backward country-
men, whom he depicts with great power of obser-

vation, sympathy, understanding and humour.
The name ofAmpie has become a household word
in South Africa.

Teleurgestel {\9\1)\ Op Vthle en Rande (1920);

Ampie die Natuurkind (1924); Ampie, die Meisie-

kind (1928); Booia (1932); Hear Beproewing

(1934); Met Ampie dear die Depressie (1939);

Ampie die Kind (1943); Kranshop, I (1943).

J. C. Kannemeycr, /. van B. (1965).

G.D. (N.D.C)

Vanbrugh, Sir John Nicholas Aeons,
London I 1664; col719 Henrietta Maria Yar-
borough; tWhitehall 26 111 1726), English drama-
tist and architect. Vanburgh served in both the

13th and 14th Foot, was imprisoned in France,

apparently on an unexplained charge, and on his

return he devoted himself first to tlic stage—-for
which he created his witty displays of light-hearted

adulteries—and later to grandiose architectural

projects, such as Blenheim Palace.

The Relapse: or Virtue in Danger (1697; ed.

C. A. Zimansky, 1970); The Provok\l Wife (1697;
ed. idem, 1969).—The Complete Works ofSir J. V,

(ed. B. Dobree and G. Webb, 4 vols, 1927-28;

repr. 1967).

G. H. Lovegrove, The Life, Work and Influence

of Sir J, V. (1902; architectural); L. Whistler,

Sir /, V. (1933). B.H, (A.N.W.)

VanCura, Vladislav (*Haj 23 VI 1891 ; fPrague 1

VI 1942), Czech novelist and dramatist. One of
the most striking and influential Czech prose
writers of the inter-war period, VanCura was a
doctor in Prague. He was shot by the Germans
during the Second World War.
His novels treat very varied subjects: the

heroism of the poor in Pekar Jan Marhoul (1924);

the First World War in Pole ornd a vdleSnd (1925)
and with greater maturity in Tri feky (1936);

personal and national relationships in the love-

story of a Slovak youth and a Czech girl entitled

UtSk do Budina (1932); and a historical theme in

Marketa Lazarovd (1931). In all these works the

characters and situations are overshadowed by the

style. A virtuoso in the use of language, VanCura
extended the range of literary Czech by the intro-

duction of popular or archaic words and phrases

and in general by a baroque eccentricity which,

despite its heavy sophistication, can often fascinate
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the reader. During the German occupation of his

couniry \aiiciira produced what is perhaps his

masterpiece, a retelling of the history of his people,

Obrazy z dvjm rmrmh ccskeho f2 vols, 1939'-40),

in which sincerity and sobriety of feeling provide

the neccssurv discipline for the author's highly

individual stjlc.

Dilo V. Vancury (16 \ols, 1951-61).

—

novels:

Posk'dni solid Konce stanch casu (1934).

J. Mukafovsky, ‘Dve sliidie o V.u Vancurovi’

in Kapitoly z ccskv poctiky, II (i 948). R.A.

Van den Heever, Christian Maurits (*Norvals-

pont, Cape Prosince 27 11 1902; xiMartha Maria
Klopper; •1*8 VII 1957), Afrikaans poet and novel-

ist. He studied in Holland and became Professor of

Afrikaans and Dutch in Johannesburg. His poetry

is lyrical and meditative: at its best his imagery is of

a delicate beauty. In his novels he depicts the life

of the Dutch South African iiirmer, his struggle

with nature, and describes how many lose this

battle and are driven to the cities to lead a life of

social and economic slavery. He is a talented

writer of short stories.

VLRSfc: Stc/mimiffs'urc (1926); Dchiuii' (1932);

Aavdsc r/«m(1938); Vcrsamvldc Cedigte {\9^5).

—

prose: Laiit»sdw Croatpad Droo^^te

Simson (1930): Grovi ( 1 03 3 ) : Somer (1935; Harvest

Home, tr. T. J. Haarhoff, 1945); Kromburg (1937);

Kruispad Laat ^>//i'/e(1939); Gister{l9^l)\

Generaal J, B, M. Hertzog (1943); Kringloop van

die Winde (1945); Woestynsand dek die Spore

(1946) ; Die Held(1948) ; Marthinus se Roem (1 949).

A. Coetzee, C. M, van den H: Die Wese van sy

Kuns (1936). G.D. (N.D.C.)

Van den Heever, Toon, pseud of Frans P. van den
Heever (*Heidelberg, Transvaal 29 XI 1894;

ooMargaretha Rautenbach; tBIoemfontein 29 I

1956), Afrikaans poet. In his lyrics, ballads, dra-

matic monologues, epics and satires the voice of

the generation that grew up during the first two
decades of the century is heard; the spiritual con-

flict between the old orthodox faith and modem
ideas and philosophy; the struggle for cultural

autonomy. He is the leading poet ofhis generation.

verse: Gedigte (1910); Eugene e, a. Gedigte

(1931).

—

uprose: Gerwe uit die Erfpag van Skoppens-

boer (1948). G,D. (N.D.C.)

Van der Meersch, Maxence (*Roubaix 4 V 1907;

tLe Touquet 14 I 1951), French novelist. A
graduate in both law and literature. Van der

Meersch began WTiting in student reviews in the

north of France before practising law for two
years. The success of his first novel La maison dans

la dune (1932; Eng. tr. A. Glendinning, 1938)

determined his literary inclination, which was
interrupted by pulmonary tuberculosis. In Corps et

dmes (1943; Eng. tr. E. Wilkins, 1948) he describes

the cruel experiences he suffered at the hands ofthe

doctors. His powerfully realistic art, with the

passion and the flavour of Flanders, serves im-

portant social and moral causes, always from a
Christian perspective (La fille pauvre, 1948-53;

Eng. tr. E. Wilkins and E. Fitzgerald, 1949-57).

novels: Quand les sir^nes se taisent (1933; The

Looms Are Silent, tr. F. A. Blossom, 1934); Invasion

14 (1935; Eng. tr. G. Hopkins, 1937); Uelu (1937;

The Dynamite Factory, 1953); Uempreinte du Dieu

(1936; Hath Not the Potter, tr. G. Hopkins, 1937);

Lite (1937); Pecheurs d'homines (1940; Eng. tr,

1947); Masque de chair (1958; Eng. tr. M. Savill,

1960).

—

Pages choisies (1950).

R. Reus, Portrait morpho-psychologique de

M, V. der M. (1952). M.G.

Van der Post, Laurens (Philippolis, Orange Free

State 1906), South African novelist, essayist and

writer of travel books. His interest in race relations

was stimulated by association with Roy Campbell*

and William Plomer*, and is reflected in his first

novel, In A Province (1934). After distinguished

war service, mainly in the East, he returned to

Africa and explored little-known regions. His later

books describe episodes of his adventurous life.

NOVE1.S: The Face Beside the Fire (1953);

Flamingo Feather (1955).

—

personal narratives:

Venture to the Interior (1952); The Lost World of
the Kalahari (1958); The Heart of the Hunter

(1961); The Night of the New Moon (1970).—

SHORT stories: a Bar of Shadow (1954); The

Hunter and the Whale (1967),

F, Carpenter, L. Van der P. (1969). U.La.

Van Doren, Mark Albert (*Hope, 111. 13 VI 1894;

001922 Dorothy GrafFe; fH XII 1972), American

poet and critic, who wrote critical studies of

Thoreau*, Diyden* and Shakespeare*, and com-

piled anthologies. His Collected Poems received

the Pulitzer prize in 1940.

criticism: Henry David Thoreau, A Critical

Study (1916); The Poetry of John Dryden (1920);

Shakespeare (1939); The Happy Critic (1961).

—

verse: Spring Thunder (1924); Now the Sky (1928);

A Winter Diary (1935); Collected Poems: 1922-

1938 (1939); The Mayfield Deer (1941); Country

Year (1946).

—

Autobiography (1958).

H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Van Hasselt, Andr^ (*Maestricht 5 I 1806;

001837 Josephine Heris; fSaint-Josse-ten-Noode

1 XII 1874), Belgian poet, historian and librettist.

His friends Hugo*, Sainte-Beuve* and Dumas*
acclaimed the melodious verse of this Romantic,

neglected by his compatriots until the Jeune

Belgique writers posthumously discovered him.

Many of his ‘etudes rythmiques’ were set to music

by Massenet and he translated the libretti of

operas by Mozart and Beethoven.
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Les primevires (1834); Poesies (1852); Poemes,

paraboles, odes et etudes rythmiques (1862); Les

quatre incarnations du Christ (1867); Le livre des

ballades (ISlll-'Histoire des Beiges (1851).

C Hanlet, Les ecrivains beiges contemporains

(1946). B.M.W.

Van Heerden, Ernst (*Pearston, Cape Province

20 III 1916), Afrikaans poet and critic. His poems

are characterized by an involved metaphorical

structure. He is also a well-known writer of

travelogues.

verse: Weerlose Uur (1942); Die Sewe Vrese

(1951); Die Klop (1961); Anderkant Besit (1966).

—

prose: Rekenskap (1963); Die Aamborstige Klok

(1966). N.D.C.

Van Lerberghe, Charles (*Ghent 21 X 1861;

tBrussels 26 X 1907), Belgian dramatist, poet and
Jeune Belgique. Too timid for a profession, too

shy to marry the girl he loved, he succeeded only

as a poet. SulTused with delicate imagery, his

incomparable Chanson d^&ve (1904) is a spiritual

autobiography in allegorical form. Symbolism in

the Maeterlinck'*^ manner prevails in his vei*se and
dramas.

Les fiaireurs (1889); Entrevisions (1898); Pan
(1906).

G. Turquet-Milnes, Some Modern Belgian

Writers (1916); L. Christophe, C. K I. (1943); V.

Mallinson, Modern Belgian Literature 1830-1960

(1966). B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Van Melle, Johannes (*Goes, Holland 1 II 1887;

tJohannesburg 8 XI 1953), Afrikaans novelist and
writer of short stories. As a country schoolteacher

he gained an intimate knowledge of rural life

and people which he depicts in a frugal, effective

style. He won growing critical approval for his

portrayal of the ‘unsaid things* in the relationship

between people living together.

DawidBooysen (1933); Vergesigte (1938); Mense
gaan verby (1940); Venster aan die straat (1940);
Bart Nel (En ek is nog Hy) (1942); Verspeelde

Lente (1961). G.D. (N.D.C.)

Vannozzo, Francesco di (Padua c. 1340), Italian

poet. As a lutenist and courier he passed an
adventurous life in the service of various north
Italian courts. He composed frottole, tenzoni and
lute songs, love lyrics in the Petrarchan style,

autobiographical poems on his wretchedness and a
notable group of political sonnets (1388) expressing

the ambitions of Gian Galeazzo Visconti.

Le Rime (crit. ed. A. Medin, 1928); Rimatori
del tardo Trecento (ed. N. Sapegno, 1967).—^E.

Levi, F. di K e la lirica nelle corti lombarde (1908).

M.W.

Vanzype, Gustave (*Brussels 10 VI 1869; fBoits-

fort 11 TX 1955), Belgian novelist, dramatist and
art critic. Best known as a playwright, Vanzype
poses with acute psychological insight the prob-
lems of domestic relationships, of heredity and of
duty. His monographs on the great Flemish
painters constitute a considerable artistic achieve-

ment.

novels: Claire Fantin (1900); La Revelation

(1904).

—

plays: Les Hopes (1907); Les liens

(1912); Les semailles {\9\9).

—

criticism: Henri de
Braekeleer (1923); MHiitaiions devant des images

(1929).—Au temps du silence (autobiog.; 1939).

A. Vierset, G. V, (1913). B.M.W. (LCD.)

Vaptsarov, Nikola (*Bansko 24 XI 1909; fSofia

23 VII 1942), Bulgarian poet. He left his native

Pirin (of which he always wrote nostalgically) to

train as a marine engineer in Varna and sail the

Mediterranean, then worked as a factory hand
and stoker. Like Botev*, whose life he in some
ways re-enacted, he wrote little but his poems
caught the Zeitgeist with their honesty and virility.

Influenced by Mayakovsky*, he wrote forcefully,

opposing the inhuman world of factory concrete

and steel with his humane romanticism but never

lived to see his Communist ideal applied to

Bulgaria, being executed as a Partisan.

Motorni pesni (1940).—Coll, works (ed. E.

Petrov, 1959).

Sbornik K (1947); B. Vaptsarova, Spomeniza V,

(1952); N. K spomeni (1953); G. Tsanev, Poetich*

now maystorstvo na V. (1956). V.P.

Varas Shah (fl, 18th century a.d.), Punjabi poet

of whose life little is known, but famous as the

author of Hir Rdnjhd (1766), a long verse romance
of some 5,000 lines, W'hich is certainly the greatest

and by far the most popular work of Punjabi

secular literature. Although frequently imitated,

no poet has proved able to rival Varas Shah’s

distinctive style, particularly evident in the

realistic colloquial speech of his charactcre.

Hir and Ranjha (tr. C. F. Usbome, repr.

1966). C.S.

Varchi, Benedetto (*Florcnce 19 lU 1503;

Vbid, 18 Xll 1565), Italian historian and critic.

Imbued with ideals of classical republicanism,

Varchi helped to drive the Medici from Florence

in 1527 but later (1543) accepted employment
under Duke Cosimo I at whose request he wrote

his Storia Fiorentina, Although well documented

and accurate, his history lacks the universal

significance of those by MachiavcIIi* and Guic-

ciardini* and is full of adulation of the new Duke.

Educated partly at Padua, Varchi introduced the

Aristotelian conception of pocli-y, prevalent there,

into his lectures at Florence University. He also

wrote Petrarchan sonnets and a defence of the

vernacular UErcolano (1560) which derives from

Bembo* and Speroni*.
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Sonnetti (1555-57); Lezioni sul Dante e Prose

Varie (cd. G. Aiazzi and L. Arbib, 1841); Storia

Fiorentina (q6. G. Milanesi, 1857).

—

Opere {IS03);

crit. ed. of V.’s Lczzione della maggioranza delle

artU with artists’ letters, in Trattati d'arte del

Cinquecento fra manierismo e Controriforma (cd.

P. Barocchi, 1960).

G. Manacorda, "B. V., Tuomo, il poeta, il

critico’ in Annali Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pisa,

XVll (1903); M. Lupo Gentile, ‘Studi sulla

storiografia fiorentina alia corte di Cosimo I’,

ibid,, XIX (1906); B. Croce, ‘B. V.’ in Poeti e

scrittori del plena e del tardo Rinascimento, III

(1952). C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Varese, Carlo (*Tortona 1792; tRovezzano,
Florence IX 1866), Italian historian and novelist.

His first novel, Sibilla Odaleta (1827), reflects the

influence of British novelists, particularly Sterne*

and Scott*. A later novel, Torriani e Visconti

(1839), is more in the tradition of Manzoni*.
His short story, Ortobolan Pistrafrier Onagriuf,

said to be his best work, is again imitative of

Sterne.

I prigionieri di Pizzighettone (1829); Folchetto

Malaspina (1830); Preziosa di Sanluri (1830);

La fidanzata Figure (1828); Gerolimi (1829);

Ilproscritto (1829).

A. Salaroii, C. V, il vessillifero del romanzo
storico e degli scottiani in Italia (1927). N.K.W.

Vargas Llosa, Mario (*1936), Peruvian novelist.

His first publication was a collection of short

stories, Los jefes (1958). In 1962 he won the

Biblioteca Breve prize in Barcelona with the

novel La ciudady losperros (1963 ; The Time ofthe
Heroes, tr. L. Kemp, 1967). All Ws works are set

in Peru: La ciudad y los perros in a military

academy. La casa verde (1966; The Green House,
tr. G. Rabassa, 1969) in the town of Piura and the

jungles of the MaranOn, Los cachorros (1967) and
Conversacion en la Catedral (1969) in the barrios

of Lima. Except for Los cachorros, the structure

of the novels is highly complex with overlapping
planes of time which have the effect of presenting

the characters in a web woven out of their personal
conditioning as individuals and the social forces

and moral codes of their society. J.F.

Varlaam (*?; 1*1657), Metropolitan of Moldavia.
He introduced the printing-press to Iasi, capital of
Moldavia, and in 1643 printed a collection of
homilies Cartea romdneascd de im&ldturd, trans-

lated from Slavonic. The preface to this work
revealed his desire to see the creation of a literary

standard. Two years later he wrote Rdspunsul
fmpotrivd catehismului cahinesc, a reply to the

Calvinist catechism printed at Alba lulia in

1640, in an attempt to combat Calvinist efforts

to convert Orthodox Rumanians in Transylvania.

1. Lupa§, Mitropolitul V. al Moldovei (Cluj,

1935); G. Dinca, V, mitropolitul Moldovei (1940);

G. Iva§cu, Istoria literaturii romdne, I (1969).

D.J.D.

Varnhagen von Ense, Karl August (*DusseIdorf
21 II 1785; 001814 Rahel Levin; fBerlin 10 X
1858), German writer and diplomat. With his

brilliant wife he was closely linked with the

Romantics. Their salon was a centre of Berlin

intellectual life and of the Goethe* cult. His
biographical style was smooth; his diary a mine
of gossip.

Briefwechsel mit Humboldt (1860); Ausgewdhlte

Schriften (19 vols, 1871-76).

C. Misch, K in Beriif und Politik (1925);

F. Romer, V. als Romantiker (diss., 1934).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

VSmIund, Rudolf (*Stockholm 6 11 1900;

tOsterskar 16 II 1945), Swedish novelist and
dramatist. Prominent among the proletarian

writers of the 1920s and 1930s. His works provide

excellent character studies of working-class

Swedes. He reveals an unresolved conflict, for

in him the individualism of the artist is opposed
to the demands of the collective. Varnlund’s

plays show the influence of German Expressionism

and Constructivism.

Skrifter i urval (ed. S. Carlson, 6 vols, 1956).

T. Blom, R» V, En arbetardiktares liv och dikt

(1946). LS.

VaiTo, Marcus Terentius (Reate 116; t27
B.C.), the greatest of Roman antiquaries. After

serving on Pompey’s side in the Civil War he

retired into private life to pursue antiquarian

studies. Varro wrote about 70 works in over 600

books, covering every aspect of scholarship.

Extant are three books De re rustica, written in his

80th year and Books 5-10 of the original 25 of

De lingua Latina, His greatest work, the Antiqui-

totes rerum humanarum et divinarum, has perished,

although much information from it is preserved

in Gellius*, Servius*, Macrobius* and Augustine*.

Other major works were 76 dialogues on various

subjects (Logistoricon libri) and a collection of

Greek and Roman biographies (Hebdomades),

Varro’s Novem disciplinae vtas made the basis of

the De nuptiis Philologiae of Martianus* Capella.

Of Varro’s 150 Menippean satires 90 titles and
many fragments remain, largely thanks to their

preservation in Nonius*. J.A.W.

De re rustica (ed. G. Goetz, 2nd ed. 1929;

tr. [with Cato, De agri cultural W. D. Hooper and
H. B. Ash, 1934; V. on Farming, tr. with intro,

and comm. L. Storr-Best, 1912); De lingua Latina

(ed, G. Goetz and F. Schoell, 1910, repr. 1964;
Book 5 ed. with Fr. tr. and comm. J. CoIIart,

1954); Saturae Menippeae in ed. of Petronius

by F. Bucheler (6th ed, rev. W. Heraeus, 1922);
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grammatical frags in H. Funaioli, Grammaticae

Romanae fragmenta (1957; repr. 1964).

G. Boissier, La vie et les ouvrages de M. T,

Varron (1861); J. Collart, Varron grammairien

latin (1954); F. della Corte, Varrone il terzo

gran lume roniano (1954); Varron: Six exposes et

discussions (Fondation Hardt: Entretiens, IX,

1963); J. E. Skydsgaard, V. the Scholar: Studies in

the First Book of V"s De Re Rustica (1968).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Varro Atacinus, Publius Terentius (*82 B.c.),

Roman poet, wrote an Argonautica, which was a
free translation or adaptation of the Argonautica

of Apollonius* Rhodius, Chorographia on a
geographical subject, Bellum Sequanicum on the

Gallic campaign of Caesar* in 58, and satire.

W. Morel, Fragmenta poetarum Latinorum

(1927). J.F.L.

Vasalis, pseud, of Margaretha Leenmans (*The
Hague 13 II 1909; ooJ. Droogleever Fortuyn),

Dutch poet. Her first volume found an immediate
and surprisingly large response. Her poems,
written in a pellucid, colloquial style, show a
sensitive and intelligent concern for the small

things of life.

Parken en woestijnen (1940); De vogel Phoenix

(1947) ; Vergezichten en gezichten (1954). J.J.O.

Vasari, Giorgio (*Arezzo 30 VII 1511 ; fFlorence

1574), Italian painter, architect and art historian.

At the age of 13 Vasari came to Florence to study
under Michelangelo [Buonarotti*]. A rapid and
facile painter, his frescoes are to be found all over
Italy but he was employed chiefly by Duke Cosimo
in Florence and Popes Julius III, Pius V and
Gregory XIII in Rome. As an architect his most
important work is the Uffizi Palace in Florence. A
man of wide culture and influential connections
and an indefatigable collector of facts and anec-
dotes, he is best remembered for his Vite del

piu eccellenti pitiori, scultori e architetti. Begun
in 1546 at the suggestion of Giovio* and Cardinal
Alessandro Famese, they were published in

1550 and a second augmented edition in 1568.

These unique biographies, in which, in spite of
occasional bias and inaccuracy, the personality

of each artist is depicted with unerring touch, still

provide an inexhaustible fund of material for the
art historian. But Vasari meant his work to be
more than a series of biographies. He believed in

the evolution of art towards the ideal of exact
representation of nature, and distinguished various

stages in this progress in the lives of his painters,

childhood, youth and, with Michelangelo, maturity
and perfection.

Le vite (ed. Sansoni, 1878-85; tr. A. B. Hinds,
1927; crit. ed. R. Bettarini of both the 1550 and
1568 eds, with accompanying vols of comm, by
P. Barocchi, 1966- ); II libro delle ricordanze

di G, V. (ed. A. Del Vita, 1927); Ragionamenti
sopra le invenzioni da lui dipinte nel Palazzo delle

LI Altezze Serenissime, II libro delle ricordanze

and letters (ed. K. D. Frey in Der literarische

Nachlass G. V,s, 3 vols, 1923-40).

—

Opere (6 vols

1822).

U. Scoti Bertinelli, ‘G. V. scrittore’ in Annali
Scuole Norm, di Pisa, XIX (1906); R. W. Carden,
The Life of G, V. (1910); see also the periodicai

II Vasari (Florence, 1927 ff.); Studi vasariani

(Atti del Convegno per il IV Centenario delle

Vite) (1952). C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Vasconcelos, Jorge Ferreira de (*c. 1515;

t?1563), Portuguese playwright and novelist.

He seems to have studied law at Coimbra and
later entered the court, first in the service of

Prince Duarte (tl540) and later as a secretary;

he was replaced in the latter post in 1563. His
works consist of a romance of chivalry {Memorial
das Proezas da Segunda Tdvola Redonda, 1567;
ed. 1867) and three long plays which are, in

effect, novels in dialogue—a form that derives

from the Spanish Tragicomedia de Calixto y
Melibea (Celestina*). The Comedia Eufrosina

(1555), Vasconcelos’ best work and one of the

most interesting works of 16th-century Portugal,

is indebted to the Spanish masterpiece in other

respects—^the procuress Philtra, for example,

clearly descends from the famous Celestina—but
the central love-story has a thoroughly Portuguese

flavour. Comedia Ulysippo (1618) has a more
complex plot but the same theme: the triumph
of true love, this time in a bourgeois setting.

Comedia Aulegrafia (1619) deals exclusively with

court life. Richly varied and full of ironic observa-

tion of social customs and human foibles, these

three works present a critical portrayal of Portu-

guese life comparable with that made by Gil

Vicente* earlier in the century.

Comedia Eufrosina (ed A. F. G. Bell, 1918;

ed. E. Asensio, 1951, valuable pref.); Comedia
Aulegrafia (ed. A. Machado Vilhena, 1968).

M. Menendez y Pelayo, ‘La “Celestina” en

Portugal* in Origenes de la novela. III (1910);

J. M. Teixeira de Carvalho, Comddia Eufrosina

de J, F. de V. (1922); Massaud Mois6s, A novela

de cavalaria no quinhentismo portuguis (Sao

Paulo, 1957). T.P.W.

Vasconcelos, Jos6 (*1882; tl959), Mexican
politician and thinker, author of works on
philosophy and aesthetics, notably La raza

cosmica (1925), but, from a literary point of view,

chiefly remarkable for his period in office as

Minister of Education during the early years after

the Revolution and for his vivid autobiography,

Ulises Criollo (1935), with its picture of Mexico
before, during and after the Revolution.

Obras completas (4 vols, Mexico, 1957-61).

J.F.



Vassilev, Vladimir (*Sliven 4 XI 1883; fSofia

27 XII 1963), Bulgarian critic. He inherited the

mantle of Missul (Krustev*) as doyen of ‘indivi-

dualist’ writers, editing Zlatorog, the authoritative

literary monthly of the time, throughout its long

run (1920-44). Rejecting tendentious writing, he
stimulated a variety of young talents by his

constructive and scholarly criticism.

Many arts in Zlatorog, incL: ‘Teatralniyat

chovek’ (1928); ‘Literatura i teatur’ (1932);

‘Novata literatura’ (1937); ‘Tvorchestvoto na
Yovkov’ (1938); ‘Ot 1920 nassam’ (series).

C. A. Moser, ‘Zlatorog and modern Bulgarian

letters’ in Slavon. Rev. (1963). V.P.

Vatsyayana {fl, c. 5th century A.D.), Sanskrit

author of the Kdmasutra, the Indian Ars amatoria.

It had a great influence on writers of Sanskrit

poetry.

Tr. Richard Burton and F. F. Arbuthnott (ed.

W. G. Archer, 1963). H.G.R. (J.E.B.G

)

Vaugelas, Claude Favre, Baron de P^roges,

Seeur de (*Meximieu, Ain 6 I 1585; tParis II

1650), French grammarian. His Remarques sur la

langue frangaise (1647) made Vaugelas the con-

temporary arbiter of correct French. His guide

was the ‘good usage’ of the court rather than

erudition or grammatical logic, but his condemna-
tion of popular and provincial terms encouraged

artificiality.

Remarques (ed. J. Streicher, 1934). G.B.

Vaughan, Henry (*Llansantffraed, Brec. 1621;

00 c. 1646 Catherine Wise, ooc. 1655 Elizabeth

Wise; ^ibid. 23 IV 1695), Anglo-Welsh poet, who
lived almost the whole of his life at Llansantffraed.

According to Wood*, he spent ‘two years or more’
at Oxford; then went (c. 1640) to London to read

law. He was possibly in Colonel Price’s Royalist

company at Chester (IX 1645) and showed
bitter opposition to the Puritan ‘propagators’

(1 652). He seems to have practised as a physician in

the last 20 years of his life. His twin brother,

Thomas, was greatly interested in chemistry and
Hermetic literature. Occasional references to the

latter are to be found in Henry Vaughan’s poetry,

but mingled, as always, with his Christian outlook.

In Vaughan, too, the beauty of nature is subordin-

ated to its mystical significance. His early verse

shows echoes of Cleveland*, Habington* and
Francis Beaumont*. His later work is strongly

influenced by George Herbert*. (For the effect of

Welsh verse and language on Vaughan, see

Hutchinson, in biblio., ch. XII.) Vaughan’s

poetic achievement is uneven, but the best of his

work in Silex Scintillans is of great intensity and
spiritual perception.

Poems, with the tenth satyre ofJuvenal Englished

(1646); Silex Scintillans: Sacred Poems and
Private Ejaculations (1650; 2nd ed. 1655; with
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ia memoir by H. F. Lyte, 1847 ; ed. W. A. L. Bettany,

le 1905); Olor Iscanus, Select Poems and Translations

i- ... (1651; reissued 1679); The Mount of Olives:

^e or. Solitary Devotions ... (1652; ed. L. I. Guiney,

ig 1902); Thalia Rediviva: The Pass-Times and
le Diversions ofa Country Muse . . . (1678).

—

Works
is (ed. L. C. Martin, 2 vols, 1914; 2nd ed. 1957);

Complete Works (ed. A. B. Grosart, 4 vols,

1870-71); Poems (ed. E. K. Chambers, intro.

y
H. C. Beeching, 2 vols, 1896); Poems (ed. I.

^ Gollancz, 1900); Poems (ed. Ernest Rhys, Gregy-

nog, Newtown, 1924); Complete Poetry of H. V,

n (ed. F. Fogle, New York, 1965).

A. B. Grosart, Wales (1894); K. M. Loudon,
Two Mystic Poets (1922); L. R. Merrill, ‘V.’s

it influence upon Wordsworth’s poetry’ in Mod.

I.
Lang. Notes, XXXVIII (1922); R. Sencourt,

it
Out-Flying Philosophy (1925); E. Blunden, On
the Poems of H. V, With His Principal Latin

, Poems Translated Into English Verse (1927);

A. C. Judson, ‘The sources of H. V.’s ideas

concerning God in Nature’ in Stud, in PhiloL,

, XXIV (1927) and ‘H. V. as a nature poet’ in

*1 Pub. Mod. Lang. Assoc., XLH (1927); L. C.

; Martin, ‘V. and Cowper’ in Mod. Lang. Rev.,

XXII (1927) and ‘H. V. and the theme of infancy’
"

in 17th Century Studies Presented to Sir Herbert

„ Grierson (1938); E. Holmes, H. V and the Her-
“ metic Philosophy (1932); W. O. Clough, ‘H. V.

I and the Hermetic philosophy* in Pub. Mod.
“ Lang. Assoc., XLVIH (1933); H. R. Walley,

‘The strange case of Olor Iscanus* in Rev. Eng.

Stud. (1942); E. L. Maiilla, ‘The significance of

H. V.’s literary reputation’ in Mod. Lang. Quart.,

» (1944) and A Comprehensive Bibliography of
^ H. V, (Alabama, 1948); F. E. Hutchinson, H V.

A Life and Interpretation (1947); R. Gamer,

,
H V.: Experience and the Tradition (1959);

E. C. Pettet, Of Paradise and Light (1960); M.
^ Willy, Three Metaphysical Poets (1961); R. A.

J
Durr, On the Mystical Poetry ofH V, (1962);

] Louis L. Martz, The Paradise Within: Studies in

V., T>aherne and Milton (1964). C.P. (M.W.T.)
1

I
Vauquelin de la Fresnaye, Jean (?Caen 1535 or

3
1536; tCaen 1606), French poet. He drew on
Theocritus* and Virgil* as well as on his French

’ contemporaries of the pliIiade in his bucolic

[ poems (Foresteries, 1555). His Satires, in them-

j
selves mediocre, established in France the medium

[
of M. R6gnier* and Boileau*. At Henri Ill’s

^
command he began c. 1574 the last Art Poetiqm

f
of the 16th century (pub. 1605); Vauquelin’s alone

j
was written in verse (alexandrines). Broadly, it

j

restated in confused form the doctrines of the

j

Pleiade, though with more tolerance towards

I medieval literature. (See also B. Aneau*; J.

Du* Bellay; J, Peletier*; T. Sebillet*.)

\ Art Poetique (1605; ed. G. Pellissier, 1885);

I Poesies completes (1612; ed. J. Travers, 1869).

l G.B,
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Vauvenargues, Luc de Clapiers, Marquis de

(*Aix-en-Provence 6 VIII 1715; fParis 28 V
1747), French moralist. Vauvenargues’ short

life was marked by physical suffering and dis-

appointment. Half-crippled in the war of the

Austrian Succession, in which he served as a

captain, he contracted smallpox and failed in his

efforts to obtain a diplomatic post. His writings

are marked by a stoical morality derived from

his youthful readings of Plutarch* and Seneca*

and by a rare sympathy for, and faith in, human
nature. His optimism contrasts with the cynicism

of another great maxim-writer, La* Roche-

foucauld.

Introduction d la connaissance de Vesprit humain^

suivie de reflexions et maximes (1746, 1747).

—

CEuvres (ed. P. Varillon, 3 vols, 1929; ed. H.

Bounier, 2 vols, 1968); Reflexions et Maximes
(ed. J. R. Charbonne, 1934).

G. Lanson, Le Marquis de V. (1930); F. Vial,

Une philosophie et une morale du sentiment:

L, de C. Marquis de K (1938). G.B.

Vaux, Thomas, 2nd Baron Vaux of Harrowden
(*1510; ooElizabeth Cheney; tX 155Q, English

poet. Probably educated at Cambridge. Flis

poems are mostly short lyrics which are marked
by an affected tone of melancholy.

J.J.Y.L. (T.P.M.)

The Poems ofLord V, (ed. L, P. Vonalt, 1960);

TotteVs Miscellany, II (ed. H. E. Rollins, 1965).

T.P.M.

Vazov, Ivan (*Sopot [now Vazovgrad] 27 VI
1850; tSofia 22 IX 1921), Bulgaria’s ‘national

author*. Despite his precocious fiteraiy bent, his

father had him trained for commerce. At 20,

leaving for Rumania he joined the Bulgarian

emigr6 revolutionaries in Braila, publishing his

first poems there in Periodichesko spisanie. In
1879 he became a judge in Berkovitsa and from
1880 to 1885 was a leading figure in Plovdiv,

capital of Eastern Rumelia, where he edited

Nauka and other journals with Velichkov*.

Opposing S. Stambolov’s diktatura, he went into

exile (1886-89), composing in Odessa Pod igoto

(1894; Under the Yoke, tr. E. Gosse, 1896),

Bulgaria’s ‘national novel’. In this and his memoirs
of the 1870s he, like Z. Stoyanov*, fixed for all

time the heroic legend of persons and events

leading up to Bulgaria’s independence in 1878.

He returned to edit Dennitsa (1890-91) and
became an M.P., then Minister of Education
(1897-99), devoting himself thenceforth to his

writing.

Vazov’s works link the Bulgaria of the 19th-

century renascence with the successes and failures,

events and moods in town and country of the

new nation in its first four decades of indepen-

dence. An old-fashioned patriot, he wrote too
much for all to be vintage, but he explored a

range of language and genres unprecedented in
Bulgarian literature and inestimably valuable to
it. A warm admirer of Victor Hugo* and Eugene
Sue*, he wrote with warmth, humour and some-
times deep feeling, regretting the extent to which
devotion to his people excluded ‘personal’

writing. His personality is however effectively

expressed in much of his verse, the memoirs and
the travelogues. There have been more brilliant

talents, but few would dispute his laureateship in

Bulgarian literature.

verse: Pryaporets i gusla (Bucharest, 1876);

Tugite na Bulgaria (1877); Izbavlenie (1878);
Polya i gori (1884); Slivnitsa (1886); Zvukove
(1893); Skitnishki pesni (1899); Legendi pri
Tsarevets (1910); Pesni za Makedonia (1916);

JVbvz ekove (1917); Ne shte zagine and Lyulyaka mi
zamirisa (1919).—longer poems: Zagorka (1883);
Epopeya na zabravenite (1893); Gramada (1894).

—novels: Mitrofan (1882); Chichovtsi (1885);

Nova zemya (1896) ;
Kazalarskata tsaritsa (1903).—

stories: Razkazi (1891); Videno i chuto (1891);

Draski i sharki (2 vols, 1893-95); Pustur svyat

(1902).

—

splays: Ruska (1883); Hushove (1894);

Slujbogontsi (1903); Borislav (1909); Kiim propast

(1910).

—

^memoirs: Neotdavna (1881); Nemilh—
nedragi (1883).—travelogues: Velika Rilska

pustinya (1904); V nedrata na Rodopite (1904).—
Coll, works (ed. B. Vazov [brother], incl. notes,

diaries, corresp. etc., 100 vols, 1926-37; 20 vols,

1955-57).

K. Kjmstev, Edin portret (1894); S. Romunski,
K—Jivot i tvorchestvo (1920); Y. Trifonov,

/. K (1920); K. Hristov, /. K. (1920); V. Vassilev,

Prirodata u K. (1927); M. Nikolov, I, V. (1928);

I. Shishmanov, V.^—spomeni i dokumenti 0930);
P. Christophorov, La formation d*un icrivain

bulgare (Paris, 1938) and Tvorcheskoto razvitie na
V. (1944); M. Arnaudov, /. V, (1939-44) and Iz

jivota i poeziata na L V, (1958); M. Genov, /. F.

(1946); N. S. Derjavin, /. V, (1950); S. Chilin-

girov, /. V,, spomeni (1953); E. Konsulova-
Yazova, /. V. {195%).—Sbornik L V. (ed. S.

Romunski, 1920); Proslava na /. V. (ed. S. Chilin-

girov, 1921); /. V. Sbornik (ed. N. Liliev, 1949);

/. V. Sbornik (1950). V.P.

Vdzquez de Mella, Juan (*Cangas de Onis, Asturias

1861; fMadrid 26 II 1928), Spanish orator and
man of letters. He sat for 25 years in Parliament.

A man of brilliant flamboyant oratory, he became
the champion of the political school of tra-

dicionalismo. Amongst his works stand out those

on regionalism and social problems. R.M.N.

Obras completas (29 vols, 1928-32).

R. Garcia y Garcia de Castro, V. de M. Sus

ideas, su persona (1940); F. Gutierrez Lasanta,

/, V. de M. el verbo de la hispanidad (1961).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Vechters or Victorijn, Joan (*1590; fAmsterdam
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1642), Dutch philologist. Brought up in the

Amsterdam orphanage, he studied law, was
friendly with Vondel* whom he urged to translate

Electra, and belonged to the muiderkring. He
wrote a eulogy on Jan Vos’* Aran en Titus and a
tragedy Goliath (1629; ed. with intro, and notes

P. Minderaa, 1963).

G. C. de Waard, ‘Het thema en de symboliek

van Victorijns Goliath^ in De Nieuwe Taalgids,

LXIII (1970). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Vedel, Anders Sorensen (*Vejle 9 XI 1542;

001577 Marine Hansdatter Svaning, ool581

Mette Hansdatter; tRibe 13 II 1616), Danish
historian. During his schooldays he was influenced

by the new humanistic ideas, and in Copenhagen
he made the acquaintance of the astronomer

Tycho Brahe with whom he travelled on the

Continent. In 1575 Vedel published his translation

of Saxo’s* Gesta Danorum, and in 1591 the first

printed collection of Danish ballads. He was
commissioned to write a Danish history as a
continuation of Saxo’s work, but never went
beyond the very thorough preparatory investiga-

tions.

Saxos Damtarkskrenike (1575); It hundrede

udvaalde danske Viser (1591); Om den danske

Kr0nike at beskrive (1581).

C. F. Wegener, Om A. S. V. (1846); A. Karker,

A. S. V. (1956); G. Albeck, A. S. F. (1959).

E.B.

Vedel, Valdemar (*Copenhagen 9 XI 1865;

ooSimona Friboline Neukirch, cxd1941 Ellen

Alfhild Lykke; fRlrkerod 16 II 1942), Danish
literary scholar, originally a law student; Professor

of comparative literature at Copenhagen 1911-33.

Studier over Giddalderen i dansk Digtning

(1890); Fra Italien (1892); Dante (1892); Svensk

Romantik (1894); Holger Drachmarm (1909);

Middelalderlige Kulturidealer (4 vols, 1901-11);

Barok i italiensk og spansk Aandsliv (1918);

Mermeskelighed (1920); Reneessancens Frembrud

(1922); Firsemes Forere (1923); Hejrencessancen

syd og nord for Alperne (1923); Corneille og
ham Samtid (1927); Moliire (1929); Racine

(1932); Liv og Kunst (2 vols, 1949).

Festskrift til K K (1935). KB.

Veen, Adriaan van der (*Venray 16 XII 1916),

Dutch critic; at first a writer of surrealistic short

stories, then of outspokenly realistic, and finally

autobiographical, though certainly not apologetic,

novels and stories.

Oefeningen (1938); Geld speelt de groote rol

(1938); Wij hebben vleugels (1946); Zuster ter

zee (1949); Het wilde feest (1952; The Intruder,

tr. J. S. Holmes and Hans van Marie, 1958); Alibi

voor het onvolkomen hart (1953); Spelen in het

donker (1955); De man met de zilveren hoed

(1957); Doen alsof (1960; Make Believe, tr. Roy
Edwards, 1963); De boze vrienden (1962); Kom
mij niet te na (1968); Vriendelijke vreemdeling

(1969).

Marten Mooij, A, van der V, (1965). J,J.O.

Veen, Jan van der (*Haarlem; tDeventer 1659),

Dutch poet and apothecary, published a collec-

tion of emblems, Zinnebeelden oft Adams-Appel

(1642), a farce on the first Anglo-Dutch war,

Nikkerspraetje, 162 Raadtselen met berijmde

antwoorden (1653) and patriotic songs, Zegezangen

voor Frederik Hendrik and Verkeersspel (1631).

A.M.B.W.

Veer, Gerrit de, Dutch seafarer, described his

journeys to the North in 1594, 1595 and 1596-97

in Waerachtighe beschryvinghe van de drie seylae-

gien by Noorden (1598; Eng. tr. W. Philipp, 1609).

Ed. S. P. L’Honor6 Naber in Linschoten-

Vereeniging, XIV, XV (1917); Eng. tr. repr.

Ch. T. Beke (Hakluyt Soc., 1853). J.J.M.

Veer, Hendrik de, pseud. Vesalius Mobachus
(*Sommelsdijk 23 XI 1829; ool855 Sara Tijl;

tRhenen 11 XII 1890), Dutch parson, writer and
journalist. Without importance as a novelist, he

was admired for his sketches, Trouringh voor

H Jonge Holland (2 vols, 1868-72) and Kerst-

vertellingen (1878).

novels: Van gelijke beweging als gff (1859);

Frans Holster (1871); Malthusia (1880).

J. te Winkel in Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen

(1869); E. J. Potgieter, K /. P.’j verspreide en

nagelaten werken . . . Kritische Studien, III (ed.

J. C. Zimmerman, 1875-77); J. ten Brink, Ge-

schiedenis der Noord Nederlandsche letteren in de

19e eeuw. III (with biblio.; enlarged ed., 1887-89).

J.W.W.

Vega, Alonso de la (fbefore 1566), Spanish

dramatist. He wrote three rather poor plays in

prose. The best. La Duquesa de la rosa, derives

ultimately from Bandello*. Timoneda* printed

them in 1566.

Tres comedias (ed. M. Menendez y Pelayo,

Gesellschaft fiir romanische Literatur, Dresden,

VI, 1905).

J. P, W. Crawford, Spanish Drama Before

Lope de Vega (1937), E.M.W.

Vega, Garcilaso de la: see Garcilaso de la

Vega.

Vega, Ventura de la (Buenos Aires 14 Vn
1807; coManuela de Lema; tMadrid 29 XI 1865),

Spanish poet and dramatist. He became teacher

of Isabel II, director of the national theatre and an
academician. The bulk of his poetical work is

neo-classical in style. His best play, however,
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El hombre de mundo (1845), is a good, witty

portrayal of middle-class society, which fore-

shadows the technique of Ayala* and Benavente*.

He wrote the libretto for Barbieri’s* zarzuela^

Jugar confuego,

Obras poeticas (Paris, 1866); Obras escogidas

(1874).

Conde de Cheste, ‘Elogio fiinebre’ in Memorias
Acad. Esp., II (1866); N. Alonso Cortes, Articulos

historicoliterarios (1935); J. K. Leslie, V. de la

V. and the Spanish Theatre^ 1820-1865 (1940);

J. Montero Alonso, K de la K, su \ida y su

tiempo (1951). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Vega Carpio, Lope Felix de (*Madrid 1562;

001588 Isabel de Urbina [tl595], ool598 Juana
de Guardo [tl613]; \ibid, 1635), Spanish drama-
tist, poet and novehst. After a precocious boyhood
he entered the service of the Bishop of Avila;

later he served as a volunteer at the conquest of
Terceira. His irregular love-affairs started early:

Maria de Arag6n (1578), Elena Osorio (?1583).

He was banished from Madrid for his libels

against Elena’s family but returned to carry off

his first wife; after marrying her, he served in the

Armada. He lived for two years in Valencia and
then became secretary to the Duke of Alba.
After his return to Madrid (1595) he began an
affair with Micaela de Lujdn, which lasted until

1607, when he began relations with Jerdnima de
Burgos. In 1605 he met the Duke of Sessa, who
became his master and patron in 1607. During
these years he was bitterly attacked by Gdngora*
and by critics who favoured the classic type of
drama. In 1614 he became a priest. Two years
later he met Marta de Nevares, with whom he
fell in love; his affair with her lasted until her
death in 1632, although she was then blind and
often mad. His last years were much saddened by
the death of his son and the abduction of his

daughter.

Lope’s love-affairs directly influenced his

writings. Elena Osorio appears in his early ballads
and is the subject of his late novel. La Dorotea,
Other reflections of his private life recur continu-
ally in plays, poems, novels. The range of his

non-dramatic works is enormous: an epic about
Drake (1598), long poems about St Isidro (1599)
and Maiy Queen of Scots (1627), a sequel to
Ariosto* and an imitation of Tasso* (1604), a
pastoral novel (1598), a religious pastoral novel
about the shepherds of Bethlehem (1612), short
stories, an imitation of Heliodorus* mytho-
logical poems, a burlesque epic about cats (1634),
epistles, odes, sonnets and ballads. His more
elaborate poems, though not completely successful,

contain some very good writing; his lyrics are
often exquisite. He knew how to recapture the
spirit of popular lyricism and he had great literary

^11. His religious lyrics and sonnets are among
the finestin Spanish. La Dorotea (1632), a dialogue

novel in imitation of the Celestina*^ is a master-
piece.

Lope established the form of the Spanish
comedia: three acts, a variety of metres, mixture
of comic and tragic effects. The themes are
usually concerned with love and honour, loyalty

and religion; character is subordinated to plot;

tragedy generally leads to a happy ending. His
peasant plays are very good. His polymetrical

technique closely resembles the moods of non-
dramatic poetry, and ballads and traditional lyrics

were easily assimilated. He claimed to have
written more than 1,800 plays, but of the 500
surviving plays attributed to him, a good many are
spurious or were revised by other hands. His
best plays are carefully constructed and very well

written. The following list will show the variety

and excellence of his talent: El acero de Madrid
(comedy; 71610), La buena guarda (religious;

1610), Peribdnez (peasant honour; 71610), La
dama boba (comedy; 1613), Fuente-Ovejuna

(peasant revolt; 71613), El caballero de Olmedo
(tragedy; 71623), El castigo sin venganza (tragedy;

1631). E.M.W.

Coleccidn de las obras sueltas (21 vols, 1776-79);

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXXVIIL—L. de K
Studies 1937-62 (Toronto, 1964; crit. biblio.);

R. L. Grismer, Bibliography ofL. de V. (1965).—
Facs. ed. of La Circe etc. (1935); La Dorotea
(ed. A. Castro, n.d.); Poesias llricas (sel. ed. J. F.

Montesinos, 2 vols, 1927-41 and 1968); Jerusalen

conquistada (ed. J. de Entrambasaguas, 2 vols,

1935); Epistolario (ed. A. G. de Ameziia, 4 vols,

1935-43); La Dorotea (ed. E. S. Morby, 1958).—^dramas: Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXIV,
XXXIV, XLI, LII and CLVII (22 vols, in progr.);

Obras (ed. M. Menendez y Pelayo, 15 vols,

1890-1913); Obras (ed. E. Cotarelo et aL, 13 vols,

1916-30).

—

Five Plays (tr. J. Booty, 1961).

R. Schevill, The Dramatic Art of L. de V,

(Berkeley, 1918); H. A. Rennert and A. Castro,

La Vida de L, de V, C. (1919; repr. 1967); M.
Men6ndez y Pelayo, Estudios sobre el teatro de

L, de V, (6 vols, 1919-27); J. F. Montesinos,

Teatro antiguo espahoU IV-VII (1922^35); W. L.

Fichter, L. de V7s El castigo del discrete Together

With a Study of Conjugal Honor in His Theater

(1925); K. Vossler, L. de V. y su tiempo (1935;

2nd ed. 1940); R. Menendez Pidal, De Cervantes

y L, de F. (1935); S. G. Morley and C. Bruerton,

The Chronology of L. de V7s Comedias (1940;

Span. tr. 1968); A. Zamora Vicente, L, de K,

su Vida y su obra (1961); N. Salomon, Recherches

sur le thime paysan dans la ^comedid* au temps

de L, de V. (1965); F. C. Hayes, L. de F. (New
York, 1967). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Vega y Oreiro, Ricardo de la (*Madrid 7 II

1841; -tibid, 22 VI 1910), Spanish playwright, son

of Ventura de la Vega*. He is the undisputed

master of the genero chico, short plays dealing
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exclusively with Madrid popular types and cus-

toms. Never before were libretti so well combined
with music to catch the carefree, colourful life

of the city. Amongst his most famous, La Verbena
de la Paloma (1894; music by Bret6n) is a gem.

El Senor Luis el Tumbon o despacho de huevos

frescos (1880); La Cancidn de la Lola (1880;
music by Valverde y Chueca); Pepa la Fresca-

chona o el colegial desemuelto (1886).

E. de Benot, Estudio sobre los sainetes de R,
de la V. (1910); M. Zurita, Historia del Genero
Chico (1920); J. Deleito y Pihuela, Origen y
apogeo del genero chico (1949); P. Lozano Guirao,
Vida y obras de R, de la V. (1959).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

V^etius (Flavius V. Renatus) (fl. c. a.d. 400),

Roman military writer. His Epitoma rei militaris

in four books is mainly a collection of excerpts

from earlier historians and military writers. The
work is devoid of literary merit, but contains a
good deal of material not elsewhere extant.

Vegetius also wrote on veterinary medicine.

J.A.W.

Epitoma rei militaris (ed. C. Lang, 2nd ed.

1885, repr. 1967; tr. J. Clarke in Roots ofStrategy:
A Collection of Military Classics, ed. T. R.
Phillips, 1941); P, Vegeti Renati digestorum artis

mulomedicinae libri (ed. F. Lommatzsch, 1903).

J.A.W. (J.D.)

Vegio, Maffeo (*Lodi 1407; fRome 1458),

Italian humanist. Chiefly remembered for his

educational treatise De educatione liberorum

(1445-48), one of the most Christian of the

Renaissance works on education; he also wrote
on archaeology and a 13th book for the Aeneid.

De educatione liberorum (Bks 1-3 ed, W,
Fanning, Washington, 1933; Bks 4-6 ed. Sullivan,

ibid., 1936); Opera (1613).

A. Cox Brinton, Maphaeus Vegius and His
Thirteenth Book of the Aeneid (1930); G. Saitta,

II pensiero italiano nelV umanesimo e nel rinasci-

memo, 1 (1949). C.Dr. (J.G,-R.)

Vdgelsberg, Hug6: see Ignotus.

Veinberg, Peter Isayevich: see Weinberg, Peter
ISAYEVICH.

Velddke(n): see Heinrich von Veldeke.

Velden, Willem Corneusz. van (*1601 ;
ooElsje

van Houweningen; fThe Hague 1663), Dutch
poet, secretary to Hugo de Groot* during his

imprisonment. He wrote a drama, Reinherte

Treurende (1640), and a number of poems, some
in good alexandrines.

Versakinghe syns selffs (1633); Hoftapiit tot

cieraedt van de nieuwe geweljfde staetzael in V vrie

Batavia (1659). A.M.B,W.

Veleslavin (DanielAdam z VELESLAvfna) (*Prague
31 VIII 1546; Wd. 18 X 1599), Czech humanist.

Veleslavin is principally remembered as the

characteristic representative of the ‘golden age’

of the Czech language, its final phase before the

decadence of the 17th and 18th centuries. More
important than Veleslavin’s original historical

writings were his dictionaries, e.g. Silva quadri-

linguis (1598).

M. Daniele Adama z Veleslavina prdce pAvodni

(ed. J. Rozum, 1853).

H. Brauner, Die tschechische Lexikographie

des 16. Jh. (1939); M. Kopecky, D. A. z V. (1962).

R.A.

Vdez de Guevara, Juan (*Madrid 1611 ;
ooMarfa

L6pez de Palacios; -fibid. 27 XI 1675), Spanish

poet and dramatist, son of Luis V61ez*. Juan
wrote plays for the court theatre and occasional

verse.

Los celos hacen estrellas (ed. J. E. Varey,

N. D. Shergold and J. Sage, London, 1970;

only ed. of 17th-cent. zarzuela which incl. text,

music and contemporary illus. of decor).

J.E.V.

Velez de Guevara, Luis (*£cija 1579; fMadrid
10 XI 1644), Spanish dramatist and novelist. He
studied at the University of Osuna, was for a few

years page to the Archbishop of Seville and later

in the household of various nobles in Valladolid

and Madrid. He was appointed usher to Prince

Charles of England when he visited Madrid in

1623. Afterwards he obtained the same position

in the palace of Philip IV. He married four times,

and very often he suffered from poverty.

V61ez began to write for the theatre before

1614 and is said to have composed over 400

plays, of which about 80 survive. He copied the

manner of Lope de Vega*, whose plays he some-

times refurbished, and he collaborated with other

dramatists such as Calderdn*, Rojas* Zorrilla

and Mira* de Amescua. His best plays rival

Lope’s: Reinar despues de morir is a pathetic play

about In6s de Castro, wife of Prince Peter of

Portugal; La serrana de la Vera is the lively

story of a female bandit. His satirical fantasy in

prose, El diablo cojuelo, written in imitation of

Quevedo’s* Suehos, is the source of Lesage’s*

Le Diable boiteux. Ii his own day he was famous
for his conversational wit.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XLV; La serrana de la

Vera in Teatro espanol antiguo, I (1916); El rey

en su imaginacion, ibid., HI (1920); El diablo

cojuelo (ed. F. Rodriguez Marin, 1918, 1922);

Reinar despuds de morir y El diablo estd en CantiU

lana (ed. M. Munoz Cort6s, 1948); El embuste

acreditado (ed. A. G. Reichenberger, 1956),

E. Cotarelo y Mori, ‘L. V. de G. y sus obras

dramdticas’ in Boletin de la Real Acad. Esp.,

Ill, IV (1917); F. E. Spencer and R. Schevill,
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The Dramatic Works of L, V. de G, (Berkeley,

1937). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

VelichkoT, Konstantin f*Pazarjik 1855; tGre-

noble 3 XI 1907), Bulgarian writer and politician.

Educated in France, he was a close friend of

I. Vazov*, with whom he collaborated on periodi-

cals in Plovdiv (Nauka, 1881; Zora, 1885) and a

literary anthology. He was Minister of Education

in 1881 and 1895-97. Romantic and sensitive, he

wrote fine verse as well as travelogues, essays and

memoirs of Turkish imprisonment. He edited

the journal Letopisi (1899-1903) and translated

from Dante* and Shakespeare*.

Tsarigradski soneti (1880); Tugi i radosti

(1881); Bulgarska hristomatia (1884); Jertvi i

otmushtenie (1885); Pisma ot Rim (1895); V
temnitsa (1899).—Coll, works (ed. I. Vazov,

9 vols, 1911-15); sel. works (ed. S. Vassilev,

1956).

N. Atanassov, K, Pomennik (1910); S. Vassilev,

K. F. (1947) and K. K liL-kriticheski ocherk

(1960). V.P.

Velleius Paterculus, Gaius (*c. 20 b.c.; tafter

A.D. 31), Roman historian, wrote a history of

Rome in two books down to a.d. 30. For the

civil wars Velleius claims to draw upon works of

Hortensius*, Cato* and Augustus. The style is

brilliant but over-rhetorical. His work has sur-

vived in one very corrupt MS. J.A.W.

Eds: C. Halm (2nd ed. rev. C. Stegmann von
Pritzwald, 1933; repr. 1965; rev. with adds H. D.
Blume, 1968); R. Ellis (1928); tr. F. W. Shipley

(1924). J.D.

Velluti, Donato (^Florence 6 VII 1313; ool341

Bice Covoni; ^ibid, 1 VII 1370), Italian clnronicler.

Of merchant stock, he studied law at Bologna
(1329-38) and later entered Florentine public

life; Prior (1341, 1342, 1356); gonfalonier of

justice (1351, 1370). Velluti wrote (1367-70) a
lively and colourful Cronica domestica^ ‘the

history of his family in relation to the political

fortunes of the city’ (Russo), containing a notable

historical account of the years 1342-70,

Crit. ed. I. Del Lungo and G. Volpi (1914);

Cronisti del Trecento (ed. R. Palmarocchi, 1935).

M.W.

Velthem, Lodewijk van {Jl. c. 1300), Dutch poet,

vicar at Zichem near Diest in 1304, parish priest

at Velthem near Louvain in 1312, chiefly Imown
as the writer who continued Jacob van Maerlant’s*

Spieghel Historiael and Merlijn (under the title

Coninc Arthur's boec) and also as the author of a
vast compilation of the Lancelot legends.

Continuation of Spieghel Historiael ed. I, le

Long (1727) and H. van der Linden, W. de Vreese,

P. de Keyser and A. van Loey (1906-38); Merlijn

(ed. J. van Vloten, 1880-82); the Lancelot-
compilation ed. W. J. A. Jonckbloet (1846-49);

Lanceloet en het hert met de witte voet (ed. m!
Draak, 4th ed. 1970).

J. te Winkel, Ontwikkelingsgang d. Nederl.

Lett.t I (2nd ed. 1922); F. L. Ganshof in Album-
Baur^ I (1948); M. Draak, De Middelnederl
vertalingen van de Proza-Lancelot (1954).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

VePtman, Alexander Fomich (*St Petersburg

8 VII 1800; t2 II 1860), Russian author, historian

and archaeologist of Swedish extraction. His
historical and archaeological writings have no
value nowadays, but his narratives are of great

interest—^partly because they reflect the influence

of Laurence Sterne* on Russian Romanticism
of the 1830s. He was also a precursor of Dostoy-
evsky*, though without his depth.

Strannik (1831); Muromskie lesa (1831);

Koshchey bessmertny (1833); Salomeya (1848).

—

Sobranie sochineniy (9 vols, 1925-27); Prik-

lyucheniya (1933).

L. Buchstab, ‘Pervye romany Veftmana’
in Russkaya proza (1926); Z. S. Efimova, ‘A.

F. V.’ in Russkiy romantizm (ed. A. Beletsky,

1927); V. F. Pereverzev, U istokov russkogo

reaVnogo romana (1937). J.L.

Vemana (probably 15th century), Telugu poet.

He composed a iatakamu (century) of mystical

advaita poems that are widely quoted. J.R.M.

Venantius Fortunatus: see Fortunatus, Venantius
Honorius Clementianus.

Venegas del Busto, Alejo (Toledo 71493; tafter

1543), Spanish humanist and religious writer.

He studied and taught in Toledo. His chief work
is a treatise on death, but he also wrote works on

orthography, on dialogues and on the natural

world. His style was pure.

Agonla del tr&nsito de la muerte in Nueva
Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XVI. E.M.W.

Venevitinov, Dimitry Vladimirovich (*Moscow
14 IX 1805; tSt Petersburg 15 III 1827), Russian

poet. Influenced by the German idealistic philo-

sophy, he wrote in a metaphysical vein, but with a

strong sense of reality. His poetic technique and

diction were, in spite of his youth, at the high

level typical of the ‘golden age’ of Russian poetry.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (1934).

A. P. Pyatkovsky, Odoyevsky i V, (3rd ed.

1901); P. N. Sakulin, Iz istorii russkogo idealizma

(1913); S. Spitzer, ‘Materialy dlya biografii

Venevitinova* in Golos minuvshego, I. J.L.

Veneziano, Antonio (*Monreale 7 I 1543; fPal-

ermo 19 VIII 1593), Sicilian poet. Bold, dashing

and romantic, Veneziano led an adventurous life,
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in and out of prison. He knew Cervantes* was
captured by Algerian pirates (1578) and died

when the prison at Castellamare was blown up.

A prolific and facile writer, he enjoyed an immense
reputation for his poetry in Sicilian dialect,

especially Celia, a poem in octaves dedicated to

his lady. He also composed biting epigrams and
many types of canzoni. His work lacks personal

feeling and is full of Petrarchan conceits but

has a certain popular freshness and grace.

Opere (1861); Ottave (sel. with Ital. tr. A. Rigoli,

intro. L. Sciascia, 1967); V. is also represented in

Lirici del Cinquecento (ed. G. Davico Bonino,

2nd ed. 1968).

G. Pitr6, ‘A. V. nella leggenda popolare sicili-

ana’ in Archivio storico siciliano, new ser., XIX
(1894); G. Millunzi, ‘A. V.’, ibid.-, S. Vento,

Petrarchismo e concettismo in A, V. (1917);

F. Biondolillo, Saggi e ricerche (1926).

C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Vengeance de Notre Seigisenr Jesus-Christ sur les

Juifs par Vespasien et Titus, two related French
Mystery Plays. The first, of some 14,000 lines

divided into three days, follows the Arras*
Passion in the same 15th-century MS and is

signed by Marcade*. The second, anonymous, is

known from early printed versions (1491 on) and
contains some 22,000 lines also to be performed
on three days. Both dwell gloatingly on the

physical horrors suffered by the Jewish people

as a punishment for crucifying Christ and link

the New Testament story with Roman history.

This striking example of late medieval anti-

semitism had at least 12 known performances in

various velrsions between 1396 and 1540. There is

no modern edition.

J.-M. Richard, ed. of Arras Passion (1893);

L. Petit de Julleville, Les Mystires, II (1880),

G.B.

Vengerov, SemMn Afanasyevich (*1855; tl921),

Russian literary historian and critic. Anxious to

stress the importance of Russian literature in its

social-ideological role, he published a number of

monographs and two valuable reference works

—

both unMshed: Kritiko-bibliograficheskiy slovar^

russkikh pisateley i uchenykh (6 vols, 1889-1904),

and Istochniki slovarya russkikh pisateley (2 vols,

1900, 1917). He edited several collected works,

including those of Pushkin*, and a Russian

translation of Byron*.

Sobranie sochineniy (5 vols, 1911-13). J.L.

Vennberg, Karl Gunnar (*Bladinge II IV 1910;

001938 Anna-Lisa Lindegren), Swedish poet and
critic. Together with Erik Lindegren* considered

the leader of the modernistic ‘Forties Group’
(Fyrtiotalistema). His work is sceptical, ironic,

extremely pessimistic, intellectual and often

deliberately obscure. Vennberg has greatly influ-

enced Swedish letters, introducing in his essays

and translations T. S. Eliot* Kafka* Sartre*,

Malraux* and W. Faulkner*.

Kritiskt 4Q-tal (1948); Dikter 1944-1960 (1962).

K. E. Lagerlof, Den unge X. V, (1967). I.S.

Veime, Adriaen van de (*Delft 1589; fThe
Hague 12 XI 1662), Dutch painter and poet,

studied at Leiden, moved to Middelburg in 1619

and there co-operated with his brother, the

publisher. He illustrated Cats’* Sinne en Minne-

beelden, supplied drawings for De Zeeuwscke

Nachtegael, in which appeared two of his poems,

one psalm and Meyclacht (1623). Theoretically

he was in favour of pure, clear Dutch, but in

practice he is involved and artificial.

A.M.B.W.

Tafereel van Sirme-iml (1623); Sinnevonck

op den Hollandschen Turf (1634); Hollandsche

Sinnedroom op het Nieuw Wijs-mal van den

ouden Italiaansche Smit (1634); Tafereel van de

belacchende Werelt (1635).

D. Franken, A. van de K (1878); A. Ising,

‘Een schilder-dichter uit de XVIIde eeuw* in

De Gids, LIII (1889). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Veragiie, Pedro de (15th century), Spanish poet.

His Doctrina de la discricidn (Tractado de la

doctrina) combines a verse catechism with aphor-

istic moral advice, drawing heavily on the Llibre

de bons amonestaments of Anselm Turmeda*.

R. A. del Piero, Dos escritores de la baja Edad
Media castellana (P. de K y el Arcipreste de

Talavera . . .) (1971); F. Rico, ‘P. de V. y fra

Anselm Turmeda’ in Bull. Hispanic Stud., XLIX
(1972). A.D.D.

Verbitskaya, Anastasiya Alekseyevna (*1861;

tl928), Russian author. Her principal novel,

Klyuchi schastiya (5 vols, 1909-13), was an

outstanding success.

K. Chukovsky, Kniga o sovremennykh pisate-

lyakh (1914). J.L.

Vercors, pseud, of Jean Bruller (Paris 26 II

1902), French writer. Vercors has been a typo-

grapher and also an outstanding illustrator.

During the German occupation of France he

founded (1942) the clandestine Editions de Minuit

to which he contributed a long short story,

Le silence de la mer, the story of a ‘good German*,
which had a great influence on the French national

conscience under P6tain. After the war he cham-
pioned humanistic values in a series of philoso-

phic tales.

Le silence de la mer (pub. secretly, 1942; 1st

authorized ed. 1945; crit. stud. P. Hoy, 1967;

Put Out the Light, tr. C. Connolly, 1944); La
marche d Vetoile (pub. secretly 1943 ; 1st authorized
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ed. 1945; Guiding Star, tr. E. Sutton, 1946);

Les armes de la nuit (1947); Le songe, Le sable

du temps, Les mots (1945-46); Les yeux et la

lumiire (1948); Plus ou moins homme (1950);

Lapuissance dujour (1951); Les animaux denatures

(1955); Sur ce rivage, I: Le periple (1958), II:

M, Prousthe (1958); La liberie de decembre

(1960; Paths ofLove, tr. R. Barisse, 1961); Sylva

0961; Eng. tr. idem, 1962); Zoo ou Vassassin
philanthrope (play; 1963); Quota (1966); Le
radeau de la Meduse (1969).

—

La bataille du

silence (autobiog.; 1967; Eng. tr, R. Barisse,

1968).

L. Parrot, Uintelligence en guerre (1945).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Verdaguer, Jacint (*Folguerolas 1845; tl902),

Catalan poet. Of peasant origin, he studied in

Barcelona to become a priest. He was in constant

conflict with his Bishop and was suspended for a

time. To him is largely due the consolidation of

the Catalan renaissance, perfecting and expanding

the spirit of the Joes Florals. His outstanding

contribution was the renewal of the poetical

language with a wealth of words and phrases used
by the peasantry in connection with nature and
country life, in contrast to the archaizing tendency
previously. His best-known work is the great epic

poem VAtldntida (1877), which tells the mytho-
logical story of the opening of the Straits of
Gibraltar by Hercules and the sinking of the

fabulous continent Atlantis. His other great epic

poem, Canigd (1886), describes the reconquest
of the Catalan Pyrenees from the Arabs. These
works are notable more for their grandiose
sweep and rhetorical force than for subtlety of
expression, but Verdaguer had a genuine feeling

for the geological and cosmic effects of nature.

He was also remarkable for his mystical poems of
simple Franciscan or folk-lore inspiration, such as

his IdiNis i Cants mistics (1885), Jesus Infant

(1896), Flors del Calvari (1896). He was a close

friend of Mistral* whose Provencal poem Nerto
he translated into Catalan.

Obres completes (1905); Antologia poitica (sel.;

intro. C. Riba, 1949). J.M,B. i R. (G.W.R.)

Verde, Jos£ Joaquim CesArio (Lisbon 1855;

tl886), Portuguese poet. His work consists of a
relatively small number of lyrics, collected post-

humously in O livro de Cesdrio Verde (1887),

a work that marks a welcome reaction against the

pretentious rhetoric common to much 19th-

century Portuguese verse. His fine sensibility,

imaginative presentation of everyday reality and
social awareness make him one of the most
original and attractive figures in modem Portu-

guese poetry.

Obra completa (ed, J. Serrao, 1964).

J. Serrao, C. V.: interpretagdo, poesias dispersas

e cartas (2nd ed. 1961). T.P.W.

Verdugo y Castilla, Alfonso, Conde de Torre-
Palma (*Alcald la Real, Jaen 3 IX 1706; fTurin
1767), Spanish poet and diplomat. At first he
followed the baroque intricacies of 17th-century

poetry; later, 18th-century neo-classicism. His
best work, however, is that in which he fore-

shadows the Romantic treatment of certain

themes—^ruins, death etc. In El Deucalion and in El
diluvio there are passages of great expressive power.

El Deucalion in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XIX;
Poesias, ibid., LXI.

L. A. Cueto, ‘Bosquejo historicocritico de la

poesia castellana en el siglo XVIir in Biblioteca

de Aut. Esp., LXI. R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Veresayev, V., pseud of Vikenty Vikentyevich
Smidovich (*Tula 1867; tMoscow 1946), Russian
author of Polish extraction. He began writing in

the 1890s, became a Socialist and in most of his

narratives tried to explore the mentality of

perplexed intellectuals. A physician by profession,

he published in 1901 his Zapiski vracha (‘A Doc-
tor’s Sketches’). His Soviet novels—F tupike

(1922; The Deadlock, tr. N. Wisotzky and C.

Coventry, 1927), Na povorote (1927) and Sestry

(1933)—were notable for their truthfulness and
sincerity. Although a Marxist himself, he was
objective enough to see the other side in its true

light. Among his non-fiction works is a long (and

not always reliable) study of Tolstoy*, Dostoy-

evsky* and Nietzsche*, a book on Gogol*,

and a book on Pushkin* as seen by those who had
known him personally.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (11 vols, 1928-29);

Vospominaniya (3rd ed. 1946).

—

The Sisters (tr.

J. Soskice, 1934).

A. V. Lunacharsky, Etyudy (1922); S. Vrzosek,

ZhizrC i tvorchestvo Veresayeva (1930). J.L.

Verga, Giovanni (Catania 2 IX 1840; ^ibid,

27 I 1922), Italian gentleman writer. Foremost

among the Italian school of realism (verismo),

Verga was influenced by French Naturalism,

through the agency of his friend Luigi Capuana*.

His early novels, however, Una peccatrice (1866),

Storia di una capinera (1871), Eva (1873), Tigre

reale (1873) and Eros (1875), fashionable stories of

all-consuming, ill-fated passion, gave little indica-

tion of his future achievement as a realist. A short

story, Nedda (1874), ushers in the Sicilian village

and peasant life which is to be Verga’s new subject-

matter in the stories of Vita dei campi (1880) and

Novelle rusticane (1883) and the novels I Mala-

voglia (1881) and Mastro-Don Gesualdo (1889);

but these, like Verga’s equally stark tales of low

life in Milan, Per le vie (1883) and Vagabondaggio

(1887), won scant or superficial attention from the

narcissistic literary establishment and reading

public.

Verga perfects a technique of rigorous im-

personality, whereby the story seems to tell itself,
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or the village community to tell its own story in a

‘choral’ polyphony of direct and indirect speech

which, often despite first appearances, achieves

effects of extraordinary concentration and power.

Verga’s style, quite unliterary, is thus the first,

and still the most, successful medium for thorough-

going realism in Italian literature, skilfully adapt-

ing the forms of standard Italian to convey the

outlook of his vernacular speakers. Invariably

tragic, his plots gradually evolve from catas-

trophes of dogged heroism to a long-drawn-out

process of defeat, dishonour and despair. The
two ‘veristic* novels were conceived as part of a

cycle describing the tragedies of individuals,

drawn from each social level in turn, who come to

grief, through social and economic stress, out of

‘a desire to better themselves or a vague yearning

for the unknown’. The cycle remained unfinished

because of Verga’s incapacity to present satis-

factorily the psychology of more sophisticated

characters.

Verga also tried some plays, but lapsed into

almost total ‘silence’ for the last 20 years of his

life. The story Cavalleria rusticana, recast as a

play, was the basis of the opera by Mascagni.

Amore e patria (wr. 1856; unpub.); I carbonari

della montagna (1861); Sulle lagune (1863);

II marito di Elena (1882); Ricordi del capitano

d^Arce (1891); Don Candeloro e CJ, (1894).—

Teatro (1962).

L. Russo, G. V, (1920; rev. 1947); A. Momi-
gliano, K narratore (1923); T. G. Bergin, G. V,

(in Eng.; 1931); G. Cattaneo, G. V, (1963);

G. Cecchetti, II V. maggiore (1968).—G. Raya,

Un secolo di bibliografia verghiana (1960); G.

Santangelo, Storia della critica verghiana (1962).

J.G.-R.

Vergani, Orio Polonio (*Milan 6 II 1899; ^ibid,

6 rv 1960), Italian novelist, short-story writer,

playwright and journalist. Before the Second

World War Vergani was for many years foreign

correspondent of II Corxiere della Sera. His

humanity and sympathy with the oppressed are

evident in lo povero negro (1928) and Levar del

sole (1933). La via nera (1938) describes his

travels in Abyssinia.

XJn giorno della vita (novel; 1942).

—

short

stories: Soste del capogiro (1927); Domenica al

mare (1931); Basso profondo e altre fantasie

(1939); Udienza a porte chiuse (1957).—II cam-

mino sulle acque (play; 1927). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Vergil, PoLYDORE (*Urbino c. 1470; ^ibid. 18 IV
1555), Italian ecclesiastic who held appointments

in England and anticipated Erasmus* in his

Adagia Sacra, Vergil is of importance in English

literature for his Anglica Historia; through the

virtual translation by Hall* it influenced Shake-

speare*, and the Privy Council enacted that it

should be read in sdiools (1582).

VERINO

The Anglica Historia of P, K, 1485-1537 (ed.

and tr. D. Hay, Camden Soc., 1950).

D. Hay, P. K (1952). B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Vergilius: see VirgiL

Verhaeren, Emile Adolphe Gustave (’‘‘St-Amand-

lez-Puers 21 V 1855; ool891 Marthe Massin;

tRouen 26 XI 1916), Belgian poet, playwright

and critic. Though called to the Bar, Verhaeren

gave up law to become a prominent Jeune

Belgique writer, expressing his exuberant Flemish

temperament in French. A receptive imagination

led him to experiment widely with style and
metre. Frankly naturalistic in Les flamandes

(1883), coldly Parnassian in Les moines (1886),

morbidly introspective in Les debdcles (1888), he

turned to Symbolism and free verse with Les

villages illusoires (1895). Meanwhile, an idyllic

marriage inspired the refreshing love-lyrics,

Les heures claires,

Les rythmes souverains (1910) reveal him as an

exalted epic poet, a fervent apostle of materialistic

progress. The European counterpart of Whitman*
he adds irregularities of versification and vocabu-

lary. An indifferent playwright, he was a shrewd

art critic. The influence of England, where he was

a frequent visitor, is evident in much of his work.

Albert I granted him his friendship, and his last

significant volume, Toute la Flandre (1911),

won for him the unofficial status of poet laureate.

verse: Les soirs (1888; Eng. tr. J. Murphy,

New York, 1918); Les campagnes hallucinees

(1893); Les villes tentaculaires (1895); Les heures

claires (1896; Eng. tr. F. S. Flint, 1916); Les

forces tumultueuses (1902); Les heures d'apr^s-

midi (1905; The Sunlit Hours, tr. C. Murphy,

New York, 1917); La multiple splendeur (1906);

Les rythmes souverains (1910); Les heures du

soir (1911; Eng. tr, F. S. Flint, 191Q; Toute la

Flandre (1911); La Belgique sanglante (1915;

Belgium's Agony, tr. M. Sadleir, 1915); Les

ailes rouges de la guerre (1916); Les ftammes
hautes (1917).

—

splays: Les aubes (1898; The

Dawn, tr. A. Symons, 1898); Le cloitre (1900;

The Cloister, tr. Osman Edwards, 1915); Hdline

de Sparte (1909; Eng. tr. J. Bithell, 1916); Philippe

II (1910; Eng, tr. F. S. Flint, 1916).

P. Mansell-Jones, E, V,, A Study in the Develop-

ment of His Art and Ideas (1926); M. Sadleir,

Things Past (1944). B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Verhagen, Hans (*Vlissingen 3 HI 1939), Dutch
poet, typical of the 1960s, writing an unpoetic

type of poetry which oscillates between a cool

report of painful personal experiences and Pop
art.

Rozen en motoren (1963); Sterren, cirkels,

bellen (1968), J.J.O.

Verino (Vieri), Ugouno (Florence I 1438;
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^ibid, 10 V 1516), Italian humanist and poet. He
wrote Latin verse of religious inspiration and a

collection of love elegies (Flametta, 1463). Best

known is his history of Florence.

De Illustratione urbis Florentinae (Paris, 1583);

Poemata (1679); Flametta (crit. ed. M. Men-
caraglia, 1940).

A. Lazzari, U, e Michele V. (1897). C.Dr.

Verissimo, finico (*Cruz Alta, Rio Grande do
Sul 17 XII 1905), Brazilian novelist. Initially his

work is centred on the urban bourgeoisie of

Southern Brazil. Success came early, though his

relatively conformist views on politics and

literature alienated the avant-garde. Wider recogni-

tion attended his trilogy O tempo e o vento^

a vast and well-documented study of the members
of the Terra-Cambard family, and constituting

an intelligent and imaginative solution to the

problem of writing a family saga.

Clarissa (1932); Caminhos cruzados (1935;

trs: Crossroads^ New York, 1943; Crossroads

and Destinies^ London, 1956); Miisica ao longe

(1935); Um lugar ao sol (1936); Olhai os lirios do

campo (1938 ; tr. Consider the Lilies of the Fields

1948); Saga (1940); O resto e silencio (1943;

tr. The Rest is Silence, 1946); O tempo e o vento,

I: 0 continente (1949; tr. Time and the Wind,

1951), II: 0 retrato (1951), III: O arquipelago

0.961)1 Noite (1954; trs: The Night, New York and
London, 1956; Evil in the Night, New York,

1957); O ataque (1959); 0 Senhor Embaixador
(1965),

—

Ficg&o completa (5 vols, 1966-67; incl.

full biblio. and important crit. arts). J.T.B.

Verlaine, Paul (*Metz 30 III 1844; cx)1870

Mathilde Maute [o/ol874]; tParis 8 I 1896),

French poet. The man who was to become the

outstanding poite maudit of French literature was
bom of middle-class parents, worked as a munici-

pal clerk in Paris, made literary connections and
started to write in 1866, In 1870 he was married,

but very soon left his wife, and in the company
of Rimbaud*—^to whose influence he unreservedly

surrendered—fled to Belgium and England. In
the course of a quarrel, he wounded Rimbaud
with a revolver shot, and was sentenced to two
years’ imprisonment (1873-75). On his release he
earned his living as a schoolmaster in England
and France. Finally, in spite of his religious

convictions, he fell a victim to drink and de-

bauchery, spent the last years of his life in hospital,

and died destitute.

His earliest poetry, written under the influence

of Baudelaire*, stamped him as a Parnassian
{Poimes saturniens, 1866; Fetes galantes, 1869).

He soon abandoned this manner and worked out a
theory of poetry (‘PArt Po6tique’, 1871-73), to

which he gave practical expression in his Romances
sans paroles (1874), This new style—impression-
istic, intensely musical, deliberately vague and

self-consciously simple—he used to suggest

intricate shades and subtleties of feeling and
vision. His mood varied with the events of his

life. It could be melancholy or gay, as in his

first poems, optimistic and sentimental {La

bonne chanson, 1870), Catholic and unsophisticated

{Sagesse, 1881), bawdy and licentious {Parall^k’^

ment, 1891; Odes en son honneur, 1893). Verlaine’s

work, life and legend profoundly influenced the

writers of the Symbolist movement. Today his

reputation stands rather less high.

verse: Jadis et nagu^re (1884); Amour (1888);

Bonheur (1891); Chansons pour elle (1891);

Liturgies intimes (1892); Chair (1896); Invectives

{1%96),—Poems (sel. and tr. A. Wingate, 1904).—

various: Les pontes maudits (1884); Memoires

d'un veuf (1886); Mes hopitaux (1891); Mes
prisons (1893); Confessions (1895; Confessions ofa

Poet, tr. J. Richardson, 1950).

—

CEuvres completes

(ed. A. Messein, 5 vols, 1898-1903); CEuvres

posthumes (3 vols, 1911-29); CEuvres oubliees

(1926, 1930).

E. Lepelletier, P. V, et son oeuvre (1907); H.

Nicolson, P. K (1921); P. Martino, K (1924);

F. Porch6, K. tel guUl fut (1933); B. Roberts.

P. V. (1937); V. P. Underwood, V. et VAngleterre

(1938); C. Morice, V., podte maudit (1947);

A. Adam, K Vhomme etVoeuvre (1955); O. Nadal,

P. K (1961); C. Cu6not, Le style de V, (1963).

M.G.; J.P.R.

Vermeylen, August (*BrusseIs 12 V 1872; fUkkel

10 XII 1945), Flemish writer. He was the leader

of Van Nu en Straks, the magazine which in the

1890s raised Flemish literature to a higher level.

He launched the slogan: ‘We want to be Flemings

in order to become Europeans*. The anarchist

opinions which he defended in his youth and

applied to the Flemish movement (Kritiek der

Vlaamsche Beweging) were abandoned by 1900

when he became a Socialist. His essays influenced

his generation, but in his criticism he failed to

develop his talents fully. His novel De wandelende

Jood (1906; Le Juif errant, tr. G. Vermeylen,

1925), in a style strongly influenced by Flaubert*,

is the symbolic account of man searching for

truth and finding it on earth in an idealistic

rationalism.

Twee vrienden (novel; 1943).

—

^essays: Verza-

melde opstellen (2 vols, 1904-05); Beschouwingen

(1942); De Vlaamse letteren van Gezelle tot heden

(4th ed. 1949).—ART history: Van de catacomben

tot Greco (1946).

—

Verzameld werk (6 vols,

1951-55).

R. Roemans, Het werk van A. K Analytische

bibliografie (1953); A. Westerlinck, De wereld-

beschouwing van A. K (1958); J. Venstermans,

A, F. (1965), R.F.L.

Vermigli, Pietro Martire, known as Peter

Martyr (^Florence 8 IX 1499; ool546 Catherine
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Dammartin, cx)1559 Caterina Merenda; tZurich

12 XI 1562), Italian theologian and Protestant

Reformer whose writings influenced the course of

the Reformation in the direction ofa new scholasti-

cism. From 1547 to 1553 he lived in England,

where as Professor of divinity at Oxford he
helped Cranmer* shape the reformed Anglican

liturgy and Articles of Religion. His Defensio

(against Stephen Gardiner) is probably the

weightiest treatise on the Eucharist of the entire

Reformation.

Defensio doctrinae de sacrosancto Eucharistiae

Sacramento (1559); Loci Communes (1576; tr.

A. Marten, 1583).

C. G. A. Schmidt, Peter Martyr V. (1858);

J. C. McLelland, The Visible Words of God
(1957). P.McN.

Verne, Jules (*Nantes 8 II 1828; tAmiens 24 III

1905), French novelist. He began by writing opera

libretti and collaborating with the younger

Dumas* in playwriting. In 1862, with the publica-

tion of Cinq semaines en ballon, he discovered

his true gift—that of composing adventure

stories set usually in the future. They reflected the

novel fascination which science began to exert in

the 1860s. But they are so ingeniously and freshly

written that they have not yet lost their popularity

with boys and girls.

Voyage au centre de la terre (1864; Eng. tr.

F. A. Malleson, 1877); Les enfants du Capitaine

Grant (1867; A Voyage Round the World, tr.

anon., 1876); Vingt mille lieues sous les mers

(1869; Eng. tr. H. Frith, 2 vols, 1876); Le tour

du monde en 80 jours (1873 ;
Eng. tr. G. M, Towle,

1874).

B. Frank, J, K et ses voyages (1941); M. L.

Allotte de la Fuye, J, V. sa vie, son ceuvre (1955);

Europe, special no. (April 1955); M. More, Le tris

curieux J. K (1960); Nouvelles explorations de

/. V. (1963); I. O. Evans, J, V, and His Work
(1965); J. Chesnaux, Une lecture politique de J, K
(1971). M.G.; J.P.R.

Vemeyy Lufs Antonio (*Lisbon 23 VI 1713;

tRome 20 III 1792), Portuguese critic. In 1736

he settled in Italy; here he acquainted himself

with modem European thought and spent the

rest of his life advocating educational reforms to

remedy the intellectual stagnation that aflSicted

18th-century Portugal. His programme of reform,

set forth in Verdadeiro Metodo de Estudar,

aroused much bitter controversy. This work is a

full-scale attack on scholastic modes of thought

and archaic teaching methods, and makes Vemey
the major intellectual figure of the Portuguese

enlightenment.

Verdadeiro metodo de estudar (2 vols, 1746;

ed. A. Salgado Jdnior, 5 vols, 1949-52); Synopsis

primi tentaminis pro litteratura scientiisque instaur-

andis apud lusitanos (1762).

L. Cabral de Moncada, Um iluminista portugues,

L, A. V, (1941); A. A. Andrade, V. e a cultura do

seu tempo (1966). T.P.W.

Verri, Alessandro, Conte (*Milan 9 XI 1741;

tRome 23 IX 1816), Italian novelist, younger

brother of Pietro Verri*, the economist. Apart

from contributing to Pietro’s periodical II Caffd,

he is known chiefly for Le Notti romane al sepolcro

degli Scipioni (1792 and 1804; crit. ed. R. Negri,

1967), a didactic philosophic work in the form

of imaginary conversations with the souls of

ancient Romans. Le avventure di Saffo (1782),

usually referred to as a historical romance, is in

fact a light and amusing parody of the love story

of Sappho*. La vita di Erostrato (1815) is another

pseudo-historical romance. His Congiura di

Milano is an example of genuine pre-Romantic

drama, violating the rule of the three unities, and

deriving its plot from national history.

Discorsi vari (1818); Tentativi drammatici

(pub, anon. 1799); Lettere e scritti inediti di

Pietro e A. V, (ed. C. Casati, 4 vols, 1879-81).

A. Leprieri, Studio biografico critico su A. V.ele

*Notti romane^ (1900); U. Ucerra, I romanzi di

A, V. e Pinfluenza della letteratura francese e

inglese su di essi (1912); D. Cliiomenti Vassalli,

1 fratelli V. (1960); R. Negri, Gusto e poesia delle

rovine in Italia fra il Sette e VOttocento (1965);

G. Trombatore, T ^^romanzV* del V.* in Belfagor,

XXIII (1968). C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Verri, Pietro, Conte (*Milan 12 XII 1728;

Ifibid. 28 VI 1797), Italian prose writer. Economist;

soldier (1759); founder of the Society dei Pugni

(1 761)—an academy of Milanese noblemen imbued

with the spirit of French encyclopaedism—and

the director of its polemical organ 11 Caffe (1764-

66). An illuminist with a European outlook,

Verri held important offices in the Milanese

government; he aimed to revitalize commerce ^d
was largely responsible for most of the admini-

strative reforms in Lombardy under the Austrian

regime. He wrote important treatises on economic

questions (Sulle leggi vincolanti il commercio dei

grani, 1769; StdV economia politica, 1771), the

Osservazioni sulla tortura (1777) and a Storia di

Milano (2 vols, 1783-98). Other works include the

Discorso sulV indole del piacere e del dolore (1773),

an important correspondence (1766-97) with his

brother and 38 articles for II Caffd,

Il Caffi (ed. S. Romagnoli, 1960); Discorso suU

Vindole del piacere e del dolore (ed. N. Raffaeli,

1964); Del piacere e del dolore ed altri scritti di

filosofia ed economia (ed. R. De Felice, 1964);

Considerazioni sul commercio dello Stato di

Milano (ed. C. A. Vianello, 1939); Cronaca di

Cola de li Picirilli (ed. S. Sammarco, 1951);

Osservazioni sulla tortura (ed. G. L. Barni, 1961);

Storia di Milano (4 vols, 1824-25; ed. E. Ronconi,

2 vols, 1963); Diario militare (ed, G. Scalia, 1967);
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Meditazioni sulla economia politica (ed. G. R.

Carli et aL, 1967).

—

Carteggio di P, e A. K (ed.

F. Novati er al, 12 vols, 1910-42); Lettere inediti

(ed. M. Zolezzi, 1965).— mri (ed. G.

Carcano, 2 vols, 1854); Opere varie^ I (ed. N.
Valeri, 1947- ).

N. Valeri, P. V. (1937; rev. ed. 1969).—A.

Ottolini, F. K e i suoi tempi (1921); C. A. Vianello,

La giovinezza di Parini, V. e Beccaria (1933);

M. R. Manfra, F. K. e i problemi economici del

suo tempo (1940); L. Salvatorelli, II pensiero

politico italiano dal 1700 al 1870 (1943); D.
Chiomenti Vassalli, I fratelli V, (1960); M.
Fubini, ‘P. V. e il “Caffe”* and ‘P. V. nel car-

teggio col fratello Alessandro’ in La cultura

illuministica in Italia (1964). M.W.

Verschaeve, Cyriel (*Ardooie 30 IV 1874; fSolbad
Hall nr Innsbruck 8 XI 1949), Flemish author.

An Augustinian character, he sought to encompass
both his native land and eternity in a dream
which begins and ends in God. A baroque artist,

he was not free from a certain rhetorical strain,

but his somewhat chaotic ‘music of the spheres’

is in keeping with his dynamism and fundamental
unrest. As a poet he wrote symbolic philosophical

lyrics. In his plays Judas (1917) and Maria
Magdalena (1928) occur the deepest probings of
the soul on the Flemish stage. His essays on great

writers, painters, composers, thinkers and mystics
are primarily confessions of self-introspection.

He wrote a monumental life of Jesus.

verse: Zeesymphonieen (1911; Meersimfonien,
tr. G. van Poppel, 1936); Nocturnen (1936),

—

plays: Jacob van Artevelde (1911; Ger. tr. J,

Decroos, 1939); Ferdinand Verbiest (1912);
Philips van Artevelde (1913); Elijah (1936).—prose:
Passieverhaal (1913; La passion ife N, S, Jesus-

Christ, 1919); Jezus (1940; Jesus der Menschen-
sohn, tr. F. Fromme, 1957).—essays: Uren be-

won^ring voor groote kunstwerken (6 vols,

1920-22); Rubens, VlaandererCs spectrum (1938;
Ger. tr. G. van Poppel, 1938); Eeuwige gestalten

(1944); Verzameld werk (8 vols, 1954-61).

R. V. van den Bussche, C. V,, zijn levenshouding
en zijn kunstenaarschap (1942); K. de Jager,

Brieven over V, (1951); D. Vansina, V, getuigt

(1956); L. Vilsen, C, V, (1962). R.F.L.

Vershigora, Petro (*1910), Soviet author of
Lyudi s chistoy sovestyu (1945)—^a well-written

documentary account of Partisan activities

behind the German lines in Byelorussia and the
Ukraine in 1941-42. The heroic exploits described
here are based on actual facts. J.L,

Vervoort, Frans (Malines, end 15th century;

"tibid, 1555), Dutch mystic (motto: ‘O Heere
wanneer’), a typical representative of the late

medieval Franciscan, almost baroque, pietistic

brand of mysticism. He wrote many tracts in

Latin as well as in the vernacular; some 40 have

been identified. His dependence on other mystics

was clearly demonstrated by G. J. Peeters.

R. Hardeman in Bode van het H. Hart (1920-

21); P. Verheyden in Hand. v. d. Mechelsen kring

voor Oudheidkunde (1922) and Passietooneelen

nit F, Vjs Woestijne des Heeren (1924); A.

Ampe and A. Deblaere in 0ns Geestelijk Erf

(1945); St. Axters in Album-Baur, I (1948); G. J.

Peeters, F, V, en zijn afhankelijkheid (1968);

A. Ampe in Versl. en Med. Vlaamse Akai
(1968) and Handelingen 28. Vlaams Filohgen-

congres (1969). J.J.M. (A.V.E,)

Verwey, Albert (*Amsterdam 15 V 1865; ool890

Kitty van Vloten; fNoordwijk aan Zee 8 III

1937), Dutch poet, critic, playwright and scholar.

Verwey, the eldest son of orthodox Protestant

parents who both died young, developed rapidly,

attaining poetic maturity with Persephone (1883).

Though fundamentally religious, he broke away
from dogmatic Christianity, rejecting dualism

for a monistic faith in an immanent universal life

which he afterwards found expressed in Spinoza*.

He took an active part in the Beweging van

’Tachtig, established his reputation as a lyrical

poet and critic, but resigned his co-editorship of

De Nieuwe Gids at the onset of its impressionist

decline in 1889, the year before he married and

settled at Noordwijk. After some years of intensive

reading and reflection (Vondel*, Shelley* Goethe*,

Spinoza) Verwey resumed his regular publications

and gradually found a measure of recognition and

a good deal of opposition. He was a personality

of exceptional stature and integrity. His influence

as a critic proved a powerful force in the change

from exuberant impressionism to a restrained

harmony of form and idea which was the main

trend of the period 1895-1920. Verwey was co-

editor (with L. van Deyssel*) of the periodicals

Het Tweemaande-lijksch Tijdschrift (1894-1902)

and De Twintigste Eeuw (1902-05) and editor of

De Beweging (1905-19); from 1925 to 1935 he

was Professor ofDutch literature in the University

of Leiden.

His early poetry, strongly influenced by Shelley

and Keats* and by his contemporary Kloos*,

was at once admired for its melodious spontaneity

and its evocative qualities. The mature work,

long decried as over-intellectual, harsh and

unequal, has since found recognition as one of the

major achievements of the age. Despite its un-

deniable inequality due to that very poetic integrity

which ensured Verwey’s lasting spontaneity and

resilience, it achieves greatness by the combination

of apparently disparate qualities: a strong power

of graphic evocation, the gift of spontaneous

expression in the short lyric, a marked tendency

towards contemplative reflection, and an irresis-

tible urge to build complex patterns ofharmonious
form. The works from Het Blank Heelal (1908)
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onwards substantially realized their integration.’

Verwey’s three poetic plays are outstanding

examples of the Goethean drama of ideas. He
was linked by a lifelong friendship, in spite of

fundamental differences of outlook, with the

German poet Stefan George*, his best translator,

and was himself a prominent translator, notably

of the Divina Commedia (1923) and of Shake-

speare’s* Sonnets (1933).

poems: Persephone en andere gedichten (1885);

Van het leven (1888); Verzamelde gedichten

(1889); De Joden (1892); Spaansche reis (1893);

Aarde (1896); De Nieuwe Tuin (1898); Het Bran-

dende Braambosch (1899); Dagen en Daden

(1901); De Kristaltwijg (1903); Uit de lage landen

bij de zee (1904); Het Levensfeest (1912); Het
Eigen Rijk (1912); Het Zichtbaar Geheim (1915);

Het Zwaardjaar (1916); Goden en Grenzen (1920);

De Weg van het Licht (1922); De Maker (1924);

Random mijn Werk (1925); De Legende van de

Ruimte (1926); De Getilde Last (1927); Vondel

Herdacht (1929); De Figuren van de Sarkofaag

(1930); De Ring van Leed en Geliik (1932); Het
Lachende Raadsel (1935; ‘Songs of Ultimate

Understanding’, 12 poems tr. Th. Weevers in

Ger. Life and Letters, new ser., VI, 1952); In de

Koorts van het Kortstondige (1936); De Dichter

en het Derde Rijk (1936); Het Kind van het Land
(1936); Amsterdam en Vondel (1937).

—

Verzam-

elde Gedichten (3 vols, 1911-12); Oorspronkelijk

Dichtwerk (2 vols, 1938).

—

uprose: Een inleiding

tot Vondel (1892); Joriker Jan van der Noot
(1895); Nederlandsche Dichters behalve Vondel

(1893-95); Toen de Gids werd opgericht (1897);

Stille Toernooien (1901); Luide Toernooien (1903);

Oorlogsdaad of Oorlogsgevoel (1903); Het leven

van Potgieter (1903); De Oude Strijd (1905);

Inleiding tot de Nieuwe Nederlandsche Dichtkunst

(1905); Droom en Tucht (1908); Gedroomd
Paardrijden, het Testament van Potgieter (1912);

Holland en de oorlog (1916); H L. Spieghel

(1919); Proza (10 vols, 1921-23); Van Jacques

Perk tot nu (1925); Vondels Vers (1927); Ritme
en Metrum (1931); Mijn Verhouding tot Stefan

George (1934); Het lezen en schatten van gedichten

(1935); Het lijden aan de tijd (1936); Onze took

in de tijd (1937); VondeL Volledige dichtwerken,

ed. (1937); Het leven van Frederik van Eeden

(1940); ‘Mijn dichterlijk levensbediijf’ in De
Nieuwe Taalgids, XLIV (1951); Uiting en Vorming,

rede t, Goethe's sterfdag (1932; pub. in Ad Interim^

1949); ‘Het kader van mijn levenswerk’ in Tijd-

schrift voor Nederl. Taal- en Letterkunde (1954).

—^drama: Johan van Oldenbarnevelt (l%95y, Jacoba

van Beieren (1902); Cola Rienzi (1912; in Verza-

melde Gedichten, III).

J. D. Bierens de Haan, ‘V. en Spinoza’ in De
Stem (1937); A. van Duinkerken, ‘Bij de dood van
A. V.’ in De Gids, II (1937); V. E. van Vriesland,

‘A. V. als dramatisch dichter’ in De Stem (1937);

W. J. M. A. Asselbergs, ‘A. V.’ in Geschiedenis

van de Letterkunde der Nederlanden, IX (10 vols,

1939-53); S. Vestdijk, A. V, en de Idee (1940);
A. W. C. Zuidema, ‘De histoiische Spelen van
A. V.’ in De Nieuwe Taalgids (1941); M. Uyldert,

Over de Poezie van A, V, (1942), De Jeugd van
een Dichter (1948), Dichterlijke Strijdbaarheid

(1955) and Naar de Voltooing (1959); J. J. Gielen,

De Dichter V, (1946); P. N. van Eyck, Verzameld
Werk, IV, V, VI (1948- ); C. A. Zaalberg,

‘V. en het Kluizenaarschap’ and Het Lachende
Raadsel van A. V.’ in De Nieuwe Taalgids (1949);

J. C. Bloem, ‘In Memoriam A. V.’ in Verzamelde
beschouwingen (1950); Th. "Weevers, 'Het Blank
Heelal van A. V. . .

.’ in Tijdschrift voor Nederl.

Taal- en Letterkunde (1951), ‘De structuur van
V.’s cyclus Het Lachende Raadsel', ibid, (1971), ‘A.

V.’s ultimate understanding of Stefan George’ in

Mod. Lang. Rev. (1955), Poetry ofthe Netherlands
in Its European Context (1960), Mythe en Vorm in

de Gedichten van A, V, (1965) and ‘Over V.’s De
Legenden van de ene Weg' in De Nieuwe Taalgids

(1969); F. W. van Heerikhuizen, A, V, (1963);

Klaas Heeroma, Der Mensch in seiner Sprache

(1963) ; J.-M. Delcour, ‘V. est-il un po^te cerebral?’

in Etudes germaniques (1964); M.Nijland-Verwey,
A. V. en Stefan George, De Documenten van hun
Vriendschap (1965); R. Pannwitz, A, V, und Stefan

George (1965). Th.W.

Very, Jones (*Salem, Mass. 28 VIII 1813 ; fBoston
8 V 1880), American poet. He remained at Har-
vard as tutor in Greek. An eccentric and a mystic,

he insisted that his sonnets were ‘communicated’
by the Holy Ghost; Emerson*, who edited his

works, found him ‘profoundly sane’.

Essays andPoems (ed. R. W. Emerson, 1839).

W. I. Bartlett, J, K: Emerson's 'Brave Saint*

(1942); E. Gittleman, /. V,: The Effective Years

1833-40 (1967). H.L.C. a.W.)

Vesaas, Tarjei (Vinje 20 VIII 1897; ool934

Halldis Moren; fOslo 15 III 1970), Norwegian
novelist. His fainily had owned for 300 years the

farm where he was born, and as a young man he
resolved he would also live his life in his native

Viiye. His early reading included Kipling*,

Hamsun* and Selma Lagerlof*, influences which
were not fully assimilated in his earliest work,
though even this has characteristic features.

His real breakthrou^ came with the Klas
Dyregodt trilogy. Pars reise (1930), Sigrid Stall-

brokk (1931) and Dei ukjende mennene (1932),

later completed with Hjarta heyrer sine heimlands-

tonar (1938). In the meantime he had published

his most outstanding pre-war book, Det store

spelet (1934; The Great Cycle, tr. E. Rokkan,
1967) and its sequel Kvinnor ropar heim (1935),

in which the benefits of a life lived close to the

soil are realistically and poetically portrayed,

but where the positive and the fruitful are closely

juxtaposed with the negative and the destructive.
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His play Ultimatum (1934) presages the doom-

laden atmosphere which haunts the novels Kimen

(1940; The Seed, tr. K. G. Chapman, 1964) and

Huset i m0rkret (1945), the latter an allegory of

Norway during the Occupation. At the same time

these works inaugurated a new phase in Vesaas’s

style, characterized by short, chiselled sentences,

stylization of characters and milieu, and evocative

symbolism; at times his work can be reminiscent

of Kafka* and Lagerkvist*. Outstanding novels

from this period are Bleikeplassen (1946), Fuglane

(1957; The Birds, tr. T. St0verud and M. Barnes,

1968), and Is-slottet (1963; The Ice Palace, tr.

E. Rokkan, 1966). He has also published many
short stories (the collection Vindane, 1952,

won him a European literary prize), some very

good radio plays, and collections of verse. Vesaas

writes in New Norwegian {nynorsk), but this has

not prevented him from becoming the leading

Norwegian writer of his generation. At his best

the perspectives in his work are universal ones,

though his settings are invariably highly localized.

Though he is much concerned with the destructive

possibilities of man, his work is always pervaded

by a deep humanism, including a remarkable

understanding of children and the under-privileged.

Stylistically, he is a master of the implied, the

imsaid, and the evocative.

verse: Kjeldene (1946); Leiken og lynet (1947);

Lykka for ferdesmenn (1949); Loynde eldars land

(1953); Ver ny, vdr draum (195Q.

—

Dikt i samling

(1969).

—

splays: Guds bustader (1925); Morgan*
vinden (1947).

—

novels and short stories:

Menneskebonn (1923); Sendemann Huskuld (1924);

Grindegard (1925); Grindekveld (1926); Dei svarte

hestane (1928); Klokka i haugen (1929); Sandeltreet

(1933); Leiret og hjulet (1936); Tdmet (1948);

Signalet (1950); Vdrnatt (1954; Spring Night,

tr. K. G. Chapman, 1964); Brannen (1961);

Bruene (1966); B&ten om kvelden (1968; The
Boat in the Evening, tr. E. Rokkan, 1971).

—

Noveller isamling iXS^).—^R. Skrede, T, V, (1947);

Ei bok om T. K (ed. L. Maehle, 1964); T. V. (ed.

J. E. Void, 1964); E. Beyer, *T. V.’ in Scandinavica,

X (1964); T. K (ed. idem etal, 1967); K. Chapman,
Hovedlinjer i T V:s diktning (1969). R.G.P.

Veselinovic, Janko (*Sala§ Cmobarski 1 V 1862;

tGlogovac 14 VI 1905), Serbian writer of ‘village’

stories, many with themes from his experiences

in the Ma6va region, where he worked as journalist

and teacher, and of a historical novel.

Slike iz seoskog zivota (stories; 2 vols, 1886-88);

Stari poznemici (stories; 1891); Hajduk Stanko
(novel; 1896); Pisma sa sela (memoirs; 1900,

1904).

—

Celokupna dela (complete works, 9 vols,

1928-31); Pripovetke {se\, short stories; 1966).

K. Dimitrijevid, Pesnik Macve (1962); V.
MilinCevic, /. V, (1963). V.J.

Veselovsky, Alexander Nikolayevich (*Moscow

1835; tSt Petersburg 1906), Russian literary

historian and theoretician, concerned especially

with Russian and Slav folk-lore and old literature.

Iz istorii romana i povesti (2 vols, 1886-88);

Sobranie sochineniy (16 vols, 1897-1938); Istorl

cheskaya poetika (1940).

P. N. Simoni, Bibliograficheskiy spisok ucheno*

literaturnykh trudov Veselovskogo (1921); V.

Shishmoviev, A. V. i russkaya literatura (1946).

J.L.

Veselovsky, Alexey Nikolayevich (*1843
; tl918),

brother of Alexander Veselovsky* and a literary

scholar. He wrote extensively about Moli^re*

Byron*, Herzen*, and especially about Western

influences on Russian literature.

Zapadnoe vliyanie v novoy riisskoy literature

(1896).

P. N. Sakulin, ‘A. N. V.* in Nauchnye Izvestiya

(1922). J.L.

Vesely, Artem, pseud, of Nikolay Ivanovich

Kochkurov (*1899), Soviet author of proletarian

origin. His two novels about the Revolution,

Strana rodnaya (1927) and Rossiya krovyu omytaya

(1928), both show the influence of Bely* and

Pilnyak*. His historical novel about the 17th-

century adventurer and conqueror of Siberia,

Yermak, Gulyay, Volga (1933), is written in an

equally ornate and lyrical style. In several of his

stories the skaz method of Remizov* is noticeable.

P. Polonsky, ‘Ob Andreye VesSlom* in Pechat*

i

Revolyutsiya, V (1926). J.L,

Vespasiano da Bisticd (*Florence 1421; ^ibid.

1498), Italian bibliophile and bio^apher. His

bookshop in Florence was a favourite haunt of

scholars. His Vite d'uomini illustri del secolo XV
was written after he had retired from business in

1480; he wrote also a similar work on women,

Libro delle lodi e commentazioni delle donne

illustri.

Vite d'uomini (ed. L. Frati, 3 vols, 1892-93;

1 vol. repr. 1938; The Vespasian Memoirs, tr.

W. George and E. Waters, 1927, repr. 1963 as

Renaissance Princes, Popes and Prelates); Libro

delle lodi (ed. L. Sorrento, 1910).

E. Frizzi, ‘Di V. da B.’ in Annali della scuola

normale di Pisa (1889); V, Rossi, II Quattrocento

(2nd ed. 1934). B.R.

Vestdijk, Simon (*Harlingen 17 X 1898; ool965

Adriana Catharina Maria van der Hoeven),

Dutch poet, novelist and essayist. The work of

this incredibly prolific writer forms a unique

achievement in contemporary world literature.

Highly personal in his viewpoint, yet objective

in method, Vestdijk projects his vision of the

world in novels, stories and poems which cover

many periods and backgrounds. The unity of his
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complex universe, not less remarkable than its

diversity, is brought about by the recurrence of
themes (archetypal patterns can, for instance,

easily be discerned), and by his brilliant style,

based on the synthesis of paradoxical elements.

His essays, composed with the utmost care, show
the same objectivity and reconciliation of super-

ficial contradictions.

verse: Verzen (1932); Berijmd palet (1933);

Vrouwendienst (1934); Kind van stad en land

(1936); Fabels met kleurkrijt (1938); Klimmende
legenden (1940); Water in zicht (1940); De vlie^

gende Hollander (1941); Simplicia (1941); De
uiterste seconde (1944); Mnemosyne in de bergen

(1946); Thanatos aan banden (1948); Gestelscke

liederen (1949); Swordplay, wordplay (with A.
Roland Holst; 1950); Rembrandt en de engelen

(1956); Merlijn (1957).—stories: De doodbetrapt

(1935); De bruine vriend (1935; Eng. tr. M.
Duyvendak in New Writers, 1962); Narcissus op
vrijersvoeten (1938); Stomme getuigen (1947);
De fantasia (1949).—novels: Terug tot Ina Dam-
man (1934); Else Bohler (1935); Meneer Visser^s

hellevaart (1936); Heden ik, morgen gij (with H.
Marsman, novel in letters; 1936); Het vijfde

zegel (1937); De nadagen van Pilatus (1938);

Sint Sebastiaan (1939); De zwarte ruiter (1940);
Rumeiland (1940; Eng. tr. B. K. Bowes, 1963);

Aktaion order de sterren (1941); lersche nachten

(1946); De overnachting (with Jeanne van Schaik-

Willing; 1947); Puriteinen en piraten (1947);
De vuuraanbidders (1947); Pastorale 1943 (1948);
De redding van Fri Bolderhey (1948); Surrogaten
voor Murk Tuinstra (1948); Avontuur met Titia

(with Henriette van Eyk; 1949); De andere school

(1949); Bevrijdingsfeest (1949); De kellner en de
levenden (1949; Les voyageurs, tr. L. Roelandt,

1966); De koperen tuin (1950; The Garden Where
the Brass Band Played, tr. A. Brotherton, 1964);

De vijf roeiers (1951); Ivoren wachters (1951);
De dokter en het lichte meisje (1951); De verminkte

Apollo (1952); Op afbetaling (1952); De schandalen

(1953); Het glinsterend pantser (1956); De beker

van de min (1957); Open boek (1957); De vrije

vogel en zijn kooien (1958); De arme Heinrich

(1958); De rimpels van Esther Ornstein (1959);

De ziener (1959); De laatste kans (I960); Een
modeme Antonius (1960); De filosoof en de sluip-

moordenaar (1961); Een alpenroman (1961);

De held van Temesa (1962); Het genadeschot

(1964); Bericht uit het hiernamaals (1964); Zo
de oude zongen. . . . (1965); Juffrouw Lot (1965);
De onmogelifke moord (1966); Het spook en de
schaduw (1966); Een huisbewaarder (1967);

De leeuw en zijn huid (1967); De filmheld en het

gidsmeisje (1968); De hdtelier doet niet mee (1968);

Het schandaal der blauwbaarden (1968); Vijf

vadem diep (1969); Het verboden bacchanaal

(1969); Het proces van Meester Eckhart (1969).

—

essays: Kunstenaar en oorlogspsychologie (1937);

Lier en lancet (1939); Strijd en vlucht op papier

(1939); Albert Verwey en de Idee (1940); Muiterij

tegen het etmaal (2 vols, 1942, 1947); De Poolsche

ruiter (1946); Het eeuwige telaat (1947); De
toekomst der religie (1947); Astrologie en weten-

schap (1949); De glanzende kiemcel (1950);

Essays in duodecimo (1952); Zuiverende kroniek

(1956); Marionettenspel met de dood (with S.

Dresden; 1957); Voor en na de explosie (1960);

Gestalten tegenover mij (memoirs; 1961); De
zieke mens in de romanliteratuur (1964); De
leugen is onze moeder (1965); Gallische facetten

(1968); Het wezen van de angst (1968).

Menno ter Braak, De duivelskunstenaar (1943);

Podium, special no. (Oct. 1948); Max Nord et aL,

Over S. K (1948); F. Sierksma, Tussen twee

vuren (1952); Schrijvers prentenboek, II (1958);

Nol Gregoor, S. V, en Lahringen (1958); Th.

Govaert, S. V (1960); Kees Fens, De eigenzin-

nigheid van de literatuur (1964); Aime Wadman,
Handdruk en handgemeen (1965); R. A. Comets de

Groot, De chaos en de volheid (1966); H. U. J.

d’Oliveira in Merlyn, IV.3-4 (1966); Raster,

special no. (Oct. 1968); J. J. Oversteegen, Vorm

of vent (1969).—K in kaart (biblio.; 1967);

interview. No! Gregoor, In gesprek met S. K
(1967); essay in Eng. : J. J. Oversteegen in Writing

in Holland and Flanders (Mar. 1967). J.J.O.

Vetranovid or Vetranid, Mavro (*Ragusa [Dubrov-

nik] 1482; ^ibid, 1576), Ragusan poet. As a

Benedictine monk he lived for some years in

Italy. His wide erudition is seen in his prolific

verse, principally pessimistic and moralizing.

Remeta, describing his secluded Ufe at the time

of its writing, is chiefly interesting for its accounts

of natural history. He treated Biblical subjects in

dialogue form; his allegorical moralizing epic

Piligrin is unfinished.

Pjesme (1871). V.J.

Vialar, Paul Marie Ernest (Saint-Denis 18

IX 1898), French novelist. After publishing some
poetry, and producing some ten plays, Vialar

devoted himself to a vast work of fiction intended

as the saga of our time. Three great series of

novels have occupied his entire career: La mort est

un commencement (8 vols, 1945-50), La chasse aux
hommes (10 vols, 1952-53), Chronique frangaise

du XX^me siicle (10 vols, 1955-61). Many prefer

his stirring hunting tales to these immense,

realistic, somewhat laboured novels.

novels: La rose de la mer (1939; Eng. tr. L.

Alexander, 1951); La grande meute (1943);

La caille (1945); La tour aux amants (1947);

Ueperon d^argent (1951; Eng. tr. P. J. Stead,

1954) ; Cinq hommes de ce monde (1954; Destination

Berlin, tr. idem, 1956); Tournez jolies gosses

(1955; Tune for a Star, tr. idem, 1957); Les Robes
Noires (1955; tr. idem, 1958); Le petit gargon de

Vascenseur (1957); Le roman des oiseaux et des

bites de chasse (1964); La jeunesse du monde
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(1966); La cravache d'or (1967); Safari verite

(1970),

—

splays: Pothu^ brave homme (1920);

U^e de raison (1922); Les hommes (1931).

M.G.

Vian, Boris (*Ville-d*Avray 10 HI 1920; fParis

23 IV 1959), French poet, novelist and playwright.

Vian was ‘King of St Germain-des-Pres’ in the

post-war years of existentialism, when he aban-

doned his work as an engineer and devoted

himself to jazz, the cinema, and song. A practical

joker of genius, he started writing under the name
of Vernon Sullivan, an imaginary American

author whose work he claimed to have translated.

A more serious side is revealed, however, in

Vecume desjours (1947 ;
Froth on the Daydream, tr.

S. Chapman, 1967); and the play Les bdtisseurs

d'empire (1959) subtly shows his joy and sadness

in living, loving, writing and dreaming.

verse: Barnum's Digest (1948); Cantildnes

en gelie (1950); Je voudrais pas crever (1959).

—

novels: Firai cracher sur vos tombes (1946);

Vercoquin et le plancton (1946); Vautomne d
Pekin (1947); Les fourmis (1949); Vherbe rouge

(1950); Uarrache‘C(Bur Heartsnatcher, tr. S.

Chapman, 1968); Troubles dans les Andains (1966).—^PLAYS : Viquarrissagepour tous (1950) ;
Le gouter

des geniraux (1962).

—

En avant la zizique . .

.

(essay; 1958).

D. Noakes, B. K (1964); J. Clouzet, B. F.

(1966); H. Baudin, B, V. La poursuite de la vie

male (1966); Bizarre, special no. (1966); M.
Rybalka, B, V, Essai d'interpretation (1969).

M.G.

Viana, Javier de (*Canelones 1872; tl925),

Uruguayan short-story writer. His stories were a
variation on the gaucho theme: he depicted the

Uruguayan cowboy, no longer as heroic but as

bereft of all vigour. He combined the cuadro de

costumbres (local sketch) method with realist

theories. He applied this to one long novel, a
study in abnormal feminine psychology, Gaucha
(1899).

Campo (1896); Guri (1901); Yuyos (1912);

Macachines, cuentos camperos (1920).

E.Sa. (J.F.)

Vianu, Tudor (*Giurgiu 1898; tBucharest 1964),

Rumanian critic, literary historian and aestheti-

cian, whose wide culture and high intellectual

standards helped to reinforce the links between
Rumanian literature and the general European
tradition.

The following is only a sel. list of his pubs:
Fragments moderne (1925); Fihzofia culturii

(1929); Poezia lui Eminescu (1930); Arta ^i

frumosul (1931); Idealul clash al omului (1934);

Ion Barbu (1935); Arta prozatorilor romdni

(1941); Studii de literaturd comparatd $i universald

(1960); (1961).

Ion Biberi, T. F. (1966); Bio-bibliografie (ed

M. Tomescu, 1967). F.J.B.

Viau, Theophile de (*Clairac, nr Agen 1590-

tChantilly 25 IX 1626), French poet. After a
wandering youth, he entered the service of the

rakish Comte de Candale, then of the Due de
Montmorency, was banished and later (VIII

1623) sentenced by the Parlement de Paris to be
burned for the alleged impiety of his verse.

Montmorency saved him from this, but a long

period of rigorous imprisonment proved fatal to

his health.

The greatest of the libertin (free-thinking)

poets, he wrote free and sincere verse on love and
nature, which he felt more directly than other

poets of his age. He resisted an over-strict applica-

tion of the doctrines of Malherbe*. Relatively

free from affectation, he was the most considerable

non-religious French lyric poet of his century.

His Pyrame et Thisbe (pub. 1623; crit. ed. G. Saba,

Naples, 1967) contributed to the development of

French classical tragedy.

CEiivres (Paris and Rouen, 1621-27); CEuvres

completes (ed. C. Alleaume, 2 vols, 1856); CEuvres

poetiques choisies (ed. L. R. Leftvre, 1926);

CEuvres poetiques (ed. J. Streicher, 2 vols, Geneva,

1951-58).

F. Lachdvre, Le proces de T. de F. (2 vols,

1909); A. Adam, T. de F. et la libre-pensee

frangaise en 1620 (1936) and Histoire de la littira-

ture frangaise au XVIIe siicle, I (1949). G.B.

Vicente, Gil (*?1465; t?1537), Portuguese play-

Wright and poet. His plays were performed at the

courts of Manuel I and John III between 1502

and 1536, but little is known of his life. He is

sometimes identified with the Gil Vicente who was

goldsmith to Queen Lianor (1458-1525); perhaps

under her patronage, he made his first attempts at

drama and so laid the foundation of a Portuguese

theatre. Vicente wrote during the most brilliant

period of Portuguese history, when the wealth of

the East had begun to flood into the country,

making the court of King Manuel the most opulent

in Europe, and before fanaticism and economic

incompetence had set the country in decline. He
became organizer of court entertainments for

which he wrote his own plays, mostly short, witty

and entirely unpredictable. In these he exercises

an almost unlimited freedom of comment and

presents with incomparable verve a panoramic

view of the life, foiWes, abuses and social up-

heavals of an age of change.

Vicente’s work consists, apart from some minor

compositions, of 44 plays written in verse. Most

of these have come down to us in a text edited

by his son some 25 years after the poet’s death;

17 are in Portuguese and 11 in Spanish; both

languages are used in 15 ‘bilingual’ plays and one

(Auto da Famd) makes comic use of French and

Italian as well.
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Gil Vicente began his literary activity in 1502

with a dramatic monologue, follov/ed soon after

by a series of short plays in the pastoral manner
of Encina'*^ and Lucas Fernindez* written for

performance at Christmas. Allegory first appears

in the Auto da Fi and Vicente soon developed

a highly original type of morality—the first

known instance of this form in the Spanish
peninsula—of which the finest examples are

Auto da Sibila Cassandra^ Auto da Barca do
Inferno, Auto da Alma, Breve Siimdrio da Histdria

de Deus, Auto da Feira, Auto da Cananeia and
Auto da Mofina Mendes, Apart from their novel
treatment of religious themes these—and indeed
all Vicente’s plays—contain a wealth of songs and
lyrical passages unsurpassed for their beauty
and freshness; they also contain much social

satire and outspoken criticism of ecclesiastical

abuses, a feature which later caused many of the

plays to be banned or severely censored by order

of the Inquisition.

Brilliant character sketches, witty dialogue

and comic situations abound in the farces Quern
tern farelos?. Auto da India, Inis Pereira, and
O Velho da Horta\ and in others without any
well-defined plot {Farsa dos Almocreves, O Juiz da
Beira etc.), more in the nature of a modem revue

than conforming to any strict conception of
genre.

Vicente treated the romantic comedy on various

occasions, though nowhere with such success as in

Don Duardos, based on an episode from a romance
of chivalry; written in Spanish, this is Vicente’s

longest play—and, for its subtle development and
sustained lyricism, perhaps his finest. For the

celebration of court festivities Gil Vicente devised

a curious type of dramatic fantasy in which
various heterogeneous elements—farce, satire,

lyrics, music, dancing—are linked by a central

allegorical motif {Frdgua de Amor, Nau de Amores,

Triunfo do Invemo etc.); in the 1562 edition of his

works this type of composition generally receives

the name tragicomedia,

Vicente’s literary antecedents were entirely

medieval and he was innocent of neo-classical

concepts of style and construction. But if ap-

proached without preconceptions it will be seen

that his style is always adequate to his purpose,

and even where use is made of the revue technique,

eadb of the loosely connected scenes makes its

impact and is brought to life by Vicente’s poetic

genius, his Brechtian satirical edge, and the

dramatic instinct of a bom man of the theatre.

Vicente also ranks as a m^or figure in the

literature of Spain.

PLAYS (the order followed is that of the 1st

ed., 1562; for chronoL, in many cases doubtful,

see below: A. Braancamp Freire, Vida e Obras

de G. K): obras de devacAo: Mondlogo do

Vaqueiro (Auto da Visitagdci) (1502); Auto Pastoril

Castelhano (1502); Auto dos Reis Magos (1503);

Auto da Sibila Cassandra (1513); Auto da Fe
(1510); Auto dos Quatro Tempos (1511); Auto da
Mofina Mendes (1534); Auto era Pastoril Portugues

(1523); Auto da Feira (1528); Auto da Alma (1518);
Auto da Barca do Inferno (1516); Segundo Auto
das Barcas (Purgatorio) (1^8); Auto da Barca
da Gloria (1519); Breve Sumdrio da Histdria

de Deus (1526); Didlogo da Ressurreigdo (1526);

Auto da Cananeia (1534); Auto de S, Martinho
(1504).—coMtoAs: Comedia de Rubena (1521);

Comedia do Viuvo (1514); Comedia sobre a
Divisa de Coimbra (1527); Floresta de Enganos
(1536).—tragicom^dias: Dom Duardos (1525);

Amadis de Gaula (1533); Nau de Amores (1527);

Frdgua de Amor (1524); Exortagdo da Guerra

(1513); Templo de Apolo (1526); Cortes de Mpiter

(1521); Tragicomedia Pastoril da Serra da Estrela

Triunfo do Inverno (1529); Romagem de Agra-

vados (1533).

—

^farsas: Quern tern farelos? (1509);

Auto da India (1509); Auto da Fama (1515);

O Velho da Horta (1512); Auto das Fadas (1511);

Farsa de Inis Pereira (1523); O Juiz da Beira

(1526); Auto das Ciganas (1525); Farsa dos Almo-

creves (1527); O Clerigo da Beira (1530); Auto da

Lusitdnia (1532); Farsa dos Fisicos (1512); Auto

da Festa (1525).

—

Copilagam de todalas Obras

de G, V, (1562; facs. repro., Obras completas de

G. V., Bibl. Nac. de Lisboa, 1928); Obras com-

pletas (ed. Marques Braga; 6 vols, 1942-44);

Obras (complete; 1965); Obras dramdticas

castellanas (Madrid, 1962).—^Plays attrib. to

G. V.: Obra da Geragdo Humana', Auto de Deus
Padre e Justiga e Misericdrdia (ed. 1. S. R^vah,

Deux Autos mdconnus de G, K, 1948); I. S.

R6vah, Deux *Autos^ de G, V, restituis d leur

auteur (1949),—translations: Four Plays of

G. V, (1920); Lyrics of G. V. (2nd ed. 1921;

both ed. and tr. A. F. G. Bell).

Bibliografia vicentina (ed. L. M. de Castro e

Azevedo, 1942); A. Braamcamp Freire, Vida

e obras de G. F., ^trovador, mestre de balanga*

(2nd ed. 1944); C. Michaelis de Vasconcelos,

Notas vicentinas (2nd ed. 1949) and Autos portu-

gueses de G. V, y de la escuela vicentina (Madrid,

1922); O. de Pratt, G. V, Notas e comentdrios

(1931); D. Alonso, ‘Problemas del Castellano

vicentino’ in Tragicomedia de Don Duardos

(Madrid, 1942); I. S. Revah, Recherches sur les

csuvres de G. V,, I (1951); A. J. Saraiva, Histdria

da cultura em Portugal, II (1955) and G. V. e o

fim do teatro medieval (2nd ed. 1965); T, P.

Waldron, intro, to G. F.; Amadis de Gaula

(Manchester, 1959); L. Keats, The Court Theatre

of G, F. (Lisbon, 1962). T.P.W.

Vico, Giambattista (Naples 23 VI 1668; ool699

Teresa Caterina Destito; ^ibid, 23 1 1744), Italian

philosopher, historian, jurist, literary critic,

poet; ‘Laufilo Terio’ in the Arcadia (1710).

Son of a poor bookseller, largely self-taught, he

took a law degree at Naples (71694) while

employed as tutor to the Marches! Rocca at
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Vatolla, Salerno. In 1698 he became Professor of

rhetoric at his own University, with a miserably

small salary; and later (1723) bore stoically the

bitter disappointment of not obtaining the more

suitable, better-paid Professorship of law. He
was broken in health when Charles III made him

Historiographer Royal (1735).

Vico’s philosophy is anticipated in seven

Latin inaugural lectures, particularly in De
nostri temporis studiorum ratione (1708). A first

stage in the arrangement of his thought is the

treatise De antiquissima Italorum sapientia (1710);

a second, the Diritto universale (1720-21); and the

final consolidation of his ideas, the Scienza

nuova prima (1725), rewritten as Scienza nuova

seconda (1730) and finally revised in 1744. Non-
philosophical writings, Italian and Latin, include

‘occasional’ verse and prose—epithalamia, pane-

gyrics, commemorations; and historical and

literary essays: interesting is the Giudizio sti

Dante (71728), emphasizing Dante’s* imaginative

side. The Autobiografia (1725) with Aggiunta

(1731) reveal the heroic struggle of a great mind
searching for clear exposition of tortured, tumul-

tuous thought.

Continuing the Renaissance Neo-Platonist tradi-

tion and influenced by, though opposed to,

Cartesianism, Vico is a precursor of 19th-century

‘historicism’ and the new science: aesthetics.

Many original ideas in his philosophy of history,

with its laws of recurring cycles, anticipate

modern historiography. His most important

contribution to modem thought is, however,

his study and definition of the imaginative faculty,

leading to theories on the nature of poetry, the

origin of speech and the ‘discovery of the true

Homer’. His style is difficult and involved:

solemn, elevated, heroic, baroque. He founded

no school and his work was not fully appreciated

until nearly a century after his death. Michelet’s*

translation of the Scienza nuova into French

(1827) marks the beginning of an ever-growing

interest, until Croce’s* fundamental study (1947)

proclaimed him one of the greatest of Italian

philosophers, and his international reputation

was firmly established during the tercentenary

celebrations (1968).

Opere (crit. ed. F. Nicolini, B. Croce and G.
Gentile, 8 vols, 1914-42).—La scienza nuova

(annotated ed. F. Nicolini, repr. 1968; ed. with

Eng. notes T. G. Bergin and M. H. Fisch, 1949;

The New Science of G, K, tr. idem, 1961); Auto-

biografia (ed, M. Fubini, with sel. letters, orations,

verse, 1965; Eng, tr, Bergin and Fisch, Cornell,

1944).—-anthologies: G, K, Opere (ed. F. Nico-

lini, 1954); IIpensiero di G. V. (ed. P. Rossi, 1958).

BiBLiOGRAHHEs: B. Croce and F. Nicolini,

Bibliografia vichiana (1947-48); E. Gianturco, ‘A
selective bibliography of V. scholarship’ in Forum
Italicum, supp. (1968).

H. P. Adams, The Life and Writings of G. B, K.

(1935); F. Amerio, Introduzione alio studio di

G. B, V. (1946); B. Croce, Lafilosofia di G. B. K
(4th ed. 1947; Eng. tr. R. G. Collingwood, 1913)1

F. Nicolini, Saggi vichiani (1954) and K storko
(ed. F. Tessitore, 1967); I. Berlin, ‘The philo-

sophical ideas of G. B. V.’ in Art and Ideas in

18th Century Italy (1959); M. Fubini, Stile e

umanitd di G. B, F. (new ed. 1965); G. Gentile,

Studi vichiani (3rd ed. rev. V. Bellezza, 1968).—
‘Omaggio a V.’ in Collezione di filosofia, X (1968);

G. F..* An International Symposium (ed. g!
Tagliacozzo, 1969); F. Tessitore et al, G, B, K
nel terzo centenario della nascita (1969). K.S.

Victorijn: see Vechters, Joan.

Vida, Marco Girolamo (*Cremona 71485;

tAlba 27 IX 1566), Italian humanist and poet,

Bishop of Alba. A zealous Church reformer, he

played an active part in the Council of Trent. His

writings were much appreciated, especially the

Christias, a Latin epic of the redemption

modelled on the Aeneid\ Ars Poetica, which

advocated the imitation of Virgil* and Cicero*;

and two Latin poems, on chess, Scacchia ludus,

and silkworms, Bombyx. His importance lies

in his attempt to fuse Christian and Latin culture

in an epic rather than in his poetic qualities. His

works were freely translated and were popular

in England in the 18th century.

De arte Poetica (1520; tr. C. Pitt, 1725);

Christiados libri sex (1535; tr. J. Cranwell, 1768);

Opera (1550); Poemata omnia cum diabgk

(1731).

F. Novati, ‘Sedici lettere inedite di M. G. V*
in Archivio storico lombardo (1898, 1899);

V. Cicchitelli, Sulle opere poetiche di M. G. F.

(1904) and Sulle opere in prosa di M. G, F. (1909);

G. Toffanin, VUmanesimo al Concilia di Trento

(with app. of Ital. trs of De rei publicae dignitate

by A. Altamura; 1955); M. A. di Cesare, V*s

* Christiad* and Virgilian Epic (1964).

C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Vidakovid, Milovan (*Nemenikuce 1780; fBuda-

pest 28 X 1841), Serbian writer, a pioneer among

his people as a novelist. His romantic moralizing

stories were popular reading although not written

in the vernacular.

novels: Usamljeni junoSa (1810); Velimir i

Bosiljka (1811); LJubomir u Elisiumu (1814);

Siloan i Milena (1 829). V.J

.

Vidal, Gore (West Point, N.Y. 3 X 1925),

American novelist. His Myra Breckinridge (1968)

was a best-seller because of its stylistic inventive-

ness, bizarre sexuality and tough-minded nostalgia

for Hollywood in the great days.

Williwaw (1946); In a Yellow Wood (1947);

The City and the Pillar (1948); Julian (1964).

L. White, G, F. (1968). D.E.Mo.
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Vidalm, J6n I>orkelsson (*Gar6ar, Alftanes 21

III 1666; 001699 Sigridur J6nsd6ttir; tSkdlholt

30 VIII 1720), Icelandic divine and homilist. After

education and military service in Denmark he
worked for Bishop J>6rdur I>orldksson, whom he

finally succeeded as Bishop of Skalholt in 1697.

He is chiefly famous for his sermons, which

remained household reading until modern times.

His message is severe, his style baroque, a force-

ful and colourful eloquence mixing the high-flown

and the homely.

Hvss-Postilla (2 vols, 1718-20; 14th ed.,

Vidalinspostilla, ed. P. l^orleifsson and B. Sig-

fusson, 1945).

A. MoUer, /. V. og hans Postil (1929).

P.G.F.

Vidas, Fedor (*Bakar 13 I 1924), Croatian prose

writer. A law graduate of Zagreb University,

Vidas has worked as a journalist and an editor of

various journals. He writes mainly in the novella

style, short episodic sketches with detailed

settings and very often an overriding atmosphere

of nostalgic melancholy.

stories: Popodne had sam sretan (1954);

Ponedeljak Hi utorak (1961); Novele (1965).

B.J.

Vidmar, Josip (*Ljubljana 14 X 1895), Slovene

critic. For him the ‘essential elements of art* are

the artist’s commitment to life and his freedom

of concept and composition. From this Goethean
point of departure he has, starting with his review

Kritika (1925-27), assessed current literary work
and the productions of the National Theatre,

Ljubljana, and written critical judgements on
problems of literary history from the same stand-

point. During the fight for national freedom he

was a leading political figure, but after 1945 he

remained faithful to his pre-war aesthetic concepts

and has defended the artist’s right to imaginative

and creative freedom against both political

dogmatism and the modernizing avant-garde.

He has translated Goethe*, Molidre*, Griboye-

dov*, Dostoyevsky* and other classics. Since

1952 he has been President of the Slovene Academy
of Science and Art.

Kulturni problemi slovenstva (1932); Oton

iupancic (1935); Literarne kritike (1951); Medita-

cije (1954); Polemike (1963); Literarne eseji

(1966); Dnevniki (1968); Gledaliske kritike

(1968). A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Vidric, Vladimir (*Zagreb 30 IV 1875; fStenjevac,

nr Zagreb 29 IX 1909), Croatian lyric poet. He
wrote little, but is recognized as a poet of ‘inspired

spontaneity’ and of the joy of life. Themes from

Greek mythology and the past of the Slavs are

vehicles for the expression of his own emotions.

Pjesme (1907).—^A, Barac, K (1940). V.J.

Vieira, Ant6nio (*Lisbon 6 II 1608; fBaia 18 VI

1697), Portuguese writer. A Jesuit who achieved

renown as a preacher of unusual power, he influ-

enced the policy of John IV (acclaimed King in

1640) during the critical period after Portugal had

regained her independence from Spain, and

undertook important diplomatic missions abroad.

He is also noted for his missionary work in Brazil

where his advocacy of the Amerindians aroused

the enmity of the colonists, though his com-

passionate soul did not rebel against the enslave-

ment of the Negroes. Fine passages abound in

Vieira’s sermons, though the style is often florid

and the thought naive; more interesting are his

numerous letters, indispensable for a knowledge

of the complex political history of the period.

Not the least intriguing of the many roles Vieira

filled during his long life was that of messianic

visionary. In Histdria do Futuro (pub. 1718)

and Clavis Prophetarum (still incomplete at the

time of his death) he foresees the establishment

of God’s kingdom on earth by Portuguese arms

and the creation of a universal monarchy under

the Portuguese Crown.

Obras escolhidas (ed. A. S6rgio and H. Cidade,

12 vols, 1951-54).—Ser/noej (18 vols, 1679-1748;

ed. Gonqalo Alves, 15 vols, 1945-48); Cartas do

Padre A, K (ed. J. L. de Azevedo, 3 vols, 1925-28).

J. L. de Azevedo, Histdria de A* V, (2nd ed.,

2 vols, 1931); R. Cantel, Prophetisme et Mes-

sianisme dans Poeuvre d*A, V. (1960) and Les

sermons de K, etMe du style (1959); H. Cidade,

Padre A. K. (1964). T.P.W.

Vi614-Griffin, Francis (*Norfolk, U.S.A. 26 V
1864; tBergerac 12 XI 1937), French poet. He
was brought to France at the age of eight and

lived there for the rest of his life, dividing his

time between Paris and Touraine. His early

poetry was conventional in form but later he

advocated and practised the vers libre. He applied

a musical, flowing prosody to simple, intimate

themes. He was among the most gifted and

optimistic of the Symbolist poets.

Podmes et poesies 1886-1893 (1895); La clarte

de la vie (1897); Phocas le jardinier (1898); La
partenza (1899); La legende ailee de Wieland le

forgeron (1900); Vamour sacre (1903); Voix

d'lonie (1904); La sagesse d*Ulysse (1925).

J. de Cours, F. K-G. (1930); H. Nicolas, La

vie passiomee d*un podte symboliste: F. K-G.

(1959). M.G.; J.P.R.

Viereck, George Sylvester (Munich 31 XE
1884; 0030 IX 1915 Margaret Hein; tHolyoke,

Mass. 20 III 1962), German-American author. He
started with precocious German poems, but soon

used English exclusively. He was the leading

pro-German propagandist during the two World

Wars. As a poet he followed Baudelaire* and

Swinburne*.
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verse: Gedichte (1904; with intro, by Eduard

Engel, 1922); Ninive (1906; as Nineveh^ 1908);

The Candle and the Flame (1912); Songs of

Armageddon (1916).—novels: The House of the

Vampire (1907); with Paul Eldridge: My First

Two Thousand Years (1929); Salome, the Wandering

Jewess (1930).—various: Spreading Germs of

Hate (1931); The Strangest Friendship in History

(1932); The Kaiser on Trial (1937); The Seven

Against Man (1941); Men Into Beasts (1952).

—

Ed. (with Louis Viereck, his father): Der deutsche

Vorkampfer (1907-11); The Fatherland (1914-27).

E.R.

Vieusseux, Giampietro (*Oneglia 29 IX 1779;

tFlorence 28 IV 1863), Italian scholar, of Swiss

origin, founder, with Gino Capponi*, of the

periodical Antologia. He also instituted the

Gabinetto di lettura, a literary club and library in

Florence, and in 1827 founded the Giornale

agrario toscano and La Guida dell’educatore and
in 1842 L’Ardiivio storico. C.Dr.

N. Tommaseo, Di G, V, e delVandamento

della civiltd italiam (1863); R. Ciampini, G. P. K
I suoi viaggi, i suoi giornali, i suoi amici (1953); I.

Mazzei, ‘II Gabinetto V.* in Firenze, DC (1940).

C.Dr. (J.G.-R.)

Vignay: see Jean de Vignai.

Vigneault, Gilles (*Natashquan, Quebec 13 X
1928; CO1955 Rachelle Cloutier), Canadian poet

and story writer who has achieved international

fame as a ‘chansonnier-po^te’. He began singing

in 1960, after ten years in the teaching profession,

and gained immediate success. In 1959 he had
founded fiditions de TArc, a small publishing

house which continues to release his works. His
brief stories have a mystical quality and make use
of rich symbolism and imagery; his poetry and
songs have a simplicity, vigour and earthiness

which seem to capture the mystique of French
Canada.

ttraves (1954); Balises (1964); Avec les vieux

mots (1965); Four une soiree de chansons (1965);
Quand les bateaux s'en vont (1965); Les gens de
mon pays (1967); Tam ti delam (1967).—stories:
Contes sur la pointe des pieds (1961); Contes du
coin de Vml (1966).

A. Robitaille, G. V. (1968). R.Su.

Vigny, Alfred Victor, Comte de (*Loches 27
III 1797; oo3 III 1825 Lydia Bunbury [fXII

1862]; fParis 17 IX 1863), French poet, novelist

and playwright. Vigny’s frustrated career opened
with service (1814-2’]0 in the royal guards, from
which he resigned in despair of seeing active

service. His marriage was a source of distress

—

his wife became a permanent invalid—and his

liaison (1831-37) with the actress Marie Dorval
ended unhappily. After 1840 he lived in relative

isolation in Paris or at his country house at Le
Maine-Giraud. Elected to the Academie Frangaise
in 1845, he stood twice unsuccessfully for Parlia-

ment in 1848 and 1849.

His poems fall chronologically into two main
groups, the first including Eloa (1824), Molse
and Le Cor (1826); the second, La Colere de
Samson (1839), La Mort du hup. La Maison du
berger, Le Mont des Oliviers (1843-44). Claiming
that ‘all the great problems of humanity can be
discussed in verse’, he examines those problems
pessimistically, often through Biblical symbols, and
recommends a stoical endurance of suffering.

His arduous and dignified style has given a few
poems unsurpassed in French. In prose, he
recalled the unhappy destiny of three young
poets (Ch6nier*, Chatterton* and Gilbert*) in

Stello, and the tribulations of the soldier in

Servitude et grandeur militaires. He translated

three Shakespearean plays, but his only dramatic

success was his own Chatterton,

verse: Formes (1822); &loa, ou La Sotur des

anges (1824); Foimes antiques et modernes (1826,

1829, 1837 ;
crit. ed. E. Esteve, 1914); Les Destinies

(1864; crit. ed. V. L. Saulnier, 1947).—flays: La
Marichale d'Ancre (1831); Chatterton (1835).—

translations: Romeo et Juliette (1828); Othello

(1829); Shylock, le Marchand de Venise (1829).

—

NOVELS AND VARIOUS.* Cinq-Mars (182Q; Stello

(1832); Servitude et grandeur militaires (1835;

The Military Necessity, tr, H. Hare, 1953);

Journal d'un poite (1867; crit. ed. P. Flottes,

1949); Correspondance, 1816--63 (ed. E. Sakel-

larid^s, 1905).

—

CEuvres computes (ed. F. Balden-

sperger, 2 vols, 1948-49); Les consultations du

docteur Noir (ed. F. Germain, 1970).

E. Dupuy, A, de K., la vie et Voeuvre (1913);

E. Esteve, A, de V,, sa pensee et son art (1923);

P. Flottes, La pensee politique et sociale de V,

(1927); F. Baldensperger, A, de K (1933); A.

Whitridge, A, de V. (1933); G. Boimefoy, La
pensee religieuse et morale d*A. de V. (1946);

F. Germain, Uimagination dJA, de V, (1962).

G.B.

Viktorin Kornel ze VSebrd: see VSehrd.

Vilakazi, Benedict Wallet: see Africa (sub-

saharan): Southern African Languages.

Vilanova, Arnau de (*Valenda 71240; tat sea

off Italy 1311), Catalan physician, alchemist and

theologian. He taught medicine at Montpellier

and exercised great influence over James II of

Aragon and Frederick III of Sicily. Much attacked

for religious arrogance, his De adventu Antichristi

et fine mundis and his Confessid de Barcehna, in

Catalan, reveal his main obsession. He denounced

ecclesiastical corruption and advocated a ver-

nacular Bible. His opinions were condemned as

heretical in 1316.
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Obres catalanes (ed. M. Batllori and J. Carreras

Artau, 2 vols, 1947).

M. Men6ndez y Pelayo, Historia de los hetero-

doxos espanoles, II (1947).— H[aureau] in

Histoire litteraire de la France, XXVIII (1881);

P, Diepgen, A, von V, als Politiker und Laien-

theologe (1909). G.W.R.

Vilde, Eduard (*Pudivere manor, Virumaa 4
III 1865; tTallinn 26 XII 1933), Estonian novelist,

short-story writer and playwright. After an early

education, which gave him a knowledge of

German, Vilde worked on various Estonian and
German newspapers, married twice, travelled

widely in Europe and the United States, was
Estonian minister in Berlin, and from 1920

onwards lived as an author at home. While
engaged in journalism in the 1880s Vilde wrote

many light novels and stories, which made him
very popular. His literary importance dates from
the 1890s with the influx of critical realism into

Estonian literature. His work of the middle period

culminated in a historical trilogy (1902-08)

giving a cross-section of Estonian material and
spiritual development in the middle of the 19th

century. The influence of journalism pervades

his use of language till c. 1912, when he was able

to devote more care to its perfection. From then

till his death Vilde wrote his aesthetically most
satisfying novels (e.g. Mdekula piimamees, ‘The
Dairyman of Maekiila*, 1916) and plays (e.g.

Pisuhdnd, ‘The Hobgoblin’, 1913). Like Tamm-
saare*, Vilde is a distinguished representative of

the Estonian novel.

novels: Karikas kihvti (1893); ^Linda' aktsiad

(1894); Kumale maale (1896); Mahtra soda (1902;

Aufruhr in Machtra, 1952); Kui Anija mehed
Tallinnas kdisid (1903); Prohvet Maltsvet (1905-

08).

—

SHORT stories: Kuhu pdike ei paista (1887);

Jutused (1912); Muiged (1913).

—

splays: Taba-

maata ime (1912); Side (1922).—Kogutud teosed

(coll, works; 33 vols, 1923-34).

M. Sillaots, E, V, naistmbid (1925); D. Palgi,

E, V. Mdekula piimamehe' stiil (1929); K.
Mihkla, E. K (1935); H. Salu, E, V:n historialliset

romaanit (1964); V. Alttoa, E. F. (1965); A. Hint,

E, V. sammu . . . (1965). W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Vildrac, Charles, pseud, of Charles Messager
(Paris 23 XI 1882; fSaint-Tropez 25 VI 1971),

French poet and dramatist. One of the ‘unanimist’

group of poets, Vildrac excels as a dramatist in

the delicate portrayal of simple, sensitive humanity.

The production of his Paquebot Tenacity (1920) is

a landmark in the theatrical movement initiated by
Jacques Copeau at the Vieux Colombier theatre.

He also wrote essays and travel memoirs.

verse: Livre d'amour (1914; Eng. tr. W. Bynner,

New York, 1923); Chants du desespere (1920).

—

plays: Michel Auclair (1922); Madame Biliard

(1926); La brouitle (1931); Vair du temps (1938);

Trois mois de prison (1942); Le jardinier de Samos
(1947); Vabsence (1952); Thedtre I, II (1942,

1948); Thedtre pour la jeunesse: Les jouets du
Pire Noel (1952).

Art Libre (special no.. Mar. 1921); L. Savitzky,

‘C. V. et le thetoe contemporain’ in Mercure de

France, CLXIII (1923); M. L. Bidal, Les ecrivains

de PAbbaye (1938); G. Bouquet and P. Menanteau,

C. F. (1959). T.W. (M.G.)

Vilenkin, Nikolay Maximovich: see Minsky, N.

Villaespesa, Francisco (*Laujar, Almeria 14 X
1877; tMadrid 9 IV 1936), Spanish poet and
dramatist. In 1897 he was already leading the new
poetical movement started by Ruben Dario*. He
carried it triumphantly on to the stage with El

alcazar de las perlas (1911). To him is chiefly

due the rapid popularization of this modernism.

He adapted it to Romantic themes: Orientalism,

past glories of Spain, the passing of youth, etc.

Up to the 1920s he enjoyed an excessive popu-

larity, but now he has fallen into undeserved

oblivion. His brilliant, facile poetry is not always

exempt from vulgarities, but the more intimate,

less flamboyant poems are as good as the best of

the period.

Obras completas (12 vols, 1927); Poesias

completas (ed. F. de Mendizdbal, 2 vols, 1954).

—

‘After Las Animas’ and ‘The Hesperides’ (tr.

T. Walsh in Hispanic Anthology, 1920); ‘Worn
Gold’ (tr. H. Eldredge Fish in Translations From
Hispanic Poets, 1938).

J. Montero y Alonso, ‘Pr61ogo’ in Sus mejores

poesias (1928); J. Alvirez Sierra, F, F. (1949).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Villaldn, Cristobal de (/?. mid-16th century),

Spanish humanist. He wrote a comparison

between the ancient and modem, an imitation of

Castiglione* called El scholdstico, and a treatise

on usury. He did not write the Viaje de Turquia

(Laguna*), and it is almost certain that the

Crotaldn—a curious Erasmian novel—^is not his

work,

Ingeniosa comparacion entre lo antiguo y lo

presente (ed. M. Serrano y Sanz, 1898); El
Scholdstico, I (ed. R. J. A. Kerr, 1967); El Crotaldn

in Nueva Biblioteca de Aut. ]^p,, VII; Viaje de

Turquia, ibid., 11.

A. Farinelli, Dos excentricos: C. de F. y el Dr
Juan Huarte (1936); M. Bataillon, Erasme et

VEspagne (1937; Span. tr. Mexico, 1950).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Villalonga, Lloren^ (*Palma de Mallorca 1897),

Catalan novelist. His flrst novel, Mort de dama
(1931), a pitiless satire of the decadent Majorcan
aristocracy, provoked a social scandal, but since

the war his writing (especially Beam, 1961) has

been on the contrary an elegy of the semi-feudal

C E W L—III—

Z
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Majorca recently destroyed by the touristic boom.

His novels are quite conventional from a technical

point of wi&w, but possess some of the psycho-

logical perception of Proust*, combined with the

irony of Voltaire* (the two writers he admires

most). He has succeeded in creating a very

personal literary world.

Obres completest I: El mite de Bearn (1966;

intro. J. Molas). J.L.M.

Villamediana, Don Juan de Tassis y Peralta,

CoNDE DE (^Lisbon 1582; 00 I6OI Ana de Mendoza
de la Cerda; fMadrid 1622), Spanish poet. He
led a debauched life at the Spanish court, fought

in Naples and Lombardy, returned to Madrid,

was banished from the capital, and returned

there on the death of Philip III. He composed a

chivalric play for court performance; three

months later he was mysteriously murdered. He
wrote five poetical fables in imitation ofGongora’s*
Polifemo, some magnificent love poems and
innumerable political and personal lampoons.
He was a friend to and a patron of Gdngora.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XLII (sel. only);

Poesias de Juan de Tasis, Conde de K (ed. L. R. C.,

1944; excludes fables, play and lampoons);
Cancionero de Mendes Britto (ed, J. M. Rozas,
1963); Poesias (ed. idem, 1969).

E, Cotarelo, El Conde de V. (1886); N. Alonso
Cort6s, La muerte del Conde de V, (1928); J. M,
Rozas, El Conde de V, (1964). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Villani, Filippo (*1345; tl405), Italian chronicler.

Chancellor of the comune of Perugia; public

reader of Dante* in Florence (1401); a scholar
and humanist, he composed the Vite di illustri

Fiorentini and a Latin commentary on the first

canto of the Divina Commedia, On the death of
his father, Matteo Villani*, he added one book
(42 chapters) to the Cronica and continued the
account of what seemed ‘worthy of remembrance*
in Florentine affairs until the establishment of
peace with Pisa (1364).

Cronica (ed. I. Moutier and F. Gherardi
Dragomanni, 1846); Cronisti del Trecento (ed.

R. Palmarocchi, 1935).

—

II commento al primo
canto deWInferno (ed. G. Cugnoni, 1896).

M.W.

Villani, Giovanni (Florence 71276; ooMadonna
Sobilia, ooMonna de’ Pazzi; 1[ibid, 1348), Italian

chronicler. Florentine merchant; consul of the
Arte di Calimala, Politically opposed to both the

Grandi and the White Guelfs, he occupied respon-
sible offices in the Florentine comune

\ Prior

(1316, 1317, 1321). Villani wrote the most impor-
tant Florentine Cronica of the 14th century. He
reviewed in 12 books the history of events which
led from the destruction of the Tower of Babel to
the Florence of his day. Books 1-6 are a con-
ventional medieval compilation of fables, legends

and Biblical stories, but with regard to the true

history of Florence he is very accurate; and
Books 7-12 comprise an invaluable though
artless account of the social, political and econo-
mic life of Florence (1265-1348) drawn largely

from contemporary documents and personal
evidence.

Cronica (ed. I. Moutier and F. Gherardi
Dragomanni, 4 vols, 1845); Cronisti del Trecento

(ed. R. Palmarocchi, 1935).

—

VillanVs Chronicle,

Being Selections From the First Nine Books (ed.

P. H. Wicksteed, tr. R. E. Selfe, 1906).

R. Palmarocchi, I V. (1937). M.W.

Villani, Matteo (*Florence 71295; 'fibid. 12 VII

1363), Italian chronicler. On the death of his

brother Giovanni, he continued the Cronica with

a well-ordered, day-to-day account of Italian

affairs from the time of the plague (1348) to the

death of Piero Farnese (1363). These ten books
constitute a valuable link in the series of 14th-

century Florentine chronicles.

Cronica (ed. I. Moutier and F. Gherardi

Dragomanni, 2 vols, 1846); Cronisti del Trecento

(ed. R. Palmarocchi, 1935). M.W.

Villari, Pasquale (*Naples 3 X 1826; fFlorence

17 XII 1917), Italian historian and patriot. His

best-known works are Storia di Gerolamo Savona-

rola e dei suoi tempi (1859-61) and Niccolo

Machiavelli e i suoi tempi (1877-82). He was a

friend of De* Sanctis and took part with him in

the Neapolitan rising of 1848.

Saggi storici e critici (1890); I primi due secoli

della storia di Firenze (1893-94); II Savonarola e

la critica tedesca (1900); VItalia da Carlo Magno
ad Arrigo VII Italia e la civiM (ed. G.

Bonacci, 1916).

P. C. Falletti Fossati, La personalitd storico-

morale di P. V, (1919); E. Garin, La cultura

italianafra Otto e Novecento (1962).

N.K.W. (J.G.-R.)

Villasandino, Alfonso Alvarez de (fc. 1424),

Spanish poet, a court versifier for Henry 11 and

John I of Castile. He began (c. 1370) by writing

in Galician but, sensitive to changes of fashion,

turned to Castilian. His verse is by turns mercen-

ary, religious, satirical and amorous. He is an

unequal poet, but has technical skill and, occasion-

ally, real charm. Some poems speak, seemingly

with great candour, of his personal life.

G. Caravaggi, ‘V. et les demiers troubadours

de Castille’ in Melanges ojferts d Rita Lejeune,

I (Gembloux, 1969); see also Baena*.

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Villaurrutia, Xavier (*1903; tl950), Mexican

poet and dramatist who was associated with the

influential magazine Contempordneos (1928-31).
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His best-known collection of poems, Nostalgia

de la muerte (1939), include some very fine

examples of meditative, oneiric verse, remarkable

for precision of language. He was also a dramatist.

plays: El ausente (1937); La hiedra (1941);

El yerro candente (1944); Invitacion a la muerte

(1940).

—

Obras (intro. All Chumacero, Mexico,

1966). J.F.

Villaverde, Cirilo (*1812; tl894), Cuban novelist

and patriot. He spent many years in exile and his

novel Cecilia Valdes (tr. S. G. Gest, 1962), begun
as early as 1839, was not published in its final

form until 1882. The novel is a sensitive study of

race relations in Cuba, the heroine being a mulatto,

the unacknowledged illegitimate daughter of a
wealthy Spanish slave trader, who falls in love

with her own half-brother. This conventionally

romantic plot is however only the scaffolding

of a novel which is rich in scenes of life on the

plantations and in Havana in the early years of

the 19th century. J.F.

Villaviciosa, Jos6 de (*Siguenza 1589; fCuenca
1658), Spanish poet. He was a Doctor of Laws,
an Inquisitor and a canon at Cuenca. His bur-

lesque epic, La mosquea (1615), was an imitation

of Folengo’s’'^ Moschaea, It has some ingenuity

and humour, but the joke is rather prolix.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XVII.
J. P. W. Crawford, ‘Tedfilo Folengo’s Mos-

chaea and J. de V.’s La Mosquea^ in Pub. Mod.
Lang. Assoc., XXVII (1912). E.M.W.

Villegas, Antonio de (fl, mid-16th century),

Spanish novelist and poet. His Inventario (licensed

1551 ; pub. 1565) contains an early text of the novel

El Abencerraje* (of which he was probably not the

original author) and a pastoral episode which
probably precedes Montemayor’s* Diana, The
verses included in the Inventario are sometimes
agreeable.

H. M6rim6e, ‘JE7 Abencerraje d’aprds VInventario
et la Diana* in Bull. Hispanique, XXI (1919);

F. L6pez Estrada and J. E. Keller, A, de V*s
*El Abencerraje* (1964; incl. tr.).

E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Villegas, Esteban Manuel de (*Matute, nr

Ndjera 1589; tNdjera 1669), Spanish poet and
translator. He held a provincial post and spent

much time in litigation. The Inquisition disap-

proved of his ideas about free will and confiscated

some of his writings. His Anacreontics (1618)

were often imitated in the 18th century. He wrote

two or three anthology pieces, but his work is

on the whole disappointing. In his old age he
translated Boethius’^.

Las Erdticas y traduccion de Boecio (2 vols,

1797); Poesias in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XLll;

Erdticas o amatorias (ed. N. Alonso Cort6s,

1913).

M. Menendez y Pelayo, Historia de los hetero-

doxos espanoles, V, app. VI. E.M.W.

Villehardouin, Geoefroy de. Marshal of Cham-
pagne (t?1212), French chronicler. As one of the

most influential advisers to the leaders of the

Fourth Crusade, he became Marshal of Romania
after the fall of Constantinople (1204), was
granted a fief in Macedonia and appears never to

have returned to France.

His unfinished Conqu^te de Constantinople^

which describes events from 1198 to 1207, was
written with the object of justifying the diversion

of the Fourth Crusade to Constantinople. Though
biased, it gives a more complete and accurate

picture of the expedition than does Robert de

Clari*, and it is far superior as a literary work.

Villehardouin is the first great master of French

prose, and his style is characterized by its clarity

and terseness.

Conquete de Constantinople (ed. and mod. Fr. tr.

E. Faral, 2 vols, 1938-39); Historiens et chronU

queurs du moyen dge (ed. A. Pauphilet and E.

Pognon, 1952); Eng. tr. M. R. B. Shaw (1963).

C. A. Sainte-Beuve, Causeries du LundU IX
(1886); H. Moeser, G, von V, undder Lateinerzug

gegen Byzanz (1897); A. Pauphilet, ‘Robert de

Clari et V.* in Melanges A, Jeanroy (1928);

E. Faral, ‘G. de V.’ in Rev. hist., CLXXVII
(1936). A.H.D.

Villena, Enrique de (*1384; coMaria de Albomoz;
fMadrid 1434), Spanish translator and miscel-

laneous writer. He allowed his wife to become
mistress to Henry HI of Castile in his endeavours

to become Marquis of Villena. He was interested

in all kinds of learning, including magic (he wrote

a treatise on the evil eye); after his death John II

ordered his books to be destroyed. The Arte

de trovar^ a treatise on poetry and language,

shows the influence of Catalan and Provengal

literature. He translated into prose the Aeneid
and the Divine Comedy, He also wrote an interpre-

tation of the labours of Hercules (first in Catalan,

then in Spanish), an essay on carving, and medical,

astrological and religious treatises.

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Arte de trovar (ed. F. J. Sdnchez Cant6n,

1923); Arte cisoria (ed. F. Sainz de Robles, 1967);

‘Tres tratados’ in Rev. Hispanique, XLI (1917);

Los doze trabqjos de Hercules (ed. M. Morreale,

1958).

E. Cotarelo y Mori, Don E. de V., su vida y
obras (1896); L. F. Sachs, ‘E. de V.

:
portrait of the

magician as outsider’ in Stud, in PhiloL, LXTV
(1967). A.D.D.

VUIiers de L’TsIe-Adam, Philippe-Auguste-
Mathias (*Saint-Brieuc 28 II 1838; fParis 19
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VIII 1889), French v/riter. Villiers came of a

noble and ancient family and spent a dreamy

youth in his native Brittany. Most of his adult

life was spent in Paris, where he lived in conditions

of appalling poverty, though with his pride

unbroken. His work expressed an idealism at

once Romantic and Symbolist. It drew its inspira-

tion from Hoffmann* Hegel*, Baudelaire*,

Poe* and still more from his concern with spiritual-

ism and the occult sciences. His stories, beginning

with the Contes cruels (1883, 1889; Eng. tr. R.

Baldick, 1963), are remarkable as satirical fan-

tasies. His poetic drama, Axel (1890), is a magnifi-

cent refusal to come to terms with the outer world

and is the best expression of his lyrical idealism.

Premises podsies (1856-58); Isis (1862);

Elen (1866); Morgane (1866); La revolte (1870;

The Revolt and the Escape, tr. T. Barclay, 1898);

Le nouveau monde (1880); Uilve future (188Q;
Tribulat Bonhomet (1887); Le secret de Vechafaud

(1888).

—

(Euvres completes (10 vols, 1914-29).

H. Chapoutot. K^5X7.-^.(1908);M.Daireaux.
K de ri.-A,, Vhomme et Vmvre (1936); G.
Michaud, Le message podtique du symbolisme

(1947); R. L. Doyon, Le Bestiaire de K de PL-A.

(1957); A. W. Raitt, V, de UL^A, et le mouvement
symboliste (1965). M.G.; J.P.R.

Villon, Francois, alias de Montcorbier or des
Loges (*?1431), French poet. A Master of Arts
of Paris (1452), he killed a priest in a brawl on
Corpus Christi Day, 1455, and participated in a
robbery at the College of Navarre around Christ-

mas 1456. From then until 1461 he seems to have
led a wandering life, visiting the courts of Charles
d’Orl6ans* and of Jean II of Bourbon. Late in

1462 he was condemned to death for his part in a
quarrd outside the booth of a Papal protonotary
in Paris, the sentence being commuted on appeal

(5 I 1463) to perpetual banishment from Paris.

His subsequent history is completely unknown.
Villon’s work consists of two long poems {Le

Lais, 1456; Le Testament, 1461), cast in the form
of comic wills, and a number of shorter pieces.

The Lais is immature work and its humour is

largely verbal in character. The Testament, on
which his fame chiefly rests, contains, beside

comic bequests, long passages of moral refiection

and includes a number of celebrated ballades,

Villon is a deeply personal and intimate poet, and
earlier scholars tried to relate his work to his

tragic and criminal life, regarding his acrid

humour, deep cynicism and unabashed obscenity

on the one hand and his genuine religious feeling

and moral perspicacity on the other as true

reflections of a complex personality. But he
himself clearly recognizes that he is writing on
two levels: that of the literary clown and parodist

and that of the orthodox moralist. Although the
shifts from jest to earnest are frequently discon-
certing, many of his serious themes are common-

places of the period, to which by his art he was
able to give perfect and enduring expression. The
personal and the highly conventional are mingled
in his powerful but narrow treatment of the theme
of death, the great leveller and the grim witness

to the impermanence of the joys and beauties of
this mortal world.

Eds: L. Thausne (3 vols, 1923); A. Longnon
(rev. L. Foulet, 1967).—Eng. trs: A. Bonner
(I960); Beram Saklatvala (intro. John Fox,
1968).

General studies: P. Champion (2 vols, 1913);

D. B. Wyndham Lewis (1928); 1. Siciliano (1934);
F. Desonay (1947); John Fox (1962); J. P. Th.
Deroy (1967); P. Le Gentil (1967).—W. H. Rice,

The European Ancestry of V.'s Satirical Testaments

(1941). F.W.

Vincent of Beauvais (*c. 1190; tl264), joined the

Dominican Order and came to the notice of

Louis IX and his Queen, for whom he wrote a
treatise De eruditions filiorum regalium. He is

famous for his Speculum maius, a vast encyclo-

paedia of universal knowledge. It consists, in its

final form, of three parts. Speculum naturals.

Speculum doctrinale and Speculum historiale. It

was a standard work, much copied and, later,

printed. F.J.E.R.

Ed. Strasbourg (1473-76), Douai (1624; repr.

Graz, 1964- ); Speculum historiale (part ed.

O. Holder-Egger in Monumenta Germaniae

historica, XXIV, 1879).

B. L. Ullman, ‘A project for a new edition of

V. of B.* in Speculum, VIII (1933); A. Steiner,

‘Guillaume Perrault and V. of B.’, tbid,\ A.

Gdbriel, The Educational Ideas of V, of B, (1956).

F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Vinci, Leonardo da: see Leonardo da Vinci.

Vinciguerra, Antonio (*Venice 1440-46?; fZovon,

Padua 9 XII 1503), Italian poet, secretary to the

Venetian republic. One of the first writers of

satire in terza rima, his work is inspired by moral

sentiment and medieval asceticism.

Opera nuova (1527).

A. Della Torre, Di A. V, e delle sue satire

(1902); P. L. Rambaldi, ‘Di A. V.’ in Nuovo
archivio veneto (1905). C.Dr.

Vinet, Alexandre (Ouchy 17 VI 1797; fClarens

4V 1847), Swiss Protestant theologian, philosopher

and critic. He taught French literature in Basle

(1817-37) and theology at the Acaddmie de

Lausanne (1837-46). A noble and single-minded

Christian personality, his thought was emanci-

pated from traditional Protestantism and inspired

by the religious revival of the Reveil, Perhaps the

greatest figure in 19th-century French Protestant-

ism, he was a powerful defender of tolerance and
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freedom of conscience. His literary criticism,

penetrating and subtle, won him the esteem of the

greatest writers and critics of the day.

Memoire sur la liberie des cultes (1826); Essai

sur la manifestation des convictions religieuses

et sur la separation de V£glise et de Vttat (1839);

Etudes sur Pascal (1848).

—

(Euvres (ed. Soci6te . .

.

Vinet, 1910 ff.); Lettres (4 vols, 1947-49).

Henri Clavier, La pensee religieuse de V,

(1938); G. G. Baardman, Eosuvre pedagogique de
V. (1939); Philippe Bridel, La pensee de V, (1944);

V, vivant (coll, speeches on the centenary of
V.’s death; 1947). J.P.I. (G.G.)

Vinje, Aasmund Olavsson (*Viiye 6 IV 1818;
C301869 Rosa Kjeldseth; tGran, Hadeland 30
VII 1870), Norwegian poet and essayist. Bom of a
peasant family in the poorest circumstances,

Vinje eventually took a law degree in 1856. For
some years he was a journalist, and in 1858,

having decided that he would henceforth only

use New Norwegian, he started a paper of his

own in that language, Dolen (‘The Dalesman’).

In 1861 appeared his first book FerdaminnU an
account of a journey he made to Trondheim in

1860 for the coronation of Charles XV. Here
Vinje discourses on a variety of topics, revealing

a sensitive feeling for nature and a realism which
was quite alien to the current national Romanti-
cism. His poems are often marked by a mild

melancholy and a longing for the scenes of

childhood; most important of them is the epic

poem Storegut (1866). Vinje is chiefly memorable
today as one of the outstanding pioneers of New
Norwegian in Norway.

Diktsamling (verse; 1864).

—

uprose: Ferdamimi
firaa Sumaren 1860 (2 vols, 1861); A Norseman's
Views of Britain and the British (Edinburgh,

1863); Om Schweigaard (1870).

—

Skrifter i

samling (ed. O. Midttun, 5 vols, 1916-21).

V. Visle, Aa, V. (1929); S. Skard, Aa, O, K og
antikken (1938); A. Bergsgard, Aa, V, (1940);

D. Gronoset, / V.s fotspor (1960); O. Midttun,

Aa, O, V. (rev. ed. 1966). R.G.P.

Vinogradov, Anatoly Kornelyevich (*1888),

Soviet author. His Tri tsveta vremeni (1930;

Three Colours of Time, tr. G. Selley, 1946) is

about Stendhal*, while Cherny konsul (1931;

The Black Consul, tr. E. Bums, 1934) deals with

Toussaint L’Ouverture’s rising in Haiti, and
PovesP o bratyakh Turgenevikh (1932) with the

Russian freemasonry. The hero of another of his

novels is Paganini, and of another the famous
Russian scientist Mendeleyev. They are all well

told and well documented. As a literary historian,

however, he is less reliable.

The Condemnation of Paganini (tr. S. Garry,

1946). J.L.

Vinogradov, Viktor Vladimirovich (*1894),

Soviet literary critic. He made valuable investiga-

tions into the works ofPushkin* Gogol* Tolstoy*

Awakum* etc.

Etyudy o stile Gogolya (1926); Evolyutsiya

russkogo naturalizma (1929); Yazyk Pushkina

(1935); O yazyke Tolstogo (1935); Ocherki po
istorii russkogo literaturnogo yazyka (1949).

J.L.

Virgil (Publius Vergujus Maro) (*nr Mantua
15 X 70; tBrundisium 21 IX 19 b.c.), the greatest

of the Latin poets. Though of humble birth,

Virgil received a liberal education at Cremona,
Milan and Rome. In 41 his paternal estate was
confiscated but restored on the intercession of

influential friends. The poems of the Appendix
Vergiliana, traditionally believed to have been
early works, are not now generally regarded as

Virgilian; his earliest certain work is the Eclogues

(Bucolics), Arl-Zl B.c. Most of these ten poems are

influenced by the Greek pastorals of Theocritus*,

but have an artificial admixture of contemporary
persons (e.g. Pollio* in 4), sometimes concealed

(e.g. Tityrus in 1 is Virgil himself), and contem-
porary events (e.g. the confiscated farm) with

idealized shepherds in an imaginary setting. They
remain very difficult to interpret.

Virgil was by 37 b.c. a close friend of Maecenas,

and at his suggestion composed the Georgies, a

treatise on agriculture in four books. He claims

to be the Roman Hesiod* but was much more,

for, as Lucretius* had raised didactic poetry to a
level never attained by the Greeks, so Virgil

created a masterpiece in which the subject is

treated with such evident love and sympathy that

a didactic theme is transformed mto inspiring

poetry (see especially the praises ofItaly, ii, 135 ff.).

His last years were devoted to the Aeneid,

which was unfinished at his death; his last request

for it to be destroyed was countermanded,

Augustus ordering it to be edited without additions.

Virgil’s aim was to glorify the rise of Rome to her

destiny under Augustus and to make the reader

feel by what toil and self-sacrifice Roman greatness

was made possible. The 12 books record the

history of Trojan Aeneas after the sack of Troy

—

his adventures and travels before reaching Italy

(1-6), his battles to found a new city there (7-12),

The underlying theme of Rome’s heaven-sent

mission as a civilizing and lawgiving power is

introduced at the outset and is brought into

prominence by a number of passages woven
skilfully into the main structure.

In the Aeneid, Virgil is indebted in outward
form, and from time to time in episode, to Homer*
and other Greek writers from the tragic poets to

the Alexandrines. Among his Latin predecessors

he owes an especial debt to Ennius*. But whatever

is utilized is transformed by his own master-

touch. The Aeneid is the greatest work of Latin

literature. Virgil treated a lofty and national
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theme with masterly poetic diction, narrative and

descriptive power, and with a perfection of metrical

technique. Yet side by side with the Roman note

he reveals a tender humanity which could feel

the pathos of the tragedy of a Dido or a Turnus

or of any sufferer, and a poetic insight which can

turn from the particular to find the universal.

Appendix Vergiliana (ed. W. V. Clausen et a/.,

1966); Catalepton (ed. with comm. R. E. H.

Westendorp-Boerma, 2 vols, 1949-63); Bucolics

and Georgies (ed. T. E. Page, 1898); Georgies (ed.

W. Richter, 1957); Aeneid (ed. with comm. J.

W. Mackail, 1930; eds with comm.: Bk 1: R. G.

Austin, 1971; Bk 2: idem, 1964; Bk 3: R. D.

Williams, 1962; Bk4: A. S. Pease, 1935, repr. 1967;

R. G. Austin, 1955; Bk 5: R. D. Williams, 1960;

Bk 6: E. Norden, 4th ed. 1957).—Opera omnia

(ed. R. A. B. Mynors, 1969; ed. with comm. J.

Conington, H. Nettleship and F. Haverfield, reprs

of latest eds 1966- ).—-Tr. H. R. Fairclough (2

vols, 1916-34).

W. Y. Sellar, V. (3rd ed. 1897); T. R. Glover,

K (7th ed. 1942); H. J. Rose, The Eclogues of K
(1942); K. Buchner, P. K M. (1961; repr. from
Pauly-Wissowa art.); F. Klingner, K (1967);

K. Quinn, V's Aeneid (1968); W. A. Camps,
An Introduction to the Aeneid (1969); L. P. Wilkin-

son, The Georgies of K (1970). A.J.D.

Vii^ilius Maro Grammaticus (fl. late 6th century),

a grammarian of Toulouse, who wrote in a
bizarre Latin 15 epitomae and eight letters,

purporting to deal with grammatical questions,

in which the real and the purely fantastic and
improbable are mingled. He was taken seriously

by Irish and Anglo-Saxon writers.

Virgilii Maronis granvnatici opera (ed. J.

Huemer, 1886); D. Tardi, Les Epitomae de

Virgile de Toulouse (1928; Fr. tr.). F.J.E.R.

Vir Singh (*1872; If1957), scholar, journalist,

novelist and poet, almost solely responsible for

the early development of modem Punjabi litera-

ture. Wtdle his trilogy of historical novels dealing

with an idealized Si^ past, and his epic poem,
Bd^d Surat Singh, are noteworthy, it is as a lyric

poet that he is most highly regarded today.

Nargas, Songs ofa Sikh (tr. Puran Singh, 1924).

C.S.

VirtA, Nikolay Evgenyevich (Tambov 1906),

Soviet author whose novel, Odinochestvo (193Q,
won the Stalin prize,

ZakonomernosV (novel; 1937); Zagovor obre~

chennykh (play; 1949); Vechemiy Zvon (novel;

2 vols, 1951). J.L.

Virues, Crist6bal de (Valencia 71550; t?1610),
Spanish dramatist and poet. As an army captain

he fought at Lepanto and campaigned in Italy.

His epic poem El Monserrate (1588 ; rev. 1602) is a
readable version of a pious legend. His five

tragedies, written before 1590, are bloody,

rhetorical and Senecan. The tragedy of Elisa Dido
was an attempt to write according to ‘the rules*;

the others are in three acts and have no chorus.

His shorter poems are unjustly neglected.

Obras trdgicas y liricas (1609); El Monserrate in

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XVII; Poetas dramdticos

valencianos, I (ed. E. Julid Martinez, 1926);

Poesia heroica del Imperio, I (ed. L. Rosales and
L. F. Vivanco, 1940).

H. Merimde, Uart dramatique d Valencia

(Toulouse, 1913); C. V. Sargent, A Study of the

Dramatic Works of C. de V, (1930), E.M.W.

Virza, Edvarts, pseud, of E. Lieknis (*Emburga
canton 27 XII 1883; c3ol921 Elza Sterste; fRiga
1 IV 1940), Latvian poet. He began to publish

verse in 1906. The First World War brought

tragedy to his father’s family, and he himself was
evacuated to St Petersburg. On his return to an
independent Latvia he married a Latvian authoress

and received a diplomatic appointment in Paris,

where he became a lifelong admirer of French
literature. Back home in 1920, Virza divided his

time between journalism and authorship, distin-

guishing himself as an eloquent and formally

disciplined patriotic poet in verse and prose (cf.

Straumeni, 1935) and as a translator of French
Renaissance poetry. He associated himself whole-

heartedly with Ulmanis* authoritarian regime

in 1934 and became its poet laureate and apologist.

Death spared him the sight of its fall.

verse: BiJferis (1907); DieviS^igds rotajas

(1919); Laikmets un lira (1923); Poemas (1924);

Skaidriba (1927); Lauku balsis (1927); Dzejas

un poemas (1933); Hercogs Jekabs (1937).—

miscellaneous prose: Zem karoga (1935);

Kdrlis Ulmanis (1935); fauna junda (1936).—

Verse tr. in W. K. Matthews, Tricolour Sun

(1936). W.K.M.

ViiSakhadatta (/7. c. a.d. 800), author of the

Sanskrit drama Mudrdrdksasa (‘The Signet of

Rak§asa’), a historical play dealing with the

plot by which Capakya wins over Raksasa, the

minister of the Nanda king of Pataliputra (Patna),

to betray his master and replace him by the

usurper Chandragupta Mauiya, the founder of the

Maurya empire in 325 b.c. H.G.R. (J.E.B.G.)

Vischer, Friedrich Theodor (*Ludwigsburg 30

VI 1807; tGmiinden 14 IX ISg*^, German writer.

He studied at the Tubinger College but proved

unsuitable, entered the Church, and was finally

Professor of aesthetics at Tubingen (1837),

Zurich (1855), returning to Tubingen in 1866.

He made vduable contributions to aesthetics

but his Faust Part III (1 862) wasjudged in doubtful

taste. The novel Auch Einer shows Vischer’s best
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qualities—tragi-comical, philosophic and trucu-

lent.

Vber das Erhabene und Komische (1837);

Kritische Gdnge (2 vols, 1844; 6 vols, 1860-73);

Asthetik Oder Wissenschaft des Schdnen (3 vols,

1846-57); Auch Finer (2 vols, 1879; sel. tr. H.
Muller-Casenow in The Humour of Germany,

1892); Briefwechsel mit Morike (ed. R. Vischer,

1926); Dichterische Werke (5 vols, 1917).

H. Glockner, V. und das 19. Jahrhundert (1931);

W. Oelmuller, F. T. V. und das Problem der

nachhegelschen Asthetik (1959); F. Schlawe,

F. T. V. (1959). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Vishnevsky, Vsevolod (1910-51), Soviet drama-
tist whose Pervaya konnaya (1929), a dramatized

chronicle about the formation of the victorious

Budyonny cavalry force during the Civil War,
was highly successful.

Dramaticheskie proizvedeniya (1934); Sobranie

sochineniy (5 vols, 1954- ).
—‘An Optimistic

Tragedy’ (tr. H. C. Scott and R. Carr in Four

Soviet Plays, 1937). J.L.

Visio Phillberti: see Alma y el Cuerpo, Disputa

DEL.

Visnapuu, Henrik (*Leebiku canton 2 I 1890;

tLong Island 3 IV 1951), Estonian poet. Visnapuu

had a chequered career, which included teaching,

study at Tartu and Berlin Universities, free-lancing

in Tartu, and work in the Estonian civil service.

He spent his last years in refugee camps in Ger-

many and died soon after arriving in the U.S.A.

Visnapuu began as a member of the Siuru

group and made his name with the sensual

verse of Amores (1917), which Igor Severyanin*

translated into Russian. The book was followed

by many other collections of lyric and narrative

poetry showing a notable variety of theme,

technical brilliance and unflagging vitality. With
Ranikivi (‘Flint’; 1925) patriotic themes become
frequent and they culminate in his latest work.

Visnapuu is a poet of considerable originality

and depth of emotion.

verse: Jumalaga, Enel (1918); Talihari (1920);

Hobedased kuljudes (1920); Kdoorvik (1920);

Parsilai (1924); Maarjamaa laulud (1927); Jehoova

surm (1927); Puuslikud (1929); Tuulesdel (1931);

Pdike ja Jogi (1932); Ole kodumde (1934); Saatana

vari (1937); Pdhjavalgus (1938); Kaks algust

(1940); Tuule ema (1942); Esivanemate hauad

(194Q; Tuuline teekond (1946); Mare Balticum

(1948); Linnutee (1951).

—

splays: Meie kula

poisid (1932); Madaam Sohk ja Pojad (1933).

—

Vanadja vasted poeedid (essays; 1921).—^Verse tr.

in W. K. Matthews, Anthology ofModern Estonian

Poetry (1953).

A. Magi, ‘H. V.’ in Estonian Literature (1968);

E. Nirk, ‘H. V.’ in Estonian Literature (1970).

W.K.M. (M.A.B.)

Visscher, Anna Roemers (*Amsterdam 1583;

ooBoot van Wesel; fAlkmaar 6 XII 1651), Dutch
poet, daughter of Roemer Visscher*. At an early

age she met many Amsterdam poets at the
‘ Saligh Roemershuis ’—

‘ blessed houseofRoemers
’

—writes Vondel*. In 1622 she visited Cats* at

Middelburg, inspiring many poets in Zeeland to

eulogies, collected in De Zeeuwsche Nachtegael

(1623), which includes some poems of Anna’s.

Her talent was particularly suited to the emblem-
atic genre. She wrote legends to Roemer Visscher’s

Sinnepoppen (1619). A.M.B.W.

Poetic works (complete ed. N. Beets, 1881).

J. Scheltema, Anna en Maria Tesselschade

(1808); J. H. W. Unger, ‘A. R.’ in Oud-Holland,

III (1884); F. Kossmann, Gedichten van A. R. V.

(1925); H. Hardenberg, *A. R. V.’ in Spiegel der

historie, I (1966). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Visscher, Maria: see Tesselschade, Maru Vis-

scher.

Visscher, Roemer (*Amsterdam 1547; ool583

Aefgen van Campen; ybid. 1620), Dutch poet

and prose writer; sponsor and leader of the great

17th-century poets. He himself wrote a number of

small poems in the new tone, but in the popular

spirit, collected in Brabbelingh, full of worldly

wisdom, wholesome humour and constructive

criticism; also the first emblematic poetry in

Dutch literature in Sinnepoppen (1614).

N. van der Laan, Uit R. V.*s Brabbeling (2 vols,

1918-23) and in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en
Letterk., XTII (1923); Sinnepoppen (ed. L.

Brummel, 1949).

J. C, Arens in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal- en
Letterk., LXXXII (1966) and Spiegel d. Lett.,

IX (1965-66); R, Foncke in Versl. en Med.
Vlaamse Acad. (1966), J.J.M. (A.v.E.)

Visser, Andries Gerhardus (*Fraserburg, Cape
Colony 1 III 1878; ooLettie Conradie, ool927

Marie de Villiers; tlO VI 1929), Afrikaans poet.

The best of his verse is love poetry: the moving
elegiac poems on his first wife, the playful,

vivacious poems by which he sought to win his

second wife. With a good ear for music he uses

conventional forms and motifs in a graceful,

personal way.

Gedigte (1925); Rose van Herirmering (1927);

Die purper Iris (1930); Uit ons prille Jeug (1930).

G.D. (N.D.C.)

Vital, Chaim ben Joseph, Calabrese (*Safed

1543; fDamascus 6 V 1620), Palestinian Hebrew
mystical writer. Rabbi in Jerusalem 1584-94,

he was the chief disciple of Isaac Luria*, whose
oral teachings he recorded in many writings

(coll, as *Etz Chayim, Korzec, 1785).

Hoq le-Yisrael (devotional sels; Cairo, 1740),
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S. Schechter, ‘Safed in the 16th century’

in Studies in Judaism, II (1908); G. G. Scholem,

Major Trends of Jemsh Mysticism (2nd ed.

1946). C.R.

Vitalis: see Sjoberg, Erik.

Vitalis of Blois (/?. 1175), author of the Amphitryio

or Geta and the Aulularia, versified tales in Latin

elegiacs and described as comoediae. The AmphU
tryio is based on Plautus*, probably at second

hand, and the Aulularia on the late Latin Querolus,

G. Cohen, La ^Comedie' latine en France au
Xlle siicle (2 vols, 1931). F.J.E.R.

Vitoria, Fray FRANasco de (*?Burgos 71483;

tSalamanca 1546), Spanish theologian and jurist.

He was a Dominican Friar who methodically

reformed the teaching of theology at Salamanca
after he had studied at Paris. His treatises on the

Indies and on the just war are important for the

histoiy of international law.

Relectiones XU theologicae (Lyons, 1557;

Salamanca, 1565; Antwerp, 1604; Span. tr.

Relecciones teoldgicas, 3 vols, 1917).

L. Alonso Getino, El Maestro Fr, F, de K
(1930); V. Beltrdn de Heredia, F. de K (1939);

Ricardo G. Villoslada, Fr, F, de K, fundador

del derecho intemacional (1946). E.M.W.

Vitrac, Roger (Puisac 17 XI 1899; fParis 22 I

1952), French poet and playwright. A follower of

Dada and the Surrealist movement, Vitrac

avoided total involvement, and in the tradition

of Jarry* and under the influence of Antonin
Artaud* wrote brilliantly, irreverently and in an
often cynical and mordant style mahily adapted

to the theatre. Victor ou les enfants au pouvoir

(1928) still retains its explosive power due to its

crudely farcical language.

verse: Cruautes de la nuit (1927); Connaissance

de la mort (1927; reissued as Deslyre, 1965).

—

plays: Les mystdres de Vamour (1930); Le coup

de Trafalgar (1934); Le camelot (1936); Les
demoiselles du large (1938); Loup-garou (1939);

Le sabre de mon pire (1951),

H. Behar, R. V (1966). M.G.

Vitruvius Pollio, Roman engineer, compiled,

probably between 25 and 23 b.c., a work entitled

De architectura in ten books. The sources are

mainly Greek, together with practical experience.

Neither his method nor his style deserves high

praise, but his work is of the greatest value as the

only extant ancient work upon architecture.

J.A.W.

Eds: A. Choisy (with comm, and tf.; 1909);

F. Krohn (1912); trs: M. H. Morgan (1914;

repr. 1960); F. Granger (2 vols, 1931«34).

L. Sontheimer, V, und seine Zeit (1908); E.
Stuerzenacker, V, uber die Baukunst (1938);
A. Boethius, ‘V. and the Roman architecture of
his age’ in Acta Instituti Romani regni Sueciae
2nd sen, I (1939). J.A.W. (J.D.)

'

Vittorini, Elio (*Syracuse 23 VII 1908; tl2 II

1967), Italian novelist. He contributed to the
review Solaria short stories later published under
the title Piccola borghesia (1931) and the novel
II garofano rosso (1933-34; in book form with
important pref., 1948; The Red Carnation, tr.

A. Bower, 1953). In the latter work one can see

Vittorini’s preoccupation with the themes of

happiness and social justice, which he dealt with

most memorably in Conversazione in Sicilia

(1941 ; Conversation in Sicily, tr. W. David, 1948),

his most successful work. His anthology Americana

(1941) played an important part in introducing

American literature into Fascist Italy. Uomini e
no (1945) deals with the Resistance in Milan and
also with the r61e of culture in the face of Fascism,

a subject discussed vigorously in Vittorini’s

periodical II politecnico (pub. 1945-47). In later

novels he relates his earlier themes to the post-war

social scene.

Vittorini’s status as a writer is the subject of

much debate. The quality of his writing is uneven,

and he is at his best in a stylized, lyrical manner,

although he continually experiments. Some
critics maintain that he is important as a ‘man
of culture’, for his influence, rather than as a

creative writer. This seems an inadequate assess-

ment of one of the most vital and active writers

of the pre- and post-war years.

fiction: II Sempione strizza Vocchio al Frejus

(1947; Tune for an Elephant, tr. E. Mosbacher,

1955); Le dorme di Messina (1949; rev. ed. 1964).—

WARiGUS: Diario in pubblico (1957); Le due tensioni,

Appunti per una ideologia della letteratura (1967;

posth.).

S. Pautasso, E. K. (1967); special nos of II

Menabo (X, 1967) and II Ponte (April 1968) are

devoted to V. B.M.

Vittorino da Feltre: see Rambaldoni, Vittorino

de’.

Vivanco, Luis Felipe (*San Lorenzo del Escorial

1907), Spanish poet and literary critic, translator

of Jammes* and, in collaboration with Luis

Rosales*, dramatist.

Cantos de primavera (1936); Tiempo de dolor

(1940); Continuacidn de la vida (1948); El descam-

pado (1957); Memoria de laplata (1958); Lecciones

para el hijo (1961). J.E.V.

Vivekananda (*1863 ; tl902), Indian monk, known
as Narendra until he became a sanyasU A gradu-

ate of Calcutta University, he became the chief

disciple of Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, and
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attended the Parliament of Religions in Chicago.

He aspired to make Vedantic truths ‘run like

fire’, to make them ‘living, poetic in everyday

life’, and yet used the ‘principles and methods of

science’ at a time when, in the West, Darwin*
had shaken faith in religion and God. He is

best read in selections, which should include some
of his verse.

The Complete Works of Swami V, (8 vols*

1957). C.D.N.

Vives, Juan Luis (*Valencia 1492; go 1524 Mar-
garita Valldaura; tBruges 1540), Spanish humanist.

His ancestry was probably Jewish. He studied in

Paris, settled in Bruges in 1512 and later became
a Professor at Louvain. He went to England,

obtained a fellowship at Corpus Christi College,

Oxford, but his support of Catherine of Aragon
involved his return to Bruges in 1527. He was a
friend of Bude*, Erasmus* and Thomas More*.
As a philosopher, Vives criticized the extremes of

scholasticism and advocated a more critical

approach. In certain respects he was a precursor

of Bacon* and Descartes*. He was much interested

in psychology, and his treatise De anima et vita

was influential. His commentary on St Augustine’s*

City of God (Basle, 1522) was put on the Index

after his death, but his other religious writings

circulated freely. He wrote an interesting treatise

on the education of women and a charming set of

Latin dialogues for use in schools. In his political

writings he showed himself a pacifist. He was the

greatest Spanish figure in the humanistic move-
ment of the Renaissance, and his Defensio fidei

christianae is a fervent Christian apology. All his

writings are in Latin. E.M.W.

Opera (Basle, 1555); Opera omnia (ed. G.
Mayans y Siscar, 8 vols, 1782; Span. tr. Obras

completas, 2 vols, 1947).—^Eng. trs: The instruction

of a Christian woman (tr. R. Hyrde, 1540); An
introduction to wysedome (tr. R, Morysone,

1540); The office and dutie of an husband (tr. T.

Paynell, 1550); St Augustine of the Citie of God,

with the learned comments of /. L, V, (tr. J.

Healey, 1610).

A. Bonilla y San Martin, L. V. y la filosofia

del renacimiento (1903); Foster Watson, Les
relacions de J. L, V. amb els anglesos i amb
VAngleterra, I (no more pub.; Barcelona, 1919);

H. de Vocht, ‘V. and his visits to England’ in

Monumenta Humanistica Lovaniensia (1934); J.

Gomis, Criteria social de L, V, (1946); E. Cassirer,

Petrarca, Valla, Ficino, Pico, Pomponazzi, K:
The Renaissance Philosophy ofMan (1948); B. G.
Monsegii, Filosofia del humanismo en J, L, V.

(1961); A. M. Salazar, El escudo de armas de /.

L. F. (London, 1967). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Vladimir, Monomakh, Prince of Kiev (reigned

1113-25), one of the most enlightened rulers of

his time. He spoke six languages and the famous

‘Testament’ {Pouchenie) which he wrote in 1125

for his children is an autobiography recording his

wars, political activities, travels and hunting

expeditions.

K. Bestuzhev-Ryuimn, Knyaz* V. S* M. (1865);

A. S. Orlov, V M. (with tr. of his works into mod.
Russ.; 194Q. J.L.

Vlahutd, Alexandru (*Ple§esti 1858; fBucharest

1919), Rumanian poet and novelist. A former

teacher and lawyer, from 1893 to 1896 he edited

the review Viata and in 1901, with Cosbuc*,

founded StoSnatorul. As a poet he was often

accused of imitating Eminescu* but this can hardly

be said of such poems as 1907 and Dreptate^

based on the peasant revolt of 1907. The writer

and Rumanian society is the theme of his novel

Dan (1893), the inspiration for which came largely

from his own life.

Scrieri alese (ed. V. Ripeanu, 1963).

V. Ripeanu, F. §i epoca sa (1966); G. Calinescu,

Istoria literaturii romdne, compendia (3rd ed.

1968). D.J.D.

Vlaming, Pieter (*Amsterdam 29 III 1686;

00 1709 Wijnanda Calkoen; fHogerwoerd, Haar-

lem 2 II 1733), Dutch man of letters and poet;

jurist, clerk of the Dutch East India company.

In addition to his own evenly descriptive verse

he edited the writings of Spiegel*, Schermer*

and van Hoogstraten* and translated Sanna-

zaro’s* Arcadia (1730).

Dichtlievende uitsparmingen (with J. B. Wellekens

;

1711); Alcides (1714).

J. Wagenaar in Amsterdam, III (1788); M. M.
Prinsen, De idylle in de 18de eeuw (1934).

J.W.W.

Vlaykov, Todor (pseud. Vesselin) (*Pirdop 13 11

1865 ; tSofia 28 IV 1943), Bulgarian genre-writer.

Under Russian and Ukrainian influence he resolved

in the 1890s to devote himself, with H. Maksimov,
to improving the peasants’ lot by education and
other initiatives. His stories reflect the traditional

culture of village life challenged and contaminated

by urban ways and the involvement of the narod-

nik schoolteacher in this. From 1900 to 1925 he
was engaged in politics as a Radical leader, and in

editing Demokraticheski pregled, but he returned

to literature on retirement with memorable
portraits of peasant women and autobiographical

accounts of childhood, youth and the difficult

conflict of his aesthetic and civic ideals.

Za dyadovata Shvchova unuka (1889); Lelya

Gena (1890); Ratay (1892); Uchitel Milenkov

(1894); Strina Venkovitsa (1925); Jitieto na edna

mayka (1925); Chinovnichestvo i vlastnitsi (1934);

Zavoi (1935); Prejivyanoto (3 vols, 1934-41).

—

Coll, works (6 vols, 1925-31).

Yubileen sbornik, T. G. F. (1935); V. Pinto,
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‘Civic and aesthetic ideals’ in Slavon. Rev. (1954)

and ‘T. V. (1865-1943)*, ibid, (1958). V.P.

Vloten, Johannes van (*Kampen 18 I 1818;

eoJohanna E. C* van Gennep; fHaarlem 21 IX
1883), Dutch man of letters, historian, critic and
Journalist; Professor at the Athenaeum, Deventer

(1854-67), editor of De Levensbode (12 vols,

1865-81
; subsequently continued as De Humanist,

3 vols, 1881-83)* He wrote numerous studies and
articles on contemporary and earlier Dutch
civilization, but because of their aggressiveness

and slipshod writing they had less influence than
they deserved* He was an exponent of Modem
Christianity and later of Spinozism* He edited

texts and anthologies and rediscovered much lost

beauty.

NederUmdsche geschiedzangen (2 vols, 1852);
Passchier de Fijne (1853); Het Nederlandsch
kluchtspet (2 vols, 1854); Brieven van P, C. Hooft
(4 vols, 1855-58); Nederiands opstand (3 vols,

1858-60); Nederlandsch dicht en dndicht der 19de
eeuw (2 vols, 1861-65); Baruch d'Espinoza (1862);
Aesthetika (1863); Eerlijke wenschen omtrent
hooger en middelbaar onderwijs (1867); Schets
van de Geschiedenis der Nederl letteren (1871);
Nederlandsche baker- en kinderrijmen (1872);
Nederlandsche schilderkunst (1873); Onkruid onder
de tarwe (1875); Bellamy (1877); Spinoza (1880);
Benedictus de Spinoza (1882); Spinoza^ Opera
omnia (with J. P. N. Land; 2 vols, 1882-83).

J. A. Bientjes, ‘J. van V. herdacht’ in De
Nieuwe Gids, XXX (1915); M. Mees-Verwey,
Debetekenis van J, van V, (1928); A. van Duinker-
ken, ‘J. van V.* in Achter de Vuurlijn (1930).

J.W.W.

Vodnik, Valentin (*Ljubljana 3 11 1758; Vbid,
8 1 1819), Slovene poet, philologist and journalist.

After classical beginnings he wrote poetry in

various genres, patriotic and pre-Romantic in the

spirit of the classical Enlightenment and to the

measures of Slovene Alpine dancing songs. He
also renewed Slovene popular prose by drawing
on the speech of the people.

V, V, izbrani spisi (sel, works; ed. F. Wiesthaler,

1890).— pesmi (sel. poems; ed. with comm,
and notes A. Gspan, 1958).

—

Zadovoljni Kranjec

(1781); Velika pratika (1795-97); Ljubljanske

novice (1797-1800); Pesmi za pokusino (1806);

Ilirija ozivljena (1811); V, Pesmi (ed. F. Levstik,

1869).

F. Levstik, Zbrano delo, VI (1935).

A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Vogt, Nils Collett (*Kristiania 24 IX 1864;

001894 Ski Thyselius; tLillehammer 23 XII

1937), Norwegian poet, novelist and playwright.

Vogt, who can be reckoned amongst the foremost

Norwegian lyric poets, was a rebellious spirit

from a conservative upper-class home. His

impetuous enthusiasm for the radicalism of the
1880s set its mark on his early work and continued
to colour, in reflective and sometimes melancholy
tones, his later production. Visits to Italy enhanced
his intense response to the seasons in Norway
(especially the spring) and his appreciation of the
natural beauty of the country, and this is reflected

in many of his poems. Profound patriotism,

manly fortitude and a fund of deep compassion
coupled with a vigorous and forthright style

characterize the work of his maturity.

verse: Digte (1887); Fra Vaar til Host (1894;
rev. ed. 1904); Musik og Vaar (1896); Det dyre

Brad (1900); Fra Kristiania (1904); September^

brand (1907); Kantate ved Norges jubilceumsuu

stilling (1914); Hjemkomst (1917); Ned fra
bjerget (1924); Vind og bolge (1927).—plays:
Spcmdte sind. To skuespil (1910); Moren (1913);

Therese (1914); De skadeskudte (1916; rev.

version of ‘Ingrid’ in Spcendte sind); Karneval

(1920); Forbi er forbi (1929).

—

^novels and
various: Familiens sorg (1889); Harriet Blich

(1902); Memesker (1903); Smaa breve fra Fin-

marken (1918); Levende og dode (1922); Et liv idikt

(1930); Fra gutt til mann (1932); Oplevelser (1934).

K. Elster in Fra tid til anden (1 920). R.G.P.

Voiculescu, Vasile (*Pirscov, nr Ploie§ti 1884;

tl964), Rumanian author. A doctor by pro-

fession, he was at first influenced by Vlahuta*

but he later adopted a number of different styles

and eventually became a member of the Gtndirea

circle. He deliberately introduced into his poems
words collected from country folk, sometimes

with discordant effect. After 1944 he underwent

an astonishing final development in which he

produced his ‘feigned translations of an imaginary

last sonnet sequence by Shakespeare’, a host of

stories, many not yet published, and an unpub-

lished novel, Zahei orbul. The achievements of

this last period, which came to an abrupt end

with his arrest in 1958, have led some critics to

place him in the first rank of Rumanian writers.

Poezii (1916); Din fara zimbrului (1918);

Pirgd (1921); Poeme cu ingeri (1927); Destin

(1933); Vrcu^ (1937); Intrezdriri (1939).—Poez«

(sel. from later poems, inch the entire sequence

Ultimele sonete inchipuite ale lui Shakespeare in

traducere imaginara; 2 vols, intro. A. RSu,

1968); Povestiri (sel. stories; 2 vols, intro. V.

Streinu, 1966). F.J.B.

Voigt, Rudolf (*Frankenberg, Saxony 21 XI
1899; tMilwaukee 1956), German-American
poet. Emigrated to the U.S.A. (1924) and taught

at the University of Illinois, Northwestern Univer-

sity and Wisconsin University.

Die Fruhlingsfackel (1917); Blutende Sehnsucht

(1918); Der Tanz um die Liebe (1919); Gedichte

(1934); Das sehnsuchtige Herz (1953). E.R.
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Voiture, Vincent (*Amiens 24 II 1597; fParis

26 V 1648), French poet. The son of a wine

merchant, Voiture attained high appointments at

court and achieved social success as el rey chiquito

(‘the little king’) of Mme de Rambouillet’s salon.

The foremost precieux poet, he shows great

technical skill in his echoes of Marini* and of the

Spanish baroque poets. He practised the sonnet

and madrigal and revived the medieval rondeau

and ballade. Contemporaries admired his Lettres

for their easy wit. He died as the result of a duel.

(Euvres (1649 and 1658; ed. A. Ubicini, 2 vols,

1855); Choix de poesies (ed. A. Amoux, 1907).

C, A. Sainte-Beuve, Causeries du lundU XII

(1867); E. Magne, V, et VHotel de Rambouillet

(2 vols, 1929-30). G.B.

Vojnovid, Ivo (*Dubrovnik 1 X 1857; fBelgrade

30 VIII 1929), Croatian poet and dramatist. His

dramas, influenced by Western European Sym-
bolism, and outstanding by reason of their aes-

thetic value and psychological studies, are

principally concerned with the decline of the

Ragusan aristocratic tradition.

Ekvinocij (1895); Dubrova6ka trilogija (1902);

Smrt Majke Jugovica (1907); Gospodja sa sunco-

kretom (1912).

—

Trilogia ragiisea (Ital. tr. I. V. and

C. Cronia, 1955).

R. V. Jovanovid, I, V, (1964). V.J.

Volen, IiiYA (*Uglen 13 EX 1905), Bulgarian story-

writer. From close observation he has, like

Karaslavov*, depicted the harsh, often primitive

and basic realities of peasant life. His child studies

in this setting are particularly striking.

Cherni ugari (1928); Krusttsi (1931); Boji hora

(1937); Divi dushi (1954); Vulchi vremena (play;

1956); Mejdu dva svyata (1958); Zlatanovata

mechta (I960).—Sel. works (2 vols, 1962). V.P.

Vollenhove, Johan van (*Vollenhove 1631;

cxDGesina Hake [tl681], ooKatharina Rooze-

boom; tl4 III 1708), Dutch poet, parson at

Zwolle and The Hague. Appreciated by Vondel*

(especially his Kruistriomf), he imitated Vondel

to the extent of writing in the ‘language of Par-

nassus’, but inspiration is rare. He wrote devo-

tional and commemorative poetry and gradually

tended towards classicism. In his poem Aon de

Nederduitsche Schrifvers (1678) he recommended a

purist approach to language. Oxford presented

him with an honorary degree. The main body of

his poetry was published in 1686 in Poezy; his

devotional poems were collected in 1750.

A. L. Lesturgeon, Bloemlezing uit van V,

(1865) and Levensschets van van V. (1865); E. J.

Posthumus Meyjes, ‘J. V.’ in Die Haghe (1921).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Voloshin, Maximilian Alexandrovich (*1877;

tCrimea 1932), Russian poet. An aesthete by
nature, he became (under the impact of the

Revolution) a kind of mystical patriot, and some of

his best verses are about Russia’s destiny, expressed

in a quasi-religious spirit.

Stikhotvoreniya (1910); Liki tvorchestva (1914);

Anno mundi ardentis (1916); Demony gliikhonemye

(1920); Stikhi o terrore (1923).

E. Lann, PisateVskaya sud'ba Voloshina (1927).

J.L.

Volpi, Giovanni Antonio, known as Gian-
NANTONio (*Padua 10 XI 1686; Wd, 25 X 1766),

Italian scholar; Professor of philosophy (1727-3®
and humanities (1736-60) at Padua University;

co-editor, with his younger brother Gaetano
(1689-1761), of a celebrated collection of classics

in annotated editions published by the Stamperla

Cominiana. He wrote dso Latin and Italian poems,

and Latin treatises on classical subjects.

G. Natali, 11 Settecento (193®. P.T,

Vqlsungasaga: see nibelungenlied, text and
biblio.; sagas.

Voltaire, pseud, of FRANgois-MARiE Arouet
(Paris 21 XI 1694; Wd* 30 V 1778), French

writer. The fifth child of a prosperous notary,

he was educated at the Jesuit College of Louis

le Grand, studied law, but soon turned to litera-

ture. His first tragedy Oedipe, written during his

first imprisonment in the Bastille, was performed

on 18 1718 with great success. The Henriade^

published surreptitiously at Rouen under the

title of the Ligue (1723), increased his reputation,

but a quarrel with a courtier sent him again to the

Bastille, from which he was however allowed to go

to England.

Voltaire’s stay in England (1726-29) had a
profound etfect upon him. He obtained command
of the English language, became acquainted with

Shakespeare’s* plays and learned to appreciate

English political institutions. On his return to

France he completed Charles XII (1731) and the

Lettres sur les Anglais (authorized Eng. version

1733; Fr. ed. 1734), and continued to write

plays, among them being Brutus (1730) and
Zaire (1732), his best and one of the b^t classical

French tragedies.

To escape arrest for his satire on contemporary

letters, Le Temple du GoUt (1733)^ he fled to Cirey

in Lorraine, home of Gabrielle Emilie, Marquise

du Chttelet, the ‘divine Emily’ (1706-49).

Through the influence of Mme de Pompadour he
was appointed Historiographer Royd and a
Gentleman of the Bedchamber (1745), and in

1746 was elected to the Academy. TMs happy
phase ended in 1749 when Mme du Ch^telet

died bearing a child by Saint-Lambert*. In 1751

Voltaire accepted an invitation from King
Frederick* n of Prussia, with whom he had cor-
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responded since 1736, and spent three years in

Berlin.

Here he published the Si^cle de Louis XIV
(1751) and began the Dictwrmaire Philosophique.

His incessant quarrels, chiefly with Maupertuis,

the President of the Berlin Academy, against

whom he directed his bitterest lampoon (Diatribe

du Docteur AkakUii 1752), led to his dismissal

(1753).

A wealthy man through successful financial

speculations, Voltaire now settled for the rest of

his life near Geneva, first at Les DeHces, and from
1758 in Femey, just on French soil, la 1755 he

published the Pucelle, began 20 years earlier. In the

same year occurred the disastrous earthquake at

Lisbon which caused Voltaire to reject the philo-

sophical theory of optimism (supported by

Rousseau*) and to write Candide (1159) as a

satire upon it. To the last 20 years of his life

belong most of the cases in wMch he attacked

oppression and miscarriage of justice—the Galas

and Sirven cases being the best known. His letters

of this period bear his famous motto ‘ficrasez

rinf^me—‘rinf^me’ being not Christ or the

Church, as has been erroneously suggested, but

entrenched and unthinking privilege, wheresoever

encountered.

In 1778 Voltaire completed his last play,

Irine, and took it to Paris, where he was received

as a national hero; it was produced on 16 Ul. The
general excitement and constant stream of visitors

proved too much for him; he became seriously ill

and died.

Voltaire’s appearance is well known; he was
always thin, and in later years skeletal. Never
married, he was looked after for many years by
his niece, Mme Denis. Needing little exercise or

sleep, his output of work was prodigious. In

addition to the vast canon of his writings, his

correspondence amounts to 14,000 known letters.

Many of his larger works are now out of fashion,

but as Saintsbury has written: ‘Not the most
elaborate work of Voltaire is of much value for

matter; but not the very slightest work of Voltaire

is devoid of value in form. In literary craftsman-

ship, at once versatile and accomplished, he has

no superior and scarcely a rival’.

Of his writings, his tales or short novels are

incomparably the most important; although

Candide is the most famous, there is not one
which will not amply reward its reader by the

beauty of the prose and clarity of thought with

which he points what, behind the airiness of the

tale, is generally a serious moral. Hence, deliciously

readable today, he was a master at conveying to

the light-minded an important message which
they would not have assimilated in heavier form.

His plays today are mainly forgotten, although

two or three of the best still retain their place in

the canon of the great classical French drama.

As a poet he is brilliant, again, in his short pieces

:

his epics are generally respected but seldom read.

Of his histories, Charles XU stands above all the
others: it is still a genuinely exciting book. Next
to his tales, his correspondence probably takes

pride of place—constantly grumbling, frequently

deceitful, always intelligent, his letters vastly

repay reading; and there is hardly the shortest

note which does not give pleasure by the grace and
purity of its style, and the ever-present sense that

the writer knew exactly what he was doing.

Yet the man himself was greater than his works,

for his inquiring mind, his tolerance and insistence

on the rights ofman made him the leader of a new
chapter in the history of mankind.

COLLECTED WORKS: Ed. P. A. Caron de Beau-
marchais, M. J. A. N. Caritat, Marquis de
Condorcet, L. P. Decroix and Letellier (70 vols

8vo and 92 vols 12mo, Kehl, 1785-89; a vast

amount was pub. for the 1st time in this famous
ed.); ed. A. J. Q. Beuchot (72 vols, Paris, 1829-40;

1st sound crit. ed.); ed. L. Moland (50 vols, Paris,

1877-83; Table generale et analytique^ 2 vols,

1885); coll. ed. correspondence, fully annotated

(ed. T. Besterman, c. 100 vols, Les Delices,

Switzerland, 1953 ff.); (Euvres completes de K.

(ed. T, Besterman, W. H. Barber, J. Ehrard,

R. Pomeau, O. Taylor and S. Taylor, 1968 ff.).

—SEPARATE works: V. pub. over 2,000 books and
pamphlets. In addition to those mentioned in the

text, the following titles are worth enumerating.

Mod. eds mentioned are crit. eds which may be

consulted with advantage; of works not listed

below the best crit. ed. of Candide is by A. Morize

(1913) and of Temple du GoUt by E. Carcassonne

(1938).

—

splays: Herode et Mariamne (1725);

Mort de Cesar (1735); Alzire (1736); Mahomet
(1742); Merope (1743); Princesse de Navarre

(1745; comedy ballet set to music by Rameau);
Semiramis (1748; ed. J. Olivier, 1946); Nanine

(1749); Oreste (1750); Rome Sauvie (1752);

TancrMe (1760); Olympie (1763); Loix de Minos
(1772).

—

poems: Discours en vers sur VHomme
(1738); Bataille de Fontenoy (1745); Poimes sur le

disastre de Lisbonne et sur la Loi Naturelle (1756;

ed. F. J. Crowley, Berkeley, Cal., 1938); Contes

de Guillaume Vade (1764).—historical works:
Essay upon the Civil Wars of France (1727;

wr. in Eng.); Essai sur Vhistoire ginirale et sur les

maeurs et Vesprit des Nations (1756); Histoire de

VEmpire de Russie sous Pierre le Grand (1759-63);

Histoire du Parlement de Paris (1769).—tales:
Zadig (1747; ed. Verdun L. Saulnier, 1946);

Le Monde comme il va (1748); Micromegas
(1752); VIngenu (otherwise Imown as Le Huron*,

1161 \ ed. W. R. Jones, 1936); VHomme aux 40
ecus (1768); La Princesse de Babilone (1768);

Le Taureau Blanc (1774).—miscellanea: Letters

Concerning the English (1733; Eng. tr., precedes

pub. in Fr.); Lettres Philosophiques (otherwise

known as Lettres sur les Anglais’, 1734; ed. R.
Naves, 1939); Siemens de la philosophie de Neuton

(1738); Vie de Molidre (1739); Piices originaks
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concernant la Mart des Sieurs Galas (1762);

Traite sur la Tolerance (1763); The&tre de Pierre

Corneille avec des commentaires (1764); Relation

de la Mort du Chevalier de la Barre (1766[1768]);

Defense de mon Oncle (1767); Singularites de la

Nature (1768); Droits des Hommes (1768); Frag-

ments sur ITnde et sur le General Lalli (1773);

Prix de la Justice et de VHumanite (1777).

—

Voltaire'"s England (ed. D. Flower, 1950).

BiBLiOGRAPfflEs: J. M. Qu6rard, Bibliographie

Voltairienne (1842); G. Bengesco, Bibliographie des

CEuvres de V. (4 vols, 1882-90; not as sound as

Querard); M. H. Barr, Bibliography of Writings

on F., 1825-1925 (1926) and Bibliographical Data
on V, From 1926 to 1930 (1933).

—

^biographies:

S. G. Tallentyre, Life of V. (2 vols, 1903); R.
Aldington, F. (1925); G. M. C. Brandes, F.

(1930); H. N. Brailsford, F. (1935; the best short

life in any lang.); A. Noyes, F. (1936; has strong

Catholic views); J. Charpentier, F. (1938);

T. Besterman, F. (1969).—specialized studies:

J. C. Collins, F., Montesquieu and Rousseau in

England (1908); C. B. Chase, The Young F.

(1926); R. Naves, Le gout de F. (1938), F. et

VEncyclopedie (1938) and F. Vhomme et Tcsuvre

(1942); I. O. Wade, Studies on F. (1947) and
F. and Mme du Chdtelet (1941); Studs on V.
and the 18th Century (ed. T. Besterman, Geneva,
1955 ff.). D.F.

Volynsky, Akim L’vovich, pseud, of A. L.

Flekser (*1863; tl926), Russian essayist, critic,

and champion of an idealistic conception of
thought and culture. His books on Dostoyevsky*
beginning with Tsarstvo Karamazovykh (1901),

were partly responsible for the Dostoyevsl^ cult

among the intellectuals of that period.

Russkie kritiki (1896); Leskov (1898); BoPba
za idealism (1900); Kniga velikogo gneva (1904);

Dostoyevsky (190Q; Leonardo da Vinci (1909);

Lev Tolstoy (1910).

N. G. Molostvov, F. i noveyshie idealisty

(1905); Pamyati Volynskogo (ed. P. Medvedov,
1928). J.L.

Vondel, Joost van den (*Cologne 17 XI 1587;
00 1610 Maaike de Wolf [tl635]; tAmsterdam
5 II 1679), Dutch poet, playwright and prose
writer, son of Mennonite parents, who had to

flee from Antwerp. Althou^ he became a passion-

ately loyal citizen of Amsterdam, yet his love for

his native town remained, as is evident from
Olyftack aan Gustaaf Adolf and other poems.
He was a member, later deacon, of the Mennonite
Brotherhood, member of the Brabant Chamber,
Het wit Lavendel, which in later years he left for

the egelantier. Until c, 1620 it was from the

Mennonites and the Brabanters that Vondel
chose his friends and, as his education was limited,

his horizon was circumscribed. He knew French
and was influenced by Du* Bartas. He developed

late and slowly, rooted as he was in the Middle
Ages and the tradition of the rederdkers.

His first play, Pascha (1612), was still close to

Rederijker drama. Loosely constructed and
linguistically ornate, it describes the deliverance of

the Jews from Egypt, with unmistakable references

to the liberation of the Dutch from Spain. In the

years that followed, Vondel made a thorough
study of Latin literature, especially of the work
of Seneca*, who became a strong influence on his

own dramatic work. With Hooft* and some others

he translated Seneca’s Troades. His circle of friends

widened and included Visscher*, Hooft, Heinsius*,

Vossius*, de Groot* Reael* and Coster*.

His next play, Palamedes (1625), dealt ostensibly

with the feud between Palamedes and Ulysses,

but at the same time made a scathing attack on
the Stadtholder Maurits for his part in the trial

and execution of Oldenbameveld in 1619. Vondel
was taken to court and fined three hundred
guilders. For some years he concentrated on
satirical poetry with a political bias. The best of

these poems is Roskam (1630) in which he assailed

the corruption of modem magistrates and praised

the father of P. C. Hooft, a former burgomaster
of Amsterdam. In other satires, known as hekeU

dichten^ he attacked some bigoted ministers of the

Church and the dogma of Predestination. In

1637 he wrote his best-known play, Gijsbrecht

van Aemstel, which was intended for the inaugura-

tion of the new theatre in Amsterdam. The
performance was held up for a few days because

of suspected Roman Catholic features. Vondel
was gradually moving away from Protestantism

and became a Roman Catholic in 1641. His

religious zeal led to a conflict with Hooft which
was never resolved. After his conversion he wrote

Maria Stuart (1646), a drama containing a sharp

attack on Queen Eli^beth*. He celebrated the end

of the Eighty Years’ War with a pastoral play

Leeuwendalers (1647). In his later plays Vondel
adopted a new approach to drama: the innocent

(epic) hero as in Palamedes, Gijsbrecht van Aemstel

and Maria Stuart made way for a guilty hero, a
man neither wholly good nor wholly bad, but

often weak and wavering. Lucifer (1654), a ^ama
on the same theme as Milton’s* Paradise Lost,

was one of the first plays in the new manner. It is

Vondel’s most baroque play, written in a very

exuberant style. It was severely criticized, especially

by the Calvinist ministers, and to silence his critics

Vondel wrote Jeptha (1659), which he regarded

as his best play because of its compliance with

the Aristotelian unities and other rules laid

down by Horace*, Scaliger*, Ronsard* and
several others. In Ids last plays, such as Adam
in Ballinschap (1664) and Noah (1667), Vondel
took Sophocles* as his guide and allowed more
lyricism into his drama. Apart from being the

most important dramatist of his time, Vondel was
also a prolific lyric poet who wrote odes, sonnets,

elegies, religious poems, occasional verse. His
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Biblical epic poem Joannes de Boetgezant (1662)

had a long-lasting influence. As a prose-writer

he is known for his excellent Aanleidinge ter

Nederduitse Dichtkunst (1650).

plays: Hierusalem verwoest (1620); Maegden

(1639); Gebroeders (1639); Joseph in Dothan

(1640); Joseph in Egypten (1640); Peter en Pau-

wels (1641); Salomon (1648); Lucifer (1654; Eng.

tr. L. C. van Noppen, 1898, 1917); Salmoneus

(1654); Samson (1660); Koning David in Ballings

schap (1660); Koning David Herstelt (1660);

Adonias (1661); Batavische Gebroeders (1663);

Faeton (1663); Zungchin (1667).—didactic verse:

Altaargeheimenissen (1645); Bespiegelingen van

Godt en godtsdienst (1662); De Heerlyckheit der

Kerke (1663).—lyrical verse: Poezy (1647);

Po'ezy of Verscheide gedichten (pub. posth.,

1682).—Trs of poems in: A. J. Bamouw, Coming
After (1948); Th. Weevers, Poetry of the Nether-

lands in Its European Context (1960) ;
F. J. Wamke,

European Metaphysical Poetry (1961).

—

De werken
van V, (10 vols, 19X1-31, index 1940; known as

Wereldbibliotheek editie, chronol. with biblio.,

biog. and comm.); Volledige dichtwerken en
oorspronkeigk proza (ed. A. Verwey, in modern
spelling with excellent intro., 1937).

J. H. W. Unger, Bibliographie van V*s werken
(1888).—biographies: G. Brandt, HetLeven van /.

van den V. (1682; new ed. P. Leendertz Jr, 1932);

G. Kalff in Nederlandsche dichters der 17e eeuw
(1901); P. Leendertz Jr (1910); H. C. Diferee

(1912); A. J. Bamouw, K (1925; best Eng. biog.);

J. F. M. Sterck (1926); B. H. Moikenboer,
De Jonge V, (1950); J. Melles, /. van den K, de
geschiedenis van zljn leven (1957).—G, Brom,
V7s Bekering (1907) and V7s Geloof (1935);
J. Noe, De religieuze bezieling van V7s werk
(1952).—On V.’s verse: A. Verwey, Een inleiding

tot V, (1892) and V7s vers (1927); J. Koopman,
‘V. als Christen-symbolist’ in Letterkundige
Studien (1906); W. A. P. Smit, ‘V. en het epos’
in De Nieuwe Taalgids, LIX (1966).—On drama:
J. G. Bomhoff, Bijdrage tot de waardering van
V7s drama^s (1950); W. A. P. Smit, Van Pascha
tot Noah (3 vols, 1956-62) and ‘The emblematic
aspect of V.’s tragedies as the key to their interpre-

tation* in Mod. Lang. Rev., Ul (1957); P. King,
‘The sacramental thought in V.’s drama’ in Mod.
Lang. Rev., LI (1956) and ‘V. tussen imitatio en
imitatio Christi’ in De Nieuwe Taalgids, LVIII
(1965); L. C. Michels, Stoffen uit V7s werk
(1961); J. Poulssen, ‘Tragiek van V.’s glans’ in

Raam (1963); K. L. Johannessen, ‘De synthese
van de barok als sleutel tot V.’s drama’ in Tijdschr.

Vrije Univ. Brussel, I (1959) and Zwischen Himmel
undErde; eine Studie liber J, van den V,sbiblische

Tragddie in gattungsgeschichtlicher Perspektive

(1963); W. A. P. Smit and P. Brachin, K; contribu-

tion d Vhistoire de la tragddie au XVIIe siicle

(1964); W. Kirkconnell, The Celestial Cycle (with

tr. of Lucifer and Adam in Ballingschap; 1952) and

That Invincible Samson (with tr. of Samson\

1964); A, S. Gerard, ‘Baroque and the order of

love’ in Neophilologus, XLIX (1965); L. Rens,

Het priester-koning-conflict in V7s drama (1965)

and ‘Het clair-obscur in V.’s drama’ in Spiegel

d. Lett., XII (1969-70).—G. Edmundson, Milton

and V, (1885); J. J. Moolhuizen, V7s Lucifer en

Milton's Verloren Paradijs (1895); J. F. M.
Sterck, Oorkonden over V, en zijn kring (1918),

Hoofdstukken over V. en zijn kring (1923), Random
K. (1927), Oud en Nieuw over J. van den V. (1932)

and V.-brieven (1935); W. Flemming, ‘V.’s Einfluss

auf A. Gryphius’ in Neophilologus, XIV (1929);

De Vondelherdenking (1937); Th. Weevers,

‘V.’s influence on German literature’ in Mod.
Lang. Rev., XXXII (1937); Album Amicorum
B. H, Moikenboer (1939); L. Rens, ‘Over het

probleem van de invloed van V. op de drama’s

van Andreas Gryphius’ in Hand. Zuidnederl.

Maatsch. v. Taal- en Letterk. en Gesch., XX
(1966).

The Vereeniging Het V.-Museum (founded

1901) possesses a unique collection of Vondeliana

in the Univ. Libr. at Amsterdam and pubs a

Jaarboek; studs and book reviews concerning V.

in Vondel-Kroniek (1930-40).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Vonmoos, Schimun (*Ramosch 1 VII 1868;

^ibid. 29 VII 1940), Raeto-Romansch author.

After theological studies in Germany and at

Zurich, he was for 45 years the Protestant pastor

of his native village. His short stories are filled

with wisdom, humanity and a subtle humour. He
translated Gotthelf*, Goethe* and Ramuz*.

SHORT stories: La daintadura da barba Lurench

(1928; Ger. tr. 1943); La vacha cranzla (1934;

Ger. tr. 1943; Eng. tr. 1970); II corn da puolvra

dad Abraham (1938; Ger. tr. 1938); Requints

(2 vols, 1955-5Q.

Jachen Luzzi, ‘S. V.’ in Annalas da la Soc.

Retorum., LVI (1942). R.R.B.

Vonnegut, Kurt, Jr (*Indianapolis II XI 1922;

001945 Jane Marie Cox), American novelist. A
writer of dark comedies, Vonnegut provides an

intellectual and moral stimulation by verbal

dexterity and wit. His sense of the bizarre and

the tragic takes him into science fiction, but his

distortion of his material never lets his reader

forget his philosophical truths.

Player Piano (1951); The Sirens of Titan (1959);

Mother Night (1961); Cat's Cradle (1963); God
Bless You, Mr Rosewater (1964); Slaughterhouse V
(1969).

—

^stories: Welcome to the Monkey House

(1968).

Black Humor (ed. B. J. Friedman, 1965);

R. Scholes, The Emulators (1967). G.A.K.

Voort, Jeronimus van der (*Lier c. 1535;

1600), Dutch poet in the rederijker tradition,
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member of the Chamber Den groeyenden boom
at Lier until his imprisonment in 1568 because of
his adherence to the new faith. He escaped,
however, to the northern Netherlands, where he
joined the Prince of Orange. After the Pacification

of Ghent he settled at Antwerp as a painter. He
was also factor of the Chamber De Goudbloeme
there (1578-89). In 1597 he was a factor of the
Chamber Blaeu Acolye at Flushing. Besides a
number of shorter poems (e.g. on Anjou’s attempt
on Antwerp, 1583, and the fall of the town,
1585), three extensive works of his survive,

namely Een schoonprofijtelick bouck, ghenaemt den
benauden, veriaechden, vervolchden Christen (1577),
Het heerlick bew(fs van des menschen ellende

(1582), Het leven en sterven ben ick genaemt
(1597). Some allegorical plays must also be
ascribed to him. There is insufficient evidence for
ascribing to him the Dutch national anthem
Wilhelmus, J.J.M.

Tcaetsspel der Fransoysen (ed. J. J. Mak in

Uyt lonsten Versaemt, 1957); Den droeven Adieu
van Antwerpen (ed. P. Fredericq in Het NederL
Froza in de Ibe^eeuwse pamfletten, 1907).

L. van Boeckel, ‘J. van der V.’ in Tijdschr. v.

Geschiedenis en Folklore (1943); P. J. Meertens,
Letterk. Leven in Zeeland (1943).

J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Voronsky, Alexander Konstantinovich (*1884),

Soviet critic and editor belonging to the right

wing of Mamst criticism. While editing the

important periodical Krasnaya Nov’, he was
broadminded enough to have fellow-travellers
among his contributors. Expelled from the party
in 1927, he was afterwards readmitted, but his

subsequent fate is unknown.

Na styke (1923); Literatumye zapisi (1926);
Literaturnye tipy (2nd ed. 1927); Za zhivoy i

mertvoy vodoy {1921 \ Waters of Life and Death,
tr. L. Zarine, 1936). J.L.

Vordsmarty, MihAly (*Kdpolndsny6k 1 XII 1800;
C01843 Laura Csajdghy; fPest 19 XI 1855),

Hungarian poet, playwright and critic. Vordsmarty
joined Kisfaludy’s* Aurora circle in 1824 and
rapidly became its most outstanding writer. He
united classical perfection with national themes
in his great epics, of which Zaldn futdsa (1825;
Ger. tr. G. Kosztka, n.d.), is the most powerful.

His shorter narrative poems, lyric verse and
refiective epigrams reveal the variety and power
of his poetic diction. Vorosmarty heralded the

most brilliant period of classical Hungarian verse.

verse: Cserhalom (1825); Eger (1828).—

K

dsszes munkdi (ed. P. Gyulai, 8 vols, 1884-85);

K M. dsszes muvei (crit. ed. K. Horvdth and D.
T6th, 1960- ).

P. Gyulai, K eletrajza (1866); M. Babits,

Irodalmi problemdk (1917); S. Lukdcsy and L.

Balassa, V. M. 1800-1855 (1955); D. T6th,

V. M. (1957); D. Mervyn Jones, ‘V. M.* in Five

Hungarian Writers (1966). G.F.C.

Vos, Isaak (*Amsterdam 1651), Dutch playwright

and actor. Principally a comedian, he rhymed a
number of farces after English models: Pekel-

haring in de Kist after Singing Simpkin (1648);

Robert Leverworst (1650) in alexandrines; Klucht

van de Moffin (1642); Klucht van de Mof (1643);

lemant en Niemant (1645); and Gedwongen Vrient

(1646) and De beklaeglycke Dwang (1648) after

prose translations of plays by Lope de Vega*.

J. A. Worp, ‘J. V.’ in Tijdschr. v. Nederl.

Taal- en Lett., Ill (1883); P. H. van Moerkerken,

Het Nederl. Kluchtspel in de 17de eeuw (2 vols,

1899); J. Walch, Studien over litt. en tooneel

(1924). A.M.B.W.

Vos, Jan (*Amsterdam c. 1615; ool639 Grietje

Gerrits; ^ibid. 1667), Dutch poet and glazier, on
the board of the Amsterdam theatre from 1647,

became famous overnight through his Aran en

Titus (1641), on the same theme as Shakespeare’s*

Titus Andronicus, admired also by the literati,

especially Barlaeus who introduced him to Hooft*,

Huygens* and Vondel*. Vos ‘embellished*

Vondel’s plays with interludes; after 1660 this

mutual appreciation waned. Vondel was a classi-

cist, Vos a romanticist, although in classicist

form. Vos’ second play JMledea (1665) brims with

stage effects. He also wrote a farce, Klucht van

Oene (1642), and poems on pictures and national

events and for his patrons. His complete poetry

appeared in 1662.

J. A. Worp, /. K (1879); W. Creizenach, ‘Die

Tragodien des Hollanders J. V. auf der deutschen

Btihne’ in Studien zur Geschichte der dramatischen

Poesie im 17, Jh, (1886); E. F. Kossmann, ‘De
polemiek over de vertooningen van J. V. in 1660’

in Oud-Holland, XXX (1912); M. Wagner,
‘Versuch einer psychologisch-asthetischen Wur-
digung von Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus und
J. V.’s Aran en Titus* in Tijdschr. v. Nederl.

Taal- en Lett., XXXII (1913); J. Koopmans,
‘J. V. en het Amsterdamsche Maecenaat’ in De
Beweging (1915); A. van Duinkerken, ‘J. V.’ in

Het tweede plan (1945); H. H. J. de Leeuwe,
‘J. V.’s Medea, een Nederlandse bijdrage tot de
Europese toneelgeschiedenis’ in Levende Talen

(1963), ‘La M6dee de J. V.’ in Le lieu thedtral

d la Renaissance (1964) and ‘Een politick gelegen-

heidsspel van J. V.: Ontzet van Koppenhaven’
in De Nieuwe Taalgids, LXI (1968).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Voskuyl, MEyNDERT(*c. 1595; tAmsterdam 1660),

Dutch playwright, sea captain, leader of the

EGELANTiER, wTOte tragicomedies: Ouden en
Jonghen Hillebrant (1639); Don Corel van Castilien
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(1635); Bellaria en Pandosto (1637; after Shake-

speare’s* Winter's Tale); and published some

rhymes in Lofvan Cupido (1626).

J. A. Worp, ‘De bronnen van M. V.’s tooneel-

spelen’ in Tijdschr. v, Nederl. Taal- en Lett.

(1895); G. Kalff, ‘Algemeene en Vergelijkende

litt. gesch.* in Vragen des Tijds, XLII (1915~1Q.

A.M.B.W.

Vosmaer^ Carel (*1116 Hague 20 HI 1826;

001853 A. G. C. G, Giant; fMontreux 14 VI
1888), Dutch man of letters, art historian, trans-

lator and critic; deputy registrar at the Supreme
Court. Opposed to Naturalism, he admired Multa-

tuli* and Perk*. From 1860 he was co-editor of

De Nederlandsche Spectator, his contributions

being collected in Vlugmaren (3 vols, 1879-83).

His own creative work was anaemic; the Gedichten

are often in blank verse in Greek metre, as is his

main work Namo (1883) and his witty masterpiece

Londinias (1873). Important were the excellent

translations in hexameters of the Ilias (1879-80)

and the Odussee (1888).

novels: Amazone (1880; 77te Amazon^ tr
E. J. Irving, 1884); Inwijding (1888; unfinished).

—

essays: Een studie over het schoone en de kunst

(1850); Rembrandt (1863); Vogels van diverse

pluimage (3 vols, incl. Gedichten^ 1872-75); Een
zaaier (1875).

In Memoriam C. V, (1888); J. ten Brink,

Geschiedenis der Noord Nederl. letteren^ n (with

bMo.; 1904); J. P. Boyens, Mr C, K (1931);

G. Stuiveling, De briefivisseling Vosmaer-KIoos

(1939) and *V. en zijn jongere tijdgenoten’ and
‘De briefwisseling V.-Perk* in Groot Nederland,

XXXVI (1938). J.W.W.

Vosmaer, Jacob (*The Hague 25 VIH 1783;

tUtrecht 13 II 1824), Dutch writer, physician and
pharmacist, Professor at Harde^k and Utrecht;

wrote, with acute psychological insight, humoristic

essays, such as ‘Het leven en de wandelingen van
Meester Maarten Vroeg* in De nagelaten en
verspreide letterarbeid (2 vols, 1862).

De menschenliefde (1818). J.W.W,

Voss, Johann Heinrich (Sommersdorf, Mecklen-
burg 20 II 1751 ; tHeidelberg 29 HI 1826), German
poet. With Boie’s* help Voss studied at Gottingen,

where he was the leading spirit of the hainbund.
A schoolmaster at Ottemdorf, then at Eutin, he
was at Weimar when Schiller* died. He devoted

the last 20 years of his life to classical studies at

Heidelberg. Voss was first influenced by Rousseau*
and Klopstock*, but turned soon to the classics,

translating Homer*. Combining his early manner
with his classicism, he invented the rurd idyll in

hexameters, of which Luise (1783-84) and Der
siebzigste Geburtstag (1781) are the best examples,

verse: Der Morgen (1776); Die Leibeigenschaft

(1776); Selmas Geburtstag (1776); Die Bleicherin

(1117); Der Settler (1777); Die Elbfahrt (1777);

Der Abendschmaus (1779); Der Hagestolz (1779);

Vermischte Gedichte (1784); Gedichte (2 vols,

1785-95); Idyllen (1801).—translations: Die
Odyssee (1781); Des P. Virgilius Maro Landbau
(1789); Ilias (1793); Des Horatius Werke (1806);

Shakespeares Schauspiele (1818-29); Aristophanes

(1821).

—

uprose: Vber Gotz und Ramler (1809);

Abriss meines Lebens (1818).—Sdmtliche poetische

Werke (1835); sel. ed. A. Sauer in J. Kiirschner,

Dt. Nat.-Lit.

y

XLIX (1887).—Briefe (2 vols,

1833-34).

W. Herbst, /. H. V. (2 vols, 1872-76); C.

Kahlmann, J. H. V. als Kritiker und Gelehrter

(1914). H.B.G.

Vossius, Gerardus (*nr Heidelberg 1577; fAm-
sterdam 1649), Dutch historian, studied and was
Professor at Leiden, removed in 1619 because of

his Arminian sympathies; Professor at the

Amsterdam Athenaeum in 1631. Friend and
adviser of Hooft* (history) and Vondel* (classical

literature). At the death of his very talented son

Vondel dedicated his magnificent Vertroostinge

to him. A.M.B.W.

Leerboek over Rhetorica (1648); De historicis

GraeciSf De historicis Latinis (both wr. 1627;

pub. 1677).

Edith Kem, The Influence of Heinsius and V,

Upon French Dramatic Theory (1949); J. W.
Johnson, The Formation of English Neo-Classical

nought (1967); C. J. M. Rademaker, G. J. V.

(1967). A.M.B.W. (R.P,M.)

Vovchok, Marko, pseud, of Maria Markovych,
n6e ViLiNSKAYA (*1834; tl907), author of Ukrai-

nian and Russian stories, in wMch she combined

ethnographic romanticism with a powerful

quiet realism and exposed the evils of serfdom

simply by implication. From 1860 to 1867 she

lived and wrote in Paris.

Tvory (7 vols, 1964-66),—P.-J. Stahl, MaroussUh
d'apris une ligende de Markowovzok (1878;

numerous reprs).

P. Gundy, ‘M. V.’ in Ukr. Quart., Ill (1947);

Y. Slavutych, ‘M. V.’, ibid., XIV (1958); O.

Zasenko, M. V, i zarubizhni literatury (1959).

V.S.

Voynikov, Dobri (Shumen 10 XI 1833 ; tTumovo
27 III 1878), Bulgarian playwri^t. He established

his own theatre touring company in 1865. All

his life he wrote and produced plays, which were

popular in their time. He produced his own weekly,

Dunavska zora (1867-70).

Stoyan Voyvoda (1866); Rayna Knyaginya

(186Q; Pokrushtenie na Preslavski dvor (1868);

Vuzstaryavane na Tsar Krum Strashny (1871).

K. Velichkov, D. K (1893); N. Atanassov,

Borba za teatur (1900). V.P.
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Voznesensky, Andrei Andreyevich (*Moscow
1933), one of the most talented Soviet poets of the
younger generation. He studied architecture, but
gave it up and dedicated himself to poetry. In
contrast to Evtushenko* who continues Nekra-
sov’s* civic tradition, Vo2aiesensky is more
personal and technically more difficult. Having
matured under Pasternak’s* influence, he became
a perfect craftsman in poetry of associations.

Disgusted with the modem world as Goya (with
whom he compares himself) was with his, he yet
finds inspiration in love, nature and in living life.

Among his verses are some interesting impressions
of America.

Parabola (1960); Mosaic (1960); Antimiry
(1964).—Selected Poems (tr. A. Hollo, New
York, 1964); Selected Poems (tr. H. Marshall,

1966); Antiworlds and the Fifth Ace (tr. P. Blake
and M. Hayward, 1968). J.L.

Vrancx, Cornelis Columbanus (*c. 1529; tl615),
Dutch poet in the rederijker tradition (motto:
‘Columbarum instar, sine felle’), prelate of St

Peter’s Abbey at Ghent. He wrote a number of
fierce Counter-Reformation poems, for instance

Sduvels kermisse (1578) on the occasion of an
iconoclastic riot after the Pacification of Ghent,
and a eulogy in verse (71601) on the Holy Sacra-

ment.

P. Blommaert, Nederduitsche schryvers van
Gent (1861); W. J. C. Buitendijk, Het Calvinisme

in de spiegel van de ZuidnederL literatuur der

Contra-Reformatie (1942). J.J.M,

Vraz, Stanko (Cerovec, Styria 30 VI 1810;

tZagreb 24 V 1851), Croatian and Slovene
writer. He studied philology in Graz, and became
associated with Gaj’s* Illyrian movement. Vraz
collected and published Slovene traditional poetiy,

and for Kolo, the first Croatian literary review,

wrote works on folk-lore, philology and literature.

His own romantic lyric verse is often strongly

emotional.

Djulabije (1840); Gusle i tambura (1845).

—

Djela (1954). V.J.

Vrchlick:^, Jaroslav, pseud, of Emil FrIda
(*Louny 17 II 1853; t^omazlice 9 IX 1912),

Czech poet, dramatist, novelist, critic and trans-

lator. The son of a merchant, Vrchlick^, after a
short period of preparation for the priesthood,

went over to the study of history. In 1893 he
was appointed Professor of comparative literary

history at the Czech University of Prague. His
private life was darkened by the break-up of his

marriage in 1892. His immense literary activity

was brought to an end in 1908 by a serious mental
illness to which he finally succumbed.
By the very quantity of his output (83 volumes

of original poetry, 31 plays, 98 volumes of trans-

lations, etc.), Vrchlick]? dominated Czech literature

at the end of the 19th century. For a time he was
generally regarded as the greatest of Czech poets,

but already in his lifetime many dissentient voices

were heard. It is undoubtedly true that through
his writings (perhaps especially his translations) the

Czech poetical language attained a breadth and
maturity that it had not known before, and
Czech poetry largely exchanged its indebtedness

to German models for the influences of France,

Italy and England; but the intrinsic value of his

work cannot now be rated above that of other

19th-century poets such as Mdcha*, Bfezina* or

Bezru6*. His lyrics suffer from an over-rhetorical

and diffuse manner; these characteristics are less

harmful to his historical epics (partly inspired by

Victor Hugo’s* Legende des si^cles and the work
of Leconte* de Lisle). Among his best lyric

collections are Hudba v dusi (1886) and Mec
Darruokl&v (1912). Notable among his epic cycles

are Mythy (1879 and 1880), Zlomky epopeje

(1886) and Novi zlomky epopeje (1895).

Sebrane spisy (65 vols, 1895-1912); Bdsnicke

dilo (20 vols, 1948-63).

A. Jensen, /. K Etude litteraire (Stockholm,

1894); F. X. Saida in Duie a dilo (1913); V.

Tich^, J, V. (1951). R.A.

Vries, Hendrik de ("“Groningen 17 Vm 1896),

Dutch poet and critic. His early work was mainly

free verse, but soon his interest in technique

became marked. Characteristic of his poetic

universe is the almost Gothic preoccupation with

fear, blood and ghosts; in his ni^tmare world,

dreams and the irrational inner life of children

play a dominant part. He also wrote criticism in

verse.

verse: De nacht (1920); Copious (1935); Nergal

(1937); Atlantische balladen (193T)\ Toovertuin

(1947); Jberia (1964).— uit vroegere verzen

1916-1946 (coll, verse; 1962).

—

criticism: Capri-

cho’s en rijmcritieken (194Q; Vers tegen vers

(2 vols, 1949-51).

G. J. Geers et a/., H. de V, vijftigjaar (1946);

H. Marsman, Verzameld werk (1960); P. N. van
Eyck, Verzameld werk^ IV (1961). J.J.O.

Vries, Jeronimo de (*Amsterdam 9 IV 1776;

OO1803 Maria G. Verhoesen; Vbid. 1 VI 1853),

Dutch writer and numismatist, town clerk of

Amsterdam. Despite his co-editorship of De Arke
Noachs and his friendship with Bilderdijk* he
stayed outside politics. He wrote the first history of

Dutch literature. Proeven eener geschiedenis der

Nederduitse dichtkunde (2 vols, 1810).

Hugo de Groot en Marie van Reigersbergen

(1827); Nederl gedenkpennmgen verklaard (with

J. C. de Jonge; 1829). J.W.W.

Vries, Theunis Uilke de (*26 IV 1907), Dutch
poet, novelist, story writer and essayist, of Frisian
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origin. He began his literary career as an aesthe-

ticist poet, but in th© early 1930s became deeply

involved in the Communist movement. His

creative work contains many rural, historical and

political novels, and has been widely translated.

verse: Terugkeer (1927); Verzen (1932); De
dood (1948).

—

uprose: Friesche sagen (1925);

Rembrandt (1931); Eroica (1934); Stiefmoeder

aarde (1936); Het rad der fortuin (1938); De
vrijheid goat in V rood gekleed (1946); Sla de

wolven^ herder (1946); De Friese postkoets (1948);

Een spook waart door Europa (1948); De fuga van

de tijd (3 vols, 1952-56); motet van de kardinaal

(1966); De namen in de boom (1967).

—

^essays:

Vox humana (1941); M. Nijhoff^ wandeiaar in de

werkelijkheid (1946); Meesters en vrienden (mem-
oirs; 1962). J.J.O.

Vriesland, Victor Emanuel van (*Haarlem 27
X 1892; 00Adrienne Canivez), Dutch poet and
critic. An admirer of Paul Val6ry*, he shows
himself in his well-balanced writing to be an
erudite and sensitive judge and poet.

Voorwaardelijk uitzicht (verse; 1929); Verza^

melde gedichten (coll, verse; 1968).

—

uprose:

Het afscheid van de wereld in drie dagen (1926);

De ring met de aquamarijn (1939); Herinneringen

(recollections; 1969).—plays: Der verlorene Sohn
(tr. V. E. van Vriesland and Georg Kaiser,

1925); De havenstad (1933).—essays and criti-

asM: Grondslag van verstandhouding (1946);

Vereenvoudigingen (aphorisms; 1952); De onver--

zoenlijken (1954); Onderzoek en vertoog (coll,

crit.; 2 vols, 1958); Het werkelijkheidsgehalte in de
letterkunde (1962).

M, Vasalis et al,, Victor^ het boek der vrienden

(1947); Willem Brandt et aL, V. E, van K, een

karakteristiek (1957). J.J.O.

Vrkljan, Irena (^Belgrade 21 VIII 1930), Croatian

poetess. Vrkljan began publishing in 1950 while

still a student at Zagreb and now works for radio

and television. She writes lyrical, intimate poetry

with strong Surrealist undertones.

verse; Krik Je same tisina (1954); Paralele

(1957); Stvari ved daleke (1962); Doha prijateljstva

(1963). B.J.

Vroman, Leo (Gouda 10 IV 1915; ool947

Georgina Maria Sanders), Dutch poet and prose

writer; also a biologist. He writes ingenious, yet

colloquial, short and long poems, which attempt

to involve the reader by addressing him direedy

and deliberately alternating between intensity and
vagueness. His main themes are the indispensability

of love and the inevitability of death, often

expressed in the terms of biological analysis.

verse: Gedichten (1946); Poems in English

(1953); Meiding tot een leegte (1955); Vit slaap-

wandelen (1957); De ontvachting (1960); Twee

gedichten (1961); Fabels (1962); Manke vliegen

(1963); Ballade van mezelf (1969).—72(5 gedichten

(1964); 114 gedichten (1969).

—

prose: Tineke

(1948); De adem van Mars (1956); Snippers

(1958).

—

Voorgrond, achtergrond (play; 1969).

H. U. J. d’Oliveira in Merlyn I.l, 1.6 (1962-63).

IV.5 (1966); L. H. Pelzer, L. K (1965); interview.

H. U. J. d'Oliviera in Scheppen riep hij goat van

All! (1965). J.J.O,

VSehrd, Viktorin Kornel ze (*Chrudim c. 1460;

tPrague 1520), Czech humanist. He was one of

the first writers to use Czech for works of scholar-

ship, notably in his O prdviech, o sudiech i o

dskdeh zemi deski knihy devatery (‘Nine Books

on the Laws, Courts and Public Records of

Bohemia*; wr. 1495-99, pub. 1508).

O prdvich zemi ceske knihy devatery (ed. H.

Jirecek, 1874).—V. Van6cek, M. V. C. ze V. a

dalsi vyvoj ceskeho prdvnictvi (1960). R.A.

Vu2o, Aleksandar (*Belgrade 25 IX 189^,

Serbian novelist and poet. Vubo studied in Paris,

graduated from the law faculty in Belgrade after

the First World War and began publishing in 1926.

He was an editor of numerous journals between

the wars, including Nasa stvarnost, and a foremost

exponent of Surrealism during the 1920s and

1930s. His post-war poetry has remained basically

Surrealist but has developed in the direction of

deeper philosophical reflection and perhaps less

superficial brilliance. His first attempt at a novel

Korea vida (1927) has remained the only genuinely

Surrealist novel in Serbian literature, but it was

only partially successful. His post-war trilogy of

novels is less experimental and closer to tradi-

tional realism, although the work still contains

many features of the poetic and modernist novel

currents. Like DaviSo’s* Pesma the trilo^ is an

examination of the theme of the individual’s

internal conflict with himself and his psychological

development towards convinced participation in

the revolutionary movement as a result of prag-

matic experience and personal involvement. It is

a far more convincing work than the majority of

treatments of similar themes.

verse: Krov nad prozorom (1926); Nadela

(1929); Humor zaspalog (1932); Marija Rudara

(1935; with D, Matid); Mastodonti (1951);

Pesme (1957); Ako se Jos jednom setim (1958);

Poziv na maitanje (1965); Alge (1968).—novels;

Gluho doba (1940; with D. Matid); Raspust

(1954; The Holidays, tr. A. Brown, 1959); Mrtve

javke (1958); Zasluge (1965). B.J.

Vulteius Remensis, Johannes (vernacular surname

uncertain: ?Visagier, ?Voult6) (tl542), French

neo-Latin poet. An ardent supporter of the new

learning and an opponent of the medievalism of

the Sorbonne. Although writing in Latin, he

championed the claims of French. His work
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(pub. 1536-38) consists of epigrams, xenia and
inscriptions.

D. Murarasu, La poesie neolatine (1928); P.

Van Tieghem, La litterature latine de la Renaissance

(1944). F.W.

Vuylsteke, Julius (*Ghent 10 XI 1836; ’\ibid. 16

1

1903), Flemish poet, liberal politician, devoted
himself to adult education, wrote love poetry in

the tradition of Musset* and Heine*, and some
powerful political and social verse.

Zwijgende liefde (1860); Uit het studentenleven

(1868).

—

Verzamelde gedichten (1881); Verzamelde

prozaschriften (4 vols, 1887-91). R.F.L.

Vyazemsky, Petr Andreyevich, Prince (*nr

Moscow 12 VII 1792; tl878), Russian poet and
writer of the Pushkin* circle. He was a champion
of Romanticism, yet his own poetry was pre-

dominantly classical: polished, lucid and often

full of caustic wit. As a critic he wrote articles and
studies about Fonvizin*, Ozerov*, Krylov*,

Gogol* etc. His correspondence, too, is of interest.

Polnoye sobranie sochineniy (12 vols, 1878-86);

Izbrannye stikhotvoreniya (1935).

D. Yazykov, P. V, (1904); A. Ginsburg,

‘V. literator’ in Russkaya proza (ed. B. Eichen-

baum and J. Tynyanov, 1926); P. M. Bitsilli,

Pushkin i V. (1939). J.L.

Vydunas, pseud, of ViLius Storasta (*Jugnaten,

East Prussia 22 HI 1868; 00 I888 Klara Koch;

VYNCK
tWest Germany 2011 1953), Lithuanian dramatist

and publicist. Educated in Germany, Vydunas
attended courses in philosophy and religion at

four Universities (Tumas calls him ‘an enlightened

autodidact’), then taught in schools from 1888 to

1912 and was prominent in the social life of East
Prussia. His contribution to Lithuanian literature

is chiefly in the form of plays, which are of two
distinct kinds—realistic comedy and mystical

and allegorical drama. As a mystic Vydunas was
influenced by theosophy, occultism and even
spiritualism. He was an optimistic believer in

human perfectibility. Like Donelaitis* he stood

apart from literary developments in Lithuania

proper, but his influence there was notable. He
was a very prolific author and wrote in German
as well as in Lithuanian.

plays: Jonuks (1900); Prahociu seseliai (1908);

Musii laimejimas (1913); Amzina ugnis (3 vols,

1913); Vergai ir dykiai (1919); Zvaig^dzili takais

(1920) ; Jurti varpai (1920); Likimo bangos (1922);

Varpstis (1923); Gaisras (1928); Juraiie (1934).—
MISCELLANEOUS PROSE: Musli idduvinys (1910).

V. Mykolaitis, V. o dmmaturgija (1935);

Lietuviii literaturos istorija^ II (1958).

W.K.M. (H.Le.)

Vynck, Prosper de (tl674), Dutch devotional

poet, canon at Bruges, wrote a versification of

Duyfkens en Willemynkens Pelgrimage tot haren

Beminnenden bimten Jerusalem (1641) and an
edifying dialogue between Spirit and Flesh,

Wekelyck Vermaeck (1645). His works show
Cats’* influence. A.M.B.W.
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w
Wace, Robert (*Jersey c. 1100; fafter 1174),

French writer. Brought up at Cien, he was a
clerc lisant (the precise meaning of which is

uncertain). In his latter years at least he epjoyed

the patronage of Henry II, who secured him a
canonry at Bayeux (before 1169). Of his extensive

output there survive three religious works and two
chronicles in octosyllabic verse. These latter (the

Brut and the Roii) relate the history of the Britons

and the Normans respectively and bear the names
of the reputed founders (Brutus the Trojan and
Duke RoUo) of these two nations. Bou is based

on Dudo of St Quentin and Guillaume de Jumi^
ges, while Brut is an adaptation of Geoifrey* of

Monmouth’s Historia. Wace preserves the sub-

stance of his sources, but his manner is that of

a popularizer of clerkly learning addressing himself

to a lay public. His style is very similar to that of

the romans d'antiquitiy being marked by amplifica-

tion, figures of rhetoric and stylized descriptions.

Brut contains the first mention in literature of
Arthur’s Round Table. It enjoyed great popularity

and exerted a marked influence on 13th-century

vernacular literature (Arthurian legend).

La Vie de Sainte Marguirite (very early; ed.

E. A. Francis, 1932); La Conception Notre-Dame
(?113(M0; ed. W. R. Ashford, 1933); La Vie de
Saint Nicolas (?c. 1150; ed. J. Ronsjd. 1942);
Le Romm de Brut (1155; ed. I. Arnold, 1938-40);
Le Roman de Rou (or Geste des Normands;
begun 1161, left unfinished 1174; ed. H. Andresen,
1877-79).

M. Pelan, Vinfluence du Brut de W, (1931);
E, Hoepffner, ‘Le Brut de W.’ in Rev. des cours
et conferences, XXXIV (1933); M. Houck,
Sources ofthe Roman de Brut (1941). F.W.

Wackenroder, Wilhelm Heinwch (*Berlin 13 VII
1773; ^ibid 13 II 1798), German art critic. Son
of a Prussian minister, who dominated his timid
son, Wackenroder became attached to Tieck*.
Obliged to enter the civil service, he pined and
succumbed easily to a fever. Wackenroder’s
pracipal writings are the essays published by
Tieck as Herzensergiessmgen. They display his

dislike of analytical criticism and stress the
critic’s understanding of a work of art as a whole.
He showed great enthusiasm for medieval art.

Herzensergiessungen eineskunstliebenden Kloster-
bruders (a small part by Tieck; 1797); Phmtasien
uber die Kunst (1814); Werke und Briefe (ed. F.
von der Leyen, 2 vols, 1910).

P. Koldewey, W, und sein Einftuss auf Tieck

(1904); E. Gtilzow, W. (1930); G. Fricke, W,s
Religion der Kunst (1948). H.B.G,

Wade, Thomas (*Woodbridge 1805; ooLucy

Bridgman; fJersey 19 IX 1875), English poet and
playwright whose poetry is coloured by Shelley’s*

to an extent that obscures his own poetic gift.

verse: Tassoi and The Sisters (1825); The

Contention of Death and Love (1837).—splays:

WomarCs Love^ or the Triumph ofPatience (1829);

The Jew ofArragon (1830).

W. R. Nicoll and T. J. Wise, Literary Anecdotes

of the 19th Century1 1 (1895; incl. H. B. Forman
on W.). R.M.H. (K.W.)

Wadman, Anne (*Langweer 30 XI 1919), Frisian

writer of poetry, fiction and relentless literary

criticism. His novels are written in a modem tone

and violated sexual taboos in Frisian literature.

novels: De oerwinning fan Bjinse Houtsma

(1962); De Smearlappen (1963; Dutch tr. 1964;

Ger. tr. 1965); Kugels foar in labbekak (1964;

Dutch tr. 1966); By de duvel to bycht (1966; Dutch

tr. 1968); De feestgongers (1968); It rammeljen

fan de pels (1970).—Xri/yjA' Konfoai (coll, essays;

1951).—Mci Abraham f&stkje (autobiog.; 1969).

E. Howard Harris, The Literature of Friesland

(1956); J. Piebenga, Koarte Skiednis fan de Fryske

Skriftekennisse (2nd ed. 1957). K.D.

Wadskiser, Christian Frederik (*0rslev Kloster,

nr Skive 1713; ool755 Christiane Annette Frieden-

reich, ool778 Frederikke Hasseker; tCopenhagen

5 XI 1779), Danish poet. Without any permanent

employment for a long time, he made his living by

writing occasional poems. In 1755 he became

Professor of poetry at Copenhagen. Much of his

poetry is simply mechanical, but his quaint and

often witty style, reminiscent of 17th-century

baroque, has given him a permanent place among
Danish poets.

Udvalgte danske Vers (ed. H. Brix and A.

Jensen, 1915). E.B,

Wagenaar, Jan (*Amsterdam 18 X 1709; ool739

Christiana Vergoes; '\ibid, 1 III 1773), Dutch

historian, topographer and journalist; self-

educated, from 1730 a Mennonite. He wrote the

first standard history of the Netherlands and of

Amsterdam, showing a moderate partiality to the

States’ cause.

Hedendaagsche historic of tegenwoordige stoat,

I-m, V. X, XXI (1738-58); Vaderlandscke

Historic (21 vols, 1749-59); Amsterdam in zijn

opkomst ... (3 vols, 1760-68).

P. Huisinga Balier, Het leeven van /. W.

(1776). J.W.W.

W^enfeld, Karl (Liidinghausen 5 IV 1869;

tMunster 19 XII 1939), Low German epic poet

and playwright. He began with tragedies from

peasant life but later devoted himself to religious

poetry in which medium he wrote two epics and a

Mystery play. These owe more to modem
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Christian beliefs and, in part, Expressionist

technique, than to medieval Mystery plays. His
use of the Westphalian dialect in higlily wrought
verse is masterly.

tragedies: Dat Gewitter (1912); Hatt giegen

Hatt (1916).—epics: Baud un Duwel (1912);

De Antichrist (1916).

—

Lucifer (play; 1921).

—

Gesammelte Werke (2 vols, 1954-56).

A. Kracht, Das Werk K, W,s (diss. Rostock,

uiipub.; extrs in Mitteilungen Quickbom, XXV,
XXVII, 1932, 1934); K. W. Festgabe (1939; with

biblio.). G.C.

Wager, Lewis {fl. 1566), English morality-writer.

In the one play known to be written by him
Wager uses Biblical history in polemic.

G.K.H.

The Life and Repentance of Mary Magdalene
(1567; ed. F. I. Carpenter, 1902).

B. Spivack, Shakespeare and the Allegory of
Evil (1958); D. M. Bevington, From *Mankind^
to Marlowe (1962); F. P. Wilson, The English

Drama 1485-1585 (1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Wager, Wiluam (Jl, 1566), English writer of
interludes. Three interludes, Protestant in tone

and didactic in intention, are known as the work
of this author. G.K.H.

Enough is as good as a feast (?1565); The Cruel
Debtor (1566; frags only); The longer thou livest

the more fool thou art, A mirror very necessary

for youth (1569); ed. R. M. Benbow {The Longer
. . . and Enough . . .; 1968).

B. Spivack, Shakespeare and the Allegory of
Evil (1958); D. M. Bevington, From *Mankind" to

Marlowe (1962) and Tudor Drama and Politics

(1968); F. P. Wilson, The English Drama 1485-
1585 (1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

WSgner, Eun (*Lund 16 V 1882; fBergslund,

SmMand 7 I 1949), Swedish journalist, author
amd feminist. Wagner’s early work championed
the emancipated woman; and her latent pacifism

was brought out by the First World War, notably
in Sldkten Jerneploogs framgdng (1916). In her
SmMand-peasant novel, Asa-Hanna (1917), she

returned to childhood media, leaving criticism of

modem conventions for analysis of individuals and
their spiritual troubles. The attempt to reconcile

religion with modern life occupied her long, and
though she never relinquished her feminist creeds,

her best work combines both these inward urges.

C.H.K.

Valda skrifter (ed. H. Ahlenius, 14 vols, 1950-

54).—H. Ahlenius, E, W, (1936). I.S.

Wagner, Heinrich Leopold (^Strasbourg 19 II

1747; tFrankfurt-on-Main 4 III 1779), German
dramatist. At Strasbourg University in 1771

Wagner met Goethe*, whom he greatly admired.

In 1774 he settled in Frankfurt in legal practice,

becoming one of Goethe’s circle. His satire

Prometheus Deukalion (1775) was attributed to

Goethe. His often strikingly realistic plays become
stilted at moments of passion. He was primarily a
gifted imitator.

Die Reue nach der Tat (1775); Die Kindes-

morderin Theaterstucke (1779).

—

Gesam--

melte Werke (vol. I only; 1923); sd. eds: A.
Sauer in J. Kurschner, Dt. Nat-Lit, LXXX
(1883); K. Freye in Sturm und Drang (191 1).

E. Schmidt, ff, L. W, (1879). H.B.G.

Wagner, Richard (^Leipzig 22 V 1813; ool836

Minna Planer Itl865], ool870 Cosima von
Billow; tVenice 13 n 1883), German composer
and ^amatist. From boyhood Wagner was
equally drawn to dramatic writing and to composi-

tion, but only after apprentice work with con-

ventional opera did he arrive at his individual

synthesis. As Kapellmeister in Dresden (1843-49)

he was gradually achieving success, when revo-

lutionary entanglements caused his exile in

Zurich (1849-59). There he elaborated his theory

of the music-drama with its ancient Greek manner:
poetry, music and the pictorial arts fused into

one, with which the Festspiel—a.rt elevated to a

religious occasion—and the idea of drawing upon
medieval myth and epic, unearthed during the

Romantic period, were indissolubly linked. Die

Meistersinger von Numberg (1862), counted

among the few outstanding German comedies,

was his last work intended for the stage as he

found it, not as he wished it to be. He was helped

by his friends—Liszt, von Billow (whom he repaid

by eloping with his ^e), Nietzsche* (who turned

from an admirer into a bitter opponent). Ludwig

11 gave him his chance: the Festspielhaus at

Bayreuth was founded in 1872, The Ring first

performed in 1876. As a dramatic poet he was a

follower of the Romantics, carrying out their

theories in practice. His work was at once a

culmination and a dead end. He had ardent

admirers and bitter enemies in many lands.

Though his idea of combining the arts in a single

work was never practicable, Tristan und Isolde

(1865) is still the most revolutionary operatic

work.

Mein Leben (2 vols, 1911, 1969; Eng. tr. 1911);

Gesammelte Schriften und Dichtungen (6th ed.,

16 vols, 1912-14); Briefe (17 vols, 1912; ed. G.
Strobel and W. Wolf, 1967 ff.); Auswahl (ed. W.
Altmann, 2 vols, 1925; Eng. tr. M. M. Bozman,
1927, 1936).—R. W^s Prose Works (tr. W. A.

Ellis, 8 vols, 1892-99; repr. 1966); Letters of
R, W. (ed. J. N. Burk, 1952).

K. F. Glasenapp, W, (6 vols, 1894-1912;

6th ed. 1908-23); W. A. Ellis, Life of R. W,

(6 vols, 1900-08); W. J. Henderson, R. W. His

Life andHis Dramas {19(11, 1923); G. dePourtalds,

R, W, (Paris, 1932; Eng. tr. 1932); E. Newman,
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W. As Man and Artist (1914; 3rd ed. 1960) and

The Life of R. W. (4 vols, 1933-46); E. Kretz-

schmar, R, W, (1939); J. Kerman, Opera as

Drama (1959); H. Barth, Internationale FK-

Bibliographie (1961); R. Domington, Wls "Ring*

audits Symbols (1963); C. White, An Introduction

to the Life and Works ofR. W. (1967).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Waiblinger, Wilhelm (*Heilbronn 21 XI 1804;

tRome 17 I 1830), German poet. Highly pre-

cocious, with marks of genius and unbounded

ambition, Waiblinger wrote his novel Phaethon

and was known to Schwab* and Uhland* while

still at school. Holderlin* was his model, M6rike*,

for a time, his friend. Cotta financed his stay

in Italy in 1826, but, dissatisfied, withdrew support.

Immersing himself in Italian life, Waiblinger

went to pieces, whilst his verse and prose, in spite

of flashes of vivid beauty, remained unrecognized

until after his death.

Gesammelte Werke (ed. H. von Canitz, 9 vols,

1839-40); Gedichte (ed. E. Morike, 1844).

H. Behne, W. (1948); L. S. Thompson, W. W.
in Italy (1953). H.A.P, (K.W.M.)

Wain, John (Barrington) (*Stoke-on-Trent 14

ni 1925 ; 001947 Marianne Urmston [ojo 1956],

001960 ]^au James), English novelist, poet and
critic. His novels have an engaging humour, and
his poetry verbal dexterity and attractive wit.

novels: Eurry OnDom (1953); The Contenders

(1958); The Smaller Sky (1967); A Winter in the

Hills (1970).—POEUwr: A Word Carved on a Sill

(1956); Weep Before God (1961); Letters to Five

Artists (1969),—CRmciSM: Preliminary Essays

(1957); Essays on Literature and Ideas (1963);

The Living World ofShakespeare (1964).

W.R.A.

Wakefield, Gilbert (*Nottingham 22 n 1756;
C01779 Anne Watson; fHackney 9 DC 1801),

English classical scholar and controversialist

whose pugnacious spirit is visible alike in his

political career and in his emendations of the

classical texts he edited. R.M.H.

Silva Critica: the illustration of the Scriptures

by light borrowed from the philology of Greece

and Rome (5 vols, 1789-93); ed., Horace (2 vols,

1794); ed„ Lucretius (3 vols, 1796-99); Correspon-^

dence with C /. Fox (1813).—Mewoiw of the

Life of G. W, (2 vols, 1792; by himself).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Wakefield Cycle: see Towneley Cycle.

Walaeus, Antonios (Ghent 3 X 1573; fLeyden
9 VII 1639), Dutch theologian, 1605-19 parson at

Middelburg, afterwards Professor at Leiden. He
had an important share in the official translation

of the Bible.

Opera omnia (ed. J. Walaeus, 1647-48); Synopsis

purioris theologiae (ed. H. Bavinck, 1881).

J. D. de Lind van Wijngaarden, A. W. (1891).

J.J.M.

Walafrid Strabo (*c. 808; t849). Abbot of Reiche-

nau from 838. He studied in Fulda under Rabanus*
Maurus. Early works are a Visio Wettini (c. 830)

and lives of saints. As tutor to Charles, son of

Louis the Pious, he wrote court poetry in the

best Carolingian tradition. More famous is De
cultura hortorum (‘Hortulus’), a description, with

allegory, of the flowers in the cloister garden of

Reichenau. He wrote a preface to Einhard’s*

Vita CarolL He did not write the Glossa ordinaria,

Monumenta Germaniae historical Poetae Latinl

aevi Carolini, 11 (1884); Hortulus (tr. R. S. Lam-
bert, 1924); Life of St Gall (tr. Maud Joynt,

1927).

F. J. E. Raby, Secular Latin Poetry (2 vols,

1934); B. Smalley, The Study of the Bible (on the

Glossa ordinaria; 2nd ed. 1952). F.P.P.

Walcott, Derek A. (*Castries, St Lucia 23 I

1930; 001954 Faye Moyston [o/o 1959], ool960

Margaret Maillard), West Indian poet and play-

wright. Since graduating from University in

Jamaica he has lived mostly in Trinidad, where

he directs the Trinidad Theatre Workshop. His

creative sensibility has drawn heavily on his St

Lucian experience, but increasingly Trinidad and

elsewhere, first in his poetry and very recently

in a play Qn A Fine Castle\ have been providing

settings. A painter as well, Walcott is profoundly

West Indian in his use of landscape and socid

setting, in the way in which the stylistic influence

of En^sh and American modem writers has been

tempered by his strength in West Indian image and
spe^ rhythm, and above all in respect of his

themes and concerns, present from his teenage

beginnings as a poet and explored humanely

always. The familiar but crucial West Indian

problems are present in his work, but without

circumscribing it or limiting his vision. Instead

his work as a whole redefines the West Indian

problem in a new dimension, reminding us

through his humanistic concern that it is not

unique, and that if it depersonalizes, the solution

is partly in the preservation and reconstruction

of human personality. His work shows his own
determination to remain whole; and if he is often

the subject of his own poetry, the self is explored

in ways that make his experience not unrepresen-

tative of his country’s, while at the same time

remaining relevant in a world that is increasingly

threatening the integrity of the individual.

plays: Henri Christophe (n.d.); The Sea at

Dauphin (1954); Drums and Colours (1961);

Malcauckon (1966); Ti Jean (n.d.); Dream on

Monkey Mountain and Other Plays (1970).—

25 Poems (1948); /n A Green Night: Poem
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1948-60 (1962); The Castaway and Other Poems
(1965); The Gulf and Other Poems (1969).

—

‘Leaving School’ in London Mag., new ser.,

V.6 (Sept. 1965).

G. C. O. King, ‘The poems of D. W.’ in Carib-

bean Quart., X.3 (Sept. 1964); Mervyn Morris,

‘W. and the audience for poetry’, ibid,, XIV.1~2
(1968); Patricia Ismond, ‘W. versus Brathwaite’,

ibid., XVII.3-4 (Sept.-Dec. 1971); Gerald Moore,
The Chosen Tongue (1969); Edward Baugh,
‘Metaphor and plainness in the poetry of D. W.’
in The Lit. Half-Yearly, XI.2 (July 1970).

A.D.Dr.

Waldinger, Ernst (*Vienna 16X 1896; fNew York
1 II 1970), German-American lyrist. Forced to

emigrate to the United States in 1938, he became a
Professor at Skidmore College in Albany, New
York.

Die Kuppel (1934); Der Gemmenschneider

(1937); Die kuhlen Bauemstuben (1946); Musik
fur diese Zeit (1946); Gluck und Geduld (1952);

Zwischen Hudson und Donau (1958); Gesang vor

dem Abgrund (1961); Ich kann mit meinem Men-
schenbruder sprechen (1965).

J. Picard, ‘E. W. at sixty’ in Books Abroad,
XXXI (1957); N. Langer in Dichter aus Oster-

reich, TV (1960); R. Knauf, ‘E. W.’ in Amer.-Ger.
Rev., XXVn (1961). E.R.

Waldis, Burkard (*Allendorf c. 1495; fc. 1556),

German dramatist and moralist. Originally a
Franciscan, he became a fanatical Lutheran after a
visit to Rome and lived a restless life in Riga.

There he wrote the Low German Shrovetide play,

Der verlorene Sohn, dramatic, well constructed,

deeply sincere and on a high poetic level, after

Gnapheus’* Acolastus the best play on this theme.

His fables (Esopus) are, despite obscenity and long-

windedness, full of humour, imagination and
local Riga colour, and were extremely popular.

De parabell vam verlorn Szohn (1527; ed.

G. Milchsack, 1881 ; ed. A. E. Berger in Dt, Lit, in

Entw,-Reihen, VI, 1935); Esopus (1548; ed. H.
Kurz, 3 vols, 1862; ed. J. Tittmann, 2 vols, 1882);

Der Psalter (1552).

G. Milchsack, B, W. (1881); E. Martens,

B, W* ^Esopus’ (diss. Gottingen, 1907); J.

Riordan, ‘The status of the B. W. studies’ in

Mod. Lang. Quart., II (1941). D.G.D.

Waley, Arthur David (*Tunbridge Wells 19

VIII 1889; C301966 Alison Grant Robinson;

t27 VI 1966), English interpreter of Chinese and
Japanese literature and art. His knowledge of

his subject and feeling for it, and his ability as a

translator, have made his books indispensable and
delightful.

translations: 170 Chinese Poems (1918);

More Translations (1919); The Tale of Genji

WALLACE
(1925-33); The Book ofSongs {\9Ziy, The Analects

of Confucius (1938); Monkey (1942); Chinese

Poems (1946).

—

on china: An Introduction to

the Study of Chinese Painting (1923); The Way
and Its Power (1934); Three Ways of Thought
in Ancient China (1939); The Life and Times of
Po Chilli (1949); The Real Tripitaka (1951).—
on japan: Japanese Poetry (1919); The No Plays

of Japan (1921).

Madly Singing in the Mountains: An Apprecia-

tion and Anthology ofA, W, (ed. I. Morris, 1970).

—

Biblio. by F. A. Johns (1968).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Walker, David Harry (^Dundee, Scotland 9 II

1911; 001939 Willa Magee), Scottish-Canadian

writer who served as a military officer in Britain,

India and the Sudan and was prisoner of war
(1940-45). After filling the post of controller to the

Viceroy of India (1946-47), he settled in Canada.
Drawn from his varied experience, his novels

and adventure stories are marked by vivid descrip-

tion, comedy and engaging narrative skill.

The Storm and the Silence (1949); Geordie

(1950); The Pillar (1952); Digby (1953); Harry
Black (1956); Where the High Winds Blow (1960);

Mallabec (1965); Come Back, Geordie (1966).

M. Stobie, ‘The quality of space’ in Canad.
Lit., VII (1961). R.Su.

WaU, Mervyn (Dublin 23 VIH 1908), Irish

novelist and dramatist; he has written novels with

medieval settings and satirical contemporary
reference.

novels: The Unfortunate Fursey (1946); The
Return of Fursey (1948); Leaves for Burning

(1952) ; No Trophies Raise (1956). E.T.W.

Wallace, Lew(is) (Brookville, Ind. 10 IV 1827;

001852 Susan Elston; tCra^^ordsville, Ind. 15

II 1905), American novelist. His first novel on the

Spanish conquest of Mexico was followed by his

widely-read romance of the early Roman Empire,

Ben Hur, His autobiography tells of his Civil

War experiences in the Union army.

The Fair God (1873); Ben Hur: A Tale of the

Christ (1880); The Prince of India (1893); Lew
W,: An Autobiography (1906). H.L.C.

Wallace, (Richard Horatio) Edgar (Green-
wich 1 IV 1875; cx)1900 Ivy Maud Caldecott,

001921 Ethel Violet King; tHollywood, Calif.

10 II 1932), English novelist and playwright.

Earning a living humbly from the age of 12,

he became Daily Mail correspondent in South
Africa, and subsequently devoted himself to

journalism, play-writing and the production of

170 sensational thrillers which had phenomenal
popularity. On the Spot (1931) was a powerful
play.
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novels: The Four Just Men (1905); Sanders of
the Fiver (1911); Bones (1915); The Crimson

Circle (1922); The Green Archer (1923).

—

The

Ringer ^lay; l926)r-‘People (autobiog.; 1926).

E. V. Wallace, E. W, (1932); M. Lane, E. fV.

(1938).—-Biblio. by W. O. G. Lofts and D.
Adley (1969). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Wallace-Crabbe, Christopher Keith (^Richmond,
Melbourne 6 V 1934), Australian poet. Influenced

by Auden^ and having affinities with the English

poets of the 1950s, his verse has sharp precision,

careful craftsmanship and an engagingly humane
outlook.

The Music ofDivision (1959); In Light andDark-
ness (1963); The Rebel General (1967). A.M.G.

Wallenberg, Jacob (*Visby 1 HI 1746; tMon-
sterns 25 VIII 1778), Swedish poet. His best-

known work is the witty travelogue, Min son p&
galejan^ written in the then popular genre during a

voyage to Canton in 1769 as chaplain on one of

the Swedish East India Company’s ships. He also

wrote other burlesques, much occasional verse

and a successful play, Susanna,

Samlade skrifter (ed. N. Afzelius, pub. Svenska
vitterhetssamfundet, 1928-41). C.H.K. (IS.)

Wallengren, Axel, pseud. Falstaff Fakir (*Lund
21 1 1865; tBerlin 4 XII 1896), Swedish author of
some rather indifferent serious poetry and tales,

but best known as a humorous writer. His tech-

nique recalls Mark* Twain, but his matter is

wholly personal and has done much to influence

the comic tradition in Swedish literature.

Samlade skrifter (with biog. H. Ktintzel;

5 vols, 1923-24); FalstaffFakirs bdsta (1943).

O. Holmberg, Skratt och allvar i svensk litteratur

(1963). C.H.K. a.S.)

Waller, Edmund (Coleshill 3 III 1606; fBeacons-
field 21 X 1687), English poet. Lifelong and
eloquent Parliamentarian, poetical suitor to Lady
Dorothy Sidney (‘Sacharissa’) and member of the

circle of Lucius Cary*, Waller was acknowledged
throughout the 18th century as the creator of the

neo-classical style in English poetry, EQs ‘lucid

rhetoric’ is little admired today, but a few lyrics

(e.g. ‘Go, Lovely Rose’) keep their place in

anthologies. G.K.H.

The Poems of E. W. (ed. G, Thorn-Drury,
1893).

A. W. Allison, Towards an Augustan Poetic

(1962); W. L. Chemaik, The Poetry ofLimitation:
A Study ofE. W. (1968). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Waller, Max, pseud, of Maurice Warlomont
(Brussels 23 II 1860; fibid. 6 HI 1889), Belgian

poet and novelist. He founded and edited (1881-

89) La Jeune Belgique, the review which launched

Belgium’s literary renaissance. As polemicist,

organizer and catalyst to other men’s art, he was
brilliant: his own small output was delicate and
whimsical.

La flute d Siebel (verse; 1887).—novels:
Lysiane de Lysias (1885); Greta Friedmann
(1885).

—

Anthologie (ed. A. Giraud, 1908).

B.M.W. (J.C.D.)

Wallin, Johan Olof (*St Tuna 15 X 1779;
tUppsala 30 VI 1839), Swedish Archbishop and
poet. Wallin’s youthful didactic and occasional

verse followed Leopold’s* school. His self-imposed

life-work of a revised official Swedish hymnary
as a ‘vade-mecum for all* was realized in 1819.

Wallin himself wrote 130 of its 500 hymns, and
revised, adapted or translated another 200. In
1834 he composed his greatest and most powerful
sacred poem, Dodens angel (The Angel of Death,

tr. C. B. Shaw, 1910), under the influence of the

cholera epidemic. His later verses had Dalama
themes and are remarkable for their authenticity.

Samlade vitterhetsarbefen (ed. B. von Beskow,
6th ed. 1878); Samlade skrifter (ed. E. Liedgren

and S. Malmstrom, 1955- ).

F. Book, Den romantiska tidsdldern (1928);

D. Andreae, J. O. W. (1956). C.H.K. (I.S.)

Wallis, A. S. C., pseud, of AdIle Sophia Cor-
nelia VON Antal, n6e Opzoomer (Utrecht 21

Vn 1857; 001888 Geza Antal von Felso-Geller;

tRotterdam 27 XII 1925), Dutch writer of

historical novels and plays. Influenced by Schiller*,

she wrote her first dramas in German; her first

sombre novel, strong in atmosphere, has a depth

which her later works, though more carefully

written, fail to attain.

plays: Der Sturz des Houses Alba (1875);

Eene Hongaarsche samenzwering (1904).

—

uprose:

In dagen van strijd (3 vols, 1878; In Troubled

Times, tr. E. J. Irving, 1888); Vorstengunst (3 vols,

1883; RoyalFavour, tr. idem, 1885) ; Een liefdedroom

in 1795 (1906); De koning van een vreugderijk

(1914).

J. Snellen in Levensber. Maatschappij Nederl.

Letterk. (1926); G. B., ‘Mevr. Bosboom over

A. S. C. W.’ in De Nieuwe Taalgids, XXX
(1937); S. J. R. Rameckers, A. S. C. JV. (1947).

J.W.W.

Walpole, Horatio or Horace, 4th Earl of

Orford (*London 24 IX 1717; ^ibid. 2 III 1797),

English letter-writer, wit and author, son of Sir

Robert Walpole, whose correspondence with

friends, made between the ages of 15 and 74,

forms at once an autobiography and a history of a

period written by an affected, affectionate and

sensitive dilettante with a flair for gossip, anecdote

and chronicle. Eton, Cambridge and the Grand
Tour were followed for Walpole by an unenthusi-

astic seat in Parliament. In 1747 he bought
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Strawberry Hill and gradually turned it into a

little battlemented Gothic castle stocked with

pictures, books, antiques and curiosities. Here he
set up a printing press, of which the odes of his

friend Gray* were the first production, and
devoted himself to the life of amateur author and
man of taste. He wrote The Castle of Otranto

(1765), which set the fashion for the novel of

Gothic horrors. Anecdotes of Painting in England

(4 vols, 1762-71), and a tragedy called The
Mysterious Mother (1768).

A Letter from Xo Ho, a Chinese philosopher

at London, to his Friend Line Chi, at Peking

(1757); Catalogue of the Royal and Noble Authors

ofEngland (2 vols, 1758); Fugitive Pieces in Verse

and Prose (1758); Catalogue of Engravers (1763);

Historic Doubts on Richard III (1768); Misceh
laneous Antiquities (1772); Letter to the Editor of
the Miscellanies of Thomas Chatterton (1779);

Description of the Villa of H. W, . . . at Straw-

berry Hill (1774; defin. form, 1784).

—

Hieroglyphic

Tales (1785); Essay on Modern Gardening (1785).

—

Reminiscences, written in 1788, for the amusement

of Miss Mary and Miss Agnes 5[err]y (1805);

Memoirs of the last ten years of the reign of
George II (ed. Lord Holland, 2 vols, 1822);

Memoirs of the reign of King George III (ed. Sir

D. Le Marchant, 4 vols, 1845); Journal of the

Reign of George III From 1771 to 1788 (^. J.

Doran, 2 vols, 1859).

—

Works (ed. M. Berry, 5

vols, 1798); Castle of Otranto (ed. W. S. Lewis,

1964); Letters (ed. Mrs Paget Toynbee, 19 vols,

1903-25; ed. W. S. Lewis, ?50 vols, 1937- ).

J. Pinkerton, Walpoliana (2 vols, 1799); E.

Warburton, Memoirs ofH W, and His Contem-

poraries (2 vols, 1851); Lady T. Lewis, Extracts

of the Journals and Correspondence of Miss Berry

(3 vols, 1865); A. Dobson, H, W.: a Memoir
(1893; with biblio.); M. A. Havens, H. W, and

the Strawberry Hill Press (1901); P. Yvon, H. W.
as a Poet (1924); A. F. De Koven, H. W, and
Mme du Deffand (1929); R. W. K. Cremer, H W,

(1946); H. W,: Writer, Politician and Connoisseur

(ed. W. H. Smith, 1967). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Walpole, Sir Hugh Seymour (*Auckland, N.Z.

13 III 1884; fnr Keswick 1 VI 1941), English

novelist. Industrious, of an exuberant nature,

skilled in straight narrative, expansive in scenic

description, Walpole had the Imack of making
the most of a moderate talent, and had success

with most of his books from 1911 onwards.

Perhaps his best novel was The Dark Forest

(1916), based on genuine experience.

novels: Mr Perrin and Mr Traill (1911);

The Duchess of Wrexe (1914); The Secret City

(1919); Jeremy (1919); The Cathedral (1922);

The Old Ladies (1924); Wintersmoon (1928);

The Herries Chronicle: Rogue Herries (1930),

Judith Paris (1931), The Fortress (1932), Vanessa

(1933); The Bright Pavilions (1940); Blind Man^s

WALSER
House (1941).--CRrnciSM: Joseph Conrad (1916);

Anthony Trollope (1928).

R. Hart-Davis,H W. (1952).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Walschap, Gerard (*Londerzeel 9 VII 1898),

Flemish novelist. The principal prose writer of his

generation, he made his debut in the Expressionist

manner of Moens* with verbose verse, a lyrical

religious novel and anti-naturalistic plays in the

Roman Catholic spirit. With Adelaide, in 1929,

he came into his own as a novelist with a dynamic
style of his own. From Adelaide onwards he
fiercely criticized the preponderantly Roman
Catholic civilization of Flanders, which, in his

opinion, is merely external. After his own public

breach with Roman Catholicism he portrayed the

pagan, his self-confessed ideal, in his masterpiece

Houtekiet. A strong ethical overtone in his work
affirms the value ofhuman aspirations in a strident,

even aggressive, manner at first, latterly mellowing

to a more supple humanist rationalism. He is

also a master of the short story, and his output

includes plays and children’s books.

novels: Waldo (1928); Adelaide (1929), Eric

(1931), Carla (1933; pub. as a trilogy under title

De familie Roothooft, 1939; Die Sunde der Ade-

laide, tr. E. and F. Augustin, 1933); Trouwen

(1933; Marriage: Ordeal, tr. A. Brotherton,

1963); Celibaat (1934); Een mensch van goeden wil

(1936; Uhomme gui voulait le bien, tr. 1944);

Sibylle (1938); De bejegening van Christus (1940;

Begegnung mit Christus, tr. M. Hechtle, 1935);

Het kind (1939; Das Kind, tr. idem, 1939); Houte-

kiet (1939; Fr. tr. R. Verheyen, 1942); Denise

(1942; Fr. tr. R. de Vroylande, 1944); Ons geluk

(1946); Moeder (1950); Zuster Virgilia (1951;

ScBur Virgilia, tr. P. Chambard, 1953); Oproer

in Congo (1953; Insurrection au Congo, tr. F.

Populier and F. de Cacamp, 1956); De Frangaise

(1947); De ongelooflijke avonturen van Tilman

Armenaas (1960); Nieuw Deps (1960); Alter ego

(1964); De kaartridder van Heppeneert (1966);

Hetgastmaal (1966).-—short stories: Volk (1930);

De dood in het dorp (1930; Himmelfahrten, tr.

E. and F. Augustin, 1933); De wereld van Soo
Moereman (1941); Genezing door aspirine (1943;

Cure d^aspirine, tr. W. Elsschot, 1943).

—

De
Spaansche gebroeders (play; 1937).

—

^essays: Vaar-

wel dan (1940); Salut en merci (1955); Muziek
voor twee stemmen (1963).

K. Elebaers, De romankunst van G. W, (1942);

B. Fr. van Vlierden, G. W. (3rd ed. 1963); A.

Westerlinck, Gesprekken met W, (2 vols, 1969-70).

R.F.L.

Walser, Martin (*Wasserburg, Lake Constance

24 III 1927), German prose writer and playwright.

Proust* and Kafka* (Beschreibung einer Form,

Versuch uber Franz Kafka, 1961) are acknow-
ledged starting-points for his fiction, in which the
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shallowness and corruption of the ‘economic

miracle’ society is laid bare. His novels show
social insight, satirical wit, a sharp eye for signifi-

cant detail and linguistic virtuosity. In his tragi-

comic radio and stage plays he seeks to reveal the

repressed and unexpressed tensions and tragedies

of contemporary German society.

Ein Flugzeug uber dem Haus (stories; 1955);

Ehen in Philippsburg (novel; 1957 ;
tr. The Gadarene

Clubt 1959); Halbzeit (novel; 1960); Lugenge-

schichten (stories; 1964); Erfahrmgen und Leseer-

fahrungen (essays; 1965); Das Einhom (1966; tr.

The Unicom, 1971).

—

splays: Ein deutsche Chronik

(trilogy, in progr.: Eiche und Angora, 1962, tr. The

Rabbit Race, 1963; Der schwarze Sckwan, 1964).

R. Hartung, ‘M. W.’ in Monat, X (1957^-58);

R. H. Thomas and W. van der Will, The German
Novel and the Affluent Society (1968). K.P.

Walser, Robert (*Biel nr Berne 15 IV 1878;

fHerisau, Aargau 25 XII 1956), Swiss novelist,

poet, writer of short stories. He wrote most of his

works between 1904 and 1933, when he fell

incurably ill and was admitted to a mental asylum.

In spite of praise by Kafka*, Musil*, Benjamin*
and Hesse* he is only now receiving wider recogni-

tion. With Kafka, whose work he influenced, he
shared devotion to language as a medium—^he

liked ‘fine and beautiful words*—^but where
Kafka is sad Walser is gay. His work is essentially

lyrical, carefree fantasy with gentle irony.

novels; Geschwister Tanner (1907); Der Gehulfe

(1908); Jakob von Gunten (1909).-~short stories

ETC.: Geschichten (1914); Kleine Prosa (1917);
Der Spaziergang (1917; The Walk, and Other
Stories, tr. C. Middleton, 1960); Poetenleben

(1918).—COLLECTED WORKS: Gesamtausgobe (ed.

C. Seelig, 4 vols, 1953-62; abandoned after

Seelig’s death); Das Gesamtwerk (ed. J. Greeven,
m-IV, 1967-68; VI-X, 1966-68).

C, Seelig, Wanderungen mit R, W. (1959);
H. W. Waidson, *R. W,’ in German Men ofLetters,
II (ed. A. Natan, 1963); C. Middleton, ‘R. W.’
in Texas Quart., Vn (1964); R. Machler, Das
Leben R, Ws: eine dokumentarische Biographie

(1966); G. C. Aveiy, Inquiry and Testament:
A Study of R. W, (1968). F.M.K.

Walsh, William (*Abberley, Worcs 1663; tl8
ni 1708), English critic and poet. His critical

powers were praised by Dryden* and Pope*;
he seems to have aided the latter in the construc-

tion of his Pastorals, His correspondence with
Pope preserves his name more surely than any
of his own compositions.

Letters ofMr Pope and several eminent persons

(1735); The Works of W, W, in Prose and Verse

(1736); Poetical Works, ed. in Johnson (1779),

Anderson (1793), Chalmers (1808), etc.

G.K.H. (C.B.)

Walsingham, Thomas (t?1422), monk, classical

scholar and the last of the great medieval chroni-

clers at the Abbey of St Albans; probably respon-

sible for most of the Latin chronicles compiled
or continued there 1377-1422. His other works
include an ‘elaboration* of the Epliemeris de

historia belli Troiana by Dictys* Cretensis, the

Historia magni principis Alexandri, and the

Archana deorim, a raoralization of Ovid’s*

Metamorphoses, which relies heavily on early

mythographers.

Most chronicles ed. H. T. Riley (Rolls Ser.;

6 vols, 1863-76) but some are based on inferior

MSS and problems of authorship remain; Archana
deorum (ed. R. van Kluyve, Durham, N.C.,

1968).

C. Jenkins, The Monastic Chronicler and the

Early School of St Albans (1922); T. F. Tout,

The Study of Mediaeval Chronicles (1922); and
especially V. H. Galbraith, intro, to St Albans

Chronicle 1406-1420 (1937). R.W.B. (Tor.)

Waltarl, Mika (Helsinki 19 IX 1908; ool931

Marjatta Luukkonen), Finnish novelist and
translator. Graduated from Helsinki University

in 1929 and worked first as a journalist and
translator before becoming a free-lance writer;

since 1957 a member of the Finnish Academy.
His early works reveal the influence of the

Tulenkantajat literary circle of which Waltari

was a young and gifted member. The events of

1939-44 induced in him a deep scepticism of

human motives and his subsequent novels ponder

the eternal struggle of good and evil in man. His

work is characterized by a remarkable accuracy

of detail and masterly, enthralling narrative. The
numerous translations of his novels and the film

of Sinuhe, egyptiVdinen (2 vols, 1945; Sinuhe the

Egyptian, tr. N. Walford, 1949) have made him
the best known of Finnish writers abroad.

novels and stories; Suuri illusioni (1928);

Mies Ja haave (1933); Sielu ja liekki (1934);

Palava nuoruus (1935); Vieras mies tuli taloon

i\9yi\ A Stranger Came to the Farm, tr. N.
Walford, 1952); Kuka murhasi row/a Skrofin?

(1939); Antero ei endd palaa (1940); Tanssi yli

hautojen (1944); Mikael karvajalka (1948; Michael

the Finn, tr. N. Walford, 1950); Mikael Hakim
(1949; The Sultanas Renegade, tr. idem, 1951);

Johannes Angelos (1952; The Dark Angel, tr. idem,

1953); Kuun maisema (1953 ; Moonscape and Other

Stories, tr. idem, 1954); Turms, kuolematon

(1955; The Etruscan, tr. E. Ramsden, 1957);

Feliks Ormellinen (1958; The Tongue of Fire,

tr. A. Blair, 1959); Valtakmnan salaisuus (1959;

The Secret of the Kingdom, tr. N. Walford, 1960);

Ihmiskunnan viholliset (1964; tr. The Roman, 1968).

M, W:n juhlakirja (1958). M.A.B.

Walter, W. E. C.; see Leveling, Virginie.
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Walter of Speier C/7. 980), composed in Latin

verse and also in prose thelegend of St Christopher,

dedicated to Balderich, his master.

Ed. K. Strecker and N. Fickermann in Afonw-

menta Germaniae historica, Poeti Latini aevi

Carolini, V.l (1937); ed, P. Vossen (1962; with

Ger. tr.). F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

Walter the Englishman (fl. 1177), versifier of

fables mainly taken from a Latin prose collection

known as Romulus (Phaedrus*). His verses were

often published under the title Anonymus Neveletu

Les fabulistes latins, 11 (ed. L. Hervieux, 1884);

Ysopet-Aviomet (ed. K. McKenzie and W.
Oldfather, 1919). R.R.R.

Walther von der Vogelweide (c. 1170-1230),

Austrian poet. Bishop Wolfger of Passau gave him
the price of a coat in 1203 : the rest we glean from

his poems. Ministerialist of modest learning, birth-

place unknown; from c. 1190 in Vienna, learnt

the art of minnesang and soon engaged in rivalry

with Reinmar* von Hagenau. Favoured by
Frederick VI, but not by Leopold VII, he took to

the road. His career until about 1220 included

periods in the following of Philip of Swabia

(to 1208), Otto IV and (from c. 1212) Frederick*

II, with short spells in Thuringia and at Meissen

where he may have met Wolfram* von Eschenbach
and Heinrich* von Morungen.
He enhanced the prestige of Spruch poetry

(Spervogel*), using it to commemorate state

occasions ffhilip’s coronation and the Magde-
burg Christmas festival 1198-99) and to express in

grand diatribe the mood of Otto’s anti-Papal

policy; but particularly in three majestic poems
for Philip, in which he ‘sees’ the ‘state of the

nation’. Nearer to Spruch tradition, despite their

courtly tone and formal perfection, are his didactic

and religious poems, his mordant attacks on
individuals (including, we think, Neidhart*,

for his ‘ragtime’ songs), his petitions and his

joyous acknowledgement of a small fief granted by
Frederick c. 1220.

His early minnesang is cold and stilted

—

though no poet sang more eloquently in its

idiom of the glory of court ceremony graced by

ladies of high degree. He breaks new ground, both

in his famous pastourelle and in a number of lyrics

inspired by genuine affection (for someone more
nearly his social equal) and the best Goliardic

tradition. His late poems are sombre, but manly.

He calls on Dame World to bid the Devil claim

outstanding dues; in a magnificent palinode (and

Crusader’s song) he reviews his ‘wasted’ years.

All in all, the noblest poetry of the German
Middle Ages. The mastersingers claimed him—
mainly for his skill as metricist. We no longer jib

at his begging or find his shifting political allegi-

ance disturbing (though to speak of patriotism as

the unifying factor is unscholarly).

Eds: W. Wilmanns and V. Michels (1924);

K. Lachmann and C. von Kraus (12th ed. 1959);

M. F. Richey and H. Sacker, Selected Poems
(1959); Fr. Maurer (2 vols, 1960-62); Gedichte . .

.

(with mod. renderings by P. Wapnewski, 1964);

C. von Kraus, Untersuchungen (2nd ed. 1966).

—

Eng. tr. E. H. Zeydel and B. Q. Morgan (1952).

W. Wilmanns and V. Michels, Leben und
Dichtung ... (1916); K. Burdach, VorspieU I

(1925), Reinmar von Hagenau und W, von der V,

(2nd ed. 1928) and, as examples of close historical

interpretation, in Zschr. f. dt. Philol., LX (1935)

and Dt. Vierteljahrsschr., XII (1935); K. H.
Halbach, W» von der K (Metzler M 40; 1965; for

experts); M. F. Richey, Essays . . . Medieval

German Love Lyric (1969). F.P.P.

Walton, IzAAC (*Stafford 9 VIH 1593; fWin-
chester 15 XII 1683), English author. Walton’s

major biographical effort was concerned with the

heroes of the Anglican settlement, and he himself

exhibits the Anglican temper of his age in its

full range of gravity, sweetness and settled purity

of mind. It is the same gentle but accurate atten-

tion to the details of everyday scenes which gives

the Compleat Angler (1653) its charm. G.K.H.

R. B. Marston, W, and Some Other Writers on

Fish and Fishing (1894); D. A. Stauffer, English

Biography Before 1700 (1930); D. Novarr, The

Making of W's Lives (1958); J. Butt, Biography

in the Hands of IK, Johnson and Boswell (1966);

J. R. Cooper, The Art of the Compleat Angler

(1968). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Walton, John, or Johannes Capellanus (Jl,

1410), Augustinian canon of Oseney Abbey,

Oxford, who translated Boethius’* De consola^

tione Philosophiae into English verse.

Walton’s tr. (ed. M. Science, Early Eng.

Text Soc., 1927).

E. P. Hammond, English Verse Between

Chaucer and Surrey (1927). R.W.B.

Wanderer, The: see Exeter Book.

Wang An-Shih (*Lin-chiang-chun 18 XII 1021;

tNanking 21 V 1086), Chinese statesman, essayist

and poet. From the time of his first official

appointment in 1042 Wang advanced steadily

until in 1070 he attained the office of Grand
Councillor. Between 1069 and 1074 he drew up

and carried into effect a far-reaching programme

of economic, military, administrative and educa-

tional reform which became the material of

dispute between the political parties in the state

imtil the end of the Northern Sung dynasty (112*^.

Wang’s works of classical interpretation, in

particular Chou-kuan hsin-i (completed 1075),

were written with the object of providing a testi-

mony for his reforms from the Confucian canoni-

cal books and thus could not avoid criticism. His
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literary ability, however, was unquestioned. He
adhered strictly to classical forms; in prose he

wrote in the ‘old’ style revived by Han* Yii

and Liu* Tsung-yuan and in poetry he followed

Tu* Fu and other T*ang models. Within these

limits he achieved many thoughtful essays and

some fine poems.

Wang Lin-ch*uan ch‘uan-chi (complete works;

earliest known ed. 1140; sel. poems tr. H.-Y. and

G, Yang in Chinese Lit., 1965, No. 11).

H. R. Williamson, Wang An Shih (2 vols,

1935-37; incl. trs of 28 essays). A.R.D.

Wang Chi (DChiang-chou 585; t644), Chinese

poet. Wang was the first poet of note to appear

in the T*ang period. His poetry showed a great

reaction against the elaborate style of the preceding

century. He wrote with freedom of form and in

language approached the vernacular. His favourite

themes were nature and wine.

Tung-kao-tzu chi (coll, works; ed. Lu Ts'ai

[t664]; sel. tr. in G. Margoulies, Anthologie

raisonnee de la litterature chinoise, 1948).

A.R.D.

Wang Ch'ung (DShang-yu 27; fc. 97), Chinese

philosopher. Wang studied at the imperial

academy in Lo-yang under the historian Pan
Piao, father of Pan* Ku, He afterwards returned

home, lived as a teacher and later occupied minor
local government posts. Although he submitted

several memorials to the throne, he failed to

attract imperial notice. When Emperor Chang
(76-88) finally summoned him to court he was
too ill to go. Yet he was among China’s most
brilliant and lively thinkers. His attitude is near

scientific or at least one from which true science

might have developed. However, he received

little recognition until modem times. His style

has a deliberate clarity. For, as he states in his

one surviving work, Lun-heng, he hoped to reach

beyond a scholarly audience.

Lun-hing (completed bet. 76 and 84; tr. A.
Forke, 2 vols, 1907-11).

Li Shi Yi, ‘Wang Ch’ung* in T’ien Hsia

Monthly, V (1937); further bibHo. in W.-T. Chan,
An Outline and an Annotated Bibliography of
Chinese Philosophy (1969). A.R.D.

Wang K‘Ai-Y(jN (DHsiang-t’an 19 I 1833; t20 X
1916), Chinese poet, essayist and scholar. Wang
serv^ as a secretary to the statesman Tsdng* Kuo-
fan (he wrote a controversial account of TsSng’s

Hunan army, ffsiang-chun chih, 1881), and later

as head of various academies. He was a fine poet,

finding his models among ‘Six Dynasties’ and
Tang poets, of whom he made a well-known

anthology (Pa-tai shih-hsuad). In prose, he was a
distinguished ‘parallel ’-style writer. He also

produced many works of scholarship of which

the most important is Cdim-chtiu Kung-yang

chuan chien (1908).

Hsiang-cdi lou cduan-shti (coll, works; 1896-

1911). A.R.D,

Wang Kuo-wet (*Hai-ning 3 XII 1877; tPeking

2 VI 1927), Chinese scholar. After two failures in

the official examinations, Wang went to Shanghai

(1898) where he met Lo Chen-yii (1866-1940) who
became his lifelong friend. Through Lo’s aid he

went to study in Japan. Throughout his life he

remained a convinced monarchist and it was to

demonstrate his feelings that he committed

suicide. He was the greatest Chinese scholar of

modern times, working in archaeological, historical

and literary fields. His study of the old Chinese

drama has been of special influence.

Sung-‘Yuan hsi-cdu shih (1915; partial tr.

E. Erkes, ‘Das chinesische Theater vor der

T'ang-Zeit* in Asia Major, X, 1935).-—HaMng
Wang Ching-an hsien-sheng i-shu (coll, works;

1940). A.R.D.

Wang Po (DChiang-chou 7649; t?076), Chinese

poet and prose-writer. Wang, grand-nephew of

Wang* Chi, enjoyed a great contemporary

reputation as a scholar and poet (he is one of the

7th-century ‘Four Masters’). He was also a

successful writer of ‘parallel’ prose. His Ting-

wang ko hsu is especially famous.

Wang Po chi (coll, works); Teng-wang ko

hsU tr. in H. H. Hart, A Garden ofPeonies (1938).

A.R,D.

Wang SHiH-CHfiN (*K*ai-f6ng 19 X 1634; fHsin-

ch‘Sng, Shantung 26 VI 1711), Chinese poet, A
precocious child (his first volume of poetry was

published in 1648), Wang attained in his public

life the highest offices of state. As a poet and

poetical theorist he exercised the greatest influence.

Hemaintained that poetry depended on the achieve-

ment of shin-yun (‘spiritual harmony’) in words

and rhythm. He did not explicitly explain to
semi-mystical doctrine but illustrated it with

examples. While some of Wang’s poetry remained

simple and readily comprehensible, much tended

to ffisplay excessive erudition; yet all has a strong

musical quality.

Tai-ching Pang chi (verse and essays; 1711).—

Tai-ching Pang shih-hua (poetical crit.; 1760).

A.R.D.

Wang Shih-fu (DTa-tu [= Peking]), 13th-century

Chinese dramatist. Wang’s dates and biographical

details are unknown but he would seem to have

been a contemporary of Kuan* Han-ch*ing. Of the

13 (or, according to another source, 14) plays

which he wrote, three have survived with frag-

ments of two others. Hsi-hsiang chi is among the

most popular of all Chinese plays. It is much
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longer than other Yiian plays; and it is generally

believed that its fifth act was added by Kuan
Han-ch*ing, although others ascribe the whole

work to Wang and others to Kuan. Its theme is

drawn from the T'ang short story Hui-chen chi

(ascribed to Yuan* Chen), which had already

been adapted as a dramatic subject in the Sung
and Chin periods. There are many different texts

of the play. The popular edition is by Chin Jen-jui

(1658) who ranked the play among the six greatest

works of Chinese literature. But the text probably

nearest the original is by Chou Ning-wang (pr.

Ling M6ng-ch'u bet. 1621 and 1627 as Chi k’ung

kucat pin Hsi-hsiang chi),

Hsi-hsiang chi {The Romance of the Western

Chamber, tr. S. I. Hsiung, 1935 ; The West Chamber,

tr. H. Hart, 1936); LUch^un Vang', P'o^yao chi,

A.R.D.

Wang Ts'an (DKao-p'ing 177; tl7 II 217),

Chinese poet. Wang is the most famous of the

‘Seven Masters of the Chien-an Period’ (196-220)

who enjoyed the patronage of Ts*ao* Ts*ao, and
in whose works pure personal lyric poetry made
its appearance. The personal approach is equally

apparent in Wang’s descriptive /w-poetry.

TingAou fu (/«-poem; tr. G. Margouli^s in

Le Kou-wen chinois, 1925).

—

Wang Shih-lang

chi (coll, works; sel. tr. in G. Margoulies,

Anthologie raisonnee de la litterature chinoise^

1948). A.R.D.

Wang T*ung-chao (Chu-ch*6ng, Shantung 1898;

tl957), Chinese novelist, short-story writer and
poet. A founder of the Literary Association (1920),

he was a prolific writer, who wrote movingly of

the life of ordinary people in the 1920s and 1930s.

Wang T’ung~chao shih-hsuan (sel. poems;

1958; sel. tr. in K.-Y. Hsu, Twentieth Century

Chinese Poetry, 1963).—Short stories tr. in

Chinese Lit. (1959) No. 9 and (1964) No. 1.

A.R.D.

Wang Wei (nrai-yuan 699/701; t759/761),

Chinese poet. Wang had a more successful

official career than most of the major T'ang poets.

By the time of the revolt of An Lu-shan (755)

he had risen to be a Grand Secretary ofthe imperial

chancellery. During the revolt he fell into the hands

of the rebels and was compelled to serve under

them. After the suppression of the rebellion,

he succeeded in excusing himself and was re-

instated in high office. He spent his last years in

the study of Buddhism, of which he was a devout

adherent.

Wang had an equal fame as a poet and a painter.

He was the ‘father* of the southern school of

Sung landscape painting. Su* Shih’s saying that

‘there is painting in his poetry (and poetry in his

painting)’ fairly represents the sharp and simple

imagery of his verse. He can depict a scene and

the emotion it arouses with great sureness and

perhaps nowhere more successfully than in his

four-line chueh-chu (‘cut-short’) poems.

Wang Yu-cKing chi (coll, works; Poems by

Wang Wei, sel. tr. Chang Yin-nan and L. C.

Walmsley, 1958).

L. C. and D. B. Walmsley, War^ Wei the

Painter-Poet (1968). A.R.D.

Wang Yang-ming, literary name of Wang
Shou-jen (DYu-yao 31 X 1472; fNan-an 9 1 1529),

Chinese philosopher. Wang began his official

career in 1499 after passing the examinations at the

third attempt. In 1506 he was banished to Kwei-

chow through the enmity of the powerful eunuch

Liu Chin. He was recalled when Liu was over-

thrown (1510) and six years later received his

first military appointment. As a military com-

mander he was highly successful, suppressing

revolts in many provinces. During this busy

career he lost no opportunity for teaching and

writing. His philosophy was one of extreme

idealism. Like Lu* Chiu-yiian, of whom he was

the direct successor, he exalted intuition and

maintained that phenomena were dependent on

the mind. Evil was for him an obscuring of the

natural condition of the mind. In Japan his

doctrines had an even greater success than in

China.

Wang Wen-cKing kimg ch'Uan-shu (coll, works;

1572; Chs 1-3, CKuan-hsi lu, tr. W.-T. Chan,

Instructions for Practiced Living, 1963).—Biblio.

of studies in W. T. Chan, An Outline and an

Annotated Bibliography of Chinese Philosophy

(1969). A.R.D.

Wanley, Humfrey (Coventry 21 HI 1672;

tLondon 6 VII 1726), English palaeographer and

librarian. Wanley made a considerable contribu-

tion to Old English studies by his dating of the

manuscripts in which the extant texts are pre-

served. He assisted in the production of Bernard’s

catalogue of British MSS (1697). His work on the

Harleian MSS is embodied in the catalogue of

1808. Son of the following.

H, Wanlii librorum vett, septentrionalium, qui

in Angliae bibliotkecis extant . . . catalogus hi-

storico-criticus (vol. II of G. Hickes’ Thesaurus,

1705; Diary (ed. C. E. and R. C. Wright, 2 vols,

1966).

D. C. Douglas, English Scholars (1939; rev.

ed, 1951). G.K.H.

Wanley, Nathaniel (Leicester 1634; fCoventry

1680), English divine and author. Long popular

for his Wonders of the little world, a compilation

of marvels, Wanley is now known as a minor

Metaphysical poet, in the vein of Vaughan*.

The wonders of the little world; or a general

history of man (1678); The Poems of N, W, (ed.

L. C. Martin, 1928). G.K.H. (C.B.)
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Wapull, George (Jl. 1576), English interlude-

writer. His one work is non-controversial, with

allegorical and typical characters. G.K.H.

The tide tarryeth no man (1576).

B. Spivack, Shakespeare and the Allegory of
Evil (1958); D. M. Bevington, From Mankind'
to Marlowe (1962); F. P. Wilson, The English

Drama 1485-1585 (1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Warburton, William, Bishop of Gloucester

(Newark 24 XII 1698; ool745 Gertrude Tucker;

tGloucester 7 VI 1779), English controversial

^eologian and editor of Pope’*' and Shakespeare’*'.

Trained for the law and later taking Holy Orders,

Warburton makes aggressive use of a wide, ill-

digested learning in his Divine Legation, his

Doctrine of Grace and other theological works
marking his road to preferment. As apologist of

Pope’s orthodoxy he wrote a commentary on
Pope’s Essay on Man, making philosophical

annotations, was appointed authorized com-
mentator on his works by Pope, and issued a
heavily annotated edition of them in 1751. In
1747 he issued an edition of Shakespeare, with
Pope’s name coupled with his on the title-page,

but based mainly on Theobald’s* text. His high-

handed emendations provoked a storm of criti-

cism. R.M,H.

Alliance between Church and State (1736);
Divine Legation of Moses (2 vols, 1738, 1741);

Commentary on Mr Pope's Essay on Man (1739;
remodelled as A Critical and Philosophical Com*
mentary on Mr Pope's Essay, 1742); Works of
Shakespeare . . , with Comments and Notes by
Mr Pope and Mr Warburton (8 vols, 1747);
A View of Eolingbroke's Philosophy (1754-55);
Doctrine of Grace (2 vols, 1162),—Works (ed.

R. Hurd, 7 vols, 1788, with Life, 1794).

J. S. Watson, Life (1863); L. Stephen, History

of English Thought in the 18th Century (2 vols,

1876); G. W. Kitchin, Seven Sages of Durham
(1911); R. M. Ryley, ‘W. W. as “new critic’” in
Studies in Criticism and Aesthetics (ed. H. Ander-
son and J. Shea, 1967). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Ward, Artemus, pseud, of Charles Farrar
Browne (*Waterford, Maine 26 IV 1834; fSouth-
ampton 6 III 1867), American humorist, noted
contributor to Punch, and to the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, who became popular in England on the
lecture platform. He wrote in the character of a
travelling showman, much of his humour lying in

grotesque misspelling.

Artemus Ward, His Book (1862); Artemus
Ward, His Travels (1865); Artemus Ward, His
Works Complete (X89Qi),—Complete Works (ed.

J. C. Hotten, 1871).

E. P. Hingston, The Genial Showman: being
Reminiscences of the Life of A, W, (1870); H. R.
Haweis, American Humorists (1882); D, C,

Seitz, A, W,—C. F, B,\ A Biography and Biblio*

graphy (1919); W. Blair, Native American Humor
{1800-1900) (1937); J. C. Austin, A, W. (1964).

R.M.H. (D.S.R.W.)
'

Ward, Mrs Humphry, nee Mary Augusta
Arnold (*Hobart Town U VI 1851; ool872

Thomas Humphry Ward; fLondon 24 III 1920),

English novelist and social worker who made
her name by novels reflecting her own deeply

serious social and intellectual concerns. The grand-
daughter of Dr Arnold* of Rugby, she was
opposed to votes for women.

Miss Bretherton (1884); Robert Elsmere (1888);

The History of David Grieve (3 vols, 1892);

A Writer's Recollections (1918).

J. P. Trevelyan, Life of Mrs H, W, (1923);

S. Gwynn, Mrs H, W, (1917). R.M.H.

Ward, Nathaniel (*Haverhill, Eng. 1578; tShen-
field, Eng. X 1652), English clergyman, lived in

Massachusetts 1634^6. His writings are full of

word coinages, jingling phrases and other forms

ofverbal display. The Simple Cobler is a vigorously

intolerant plea for Puritan orthodoxy.

The Simple Cobler of Aggawam in America

(1647); A Religious Retreat Sounded to a Religious

Army (1647); A Word to Mr Peters (1647).

J. W. Dean, A Memoir of the Rev. N W,

(1868); J. Beranger, N W. (1969).

H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Ward, Robert Plumer (*London 19 III 1765;

001796 Catherine Maling, col828 Mrs Plumer
Lewin, ool833 Mary Okeover; fibid, 13 Vm
1846), English novelist whose work influenced

Bulwer Lytton* and Disraeli*.

De Vere: or the Man of Independence (1827);

De Clifford: or, the Constant Man (1841).

E. Phipps, Memoir ofR. P. W. (1850); M. W.
Rosa, The Silver Fork School (1936).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Warner, Charles Dudley (*Plainfield, Mass. 12

IX 1829; 001856 Susan Lee; fHartford, Conn.
20 X 1900), American novelist and biographer.

In his trilogy of novels he emphasized the futility

of ruthlessly acquiring wealth. With Mari^
Twain he wrote The Gilded Age (1873), furnishing

a name for the era of political corruption after the

Civil War.

travel: My Winter on the Nile (1876); In the

Levant {\8ri1)\ Our Italy (1891).--novels: A
Little Journey in the World (1889); The Golden

House (1894); That Fortune (1899).—-biographies:

Captain John Smith (1881); Washington Irving

(1881).

A. Fields, C. D. W. (1904).

H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)
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Warner, Wiluam (London 1558; fAmwell,

Herts 9 III 1609), English poet and translator.

By profession Warner was a lawyer, but he was

well known as a man of letters and highly esteemed,

especially for Albions England (1586-1612).

He may have translated other plays by Plautus*,

but the Menaechmi (which Shakespeare* may
have known) is the only one to survive.

Pan his Syrinx (prose; 1584); Menaechmi

(1595; ed. W. H. D. Rouse, 1912). J.B.B.

Warren, John Byrne Leicester, 3rd Baron de

Tabley (*Tabley House, Ches. 29 IV 1835;

fFulham 22 XI 1895), English poet and naturalist,

sometimes using the pseudonyms George F.

Preston and William Lancaster, whose schol-

arly works, often tragic in tone, passed unrecog-

nized in his lifetime.

Philoctetes (anon,; 1866); Orestes (anon.;

1867); Rehearsals (under pseud. William Lan-

caster; 1870); Searching the Net (1873); Guide

to the Study of Book Plates (1880); Flora of
Cheshire (with Life\ 1899).

—

Select Poems (ed.

J. Drinkwater, 1924).

—

Collected Poems (1903).

H. Walker, /. B, L. IF., Lord de T. (1903);

R. Bridges, Collected Essays (1927).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Warren, Robert Penn (Guthrie, Ky. 24 IV 1905;

001930 Emma Brescia [o/o], ool952 Elizabeth

Clark), American novelist, poet and critic. A
member of the Fugitive and Agrarian movements,

Warren uses his concern with his regional history

and consciousness as a back^ound for his p^a-
doxical speculations about identity and motive.

The subtlest merging of social background and

existentialist preoccupations is to be found in the

shifting perspectives of his novel All the King^s

Men (194Q. His poetiy mingles abstract specula-

tion with grotesque narrative and can be seen at

its most powerful in ‘The Ballad of Billie Potts’,

a poetic version of a Kentucky folk-tale, and

Brother to Dragons (1953). His essays show a
generous intelligence and chversity.

poetry: Thirty Six Poems (1935); Eleven

Poems on the Same Theme (1942); Promises^

Poems 1954-56 (1957); You, Emperors, and

Others', Poems 1957-60 (1960); Selected Poems
New and Old (1966); Incarnations, Poems (1968).

—

ncnoN; Night Rider (1939); At Heaven's Gate

(1943); The Circus in the Attic and Other Stories

(1948); World Enough and Time: A Romantic

Novel (1950); Band of Artels (1955); The Cave

(1959); Wilderness (1961); Flood (1964).-~CRrn-

cism: Understanding Poetry (with C. Brooks;

1938); Understanding Fiction (with idem', 1943);

Selected Essays (1958); The Legacy of the Civil

War: Meditations on the Centennial (1961).

All the Kira's Men: A Symposium (ed. F.

SochatofF, 1957); J. M. Bradbury, The Fugitives

(1958); Writers at Work (ed. M. Cowley, 1958);

L. Casper, R, P. W,: The Dark and Bloody Ground

(1960); A. Kazin, Contemporaries (1962); C.

Brooks, The Hidden God {1961)', P. West, R. P. W,

(1964); ‘R. P. W., “AU The King’s Men”: the

matrix of experience’ in Yale Rev., LIII (1964).

G.A.K.

Warton, Joseph (*Dunsfold, Surrey 22 IV 1722;

001748 Mary Daman, ool773 Charlotte Nicholas;

tWickham 23 11 1800), En^ish poet, editor of

Pope*, and pioneer critic in his day by his assertion

of the imaginative rather than the didactic func-

tion of poetry and his challenging of correctness

as a yardstick for measuring poetic achievement.

Brother of Thomas Warton*.

Odes on Various Subjects (1746); Essay on

the Genius and Writings of Pope (1756-82); ed..

Works ofPope (9 vols, 1797).

J. Wooll, Memoirs (1806; with sel. from works

and corresp.); E. H. Partridge, The Three W.s

(1927); E. Gosse, Two Pioneers of Romanticism,

T. and J. W, (1915); P. M. Griffith, ‘J. W.’s criti-

cism of Shakespeare’ in Tulane Stud, in Eng.,

XIV (1965). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Warton, Thomas (Basingstoke 9 1 1728; fOxford

21 V 1790), English poet laureate and critic,

Professor ofpoetry at Oxford, who by his Observa-^

tions on the Faerie Queene of Spenser (1754),

critical edition of Milton's Poems on Several

Occasions (1785) and his vigorous and learned

History of English Poetry (3 vols, 1774-81) gave

scholarly stimulus to the growing interest in

medieval and Elizabethan poetry. R.M.H.

Poems on Various Subjects (1791 ; with memoir,

1802); An Enquiry into the Authenticity of the

Poems attributed to Thomas Rowley (1782).

—

The Three W,s: A Choice of Their Verse (ed.

E. H, Partridge, 1927).

E, R. Wharton, MS history of Warton and

Wharton families (Bodley); ‘The correspondence

of Thomas Percy and T. W.’ in The Percy Letters,

III (ed. M. G. Robinson and L. Dennis, 1951).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Washington, Booker Taliaferro (Hale’s Ford,

Va. 5 lY 1856; ool882 Fannie Smith, ool885

Olivia Davidson, ool893 Margaret Murray;

tTuskegee, Ala. 14 XI 1915), American Negro

educational leader. He set forth his programme

for handling the Negro problem in The Future of

the American Negro (1899). His autobiography,

Up From Slavery (1901), has been translated into

many languages.

Sowing and Reaping (1900); The Story of the

Negro (1909); My Larger Education (1911).

H.L.C.

Wassennann, Jakob (Fiirth 10 HI 1873; fAlt-

Aussee 1 I 1934), German novelist. Sensational

plots and strange characters are the main attrao
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tions of his stories, which do not lose in translation

and brought him an international reputation.

Caspar Hauser oder Die Trdgheit des Herzens

(1908); Christian Wahnschaffe (2 vols, 1919; The

World's Illusion^ tr. L. Lewisohn, 1920); Der Fall

Maurizius (1928; The Maurizius Case, tr. C.

Newton, 1929); Etzel Andergast (1931; Doctor

Kerkhoven, tr. C. Brooks, 1932); Mein Weg als

Deutscher und Jude (1931 ; My Life as German and
Jew, tr. S. N. Brainin, 1933).

—

Gesammelte Werke
(15 vols, 1932); Gesammelte Werke (7 vols, 1944-

48); Geliebtes Herz, Briefs (ed. A. Beraneck, 1948),

M. Karlweis, /. W, (Ainsterdam, 1935); J. C.

Blankenagel, The Writings of W, (Boston, 1942);

H. Regensteiner, ‘J. W. in retrospect’ in Rev. de

I’enseignement des langues vivantes, XXX
(1964). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

WSstberg, Per Erik (*Stockholm 20 XI 1933;

001955 Anna-Lena Eldh), Swedish author, jour-

nalist and critic. After studies in America and
Africa Wastberg has emerged as a foremost

opponent of racial oppression, and a committed
author.

Pojke medsdphifbblor (1949) ; Arvtagaren (1958)

;

Fdrbjudet omrdde (1960); Pd svarta listan (I960);

Enkel resa (1964); Vattenslottet (1968); Luftburen

(1969). LS.

Waterland, Daniel (*Walesby 14 11 1683; ool719
Theodosia Tregonwell; fTwickenham 23 XII
1740), English divine, who with massive and tem-
perate learning defended the orthodox Anglican
doctrines of the Trinity and the Eucharist.

A Vindication of Christ's Divinity (1719); A
Second Vindication . .

. (1723); Scripture Vindi-

cated (3 pts, 1730-32); A Critical History of the

Athanasian Creed (1723); A Review ofthe Doctrine

ofthe Eucharist (1737).— (12 vols, 1823-28;
with life by W. Van Mildert); Fourteen Letters to

Zachary Pearce (ed. E. Churton, 1868).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Watkins, Vernon (Maesteg 27 VI 1906; ool944
Gwendoline Mary Davies; tSeattle 9 XI 1967),

Anglo-Welsh poet. He spent most of his life

working as a bank-clerk in Swansea and living in

Gower. In 1966, after retiring, he was the first

holder of the Gulbenkian Fellowship of Poetry at

University Ck)llege, Swansea, and in 1967 he went
to the U.S.A. for a year as Visiting Professor of
English at Washington University. He died sud-

denly at the begmning of his first term there. A
close friend of Dylan Thomas*, he was himself a
fine poet. His work is intensely spiritual, and the

music of the verse expresses the bardic rhapsody
of his vision.

verse: The Ballad of the Mari Lwyd (1941);

The Lamp and the Veil (1945); The Lady With the

Unicom (1948) ; The Death Bell (1954) ; Cypress and

Acacia (1959); Affinities (1962); Fidelities (1968);

Uncollected Poems (intro. Kathleen Raine, 1969;

limited ed.).

—

Selected Poems (1967).

J. Heath Stubbs, ‘Pity and fixed stars: an ap-

proach to V. W.’ in Philol. Quart., XII (1950);

Kathleen Raine, ‘V. W., poet of tradition’ in

Anglo-Welsh Rev., XIV (1964); Leslie Norris,

‘The poetry of V. W.’ in Poetry Wales, II (Winter

1966) and ed., V. W„ 1909-67 (1970); Brynmor
Jones, ‘V. W.’ in Bibliography of Welsh Literature,

V (1968). M.W.T.

Watkyns, Rowland (*Longtown, Brecon 71616;

ooby 1655 Alice?; tClodock X 1664), British poet

who became vicar of Llanfrynach (1635) and was
probably dispossessed of his living in 1648. His

poems in English and Latin, printed as Flama
sine fumo (1662) but little regarded until the 20th

century, probably belong to the years after his

dispossession. They show loyalty to Church and
Crown, and include versified medicinal remedies

as well as devotional, occasional, satirical and
panegyrical pieces.

Flama sine fumo (1662; ed. P. C. Davies, 1968).

J. Drinkwater, Some Contributions to the English

Anthology (1922). H.N.D.

Watson, John: see Maclaren, Ian.

Watson, Thomas (<?. 1515; flX 1584), EngHsh

neo-Latin dramatist. Educated at St John’s

College, Cambridge, he was a member of the

Ascham*-Cheke* circle. Elected Bishop of Lincoln

in XII 1556, he was deprived of the bishopric

under Elizabeth*. He was praised as a writer of

tragedy by Ascham and has now been identified

as the autW of the play Absalom (British Museum
Stowe MS 957).

.4^jfl/ow(ed.J. Hazel Smith, 1964). A.N.W.

Watson, Thomas (*1555; flX 1592), English and

neo-Latin poet and classical scholar. Educated at

Oxford, he became a friend of Lyly* and Peele*.

His first publication was a translation into Latin

of Sophocles’* Antigone (1581). Amongst his other

works are a collection of English verse, Hecatom-

pathia (1582); a paraphrase of Tasso’s* Aminta in

Latin hexameters (1585); and a translation of a

collection of Italian madrigals.

Amyntas (ed. W. F. Staton, Renaissance Eng.

Text Soc., 1967); The Hekatompathia (facs. repro.

ed. S. K. Heninger Jr, 1964). A.N.W.

Watt, Joachim von: see Vadianus.

Watts, Alaric Alexander (*London 16 III

1797 ; 001821 Prisdlla Maden; Vbid, 5 IV 1864),

English literary journalist of prodigious industry,

ardent compiler, and editor of the New Monthly

Magazine, Literary Souvenir and otherjournals.
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Poetical Sketches (1822); Lyrics of the Heart

(1851); compiled, Poetical Album (1828; best

fugitive poetry of the day).

Alaric Alfred Watts, A, A, W.: A Narrative of
His Life (1884). R.M.H,

Watts, Isaac (*Southampton 17 VII 1674;

fStoke Newington 24 XI 1748), English hymn-
writer. Watts’ health prevented him from doing the

full work of a Nonconformist pastor but his output

of religious writings was great. His hymns for

children and his Divine Songs show linguistic

power as well as piety. B.H.

Horae Lyricae. Poems chiefly of the lyric kind

(1706); Hymns and Spiritual Songs (1707); Divine

Songs Attempted in Easy Language for the Use of
Children (1715; with intro, and biblio. J. H. P.

Pafford, 1971).—Tfte Works of L W. (ed. D.
Jennings and P. Doddridge, 6 vols, 1753; rev. ed.

G. Burder, 6 vols, 1810-11).

S. Johnson, The Lives of the Poets, IV (1781);

T. Milner, The Life, Times and Correspondence

ofL W. (1834); E. P. Hood, /. W., His Life and
Writings (1875); T. Wright, Lives of the British

Hymn Writers, III (1914); V. de S. Pinto, ‘I. W.
and the adventurous muse’ in Essays and Stud.,

XX (1935) and ‘I. W. and his poetry’ in Wessex,

m (1935); H. Escott, /. W., Hymnographer (1962).

B.H. (M.Bu.)

Wauchier de Denain (/7, early 13th century), French

writer, who translated eight lives of the Church

Fathers into French prose for Philip, Marquis of

Namur (tl212). A compilation (1223-30) dealing

with early Roman history is also attributed to

him. He was formerly supposed to be the con-

tinuator of Chretien’s* Conte del Graal down to

line 34,934 of the poem. Then two continuations

were distinguished, the first of whom (down to

line 21,916) was called pseudo-Wauchier. The two

continuations are now called the First and Second,

since it is very unlikely that Wauchier had anything

to do with either.

Continuations in Conte del Graal (ed. Ch.

Potvm, 1866; ed. W. Roach, 1949- ).

P. Meyer in Histoire littiraire de la France,

XXXin (1906).—On continuations: H. Wrede,

Die Fortsetzer des Gralromans Chrestiens von

Troyes (1952); A. W. Thompson in Arthurian

Literature in the Middle Ages (ed. R. S. Loomis,

1959). F.W.

Waugh, Evelyn Arthur St John (*London

28 X 1903; ool928 Evelyn Gardner, ool937 Laura

Herbert; fCombe Florey 10 IV 1966), English

novelist. With light banter and witty dialogue he

produced delicious satires on the follies of social

life in the 1920s and early 1930s. Later, taking

himself and the sins of society more seriously, his

comic vein often turned to sardonic bitterness,

and his farce to ugliness.

novels: Decline and Fall (1928); Vile Bodies

(1930); Black Mischief (1932); Scoop (1938);

Put Out More Flags (1942); Brideshead Revisited

(1945); The Loved One (1948); Men at Arms

(1952); Officers and Gentlemen (1955); UncoU'^

ditional Surrender (1961).

—

Rossetti (criticism;

1928); When the Going was Good (travel; 1946);

The Life of the Right Reverend Ronald Knox
(biog.; 1959); A Little Learning (autobiog.; 1964).

F. J. Stopp, E, W,: Portrait ofan Artist (1958);

M. Bradbury, E. W. (1964); F. Donaldson,

E, W,: Portrait ofa Country Neighbour (1967).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Wauquelin, Jean (tl453), French compiler at the

court of Burgundy. He translated Latin chronicles

into French, including Geoffrey* of Monmouth’s

Historia regum Britanniae, and made prose

rearrangements of the Girart* de Roussillon epic

and the Alexander romance.

G. Doutrepont, La litteraturefrangaise d la cour

des dues de Bourgogne (1909). A.H.D.

Wazyk, Adam (*Warsaw 17 XI 1905), Polish poet

and literary critic. His early poetry was deeply

influenced by contemporary French poetry (he

translated Apollinaire*) and in turn influenced

contemporary Polish poets. After the war, which

he spent in the Soviet Union, he fervently accepted

the dogmas of Social Realism in theory but pub-

lished little. His poem ‘Poemat dla dorosfyeh’

(1955) had at the time great impact on the creation

of a liberal cultural opinion. His latest poetry

seems to be his best: it combines brilliant tech-

nique with calm lucidity.

poetry: Semafory (1924); Oezy i usta (1926);

Serce granatu (Moscow, 1943); Wiersze 1940-53

(1953); Labyrint (1961); Wagon (1963).—Wf'fewze

i poematy (1957); Wybdr poezji (1967).

—

^essays:

Mickiewicz i wersyfikaeja narodowa (1951); EseJ

o WierszuiX9(A)', Od Rimbauda do Eluarda (1964);

Kwestia gustu (1966). P.H.

Webb, pRANas Charles (*Adelaide 8 II 1925),

Australian poet. In poems such as ‘A Drum
for Ben Boyd’, ‘Leichardt in Theatre’, ‘The

Canticle’, ‘Birthday’ and ‘Socrates’ he explores,

often in a semi-dramatic form, the experience of

individuals who, whether for good or evil, have

achieved eminence of heroic or legendary pro-

portions. He provides in poems such as ‘Ward

Two’ accounts of the mind in psychiatric disorder.

At his best, he writes with impressive power and

intensity, but his work is sometimes marred by

tortuous obscurity and a failure to reconcile

metaphoric and dramatic intentions in the pre-

sentation of his personae.

Collected Poems (pref. Sir Herbert Read; 1969).

Vincent Buckley, ‘The poetry of F. W.’ in

Meanjin, XXVI,3 (1967). A,M.G,

C E W L—in—AA
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Webb, Mary Gladys, nde Meredhh (*Leighton-

under-the-Wrekin, S^op 25 III 1881; ool912

Henry Bertram Law Webb; fSt Leonards, Sussex

8 X 1927), English novelist, of Welsh ancestry.

Her intimate feeling for the Shropshire countryside

gave the background to her romantic stories of

love, cruelty, suffering and the uncanny, in which
the sincerity of description compensated for over-

coloured prose. She had little recognition before

the publication of Precious Bane (1924)—^praised

by Stanley Baldwin, and brilliantly parodied by
Stella Gibbons in Cold Comfort Farm (1932).

novels: The Golden Arrow (1916); Gone to

Earth (1917); The House in Dormer Forest (1920);
Seven for a Secret (1922).—The Spring of Joy
(essays; 1917).

W. R. Chappell, The Shropshire ofM. W. (1930);
H. L. Addison, M. W. (1931); T. Moult, M. W,:
Her Life and Work (1932); W. Byford Jones,

Shropshire Haunts of M. W, (1937); D. P. H.
Wrenn, Goodbye to Morning: a Biographical
Study ofM. W, (1964). R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Webbe, William (yf. 1568-91), English critic,

educated at St John’s College, Cambridge, who
was an acquaintance of Gabriel Harvey* and
Spenser* and who became a private tutor. Webbe’s
Discourse of English Poetrie (1586) is a valuable
appraisal of his contemporaries. His letter to
Robert Wilmot is prefixed to the revised Tancred
and Gismund (1592).

A Discourse of English Poetrie (ed. E. Arber,
1870; repr. in G. Gregory Smith, Elizabethan
Critical Essays^ 1, 1904). B.L.J.

Weber, Friedrich Wilhelm (Alhausen, West-
phalia 26 XII 1813; ool850 Anna Gipperich;
tNieheim nr Hoxter 5 IV 1894), German poet.

An orthodox Roman Catholic physician, he
translated Tennyson*; his epic poem Dreizehn-^

/zndew--treating the conversion of the Saxons in
829—^rivalled Scheffel’s* Trompeter von Sdkkingen
in popularity. But it is for his lyric poetry that he is

remembered today. In all his work piety was the
key-note.

Dreizehnlinden (1878; 60th ed. 1893; Corvey
Abbey, a Lyrical Epopee, tr. M. A. Muegge, 1923);
Gedichte (1881); Marienblumen (1885); Goliath

(1892; Eng. tr. H. L. Buehrle, 1914).—Gesammelte
Dichtimgen (3 vols, 1922).

M. D. Hocks, Tennysons Einfluss auf W, (1916);
A. Giese, W,s Beziehungen zur nordischen Dichtung

(1931); J. Schwering, W, der Arzt und Dichter

(1932); M. Buchner, F. W. W, (1939).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Weber, Max (*Eifurt 21 IV 1864; tMunich 14 VI
1920), German economist and sociologist, taught
from 1894 at Freiburg, Weber was a pioneer in

modem sociology, a subject which he helped to

create, and where his own particular field was the
sociology of religions.

Gesammelte Aufsdtze zur Religionssoziologie (3
vols, 1920-21; The Sociology of Religion, part. tr.

E. Fischoff, 1922); Zur Wissenschaftslehre (1922);
Zur Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte (1923;
General Economic History, tr. F. H. Knight, 1927)*

Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft (1922; 2nd enlarged
ed. 1925; Theory ofSocial and Economic Organiza-
tion, tr. A. R. Henderson and T. Parson, rev. ed.

1947); Zur Soziologie und Sozialpolitik (1924).

J. P. Mayer, M. W. and German Politics (1944);
R. Bendix, M. W., an Intellectual Portrait (I960)!

D.H.

Webster, John (*?London c. 71580; fc. 71625),
English dramatist of whose life little is known for
certain. Webster’s statement that he was born free

of the Merchant Taylor’s Company has neither
been confirmed nor contradicted, and no docu-
mentary evidence of his birth and activities exists

earlier than the entry in Henslowe’s Diary (V 1602)
of a payment to him and others in earnest of a play
CaesaFs Fall, Webster wrote much in collabora-
tion, notably with Dekker* in Westward Hoi
(1604) and Northward Ho! (1605); he added the
induction to Marston’s* Malcontent (1604) and
prefixed verses at intervals to other men’s works.
In X 1624 he composed Monuments of Honour,
the Lord Mayor’s pageant; but in 1634 he is

referred to by Heywood* as if dead in The
Hierarchy ofthe Blessed Angels, It is probable that

Webster wrote the extra characters added to

Overbury’s* volume in 1616. His work, prose and
verse, dramatic and non-dramatic, shows learning

and maturity and fairly wide reading. In all his

plays he shows ability to develop dramatic situa-

tions, handle a complicated plot and draw
character. His blank verse can do all that is asked
of it; lucid, varied, sparse yet flexible. He has a
strong reaction to evil, seeing black as black, but

aware of how successfully it can present itself as

white. B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

The White Devil (1612; ed. J. R. Brown, 1966);

The Duchess of Malfi (1623; ed. idem, 1964).—
Works (ed. F. L. Lucas, 4 vols, 1927, repr. 1958,

1966; with biblio.).

R. Brooke, J, W, and the Elizabethan Drama
(1916); U. M. Ellis-Fermor, The Jacobean Drama
(1936); F. S. Boas, Introduction to Stuart Drama
(1946); C. Leech, /. W, (1951) and The Duchess of
Malfi (1963); T, Bogard, The Tragic Satire of J,

W, (1955); G. Boklund, The Duchess of Malfi:

Sources, Themes, Characters (1962); D. D. Moore,
J. W, and His Critics (1966); 20th Century Inter-

pretations of the Duchess ofMalfi (ed. N. Rabkin,

1968); F. Lagarde, J, W, (2 vols, Toulouse, 1968);

P. B. Murray, A Study of J. W, (1969).

J.R.B. (T.P.M.)

Webster, Noah (*West Hartford, Conn. 16 X
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1758; 001789 Rebecca Greenleaf; fNew Haven,
Conn. 28 V 1843), American journalist, educa-
tionist and lexicographer. An ardent nationalist, he
supported a language and an education suitable to

American experience.

Dissertations on the English Language (1789); A
Collection of Essays and Fugitive Writings (1790);

An American Dictionary of the English Language
(1800-28).

H. R. Warfel, N. W., Schoolnmster to America

(1936); E. C. Shoemaker, N. W,, Pioneer ofLearn-
ing (193Q. H.L.C.

Weckherlin, Georg Rudolf (*Stuttgart 14 IX
1584; 001616 Elizabeth Raworth; tWestminster
13 II 1653), German poet, secretary to the Duke of

Wurttemberg, later assistant to the Secretary of
State in London and Latin secretary under the

Commonwealth. His first volumes represent the

earliest notable court poetry in German and
include some English verse. He used transitional

metrics, but revised his poems later in accordance

with Opitz’s* rules. After he had definitely settled

in England (1626), his poetry often becomes patri-

otic exhortation to his countrymen, but also has a
personal and nostalgic note. He is in many
respects a transitional figure between Theobald
Hoeck* and Opitz. Though he was associated in

the government service with Wotton*, Milton* and
Marvell*, his later poetry shows little English influ-

ence. His daughter Elizabeth was the mother of Sir

William Trumbull, diplomat and friend of Pope*.

Triumf newlich bey der F, Kindtaufzu Stutgart

gehalten (1616; Triumphall Shews set forth lately

at Stutgart, Stuttgart, 1616); Kurtze Beschreibung

,,,d€S jungst gehaltenen Frewdenfests (1618);

Oden und Gesdnge (2 vols, 1618-19); Panegyric to

the Lord Hays (Stuttgart, 1619); Gaistliche und
Weltliche Gedichte (Amsterdam, 1641 ; rev. 1648).

—Sel. poems (ed. K. Goedeke, 1873); coll, poems
(ed. H. Fischer, 3 vols, 1894-1907).

L. Forster, G. R. W., zur Kenntnis seines Lebens

in England (1944), ‘Sources for G. R. W.’s life in

England: the correspondence’ in Mod. Lang.

Rev., XLI (1946), ‘Dichterbriefe aus dem Barock’

in Euphorion, XLVII (1953), ‘Ein viersprachiger

Gedichtzyklus G. R. W.s’ in Jahrb. der dt,

Schillergesellschaft, I (1957), ‘Aus der Korrespon-

denz G. R. W.s’, ibid,, IV (1960) and ‘Tagwerk
eines Hofmannes’ in Festschrift fur R, Alewyn

(1967); Herbert Meyer, ‘G. R. W.’ in Schwdbische

Lebensbilder, VI (biog., biblio.; 1957); F. G.
Cohen, ‘Barocke StilzUge in der frfihen Lyrik

G. R. W.s’ in Ger. Quart., XXXV (1962); A. Beck,

‘Cber ein Gedicht von G. R. W.’ in Jahrb. der dt.

Schillergesellschaft, VI (1963); H. Lentz, Versiktus

und Wortakzent im Versbau G. R, W.s (1966);

Damaso Alonso, ‘Sobrc la persona y el arte de

G. R. W.’ in Filologia Moderna, XXVII-XXVIII
(1968); C. Wagenknecht, W. und Opitz (1971).

L.W.F.

Wecksell, Josef Julius (*Abo 19 III 1838;

tHelsinki 9 VIII 1907), Finnish-Swedish poet and
dramatist. As a schoolboy he revealed great

literary promise and in 1860 published his first

collection of poems. Shortly afterwards he showed
signs of incipient insanity, but in 1862 managed to

complete the historical tragedy Daniel Hjort,

generally considered the most important historical

play in Swedish before Strindberg’s* Master Olof
He then went mad and never recovered.

Samlade dikter (1868; ed. G. Castren, 1919).

A. Mome, /. J, W, (1909) and Nya W.-studier

(1920); G. Rydell, Adertonhundratalets historiska

sk&despelfore Strindberg (1928). B.M.E.M.

Wedderburn, John (Dundee 71495; oo?1526

Janet Forrester; fFrance X 1553), Scottish poet,

very probably responsible for the authorship or

compilation of The Gude and Godlie Ballatis

(1567 and perhaps earlier; 1578; 1600; 1621). The
book contains ‘spiritual sangis’, ‘ballatis of the

Scripture’, and miscellaneous paraphrase, satire,

and adaptations ofpopular songs to religious ends.

Some of it is, in pious sentiment and in lyrical

style, attractive work.

Eds: D. Laing (1868; 1578 text); A. F. Mitchell

(1897; 1567 text); (in part) Iain Ross (Saltire

Soc., 1939).

A. F. Mitchell, The W.s and their Work (1867);

C. H. Herford in Studies in the Literary Relations of
England and Germany in the 16th Century (1886).

J.K.

Wedekind, Frank (Hanover 24 VII 1864;

tMunich 9 III 1918), German playwright and
prose writer, with Strindberg* the father of

Expressionist drama. Of his ballad-like, violently

anti-bourgeois plays with their often lurid and
grotesque treatment of sexual themes only

Fruhlings Erwachen (1891 ; tr. Springes Awakening,

1923), dealing with the problems of adolescence,

and Lulu (in 2 pts: Erdgeist, 1895, tr. Earth-Spirit,

1952; Die Buchse der Pandora, 1902, tr. Pandora's

Box, 1952) are still performed. Like his disciple

Brecht*, he acted in his own plays and was famed
as an irreverent ballad singer.

Der Marquis von Keith (1900; tr. The Marquis

ofK, 1952); Hidalla, Oder Sein und Haben (1904);

Totentanz (1905); Schloss Wetterstein (1910; tr.

Castle W., 1952); Franziska (1912).

—

Gesammelte

Werke (9 vols, 1912-21); Gesammelte Briefe

(2 vols, 1924); Prosa, Dramen, Verse (2nd ed.

1960).

A. Kutscher, W.: Leben und Werk (2nd ed.

1964); G. Seehaus, F. W. und das Theater (1964);

K. Volker, F. W. (1965); K. Ude, F. W. (1968);

F. Rothe, F. W.s Dramen: Jugendstil und Lebens-

philosophie (1968); S. Gittleman, F. W. (New
York, 1969). K.P.
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Weert, Jan de, 14th-century Dutch poet of the verse technique, a great master of the German
school of Jacob van Maerlant^, ‘clerk of the

surgeons’ at Ypres. He wrote Nieuwe Doctrinael or

Spieghelvan Sonden, a didactic poem, comprising a

bitter criticism of sins and abuses among all

classes, and Disputacie van Rogiere ende van Janne^

a militant poem, inspired by van Maerlant’s

Martijn-songs, on human willpower, grace and
nature.

Nieuwe Doctrinael (ed. J. Jacobs, 1915);

Disputacie (ed. E. Kausler, 1866).

J. Koopmans in Tweemaandelijksch Tijdschrift,

VII (1901), J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Weever, John (*Lancs 1576; fLondon 1632),

English poet and antiquary. Weever’s Epigrams

(1599) merely repeat current fashions, but their

mentions of Shakespeare*, Spenser* Jonson*, etc.

have given them considerable interest as literary

journalism.

Epigrams in the oldest cut and newest fashion

(ed. R. B. McKerrow, 1911); Faunus and Melli-

flora: or the original ofour English satyres (1600);
Ancient Funeral Monuments (1631). G.K.H.

WQglerski, Tomasz Kajetan (*W^gry 1755;

tMarseilles 11 IV 1787), Polish author. Of a quick
temperament, he led an adventurous and light-

hearted life and in 1783 went abroad. Witty in

fables and poetical letters, he is bitter and sarcastic

in Organy (1784), Portrety pieciu Elzbiet (pub.

1882) and Satyry (1803).

Pisma wierszem iprozq (ed. K. Estreicher, 1882).—^Tr. of sel. poems in J. Bowring, Specimens
ofthe Polish Poets (1827).

I. Chrzanowski, Z dziejdw satyry polskiej

XVIII wieku (1909); W. Borowy, O poezji polskiej
w wieku XVIII (1948). S.S. (P.H.)

Wei Ying-wu (DCh'ang-an ?c. 735; f?c, 830),

Chinese poet. He is stated to have served first

under Emperor Hsuan-tsung (713-756); his last

post was Prefect of Soochow. His reflective nature
poems seem to owe much to the influence of
Wang* Wei and more remotely to that of T'ao*
Ch*ien, whom he greatly admired. He is most
successful in the ‘old’ five-word metre (i.e. without
prescribed tonal pattern).

fVei Su-chou chi (coll, works; sel. tr. in W.
Bynner, The Jade Mountain, 1929). A.R.D.

Weinberg or Veinberg, Peter Isayevich (*1830;

tl908), a minor Russian poet who translated the
whole of Heine’s* work into Russian. His own
poems bear the stamp of Heine’s influence and his

favourite pen-name was ‘Heine from Tambov’.
He also translated from Shakespeare*. J.L.

Weinheber, Josef (Vienna 9 HI 1892; tKirch-
stetten 8 IV 1945), Austrian poet; a virtuoso of

language whose achievement is still not fully

recognized by critics. His verse, however, has
formal perfection and range of tone.

Das Waisenhaus (autobiog. novel; 1924); Adel
imd Untergang (1934); Wien wortlich (1935);

Spate Krone (1936); O Mensch gib acht (1937);
Hier ist das Wort (1947).—Sdmtliche Werke (ed.

J. Nadler and H. Weinheber, 5 vols, 1953-56).

F. Sacher, Der Lyriker W, (1949); Bekenntniszu
J, W, Erinnerungen seiner Freunde (ed. H. Zillich,

1950); H. Bergholz, Bibliographie des dichterischen

Werkes (1951); J. Nadler, /. W, (biog.; 1952),

and with H. Weinheber, /. W, und die Sprache

(1955); K. Rohm in Jahresgabe: Josef Weinheber-
Gesellschaft (1960); E. Kritisch, ‘Schopenhauer’s

philosophy in the poetry of J. W.’ in Mod. Lang.
Quart., XXIII (1962); F. Feldner, Eine Doku-
mentation in Bild und Wort (1965). F.M.K.

Weise, Christian (*Zittau 30 IV 1642; ^ibid.

21 X 1708), German writer. As headmaster in

Weissenfels and Zittau he wrote many plays for his

pupils to perform, all distinguished for their clarity

and sobriety of diction (in contrast to the works of

Lohenstein* and Hofmannswaldau*) and antici-

pating 18th-century Saxon comedy. His didactic

and rationalistic novels, like his plays, aim at

inculcating practical success and address. He
represents the rising middle class and was ex-

tremely influential. His lyric poetry is neat and
often amusing.

Vberflussige Gedanken der griinenden Jugend
(verse, 1668).

—

^novels: Die drey klugsten Leute

(1657); Drey Hauptverderber (1671); Die drey

ergsten Ertznarren (1672; ed. W. Braune, 1878);

Der politische Ndscher (1676).

—

^plays: Zittau-^

siches Theatrum (1683); Lust und Nutz der spiel-

enden Jugend (1690); Tobias und die Schwalbe (ed.

R. Gen6e, 1882); Bdurischer Machiavellus and
Bose Catharine (ed. L. Fulda with good intro, in

J. Kurschner, Dt Nat.-Lit., XXXIX, 1882-89);

Masaniello (ed. R. Petsch, 1907); Regnerus and
Ulvida (ed. W. von Unwerth, 1914); Triumph-

ierende Keuschheit (ed. M. von Waldberg, 1914);

Die unvergnugte Seek and Vom vergnugten Lateiner

(ed. F. Briiggemann in Dt. Lit. in Entw.-Reihen,

Aufkldrung, I, 1928); Der niederlendische Bauer
(ed. W. Flemming, zb/d., Barockdrama, IV, 1932).

—Coll, works (ed. J. D. Lindberg, 1971- ).

O. Kammel, C. W. (1897); R. Becker, W.s
Romane (1910); W. Eggert, W. und seine Buhne
(1935); A. H. J. Knight, ‘Das Komische in W.s
Lustspielen’ in Genn.-Rom. Monatschr., XXIII
(1935); K. Schaefer, Das Gesellschaftsbild in den

Werken C. W.s (diss. Berlin, 1960); F. Martini,

‘Masaniello, Lehrstuck und Trauerspiel der

Geschichte’ in Orbis Litterarum, XXV (1970).

L.W.F.

Weiss, Peter (*Nowawes, nr Berlin 18 XI 1916),
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German dramatist, prose writer and visual artist.

Of Jewish origin, he emigrated with his family to

England in 1934, finally settling in Sweden in 1939.

His early experimental prose work expresses the

rootless emigre’s search for identity and suspicion

of all allegiances. His work in graphics, collages

and film-making led to his first, in many ways
baroque, play Die Verfolgung und Ermordung des

Jean Paul Marat dargestellt durch die Schauspiel-

gruppe des Hospizes zu Charenton unter Anleitung

des Herrn von Sade (1964; tr. Persecution and
Assassination ofMarat ... [or MaratjSade], 1965),

The intellectual core of this spectacular play is the

dialectic between the revolutionary Marat and the

cynical egoist Sade*. Different productions have
resolved the argument in favour of Sade (London)
and Marat (Rostock—approved by Weiss in 1965),

but all his work since 1965 has been clearly

committed to a Marxist analysis of history.

Consciously continuing where Brecht* left off,

Weiss advocates a revival of agit-prop theatre

employing documentary means. ‘ Most theatre now
shows despair, but not why it exists or what solu-

tions there may be.’ Die Ermittlung, Oratorium in

11 Gesdngen (1965; tr. The Investigation, 1966),

based on edited transcripts of the Frankfurt

Auschwitz trial, sets out to show exactly what
happened using the formal devices of Greek
tragedy.

plays: Gesang vom lusitanischen Popanz (1967);

Viet Nam Diskurs (1968); Trotzki im Exil (1970).

—Dramen (2 vols, 1968).

—

uprose: Der Schatten

des Kdrpers des Kutschers (1960); Abschied von

den Eltem (1961; tr. The Leavetaking, 1962);

Fluchtpunkt (1962; tr. Vanishing Point, 1967); Das
Gesprdch der drei Gehenden (1963).

J. Milfull, ‘From Kafka to Brecht: P. W.’s

development towards Marxism’ in Ger. Life and
Letters, XX (1966); H. Rischbieter, P. W. (with

biblio.; 1967). K.P,

Weisse, Christian Felix (*Annaberg 28 I 1726;

fLeipzig 16 XII 1804), German dramatist. As a
student at Leipzig Weisse became a friend of

Lessing*. At first a tutor, he was later a tax-

collector, then (by inheritance) a country gentle-

man. A prolific writer, he followed the fashions

of the age from Anacreontic dallyings to imitations

of Shakespeare* without ever sounding an original

note.

Scherzhafte Lieder (verse; 1758).

—

^plays:

trag zum deutschen Theater (5 vols, 1759-68; incl.

Eduard III, Richard III, Romeo und Julia, and
List uber List); Komische Opern (incl. Der Teufel

ist los; 1768).—Sel. ed. J. Minor in J. Kurschncr,

Dt, Nat.-Lit., LXXII (1883).

Selbstbiographie (1806); J. Minor, C. F, W,
(1880); W. Huttemann, C. F, W. und seine Zeit

(diss. Bonn, 1912); C. G. Zander, W, und die

Buhne (diss. Mainz, 1949). H.B.G.

Weissenberg, Itzchok Meyer (Zhelichov, Poland,

1881 ; tWarsaw 1938), Yiddish novelist and essay-

ist, a leading ‘neo-classic’. He fought against

journalistic infiltration into literature, defending

‘Polish’ Yiddish against ‘Litvak’ (the Lithuanian
school). The characters of his novels are mainly
lower- and working-class, depicted with a sharp
eye for detail. In his critical writings against

complacency, his attacks against individual writers

aroused controversy.

Dor hoilekh vedor boo (1904); Die meshuggene in

dorf{1905); Shriftn (3 vols, 1909-10); K//ie un ta've

(1911); Geklibene shriftn (1911); Dertselmgn un
bilder (1912); Bukhfar ale (1914); Yiddishe zameU
bikher (5 vols, 1918-19); Virklikhkeit (1925);

Geklibene shriftn (1950). J.S.

Weldon, John, pseud. Brinsley Macnamara
(*Devlin, Co. Westmeath 1890; 1*1963), Irish

novelist and dramatist; his naturalistic studies of

Irish life, especially The Valley of Squinting

Windows (1928), scandalized many of his readers.

His comedies are unexceptional but some of his

tragedies show considerable power.

plays: The Glorious Uncertainty (1923); Look
at the Heffernans! (1926); Margaret Gillan (1933).

E.T.W.

Welhaven, Johan Sebastian Cammermeyer
(Bergen 22 XII 1807; ool845 Josephine Bidoulac;

tKristiania 21 X 1873), Norwegian poet; Professor

of philosophy at Kristiania, 1846-68. Welhaven

greatly admired Danish culture and literature and

was strongly influenced by the literary ideals of his

distant relative, the Danish writer and aesthetician

J. L. Heiberg*. He became firmly convinced that

Norway could not afford to throw away this

portion of her literary heritage in a desire to be

exclusively national, now that the link with

Denmark had been severed. These convictions

soon brought him into conflict with Henrik

Wergeland* and his followers, and it is the part

Welhaven played in the polemical exchanges

between the two factions which makes him chiefly

memorable today.

As a poet his production was controversial, as

in Norges Dtemring (1834); lyric-epic, as in

Republikanerne (1839); and, elsewhere, as in Det

omvendte Bceger (1848) and Den salige, highly

personal. In other of his poems he derived inspira-

tion from the popular ballads. Welhaven was a
conscientious craftsman working to definite, if

somewhat narrow, aesthetic principles, but his

work lacks the originality and imaginative power
of his great contemporary, Wergeland.

verse: Digie (1839); Nyere Digte (1845); Halv*

hundrede Digte (1848); Reisebilleder og Digte

(1851); En Digtsamling (1860).

—

^prose: Henrik

Wergelands Digtekunst og Polemik (1832); Chris-

tianias Vinter- og Sommer-Dvale (1834); Billeder

Fra Bergenskysten (1842); Vasdrag og Skovmarker
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(1851); En Sjel i Vildrmrken (1856); Ewald og de

norske Digtere (1863).— Digterverker

(3 vols, 1943).

A. L0chen, /. 5. W:s liv og skrifter (1900); 1.

Hauge, Tanker og tro i fV.s poesi (1955); R.

Andersen-Naess, /. *S. W. (1959). R.G.P.

Wellekens, Jan Baptiste (*Aalst 13 II 1658;

tAmsterdam 14 V 1726), Dutch poet and painter,

devout Jansenist. Between 1676 and 1686, as a

painter in Italy, he came in contact with the

Accademia degli Arcadi, but returned home be-

cause of failing eyesight and poor health. Then he

wrote the first fishermen’s songs, Arcadian,

religious and topographical verse and, in particular,

some occasional poems. The latter are often stilted

;

his beautiful religious and nature lyrics equal

Foot’s* in depth.

Dichtlievende uitspanningen (with P. Vlaming;

1711); Verscheidene en Bruiloftsgedichten (1729);

Zedelijke en ernstige gedichten (with life by P.

Vlaming, 1737); Amintas (play, after Tasso; with

Verhandeling van het herdersdicht, 1715; ed. J. P.

Warners, 1965).

J, Wagenaar, Amsterdam^ III (1768); W. Kloos,

Een daad van eenvoudige rechtvaardigheid (1909);

M. M. Prinsen, De idylle in de 18de eeuw (1934);

R. Pennink, Silvander (J, B. W,) 1658-1726 (1957).

J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Wells, Herbert George (*Bromley 21 IX 1866;
00Amy Catherine Robbins; fLondon 13 VIII

1946), English novelist and social philosopher.

Apprenticed to a retail draper as a boy he read

omnivorously, became a teacher, took a science

degree, early gained attention as a writer, and
became a major force in English literature after the

turn of the century. In his early, highly ingenious

scientific romances (e.g. The Time Machine^ 1895)

he is already interested in the idea of society as

changing. This he developed in a series of books
analysing society (e.g. Mankind in the Making,

1903). Not till he was nearly 40 did he embark on
the series of powerful novels in which individual

character was the starting-point for an account of

the world. Much of his later work consisted of

imaginative treatises on man’s capacity to evolve

into a citizen of the world, and so avoid annihila-

tion. His highly original mdnd initiated ideas which
subsequently became commonplace.

novels: The Island of Dr Moreau (1896); The
Invisible Man (1897); Love and Mr Lewisham

(1900); Kipps (1905); Tono-Bungay (1909); Ann
Veronica (1909); The History ofMr Polly (1910);

The New Machiavelli (1911); Marriage (1912);

Mr Britling Sees It Through (1916); The World of
William Clissold (1926).

—

Short Stories (coll.;

1927).—SOCIAL philosophy: Anticipations (1901);

A Modern Utopia (1905); The Open Conspiracy

(1928); The Work, Wealth and Happiness ofMan-
kind (1932); The Shape of Things to Come (1933);

The Fate of Homo Sapiens (1939); Mind at the

End of Its Tether (1945).—history: The Outline

of History (1920; rev. ed. R. Postgate and G. P.

Wells, 1972); A Short History of the World (1922),

—Experiment in Autobiography (2 vols, 1934).

V. Brome, H, G. W.: a Biography (1951) and
Six Studies in Quarrelling (1958); B. Bergonzi,

The Early H. G. W, (1961); J. Kagarlitsky, H, W,
(Moscow, 1963; Eng. tr. 1966); L. Dickson,
H. G, W,: His Turbulent Life and Times (1969);
P. Parrinder, H, G. W, (1970).—^Biblio., dictionary

and subject index (to 1925) by G. H. Wells (1926);

comprehensive biblio. by H. G. W. Soc. (1968).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Weltman, Alexander: see Vel’tman, Alexander
Fomich.

Welty, Eudora (*Jackson, Miss. 13 IV 1909),

American novelist and short-story writer. Her
fiction, set in her native state, combines elements

of the abnormal and grotesque. Although her work
is often seen in conjunction with that of Flannery

O’Connor* and Carson McCullers*, Miss Welty
operates on a far less overtly Gothic level, and her

work is marked by a sense of controlled irony and
an evocation of the delicate nuances of sensibility.

A Curtain of Green (1941); The Robber Bride-

groom (1942); The Wide Net (1943); The Golden

Apples (1949) ; The Ponder Heart (1954) ; The Bride

of the Innisfallen (1955); The Shoe Bird (1964).

A Southern Vanguard (ed. A. Tate, 1947); R.

Penn Warren, Selected Essays (1958); R. M. Vande
Kieft, E. W, (1962); A. Appel, A Season ofDreams
(1965); E, W, (ed. J. A. Bryant, 1968).

H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

W§n I-TO (*Hsi-shui 24 XI 1899; tKun-ming
15 VII 1946), Chinese poet and scholar. W6n
wrote his first volume of poetry, Hung-chu, while

studying in America (1922). Ssu-shui, which he

published after his return (1925), was among the

most important works of modern Chinese poetry.

Later he abandoned poetry for scholarship, pro-

ducing many critical, sociological and literary

studies.

Hung-chu (1923); Ssu-shui (1928); sel. trs in:

H. Acton and Ch'en Shih-hsiang, Modem Chinese

Poetry (1936); R. Payne, Contemporary Chinese

Poetry (1947); K.-Y. Hsu, Twentieth Century

Chinese Poetry (1963).

—

Win 1-to cWuan-chi (coll,

works; 1948).

K.-Y. Hsii, ‘The life and poetry ofWen I-to’ in

Harvard Jour. Asiat. Stud., XXI (1958).

A.R.D.

WSn Tien-hsiang (DChi-shui 6 VI 1236; tYen-
ching 9 I 1283), Chinese poet. W6n, a prolific

writer in verse and prose, some of fine quality, is

famous for his patriotic resistance to the Mongol
invaders. He was executed for his refusal to submit.
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Wenrshan chi (coll, works; sel. tr. in G.
Margoulies, Le Kou-wen chiwis, 1925, and
Anthologie raisonnie de la litterature chinoise,

1948). A.R.D.

Wdn Ting-yun (nCli'i-hsien ?c. 812; t?c. 870),

Chinese poet. W6n failed in several attempts to

pass the official examinations but from c. 860 held a
number of minor provincial posts. He is repre-

sented as of a frivolous, pleasure-loving character.

With Li* Shang-yin he became a model for a style

of elegant and erudite poetry which was popular

in the early Sung period (10th century). Yet of
greater importance was his rz'fi-poetry (written to

music). He was the first writer of true tz‘u and
founder of the ‘Hua-chien* school (so known from
Hua^chien chi, an anthology of its works) of the

‘Five Dynasties’ period.

rz'« poetry in Hua-chien chi (940).

—

Win
FeUchHng chi (coll, works; sel. tr. in W. Bynner,
The Jade Mountain, 1929). A.R.D.

Wendover, Roger of: see Paris, Matthew,
biblio.

Wennerberg, Gunnar (*Lidk6ping 2 X 1817;

tLacko 24 VIII 1901), Swedish politician, com-
poser and poet. He wrote severd oratorios and
other sacr^ music, but is now remembered
primarily for his ^/w/irar—comico-romantic pic-

tures of Uppsala student life in the 1840s in the

form of musical duets. He also wrote romances
and successful pieces for male voices.

Samlade skrifter (1881-85).

S. Taube, G, W, Brev och minnen (1913-16);
B. Almqvist, Uppsalastudenten i W.*s vers och
Strindbergsprosa (1926). C.H.K.

WeSres, SAndor (Szombathely 22 VI 1913;
00Amy Kdrolyi), Hungarian poet and playwright.

Endowed with an exotic imagination, Weores is a
virtuoso poet and translator, in whose verse

language, form and content are explored to their

utmost limits. His range is immense; he moves
freely in time and space, switches from sombre to

playful moods and can echo Oriental mysticism as

easily as Western symbolism.

verse: Hideg van (1934); Meddza (1944); A
fogak torndca (1947); A hallgatds tornya (1956);

TUzkdt (1964); Meruld Satumus (1968).

—

splays:

Hold is sdrkdny (X961f),-^Egybegyujtdtt irdsok

(sel. works; 2 vols, 1970); sel. Ger. tr. in Gedichie

(1969).

J. Rem6nyi, ‘S. W,’ in Mod. Lang. Jour.,

XXXIII (1949); L. Cs. Szab6, ‘Conversation with

S. W.’ in Tri-Quart., IX (1967). G.F.C.

Werfel, Franz (^Prague 10 IX 1890; fBeverly

Hills, Calif. 27 VIII 1945), Austrian novelist,

playwright and poet. He began with lyric verse and

WERGELAND
became the first poet of early expressionism {Der
Weltfreund, 1911; Wir sind, 1913). Emotional
pathos dominated the first period, intellectual

pathos his activities as an Expressionist play-

wright, whose 20th-century version of faust in

Her Spiegelmensch (1920) typifies that literary

movement. His third period is dominated by prose
works, no longer eccentric, maturing from his

first popular success, the novel Verdi (1924; tr.

H. Jessiman, 1925), to those works which finally

brought him recognition when he had despaired of
the world and committed suicide—jDer veruntreute

Himmel (1939; Embezzled Heaven, tr. M. Firth,

1940), Das Lied von Bernadette (1941 ; The Song of
Bernadette, tr. L. Lewisohn, 1942), Stern der

Ungeborenen (1946).

novels: Die Geschwister von Neapel (1931; The
Pascarella Family, tr. D. F. Tait, 1932); Die vierzig

Tage des Musa Dagh (1933; The Forty Days of
Musa Dagh, tr. G. Dunlop, 1934).—stories: Nicht

der Mdrder, der Ermordete ist schuldig (1915);

Abituriententag (1928; The Class Reunion, tr.

W. Chambers, 1929).—plays: Bocksgesang (1921;

Goat Song, tr. R. Laugner, 1926); Juarez und
Maximilian (1924; Eng. tr. idem, 1926); Paulus

unter den Juden (1926; Eng. tr. P. P. Levertoff,

1928).—verse: Gedichte aus den Jahren 1908-1945

(1948); (tr. E. A. Snow, 1945).

—

Gesammelte
Werke (ed. A. D. Klarmann: Erzdhlungen aus zwei

Welten, 3 vols, 1948-54; Dramen, 2 vols, 1959).

R. Specht, F, W, (with biblio.; 1926); Anna
Mahler-Werfel, And the Bridge Is Love, Memoirs
of a Life-Time (1958); W. Braselmann, F, W,

(1960); F, W, 1890-1945 (ed. L. B. Foltin, 1961);

W. H. Fox, ‘F. W.’ in German Men ofLetters, III

(ed. A. Natan, 1964); V. J. Gunther, F. W. (1965);

L. Zahn, F. W. (196Q. R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Wergeland, Henrik Arnold (*Kristiansand 17 VI
1808; 001839 Amalie Bekkevold; tKristiania

12 Vn 1845), Norwegian poet, playwright and
prose writer. The son of a clergyman prominent in

Norwegian political life, Wergeland spent much of

his childhood in Eidsvoll in eastern Norway.
There, historical associations (the Norwegian
constitution was promulgated in Eidsvoll in 1814)

and the beauty of the country bordering on Lake
Mjosa made a deep impression on him; love of

freedom and love of nature are the two great

motivating forces in his work. Later he attended

school and University in Kristiania, where he took
a degree in theology in 1829. Already as a school-

boy he had begun to write newspaper articles,

and by the time he took his degree his production

included a tragedy, two farces and a collection of

poems. Moreover in 1830 his monumental
Skabelsen, Mermesket og Messias was published.

In the years that followed poems, plays, pamphlets
and polemics of all sorts poured from his pen.

Romantic though he was, the ideals of the Age of
Enlightenment were strong in him, and he gave
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practical expression to them in his periodicals: For

Almuen (‘For the Common Man*; 1830-39), For

Menigmand (‘For the Ordinary Man*; 1836-38)

and For Arbeidsklassen (‘For the Working Class *

;

1839-45). His noisy personality, his radical and

republican views, and his not impeccable private

life, had prevented him from obtaining theological

preferment, but finally in 1840, through the direct

influence of the King, whom he greatly admired as

an individual, he obtained a post in the state

archives. His death (from consumption) became
the occasion for national mourning. Wergeland

was greatest as a poet, and is generally regarded as

the greatest his country has produced; his plays

can be disregarded. His faults as a poet are easy to

recognize: the frequent extravagance of his

language and imagery; the chaos which often

characterizes his thought and the generally careless

and unrevised state of his work make him an easy

target, as he was for the Welhaven* faction. But in

spite of all this he can be capable of the most
dazzling felicities and exhibit a boldness of
imagination which, particularly in his shorter

poems, entitle him to be ranked very high indeed.

Amongst his principal works are J0den (1842),

J0dmden (1844), Den engelske Lods (1844) and
Jan van Huysums Blomsterstykke (1840). His farces

were written under the pseudonym Sbfxjl Sifadda.

verse: Digte. Farste Bing (1829); Spaniolen

(1833); Ccesaris (1833); Digte, Anden Ring (1833);

Svalen (1841); Memesket (1845).

—

flays: Ah!
(1827); Irreparabile Tempus (1828); Sinclars D0d
(1828); Harlequin Virtuos (1830); J^rnemordersken

(1835); Stockholms Fareren (3 vols, 1837);

Campbelleme (1837); Den Konstitutionelle (1839);

Vinaigers Fjeldeventyr (1841); Venetianerne (1843);

Sekadetterne Hand (1848); Fjeldstuen (1848).

—

prose: Norges Konstitutions Historic (1841-43);

Hassel-Nodder (1845).— Samlede skrifter (ed. H.
Jseger, D. A. Seip, H.Koht and £. Hoigflrd, 23 vols,

1918-^); Poems (tr. G. M. Gathome-Hardy, J.

Bithell and I. Gr0ndahl, 1960); W. for hvermann
dikt og prosa (ed. H. Beyer, 1950); H, W's
skrifter (ed. L. Amundsen and D. A. Seip, 8 vols,

1957-62).

A, Benterud, H fV.^s religiose utvikling (1943);

H. Beyer, H W, (1946); H. Moller,H W. (1947);

A. Kabell, W. (2 vols, 1956-57); Y. Ustvedt,

Det levende univers (1964); O. M. Maeland, Eros
og Mytos (1969). R.G.P.

Werner, Zacharias (Konigsberg 18 XI 1768;

tVienna 17 1 1823), German dramatist. The son of

a Professor of rhetoric and a pampering mother
who developed religious mania, Werner lived in

restless disorder. His three marriages broke down,
before he became a Roman Catholic (1810) and a
priest (1813), after which he lived in Vienna as a
sensational revivalist preacher. His ambition was
to equal Schiller*. Goethe* considered him
promising and gave him the approval he denied to

Kleist*. His plays were deeply religious and,
though fundamentally shoddy, were by far the
most dramatically effective the Romantics pro-
duced. His 24, Fehruar was the original tragedy of
fate, from which numberless imitations proceeded.

Die Sohne des Tales (2 vols, 1803; Eng. tr.

E. Lewis, 1892); Der 24, Februar (1815; Eng. tr.

W. H. H. Chambers, 190'i),^Ausgewdhlte Schriften

(15 vols, 1840-41); Briefe (ed. O. Floeck, 2 vols,

1918); Tagebucher {tdi, idem, 1939-40).

N. Vierling, Z. W,, la conversion d'un romantique

(1908); G. Gabetti, II dramma di Z, W, (1916);
P. Hankhamer, Z. W, (1920); G. Carow, W, and
das Theater seiner Zeit (1933).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Wemher (Jl, 1172), Bavarian priest, author of
‘Three Lays of Mary’—a poetic elaboration of the
apocryphal Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew. The level

of diction in the highly lyrical veneration of Mary
is set by the traditional epithets. The story of the

Holy Family is told with warm but pious sympathy.
(See Konrad* von Fussesbrunn.)

Ed. J. Feifalik (1860); modernized H. Degering

(1925); ed. C. Wesle and H. Fromm, Prtester W,s
Maria (1969).

U. Pretzel, ‘Studien zum Marienleben* in

Zschr. f. dt. Alt., LXXV (1938); H. Fromm,
Untersuchungenzum Marienleben,, . (Turku, 1955).

F.P.P.

Wernher der Gartensere {fl. c, 1270), Austrian

layman and roving moralist, acquainted with the

court romance, popular epics, and Neidhart*
from whom he draws the dandyism of his upstart

peasant ‘hero*. Meier Helmbrecht tells, realistically

and with local references, of young Helmbrecht’s

defiance of his father, Christian ethics and the

established order, and of his brief glory in the

following of a robber baron. Old Helmbrecht is a
tragic figure. For all its humour it is a pessimistic

work and a solemn warning. A true ‘case history*,

probably, brilliantly adapted; an invaluable social

document.

Ed. C. E. Gough (1947); ed. F. Panzer and K.
Ruh (I960).—Mod. prose J. Hofmiller (1925);

C. H. Bell, Peasant Life in Old German Epics (tr,

1931).

Excellent appreciation in G. Ehrismann,
Geschichte der deutschen Literatur des MA,s, IV

(1935); K. Ruh in Zschr. f. dt, Philol., LXXXVI
(1967). F.P.P.

Wernher von Elmendorf ()7. c. 1170-80), Thuringian

cleric, author of an undistinguished verse transla-

tion of William* de Conches’ Moralium dogma
philosophorum. He is the innocent provoker of a

long-standing debate on the origins of the ethical

code of the chivalrous age.

J. Bumke, ‘Die Aufidsung des Tugendsystems
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bei W. von E/ in Zschr. fiir dt. Alt., LXXXVIII
(1957). F.P.P.

Wescott, Glenway (*Kewaskum, Wise. 11 IV
1901), American novelist, short-story writer and
poet. He spent the 1920s in Paris and on the

Riviera; The Grandmothers (1927) tells of an
American expatriate in Europe tracing the hard
lives of his ancestors. The Pilgrim Hawk (1940)

shows his mature power of obliquely presenting

human motives.

verse: The Bitterns (1920); Natives of Rock
(1925).—SHORT stories: Like a Lover (1926);

Good-Bye^ Wisconsin (1928).

—

Apartment in Athens

(novel; 1945).

—

Images of Truth (crit.; 1962).

H.L.C. (G.A.K.)

Wesker, Arnold (^London 24 V 1932; ool958

Dusty Bicker), English dramatist, whose plays

impress by their boldness of conception. The
‘Wesker trilogy’ gives a dramatic picture of East

End Jewish life from 1936 to 1956, and Chips With

Everything (1962), a curious mixture of the

‘realistic’ and the ‘naturalistic*, looks at life in

the R.A.F. as a microcosm of civilian life.

trilogy: Chicken Soup With Barley (1958);

Roots (1959); Fm Talking About Jerusalem (I960).

—The Kitchen (1961); The Four Seasons (1966);

The Friends (1970).

—

Fears of Fragmentation

(essays; 1970).

J, R. Taylor, Anger and After (1962); R. Hay-
man, A, W. (1970); G. Leeming and S. Trussler,

The Plays ofA, W, (1971). W.R.A.

Wesley, Charles (*Epworth Rectory, Lines 18 XII
1707; 001749 Sarah Gwynne; fl^ndon 29 III

1788), English divine and hymn-writer through

whose group of earnest Oxford undergraduates,

joined ‘to observe the method of study prescribed

by . .

.

the University’, the term Methodist was first

used for the religious movement led by his brother

John. Charles assisted his brother’s ministiy and
with him produced eight collections of hymns.

Charles’ contributions, including ‘Jesu, Lover of

My Soul’, show deep religious and often poetic

feding. R.M.H.

Sermons (ed. S. Wesley, with memoir, 1816);

Journal (ed. T. Jackson, 2 vols, 1849).

—

Poetical

Works of J. and C, W, (ed. G. Osborn, 13 vols,

1808).

T. Jackson, Life and Correspondence of C, W,
(2 vols, 1841); J. Telford, Life of C. W, (1887);

R. Green, Bibliography of Works of J. and C. W.
(1896); F. Wiseman, C. W. Evangelist and Poet

(1933) and C. W, andHis Hymns (1938); F. Baker,

C. W, As Revealed by His Letters (1948); M. L.

Edwards, Family Circle, A Study of the Epworth
Household in Relation to J, and C. W, (1949);

R. N. Flew, The Hymns of C, W, (1953); M. R.

Brailsford, A Tale of Two Brothers (1954); G. H.

Findlay, Chrisfs Standard Bearer (1956); London
Quart, and Holbom Rev., LXXXII (1957; com-
mem. issue). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Wesley, John (*Epworth Rectory, Lines 17 VI
1703; 001751 Mrs Maty Vazeille; fLondon 2 III

1791), English evangelical leader who performed
vast literary labours in the service of his ministry.

A Fellow ofLincoln College, and ordained priest in

1728, the religious zeal which had already associ-

ated him with his brother Charles’ group of

earnest philanthropic ‘methodists’ at Oxford led

him in 1735 to undertake for the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel the mission to Georgia

which he records in his Savannah Journal, A deep

spiritual experience on 24 V 1738, after his return

to England was followed by his evangelizing

itineraries and his ultimate unwilling severance

from the Established Church. With his picked band
of helpers he preached to the poor, the outcast and
the desperate, ministering to their spiritual and
social needs and stimulating a wave of religious

fervour throughout the country. For the use of his

followers he wrote concise granunars of English

and classical languages; handbooks of medicine,

physics, logic, and of ecclesiastical, Roman and
English history; edited the works of Bunyan'*',

Law* and others, including Brooke’s* novel, The

Fool of Quality^ and produced Bible commentaries

and the 50 works of divinity formingThe Christian

Library. With his brother Charles he published

collections of hymns, some of his best being

vigorous translations from German, and in 1778 he

founded The Arminian Magazine which he edited

till his death. The daily course of his long, devoted

life is narrated in his journals which, written

with frankness, humour and unfailing faith, give in

plain, nervous English a picture both of the writer

and of contemporary manners and conditions.

Works (32 vols, 1771-74); Poetical Works of
J, and C, W. (13 vols, 1808); Journals (4 vols,

1827; ed. N. Curnock, 8 vols, 1906-lQ; Standard

Sermons (ed. E. Sugden, 1921); Letters of J, W.

(ed. J. Telford, 8 vols, 1931).

T. Coke and H. Moore, Life of J, W, (1792);

R. Southey, Life of W, (2 vols, 1820); A. Leger,

J, W^s Last Love (1910); Arnold Lunn, J, W,

(1929); C. E. Vulliamy, J, W, (1931); Bonamy
Dobree, J, W. (1933); J. Laver, J. W. (1930; M.
Bowen, Wrestling Jacob (1937); O. Kamm, J, W,

und die englische Romantik (1939); M. R. Brails-

ford, A Tale of Two Brothers (1954); W. L.

Doughty, /. W,t Preacher (1955); V. H. H. Green,

The Young Mr W. (1961); M. Schmidt, J, W,: A
TheologicalBiography (tr. N. Goldhawk, 1962- )

;

J, W, (ed. A. C. Cutler, 1964); R. C, Monk, /. W,:

His Puritan Heritage (1960. R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Wessel, Johan Herman (*Jonsrud, Norway 6 X
1742; ool780 Anna Catharina Bukier; fCopen-

hagen 29 Xn 1785), Danish poet and playwright
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He was of Norwegian extraction, but settled in

Denmark, A bohemian, liis name is immortal in

Danish literature as one of its greatest humorists.

His dramatic work, Kterlighed iiden Stromper

(‘Love Without Stockings’; 1772), is one of the

most comic tragedies of world literature. Written

in alexandrines, its irony depends upon the putting

of ordinary characters into a heroic setting. Its

success put an end to imitations of French and

Italian classicism. His light humorous poems and

versified narratives have always been loved and

admired in Scandinavia. His small impromptus

are quick-witted and nimble; he was a master of

brief humorous verse.

Epilog (1774); Lykken bedre end Forstanden

(1776); Anno 7603 (1785); Samtlige Skrivter

(2 vols, mi).--Digte (ed. P. V. Rubow, 1936);

Samlede Digie (1959); Digte (1966).

S. Thomsen, Kun en Digter, En Bog om J. H, W.

(1942); O. Myre, /. H. W, (1942). E.B.

Wessely (Weisel, Wesel), Naphtali Herz or

Hartwig (^Hamburg 1725; ^ibid, 28 H 1805),

German Hebrew poet and essayist. Son of the

commercial agent to the King of Denmark,
educated in Copenhagen, Wessely spent his early

manhood at Amsterdam, where he absorbed the

Italian-Spanish Hebrew culture, and was in-

fluenced by its then chief representative, David
Franco-Mendes"*^. From 1774 in Berlin, he added a
Hebrew literaiy aspect to Moses Mendelssohn’s*
movement for enlightenment of the German Jews.
He was the chief guide of the group of young men
(mainly from Eastern Europe), who founded the
literary quarterly Ha-Me’assef (1784-1829). In
1782 Wessely supported the introduction of
secular schools (demanded by the Emperor Joseph
II) in a pamphlet Divre shalom we-emeth (after

Esther ix, 30), which was translated into several

languages and involved Wessely in an acrimonious
controversy. Disappointed, he retired to devote the

last 20 years of his life to the heroic poem on the
life of Moses, Shire Tifereth (6 pts, 1789-1829),
inspired by IGopstock’s* Messias, The metre, a
new departure in Hebrew, seems to have been
suggested by Franco-Mendes. Wessely also wrote
important works on Hebrew synonyms, on ethics,

and a commentary on Leviticus (in Mendelssohn’s
tr. and comm, on the Pentateuch).

W. A, Meisl, Leben und Wirken N, H, W,s
(1841). C.R.

Wessobrunn Prayer, 8th-century German poem of
nine alliterating lines. The first lines describe in

archaic idiom {‘Earth was not, nor heaven . ,

.

nor was any tree’) the ‘nothingness’ which pre-

ceded Creation. The last four lines (‘but Almighty
God was, when naught else was’) accord better

with the century of composition. Idiomatic and
orthographical peculiarities in a text otherwise

Bavarian suggest a connection with Fulda, possibly

an Anglo-Saxon source and, as historical context,

Boniface’s* mission. (See also Muspilli*.) *

Ed. W. Braune and K. Helm, Altliochdeutsches

Lesebuch (1962); C. C. Barber, Old High German
Reader (1951).

H. G. Fiedler and F. Norman in Mod. Lang
Rev., XX (1925) and XXIV (1929); W. Perrett in

Lond. Med. Stud., I (1938); J. Knight Bostock,

Handbook of Old High German Literature (1955).

F.P.P.

West, Nathanael, pseud, of Nathan Wallen-
stein Weinstein (*New York 17 X 1903; ooEileen

McKenney; t21 XII 1940), American novelist.

Underrated until recently, his ‘particular kind of

joking’ projects a manic vision of the pressures of

modern urban mass society on characters who are

physical and emotional cripples unable to define

or to achieve the human contact to which they

aspire. The barrenness and the cruel joke of

existence is most powerfully exposed in Miss

Lonelyhearts (1933). His editorial colleagues on

the magazine Americana (1936) defined themselves

as ‘laughing morticians’ and the phrase epitomizes

the satiric style and stance of his four short novels.

The Dream Life of Balsa Snell (1931); A Cool

Million (1934); The Day of the Locust (1939).

J. F. Light, M W,: An Interpretative Study

(1961); S. E. Hyman. N, W. (1962); V. Comer-

chero, N, W,: The Ironic Prophet (1964); N.

Podhoretz, Doings and Undoings (1964); R. Read,

No Redeemer^ No Promised Land (1968).

G.A.K.

West, Rebecca, pen-name of Cicily Isabel

Fairfield (Kerry 25 XII 1892; col930 Henry

Maxwell Andrews), English novelist and critic,

whose main interest lies in the psychological

development of her characters or subjects.

Paradoxically her outstanding books are Black

Lamb and Grey Falcon (2 vols, 1942), a record of a

journey through Yugoslavia in 1937, and The

Meaning of Treason (1949), a penetrating analysis

of the psychology of the traitor.

novels: The Judge (1922); The Thinking Reed

(1936); The Fountain Overflows (1957); The Birds

Fall Down (1966).

—

criticism: Henry James

(1916); The Strange Necessity (1928); The Court

and the Castle (1958). W.R.A.

West, Richard C/7. 1607), English epigrammatist

and satirist. His pictures of contemporary life are

fluent and lively.

The court of conscience or Dick Whippets

sessions (1607); The Wits' A,B,C. or a century of

epigrams (1608). G.K.H.

Westerbaen, Jacob (*The Hague 7 IX 1599;

001625 Anna Weytsen, widow of Reinier Groene-

velt [tl648]; t31 III 1670). Dutch theologian,
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doctor and poet, friend and disciple of Huygens*.

He wrote Noodsaeckelyck Mai (1624) in imitation

of Huygens’ Costelick Maly using the same stanza

form and the same kind of witticisms. Westerbaen

is less involved but also less pithy than Huygens.

His Ockenburg (1654) is a counterpart of Huygens’

Voorhout, He is a clever satirist in Kost Verlooren

(1668). He translated Janus Secundus*, Ovid*,

Virgil*, Terence* and Erasmus*.

poetry: Mimedichten (1624); Kracht des

Geloofs (against Vondel’s Ahaargeheimemssen;

1647); Davids Psalmen (1655); Krancken-Troost

voor Israel in Holland (1663).

—

Gedichten (1672).

J. A. Worp, ‘J. W.’ in Tijdschr. v. Nederl. Taal-

en Lett., VI (1886); J. Koopmans, ‘ V/.’s Ockenburg

en haar toepaden’ in Groot-Nederland, XV (1917);

F. van Herzele, ‘ J. W. en zijn werk’ in Album Baur

(1948); M. van Can, ‘ J. W., bestrijder van Vondel*

in Vondel Jaarboek (1949) ; Minneliederen (ed. S. F.

Witstein, 1956); P. A. F. van Veen, De Soeticheydt

des buytenAevenSy vergeselschapt met de boucken

(1960). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Westmorland, Earl of: see Fane, Mildmay.

Wetterbergh, Carl Anton, pen-name Onkel
Adam (*Jdnkdping 6 VI 1804; fLinkOping 31 I

1889), Swedish author. Wetterbergh excelled in his

short, good-humoured newspaper sketches, some-

times constituting social satires, and subsequently

collected in Genremdlningar (1842), Defvra signa-

turerna (1843), Guvernanten (1843), Pastors^

adjunkten (1845) and Ett narrm (1845). He after-

wards took to long, rather unwieldy social novels,

the best of which was Penningar och arbete (1847).

Samlade skrifter (9 vols, 1869-74).

K. Warburg in Svea (1881). C.H.K. (I.S.)

Wetzel, Friedrich-Gottlob: see Bonaventura,

Wevel, Godefridus (*1320; tl396), canon of

Groenendaal, author of the widely diffused

mystical Middle Dutch tract Van den Twaelf

Dogheden, which is strongly influenced by Ruus-

broec’s* Brulocht and Eckhart’s* Rede der

Underscheidunge. It was for a long time considered

as a work of Ruusbroec.

Ed. J. van Mierlo in Ruusbroec, Werken, IV
(1932).

St. Axters, Geschiedenis van de Vroomheid in de

NederUmdeny II (1953). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Wever, Richard (J7. c. 1560), English Morality-

writer. His one work deals in a didactic fashion

with the temptations of youth. It is strongly

Protestant in tone and was probably written

1547-53.

Lusty Juventus (?1565; ed. J. S. Farmer, 1905).

B. Spivack, Shakespeare and the Allegory of
Evil (1958); D. M. Bevington, From ^Mardcind' to

WHARTON
Marlowe (1962) and Tudor Drama and Politics

(1968); F. P. Wilson, The English Drama 1485-

1585 (1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Weyennan, Jacob Campo (*Breda 9 VIII 1677;

001727 Johanna Ernst; fThe Hague HI 1747),

Dutch journalist and adventurer; flower-painter

and editor of half a dozen weeklies more or less

intending blackmail, e.g. De Rotterdamsche
Hermes (1720-21) and De naakte waarheid (1737),

written in a clever style, as were also his compila-

tions, such as De levensbeschrijvingen der Neder*

landsche konstschilders (4 vols, 1729-69).

Den Persiaansche zijdewever (1725); De Maag~
denburgsche alchimist (play; 1733).

W. P. Sautijn Kluit in Nijhoff’s Bijdragen,

new ser., VH (1871); D. J. H. ter Horst, ‘De
geschriften van J. C. W.’ in Het Boek (1944);

C. M. Geerars, ‘J. C. W.* in Annalen van het

Thijmgenootschap (1957). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Weyssenhoff, J6zef, Baron (*Kolano 8 IV 1860;

tWarsaw 6 VH 1932), Polish writer. Of a wealthy

family, after studying law at Dorpat he became a

farmer. A bom conservative and critical about new
forms of political and literary activities, he was in

his novels a keen and satirical observer of Polish

life, using deadly irony with skill. He is adept at

describing the beauties of nature.

novels; iywot i myili Zygmmta Podfilipskiego

(1898; Vie et opinions de Sigismond Podfilipskiy

tr. P. Cazin, 1930); Syn mamotrawny (1904; Der

verlorene Sohny tr. L. IWchter, 1917); Sobdl ipanna

(1911; The Sable and the Girly tr. K. 2uk-

Skarszewska, 1929); Puszcza (1915).-—short

stories: Znajpana (1912).—Dzie/a zebrane (1932).

Z. D^bicki, ‘J. W.’ in Portretyy I (1927);

O. Forst de Battaglia, ‘Versuch Uber J. W.’ in

Pologne Litteraire, IV (1927); M. Piszczkowski,

/. W, Poeta przyrody (1930); Z. L. Zaleski,

*J. W,’ in Attitudes et destinees (1932).

S.S. (P.H.)

Wharton, Edith, nee Newbold Jones (*New York
24 I 1862; ool885 Edward Wharton; tSt Brice-

sous-For6t, France 11 VHI 1937), Am^can
novelist and short-story writer. Of a distinguished

New York family, she had a rich cosmopolitan

education. She was a friend and disciple of Henry

James*; like him she was deeply concerned with

artistic form, wrote of the upper class and looked

to the moral values behind the social scene. Her
Pulitzer-prize-winning novel. The Age ofInnocence

(1920), treated ironically New York high society

in the Victorian period. Best known of her works

is the grim, laconic New England tragedy, Ethan

Frome (1911). She spent most of her mature years

in France and received recognition for her

energetic war work. H.L.C,

novels: The Greater Inclination (1899); Sana-
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tuary (1903); The House ofMirth (1905); Madame
de Treymes (1907); The ReefiX912)\ The Custom

of the Country (1913); The Marne (1918); A Son

at the Front (1923); TYfilight Sleep (1927); The

Buccaneers (1938).—various: Italian Backgrounds

(1905); A Motor-Flight Through France (1908);

Fighting France: From Dunkerque to Belfort (191 5)

;

French Ways and Their Meaning (1919); In

Morocco (1920); The Writing ofFiction (1925); A
Backward Glance (1934).

R. M. Lovett, E. W, (1925); E. K. Brown,

E. W,: itude critique (1935); P. Lubbock, Portrait

ofE. W. (1947); B. Nevius, E. W.: A Study ofHer
Fiction (1953); M. Bell, E. W. and Henry James

(1965). H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Whately, Richard, Archbishop of Dublin (Lon-
don 1 II 1787; 001821 Elizabeth Pope; fDublin

1 X 1863), English writer of works on logic and
rhetoric, and of theological works.

Historic Doubts relative to Napoleon Buonaparte

(1819; anon.); Use and Abuse of Party Feeling in

Matters of Religion (1822); Essays on some of the

Peculiarities ofthe Christian Religion (1825),

W. J. Fitzpatrick, Memoirs (1864); E. J.

Whately, Life and Correspondence ofR, W, (1866).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Whelock, Abraham (Whitchurch, Salop 1593;

tLondon 1653), En^ish Anglo-Saxon scholar.

Whelock produced the first edition of the Old
English version of Bede’s* Ecclesiastical History

and (as an appendix) the first edition and transla-

tion into Latin of the Anglo-Saxon'^ Chronicle,

Historiae ecclesiasticae gentis Anglorum libri

V, ,, eiusque paraphrasi Saxonica explicati . .

.

quibus in cake operis Saxonicam chronologiam . .

.

conteximus (1643-44). G.K.H.

Whetstone, George (*London c, 71544; tl587),

English poet, dramatist and writer of prose

romances. He spent some time in France and in the

army in the Low Countries (1574), was in Sir

Hutnfrey Gilbert’s* expedition (1578-79) and in

Holland (1585). Whetstone, a friend of Gascoigne*
and Churchyard*, is mentioned by Webbe*,
but is best known for his romance and dramatic

versions of Promos and Cassandra^ utilized by
Shakespeare* in Measure for Measure.

B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

The Rocke of Regard (1576; ed, J. P. Collier,

1870); Promos and Cassandra (1578; ed. G.
Bullougih, Narrative and Dramatic Sources of
Shakespeare^ II, 1958),

T. Izard, G. W. (1942; repr. 1966).

J.R.B. (r.P.M.)

Whewell, William (Lancaster 24 V 1794; ool841

Cordelia Marshall, ool858 Everina AfEleck;

tCambridge 6 III 1866), English author of works
on moral philosophy and a wide range of scientific

subjects, showing encyclopaedic knowledge. He
was Master of Trinity College, Cambridge.

History of the Inductive Sciences (3 vols, 1837);

Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences (2 vols, 1840);

Ofthe Plurality of Worlds (1853).

I. Todhunter, Account of W, W.'s Writings,

with Selections and Correspondence (2 vols, 1876);

J. M. Douglas, Life and Selectionsfrom Writings of
W, W, (1882); R. Blanche, Le rationalisme de

W. W. (1935). R.M.H. (K.W.)

White, Gilbert (*Selborne, Hants 18 VII 1720;

"^ibid. 26 VI 1793), English writer and naturalist.

He held various curacies but spent most of his life

in Selborne, devotedly observing its natural history.

‘All nature is so full’ he says, and its fullness and
variety is explored and questioned with enthusiasm,

patience and curiosity. B.H.

The Natural History and Antiquities ofSelborne,

in the County of Southampton: with Engravings,

and an Appendix (1789); A Naturalises Calendar

with Observations in Various Branches of Natural

History (ed. J. Aikin, 1795; sel.); Journals of
G. W. (ed. W. Johnson, 1931).—Life and Letters

ofG. W. (ed. R. Holt-White, 2 vols, 1901).

H. C. Shelley, G. W. and Selborne (1910); W.
Johnson, G. W.: Pioneer, Poet and Stylist (1928);

W. S. Scott, W. ofSelborne (1950); R. M. Lockley,

G. W. (1954); C. S. Emden, G. W. in His Village

(1956). B.H. (M.Bu.)

White, Henry Kirke (Nottingham 21 III 1785;

tCambridge 19 X 180©, English poet whose pre-

mature death excited for his poems, posthumously

edited by Southey*, an interest which their intrinsic

value has failed to sustain.

Poems, Letters and Prose Fragments (ed. John

Drinkwater, 1907),

R. Southey, The Remains of H. K. W. (with

Ufe; 3 vols, 1807-23). R.M.H. (K.W.)

White, Patrick Victor Martindale (*London

28 V 1912), Australian novelist and playwright.

After his early childhood on his father’s sheep

station in New South Wales, he was sent to

Cheltenham College. Returning to Australia, he

spent three years as a jackeroo, during which time

he wrote two unpublished novels, and later studied

modem languages at Cambridge. He served as an

intelligence officer with the R.A.F. during the

Second World War and afterwards settled on a

farm near Sydney.

His style first began to reach full maturity in

The AunPs Story (1948). His novels combine a

microscopic observation of human experience with

a large imaginative sweep. The English Romantic
poets, 19th-century German philosophy, Law-
rence*, Joyce* and Woolf* are amongst the

influences assimilated in his boldly original style.

With a skilful counterpointing of naturalistic and

symbolic modes. White reveals the extraordinary
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behind the ordinary in his characters’ lives, and
shows them in the context of conflicting principles

offlux and permanence. White’s favourite province
in drama is the borderland between farcical

comedy and tragedy, where he is often highly
successful. But his characteristic concerns are not
always given fully convincing embodiment in the
dramatic form.

novels: Happy Valley (1939); The Living and
the Dead (1941); The Tree of Man (1955); Voss
(1957); Riders in the Chariot (1961); The Solid
Mandala (1966).— Plays (1965).—T/te Burnt
Ones (short stories; 1964).

G. Dutton, P. W. (1961); R. F. Brissenden,
P. W. (1966); B. Argyle, P. W. (1967).

A.M.G.

White, Terence Hanbury (*Bombay 19 V 1906;
ton board ship, Piraeus, Greece 17 I 1964),
English writer, whose highly individual work
defeats classification. His fame now rests largely

on the four Arthurian stories, of which the first

was The Sword in the Stone (1938), published in
1958 as The Once and Future King, but his other
novels and his general writing have the same
qualities of vivid imagination and distinction.

Farewell Victoria (1933); England Have My
Bones (1936); Mistress Masham^s Repose (1946).

—

The Age of Scandal (1950); The Goshawk (1951);
The Scandalmonger (1952).— W.IGarnett
Letters (ed. D. Garnett, 1968).

S. T. Warner, T.H W. (1967). W,R.A.

White, William Hale, pseud. Mark Rutherford
(Bedford 22 XII 1831; c3ol856 Harriet Arthur,
001911 Dorothy Vernon; tGroombridge 14 III

1913), English novelist, critic and philosopher,
exponent of Spinoza* and Wordsworth*. As
Mark Rutherford he wrote self-disclosing novels
of profound spiritual sincerity, two of them auto-
biographical in form. He inimitably described
provincial dissenting circles.

Spinoza: Ethics (tr.; 1883); Emendation of the

Intellect (1895); Examination of the Charge of
Apostasy against Wordsworth (1898); John Bunyan
(1905).

—

Autobiography of M, R. (1881); M. R,^s

Deliverance (1885); Early Life ofM. R., by Himself
(1913).—iVbvg/y ofM, R. (ed. H. W. Massingham,
6 vols, 1923).

A. E. Taylor, The Novels of M, P. (1914);
Sir W. R. Nicoll, Memoirs ofM. R. (1924); D. V.
White, The Groombridge Diary (1924); W. Hale
White, Letters to Three Friends (1924); C. M.
Maclean, Af. R. (1955). R.M.H. (M.A.)

Whitehead, Charles (*London 1804; fMelboume
5 VII 1862), English poet, dramatist and novelist

of tragically unfulfilled promise, whose introduc-
tion of Charles Dickens* to his publisher led to the
writing of The Pickwick Papers,

The Solitary (poem; 1831); Lives and E^loits
ofEnglish Highwaymen (1834); The Autobiography
ofJack Ketch (1834); The Cavalier (drama; 1 836);
Richard Savage (3 vols, 1842).

Mackenzie Bell, A Forgotten Genius (1884).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Whiter, Walter (*Birmingham 30 X 1758;
tHardingh^ Rectory, Norfolk 23 Vn 1832),
English critic. Winter’s analysis of Shakespeare’s*
lan^age in the light of Locke’s* psychology is an
anticipation of the 20th-century interest in
imagery.

A Specimen of a Commentary on Shakespeare,
Containing i. Notes on As You Like It, ii. An
Attempt to explain and illustrate various Passages,
on a new Principle of Criticism, derived from Mr,
Lockers Doctrine ofthe Association ofIdeas (1794),

B.H.

Whitman, Walt(er) (West Hills, Long Island,

N.Y. 31 V 1819; fCamden, N.J. 26 III 1892),

American poet and journalist. He grew up in

Brooklyn, left school before his teens to work as an
office boy and printer’s devil. He taught in country
schools; took up journalism in New York

—

writing sentimental fillers, melodramatic stories

and even a hack novel supporting temperance.

In 1855 appeared the first edition of his life work.
Leaves of Grass, a pamphlet of 12 poems printed

by the author, Emerson* responded with an
enthusiastic letter, ‘I greet you at the beginning of
a great career’, published by Whitman, without
permission, in his second edition. During the

Civil War he nursed the wounded in Washington
hospitals. From this period date his war poems and
his great elegy on the death of President Lincoln,

‘When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d’.

He lost a government clerkship because of the

reputed ‘immorality’ of his poems, but was
switched to another department. In 1873 he was
stricken with paralysis and settled in Camden,
N.J. The first Leaves of Grass stated the all-

inclusive theme of Whitman’s work; each revised

edition added more poems. EQs style, modelled
on the rhythms of the Old Testament and im-

restricted by conventional forms, was developed

to express the vitality of democratic man pushing

to the edges of a new continent and forming a new
society. In his poetry he sought to comprehend the

nature of his identity and his relationship to the

rest of his existence.

Franklin Evans (1842); Leaves of Grass (1855;

1856; 1860-61; 12th ed. 1891-92); Drum-Taps
(1865); Democratic Vistas (1871); Passage to

India (1871); After All, Not to Create Only (1871);

As A Strong Bird on Pinions Free (1872); Memo^
randa During the War (1875-76); Specimen Days
and Collect (1882-83); November Boughs (1888);

Autobiographia (1892).

—

Complete Poems and
Prose of W, W., 1855-^1888 (1888-89); W. W,:
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Representative Selections (ed. F. Stovall, 1939); novel, continue the tradition of the humorous
The Collected Writings of W, W, (ed. G, W. Allen

and S. Bradley, 1961- ).

H. S. Canby, W, W,, An American: A Study in

Biography (1943); E. Holloway, W,: An Interpre-

tation in Narrative (1926); B. Perry, W, W.: His

Life and Works (1906); N. Arvin, W. (1938);

S. W. Allen, Vie Solitary Singer: A Critical

Biography ofW. |!F. (1955) and W. W. asMan: Poet

and Legend (1961); R. Chose, W, W» Reconsidered

(1955); J. E. Miller, A Critical Guide to Leaves of
Grass (1957); R. Asselineau, The Evolution of
W. W.: The Creation of a Poet (1960) and The
Evolution of W. W,: The Creation ofa Book (1962);

The Presence of W, W, (ed. R. W. B. Lewis, 1962);

E. H. Miller, W, W's Poetry: A Psychological

Journey (1968). H.L.C. ff-W.)

Whitney, Geoffrey (*Coole Pilate, Ches. 71548;

fRyles Green, nr Combermere Abbey 1601),

English emblematic poet, educated at Oxford
Cambridge and Leiden.

A Choice of Emblems (1586; type facs. repr.

H. Green, 1866, 1966). LJ.Y.L. (T.P.M.)

Whittier, John Greenleaf (*Haverhill, Mass.
17 XII 1807; tHampton Falls, N.H. 7 IX 1892),

American poet and journalist. He grew up under
Quaker parents on a Massachusetts farm, described

later in his most popular poem, Snow-Bound
(1866). After a scanty education he edited country

newspapers and wrote quantities of verse. In 1833

he announced his anti-slavery stand in a pamphlet.

Justice and Expediency (1833); for the next three

decades he vigorously supported abolition as an
editor of reform journals and a polemical writer.

His poetry consists of anti-slavery poems, personal

and religious lyrics and salty New England ballads.

Legends of New-England (1831); Ballads and
Other Poems (1844); Voices of Freedom (1846);

Leaves from Margaret Smith’s Journal (1849);

Songs of Labor and Other Poems (1850); Home
Ballads (1860); In War Time (1864); The Tent on

the Beach (1867).— Writings of J, G, W, (ed.

H, E. Scudder, 7 vols, 1894); /. G, W. Representa-

tive Selections (ed. H. H, Clark, 1935); W. on
Writers and Writing: The Uncollected Critical

Writings of J. G. W. (ed. E. C. Cady and H. H.
Clark, 1950).

S. T. Pickard, Life and Letters of J. G, W, (2

vols, 1907); A. Mordell, Quaker Militant: /. G. W,

(1933); W. Bennett, W,^ Bard of Freedom (1941);

G. Arms, The Fields Were Green (1953); L. Leary,

/. G. W. (1961); J. B. Pickard, /. G. W,: An
Introduction and Interpretation (1961); E. Wagen-
knecht, /. 5. W, A Portrait in Paradox (1967).

H.L.C. (I.W.)

Wibbelt, Augustin {Vorhelm 19 IX 1862; Wd,
14 IX 1947), Low German priest, writer and poet.

His numerous short stories, often approaching the

Westphalian story, but also deal with psychological

and social problems. He has accomplished an all-

round picture of the Westphalian peasantry at the

turn of the century. His delicate, simple poems
combine nature lyric and religious poetry.

stories: Druke-Mohne (3 vols, 1898-1906);
Wildrups Hoff (1900); De Strum (1902); Hus
Bahlen (1903); De lesten Blomen (1904); Schulte

Witte (1905); De Idrfschopp (1910); Dat Veerte

Gebott (1912).—verse: Mciten-Gaitlink (1909);
Pastraoten-Gaoren (1912); Hillgenbeller (1924).—
Gesammelte Werke (10 vols, 1953-60).—JOer
versunkene Garten (autobiog.; 1969).

A. Baldus, A. W., Leben und Werk (1921);

G. Schalkamp, A. W, und die Dorfgeschichte

(diss. Bonn, 1933); S, Pohl, A. W, als nieder-

deutschen Lyriker (1962). G.C.

Wickram, J6rg (*Colmar 1505; fBurgheim nr

Altbreisach before 1562), German novelist and
dramatist. The father of the German novel, he
wrote Der Jungen Knaben Spiegel (1554), the story

of a hard-working boy’s rise to success, and Der
Goldfaden (1557), a romance based on French
models. Loosely strung together, his novels

nevertheless show a new striving after form and
beauty of language, and introduce an idealizing

note into the bourgeois setting. He also wrote Das
RollwagenbuchleiHf a highly readable and popular

collection of prose anecdotes, Meisterlieder,

dramas, Shrovetide plays and didactic satire (Der

irr reitend Pilger, Hauptlaster der Trunkenheit),

All his works were immensely popular.

novels: Ritter Galmy aus Schottland (1539);

Gabriotto und Reinhart (1551); Der Jungen

Knaben Spiegel (1554; ed. G. Fauth, 1917);

Der Goldfaden (1554; adapt. Clemens Brentano,

1809; eds: P. Ernst, 1905; C. Schiiddekopf, 1911);

Von guten und bosen Nachbarn (1554).

—

^plays:

Der trew Eckart (1538); Tobias (1551).—
schwXnke: Das Rollwagenbuchlein (1555; ed. H.

Kurz, 1865).

—

Werke (ed. J, Bolte and W. Scheel,

8 vols, 1901-06).

W. Scherer, Die Anfdnge des deutschen Prosa-

romans und /. W. (1877); G. Fauth, /, W.s

Romane (1916); M. SpenI6 in Annuaire de Colmar
(1938). D.G.D.

Widsith: see Exeter Book.

Wiechert, Ernst (Forsthaus Kleinort, East

Prussia 18 V 1887; tt^rikon, Switzerland 24 VIII

1950), German novelist and poet. His simplicity

recalls Rousseau*, and in the simple characters of

his novels often shows sentimentality and escapism.

But his great personal integrity, deep religious

feelings and humanitarianism have impressed

many readers.

Der Totenwolf (1924); Der Knecht Gottes
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Andreas Nyland (1926); Die Magd des Jurgen
Doskocil (1932); Die Majorin (1934); Hirtennovelle

(1935); Die Jerominkinder (2 vols, 1945-47); Der
Totenwaid (1945); Missa sine nomine (1950); Der
Exote (1951); Es geht ein Pfliiger ubers Land
(anthol. of verse and prose; 1951).-^Sdmtliche

Werke (10 vols, 1957).

H. Ebeling, E. W, (fullest biog., with biblio.;

1947); W. Berger, ‘E. W.’ in Ger. Life and Letters,

IV (1950); S. Kirshner, ‘A bibliography of critical

writing about E. W.’ in Librarium, VII (1964).

R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Wied, Gustav Johannes (*Holniegaard, nr
Nakskov 6 III 1858; ool893 Alice Tutein; fRos-
kilde 24 X 1914), Danish novelist, playwright and
short-story writer. One of a family of Lolland
farmers, he began by writing Strindbergian plays,

but with little success. His first story was banned,
and he was imprisoned. He settled down at Ros-
kilde, where most of his works were written, and
where eventually he committed suicide.

With Holberg* and Wessel^ Wied is one of
Denmark’s greatest humorists. His wit is cynical

and bitter; that of a disillusioned man who watches
with a pitying smile the human race performing on
the stage of the puppet theatre called life. His
philosophy is cynical: *We should feed our carp,

make our whisky stronger, and leave the rest to the
Lord!’. His best novels are masteipieces of
malicious wit, but there is an underlying tenderness
and a feeling of solitude which he cannot entirely

suppress. Among his many plays, special mention
should be made of his so-called SatyrspiL

novels; Slcegten (1898); Livsens Ondskah (1899);

A>i<?gj/^^/(1902).--SHORTSTORiES; Silhuetter{X%9\)\

Barnlige Sjmle (1893); Menneskenes Bom (2 vols,

1894); Ungdomshistorier (1895); Lystige Historier

(1896); Circus Mundi{\9Q9y, Pastor Sorensen& Co,

(1913); Imeliem Slagene (1914).—plays; En Hjem-
komst (1889); En Bryllupsnat (1892); Jceger-

mesterinden (1894); Erotik (1896); AdeU Gejst-

lighed, Borger og Bonde (1897); Det svage Kon
(1900); To Kroner og halvtreds (1901); Et Opgor
(1903; Autumn Fires, tr. B. F. Glazer, 1930);
Dansemus (1905).

—

Forste Violin (1898); Barnlige

Sjcele (1900); Atalanta (1901); Den gamle Pavilion

(1902); Ranke Viljer (1906; 2x2 « 5, tr. E. Boyd
and H. Koppel, 1923); Karlighed (1909).—
Mindeudgave (8 vols, 1915-16); Romaner, Skue~
spa, Novelier (12 vols, 1966-68).

—

Digt og Virke-

lighed, Livserindringer (1950).

P. Christiansen, G, W. (1920); E. Holten-
Nielsen, G, W, (1931); E. Neergaard, Peter Idealist

(1938) and Dormnen og Drommen (1951); E.

Salicath, Omkring G, W, (1946); K. Ahnlund,
Den unge G, W. (1964). E.B.

Wieland, Cristoph Marun (*Oberholzheim,
nr Biberach 5 IX 1733; tWeimar 20 I 1813),

German poet and novelist. Of well-to-do origin.

Wieland wrote imitations of Klopstock* which
led Bodmer* to invite him to Zurich in 1752.
Though he disappointed Bodmer, he remained in

Switzerland for eight years. In 1760 he received an
administrative appointment in Biberach, and
abandoned his previous sentimental and religious

tone, assuming a worldly sensual outlook reflected

in ‘gallant’ verse romances. Wieland translated

17 plays of Shakespeare* (1762-66). In 1765 he
became a Professor at Erfurt, writing his philo-

sophical novel Agathon (1766-67) there. His
educational novel Der goldene Spiegel (1772) led to

his appointment as tutor to the Weimar Princes.

He lived in Weimar for the rest of his life.

Wieland’s facility and versatility were matched
by his impressionability. His sprightliness of

mind led to dexterous light prose at a time when
clear writing was a neglected art in Germany.

verse; Erzdhlungen (1752); Der geprufte Abra-
ham (1752); Briefe von Verstorbenen (1753);

Hymnen (1754); Don Sylvio von Rosalva (1764);

Komische Erzdhlungen (1765); Idris G768);
Musarion (1768); Die Grazien (1770); Der neue

Amadis (1771); Der verklagte Amor (1774);

Oberon (1780; tr. John Quincy Adams, ed. A. B.

Faust, 1940); Clelia und Sirmibald (1784); Hermann
(1752; pub. 1882).

—

splays; Lady Johanna Grey

(1758); Alceste (1773).

—

^novels; Die Abderiten

(1774); Peregrinus Proteus (1791); Agathoddmon

(1799); Aristipp (18004)1).

—

Sdmtliche Werke (45

vols, 1794-1802; ed. J. G. Gruber, 53 vols,

1818-28; ed. B. Seuffert and W. Kurrelmeyer,

50 vols, 1909 ff.).

W. Michel, W, (Paris, 1938); F. Sengle, C. M, W.
(1949); J. Hecker, W. (1960); D. M. van Abbe, W.
(1961), H.B.G.

Wiele(n), Joannes Stalpaert van der (*The

Hague 22 XI 1579; fDelft 29 XII 1630), Dutch
Roman Catholic poet, read law at Orleans and
theology at Rome, became a priest, later head of

the Beguinage at Delft. He was rather a late repre-

sentative of medieval devotion than a poet of

the Counter-Reformation, although his Roomsche
Reys (1624) was a polemic pamphlet. The epitaph

on his tomb is by Aima Roemers Visscher*. He
wrote a legend in verse, Sint Agnes, a satire,

Extractum Catholicum tegen alle gebreken van

verwarde hersenen (1631), and songs in Den
Schat der geestelycke Lofsanghen (1634).

A.M.B.W.

G. L. Hoogewerff, De dichter S, van der W,
(1920); L. C. Michels, J, S, van der W, (1931);

A. R. Heyligers, ‘Biografie en bibliografie van

J. S. van der W,’ in Bijdr. v. Vaderl. Gesch. en

Oudheidk. (1937); P. Polman, Stalpaert en zijn

Roomsche Reys (1938); B. A. Mensink, Jan

Baptist J, van der W. (1958); M, C. A. van der

Heijden, /. S. van der W,: Madrigatia (1960);

F. Kossmann, ‘S. Madrigalen’ in Tjjdschr. v.

Nederl, Taal- en Letterk,, LXXVin (1961);
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K. Heeroma, ‘Camphuysen en J. van der W.’ in

De Nieuwe Taalgids, LIV (1961); Gulde-jaer ons

Heeren Jesu Christi (ed. B. A. Mensink and

J. A. J. Bahmer, 1968). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Wienbarg, Ludolf (*AItona 25 XII 1802; fSchles-

wig 2 I 1872), German writer, whose significant

Asthetische Feldzuge (1834) inspired Young
Germany. His later activities were restricted by

officialdom and he died mad. K.W.M.

Holland in den Jahren 1831-32 (2 vols, 1833);

IZur neuesten Literatur (1835); Vetmischte Schriften

(1840); Das Geheitmis des Wortes (1852).

V. Schweizer, L, W, (1897); M. Bartholomey,

W. ein pddagogischer Reformer desjungen Deutsch-

lands (1912). H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Wieringa, Nicolaas JARiCfflOES, 17th-century

Dutch translator, teacher at the grammar school

at Harlingen, produced excellent translations of

Rabelais*.

Vriendschappen van Parnas (after Boccalini;

2 vols, 1670-73); Alle de geestige werken van

Mr Francois Rabelais (2 vols, 1682); /. Barklai

Satyricon (1683); Het leven van Filips de II

(after Leti; 1699).

C. L. Thijssen-Schoute, iV. /. W. (1939).

J.W.W.

Wierzynski, Kazimeerz (*Drohobycz 26 VIII

1894; tLondon 13 II 1969), Polish author. A
co-founder of the ‘Skamander* group in 1928,

he won the first prize at the Olympics for Laur
Olimpijskt As a poet he was first influenced by
Severyanin*, StaflP* and Whitman*. His language
in verse and in prose is pure and direct, his

imagination daring and vivid.

verse: Wiosna i wino (1919); Wielka Nied-
zwiedzica (1923); Laur Olimpijski (1927; Olym^
pischer Lorbeer, tr. J. H. Mischel, 1928); Pieini

fanatyczne (1929); Barbakan warszawski (Nice,

1940); Ziemia wilczyca (London, 1941); Krzyze i

miecze (New York, 1945); Korzec maku (ibid,

1950); Czarny polonez (Paris, 1968); Sen mara
{ibid,^ 1969).—SHORT stories: Granice swiata

(1933).—various: W garderobie duchow (1938);
The Life and Death of Chopin (tr. N. Guterman,
3rd ed. l95\\—Utwory zebrane (1939); Poezje
zebrane Selected Poems (New York,
1959).

J. Topass, ‘K. W.’ in Pologne Litteraire,

LXXXDC (1934); K. Husarski, ‘Droga poetycka
K. W.’ in Wiedza i ;^cie (1934). S.S. (P.H.)

Wigglesworth, Michael (*Yorks, Eng. 18 X
1631; 001655 Mary Reyner, C30l679 Martha
Mudge, 001691 Sybil Aveiy; tBoston, Mass.
22 V 1705), American poet, A Puritan divine

whose terrifyiQg poem The Day of Doom (1662)
was a colonial best-seller, thou^ ‘God’s Contro-
versy With New England’ is the better poem.

Meat Out ofthe Eater (1670) ; Riddles Unriddled;

or, Christian Paradoxes (1689).

—

The Diary of
M. W. 1653-57 (ed. E. S. Morgan, 1946).

J. W. Dean, Sketch of the Life of Rev, M. W.,

AM,, with a Fragment of His Autobiography

(1863); R. Crowder, No Featherbed to Heaven:

A Biography ofM. W, 1631-1705 (1962).

H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Wikner, Pontus (*Valbo Ryr 19 V 1837; fKristi-

ania 15 V 1888), Swedish philosopher and author.

Though a great scholar, Wikner was forced by
circumstances to popular writing, e.g. Min moders

testamente (1869; My Mother^s Will, tr. E. Schmidt,

1902-03), Allt eller intet (1871) and Mantegnas

angel (1877). His essential humour and realism,

however, come out best in En sommarsvaghet,

a vivid Bohuslan tale.

Skrifter (ed. A. Ahiberg and T. Hjelmqvist,

12 vols, 1920-24).

F. Book, Sveriges moderna litteratur. III

(1921). C.H.K. (I.S.)

Wilbur, Richard (*New York 1 III 1921),

American poet. He gained an M.A. at Harvard

in 1947 and is currently teaching at Wesleyan

University. Wilbur, influenced by Hopkins* and

Wallace Stevens*, is a fine craftsman whose

delicate observations are occasionally over-

whelmed by his preoccupation with technique.

At its best his poetry exemplifies the post-war

American poet’s refusal to make the glib state-

ment or the grand gesture while retaining an

absolute fidelity to feeling.

The Beautiful Changes (1947); A Bestiary

(1955); Things of This World (1956); Walking to

Sleep (1969). D.E.Mo.

Wilcox, Ella Wheeler (*Johnston Center,

Wise. 5 XI 1850; ool884 Robert Wilcox; fShort

Beach, Conn. 30 X 1919), American verse-writer

and novelist. She gained wide popularity with her

nearly 40 volumes of verse, which mixed platitudes

with sentimentality.

verse: Drops of Water (1872); Poems of

Passion (1883).—autobiography: The Story of a

Literary Career (1905); The Worlds and I (1918).

H.L.C.

Wild, Robert (*St Ives, Huntingdon 1609;

tOundle, Northants VII 1679), English divine

and poet. Wild produced a series of broadsheet

poems on topical subjects from the time of the

Restoration.

Iter boreale, attempting something upon the

successful march of General Monck (1660).

—

The

Poems ofDr, R, W, (ed. J. Hunt, 1870).

G.K.H.

Wilde, Oscar Fingal O’Flahertde Wills (*Dub-
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lin 16 X 1854; col884 Constance Lloyd; fParis

30 XI 1900), Irish dramatist, poet, essayist and
story-writer, educated Portora School, Ennis-

killen, Trinity College, Dublin, and Oxford;

Newdigate prize for poetry 1878. He settled in

London in 1879 and gained renown by the

publication of his first poems, by his cultivated

eccentricity, and by literary tours of England and
the U.S.A. From 1892 to 1895 he had a meteoric

success with his plays. His imprisonment for

sexual perversion caused his sudden ruin. He left

Reading jail in 1897 and sought refuge in France,

where he died after being received into the Roman
Catholic Church. His pseudonym in Paris was
‘Sebastian Melmoth’.

Wilde said that he put his genius into his life,

his talent into his works. He gave to the English

stage the best comedies since Sheridan*, full of

sparkling wit and of excellent situations. He wrote

elaborate and exotic prose, influenced by that of

Walter Pater*,whose aesthetic theories he accepted.

R.McH.

plays: Vera (1880); The Duchess of Padua
(1883); Salome (1893); Lady Windermere*s Fan
(1893); A Woman of No Importance (1894);

The Importance of Being Earnest (1899); An
Ideal Husband (1899).—verse: Ravenna (1878);

Poems (1881); The Sphinx (1894); A Ballad of
Reading Gaol (1898).—various: The Happy
Prince (1888); PortraU of Mr W. H (1889);

The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891); Intentions

(1891); Lord Arthur Savile'*s Crime (1891); A
House of Pomegranates (1891); De Profundis

(1905).

—

Collected Works (ed. R. Ross, 14 vols,

1908; ed. V. Holland [son], 1945; 1 voL, 1966);

Letters (ed. R. Hart-Davis, 1962); The Artist as
Critic: Critical Writings (ed. R. Ellinann, 1970).

Hesketh Pearson, The Life of O. W, (1946;
rev. ed. 1966); Norbert Loeser, Nietzsche and W.
(1960); R. Ellmann, Eminent Domain (1967) and
ed., O, W, (1969); O, W,: The Critical Heritage

(ed. K, Beckson, 1970). R.McH. (E.T.W.)

Wildenbruch, Ernst von (Beirut, Syria 3 II

1845; tBerlin 15 I 1909), German playwright,

poet and novelist. An illegitimate descendant of
the Hohenzollerns, he spent his childhood in

Turkey and Greece, joined the army, resigned,

studied law, and Anally became a dplomat. In
his dramas he tried to combine Schiller’s* style

with a more realistic treatment of historical sub-

jects. The modernistic Die Haubenlerche (1890) is

imbued with Naturalism. The result is not great

literature but proved extremely successful on the

stage. Some of his short stories such as Schwester’-

Seek (1893) and Das edle Blut (1892; A Story of
Cadet Life, tr. W. D. Lowe, 1910) are of higher

rank.

plays: Harold (1882; tr. H. A. Clarke and D.
Heller, 1891); Heinrich und Heinrichs Geschlecht

(1896; King Henry, tr. R. M. Wemaer, 1915);
C E W L—III—AA*

Die Rabensteinerin (1907; Barseba of Rabenstein,
tr. R. von Appiano and W. Nobbe, 1909).—
SHORT stories: Der Meister von Tanagra (1880;
tr. M. von Lauer, 1886); Neid (1900; Eng. tr.

E. Traut, 1921).

—

Gesammelte Werke (ed. B.
Litzmann, 16 vols, 1911-24).

B. Litzmann, E, von W. (2 vols, 1913-16);
E. A. Morgan, W, as a Naturalist (diss., 1930);
H. M. Elster, E. von W. (1934).

R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Wildenvey, Herman Theodore (*Eiker 20 VII
1885; 001912 Gisken Kramer-Andreassen; t27
IX 1959), Norwegian poet. Wildenvey, whose
family name was Portaas, published his first col-

lection ofpoems at the age of 16. From 1904 to 1907
he was in the United States, spending part of the

time at a theological seminary. On his return to

Norway he achieved immediate success with his

collection of poems, Nyinger (1907). With them
he brought a new ligiitness, and melodic charm to

Norwegian verse. In his later poetry a more serious,

even religious, undertone is to be noted beneath

his playful exterior. Wildenvey was a bom poet,

teclmically a virtuoso, and he endowed all his

work with his own extremely likeable individuality.

verse: Campanula (1902; rev. as Den glemte

have, 1920); Digte (1908); Ringsgang (1910;

rev. 1948); Prismer (1911); Arets mventyr (1913);

Kjaertegn (1916); Hemmeligheter (1919); TYold i

ord (1920); Ildorkestret (1923); Fiken av tistler

(1925); Der folder stjerner (1926); Dagenes sang

(1930); Hostens lyre (1931); En ung manns ftukt

(1936); Filomele (1946); Ved sangens kilder

(1947); Polyhymnia (1952); Ugler til Athen

(1953); Soluret (1956).—plays: Lys over land

(1913).—short stories: Brcendende hjerter (1915);

Flygtninger (1917); Streiftog i hjembygden (1924);

Et herrens oar (1929).—reminiscences: Vinge-

hesten og verden (1937); Den nye rytmen (1938);

En lykkelig tid (1939); En lykkelig tid (1949;

1 vol. of the above 3 vols).

—

Samlede dikt (6 vols,

1945-52); Efterklang (arts and speeches; ed.

G. Wildenvey, 1969).

K. Haave, H, W, Poeten-Kunstneren (1952).

R.G.P.

Wilder, Laura Ingalls (*Pepm, Wise. 7 II 1867;

001885 Almanzo Wilder; fMansfield, Mo. 10 I

1957), American author of ‘Little House’ books,

warm-hearted, authentic, widely popular pioneer

stories based on her childhood. The Laura Ingalls

Wilder Award is given five-yearly by the American

Library Association for distinguished, sustained

writing or illustrating for children.

Little House in the Big Woods (1932) and

sequels.

Horn Book, special no. (Dec. 1953). N.C.

Wilder, Thornton Niven (*Madison, Wise. 17

IV 1897), American playwright and novelist. The
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nostalgic, gentle irony of Our Town (1938) is

controlled by a skilful unconventional theatrical

technique, yet the more ambitious philosophical

comedy The Skin of Our Teeth (1942) lapses into

uncontrolled pretentiousness. His novel The
Bridge of San Luis Key (1927) shows a skilful

narrative technique in examining the harsh

ironies of fate. The realistic aspects of his work
are dealt with in a detached, liberal and humane
manner.

novels: The Cabala (1926); The Woman of
Andros (1930); HeaverCs My Destination (1934);

The Ides ofMarch (1948); The Eighth Day (1968).

—plays: The Angel That Troubled the Waters and
Other Plays (1928); The Long Christmas Dinner
and Other Plays in One Act (1931); The Merchant
ofYonkers (1939) ; TheMatchmaker (1954 ; musical.

Hello Dolly, 1964); The Alcestiad {1955); Play for
Sleeker Street (1962).

J. Gassner, Form and Idea in the Modern
Theatre (1956); M. Cowley, *Introduction' to

a T W, Trio (1956); F. Fergusson, The Human
Image in Dramatic Literature (1957); R. Burbank,
T. W. (1961). G.A.K.

Wildermuth, Ottilie, n6e Rooscntirz (*Rothen-
burg am Neckar 22 II 1817; ool843 J. D. Wilder-
muth; tTubingen 12 VII 1877), German writer, a
friend of Uhland* and Kerner*. Her improving
novels and tales for women and the young give
the quintessence of some aspects of her period,

H.A.P.

Im Tageslicht (1861; Eng. tr. A. Pratt, 1865);
Briefwechsel mit Justinus Kerner (1960).

—

Gesam-
melte Werke (ed. A. Wildermuth, 10 vols, 1892-
94).

O, W.S Lehen (ed. her daughters, 4th ed. 1911),

H.A.P, (K.W.M.)

Wilhelm, Prince (Tullgam 17 VI 1884; fFlen
5 VI 1965), Swedish author; second son of King
Gustav V. Wilhelm wrote poems, short stories and
plays. He is, however, best known for his colourful
travel sketches and essays, often illustrated by his
own photographs.

Sel, in This Land of Sweden (tr. E. Kjellberg,

1946) and Something of My Country (tr, M. H.
Michael, 1951).

K. Asplund, Forfattaren prins W, (1966).

C.H.K. a.s.)

Wiliam Ll^ (*1534/35; ooElizabeth ferch John;
t31 ym 1580), Welsh poet. *A poet from Llyn*,
he learned his craft from Gruffudd Hiraethog,
graduated as a pencerdd (master-poet) in the
Caerwys eisteddfod of 1567, and lived at least the
latter part of his life at Oswestry. His collected
poems include poems soliciting gifts, a few love
poems and scores of eulogies and elegies, mostly
m the cywydd metre and addressed to members
of the gentry and clergy. His elegies, particularly

three written to fellow-poets, are unsurpassed in
Welsh literature.

Barddoniaeth W. L. (ed. J. C. Morrice, 1908).

B.Re!

Wilkes, John (*Clerkenwell 17 X 1727; oo?l749
Mary Mead; fLondon 26 XII 1797), English
political journalist, orator, rake and storm-centre
who, with Charles Churchill*, replied to Smollett’s*
weekly. The Briton, with The North Briton, a
lively weekly sheet of polemics aimed at over-
throwing Bute. R.M.H.

Essay on Woman (1764); The Political Control
versy (5 vols, 1762-63; incl. reprs for these years
of The North Briton, The Briton, The Monitor,
The Auditor and other papers); Life and Political

Writings of /. W. (1769); Introduction to the

History of England from the Revolution to the

Accession of the Brunswick Line (1768).—Co/^
respondence of J. W. (ed. J. Almon, 5 vols, 1805);
Correspondence of J. W. with Charles Churchill
(ed. E. H. Weatherley, 1954).

J. Cradock, Life of J. W. Esq. (1773); H. W,
Bleackley, Life of /. W. (1917); R. Postgate,

That Devil W. (1930); P. Quennell, Four Portraits

(1945); G. Rude, W. and Liberty (1962); C. C,
Trench, Portrait ofa Patriot (1962); 1. R. Christie.

W., Wyvill and Reform (1962); J. T. Boulton. The
Language of Politics in the Age of W. and Burke
(1963). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Wilkins, George (fl. c. 1607), English dramatist

and prose-writer. Wilkins (of whom little is

known) was associated with the King’s Men
(Shakespeare’s* company). His hand has been
seen in Timon of Athens and (more probably)

in Pericles, whose story he recounted in prose.

The Painful Adventures of Pericles Prynce of
Tyre (prose; 1608; ed. K. Muir, 1953).—plays:
The Travailes of the Three English Brothers (with

Day and Rowley; 1607); The Miseries ofInforced
Marriage (1607). J.B.B.

Wilkins, John (*Fawsley, Northants 1614;

tLondon 19 XI 1672), English Bishop, scientist

and leading spirit in the formation of the Royal

Society, Wilkins is perhaps the best example of

that concern for plainness and precision in

language which affected all the followers ofBacon*.

G.K.H.

The Discovery of a world in the Moon (1638);

Ecclesiastes, or a discourse concerning the gift of

preaching, as it falls under the rules of art (1646);

An essay towards a real character and a philosophy

cal language (1668).

B. J. Shapiro, /. W. 1614-72; An Intellectual

Biography (1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Wilkins, Mary Eleanor: see Freeman, Mary
Eleanor.
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Willems, Jan-Frans (*Boechout 11 III 1793;

fGhent 24 VI 1846), Flemish philologist, poet and

playwright, the most versatile and important

Dutch philologist of his time, founder of the

magazine Belgisch Museum (10 vols, 1837-46),

a veritable mine of information about the civiliza-

tion of the Flemish Middle Ages. His entire

activity centred in the romantic ideology which he

formulated and in his conviction of the cultural

unity of the Netherlands. Leader of the renaissance

in Flanders, he is called the ‘ Father of the Flemish

Movement’.

verse: Aen de Belgen (1818); Maria van Brabant

(1828).-—criticism: Verhandeling over de Neder^

duytsche tael- en letterkunde opzigtelykde zuydelyke

provintien der Nederlanden (2 vols, 1819, 1820-24);

Mengelingen van historisch-vaderlandschen inhoud

(1827-33); Oude Vlaemsche liederen (1848).

—

Brieven van, aan en over J,-F. W. (ed. A. Deprez,

5 vols, 1965- ).

M. Rooses, Levensschets van J.-F, W. (1874);

A. de Poortere, J. van den Broeck and P. de Vroede,

J.-F. W, (1944); J. Crick, J.-F. W. (1946); J. van

Mierlo, /.-F. W. (1946); A. Deprez, /.-F. W,

(1964), R.F.L.

William IX, Duke of Aquitaine: see Guilhem IX.

William of Apulia, wrote, between 1090 and 1111,

an epic poem in five books entitled Gesta JRoberti

Wiscardi on the Normans in Sicily, praising Robert

Guiscard.

A, Pagano, II poema Gesta Rob, Wise, di

Guglielmo Pugliese (1909) and Studi di letteratura

latina medievale (1931). R.R.R.

William of Blois (fl, 1170), brother of the Arch-

deacon of Bath, was a Doctor of the University

of Paris and a Benedictine monk. From 1167 to

1169, when he returned to Paris, he was Abbot

of St Mary of Maniaco near Messma. His only

extant work is the Alda, a Latin ‘comedy’

modelled on Terence*, which he wrote before

1170.

La *comidie^ latine en France au Xlle siicle,

I (ed. G. Cohen, 1931; with text of Alda and

account of W.).
, .

J. de Ghellinck, L'essor de la litterature lame

au Xlle slide (1946); G. Vinay, ‘La commedia

latina del secolo XII’ in Studi medievali, II

(1954); D, Bianchi, ‘Per la commedia latina del

secolo XII’ in Aevum, XXIX (1955); F. J. E.

Raby, A History of Secular Latin Poetry in the

Middle Ages, II (2nd ed. 1957); E. Francesc^,

Teatro latino medievale (1960). R.R.R.

William of Conches (Conches 1080; IfVaxis 1145),

studied at Chartres under Bernard and taught

there all his life. He embodied the humanism and

Platonism of that school. He wrote Philosophia

mundi (also known as Philosophiae et astronomicae

institutiones), an encyclopaedia of philosophy and
science; Moralium dogma philosophorum (also

known as De honesto et utili), an ethical treatise;

Dragmaticon philosophiae, a philosophical dia-

logue.

Philosophia mundi (in Migne, Patrologia Latina,

CLXXII, 1854); Moralium dogma philosophorum

(ibid., CLXXI, 1854; ed. J. Holmberg, 1929);

Dragmaticon (pub. Strasbourg, 1567); Glosae super

Platonem (ed. E. Jeauneau, Paris, 1965).

J. R. Williams, ‘The authorship of the M, d. p*

in Speculum, VI (1931); A. Wilmart, ‘Preface de

Guillaume de C. pour la derniere partie de son

dialogue* in Analecta Reginensia (1933); M.
Grabmann, ‘Handschr. Forschungen und Mitt,

zu W. von C.’ in Sitzungsberichte der bayerischen

Akad. der Wissenschaften (1935); P. Delhaye,

‘L’enseignement de la philosophie morale au

Xlle si^le* in Mediaeval Stud., XI (1949);

T. Gregory, Anima mundi: Lafilosofia di Guglielmo

di C, e la scuola de Chartres (Florence, 1955).

F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

William of Malmesbury (*c. 1090; t^. 1143),

English monk, author of several Latin chronicles,

principally the Gesta regum, the Gesta pontificum

(both 1125), and the Historiae novellae (EngHsh

history 1125-42). He was perhaps acquainted

with Geoffrey* of Monmouth. R.W.B.

De gestis regum Anglorum and Historiae

novellae (ed. W. Stubbs, 2 vols. 1887-89; repr.

1964); Historiae novellae (ed. and tr. K. R.

Potter, 1955); Chronicle of the Kings of England

(tr. J. A. Giles, 1847; repr. 1968); De gestis

pontificum Anglorum (ed. N. E. S. A. Hamilton,

1870; repr. 1964). R.W.B. (Tor.)

William of Moerbdee: see Moerbeke, Willem

VAN.

William of St Amour (tParis c, 1273), Professor

of theology in Paris University and leader in the

attack by the seculars on the Mendicant Orders.

His De periculis novissimorum temporum (1256)

was condemned to be burned.

Ed. (Constance, 1632).

H. Denifle and E. Chatelain, Chartularium

Universitatis Parisiensis, I (1889); M. Perrod,

‘fitude sur la vie et sur les oeuvres de Guillaume

de Saint-A.’ in M6moires de la Soc. d’Emulation

du Jura (1902). F.J.E.R.

William of St Thierry (*Liege c. 1085; fSigny 8

IX 1148), may have studied and met Abelard*

at Laon. He joined the Order of St Benedict at

Rheims, but came under the influence of St

Bernard*. He was Abbot of St Thierry until he

became a Cistercian monk at Signy (1135).

William aided Bernard in his dispute with Abelard,

but his real importance lies in his mysti^ and

theological works, which are of great significance
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in the history of the devotional movement of the

Middle Ages.

Works inch: (a) Meditativae orationes; (b) a

comm, on the Song of Songs; (c) De contemplando

Deo\ (d) De natura et dignitate amoris; (e) Oratio

ad Deum; (f) Speculum fidei; (g) Enigma fidei;

(h) Epistola (aurea) ad fratres de Monte-Dei (a

treatise on the solitary life, also attrib. to Bernard

of Clairvaux and others).—Eds with Fr. tr.:

M. M. Davy (works; 5 vols, 1934-59); J. M.
D6chanet ((h); 1956) and with M, Dumontier

((b); 1962); J. Hourlier ((c) and (e); 1959); (c)

and (d) ed. with Ger. tr. W. Dittrich and H. Urs

von Balthasar (1961).—Eng. trs: J. McCann and

W. Shewring ((h); 1930); a religious of C.S.M.V.

((a); 1954); G. Webb and A. Walker ((f); 1959);

(c), (d) and (e) Fr. tr. R. Thomas (1965).

J. M. D6chanet, Aux sources de la spiritualite de

Guillaume de St~T, (1940) and Guillaume de St~T.,

Vhomme et son <euvre (1942); M. M. Davy,

Theologie et mystique de Guillaume de S. T, (1954).

F.J.E.R. (Tor.)

William of Shoreham, 14th-century author of

devotional poems; probably vicar of Chart-

Sutton near Leeds, Kent.

Poems (ed. M. Konrath; pt 1, 1902; pt 2 not

pub.). R.W.B.

William of Tyre (*Syria c. 1130; tc. 1183), French

historian, canon of Tyre, clerk of the Royal

Chancery, Archdeacon of Nazareth (1174) and

Archbishop ofTyre (1175). His chief works include

a history of the Orient, of which only fragments

survive, and a history of the Crusades from 1095

in 23 books of which the last is incomplete.

Guillelmi historia rerum in partibus trans-

marinis gestarum in Migne, Patrologia Latina^

CCI (1855).

—

William II, Archbishop of Tyre,

A History ofDeeds Done Beyond the Sea (tr. and
annot. E. A. Babcock and A. C. Krey, 1943).

F. Lundgreen, W. von T und der Templerorden

(1911); R. B. C. Huygens, ‘GuiUaume de Tyr
6tudiant’ in Latomus, XXI (1962). R.R,R.

Williams, Charles Walter Stansby (*20 IX
1886; 001917 Florence Conway; tOxford 15 V
1945), English novelist, poet, critic and playwright.

A student of religious poet^ and mystical litera-

ture, a humanist, he pursued the esoteric, and the

ethical problems of good and evil, both in his

critical work and in his poetry and fiction. He
wrote with vigour and sometimes an exalted

sensationalism.

novels: War in Heaven (1930); The Place ofthe
Lion (1931); All Hallows^ Eve (1945).—criticism:

Poetry at Present (1930); The English Poetic

Mind (1932); Reason and Beauty in the Poetic

Mind (1933); The Figure of Beatrice (1943);

Arthurian Torso (ed. C. S. Lewis, 1948); The

Image of the City, and Other Essays (1958).—

plays: Three Plays (1931); Thomas Cranmer of
Canterbury (1936).

—

Collected Plays (ed. J. Heath-

Stubbs, 1963).

—

averse: The Silver Stair (1912);

Poems of Conformity (1917); Taliessin Through

Logres (1938); The Region of the Summer Stars

(1944).

Essays Presented to C. W, (ed. C. S. Lewis,

1947); J. Heath-Stubbs. C. W. (1955); A. M.
Hadfield, An Introduction to C. W, (1959); C.

Moorman, Arthurian Triptych: Mythic Material

in C. W„ C. S. Lewis and T S, Eliot (1960).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Williams, David John (*Llansawel, Carmarthen-
shire 26 VI 1885; ool925 Sian Evans; ^ibid, 4 I

1970), Welsh short-story writer. A farmer’s son,

he worked as a miner for four years but later

graduated in Wales and at Oxford and for 26
years taught at Fishguard County School. His
earlier stories and character sketches present the

well-loved rural characters of his childhood

reminiscences; later stories show an increasing

concern with ‘the tragedy of modern Welsh life’,

a concern which also appears in his otherwise

genial autobiography. His style throughout is

redolent of the speech of a rural community.

Hen Wynebau (1934); Storiau'r Tir Glas (1936);

Storlau'r Tir Coch (1941); Storiau'r Tir Du
(1949); Hen Dy Ffarm (1953; The Old Farmhouse,

tr. W. Williams, 1961); Yn Chwech ar Hugain
Oed{\9S9y, YGasegDduicd, J. G. Griffiths, 1970).

Crefft y Stori Fer (ed. Saunders Lewis, 1949);

D. J. W. (ed. J. G. Griffiths, 1965). B.Re.

Williams, Edward: see lolo Morganwg.

Williams, Emlyn (*Penyffordd, Flintshire 26

XI 1905; 00 1934 Molly O’Shann), Anglo-Welsh
actor and playwright. His one-act play. Vigil,

was acted by the Oxford University Dramatic

Society in 1925. In 1927 he joined J. B. Fagan’s

company. His first real success as a playwright

came with his adaptation of a French play by

Ren6 Fauchois, The Late Christopher Bean

(1933). He won much acclaim with Night Must
Fall (1935), but subsequent plays have shown a

greater seriousness of purpose. He is a sound

craftsman and his works are always ‘good

theatre’. Well known as a stage and film actor,

he has gained world-wide renown for his solo

readings from Dickens*.

The Com Is Green (1938); The Light of Heart

(1940); The Wind of Heaven (1945); Trespass

(1947).

—

George (autobiogr, 1961).

C.P. (M.W.T.)

Williams, Isaac (*Aberystwyth 12 XII 1802;

001842 Caroline Champeraowne; tStinchcomber

1 V 1865), Welsh Tractarian poet, author of the
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alarming Tract 80, Reserve in Communicating
Religious Knowledge, and of an autobiography
reflecting the growth of the movement.

Tracts 80, 86, 87.—verse: The Cathedral

(1838); Thoughts in Past Years (1838); The
Christian Scholar (1849).—Devotional Commentary
on the Gospel Narrative (8 vols, 1869-70); Auto-

biography (ed. Sir G. Prevost, 1892).

R.M.H. (M.A.)

Williams, Roger ("“London 1603; cx5l629 Mary
Barnard; tProvidence, R.I. 1683), American
clergyman.A Puritan free-thinker, he was banished

from Massachusetts and founded Rhode Island.

He held advanced democratic ideas and supported

complete religious toleration.

The Bloudy Tenent of Persecution, for Cause

of Conscience, Discussed (1644); Experiments of
Spiritual Life and Health (1652).—The Writings

ofR, W. (6 vols, 1866-74).

S. H. Brockunier, The Irrepressible Democrat:

R. W. (1940); C. Covey, The Gentle Radical:

A Biography of R, W, (1966); H. Chupack, R. W.
(1969). H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Williams, Tennessee, originally Thomas Lanier

Williams ("“Columbus, Miss. 26 III 1911),

American playwright, novelist and short-story

writer. In his work violent sexuality and perversion

are used to emphasize the vulnerability of his

protagonists and to suggest that nightmare

territory between illusion and reality which they

must traverse. The Glass Menagerie (1945), his

most delicate and witty play, defines Williams*

obsessive themes and also illustrates his con-

tinual use of non-realistic techniques to probe a
realistic situation. His very stage-technique

embodies that dichotomy between illusion and
reality which he analyses. The opposition between

Stanley and Blanche in A Streetcar Named Desire

(1947), the paradoxical title and setting of Camino

Real (1953) illustrate the inherent tensions of

Williams’ dramatic world and suggest that

characteristic mixture of realism and fantasy

from which, at his best, he creates a poetic effect.

plays: You Touched Me! (1945); Summer and

Smoke (1948); The Rose Tattoo (1951); Cat on a

Hot Tin Roof (1955); Baby Doll (1956); Orpheus

Descending (1957); Suddenly Last Summer (1958);

Sweet Bird of Youth (1959); Period of Adjustment

(1960); The Night of the Iguana (1961); The Milk

Train DoesrCt Stop Here Anymore (1964); The

Eccentricities of a Nightingale, Slapstick Tragedy,

Two Plays (1966); In the Bar of the Tokyo Hotel

and Other Plays (1969).—fiction: The Roman
Spring ofMrs, Stone (1950); One Arm and Other

Stories (1948); Hard Candy, A Book of Stories

(1954).—poetry: In the Winter of Cities (1956).

G. L. Falk, T W, (1961); B. Nelson, T W.: The

Man and His Work (1961); N. M. Tischler,

T W.: Rebellious Puritan (1961); E. D. Williams,

Remember Me to Tom (1963); E. M. Jackson,

The Broken World of T W. (1965); G. Maxwell,

T. W. and Friends (1965); G. Weales, T W,

(1965); The Playwrights Speak (ed. W. Wager,

1967). G.A.K.

Williams, Waldo ("“Haverfordwest 30 IX 1904;

ooLinda LleweUyn; 20 V 1971), Welsh
poet; a graduate of the University of Wales and by
profession a schoolmaster and lecturer. His one,

modest book (Dail Pren, 1956) contains some of

the finest Welsh poems of the middle years of the

century. Availing himself of both traditional and
personal imagery, he celebrates the humble and
enduring community that is founded on faith,

hope and compassion; also moments of transcen-

dence: of inspiration, harmony, and awareness of

the presence of the Divine Exile.

B. G. Owens, ‘Gweithiau W. W.* in Y Traetho-

dydd, CXXVI (1971). B.Re.

Williams, William, known as Williams Panty-
CELYN ("“Llanfair-ar-y-bryn, Carmarthenshire 1717;
C301749 Mary Francis; fPantycelyn, Llanfair-ar-y-

bryn 11 I 1791), Welsh hymn-writer. He was
educated at the Llwyn-llwyd academy and after

experiencing a religious conversion he became
curate of Llanwrtyd and Llanddewi Abergwesyn.

He forfeited his curacy but soon became one of

the chief leaders of the Methodist revival in Wales,

and for the remainder of his life he laboured as an
itinerant preacher and spiritual counsellor, a
farmer and an author. He wrote over 800 hymns.
Among his other works are two very long poems,

one of them treating of Christ’s togdom from
everlasting to everlasting and the other tracing the

spiritual development of one Christian soul.

His prose works are mostly in dialogue form.

Many of his hymns are outstanding in their

passionate fervour and intense, lyrical quality,

while his work throughout testifies to his penetrat-

ing analysis of spiritual experiences.

Aleluja (6 pts, 1744-47; complete eds 1749,

1758, 1775; ed. Llewelyn Jones, 1926); Hosanna
i Fab Dafydd (3 vols, 1751-54); Golwg ar Deymas
Crist (1756); lUiai Hymnau a Chaniadau (1759);

Hosanna to the Son ofDavid (1759); Pantheologia

(71762-79); Caniadau y rhai sydd ar y mor o wydr

0762); Ffarwel Weledig, Groesaw Anweledig

Bethau (3 vols, 1763-69; coll. ed. Haleluia Dra-

chefh, c. 1788); Bywyd a Marwolaeth Theomem-
phus (1764); Crocodil Afon yr Aipht (1767);

Hanes Bywyd a Marwolaeth y Tri Wyr o Sodom
dr Aipht (1768); Gloria in Excelsis (2 vols,

1771-72; Eng. hymns under same title, 1772);

Templum Experientae apertwn (1777); Ductor

Nuptiarum (1777); Rhai Hymnau Newyddion

(3 vols, 1781-87).—Gwaith Prydyddawl (ed. J.

Williams, 1811-13); Reliquiae Poeticae (1830);

Holl Weithiau, Prydyddawl a Rhyddeithol (ed.
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J. R. Kilsby Jones, 1867); Gweithiau Williams

Pant-y-Celyn (ed. N. Cynhafal Jones, 2 vols,

1887-91).

J. H. Davies, Rhestr o Lyfrau gan y Parch,

W, W. (1918); W. J. Gruffydd, ‘Theomemphus’

in Y Lienor, I (1922); Saunders Lewis, W, Parity-

celyn (1927) ; J. G. Moelwyn Hughes, Mr Saunders

Lewis a W. Pantycelyn (1928); Gomer M. Roberts,

Y P§r Ganiedydd (2 vols, 1949-58); J. Gwilym
Jones, W, W, Pantycelyn (1969). B.Re.

Williams, William Carlos (^Rutherford, N.J.

17 IX 1883; ool912 Florence Herman; t4 III

1963), American poet, novelist and physician.

His early work shows the influence of Pound*
and iMAGisM before he developed his Objectivist

theory and created his epic Paterson (1946-58).

He railed against Eliot* for giving ‘the poem
back to the academics’ and his poetry shows a
passionate attempt to discover the principle of

art in the local conditions of his own society and
country. There is a rugged vigour and illuminating

vision in the sharpness of Williams’ insights as he
develops his simple dictum ‘no ideas but in things’

into the complex, empathic perspective of his

verse.

verse: Poems (1909); The Tempers (1913);

Kora in Hell: Improvisations (1920); Sour Grapes

(1921); Spring and All (1923); The Cod Head
(1932); Collected Poems (1921-31) (1934); An
Early Martyr and Other Poems (1935); Adam
and Eve and The City (1936); The Complete

Collected Poems of W, C, W, 1906-1938 (1938);

The Broken Span (1941); The Wedge (1944);

The Clouds (1948); The Collected Later Poems
(1950); The Collected Earlier Poems (1951);

The Desert Music and Other Poems (1954);

Journey to Love (1955); Pictures From Breughel

and Other Poems (1962).—prose: In the American
Grain (1925); A Voyage to Pagany (1928); The
Knife of the Times and Other Stories (1932);

White Mule (X9yf)\ The Autobiography ofW, C, W,
(1951).—Imaginations (ed, W, Schott, 1969).

E. Pound, Polite Essays (1937); Y. Winters,

Primitivism and Decadence in Contemporary
Poetry (1937); V. Koch, W. C. W. (1950); B.
Deutsch, Poetry in Our Time (1952); R. P.

Blackmur, Language as Gesture (1954) and
Form and Value in Modern Poetry (1957); R.
Jarrell, Poetry and the Age (1955); K. Shapiro,

In Defense of Ignorance (1960); R. Lowell,

‘W. C. W.’ in Hudson Rev., XIV (1961-62);

‘A gathering for W. C. W.’ in Massachusetts
Rev., m (1962); J. M. Brinnin, W. C, W,
(1963); S. Paul, The Music of Survival: A Bio-

graphy ofa Poem by W, C. W. (1968); M. Weaver,
W. C. W. (1970); J. Conarroe, W. C. W:s Paterson:

Language and Landscape (1970). G.A.K.

Wimamson, Henry (^Bedfordshire 1 XII 1895),

English novelist and nature writer. Despite the

success of his cycles of novels, he is best known
for his studies of animal life, Tarka the Otter

(1927) and Salar the Salmon (1935). The second

and longer of his sequences, A Chronicle ofAncient
Sunlight (15 vols, 1951-69), is the fictional auto-

biography of Phillip Maddison whose experiences

closely parallel Williamson’s own; perhaps the

best are the earliest volumes: The Dark Lantern

(1951); Donkey Boy (1952); Young Phillip Maddi-

son (1953); the final volume is The Gale of the

World (1969),

The Flax ofDream (The Beautiful Years, 1921

;

Dandelion Days, 1922; The Dream ofFair Women,
1924; The Pathway, 1928); The Gold Falcon

(1933).

—

Genius of Friendship: ‘T. E, Lawrence'

(1941).

H. F. West, The Dreamer ofDevon (1932).

W.R.A.

Williams Pantycelyn: see Williams, William.

Willis, Nathaniel Parker (*Portland, Me. 20

I 1806; 001835 Mary Stace, ool846 Cornelia

Grinnell; tidlewild, N.Y. 20 I 1867), American
poet, playwright and editor. His prose consists

mainly of travel letters and personal reminiscence;

his plays made use of foreign settings. His senti-

mental poetry accounts for much of his con-

temporary fame.

verse: Fugitive Poetry (1829); Poems ofPassion
(1843).—plays: Bianca Visconti (1839); Tories

(1859),—‘Pencillings by the Way (prose; 1835).—

The Complete Works ofN, P, W, (13 vols, 1849-

59).

H. A. Beers, N, P, W, (1885); R. E. Spiller,

The American in England (192Q; C. P. Auser,

N, P, W, (1969). H.L.C. (I.W.)

Willoby, Henry (fl. 1594), name or pseud, of an

English writer, the author of Willobie his Avisa

(1594), a poem, perhaps satirical, which has been

thou^t to refer to Shakespeare* and to cast

light on the ‘mystery’ of his Sonnets. G.K.H.

Willobie his Avisa (ed. G. B. Harrison, 1926);

Shakespeare's Sonnets, II (ed. H. E. Rollins,

1944).

B. N. De Luna, The Queen Declined: an Interpre-

tation of W, his Avisa (1970). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Wilmot, John: see Rochester, John Wilmot,

Earl of.

Wilna, Elijah (*Wilna 1720; Vbid, 9 X 1797),

Polish Hebrew religious writer. The greatest

Talmudic scholar of his age, he broke new ground

by returning to the neglected sources of Jewish

religion, the Bible and the pre-Talmudic legal

Midrash works. He insisted, a revolutionary act

in his time, on the study ofHebrew grammar and a

modicum of natural science and mathematics as a

means of understanding the Law. He wrote
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commentaries on many earlier religious works.

Among his unpublished works are writings on
astronomy and the calendar. He fought Hasidism
and is one of the forerunners of the Haskalah
(‘enlightenment’) movement.

Tzurat ha~Aretz (geography; 1802); Dikduk
Eliyahu (grammar; 1833); Ayil Meshullash (mathe-

matics; 1833); ^Alim lUterufah (letters to his

family; 1836).

S. Schechter, Studies in Judaism^ I (1896);

J. S. Raisin, The Haskalah Movement in Russia

(1913); L. Ginzberg, Rabbi E. W, (1920); J. I.

Dienstag, E. Gaon, an Annotated Bibliography

(1949). C.R.

Wilson, Angus (*S. Africa 11 Vin 1913), English

novelist and short-story writer, and one of the

more important authors in the English tradition,

delig^its with the brilliance and the sharpness of

his satire. He made his appearance as a short-

story writer

—

The Wrong Set (1949), Such Darling

Dodos (1950)—^and his first novels are in a sense

elaborations and extensions of this form. His work
has developed continuously, however. In the

revealing lecture. The Wild Garden (1963), he

discusses his teclmique as a novelist.

Anglo-Saxon Attitudes (1956); The Middle

Age ofMrs Eliot (1958); The Old Men at the Zoo

(1961); Late Call (1964); No Laughing Matter

(1967).

—

criticism: JEmile Zola (1952); The

World of Charles Dickens (1970).

—

The Mulberry

Bush (play; 1956).

J. L. Halio, A, W. (1964). W.R.A.

Wilson, Arthur (*Yarmouth 71595; oo?XI 1624

Susan Spitty, oo 16307; fFelsted X 1652), English

historian and dramatist, who lived adventurously

in the service of Essex, later entering Trinity

College, Oxford (1631). A bad historian but good

prose-writer, his plays were successful.

plays: The Inconstant Lady (ed. P. Bliss,

1814); The Swisser (ed. A. Feuillerat, 1904);

The Corporal (MS fragment).

—

uprose: The

History of Great Britain (1653; repr. White

Kennett, Complete History, U, 170Q; Observations

of God's Providence, in the Tract ofMy Life (ed.

P. Bliss, 1814).

B. M. Wagner, ‘MS. plays of the 17th century

in Times Lit. Supp. (4 Oct. 1934). B.L.J.

Wilson, Colin (^Leicester, 26 VI 1931), English

critic, who made a name for himself by his

precocious volume of philosophic and literary

essays, The Outsider (1956). He published a

volume of autobiography. Voyage to a Beginning,

in 1969. Ritual in the Dark (1960) is a novel.

Beyond the Outsider (1965); Introduction to the

New Existentialism (1966); Bernard Shaw (1969);

Poetry and Mysticism (1970).

—

Strindberg (play;

1970).

S. R. Campion, The World ofC. W, (1962).

W.R.A.

Wilson, Edmund (*Red Bank, N.J. 8 V 1895;

C301923 Mary Blair, ool930 Margaret Canby,
001938 Mary McCarthy*, ool946 Elena Thornton;

tTalcottville, N.Y. 12 VI 1972), American critic

and novelist. Associated with The New Republic

and from 1944 The New Yorker, he did much to

elucidate contemporary writing. Axel's Castle

(1931) is a study of the Symbolist movement; To
the Finland Station (1940) traces European revo-

lutionary traditions from Michelet* to Lenin*.

Wilson was a prolific critic with a wide range of

interests and unrelaxing verve.

fiction: I Thought of Daisy (1929); This

Room and This Gin and These Sandwiches (plays;

1937); Memoirs of Hecate County (1946).

—

^non-

fiction: The American Jitters (1932); Travels

in Two Democracies (1936); The Triple Thinkers

(1938); The Wound and the Bow (1941); Note-

Books of Night (1942); Europe Without Baedeker

(1947); Classics and Commercials: A Literary

Chronicle of the Forties (1950); The Shores of
Light (1952); The Scrolls From the Dead Sea

(1955); Patriotic Gore (1962); The Cold War and
the Income Tax (1963).

C. P. Frank, E. W. (1970).

H.L.C. (D.E.MO.)

Wilson, Ethel Davies, n6e Bryant (^Elizabeth,

South Africa 1890; ool920 Wallace Wilson),

Canadian novelist and story writer whose work,

characterized by polished style and ironic wit,

focuses on the struggle of sensitive women to

attain fulfilment and happiness.

Hetty Dorval (1947); Innocent Traveller (1949);

Equations of Love (1952); Swamp Angel (1954);

Love and Salt Water (1956); Mrs Golightly and
Other Stories (1961).

H. W. Sonthoff, ‘The novels of E. W.’ in Canad.

Lit., XXVI (1965). R.Su.

Wilson, John (*London 1626; ^ibid, 1696),

English dramatist. Both in scholarly methods

and satirical outlook Wilson’s drama follows the

model ofBen Jonson*, the satire being aimed from

an orthodox Royalist standpoint. His tragedy

Andronicus Commenius (1664) contains reminis-

cences of Shakespeare’s* Richard III.

The Cheats (1664; ed. M. C. Nahm, 1935);

The Projectors (1665); Erasmus’ Moriae En-

comium: or. The Praise ofFolly (tr.; 1668).

James Sutherland, English Literature of the

Late 17th Century (1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Wilson, John: see North, Christopher.

Wilson, Robert (tl600), English actor and

dramatist, who was with Leicester’s company
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when it formed (1574). Outstanding as a player,

he is mentioned by Harvey*, Meres* and Lodge*.

Wilson’s Moralities are loose in construction,

mixing rhyme, blank verse, doggerel and prose.

The Three Ladies ofLondon (1584; 1592 variant

text; Tudor Facs. Texts, 1911); The Three Lords

and The Three Ladies of London (1590; Tudor

Facs. Texts, 1911; ed. A. C. Wood, Malone Soc.,

1914).

H. S. D. Mithal, ‘The two-W.s controversy’ in

Notes and Queries, VI (1959).

B.L.J. (T.P.M.)

Wilson, Thomas (*c. 1525; ooJane Empson,

00Agnes Winter; tLondon 16 VI 1581), English

politician, diplomat and scholar who went from

Eton to King’s College, Cambridge (1541), where

he met Sir John Cheke*. Wilson fled abroad on
Northumberland’s fall (1555) and returned in

1560, to be entrusted with government service,

becoming Secretary of State in 1579. He proved

the worth of English as a language for scholars

by writing a text-book of logic. The Rule ofReason,

and of composition. The Art ofRhetoric.

The Rule ofReason (1551); The Arte of Rhetor-

ique (1553; 1560 etc.; ed. G. H. Mair, 1909, from

1560 ed.; ed. R. H. Bowers, 1962); A Discourse

upon Usury (1572; ed. R. H. Tawney, 1925, repr.

1962).

A. J. Schmidt, ‘T. W., Tudor scholar-states-

man’ in Huntington Libr. Quart., XX (1957);

R. H. Wagner, ‘T. W.’s Arte of Rhetorique* in

Speech Monographs, XXVII (1960).

B.L.J. cr.P.M.)

Wimpfeling, or Wimpheling, Jakob (*Schlettstadt

25 VII 1450; ^ibid. 17 XI 1528), German peda-

gogue. One of the early, more conservative

humanists, Wimpfeling, a devoted Roman Catho-

lic, wrote a Terentian comedy, Stylpho, in Latin

prose (the first to be performed in Germany), the

first history of Germany, Epitome rerum Germani-

carum (1505), Germania (1501; tr, and ed. E.

Martin, 1885; a patriotic treatise against French

claims on Alsace), poems and theological works.

Werke (3 vols, \%5),^Stylpho (1480 and

1494; 1480 version ed. H. Holstein, 1892; 1494

version ed. E. Martin, 1884); Pddagogische

Schriften (ed. H. Freundgen, 1892).

J. Knepper, /. FK (1902); E. von Borries,

W. und Murner (1926); R. Newald, Elsdssische

Charakterkdpfe (1943). D.G.D.

Wimsatt, William Kurtz (*Washington, D.C.

17 XI 1907), American critic. Educated at George-

town (M.A. 1927) and Yale (Ph.D. 1937). One of

the best examiners of poetic texture in modern
criticism, he attacked the Chicago critics for their

concern with non-literary material in what he

called their ‘intentionalist fallacy’.

The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson (1941);

The Verbal Icon (1951); Hateful Contraries (1965).

D.E.MO.

Winchilsea, Countess of: see Finch, Anne.

Winckelmann, Johann Joachim (*Stendal 9 XII

1717; tTrieste 8 VI 1768), German archaeologist.

Winckelmann, who early displayed a remarkable

passion for the classics, became a librarian in

Dresden and embraced Roman Catholicism in

order to facilitate his archaeological plans in Italy.

As Cardinal Albani’s librarian he studied classical

art and published a monumental history of the

art of antiquity. His short, influential Gedanken

summarize his view of Greek art as serene and
Apolline. He was the founder of the German
classical revival, which accepted his views and
values.

Gedanken liber die Nachahmung der griechi-

schen Werke (1755; Reflections . . ., tr. H. Fuseli,

1765); Geschichte der Kunst des Altertums (1764);

Monumenti antichi inediti (1767).

—

Werke (8 vols,

1808-20; 13 vols, 1825-29); Briefe (ed. W.
Rehm, 1952 if.).

J. W. Goethe, W. und sein Jahrhundert (1805);

K. Justi, W. und seine Zeitgenossen (3 vols, 186^
72; 1956); B. Vallentin, W. (1931); E. M. Butler,

The Tyranny of Greece Over Gennany (1935);

W. Waetzoldt, W. (1942); W. Rehm, Griechentum

und Goethezeit (1952); H. Koch, W, (1957);

W. Bosshard, W. (1960). H.B.G.

Windder, Willibald (*Magdeburg 1 VII 1838;

tBemburg 28 VII 1871), German-American

novelist.

Vier Schreckenstage in New-York (1864); Lieder

eines Wandervogels (1869); Die deutschen Klein-

stddter in Amerika (1871).

L. Frankel in Allgemeine deutsche Biographic,

XLHI (1898). E.R.

Winkler, Eugen Gottlob (*Zurich 1 V 1912;

tMunich 28 X 1936), German poet, essayist and

prose writer. Son of an engineer, he spent his

childhood in Wangen near Stuttgart. At 15 he lost

his father, and became estranged from his home.

Influenced by Van Gogh, he began to paint only

to discover that his true bent lay in writing.

Travels to Italy were followed by the study of

Romance languages and the history of art. Despite

his declared contempt for Universities as utterly

intimidating and frustrating institutions, he came,

at the University of Munich, under the spell of

the great teacher and scholar Karl Vossler and

learnt from him a profound respect for the art of

poetry and the imaginative view of life. After

completing his academic studies with a Ph.D.

dissertation on ‘Modern Stage Production of the

French Classics’, his calling to be an artist
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asserted itself absolutely but with it a growing
incapacity to fulfill the most ordinary daily tasks.

With merciless objectivity he analysed the example
of his own situation. Twice in one year he became
politically suspect to Nazi officialdom; he decided

to commit suicide.

As a symbolic figure out of harmony with his

terror-stricken age, he passed through every hell

of loneliness and despair, but this was countered

by his passionate quest for self-realization, an
austere and consuming obsession in which it is

difficult to separate the critic from the creative

writer. A keen critical intellect together with the

strictest intellectual discipline made him sceptical

of all schemes and dogmas and, like Paul Valery*,

whose ardent disciple he was, he preferred to

elaborate some special point which engaged his

curiosity. He was at his best when he wrote about

some author, e.g. Holderlin*, Platen*, Stefan

George*, Ernst Junger*, T. E. Lawrence*, who
contributed to the growth of his own mind; then

his prose of sustained brilliance belied the turmoil

underneath.

Gesammelte Werke (ed. W. Warnach, 2 vols,

1937); Dichtungen^ Gestalten und Probleme,

Nachlass (ed. W. Warnach, H. Rinn and J.

Heitzmann, 1956).

—

Brief 1932-36 (ed. W.
Warnach, 1949). K.W.M.

Winkler Prins, Anthony (*Voorst 31 I 1817;

001847 Hendrika R. Klijnsma; fVoorburg 4 I

1908), Dutch poet, Mennonite parson and popular-

knowledge compiler; famous for his parodies, co-

founder of Braga, Tijdschrift op Rijm (1842-44).

verse: De droom (1837); Hansje (1840); De
vlinder (3 vols, 1844-48).

—

Geillustreerde encyclch

paedie (16 vols, 1869-82).

J. Dyserinck in Levensber. Maatschappij

Nederl. Letterk. (with biblio; 1908-09).

J.W.W.

Winsbecke, der, ‘Lord of Windsbach’ nr Wolf-

ram’s* Eschenbach (Jl, c. 1210-20), German
author and title of his book: an old man’s advice

to his son on religion, marriage, chivalry etc.

By comparison with Freidank’s* Bescheidenheit

(which occasionally draws on it) narrowly aristo-

cratic, derived largely from the teaching of

Gumemanz and Trevrizent in Wolfram’s ParzivaL

The last 20 (of 80) stanzas are either a palinode or

a monkish addition. An imitation {Winsbeckin)

and a parody are known.

Modernized J. Paul (1902); Kleinere mitteU

hochdt, Lehrgedichte (ed. A. Leitzmann and I.

Reiffenstein, 1962).—Sundry arts in Zschr. fiir

dt. Alt., LXVI-LXIX (1929-32). F.P.P.

Winter, Nicolaas Simon van (*Amsterdam 25

XII 1718; 001744 Johanna Muhl, ool768 Lucretia

W. van Merken*; tLeiden 19 IV 1795), Dutch

WBMTHER

poet (traditional poetiy, translations and psalms),

merchant and playwri^t.

verse: Kain en Habel (1743); De Amstelstroom

(1755); Dejaargetijden (after Thompson’s Seasons*,

1769); Gedichten en Fabelen (1792).

—

TooneeU

poezij (plays, with L. W. van Merken; 2 vols,

1774-78). J.W.W.

Winter, Zikmund (*Prague 27 XII 1846; fReichen-

hall 12 VI 1912), Czech novelist and historian. A
history teacher at Pardubice, Rakovnik and finally

(1884-1908) Prague, Winter devoted his leisure

to the study of documents in local archives. The

fruits of his labours were a series of valuable

monographs on Czech cultural history, more

particularly of the 16th and 17th centuries. His

reputation is, however, more securely based on the

series of historical novels and stories that were a

by-product of his studies. Supreme among these

is Mistr Kampanus (1909), a fine evocation of the

early 17th century in Bohemia, with the extinction

of Czech independence at the Battle of the White

Mountain as its principal theme.

Sebrane spisy (16 vols, 1911-25); Dilo Z.

Wintra (sel. worli; ed. M. Novotnj^, 8 vols,

1936-38).—A. Novak, ‘Z. W.—umelec’ in Duch a

ndrod (1936). RA.

Winther, Rasmus Villads Christian Ferdinand

(Fensmark, nr Nsestved 29 VII 1796; ool848

Julia Constantia Werlin, n6e Lutthans; fParis 30

XII 1876), Danish poet. He sang the praises of his

native Zealand. His worship of woman finds

expression in his naive Trcesnit (‘Woodcuts’;

wr. 1841-48), in his versified tales and in the

collection of poems written to his futme wife,

{Til Een, ‘To Someone*, but by his enemi^

maliciously nicknamed ‘To Everyone’). In his

best poems, such as En Sommernat, and Flyv,

Fugl, flyv, fine descriptive writing conveys an

idea of abstract love.

Winther’s greatest work is Hjortens Fh^t

(‘The Flight of the Stag’) a long epic poem
depicting Zealand in the Middle Ages, Folmer

the Singer being Winther himself. The constantly

changing scene and different characters make it

possible for Winther to treat his two favourite

subjects in a variety of ways. Winther was infiu-

enced by both Byron* and Heine*; his instrument

has fewer strings, but many of his love poems are

comparable to Heine’s best.

verse: Digte (1828); Ffogle Digte (1835);

Sang og Sagn (1839); Haandtegninger (1840);

Digtninger (1843); Haandtegninger, gamle og

nye (1846); Lyriske Digte (1848); Nye Digte

(1851); Nye Digtninger (1852); Hjortens Flugt

(1855); Sang og Sagn (1858); Brogede Blade

(1865); En Samling Vers (1872); Efterladte

Digte {\%19).—Samlede Digtninger (11 vols, 1860-

72).

—

uprose: Fire Noveller (1843); En Morskabs-
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bog for Born (1849); Tre FortcsUinger (1851);

I Naadsensaaret (1874); Et Vendepunkt (1876).

—

Poetiske Skrifter (ed. O. Friis, 3 vols, 1927-29);

Brevefra og til W. (1880).

N. B0gh. C. W. (3 vols, 1893-1901); P. Levin,

C. W, (1896); A. Wikstrom, W. och Carl Snoilsky

(1903); O. Friis, HJortens Flugt (1961). E.B.

Winthrop» John (*Edwardstone, Eng. 12 I 1588;

00 1605 Mary Forth, ool615 Thomasine Clopton,

001618 Margaret lyndal, ool647 Mrs Martha

Coytmore; tBoston, Mass. 26 III 1649), American

statesman and diarist. He led a movement of

Puritans to emigrate from England; his journal

tells the early history of Massachusetts Bay.

The History of New England (1790); The

History of New England from 1630 to 1649 (ed.

J. Savage, 2 vols, 1825-26); Some Old Puritan

Love-Letters (1893).

R. C. Winthrop, Life and Letters of J, W.

(2 vols, 1864-67); E. S. Morgan, The Puritan

Dilemma: The Story of /. W, (1958).

H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Winthrop, Theodore (*New Haven, Conn. 28

IX 1828; tWashington, D.C. 10 VI 1861), Ameri-

can novelist. His first three novels had a tremen-

dous success. An adventurer who travelled

extensively, he met an early death in the Civil

War.

A Companion to the Heart of the Andes (1859);

Cecil Dreeme (1861); John Brent (1862); Edwin

Brothertaft (1862).

L. W. Johnson, The Life and Poems of T W.

(1884); E. Colby, T. W. (1965). H.L.C. ff-W.)

Wireker: see Nigel de Longchamps.

Wimt von Grafenberg (fi, 1202-05), Franconian

knight, author of Wigalois, an Arthurian romance
of mixed French ancestry with strong fairy-tale

elements. Wimt was stylistically in the w^e of

Hartmann*, until (when half-way through the

poem) he became acquainted with Wolfram’s*

Parzival The story remained popular down to

18th-century chapbooks. Konrad* von Wurzburg
unwarrantably makes Wirnt the hero of his tale

Der Welt Lohn,

Ed. J. M. N. Kapteyn (2 vols, 1926).—H. de

Boor, Die dt. Lit, im spaten MA,^ I (1962).

F.P.P.

Wirs6n, Carl David af (*Ballsta 9 XH 1842;

tStockholm 15 VI 1912), Swedish poet and critic.

Wirs6n’s often not very original lyrical poetry

covered a wide field, including medieval pastiche

and occasional verse. In his more memorable
capacity of critic, his rigid conservatism vis-a-vis

new trends dictated literary taste in his own time,

though most of his tenets have been refuted by
subsequent critics.

Dikter (1878); Nya dikter (1880); Sdnger och
bilder (1884); Toner och sdgner (1893); Andliga
sdnger (1898); Visor, romanser och ballader (1899).

F. Book, Essayer och kritiker (1911-12); V.
von Heidenstam, Mirme av C, D, af W, (1914).

C.H.K.

Wirtemberska, Maria Anna, Princess, n6e
Princess Czartoryska (*15 III 1768; fParis

21 X 1854), Polish novelist. After divorcing her
husband in 1792 she was a supervisor of girls’

schools. She initiated the sentimental-psycho-

logical novel in Poland with great success and
started the first attempts at popular writing.

Malwina czyli domyslnosc serca (2 vols, 1816;
La Polonaise ou Vinstinct du cmr, tr. A. Nak-
waska, 2 vols, 1822; ed. K. Wojciechowski,

1920); Powiesci wiejskie (1818).

L. Dqbicki, ‘Dwie autorki’ in Pulawy, I, IV
(1887); J. Kleiner, ‘Powiesc M. z Czartroyskich

ksi^znej W.’ in Stadia z zakresu literatury i

filozofii (1925). S.S. (P.H.)

Wise, Thomas James: see forgeries, literary,

Wiselius, Samuel Iperuszoon (*Amsterdam 4 II

1769; 001791 Suzanna le Poole; ^ibid, 15 V 1845),

Dutch playwright and poet, jurist and merchant;
secretary to the Royal Institute (1817). He advo-
cated a form of tragedy after the Greek and
French example.

De roem (1814); Mengel- en tooneelpoezij (5

vols, 1818-21); Over de tooneelspeelkunst (182Q;
Nieuwe dichtbundel (1833).

P. van Limburg Brouwer, Het leven van Mr
S, L W, (1846); H. J. Schimmel in De Gids

XVIII (1855); W. Kloos in De Nieuwe Gids,

XXIV (1909). J.W.W.

Wiseman, Adele (*Winnipeg, Manitoba 1928),

Canadian writer and Professor of English whose

powerful novel about Jewish immigrants from the

Ukraine, The Sacrifice, won the Governor-

General’s award for fiction in 1956.

S. G. Mullins, ‘Traditional symbolism in

A. W.’s The Sacrifice' in Culture, XIX (1958).

R.Su.

Wister, Owen (Philadelphia 14 VII 1860;

001898 Mary Channing Wister; tCrowfield,

R.I. 21 VII 1938), American novelist. The Vir-

ginian (1902), a tale of Wyoming cowboy life,

gave the ‘Western’ literary standing by virtue of

its tough realism. In other respects his prolific

output was more conventional.

The Dragon of Wantly (1892); Lady Baltimore

(1906); When West Was West (1928); Theodore

Roosevelt: The Story ofA Friendship (1930).

D.S.R.W.
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Wit, Anna Augusta Henriette de (*Siboga,

Sumatra 26 X 1864; tBaam 10 II 1939), Dutch
author and critic. In Indonesia until 1872, she
studied in London and Cambridge, then in

Indonesia, Germany and the Netherlands. She
wrote novels and short stories in brilliant graphic

prose, revealing a wise but austere vision of life,

expressive of man and nature both in Indonesia
and Europe.

sketches: Facts and fancies about Java (1896);

Verborgen bronnen (1898); Orpheus in de dessa

(1902); De wake bij de brug (1907); Gods gooche*

laartjes (1932).

—

^novels; De godin die wacht

(1903); Het dure nwederschap (1907); De avon-‘

turen van een muzikant (1927).

G. Brom, Java in onze kunst (1931); A. Romein-
Verschoor, Vrouwenspiegel (1936); M. H. van der

Zeyde in Bundel opstellen aangeboden aan Prof
Dr C. G. N. de Vooys (1940). J.W.W.

Wither, George (*Bentworth, nr Alton 11 VT
1588; ooElizabeth Emerson or Emerton; fLondon
2 V 1667), English poet who wrote satirical,

pastoral and didactic poems and a large body of
religious and journalistic prose and verse. An
outspoken champion of liberty, a moderate
Anglican, opposed to intolerance, Wither left

Oxford without a degree (1606) and settled in

London to study law (Lincoln’s Inn 1615). A
friend of W. Browne* and Drayton*, he wrote
partly in their tradition. An officer in the Parlia-

mentary army, he both advocated peace (1647)

and supported the Commonwealth later. He was
imprisoned in 1660, but continued writing.

B.L.J. (T.P.M,)

Works (Spenser Soc., 20 vols, 1871-82).

—

Poems (ed. H. Morley, 1891; ed. F. Sidgwick,

2 vols, 1902; repr. 1968, with biblio.).

C. H. Firth, ‘G. W.’ in Rev. Eng. Stud. (1926);

A. Pritchard, ‘G. W.: the poet as prophet* in

Stud, in PhiloL, LIX (1962); N. E. Carlson,

‘W. and the Stationers* in Stud, in Biblio.,

XIX (1966); C. S. Hensley, The Later Career of
G. W. (1969). J.R.B. Cr.P.M.)

Withuys, Carel Godfried (*Amsterdam 2 V
1794; tThe Hague 14 II 1865), Dutch poet,

director of the government printing-office and
writer of bombastic verse.

Gedichten (1831); Poezij en proza (1856).

C. Busken Huet, Literarische Fantasien en

Kritieken, VII (1881-^8); J. J. F. Wap in Levens-

ber. Maatschappij Nederl. Letterk. (1865).

J.W.W.

Witkiewicz, Stanislaw (*Poszawsze 20 V 1851;

tLaurana 5 IX 1915), Polish painter, literary

critic and writer. After returning with his parents

from Siberia he studied art in St Petersburg and
Munich. An early Symbolist in Polish prose, he

employed motifs coimected with the Tatra

WITTENWEELER

mountains and often wrote in the dialect of this

region.

treatises; Mickiewicz jako kolorysta (1885);

Sztuka i krytyka u nos (1891).—various: Na
przekczy (1891); Z Tatr (1907); Myili (1923).

S. Benedyktowicz, S. WJako krytyk . . . (1902);

K. Kosihski, W, i Tatry (1927), Bibliografia

S. W (1927) and S. W (1928). S.S. (P.H.)

Witkiewicz, Stanislaw Ignacy (*Cracow 24 n
1885; tl8 DC 1939), Polish painter, playwright,

novelist and theatre reformer. Son of Stanislaw

Witkiewicz*, he began with naturalism in painting.

In his dramas (about 30) there is great dynamism,
with a deformation of reality for the sake of pure

form in accordance with Ms theory of art. His
novels, wMle full of lyricism, give pictures of

sexual emotion bordering on perversion.

plays: Tumor Mdzgowicz (1920); Pragmaty§ci

(1922); Mqtwa (1923); Bzik tropikalny (1927);

Sonata Belzebuba (1928).—novels: Pozegnanie

jesieni (1927); Nienasycenie (2 vols, 1930).

—

various: Szkice estetyczne (1922); Teatr (1923);

Narkotyki (1932); Dramaty (1962).

T. Zelefiski [Boy], ‘Le th6itre de S. J. W.’
in Polope Litt6raire, XVIII (1928); W. Nitecki,

‘W. i jego teoria teatru’ in 2ycie liter., LVI
(1928). S.S. (P.H.)

Witsen Geysbeek, Pieter Gerardus (*Amsterdam
31 XII 1774; Wd. 13 XI 1883), Dutch epigram-

mist, compiler, playwright, translator and book-
seller.

verse: De hedendaagsche Olympus (1796);

Puntdichten (1809); Nieuwe puntdichten (1818);

Gedichten (1828).

—

Verhandeling over hetpuntdicht

(1810); Biografisch^ anthologisch en critisch woor*

denboek der Nederduytsche dichters (6 vols,

1821-27); Apollineum (3 vols, 1823-26); Neder^

duytsch rijmwoordenboek (1829). J.W.W.

Witte, Jacob Eduard de, from 1795 de Witte
VAN Haemstede (''^’s Hertogenbosch 2 IV 1763;

C3O1790 Maria van Zuylekom; fThe Hague 14

VI 1853), Dutch adventurer, sentimental poet and
journalist, editor of the satirical weekly, De
politieke Blixem (1797-98); convicted of Mgh
treason as a petty officer, he was from 1782 to

1795 a prisoner in the Hague Gevangenpoort
wMch he made into a literary centre.

verse; Dicht-offer aan Themire (1788); Gedach--

ten bij de dood van Washington (1800); Tafereel

voor denkenden (lZ2%\^Cephalide (novel; 1787);

Constantia de St Denis (play; 1787).

S. Kluit m Nederl. Spectator (1867); Th.

Jorissen in Nederland (1878); J. ten Brink in

Haagsche Stemmen (1887). J.W.W.

WittenweOer, Heinrich (fi. c, 1400), Swiss master

of the grotesque. Ostensibly to make Ms teaching
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palatable he offers it in the framework of a grossly

vulgar and hilarious rustic epic, Der Ring. A
SCHWANK {Metzen Hochzeit) and various Neid-

hart* motifs are recognizable in the story; for the

multifarious didacticism—^grouped round three

themes (chivalry and love, morality and religion,

military science exemplified in village warfare)

—

literary antecedents are known. In the unique

MS the serious and comic sections are (uncon-

vincingly) distinguished by red and green marginal

lines.

E. Wiessner, H. W.s Ring (2 vols, Dt. Lit.

in Entw.-Reihen^ 1931-36) and Der Bauemhoch-

zeitschwank (1956); W."s Ring (tr. G. Fenwick

Jones, Chapel Hill, 1956). F.P.P.

Wittewrongel, Petrus (*Middelburg 1609; tAm-
sterdam 1662), Dutch theologian and satirist,

attacked the stage, especially Vondel'*' and his

Lucifer. He succeeded in getting all religious

matter excised from plays.

Christelicke Huyshoudinghe (1655); Oeconomia
Christiana (1661).

J. te Winkel, ‘Vondel als treurspeldichter’ in

Bladzijden uit de geschiedenis der Nederl. Letter^

kunde (1882). A.M.B.W.

Wivallius, Lars (*Vivalla, Narke 1605; fStock-

holm 6 IV 1669), Swedish poet. Wivallius is

regarded as Sweden’s first modem lyric poet by
virtue of his originality and feeling for nature.

Most of his verse was reputedly written during

imprisonment for marrying under a false name.
It was largely polemic, but also included the

famous ode to liberty, Ack libertas du ddle ting,

and the very beautiful Klagevisa over denna torra

och kalla vdr, Wivallius was also the first to write

Swedish poetiy in alexandrines {Svea rikes

ringmur, 1637). C.H.K.

H. Schiick, En dfventyrare (1918; repr. in

Svenska bilder. III, 1940); S. Ek, L. W.*s visdiktning

(1930). C.H.K. a.S.)

Wivel, Ole (*Copenhagen 29 DC 1921; ool944
Ann Grethe Helsteen), Danish poet. Profoundly
influenced by Martin A. Hansen^ with whom he
co-operated in the Heretica Movement, he holds
a central position among the modernist poets
of Denmark.

verse: I Fiskens Tegn (1948); Jcevndognselegier

(1949); Mdnen (1952); Jcevndogn. Digte 1943-55

(1950; Nike (1958); Templet for Kybele (1961);

Gravskrifter (1970); Udvalgte Digte (1971).

—

essays: Den skjulte Gud (1952); Poesi og Eksistens

(1953); Kunsten og Krigen (1965); Martin A,
Hansen (2 vols, 1967-69); Poesi og Protest (1971).

E.B.

Wod^ouse, Pelham Grenville (*Guildford 15
X 1881; 001914 Ethel Rowley), English novelist

and playwright. A voluminous writer of broadly

humorous stories which please by their slow

gravity and inconsequence, and good-natured

display of common failings and absurdities. He
has written plays, and lyrics for musical comedies.

novels; Love Among the Chickens (1906);

Psmith in the City (1910); Uneasy Money (1917);

Piccadilly Jim (1918); A Damsel in Distress

(1919); The Indiscretions of Archie (1921); The
Clicking of Cuthbert (1922); The Inimitable

Jeeves (1924) and other Jeeves stories; Sam the

Sudden (1925); The Mating Season (1949).—
autobiography: Performing Flea (1953); Over
Seventy (1957).

R. Usborne, W. at Work (1961); R. J. Voorhees,

P. G. W. (1967); G. Jaggard, Wooster's World

(1967) and Blandings the Blest and the Blue

Blood (1968).—^Biblio. by D. A. Jasen (1970).

R.A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Woensel, Pieter van, pseud. Amurath-Erfendi
Hekim Bachi (*Haarlem 10 I 1747; DThe Hague
21 IV 1808), Dutch physician, for some years

practised in Russia. He was important as a

satirical editor, caustic and direct in style, anti-

French, anti-clerical and non-partisan.

Vertoog over de opvoedinge van een Neder-

landsche regent (1771); De konst van waarnemen

(1772); De lantaarn (4 vols, 1792-1801).

C. Busken Huet in Litt. Fantasien en Kritieken,

I, IX (1881-88). J.W.W.

Woestijne, Karel van de (*Ghent 10 III 1878;

tZwijnaarde 23 VIII 1929), Flemish poet, one

of the principal exponents of Symbolism. He
studied at the University of Ghent, lived in the

artists’ village, St Martens Latem, between 1899

and 1904, became a journalist and was Professor

at Ghent from 1920 onwards. He belonged to the

group of ‘Van Nu en Straks*. A lonely and hyper-

sensitive introvert, he had in his first volumes

{Het vader-huis, 1903; De gulden schaduw, 1910)

explored the limits of sensual pleasures and of

spiritual love between man and woman. Hence-

forth unable to live life simply and naturally,

he wrote of the tensions between surrender and

refusal, enjoyment and sorrow, frenzy and fear.

Death and love are the great themes on the back-

ground of a sensual approach to nature and a

vague religiosity. The form is luxurious and

ornate, ‘Florentine*. When after some ten years

he had nothing essential to add to this poetry

he turned to plastic monumentality ifnterludien,

2 vols, 1912-14; Zon in den rug, 1924), in which

breathed nevertheless the hedonist, tired of life.

Parallel to this poetry, regarded as symbolic

autobiography, ran the heavily Gongoristicrhetoric

of his prose stories in which he related legends,

Biblical themes, old tales, lives of the saints, etc.,

but which he charged with his own unrest {Janus

met het dubbele voorhoofd, 1908; Goddelijke
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verbeeldingen, 1918; De bestendige aanwezigheid,

1918). Here he exposed himself even more fully

than in his poetry.

Meantime the poet returned to confessional

lyricism. From De modderen man (1920) onwards
he picked up the earlier themes, but less anecdotal

as to the substance. In his latest books, God aan
zee (1926) and Het berg-meer (1928), the poet

rises to a state of renunciation, to a certain

ascetism, by a purification of the blind passion for

life.

A complicated individualist, he deliberately

strove to raise his art from the particular on to the

generally human plane. His writings crystallize

round two fundamental riddles of life: the balance

between man and woman and that between man
and God. In their preponderantly listless, weary
and melancholy tenor they constitute one of the

great examples of the autumnal art of the transi-

tion of the century. In addition they remain one
of the most poignant confessions of the inade-

quacy of man.
Apart from verse and symbolic stories van de

Woestijne also wrote impressionistic literary and
art criticism, brilliant journalistic chronicles and,

in collaboration with H. Teirlinck*, an epistolary

novel, De leemen torens (1928).

verse: De boom-gaard der vogelen en der

vruchten (1905); Substrata (1924); Het zatte

hart (192Q; Het menschelijk brood (1926).

—

prose: Laethemsche brieven over de lente (1904);

Janus met het dubbele voorhoofd (1908; Janus

mit dem Zwiegesicht, tr. H. Graef, 1948); AfiviJ'-

kingen (1910); Beginselen der chemie (1925);

De nieuwe Esopet (1933).

—

Tddlicher Herbst

(tr. H. Graef, 1941); Einsame Brdnde (tr. idem,

1952); Lyra Belgica, I (Eng. tr. C. and F. Stillman,

1950); Formes choisis (tr. M. Lecomte, 1964).

—

ESSAYS AND CRITICISM: De Vlaamsche primitieven

(1903); Kunst en geest in Vlaanderen (1911);

De schroeflijn (2 vols, 1928).

—

Verzameld werk

(8 vols, 1947-50).

U. van de Voorde, Essay over K, van de W,

(1934); M. Rutten, De lyriek van K, van de W.

(1934), De esthetische opvattingen van K, van de

W, (1943), Het proza van K. van de W. (1959) and

K. van de W, (1970); P. Minderaa, K, van de W,,

I (1942); F. V. Toussaint van Boelaere, Marginalia

bij het leven en het werk van K, van de W, (1944);

G. van Severen, K, van de W. (1944; in Fr.);

A. Westerlinck, De psychologische figuur van K,

van de W. (1952); J. Aerts, Stijlgeheimen van K,

van de W, (1956). R.F.L.

Wogau, Boris Andreyevich: see Pilnyak, Boris.

Wolcot, John: see Peter Pindar.

Wolf, Christa (*Landsberg an der Warthe [now

Gorz6w Wielkopolski] 18 III 1929), East German
novelist and short-story writer. She studied

German at University and then worked for various

publishers until 1962 when she turned to free-lance

work. Her first novel Der geteilte Himmel (1963)

provoked considerable controversy. It tells of a

young couple who are finally separated, one of

them leaving for West Germany and the other

remaining in the East just before the construction

of the Berlin Wall. Her second novel, Nachdenken

uber Christa T. (1969; Eng. tr. 1971), has been

withdrawn from circulation in East Germany.

She has been severely criticized by the East

Gennan government.

Wir, unsere ZeiU Frosa (1958); Moskauer

Novelle (1961); Biographie der Anna Seghers

(1965).

D. Schlenstedt, ‘Motive und Symbole in Der

geteilte HimmeV in Weimarer Beitrage, X (1964);

J. P. Wallmann, ‘Nachdenken fiber Christa T.’

in Neue dt. Hefte, XVI.24 (1969); Hans Mayer,

‘Nachdenken fiber Christa T.’ in Neue Rundschau,

LXXXI (1970). D.E.

Wolf, Friedrich August (*Hagenrode 15 II

1759; tMarseilles 8 VIII 1824), German classical

philologist. Professor at Halle (1783) and at

Berlin (1810), Wolf, the first modem Gennan
classical scholar, denied that ‘Homer’* was one

poet.

Frolegomena ad Homerum (1795); Darstellung

der Altertumswissenschaft (1807); Kleine Schriften

(2 vols, 1869); W*s Briefe an Goethe (ed. S.

Reiter, 1906).

W. Korte, Leben und Studien F, A, W.s (2 vols,

1833); O. Kern, F. A. W. (1924). H.B.G.

Wolfdletrich: see minstrel, text and biblio.

Wolfe, Thomas Clayton (*Asheville, N.C. 3 X
1900; tBaltimore, Md. 15 IX 1938), American

novelist. Wolfe celebrated himself and his country

with an epic intensity unequalled since Whitman*
cl fliming to have ‘an almost insane hunger to

devour the entire body of human experience’.

A sense of the Americans as ‘a nomad race’

seeking a spiritual location is merged with his

examination of the isolation of the incommuni-

cable self. In the autobiographical Look Home-

ward Angel (1929), Wolfe’s romantic, rhetorical

assertion can slip into sheer bombast as it attempts

to articulate the epiphanic qualities of a scene,

but at its best creates an incantatory power and a

delight in the savoury texture of experience. The

attempt to reconcile the paradoxes inherent in

‘the strange and bitter miracle of life’ obs essed

Wolfe and created a fictional style redolent with

images of wonder and loss.

Of Time and the River: A Legend of Man's

Hunger in His Youth (1935); From Death to

Morning (1935); The Story of a Novel (1936);

The Web and the Rock (1939); You CarCt Go
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Home Again (1940); The Hills Beyond (1943);

Mannerhouse: A Play in a Prologue and Three

Acts iXm^-^The Letters ofT W. (ed. E. NoweU,

1956).

J. W. Beach, American Fiction: 1920-40 (1941);

M. Geismar, Writers in Crisis (1942); J. H.

Muller, T. W. (1947); R. Walser, The Enigma of

T W,: Biographical and Critical Selections (1953);

L. D. Rubin, Jr, T. W,: The Weather of his Youth

(1955); F, C. Watkins, T W:s Characters:

Portraits From Life (1957); C. H. Holman, T W.

(1960). G.A.K.

Wolflf, or Wolf, Christian, Freiherr von (Bres-

lau 24 1 1679; fHalle 9 IV 1754), German philo-

sopher. Professor at Halle in 1707, Wolff was

dismissed by Frederick William I at the instance

of religious intriguers (1723). He was honourably

reinstated by Frederick* II in 1740. Wolff’s

philosophy, a deductive rationalism which owes

much to Leibniz* forms the basis for the rational-

istic outlook of the early enlightenment. His

personal integrity and his systematic and compre-
hensive presentation secured a wide reception

for his frequently pedestrian views.

Vernunftige Gedanken von den Krdften des

menschlichen Verstandes (1712); Vernunftige Ge~

danken von Gotty der Welt und der Seele des

Menschen (1719); Vernunftige Gedanken von

des Menschen Tun und Lassen (1720); Gesam-
melte kleinere Schriften (6 vols, 1736-40).

C. Joesten, C. W.s Grundlegimg der praktischen

Philosophic (1931); M. Campo, W. e ilrazionalismo

precritico (2 vols, 1939); H, Schoffler, Deutscher

Osten im dt, Geist (1940). H.B.G.

WolfiF, Hans (*Guben, Lusatia 13 IV 1888;

0017 III 1918 Cilka Balai; fNew York 3 VI 1959),

German poet, emigrated 1940 to the United
States. His beautiful verse expresses a deep-felt

humanism.

Lied des Lebens (intro. K. Vollmoeller, 1945);

In den Silbemen NSchten (1950); Auch der Herbst

kommt wieder (1958). E.R.

Wolflf, Juuus (*Quedlinburg 16 IX 1834; fChar-
lottenburg 3 VI 1910), German novelist and poet.

His historical novels were very popular. The
details are exact, the costumes colourful and the

atmosphere sentimentalized. There is no psycho-

logical treatment of character and no motivation

of events. In his ballad-like verse he is a successor

of Scheffel* and was equally successful. R.W,L.

Tannhduser, Ein Minnesang (verse; 2 vols,

1880; Eng. tr. C. G. Kendall, 2 vols, 1903-04).—
novels; Der Sulfmeister (2 vols, 1883; Eng. tr,

W. H. and E. R. Winslow, 1890); Der Raubgraf

(1884; Eng. tr. idem, 1890); Das Recht der Hage-
stoke (1888; Fifty Years, Three Months, Two
Days, tr. idem, 1890).

—

Sdmtliche Werke (ed. J.

Lauflf, 18 vols, 1912-13). R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Wolff-Bekker, Eusabeth [Betje], pseud. Silviana
(Flushing 24 VII 1738; ool759 A. Wolff [tl777l-
tThe Hague 5 XI 1804), Dutch novelist, essayist
poet and translator. Her talents showed at an
early age and, a high-spirited girl, she eloped at the
age of 17, but soon thought better of it; five
years later she married a clergyman, 30 years her
senior. She studied literature, wrote witty verse
admired Rousseau* and the Dutch independent
thinkers (H. Noordkerk and Petrus* Burman Jr)

After 1777 she befriended Agatha Deken*. By
then they were both established poets, Betje
Wolflf also writing essays in De Grijsaard (1768-69)
and De Borger (1778-79); they wrote novels in

letter-form, influenced by Richardson*, but
without the latter’s melodramatic element. In
Sara Burgerhart (2 vols, 1782), a portrait and the

imagined love story of Betje, and their master-
piece Willem Leevend (8 vols, 1784-85), of greater

psychological depth and in addition a study of

religious creeds, they depicted typically Dutch
people with such atmosphere and richness as to

make these first novels paradoxically a part of

world literature. In later, weaker novels they

presumably also had an equal share. Their percep-

tion and insight into characters of great diversity

were excellent; they did not agitate for social

reform but their works were imbued with love

of naturalness and truth. Refugees in France

between 1788 and 1798, they lost their fortunes

on their return. Their last years were spent in

translating. J.W.W.

verse: Bespiegelingen over het genoegen (1763);

Eenzame nachtgedachten (1765); Walcheren (1769);

Lier- veld'- en mengelzangen (1772); Zedenzang am
de menschenliefde (1772); De onveranderlijke

Santhorstsche geloofsbelijdenis and De menuet en

de domineespruik (1772); Aan mijnen geest (1774);

De ongelukkige morgen, Datheniana (1774); De
Bekkeriaansche doling (1775); Beemster-winter-

buitenleven (1778).—^With Agatha Deken: verse;

Economische liedjes (3 vols, 1780-81); Fabelen

(1784); Mengelpoezy (3 vols, 1785-86); Wande-

lingen door Bourgogne (1789); Gedichten en

liedjes voor het vaderland (1778).

—

uprose: Proeve

over de opvoeding (1779); Brieven over verscheidene

onderwerpen (3 vols, 1780-81); Sara Burgerhart

(Fr. tr. B. van Zuylen, Lausanne, 1787); Brieven

van Abraham Blankaart (3 vols, 1787-89); De

historic van Cornelia Wildschut (6 vols, 1793-96).—

Brieven van B, W. en A, D, (ed. J. Dyserinck,

1904).

J. van Vloten, E. W.-B. (1880); C. Busken Huet

in Litt, Fantasien en Kritieken, V, XIX, XXII

(1881-88); J. Dyserinck in De Gids, XLVin,

LVI, LXVII (1884, 1892, 1903) and Catalogus

Tentoonst, W. en D, (with biblio.; 1895); H. C.

Moquette, Over de romans van W. en D, (1898);

J. Koopmans in De Beweging, V (1910); J. W. A.

Naber, E, W,'B. en A. D. (1913); A. de Vletter,

De opvoedkundige denkbeelden van B. W, en A. D,
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(1915); H. C. M. Ghijsen, B, W, in verband met
het geestelijk leven van hoar in Tijdschr.

Nederl. Letterk., XXXVIII (1919), in De Gids,
LXXXIV, LXXXVI, LXXXVIII (1920-23) and
Dapper Vrouwenleven (1954); Boeket voor Betje en
Aagje (1954). J.W.W. (J.Sm.)

Wolfram von Eschenbach (/?. c, 1200-20), author
of the greatest German romance Barzival, of
Willehalm, Titurel and outstanding lyrics. Mini-
sterialist we gather, to Count Boppo II of Wert-
heim, modestly housed at Eschenbach (nr Ans-
bach); he spent some time with Landgrave
Hermann of Thuringia. He claimed to be ‘first a
knight, no mean poet and not a scholard*; he
was a native genius of amazing erudition: motifs
and characters from popular epic and court

romance, and bizarre Oriental and European lore

overflow into and transform his ‘primary’

sources. His diction is virile, laden with meta-
phors, obscure—he lacked ‘taste’ (see Gottfried*

von Strassburg). He has a strong sense of humour
and delights in waggish asides on contemporaries,
his home, himself and his characters.

Barzival (c. 1200-12): Wolfram adapts for

Books 3-6 (?at this stage unaware of Chretien’s*

authorship) the Conte del Graal, But as his inten-

tions (in part moulded by his own innovations and
their implications) become clear, he invokes

(invents?) one ‘Kyot der Provenzale’ and finally

refutes Chr6tien. Despite excessive mystification

of the Grail (a life-giving stone) his interpretation

of Grail kni^thood and Parzival’s kingship is

consistent and profound. Gahmuret (Books 1-2)

is an adventurer. Parzival, his son, becomes the

companion of Arthur and peer of Gawain (the

‘hero’ of Books 7-8, 10-14); but his further

progress, through a crisis of faith to humility,

seems to require remorse for the death of his

mother, deep longing for his wife Condwiramurs
and the example of Sigune’s devotion. He attains

lasting happiness and honour, however, not salva-

tion (which a secular poet cannot award, even as a
fiction). Richard Wagner’s* nightmare of suffering,

compassion and gory ritual has little in common
with it. The final book (16) sketches the story of

LOHENGRIN, Parzival’s son.

Willekalm (c. 1212-15; summarily concluded)

is a free adaptation of a version of the Bataille

d'Alischans. Willehalm is portrayed, not as the

slaughterer of the heathen whom the official

Church had beatified, but as a devout knight,

enlightened and magnanimous in his treatment of

the Saracen knighthood. Wolfram excels in the

organization and description of massed battles.

Titurel (two fragments only were completed)

isolates for fuller elegiac treatment in stanza

form the love of Sigune and Schionatulander

(episodic in Barzival).

Wolfram’s few lyrics (early works) pass from
minnesang to a series of highly dramatic and
sensuous Dawn songs; in the last (conviction

triumphing over convention) he celebrates marri-

age as the only satisfactory love-relationship.

The number of MSS (Barz. approx. 80) and
continuations (see Albrecht* von Scharfenberg;

Ulrich* von Tiirheim; Ulrich* von dem Tiirlin)

testify to Wolfram’s enormous success and
influence. Less fortunate was the example of his

obscure diction.

Ed. K. Lachmann and E. Hartl (192Q, A.
Leitzmann (1956-61).

—

Barzival and Titurel (ed.

with comm. E. Martin, 2 vols, 1900-03; best ed.

K. Bartsch and M. Marti, 3 vols, 1927-32);

Willehalm (Middle High German and modernized
D. Kartschoke, 1968),

—

Barzival (mod. tr. W.
Herz, 1930; prose ed. W. Stapel, 1950; in Eng.

[adequate], Helen M. Mustard and C. E. Passage,

1961); Story of Barzival (extracts ed. M. F.

Richey, 1935).

A. Schreiber, Bausteine zu einer Lebensgeschichte

(1922); M. F. Richey, Gahmuret Anschevin (1926),

Sigune and Schionatulander (n.d.) and Medieval
German Love Lyric (2nd ed. 1969); F. Misch,

‘W.s Barz* in Dt. Vierteljahrschr., V (1928); J.

Fourquet, W. d*E. (1938); intro, for all purposes,

J. Bumke, W. von E. (1964); Eng. Barz. studs by:

H. Sacker (1964); D. Blamires (1966); essays ed.

H. Rupp in Wege der Forschung, LVII (1966).

F.P.P.

Wolfskehl, Karl (^Darmstadt 17 DC 1869;

tAuckland 30 VI 1948), German poet and critic,

chief collaborator with Stefan George* on his

Blatter fiir die Kunst (1893-1919), and up to the

First World War leader of an intellectual circle of

writers and artists in Munich’s Schwabing. After

the early Gesammelte Dichtungen (1903), limited

by George’s aesthetic doctrines, he achieved

individuality with Der Umkreis (1927), poems
which unite formal and linguistic precision with

Expressionistic intensity. After enforced emigra-

tion in 1933 he eventually found asylum in New
Zealand (1938). His predominantly religious

later poetry is bom of the creative tension between

his strong roots in both German and Jewish

cultures.

verse: Die Stimme spricht (1933); An die

Deutschen (1947); Die drei Welten: Mittelmeert

LN.R.L, Hiob (1950).

—

Bild und Gesetz (essays;

1930).— Jahre Exil fletters 1939-48; 1959);

Gesammelte Werke (2 vols, 1960); Briefe und

Aufsdtzet Munchen 1925-33 (1966).

E. Landau, Stilkritische Untersuchungen der

Lyrik W.s (1929); F. Wolters, Stefan George

und die Blatter fur die Kunst (1930); E. Preetorius,

W. dem Freund (1950); ‘K. W. Gedenkschrift’ in

Agora, rv (with biblio.; 1955); P, Berglar,

K. W. Symbolgestalt der deutsck-judischen Tragodie

(1964). K.P.

Wolker, JiRf (ProstSjov 29 IH 1900; 3 I

1924), Czech poet. The most promising of the
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young Czech poets who came to the fore immedi-

ately after the First World War, Wolker was

struck down by consumption. The importance of

his poetical work is quite disproportionate to its

small extent. His first volume of verse, Host do

domu (‘A Guest Comes Into the House’; 1921),

is inspired by a simple love of the surrounding

world, animate and inanimate, expressed in free

metrical form. His second published volume,

mkd hodina (‘The Hard Hour’; 1922), is deeply

inspired by the Communist faith to which Wolker

had committed himself.

Spisy (4 vols, 1953-54).—V. Nezval, W. (1925);

Z. Wolkerova, J. W, ve vzpominkdch sve matky

(1937; 2nd ed. 1951). R.A.

Wolkers, Jan Hendrik (*Oegstgeest 26 X 1925),

Dutch prose writer and playwright. A sculptor

by profession, his entry into literature was spec-

tacular. His prose, full of gruesome humour,
centres around death and decay.

prose: Serpentina"

s

petticoat (1961); Kort

amerikaans (1962); Gesponnen suiker (1963);

Een roos van vlees (1964; Eng. tr. John Scott,

1967); De hand met de blauwe tong (1964); Terug

naar Oegstgeest (1965); Horrible tango (1967);

Turks fruit (1969).

—

splays: De Babel (1963);

Wegens sterfgeval gesloten (1963).

Paul de Wispelaere, Het Perzische tapijt (1966);

Kees Fens et ai, Literair lustrum (1967).—^Inter-

view, H. U. J. d’Oliveira in Scheppen riep hij

gaat van Au! (1965). J.J.O.

Wollstonecraft, Mary: see Godwin, Mary.

Wood (or k Wood), Anthony (^Oxford 17 XII
1632; ^ibid, 29 XL 1695), English antiquary.

Wood was inspired by Dugdale’s* Warwickshire
to produce a similar work on Oxford, and devoted
his life to the task. Despite the difficulties of his

temperament, he was helped by many friends,

including (notably) John Aubrey*.

Historia et Antiquitates Universitatis Oxoniensis

(2 vols, 1674); Athenae Oxonienses (2 vols,

1691-92); Survey of the Antiquities of the City

of Oxford (ed. A. Clark, Oxford Hist. Soc.,

3 vols, 1889-99); The Life and Times of A. W.
(ed. idem, 1891-1900). J.B.B.

Wood, Ellen, n6e Price (Worcester 17 I 1814;
001836 Hemy Wood; fLondon 10 II 1887),

English novelist, author of the much-dramatized
£dst Lyrme (3 vols, 1861) and of some 30 other
novels of domestic life.

Mrs Halliburton"s Troubles (1862); The Chan-
flings (3 vols, 1862); Roland Yorke (1869); Johnny
Ludlow Papers (5 ser., 1874-90).

Charles Wood, Memorials of Mrs H, W.
(1894), R.M.H.

Woodcock, George (” V/innipeg, Manitoba 8 V
1912; 001949 Ingeborg Linzer), Canadian writer

and Professor of English whose numerous works
range from literary criticism to historical, cultural

and biographical studies; editor of the influential

periodical Canadian Literature since its inception

in 1959.

William Godwin (1946); Paradox of Oscar Wilde

(1950); Incas and Other Men (1959); Anarchism:

A History of Libertarian Ideas and Movements

(1962); Faces of India (1964); The Crystal Spirit:

A Study of George Orwell (1966); Henry Walter

Bates (1969); The British in the Far East (1969).

J. W. Bilsland, ‘G. W. man of letters’ in Brit.

Columbia Lit. Quart., XXIII (1959). R.Su.

Woolf, Virginia, nee Stephen (*London 1882;

001912 Leonard Woolf; t[suicide] river Ouse
31 III 1941), English novelist and essayist. Brought

up in a highly intellectual circle (bloomsbury

group), she wrote many reviews and two accom-

plished novels before she manifested her original

and distinctive power which had a lasting effect

on the art of the novel. Her plots were to consist

of what goes on inside the mind, her characters

revealed mainly through the impressions her

persons were aware of or produced on the minds

of others, with just enough external action for the

purpose of the story. She differed from her pre-

decessors (e.g. Dorothy Richardson*) who
presented life as a ‘stream of consciousness’ in

that, however tenuous and delicate the subject

might be, her strong understanding imposed on it

a severe artistic unity and significance.

novels: The Voyage Out (1915); Night and Day

(1919); Jacob"s Room (1922); Mrs Dalloway

(1925); To the Lighthouse (1927); Orlando (1928);

The Waves (1931); The Years (1937); Between the

Acts (1941).—essays: The Common Reader (2 ser.,

1925, 1932); A Room of One"s Own (1929).—

Collected Essays (4 vols, 1966-67).—biographies:

Flush (1933); Roger Fry (1940).—^ Writers

Diary (1953).

D. Daiches, V. W. (1942); J. Bennett, V. W.:

Her Art as a Novelist (1945); B. Blackstone,

K W, (1949); J. Guiguet, V, W, et son csuvre

(1962); D. Brewster, K W. (1963); L. Woolf,

autobiog. (5 vols, 1960-69; particularly Beginning

Again, 1964); Q. Bell, F. W,: a Biography (1972).-

Biblio. by B. J. Kirkpatrick (1957; 1967).

R,A.S.-J. (W.R.A.)

Woollcott, Alexander Humphreys (*Phalanx,

N.J. 19 1 1887; tNew York 23 I 1943), American

journalist. Famous as a ‘personality’, he was

drama critic for various New York papers;

contributed witty columns to the New Yorker;

broadcast literary talks and occasionally acted on

Broadway.

Mrs Fiske (1917); Shouts and Murmurs (1923);
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Mr Dickens Goes to the Play (1923); Enchanted
Aisles (1924); The Story of Irving Berlin (1925);
While Rome Burns (1934). H.L.C.

Woolman, John (*Northampton, NJ. 19 X 1720;
001749 Sarah Ellis; tYork, Eng. 7 X 1772),

American diarist. A Quaker humanitarian and
itinerant preacher, he was an early opponent of
slavery. Whittier* called his journal ‘a classic of
inner life’.

Some Considerations on the Keeping of Negroes
(1754); Considerations on the True Harmony of
Mankind {1170),—The Works of /. W, (1774);

The Journal and Essays of /. W, (ed. A. M.
Gummere, 1922).

J. Whitney, /. W.: American Quaker (1942);

E. Cady, J, W, (1965); P. Rosenblatt, J, W
(1969). H.L.C. (D.S.R.W.)

Woolner, Thomas (*Hadleigh 17 XII 1825;

001864 Alice Waugh; tLondon 7 X 1892),

English sculptor and poet, member of the Pre-

Raphaelite brotherhood. He contributed poems
to The Germ and wrote several other volumes.

My Beautiful Lady (1863; expansion of contribs

to The Germ); Pygmalion (1881); Silenus (1884);

Tiresias (1886); Poems (incl. ‘Nelly Dale*, ‘Chil-

dren’; 1887).

Amy Woolner. Life (1917). R.M.H.

Woolson, Constance Fenimore (*Claremont,

N.H. III 1840; tVenice, Italy 24 1 1894), American

short-story writer, novelist and poet. Best in her

short stories, which Henry James* noted for their

minuteness of observation and tenderness of

feeling, she also wrote five novels.

Castle Nowhere: Lake Country Sketches (1875);

The Front Yard and Other Italian Stories (1895);

East Angels (1886); Jupiter Lights (1889).

J. D. Kern, C, F. W.: Literary Pioneer (1934);

R. S. Moore, C. F, W, (1963).

H.L.C. (D.S.R.W,)

Woordt, Anthony van der (*Flushing 3 XI
1769; 24 IX 1794), Dutch poet,

wrote chiefly blank verse in classical metres;

was a friend of Bellamy*. Some of his poems are

striking for their poetic purity and their proud

spirit. His Gedichten were edited by C. J. Wencke-

bach preceded by a short biography (1785). A
collection of his letters and MSS is in the library

of the Maatschappij Nederl. Letterk.

M. M. Prinsen in Handelingen XIII Vlaamsche

Philologencongres (1936). J.W.W.

Wordsworth, Dorothy (*Cockermouth 25 XII

1771; tRydal Mount 25 I 1855), English writer,

sister and companion of William. Her Jourmls

record their life together and reveal her sensitive

love ofnature and her brother’s debt to her.

Journals ofD, W, (ed. E. de Selincourt, 2 vols,

1941).

E. de Selincourt, D. W.: a Biography (1933).

R.M.H. (K,W.)

Wordsworth, William (*Cockermouth 7 IV 1770;

00 1802 Maty Hutchinson; fGrasmere 23 IV
1850), English poet. Born in the Lake District

and educated at Hawkshead grammar school,

where a mild discipline allowed him to wander
and read widely, ‘everyday life’, the raw material

of poetry for Wordsworth, always meant for him
the life of the Cumberland peasants. A revolu-

tionary enthusiasm gained in France in 1791-92,

after a desultory Cambridge career, plunged

Wordsworth into painful conflict on his return to

England, and, settling with his sister Dorothy in

Racedown in 1795, he wrote his pessimistic

‘Borderers’ and ‘Guilt and Sorrow’. In Dorothy’s

companionship he gradually regained his early

faith in nature. In 1797 they settled in Alfoxden

near Coleridge*, with whom Wordsworth planned

Lyrical Ballads, a volume of poems in which

Coleridge would give supernatural themes the

veracity of everyday life, while Wordsworth gave

poetic colouring to the commonplace. To the

1800 edition, which included the Matthew and

Lucy poems and ‘Tintem Abbey’, Wordsworth

added a preface maintaining that poetry should

adopt the language of everyday life, which theory

he never rigidly observed. This volume, initially

ridiculed, won recognition by its freshness, pathos

and lyrical beauty. By 1805, again living in the

Lake District with Dorothy, in Dove Cottage,

Wordsworth had finished Ws long, blank-verse

‘Prelude* recording his poetic development.

Odes to ‘Duty’ and ‘Immortality’ mark his

transition from spontaneous faith in nature’s all-

sufficiency to a more sober philosophy. ‘The

Excursion’ (1814) was the introduction to a

‘philosophic epic’ never completed. The still later

‘Dion’ and ‘Laodamia’ show his mature powers,

while in the serenity of his final settled years at

Rydal Mount he cast into poetic form his daily

experiences and reflections.

Poetical Works (ed. E. de S61incourt and H.

Darbishire, 5 vols, 1940-49; I-III, 2nd ed. 1952-

54); Prose Works (ed. A. B. Grosaxt, 3 vols,

1876).—.^72 Evening Walk and Descriptive Sketches

(1793); Lyriccd Ballads (1798; with pref., 1800);

Poems (2 vols, 1807); The Excursion (1814);

Poems (2 vols, 1815); The White Doe of Rylstone

(1815); Peter Bell (1819); Poems Chiefly of Early

and Late Years (1842); The Prelude or Growth ofa

Poefs Mind (1850).— of W. and D. W,

(ed. E. de S61incourt: Early Years, rev. C. L.

Shaver, 1967; Middle Years, 2 vols, 1937; Later

Years, 3 vols, 1939),

C. Wordsworth, Memoirs M. Moorman,

W. W, a Biography (2 vols, 1957, 1965); F. W.

Bateson, W,: A Re-Interpretation (1954); J. Jones,
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The Egoistical Sublime (1954); G. H. Hartman,

W:s Poetry 1787-1814 (1964).

R.M.H. (K.W.)

Worn, Ole (*Aarhus 13 V 1588; ool615 Dorthe

Fincke, ool630 Susanne Madsdatter, ool639

Magdalene Motzfeldt; tCopenhagen 31 VIII

1654), Danish antiquarian. He studied on the

Continent and in London and Oxford, and in

1613 he became Professor at Copenhagen. In

spite of his great knowledge in medicine and

natural sciences he is now most famous for his

keen interest in runology and antiquities.

Runir sen Danica litteratura antiquissima (1636);

De aureo cornu (1641); Danicorum Monumentorum
libri sex {\6AT),—The Death-Song of Ragnar

Lodbrock, tr. from the Latin of W, (1781); W7s
Correspondence with Icelanders (1948).

—

Olai

Wormii et ad eum doctorum virorum epistolae

(2 vols, 1751). E.B.

Wotton, Sir Henry (*Boughton Hall, Kent 1568;

tEton XII 1639), English diplomatist, poet,

scholar and Provost of Eton who was a close

friend of Izaac Walton*. From Oxford he tra-

velled abroad, later acting as a government

servant. Knighted by James* I, he represented the

King at Venice for nearly 20 years in three terms

of office. His letter to Milton* on Comus is

famous. B.L.J.

Reliquiae Wottonianae (1651; enlarged 1654,

1672, Poems (ed. A. Dyce, Percy Soc.,

1842; ed. J. Hannah, 1845).

J. Hannah, The Courtly Poets (1870); Sir

A. W. Ward, Sir H, JV, (1898); L. P. Smith,

Life and Letters of Sir H, }V» (2 vols, 1907 ; repr.

1966). J.R.B. (T.P.M.)

Wouthers, Antonio Francisco (*1641 ; fAntwerp
1676), Flemish playwright, wrote a rather good
farce in alexandrines, De twee gelycke Schippers

(1675) after Plautus’* Menaechmi, and a comedy
in verse, De Heilige Genoveva ofte de herkende

onnooselheyt (1664) which, popular on the Amster-
dam stage, iiifluenced some German playwri^ts.

J. te Winkel, ‘A. F. W.’ in Tijdschr. v. Nederl.

Taal- en Lett., I (1881); J. A. Worp, ‘A. F. W.’,

ibid., VIII (1888); H. Junkers, Niederldndische

Schauspieler . . ,in Deutschland (1936).

A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Wraxall, Sir Nathanial William (*Bristol 8

IV 1751; 001789 Jane Lascelles; flyover 7 XI
1831), English writer of memoirs giving interesting

portraits of lesser historical figures.

Cursory Remarks made on a Tour thro^ some
of the Northern Parts of Europe . . . (1775);

Historical Memoirs (2 vols, 1815); Posthumous
Memoirs of his own Times ... (3 vols, 1836);

Memoirs (ed. H. B. Wheatley, 5 vols, 1884;

combining Historical and Posthumous).

R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Wright, Abraham (London 23 XH 1611; tOak-
ham, Rutland 9 V 1690), English poet and divine.

A fervent Anglican and Royalist, Wright compiled

a miscellany of University verse with an anti-

Commonwealth preface. Most of his contributors

were clergymen, but the prevailing tone is wittily

secular.

Parnassus Biceps: or, several choice pieces of
poetry composed by the best wits that were in both

the Universities before their dissolution (1656;

ed. G. Thorn-Drury, 1927). G.K.H.

Wright, David John Murray (*Johannesburg 23

II 1920; 001951 Phillipa Reid), South African

poet and editor. Deaf since the age of seven, he

was educated in England where he has spent most

of his adult life. His poetry often has a South

African background, and exploits the exile theme.

verse: Poems (1949); Moral Stories (1954);

Monologue of a Deaf Man (1958); Adam at

Evening (1965); Nerve Ends (1969).

—

Deafness:

A Personal Account (autobiog. ; 1969). U.La.

Wright, James (Yarnton 1642; tl713), English

theatrical historian. His is the first work in which

antiquarian scholarship was applied to English

medieval and Renaissance drama. The work
was written in reply to Jeremy Collier’s* attack

on the stage. G.K.H.

Historia Histrionica. An historical account of

the English Stage: showing the ancient uses,

improvement andperfection ofdramatic representa-

tions in this nation (1699).

James Sutherland, English Literature of the

Late 17th Century (1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Wright, Judith Arundel (*Armidale, New South

Wales 31 V 1915), Australian poet. Her poems are

passionately personal but modulated by a sharp

critical intelligence. The experiences of love and

motherhood, familiarity with the landscape and

history of Australia, and a strong sense of family

heritage are interwoven with her exploration of

both traditional and contemporary spiritual and

intellectual problems.

verse: The Moving Image (1946); Woman to

Man (1949); The Gateway (1953); The Two

Fires (1955); Birds (1963); Five Senses (sel. poems;

1963); The Other Half (1966).

—

The Generations

of Men (family biog.; 1959); Preoccupations in

Australian Poetry (criticism; 1965); The Nature of

Love (short stories; 1966).

Critical Essays on J. W. (ed. A. K. Thomson,

1968); South Australian Libraries Board, /. W.:

A Bibliography (1968). A.M.G.
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WrSght, Richard (*Natchez, Miss. 4 IX 1908;

001938 Rose Dhima Meadman, ool941 Ellen

Poplar; tParis 28 XI 1960), American novelist,

short-story writer and essayist. Brought up in the

midst of poverty and violence, he became the

first Black novelist to achieve international fame.

His novel Native Son (1940) is a horrific account

of Negro life in America; it was followed in 1945

by Black Boy, a moving account of Wright’s

childhood in the South. He later moved to Paris,

but there his abilities as an imaginative writer

declined.

fiction: Uncle Torres Children (1938); The

Outsider (1953); Savage Holiday (1954); The

Long Dream (1958); Eight Men (1961); Lawd
Today (1963).~NON-ncTiON: 12 Million Voices:

A Folk History of the Negro in the United States

(1941); Black Power (1954); White Man Listen

(1957).

H. M. Gloster, Negro Voices in American Fiction

(1948); R. A. Bone, The Negro Novel in America

(1965); C. Webb, R, W.: A Biography (1968);

E. L. Margolies, The Art of R. W, (1969); D.
McCall, The Example ofR, W. (1969). I.W.

Wright, Thomas (*Tenbury 23 IV 1810; fChelsea

23 XII 1877), English antiquary, co-founder of

the Camden and Percy Societies, for which he
edited many early works.

A History and Topography of . . . Essex (1831-

36); Early English Poetry (anthol.; 1836); History

of Domestic Manners and Sentiments in England

during the Middle Ages (1862); History of Carica-

ture and Grotesque in Literature and Art (1865).

R.M,H.

Wroth, Lady Mary (*?1586; oo27 IX 1604 Sir

Robert Wroth; t?1640), English poet; eldest

daughter of the 1st Earl of Leicester and niece to

Sir Philip Sidney*. She wrote Urania, a pastoral

romance.

The Countess of Mountgomeries Urania (1621).

J. J. O’Connor in Notes and Queries (1955).

J.J.Y.L, (A.N,W.)

Wu Cn'fiNG-fiN (DShan-yang 71500; ^ibid, 71582),

Chinese novelist. He became a licentiate in 1544,

and later served as assistant magistrate of Ch'ang-

hsing in Chekiang, and retired to his home c. 1567,

Although he had some reputation as a poet, he

is above all known as the author of China’s

finest novel of the miraculous, Hsi-yu chi (first

extant ed. 1592). The subject, which derived

originally from the real pilgrimage of the famous

monk HsUan-tsang* to India (7th century) but

which had gained large accretions of legend,

including Indian legend, had been treated by

story-tellers in the Sung period and by dramatists

in tlie Yuan. It has been argued that the novel

already existed in approximately its present form

in Yiian times and thus the originality of Wu’s

version would be slight. His version also appeared
in many different editions. The most popular is

Hsi-yu chin-ch^uan by Ch‘en Shih-pin (1780).

Hsi-yu chi (Monkey, partial tr. A. Waley,

1942; Si Yeou Ki, complete Fr. tr, L. Avenol,
2 vols, 1957).—C. T. Hsia, The Classic Chinese

Novel (1968). A.R.D.

Wu Ching-tzO (DCh'uan-chiao 1701; fYang-
chow 12 XII 1754), Chinese novelist. Wu came ofa
family with many examination distinctions, but
he himself obtained only the first degree (1723).

Although reputed a prodigal in his youth, from
1733 he lived in poverty. His fame rests on
Ju-lin wai-shih (‘Unofficial History of Men of
Letters’; first pr. bet. 1768 and 1779), which is

China’s greatest novel of social satire. In it he
attacked the follies and vices of contemporary
oflScial society, founded on theexamination system,

and its conventional morality and arts. It set a
type for ‘reformist’ fiction in the last years of the

Ch‘ing dynasty.

Ju-lin wai-shih (The Scholars, tr. H.-Y. and
G. Yang, Peking, 1957).—C. T. Hsia, The Classic

Chinese Novel (1968). A.R.D.

Wu Ju-LUN (DTung-ch'ang 15 X 1840; Wd. 9 II

1903), Chinese educationist and essayist. Wu
became interested in Western learning under the

influence of Tsing* Kuo-fan. He served (1890-

1900) as head of the Lien-ch*ih academy, Paoting,

where he established teaching in foreign languages

with British and Japanese instructors. As a

writer, he was regarded as among the finest prose-

stylists of the late 19th century.

T’ung-ch*eng Wu hsien-shing ch*uan-shu (coll,

works; 1903-04); Tung-ch'eng Wu hsien-sheng

jih-chi (diary; 1928). A.R.D.

Wujek, Jakub (*W^growiec 1541; fCracow 27

VII 1597), Polish translator and theological

writer. From 1568 he taught in Jesuit colleges.

Besides his polemic and apologetic writings he

prepared the first translation of the Bible for

Roman Catholics, which is still used.

treatises; Postylla mniejsza (2 pts, 1579-80).

—

translations: Nowy Testament (1593); Psalterz

Dawiddw (1594); Biblia to jest ksi^gi Starego i

Nowego Testamentu (1599).

J. Archutowski, Ksiqdz J. W. (1915); S. Zwolski,

De Bibliis polonicis quae usque ad initium saeculi

XVll in lucem edita sunt (1904). S.S. (P.H.)

Wulfila (^Cappadocia c. 311; t383), first mission-

ary Bishop to Christians held by the Western Goths

in south-east Europe. Of his Gothic translation

of the Bible mainly the New Testament is pre-

served.

W. Streitberg, Die gotische Bibel (1919);

G. S. W. Friedri^sen, The Gothic Version of the
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Gospels (1926) and ...of the Epistles (1939);

Elfriede Stutz, Gotische Literaturdehkmdler {\966)\

E. A. Thompson, The Visigoths in the Time of

Ulfila (1966). F.P.P.

Wulfstan (tYork 28 V 1023), Archbishop of

York (1002-23), Bishop of Worcester (1002-16).

He is best known as the author of a large number
of homilies, the most famous of which is the

Sermo ad Anglos. He also drew up laws for

Ethelred and Cnut, and his other works include

the Institutes of Polity, on the organization of

Society, and two Chronicle poems (959, 975).

The Homilies of W. (ed. D. Bethurum, 1957);

Sermo Lupi ad Anglos (ed. D. Whitelock, 3rd ed.

1963); Die ^Institutes of Polity, Civil and Ecclesi-*

asticaV (ed. K. lost, 1959); The Benedictine

Office (ed. J. M. Ure, 1957).

L. H. Dodd, A Glossary of PV.*s Homilies (1908)

;

A. McIntosh, ‘W.’s prose’ in Proc. Brit. Acad.,

XXXIV (1948); K. lost, W.-Studien (1950);

D. Bethurum, ‘W.’ in Continuations andBeginnings
(ed. E. G. Stanley, 1966). T.F.H.

Wuthenow, Alwine (*Neuenkirchen 16 IX 1820;

Greifswald 8 I 1908), Low German poet. Her
nature lyrics, smooth and delicately emotional,

were greatly appreciated by Fritz Reuter*, who
first edited them.

En poa Blomen ut Anmariek Schulten ehren

Goahren (1858); Nige Blomen ut Anmariek
Schulten ehren Goren von A. W. (1861).

—

Blomen
ut Annmariek Schulten ehren Goren (sel. ed. M.
MdUer, 1896).

K. T. Gaedertz, Fritz Reuter-Studien (1890).

G.C.

Wyatt, Sir Thomas (*1503; tl542), English poet.

Wyatt’s poetic innovations owe much to a know-
ledge of foreign models acquired in embassies to

Italy (1526), France (1528-32) and Spain (1537-

39). Wyatt devisedthe Englishpetrarchan sonnet,
which contains five rhymes and concludes with a
couplet. His best love-poetry is robustly un-

Petrarchan, however, and generally written in

short metres designed to be sung to a lute.

Tho. wyatis translatyon of Plutarckes Duke of
the Quyete of mynde (1528; ed. C. R. Baskervill,

1931); Certayne Psalmes (1549); Songs and
Sonnettes (‘Tottel’s Miscellany’; cont. 40 poems
by Wyatt; 1557; ed. H, E. Rollins, 2 vols, 1928-

29).

—

The Poems of Sir Thomas Wiat (ed. A. K.
Foxwell, 2 vols, 1913); The Poems of Sir T. W.
(ed. K. Muir, 1949); Unpublished Poems (ed.

idem, 1961).

J. M. Berdan and L. E. Kastner, ‘W. and the

French sonneteers’ in Mod. Lang. Rev., IV
(1909); A. K. Foxwell, A Study of Sir T. W:s
Poetry (1911); J. M, Berdan, Early Tudor Poetry

(1920); T. K. Whipple, Martial and the English

Epigram From Sir T. W. to Ben Jonson (1925)*

E. M. W. Tillyard, The Poetry of Sir T W
(1929); E. K. Chambers, Sir T. W. and Other
Studies (1933); L. E. Pearson, Elizabethan Love
Conventions (1933); D. W. Harding, ‘The rhyth-
mical intention in W.’s poetry’ in Scrutiny, XIV
(1947); S. Baldi, La poesia di W. (1953); H. A.
Mason, Humanism and Poetry in the Early Tudor
Period (1959); O. Hietsch, Die Petrarcaubersetz-

ungen Sir T. W.s (1960); K. Muir, Life and
Letters of Sir T. W. (1963); R. Southall, The
Courtly Maker (1964); P. Thompson, Sir T. W,
and His Background (1964); D. L. Peterson, The
English Lyric From W. to Donne (1967).

W.A.A.

Wycherley, William (*Clive 1640; tLondon 31

XII 1715), English dramatist. Educated in France,

Oxford and the Inner Temple, Wycherley achieved

fame and court favour by his first comedy. Love
in a Wood—feo/ouT which he retained till his

secret marriage with the Countess of Drogheda
in 1680. His later (non-dramatic) works are

feeble, in spite of the assistance of Pope*, but

his two great comedies, The Country Wife (1675)

and The Plain Dealer (1677), reveal him as a major
satirist, attacking not only the foibles of his own
age but the permanent characteristics of human
hypocrisy.

Love in a Wood, or St. James's Park (1672);

The Gentleman Dancing-Master (1673).—Cum-
plete Works (ed. M. Summers, 4 vols, 1924);

Complete Plays (ed. G. Weales, 1966).

B. Dobr6e, Restoration Comedy (1924); N. N.
Holland, The First Modern Comedies (1959);

R. A. Zimbardo, W.'s Drama (1965); J. Suther-

land, English Literature of the Late 17th Century

(1969). G.K.H. (C.B.)

Wyclif, John (*nr Richmond, Yorks ?c. 1330;

tl384), English political philosopher, ecclesiastical

reformer and writer, who vigorously attacked

Church endowments and eventually denied the

mediating power of the priest, assailed the doctrine

of transubstantiation etc. To gain wider support

he wrote mainly in English, inspired a literal

translation into English of the whole Bible, and

spread his doctrines among the people through

his ‘poor preachers’.

Wycliffe's Bible (ed. J. Forshall and F. Madden,

(4 vols, 1850); MS Bodley 959: Genesis-Baruch

3.20 in the Earlier Version of the Wycliffite Bible

(ed. C. Lindberg, 5 vols, 1959-69).

—

Select English

Works of J. W. (ed. T. Arnold, 3 vols. 1869-71)

The English Works of W. Hitherto Unprinted (er'

F. D. Matthew, 1880); Latin Works (ed. fc

Wyclif Soc., 1882 if.).

R. L. Poole, W. and Movements for Reforn

(1889); G. M. Trevelyan, England in the Age

ofW. (1899); H. B. Workman. J. W. (the standard

authority; 2 vols, 1926); K. B. McFarlane,
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W, and the Beginnings of English Nonconformity

(1952); S. L. Fristedt, The Wycliffe Bible (2 vols,

1953-69); M. Hurley, ‘Scriptura sola: W. and his

critics’ in Traditio, XVI (1960); J. A. Robson,
fV, and the Oxford Schools (1961).

R.W.B. (T.F.H.)

Wylie, Elinor Hoyt (*Somerville, N.J. 7 IX
1885; 00 1905 Philip Hichbom, ool916 Horace
Wylie, 001923 William Rose Ben6t; tNew York
16 XII 1928), American poet and novelist. Her
brilliant literary career began with Nets to Catch
the Wind (1921), poems influenced by the Meta-
physical tradition and achieving a ‘frigid ecstasy*.

Her four novels combine fantasy with highly

mannered craftsmanship.

verse: Black Armour (1923); Angels and Earthly
Creatures: A Sequence ofSonnets (1928); Collected

Poems ofE. W, (ed. W. R. Benet, 1932).—novels:
Jennifer Lorn (1923); The Venetian Glass Nephew
(1925); The Orphan Angel (1926); Mr Hodge and
Mr Hazard (1928).— Prose of E. W.
(ed. W. R. Benet, 1933).

N. Hoyt, E, W,: The Portrait of an Unknown
Lady (1935). H.L.C.

Wynne, Ellis (*Y Lasynys, nr Harlech 7 III

1670/71; 001698 Lowri Wynne, ool702 Lowri
Llwyd; tVII 1734), Welsh prose-writer. He
graduated at Oxford, and became rector of
Llandanwg in 1704/05 and of Llanfair Harlech
in 1711. His satirical ‘Visions’ of the World,
Death and Hell, which owe much to Roger
L’Estrange’s* version of the ‘Visions’ of Que-
vedo*, are skilfully contrived, and his vivid

idiomatic style, in which the resources of the

literary tradition and the racy vigour of the

spoken language are both used with effect, has
rarely been rivalled.

Rheol Buchedd Sanctaidd (1701 ; tr. of Jeremy
Taylor’s Holy Living); Gweledigaetheu y Bardd
Cwsc (1703; ed. J. Morris Jones, 1898; The
Visions of the Sleeping Bard, tr. R. G. Davies,

1897; tr. T. Gwynn Jones, 1940); Prif Addysg

y Cristion (1755).

Saunders Lewis, ‘Y Bardd Cwsc’ in Y Lienor,

II (1923); Gwyn Thomas, Y Bardd Cwsg a"i

Gefridir (1971). B.Re.

Wyntoun, Andrew OF (*0. 1350; fc. 1425), Scottish

verse historian. He became Wor of the mona-
jStery on Lochleven about 1395. Although he
.^tes in octosyllabic verse, Wyntoun is a serious

'jWstorian like Barbour*, and Ms ten-book Orygi-

Cronycle has some historical value in the

later parts. It runs down to James* I.

* The Oryginall Cronycle of Scotland (ed. D.
Macpherson, 1795; ed. F. J. Amours, 6 vols,

^902-05, 1914).

• Sir H. Maxwell, The Early Chronicles Relating

WYSPIAlQSKI

to Scotland (1912); F. Brie, Die nationale Literatur

Schottlands (1937). J.K.

Wyspianski, Stanislaw Mateusz Ignacy (Cra-
cow 15 I 1869; ^ibid. 28 XI 1907), Polish writer

and painter. Son of a sculptor, he studied at

Cracow University and in the School of Art,

where J. Matejko was his master. From 1890

he was several times abroad; Paris attracted him
most. In 1900 he married a peasant woman and
in 1905 he became Professor of applied art.

A man of the Renaissance type, he created a

modern Polish drama, exerting a great influence

on many of his successors. Though only four

tragedies are based on the Greek tradition, there

is a great deal of Greek imagery in some of his

dramas based on purely Polish history and life.

He uses allegories profusely, and Legion, Wesele—
his most popular play

—

Wyzwolenie, Noc Listo^

padowa, Akropolis are allegorical and symbolic

in character. IBs harmonious language, racy with

the speech of the country people, greatly contri-

butes to the originality of his plays and poems.
Patriotic sentiment permeates most of the plays.

A congenial translator of Corneille’s* Cid (1907),

he is very interesting in his remarks on Hamlet.

verse: Boleslaw Smialy (1900); Kazimierz

Wielki (1900; ed. A. Gr2ymala-Siedlecki, 1920);

Piast (1900); Henryk Poboiny (1903).—plays:

Legenda (1897); Meleager (1898; Eng. tr. E. and
G. R. Noyes, 1933); Warszawianka (1898; Die

Warschauerin, tr. S. von Odrowonsch, 1918);

Protesilas i Laodamia (1899; ‘P, and L.*, tr. E. M.
Clark and G. R. Noyes in Slavon. and East

Eur. Rev., XI, 1933); Lelewel (1899); Klqtwa

(1899; UanatMme, tr. A. de Lada and H. Pourrat,

1933); Legion (isbo); Wesele (1900; Les noces,

tr. A. de Lada and G. Lenormand, 1917; ed.

with comm. L. Ploszewski, 1950); Wyzwolenie

(1903; 2nd ed. with changes, 1906; Delivrance,

tr. A. de Lada and J. Lichnerowicz, n.d.); Boleslaw

Smialy (1903); Achilleis (1903); Akropolis (1904);

Noc Listopadowa (1904; ed. with comm. J.

Saloni, 1928); Skalka (1907); Powrdt Odyssa

(1907); Sedziowie ^901 ; Die Richter, tr. A. von
Guttry, 1933); Smierc Ofelii (1907); Daniel

(1908); Zygmunt August (crit. ed. L. Ploszewski,

1930).

—

^various: The tragical Historic of Hamlet
iwiezo przeczytana i przeczmyilana (1905).

—

Dzida (ed. A. Chmiel, T. Sinko and L. Ploszewski,

8 vols, 1924-32); Dramatische Werke (tr. S. von
Odrowonsch, 1918) ; Dziela zebrane (1958- ).

J. Kotarbiflski, Pogrobowiec romantyzmu (1909);

A. Grzymala-Siedlecki, S. W. Cechy i elementy

jego twdrczoici (1909); Z. Markovid, Der Begriff

des Dramas bei W. (1915); T. Sinko, Antyk W.
(1916; 2nd ed. 1922); S. Kdaczkowski, S. W.

(1923); W. Borowy, ‘S. W.’ in Slavon. and East

Europ. Rev., XI (1932-33); E. Krakowski,

Deux poites de Vhdroisme. Charles Piguy et

S. W. (1937); A. Blum, Le drome du commande-

C E W L—ni—BB
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ment dans Ibs GsuvfBs de S. W» consaci^eBs dVinsuv'^ Wyss, Johann David (1743—1818) and Johann

rection de novembre 1830 (Fribourg, 1943); C. Rudolf (1781-1830), father and son, author and

Backvis, Le dramaturge S, W, (1952); W. Natan- reviser of Der schweizerische Robinson: see

son, S, W, Prdba nowego spojrzeonia (1965); robinsonnades.

S. Kolbuszewski, Le the&tre de S, W. (1962).

S.S. (P.H.)

X
Xenophanes (6th centuiy b.c.), Greek philosopher

from Colophon in Ionia, was an exile for most of

his life and travelled widely in the Western Greek

world. He contributed to cosmology and ethics,

attacking conventional notions rather than

developing a new system; his main importance is

that he tried to purge the Greek idea of god from

notions unacceptable to philosophy by a fierce

attack on the anthropomorphic gods of Homer*.

Some fragments of his Satires (in hexameter

verse) and other poems survive.

H. Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, I

(6th ed. 1951); J. Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy

(4th ed. 1945; with tr.).

W. Jaeger, Theology ofthe Early Greek Philoso-

phers (1947); W, K. C Guthrie, A History of
Greek Philosophy^ I (1962). D.J.F.

Xenophon (*Attica c, 430; tAthens after 359 B.C.),

Greek historian. As a young man he was an ardent

follower of Socrates*, without having much grasp

of his philosophy. In 401 he joined the Greek
mercenary corps fighting for Cyrus the Younger
in Persia. It was largely due to his leadership

that the mercenaries returned safely after Cyrus*

defeat and death at Cunaxa. Xenophon then

fought under Agesilaus of Sparta, being banished

from Athens for his part in the battle of Coronea
in 394. After living for 24 years on his estate in

Elis, he returned to Athens shortly aft^ 370.

His historical works include the Anabasis,

recounting the stoiy of the mercenaries who
fought for Cyrus, the Hellenica, a history of

Greece from 411 to 362 in continuation of Thucy-
dides*, and the Agesilaus, a panegyric on Ms
former commander. The Cyropaedia, a romantic

life of Cyrus the Great who is represented as

Xenophon’s ideal monarch, is scarcely Mstory.

The Memorabilia, Apology ofSocrates, Symposium
and Oeconomicus are accounts, the value of which
has been much questioned, of conversations of

Socrates. Minor works are the Hieron, a dialogue

on monarchy, works on the Spartan constitution,

on cavalry training, hunting and riding. The
Pori, a pamphlet on Athenian state finance, is of

doubtful authenticity, and the Constitution of
Athens is certainly not by Xenophon.

Superstitious, old-fashioned and full ofcommon
sense, Xenophon is witMn his limits sincere and
honest. He writes simple and lucid Greek, and
sometimes, as in the Anabasis, Ms very lack of

imagination is to his advantage as a story-teller.

E. C. Marchant, Xenophontis opera omnia

(5 vols, 1900-19).—C. L. Brownson and 0. J.

Todd, Hellenica, Anabasis, Apology and Sym-
posium (3 vols, 1914-23; with tr.); W. Miller,

Cyropaedia (2 vols, 1914; with tr.); E. C. Marchant,

Memorabilia and Oeconomicus (1923; with tr.)

and Scripta minora (1925; with tr.); H. A. Holden,

The Cyropaedia of X, (4 vols, 1887-90; with

comm.) and The Oeconomicus of X, (5th ed.

1895; with comm.); F. Ollier, X., la Republique

des Lacedemoniens (1934; with comm.); J. Luc-

cioni, X, Hieron (1948; with comm.).—G. E.

UnderMll, Commentary on the Hellenica of X»

(1900).

—

The Persian Expedition (tr. R. Warner,

1944); Hellenica (tr. idem, 1966).

K. Joel, Der echte und der Xenophontische

Sokrates (2 vols, 2nd ed. 1893-1901); H. Richards,

X, and Others (1907); K. Miinscher, X. in der

griechisch-rdmischen Literatur (1920); A. Korte,

‘Die Tendenz von X.s Anabasis* in Neue JaM-

biicher fur klassische PMlol. (1922) and Afbau und

Ziel von X,s Symposion (1927); J. Lucciom,

Les idees politiques et sociales de Xenophon (1947);

K. M. T. Chrimes, The Respublica Lacedae-

moniorum Ascribed to X, (1948); F. Delebecque,

Essai swr la vie de X, (1957). R.B.

Xenopol, Alexandru (*Ia§i 1847; tl920), Ru-

manian Mstorian and economist. He studied law

at Berlin on a grant given by the Junimea society

and in 1883 was appointed Professor of Mstory

at Ia§i University. Later he became editor of the

Mstorical review ArMva, published in Ia§i, His

main study was Istoria romdnilor din Dacia TraUmd

(14 vols, 1888-93). TMs first comprehensive

history of the Rumanians was the standard work

on Rumanian Mstory for many years. He also

wrote numerous articles on the philosophy of

Mstory in various languages, which won him

European renown. His economic studies are

contained in Studii economice (1879).

Principes fondamentaux de Vhistoire (1899);
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Les Roumains—itat materiel et intellectuel

(1909).

—

Opere ecommice (1967). D.J.D.

Ximenes, Cardinal, otherwise Fray Francisco
Jimenez de Cisneros (*Torrelaguna 1436; tRoa
1517), Spanish statesman, founder of Alcald

University and patron of the Complutensian
Polyglot Bible (pr. Alcald 1514-17; pub. 1522).

It contains the editio princeps of the Greek New
Testament, though Erasmus’* version was pub-
lished earlier. Ximenes also ordered the publica-

tion of other works of learning or devotion,

including Herrera’s* Agricultura.

Cartas del Cardenal f. J. de C. (2 vols, 1867-75).

J. P. R. Lyell, CardinalX (1917); M. Bataillon,

trasme etVEspagne (1937; Span. tr. Mexico, 1950).

E.M.W.

Ximenez de Enciso, Diego: see Jim^ez de Endso,

Diego.

Ximdnez de Urrea, Jer6nimo: see Urrea, Jer6nimo

Jimenez de.

Ximdnez de Urrea, Pedro Manuel: see Jimenez

de Urrea, Pedro Manuel.

Xiphilinus: see John Xiphllinus.
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Y
Yaari, Yehudah (*Tarnob2shec, Western Galicia

22 XI 1900), Hebrew novelist. He pioneered for

Palestine from 1920, and joined the first socialist

agricultural settlements, where he worked under

A. D. Gordon* and Y. C. Brenner*.

His first great novel, K'Or Yahel (1945), was
an intimate account of experiences during the

Cossacks’ invasion of Galicia in the First World
War and of the Civil War in the Ukraine, and
depicts a world divided between suffering saints

and cruel torturers. The tremendous Odyssey to

Palestine, told in fine lyrical prose, is a master-

piece. His Darke Ish (1950) is a psychological

study of the rapid mental decline of a young man,
after war-time and post-war experiences.

Ba-ohalim (1948); Beyn Ashmorot (1950);

Shoresh Alei Mayim (1950).

—

When the Candle

Was Burning (tr. M. Hiuwitz, 1947).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Yacine, Kateb (*Cond6 Smendou 26 VIII 1929),

Algerian, writing in French. Yacine’s work is a

hymn in honour of his native land. Although in

turn persecuted or totally ignored by succeeding

regimes, he has created an ideal, dream-like

Algeria for himself in his poetry and plays. His

work, generally published in Parisian periodicals,

is as yet uncollected, and exercises a great influence

on the youth of the Third World. The plays in the

trilogy Le cercle des represailles (1959), written in

oratorical and metaphorical language, bear

witness to his remarkable gift for dramatic poetry,

at the same time cultured and savage.

verse: Soliloques (Bdne, 1946); Nedjma ou le

poime, ou le couteau (1948); Parmi les herbes qui

refleurissent (1948, 1962, 1964); Le fondateur,

ddserteur (1956); Le vautour (1959); La rose de

Blida (1963).—novels: Nedjma (1956); Le poly-

gone etoili (1966).

—

splays: Le cercle des repri-

sailles (1959; cont. Le cadavre encercle; La poudre
d^intelligence\ Les ancitres redoublent defirociti).

M.G.

Yahya Kemal Beyatli (*Uskub 2 XH 1884; flstan-

bul 1 Xn 1958), Turkish poet. From an old

Balkan family, he studied political sdence and
history in Paris (1902-12). Professor at Istanbul

University (1915) and Member of Parliament

(1923), he later represented Turkey at Madrid,

Warsaw and Karachi. Apart from his successful

pastiches in the language and style of Naili and
Nedim* his work consists of a few dozen poems
in classical prosody, some of the best written after

the age of 50. His masterly versification, meticulous

choice of words and skilful use of onomatopoeic
effect achieve a fascinating musicality, which has

noade him an enormously popular poet. He also

successfully experimented with a verse translation

from Omar* KhayySm and wrote some quatrains

himself.

verse: Kendi gdk kubbemiz (1961); Eski §nrin

ruzgdriyle (1962); Rubailer ve Hayyam rubailerini

Turkge sdyleyi§ (1963).

—

^essays: Aziz Istanbul

(1964); Egil daglar (1966).—various: Portreler

(1968); Siyasihikdyeler{m%).

Abdulhak $inasi Hisar, Y. Kje vedd (1959);

Nihat Sami Banarli, Y, K. ya§arken (1959) and
Y. Kjin hatiralari (1960); Sermet Sami Uysal, Y,

KNe sohbetler (1959); Adile Ayda, Y. K, Kendi
agzindan fikirleri ve sanat gorugleri (1962). F.I.

Yakamochi: see Otomo no Yakamochi.

Yakub Kadri Karaosmanoglu (*Cairo 27 III 1889),

Turkish author. From an aristocratic western

Anatolian family, he was educated in Izmir and
at a French school in Cairo. In 1908 he joined the

‘Fecr-i Ati’ literary school in Istanbul and
attracted attention by his prose poems which
revealed an outstanding stylist and mystic. He
wrote for the press, and after the establishment of

the Republic was elected a Member of Parlia-

ment. Later he represented Turkey at Prague,

The Hague and Berne. His short stories which
followed his prose poems have the same mystical

atmosphere. His real talent and powerful person-

ality are best revealed in his novels. These are

period studies of Turkish society since the Tanzi-

mat. He is considered one of die greatest prose

writers of modem Turkish literature.

novels: Kirahk Konak (1922); Nur Baba

(1922; Ital. tr. E. Rossi, 1945; Flamme und Falter^

tr. A. Schimmel, 1947); Hdkum Gecesi (1927);

Sodom ve Gomore (1928; Leila, fille de Gomorrhe,

tr. R. Marchand, 1934); Yaban (1932; Der
Fremdling, tr. M. Schultz, 1939; Terra matrigna,

Ital. tr. A. Scalero, 1941); Ankara (1934; Dutch
tr, J. H. Kramers, 1938); Bir Surgun (1938);

Panorama (2 vols, 1953-54); Hep o §arki (1956).—

short stories: Bir Serencam (1913; Eine Weiber-

geschichte und andere Novellen, tr. H. W. Duda,

1923; Mahdur, tr, H. J. Kissling, 1948); Rahmet

(1922; new with Bir Serencam, 1943).—

essays: Erenlerin Bagmdan (1922; new ed. with

Okun Ucundan, 1940); Ergenekon (2 vols, 1929-

30); Alp Daglartndan (1942); Milli Savag Hikdye-

leri (1947).—memoirs: Zoraki diplomat (1955);

Anamin kitabi (1957); Vatan Yolanda (1958);

Politikada 45 yil (1968); Edebiyat ve genglik

hatiralari (1969).—various: Ahmed Ha§im (1934);

Ataturk (1946).

E. Saussey, Prosateurs turcs contemporains

(1935); O. Spies, Die turkische Prosaliteratur

der Gegenwart (1943); Necdet Bingol, Yakup

Kjnin beg romaninda Fransiz realist ve natural-

istlerinin tesirleri (1944); Hasan-Ali Yticel,

Edebiyat tarihimizden (1957); Niyazi Aki, 7. K K
(1960). F.t.
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Yakubovich, Peter Filippovich (*1860;
Russian poet and revolutionary. His notable
book of stories, V mire otverzhennykh (1896;
under pseud. L. Melshin; 5th ed., 2 vols, 1932),
gives—not unlike Dostoyevsky’s* House of the
Dead—a most impressive picture of convict life

in Siberia. His civic poetry is of little interest.

J.L.

Yamabe no Akahito (fsoon after 736), Japanese
poet. He and his slightly earlier contemporary,
Kakmomoto* no Hitomaro, are known tradi-

tionally as the two best poets of the ManydshO^,
Yamabe was a courtier and often accompanied the
Emperor on his journeys. Although his long
poems are inferior to Hitomaro’s, his short
poems are of noteworthy beauty. Most of his

themes describe nature, which he closely observed.
His style was clear and graceful, with calm un-
troubled emotions, greatly contrasting with the
passion of Hitomaro. E.B.C.

Sel. poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, Masterpieces

of Japanese Poetry^ I (1936); Nippon Gakujutsu
Shinkokai, The Manydshit, One Thousand Poetry

(1940; repr. 1965); G. Bownas and A. Thwaite,
Penguin Book of Japanese Verse (1964).—Grit,
assessments: R. H. Brower and E. R. Miner,
Japanese Court Poetry (1961); E. R. Miner.
An Introduction to Japanese Court Poetry (1968).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Yamamoto Yuzo (*Tochigi 27 VII 1887; ool919

Honda Hanako), Japanese dramatist and novelist.

After a very interrupted education he graduated
in German literature in 1915 at Tokyo Imperial

University and became a lecturer in Waseda
University two years later. From 1910 onwards
he had published a number of plays but did not
gain recognition until his Seimei no kammuri in

1920, after which he consolidated his fame with a
succession of fine plays. From 1926 he also wrote
novels, which rival his plays in quality. He has
also translated several works of German literature.

His style of writing shows a liberal and sympa-
thetic outlook. E.B.C.

plays: Seimei no kammuri (1920; ‘The Crown
of Life’, tr. G. W. Shaw in Three Plays by Y.,

Tokyo, 1935); Eijigoroshi (1920; summary in

Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to Con’-

temporary Japanese Literature, 1, 1939); Sakazaki,

Dewa no kami (1921; ‘Sakazaki, Lord Dewa’,
tr. G. W. Shaw, op, cit,)', Nyonin aishi (1929;

‘The Sad Tale of a Woman’, tr. G. W. Shaw,

op, cit.).—^novels: Iki to shi ikeru mono (1926);

Kami (1930; Wellen, tr. W. Sakurai, 1943);

Kaze (1930); Onna no issho (1933; summary
in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, op, cit.),

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Yamanoe no Okura (*659; fc. 733), Japanese

poet. One of the best poets of the Manydshu*, he

was a great scholar of Chinese learning: his

poems are philosophical and meditative, and
show sympathy for children and the sufferings of

the poor. E.B.C.

Sel. poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, Masterpieces

of Japanese Poetry, I (1936); Nippon Gakujutsu
Shinkokai, The Manyoshu, One Thousand Poems
(1940, repr. 1965); G. Bownas and A. Thwaite,

Penguin Book of Japanese Verse (1964).—Crit.

assessments: R. H. Brower and E. R. Miner,

Japanese Court Poetry (1961); E. R. Miner, An
Introduction to Japanese Court Poetry (1968).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Yamato Monogatari (‘Tales of Yamato’), a

Japanese collection of stories built around
poems. Its date of composition is unknown;
probably c, 950. Its authorship is uncertain, as is

also the reason for the title. Much of it is close to

/se* Monogatari in style, though the last section

of the work is less lyrical and places more emphasis

on the prose elements in the stories.

One story tr. B. H. Chamberlain, ‘The Maiden
of Unahi’ in Trans. Asiat. Soc. Japan (1878);

another story tr. in D. L. Keene, ‘Basho’s journey

to Sarashina’, ibid., 3rd ser., V (1957).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Yamazaki Sokan: see Sokan.

Yan, Vasily Grigorievich, pseud, of V. Yan-
CHEVETSKY, whose remarkable and well-docu-

mented trilogy about the Mongol invasion in

the 13th century, Chengis Khan (1939), Batu

Khan (1941; Eng. tr. L. Erskin-Britton, 1945)

and K poslednemy moryu (1955), is among the

best historical novels published in Soviet Russia.

J.L.

Y^ez, Rodrigo: see Alfonso Onceno, Poema de,

Yang Chu {fl. middle of 4th century b.c.), Chinese

philosopher. He insisted on the perfection of the

individual as the means to the perfect society, a

doctrine attacked by M6ng-tzu*. Only an indirect

(and distorted) account of his teaching has been

preserved in the ‘Yang Chu’ chapter (Ch. 7) of

Lieh-tzu*.

Yang Chu's Garden of Pleasure (tr. A. Forke,

1912). A.R.D.

Yang Hsiung (Ch'Sng-tu 53 B.c.; fA.D. 18),

Chinese philosopher and author. Yang came to

the capital Ch'ang-an in middle age, gaining his

first appointment c. 13 b.c. He remained at court

under three emperors without seeking advance-

ment, and then, unhappily for his reputation with

later Confucians, supported the reforms of the

usurper Wang Mang (a.d. 9-22). In his earlier

years he wrote /«-poetry, modelled on Ch’ii*

Yiian and Ssfi-ma* Hsiang-ju, but later he turned
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to philosophy. His thought, as was typical of his

period, was a synthesis of Confucianism, Taoism

and naturalistic speculation. His chief works

were Fa-yen and Tai-hsuan ching for which he

adopted the forms of the ‘Analects* and the

‘Classic of Changes’ respectively. He also pro-

duced the first dictionary of dialects (Fang-yen).

fu-poetry: Chu-p‘in fu (‘Poverty’, tr. A.

Waley in The Temple and Other Poems, 1923);

Kan-cKuan fu, Ch'ang-yang fu, Yu-lieh fu (tr.

E. von Zach in Die chinesische Anthologie, 2 vols.

Harvard, 1958).

—

Fa-yen (tr. E. von Zach in

Sinologische Beitrdge, IV, Batavia, 1939; Le
catechisme philosophique de Yang-Hiong-tse, tr. B.

Belpaire, 1960). A.R.D.

Yang Wan-u (DChi-shui 29 X 1127; tl5 VI 1206),

Chinese poet and essayist. Yang had a long

though not greatly distinguished official career

(1154-c. 1194) during which he held a number of

academic and literary posts at the capital and
provincial governorships. Although an adherent

of neo-Confucianism and himself the author of

some minor neo-Confucianist works, he did not

adopt the classically-based ku-win but the ‘paral-

lel’ prose style, which he wrote with great skill.

However, he is most remembered as a prolific

poet, who experimented with a variety of models

but achieved considerable originality.

CKeng-chai chi (coll, works; 1208; sel. tr. in

K. Yoshikawa, An Introduction to Sung Poetry,

tr. B. Watson, 1967). A.R.D.

Yannai (fl. some time between 3rd and 8th

centuries), Palestinian Hebrew religious poet. He
lived after Yose* ben Yose and is said to have
been the teacher of Kalir*. He is the first known
writer of piyyut to use rhyme and to introduce

homiletic and legal matter into his liturgical

poems.

I. Davidson, Machzor Y. (1919); M, Zulay,
Piyyute Y. (1938); J. Schirmann, ‘Hebrew liturgi-

cal poetry and Christian hymnology’ in Jewish
Quart. Rev., XLIV (1953). C.R.

Yao Nai (T'ung-ch'Sng 17 I 1732; fNanking
15 X 1815), Chinese essayist. After a successful

civil-service career until 1774, Yao taught in

various academies, expounding his views of prose-

writing which he illustrated with his widely-

read anthology Ku-win tz^U lei-tsuan (‘Classified

Anthology of Ancient Literature’; completed

1779, pr. c. 1820). He was the real founder of the

important ‘T*ung-ch*6ng’ school ofprose, although
he himself attributed his principles to Fang Pao
and Liu Ta-k*uei, also natives of T'lmg-ch’eng.

While achieving the simplicity which he empha-
sized, his essays lack depth.

Hsi-pao hsmn cKuan-chi (coll, works; 1866).

A.R.D.

Yarchi, Solomon: see Rashi.

Ya$ar Kemal (*G6kgeli village, nr Osmaniye,
Adana province 1922), Turkish novelist; of
peasant origin. Forced to leave school at an early

age, he worked at all imaginable types of jobs.

He began his career as a poet and folk-lorist and
then became a journalist in Istanbul and concen-

trated on writing novels. His works relate the

life and struggles of the southern Anatolian

peasantry against the great landowners and local

bureaucracy. His fluent prose has the fascination

of Anatolian folk literature.

novels: Teneke (1955); tnce Memed (1955; tr.

into over 20 langs; Memed My Hawk, tr. S. Gok-

9eli, 1961); Orta direk (1960; The Wind From the

Plain, tr. idem, 1968); Yer demirgdk bakir (1963);

InceMemed,!! (1969); Agridagi efsanesi (1910),^

SHORT stories: San sicak (1952); Butun hikdyeler

(complete short stories; 1967; Anatolian Tales, tr.

S. Gok^eli, 1969); Oq Anadolu efsanesi (1967).—

essays: Yanan ormanlarda elli gun (1955);

Qikurova yana yana (1955); Peri bacalari (1957);

Ta$ gatlasa (1961).

—

^plays; Teneke (from the

novel; 1965); Yer demir gok bakir (from the

novel; 1967).

Tahir Alangu, Cumhuriyetten sonra hikdye ve

roman. III (1965). F.t,

Yaska (c. 700 b.c.), Sanskrit author of the Nirukta,

the earliest glossary of Vedic words, expanded

many centuries later by Sayana (tl387).

H.G.R. (J.E.B.G.)

Yasuhara Teishttsu: see Teishitsu.

Yavorov, Peyu, pseud, of P. Kracholov (*Chirpan

1 I 1878; ool9 IX 1912 Lora Karavelova; fSofia

29 X 1914), Bulgarian poet and playwri^t. His

early Narodnik verse was the start of a lifelong

commiseration in his poetry with the oppressed

or rejected, be they peasants, refugees or, ulti-

mately, his own psychotic self. A provincial

telegraphist, he was transferred to Sofia in 1900

(on publication of his poem ‘Kaliopa’) at the

behest of Dr Krustev* and Pencho Slaveykov*,

who *re-christened’ him ‘Yavorov’ and acclaimed

him a star in their ‘Missul circle’. In 1902-03 he

joined Gotse Delchev’s rebels in Macedonia (still

then under Turkey) and ran their organ Svoboda

ili smurt (‘Freedom or Death’), recording his

experiences in memoirs and a biography of

Delchev (1904).

The crisis marked by his retirement from the

Macedonian and other causes is recorded in his

self-analysing poems Nosht (‘Night’) and Pessen

na pessenta mi (‘The Song of My Song’). Influ-

enced by French poets during his secondment to

Nancy (arranged by Shishmanov^ in 1906-0p,

he became regarded as Bulgaria’s first Symbolist

poet. His obsession with tragic destiny did not
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inhibit his power of language and rhythm. This,

together with his exploration of the inner self,

greatly enhanced the range of Bulgarian poetry.

With his appointment to the National Theatre
(1908-13) he became also a successful playwright,

but grief at P. Todorov’s* sister’s death followed

by the agonies of his subsequent marriage led to

his suicide, a crise de passion much discussed

ever since.

Stihotvorenia (1901); Bezsunitsi (1907); Hay-
dushki kopnenia (1909); Podir senkite na oblatsite

(1910); V polite na Vitosha (1911); Kogato grum
udari (1912).—Coll, works (ed. V. Vassilev, 5

vols, 1934-36; 5 vols, 1959-60).

M. Amaudov, Kum psihografiata na P. K. Y,

(1916), Noviprinosi (1934) and P»K.Y..., anketa

(1961); K. Krustev, P. Y. et alii (1917); N.
Sakuzova, Muzikalnost v poeziata na Y, (1920);

A. Zlatarov, Tragediata na Y. (1925); L. Russev,

Poeziata na Y, (1939); M. Nikolov, A Y, (1940);

P. Russev, P, Y. (1947); G. Naydenova, P. Y.

(1957). V.P.

Yavorsky, Stefan (*Yavor 1658; tl722), Russian

theologian, from 1700 Archbishop of Ryazan,

one of the principal helpers of Peter'*^ the Great.

He wrote a number of polemical pamphlets,

yet he became famous mainly on account of his

sermons. As he did not agree with all the reforms

of the Tsar, he was eventually replaced by Feofan

Prokopovich*

Kamen" very (1728); Neizdannye propovedi

(1867).

J. H. Chistovich, Feofan Prokopovich i ego

vremya (1868). J.L.

Yawitz, Zees Wolf (*Kolna, Poland 26 IX 1847;

tLondon 24 1 1924), Hebrew scholar, essayist and
historian. Although he started writing aged about

40, he nevertheless enriched Hebrew literature

with a number of important works, including the

translation into classical Hebrew of many Tal-

mudic legends.

Toldot Israel (9 vols, 1894-1924); Sichot Mni
Kedem (Talmudic legends; Warsaw, 1887; 2nd
ed., London, 1927); Idylls (Warsaw, 1893).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Yayu, pseud, of Yokoi Tokttsura (*Owari 24

X 1702; ^ibid, 15 VII 1783), Japanese haiku poet.

A teacher ofthe military arts, he was better known
as a writer of haiku and also of a related type of

concise, epigrammatic prose called haibun,

Sel. poems tr. in: A. Miyamori, An Anthology

ofHaiku (1932); R. H. Blyth, A History ofHaiku,

I (1963).—W. Naumann, ‘Aus dem Uzuragoromo
des Yokoi Y.* in Nachrichten da: Gesellschaft

fUr Natur- und Volkorkunde Ostasiens, LXXXI
(1957). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Yazykov, Nikolay Mikhaylovich (*Simbirsk 4

m 1803; t20 Xn 1846), Russian poet of the

Pushkin* Pleiade. In his early verses he celebrated

the riotous life of the students—he was at the

time at Dorpat University. Later he wrote excellent

(though mainly ‘visud’) nature poems and
elegies. To these he added some patriotic verse

imbued with the Slavophil spirit. For sheer

verbal magnificence Yazykov had few equals.

He was much admired by Gogol*.

Polnoye sobranie stikhotvoreniy (1934).

V. Y. Smirnov, Zhizn* i poeziya Yazykova

(1900). J.L.

Yeats, William Butler (*Dublin 13 VI 1865;

001917 Georgie Hyde-Lees; fRoQuebrune 28 I

1939), Irish poet and dramatist. He was the son of

a Dublin painter, who encouraged that interest

in writing poetry which Yeats showed from the

age of 16. Most of his childhood was spent in

County Sligo, whose scenery, stories and place-

associations aJQfected his poetry, and in London
and Dublin, where he studied art. After some
association in London with the fin de sidcle poets,

during which time he foimded, with Ernest

Rhys, the Rhymers Club and also dabbled in

theosophy and the occult, he returned to Ireland,

where, through the Fenian John O’Leary and the

beautiiful Maud Gonne, he became associated

for a time with the Irish revolutionary movement.
Later with Lady Gregory* he founded the Abbey
Theatre, which he directed and for which he

wrote his plays. In 1923 he was awarded the

Nobd prize for literature. He was a senator of the

Irish Free State (1922-28).

Yeats was the greatest Irish poet who has

written in English. He was the artistic mainspring

of the Irish literary and dramatic movements from
1889 to 1925. From writing delicate lyrics, roman-
tic and mythological, he passed to a pared personal
style, full of individual idioms and tones and of an
allusiveness nurtured by his many interests. His

plays, even those of too esoteric an interest, are

hill of poetic fire and his prose writings, especially

those which express his critical ideas, are memor-
able. R.McH.

verse: The Wanderings of Oisin (1889); The

Wind Among the Reeds (1899); In the Seven

Woods (1904); The Green Helmet and Other

Poems (1910); Responsibilities (1914); The Wild

Swans at Coole (1919); Michael Robartes and
the Dancer (1921); The Tower (1928); The Winding

Stair (1933); Words for Music Perhaps (1932);

Collected Poems (1933); A Full Moon in March
(1935); Last Poems and Plays (1940).—plays:

Collected Plays, 1892-1934 (1934); A Full Moon
in March (1935); The Herne^s Egg (1938).

—

various: Letters on Poetry to Dorothy Wellesley

(1940); Letters toKatharine Tynan (ed. R. McHugh,
1953); W, B. 7. and T Sturge Moore: Tneir

Correspondence (ed. U. Bridge, 1953); John
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B, Y*s Letters to His Son (ed. J. Hone, 2nd ed.

1962).

collections: CollectedPoems (\950); Variorum

Poems (ed. P. AUt and R. K. Alspach, 1957);

Variorum Plays (ed. R. K. Alspach, 1966).

—

Autobiographies (1955); Mythologies (1959); Essays

and Introductions (1961); A Vision (1961); Explora-

tions (1962); Uncollected Prose (ed. J. P. Frayne,

Letters (ed. Allan Wade, 1954); Senate

Speeches (ed. D. Pearce, 1961).—scholarly

aids: a. N. Jelfares, A Commentary on the

Collected Poems (1968); Allan Wade, Bibliography

(3rd ed. 1968); K. G. W. Cross and R. T. Dunlop,

Bibliography of Y, Criticism 1887-1965 (1971).

R. Ellmann, F., the Man and the Masks (1949;

repr. 1961), The Identity of Y, (1954; 2nd ed.

1964) and Eminent Domain (1967); A. N. Jelfares,

W. B. r., Man and Poet (1949); T. R. Henn, The

Lonely Tower (1950; repr. 1962); T. Parkinson,

W. B. K Self-Critic (1951); F. Kermode, Romantic

Image (1957); F. A. C. Wilson, W, B, F. and

Tradition (1958) and Y,^s Iconography (1960);

G. Melchiori, The Whole Mystery of Art (I960);

J. Stallworthy, Between the Lines (1963) and
Vision and Revision in Y.^s Last Poems (1969);

P. Ure, F. the Playwright (1963); H. Vendler,

F.’j Vision and the Later Plays (1963); S. B.

Bushrui, Y's Verse Plays (1965); E. Engelberg,

The Vast Design (1965); D. Torchiana, W. B. F.

and Georgian Ireland (1966)\ A. Zwerdling, F. and
the Heroic Ideal (1966). R.McH. (E.T.W.)

Yeh SHAO-CHtiN or Yeh ShIno-t’ao (*Soochow

1894), Chinese short-story writer and essa5dst.

Yeh was a primary-school teacher from 1912 and
had published fiction in the classical language

before becoming one of the early successful

writers in the colloquial-literature movement. He
was a founder of the Literary Association (1920)

and afterwards worked as an editor for major
Shanghai publishers. The 1920s and 1930s were
his creative period. His best-known work is Ni
Huan-chih (1930; Schoolmaster Ni Huan-chih,

tr. A. C. Barnes, Peking, 1958).

C. T. Hsia, A History of Modern Chinese

Fiction, 1917-1957 (1961; inch bibHo. of Yeh’s

works). A.R.D.

Yehalal, pseud, of Judah Leib Levin (Minsk
5 X 1844; tKiev 13 XI 1925), Hebrew poet;

his style is austere and realistic but lacks finesse.

His early lyrical songs are not significant; he
distinguished himself only in his socialist poems,
in which he related the tragic lot of the Jews in

Russia—e.g. Kishron Ha-Maaseh and the epic

poem in three parts Elchanan.

Siftei Renanot (Zhitomir, 1871); Coice (2 vols,

Warsaw, 1911); Ketayim (Jerusalem, 1957),

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Yeh-lii ai'u-TS*Ai (DYen-ching 1189; tl243),

Chinese statesman and writer, and a descendant

of the Liao (Khitan) royal family. He served as an
official of the Chin (North China) empire and
later (1218) became the chief adviser of Genghis
Khan and of his successor, Ogotai. It was he who
framed an administrative system for the Mongol
empire. He left an account of his travels with

Genghis to Central Asia (Hsi-yu hi) and a collec-

tion of poetry and prose.

Hsi-yu lu (1229; tr. I. de Rachewiltz in Monu-
menta Serica, XXI, 1962).

—

Chan-jan chu-shik

wen-chi (coll, works). A.R.D.

Yehoash, pseud, of Shloime Bloomgarten
(Wiershbolova, Russia 1870; fChicago 1927),

Yiddish poet and philologist. Of his early writing,

in Hebrew, little was published. Before emigrating

to America (1890), he studied languages including

classical Arabic, and translated into Yiddish

works by Byron*, Longfellow*, Omar* Khay-
yam and others. His greatest translation was that

of the Bible on which he worked after 1907 (only

parts of this were published during his lifetime).

These translations were accompanied by original

research and extensive annotations. He was co-

author of a dictionary of Hebraic and Chaldaic

words in Yiddish. His original poetry fore-

shadowed the ‘introspective* school in poetry.

Gezamelte lieder (1907); Fabeln (incl. trs from

Eng. and other langs; 1912); Fun der velt un

yener (1913).—Shriftn (7 vols, 1913; 2nd ed.,

10 vols, 192G).—Poems of F. (tr. I, Goldstick,

1952). J.S.

Yehoshua, A. B. (Haifa 1937), Hebrew writer.

His stories, told in a clipped economical prose

style, often contain within their contemporary

setting an allegorical account of the Jewish situa-

tion in history.

Three Days and a Child (stories; tr. Miriam

Arad. 1971). L.Y.

Yen Fu (DHou-kuan 8 I 1854; t27 X 1921),

Chinese writer. Yen was sent to study at the

Royal Naval College, Greenwich (1877), and

became on his return (1879) an instructor at Pei-

yang Naval Academy. An acknowledged ku-win

(‘old-style*) prose writer, he translated Thomas
Huxley’s* Evolution and Ethics (1898), Adam
Smith’s* Wealth of Nations (1901) and other

Western sociological and scientific works.

B, Schwartz, In Search of Wealth and Power:

Yen Fu and the West (1964). A.R.D.

Yen Yii (DShao-wu, early 13th century), Chinese

critic. Well known as a poet in his own time. Yen
was later remembered chiefly as the author of an

important work of poetical criticism (Ts"ang-lang

shih-hua), Wang* Shih-ch8n developed his sMng*

yun theory from this source.
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Ts^ang-lang shih-hua (Ts*ang-laitg*s Gesprache

uber die Dichtung^ tr. G. Debon, 1962).

A.R.D.

Yesenin, Sergey Alexandrovich: see Esenin,

Sergey Alexandrovich.

Yevtushenko, Evgeniy Alexandrovich: see Evtu-

shenko, Evgeniy Alexandrovich.

Yi Haejo (*1869; tl927), the most prolific of

early modern Korean novelists, and the only

one who wrote novels based on traditional stories

as well as novels with contemporary themes.

Chon Kwangyong, ‘Hwa iii Hyol, Ch*un
Oe Ch'un, Chayu Chong’ in Sasanggye, IV.6-9

(1957). W.E.S.

Yi Injik (*1862; tl916), author of the first

modern novel in Korean, Hydl Hi Nu (‘Tears of

Blood’; 1906), and among the first professional

journalists, but not greatly admired by modern
Korean critics.

W. E. Skillend, ‘The texts of the first New Novel

in Korean’ in Asia Major, XIV.l (1968).

W.E.S.

Yi Kwangsu (*1892; t?1950), Korean novelist,

short-story writer and essayist. Koreans compare
him with Tolstoy* in respect of the length of his

stories and his rather gloomy reflections on
human nature.

Kim Tongin, CKunwdn YdrCgu (1938).

W.E.S.

Yizhar, S., formerly Smilansky (Rehovot 1916),

Hebrew novelist; member of the Knesset for

Mapai. His first story, Ephraim Hozer Leaspeset,

was published in Gilyonoth (1938). His best-

knovm novel, Yemei Ziklag (1958), describes an
incident in the 1948 war. He introduced a new
style into Hebrew literature, evolving Gnessin’s*

stream-of-consciousness technique to investigate

the minds of his characters. This description of

consciousness serves instead of a developed,

formal plot, although he does work within a frame-

work of action. L.Y.

Befaatei Negev (1945); Hackorskah Bagivah

(194'^.
—

‘Hirbet Hizah’ in Eng. in Jewish Quart.

(195'jO and in A Jewish Quarterly Omnibus (1962);

Midnight Convoy and Other Stories (Jerusalem,

1969). Y.F.;L.Y.

Yntema, Jacob Wybrand, Dutch early 19th-

century poet-publisher; from 1813 editor of the

Vaderlanidsche Letteroefeningen.

R. C. Bakhuizen van den Brink, Studien en

Schetsen, III (1876); J. Hartog in De Gids, XLI,
XLIII (1877, 1879). J.W.W.

YONGE

Yo?ef, CoPLAS de, Spanish poem (?early 14th

century). The MS of this fragment of 168 lines of a

life of Joseph is in Hebrew characters. The metre

is a degenerate form of cuaderna vfA. The story

is a paraphrase of Genesis xlvi-1 and incorporates

rabbinic material and medieval Jewish legends.

It has little literary value.

Ed. I. Gonzdiez Llubera (Cambridge, 1935).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Yokoi Yayu: see Yayu.

Yokomitsu Rncm (*Higashiyama, Fukushima

17 III 1898; t30 XII 1947), Japanese novelist*

At one time a ‘Neo-Perceptionist’ (along with

Kawabata*), he turned later to psychological

analysis of the intellectual in the modern world.

Many of his novels reflect the idea that the vicissi-

tudes of human life are not the result of human

causes, but the outcome of a fatal predestination

outside human control.

Hae (1923; ‘The Fly’, tr, J. Nathan in Japan

Quart.* XII.1, 1965); Shizuka naru raretsu (1925;

‘Silent Ranks*, tr. J, Bester in Japan P.E.N.

News, XII, 1964); Haru wa basha ni notte (1926;

‘Spring Came on a Horse-Drawn Cart*, tr. M*

Suzuki in The Heart Is Alone, ed. R. N. McKinnon,

1957; ‘Spring, in a Surrey’, tr. J. Nathan, op. cit.)\

Kikai (1930; ‘Machine’, tr. E. G. Seidensticker in

Modem Japanese Stories, ed. 1. 1. Morris, 1961);

Shin'en (1932; summaries of this and prec. in

Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Introduction to Con-

temporary Japanese Literature, I, 1939); Jikan

(1931 ; ‘Time’, tr, D. L. Keene in Modem Japanese

Literature, 1956); 3 of above trs repr. in Time;

Machine; Spring, in a Surrey (1965).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Yomtob Lipmami Heller; see Heller, Yomtob

Lipmann.

Yonge, Charlotte Mary (*Otterboume 11 Vin
1823; tElderfield 24 HI 1901), EngUsh novelist,

children’s stoiy-teller and historical vmter. A
Sunday-school teacher at seven and in print at 15,

she combined pedagogic and literary talents which

Keble*, appointed to an adjacent parish in 1835,

enlisted in the Tractarian cause. Her first popular

success, The Heir of Reddyffe (1853), attuned to

contemporary religious ardour, was followed by

Heartsease (1854), which made Kingsley* weep,

and numerous novels, with domestic or historic

themes, for young and old, showing her graceful

gift for portraiture, humour and moral under-

standing. She long ^ted the Tractarian Monthly

Packet in which appeared her Cameos ofHistory,
R.M.H.

The Little Duke (1854); The Lances ofLynwood

(1855); The Daisy Chain (1856); The Chaplet

of Pearls (1868); Cameos From English History
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(9 vols, 1868-99); Novels and Tales (40 vols,

1879-99).

C. Coleridge, Life and Letters . . . (incl. a

few chs of an autobiog.; 1903); G. Battiscombe,

C. M. r. (1943); M. Mare and A. Percival,

Victorian Best Seller. The World of C, M. Y.

(1947); A Chaplet for C. Y. (ed. G. Battiscombe

and M. Laski, 1965). R.M.H. (M.A.)

York Cycle, The sole complete MS of these

Miracle plays (B.M. MS Add. 35290) is a mid-

15th-century copy made for the Corporation from

‘originals’ belonging to the craft guhds, probably

dating from the late 14th century. The Christmas

and Easter plays in this Cycle owe much to earlier

Latin plays associated with the respective liturgical

offices. This relationship has been ascertained

from that which this Cycle bears to the much
earlier Shrewsbury Fragments and the later

Towneley*^ (or Wakefield) Cycle, Early in the 15th

century the Cycle comprised 57 plays: when the

surviving MS was prepared these had been

condensed to 48 with a fragment of The Corona-

tion of Oar Lady, itself a late addition. Like other

cycles, the York plays show signs of rehandling

by several authors, the best-known being the

latest, often referred to as ‘the York realist*.

The first record of the Cycle at York dates

from 1378, shortly after which 12 sites or ‘stations*

within the city were prescribed by the Corporation

for performances of the plays, held annually on
Corpus Christi Day itself until the suppression of

the Feast (1548). The Cycle was revived under
Mary I and played sporadically under Elizabeth* I

until finally suppressed by order of the Privy

Council in 1569. York also possessed a Creed
Play and a Paternoster Play, both of which were
suppressed and disappeared at this time. The
Cycle was revived in a condensed version with

great success in 1951 and has been performed in

the ruins of St Mary’s Abbey on a fixed stage

every three years since then.

L. T. Smith, Y, Plays (1885); J. S. Purvis, The
Y. C. ofMystery Plays (1957, 1962). G.W.

Yosa Buson: see Buson.

Yosano Akiko, n6e Otori Akiko (*Sakai, Osaka
7 Xn 1878; ool901 Yosano Hiroshi; t29 V 1942),

Japanese poet. She was a lyrical writer of tanka.

E.B.C.

Midaregami (1901; Tangled Hair, tr. S. Saka-

nishi, 1935; see also Kokusai Bunka ShinkOkai,

Introduction to Classic Japanese Literature,

1948); sel. poems tr. in A. Miyamori, Masterpieces

of Japanese Poetry (1936). E.B.C. CD.E,M.)

Yose (Yosi, Yossi) ben Yose, the Orphan (/?.

some time between 3rd and 7th century), Pale-

stinian Hebrew religious poet, the oldest known

writer of piyyitt. Seven poems, some of them of
considerable length, are known to be by him.

G. A. Prins, Die Aboda des Jose ben Jose

(1900). C.R.

Yoshida Kenko, pseud, of Yoshida Kaneyoshi,
also called Urabe Kaneyoshi since the Yoshida
family was a branch of the Urabe family (*Kyoto
1283; ^ibid, 23 III 1350), Japanese writer and poet.

Born of a Shinto priestly family, in his early life he
was in the service of the retired Emperor Go-Uda
(reigned 1275-87), but on the latter’s death in

1324 he became a Buddhist monk and took the

name Kenko. He lived in retirement thereafter

but probably not in such austerity as his writings

might suggest. His fame rests on a collection of

essays, anecdotes and reflections called Tsure-

zuregusa (c. 1330-35) which is comparable in

contents and importance to Makura no sdshi by
Sei* Shonagon and Hojoki by Kamo* no ChOmei.
In 244 chapters he ranges over a wide number of

subjects connected with religion and philosophy;

his ideas reflect much of Buddhism, but also

include something from Shinto and from Chinese

philosophers, especially Chuang-tzti*. He was
inspired by tiie classics of earlier Japanese litera-

ture and had as his ideal an intellectual life formed
of a harmony between literature, religion and
ethics. The book gives the impression of his

having been a cultured and refined man, althou^^

there are certain passages which might give

support to a later, but unreliable, tradition which

paints him as an unscrupulous and cynical

character.

Tsurezuregusa is like an oasis in the desert of

this period of Japanese literature, when prolonged

civil war and unrest had produced a general

decline. His poems are also of high quality.

E.B.C.

Tsurezuregusa: Essays in Idleness: The T.

of Kenkd (tr. D. L. Keene, 1967: best tr.); also

tr.: G. B. Sansom in Trans. Asiat. Soc. Japan,

XXXDC (1911; extracts in Anthology of Japanese

Literature, ed. D. L. Keene, 1955); W. N. Porter,

The Miscellany of a Japanese Priest (1913); T.

Wakameda, The Idle Thoughts ofa Recluse (1914);

C. S. Eby, Meditations of a Recluse (1934);

R. Kurata, The Harvest of Leisure (partial tr.;

1931); O. Beni, Betrachtungen aus der Stille

(1963).—KenArd hoshi shu (verse; c, 1340-50).

E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Young, Arthur (^London 11 DC 1741; ool765

Martha Allen; ^U)id. 20 IV 1820), English a^-
culturist and traveller, the author of authoritative

surveys of rural and industrial economics.

A Farmers Letters to the People of England

(2 vols, 1768); A Six Weeks Tour thro* the Southern

Counties (1768); A Course of Experimental

Agriculture (1770); A Six Months Tour through
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the North of England (4 vols, 1771); Tours in

Ireland (2 vols, 1780); Travels in France (2 vols,

1794); Autobiography (ed. M. Betham-Edwards,
1898).

A. Defries, Sheep and Turnips: Being the Life

of A, Y. (1938); J. G. Gazley, ‘A. Y.: Some
biographical sources’ in Bull. John Rylands
Libr., XXXVII (1955). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Young, Douglas Cuthbert Colquhoun (*Tay-
port, Fife 5 VI 1913; ool943 Helena Gossaree
Auchterlonie), Scottish poet and man of letters. A
man of catholic accomplishments but a stout and
vivacious champion of Scots freedom. His poetry,

in both ‘Lallans’ and English, is fluent and
rhythmical and marked by kindly human feeling,

verse: Auntran Blads (1943); A Braird o
Thristles (1947).—plays: The Puddocks (1958);
The Burdies (1959; both trs of Aristophanes into

Scots).

—

uprose: Chasing an Ancient Greek (1950);

Scotland's Story (1957); Edinburgh in the Age of
Sir Walter Scott (1965); St, Andrews: Town and
Gown (1969). G.W.C. (W.R.A.)

Young, Edward (*Upham 71683; ool731 Lady
Elizabeth Lee; fWelwyn 5 IV 1765), English poet
and divine whose uneventful later life, tinged with
a sense of frustration, was passed in the country
living of Welwyn. He wrote satires, collected in

The Universal Passions (1725-28), and aged 62
published his Night Thoughts, a widely popular
blank-verse meditation, which greatly influenced

European pre-Romanticism. His unequal produc-
tion includes two plays, some loyal absurdities,

and a verse paraphrase of Job.

Poem on the Last Day (1713); Paraphrase on
part of the Book of Job (1719); Ocean . . . With
a discourse on Ode (1728); Imperium Pelagi, A
naval Lyrick (1730); The Complaint, or Night
Thoughts on Life, Death and Immortality (9 parts,

1742-45); Resignation (2 parts, \lGS),-^The

Revenge (tragedy; 1721); The Brothers (tragedy;

115T),-^Works (6 vols, 1757-78); Poetical Works
(with life by J. Mitford; 2 vols, 1830); Correspon-^

dence (ed. H. Pettit, 1971).

George Eliot in Essays and Leaves from a
Notebook (1884); H. C. Shelley, The Life and
Letters of E. Y, (1914); C. V. Wicker, E, Y, and
the Fear of Death (1952); The Book Collector,

XIX-XX (1970-71 ; on trs). R.M.H. (M.Bu.)

Young, Stark (Como, Miss. 11 VIII 1881;

tNew York 6 I 1963), American poet, novelist

and drama critic. A versatile writer, he is now
remembered as an influential and signiflcant

drama critic. So Red the Rose (1934) has been
considered one of the finest novels on the Civil

War,

The BlindMan at the Window (190Q; Guinevere

(1906); The Flower in Drama (1923); The Theatre

YRIARTE

(1927); The Torches Flare (1928); Feliciana (1935);

The Pavilion (1951).

E. Bentley, In Search of Theatre (1953);

Southern Renaissance: The Literature of the

Modern South (ed. L. D. Rubin and R. D. Jacobs,

1953). I.W.

Yovkov, Yordan (Jeravna 9 XI 1884; fPlovdiv
15 X 1937), Bulgarian author. A village teacher

in the Dobruja, he was called up to serve in the

Balkan and First World Wars. He recorded his

impressions in Zemlyatsi (‘Countrymen’) and
other stories which portray the Bulgarian peasant

uprooted to serve in camp and trench. In govern-

ment service for the rest ofhis life (including service

in the Bucharest legation, 1920-27), he con-

tinued his studies of peasant life centred often

on a Dobruja village ‘Lyulyakevo’, becoming
with the more urbane Vazov* the most cherished

of Bulgarian prose-writers. In his story-cycles

and novels he sought the national mystique,

whether in his Stara Planina legends, in his

peasants’ primeval faith or in the Dobruja
frontier lands’ resistance to Rumania. Often

compared to Elin* Pelin, he lacked that writer’s

light touch and lyrical humour but is preferred

by many for his spiritual depth and epic analysis

of Bulgarian rural life and human character.

He wrote a few plays, which are still successfully

performed.

Razkazi (3 vols, 1917-32); Jetvaryat (1920);

Posledna radost (192Q; Pessen na kolelata and
Staroplaninski legendi (1927); Albena (1930);

Milionerut (1930); Boryana (1932); Chiflikut kray

granitsata (1934); Jensko Surtse (1935); Ako
mofeha da govoryat (1936); Obiknoven chovek

(1936); Goromolov (1938).--Coll. works (15 vols,

1928-38; 7 vols, 1956).

Sbornik Y, Y. 1880-1937 (1937); M. Nikolov,

Tvorcheskiyat put na Y, Y, (1938); G. Vassilev,

Y, Y,—spomeni (1940); D. Minev, Y, Y, (1947);

I. Meshekov, Y. Y, (1947); P. P. Pondev, Elin

Pelin i Y, Y, (1956); S. Kazanjiev, Sreshti i

razgavori s Y, Y, (1960); S. Vassilev, Esteticheski

problemi v tvorchestvoto na Y, Y, (1961). V.P.

Yperman, Jan, 14th-centuiy Dutdi physician

who earned the title of ‘father ofFlemish medicine’

with his two books in the vernacular. Medicine

Boeck and Cyrurgie,

C. Broeckx, La Chirurgie de Mattre Johan

Y, (2nd ed. 1866) and Traite de medicine pratique

de Maitre J, Y, (1867); E. C. van Leersum, De
'Cyrurgie" van Meester J, Y, (n.d.); L. Elaut, De
medicina van J, Y, (1972).

A. J. J. van de Velde in Versl. en Med. Vlaamse
Acad. (1931, 1933); L. Elaut in LeuvenseBijdragen,

LXI (1972). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Yriarte, TomAs de: see Iriarte, TomAs de.
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Yu Hsin (dHsin-yeh 513 ; t581), Chinese poet and

prose-writer. Yii was subjected to diifering literary

influences, because he served first under the

Southern Liang dynasty and after c. 552 in the

north. His work may thus be divided into two

periods, although the whole is marked by an
elegance and strongly rhythmical character. It

represents the culmination of the formal tenden-

cies of the ‘Six Dynasties’ era. He was among the

most skilful writers of ‘parallel’ prose.

Yu TzU-shan chi (coll, works; seL trs in: E. von
Zach, Sinologische Beitrage, III, Batavia, 1936;

J. D. Frodsham and Ch*eng Hsi, An Anthology

of Chinese Verse

»

1967). A.R.D.

Yii Ta-fu, courtesy name of Yii WiN (*Fu-yang

1896; tSumatra 17 IX 1945), Chinese short-story

writer. Yii gained a wide acquaintance with

Western literature while studying in Japan.

There he wrote his first volume of short stories,

ClCen-lun (1921; Der Untergang, tr. A. Rot-
tauscher, 1947). In 1921 he founded the im-
portant Ch*uang-tsao she (‘ Creation Society’) with
Kuo* Mo-jo and others. His was the pioneer

attempt at autobiographical confessional fiction

in China.

Ta-fu cKuan-chi (coll, works; 1928-31; five

short stories tr. in Chinese Lit., 1957, No. 3,

1962, No. 2 and 1963, No. 12).

A. Dolezalova, Yu Ta-fu: Specific Traits ofHis
Literary Creation (1971). A.R.D.

Yuan ChIn (DHo-nan 779; fWu-ch’ang 831),

Chinese poet. Yuan was a descendant of the Wei
(Tatar) imperial family which had reigned in

North China, 5th-6th centuries. He met Po*
Chti-i, with whom he formed one of the most
famous Chinese literary friendships, when both
were examination candidates in 802. His admini-
strative ability was undoubtedly greater than
Po’s but his reformist zeal militated against his

political success, and, although he was for a short

period a chief minister (822), most of his career

was spent away from the capital. In the 30 years

of their friendship, they were seldom able to

meet but they exchanged many letters and poems
(often matching poems with the same rhymes).

This led to their being coupled as joint models
for imitation. To Yilan is ascribed, though the

ascription has been doubted, the authorship of

the famous 9th-century story, Ying-ying chuan

(or Hui-chin chi), which was to become a favourite

theme for drama. (Wang* Shfii-fu’s Hsi-hsiang chi

uses this story.)

Yuan-shih CKang-cKing chi (coll, works;

sel. tr. in W. Bynner, The Jade Mountain, 1929).

—

Ying-ying chuan (‘The Story of Ts’ui Ying-ying’,

tr. A. Waley in More Translations, 1919).

A. Waley, The Life and Times of Po Chu-i

(1949). A,R.D.

Yiian Chieh (DLu-hsien 719; t772), Chinese
poet and prose-writer. Yuan obtained an appoint-

ment under Emperor Su-tsung (759) by the

presentation of a series of essays on government
{Shih-i). He afterwards gave practical demonstra-

tion of his Confucian ideas in relieving the distress

of the people when he was Prefect of Tao-chou.

His prose and verse are both to a great extent

written with a deliberate archaism of style. He
was among the most important forerunners of the

great prose reformer, Han* Yii.

Yuan Tz*u-shan chi (coll, works; sel. tr. in G.
Margoulies, Anthologie raisonnee de la litterature

chinoise, 1948). A.R.D.

Yiian Hao-wIn (DHsiu-jung 1190; tl2 X 1257),

Chinese man of letters. Yiian was regarded as the

outstanding literary figure of the Chin (North

China) dynasty (1115-1235). He was an able if

not very original writer in both prose and verse,

and though most noted as a poet he is perhaps

most successful in his descriptive essays.

I-shan chi (coll, works; 1498; sel. poems tr. in

Anthologie de la poesie chinoise, ed. P. Demieville,

1962). A.R.D.

Yiian Mei (DHangchow 25 III 1716; fNanking

3 I 1798), Chinese poet, essayist and critic. Yiian

ably pursued a civil service career until 1748,

when he retired to Sui-yiian, his famous garden.

Henceforth he successfully maintained a large

family by writing. He gathered round him many
disciples both male and female; for he was ardent

for women’s greater freedom. In the theoretical

controversies of the time, Yiian advocated hsing-

ling (‘natural genius’), affirming that poetry

must have freedom of expression and form, be

without restriction of subject and have pleasure

as its aim. These views brought him into direct

opposition with Sh8n* Td-ch'ien. His essays, in

both plain and rhythmic prose, range widely and

are distinguished by originality and gentle humour;

his witty dissertation on cooldng is a classic of its

type. He was, besides, a noted letter-writer.

Sui-yiian cKuan-chi (complete works; 1918).

—

A. Waley, Yuan Mei (1956; incl. many sel. trs).

A.R.D.

Yfiguf, PoEMA DE, Spanish poem about the life

of Joseph, preserved in two MSS in Arabic

characters. Generally believed to be 14th-century,

but may bemuch later. The narrative, in cuaderna
vfA, is clumsy. The story is derived from the

12th Sura of the koran, and also draws on medi-

eval Jewish legends. Its chief interest is philo-

logical and as a specimen of the auamzado
umERATURE of Spanish-speaking Moors.

Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., LVII; R. Men6ndez
Pidal, P. de Y.: materiales para su estudio (2nd

ed. 1952),
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J. Saroihandy, ‘Remarques sur le Poime de Y:
in Bull. Hispanique, VI (1904).

E.M.W. (A.D.D.)

Yun S6ndo (*1587; tl671), Korean poet, always

on the losing side in the factional strug^es at

court, and so spent almost all his life in provincial

exile. This is reflected in the rural themes of his

poems.

Yi Chaesu, Ym Kosan Ydn'gu (1955).

W.E.S.

Yunus Emre (tl321), Turkish poet and saint.

His life is shrouded in legend. He may have lived

during the second half of the 13th century in

Anatolia, travelled in Syria and the Caucasus and
met great mystics like Jalal-al-Din Rumi (Mau-
lav!*) and Haji Bektash. More than seven villages

in various parts of Anatolia claim to possess his

tomb, but the evidence is strongest for Sarikoy by
the Sakarya river. A great representative of the

mystic movement in Anatolia, his poems are

permeated with religious enthusiasm. He is

obsessed with the themes of human destiny and
death. He wrote in simple language, using mainly

the traditional Turkish syllabic metre. His influ-

ence upon succeeding generations of mystics was
enormous, and he inspired writers during the

renaissance of Turkish poetiy before the 1920s.

Y. E* Divani (ed. A. Golpmarli, 1945); Risdlat

aUNushiyya ve Divdn (ed. idem^ with facs. of

15th-cent. MS. 1965).

Kdpriiluzade Mehmed Fuad, Turk Edebiyatinda

ilk Mutesavviflar (1919); A. Gdlpmarli, Y. E,

(1939) and Y. E. ve Tasavvuf(1961); A. Schimmel,

‘Y. E.* in Numen, XHI (1961); Y. R6gnier,

Le Divan par Younous Emri (1963); §. Tekindag,

*Y. E. hakkmda arastumaler’ in Belleten, XXX
(1966). F.t

Yushkevich, Semen Solomonovich (*1868; tl927),

Russian author and playwright. He belonged to

Gorky’s* Znanie group and took his themes

mainly from Jewish life.

Golod (1905); Dina Gian (1906); Leon Drey

(1922); Golubinoe tsarstvo (1923); Sem' dney

(1933).

—

Posmertnyeproizvedeniya (1 927). J.L.

Yusuf has Hacib (*Balasagun), 11th-century

Turkish poet and autW of the first known work
of Islamic Turkish literature. He was chamberlain

to Tabgag Bugra Karahan. Sultan of Kashgar,

for whom he wrote the Kutadgu Bilig (‘Know-

ledge Which Gives Happiness’; 1069). Thus is an

allegorical poem, of more than 6,000 couplets, on
the art of government and consists of a series of

conversations between the prince, the vizier,

his son and the friend, who symbolize Justice,

Good Fortune, Reason and Contentment. It is

written in a literary language which is a transition

between Uygur and Chagatay. The metre is from

Arabo-Persian prosody, but the vocabulary

is not drowned in loan words. The style is didactic.

It is a valuable source of information for the

history and sociology of Central Asiatic Turks.

W. Radloff, Das Kudatku Bilik (with Ger. tr.;

1891-1900); R. R. Arat. X. B, (crit. ed.; 1947)

and K.R(tr.; 1959).

V. V. Bartold, Histoire des Turcs d'Asie Centrale

(1945); A. Bombaci, ‘K. B. hakkmda bazr mtil^-

hazalar* in Fuat KdprUlu armagam (1953); Re§id

Rahmeti Arat, *K. B.’ in Islam Ansiklopedisi,

VI (1955); Halil Inalcik, ‘K. B.’de Tiirk ve

Iran siyaset nazariye ve gelenekleri’ in R, R.

Arat tgin (1966). F.I.

Yuzhin: see Sumbatov, Alexander Ivanovich.
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z
Zabaleta, Juan de (*Madrid 71610; t?1670),

Spanish desaiptive writer. His chief work is in

two parts : a description ofa festival in the morning

(1654) and evening (1659). He wrote well in the

late-17th-century style, influenced by Gracian*.

His other works have more learned pretensions.

Obras en prosa (1667, 1672); El dia de fiesta

in CostumbHstas espanoles (ed. E. Correa Cal-

der6n, 1950). E.M.W.

Zablocki, Franoszek (*Volhynia 2 I 1750 or

1751; tKoiiskowola 10 DC 1821), Polish author.

After serving for 20 years as a clerk and tutor

with the Czartoryski family he became a priest.

His 54 comedies in verse are mostly adaptations

from the French and from 1779 they were the

main productions of the national theatre. He
also wrote odes, fables, pastorals, political

satires and some very witty lampoons.

Zobobomik (1781; ed. B. Kasinowski, 1905);

Fircyk w zalotach (1783; ed. idem, 1907); Sarma-^

tyzm (1820; ed. L. Bemacki, 1928).

—

Dziela

(6 vols, 1829-30).

M. Gawalewicz, K Z. Szkic biograficzno^

krytyczny (1894); L. Bernacki, ‘Komedie F. Z*
in Teatr, dramat i muzyka za Stanislawa Augusta,

n (1925). S.S. (P.H.)

Zach, Nathan (*Berlin 1930), Hebrew poet;

went to Palestine in 1935. His first poem was
published in 1950. He introduced conversational

style into Hebrew poetry, and writes about the

difficulties of writing poetry and of communica-
tion between two individuals. He is also a notable

translator from German into Hebrew.

Shirim ffadashim (1956) ; Shirim Shonim (1960).

L. 1. Yudkin, ‘Decline in concentration; study

of a poem by N. Z.’ in Jewish Quart, (Jan. 1969;

with tr.). L.Y.

Zacharia, Just Friedrich Wilhelm (Franken-
hausen 1 V 1726; fBrunswick 30 1 177^^, German
poet. Educated at Leipzig, where he first sided

with Gottsched* and then joined the ‘Bremer
BeitrSger’, he became Professor at the Carolinum,
Brunswick, in 1761. His most successful work is

his first, the verse satire Der Renommist (1744),

which good-humouredly mocks at the typical

dandyish Leipzig and boisterous Jena student.

Das Schnupftuch (1754); Die Tageszeiten

(1755); Mumer in der Hdlle (1757); Die vier

Stufen des weiblichen Alters (1757); Cortes

(1766).

H. Zimmer, Z. und sein Renommist (diss.

Leipzig, 1892); H. Kaspar, Die komischen Epen
von Z. (1935). H.B.G.

Zacuto (Zakkuth), Moses (*Amsterdam c. 1625;
tMantua 1 X 1697), Italian Hebrew dramatist]

religious poet and mystic. In his youth a fellow

student of Spinoza"^, he became rabbi in Venice
and later in Mantua. He is the first Hebrew
dramatist, his plays being in the taste of ItaUan
drama of the time. He was an eager student of
the CABBALAH and founder of a minor Italian

mystical school.

verse: Hen Qol ffadash (Amsterdam, 1712);

Tiqqun Shovavim (Venice, 1712).

—

^drama: Yesod
*Olam (on Abraham; Venice, 1673; ed. with biog.

A. Berliner, 1874); Tofteh *Arukh (on Heaven and
Hell; Venice, 1715 ; ed. with intro. D. A. Friedman,

1923). CR.

Zadonshchina (‘Trans-Doniad’)» a highly coloured

narrative about the Russian victory over the

Tatars in 1380 on the field of Kulikovo. Written

at the beginning of the 15th centuiy by the priest

Sophonia of Ryazan, the narrative contains

several passages imitative of The Lay of Igofs
Campaign (5/ovo* o Polku Igoreve). It is one
of the valuable monuments of Old Russian
literature.

A. D. Sedel’nikov, *Gde byla napisana Z*
in Slavia, IX (1930). J.L.

Zagel, Hermann Heinrich (*Columbia, Ind.

1859; fPeoria, 111. 1936), minor German-American
author.

Reisebilder (1907); Aus Fruhlingstagen (1929;

excerpt in Amer.-Ger. Rev., VIII.l, 1941); Z.’^

Allerlei (1930).

A. E. Zucker, ‘Die Abendschule, 1853-1940*

in Amer.-Ger. Rev., VIII.3 (1942). E.R.

Zagorchinov, Stoyan (*Plovdiv 3 XII 1889;

tSofia 31 1 1969), Bulgarian novelist. His favourite

subject-matter is medieval Bulgarian and Balkan

history.

Legenda za Sveta Sofia (1926); Den posleden—

den gospoden (1931-34); Ruka Ilieva (play;

1943); Praznik v Boyana (1950). V.P.

Zagoskin, Mikhail Nikolayevich (*Penza pro-

vince 14 VII 1789; fMoscow 23 VII 1852),

Russian playwright and author. His Yury Milo-

slavsky (1829) was the first successful Russian

historical novel after the manner of Sir Walter

Scott*.

Sochineniya (7 vols, 1889).

—

Tales of Three

Centuries (tr. J. Curtin, 1891); The Young Musco-

vite (ed. F. Chamier, 1834). J.L.

AL-Zahawi, Jambl IJidqI (*Baghdad 1863; ^ibid,

1936), Iraqi Arab poet who met with much
opposition to his political and liberal social views.

His poetry, which is neo-classical in tone, displays
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a passionate belief in reason and much irony,
especially in his long imaginative narrative

ThmraJVUJahlm (‘Revolt in Hell*). He tends to
deal with abstract ideas and undigested scientific

facts.

verse: aUKalim al~manzum (1909); Ruba'iyyat
al‘Z, (1924); Diwdn aUZ, (1924); RubaUyydt
al~Khayyam (1928); aULubdb (1928).

—

Anthologie
de la titterature arabe contemporaine: La poesie
(tr. Luc Norin and Edouard Tarabay, Paris,

1967).

Na§ir al-Hani, Mubd^ardt *an /. Z, (1954).

M.M.B.

Zahradnicek, Jan (*Mastnik 17 1 1905; tUhfinov
7 X 1960), Czech poet. From his earliest poems
(JPokuSeni smrti, 1930) to his last (La Salletta^

1947), Zahradnicek was mainly influenced by his

Catholic faith which, together with faith in his

people (Korouhvei 1940), gives his often pessimistic

and brooding poems their fundamental theme.

R.A.

Zaidan, JuRji (*Beirut I 1861; fCairo 22 VII
1914), Syro-Egyptian Arab historian, novelist

and journalist. Creator of the Arabic historical

novel, he wrote 22 novels which were translated

into several Oriental languages. His History of
Arabic Literature (4 vols, 191 1-14) is stilla standard
work. Almost equally important is his History

of Islamic Civilization (5 vols, 1902-06; IV,

Umayyads and Abbasids, tr. D. S. Margoliouth,

1907).

novels: Al-Mamluk aUshdrid (1904; Her
letzte Mameluck md seine Irrfahrten, tr. M.
Thilo, 1917); AWAbbdsah ukht aURashid (1906;

Al Abbdsa ou la scsur du Calife, tr. M. Y. Bitar

and C. MouliC, 1912); AUInqildb al-Uthmdni

(1911; Allah Veiiillel, Roman sur la revolution

turque, tr. M. Y. Bitar and T. Sandre, 1924).—
Mukhtdrdt (essays; 1937).

I. Y. Kratchkovsky, ‘Der historische Roman
in der neueren arabischen Literatur’ in Die Welt
des Islams, XII (1930-31). C.R. (M.M.B.)

Zaitsev, also Zaytsev, Boris Konstantinovich
(*1881), Russian author in the ‘moody* tradition

of Turgenev* and Chekhov*. His roots being in

pre-1914 Russia, his narratives about it are full

of nostalgia, lyrical atmosphere and a rather

feminine sensitiveness. In 1922 he emigrated to

Italy. His writings of this period often deal with

the uprooted intellectual emigres.

Sobranie sochineniy (7 vols, Berlin, 1922-23);

Zolotoy uzor (1926); Izbrannye rasskazy (1929);

ZhM Turgeneva (1932); Moskva (1939); Tishina

(1948); Yunosf (1950).—Anna (tr. N. Duddington,

1928). J.L.

Zaleski, J6zef Bohdan (*Bohatyrka 14 II 1802;

tVillepreux 31 III 1886), Polish poet. After his

education, in which S. Goszczynski* was his

companion, he was a private tutor. Following his

participation in the 1821 rising he went to France

where he made friends with Mickiewicz* but was
against A. Towiaiiski. Zaleski was the chief co-

founder of the ‘Ukrainian school* of poetry

idealizing the Cossacks and the Ukraine. There is a
melancholy strain and religious sentiment in his

poems.

Rusalki (1829; Les nymphes . . . tr. V. G. in

Bull. Pol., CLXXV, 1900); Przenajswiqtsza Rod-
Zina (1841 ; La Sainte Famille, tr. M. Borch, 1844);

Dumy i ^dumkV (1841); Zlota duma (1891).

—

Pisma (4 vols, 1877); Hziela poSmiertne (2 vols,

1891).

O. M. Kolessa, Ukraihska rytmika ludowa w
poezjach B. Z. (1900); S. Zdziarski, B. Z. Studium

biograficzno-literackie (1902); J. Tretiak, B. Z,

(3 vols, 1911-14); J. Krzyzanowski, ‘B. Z.’ in

Polish Romantic Literature (1930). S.S.

Zamfirescu, Dumu (*Pl^e$ti 1858; fAgapia

1922), Rumanian novelist and poet. After studying

law he entered the diplomatic service and served

in Rome, Athens and Brussels between 1888 and
1906, becoming Foreign Minister in 1920. He is

best known for his cycle of five novels based on a

boyar family (Viafa la fard, 1895; Tdnase Scatiu,

1896; In rdzboi, 1898; Indreptdri, 1902; Anna,

1910) which are a portrait of Rumanian boyar

society at the turn of the century. This pycle is the

first of its kind in Rumanian literature and as well

as providing a number of fine character studies it

reveals the author’s powers of description. His

volume of poems Ford titlu (1883) has the flavour

of Bolintineanu*, a mixture of the exotic and the

macabre. His departure for Italy in 1888 had a
profound effect upon him, and the poems in

Alte orizonturi (1894) show him rather as a Par-

nassian or neo-classic poet, Rome and Greece

often providing the themes for his meditative

verse.

Sasha (Eng. tr. L. Byng, 1927).

—

Scrieri alese

(1962); Opere, I (1970).

A. Sandulescu, D. Z. (1969). D.J.D.

Zamora, Antonio de (*Madrid 71664; ^ibid.

nil), Spanish dramatist and courtier. He fol-

lowed Cdderon*, but also foreshadowedRam6n de

la Cruz’s* interest in popular types and customs.

His fame rests on his version of the don juan
saga

—

No hay plazo que no se cumpla. Less pro-

found, more down to earth but also more subtle

than Tirso’s*, it lies half way between the original

and the romantic version of Zorrilla*.

Comedias nuevas (2 vols, 1722); Biblioteca de

Aut. Esp., XLIX.
J. W. Barlow, ‘Zorrilla’s indebtedness to Z.’ m

Romanic Rev., XVffl (1927). R.M.N.
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Zamyatin, Evgeny Ivanovich (^Lebedyan 1884;

tFrance 1939), Russian ‘neo-realist’ author. He
specialized in grotesque and satirical stories

about Russian provincial life. Later he wrote two

not very complimentary narratives about England

(where he had stayed during 1916). His usual

method was that of the carefully constructed

SKAZ as practised by Remizov*. What he thought

of the Soviet regime can best be gathered from his

Wellsian 26th-century novel My, As the novel

was an anticipation of Huxley’s* Brave New
World and of George Orwell’s* 1984^ misunder-

standings with the regime were bound to follow.

In 1931 Zamyatin emigrated to France.

Ogni sv, Dominika (play; 1922); Na kulich-

kakh (1923); Uyezdnoye (1923); Sever (1929);

Navodnenie (1930); Bich bozhiy (1938).

—

My
(wr. 1920; pub. abroad, 1924--29; New York,

1952; We, tr. G. Zilboorg, ibid., 1925; tr. B. G.

Guemey, London, 1970; Nous autres, tr. B.

Cauvet-Duchamel, 1929); Litsa (New York,

1955).

—

The Dragon (stories; tr, M. Ginzburg,

1972).

A. Efrenin in Krasnaya Nov’, I (1930); D. J.

Richards, Z, A Soviet Heretic (1962). J.L.

Zanella, Giacomo (*Chiampo 9 DC 1820; fCavaz-

zale 17 V 1888), Italian abate, poet and scholar,

for many years Professor of literature at Padua,

author of a famous ode, Sopra una conchiglia

fossile. He combines science and religion in

poems whose style, especially in VAstichello

(1884), a collection of 91 meditative sonnets

written in the rustic seclusion of Cavazzale, is

classical in its clarity and sober realism, though

somewhat heavy and antiquated.

Milton e Galileo (1868); Poesie (1928).

£. Bettazzi, G, Z, e la critica di Benedetto

Croce (1907). J.G.-R.

Zapata de Chaves, Luis (*Llerena 1526; t^ter

1599), Spanish poet and prose-writer. He was
page to Philip II and led a courtier’s life. His

epic about Charles V has few modem readers.

His prose miscellany, composed when he was an
old man, is extremely entertaining.

Carlo Famoso (Valencia, 1556); sel. (Santiago

de Chile, 1916); Arte poitica (Lisbon, 1592);

Misceldnea (ed. P. Gayangos, 1859); Varia historia

[misceldnea] (ed. Horsman, Amsterdam, 1935).

J. Men6ndez Pidal, Vida y obras de D. L, Z,

(1915). E.M.W.

Zapolska, Gabriela, pseud, of Gabriela Korwin-
PiOTROWSKA, also used pseud. J6zee Maskoee
(Kiwerka 1860; tLw6w 17 XII 1921), Polish

author. Educated in a convent, after divorcing

her first husband she became an actress (1880)

and for five years (1890-95) worked in Antoine’s

theatre in Paris. In her naturalistic novels and
bourgeois comedies with brisk dialogue and lively

situations she mercilessly fought all cant, depicted

the antagonism of the sexes and championed the

oppressed.

novels: Kdska Kariatyda (1888; Ger. tr.

Kdthe, 4th ed. 1927); Przedpiekle (1889; tr. Die
Holle der Jungfrauen, 7th ed. 1924); Sezonowa
milosc (1905; SommerHebe, tr. S. Goldenring,

1915); Pan policmajster Tagiejew (1905; Der
Polizeimeister, tr. idem, 1914); O czem siq nie

mdwi (1909; Wovon man nicht spricht, tr. idem,

1913); Kobieta bez skazy (1913; Die unberuhrte

Frau, tr. idem, 1912); O czem siq nawet mySlet

nie chce (1914; Woran man nicht denken mag,
tr. idem, 1917).

—

splays: Malaszka (1887); Kaska
Kariatyda (1897); Tamten (1898; Die Warschauer

Zitadelle, tr. J. Szalit, 1916); Moralno^c pani

DulskieJ (1907; Die Moral der Frau Dulska, tr. I.

Goldbaum, 1912); Skiz (1909); Panna MolU
czewska (1912); Ich czworo (1912).

—

^short

stories: One (1890); Menazeria ludzka (1893).

—

Dziela (7 vols, 1922-23); Pisma wybrane (ed.

J. Z. Jakubowski, 4 vols, 1950); Dziela wybrane

(1957); Publicystyka (1958-62); Dramaty (1960-

61).

Jadwiga Czachowska, G, Z. Monografia

bibliograficzna (1966). S.S. (P.H.)

Z^ate, Fernando de: see Enriquez G6mez,
Antonio.

Zarnov, Andrej, pseud, of Franti§ek SubIk

(Kuklov 1903), Slovak poet. A Slovak separatist

whose extreme nationalism coloured much of his

poetry, 2amov went into exile at the end of

the Second World War.

Hlas krvi (1932); Stit (1940); Mftvy (1942).

R.A.

Zasius, Ulrich (*Constance 1461 ; fFreiburg im

Breisgau 24 XI 1535), Swiss scholar. Professor of

law, who acquired an immense reputation as a

Latin stylist.

Opera (6 vols, Lyons, 1548-51).

R. Schmidt, U. Z. (1904); P. S. Allen, Erasmi

Epistolae (11 vols, 1906-47). D.H.

Zasodimsky, Pavel Vladimirovich (Vologda
province 1843; tl912), Russian novelist of the

‘populist* (narodniki) team of writers. He wrote

maMy about peasants and the village conmiune,

rather idealizing both.

Khronika sela Smurina (1874); Stepnye iayny

(1880); Po gradam i vesyam (1885); Sobranie

sochineniy (2 vols, 1895). J.L.

Zavattini, Cesare (*Luzzara, Reggio Emilia 20

IX 1902), Italian short-story writer, though

perhaps best known as a film director: he col-

laborated with De Sica in the making of the

Italian films Sciuscid (1945) and Bicycle Thieves
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(1948) and greatly influenced the development of
neo-realism in the cinema. His short stories have
won him the reputation of being a humorous
writer, but his humour is directed so as to further

the social criticism motivating his work.

Parliamo tanto di me (1931); I poveri sono
rmtti (1937); lo sono il diavolo (1942); Totd il

buono (1943). J.F.C. (B.M.)

Zayas y Sotomayor, MarIa de (*Madrid 1590;

t?/7>zV/. ?1661), Spanish novelist. Little is known
for certain about her life. Her two collections

of novels were published in 1638 and 1647. Her
novels are melodramatic and sensational; she
cultivated the horrible and at the same time
defended the rights of women. Her style is more
readable than that of most of her contemporary
novelists.

Novelas amorosos y ejemplares (ed. A. G. de
Ameziia, 1948); Desenganos amorosos (ed. idem,

1950).

E. B. Place. Af. de Z. (Colorado, 1923).

E.M.W.

Zaytsev, Boris Konstantinovich: see Zaitsev,

Boris Konstantinovich.

Zea, Francisco (*Madrid 1825; l^ibid, 1857),

Spanish poet. Little is known of his life. Kfls

Obras en verso y prosa were published posthu-

mously (1858) by his friends. Of great lyrical

intensity, his famous poem Inspiracidn is a pro-

phecy of divine punishment through fire. The
Diablo alcalde is an interesting evocation of the

old one-act entremeses,

J. Olmedilla y Puig, ‘El poeta F. Z.* in Espana
Modema (1914). R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Ze’ami Motokiyo, pseud, of Yusaki Saemon-
DAYU Motokiyo: also knovm as Kanze Moto-
KiYO (*1363; tl443), Japanese writer (and actor)

of no plays. Ze’ami’s father, Kan’ami* Kiyot-

sugu, and Ze’ami himself were the creators of the

no drama in its present form. Under the patronage

of the Sh5gun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, he continued

the development of the nd after Kan’ami’s death

in 1384. He was a prolific writer, and out of

almost 250 n5 plays still performed, he wrote

about half (although in some cases the authorship

is imcertain) and in addition revised several

earlier works.

In 1908 a manuscript was discovered in Japan

containing 16 treatises by Ze’ami (written not for

publication, but as manuals for his pupils) in

which much information is given about his life

and plays. Some further treatises were discovered

in 1941. These embody technical directions on all

aspects of writing, staging and acting no plays,

directions which were regarded as guild secrets

(which is probably why they were so long lost).

In 1429, Ze’ami, on account of his age, made his

son Motomasa the virtual head of the company
of actors, entrusting to him the inner secrets of

the art, but Motomasa died in 1431. The headship

of the company passed to his nephew On’ami
at the wish of the Shogun but apparently against

the will of Ze’ami, who did not entrust his secrets

to him. In 1432 Ze*ami was exiled, probably as a
consequence. Subsequent writers of nd plays were
few and less significant.

Ze’ami’s fame rests on his skill as a writer of

nd: his style of composition is noted for its quality

of *yugen* (a term deriving from Zen Buddhism,
with which he was clearly very familiar), ‘subtlety’,

‘elusiveness’, whereby the plays were considered

to gain in beauty. Contemporary writers applauded

his marked ability as an actor: and his dramatic

criticism in the treatises is of great value.

plays: 15 plays tr. A. Waley in The Nd Plays

of Japan (1921); 5 tr. B. L. Suzuki in Ndgaku,

Japanese No Plays (1932); 2 tr. P. G. O’Neill in

Monumenta Nipponica, X.1-2 (1954); 2 tr. A.

Waley, 1 tr. M. Weatherby and B. Rogers in

Anthology of Japanese Literature (ed. D. L.

Keene, 1955); 18 tr. in Nippon Gakujutsu Shinko-

kai, Japanese Noh Drama (3 vols, 1955-60);

group of plays tr. M. Ueda in The Old Pine Tree

and Other Noh Plays (1962); 2 tr. S. H. Jones in

Monumenta Nipponica, XXXni.1-4 (1963);

1 tr. G. Wilson, ibid., XXIV.4 (1969); 6 tr. in

Twenty Plays of the Nd Theatre (ed. D. L. Keene,

1970); see also Ezra Pound and E. Fenollosa, The

Classic Noh Theatre of Japan (1959); Fr. trs:

8 plays tr. N, P6ri in Cinq Nd (1921) and Le Nd
(1944); 7 tr, G. Renondeau in Bull, feole fran-

caise d’extrSme-orient (1926-32) and France-

Asie, new ser., XVII.170 (1961); 7 tr. P. Arnold

and Y. Fukui in Neuf Nd japonais (1957).

—

dramatic crihcism: Se'amijurokubu shu (‘Collec-

tion of the 16 Treatises of S.’): ed. Yoshida

Togo (1909); trs: Shidehara Michitaro and W.
Whitehouse in Monumenta Nipponica, IV.2

(1941) and V.2 (1942); R. N. McKinnon, ‘Z. on
the Art of Training’ in Harvard Jour. Asiat. Stud.,

XVI (1953); representative passages tr, D. L.

Keene in R. Tsimoda et al. Sources ofthe Japanese

Tradition (1958); Fr. tr.: R. Sieffert, La tradition

secrite du Nd, sum d’une Jowmee de Nd (1960);

Ger. trs: O. Beni, S. M, und der Geist des Nd^
Schauspiels . . . (1953) and Die geheime Vber-

lieferung des Nd (1961); H. Bohner, ‘KakyO—
Blumenspiegel—Hana no kagami’ in Mitteilungen

der deutschen Gesellschaft fUr Natur- und
Volkerkunde Ostasiens, XXXIV.A (2 vols in

one, 1953-54), ‘NOsaJkusho, Buch der Nd-
Gestaltung’, ibid., XXXIV.D (1954) and ‘Shu-

dosho Kyakurai-kwa--S."-Schriften der dritten

Schrifttumspeiiode des Meisters’, ibid., XLI.C
(1961).

W. G. Aston, A History of Japanese Literature

(1907); T. Nogami, Japanese Noh Drama (1934);
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Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, The Noh Dfama

(1937) and Introduction to Classic Japanese

Literature (1948); F. Bowers, Japanese Theatre

(1952); D. L. Keene, Japanese Literature^ An
Introduction for Western Readers (1953) and, with

H. Kaneko, No: The Classical Theatre of Japan

(1966); P. G. O’Neill, A Guide to No (1954) and

Early N6 Drama (1958); H. Bohner, ‘Gestalten

imd Quellen des N6’ in Gakuho (1955), N6:

die einzelnen Nd (Mitteilungen der deutschen

Gesellschaft fur Natur- und Vdlkerkunde Osta-

siens, supp. XXII, 1956) and N6\ Einjuhrung

(ibid.^ XXIV, 1959); E. Ernst, Three Japanese

Plays From the Traditional Theatre (1959); M.
Ueda, Z., Basho^ Yeats, Pound: A Study in JapO'^

nese and English Poetics (1965) and ‘Imitation,

yugen and sublimity* in Literary and Art Theories

in Japan (1967); R. B. Pilgrim, ‘Some aspects of

kokoro in Z.* in Monumenta Nipponica, XXIV.4
(1969). E.B.C. (D.E.M.)

Zedlitz, Joseph Christian von (*Schloss Johan-

nesberg 28 II 1790; tVienna 16 III 1862), Austrian

poet and dramatist, diplomatist, publicist and

conservative patriot, whose late Romantic tragedy

Turturell (1821) provoked Platen’s* mockery,

but whose ballad Die ndchtliche Heerschau is well

known. He translated Byron’s* Childe Harold.

H.A.P.

Dramatische Werke (4 vols, 1830-36); Ausge-

wdhlte Werke (ed. O. Rommel, 1909).

O. Hellmann, Z. (1910); F. Milleker, Z. (1922).

H.A.P. (K.W.M.)

Zeebots, Willem (*c. 1625; fLouvain 8 VII

1690), Flemish priest and writer, continued the

tradition of the medieval Mystery plays, some-

times in the style of the schooldrama.

Spel V. d. zuyveren Patriarch Joseph and Spel

van Hendrik VIII Koningh van Engeland, ofte

Scheuringe (after Vernulaeus’ Henricus Octavus seu

Schisma Anglicanum; coll. 1662); Passiespel and
Enige heiligen-spelen (Saint Adriaen, Saint

Hubertus; 1687).

A. de Maeyer, ‘Een Brabantse 17e eeuwse

toneelschryver: W. Z.* in Eigen Schoon en de

Brabander,XLIX(196®.
A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Zeeus, Jacob (^Zevenbergen 14 II 1668; '\ibid.

27 XI 1718), Dutch satirist and writer of valuable

Arcadian verse; for a short time pupil of Hou-
braken* as an engraver, then surveyor-notary

at Zevenbergen. His Zangherg in gevaar unleashed

the so-called Poets’ war. He also wrote De wolf

int schaepsvel (1711; ed. C. W, van de Watering,

1964). His Gedichten (1720) and Overgebleve

gedichten (with biog., 1726) were published

posthumously.

Poetenroorlog (2 vols, 1715-16); C. Busken
Huet in Litterarische Fantasien en Kritieken, I

(1881); W. Kloos, Een daad van eenvoudige

rechtvaardigheid (1909); P. van ValkenhofF,

‘J. Z.’ in TUdschrift voor Taal en Letteren,

XXVI (1938). J.W.W.

Zegadlowicz, Emil (*Bielsk Sl^ski 20 VII 1888;

tSosnowiec 24 II 1941), Polish author. Of a
Ruthenian father and Czech mother, he was
active in many fields; as a leader of regional

Beskid poets and a prolific writer, though often

careless in his easy improvisations, he contributed

to the development of Polish literary Expression-

ism. His series of spontaneous ballads is interesting,

and his dramas have a compact composition,

strong conflicts and well delineated characters.

But his autobiographical novel, with a happy
start, in the second part indulges in trivial natural-

ism and obscenity.

verse: Ballady (1920); Powsinogi beskidzkie

(1922); Dziewanny (1920-27).

—

^plays: Glaz gra-

niczny (1925); Lampka oliwna (1925).—novels:
Zywot Mikolaja Srebrempisanego (5 pts, 1927-

37).—translation: Faust (2 pts, 192^27).—
Dramaty (2 vols, 1931-32); Pokosy. Wybdr poezji

1907-32 (1933).

S. Papee, Misteria balladowe Z. (1927); O.
Forst de Battaglia, ‘E. Z.’ in Pologne Litteraire,

XI (1927); K. Czachowski, ‘Ostatnie lata Z.* in

Odrodzenie, II (1945). S.S.

Zeggelen, Wilhelmus Josephus van (*The Hague
15 IX 1811; Vbid. 15 II 1879), Dutch poet and
publisher, founder of Oefening Kweekt Kennis.

Pieter Spa naar Londen (1838); Pieter Spa
naar Amsterdam (1841); Lack en luim (1846).—

Verzamelde gedichten (8 vols, 1849).

C. Busken Huet in Litterarische Fantasien en

Kritieken, VII (1881-88). J.W.W.

Zelandus; see Bellamy, Jacobus.

2elenski, Tadeusz, pseud. Boy (*Warsaw 21

XII 1874; tLwow 4 VII 1941), Polish author. Son
of a composer, he studied medicine at Cracow
and Paris, in 1922 settled in Warsaw, and in

1939 became Professor of French literature in

Lw6w. Co-founder of the literary circle Zielony

Balonik (1905), he wrote for it gay and satirlcri

ditties and trifles, from 1908 known as Slowka.

His literary and theatrical criticisms from 1919

were valuable and his publicistic writings courage-

ous and provocative. But the translations covering

all the great French authors are his greatest work.

verse: Slowka (1913).

—

criticism: Stadia i

szkice z literatury francuskiej (1920); Flirt z

Melpomenq (10 vols, 1922); Moliire (1924);

Ladzie zywi (1929); Brqzownicy (1930); Romanse

cienldw (1935); Perfumy i krew (1936).

—

^various:

Pani Hahska (1926); Piekh kobiet (1930); Znasz-li

ten kraj? (1931).

W. Borowy, ‘B. jako tlumacz’ in Przegl.
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Warsz., VII (1922); I. Krzywicka, ‘Trois faces
de B.-i: in Pologne Litteraire, XVII (1928);
F. L. Schoell, Venfant terrible de la Pologne,
B, (1931); K. Irzykowski, Beniaminek, Rzecz o
B»“2, (1933); K. Czachowski, ‘Spcrfeczne oblicze

Boya’ in Odrodzenie, HI (1946). S.S. (P.H.)

Zelinsky, Korneuy (*1896), Soviet literary

critic, connected with the ‘constructivist* group
of early Soviet poety. The group was led by Ilya

Sel’vinsky*, and Zelinsky became its chief theore-

tician.

A. A. Fadeyev, Sovetskaya literatura (1948).

J.L.

2eniaite, pseud, of Julda BENiu$EVidiUTE-

Zymanhene (*Plunge canton 31 V 1845; oo20 X
1865 L. 2ymantas; tMariampol [now Kapsukas]
7 XII 1921), Lithuanian novelist. She belonged
to a Polish-speaking family but mastered Lithu-

anian early. After an interrupted and defective

education and a very hard life, she turned to

journalism and literature, visited the U.S.A. and
wrote her first book Rudens vakarq (‘Autumn
Evening*) in 1894. Her writings reveal a peasant-

type reaUstic mind, shrewd, observant and not

without sentiment. She deals primarily with village

life and writes a clear, idiomatic Lithuanian.

RaStai(4vo]s, 1924 ff.).

J. 2iu^a, 2,s kuryba, 1 (1935); J. Butenas,

2. (1938). W.K.M. (H.Le.)

Zenea, Juan Clemente (*Bayamo 1831; tLa
Habana 1871), Cuban poet, chiefly remembered
for a few melancholy love lyrics of typically

Romantic cast, and for his tragic death by execu-

tion for conspiracy against Spain in 1855.

Cantos de la tarde (1860); Poesias (New York,

1872). E.Sa.

Zeno, Apostolo (*Venice 11 XII 1668; ^ibid, 11

XI 1750), Italian scholar and librettist. Founder

of the Giomale dei letterati d’ltalia (1710);

poet laureate to the imperial court, Vienna

(1718-28). Desiring to restore dignity to the

over-spectacular melodramma of his day, Zeno
wrote many operatic libretti on fashionable,

heroic themesr—regular in structure and strongly

influenced by the French classical theatre {Ifigenia,

Temistocle, Andromaca, 1695-1730)—and some
20 oratorios on Biblical subjects (Giuseppe,

1722; Ezechia, 1737). In his later years he com-
piled several works of great erudition and notably

enriched G. Fontanini’s Biblioteca delVeloquenza

italiana with critical annotations (2 vols, 1753).

Lettere (ed. F. Morelli, 6 vols, 1785); Drammi
scelti (ed. M. Fehr, 1929),-^Poesie drammatiche

(ed. G. Gozzi, 10 vols, 1744).

F. Negri, La vita di A. Z. (1810.—L. PistoreUi,

I melodrammi di A, Z. (1894); M. Fehr, A, Z. und
seine Reform des Opemtextes (1912); A. Michieli,

‘Le poesie sacre drammatiche di A. Z.* in Giomale
storico della lett. ital., XCV (1930); R. Giazotto,

Poesia melodrammatica e pensiero critico net

SetteCento (1952).—M. Berengo, Giomali veneziani

del Settecento (1962; intro.). M.W.

Zeno OF CmuM in Cyprus (*335; t263 b.c.),

the founder of the Stoic school of Gredc philo-

sophy. He was probably a Phoenician, went to

Athens in 313 and studied Academic, Megarian

and Cynic philosophy. He then developed his own
system and taught in the Stoa Poikile at Athens.

The Stoic doctrine was that man can attain

happiness only by self-reliance, by independence

of external circumstance: the cosmos is made of

matter permeated through and through, and
inexorably controlled, by a material god, conceived

as a kind of fire. Sense-perception can give sure

knowledge of this cosmos: man’s duty is to

understand, to live ‘according to nature* and to

banish from himself ‘unnatural* fears and desires.

Virtue is the only good: sure of his own virtue,

the Stoic wiseman could be indifferent to suffering.

Zeno’s system, developed by Cleanthes* and
Chiysippus* and modified by Panaetius* and
Posidonius*, appealed to many in the time of

Rome’s greatness.

H. von Amim, Stoicorum veterum fragmenta,

I (1921); A, C. Pearson, Tfie Fragments of Z.

and Cleanthes (1891).

E. Zeller, Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics

(1870); R, D. Hicks, Stoic and Epicurean (1910);

E. Bevan, Stoics and Sceptics (1913); M. Pohlenz,

Die Stoa (1949); Problems in Stoicism (ed. A. A.

Long, 1970). D.J.F.

Zeno OF Elea (early 5th century b.c.), Greek

philosopher, a pupil of Parmenides*. He defended

Parmenides’ theory of One Being by examining

the premisses of others and drawing contradictory

conclusions from them. Thus the famous paradox

of Achilles and the tortoise was to exhibit the

fallacy ofsupposing that Being is infinitely divisible.

Aristotle* cdled him the inventor of dialectic,

and he was clearly a considerable logician.

There was a great revival of interest in his para-

doxes among British and American philosophers

in the 1950s and 1960s.

H. Diels, Die Fragments der Vorsokratiker, I

(6th ed. 1951); H. D. P. Lee, Z. of E. (1936;

with tr.).

H. Frankel, ‘Z.’s attacks on plurality’ in Amer.

Jour. Philol., LXm (1942); M. Black, Problems

of Analysis (1954); G. E. L. Owen, ‘Z. and the

mathematicians* in Proc. Aristotelian Soc.,

LVIII (1957-58); G. Vlastos, arts on Z. in Philo-

sophic Classics (ed. W. Kaufmann, 1961) and
The Encyclopaedia ofPhilosophy (ed. P. Edwards,

1967). D.J.F.
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Zenodotus (*Ephesus c. 325; fc. 260 b.c.), Greek

grammarian, pupil of Philetas*, first librarian of

the royal library at Alexandria. He made the

first critical edition of Homer’^. InsuflBicient

knowledge of Homeric language and archaeology

and lack of diplomatic method made him too ready

to reject as interpolations authentic passages, and

to foist his own conjectures into the text.

J. E. Sandys, History of Classical Scholarships I

(3rd ed. 1921); P. Cauer, Grundfragen der Homer-

kritik (3rd ed. 1923); G. M. Bolling, External

Evidence for Interpolation in Homer (1925);

M. H. A. L. H. van der Valk, Textual Criticism

of the Odyssey (1949); R. Pfeiffer, History of
Classical Scholarship (1968). R.B.

Zerbold van Zutphen, Gerard (*Zutphen 1367;

tWindesheim 4 XII 1398), Dutch theologian,

after Geert Groote* the greatest scholar of the

DEVOTio MODERNA. After his studies in Paris

Zerbold lived until his early death in the friary at

Deventer. He worked hard both as librarian and
confessor to the brothers (whom he also defended

against the attacks of the Mendicant Friars in his

Super modo vivendi devotorum hominum simul com-
morantium) and as the author of several works
on moral Geology and ecclesiastical law. The two
most important ones are Despiritualibusascensioni-

bus and De reformatione virium animae. InDe libris

Teutonicalibus he defended the translating of

devotional tracts into the vernacular.

A. Hyma in Nederl. Archief v. Kerkgesch.,

new ser., XVI (1921), XVII (1924), XX (1927);

Archief voor d. Gesch. v. h. Aartsbisdom Utrecht,

LII (incl several works; 1926); Eng. tr. of De
spiritualibus ascensionibus (preceded by Thomas a
Kempis’ Life) in The Spiritual Ascent, a Devo-
tional Treatise by Gerard ofZutphen (1908).

G. H. J. W. Geesink, G. Z. van Z. (1879);

A. Hyma, The Christian Renaissance (1925; 2nd ed.

1965) and The Brethren ofthe Common Life (1950);

J. van Rooy, G, Z. van Z., I (1936); A. Rayez in

L. Reypens-Album (1964). J.J.M. (A.V.E.)

Zermatten, Maurice (Saint-Martin, Valais 22
X 1910), Swiss novelist, one of the fct to write

of the Valais, its scenery, ancient civilization and
rugged and passionate people. The forces of
nature play a dramatic part in these stories

which often present grave moral confiicts in a
rustic setting. His view of the world is determined

by his Catholicism.

La colire de Dieu (1940); Le sang des morts

(1942); Christine (1944); ie jardin des oliviers

(1951); La fontaine (TArithuse (1958); Le bouclier

d*or (1961); Le cancer des solitudes (1964);
Pays sans chemin (1966),—Sive d^enfance (auto-

biog. narrative; 1970). J.P.I. (G.G.)

2eromski, Steean, pseuds. Maurycv Zych,

J6zef Katerla (*Strawczyn 1 XI 1864; tWarsaw
20 XI 1925), Polish author. Of country gentry, he
was brought up in a patriotic tradition. During
his veterinary studies he was arrested by Russians
in Warsaw in 1888 and contracted tuberculosis

when in prison.

In almost all his literary works there is one of

two elements: a sense of social injustice and the

need of some readjustment in human relations,

or that of patriotism. The characters fight for

high ideals and pay for it with their own personal

happiness; the author’s sympathy is always on
their side. Though there is some pessimistic

strain in several of his writings he believes in the

ultimate victory of the good and the just. He is a
past-master in describing the beauties of nature.

His plays are sincere, though on the whole lack

drama. Quick to perceive the great problems of

Polish life, he wrote on several occasions topical

articles and pamphlets, some of which do not

lose their poignancy even today. Besides being a
stylist, everything he wrote was dictated by his

warm heart and there are in his prose lyrical

passages which read like the best lyrical verses or

elegies. S.S.

novels: Syzyfowe prace (1898); Ludzie bez-

domni (2 vols, 1900); Popioly (3 vols, 1904;

The Ashes, tr. H. Stanldewicz Zan, 2 vols, 1928);

Powiesc o Udalym Walgierzu (1906; Le roman de

Walgour, tr. S. Dunin Karwicki, 1923); Dzieje

grzechu (2 vols, 1908; Die Geschichte einer Sunde,

tr. S. Goldenring, 1910); Uroda zycia (2 vols,

1912; La bellezza della vita, tr. von D^bska,
1920); Wierna rzeka (1912; The Faithful River,

tr. S. Garry, 1943); Walka z szatanem (3 vols,

1916-19); Wiatr od morza (1922; El viento del

este, tr. M. Amster and C. M. Arconada, 1931);

PrzedwioSnie (1925).

—

splays: Rdza (1909); Ponad

Meg bielszym si^ stan^ (1921 ; Plus blanc que la

neige, tr. M. Grabowska and P. de Saint Wall

Pinon, 1923); Uciekla mi przepidreczka (1924).—

SHORT stories: Rozdziobiq nas kruki wrony

(1895; Den Raben und Geiern zum Frass, tr. M.

Sutram, 1903); Echa lesne (1905; Gli echi del

bosco, tr. L. Kociemski, 1923).

—

^various: Elegie

i inni pisma (ed. W. Borowy, 1928); Dzienniki

(1953-56).—Pis/wfl (25 vols, 1923-29; new ed.

S. Pigofi, 1949- ).

E. Lo Gatto, S. i. Studio critico (1926); R
Dyboski, ‘2. and Reymont’ in Slavon. Rev.,

IV (192©; J. Drozdowicz-Jurgielewiczowa, Tech-

nika powieSci i. (1929); S. Adamczewski, Serce

nienasycone (1930) and S, 2.: Zasys biograficzny

(1937); Z. L. Zaleski, ‘fitienne Z: in Attitudes et^

destinies (1932); N. Nucci, Alcuni elementi

sociali e nazionalisti delVopera letteraria di S. z.

(1932); W. Borowy, ‘2.’ in Slavon. and East Eur.

Rev., Xiy (1935-3©; S. Kasztelowicz and S.

Eile, S, 2, Kalendarz zycia i twirczoici (1961);

J. K^dziela, 5. 2., 1864-1925, Poradnik biblio-

graficzny (1964). S.S. (P.H.)
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Zesen, Philip von (*Prirau 8 X 1619; fHamburg
13 XI 1689), German poet. He early devoted

himself to improving the German language and
founded his literary society, the Teutschgesinnte

Genossenschaft or RosenzWt in Hamburg (1643).

Most of his life was spent in Holland, where he
apparently kept himself by writing, though he had
certain diplomatic missions. His orthographic

reforms found little following, his poetry was
much disputed but his use of dactyls and anapaests

especially influenced the Niirnberg poets. Though
he quarrelled with Rist*, his society and his

interest in Protestant Church unity brought him
into contact with important European figures,

especially Comenius*. His individualistic auto-

biographical novel. Die Adriatische Rosemund

(1645), is a landmark in the history of the genre

in Germany, though contemporaries preferred

his Assenat (1670; on the theme of Joseph and

Potiphar’s v^e). These two works are an attempt

to produce German novels to compete with the

fashionable French works by Madeleine de

Scudery* and others, which Zesen had translated.

He is in many ways an isolated figure, part

bourgeois part courtly, but holds an important

place in the literature of the time.

Deutscher Helicon (1640); Poetischer Rosen--

wdlder Vorschmack (1642); Liebesbeschreibung

Lysanders und Kcdisten (novel, from Fr.; 1644);

Ibrahim (from Fr.; 4 vols, 1645); Dichterische

Jugendflammen (1651); Gekreutzigte Liebes-

flammen (1653); Leo Belgicus (Latin 1660;

Ger. tr. 1677); Moralia Horatiana (1656; facs.

repr. ed. W. Brauer, 1963); Beschreibung der Stadt

Amsterdam (1664); Urteile wider den Gewissens-

zwang in Glaubenssachen (1665); Dichterisches

Rosen- und Liljentahl (1670); Assenat (1670;

ed. V. Meid, 1967); Simson (1679); Prirau oder

Lob des Vaterlandes (1680); and 58 other works.

A. D. Habichthorst, Wohlgegrundete Bedenck-

schrift liber die Zesische Sonderbahre Ahrt Hoch-

deutsch zu schreiben (1678); J. H. Gabler, Ver-

zeichnis der

.

Zesischen Schriften (1687); M.
Gebhardt, Zur Biographie Z, (diss. Strasbourg,

1888); K. Dissel, Z. und die Deutschgesirmte

Genossenschaft (1890); E. W. Moes, ‘P. von Z.*

in Jaarboek der Vereeniging Amstelodamum, V
(1907); H. Kornchen, Z,s Romane (1912; repr.

1967); C. Bouman, Z,s Beziehmgen zu Holland

(diss. Bonn, 1916); J. H. Scholte, ‘P. von Z: in

Jaarboek van het Genootschap Amstelodamum,

XIV (best biog.; 1916), ‘Z. in Frankrijk’ in

Neophilologus,XXVm (1943) and ‘Z.s Adriatische

Rosemund als symbolischer Roman’, ibid,, XXX
(1946); C. Stucki, Z.s und Grimmelshausens

Josephsromane (1933); C. C. van de Graft,

‘Filips von Z. en Utrecht* in Jaarboekje Oud-

Utrecht (1941); P. Baumgartner, Die Gestaltung

des Seelischen in Z,s Romanen (1942); W. Graadt

van Roggen, Een stichtsche sleutelroman uit de 17.

eeuw (1943); Renate Weber, Die Lieder P. von Z.

(diss. Hamburg, 1962); Volker Meid, Z.s Roman-
kunst (diss. Frankfurt am Main, 1966); U. Mach6,

‘Z. als Poetiker’ in Dt. Vierteljahresschrift, XLI
(1968); K. F. Otto, P. von Z., a Bibliography

(1971). L.W.F.

Zetterstrdm, Hans Harald, pseud. Hasse Z.

(Stockholm 23 V 1877; fl VI 1946), Swedish

humorous writer, editor of Sondags-Nisse (1901-

24), co-editor with Albert Engstrom* of Sondags-

nisse-Strix (1924-43), contributor to Svenska

Dagbladet (1931-46). A prolific and successful

writer of the witty causerie.

Samlade historier (12 vols, 1918-22); Berdt-

telser (sel.; 1948); 25 Ar med svenska foUcet

(1931 ;
account of Sondags-Nisse).

B.M.E.M.; A.H.J.K.

Zevecote, Jacob van (Ghent 1596; tHarderwijk

1642), Dutch poet, monk and Professor of

rhetoric at Ghent, after 1624 at Leiden. Renounc-

ing monasticism, he was appointed Professor at

Harderwijk in 1626. He wrote dramas in classical

form (five acts and choruses).

LATIN plays: Rosimunda; Maria Stuarta;

Esther (all pr. in Poemata, 3rd ed., 1623).

—

^dutch

plays: Belegh van Leiden (1626); Outset van

Leiden (1630).—verse: Lof van Hardermjk,

Verachtinge des Doots (1625; from the Latin of

D. Heinsius); Emblemata (1626).

‘Testament van J. van Z.* in Vaderlandsch

Museum, IV (1861).—Ph. Blommaert, Gedichten

van J. van Z. (1840) and De Nederlandsche

Schrijvers van Gent (1861); P. H. Keyser, ‘J. van

Z.’s Lof van Harderwyk* in Tijdschr. v. Nederl.

Taal- en Letterk., XXXV (1916); J. van Z.'s

Nederduytsche dichten Q62&-I638)(&d. O. Dambre,

1939). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Zeyer, Julius (*Prague 26 IV 1841; fibid. 29 I

1901), Czech novelist, poet and dramatist. Zeyer

was bom of a well-to-do Prague family and

German was the language of his early upbringing.

Not the least of the influences that caused him to

accept Czech as the language of his literary work

was that of his Czech nurse. After travelling

extensively in Europe and studying modern

languages and literatures at Prague University

he settled down in Prague as a writer. With

Vrchlick^* he became the most notable represen-

tative of the cosmopolitan trend in late 19th-

century Czech literature. His epic poems present

subjects from Czech antiquity iVysehrad, 1880),

medieval French legend (Karolinskd epopeja,

1896) and many other themes—^all treated in the

neo-Romantic manner. More substantial is his

achievement as a novelist. Tri legendy o krucifixu

(1895) represents his best prose acWevement in

the romantic-historical vein. His most notable

work, however, is the semi-autobiographical

novel Jem Maria Plojhar (1888), with its original.
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characteristically Czech presentation of the

problem of the artistic temperament. Many
elements in his work show afiSnity with the

dScadents.

Sebrane spisy (34 vols, 1901-07); sel. works

(ed. J. S. Kvapil, 1941 if.).—Mm u tonouci

hvizdy (novel; 1894).

J. Vobomik, /. Z. (1907); J. §. Kvapil, Gotick^

Z. (1942). R.A.

Zhirmunsky, Victor (*1891), Soviet author,

critic and literary theoretician. He started his

career as a member of the Formalist Group of

writers and critics who considered the mastery of

words, styles and genres to be the true material

of literary evolution. He turned, though, against

the dogmatism of the extreme FoimaKsts and
asserted that philosophic, moral, social and
religious elements can legitimately blend with a

work of art.

Zadachi poetiki (1924); Vvedenie v metriku

(1925); Istoricheskaya poetika (1940). J.L.

Zhitkov, Boris Stepanovich (*1882; tl938),

Soviet author of excellent children’s stories. He
was particularly good when writing about animals.

Chto ya videl (1939).

L. Chukovskaya, B, Z. (1955). J.L.

Zhukovsky, Vasdly Andreyevich (*Tula 29 I

1783; 001841; fBaden-Baden 7 IV 1852), Russian
poet who paved the way for Pushkin*, to whose
circle he later belonged. Illegitimate son of a rich

landowner (A. I. Bunin) and of a Turkish slave-

girl, he received a good education and was among
the first poets to introduce—with superb transla-

tions—English and German influences to the

Russian Parnassus. His version of Gray’s* Elegy,

printed in Vestnik Evropy (‘The European
Messenger’) in 1802, is regarded as the first

landmark of that process which culminated in the

‘golden age’ of Russian poetry. In some respects

Zhukovsky stands between the sentimental and
the Romantic periods, and his own intensely

musical lyrics are an intimate confession of a
contemplative, dreamy and pietistic soul suffering

from frustrated love. In epic poetry, however, he
made valiant attempts at b^ads, as well as at

narrative poems with folk-loristic flavour. Yet his

original work, good though it be, looks small in

bulk compared with his translations whidi range
from the poems ofBtirger*, Uhland*, Goethe* and
Schiller* to Byron* and Homer’s* Odyssey.

Sochineniya(3 vols, 1902, 1918); Stikhotvoreniya

(1939); Skazki (194^; Sochineniya (1954).

J. Grot, Ocherki zhizni i poezii Zhukovskogo
(1883); A. N. Veselovsky, V. A. Z. (1904); V. I.

Pokrovsky, V. A. Z. (1912); B. Eichenbaum,
Melodika russkogo liricheskogo stUcha (1922);

V. K. Zaitsev, Z. (1951). J.L.

Ziegler, Charles Calvin (*Center County,
Pa. 19 IV 1854; tSt Louis, Miss. 19 VI 1930),

Pennsylvania-German poet, influenced by Har-
baugh’s* Harfe and by German poetry.

Drauss un Deheem (Leipzig, 1891; enlarged

repr. in Penn. Ger. Folklore Soc. Pub., 1, 1936).

E.R.

Zigler und Kliphausen, Heinrich Anselm von
(Radmeritz 6 1 1663; tWurzen 8 IX 1696), Ger-
man novelist. He avoided employment at court to

devote himself to literature, excerpting chronicles

and histories. His one novel, Die asiatische Banise,

had a remarkable and long-lived success; Gott-

sched* called it the best German novel. It is a
story of heroic and constant love between princely

personages amid rapid changes of fortune, set

in an Oriental milieu of passion and intrigue.

It was continued by J. G. Hamann (tl713).

Die asiatische Banise oder das bluthig- dock

muthige Pegu (1689; ed. F. Bobertag in J.

Kurschner, Dt Nat.-Lit., XXXVII, 1883); Helden-

Hebe (1691); Tdglicher Schauplatz der Zeit (1694).

M. Pistorius, H. A. von Z.s Leben und Werk
(diss. Leipzig, 1928); W. Pfeiffer-Belli, Die

asiatische Banise (1940); H. K. Kettler, Baroque

Tradition in the German Enlightenment (1943);

E. Frenzel, ‘H. A. von Z. als Opernlibrettist* in

Euphorion, LXII (1968). L.W. F.

Zilahy, Lajos (Nagyszalonta 27 in 1891),

Hungarian author. The ease and clarity with

which Zilahy expounds his plots have made him
popular as a novelist outside Hungary. On the

Hungarian stage his light dramas with their

poetic language won wide recognition.

novels: Ket fogoly (1927; Two Prisoners, tr.

J. Collins and I, Zeitlin, 1931); A szokeviny

(1930; The Deserter, tr. G, Haldsz, 1932); A
fegyverek visszaneznek (1936; The Guns Look

Back, tr. L. Wolfe, 1938); Ararat (1947; The

Dukays, tr. J, Pauker, 1950); The Angry Angel

(1954).—plays: Sut a nap (1924); A tdbornok

(1928).

M. Ruzitska, Z. L. (1928). G.F.C.

Zilber, Venyamin Alexandrovich: see Kaverin,

Venyamin.

Zilliacus, Emil Gustav (*Tammerfors 1 IX 1878;

tHelsin^ors 7 XII 1961), Finnish-Swedish

scholar and writer. He lectured in literature at

Helsingfors (1909) and became Professor of

classical literature (1943). He was one of the

founders of the periodicals Euterpe and Argus,

and editor of Nya Argus (1911-33). His best

poetry reveals a happy marriage of classical form

and intimate, subjective, emotion (e.g. Soluret,

1926). He has done some brilliant translations

from Greek.
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criticism: Den nyarefranska poesin och antiken

(1905); Grekisk lyrik (1911); Sophokles (1919);
Khoros (1939).—verse: Offereld imS)\ Hellenika

(1917); Minnesaltaret (1936); Silverhdst (1943);
Brurmama (sel. poems 1915-50; 1958).

B.M.E.M. as.)

Zlmorowicz, J6zef Barizomej (*Lw6w 20 VIII

1597; ^ibid, 14 X 1677), Polish-Latin poet and
writer. The burgomaster of Lw6w, he wrote
Latin works describing the city’s Mstory, but

his major work is a collection of elegies, Sielanki

nowe ruskie, which contains realistic descriptions

of atrocities committed by the Cossacks during

their attack on the city in 1648. If he is also the

author of the apparently simple but skilful love

poetry of his brother Szymon’s JRoxolankU he
must be considered one of the leading Polish

Baroque poets.

iywot Kozakdw lisowskick . . . (1620); Sielanki

nowe ruskie . . . (1663; ed. under the name of

Szymon Z.; crit. ed. J. Lo§, 1916); Leopolis . .

.

a Turds . . . (1693); Leopolis triplex (pub. 1899).

J. K. Heck, tyde i dziela B. i Szymona Zimo-

rowiczdw {Ozirnkdw) na tie stosunkdw owczesnego

Lwowa (2 vols, 1894-1903); S. Adamczewski,

Oblicze poetyckie Bartlomieja Zimorowicza (1928).

S.S. (P.H.)

Zlmorowicz, Szymon (Lwdw 1608; fCracow 21

VI 1629), Polish poet. His only work, a collection

of lyrical poems, Roxolanki, written in honour

of his brother J6zef Bartlomej’s wedding in

1629 and published posthumously by him, is by
most scholars believed to be the work of J6zef

Bartlomej himself.

Roxolanki to iest Ruskie panny . . . (1654; ed.

A. Bruckner, 1924).

See prec. art. for further biblio. S.S. (P.H.)

Zincgref, Juuus Wilhelm (Heidelberg 3 VI

1591 ; tSt Goar 12 XI 1635), German poet, a leader

of the circle of young men at Heidelberg and

Strasbourg who, inspired by Janus Gruter and

Mathias Bemegger, worked for a regeneration of

German poetry which they saw adumbrated in

their friend Opitz*. Zincgref published Opitz’

Teutsche Poemata in 1624, appending to it a

collection of largely un*Opitzian poems by his

friends and himself which characterize their

transitional position. His Vermanung zur Dapffer^

keit (1625) and Soldatenlob (1632) were influential

and his collection of Apophthegmata (1626) had

a wide success.

Facetiae Permalium (1618); Fahnenbilder (1619);

Auserlesene Gedichte deutscher Poeten (1624;

ed. W. Braune, 1879); Quodlibetischer Weltkefig

(1632).

J. Zacher, Die dt Sprichwdrtersammlimgen

(1852); F. Schnorr von Carolsfeld, ‘J. W. Z.s

Leben und Schriften’ in Archiv f. Literaturgesch.,

Vin (1879); A. Reifferscheid, Quellen zur Ge-
schichte des geistigen Lebens in Deutschland

wdhrend des 17. Jh. (1889); O. Fischl, ‘Quelle

und Nachwirkung von Z.s Vermamung zur

DapfferkeiP in Euphorion, XVIII (1911); W. P.

Friederich, ‘Z. and his fellow-poets’ in Germanic
Rev., IX (1934). L.W.F.

Zipoli, Perlone: see Lippi, Lorenzo.

Ziya, Mehmed (Ziya G5kalp): see Gdkalp,

ZiYA.

Ziyadah, Marie: see Mayy.

Ziya Pa§a (*Istanbul 1825; fAdana 17 V 1880),

Turkish poet. Learned in classical culture, he
became a secretary in the palace, where he learned

French. Because of his revolutionary activities he

escaped, with Namik Kemal*, to Paris and

London. On his return to Turkey he was appointed

to distant provinces. Too deeply rooted in classical

culture to practise himself the innovations he

believed in and preached, nevertheless his work
contributed largely to the introduction and

establishment of Western ideas in politics and

literature.

verse: Es*aM Ziya (1881); KulliyaM Ziya

Pa$a (ed. Suleyman Nazif, 1925); Zafemame

(1870); Harabat (anthol. of Turkish, Arabic and

Persian poetiy; 1874).—various: Ruya (1867);

Veraset-i saltamt-i seniyye (1868).

Suleyman Nazif, tki Dost (1926); 1. H. Ertaylan,

Z. P.9 hayati ve eserleri (1935); Ahmet Hamdi
Tanpmar, XIX asir T&rk edebiyati tarihi (1956).

F.I.

Zlatarid, Dominko (Ragusa PDubrovnik] c.

1555; Wd- c. 1609), Ragusan poet of wealthy

bourgeois origin; studied in Padua. Translated

from Italian, Greek and Latin. His original verse,

although showing Petrarchan influence, is moving

and sincere.

PJesni razlike (1899).

A. Vaillant, Les *Piesni Razlike^ de D. Z. (1928)

and La longue deD.Z.... (1928). V.J.

Zlatowatsky, Nikolay Nikolayevich (Vladimir

4 XII 1845; tl^ll), Russian author with strong

‘populist’ leanings. In his narratives and novels

he idealized the Russian moujik and went into

ecstasies over the peasant commune to which he

pinned his faith in agrarian socialism. The contrast

between the old and the new village is well de-

scribed in his long novel, Vstoi (1878-82), but

his feelings and his didacticism often run away

with him—^to the detriment of his art,

Sochineniya (8 vols, 1912); Izbramye proiz-

vedeniya (1947).

V. V. Bush, Ocherki literaturnogo narodni^

chestva (1931). J*I-
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Zmaj, JovAN JovanovkS (*Novi Sad 24 XI
1833; tKamenica, Srem 3 VI 1904), Serbian

poet; a doctor and journalist, known as ‘Zmaj’

(‘Dragon’) from the title of a humorous periodical

which was among others edited by him. He was a

prolific and facile writer of lyrics expressing all his

emotions, ideas and experiences, of social satire

in verse, ofnarrative, patriotic and didactic poetry,

of poems for children, and of translations. TMs
profusion contains many pearls.

Djulici (1864); Djulici uveoci (1883); Cika Jova

srpskoj deci (1890); Snohvatice (3 vols, 1895).

—

Sabrcma dela (coll, works; 16 vols, 1933-37).

V. Stajic, ‘J. J. Z., 1833-1933’ in Slavon. and

E. Eur. Rev., XIII (1934). V.J.

Zimichowska, Narcyza, pseud. Gabryella (War-
saw 7 III 1819; Vbid^ 25 XII 1876), Polish novelist.

A pupil of Kl. Hoffmanowa*, she was imprisoned

for her political activities (1849-52). From 1855

she taught in Warsaw. Most gifted among the

‘Enthusiast women’, as an author in verse and
prose, she excelled both in artistic form and
depth of thought. Her highly romantic novels

give a psychological analysis of characters in

advance of her times.

Poganka (1846; ed. T. 4elenski-Boy, 1930);

Bidh r6i:a (1861; ed. idem, 1929); Czy to powiesc

(1877; ed. idem, 1929).

—

correspondence; Listy

do rodziny i przyjacidl (3 vols, 1885-1906); Listy

do Tekli Dqbskiej , .

.

H. Kopia, 1890);

Narcyssa i Wanda (ed. T. ]ZeIeiiski-Boy, 1930);

Listy (1957- X^Pisrm (5 vols, 1885-90); Wybdr
pome&ci (1953).

M. Mann, Poganka N, !t. Gieneza i zrddla,

artyzm i idea atworu (1916); C. Walewska,
N, (1919); M. St^pieii,M i, (1968).

S.S. (P.H.)

limogas: see Rodziewiczdwna, Maria.

Zoet, Jan (^c. 1614; 1f2 1 1674), Dutch satirist and
chiliastic eccentric, innkeeper at Amsterdam. For
some years he was an actor in the town theatre

and leader of a poets’ club, which published a
collection of poetry of little value. He wrote
plays and poetry for the house of Orange, often in

Cats’* style.

satires: ffedendaagse Mantel-eer (1636); Het
Groote Vischnet (pr. in Werken, below).

—

Het
leven en Bedrijf van Clement Marot (prose;

5th ed. 1660).

—

^vers?; d'Uytsteekenste digt-

kunstige Werken door J. Z. Amsterdammer
(1675) and in Parnassus aan het Y (1663).

—

plays; Olimpia (1640); Zabynaja (1648; from the

Spanish); Cornelia J^tivogli (1650; ^ter Ban-
dello); De Adellikke huisvader (1658; after Tasso).—Jochem-Jool (farce; 1637).

K. O. Mdnsma, Spinoza en zijn kring (1896);

W. Zuidema in Oud-Holland, XXHI (1905); J.

Koopmans, ‘J. Z.’ in Nieuwe Taalgids, XI (1917);

K. Meeuwesse, Jan Luyken als dichter van de Duytse

Lier (1952). A.M.B.W. (R.P.M.)

Zoilus OF Amphipolis (4th century b.c.), Greek
rhetorician. He wrote books Against Plato,

Against Isocrates, Against Homer, and rhetorical

works. His notorious criticism of Homer* attacked

the credibility of incidents and characters. He is

said to have been a Cynic, but is insignificant as a
philosopher.

F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen

Historiker, II (1923).—U. Friedlander, De Zoilo

aliisque Homeri obtrectatoribus (1895). D.J.F.

Zola, Emile Edouard Charles Antoine (*Paris

2 IV 1840; 0O1870 Gabrielle Eleonore Alexandrine

Meley; ybid. 29 IX 1902), French novelist.

Zola, the son of an engineer of Italian origin,

spent his early years at Aix-en-Provence, where his

friends included Paul Cezanne. In 1858 he returned

with his widowed mother to Paris where, his

studies ended, he found work with the publishing

house of Hachette. He took up journalism

and, as an art critic, actively defended Manet
and the Impressionist painters. His Contes d

Ninon (1864), and the novel La Confession de

Claude (186®, favourably received, were followed

by Therise Raquin (1867) and Madeleine Ferat

(1868), both Muenced by the novels of the

Goncourts*. Between 1871 and 1893 he published

Les Rougon-Macquart, 20 novels which he

described as ‘the natural and social history of a

family under the Second Empire’. It has been

praised as a remarkable effort of documentation

based on the theories of Claude Bernard’s Intro-

duction d la medecine experimentale (1865) which

Zola expounded in Le Roman experimental

(1880). In fact, though he thought of himself as a

scientific or documentary novelist and spent a

great deal of time propagating his theory of

Naturalism, he is much more than that. He is,

as Balzac*, a visionary—a quality most evident

in what is known as his ‘black’ poetry. The

Rougon-Macquart series is not simply a vision of

life under the Second Empire: it is a vision of the

human condition. Underlying it, is a Naturalist

‘theology’ in which some of the main Christian

dogmas find their equivalents. It begins with a

‘fair caused by alcoholism which produces the

lesion organique, the Naturalist form of original

sin, and ends with the birth of a child who is

supposedly the Naturalist ‘saviour’. Zola tried to

develop his findings in two further groups of

novels, Les Trois villes (1894-1902) and Les

Quatre evangiles (1899-1902), but by this time his

powers were beginning to fail. He was an active

defender of Dreyfus. After publishing his indict-

ment of French justice, ‘J’accuse’, in L’Au-

rore (13 I 1898), he was obliged to leave France

and sought refuge in England (1898-99). He died.
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accidentally asphyxiated, in 1902 and is buried

in the Pantheon in Paris.

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES! Les mystires de

Marseille (1867); Les Rougon^MacquarU com-
prising: La fortune des Rougon (1871), La curie

(1871), Le ventre de Paris (1873), Le conquite

de Plassans (1874), La faute de Vabbi Mouret

(1875), Son excellence Engine Rougon (1876),

Uassommoir (1877; The Dram-Shop, tr. G.
Hopkins, 1951), Une page d'amour (1878), Nana
(1880), Pot-bouille (1882), Au bonheur des dames

(1882), La joie de vivre (1884), Germinal (1885;

tr. H. Ellis, 1894), Voeuvre (1886; The Master-

piece, tr. T. Walton, 1950), La terre (1887), Le
rive (1888), La bite humaine (1890), Vargent

(1891), La debdcle (1892), Le docteur Pascal

(1893); Les trois villes, comprising: Lourdes

(1894), Rome (1896), Paris (1898); Les quatre

evangiles, comprising: Feconditi (1899), Travail

(1901), Verite (1903), Justice (unwished); Nou-

veaux contes h Ninon (1874); Les soirees de

Medan, including Uattaque du moulin (1880);

Nais Micoulin (1884).—o^cism: Mes haines

(1866); Mon salon (1866); Edouard Manet (1867);

Le naturalisme au thedtre (1881); Nos auteurs

dramatiques (1881); Les romanciers naturalistes

(1881); Une campagne (1882); Lettre d lajeunesse

(1897); Lettre d la France (incl. Taccuse’; 1898);

La verite en marche (1901).

—

CEuvres complites

(ed. H. Mitterand, 15 vols, 1962-69).

H. Massis, Comment E, Z. composait ses

romans (1906); Henry James, Notes on Novelists

(1914); M. Josephson, Z. and His Time (1928);

D. Le Blond-Zola, Z. raconti par safille (1931);

G. Robert, E, Z. Principes et caractires giniraux

de son oeuvre (1952; best intro.); A. Wilson,

E, Z. (1952; 1965) ; F. W. J. Hemmings, E, Z. (1953

;

1966); H. Guillemin, Prisentation des Rougon-

Macquart (1964). T.W. (M.T.)

2>)llinger, Albin (*Zurich 24 I 1895; ^ibid, 1

1941), Swiss novelist and essayist. He spent his

youth in Argentina and was a schoolteacher in

Switzerland. Profoundly perturbed by the stag-

nating social and intellectual life in Switzerland,

as he saw it, he was tireless in proposing ways of

reinvigoration that were compatible with Swiss

democratic thinking and would form an antidote

to the remedies prescribed by German National

Socialism.

Der halbe Mensch (1929); Die grosse Unruhe

(1939); Pfarmenstiel (1940); Bohnenblust (1942).

—

Gedichte (ed. E. Staiger, 1956); Gesammelte

Werke (4 vols, 1961-62).

P. HSfliger, Der Dichter A. Z. (1954); H.

Banziger, ‘A. Z.’ in Heimat und Fremde (1958);

W. Gunther, ‘A. Z.’ in Dichter der neueren

Schweiz, I (1963). H.B.

Zoranid, Petar (Zadar c. 1508; fafter 1569),

Dalmatian writer of the aristocratic class, with a

classical education. His pastoral novel, Planine

(Venice, 1569), patriotic and moralizing, modelled

on Sannazaro’s* Arcadia, is the earliest extant

secular work in prose (but interspersed with

verse) in Croatian literature. The background is

that of the poet’s own time and region.

V. Javarek, ‘Three 16th-century Dalmatian

poets’ in Slavon. and E. Eur. Rev., XLI (1962).

V.J.

Zoroaster (not later than 7th century b.c.), the

prophet of ancient Iran. The exact details of his

life are still disputed. He preached his doctrine

in East Iran, secured the support of King Vishtasp

and challenged the older, mainly nature-divinity,

worship. The Gdthds, five archaic poems ascribed

to Zoroaster himself, are the oldest and holiest

part of AVESTA, the sacred book of the Zoro-

astrians. Their doctrine, with its ethical and

optimistic outlook, is based on a belief that two

primeval forces, good and evil, govern the world.

Man, as a free agent, is exhorted to choose the

right and avoid the wrong, so as to bring about

the final victory of Ahura Mazda, lord of wisdom,

and banishment of Angra Mainyu (Ahriman),

the evil spirit.

A. V. W. Jackson, Z., the Prophet of Ancient

Iran (1899); H. S. Nyberg, Die Religionen des

alien Iran (1938); E. E. Hertzfeld, Z. and His

World (1947); J. Duchesne-Guillemin, Z. (incl.

tr. of the Gdthds; Paris, 1948); W. B. Henning,

Z. (1951); W. Hinz, Zarathustra (1951); and see

AVESTA. E.Y.

Zorrilla de San Martin, Juan (*Montevideo 28

XII 1855; ifibid. 3 XI 1931), Uruguayan poet and

essayist. He is the author of the best-known

poem in Uruguayan literature and the greatest

of its writers before Herrera* y Reissig, whom he

outlived. Tabari (1888), his greatest work, is a

lengthy poem on the tragic love of a half-caste

Indian for a white girl. The theme is handled

romantically and perhaps over-sentimentally; the

versification is extremely skilful and, by its

lyrical quality, carries the reader over much that

in purely narrative form would have been tedious.

For the poet as well as for the essayist and

historian, patriotism and religion are the most

powerful driving forces. E.Sa.

La epopeya de Artigas (2 vols, 1912).—Coll,

works (16 vols, 1930).

R. Ibanez, La leyenda patria y su contorno

historico (Montevideo, 1959). E.Sa. (J.F.)

Zorrilla y Moral, Josi (*Valladolid 21 11 1817;

001839 Matilde O’Reilly, ool869 Juana Pacheco;

fMadrid 23 I 1893), Spanish dramatist. In 1836

he escaped from home and University. A few

months after, he conquered fame with an elegiacZonaras: see John Zonaras.
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recitation at the burial of Larra*. Fleeing from his

first wife, 19 years his senior, he went to France

(1850) and Mexico (1855), where he became
Emperor Maximilian’s proteg6. After 1866 he

lived mainly in Spain. Penniless, but with un-

rivalled popularity, he was solemnly crowned

with golden laurels at Granada in 1889.

With him Spanish Romanticism reached its

height. Others, with more culture, attained greater

perfection and avoided his grave pitfalls, but

nobody excelled him in wealth of inspiration,

mastery of description and dramatic power. In the

Leyendas he recreated the heroic, medieval,

Clnistian and Moorish atmosphere of old Spain

{Cantos del trovador, 1840-41 ; Vigilias del Estio,

1842; Granada^ 1852; etc.). His legends are like

little dramas written in narrative form, and
conversely his plays are dramatizations of legends

{El punal del Godo, 1842; El zapatero y el rey,

1840-41; Traidor, inconfeso y mdrtir, 1849,

technically his best play). Yet all his works are

obscured by Don Juan Tenorio (1844), the most
popular play in Spanish literature. It is still

performed yearly on 1 XI throughout Spain.

In facile, at times cheap, but always sonorous,

colourful and dynamic verse, Zorrilla gives new
life to DON JUAN’S saga, introducing new charac-

ters, derived from old Spanish dramatic types.

The legends of the burlador and of the banquet
with the statue are better welded together than
in Tirso* and Zamora*. Zorrilla’s Don Juan
becomes a popular hero saved from utter dam-
nation at the last moment by the pure love of
Dofia In6s- This play is important for its recreation

of Don Juan’s character and its great dramatic
force, not as a refined work of art.

Obras completas (4 vols, 1895); Obras com-
pletas (ed. A. Cortes, 2 vols, 1943).

Don Juan Tenorio (constant reprs in Col.

Aust., Clas. Cast., etc.).—Eng. trs: S. Eliot,

Translations From the Spanish Poet J, Z. (Boston,

1846); T. Walsh, ‘Toledo’, ‘The Bull and the
Picador’ and ‘The Springlet ’ in Hispanic Anthology
(New York, 1920); W. Knapp, ‘Dagger of the
Goth’ in Poet Lore, XL (1929); A. J. McVan,
‘From Don Juan Tenorio’, excerpt in Transla-

tions From Hispanic Poets (New York, 1938).

Alonso Cort6s, Z., su vida y sus obras (1943).

R.M.N. (J.E.V.)

Zorro, Joan (jf. 1250), Portuguese poet. Little is

known of his life. The sea, ships and the river

Tagus are recurrent themes in his delightful

cantigas de amigo, which are among the finest

in the early Portuguese CANaoNEmos.

A. F. G, Bell, ‘The eleven songs of J. Z.’ in
Mod. Lang. Rev., XV (1920); C. Ferreira da
Cunha, O Cancioneiro de J, Z. (Rio de Janeiro,

1949). T.P.W.

ZoruKti), Fieri (*Lonzano 1792; tUdine 1867),

the most popular Friulian poet. His lyrics,

mainly sonnets, are a humorous or slightly senti-

mental commentary, in the manner of Italian

dialect literature, on situations and incidents of
everyday life. Although his lyrics may be criticized

for their prolixity, his epigrams are masterly and
he is considered one of the two most important
Friulian writers of the 19th century.

Poesiis (2 vols, 1836-37; 3 vols, 1846-57);
Poesie edite ed inedite (2 vols, 1880); Raccolta
completa delle poesie friulane edite e inedite

(Udine, 1880-82); Le poesie friulane di P, Z.
{ibid,, 1911-12); Poesie scelte (Udine-Tolmezzo,
1946; Udine, 1949).

B. Chiurlo, ‘P. Z. poeta del Friuli’ in Le Tre
Venezie (Padua, 1942); G. D’Aronco, ‘Biblio-

grafia ragionata di P. Z.’ in Aevum, XIX.1-2
(1945). R.R.B.; L.C

Zoshchenko, Mikhail Mikhailovich (*1895;
*1*1958), Soviet author whose humorous tales and
sketches were extremely popular in the Soviet

Union and abroad. He had passed through a
number of professions before—in 1921—he took
to writing comic anecdotal sketches of Soviet

daily life. His favourite gem*e was a combination
of the SKAZ or the ‘told’ story (as practised by
Leskov* and Remizov*) and of the amusing
feuilleton, which was often less iimocent than it

looked. As his pictures were not necessarily on
strict Party lines, clashes became unavoidable.

In 1943, he made a new departure with his remi-

niscences, Pered voskhodom solntsa. They began to

appear in the periodical Oktyabr’, but after the

second instalment they were suddenly stopped.

Some three years later Zoshchenko was oflacially

‘purged’ by Zhdanov.

Rasskazy Nazara llyitcha gospodina Sine-

bryukhova (1923); Sobranie sochineniy (6 vols,

1931); Vozvrashchonnaya molodosP (1933); Golu-
baya kniga (1934); Izbrannye rasskazy (1935);
Rasskazy, povesti, felyetony, teatr, kritika (1937);
Rasskazy (1938); Povesti i rasskazy (New York,
1952),—Russia Laughs (tr. H. Clayton, 1935);
The Woman Who Could Not Read and Other
Tales (tr. E, Fen, 1940); The Wonderful Dog and
Other Tales {tr, idem, 1942). J.L.

Zosimus (*Gaza?; fl, second half 5th century),

Greek historian. Author of Historia nova, re-

counting the history of the Roman empire from
Augustus to Diocletian very summarily, and from
Diocletian to 410 in detail. A bitter enemy of
Christianity, he sees in the decline of Rome the

vengeance of the old gods for their neglect.

Zosimi historia nova (ed. L. Mendelssohn,
1887; ed. F. Paschoud, 1, 1971; tr. J. J. Buchanan
and H. T. Davis, 1967).

L. Leidig, Quaestiones Zosimeae (1900); F.

Gr^bner, ‘Eine Zosimosquelle’ in Byzantinische
Zeitschrift, XIV (1905). R.B.
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Zrinyi% Mikl6s, Count (*Ozaly 1 V 1620; ool646

Eusebia Draskovich, ool652 Baroness Mdria

Zsdfia Ldbl; fKursanec Forest 18 XI 1664),

Hungarian poet and essayist. Educated by Jesuits

and influenced by contemporary Baroque, Zrinyi

created out of recent history a brilliant heroic

epic, his lengthy Obsidio Szigetiam (1651). An
accomplished military leader, he also wrote

historical and military studies.

Adriai tengemek Syremia (incl. Obsidio Szige-

tiana; Vienna, 1651).

—

Z, M. dsszes muvei (ed.

Cs. Csapodi and T. Klaniczay, 1958).

K. Sz6chy, Grdf Z. M. (5 vols, 1896-1902);

T. Klaniczay, Z. M, (2nd ed. 1964); D. Mervyn

Jones, ‘Z. M.’ in Five Hungarian Writers (1966).

G.F.C.

Zschokke, Heinrich (^Magdeburg 22 III 1771;

tAarau 27 VI 1848), Swiss writer, a versatile

character, who was &st an actor, then pastor in

Magdeburg (1792), before settling in Switzerland

(1798), where he held public office and edited

several journals. His large output included sensa-

tional plays and novels, works of undenomina-

tional edification, histories and historical novels

modelled on Scott*. Das Goldmacherdorf fore-

shadowed Jeremias Gotthelf*.

novels: Alamontade der Galeerensklave (1803;

Eng. tr. J. Oxenford and C. A. Feiling, 1844);

Das Goldmacherdorf (1817; Eng. tr. 1833);

Die Branntweinpest (1837; Eng. tr. 1853).

—

Abdllino dergrosse Bandit (play ; 1796 ;
The Bravo of

Venice, tr. M. G. Lewis, 1804).—miscellaneous:

Stunden der Andacht (8 vols, 1809-16; sel. tr.

F. Rowan, 1862); Ausgewdhlte Schriften (40 vols,

1825-28); Fine Selbstschau (2 vols, 1842).

E. Zschokke, H, Z. (1866; 3rd ed. 1875);

P. Schaffrath, H, Z. als Politiker und Fublizist

(1949). H.A,P. (K.W.M.)

Zfibek, L’uDOvfr (*12 VII 1907), Slovak novelist.

Zubek is the author of a series of historical

novels which combine documentary accuracy

with considerable narrative skill (Jar Adely

OstroMckej, 1957, on Uudovit Stur*; Skrytf

pramefi, 1956, on the medieval sculptor Master

Paul of LevoSa). R-A.

Zuckmayer, Carl (Nackenheim 27 XII 1896),

German playwright, poet and novelist. His plays

have natural dialogue, skilful dramatic presenta-

tion. Robust humour, human compassion and

unflinching courage are combined in his opposi-

tion to authoritarian intimidation. His most suc-

cessful plays are Der frohliche Weinberg (1925),

Der Hauptmann von Kopenick (1930; Eng. tr.

1932) and above all Des Teufels General (1946).

Das kalte Licht (1955; Eng. tr. E. Montague)

deals with moral problems of the atomic age and

includes the story of the atom spy, Klaus Fuchs.

His verse, lyrical and satirical, and his prose works

must take second place to his dramatic achieve-

ments.

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES: Die Magdalena von

Bozen (1936; The Moons Ride Over, tr. M.

Firth, 1937); Die Fastnachtsbeichte (1959; Eng.

tr. J. and N. Mander, 1961); Three Stories (ed.

D. Barlow, 1963).

—

Gedichte (verse; 1948 and

I960).—autobiography: Second Wind (tr. E. R.

Hapgood, 1940); Als waPs ein Stuck von mir

(1964; A Part of Myself, tr. R. and C. Winston,

1970).

—

Gesammelte Werke (1947- ).

Fiille der Zeit: C, Z. und sein Werk (1956);

A. J. Jacobius, Das Schauspiel C, Z.s (1956);

P. Meinherz, C. Z. (1960); E. T. Rosenthal,

Introdug&o d obra de C, Z. (1967).

R.W.L. (K.W.M.)

Zuhair (6th-7th century), pre-Islamic Arabic

poet. He is one of the major poets of early Arabic

literature, with a predilection for didactic verse.

S.M.S.

A. J. Arberry, The Seven Odes (1957). R.O.

Zumbroock, Ferdinand (*Munster 18 VI 1817;

iibid. 17 I 1890), Westphalian verse writer. His

numerous rhymed anecdotes, in the Munster

dialect, have only a limited appeal.

Poetische Versuche in Westfdlischer Mundart

(5 vols, 1847-88).

F. Wippermann, *Der Altmeister der milnster-

ischen Dialektdichtung’ in Niedersachsen, XII

(1907); F. CasteUe. ‘F. Z.’, ibid. G.C.

Z^ga, Francesillo de (*?B6jar; ^ibid. 1532),

Spanish burlesque writer. He was Charles V’s

buffoon and wrote a satirical chronicle (1527)

of the events of the Emperor’s reign and some

^musing letters. His death was
^

the result of

wounds received from a ruffian hired by one of

the nobles he had satirized.

Crdnica in Biblioteca de Aut. Esp., XXXVI;

Cartas ineditas (ed. J. Mendndez Pidal in Rev. de

Archives, XX-XXI, 1909).

A. Morel-Fatio and H. lionardon. La

“Chronique scandaleuse” d’un bouffon du temps

de Charles-Quint* in Bull. Hispanique, XI

(1909); A. Gonzdlez Palencia, Del "Lazarillo' a

Quevedo (1946). E.M.W.

Zunzunegui, Juan Antonio de (*Portugalete,

Vizcaya 1901), Spanish novelist in the realist

tradition, his novels being set for the most part

in his native Basque country.

El chiplichandle (1939); La quiebra (2 vols,

194^; La ulcera (1949); Las ratas del barco

(1950); El supremo bien (1951); Esta oscura

desbandada (1952); La frontera delgada (1961).—

Obras completas, I (in progr. ;
1969- ).

Carbonell Basset, La novelistica de J. A. de Z.

(1965). J-E.V.
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2upancic, Oton (*Vinica in Bela Krajina 23 I

1878; 00Ana Kessler; tLjubljana 11 VI 1949),

Slovene poet, dramatist and translator. In his

lyric poetry he appears as the confessor of his

own personality, the herald of his nation’s vitality,

a seeker for the meaning of the individual and the

nation in world culture and a stern critic of himself

and society. During the Second World War he

helped with his poems to sustain the fight for

freedom. In 1948 the People’s Parliament of

Slovenia proclaimed him ljudski umetnik ‘artist

of the people’. He also produced very valuable

translations of Shakespeare* (11 plays), Moliere*,

Calderon* Pushkin* and other classics.

Casa opojnosti (1899); Cez plan (1904); Santo-

govori (1908); Ciciban (1915); V zarje Vidove

(1920); Veronika Deseniska (1924); Zimzelen

pod snegom (1945).

—

Nasa beseda (ed. F. Albreht,

1929); VeSt poet, svoj dolgl (ed. J. Logar et ai,

1949).-—translation: over 100 sel. poems in

L. Tesniere, Oton Joupantchitch (1931); L. Novy,

Blatter aus der slovenischen Lyrik in deutschen

Vbertragungen (1933); Anthologie de la poesie

yougoslave des XIXe et XXe slides (1935);

Anthologie de la poesie slovine (1962); A Selection

of Poems (ed. with intro. J. Lavrin, 1967).

—

Delo

(works; 5 vols, 1936-50); Zbrano delo (coll,

works; 4 vols, 1957-67; incomplete).

A. Cronia, O. 2. (Rome, 1928); J. Vidmar,

O. 2. Kritidio portretna studija (1935).

A.S. (tr. H.Le.)

Zurara, Gomes Banes de (*c. 1410; tl474),

Portuguese chronicler. He enjoyed the favour of

Afonso V, who in 1454 appointed him keeper of

the state archives in succession to FemSo Lopes*.

Zurara’s histories continue those of Lopes, but

deal more especially with the early stages of

Portugal’s colonial expansion in Africa. An ardent

admirer of Prince Henry the Navigator, Zurara

gives full importance to the latter’s role in stimu-

lating the navigations that ultimately led to the

discovery of the sea-route to India.

Thou^ describing an eminently epic period

in Portugal’s history, Zurara’s heavy moralistic

style often tends to blunt the elfect of the great

events he is recording; fond of displaying his

erudition, his works abound with learned refer-

ences and quotations. At times, however, the

narrative rises above this pedantry and becomes
worthy of the subject, notably in the Cronica da
Tomada de Ceuta,

Crdnica da Tomada de Ceuta (ed. F. M. Esteves

Pereira, 1916; with Life)\ Crdnica do Descobri-

mento e Conquista da Guine (ed. Visconde de
Santarem, Paris, 1841; ed. A. Dias Dinis as

Crdnica dos Feitos de Guine, 1949; The Chronicle

of the Discovery and Conquest of Guinea, tr. C. R.
Beazley and E. Prestage, with Life, Hakluyt Soc.,

2 vols, 1896, 1899); Crdnica do Conde D, Pedro de

Meneses, pub. in Colkcgdo de Livros ineditos da

Histdria Portuguesa, II (1792); Crdnica dos

Feitos de D. Duarte de Meneses, ibid.. Ill (1793).

A. J. Dias Dinis, Vida e obras de G. E. de Z
(1949). T.P.W.

’

Zurita, Jeronimo de (*Saragossa 1512; ^ibid.

1580), Spanish historian. His father had been

doctor to Ferdinand the Catholic and Charles V.

He studied with Hernan Nunez* at Alcala and
became secretary to Philip II and chronicler of

Aragon. Travels in Germany and Italy enabled

him to consult many foreign libraries and archives.

His Anales de la corona de Aragon (1562-80) is

still an important historical source; Bartolom6

Leonardo de Argensola* continued them after

Zurita’s death.

Anales (1610; ed. A. Ubieto, M. D. Perez

Soler and L. Ballesteros, 2 vols, 1967); Crdnica

de la corona de Aragon (extr. ed. G. Castellano,

1918). E.M.W. (J.E.V.)

Zuylen, Belle van : see Charrtdrc, Isabelle de.

Zweifel, Elieser Zevi or Lazar (*Mohilev 15 IV
1815; tGlukhov 21 II 1888), Hebrew scholar and
author. Although active as an educationist, his

greatest achievement in Hebrew literature {Shalom

al Israel) is his defence of l^assidism, the religious

mystical sect which flourished from the middle of

the 18th century to the end of the 19th.

Shalom al Israel (I, Zhitomir, 1868-70; II,

Vilna, 1873; III and IV, Zhitomir, 1873); Sanegor

(a defence of the Talmud; Warsaw, 1885);

Heshbono shel Glam (on theodicy; ibid., 1878).

S.A. (M.Ge.; Y.F.)

Zweig, Arnold (*Gross-Glogau 10 XI 1887;

tBerlin 26 XI 1968), German writer. At first

preoccupied with modem intellectualism, he dealt

more with problems of everyday life after the

First World War. Der Streit urn den Sergeanten

Grischa {1921 \ The Case of Sergeant Grischa,

tr. E. Sutton, 1927) is his best novel, about one of

his favourite subjects—war and the individual.

His second great subject, Jews and Zionism,

gets its fullest treatment in De Vrient kehrt heim

(1932; De Vrient Goes Home, tr. idem, 1933).

After the war, Zweig continued writing short

stories, novels and plays about the contemporary

scene, all of which reveal his humanitarianism and

objective realism.

novels: Novellen um Claudia (1912; Eng. tr.

E. Sutton, 1930); Erziehung vor Verdun (1935);

Das Beil von Wandsbek (1947; The Axe of Wands-

bek, tr. E. Sutton, 1948; filmed 1951); Die Feuer-

pause (1954); Der grosse Krieg der weissen Manner
(ser. of novels; 1957 If.).—stories: Spielzeug der

Zeit (1933; Playthings of Time, tr. E. D. Ashton,

1935); Stufen (1949); A Bit of Blood and Other

Stories (1959).—plays: Ritualmord in Ungam
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(1914); Die Umkehr (1927).

—

essays: Juden aiif

der deutschen Buhne (1928); Biianz der deutschen
Judenheit (1934; Insulted and Exiled, tr. E. and C
Paul, 1937).

S. Fisliman, ‘War novels of A. 2.’ in Sewanee
Rev., XLIX (1941); W. K. Pfeiler, War and the

German Mind (1941); ‘A. Z.-Bibliographie’ in

Sinn und Form (special no. on A. Z.; 1952);

J. Rudolph, Der Humanist A. Z. (1955); Fesu
schrift zum 70. Geburtstag (1957); A. Z.: Ein
Almanack (1962); E. Hilscher, A. Z. (1962).

R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Zweig, Stefan (*Vienna 28 XI 1881; fPetropolis,

Brazil 23 II 1942), Austrian biographer, essayist,

pla3rwright and poet. Great fluency and the gift

of imitative appreciation made his verse and prose

somewhat unoriginal as well as polished and
elegant. His portraits of historical and literary

figures are not objective {Triumph und Tragik

des Erasmus yon Rotterdam, 1934, Eng. tr. 1934;

and Maria Stuart, 1935, Eng. tr. 1935), but

masterpieces of creative intuition and elegant

lively presentation, at best in Joseph Fouche

(1929; Eng. tr. 1930) and Marie Antoinette (1932;

Eng. tr. 1933). He remains the most spirited

analyst and representative of the tragically pre-

mature cosmopolitan culture before the First

World War, Die Welt von gestern (1942; The
World of Yesterday, 1943), and his many original

translations of European writers reveal him as a

leading defender of European values.

biographies: Romain Rolland (1920); Drei

Meister—Balzac, Dickens, Dostojewski (1920; tr,

E. and C. Paul, 1930); Der Kampf mit dem
Damon—Hdlderlin, Kleist, Nietzsche (1925); Drei

Dichter ihres Lebens—Casanova, Stendhal, Tolstoi

(1928; tr. Adepts in Self-Portraiture, 1928); Die

Heilung durch den Geist—Mesmer, Mary Baker

Eddy, Freud (1932; tr.. Mental Healers, 1932);

Balzac, Der Roman seines Lebens (1946; tr. W,
and D. Rose, 1947).—stories: Amok (1922; Eng.

tr. 1931); Verwirrung der Gefuhle (1925; tr..

Conflicts, 1928); Schachnovelle (1943; The Royal
Game, tr. B. W. Huebsch, 19U).—Ausgewdhlte
Novellen (1946).—plays: Jeremias (1917; Eng.
tr. 1922); Volpone (adapted from Ben Jonson;
1926).

—

Die gesammelten Gedichte (yQx^t
\ 1924).

—

Complete Works (tr. E. and C. Paul, 1949 ff.);

Die Drameni^d. R. Friedenthal, 1964).

J. Romains, S. Z., Great European (1941);
H. Arens, S. Z. Sein Leben—sein Werk (1949;
Eng. tr. 1950); Blatter der S. Z.-Gesellschaft

(1958 flf.); A. Bauer, S. Z. (1961); F. M. Zweig,
S. Z.: Eine Bibliographic (1961); W. J. Lucas,

‘S. Z.’ in German Men of Letters, III (ed. A.
Natan, 1964); R. J. Klawiter, 5. Z.; A Biblio-

graphy (1965). R.W.L. (F.M.K.)

Zwingli, Ulrich or Huldreich (*Wildhaus 1 I

1484; 001524 Anna Reinhard; fKappel 10 X
1531), Swiss Reformer; studied at Vienna and
Basle, became priest at Glarus (1506), Einsiedeln

(1516) and the Grossmunster in Zurich, where he

introduced the Reformation into Switzerland.

He parted company with Luther* over the com-
munion doctrine (conference of Marburg, 1529)

and was killed at Kappel leading the Protestant

forces against those of the Catholic cantons. A
politician as much as a theologian, more radical

than Luther, Zwingli had little direct influence on
German literature.

Gesamtausgabe der Schriften und Briefe (ed. E.

Egli, 1904 if.); Hauptschriften (ed. F. Blanke and
O. Famer, 3 vols, 19^l-Al),Selected Works
(Eng. tr. ed. S. M. Jackson, 3 vols, 1912-30).

Myconius, Vita (1532; Eng. tr. H. Bennet,

1561); G. Finsler, Z,-Bibliographie (1897); S. M.
Jackson, H, Z. (1901); Zwingliana (periodical;

1904 flf.); H. Nabholz, ‘Z. im Drama’ in ZiSrcher

Taschenbuch, XXXV (1912); A. Lang, Z. and

Calvin (1913); W. Kohler, Z. (1923); O. Famer,

Z. (2 vols, 1946); G. Ritter, ‘U. Z.* in Die grossen

Deutschen, V (1957). D.G.D.

Zych, Maurycy: see 2eroii]ski, Stefan.


